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ODE TO AUTUMN
Richest season of the year

Bringing

men abundant

cheer,

Soothing heart and eye and ear

Glad Autumn!
Following

fast

on Summer's

train,

Filling fields with golden grain,

y

Purpling vineyards on the plain

Ripe Autumn!
Trees their royal garments spread
Purple, crimson, scarlet, red;

Golden

glories

crown

their

head

In Autumn.
Birds returning paint the sky

Rainbow hues of various dye
Watch the vagrant migrants fly
With Autumn!
Halcyon day and

sfcias serene,

Climes that keep the golden mean,

Tepid

airs

and

Gives

frosts not keen.

Autumn!

Rarest ripeness bursts

its

molds!

Winter's snows and icy colds

Dormant

lie

within the folds

Of Autumn!

— Francis A.
A^

\(^1

Raft'erty

1
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By John

LIEUT. FRED DOUGLASS,

A. E. F., was
Hearing the end of the last lap in his
military career.
The train was speeding
him on to the camp where he was to receive his
discharge from the army, and return to civil life.
His service in the war was like that of many
another American soldier. Commissioned at an
officers training camp, he went across, got mixed

some

up

in

D.

S. C. for

real fighting,

After the armis-

he spent several months traveling around
Europe and his final conclusion was "There's no
place like home,"
He was a typical breezy young Westerner. A
native of Missouri, he had been graduated from
tlie state agricultural college and then assumed
charge of his father's run-down farm. In a few
years he had turned acres of unproductive prairie
land into ricli wheat fields. By introducing upto-date machinery and scientific methods, the
brainy young superintendent had already made
a fortune from his bumper wheat crops. The farm
had suffered during his two years absence, and
that was the main reason he was anxious to get
back and start things humming again.
Leaning back on the luxurious cushions of the
Pullman he felt happy at the prospect of returnHe whistled a few bars of the old
ing home.
strain, "How You Gonna Keep 'Em Down on
Many a
the Farm," and tlien began to muse.
time he had heard liis buddies roar that chorus
And now,
to the tune of battered old pianos.
it struck him like a flash, what attraction was
tliere to keep him on the farm, besides raising
Marvelous to relate,
wheat and getting rich.
this vigorous, wide-awake, young man had never
yet succumbed to the tender passion. When he
went to the war, he left no girl beliind liim. Even
t!ie charming French maids had ogled him all in
vain.
He was heart-wliole and fancy-free in
regard to tlie fair sex. Despite all tliis lie was
not slow to realize that there was sometliing
tice

was the love
admitted to
soon."

He knew

life.

of

a

Whelan
Suddenly he felt that he needed a smoke and
he got up and started down the aisle toward the

smoking

car.
Just then the train rounded a
sharp curve. The sudden lurch of the car threw
him against a seat, and his hat fell off. It rolled
between two seats and as he stooped to reach
for it, murmuring an apology for his awkwardness, he encountered a pair of laughing blue eyes.

and was awarded the

bravery in action.

lacking in his

A.

woman,

liimself, "I will

that

tliis

a wife.

have

something
"Yes," he

to get

married

Fred went on

smoking

to the

strangely agitated.

He had

car, feeling rather

seen plenty of laugh-

ing blues eyes in his day, and none had ever
affected

him

like this.

He

soon came back try-

ing to look unconcerned as he passed througli the

Try as he miglit, to look straiglit ahead, lie
could not refrain from glancing down as lie passHe saw a stout
ed the scene of his mishap.
middle-aged woman who was very intent on
some knitting work. By her side, sat a slightlybuilt girl with blue eyes and chestnut hair, an
irresistible type of beauty.
She was deeply immersed in a magazine, but as if by instinct slie
raised her head and Fred looked her full in the
car.

A

face.

faint

light

gleam for an instant

of

recognition

in her eyes, but

seemed
it

to

vanished

acknowledgment
what he considered a greeting.
The young officer was now more disturbed than
ever. This maiden had aroused in him an interest
deeper than he had ever before felt for one of
her sex.
He decided that he must have another
as he raised his vizored cap in

of

look at her, so under pretext of getting a drink^
he went past the seat again. This time he felt
no hesitancy at looking down at the occupants.
The stout old lady had surrendered her knitting
to her young companion and sat with her hands
The girl seemed
placidly folded in her lap.
thoroughly wrapped up in the intricacies of the
lock-stitch and she bent even more closely over
her work as Fred turned his eyes on her.
That
she felt his gaze, he was certain, for a faint blush
mantled her averted face.

Back

in his seat again,

Fred sat looking out

of the car

window

The

would soon reach the

train

for a long time, thinking hard.

most of the passengers would get
ation

where
His destin-

city of X,
oft'.

was Camp Meade several miles

further.
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The girl who had aroused in him so much interest
would most likely leave the train at X and pass
forever out of his life.
There was only one
thing to do, find some way of holding a conversaIt was useless to look around for
tion with her.
some one who could give him an introduction,,
for everyone on the car was a stranger to him.
Besides, time was limited.
"Over the top," said Fred at last, and he walk-

What wonderful
ed down to the fateful seat.
luck
The stout old lady had gone off, leaving
the bewitching young person all alone.
Now a
!

young

mart'

who

has gained the D. S. C. for capmachine gun nest gxiarded

turing, single-handed, a

squad of Germans, must certainly be chockfull of courage and resourcefulness.
Fred had
plenty of nerve all right, and moreover he was
a shrewd opportunist.
Conventionality always
had been a mere matter of expediency to this
young Westerner. Without further advertising,

by

a

down

he sat

in the vacant space.

Venturing an opening remark he began hopefully, "Was that your mother whom I saw sitting
with you.f"" The young lady was looking out of
the window, and without turning she answered,
"Auntie has gone up a few seats ahead to speak
to an acquaintance.
She will return in a few
minutes, so I advise you to leave this seat immediately."

It

V

AN
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did not take long for him to set himself

aright.

Fred had the potent advantage of a

long they were on better terms., Fred, who was
completely enamoured of his charming new
acquaintance, went the limit to make himself

now

He told her his name, of his home
on the Missouri farm, of his prospects and ambitions.
The girl on her part, while none the less
agreeable.

disposed to be friendly, showed more reserve in
regard to her personal affairs. The only information he could obtain from his eager questioning,

was that she lived in the city of
school there.

Fred saw auntie hurrying back
advisable to withdraw for the
present.
He hovered close by watching their
preparations for departure.
As they went out

and he deemed

it

of the train he followed, taking hold of

the girl
left,"

was carrying.

he said, "Please

"We
tell

perfumed

is it,"

said Fred.

The
him.

girl turned her laughing blue eyes full on
"Poor boy," she mocked, "are you feeling

lonesome.''"

Then

in severer tone,

have you, a stranger,

"What

right

tlie

satchel

have only a moment
me where you live."

"Hush, don't speak so loud," was her tantalizing answer, "Auntie thinks you are a porter."
He made a grimace, "I hope she doesn't try to
tip me.
Ah, now's your chance. She's hailing
a taxi. If you don't tell me where you live, I'll
follow you up in another taxi."
"I dare you to," she said.
The train blew a warning whistle, and Fred
began to get desperate. "All my valuables are
on that train," he said, "but I would rather lose

Berlin."

auntie,

and taught

the arrival at X.

them, than lose you."
"You persistent man.

its

X

They talked for nearly an hour in this fashion
when the conductor came through, announcing

"Pardon my
some sort
of family resemblance."
Gaining more confidence, he continued, "I think you are fortunate
to have some one whom you know to talk with.
Here I am, away from home for two years, and
I liaven't met anyone I know between here and
"Oh,

boldness, but I couldn't help noticing

fine

personal appearance, well calculated to make a
Ere
favorable impression in feminine quarters.

little

visiting

Here!"
card into

She thrust
his

hand

a
as

she stepped into the taxi.
Fred held the door of the taxi open and unmindfully of a scandalized Auntie called out

tomorrow

impose yourself on a defenceless woman.
I see you are an army officer.
Evidently, you think you can do anything you

afternoon, and take you out to supper.
Don't
forget now."
He had to run hard to catch the

please."

moving

to

This was exactly what Fred wanted, a chance
to vindicate his position, and thereby further his
acquaintance with this desirable young lady.
Modestly, but yet truthfully, the erstwwhile hero
recounted liis history.
He had no intention to
deceive but he rather wished to counter-balance
any wrong impressions the young woman might
have formed of his character, by showing the
honesty of his motives, as mirrored in his clean
record.

gleefully, "I will call at your house

train and as he swung onto the last car,
he fancied he could see a pair of blue eyes laughing at him through the window of a flying taxi.

Fred pondered over the name and address on
card, "Miss Hazel Mawn, Paymor Apartments."
The name sounded strangely familiar
to him.
And. as for Hazel herself, she wasn't
exactly the girl of his dreams, for he never had
dreamed of girls? until now; but somewhere,
probably in his former existence in life, if he ever
had a previous existence, she had been his love.
the
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He had

in the

train, but he could

new

been with her scarcely an hour on the
swear that he had seen her
hundreds of times before. "Well/' he thought,
"there might be a lot of bosh in that theory of
'transmigration of souls,' but I fell for Hazel
long before today."
The next afternoon, about four o'clock, Mr.
Fred Douglass, plain American citizen, presented
himself at the Paymor Apartments.
He was
dressed in a suit of the latest cut which made
him feel awkward, yet fitted him admirably. In
his pocket he carried his discharge papers, also a
little perfumed visiting card.
"Me leddy is not
in, but will be home presently," he was informed
by an obsequious, brass-buttoned James who led
him to a luxurious drawing room.
He had not long to wait. A big racing machine
drew up at the curb and Hazel stepped out, her
rich opera cloak flying from her slioulders as
she ran up the steps.
Fred took a position in
the doorway so that she would see him on her
way to the elevator. But she passed by him
without even a glance. "Whew," said Fred, looking after her ruefully, "I didn't think "civies"
would make such a change in my appearance.
She didn't even recognize me. I wish now that
I had kept my uniform for a little while longer."
He sat down in the drawing room. "Hazel is
more richly dressed than when I saw her yesterday." he thought.
And these apartments are
Here
rather expensive for a school teacher.
James," he called to the foot-man. "Can you tell
me who Miss Hazel Mawn is," he asked pushing
a bill into the servant's hand.
"Why I thought everybody knew me leddy,"
answered James, a broad grin wrinkling his
usually passive face," Miss Mawn is a moving

door smiling up at him.

manager?".''

He

felt

there.

"I

-J r\'

"Are you the

:::/%.::' .-;;

hug her then and
very desirous of being your new
manager," advancing towards her, "but you've
got to pay a forfeit first, for your conduct yestera strong desire to

am

What will it be, a hug or two kisses?"
"Oh Mr. Douglass, you forget yourself!" She
stepped away with horror stricken face. "I never
day.

my

allow

managers

to

have any but business

relations with me."

was struck dumb with admiration at the
which she foiled him. "By the way," he
asked, "how did Auntie take it yesterday?
I
hope she didn't get a shock when I hollered into
P'red

way

in

the taxi."

Hazel looked at him curiously, sp curiously
was slightly alarmed. "Nothing serious

that he
is

it?"-..,

,

-A-: }:-', "ry-\[]

-:.

]:.''/.:-;:-

"No, we took care of Auntie. But your mention of her reminded me that I had to make a
call on the phone.
Please pardon my absence
for a few moments.
I will return as soon as I
can, Mr. Douglass."
Fred was glad of an opportunity to collect his
sadly scattered thoughts. This was a fine situation, indeed.
Here was a moving picture actress
who he had learned to admire and esteem, in that
impersonal way of movie "fans" who realize that
chance that they will ever see their
life.
Yesterday he meets her
on the train and falls in love at first sight without knowing who she is.
True to her calling,
tlie girl plays a part and poses as a plain little
school mistress.
This harmless deception serves
merely to enhance her charms in his sight. But
after all, what chance has he got of winning such
there

is little

heroines in actual

picture hactress."

a universal favorite.

went back into the waiting room, feeling
Any dunce could have
just a little bit foolish.
Of course Hazel
seen through it long ago.
Mawn was none more than the celebrated screen
heroine whom he had seen and admired in the
movies time and again. "She will think I am a

The gloom caused by this thouglit was dispelled
by a sweet voice calling to him, "Oil, Mr. Douglass, I am still engaged on the phone, but tell me,
did you not make an appointment to take some

P'red

regular farmer

all

right," he said to himself.

"I

have to admit the joke is on, me tliis time.
She certainly gave me a good line yesterday, but
ril show her I can be a good sport and go lier
one better. But whoever would liave th'ouglit of
connecting that pretty young girl with the handsome accomplished actress. It took some wonderwill

ful

acting for her to pose as a simple

young

school mistress."

"Mr* Douglas wishes

to see

me?"

She stood

one out to dinner? I know a cozy little
down town where they do everything up

place
right.

"That's where we'll dine," said Fred, "But I
say Hazel, you've been holding down that wire
long enougli. Come in here, I want to talk to
'Her only answer was an extremely
you."
musical laugh.
A long wait ensued which was passed by P'red
At last
in planning out his course of action.
slie swept into the room, gowned in evening dress.
The magnificence of her attire took his breath
away for an instant, but he rose nobly to the
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"Hazel, you never appeared half so
all your, court scenes, as you do
tonight." As she smiled at him bewitchingly he
continued, "I was on to your little game yesterday. I knew who you were as soon as I saw
you. But I did not want to hurt your feelings,
you little darling, by telling you that you were
occasion.

beautiful in

much a school teacher as I am a coal miner.
suppose the temptation to have a little amusement at my expense was too much for you, when
'Fess up now
I told you I came from a farm.
you little vamp before I kiss you for your naughas

I

tiness."

speak vigorously in her own defense.
I give, the ingenues an object
lesson down at the studio every day. And even
though you do come from a farm, Mr. Douglass,
you are livelier than most of our city rubes. Now
are you satisfied, you big blundering boy.
But

began

am

to

a teacher.

hurry, call a taxi.
restaurant,
:

where

I

want

to

show you that

I've got a big surprise

little

ready

for you."

They chatted together agreeably enough on
way down town, but Fred began to feel a

their

disappointed in Hazel. She was as bright
as ever, but her personality seemed
to lack that ring of sincerity that he had noted
in it yesterday.
Even her blue eyes had become
hard and calculating, and the dancing light of
laughter seldom appeared in them. On the whole,
Tred would rather have kept Hazel as the simple
school teacher than as the cultured actress.
They reached their destination, and entered a
dining house which apparently catered to people
little

and vivacious

of the

middle

enough

to

class.

Round

tables,

just

large

accommodate two persons were placed

convenient nooks.
A modest, three-piece
dispensed music, modern or classical,
according to the demand of the patrons. Indirect
electric lamps cast a subdued light in every direction, while palms and potted plants lent a touch
in

orchestra

of freshness to the scene.

who seemed to be well-known in the
assumed a mysterious air when the head
waiter approached. Fred noticed that there was
collaboration between them and he began to
wonder what was the surprise she had in store
for him.
They were conducted to a table in a
quite corner, hidden from the rest of the diners
by a screen, where they sat down in delightful
privacy.
While Fred was ordering the dinner.
Hazel,

place,

Hazel excused herself for a minute, and disappeared among the throng of guests.
A minute had scarcely elapsed, when she returned and stood again before him, smiling and
radiant.
P'red remarked instantly that she no
longer was clad in her expensive evening gown,
but appeared in a simple dress which enhanced
her beauty even more than rich garments.
"Hello," he exclaimed, "What's the idea.
Hazel
What did you change your duds for.''
By jove, you look just as handsome in a wrapper
as you do in a ball gown. And the speed in which
you did it
To your other accomplishments, I
.^

!

Peal after peal of silvery laughter burst from
her lips, but when she recovered herself. Hazel
"I

5

must add that of the "lightning change artiste."
"Mr. Douglass," she began, somewhat tremulously, "Please do not be offended at me.
I
am not Hazel Mawn, who just left you, but I am,
indeed, the little school teacher you met on the
train yesterday."

"Come, now Hazel," he replied, with an indulgent smile, "I know from experience you are
a great character player, but I refuse to allow any
more acting at my expense. You can't get away
with it, don't you see.^ And hereafter, I insist
you call me Fred."
"Will you please let me explain Fred," she
sighed, sinking down into a chair. "Tell me, did
you ever read Shakespeare's plays, 'The Comedy
of Errors,' or 'Twelfth Night'.?"
"Nope. After I finished Romeo and Juliet,
I put Shakespeare back on the shelf."
"Well, perhaps you may know what twins are.''"
"I should hope I do, but you can't make me
believe that you have a twin sister or anyone
else that looks like you.
Now, for the love of
your own sweet face. Hazel, tell me what you are
driving at. This suspense is awful."
"Oh, you almost hit it then, Fred," she cried.
"That's the whole trouble, I have a cousin who
looks just like me, and her name is Hazel Mawn.
Now with that for a clue can't you solve the
that

difficulty.''"

"Great scott!" said Fred, a light beginning to
his bewildered brain, "Quick, tell me,
which one are you, the actress or the teacher.''"
"My, but you are hopeless," she exclaimed in
tones of mock despair, "I will have to explain
every bit of it to you. My name is Helen Armstrong, and I am the girl you met on the train
yesterday. When I was leaving you, I gave you
a card which I thought was my own, but by
some freak of fortune, it belonged to my cousin,
Hazel Mawn.
Hazel is my double in every

dawn on

.

—
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She walks like me, talks like
me, looks like me. We differ only in temperament, but there we differ widely.
Those who
know us can easily tell us apart by the characteristic ways in whic we conduct ourselves."
"I remarked the difference as soon as ever I
clapped eyes on your cousin," interrupted Fred,
lying shamefully.
"When you were engaged in conversation with
my cousin this afternoon," continued Helen, "the
moment you mentioned Auntie, she knew there
was a mistake. Auntie has old fashioned notions
and she has never tolerated Hazel's company
since she became an actress. Hazel called me up
on the phone, and I realized immediately that
it was you whom she was entertaining.
I did

physical aspect.

not want to miss that dinner engagement you

made with me, so I arranged a plan to meet you
down here. Hazel would have stayed to help
me out but she had an appointment of her own,
with one of her millionaire friends."
"Oh what a dub I am, to be taken in like this,"
laughed Fred. "I can see it all now, as plain as
day.
Well, I certainly am glad that you are
Helen Armstrong and not Hazel Mawn. I have
no objections to movie actresses, but in this case,
I decidedly prefer the company of an unsophisticated little school mistress. What I can't understand, Helen, is how the mischief you happened
to give me one of your cousin's cards since you
realize what strange complications and compromising situations might occur, such as 1 have experienced.
Honestly, I believe you and Hazel

Stji?

Class of 1922 has the distinction of introducing an innovation in class achievements at Villanova. For the first time, a

Year Book will be publislied, something which
long been dreamed of but never attained.
The most interesting memories of a man's life are
those of his college days, of friendships formed
there and of the various activities fostered by
Alma Mater during undergraduate days. There
are none among us but who will sometime in the
future gaze back with fond retrospection and
live over again those wonderful college days,
that time of life when the spirit of youth seemed
to impel us to go forw-ard and combat life with
all the energy and vitality of a colt just ready
lias

AN

were in collusion from the outset of this affair."
He seized her by the wrists and looked keenly
into her laughing blue eyes for an answer.
"I refuse to admit your insinuation Mr. Douglas,
Fred," she said, blush-^
I beg your pardon
ing deeply, "You are taking an unfair advantage
of me. But I do confess something very wicked.
When I saw you on the train I took an immediate
liking for you, and I felt that it was reciprocated.
I could perceive that you wished to speak to me,
but that you were stumped by the presence of
Auntie. I tried a stratagem on the innocent old
soul, telling her that a very particular friend of
mine was on the train who wanted to sit down
and talk to me. So Auntie kindly agreed to move
up a couple of seats ahead. I was sure you would
take the hint when you saw the empty seat; and
you didn't fail me."
Restraint was no longer possible for Fred, and
he took her in his arms. "You are a girl after
my own heart," he said, "And as for your Aunt,
she is a trump. I will get her the best bonnet
that money can buy. Now let us go ahead with

—

—

the dinner."

Late that evening, Fred, in an exceedingly

happy frame of mind, paced up and down the
floor of his room in the hotel. He began to whistle
the old refrain, "How You Gonna Keep 'Em

Down
mirror.

"And

Suddenly he stopped short
happy grin at his reflection in the

on the Farm."

and grinned

f^ar
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"I've solved the problem," he chuckled,

the

answer— is Helen Armstrong."

fennk
When

year has been re"Farewell forever"
to some, and to others it will be only "Auf
Wiedersehn." To none, however, will it be complete forgetfulness, for we cannot obliterate the
memories of these days spent under the fostering
care of Alma Mater.
A record, then, of college days is surely welcomed and it is the duty of tlie student body to
lend a lielping hand in this task. The success of
tlie project depends mainly upon the united effor the breaking.

legated to the past,

forts

it

tliis

will be

of the different classes

ganizations and

Year Book
these units.

tliose

in

and collegiate

expect cheerful

or-

charge of the
cooperation from

direct

I
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THE PRAISE OF MUSIC
What lifts up the spirit from thoughts so oppressing
As well as the strain of a musical air,
Which has in its nature a charm so possessing
That it drives away gloom from the one in despair?
What

time in our

Of music?

And

—

I tell

life has no need of the magic
you, you'll find there is none;

as proof of this statement, just follow the tragic

Examples of

life till its

passage

is

done*

What soothes the wee infant, when sister or brother
Have failed to appease its young heart with their charms,
As well as the music that comes from its mother

When

softly she sings as

it

rests in her

arms?

What keeps the young people in Joy's happy
As well as the song or the dance of the day,

dwelling

Which urges them on till their hearts are nigh swelling
With hope, that their talent they now might display?

What tends to awaken the memory's long slumber,
Or opens our hearts to the now passing joys.
As well as the tune of a long ago number
The music we loved at the time we were boys?
What sound
Engaging

is

so

welcome

to soldier or trooper.

in fight 'neath the hot scorching sun,

As

the music announcing that war's deadly stupor
Must now be forgotten? the fight has been won!

—

What cheers our old feelings when age in its battle
Has burdened us all with the mark of its years
So well as the sound of our grandchildren's prattle

The music

best fitted for old people's ears?

What

will be more pleasing when life nears its ending.
death hovers round till the break of the day.
Than the Chorus of Angels with music so rending
That sin and its horrors are driven away?

And

What need, then, of new
To man than the charms
But hark
If

God

is

to

things, since music

of all nature

is

dearer

combined?

a warning; .Life's path will be clearer
we all wish to find.

the music

— Francis A.

Rafferty
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AnnngmotTB anb Pa^ttbnngmnua Autljnra
By Theodore

FOR AN AUTHOR
TO DISGUISE OR TO WITH-

LAWFUL

IT

ISEITHER
HOLD

HIS

NAME?

In answer to this ques-

L.

Reimel

duced under the pretext of protecting the honest

who warned the public against the resentment of the author and his friends. But where

critic,

one case of this

tion

there

author

hundred where it merely serves to take all responsibility from the man who cannot stand by
what he has said; or possibly to conceal the shame
of one who has been cowardly and base enough
to recommend a book for the purpose of putting
money into his own pocket. Often enough it is

I assume^ somewhat^ the attitude of Placcius
which he expressed in his work, "De Libris Anon3'mis et Pseudonymis Sohediasma." by answering
in the affirmative in as far as an author assumes a
pseudonym because of necessity which is in no
way illegal. I do not, however, agree with the

who

acts this with purely capricious in-

only a cloak for covering

tentions.

Do

not,

kind reader, misunderstand me.

not desire in the least to insinuate that

all

I

do

who

assumed classical names after the revival of letEurope have done so because of necessity
or caprice for, at that time, it Was very much in
vogue for not only authors, but also for families
to assume such names as they fancied.
In Italy,
classical names became so much in vogue in many
families that the names of the saints which had
formerly been the common appellatives had almost entirely disappeared. In France, the names

ters in

of

many

celebrated authors were, in the Eigh-

vogue among French authors.
that anonymous and
])seudonjmious works are generally applicable to
those countries in which freedom of the press has
been mostl}^ restricted.
In England when the
government controlled the press we will recall
to mind the many writings of Addison with the
subscripts; "C," "L.," "I.," or "O.;" and of
Steele, "R.," or "T.;" and Budgell, "X." in the
place of tlieir signatures. Thus we recall a few
writings on politics written by Samuel Jolinson
teentli

Century,

Many

on

critics

in

declare

subject we know liim to liave been of
temperament.
(joetlie remarked tliat nowhere was there so
wliicli

a severe

much dislionesty as in literature;
anonymous writers, Schopenliauer
above

all,

rascality,

is

con'cerning
says.

anonymity, that shield of

would have

to disappear.

"But

all literary

It

was

intro-

there will be a

sort,

tlie

obscurity, incom-

petence, and insignificance of the

critic.

impudence these fellows

incredible .'what

It

is

will

show, and what literary trickery they will venture to commit, as soon as they know they are
safe under the shadow of anonymity."
The
pancea which he is known to have advocated is,
"Rascal, your name!"
In the preface of the
"Nouvelle Heloise," Rousseau says, "Tout honnete liomme doit avouer les livres qu'il public;"
whicli practically mpans that every honourable
man (autlior) ought to attach his non de plume
to liis own writings and that no one is honourable who does not do so. In the Reminisences of
Goethe, Riemer says, "An overt enemy, an enemy who meets you face to face, is an honourable man, wlio will treat you fairly, and with
whom you can come to terms and be reconciled;
but an enemy who conceals himself is a base,
cowardly scoundrel, who has not courage enough
to avow liis own judgement; it is not liis opinion
that lie cares about, but only tlie secret pleasure
of wreaking his anger witliout being found out
or punished.

Anonymity

the refuge for

is

himself

pseudonym

a

justified in

is,

in

literary aiul

all

journalistic rascality, but an author

my

who

takes to

mind, highly

doing so provided he will accept thf

responsibility for everything written

by him un-

der his pseudonym.
sK

*

*

*

*

H<

*

*
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THE STREAM OF
The

life of

man

is

LIFE

like a flowing stream,

Whetein the mind can mirror

in a dream
The various stages of this mortal race,
The many-colored moods of earthly place.

From lowly

A

founts do mighty rivers come
backwood hut was Lincoln^s early home;

No

mortal eye in streamlet scant can see
forces hidden deep in it may be*

What

Youth, calm and peaceful, smoothly wends
Reflecting simple nature in its play:

The galy-painted

And

A

its

mimicked sky,
bosom lie*

flower, the

golden sunbeams on

mighty wave from

its

ripples small

is

sent;

And all too soon our youthful peace is rent
By worry, toil, temptation, and disease

No

fairy

hand

to soothe with gentle breeze*

seems no lull will ever check the storm,
guiding hand will shield us from all harm,
When, lo ! our troubled eyes with hope do greet
An oasis wherein lies safe retreat*
It

No

Hereon we gladly climb with weary heart.
Rejoice once more we*re from the strife apart*
We rest one moment here, and then begin
Once more resume the battle and the din*
Disturbing floods again effect a sigh,
Declining years warn of eternity*
The stream has found its master in the sea
The same, O God! to those who rest in Thee*

—Arthur

B.

Maxwell.

way,
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SIl^ Slaat Prinr^BB

of th^ Sttraa

{Legend of Old Peru)

By

INDiego middle
de Almagro
the

of the

D.

16th century, Captain

went out from Curzco
to conquer Chili, at the head of five-hundred Spaniards and ten thousand Indians. There
accompanied him on tliis difficult enterprise two
men who were worth as much as a whole army.
They were Paulo Tupac, a prince of the line of
Incas, and Hullac Himac, the last prince of the
dying cult of the Sun. The Spaniards treated
them with the courtesy they deserved, but, nevertheless, they were considered as prisoners of war,
held as hostages, and destined to pay with their
lives the least intention of revolt of the Indians

that accompanied them on this expedition.
It is said there went also with Tupac several
captains of great experience of the ancient im-

perial

army and some

priests of the

Sun whose

hearts beat with hate and vengeance under their

outward appearance

of submission

and humility-

Accompanying tliem also was Tupac's daughter,
born twenty years before in Curzco and in whose
veins flowed the blood of the Incas and whose
heart was filled with a desire to avenge her race
and her religion both despised by

their

con-

querers.

The march was slow and extremely difficult.
They had to cross immense pampas, wild and
full of ravines;

to pass over terrible torrents as

broad and deep as the arms of the sea; to open
roads through the dense forejsts where there
lived all kinds of savage animals; to ascend
ravines in the rugged slopes of the Andes. During this march many Indians and a few Spaniards
lost their lives from the rigor of

and

tlie

cold, intense

When

they arrived at the desert of Atacama,
many Indians fled to Lake Titicaca to begin there a rebellion against the Spanish power, but the beautiful Princess^ his daugter,
not able to follow lier father, remained in the
the priest with

midst of the forest, surrounded by a hundred

who were

always ready to defend her liberty to the
drop of their blood.

During four years, the

Empire, resigned
vassals.

in this forest

Soon the fame

over her faithful

of her courage, her beau-

charm, spread far and wide. The neighboring tribes saw her man-like valor, and the

ty, her

living personification

of their customs and rewhich had been crushed out by the powerful conqueror.
From everywhere hundreds of
brave people hastened, ready to fight and shed
their blood for their country under the orders of
ligion

tlie

beautiful princess.

This quiet and mysterious forest for four years
w?.s the refuge of a race and cult that was being
obliterated little by little.
The primitive trees,
the little uncultivated paths, the dark enclosures,
even the mysteries, that all forests contain within themselves, had a charm and veneration for

had

for the

their sacred oaks.

When

these warriors, as the forests of old

druids

who venerated

the sun peeped over the mountain, they knelt
r.nd intoned

songs of humble adoration.

There
head of these faithful ones, the
beautiful princess. Anxiously her eyes were beseeching the king of the last ray of the Sun and
her bosom heaved with ardent invocation, asking protection for her race and for her faith.
Her eyes beautiful and soulful, seemed to lack
something-perhaps the fire, the raident brilliancy
of the expression of those who have known love.
It seemed that her bright, lovely eyes, had not
descended to the depths of her soul.
But soon will arrive the hour of the beautiful
princess.
Imposing and noble was her carriage
.".ppeared at the

when
Sun.

she was attired as befit the priestess of the

Sometimes better than

priestess she seem-

by a higher power.
Her tunic made of the finest wool Veceine, of
tlie softness of velvet, wrapped her in its folds
even to her feet, little and characteristic of aristocratic race s .On the stole she wore were wovOn her bosom
en signs, sacred and majestic.
chone the sacred golden tablet in whose centre
was imprinted the Sun God.
There was an inevitable law among these Indians to condemn to death all Spaniards or baped, a prophetess illuminated

bitter in these high places.

faithful servants and several warriors

Ruhyn

last princess of the

last

Inca

tized

Indians that

fell

into

their power.

The

—
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beautiful princess inspired fear into the hearts
of her enemies

and she was known

for thirty

leagues around as the "beautiful tyrant."

One day

there

was brought

into her presence

who had been captured by her people
on the outskirts of the forest. Upon being questioned, he said that his name was Alvaro de Castro and that he belonged to the army of Pedro de
a stranger

Alvanado and that they were searching for the
famous mine of the Sun whose existence was revealed to him by an Indian Chief who lived on
the banks of the Guajaz. The elders or chiefs of
the tribe met in council and determined to con-

demn

to death this

The

unfortunate Spaniard.

heart of the beautiful princess that had never

another -passion save that of vengeance and

felt

hate, shuddered with horror at hearing the cruel

A

sentence.

strong emotion,

unknown

to her be-

innermost recesses of her
soul.
She felt that her being was transformed
that she was born again.
Only one look at the
noble person was enough to produce a profound,
radical transformation.
Yes, it was only one
look in wliich was expressed a world of light and
fore, burst forth in the

passion for her.
falling

was

It

like a

on the thirsty earth or a

beneficial rain

soft, gentle

breeze

that sways softly the rushes on the border of a
lake, the

same that sways the robust oak on the

top of a high mountain.

The youth,

the gallantry of this warrior com-

bined with the serenity and calmness with which
he heard his death sentence were reasons which
changed the heart of the priestess and forced her
to love desperately this

man, who belonged to
This great emo-

a race before hateful to her.
tion

which dominated her heart made her resort

trickery to prolong the life of her beloved.

to

In her character of priestess she consulted the
stars of the
all

sky and the

these manifested that

idols of the
tlie

er should take place at the

Gods, and

death of the prison-

end of the fourth

full

four months that followed were a time of

conquerors of the forest. The princess
did not repeat the hostile excursions as in days

rest for the

which were filled with panic and terror.
During the first days of these two prisoners,

])ast

he in body, she in soul, the
in

word

love, so sweet

every language, was not pronounced.

But

their heart beatings, the fire of their eyes, the

upon meeting supplied the
and around them the forest

pressure of heir hands
silence of their lips

with

the flowers with their odors, the stars of heaven

with their bright lights, all the grandeur and
harmony of Nature sang to them an eternal hymn
of love.

Soon there remained for the prisoner but two
The love shown at first timid and modest and had become finally a passionate volcano.
It was impossible to keep down the secret, ardent fire.
Finally the princess in the madness
months.

of love for the Spanish prisoner spoke with unspeakable tenderness of the beauty of the religion
of the Sun with the secret hope of convferting
him and thereby saving his life. The prisoner
spoke also of his religion the christian religion.
He talked of the true God, Creator of the sun,

—

and everything that

of the stars

its

tremblings, the breeze with

its

whispers.

lives in the uni-

He told her of Christ, God and man, who
redeemed man by his blood and love in order to
make men brothers. He spoke of Mary, the most
verse.

tender, dearest mother of humanity.
told the princess

who was

Finally he

listening anxiously, of

the consolation of believing in immortality, of
the future life of the soul in eternal beauty, for
all

those

who

believe in Christ.

you were a Christian and died as such,"
asked the princess, "would you be reborn in eter"If

Would my

nal life?

soul unite with yours for-

ever and forever?"

"Yes,

my

"You

are sure of that

love," replied the prisoner.

my

Are you very

dear?

sure?"

"My

religion

and

my

God, fountain of

all

commands me to believe it."
"Very well. Baptize me, Spaniard. I want to
be a Christian. I want to be yours in the next

truth,

life."

"God

has enlightened your soul," exclaimed

the Captain.

"God

has called at the door of your
you, a pagan today, to-morrow
wlien you will be a christian, there will not be a
love in the world as great as mine for you. Tolieart.

If I love

morrow when the

moon.

The

11

will be

my

first

light of

sister in religion

day appears you

my

and

beloved for-

ever."

The sun shone brightly over

the liuge profile

of the ridge of the mountains.

Silence reigned

also in the sepulchral forest, as if the singing birds

were dumb.

There did not resound in the forest
Sun as in the days gone l)y.
The princess thought only of her love and neglected to lead the tribes to the altar. Love had
blinded her eyes and she did not notice the

the holy songs to the

frowns of the chiefs of the

tribe,

v
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The

was the prelude of
Serene and resolved, the
to a fountain that murmur-

silence of these forests

the terrible tempest.
princess led the

way

ed in a sequestered part of the forest. She was
followed by her lover. She knelt down on the
turf and folded her arms over her bosom in an
humble and fervent aspect.
Alvero de Castro
took water in his hands sprinkled some on her
head while pronouncing the words of sacred

happy and contented, assured that my immortal soul will ascend to glory and will contemplate the beautiful face of the true Sun that never
ing,

dies,

where

beloved.

your

eternally united with my
love and conversion, I hurt

I shall live

If

my

by

belief, forgive

you consider an

me.

I

pay with my life what
you believe that the

error, but if

a

your Incas dies tranquilly, place
beloved's in the same tomb.
Forgive me as I forgive you. Farewell!"
Thus died the last princess of the Incas. Tra-

One, well aimed, pierced the heart of the noble Spaniard, he
fell like a young tree blown down by a hurricane.
The princess, also, was wounded unto death, but
called the chief of the tribe and said, "I am dy-

without chief or guide, resolved to follow the
sun in its majestic course and that seeing it go
down into the immense stretch of ocean one late
afternoon, threw themselves into its waves.

baptism.
Scarcely had he finished the last word
torrent of arrows

fell

when

upon them.

last princess of

my body

dition

and

my

tells

still

us that the tribe of the forest,

•s;a<Il^l^!i|ill«ill«ai«a^l«aiii<)lilill^l>»9l^l^

TO THE MEMORY OF RUPERT BROOKE
On Scyr OS, in the blue Aegean
Beneath strong Khopilas, Komaro
And Pophpas, with a white cross by his head,
With olives weeping o^er his early bed.
Lies Rwpert Brooke,
Deep

silence and pure beauty guard his grave.
Chanting on the winds that lightly tread

Over the tall tops of trees.
Swaying gently in the gray sea
Moist with their

breeze.

tears*

Love, melancholy, stands brooding

o^er

For he was her heart of hearts, her
Oh. that another might replace him
In all the coming worlds
Where lives yet dim
Wait for her call*

soul*

him.

When

shadows writhe upon the ivory shores
the lisping sea that bore Pyrrhus to Troy;
When the amber sun casts precious hues upon the clouds,

Of

His soul smiles from its golden burial shrouds
Luminous with God*

Then we who

loved him see a golden light,
East*

Come softly stealing from the distant
And we know he died a poet's death.
Breathing beauty with his

His heart

latest

breath

at rest*

—William

L. Meter.
I
i(i\m^tfi<m^^:mxfm(Mm>
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SIj^ i^Ifam
By John

OLD Aesop
Iiis

liad a

way

pithy

of reminding

fellow Greeks of their faults.

When

he wished to denounce a particular vice he

wrote a fable, to show the folly of it, and added
One very
a moral to drive home his point.
poignant fable, chipped on a block of stone by
the

Aesopian

.'.eatliing

Asj

in the Lion's

We
fable.
first,

chisel,

was

entitled

"The

Skin."

are all familiar with the substance of that

How
last,

the ambitions

and only idea of

ass,

conceivi-hg the

his life,

put on the

skin of a lion and went about frightening the

True to his nature, he could not
was a limit to his little game, and,

other animals.
see that there

of course, he carried

it

too far.

He

stopped in

front of a cowering group and threw back his

head, intending to roar like a lion.

Instead of

tluinderous growl of the forest-monarch, the
awe-struck listeners heard only the discordant
bray, the loud hee-haw of the poor foolish ass.
Let us draw tlie curtain on the painful scene
that followed
for we can be sure he received
a well-merited drubbing.
And the moral
don't be a donkey.
This fable set me thinking (whatever that
mysterious process may be) that this world is
simply full of human asses, who go around, so
to speak, in lion's skins, in vain endeavor to be
considered brave and powerful.
So great is
their assininity tliat the majority of these persons
have not sense enough even to cover up their
long ears. They are harmless, for they deceive
no one but themselves. One of them may succeed
with iiis bluff for a time, but he is discovered just
as soon as he tries to roar
and brays.
If this were the limit of such a practice, I
would go no further, but, alas, it is only one intlie

;
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of ^xit

A. Whelan
charms, you stick your index finger between those
Into what
rosy Lps. Shades of the Inquisition
torture has the tiny villian led you
He has cut
his sharp milk-teeth and with a gurgle of pleasure, he sinks them deep into your poor tender
finger.
Thus begins deception with the first age,
!

!

and ends with the last age of all, the feeble old
man sans everything but a desperate determination to cheat the Grim Reaper of his lawful re'':'''.'":':"'/ ";,'
.'''. '','"-'>;
"/;:':'•-:"
ward.
''v.''
^"

•

For the benefit of the human race, I am going to throw the searchlight of investigation on
the dark and devious ways in which we "pull
the wool" over the eyes of our fellows.
If the
cap fits you, gentle reader, be not afraid to wear
it.
Perhaps it will protect you some day against
t;ie

cold blast of censure.

;

inform you, here and now that it
is not my purpose to make an extensive and detailed classification of the various forms in which
deception appears.
Roughly speaking, that is
with the most forcible words my gentle dis-

But hold

I

!

position will allow,

will

I

lent division in mind,

prove that

it

and

osophers, I maintain there

So

tliing.

I

Effect, or to

ment and
First
tlie

I

base

put

a reason for every-

is

division

it

what you

will:

Call

fraud, deceit, cheat, deception,

—

sham, fake, hypocrisy, camouflage, the
fundamental idea is the same throughout. It is
a failing which is present in every one to a certain degre^
In familiar parlance,
"You can't
get away frhm it."
graft,

It originalfes wth the infant in the cradle, who
coos and gurgles, innocently opening his little
moutli, inviting you to poke your finger within

the

yawning depths.

Attracted by his guileless

on Cause

and

in brief alliteration, "Senti-

it

Wad

is

the source or cause of shams.

some power the

giftle gie us

see ourselves as others see us."

—

significant phase of a great generic vice.

general di-

the sources of Sham."
show you how sentiment, taken in

broad sense,

To

my

a

have an exceldefy any logician to
Like all true philI

Sliekels are

will

"O,

I

not logical.

is

make

In fact

vision of the subject.

— Robert

Burns

Bobbie Burns knew what he was talking about
when he wrote those lines. And yet critics try
to tell us that his best verses were inspired by
the spirits
of bad Scotch whiskey.
Oh!, the

—

blindness of

human

surreptitiously buys a

nature
The bald man
wig and places it carefully
!

on the denuded portion of his head, thinking to
deceive his friends, especially the fair ones. The
world gently condones his weakness, condemning naught but his faulty taste, in matching the
shade of his hair.
Much bolder, and certainly
more reprehensible is the man who purchases the
latest edition of the fliv-ver and then tries to fix

,
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the

disgraceful changeling rattles over the road, the

very sparrows, in derision cry out, "Cheep, cheep."
Look around you, my friend, at the handsome,
white teeth shining so brightly on every side.
Know you not, they are the offspring of the
dental chair
Fake false-teeth, betraying your
possesors by coming loose at the mo^t inopportune times, you are the fruitful source of many
a worry and heart-ache
There is always something the matter with you, if you are not being
swallowed and choking us, you are getting mislaid and broken.
And yet we insist on wearing
you, not because you aid us in mastication, but
because you lend us a toothsome smile trashy
.f'

!

—

sentiment.;.,'/'/-,;-

is the charming maiden whose age,
proximate baffles the census taker.
How she stuns you with the brilliancy of her
chemical beauty, which is expressed by the symbols H2 02.
Ah, we know her well. Yonder
respectable citizen serenaded her in the far distant days when he was an ardent cavalier: and
finally he married a damsel plain in her looks,

Tlien there

remote or

but a beautiful cook.

Now

his

grownup son

maids of his school-day fancies to
cast adoring eyes on the bewitching ever-young
lady who used to spurn his dad with her tiny
Youtli and love, alike, are
liigh-heeled boot.
blind: but who can find fault witli eitlier, since
little grams of powder, little drops of paint, can
work wonders with the most indifferent material.
Do you see that fine young dandy who is so
popular in society? He is lionized everywhere
he goes, and he enters with unconscious ease the
Yet his income
select circle of the four-hundred.
is less than the salary of the average bank-clerk.
He is a bluffer pure and simple, signing checks
that no one will cash, forever drawing on a bank
account that is always overdrawn. Every tailor
in town duns him, and his only chance of ever
squaring his accounts is to marry an heiress.
Why does the fastidious four-hundred tolerate
Because of some
such an obvious imposition.^
the

deserts

trivial fact of sentiment.

A

INlayflower ancestor,

a strain of blue blood no matter liov p-le a-^d

anemic

it

may

ever decayed
ficient

A

to

it

be,
is,

a lengthy family tree howanything of this sort is suf-

claim entrance into the select

circle.

genteel bearing and the services of a fashion-

able tailor will complete the bluff.

Sliammiig
some petty inindeed a deplorable practise. But there

Enough

of this sentimental trash!

and four-flushing
terest

is

for the sake of

AN

something far worse, and that is shamming for
shabby shekels. Pick up the daily
paper and with eyes that can see, read the advertisements.
Column after column: get-richquick schemes so brazenly patent that you blush
as you read them, all sorts of wonderful moneymaking contrivances that would drive anyone
into bankruptcy, patent medicines^ useful only
But wliy
to the man who forgot to stock up.
enumerate them ?
Pe^liaps you wonder why
is

the sake of

Remember, my friend, it
Everyone of those ads, no

tliey are there at all.

])ays

to

matter

advertise.

how absurd

its

claims, will attract a host

of suckers.
I
I tell you a whopper.
no exaggeration to say that the majority of commerical enterprises depend in part on
a big bluff.
As I had the misfortune to lose the
statistics in reference to tliis matter, whicli were
complied only after much labor and time, you
But, for exwill have to take my word for it.
ample, everyone knows that Barnum tlic circus
man, built up his busiiess on a little truifsm,
"Tliere's one born every minute."
Apropos of circuses, w!ien you were a hoy (if
you didn't happen to be a girl) did you ever stand
outside the big tent and feast your eyes on the'
gorgeous posters? After you paid tlie quarter,
saved up by six months of rigorous self denial
and entered the flapping gates of this earthly
paradise, Avhat a disappointment awaited you.
The only feature that ever measures up to the

Close your ears while

tliink

-r

V

it is

standard of the posters is the monkey cage. And
is funnier than a whole barrel
of them.
At least, the visitors used to say so, to
get an invitation to su})per or a bottle of ma's

your baby brother

famous goose-berry wine.
Ah the maledictions h-aped on the heads of
those who bunco the unhappy consumer. Go out
into the kitchen and examine the wooden nutmegs, grate them and note the heap of saAvdust.
Pick up at random any package labeled "Breakfast food." I defy you to analyze the mysterious
compound. Test the coffee, whicli is not coffee
at all but a mixture of peanut '-hells nnd dried
peas scientifically blended, roa.sted, and '>;vou d.
Have you ever had any experience in r:)i<Here is the saddest tale
ing a true patch?
of all, "The Experiences of the Amateur Gardener."

For every seed he sows, cadmus-like,

The yield of his
he reaps three husky weeds.
truck patch at the end of a blistering^ back-aching

s

nmmer

proves conclusively that guaranteed
synonymous with a full vegetable

seeds are n9t
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But why

cellar.

instances,

when

confine ourselves to such trivial

there are far greater crimes cry-
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hope that in the next world there
from tliis awful calamity.
have one more example to relate. Would

you turn,

let us

will be relief

ing to heaven for vengeance?

I

Hanging opposite the motto, God Bless Our
Home, in many a parlor rests a framed momento
of father's folly.
Dad writhes in mental agony

thrt

every time he beholds that beautiful certificate,
engraved in six colors, embossed with red and
gold seals, which entitles the holder to one hundred shares, at a dollar a share, in the Wild Cat
Mom insists that it hang there
copper mine.
until Wild Cat copper declares dividends on the

man and
most reprehensible practise?
To
my mind, it is tlie wretch who flayed the demon
Rum on the public platform, and a few hours
later in tlie privacy of liis home, filled up tlie
bath tub with beer and soaked his tliirsty carcass

common

stock.

Thus

is

a taste for art cultivated

our American homes.
,/
The suave real estate agent paints in vivid
colors, the splendors of a suburban lot, laying
stress on the beautiful scenery and pure ozone
in

^

that surround

it.

The

;:

:

enthusiastic buyer hands

money and then decides to
Fortunate man if his lot is not adjacent
to dumping grounds, and lucky beyond a doubt,
if the zephyrs tliat blow from a soap or glue factory invade not liis back yard.
I pride myself on being systematic, in having a well shaped plan of action always in view.
I have treated of the milder forms of the subject
under discussion, and I will now proceed to
t'laborate the more depraved forms of fake.
Let us say you are a business man. A well
dressed prosperous looking stranger comes into
your office and Iielps himself simultaneously to
the best chair and your private box of cigars.
He seems greatly interested in your line of goods
and you have visions of a large order with a
view

over his

his pur-

chase.

new customer.

At

the end of ten minutes,

you

are disillusioned and in less than half an hour
you are completely undone. When he departs
you possess an insurance policy that will never
do you any. good, an incubus, doomed to lapse
after you have mortaged the piano to pay the
first five years' premium.
Of like nature is
that other gentleman the book agent who usually
drops in on your busiest days. His chief business
is to sell books that nobody wants and he generally succeeds by an effective combination of
gall, wind, and perservance.
But why rub it
in

!

Your

library

is

stocked with histories of

China and Peru, Editions de Luxe, all sorts of
books that will lay unread and uncut on your
slielves until you die, and then your heirs will
throw them out. Poor, weak, human creature,
must you always pay the penalty for your AveakJicss?
Cheated;, defrauded, victimised wherever

y-

I ]iad the biting satire of a Swift, the chilling sarcasm of a Macaulay, the burning irony of

a

Burke, to denounce in

ing monstrosity!

what

is

Who

fitting
is

terms the follow-

the meanest

the

in the
liquid he liad condemned as filthy hog
wash. Each week the expressman would deposit
an unassuming keg of nails (wliich frequently
leaked) at this man's cellar door and receive for

pamphlet on the suppression of the
Oh, the vile hypocrisy of it
Yet
we have the grim satisfaction of knowing that
the gentleman in question has played his game a
little too far.
In depriving others of the good
and lawful things of this life, he himself must
sliare in the general drouth.
May his burning
thirst be quenched by nothing stronger than ginhis

a

tip,

liquor

traffic.

"

ger pop.

!

::''''''^'r-\' -::''''.?'/

r

..-;;;.;

I endeavor to summarize the subject of
which I have considered mainly in the concrete, I will present to you some of its metapliysical, psychological and moral aspects.
It is a
notable fact that we are living in a world of sham
and bluff and camouflage. "Something is rotten
in tlie state of Denmark," is a judgment that

Before

sliams,

can be applied universally.
"Wliat's

wrong

witli the

The

moralists shouts.

world?" then he

—

listens

Echo, carrying back tlie answer, "the world."
If any one should ask me the same question, I
would answer truthfully, "I don't know." But
I will take you into my confidence, gentle reader, and submit to you a little theory of my own
which is supported by the preceding examples
p.nd arguments.
I have a weakness for quoting the good old
maxims by which our fore-fathers ruled their
lives, and our fore-fathers were pretty straight
lived old chaps at that.
Here's a famous one,
"Honesty is the best policy." Hark
I can hear
tlie crooked politician, and the embezzler of trustfunds say "Righto" as they lock-step up and

to

!

down

Our great president,
when he made the fol"You can fool some of the

the jail corridors.

Lincoln, hit the bullseye

lowing observation,
people

all

of the time,

people some of

tlie

and you may fool all the
you can't fool all

time, but

N
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Bluff and sham
and hypocrisy are the real causes of more trouble
and distress than the world will ever know. To

At

of the people, all of the time."

be honest, to be square, to be on the level in
small things as well as great, will bring more
real peace

than

men

into the lives of

the systems of social uplift ever pro-

all

posed.

and happiness

This

is

my

pet theory of

making

the

world safe for Democracy. If it were actually
adopted, the League of Nations or any similar
device would be thrown in the scrap heap.
Human nature is the only stumbling block
in the path of my little theory. As long as men
are men, tliey will practise the gentle art of de-

VA
the present time

men

are deceiving each

Even as they kill
each other in battle, tliey must needs "camouflage" the deadly work.
From all indications,
other worse than ever before.

is passing from an art, a gentle art inone exact and cruel science. It is hard to predict what the future will produce in the line of
shams, but I, for one, am prepared to hold my

deception
to

own

wlien

it

comes

to fooling the other

getting fooled by some one
I

must confess that the subject of "shams" is
any but the most super-

too extensive to admit of
ficial

treatment in a work of tliis sort.
I liave
make tlie subject matter as shallow as

tried to

possible so tliat even a child can

of the beast

without getting

;

time ago.

chap or

else.

ception.

This quality is inherent in the nature
and it endureth from generation to
generation. The principle of tlie gold brick anteArchaeologists have proved
dates Noak's Ark,
from their discoveries that the gentle sex have
been "making up" ever since the males have had
an eye for the aesthetic and that is a long, long

——

;

deep water.
miglit add that wlien I submit

I

to

tlie

wade through

editor, I will tell

him

it

manuscript
an essay. I

this
is

wcrn you, however, my readers, not to be deceived even tliougli I kid tlie editor into accepting it.
This is only a sham essay, built on a bluff by a
genuine faker.

IMITATIO CHRISTI
When

Years

depression's saddening feeling

Seizes on

my

He

labored on in secret;

Then He came

soal with pain,

forth

and we see

Consolation comes revealing
As I read Christ's life again.

How

All he suffered makes c«r sorrow
Look like shower «nto storm;
All the good He did we borrow,

Three years of His life devoted.
Working every kind of good
His reward lo! those he favored
Nail Him to a cross of wood.

If

we

will to

Him

our Master, Lord of

all

things,

Shone in public ministry.

—

conform.

Such thoughts give, me consolation
Thoughts of what Christ did for me
How He came on earth fulfilling
All His Father's grand decree.

Lowly was He born in stable.
Angels singing at His birth:
Laud! Hosanna! Peace! and Glory!
Christ the Lord has come to earth.

Sad depression thus doth quit me.
Free

my

So

bear

I

soul

my

is

it

In conclusion,

into'

of its pain;

cross

and follow.

Life abundant to attain.

-Jerome A. Mahonej^
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Shttortal
more
ONCE
opened

the portals of Villaiiova haveto receive those in quest of learnand in this opening issue of Tmc

ing

ViLLANOVAN we wisli
both to those who are
college careers

to those

Likewise,

us before.
to the

and

Alumni,

extend

to

our greeting

just entering

upon

we extend our

to all our friends

salutation

and supporters,

athletic,

academic, and

social.

We

are

reinforced in numbers and our rate of mortality in class

work seems

on the decline, so
our sixth year of
keen hopes for the

to be

we

are entering

upon

College

Journalism,

with

that

this,

future.

We look forward to the Alumni more than
ever for support, for we realize that that body
is

ever increasing in magnitude and has become

a

substantial factor in all things which concern

IIS.

^Ve

solicit their

help and advice and also any

may

be

dis-

and we tender tliem our most earn-

est Avislies for succes in all their

activities, pro-

fessional or otherwise.

their

a rejuvenation of spirit, of interest in all college

—

contributions which they

WORK

who have been with

and to those who take a kindly interest in our
humble endeavors. We anticipate an unusually
interesting and successful year. In fact, we predict
it.
Something seems to have arisen amongst us,
activities

literary

])osed to offer,

rr

A

S you sow, so shall you reap."

We

do

not utter these words as an introduction

sermon nor do we wish them to be
a foreword to a discussion on
liuman frailty.
The most heartless teacher of
all, experience, is our sole prompter.
There are,
undoubtedly, a goodly number among us who
are starting out on their scholastic careers with
excellent motives and a determined will to succeed no matter what obstacles may happen in
their way nor what the odds may be against
them. It is given to no man to look into the
future. An extremely wise provision on the part
Where then is the advantage in
of the Creator.
becoming a continual dreamer?
Tlie world outside, the professions, all walks
of life, demand concrete evidence of ability and
the summit of the ladder of success is never
to a

construed

as

N

THE VILLA
£^cliieved
tlie

mind.

by indulging

We

in pleasurable vagaries of

do not mean

to infer that "castles

N

OVA

tliat "tlie

end

sible for the

on the other hand they are salutary to those who
do not make tliem a ruling element in their lives.
It seems logical then to suggest that the only way
to progress in any Iiuman attempt is to go about
it in a concrete manner^
to act, to concentrate,
to make the most of a day's opportunities.
Obstacles will have to be surmounted, inconveniences suffered and failures endured; but, there
is no ignoming in faikire provided the grit to try
again is there.
Men of the world tell us that life requires
sand and we are not prone to doubt their work.
Business and professional competition of to-day
have assumed such gigantic proportions that the
survival of the fit only, is immediately evidenced.
It is necessary to be fully equipped for tlie battle
and man's only equipment is his mental and
pliysical inheritance and the degree to which he
has developed both.
The days when men sat
by the fireside and in the dim glow of a burning
log endeavored to enhance their mental powers,
have faded into tlie past. The opportunities of
today are so manifold that almost anyone can
secure education along a desired line provided
he has the necessary will power to endure the
sacrifices required.
The failure to grasp these
opportunities and make use of them places one
on the wrong side of the line of demarcation between the dependent and the independent. The
opportunity to develop nature's gifts is presented
to you here and whether or not you will take
advantage of it is a question for you to decide.
We pass this way but once. Let us make the
journey pleasurable and profitable to ourselves
and our companions. Let us pass on the way
smiling, with a word of cheer for everyone.

we

KU KLUX KLAN

DURING

the past

come before

few

months

there

the public gaze the

has

alleged

inner workings of an organization, national

and of extensive membership, which,
persumably, is existent to aid in the "preservation
of law and order" in our country.
The principle

in character,

justifies the

means"

prevailing doctrine in the Klan,

in the air" are entirely detrimental in their effect;

—

19
is

evidently the

if

those respon-

"expose" are to be believed.

are particularly interested in the

the organization

is

But

fact that

inimical to the interests of

The propaganda seems

to be that
have fallen into
the hands of Catholics, that a powerful influence
has come into existance in matters politic, which
they call "Catholic." If strength lies in numbers
the Klan is outclassed at the outset, but we will
disregard this insignificant detail and consider

Catholicity.

too

many

only such

influential positions

facts

as

may

establish

conclusively

the futility of any attempt to block the progress

bring to naught the work of an institution,
whose beginning antedates that of all others.
Enemies of Catholicity are as old as the
Church herself. There has never been a time
when she was free from exterior liostility and
or

seems that this influence has never dampAs
ened her ardor nor retarded her progress.
a matter of fact the Church has thrived and
benefitted under the attacks which have been
launched at her from time to time. And we may
say in passing that the present attack will be
attended with the same result.
The Klan has
succeeded in arousing public interest in the Catholic religion
this can only be followed by a
more widespread consideration of the truths of
Catholicity.
Thus, it is evident, that a direct
benefit accrues from the circulation of the sinister propaganda.
No clear-thinking individual
still it

;

will accept

face value

any statements of the Klan at their
and a close and deep inquiry in their

source will generally reveal the prejudiced
tives of tlie instigators.

It

is

mo-

impossible of an

organization such as this, founded on principles

and religious bigotry, to succeed in any endeavor, no matter how seemingly
praiseworthy that endeavor may be. The Catholic Church has stood and will continue to stand
of sectional hatred

pgainst all attacks from within and without. She
is

stronger to-day tlian ever and

tlie

fact that in-

more powerful than those wielded by
the Ku Klux Klan have never prevailed against
her is our safe prediction regarding the outcome
fluences

of this present attack.
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disregard

to decide.

to

inimical

is

"Catholic."

call

ister

a

those respon-

be

to

interested

influential

tween the de])i'ndent and the independent. 'IMie
opportunity lo (lc\elop nature's yifts is presented
to you here and whether or not you will t.'ike
is

evidently the

the hands of Catholics, that a powerful iniluencc

benefit accrues

it

is

Kl.'in, if

The propaganda srems

'atliolieity.

loo

the

in

"expose" are

on the wronu- side of the line of demarcation be-

a(l\antaye of

l<)

that "the eiul justifies the me.ans"

only

there.

world tell us that life re(]uires
s;ind and we art' not prone to doubt their work.
Business and professional competition of to-day
havi' assumed such iiiyantie ])r()portions that the
survi\;il of the tit only, is immediately I'videnced.

ami
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to infer that "castK's

salntary to those

tiiey are

do uoL ni;ike tlieni a
Il seems lonieal then
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mean

arc entirely detrimental in
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OPENING
Villanova was formally opened on September
23d with the address of our President^, Rev. F.
A. Driccoll, O. S. A., to the student body.

The number

of

new

The

practically

college curriculum.

large increase

arrangement

in enrollments has necessitated the

of the several schools under deans.
Mr. Carl T. Humphrey, S.B.
Dean of School of Technology

Howard

Dean

from

offered

all

of nearly three

Courses were
brandies of the

>;

students has far surpassed

that of any previous year.

Rev.

was indicated by the enrollment
hundred students last summer.

A. Grelis, A.M., O. S. A.
of of School of Arts and I/Ctters

S.

().

A.

v

Rev. Ruellan P. Fink, M.S., O. S. A.
Dean of the Pre-Medical School

of twenty-one men from tlie
Federal Board for Vocational Training on tlie
campus, causes us to reflect that there is sometliing
about Villanova which makes it a "clioice" college.

r

Rev. George A. O'Meara, y\.M., (). S. A.
Dean of the School of Business Administration
Rev. Francis E. Tourschcr, D.D.,
Dean of the (Graduate School

FEDERAL BOARD STUDENTS
The appearance

^

.

It

is

the clioice of the

man and

has

tlie

approval of the United States Government. Need
any further testimony be given that Villanova
is
tlie
ideal college and that ever man here
sliould not only be proud of his Alma Mater,
but should consider it an lionor to be a son of
Villanova?

Rev. Walter G. Rafter, A.M., (). S. A.
Dean of the Siniimer and l^iXtenKJon Schonl
-

Rev. Tliomas A. Rowan, A.M., O.
Dean of the Prepai-atory School

S.

DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES

A.

George T. Shaett'er, Pli.D., Head of the Department of Modern Language and Professor of the
Romance and German languages, annouiiccs his

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Under the capable

direction of

corps of teachers:

Dean O'Meara,

soon hold as important a place
on the curriculum as any of the older schools
of Villanova.
Its faculty consists only of men

this school will

wlio have specialized in universities

and

in

the

Francis A. Hess, Pli.D.
Professor of German
A. G. Lauxienzo, Litt.D.
Associate Professor of SjKinish

courses

offered

in

tliis

school lead to the

degrees B.S. in Economics, B.S. in Accounting,

''^'''''

Robert M. Evans

business world in this particular kind of work.

The

'

Instructor
J.

in

,

''''' '''''''^'^'''-'

''['-''^

'''

--^''^''•^''.

French and Spanish

CJinard
Instructor in Si)anish

':':'

::^

^

'.'-''.'.'/

''::''^

"•/'-"

B.S. in Journalism.

^HOBBLE-GOBBLE"

THE SUMMER EXTENSION SCHOOL
The formation

of the

Summer and Extension

School combined under the direction of Dean
Rafter has proved a valuable asset to the Greater
Villanova.
The success of Fr? Rafter's School

On

Friday evening, September oOth, the traditional and time-hcnored initiation of P'reshmen into "The Ancient Order of tlie HobbleGobble" was lield. Tlic secret "rites" were held
under the direction of the "Exalted Hobble-

."

—
THE

V

I
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This society was organized

Gobbler/' Frank Pickett, with the assistance of
the "Associate Gobblers,"
While the affair proved rather "shocking" to
some of the new men, it nevertheless furnished
much amusement to the old men. The acrobatic,

vocal and terpsichorean talents of the Freshmen
were exhibited in the auditorium while some of
their "other" talents were "displayed" on the

campus.

CLASS ELECTIONS
Class of J922

— Martin MacDonald
Vice-President— Elmer M. Hertzler
Secretary — Howard M. Thornbury
Prseident

J.

grown

A., has

S.

at

to

Villanova.

be one of the leading
has not only been

It

prominent in the social activities of the college,
but also in the spiritual and intellectual readities.
At the meetings, essays and spiritual readings are given which are essential to the man who
is to study medicine.
Every member of this
society on leaving Villanova will be prepared
to defend his faith and uphold the teachings and
doctrines of his church whenever they are assailed, whether it be in the medical profession or in
the recent initiation, nearly fifty

new mem-

admitted through the sacred portals
of the Guild of Sts. Luke, Cosmas and Damian
As further evidence that the remarkable spirit
manifested by the society last year has not diminished but has increased, a drive has been
launched to secure funds for the erection of a
fraternity house on the college campus. Already

,

—

—

the subscriptions which have started to

Class of J924

arrive,

management
of Yr. Fink and President Dempsey, is to go
"Over the Top" with flying colors.
indicate that the drive, under the

James H, Walsh
President
Vice-President Paul J. McCloskcy
Charles P. Gaffney
Secretary
Treasurer Walter M. Riordan
Football Manager— James F. Derwin

—

—

O.

societies

At

Matthew A. Lynch
President
Vice-President Joseph B. Ford
A. Edward Cooke
Secretary
Treasurer Charles B. Laughlin

—

year and, under

bers were

Class of J923

;

last

the capable direction of Rev. Ruellan P. P'ink,

the great whirl of the business world.

Treasurer

—

21

—

•

on the Year Book of the Class of 1922
was begun in earnest with the opening of the

Class of J925

— John Finn
Vice-President— Frank Livingstone
Secretary— Thomas Fox
Treasurer — Eugene Kennedy
President

meeting of the Freshman Class was
by Fr. O'Meara on October 3d. At this
meeting the class was organized and John Finn
elected president.
In his opening speech, Mr.
P'inn asked for the co-operation of his classmates
and immediately formulated plans for the Freshman football team. This year's Freshman Class

called

far

shown

a considerable

1925.

of spirit

to the various activities of the school.

Villanova welcomes, and
of

amount

is

proud of the Class

•
,

PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY
At

meeting of the Saints Luke, Cosmas,
and Damiaii Pre-Medical Society, Mr. James B.
Dempsey was elected president to succeed Mr.
Pierce II. Russell, who has entered the Georgetown Medical School.
the

first

Donovan and

his staff

The success of the Year Book
any contributions from the undergraduates which may improve it will be heartily
welcomed. It is up to the entire school to l»el]i
put the Year Book of 1922 "across," and thereby
establish the Year Book of each following year
utmost

FRESHMAN MEETING

lias so

P.

of capable assistants are giving this project their

first

and loyalty

Mr. John

school year.

is

The

THE YEAR BOOK

Work

abilities.

certain, but

as a regular institution here at Villanova.

THE CLASS OF
At

J923

body on Tuesday
O'Meara announced

the meeting of the student

evening, September 27th, Fr.
the award of the prize for the "Best Class" during the year 1920-1921. The prize was awarded
to the Class of 1923, which at all times was ready
The spirit
to answer every call from Villanova.
and loyalty of the Glass of 1923 was at all times

100% for Villanova.
The prize is in the form

memorial plaque
where it may be seen
and prove an incentive for loyalty and love

to be placed in the corridor

by

all

for Villanova at all times.

of a
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As far as we have been able to learn, the following members of the class of 1921 have secured

carry on any investigation in the

The

chemistry.

otlier

has

field of

pre-medical experiments.

these positions.

for

Frank Braham and J. Leo Brennan are in the
employ of the Pickett Construction Company in
New York City. John McGuire and Alfred
Kane are also in New York City in the employ
Felix Mcof the Murray Electrical Company.
Guire and Frank Mc Manus have secured posi-

large to accomodate tliose students wlio

.

tions in

Philadelphia.

It

is

very gratifying to

note the progress of these young men and
VlLLANOVAN extends its congratulations.

The

pursuing his studies at the
Long Island Medical College.

Leo Delohry

is

This

last

of several donations,

which

are

his generosity, these

new

the

erected.

Spacious in their effect, these new rooms have
cleared away the vexing problem of accommodating the number of men coming to Villanova for

One hundred
courses in Chemical Engineering.
and eighty students can carry on experiments
with all the comfort essential to best results.
These new organic laboratories are very extensive in their scope.
fully equipped for the

One

of

sufficiently
tire

pre-

Mr. Curran a warm appreciation of

vices to us.

We

his ser-

trust that his laudable

desire

advance the cause of Catholic education will
which it has so fittingly
receive the honor

to

merited.

--.''::.:,;':,'„,

was given by

products of
laboratories have been
also

is

ing the perfect hygiene conditions necessary for
the welfare of those engaged in the work.
The Villanovan, in the name of the officers
of the institution and the student body, tenders

him for the purpose of installing other fully
equipped organic laboratories.
Side by side with the lately constructed experimental rooms of the department of Chemical
Engin|eering,

It

paring to pursue the study of medicine. In tlie
building these laboratories, two problems were
presented and conclusively solved. First tlie intellectual development of tlie students w.is carefully planned and all apparatus necessary for
the promotion of this development was instalkd.
Second, extreme care was exercised in maintain-

to

Recently, through Very Reverend C. M. Driscoll, O.S.A., and Reverend Fredrick Riordan,
O. S. A., Villanova was again the recipient of
the generosity of Mr. Curran, of Andover, Mass.

organic

been made suitable

them has been

chemical engineers to

CONDOLENCES
The

recent death of Philander C.

Knox, Jun-

Pennsylvania,
ior United States Senator from
Villanova.
for
significance
has special
Tlie late Senator was the recipient of the honorary degree. Doctor of Laws, conferred on him
this institution in 1909.

by

a matter of profound regret that he was
taken at the height of a brilliant career. His
ranks
leaves a sense of a distinct gap in the
It is

loss

of

worthy statesmen who cannot be

ticians.

The Villanovan

called poli-

sincerely

the passing of a noble character.

s^

mourns

TUB
DR.

TIMOTHY

M.

V

O'ROURKE

I

LLAN VAN

"

illness of

Dr. Timothy M, O'Rourke, after an
ceveral years duration, died at Philadelphia, Pa.,
September 26, 1921. Dr. O'Rourke or "Timmie,"

was usually affectionately called by his
and upon the,
completion of his course in 1903, entered MedicoChi College at Philadelphia, where he received
as

lie

friends, entered Villanova in 1897

After his graduation as
number of years at
the hospital of the college as Chief Resident physBeician and later as Assistant Gynecologist.
fore his death he had built up a large and flourishing practice in the city of Philadelphia, where he
was CO deservedly popular. For several years
he was attending physician to Vllianova College
and occupied there for a time the chair of Physiology and Hygiene. Two years ago, as a result
of overwork, during tiie influenza epidemic, he
suffered a nervous break-down and collapse from
tic effects of whicli he never recovered.
Dr.
O'Rourke was one of tlie most popular students
tti; t cvc" entered Villarova.
His genial nature
ciider.red him to all, and he was a natural born
leader.
His conspicuous athletic ability won for
him a position on the Varsity baseball and footbsll teams.
Despite his light weight, he was a
ciipable catcher, whose timely batting won many
a victory for the college colors. As a hard-tackling end on the gridiron, his unfailing fighting
spirit and gameness played no small part in updegree in medicine.

his

a physician, he remained a

liolding Villanova's prestige for

teams,

who never knew

plucky fighting

wlien they were beaten.

His companions will perliaps best remember him
as a leader in the college pranks which form the
basis of these most lively rerainisences.
It could
be svAA of him, however, that while he was often
in mischief, it was always without malice and of
the innocent variety which leaves behind it no
unpleasant memories.
Burial was at his home in Waterbury, Conn.
To his family and bereaved widow TriK Vir.LAx;)VAN presents its sincere sympathy.

C RAYMOND
C.

Raymond

Larkin,

LARKIN

'11, of

;

Philadelphia, Pa.,

died August 30, 1921, after a long illness which
had kept him confined to his bed since last Janu-

"Ray" Larkin at the time of his death was
Assistant Engineer in the Department of Health
of tlie City of Philadelphia, which position his
ary.

great technical skill, particularly his ability as
a draftsman, had secured for him sliortlv after
Jns

graduation from college.

In his undergradu-

days,

ate

college

23

Ray took

activities,^

prominent part

a

particularly

Association, and in the Phi
councils of which he

in

the

Kappa

was a leading

in

all

Athletic

the

in

Pi,

The

spirit.

present grandstand on the college campus was
erected chiefly througli his untiring efforts. After

graduation he continued to take an active
The first design for tiie

his

part in college affairs.

new gymnasium was made by him and though
it

was afterwards

rejected,

it

served

its

the process of intelligent planning.

in

the

war he was

purpoce
During'

sent to an officers training

camp

and secured a commission as a second lieutenant.
His many former companions and friends will
miss his energy, zeal, interest and loyalty at their
alumni reunions.
The funeral Mass at St. Columbia's, Pliiladelphia, was sung by his friend and advisor, Father
Dohan, who likewise preached the funeral sermon.
To his family and young wife, to whom he had
been married less than a year. Till-: VlLLANOVAN
^
v;
extends its sincere condolences, r
Charles Raymond Larkin was born November
6th, 1891, in Philadelphia.
He was educated in
the public schools of Philadelpliia, graduating
from North East Manual Training School in
1910, going from there to Villanova College, from
which he received B.S. in civil engineering in
1911 and the degree of civil engineer in 1919.
His first engineering work began under the
Union Paving Co. as superintendent and higliway engineer. Many sheet asphalt streets were
laid

by him

inity.

;•;;;;',

in the city of Philadelpliia

v;;:.

::,:.;-:;\,:.;>':;,-j\

,/,:;:

and

vic-

'r;-; ;; ";''..':

In August, 1916, Mr. Larkin became Assistant
Engineer in the Bureau of Health, city of Philadelpliia, under J. A. Vogelson, Chief of the Bureau,

member Am.

"So.

C.

E.

All construction

and alterations undertaken in the hospitals and
other institutions in the Bureau were under liis
supervision.

In 1918 he was given a leave of absence from
the Bureau and enlisted in the army, attending
the training school at Camp Joseph Johnston,

Jacksonville, Fla., and commissioned second lieutenant, quartermaster's section, on

He was

December

6,

Reserve
Corps and again resumed his duties with the
Bureau of Health until his death.
He was married to Katherine E. Lochery, at
Jamaica, L. I., on November 17tli, 1920, and is
survived by his widow, his father and a brotlier.
Mr. Larkin was a man of sterling character
and exceptional ability and showed an earnest1918.

retired

to

the

Officers

THE
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As far as we have been able to learn, the following members of the class of 1921 have secured
these positions.

p'rank

employ

for

Braham and

J.

Leo Brennan are

of the Pickett Construction

New York

in the

Company

in

John McGuire and Alfred
Kane are also in New York City in the employ
Felix Mcof tlie Murray Electrical Company.
Guire and Frank Mc Manus have secured posiCity.

tions in Philadelphia.

It is

very gratifying to

note the progress of these young men and
ViLLANOVAN extends its congratulations.

Leo Delohry

Long

is

The

pursuing his studies at the

Recently, through Very Reverend C. M. DrisO.S.A., and Reverend Fredrick Riordan,
O. S. A., Villanova was again the recipient of
the generosity of Mr. Curran, of Andover, Mass.
coU,

last of several donations,

erected.

new rooms have
of accommodaproblem
cleared away the vexing
Villanova for
to
coming
men
of
ting the number
One hundred
courses in Chemical Engineering.
and eighty students can carry on experiments
effect, these

the comfort essential to best results.
These new organic laboratories are very exOne oj them has been
tensive in their scope.
ehemrcal engineers to
the
for
equipped
fully

with

It

organic

made

suitable

is

sufficiently

large to accomodate those students wlio are pre-

paring to pursue the study of medicine. In tlie
building these laboratories, two problems were
presented and conclusively solved. First tlie intellectual development of tlie students was carefully planned and all apparatus necessary for
the promotion of this development was installed.
Second, extreme care was exercised in maintaining the perfect hygiene conditions necessary for
the welfare of those engaged in the work.

vices to us.

We

trust that his

laudable desire

to advance the cause of Catholic education will
which it lias so fittingly
receive the honor

merited.

was given by

him for the purpose of installing other fully
equipped organic laboratories.
Side by side with the lately constructed experimental rooms of the department of Chemical
Enginleering, which are also the products of
his generosity, these new laboratories have been
Spacious in their

pre-medical experiments.

field of

The ViLLANOVAN, in the name of the officers
of the institution and the student body, tenders
to Mr. Curran a warm appreciation of his ser-

Island Medical College.

This

carry on any investigation in the
chemistry.
The other has been

COISTDOLENCES
The
ior

recent death of Philander C. Knox, Jun-

United States Senator from

Pennsylvania,

has special significance for Villanova.
The late Senator was the recipient of the honorary degree. Doctor of Laws, conferred on him

by

this institution in 1909.

a matter of profound regret that he was
His
taken at the height of a brilliant career.
ranks
the
in
gap
distinct
a
of
sense
a
loss leaves
It is

all

of

worthy statesmen who cannot be

ticians.

The ViLLANOVAN

called poli-

sincerely

the passing of a noble character.

mourns

THE
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Dr Timothy M. O'Rourke,

after

an

several years duration, died at Philadelphia, Pa.,
September 26, 1921. Dr. O'Rourke or "Timmie,"

he was usually affectionately called by his

as

college
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Ray took

activities]^

a

prominent part

particularly in

Association, and in the Phi

the

Kappa

was a leading

councils of which he

present grandstand on the college

in

all

Athletic

Pi,

in

spirit.

the

The

campus was

and upon the.
completion of his course in 1903, entered MedicoChi College at Philadelphia, where he received

erected chiefly through his untiring efforts. After

After his graduation as
.'lis degree in medicine.
a physician, he remained a number of years at
the hospital of the college as Chief Resident physBeician and later as Assistant Gynecologist.

new gymnasium was made by him and though

friends, entered Villanova in 1897

fore his death he had built up a large and flourishing practice in the city of Philadelphia, where he
was CO deservedly popular. For several years
he was attending physician to Vllianova College

and occupied there

for a time the chair of

iology and Hygiene.

Two

Phys-

years ago, as a result

overwork, during the influenza epidemic, he
break-down and collapse from
tic effects of Avhieh he never recovered.
Dr.
O'Rourke was one of the most popular students
t.i; t ever entered Villar.ova.
His gen|ial nature
endeared him to all, and he was a natural born
leader.
His conspicuous athletic ability won for
him a position on the Varsity baseball and football teams.
Despite his light weight, he was a
of

suffered a nervous

capable catcher, whose timely batting won many
a victory for the college colors. As a hard-tackling end on the gridiron, his unfailing fighting

and gameness played no small part in upholding Villanova's prestige for plucky fighting
teams, who never knew when they were b'eaten.
His companions will perhaps best remember him
spirit

pranks which form the
most lively reminisences. It could
be said of him, however, that while he was often
in mischief, it was always without malice and of
the innocent variety which leaves behind it no
unpleasant memories.
Burial was at his home in Waterbury, Conn.
To his family and bereaved widow The VillaNOVAN presents its sincere sympathy.
as a leader in the college

basis of these

C RAYMOND
;

days,

ate

illness of

VAN

C.

Raymond

Larkin,

LARKIN

'14, of

Philadelphia, Pa.,
died August 30, 1921, after a long illness which
had kept him confined to his bed since last January.
"Ray" Larkin at the time of his death was
Assistant Engineer in the Department of Health
of the City of Philadelphia, which position his

great technical skill, particularly his ability as
a draftsman,
his

had secured for him shortly after
graduation from college. In his undergradu-

his

graduation he continued to take an active
The first design for the

part in college affairs.

was afterwards

it

rejected,

it

served

its

in the process of intelligent planning.

purpoce

During

an officers training camp
and secured a commission as a second lieutenant.
His many former companions and friends will
miss his energy, zeal, interest and loyalty at their
alumni reunions.
The funeral Mass at St. Columbia's, Philadelphia, was sung by his friend and advisor, Father
Dohan, who likewise preached the funeral sermon.
To his family and young wife, to whom he had
been married less than a year. The Vi llano van
extends its sincere condolences.
Charles Raymond Larkin was born November
6th, 1891, in Philadelphia.
He was educated in
the public schools of Philadelphia, graduating
from North East Manual Training School in
1910, going from there to Villanova College, from
which he received B.S. in civil engineering in
1911 and the degree of civil engineer in 1919.
His first engineering work began under the
Union Paving Co. as superintendent and highthe

war he was sent

way

engineer.

by him

laid

to

Many

sheet asphalt streets were

in the city of Philadelpliia

and

vic-

'

inity.

In August, 1916, Mr. Larkin became Assistant
Engineer in the Bureau of Health, city of Philadelphia, under J. A. Vogelson, Chief of the Bureau,

member Am.

"So.

C. E.

All construction

and alterations undertaken in the hospitals and
other institutions in the Bureau were under his
supervision.

was given
Bureau and enlisted

In 1918 he

from
army, attending
tlie training school at Camp Joseph Johnston,
Jacksonville, Pla., and commissioned second lieutenant, quartermaster's section, on December 6,
1918.
He was retired to the Officers Reserve
Corps and again resumed his duties with tlie
Bureau of Health until his death.
He was married to Katherine E. Lochery, at
Jamaica, L. I., on November 17th, 1920, and is
survived by his widow, his father and a brother.
Mr, Larkin was a man- of sterling character
and exceptional ability and showed an earnest-

the

a leave of absence
in the

VI LLANO

THE
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ness and zeal in all he undertook that inspired
the confidence of his associates and gave promise
career.
He will always be reone of those so rare personalities,
with a bigness of heart and breadth of spirit,
that endeared him to all.
He was elected a Junior Am. So. C. E. January 14th, 1918 and to Associate Membership

of a

brilliant

membered

June

as

He was

1920.

1st,

also a

member

of the

Engineers Club of Philadelphia and the Henry
H. Houston Post, No. 3, American Legion.

RALPH PENROSE
Ralph Penrose, of Doylestown, Pa., of the
Class of 1914, was the victim of an unfortunate

month

accident during the

of July, 1921.

Ralph's

untimely death will be sincerely mourned by his
former companions and friends who will always
remember him for liis unfailing good nature and

MARRIAGES
Mr. Stanley F. Coar of Scranton, Villanova
graduated, class of '12 entered into the matrimonial state, accompanied by Miss Clara Fadden,
also of Scranton.

•

'

The wedding took place

in St. Peter's cathe-

A. M.
The Misses Madelyn McCusker and Margaret

dral, Scranton, Oct.lSth, at 11

Wymbs

of Scranton, and the Misses Eleanor
Gallagher and Genevieve Walsh of New York,
Edward J. Dougherty, of
were bridesmaids.
Philadelphia, attended the groom. Mrs. Gerwin
Adair, sister of the bride, was matron of honor.
The Rev. Howard Barry, of New York, class-

mate of Stanley, performed the ceremony and
celebrated the nuptial mass.

The church decorations were unusually beauand several organ solos played by Prof.
Frank J. Daniels, previous to the wedding march,
tiful

were exceptionally

Many

fine.

and classmates atceremony and more than two hundred
guests etc., were present at the reception held

sincerity of character.

May

VAN

tended

he rest in peace.

of Stanley's friends

tile

at the hotel Casey.

EVAN

MRS,
Mrs.

month

the past

in Olean,

Mr. and Mrs. Coar left for New York, where
they will spend their honeymoon,

QUINN

Mary Gertrude Quinn,

Quinn, a graduate of

home

V.

wife of

this institution, died

during

PVancis

N. Y.

services

Driscoll,i

O.

S.

A., president

of

our

'''''

:''

Burial was

made

in the

Quinn mausoleum

in

Bonaventure's Cemetery in Allegany.
extends its sympathy.

The Villanovan

Thr VlLLANON'AX extends condolences to Rev.
John McGuire, at present in Cuba, on the recent
demise of

of Miss Ada Selma Adelberger,
daughter of Mr. and INIrs. Frank Adelberger, to
Mr. John Ignatius Kirsch, Class of '17, of Bryn
Mawr, was solemnized at St. Katharine's Churcli
on Thursday morning at 9 o'clock, October 20,
Monsignor Charles F. Kavanaugh being celebrant
^'^'
of the Nuptial Mass. .f;:
;--v'^-'';',^;^
..'•/•':/''^V
Present in the sanctuary were Rev. Father
John Byrne of Ebensburg, Pa., cousin of the
groom and former Villanova student; Rev.
Fathers Fahey and Commins, of Ardmore; Rev.
Fathers Frank Driscoll and Daniel Driscoll of
Villanova College, and Rev. Father Cotter, of
New York City. Mr. Kirsch was attended by
Mr. .folin Wack as best man.
The wedding was followed by a breakfast at
the home of the bride's parents, only the bridal
party and members of the immediate families

The marriage

college.

St.

KIRSCH-ADELBERGER

after a lingering illness at her

were held in the Church
of St. Mary of the Angels in Olean. Rev. Edward
G. Dohan, O. S. A., of Staten Island, officiated,
assisted by Rev. Edward J. Rengel and Rev.

The funeral

v^n

Evan V.

his father.

ANNIVERSARY
The Vi llano van

extends its most hearty
congratulations to Brother Bede C. F. X (Michael
Reese) '96, M. A. 1914, of St. Joseph's College,
Bardstown, Kentucky, upon his Silver Jubilee as
a Davcrian Brother.

being present.
Upon returning from

-

tlieir

wedding

trip

to

Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. Kirsch
will reside for the present in Camden, N. J.
Till-:

Villanox'AN extends

lations to both couples.

its

licarty congratu-

'
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FOOTBALL

NEW

era of football has been ushered in

at Villanova.

former Penn

The new coach,

Allie Millerj

His
call for men was heard and promptly answered
by more than thirty candidates, twelve of whom
are veterans. Six of these men were regulars on
last year's

In Leo

team.

field.

Lynch and Charles Mc-

Guckin, both members of the finest team ever
turned out at Villanova, Coach Miller has two
very able assistants.
Already they have succeeded in polishing up some of the men,, as yet unitiated into college football.

The

line, averaging one hundred and seventypounds from end to end, is one of the heaviest ever put on the field here.
Six of the linemen are veterans. Captain McCartliy who filled
Leo Lynch's place at center for the past few seasons, is showing up remarkably Well in practice.
Foley, the sub-center from Stamford, is pressing
hini at every turn and will no doubt be second
choice.
Elmer Hertzler, the former West Philly
star, will again hold down right end.
His tackling ability is enough to insure this, but in addition he is a great man to have on the receiving
end of a forward pass. There are two or three
candidates for left end but at present Tony
Lynch, a brother of Leo Lynch and a veteran
of last year's varsity, seems to be the choice. His
playing is unusually consistent and he should
make a fine running mate for Hertzler. Blanchfield, anotlier Villanova
Prep, product and a
five

member

of last

year's

team,

is

also

great fight for one of the half backs.
ficiency in
to

the

He

make
other

a

weight

is

made up

flying tackle.
half,

played

As

has the largest squad

star,

willing canidates ever seen on our

of.

also a drop kicker of no mean ability.
He
averages four out of five attempts in scrimmage.

is

making

a

His de-

for in his ability

Finn, candidate for
for Moravian Prep.

has quite a reputation for olf tackle plays and

for the other candidates

linesman,

is

ready and

fit

;

Bachman, veteran

to take his old position

He is making a wonderful showplaying much better than in previous
years. He will probably alternate with Greeley.
Connolly, in due time and with more experience
will make a quarter back.
When he takes his
place calling the signals there is hardly a change
to be noticed and the team works as smoothly as
ever.
The line men must all fight for their positions when they oppose such men as Shea, P'oley,
Cratty, and Whelan.
McNamara, a veteran, although he reported a little late for practice has
as left guard.

ing and

is

won commendation from the coach.
Duggan, Conway and Ryan is each working his

.".Iready

hardest in order

to gain a coveted position.
another backfield man, was hurt in
practice but it is hoped that he will be ready to

O'Brien,

by the end of the week. He was making
wonderful showing and most likely will alternate with either half back.
Cratty, a new

report
a

member

seems to be the logical
He formerly played
for Colby and comes from tliere highly recommended. Kraig, during the absence of Striegle
made quite a creditable showing and it may be
hard work to displace him.
Pickett, of Villanova Prep, and a member of last year's varsity
is playing a sterling game.
His hard efforts will
most probably win him a permanent position as
of the varsity,

candidate for

right, guard.'

McGrady,
feature of

again

left tackle.

;

a veteran

whose punting was the

many games played

at Villanova,

is

In practice he has been
punting far above the usual average. McGrady
as full

in the backfield.

back

is

practically settled.

Cronin,

who
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called signals for the varsity last year^

He

ing the team every minute.
to be at all
is

handicapped by

work-

is

weight and

his light

as a result gaining a great deal of territory

tlirough the scrub line.

McDonald, another member

of last year's

team

ready to take Cronin's place at any time in
the event that anything happens to him. He is
working every day and makes good gains with
tlie second team.
Graduate Manager McGeehan and Manager
Tony Lynch have by hard, dilligent work arranged tlie following schedule;
is

Ursinus at CoUegeville
M. C. at Chester

Oct.

1.

A'^illanova vs.

Oct.

8.

AMlIanova

vs. P.

Oct.

15.

ViHanova

vs.

Fordham

Oct. 22.

Villanova

vs.

Catholic University at Wash,

Oct.

29.

Villanova vs.l^ebanon Valley at Norristown

Nov.
Nov.

12.

Villanova

5.

vs.

Gettysburg

V

;

7

New York

at

r.

Villanova

vs.

Canisius

Villanova

vs.

Mt.

St.

BuflFalo

at

October

Mary's at Villanova

Villanova, 6; Ufisintts/O,

October

of the

1,

game
by the
by Johnny Finn,

Villanova played the

first

1921 season and was victorious

Two

score of 6-0.

goals

field

one from the forty yard

were the only
far the most

line,

McGrady was by

tallies registered.

7

Villanova's football

traveled to' Chester to meet the much
heralded but less formidable team of the Pennsylvania Military College. It was an ideal day

team

for football

and the brisk weather which premuch pep into both teams

vailed seemed to instill

who eagerly awaited the signal to get
The rival captains were called to

into action.

the middle
which was won
by the P. M. C. man. He choose to defend the
west goal, taking advantage of the stiff wind that
was sweeping across the gridiron. Hertzler kickoff to LyiEter, the P. M. C. star, who returned
of the field for the toss of the coin

about 12

yards.

Villanova's

defense

was detected
and a 15 yard penalty inflicted, placing the ball
on the 10 yard mark. From here P. M. C. succeeded in pushing the oval the remaining distance

The

score

first

period

Hertzler kicked the goal tying the score.
ler

ground gainer until forced out by
Marty McDonald succeeded him and
McGrady had the
played an excellent game.
advantage of punting and consequently Villafifteen yards on every exCostly fumbles at critical moments ex-

nova gained ten or

The

man was

line to a

solid

and Ursinus made but two first downs through
Finn was a big factor in the
victory and he shares the lionors of the afterOn the Villanova team
noon, with McGrady.
MacDonald
only tv/o substitutions were made:
for McGrady and Bachman for Greeley.

the Villanova line.

Villanova

/

McCarthy
Pickett

\

riglit

left

Cratty
Kraig
Hertzler

left tackle

Lynch

:

;

Cr;^n!n

Finn
Hlancli field

McGrady

;

-

v

guard
guard

(5reeley

Ursinus

•

center

;;//

Detweiler

right tackle
right end
left

end

,

full

back-

;;

Trutchey
Kingle

/

;

quarterback
right half back
left half back

Wikoff
Rersch
Updike
Cornoz

,

Evans
Faye
Rota n
Hewitt

—Villa-

nova 0; P. M. C, 7.
At the beginning of the second period Villanova started a drive down the field mainly
tlirough the line bucking of McDonald and thf*
end running of Blanchfield aJid Fian.
A- forward pass from Finn to Hertzler netted 43 yards
placing the ball on the 6 yard line. Here McDonald crossed the line on a short off tackle play.

consistent

plain the low score

this

the ball on the 25 yard line holding

injury.

change.

in

many long gains through the line carrying the play into Villanova's territory.
With

for the first score.

On

8,

tore off

Villanova vs. U. S. Military Acad, at West
;"-.
,;;;::".-" -."^r- -f.-V \: i-r'-'K-^':'' :/::
Point

Nov. If).
Nov. 24

On Saturday

period was very ragged and Lyster and Allen

York

at

M. C,

Villanova, J9; P*

doesn't appear

Hertz-

again kicked off to Lyster who was thrown
without a gain on his own 10 yard line. Lystei*

tried right tackle for 3 yards on his play.
P.

M.

C. idol

The

was injured and helped from the

The ball remained in the middle of the
during the later part of the period. Crow
punted to Cronin as the half ended. Score Villanova, 7; P. M. C, 7.
At the start of the second half the game became
Villanova again kicked off
more interesting.
and P. M. C. failed to gain on two attemipts and
Crow punted to Cronin who retufiied the kick to
Two penalties put the ball
his own 40 yard line.
back to the 15 yard line. Here Blanchfield made
a run of 85 yards for a touchdown but as holding was detected he was called back. On the very
next play Finn, the stocky halfback, duplicated
This time the score counted. Hertzler
this run.
field.

field

missed the goal. Villanova, 13; P. M. C, 7. P.
M. C. again received the kick-off and on the
Hertzler picked up
third play Hayes fumbled.

4

;

THE VILLANOVAN
the oval and ran for 32 yards for a touchdown.
He again missed the goal. Villanova, 19| jP.

had signaled for a

With the Main Liners holding a big lead the
seemed to be dead and their offensive
Had it not been
strength was very ineffective.
for the continued penalties inflicted

on the Villa-

would have reached

nova team the

total

higher score.

With the

a

much

The other was declared

V^

Villanova gathered in lier fourth consecutive
by defeating Catholic University, 6-0.
The game was loosely played, featured only by
the punting duel between Lynch of C. U. and

McGrady,

together with several forward passes.
Tlie defense work of the Varsity line was a
tribute to Coach "Allie" Miller's system of line
play.

Credit must be awarded Catholic University
for stopping our great "pony" backfield: Cronin, Blanchfield

"jNIickey"

and McDonald.

Finn,

substituting

the victorious

touchdown

McGrady,

for

after a 30

yard

run.

Villanova, J9; Fordham,

On

J

Saturday, Oct.

15, Villanova met and deFordham team by a score of 19-14.
wlio witnessed the game can never for-

feated the
Tliose

get the clean, hard plajnng of the Varsity tliat
resulted in a score of 19-7 at
perio'd.

tlie

end of the third

.;.*:;',:

and the crowd deThe darkness defied obserThe crowd revation of the contending teams.
duced a college game to a contest characteristic
In the final period darkness

scended on the

field.

A bonfire lighted at one end of the
only accentuated instead of dispelling the
gloom.
Tliose guarding the gridiron territory
were powerless to prevent the onlookers from
of back-lots.
field

cramping the action of the two teams.
While light was strong enough no one doubted
Under
the superiority of the Villanova squad.
the cover of darkness team-mates, even losing
track of one another, could not discern the man
who carried the ball, much less the ball itself.

Two
tliis

The

line-up
Fordiiaui

Villanova

touchdowns were made by Fordham

]ieriod.

One

fumble caused by

resulting in

tlic

in

recovery of a

the tackling of a

left

man who

end

left tackle

Grreeley

left

Cronin
Blanchfield

Finn

McDonald

Larkin
Walbridge

guard

center
right guard
right tackle

Bowler
Whitemore
Brennan

right end
quarterback
left half back
right half back
full back

Woodward

Krieg
Hertzlei"

Seitz

,:

Crathy

Pickett

victory

by Mr.
the play. The

This touchdown was not allowed by the

over.

McCarthy

6 J Catholic U,,

see

blame-

is

illegal

referee.

Lynch

^^^^;^^^^^^^

made

Crawley because he could not

ball in Villanova's pos-

Vended.

Knocked down

dispute arose over the fact that Conniff of Fordham was out of bounds before carrying the ball

on the P. M. C. 15 yard line the game

session

free catch.

before the ball reached his arms, Cronin
less.

Cadets

27

Conniff

Meyers
Schickenmeyer
Thornton

McGrady,
I .ynch,
Finn,
'I'oticlidowns -Whiteinore,
(Joals from t;)uc!ult)vvns- -Hertzler, Thorn-

Woodward.

ton, Strand.

Referee— Crawley, Bowdoin.
ton.

Time

of periods

— 15

I'inplre

— Moffatt,

Prince-r

inintites.

FOR VILLANOVA FANS
CHARLIE BRICKLEY QUOTED BY EVENING BULLETIN OF NOV. 3RD
"Princeton has a powerful team, and if it gets
going it will surprise a lot of its critics. I'll tell
you a great team," he interrupted himself, turn"Tliat's your brother's
ing to Heinie Miller.
I've seen this year
team
Best
Villanova eleven.
outside of the great big elevens.

"Tlicy came over to Fordham and t!»e game
in a tie, so ordered by referee Crowley,
with three minutes to play in the dark, with spec-

ended

tators on the field.

::

^
^

"As coach of the home team, 1 told the Villanova captain that the ref should have called the
game and awarded it to Villanova, because it
was up to the Fordham management to keep
things straiglit.
It was also wrong to stop the
game at quarter to four. He would have awarded

game to Villanova, for they outplayed us
every department of the game.
"What we did was unique. Called the game

the
in

and made

a tie at 20-20.

it

"Fordham didn't want
they had to kick off in
crowd

it

was

I

dollars to grass-seed that

Villanovan would get away
Especially

can't figure

tliis

for

lialfback- Finn.

never caught him."

it.

play it out, becaui;;c
the darkness and the

to

some swift

a touchdown.

They'd have

r
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At the beginning

of another year of journalseems to us appropriate that we should
devote some little time to a consideration of the
"why" and the "wherefore" and the "how" of the
istic life it

Exchange Department of
Just as

it is

and that he
men, so it

true that

The Villanovan.
man

is

a social animal

by intercourse with his fellowis true that a college magazine has
much to gain by establishing and maintaining
a department whose purpose shall be the survey
and, to a certain extent, the criticism of what the
field of

we may
ism,

profits

journalism has to offer. However much
strive to escape the stigma of provincial-

however much

eifort

we may make

to

endow

our publication with some traces of a culture that
shall be broad minded and liberal, still it is undeniable that such factors as geography, customs,

and traditions may at times unfavorably affect
our sincerest efforts to produce a creditable publication.

It is,

then,

by comparing our

efforts

with the output of other college journals that we
hope to be able to derive a certain amount of
benefit, which we could obtain in no other way.

As

how

to the

as to the

of the

method we

Exchange Department,

are to use in running this

important department of

The Vilt.ANOvan, we

here give a brief outline of our policy. We
shall examine with as much care and attention as

may

we

are able to devote to them, all the periodi-

exchange with us. We
any length, more
than three or four periodicals in one issue. As
to the rest
a brief, pertinent and, as we hope
cals

which

will see

fit

to

shall not be able to treat, at

—

to

make

it,

appreciative, criticism of those publi-

worthy of atand a thaakful acknowledgement of the
of the remaining ones must be sufficient.

cations that seem to be especially
tention,

receipt

In a word, then, our purpose in maintaining

department shall be to participate in the
mutual advantages of the exchange system, and
our method shall be such as we have briefly out-

this

We may say finally, that we are
venturing to anticipate a year replete with that
lined above.

mutual inspiration which

is

the reward of a pro-

perly conducted Exchange Department.
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PUNTK
Current Attractions

"Wake up Jonathan"
A. M.
Spanish Love
Love Birds
}

A

Dangerous

Ask

The

Bill Cronin, he

Knows

Sweeney and Miles
Father O'Meara

Man

Happy Go Lucky

.

.

,

The Sky Pilot in No-Man's Land
Father
O'Meara in Bryn Mawr College.
Uneasy Street
Quarterly Marks.
Tarzan of the Apes ..... .... "Joe" Dooley.
The Man who Couldn't Sleep
Any Prefect
The Spoilers
The Chef.
Lonesome Land
The Coop.
The Hundredth Chance .Using "cribs" on Fr.
McLeod.
The Outlaw ......;..,.,.. "Dominic" Litz.
Empty Pockets
V. ;
The Student Body.
The Mischief Maker .....
Eugene Gilrey.
.

prefects at seven

.

Fatty Ryan

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ingenuity Contests
(Answers in next issue.)

Who

famous characters?

are these

"Wrench"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Plato

Diogenes.

The boy with the peanut hat.
The All-American squad.
Swanson.

The Bush Brothers, Louie and Hughie.

Smith

Popular Fiction

.

Contraband

.

.

.

.

.

Meat on Friday.
The Passionate Friends ...Miles andRodgers.
The Call of the Wild
Rattling the Bones.

fired

from

city hall.

the

Steel

(Steal)

Plant

—Lend me your green bow
2nd. Roomate — Sure, but why
the formRoomate — can't
Roomate
you?

1st.

will

Main Street
Path to Post Office
Garden of Allah
Norristown
The Clansman
Pre-Meds.
Daddy Long Legs
Joe Kennedy.
The Inside of the Cup
Dirt
The Street Called Straight
To a Degree.
The Lone Star Ranger
O'Tera
The Lonesome Trail
Sugartown Road
Shavings E. ......... ...... E-C Cornflakes.
The Miracle Man
.......;.. Balboa
The Last Shot
"Get out and Stay out."

—Jones got

Murphy— No, you mean

tie,

':','''"•'.:..

all

a^lity?
1st.

Adam

I

watched

find

little

it.

Eve one day.

Fall from an apple tree.

"Ha-ha, at last I've found her out.
Eavesdropping" muttered he.

— Cronin, where were you
—In my room.
Daley — No, you were A. W. O. L.
Cronin — What do you mean, A. W.
Daley —After women or
Daley

last

night?

Cronin

liquor.

0. L.?
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The, Silent

Drama

The sweet young

The Brute
Micky Blanchfield
The Affairs of Anatol
Bill Bride
The Great Moment
Saturday, 12 Midnight
Something to Think About
Meals
The Kid
...
Prof. Benjamin
.

"Yes, Jack plays in

make

the

varsity next year."

.

.

.

.

an angry man said,
your bread."
Said the baker, "That's queer

To

a baker,

"I found a fly in

.

.

Forbidden Fruit ..... Beans and Norristown
Dream Street
Hogan Alley
Experience
A Trip On the Poor and Weary
Buried Treasure ....
"Hootch"
The Three Musketeers ......... Police Dogs
Little Lord Fauntelroy
Percy Bachman
.

thing:

the backfield now, but he expects to

I'll

step to the rear

And

.

give you a raisin instead."

.

.

First person, in

,

answer to

.

.

St.

Peter,

It's

Famous Fighters

"Who's

Jiggs and Maggie.

there?"

me.
Peter,

St.

Doctors have become much sought-after since
prohibition.

Come

The

in.

St. Peter,

St. Peter,

train,

Come

Third person.

day-students, alighting from the morning

with Gen. McGill strutting in advance, resemble "Coxey's Army."

Second person
It's me.
in.

It is I.

Send that Villanova Student below.

>^

is this Jones the grocer?
Will you please deliver ten cents worth of animal cookies to Mrs. Smith. Please pick the elepliants out because the baby is afraid of them.

Hello,

McCool was sore the other day because an
"Every City Newspaper stand," could not sell
him a New York Subway Sun.
Burns thinks that because
the whole gymnasium.

Love

—
—

Boarder
2nd. Boarder
1st.

She
you-

He

I

How hash made?
It isn't made, it accumulates.

could dance

is

all

the

way

to

Heaven with

is

he's a dumbell, he's

;

a tickling sensation around the heart

that you can't get at to scratch.

Rodgers to Miles
wear pajamas?"

— "Say, Jimmie, Why

—

do we

-

Miles "To give your clothes and underwear
an airing."
Rodgers "What
Why I wear mine over my
underwear to keep warm."

— Let's reverse.

—

!

There are metres in poetry
There are metres in poem
But the best of all meters
Is to meet her alone.

>

:

Prof.

—

"Is

it

Sotto Voice

The
The

dog stood on the burning deck.
flames were all around his neck,

"Hot Dog"

true that all fairy stories begin

with, "Once upon a time?"

my

— "Some of them begin with "I

lost

book."

The

host noticed Pat

was

ill

at ease

and ask-

ed him his trouble.

—Do you know your Greek?
—Sure.
Chic. — How well?
Doc.— So well that I could teach Plato English.

Chic
Doc.

"Oh"

said Pat, "I'm wonderin'

how

long

it's

goin' to take this mustard to cool."

The

ladies use one

more golf club than the men,

the lip-stick. ;,v', ':>';::;'/''" .^

The man stood on the bridge at midnight.
The night was full of air.
Some darn fool swiped the bridge
And left him standing there.

Girl— "Isn't the floor slippery?"
Boy ^"How do you know, you haven't

—

yet."

tried

it

V AN
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—Why
Burgess— He

Duke
Fritz

the English Prof, sore at you,

is

?

told

me

to write a composition

on the "Results of Laziness" and
blank paper.

I

sent

up

a

31

The dizzy squad of football students have
awarded the brown derby to their illustrious
Kleagle, James Kelly, for his parb-bench oratory
at the Bull grounds.

Things Seldom Heard
Jack Ryan on time.
Chromo's face when

Have a cigarette.
Have a drink.
Need any money.''

Never See

Thingfs "Wou
his

mouth

is

open.

Football in the moonlight.

Things That Seldom Change

Always Seen Together

Thingfs

Meader's

Mickey Finn and Meals.
The McDonald twins.

Good

collar.

Dick O'Briens socks.
Frank Pickett has organized an Indian Club.
Only dumb-bells are eligible for membership.

Friends.

Friday and Fish.

Exams and

New

The

Little Ponies.

"Preps" and green

Rowan

— "What

Adam,

He

are the corporal

— "First— —to
^uh^

— That chicken was born
— How do you
A. — No chicken that had a
A.

works of

B.

contribute to the sup-

port of your paster.

as

Plato's only rival

— Ted

"I'm having a ripping time/' said a young
of eighteen as she stooped to recover a

Italian in order

when they

re-

-

Just because his
the whole

tough as

mother would be

that.

way,"

"Another Boston hold-up," exclaimed the man
as he stooped to adjust his garter.

..,

converse with their neighbors

turn.

an incubator.

.

The boys from Lawrence take
to

in

know.'*

"I sure can make a cent (scent) go a long
said the garbage-man, "Giddap."

Hammond.

vamp

safety pin.

had'em.

"Say, Yonko, just because your old man's a
baker, that don't make you a doughboy.

mercy?"

Noah

Written, entitled

**FIeas.'*

Bread and Butter.
Gas Masks and Bad Eggs.
Ye Gods and Little Fishes.
Strawbridge and Clothier.
Pork and Beans.
P'r.

Poem Ever

Shortest

ties.

name

is

Finn, doesn't say he's

fish.

"Fatty" Ryan went into a store to purchase an
"We expect a shipment of tents next
week," said the clerk as he looked him over.
umbrella.

A few questions Edison overlooked in
"Questionnaire for College Men."
Who

Famous Vamps

shot

what

What breed
of 1921.

Bill

Bride and

Ceravolo.

Abe

off

whose head.?

of chickens laid the

umbus stood on

his

tgg that Col-

its end.''

What uniforms

No, Sing Sing

are worn playing Marco Polo?
Will Jiggs ever get into society?
is

not a lullaby.

Judge
Sayings of the Profs*

"Next step for you is
"Get in the air-gap,"
"I flungk yoou,"

Rowan.
McGeehan.

out," Fr.

Prof.

Doc. Schaeffer.
"So much for that," Fr. McLeod.

— "Upon

ing a divorce?"
Travelling

what grounds are you claim-

Man—

"I arrived home unexpectedly early the other morning, tiptoed into the
kitchen, kissed my wife on the back of the neck
and she said, "One quart please."

THE

A
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Gateway

bounded
ONLY a forty-foot gatewayornamen-

brick pilasters and
tal lamps, but it is unlike any other gateway in the entire world.

by two

For back of it is the General Electric
Company's main office building, accommodating 2300 employees. And just next
door is its main laboratory with the
best equipment for testing, standardizing
and research at the command of capable
engineers. Then down the street a mile
long are other buildings where electrical

—

products are
electrical

made by the thousands

workers

who

through.

of

daily stream

V AN

—Electrical
Through

messages and reprea score of other factories
and over fifty branch offices come and go
every hour an endless chain of co-ordinated activities carrying on and enlarging the scope of over a quarter century's
work for the betterment of mankind.
this gate

sentatives from

—

What a

story this gate would

tell, if it

could, of the leaders of the electrical in-

dustry and of ambassadors from other

—

industries and institutions and from
foreign lands. The story would be the history of electric lighting, electric transportation, electrified industrials and
electricity in the home.

General Office

Schenectady, N. Y.
9S-450O

FATBONIZE CUB ADVEBTISEBS

The

^'Constitution" of

THE U.

S. S.

"New Mexico," the

To-day— Electrically

first battle-

any nation to be electrically propelled, is one of the most important achievements
of the scientific age. She not only develops the
maximum power and, with electrical control,
has greater flexibility of maneuver, which is a
ship of

Six auxiliary General Electric Turbine-Generators of 400 horsepower each, supply power
for nearly 500 motors, driving pumps, fans,
shop machinery, and kitchen and laundry appliances, etc.
Utilizing electricity to propel ships at sea

distinct naval advantage,

but
also gives greater economy.
At 10 knots, her normal cruising speed, she will steam on
less fuel than the best turbine,
driven ship that preceded her.

The

generating plant,
28,000 horsepower,

electric

totaling

and the propulsion equipment

phase of the electrical Indus-

Figureg that tett the
Story of Achievement

try in
trie

Length-634feet

is

the pioneer.

Of equal importance has been

Width—97 feet

its

Displacementr-32j000 tons

Fuel capacity— a million gallons (fuel

which the General Elec*

Company

oil)

Power—28,000 electrical horse*

part in perfecting electric

transportation

on

land, trans-

forming the potential energy

powrer

of waterfalls for use in elec-

Speed—21 knots.

tric

were built by the General Electric Company. Their operation has demonstrated

possibilities

the superiority of electric propulsion over old-

time methods and a wider application of this

merchant marine

marks

the advancement of another

of the great super-dreadnaught

principle in the

Propelled

is fast

mak-

ing progress.

ing and

As a

many

motors, developing the
of electric light-

other

similar

achievements.

so general are the applications of
electricity to the needs of mankind that scarcely
a home or individual today need be without the
benefits of General Electric products and service.
result,

Aa ittuatTAted booklet tiescribing the "New
"The

Electric Ship," will
General Electric Company,

Mexico," entitled,
be aent upon request. Addreaa

Desk 44, Schenectady, New York.

General^Ele c trie
General OiBce
SchenectaclyN^

Company

IN DOING SO,

W*1(I«Q

Sales Ofilces in,
all lai^e cities.
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lURHAMj-IUPLEXj
Eeal EdQOt-- made Safe

TN SHAPE
makes

and principle

like the

open blade

razor,

which

possible the use of the correct diagonal stroke.

DUPLEX

Razor, for without the guard it can be
used as an an old fashioned razor, while with the guard it
It is

a

becomes a

BLADES

The
keenest,

They

safety razor.

best

are

are the longest, strongest,

tempered

blades

oil-tempered,

on

smooth-shaving

blades, each

one of which

cool,

comfortable and safe

clean,

earth.

many

will give

shaves.

\m

$

Complete

The
razor

set

contains a

stropping

at-

tachment, package of
three

double

edged

a

hand-

blades,

some

Durham Duplex Razor

in

leather case.

Co.
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JERSEY CITY
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The Home

Life Insurance Co. of
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Writing
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young men in all
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of suits silk lined for

Philip Jaisohn

& Company
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the newest fashions,

styles for

That*s

STATIONERS
PRINTERS ::

men

conservative

of every taste.

One of the Open Secrets of the
Great Business at Oak Hall

OUR CLERICAL TAILORING SHOP

ENGRAVERS

maintains

its
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ability to design

SPECIAL
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Market
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of clothing for

men
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cloth.
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Saving Account

of success in
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SAFETY FIRST!

the cornerstone

life.

"No

We

solicit

drinldng

Is

purer than that

made

from melting of the Bryn Mawr Ice
Comi»ny's lee, made from distilled
water, and few are nearly as pure."

the care of your savings.
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annum

Bryn
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hills of

A gleaming star shed

its

J«dea

beckoning

light,

Gliding three kings from the red land of morning
Who traveled on through the darkness of night*

They

followed the star over the hills and through valleys

Rich treasures and spices and incense they bore;
i

And
Till

they watched
it

rested o'er

it

move

ever steadfast and silent

Bethlehem and wandered no more*

Behold there a stable of rude planks erected
i

To shelter
And there

the sheep from the winds and the sleet,
in a crib lay the world's Infant

While Mary and Joseph bent low

at

His

Saviour

feet*

Angelic choirs sang His praise and His glory,

From the hills the poor shepherds had come to adore;
The beasts with mute eyes paid reverence and homage,
While their warm breast gave comfort* They could give no more*
i

Then from the far-distant rim of the East Land
The sun slowly rose o'er the whole world so still*
And a day so long prayed for was born with this message,
**A1I peace on earth, to men of good-will!"

—William

iKfe»(ltr8v1iv8?ii7S?lly|<lt>i?l(^

^ffrtigrtiff^ig^ij?^ig^i?^i??^i??TtifnjlfiTiltrrtlTTr!lt7TtirA-?i*7rti^
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Over the snow-white

tAMOV.

J* Meter*
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ArmtBttr^ lag
was the niglit of the eleventh of November,
The little town of Keatings in the
northern part of Illinois was brilliantly illuminated for the Armistice had been signed and
the war was practically over. Everyone rejoiced,
even, John Flushing, the financier, for there was
his mansion resplenidicnt with light, near the out-

IT1918.

—

skirts

Yes, the retired financier

of the town.

seemed

to share in the spirit of the day, but in

was a grief that was overpowering. He
It had been five years since the death
of his wife, and today, even Armistice day, he
had received a telegram telling him that his son,
lieutenant John Plashing, Jr., had been killed'
in action.
Flushing sat in his library. He was
liolding in his hand the telegram that he had received.
No longer were his features stern and
determined, but relaxed and softened, no longer
was his blue eyes pierci-ng, but dimmed the
business man in John Flushing was giving way

his heart

was

alone.

—

No other feeling than one of pity
could arise in one's heart if he could see this parent of fifty-five winters grieving over the death
of his only child. Ah! he could stand it no longer, he must forget.
walk in the garden miglit
compose him, he would go out.
John Plushing had been walking in the garden
for about two liours when the town clock began

to the father.

A

to

toll

tlie

Being now calm

mid-niglit hour.

again he was surprised at the lateness of the
hour and retraced his steps to the house. All was
now in darkness except for a dim light in tlie
front hall, for the porter thinking Flushing had
retired had closed up for the night.
The financier had almost approaclied the porch before he

saw

tlie

silhouette of a

the front door.

He

man

against the glass of

pasued for

a

moment, then,

wliipping out a revolver, lie advanced, towards
tlie door until he was at the first step leading
to the porch.

—

"Put up your hands"- this is a low but determined voice.
Then Flushing went up the steps two at a
time, and quickly ran his liandiS through the
man's pockets, but all he could find was a dirk,
which he took possession of. He then drew out
of his Own polket a bunch of keys. "Here," he
said, "use the smallest one and be quick about

—

attb QlijriBtmaa
The man obeyed and he and Hushing entered

Now the financier obtained for the first
time a view of the would-be burglar's face. He
was an Italian and perhaps the same age as
Flushing himself.
A heavy beard and a scar
from ear to ear made him a fearful looking ob-

the hall.

and Flushing in spite of his weapon sliudr
It was only momentary fear however
and was easily disregarded. He pressed on the
light in his library and motioned his prisoner to

ject

dered.

":.-";;'' •;'.''
'..?.:".;.;."'';
go in there. '.^•:-:-\'v':v'
An hour passed and Flushing and his burglar
came out of the library. There was no gun to
threaten Tony now for John Flushing had done
something that night he had never did before.
Yes, the burglar had been pardoned for he had
touched a' soft part in Flushing's heart when he
had told him of his son being killed fighting for
Italy and liberty, and how he, Tony, was forced
to support his children and being out of work
V;

'.

had by necessity became a burglar. Ordinarily
Flushing would have scorned the story and the
general appearance of the Italian would have
but to-night he could no do so.
His dead son he thought would not allow him to
turn this Italian over to the police. He had even
justified him,

presented a large
Italian

sum

of

seemed moved.

money

to

Tony and

the

Yes, they parted at the

door as friends not enemies.
A year passed'. Once more Armistice Day is
here.
John Hushing is again seated in his
library.
In his hands he again hold a message,
not however, concerning the death of his son,
but concerning his own death itW'as a threat
from the "Reds.'' A grim smile was Flushing's
only answer. He had nothing to live for. What
did it matter to him.''
He shuts his eyes and
sinking back in his chair seems to be sleeping.
A great change has come over the financier since
the death of his son.
His hair is now almost

—

M'hite

and

his

of a man of
Yes, Flushing was
"Reds" would not be able to

features

are those

sixty-six instead of fifty-six.

sinking fast and tlie
deprive him of many years of life. In truth, he
himself would do nothing to lengthen his days.
The light of day has now retreated before the
darkness of night and. all the houses in Keatings
fire again illuminated.
This time, however, the
financier refuses to

even seem to share

in

the

—

—
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day and the mansion is in darkdim light in the library. The
town clock strikes eight and as if that was an
appointed signal the mansion blazes up in one
This fact was not unnoticed by
glare of light.
and. a few prominent men thinktownspeople
tlie
ing there must be a great cause for rejoicing
came to congratulate Flushing. Nor were they
mistaken for they were met at the door not by
the porter, but by the financier himself and as
he shook their hands and cried with joy they
understood Jack Flushing, Jr., was alive. Yes,
lie explained he had been wounded and in a
prison camp in Germany and he would be home
spirit

of the

ness except for a

—

for Christmas.

And

Keatings never forgot the

rejoicing of that night.

The next day Flushing remembered
of the "Reds."

Now

the threat

he had everything to live

That
for and he resolved to protect himself.
same night a private detective was leaving
Chicago detailed for "special" duty at Flushing's
mansion.
The days glided pleasantly for the detective
proved an entertaining talker and was willing
to speak on topics which the financier cherished.
Thanksgiving came audi Flushing never realized
it was
its meaning so much as he did this year^
At length
a real Thanksgiving Day for him.
Christmas Eve had come.
Flushing had been
anxious about his son, but a telegram stating
that he was delayed and would get home between
that night and morning had cheered him and he
was now almost crazed with joy.
It was now eleven o'clock.
A light snow was
falling.
The detective and Flushing are seated
in the library smoking.
The door-bell suddenly
Hngs. The financier leaps to his feet with joiy,
but the detective restrains him.
"Wait, we got to make sure."
He got up slowly his ej'es fixed on the entrance
to the library.
At the same instant a shot rang
out followed by the sound of breaking glass
P'lushing powerless is unable to move
a face
appears at the entrance of the library, cleansJiaven, but a scar from ear to ear, makes him
known to Flushing wlio trembles from head to

—

—

Tony, seeing the detective lying on the
appearances dead, shoots and at the
sfime moment is grabbed from behind and overpowered by— Lieutenant John Flushing, Jr., who
had just arrived. He had found the porter bound
near the door and knowing something must be
wrong hastened and he was arriving just a little
foot.

floor to all

too late.
\

The mansion is filled
It is Christmas day.
with visitors for they have all heard of the arrival
of Jack and the murder of his father. They had
come from all parts of the town for Jack was
popular witli the townspeople althougli lie was
The Lieutenant had not
an heir to millions.
shown himself as yet, but the porter is entertaining them and tells them that the soldier will be
down as soon as he feels well enough as he is

upset from the events of the preceeding night.
Just before eleven o'clock Jack makes his appearance. His father is forgotten in their pleas-

home again. After the handover in an embarrased manner Flush:
ing addresses them.
^^^^^^^^V
"Well folks, I'm certainly glad to be with you
again, but I cannot stay a moment longer as
well you tell them Mr. Wilkens."
With that he turned on his heel and almost
The porter thus being
rushed from the room.
invited to tell the story, chuckled, and said, "Mr.
Flushing was not murdered."
That was all that was needed. Wilkens was surrounded by the visitors and could not have escaped telling the story if he wished to. He began by telling them of the burglar captured by
Mr. Flushing, and then proceeded to what happened Christmas Eve.
"I heard the bell ring about eleven o'clock and
expecting Jack I hastened to open the door. You
can imagine my surprise when I found myself
looking into the muzzle of a reveolver. It was
the burglar that Mr. Flushing had captured, but
I did not know that.
He did not say a word but
having come in he tied my hands behind my
back with a rope that he carried in his pocket.
Wilkens was interrupted with many, "O mys,"
and "Ob's."' He then told how he had- heard
the two shots and how Jack had entered at the
same time and having overpowered the man wlio
ure at seeing him

shaking

is

had bound him liad returned to release him as
he did not want to enter the library alone.
"Well both of us entered and there we saw the
detective lying on the floor but Mr. Flushing
was seated in his chair exhausted from fright
but not a wound.
You should have seen him
when he recognized Jack. This morning he told
us that his burglar had saved him, for instead
of shooting at him he had shot at the assailant
who was climbing in the window. To make a
long story sliort Tony the burglar had reformed
and getting a "tip," as he called it, what "was
coming ott"' and it being' too late to get the
"cops" he took it into his own hands, and I guess

THE
we'll

have another workman around
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this house."

departed with many
wishes of happiness to the Flushings. In the living room were seated Jack, his father, and Tony.
Wliile visitors were being entertained by Wilkens, they were having a heart to heart talk.
"Well Dad, it certainly does seem good to be
with you once again.''
"Yes Jack, after all you have gone through,
but still if that had not happened, and if I did
not believe tliat you were dead as far as I can
see I would have been dead myself, for I would
Yes, it
not have made a friend of Tony here.
has dawned on me that the Lord has been good
to me and I have not deserved it but it's never
too late to repent is it Tony?

At length the

—

"I don't think
J'ather
ously.

if

—you

,.

Jack looked at his father. He remembered
his mother had always said that Dad should
be a Catholic, but Jack had never known him to
go to church. He and his mother had always
gone.

As he

from saying,

reflected this

"I think

he could not refrain

Dad, she

is

winning you

back."
Flushing smiled, "Yes, Jack, I believe she is."
All were now on better terms with one another
and never was a Christmas so happy since the
Surely was realized
death of Mrs. Flushing.
there the Angel's song, "Peace on earth to men
of

^

mind

you do," said Flushing seriknow what I do. I tell
Yates and he tell you pretty quick." /-

"I don't

visitors

good

will."
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WITH
robe

final satisfying

,'i

mirror,

glance in the ward-

Henry Trent

sat

down

in

willow cretonned-covered chair by
make sure that he had not missed
any of tlie fine points in "How to Marry Suche was only in the
As yet
cessfully,"
first chapter on "Selecting a Mate" and tonight
the

the

was

window

to

to

mark

the beginning of a successful career,

Synoymous terms

or marriage.

for

Henry.

In two years, out of his wages as salesman in
the London Haberdashery, he had saved almost
$300 besides his regular "rainy day" account.
With this to provide the proper setting he had
determined to sell his youth and life to the highest

He had

bidder.

Sandy Beach

selected

for the

scene of his operations because the booklet

had

"a refined genteel resort of the better

billed

it

class;

mostly seasoners," and this was just what

"How

to

Marry Successfully" had recommended.
"Choose a place where you are unknown and
all excursion and common vacation grounds.
Love prospers under sunny skies and refined

avoid

surroundings

and you

—always harmonize with the scenery

will be sure to

make

a favorable impres-

sion on the object of your affections, or attentions."

As Henry looked over

the comfortable

furnishings of his $25 per week room and the
pile of new togs on the chair, he congratulated

himself on

making

a

good

start.

;

;

Again he

rose and stood before the full-length
Truly he looked like a million dollars.
His flannels were of the finest, his shirt the silkiest money could buy, and wing-tip buckskin
oxfords
salesman
were as
the
had
said,
"Bear cats." He twirled his slender cane before
his image with all the sangfroid of born-with-onein-my-hand guy.
He was a pleasing sight.
Smoothing back his well slicked hair and giving
his tie a final adjustment, he descended to the

mirror.

lobby.

;:,:/'^'v';

'•;,>

/'"

'-^

'

..,;'::'".

In room "48," bath and balcony attached, Miss
Gloria Travers, nee Mamie Jones, was putting
the finishing touches on lier three liour toilet.

However, it had not been wasted for she was
looking like a magazine cover girl. As she turned
around before the glass getting a view at herself
from every angle she felt entirely satisfied. If

what "How

to

Marry

Successfully," (ladies)

was

true, she should land notliing less than a million-

aire, for she

had followed directions

to the letter

"appearance is nine-tenths of
the game." Gloria was a born gambler and she
had staked the savings of a year to get the
chance to meet big game on its feeding grounds.
The little red book had advised her to look
Her
her best on the first night and she did.
complexion was like clotted cream with the faint
blush of a peach on each cheek.
Her hair was
her
head so that
carefully
arranged on
In a fluffy
it looked like spun threads of gold.
white frock that made her look like a fairy queen
come to life, she was what press agents and lady
reporters would call "a dream of blonde lovliness." She was very easy to look at.
"Well,
Book, if you are right," addressing the little red
"How to Marry Successfully," "I am going to
have a dozen prospects to choose from for a life
of luxury and a plain gold band to boot !" With
a solemn wink at her reflection she picked up
her purse and sauntered down to the lobby with
a many-times-rehearsed dainty walk.
The lobby was crowded with guests, for it was
just before seven o'clock dinner.
Pray don't get
the impression that they were hungry and were
waiting for the meal. O, no. How vulgar the
idea.
Why they were merely getting a minute's
breath of air and rest before the activities of the
evening. It was a brilliant scene: here we have
a small town brewer's wife resplendent in flashing
diamonds here a head-salesman from the city
with the T. B. M. air of a Wall Street magnate.
Gloria slowly descended into this rarified atmosphere and in a moment liad the eyes of the
hotel on her. Henry from a chair near the desk
almost lost his breath when he saw what heaven
sent and in a moment recognized quality (which
mostly meant money to him.)
of the

first cliapter,

—

,

!

—

With

all

the

self-assurance

of

a

Broadway

Beauty, Gloria walked up to the exchange and
in a clear, well modulated voice, inquired if there
was any mail for Miss Travers. When informed
in the negative by tlie sympathetic clerk, she
murmured that she couldn't understand why

mother hadn't come or
she to do

down

here

at least written

among

—what was
'

all

strangers

alone.''

her mother had come I think there would have
been a surprised Gloria, for the respected Mrs.

If

Jones had kicked the bucket some ten years ago. V
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But the gag worked and at least half the men,
and married, resolved that they would see
that she had lots to do. Then too, the same little
speech made half the old dowagers her self-appointed chaperons and thus she silenced gossip
which would have soon noticed and remarked
that she was a young girl and traveling by herself.
As might well be said, Gloria knew how to

single

play her cards.
The head waiter himself conducted her to the
table where sat Mrs. Brown-Schultz, a ponderous
brewer's wife, who shone with diamonds like a
hock-shop window. At the same table sat Henry,
for Mrs. Brown-Schultz liked youth, especially

and had insisted privately to the
waiter on having "that handsome young fellow"
at her table. And since she was a "seasoner" and
paid $40 a week for her room and bath, she had
her way.
Of course all this was unknown to
Henry, who had a secret awe of the silk upholm'asculine,

ANO VAN
and violets. The
had ever come to
an orchid was outside the florist's window. Henry
carried out the advice of the little book so well
that the florist on the avenue inquired of his
fool spending a
salesman, "who was the d
fortune on orchids and violets." But the florist
was an old married man.
They swam, danced and dined together, and,
in fact, had a great time.
It must be admitted

that she just adored orchids

was

truth

that the nearest she

that they were both progressing.

All the

men

at

the hotel were at Gloria's feet and were still in
the race, yet even the most conceited admitted

Henry had the inside track. All the flappers
and almost-broilers said "anyone with half an
eye could see that that blonde baby-doll vampire
had Henry twisted around her little finger."

that

Persons too old to be immediately concerned,
pointed out with a sigh of fond reminiscence that
here was one of those rare cases of real love, "just

stered lady.

as in the olden days

The head waiter condescended to introduce
Henry to Gloria and even took her order personally. Next to diamonds beauty gets the best

any
in

when we were young."

At

had taken an interest
and every new development was

rate the wliole hotel
affair

tlie

that on meeting the prospect you should

awaited with bated breath. If Henry so much
as accidentally touched her hand it was immediately reported they were caught holding hands.
But like lovers and fools in general, they imagined that theirs was a sacred love liidden from
mortal eyes.
Henry had now reached the fifteenth chapter
on "How and When to Pop the Question.' Truly
he had progressed far in one short month, though
his roll, or what was left of it, could have told

your eyes

much

Mrs. Brown-Schultz was some lil' mixer
and soon had the conversation ball rolling with

service.

—

herself as the chief roller.

Henry recognized immediately

his chance in
Gloria too, saw one of her prospects in
the well-dressed young man and determined to
cultivate it.
Henry recalled in his mind the
in
"How to Marry Successfully"
advice

Gloria.

ten.

third

make
how deeply you are smitThis seemed very appropriate now with a
party present, and so much did his eyes
tell

the story

was kind
admit that the sun on the water affected
her eyes too and made them look strained. Henry
acknowledged this with a gulp of ice water.
However, wlien two young people meet and try
to gun for each other without the other knowing
Many,
it, there is bound to ensue something.
strive to express his feelings that Gloria

enough

to

many

times was the

both

parties.

tliat all

little

red book consulted by
in chapter two,

Henry learned

females love flowers and

it

counts

much

in courtship if one pelts tlie souglit one witli lier

favorite

flower.

It

was especially poetic and

sentimental and well nigh irresistible the book
ran, to smother a girl with the flowers after which

she was named, as roses for Rose lillies for Lily,
The nearest Henry could come to Gloria
etc.
was morning glories and some how or otlier they
;

didn't seem just right.

Anyhow, he soon learned

—

as to the reason

why.

Someliow or other

he was unconsciously becoming more and more
engrossed in the girl and it was only after reading the book that he came back to his purpose in
hand. He picked up tlie little red volume and
gazed at it contemptuously. How could a darn
thing like that in cold black and white tell you
how to propose to a beautiful warm flesh and
blood creature like Gloria? But with a schoolboy shrug and unwillingly admitting that it was
responsible for the wliole affair, he opened it up
and started reading. By this time the object of
your attentions should be yours for the asking if
you have followed directions carefully, especially
chapter XIV on "The First Kiss." Always choose
the psychological moment for your proposal and
success

when

bound

is

she

is

to be yours.

in a receptive

moonlight to aid you
of the species is very

With

his

if

Instinct will tell yoii

mood.

Always have

possible, for the female

under its spell.
hardened from

flexible

determination

this

—
THE
sound advice, Henry started to

let

his
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mind

He

could see himself
wander
lolling in the back of a luxurious Rolls-Royce
with two livered men in the front. Gloria had
into the future.

dropped some vague hints about gilt-edge certifiHow nice it would be to
cates dad had left her.
have more than a curious interest in Wall Street.
tour the States for the wedding trip
and he would do a little hunting in the Rockies,
and so on until he was even planning the livery
of the servants. Henry was doing the little stunt

They would

known

as "counting

your chickens before they're

hatched."
The psychological

moment came one night
when they had.wanderd far up the beach away
from the crowd. They were entirely alone and
They
the moon was shining in all its radiance.
on the soft sand a while talking of harmless
till Henry looked up at the silvery ball
which seemed to say "now or never." He looked
at the small figure beside him and reached over
and took her hand. She did not move and then
he put his arm around lier and plunged in with

sat

subjects

the old, old line.
"Gloria, you can't help but know that I love
you every breath you take makes you seem
more wonderful to me, I've loved you since
that first time I saw you in the liotel
I know
I'm not worthy of you, but my love forces me to
speak, will you, won't you marry me and make
me the happiest man in all this world?"
Gloria hung her head modestly, just as "How
to
Marry Successfully" had told her to
do in chapter XX ori'"How to Receive and Accept
a Proposal of Marriage." In a few moments she
sliyly raised her head and said "Yes."
Only the
white moon saw the lovers that night on the beach
and knew how happy two poor fishes could be

—

—

—

—

who

didn't realize that they loved each other.

The next day Henry proudly announced to
Mrs. Brown-Scluiltz at dinner tliat Gloria had
consented to be his wife.
Mrs. Brown-Schultz
clapped her fat bejewelled hands together and
with a gurgle of delight cried, "My dear children"

and jumped up and kissed Gloria, much to the
confusion.
Instantly the whole hotel
awoke to the fact and riglit tlien and there a
i-cception was held.
Everybody was telling how
surprised her mother would be and how glad to
have sucli a son-in-law as Henry.
That night while Gloria was rambling on telling how hap))y she would be running their home,
in which she would not be dominated by their
butler as some women slie kneW, but would perlatter's

:
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sonally direct

all

the help,

time to speak the truth.

Henry thought

He

it

was

did not think

it

most
would make
he
bride.
But
his
paid
by
would
be
bills
of the
knew that with such a powerful influence he
the least difference only that

would be sure
broker's

to

get a soft position

in

some

ofiice.

"Goo;d night!" cried Gloria, to love's young
but I have only what I draw as chief salesman,
not another cent in the world. Perhaps I should
have told you this before, but I was afraid that
you would think I was a fortune hunter. I
wanted you, not your money, and yet I'm sure
Besides
that your mother will not let us want.
those bonds your father left

you

will

make

us

independent of the world. Do you care.''"
"What? Aren't you rich? What about your
what about these?" And her
club, your horses
voice approached the hysterical.
Henry looked surprised, but said, "I'm sorry,
but my club is the Brooklyn Y. M. C. A. and I

—

haven't seen a horse since I left the farm. If you
loved me you wouldn't care what I have."
"Good night!" cried Gloria. "To love's young
dream."
We both got fooled. My mother is
dead and the only thing dad left when he pulled
out was some old clothes and the bill for his
planting.
truth.

down

I

.

might

as well tell the

whole

bitter

am

only a poor woiking goil and pull
eighteen iron men a week as milliner in a
I

department store."

By

this

lieads

and

time botli had their hands to their
down tliere on tlie beach staring
at each other like two idiots.
It was the first big
shock of their young lives. Henry saw all his
sat

dreams fall around his feet while instead of RollsRoyces he could see trolley cars the rest of his
life.
Gloria's tlioughts were too bitter for words.
Both were too far gone to begin the game over
again their pocketbooks wouldn't allow it. The
only thing to do was to accept tlie bitter dose and
take it with good sportsmanship.
Being both
young they did this and decided that rather than
be the laughing stock of the hotel they would
carry the farce out to the end. Poorer and wiser
they took the afternoon train back to lil' old
New York, but kept up appearances to the minute
that tlie train pulled out. However, before they
parted at the Grand Central she gave him the
address of her boarding house and her right name,

—

Mamie

Jones. -.,;:..',;

Some time
Trent family

later, in fact

';::.:"'::•'. •''.'

some years

sat at dinner in

later, the

one of the better
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I

Henry was now stout
was still a twinkle in his eyes.
Gloria, or rather Mamie, was now fat and forty,
but very comfortable and rather pleasing to the
eye.
Gloria, aged fifteen, stopped inlialing her
soup long enough to say:
"Mom, I saw the swellest car today I wish I'd
wake up some day and find our 'hunk of tin' a
Rolls-Royce. But I'll be rich some day you see

class

Harlem

flats.

sedate, but there

—

—

^\\i

little

I

room

called

says that

if

red book in an old trunk in your

"How

to Marry Successfully" and it
you follow directions exactly you will

be sure to get a millionaire."
And over the heads of the five little Trents
"Mom" looked down at "Pop" and solemnly
winked her eye. Their glances seemed to meet
over the remains of roast chicken and spelled the
•

words

—

"It can't be done."

Mnm

lalup nf
(Essay)

THAT
be

which

sought.

advantageous to man should
Music is advantageous to man,

is

therefore music should be sought.

Man by his very nature seeks happiness. There
is no man that does not wish for contentment.
He will go a long way and encounter much difThat
to/ obtain some satisfaction.
happiness or the nearness to it consists in the atficulty in order

tainment of something which pleases him. For
true happiness, that something must be something good.
Unfortunately, there are men who think that
happiness can be found only in evil-doing; or

worse still, they regard evil good and good evil.
These, of course, are blinded by lower nature,
and their self-gratification is anything but advantageous to them. It brings anything but hap'''

piness.

'*'•';,:

,'''

';'^':-

v"-"''^

""

Those things are advantageous to man which
him and satisfy the nobler part of him,

elevate

the higher

Man

is

himself

self.

constantly trying to

cliiefly

The

with

lines, spaces

of advancing

make

progress,

etc.,

of music,

not
only in the material order of things, by way of
art and science, but in the spiritual order as well.
The innate craving for happiness which man
never seems able to satisfy, is the craving for
seek.

desire

is

innate,

Hence, whatever
sort.
advantageous to man helps, to some extent, to bring him happiness.
Music is advantageous to man for many reasons.
First of all music in itself is elevating. By
its very nature, and in accordance with the time
in which it is written, it lifts up the downcast
spirit; or may bring one from fickleness to serious reflection. In other words it appeals to the
happiness of the higher

it,

really

feelings. ^.: ./:,-';::', x\:

:

__.}'

advantageous by reason of its origin,
seems to have existed in all ages, especially in Egypt and Greece, but by reason of
If I may
v, hat might be called it's origin for us.
so speak, music had its origin in the Christian
Church probably based on the music of Greek
and Hebrew origin. St. Ambrose and St. Gregory the Great are the first ones mentioned who
attention to its improvement.
directed their
Guido made further advances, but he concerned
himself chiefly with lines, spaces etc., of music
To say more than this, however, would be delving into the history and science of music.
Along witli the music of the Church, but independent of it, a secular music was making gradual advances guided more by the ear than by
science.
And thus today it has reached such a
demand because of tlie strides it has made, and
because of its usefulness to man that, were it
possible to make it extinct, man would be de-

Music

because

is

it

prived of a great deal of his happiness.
Its advantages, then, are the happiness it brings
to the home as well as to the individual, the
good it does for society and many other advanit has in every day life.
do not think it out of place here to mention
the good it does and has done for the virtuous
The former have a foreas well as the sinner.
taste, as it were, (I'm speaking now of Church
music) of the music of our Heavenly home, in
while the latter have
a far less degree of course
often been moved to tears and repentance at the

tages
I

;

rendition of the prayful chant.
I

grant that through accident music can be-

come
it is

a disadvantage to man.

not the music

tliat is to

as the interpretation put

vocal selection

it

is

on

But

in this case

be blamed so much
it.

In the case of a

often the words that

make

.vt
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individual piece of music liarmful. But even
M here this be true surely we do not wish to destioy music because a certain song is bad througli
tlie

accident, or design, for th'it matter.

Music goes hand in hand with the dance hall
and as such can be the indirect cause of evil, if
not the direct cause.

Again

I

grant, throug accident music here

may

"dreamy," and
perhaps too, the"jazzy," (if I may use the common, name, interpretations thate are put in music
tliat serve for degraddng purposes.
The dance hall as well as any other place of
amusement can be a fit place for recreation if it
is conducted properly .The dances themselves
liave a lot to do with this, likewise the individuals concerned.
But to speak of these would
be going outside of our subject.
Another objection coming from a parent is
tliis.
"I know a certain person, who was an accomplished artist in musical circles, and by his
talent was a big factor at social affairs and was
thus led into improper company with the result
tliat his life was a failure.
This is enough to conbe the cause of

vince

me

evil.

But

not to allow

it is tlie

my

children to take up

music."

How many

VA N

like these

do not mean much for the music-lover

of today.

True indeed, but it is songs like these that
count; songs like these are the only kind tliat
are handed down. Many, if not all, of our modern pieces of poular music are doing fine if
they live a year. But they satisfy for the time.
And even if some of them do harm, I think these
are outweighed by the number that do good.
Who can listen (to take one recent classical
example) to the "Rachmaninoff Prelude" and
say its melody is degrading.'' It is, indeed, elevating to listen to it.
The majority of objections against the pursuance of music as
something advantageous,
which are made either by persons lacking a
"musical-soul" or else prejudiced because mi .informed of because one or two concrete cases
brought within tlieir narrow experience proved
to be a disadvantage, are absurd.
Like everything else, music has to be reformed
at times.
It must be kept within the golden
mean. As a machine has to be overhauled occasionally in order that it will do it's work properly, so sciences and arts must be regulated
and reformed, if necessary, to produce the best

more parents are there with similar sentiments? I do not know.
Let us hope not
many. The objection is almost too absurd to try

results.'',

to answer.

Avhile lovers of music, nevertheless

1

wonder

if

for his or her

that same parent

is

as solicitous

"Johnny" when there

tion of the pool room, staying out

a ques-

is

till

—

all

hours
about

niglit,
I mean morning.
How
he goes out not to hear music but to see
an indecent moving picture sliow, or if not indecent at least one that puts before young, as
well as old minds, pictures that positively de-

of

the

Vv'lien

pict a false pliilosophy of life.

ent were solicitous for

all

Even

these,

if

this par-

how about

the

that one cannot avoid very Avell? How
about the erroneous ideas of morality and proper
living that are daily expressed in newspapers and
magazines.'' A musician doesn't have to get into
bad company any more than any other individual.
It depends on himself.
Some pieces of music are degrading. I'm glad

company

you said "some" pieces. And "many" are elevating. When John Howard Payne wrote "Home
Sweet Home" lie probably never thought that
it
would remain with us so long. Perhaps, H.
P. Danks never tliought that "Silver Threads
Among the Gold" would be republislied and republished. These are not degrading, liut songs

To

'"'..'',.;'

'''.'.

conclude, but by no means to regard as
us consider a few of the saints who,

least,

let

obtained the

highest honor possible.
universally recognized the patronChurcli music and, by some, of secular

St. Cecilia,

ess

of

music, used to play for herself to sing the
of the church.

hymns

St. Alphonsus Liguori used to play the harpsichord while he taught his voices to sing spiritual -Canticles. :,:':;'

We read of St. Teresa procuring musical instruments for the betterment of the recreation of
lier

subjects.

Tiiese are only three examples, in which music

was connected with

tlie

lives

of Saints.

There

many others not only of saints, but also men
and women whose lives were blameless and who
are

spent much of their time
joying music.

in

composing and en-

So that the advantages of music are so many
and the disadvantages, comparatively, so few,
tliat

music should be sought.

V
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Would we throw away a crate of eggs if we
found a few bad ones among the good? Just as
we do not wish to see the human race stop advancing simply

on account of the

individual

V.
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evil-doers in

it,

neither do

we wish
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to see music

stop advancing just because in a few instances
it

may

cause

evil.

When Theodore Thomas
sibilities

of

in his "Musical Pos-

America" wrote:

"The Americans

music-loving people/' most assuredly he was not expressing the sentiments of
the minority.
Let us hope then, since music is of such advantage to man, that it will be promoted more
than it is in both the home and school. Colleges
are certainly

a

V AN

likewise have to take

cation without music

is

incomplete.

not agree witli tliem to that limit

steps before

;

Well we may
but

lie

sliould

be able to see, in some measrue, tlie advantages derived from music and hence help to
at least

promote

its

progress.

CONSTANCY

'

r

Words

I hear from yo«, so gaily
Speak of friendship ttied and true,
Stamp Kpon my spirit daily
Thoughts IVe always had of you:

Constant thoughts, unlike the fleeting
Shades that merely come and go,

—

Heart to heart, that rise in greeting,
Tell the tale that it is so*
Still in

many more

they can boast of having different courses in
music as an art. Some prominent preceptors of
learning have gone so far as to say that an edu-

future days, believe me.

Though, perhaps, we*re

far apart.

Fondest memories shall retrieve thee,
Twining ever round my heart*

—^Matthew

Lynch*

—John

L,

Seary
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SWIRLING

snow and a raw January wind
moaned and whistled across the campus.
The dull monotony of interminable wliite

was unrelieved save for tlie grotesque
outline of a huge and naked elm that reared
its head aloft into the thickening gloom.
flakes

AH
and

the buildings were enveloped in darkness

silence except for a solitary

timidly through a
if

window

gleam that crept

of the

gymnasuim

as

afraid to venture forth into the wild night.

In a small room just oif the gym. sat Dick

The ruggedness of his stern features
was accentuated by a scowling frown. He tapped moodily on his desk with a lead pencil^
the point of which had long since rolled on the
Peters.

A

floor.

restless foot

kept time with the unceas-

ing tap!

tap!
Presently he rose from his seat
and savagely kicking an unoffending basketball to the other end of the room he strode to
the window.

"This is one delightful night/' he muttered
disgustedly as he paced the floor with furrowed
;brow.

Stopped STiddenly by a new disturbance he
paused. Loud and merry voices on the stairway
resounded through the building. With impatient
tread he crossed the room and locked his door.
"Those dumb idiots can't leave a fellow alone
for a minute" he exclaimed angrily.

A
o,f

pause

—then a

strong hand turned the

"Ho Dick! open up," pealed a
rancous voices.
No response.

the door.

of lusty,

knob

chorus
Peters

on the other side. Jumping nimbly to his
charged his other adversaries. The room
was soon filled with arms, legs and grunts.
picture crashed to the floor and an ill directed
pillow shattered a window.
A chair skidded
against the wall and a table tottered precariously on three legs, the fourth having been lost in
the carnage.
A well timed attack ended gloriously for the four allies. News of the conference
had not penetrated to these gladiators and hence
words played a small part in the surrender.
From beneath a cloud of pillows and four
off

feet he

A

heavy bodies issued protesting growls.
Peters
an armistice, but 'Dutch' in-

w^as dickering for

exorably

demanded complete surrender.

might

The

have

gone on indefinitely but
'Spider' Roach seizing one of Peters' most beloved trophies threatened to throw it out the
window. This was the last straw. From out of
parley

the depths

came a weak voice "Lay

off.

I sur-

render."

Four

hands jerked Peters
that funeral expres-

pairs of all too eager

roughly to his

feet.

"Chase

sion and give us a smile and an explanation,''
shouted Dutch. Peters smiled lugubriously. He
balanced himself on the business end of a shell
which he had picked up somewhere in the Argonne. It would have taken a carload of T. N.

T. to rouse

him out

of his reverie.

"Fellows" he said with a trace of his former
agressiveness "we have the darndest luck imaginible. 'Stretch' Walton is in the hospital and
will probably be out for the rest of the season."

and eyed the closed
door expectantly. He knew that a small thing
like a locked door wouldn't stop that band of
Indians outside, but his stubborness made him

the amazed quartet.
true" continued Dick.
He was boxing
with 'Irish' Hanrahan this afternoon. He tripped and struck his head against the wall. I have

blind to reason.

just

listened to the loud whispers

A press
wood and
a lone

of eager bodies, a sound of splintering

the door

hinge.

swayed

'Dutcli'

crazily, supported by
Brandt and three sup-

porters appeared for an instant in the breach.

"What!" shouted
"It's

had word that it's serious and that he will
be confined to his bed for at least a week."
The blood drained from every boyish face.
There was no joy or confidence now. Everyone
was plunged in gloom.
'Dutch' Brandt voiced the opinion of the
others.
"Of all the luck!" he grumbled disgustedly. "Tonight of all nights. Here we were
all primed to tame that haughty Tiger and teach
;

Then with

whoop they bore down upon
the thoroughly aroused Peters. 'Dutch' knew
Dick of old. With a joyful shout he made a
flying tackle.
The result would have restored
a wild

the hair of bald headed man.

Dick landed with
thud on a protesting couch and giving 'Dutch'
a well directed jab in the solar plexus he rolled
a

;

the 'Big Four' that there are other colleges in
the world."
"Small college, eh!" he muttered

AvrathfuUy,

we would have shown

'em."

Then
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with an outburst of his unconquerable
shouted,

The

"And by

ginger

we

spirit

he

strained expressions eased from the up-

lifted faces, but the ditch

was

as

deep as ever.

What good was a team without a centre? The
whole play revolved about "Stretch" Walton.
W^ithout him the Union Quintet was rudderless
and helpless. If Union never got tlie jump what
good were signals
These thoughts flashed
.-*

simultaneously across five puzzled minds.
"Slippery" Neale, the clever forward, relieved
the suspense somewhat.
"What's the matter
with 'Slats' Clifford," he suggested hopefully.
"He is inexperienced, but a 'dead' shot and a fair
jumper."

The

let

"Bring him

brightened visibly.

others

over and

me speak

most cheerfully.
"Slats" was tickled

to him," said Peters, al-

silly.

And

for the

want
him

of a better substitute Peters decided to start

that evening.

The Tigers

^

''•':'.^.

--•:;;'-'. .^:.'--'

arrived at eight o'clock.

Large

buses covered with snow poured forth exuberant and confident rooters.
Every noise making
device known to civilized and primitive man was

on hand that evening.

When

Union supporters learned that
was injured their enthusiasm evaporated. Despite all their efforts their cheers had
a hollow and unconvincing ring.
the

"Stretch"

The Tiger

partisans were quick to scent

tlie

They jeered and howled
and had Union's goat by the whiskers.
As the impressive Tiger five trotted on tlie

result of Union's loss.

floor

and began

a

snappy practice

tliey

were

greeted by loud cheers and the famous "Hula

Ha." The Tiger quintet blighted the few shoots
Union hopes by their deadly accuracy in caging the ball and their magnificient passing.
At eight thirty the whistle blew for the first
half.
The Tigers assumed their respective positions radiating confidence and assurance.
Union came on the floor witli set and
determined
faces.
They were under dogs.
of

Peters fairly bristled with fighting

he was completely overshadowed by the scintilHardy, the most finished player in intercom

lating

will beat 'em."

spirit.

The Tigers set a fast and furious pace. "Big
Hardy their center was having things his
own way. Time and again he outjumped "Slats"

Six"

and started his team on the way' to a basket.
During the first few minutes of play the Tigers
"bulged" the net with monotonous regularity.
Their amazing passwork and accurate shooting
kept Union on pins and needles. "Slats" played
with heroic determination and fiery spirit^ but

Icgiate circles.

The

A

half ended 30-10, with
end of the count.

first

the Tigers on the big

hung like a pall over the
"gym." Megaphones, whistles, tin pans and horns hung from listless hands.
Lusty voices were silent in the shadow of defeat.
Gloom was so thick that it could have
painful silence

Union

section of the

been cut with a knife. A stray cat, black as jet,
had gained entrance with the crowd, stood
fearfully in the doorway.
After slight hesitation lie scampered to quietness and seclusion

that

among
One

the

Union

rooters.

of the Tiger cheer leaders seeing the inci-

dent was quick to catch the humor of the situaWith raised megaphone he informed every
human being within a radius of thirty miles. The
crowd shrieked with laughter and derision. The
cheers, tliat the Tigers then let loose shook the
building to its very foundation.
Then came tlie well known cry that would
fire the heart of the veriest coward.
tion.

,

"Horse and wagon. Horse and wagon, teani!
team! team!"
After the ten minute rest the unmerciful whisthe second lialf.
Captain Peters had spurred his men by a stirring talk. They took the floor with a spirit of
do or die.
Down town tlie people were wild with exciteSeveral calls liad been sent in for the
ment.
They, with a detachment of the fire depolice.
partment, were hot on the trail of a pajama clad
figure with a blanket thrown over his shoulders
and a pair of lolosened overshoes flojiping on
"A lunatic has escaped" was the cry
his feet.
that went from mouth to mouth.
Tlie "lunatic" huddled in a corner of a taxi,
tie shrilled for

A

sixty mile
cursed the driver for his delay.
gait seemed to him like a mile a week.
The startling figure burst in through the door
of tlie Union gym and in an instant he was on

the basket ball court.

His wild eyes took in

tlie

A

despairing sliriek filling every nook
and cranny of the spacious structure rent the
Even the players were so startled that the
air.
man with the ball dropped it. Every eye was

scene.

focused upon the apparition.
There, almost in the center of tlie court, swayed
"Stretch" Walton looking like a Red Cross posHis head was swathed in bandages and a
ter.

crimson stain trickled down his cheek.
Peters gazed at him dumb with astonishment.

;
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lie

can you

"S'retch!"

hoarsely

Walton nodded and. tightened liis aslien
The Union rooters were in a delirium
Their long pent up cheers hurst fortli
cyclone.

play?"
lips.

like

seldom been giv-

Sucli a reception has

They were no under dogs
Roaring lions would be more appropriate.
Good old "Stretch" was in there now. Let
come what may.
The Tigers were leading 42-26 and were playthe Union morale.

now.

ing with uncanny skill.
"Stretch" was only semi consicous.
He was
l)ossessed with a mad irenzj.
All he knew, saw
or heard was to put the ball in the opponents'

demon he outjumped,
outplayed, out-tricked his famous ojiponent. The
Union signals were Avorking now. The Tigers
basket.

Plaj'^ing

like

a

were playing a five m:'n de'ense. It wouldn't
have mattered if there li d been ten. Nothing
could stem the iri-esistabls rash of Union.
Stretch jumped, p ssed, dribbled and shot by instinct.
His eyes were glazed and bright crimson
stains covered his agonized face.
The crowd was
with Union to a man.
Even the Tiger supiiorters clieered unconsciouslv for the masmificent display of ner^-e a'd spirit that "Stretch"

and

his

t&fkSa*tiLtA-,,ii^.^t. 'j^i...

mates were showing.

was 47-44

gfcore

a

time-keeper warned the players
was only two minutes to go. The

excited

that there

in favor of the Tigers.

"Stretch" was "out" on his feet.

of yoy.

en to mortal man.
It was .good to see the wonderful cliange in

:

An

a great effort he rou':ed himself "Stretch!"

cried
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will

and indomitable

spirit carried

47-46 shrieked the scorekeeper and twenty seconds to go.
Every liuman being in that seetliing sea was
standing on his own feet or somebody el e's.
Cheers issued from the throats of men temporarithe closing minutes.

ly insane.

The Tigers were
fashion whilst

stalling in the

crowded

tlie

gym

"Go

get 'em!"

"Tear 'em apart" roared the

crazed multitude.

These burning cr:es acted on "Stret 'li's" fast
ebbing senses like a disli of ccld water.
Neither he nor any one elss ever knew how he
got possession of the ball but get it he did.
He hurled it like a baseball into Peter's hungry
arms and tlie game was over.
What a pandemonium broke forth! Friend
and foe cheered til the steel girders quaked in
fear; but "Stretch" was oblivious to all.
He was lying on the floor in a swoon.
Tender liands raised him. The cheers that isissues from tliat sobbing multitude will commemorate the spirit of "Stretch" and his mates
long after they liave pii-sed from Union.
Edw. J. Ritson

IRELAND'S SON
Give me again my Irish blade.
Give me my native heath.
Give

me of
I

Give

me

most shameful
sweated in an

agony of suspense.

—

And

Only his iron
him through

Ireland's sons ten-score

will baffle death*

a cabin for

my

love,

A mountain for my home,
A steed to carry me to war.

Then, foemen, onward come!
Bless me with the heaven's rain.
Place in my heart a prayer
And I shall stand forever

Unconquerable there!
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(Essay)

AM

I

sensible

—my

friend, challenge not that

statement, nor let subsequent phrases tend to

controvert

it;

consider not the source, nor

the occasion, but the fruit; be not too quick to

judge but rather

let

patience deter you, and let

therefore,

I

say that

am

I

sensible im-

sensible impute it not to mean that I possess that
degree or sensibility of, let us say, the psychic, who

whose

art

and

craft

demand

great workings of

the working Soul, nor yet of those heores calling

beloved through space, nor of those
and craft demand great workings of
preceptibility of the corner grocery man whose
sign reads "No Trust" and means it two ways.
Hence, when I say I am sensible, permit me to
append of a feeling, of an aversion to be direct,
or rather, an antipathy to spirits.
But again I
interpose to make myself clear. ^:
;Spirits
the college youth had one idea as the
following excerpt will attest:
"I received the
preserves but they had turned
nevertheless I
appreciate the spirit in which they were sent;"
the toastmaster had another when he announced
to

their

whose

art

^^^^

—

;

the famous lecturer, whose subject of discussion

was

the "Evils of Liquor," as

"A man

of profound

and always full of his subject;" and
Congress another when it closed the 19th. hole
with the 18th Amendment. And yet my subject
deals with none of these.
My spirit is not the
spirit of college boy or the toastmaster, nor those
phanton spirits basking in the "moonshine," the
bane of "Infernal" Recenue men and one-eyed
"Reformers;" but rather of those more occult
beings whose demesne, I take it is darkened closwhose mental strain is
ets or shadowy chambers
terrific, as witness the agitation portrayed by that
mystic handwriting; whose timidity is overcome only through the agency of a medium,
whose own recreant spirits are reviewed only by
that shade so pleasing to all the "long green."
Speaking of spirits reminds one of discussing
politics
you argue vehemently, search diligently, descant warily
but it doesn't mean anything.
You usually get nowhere and stay
there.
Personally, I have never succeeded in
seeing a spirit. I have never touched or heard
one, though there are times, undoubtedly, when
under the proper influence of the subject, one
intelligence

the

—

—

—

specials, I

man

still

in the seance

tionable intermediaries.''

and exclusion

?

My

Why

all

comprehension,

this
I

seclusion

admit, fails

utterly in grasping the necessity of such tactics

though their significance is obvious. When the
only way one can call forth a spirit is by mystic
raps, when the evidence of the senses
appealed to in such crude fashions as tottering
tables or necromantic cables, when one's intelligence must first be subjected to the influence of
a stage setting with its special lights anl necessary lights and necessary "props," conducive
only to awe, then undoubtedly "There is somett.ps or fistic
ife

>

tliing rotten in
I

;

—

am

as much in the dark as
chamber. The only difference between us is the admission charge and
common sense and humbly do I claim the credit
to my P. and L. account for both.
I confess as you may have already judged that
tJiere may be spirits roaming around at large
and spurred on by the possibilites, as I conceive them,, of coming in contact with earthly
beings.
I am in hearty accord with whatever
scheme may be concocted to bring about such a
happy circumstance. Obviously though the present methods fall far too short.
Of what use is
a spirit if all that can be gleaned after much
laboir and painstaking is a love letter or a book
of poetic extravaganza.
And why such gymWhy so many and such quesnastic methods?

urday

us proceed.

When,

could, in all probability do so. Nor have I yet
succeeded in compounding the proper recipe to
conjure their presence, and though I have fairly
devoured the magazine sections of our Sunday
editions and the Special Supplements of our Sat-

Denmark"

connot conceive

why

helpless or shy, or so

— and seances.

a spirit should be so

opposed to

light, natural

cannot give credence to the fact
that such profound egotists as history records,
should now be so backward; that such great
oi-

artifical.

stage stars

I

whose earthly dream was headline

columns should now flee the spotlight; that those
famous men whose art is doubted can rest quietly and give forth their genius through musty
closets or dusky rooms for the financial advancement of some double-jointed Hindu whose propensity for table tapping lias developed liis pedal
extremities to an amazing degree of proficiency.
No, it is too much. Fond parents and doting

—
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grand-aunts, pining lovers and Heaven-destined
affinities may seek their loved ones thus, but for

me

spirit chasing

on the modern scale

is

abhor-

we

if ever,
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shall set out in earnest in quest of

the elusive shade. Now, if ever, shall communication be established with "Hades unLtd."

And now,

would be opened

ever, shall we succeed.
we have supplied the physical world
with artificial light we shall proceed to darken it
Now
to summon forth some ghostly visitor.
that we have succeeded in perfecting the recordof the human voice can not we expect to' harken

tial to

soon

rent.

And

yet

tlie

prospects are too bright to

abandoned; the advantages and

utility

be

of the

idea too evident to be lightly passed off as impossible; the wonderful mine of knowledge that
to mankind too consequenbe left untouched. It simply must not be.
Consider what your map of Europe wiuld look
like now if Von Hindenburg could have summoned Julius Gaesar for a few inside points, or
Foch held council with his famous countryman
Bonaparte.
What music hall or auditorium
could contain the crowd when "Bill" Shakespeare and Lord Bacon held their little controversy on "Who wrote Shakespeare's Plays," or
more important still what a weight would be
lifted from the shoulders of our youth could
Romeo be found to aid us in that psychological
moment upon which Heaven and earth seems to
hang and everything pale into insignificance
save two, when with bated breath and throbbing pulse our hero murmurs "Will you be mine?"
Then indeed would Mabel's studied cry "This is
so sudden" perish everlastingly.
Our modern
Juliets would be of stern stuff. And then again
consider Bone Dry Laws.
Would we now be
spending our wet Sundays in dry towns could
the spirits of the other world protect the spirits
of this terrestial sphere ?
Would Congress still
be wrestling with Prohibition could some fair
Portia be aroused to pinch the flaw in Volstead's

Law ?
ticing

Ah

—the

Friends, the prospects are too en-

!

tremendous to be let
maintain the present methods

possibilities too

And yet I
incomplete, insufficient, too farcical, too ridiculous to be considered as even a step in the right
slip by.

direction.

thought.

Must

we then

fail?

Perish

Science shall blaze the way.

the

Already

our foremost scientists and inventors are rallying to the cause.
Already our manufacturing
industries have recognized the trend of

research,
is

modern

and the question now on peoples' lips
a little Ouija in your home?" Now,

"Have you

Now

if

tliat

Now
dialogues?
criminal through
famous Scotland
not hold conference with him, or what's left of him, in our own
back yard? Plausible, is'nt it? And we exclaim
to

songs

spirit

we have

that

and

human
Yard, can we

traced the

anew "Science

is

a great invention."

time we shall find the magic "Open
Sesame." This time we cannot fail. But until
tliat impossible day arrives when spiritualistic
intercourse shall be numbered among the sciences,
the world will go on as usual; the fakers will
continue to reap their harvest and perform their
gj'^mnastics
as per
schedule;
and credulous
crowds will continue to be mulcted of their
money as in the days of yore. But one must
admit that the modern "gold bricked" individual
is game.
He is, in sporting terms "a glutton
for punishment."
He is the type, and most of

Yes

us,

this

whether we realize it or not, are typical. Else
these crazy reformatory movements?
Why

why

these

crusades

against

Sunday amusements,

drink,

etc?

against

Why

tobacco,

these regula-

of our school systems, against Religious
observances? Slowly, but surely, led by a few
fanatics we are turning, not as individuals, but

tions

from the most serious cancers of our
system to
the boils.
Our exterior at
least will appear wholesome but within we are
fast becoming putrid.
If laws we must have let
there be sane legislation, compatible with the
Decalogue and even common sense from a liuman
standpoint.
Let us wake from a lethargy. In
as a nation,

social

Naval parlance "Snap out of it."
But I digress, kind reader, and would
hold
tlie

it

fain

have slipped past my subject
not against me it is merely typical

beg pardon.

If I

spirit of the times.

—
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NATIONAL DISARMAMENT
year the message
of Christmastide
THIS
comes to us with an extremely peculiar
sig-

nificance.
Turning back the hands of time
only a few years we see the nations of tlie earth
enveloped in the throes of war, pouring out their
very life blood in a gigantic human attempt to
uphold their national honor and integrity. We
gaze upon the conflict of humanity, the hard-

ships

and sufferings

of the soldiery, the

—

bitter

longing and anxiety of the home folks the horror of it all.
We looked forward with misgivings at that time and Christmas held only the
disheartening outlock of battles yet to be fought.
But today we look back upon that terrible period
as a thing of the past, witli sorrow and silent admiration for the gallant souls who so bravely
sacrificed! themselves for the upholding of a
national ideal.
Truly peace once more reigns

supreme among the nations of the earth and men
are deliberating and formulating plans that such
a state of universal chaos may never again exist.
A thing that has been developing for centuries
can not be undone in a fortnight. Within the
memory of man it has been national practice to

prepare for war in times of peace.

This prinbeen so rigidly adhered to that at the
present time nations are spending fabulous sums
in an effort to maintain their respective armaments on an equal footing with those of otlier
powers.
The abolishment or even the tempering of such a custom; then, is attendant with
the pitfalls, technicalities and intricacies, which
naturally arise in any proposal of international
policy.
Different nations have different ideals
and they look from wary eyes, made keen by
ciple has

past experience, bitter and otherwise, at any
proposal involving marital relations with other

powers.
They are suspicious of one another.
They question each other's motives for doing this
or tliat, thinking perhaps, tliat it is only a hidden thrust at themstlves. And tins we must concede is only the outcome of past situations. Nations adhere to tlie maxim, "What can happen,"
tions adliere to the maxim, "What can happen,
will liappen," and tliey provide against just such

"jiappenings."

It is difficult, therefore, to

achieve

a mutually aggreeablt pact, regulating the affiairs
of nations.
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intricate

which have been chosen by the various nations;
we anticipate and hope that they will debate the
matter skilfully and successfully. Failure to do

We

so can only

The proposal
been the

first

of

disarmament has
and although it is an

national

step forward

problem, it gives promise of solution.
can state nothing however of the probable
We rely solely upon t'le committees
outcome.

mean a return to the probability qnd
new wars and hardships.

possibility of

THE ENGINEER

THERE

are

among

the professions of today

whose importance is passed
over lightly with little or no regard to the
intellectual and other requirements necessary
Unfortunatefor absolute membership in them.
]y practitioners in these walks of life do not seem
to be credited by the populace with the social
standing, which seems to be an inherent adjunct
of the more popular and prominent vocations.
There seems to be an idea prevalent among people that the "doctor" or the "lawyer" or the
"statesman" is some type of supernatural person,
gifted beyond the ordinary, without whose professional services the universe would come to an
a certain few,

abrupt untimely end.
professions

we might

gineer, the facts about

Among
include

whom

these

that

neglected

of the

en-

the public at large

seems to be in ignorance of and the importance
of whom on the scale of public service is extremely underestimated.
On all sides we see nature in its wildest and
beautiful forms.
AVe look upon it with admiring and appreciative eyes and wonder and marvel when we think of tlie Hand that created it.
Its vastness and rugged strength, its beauty and
grotesqueness, command our interest and attention but only externally.
We gaze upon it
through the eyes of the connoiseur admiring a
picturesque view where such is presented and
mentally calculating tlie effect of such a setting
by moonlight or sunset. We delight in its promiscuous disregard.
But why this dissertation
on nature.'' Its connection in our theme is obvious enough if we recaU it is nature which presents
the problems upon tlie solution of which the engineering profession is built. The engineer looks
upon it not through the eyes of a connoisseur
but through those of a scientist trained to take
in at a glance the factors and forces which will
be his concern in the practice of his art. A seething rapids or a crashing waterfall may seem
beautiful to him but they mean much more. His
practical brain estimates in

a

moment

the lost

energy, the wasted power. He looks and in his
mind's eye he sees a turbine, a power house, an
illuminated city and other potential possibilities

v'hich miglit take actual shape out of this appar-

He

ent piece of rugged landscape.

do this;
ijig so

ture

is

it

that

and

it

is

trained to

a natural consequence of his call-

becomes an unconscious act. Naand chief in-

forces are his concern

its

terest.

We might concede that the engineer is a very
ordinary person just as most of us are; but it
wo-tild hardly be fair to say tliat his responsibilities are

ordinary in the

of the term.

The "facts

common

acceptation

are quite the contrary.

what

In an argumentative strain let us consider
is

usually the result of a miscalculation or a mis-

judgment on

Possibly

his part.

castastrophe involving

damage

financial loss.

But

human element

enter into the

is

that

would be a
and
Does not the

it

to property

all.''

A

result.''

doctor

and the knowledge of the outcome is confined to a very limited circle
often times to

errs

—

The

himself only.

engineer's error invariably

becomes a topic for public discussion and denouncement. The products of his trained mind
are utilized by the public and the failure of such
products is attendant not merely with material
but also with human loss. Why then is the professional engineer rated so low in the eyes of his

A

fellow

men ?

factors

which combine

will reveal the

close

of the

various

make one an engineer

inevitable conclusion that

certainly a man's job.

ture presents to

analysis
to

him

Tlie problems

it

is

which na-

for solution usually require

study and thoroughness of judgment which can only be attained by a mind
trained through years of experience and research.
It has been said that an engineer is one who
can do more with a dollar than any other person in the universe. This statement very closely
approaches the truth, for the average engineer
speaks in terms of dollars and cents. The issue
a deepness of

in

any modern constructive program is invarisummed up in the terse expression "how

—

ably

much

cost?"

In this utilitarian age of
ours the prme consideration is the dollar and the
engineer is the instrument whereby thousands
will

it

of dollars are continuallg being saved to those

requiring and utilizing his services.

In this eon-
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An

we might say that the factor of relative
very often places the designing engineer in
a ticklish situation. On the other hand he is required to keep the financial layout at a minimum
ours the prime consideration is the dollar and the
sake of his own reputation, to secure a maximum
nection

and safety

of tl>cse ends

the easiest thing in the world yet

work and

the engineer's

is

it

his skill

is

is

economy and

The
sion

not

part of

judged ac-

certain
fitable.

worthy

science.

some

of

notice,

gineer relegates him to the ranks of the medi-

But who

is

a

for

fession.

Men

classes

Though

of men.

cultural lines

professional

died

are subject to their

own

peculiar-

and engineers are not different from other

when

is

their education along

not as extensive as that of other

men

this deficiency is usually

reme-

the individual appreciates for himself

the value of such education.

It is

not possible to

The
at once and do them well.
engineer as a student must of necessity centre his
attention on the technique of his profession. This
usually is sufficient to claim a considerable
amount of his time to the exclusion of other
do two things

Developments in years to
come perhaps may remedy this apparent disadvantage in the training of an engineer.
helpful

education.

THE

OUTlong hung

of the vale of tears

emerges

"IRISH

and sorrows that have
Emerald Isle

like a pall over the

tlie

sun radiant, triumphant, free,

the "Irish Free State."

them

their

man

in this position

differs

to use

from that of men

usually sufficient
only the language peculiar to
it

is

work.

In general the engineer must possess that which
we might call a gift or talent^the power to read-

all,

ities

and financially pro-

feasible

in other professions since

It is

one outside of the profession. The engineer's work naturally throws him into contact
with humanity in its worst and best forms but
this contact rather broadens his mind than soils
Perhaps in such circles and inhis personality.
stitutions the best of English is not spoken; perhaps also in such circumstances men may happen
to express themselves in terms more forcible
than is ordinarily the custom.
But surely irrelevant facts as these should not be seized upon
as an excuse to condemn the members of the proof

is

evident that a

His position

achieved.

judge of culture and what

not for anyone to venture an opinion in such a delicate matter, least
are the standards.^

It is

derstand the technical details of the situation, but
if he is unable to present the matter in an intelligible and forcible manner his purpose is un-

inasmuch as the

natural trend of the popular concept of the enocre.

project

must not only have a win,riing personality but
also a command of language beyond the ordinary.
He may know wliat he wants to say, he may un-

cultural aspect of the engineering profes-

is

is

and for various rea:ons it is essential that the
matter is presented to those for whom it is intended in non-technical language. Such a task
as.
this can only be accomplished successfully
by a master of language. A concrete case may
be presented wliere it is the business of an engineer to convince a group of capitalists that a

cording to the degree of accomplishment of these
ends.
It is necessary then that he be an expert
economist as well as a practical scientist, for efficiency in construction is the proper combination of

is
unique.
Often
extremely technical

information

times the subject matter

in the project at hand.

The simultaneous attainment

engineer's position in the matter of clear

conveyance of

cost

of strength

VA

up a stiuation and formulate a mode of
handling the same; to distinguish between the
important and the unimpoitant and eliminate
such items as will not materially affect his plans.
We call it a gift but it is a gift which must be
developed by actual experience. It presupposes
ily size

^

a certain

knowledge

of technical things

which

an engineer must necessarily possess.
We wish then to contradict the popular im^
He is deserving of
pression of the engineer.
much more notice than has been accorded by a
unknowing and unappreciative public, who marvel at his gigantic structures but give no thought
to the mind that conceived and designed them.

His calling is a noble oie. It is his to harness
the forces of nature and set them working for
The achievement of
the benefit of humanity.
requires a knowledge of which is acquired
not by inactivity but by energetic and skilfuU
inquiry. Though his professional interest is centliis

is very human and
own merit on an equal footing

tered on inanimate objects he

stands as per his
witJi

men

of

any and

all professions.

FREE STATE"
If tlie

furrows of agonized anxiety and care

erased from the seamed faces of Ireland's
great patriots and heroic people who will deny
are

tliat

they have warranty for their feelings?

THE V.ILLANOVAN
an intangible shadow.
by its effulgent rays should
dispell this faint and disturbing hint of night
tlie whole world will bend a prayerful knee.
December, 5, 1921, will be emblazoned on the

The perspective

But

if

lies in

the rising sun

pnges of history in letters of flaming gold.
Ireland, the Mother of Liberty, has long spread
her sons over the globe in an effort to satisfy
gnawing of free heart, while she, the
the
Mother, starved and grew gaunt. With tottering feet and streaming eyes she uttered piteous
Her noble sons
and appealing cries for aid.
with undying devotion and consuming love beat
long and hopelessly against the terrible might

Id

mailed fist. After centuries of despairing
and impoverishing hardships she sees with
unrestrained joy victory perched upon her frayed and tattered banners.
It is not our purpose to apportion individual
.honors.
To do so would work a cruel injustice
on myriads of patriots and martyrs that have
died "unhonored, unwept, unsung" in this great
of a

strife

cause.

Already the news of this notable victory has
spread over the civilized world.
The prospects
of the new Ireland have already changed the
face of civilization, effacing age old wrinkles
with the radiance of unaffected joy."

«ERIN FREE*'

HOW
and

brightly must burn the bonfires on
dale in the

Emerald

Isle

!

Irishman's heart ascends directly a
of

devotional prayer.

hill

From each

Ireland at last

is

hymn
a re-

cognized nation.

On

the morning of December,

6,

1921, long

Channel were
permeated by the gray dawn, "a treaty between
The
Ireland and Great Britian" was signed.
treaty, consisting of eighteen articles, gives Iretitle of the Irish Free State, and the
same constitutional status as Canada, Australia
and other overseas dominions. While the agreement has yet to run the qauntlet of the Ulsterites and of the Imperial Parliament, circum-

land the

stances point to an early ratification.

know

that Ulster's approval

It is gratiis

not in-

stantly required.

Some of the outstanding features of the treaty
are those giving the Irish Free State right to fix
customs,

tariffs,

settle its

home

any external

Fein

fail to

assure the

Orangemen

of good in-

This has ever been the plea of Eamonn de Valera, President of the Irish Republic,
that if the North would but agree to the nucleus
of his arrangement, i. e., a united Ireland, the
South would immediately display so great a
spirit of fraternity as would persuade Ulster fb
cast its lot with Sinn Fein.
Now that the troublous situation is about to
pass from the scene, a word concerning the causes
for today's joy is forthcoming.
Emmet's tomb
need not remain uninscribed; his epitaph is
about to be written. And why? From the time
of Brian Boru's repulsion to the invading Danes
down through the days of Grattan and O'Connell, even to MacSwiney, Irishmen the world
over cherished their indomnitable and gleaming
"Ireland Forever."
ideal, "Erin Go Bragh,"
tentions.

before the mists in the English

fying to

in the plan of this novel Irish Democracy, but
has the privilege of seceding within one month
and reverting to its present position, should Sinn

aTid

affairs

influence.

and freedom to
without interference from

finance;

Ulster

is

to be included

—

"^J. E. H.
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EUCHRE AND DANCE

and Jim

Villanova's social season was ushered in on

Wednesday Evening, October
by a Euchre and Dance given

V AN

the twenty-sixth,

we can

for coach,

confidentially expect

results in this field similar to those of the basket-

ball

team that made

debut

it

last season.

,

^

for the benefit of

There were over a
Athletic Association,
hundred prizes given by our friends, and there
are over a hundred homes now that contain some
little article that reminds them of Villanova and
a good time there. The College Dining Hall with
its convenient size tables proved an ideal place
for card playing; the dancing, as usual, was

On Saturday, November the twelfth, the stayat-homes who could not go to see Villanova
beat the Army (as we thought at the time) were
rudely startled from their sleep by the cries of
"fire" and the clanging bells of Bryn Mawr's
fire engines (engine).
Smoke was first discovered in Philosopher's Row, and there was con-

The College Orchestra
Alumni Hall.
made its debut in tlie dancing world, and there

siderable

the

in

is

little

doubt of

its

future success.

The second dance of the year was given in the
College gymnasium on Tuesday evening, November the fifteenth, by the 1922 Year Book Staff
and under the auspices of the Senior Class.
The College Orchestra again furnished the inspiration for "tripping the light fantastic."
hall

was

The

tastefullv decorated in the Class colors.

INTER-COLLEGIATE BOXING
;

y

AT VILLANOVA

,

Plans have been developing since early in tlie
year for inter-collegiate boxing at Villanova.
The old recreation room has been fitted with
gymnastic apparatus for tlie use of the squad.
We have been very fortunate in securing "Jim"
Naulty for a coach. He is an o'd friend of Villanova, was mainly instrumental in keeping tlie
varsity in good repair during foot-ball season,
and when it comes to fighting, lie certainly
shake a nasty mitt. During his long career as
a fighter and trainer, he has worked with a formidable array of celebrities in the pugilistic
world, including' P'reddie Welsh, Dempsey, and
our own Pliila. Jack O'Brien. With the wealth
of good fighting material in the "Student" body,

difficulty

definitely

in

locating the

was finally traced to the
corner room, occupied by Messers. Poplaski and
Fox, Although the first occurrence of its kind
about the premises for years, the prefects and
source of the smoke.

down

students fought

would be hard

it

particular

person

It

the flames like old timers.

commendation to any
everybody worked so
danger or personal ap-

to give

since

valiantly, regardless of
pearance, but it Avas very inspiring to see our
prefects Mr. Martin and Mr. Albers in the very
midst of the water and smoke and plaster and

grimy and sweating, looking not at all preAnd Mr. Albers would like to know
who accidently turned tlie hose on him maybe

dirt,

fect-like.

—

M^e could tell,

maybe we

couldn't.

And we

would also like to mention one of the gentlemen
whose duty it is to keep our rooms and corridors clean, who would not empty his bucket of
dirt because he had just swept it up, and would
not allow pouring

it out on the clean floor.
has been repotted that the fire was caused
by a lighted cigarette, but we would never accuse the gentlemen who occupy that room of having a cigarette, moreover, both were in Phila.

It

when

the

fire started,

en' their returr^

and were quite indignant

over the fellows

**that

dumped

the roomu",.,

AVe also want to take this occasion to thank
tlie

Bryn Mawr

Fire

Company who were

so

THE
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in answering the alarm, and wlio would
have prevented the spread of tlie fire which fortunately was tinder control before very mucli

V

AN
DELTA

prompt

damage was

caused.
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On

Nov.-nlSth,

PI

EPSILON

1921, the School of Business

Administration called a meeting and organized
The following officers
tliSe
Delta Pi Epsilon.
'were elected:
Spiritual

The new men

miglit recall as one of their

first

impressions of Villanova, the sight of a quiet,
grey haired professor, thoughtfully roam-

old,

ing about the grounds and surrounding country,
not talkative, but alwaj'^s ready with a pleasant

He seemed

reply.

mood

always to be

in that reflective

that discourages intrusion.

The

old stu-

know this pliiilo:opher, Dr. Hess, a Prince
Good nature, who carried beneatli this quiet

dents
of

a veritable storehouse of knowledge
and ;'jnformation, who possessed a mind and
spirit of the rarest wealth and withal, who failed
to commericalize it to such an extent that it alv
;^^
most ceased to be a virtue.
Prof. Hess, a doctor of Pliilosophy from tlie
Tniversity of Bonb, (the same that claims tlie
great Steinmetz as an alumnus) held a professional chair in tlie School of Languages here in
quiet seclusion for a great many years, and was
loved and admired by all who knew him.
Old age and its attendent debilitiies finally
forced him to the Misericordia Hospital where
he quietly passed out of this life on the niglit of
November fourteenth. A solemn requiem mass
was sung over his body ia tlie College Chapel.
Professor Humplirey, Dean of the Engineering
School, Doctor Schaeffer, Dean of the School of
Modern Languages, and Professors McGeehan,
Sweeney, Slavin, and McCormick acted as pall-

exterior

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

!;

^

bearers.

We
liis

all

the loss of Doctor Hess, and
always be an example to us.

mourn

life will

RADIO
There's a great deal of noise comes from the corroom on the first floor, and it is making quite
a buzz pretty far out over the country also.
Mr.
Ilafferty, O. S. A., with his ever growing radio
ner

station

lis

tent that

building up his "spark" to such an exvery soon one must tremble to ap-

proach that part of the building for fear of electrocution.
He tells us that he has been in communication with stations as far as Canada and in
Western Tennessee, and very soon expects to increase his sending radius to two thousand miles
arid more.
But we don't care as long as he continues to get base ball

and

foot ball scores.

Father O'Meara; PresiSouthee; Vice President, John

Director,

Earl R.

dent,

Finn; Sec. and Treas., James E. Miles; Seargent-at Ar'ms,

The

Harry Krieg.

Norman Jones

Blue.

Orange and Navy
manager and coach of

colors of the society are.

the basket ball

iis

team of the

society.

A

dance is to be held under the auspices of the
society on February 8, 1922.

ST.

A

LUKE, COSMAS, DAMIAN SOCIETY
large

number

of candidates of the Pre-Medi-

cal Society reported for basket ball practice in

answer to the call of manager Derwin, and under
Coach Lyncli they are rapidly rounding into a
ffist quintet.
Games have been scheduled with
the sub-varsity, Ep-ilon Phi Theta and Delta Pi
Pjpsilon and a number of outside games with
various high schools and societies are pending.
The semi-annual Novelty Dance of the Society, which last year was the event of the season,
will be held after the Christmas holidays on
Monday, January 9th, 1922. The various committees are busy preparing to make this dance a
brilliant success, and instead of falling below,
will,

according to

all

indications, far surpass last

vear's affair.

The members

of the society are quite enthusi-

about the idea of being affiliated with the
National Guild of St. Luke, Cosmas and Damian.
There are expectations that this will be accomplished at the next meeting of the National
Board of Governors, at which time tlie Villanova
Pre-Medical Society petition will be presented.
On the whole, the members of the society are
keenly interested in the different activities which
are following in rapid sucession.
A debating
team, a dramatic club and basket ball teams are
being formed within the society.
Everything
points for wonderful results from the Guild of
St. Luke, Cosmas and Damiaii at Villanova
College this year.
astic

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Our

professors rnight have observed that on

first and third Tuesdays, our recitations are
"unusually" vague and mystifjnng.
But what
else can be expected.
Everytime the Knights
have a meeting they provide some sort of enter-

the
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tainment afterward to which the whole student
body is welcome. There have been musical programs, smokes, a magician, lectures, fights and

what

and the members knowingly hint that
yet to come. It is Grand Knight McGeehan's ambition to have every Villanova student, and graduate, a Knight of Columbus. A
first degree will soon be exemplifiel here, and
not,

the best

is

looks as if his wish is being granted judging
from the number of applications that are coming in.
James Purcell, Pre-Med. and Chief

it

Recreator

in charge of applications for

is

bership, so

looked see

mem-

you have been accidentally overhim about it.

all who can should make the pilgrimage
Poplaski and Jack Hagan are on the
program for an exhibition dance.
In the new election of officers, the following
meii were chosen:
President, Joseph McCarthy; Vice President,
Joseph Ford; Secretary, Francis Duggan; Treasurer, Walter Reardon.
The men appointed to serve on the Dance
Committee are: William Cronin, Walter Reardon, Joseph Hagan, William Ford, Joe Ford, and
Phillip Holland.

rence,

and

thither.

if

JOURNALISM
The course

in Journalism of the Business

ministration in charge of Father

Hyson

Ad-

will, in

a few years, be one of the most popular courses
at Villanova.
The School of Business Administration

VA

is

making rapid

progress.

Although
due to the

it is but in its infancy, its progress is
popular demand of the day for education along
commercial lines.
Journalism, within the last twenty-five years
has become recognized as a profession, and Villanova will be a leading place for training in that

The R. C. H. S. Club of V,illanova College
and that of the University of Pennsylvania combined, are giving their annual Holiday dance
on December the thirtieth at the Rittenhouse
Hotel in Philadelphia.

:':':

'':^:'ry:.,:-y':'::\':::'./-}i[,.

Dean Humphrey represented Villanova at the
fnaugration of President Thomas at Penn State
on October the fourteenth.
py over this occasion, but

We

are

—he

all. very

left

hap-

quizzes.

,

profession as

it is

in the others.

second, for the purpose of electing officers.
President, Michael Courtney; Vice President,

PHI KAPPA PI
The Phi Kappa Pi held

its

ANTHRACITE
The Anthracite Region Society of Villanova
held a meeting on Wednesday, November the

November meet-

Much enthusiasm was
shown over the program of activities proposed
for the coming winter.
Several of these on ening on the thirteenth.

gineering topics were suggested for development
by the various members. The Phi Kappa Pi

Michael Dobosh;
Sec.
and Treas., Charles
Laughlin; Spiritual Adviser, Mr. Quinn, O. S.
;,: ::-.:;-:; .\-,:.
A.;-,,^L-:y; ;:;/;- ;^;:'^:-;'V;-

Mr. Courtney, in his inaugration speech thanked the fellows and promised to do his utmost to
deserve their confidence in him.

medal has always been a keenly contested one.
President Jim Kennedy is planning a theatre

THE LURE OF THE NORTH
On Wednesday

November

party (immediately after the Christmas Holidays.
Several men high in the engineering profession
have volunteered to come and lecture to us, affording us that contact between the man outside and the student, that is so essential. Iniitiation of new men will take place after the Mid
Years, and a record class of candidates is expect-

capacities of tojurists, guide, pathfinder, trapper,

ed.

sportsman and gold-digger.
liim

LAWRENCE CLUB
Tlie Villanova
final

Club of Lawrence

is

making

preparation for its big dance during ChristIn the past, these aifairs have been

evening,

the 16th,

Mr. Armstrong of the Bureau of International
Education, delivered an illustrated lecture in the
College Auditorium. Mr. Armstrong spoke with
an intimate knowledge of the subject gained by
spent in Alaska and Canada, in the
a life

He

brought with

a collection of slides and films that were

trken under the severest conditions, and in the
most perilous places where only an enthusiast
would venture. His talk was exceedingly in-

and considering that

mas week.

teresting,

wonderfully successful, and we are quite sure
Lawrence is all aglow with expectation. The
twenty-eighth will be Villanova night in Law-

ly descriptive one, his 'ability to entertain the

crowd

is

indicative

rarely met.

.•..:;•:.;;,:

of a

h,is

topic

is

a pure-

high degree of

skill

THE

MANY
nual

of the

Alumni were present

V

at the

I

LLAN OV A N

An-

Foot-ball Banquet which was lield in

the Dining Hall on Monday, December
19.

The members

of

tlie

Alumni manifested

their

great interest in the Varsity by presenting the

with Gold Footballs and V sweaters.
who were justly lauded for their
fidelity, were rewarded witli silver footballs. This
v/as the first time in the history of Villanova
Letter

The

men

substitutes,

Athletics that the

Alumni

warded the team.
dividual members

While

liave so generously re-

credit

is

due to the

in-

we feel bound
to express in a very special manner our appreciation of the unselfish efforts of Mr. Edward
Dougherty of the Class of '12 in obtaining the

23

ed were: John Dora, Wm. Foley, John Connolly,
John Sayres, Chas. Winn, Joseph Greeley, Wm.
Maher, Jas. Sirdevan, Percy Bachman, A. Stone,
Paul Longua, Francis Yungfleiscli.
The College Orchestra entertained the company during the banquet. All were profuse with
thanks to Allie Miller, the coiach and the efforts
of the fighting team. Wm. Cronin promised that
as next year's Captain he would lead his team on
to a victorious season and would pledge the unflinching loyalty of his team-mates.

for their interest

necessary funds.

The following members were present to reThe President
present the Alumni Association:
of Villanova, Father Driscoll, the

Director of

Villanova College Athletics, Charles A. McGee-

THERE

is always quite a big talk concerning
one thing which a young man experiences

in college and tliat is just what it means
have "the college spirit" not only in regard to
all forms of athletics in which his college participates, but also SPIRIT which governs his attitude toward his superiors, fellow students, and

to

han.

The President of the Alumni Association,
Stanley Smith. Edward Dougherty, the
Secretary, Martin McLaughlin, Jas. O'Brien,
Father Hickey. Allie Miller to whom all credit

studies, besides the desire to "boost"

Mr.

whenever opportunity affords or occasion permits.
All the above, we do not liesitate to say, every
young man who has gone through college, experi-

must be given

ences.

for a very successful season.

The following answered toasts
Rev. Father
F. Driscoll, Chas. A. McGeehan, Allie Miller,
Hon. J. Stanley Smith, Edward Dougherty,
:

Joseph McCarthy, Captain

newly elected Captain.

;

The

Wm.

V

Cronin, the

the highest hon-

or Villanova grants to her loyal son for Athletic

prowess was conferred upon

tlie

following: Capt.

McCarthy, Elmer Hertzler, Edward McGardy, Harold Blanchfield, Anthony R. Lynch,
Francis C. Pickett, Harry Krieg, Barnard Cratty, Paul McNamara, Martin McDonald, Wm.
Jos.

P. Cronin, Chas. McClernan, Herman O'Brien.
Mgr. Anthony Lynch. The substitutes reward-

liis

school

When graduation day is at hand, and the
degree for which he has studied has been conferred on him, his whole mind and soul, his every
heart tlirob beat for his Alma Mater.
Until
at least five years after graduation he cherishes
the fond memories of his college days with which
are associated his old chums and pals, his athletic
career and many other similar instances.
But
when he gains success, or, at least, has reached

the point where success is guaranteed liim, in the
majority of cases, his old Alma Mater is forgotten.

His interest in
dead.:-,

his

"old school"
-r

is

--.r---.

practically
-

r-A
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SHOULD

SPIRIT

TION? No!
pride for his

£ND WITH GRADUA-

should grow into great
Mater.
It is then that he

Ratlier,

Alma

it

should take an interest in the affairs of "his
college" more so than he has ever done before.
I have
heard a man who, seemingly middleaged, was speaking to our president.
He told
the president that he wislied to congratulate him
on the wonderful success wliicli tlie football team
had made that particular season. He had been
following every game. If he couldn't manage to be
present himself at the games he was impatient
till he received the final returns of the game in
order to see liow his Alma Mater's team was progressing. And, to say the least, this is only one
way in which this particular gentleman manifested "his spirit" which he retained and kept
ever living, even tliough it was some fifteen years
since he received his A.B. from VILLANOVA.
Another instance of the manifestation of "college
spirit" among the "grads" is the case with some
very successful men of whom I know. They have

and

sons,

their sons are studying at Villanova

today.

A

striking

instance

several months ago

which appeared
of Mass"college spirit" even till
is

that

when Mr. Curran,

achusetts, retained his

became manifest wlien he endowed
with a modern chemical laboratory.
That laboratory is known by the name,
"The Curran Laboratory of Cliemistry."
the end.
his

It

Alma Mater

We

did not have to search for these instances.

Had we

searched,

manifestations

of

much

better instances of the

"college

spirit"

among

the

alumni could be presented.
If every alumnus would consider just how much
"spirit" for their Alma INIater is still extant and
take every act, thought and deed into considera-

V

AN

am sure
Alma Mater for

tion, I

Editor
THEportunity

it

would mean a much greater

themselves and

of the

otliers.

Alumni Notes takes the opand

at this time to appeal to each

every member of the alumni for material.
Perhaps many have forgotten the aim of our college publication, which has for its object the
strengthening of the bonds of good fellowship
among the members of our Alumni. No other
means thus far, has been conceived to bring about
a closer union among those who have left our
midst tlian through the medium of our magazine.
You should consider the magazine as your
property as well as that of the student body.
Unless you have lost all sense of loyalty to your
Alma Mater, you should be ardent workers in its
behalf. At no time has the Villanovan needed
so

much

the support of

present time.

It is

tlie

graduates, as at the

the duty which you

owe your

college.

The spirit of devotion should be shown in a
two-fold manner. First, the magazine cannot continue on good wishes alonie. Materials for printing and other expenses incurred for the publication of the Villanovan make it impossible for
become a better magazine, on the present
You may aid us greatly by sending in
your subscription. The second duty, no less imit

to

basis.

is that of keeping us informed as to the
Do you love
whereabouts of your classmates.

portant,

old Villanova.'' Have you forgotten her care for
you } Answer by being generous in those things
which you love. Let us hear from you in some
article wliicli you think will be interesting to
your brother Alumnus.

DO

IT

TODAY!

—
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HROUGH

the accident of the non-arrival

in time for our present purpose, of a sufficient

we

wliicli

number

of other College

Magazines

consider worthy of detailed criticism,

we find tliis month thsit the three publications
we have chosen for that purpose, are all tlie output of Jesuit institutions.
We may therefore
avail ourselves of the opportunity thus present-

ed to compare the literary endeavors coming
from tliree of the leading Jesuit schools of the
East Spring Hill, Boston, and Georgetown Col-

—

'"

leges.

'

.

The quarterly magazine of the Southern institution which bears the hardly euphonic name,
Springhillian"

"Tlie

While

well directed effort.

much

as

space as

a fasliion

we

much

does not devote

it

sliould think desirable to

makes up for it
by the quantity and qualitj' of its

pure literature
,ii)

represents

certainly

as such, it rather

other departments.

Alt'iough

its

table of con-

indeed very comprehensive and diverone-third of the headings contained therein stand for actual literary attemps
over
the rest of the number being given
tents

is

sified,

scarcely

a very well-written

t(i

chronicle

of

school ac-

poetry, while possessing a certain
amount of interest and some merit, is not by
any means up to tlie standard of thoss found in

tivities.

The

—

other two publications, so tliit our criticism of tlie Springliillian is that the purely 'iterary contribufons should be improved, botli
the

witli

regard to quanfty and quality.
tlie "Hub of tile Uriverse" comes the

From
well

made-up Boston College

superior,

we

think,

contrast to the

to

Soutliern

the

Stylus, which

Springhlillian,

Jesuit publication,

is

In
it

is

in the field of literary

may

^rc«,„.

output that the Stylus

One cannot deny that thestory and the ten poems con-

be said to shine.

four papers, the

October number, would in the
any College Monthly. We
may be permitted to mention especially the very
thoughtful article on "Catholicism," on "English
Literature," and tlie scholarly resume of the principal arguments on both sides of the much-mooted Shakespeare question entitled, "Did Francis
Bacon write Shake pe are.''" The former paper
establishes the thesis that j 11 the fundamental
ideas and theories which underlie human thought
cind therefore
liter;;tare
which are attributable
tained

the

in

main do

credit to

—

t(»

the

work

—

of tlie ancient

Church of

Cliristsn-

dom may

be said to constitute the real influence
of the Catliolic Church on English Literature.
The author adverts more to these primary con-

and teacliingj of the Church that may be
have formed the English mind on these
elementary subjects rather than to the pres-

cepts

said to

—

ence of scattered "Catholic passages" in the work
of English literary masters.
The Shakespearian
question also receives more or less adequate treat-

ment in tlie second paper in which the writer
merely sums up the strongest arguments on each
side of tliis great discussion, without committing
himself to either.
Of the poetry in this number
we like especially "The Fall of Leaves" and the
"Golden Rod." We tliink the idea of an "Apud
Poetas" Department an admirable one, as entirely in accordance with the literary tone which
we consider desirable in a College Magazine.

Our

cliief criticism of

the Stylus

any thing, overdeveloped the
contents

at

the expense of

is

that

it lias, if

literary side of

tlie

human

its

interest
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side of College

life.

We

should like to

see, for

which would give expression
to the wit and humor, which surely characterize to a certain extent the outlook of the Boston
collegians on life.
The ideal College Magazine,
its seems to us, should find room, ever in its "literary magazine" for some space devoted to the
instance, a section

lighter side of life as well as to the purely intellectual.

The Georgetown

College Journal, which, like

the Stylus, is also a monthly, seems t osuffer from
the same defect.
The November number is
strong in poetry and stories, besides containing

one well-written article. Two of the poems,
"Somets D'Antomne" contain, real poetic merit
These tobotli in thought and in treatment.
gether with "The Secret," by one of the Alumni,

we

consider the best

poems

to be found in

of the three magazines at hand.

The

any

on
"Pioneers of Education in Maryland" draws attention to a phase of colonial life, which is commonly overlooked, namely the condition and
hardships which confronted the founders of our
nation along educational lines.
The stories in
Ihe November number are also well-wr'itten.
However, it seems to us that the Journal would
be greatly improved by the Infusion into its
pages of more human interest, so that besides
providing its readers with the requisite amount
of literary provender it would also serve in later
years as a pleasant and lively reminder of their
article

—

college days which are, after

ones in the

life

of a

young man

all,

the liappiest

blessed with the

invaluable boon of a College Education.

e.r.M.

Villanova, 4 J ; Lebanon Valley, 7
Nearly twelve hundred fans watched the Villanova football machine ride, rough sliod, over the
liighly touted team of huskies, representing the

One by one Coach Miller
Lebanon Valley.
yanked the first string men from the game. How-

T.cbanon Valley College, at tlie Great Stockade,
Norristown, October 29th, stopping wlien they
liad accumulated 41 and Lebanon Valley 7.
VillanoVa's cheering sectjion, three hundred
strong, aided by the Liberty Band of Norristown,

men was impervious.
"Mickey" Blanchfield played the stellar role
for Villanova, ably assisted by acting Captain
Ed. McGrady, Cronin and "Mickey" O'Brien.
For tliree periods this quartette completely baffled
the Lebanon Valleyitcs with their varied attacks.
Dr. James I. Farrell of Norristown promoted
the game in a manner deserving of special commendation. The game was under way promptly
at the scheduled time, and every facility provided
that would add to the comfort of the college stuTllE Vl LLANO VAN takes this
dents and teams.
means of voicing the sentiments of the entire
student body ,of Villanova College in extending

gave the snappy touch of college life to what was
otherwise a mediocre game. At no time during
tlie game did the Annville collegians offer any
resistance to the

slaughts

ripping,

dashing, tearing onOn defense and

of Miller's proteges.

offense, collectively and individually, the Villanovans toyed with there adversaries; and after
grabbing off 28 points in the second period, let
up with the fierce attacks and gave their opponents a welcome rest.
In tlie last period an entirely new team faced

ever, the reserve

men played equally as well as
The defense put up by the

their predecessors.

reserve

Farrell our sincere thanks for the truly
admirable manner in which the game was Con-

to Dr.

:

THE VILLA NO VAN
We

cannot be too warm in our grateful
appreciation of Dr. Farrell's masterly effort.
'The line-up
ducted.

Villanova

27
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November 19th. The game was one of the
most bitterly foiught contest ever witnessed in the
liison City.
It ended in darkness with eacli
team trying desperately to score. After tlie first
few plays the sea-diogs were indistinguishable.
The mud was ankle deep and fumbles were numerous throughout the game.
Villanova won tlie toss for goal, and play.
Trainer, of Canisius kicked to McGrady, who
advanced the ball ten yards. After this play the
game went into a kicking duel. Line plunging
was almost impossible, the backs failing to get
a semblance of a start in the grimy deep.
Villanova threatened to score in the third
day,

McGrady made

period wlien

and caught
the one yard

a

the ball to

line.

However, Canisius

and secured the ball on downs. The game
went into the middle of the field, where it
remained until the last whistle was blown, neither
side making any advances.
lield

tlien

Tlie line-up:

,

Lynch
C ratty
McNaniara
McClernon

end

left

left tackle

left

guard

center
right

guard

rigiit

tackle

'I'rainer

end
quarterback
left half back
right half back

A. Lynch
O'Connell

Hcndrk'k

full

Canisius

—Burd

V

Krieg
Hertzler

right

Cronin
O'Brien
Sirdevan

Cabell

Desmond
Chapman
J. Desmond
Brown

end

quarterback
left half back
right half back
full back

McGrady
Touchdown — O'Brien.

Kelleher

Murphy
Barrett

—

Goal from touchdown Krieg.
Referee Kinney, Trinity. Umpire Hunt, Mercersburg.
Head linesman McNulty, Penn. Time of quarters 15

—

—

—

—

minutes.

Now

blown and the
team togs are put aside it

that the last whistle has

V^illanova

football

;

a pleasure to turn over the leaves of our scrap

own

facts therein

with our

experiences, congratulate a sturdy, fighting

squad.

feeling of satisfaction for the labors of our coach,

IManch field

McGrady

for

—

—

—

Pickett

Marey

guard

center
right guard
right tackle

Finn

O'Connor, Maynard
Finnegan for Hayes; Villanova Dora
f;)r Hendricks,
for McDonald, O'Brien for Blanchheld. Time of periods,
Uni15 minutes. Referee Josej)!! Murphy, Dartnioutii.
McDermott,
])ire
Weed, Lockpjrt. Head linesman
Michigan.
Substitutes:

eft

McCarthy

McDonald

Hertzler

back

left tackle

McNamara

Mary's
H. Brown
I^ohmond

September IStli, 1921, found the veterans of
on the campus with a few new recruits and a
new commander. Quickly they responded to
Allie Miller's instructions.
With pleasure and a

Beckin
Krieg

\

riglit

;-

Cratty

to the

line-up:

St.

end

left

book and intermingling the

Villanova

Cajiisius

The

Villanova

Lynch

is

Hayes
Nolan
Lvnch
McNally
Jordan
McGrail
Ticrney

Fumbles were numerous and frequent, due
slimy condition of the ball.

several successful

forward pass, carrying

line plunges

next play O'Brien, aided by splendid interference,
shot through right tackle to the goal line.
After this the game settled into straight foot
ball with neither team gaining any advantage.

—

'20

we watched our team day by day swing more
perfectly and with a steady pace into an efficient

machine.

Scores and newspaper stories never

tell

the history of a team; pure mathematics without
the surrounding circumstances often leave false
impressions.

Before about 3000 spectators and a large gathering of enthusiastic college rooters, Villanova
Villanova, 7; Mt. St. Mary,

staged the

one of the most sucliistory
at Villanova,
gridiron
cessful seasons in
the varsity crushed the husky moutaineers representing Mt. St. Mary's College, at Villanova on

Staging a grand

finale to

Thanksgiving Day.
battling in soggy and uncertain
O'Brien managed to evade the
"Mickey"
ground,

Altliough

the mountaineers, pulling
sixty yards for a

oft'

a sensational run of

touchdown

in

the

opening

minutes of play.
Villanova won tlie toss and elected to receive
Barrett booted to Cronin, who was
tlie kick oft".
downed on Villanova's twenty-five yard line.
In two plays O'Brien and McGrady carried tlie
On the
ball to the Main Liner's forty yard line.

6-0.

first

game

at Ursinus.

The

score

was

-

The boys of the Blue and White started their
winning streak at that moment. The following
week P. M. C. bowed to the score of 19-7.
At Fordham, the University lost to our boys
The Senators, from
19 to 11.
b}'^ the score oif
Catholic U., put up an inferior brand of football
and were saved from an overwhelming defeat
only by the after effects of the Fordham game.
They were defeated 6-0.
The first home game was played at Norristown
against Lebanon Valley. With the entire student
body cheering them on to victory, and the strains
of the college band reminding them of the love
of the Blue and White, tlie Villanova eleven gave

T
much

HE

V
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Lebanon team the worst beating
overcoming them by the score of
41 to 7.
Gettysburg, a strong, hard team, fell
victim to the consistent work of Villanova and

the

praised

of the season,

lost 13 to 10.

Then

and against a team much
West Point.
Oliphant, former star full back of the Army,
who witnessed the game, is quoted as saying that
in a dry field Villanova would have held the
Army to a low score. Those who stood and
watched them at West Point, alone can underin a driving rain

larger and stronger, Villanova lost to

stand the defeat. They alone can stretch out their
hand to the Villanova boys and say, "Under such

unfavorable conditions and under such monstrous
odds, you fought well."
The following Saturday and on Thanksgiving,
the elements conspired against football, and on
each occasion we played on a field while a driving rain made good foot ball impossible, Canisius
tied us.
Mt. St. Mary's was defeated 7-0.
The casual observer never will be able to understand the progress of Villanova's team.
Tlie
labors of the coach and tlie men, the consistent
attention to detail, the painstaking efforts for
better

teamwork, the individual

gridiron

warriors, are things

acknowledge that the season was
those

who know

sacrifices of the

hidden, and will
a success.

But

the intimate liistory of our squad

will concede, that

it

was

in

every sense a glorious

'.;'.; \'triumph.
The years to come will better tell the story,
but today we bow our heads and congratulate
tliose boys, for boys tliey are, who fought so
valiantly against odds so great. We congratulate
nur coach, who accomplislied more than we justly
,

could have asked.

BASKETBALL
Villanova's second basketball season officially
opened on December 16. Hahnemann College at

Villanova were
cludes two

29
opponents.

tlie

The schedule

in-

games with the University of Penn.

Mike Saxe, coach of last year's five, a former
He
Penn star, has again resumed his duties
has the candidates practicing regularly and with
last year's five intact and many new candidates
for every position,

will

it

is

certain that this season

be even more successful than

past/',';. J „;.; ;„" ;;.'';-.,."'';

season

the

•'.:,'

Earl Grey and Syd Sweeney, forwards on the
team last season, are showing considerable speed
and new men will have a hard fight to displace
them. Lynch and Kennedy appear to be the best

new candidates

of the

is

for these positions.

Capt. Frank Pickett, last year's tap off man,
a candidate for a guard position. Krieg seems

to be the logical choice for tlie tap

on the

oft"

position

five this year.

Laugh^in and iJack /Hyam, veteran,
by Conway, Jones and Foley.
It will be a hard fight to displace either Laughlin
or Ryan.
Both men are fast and thoroughly
understand the game.
Charjie

guards, are opposed

From

the host of candidates, a regular varsity

and a junior varsity will be picked.
Graduate Manager, McGeehan, with Manager
Howard Thornbury has arranged the followingschedule.
Dec.

16.

Dec. 20.
Jan.

6.

Jan.

7.

Jan. 11.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.

14.
18.
19.

>. .r.

.

\

,:.:.:;..'.

Vr:^.

:^,

:--r[r-:-..:

y

::,.r-

— MUanova, Pa.
— Villanova, Pa.
Lebanon Valley College — Lebanon, Pa.
University of Penn — Philadelphia, Pa.
U. of P. Junior A'arsity — Villanova, Pa.
Temple University— ^"illanova, Pa.
Catholic Universit.v— Washington, D. C
Georgetown —Washington, D. C.
Cannisus College — Villanova, Pa.
Ursinus College— Collegeville, Pa.
Hahnemann

College

Catholic University

^

31.
1.

John's Connnercial College— Paterson, N.J.
Point, N. Y.
Temple University— Philadel])hia, Pa.
Ursinus College Villanova, Pa.
Lebanon College— Villanova, Pa.
St. Joseph's College— Philadelpliia, Pa.

3.

St.

4.

Army— West

11.

22.
24.
4.

—
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PLINTBB
THE TASK

THE CRAMMER
ThttJ the placid stillness of midnight
Desperately burning the oil

My

^^Prof** bade me a poem write,
Gambit it must be^
So I sit up the livelong night
My efforts here you see*

V

Sits a beardless yo«th, bleary of sight,

A

picture of desperate

toil.

Gone

is a term of indolence^
Succeeded by vain regrets:

To

write a

At

Too many nights in old Bryn Mawr,
Too many cigarettes*

poem

quite hard

is

least I find it so

I am not a gifted bard
To whom words fast do flow.

For

Page

after page he keeps turning,
Hurriedly scribbling notes;
Seized with a sudden desire for learning,

Ah me! Oh my!
One

Mon

Difficult passages quotes*

topic fine I

here comes a thought-

know:

amie chere has wondrous hair,
love-light glow!

Her eyes with

From labor so strenuous, dreary.

He curls in the middle and wilts.
Grunts out a sigh like a soul that
And hurls himself under the quilts*

—^Andrew

But why should
is

^Twould keep me

B* McGinnis.

I

must be a good

Kenny— "Why ?"

—

Francis Carroll "Didn't you see that referee
patting me on the back all last night?";

man

— "Fools

Arthur

— Yeh,

write.

Doomsday.

.'.."'

that's

'' -.^.\

why

I

^:^-^> V-- :.-.>,

flunked."

;

—

—Loren2x> Bonanno.
Chemistry

ask more questions than a wise

can answer."'-

till

Gambit it must be;
So I sit up the livelong night
My efforts here you see.

^'

Prof.

more of her

My **Ptoi** hade me a poem write

—

Francis Carroll "Say, Al
basket-ball player,"
'

I

Though there is more to say;
Were I to tell you all I might,

weary.

';f

:

tride?",

;;.

Dempsey

Prof.

— "Who

— "Paul

made

Revere."

the

first

Ni-

THE

V
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—

Philosophy Prof. "If you have that in your
mind, you have it in a nut-shell."

Love

— "A

Prof,

Arthur
little

sighing, a

little

crying, and

Her Fatlier— "I don't mind paying
bill.

tlie

Beef, but please leave the

electric

morning

paper."

31

—"You're the biggest
—
Malone "Please don't forget

(angrily)

here."

fool

your-

self, sir."

lots of lying."

light

V AN
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—
—

Phin "Yes, Willie, tliat pearl I gave Mary
came from an oyster.
Willie
"Gee, Sis said, she got it from a lobster."

CHICKEN
(Not a Hen)

HUE

and cry filled Market street. Swelling
volume it reached City Hall and reverberated in the numerous side streets, "Stop
that chicken!" "Grab that bird!" No, it wasn't
a human pharmacy redolent with the latest bargains, it was only a poor honest-to-goodness
fricassee escaped from the ambitious molars of
George Abraliam Washington.
:
George Abraham is
Yes, you've guessed it,
a chocolate blonde. 'Mistah' Washington with
his number fifteen's blocking the traffic and his
'Charlie Chaplin derby' reposing jauntly on the
'Safety First' sign dove blindly into one of Mr.

A

in

Ford's tobacco tins

.in

a vain effort to catch that

The occupant of Henry's special,
jumped out and with anxious eyes examined his agonized toy to see if the motor was
reposing in its accustomed place. Ah! it was a
pesky

bird.

hastily

glorious time.

But the adventurous chicken was squares away
careening from one side of the street to the other.

was at a standstill. Motormen, policemen,
newsboys, staid business men and last but not
By
least, goggle eyed George hotly gave chase.
this time the screaming bird had so few feathers
left that many a chorus girl watching the spectacle blushed with envy.
Old biddie was now
ready for the soup. No feathers to be picked.
That operation had been performed by willing
hands long ago. Everybody in lower PhiladelTraffic

phia was striving for the prize. One young flapper so far forgot herself as to throw her lip-stick
with vicious intensity at biddie's tro|ubled head.

At last the twelfth street subway entrance loomed up, like the open door of a prize hen coop,
and biddie without bothering to knock entered
with agitated wings like any lawful flapper.
Enter Mr. Pete Difly.
Pete glimpsing the
prize stretched out a grasping paw and crying
"to the pot" tucked the unoffending bird undei
l)is coat and boarded the incoming train.

The ViLT,ANOVAN goes
much

disappointments and

many
had no

delays.

to print
effort.

after

We

Conditions over which

have made an early
The subsequent issues

control,

possibility.

—E.

at the regular intervals.

many

regret the

we have

issue an im-

will appear

J.

R.

,
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How Were
Hittorf or

X'-Rays

Discovered?

Crookes Tube

s

IR James Mackenzie Davidson visited Professor Roentgen
to find out how he discovered the X-rays.

Roentgen had covered a vacuum tube, called a Hittorf or
Crookes tube, with black paper so as to cut off all its light.
About four yards away was a piece of cardboard coated with a
fluorescent compound. He turned on the current in the tube.
The cardboard glowed brightly.
Sir
**I

to

James asked him:
didn't think,

I

know what made

"What

did you think?"

He wanted
Only planned experi-

investigated," said Roentgen.

the cardboard glow.

ments could give the answer. We all know the practical result.
Thousands of lives are saved by surgeons who use the X-rays.
Later on, one of the scientists in the Research Laboratory of
the General Electric Company became interested in a certain
phenomenon sometimes observed in incandescent lamps. Others
had observed it, but he, like Roentgen, investigated. The
result was the discovery of new laws governing electrical
conduction in high vacuum.

same laboratory saw that on the
build a new tube for producing
X-rays more effectively. This was the Coolidge X-ray tube
which marked the greatest advance in the X-ray art since
the original discovery by Roentgen.
Another

scientist In the

basis of those

Thus,

new laws he could

scientific investigation of

a strange phenomenon led

to the discovery of a new art, and scientific investigation of
another strange phenomenon led to the greatest improvement
in that art.
It is for

General

such reasons that the Research Laboratories of the

Electric

Company

continually exploring the
is

sought.

and

in

But

many

are

continually

unknown.

It is

investigating,

new knowledge

practical results follow in

that

an endless stream,

unexpected ways.

General Office
Schenectady,

Sales Offices in
all large cities

NY

95^t60-GC

PATBGNIZi:

OUB ADVEBTISEBS

iiiiliiilli.

'^S!P

A

—Electrical

Gateway

a forty-foot gateway bounded by
ONLY
two
pilasters and ornamental

brick
lamps, but unlike
entire world.

any other gateway in the

is the General Electric Company's main office building, accommodating
2300 employees. And just next door is its
laboratory with the best equipment for testing, standardizing and research at the command of capable engineers. Then down
the street a mile long are other buildings
where everything electrical, from the smallest lamp socket to the huge turbines for

For back of it

—

Ciectrically

—

propelled battleships,

made

is

by the 20,000

electrical

workers

who

daily

stream through.

What a story this gato would tell, if it could,
of the leaders of the electrical industry and
business, of ambassadors from other institutions and from foreign lands.
The story would be the history of electric
lighting, electric transportation, electric industrials

and

electricity in

the home.

This gateway, as well as the research, engineering, manufacturing and commercial
resources back of it, is open to all who are
working for the betterment of the electrical
industry.

Illustrated bulletin,
Y-863, describing the company's
several plants, will be mailed upon request.
Address
General Electric Company, Desk 43, Schenectady,
York

New

General Office
^chenectadj-ilffi;

IN

SriI)3S

%^
DOING

Ofiices in

all large cities;

SO,
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TN SHAPE
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makes

It is

a

and principle

like the

open blade

razor,

which

possible the use of the correct diagonal stroke.

DUPLEX

Razor, for without the guard

it

can be

used as an an old fashioned razor, while with the guard

becomes a

keenest,

They

safety razor.

BLADES

The

it

best

are

are the longest, strongest,

tempered

blades

on

earth.

smooth-shaving

oil-tempered,

which will give many
comfortable and safe shaves.

blades, each one of
cool,

clean,

$

1:22

Complete

The

set

contains a

stropping

razor

at-

tachment, package of
three

double

edged

in

hand-

blades,

some

Durham Duplex Razor

a

leather case.

Co.
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Of

all

that

man

His home ranks

To

see

holds dear ttpon this earth

and ever does he hope

first;

ahead a time when

all

her worth

Becomes exalted, placed beyond the scope

Of hands

that

Implant in

wo«Id destroy that age-old hearth-

man

indifference of his birth.

These forces seek for times when

poor world,

this

In stress of conflict pressed on every side,

Can boast of minds that easily can be whirled
From right to wrong. Our human pride
In race and country, battle-flags unfurled,

Lead us on. We find we need no guide*
Already has the Extremist hand reached out.
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Euakin H^arttcna
A MONG

English

the

essayists

of the

latter

John Ruskin
held a high rank. His works embraced a variety
of subjects, or it may be more properly said that
his dominant idea manifested itself in diverse
guises.
As we read "Sesame and Lilies," we
must, undoubtedly, class him as a great moral
writer and an educational critic of vivid, yet not
half of the nineteenth century,

unsound, principles.
In Ruskin as a moralist

And Ruskin

we have

the distinct

man who wrote what

utterances of a

felt his

he
morality in everything.

felt.

He

"A

great Nation does not mock Heaven by
powers by pretending belief in a revelation
which asserts the love of money to be the root
of all evil, and declaring at the same time that
it is actuated, and intends to be actuated, in all
chief national deeds and measures, by no other
its

He

proves in a forceful manner that,
has despised literature
a nation
science, nature, and composition.
Ruskins pages reveal much of universal and
love."

England

as

immutable

truth,

but upon the

application

these principles to daily life there

of

a difference

is

was not an author who culled from spiritual
books an elaborate form of piety and presented

wliich

to his readers, nor did he labor to convert
people to any form of faith.
What he did do
was to apply the beautiful light of truth, goodThere
ness and wisdom to everything he saw.
was something beautiful and true in nature and
art, in life and society.
It was not an ideal to
be striven after, and never reached, but a reality

the higher class of society.

and a necessity

men. Ruskin takes the finer points
of morality which aim at a more perfect life in
the realm of Society.
Ruskin, as a writer of culture and educational
refinement is vigorous and impressive. His expose of false education, unworthy ideals and

it

culture.

He

for true

moral and intellectual

placed the "eternal fitness of things"

before the eyes of men, that they might, there-

and act more honestly.
which Ruskin uses may surprise us by their commonness.
There is nothing
abstruse about them a little reflection would reveal them in anyone. Yet when he applies these
principles to actions and things, how beneficial
he becomes
by, think

The

more

justly

ethical truths

;

"Remember," he
your early
or evil, tlie

life is

says, "that every day of
ordaining irrevocably, for good

see the truth of

it

liave not felt

at a glance.

it

We

wonder that

more.

Greatly does lie abhor and vigorously does he
oppose tlie idea tlien, prevalent in England that,
anytliing to be good must pay. This sordid spirit
of worldliness and gain, he seems to trace in all
men's actions. It is this blighting influence that
fetters men's minds and robs them of the nobler
things of life. Even the nation is affected with
it.

him from other writers of
Ruskin nearly always addresses

distinguishes

same

counsels

class.

requires

education

Much
to

of

what he
and

appreciate

wealth and leisure to put into practice. In this
particular application he is distinct from Samuel
Johnson, the moralist of the preceding century.
Johnson seizes human nature as it exists with its

and

virtues

vices, follies

and

foibles.

He

writes

to instruct

wrong

may

tliinking are proofs of

deceive

itself.

how

a great nation

Education was for most
life," as a mere pretense to

people "a station in
By an analysis of this so-called education, he arrives at the conclusion that "love of
praise" is the primary motive.
learning.

While he often reveals the sham

custom and practice of your soul,

ordaining either sacred customs of dear and love1}' recurrence, or trenching deeper and deeper the
furrows for seed of sorrow. Now, therefore, see
that no day passes in which you do not make
yourself a somewhat better creature."
We are
reminded of sometliing we already know. We

we

the

tliouglit
all

to

be highly proper, his

negative.

Throughout

his

in

work

things
is

not

pages we find an

admirable energy, a constant striving for

intel-

Sometimes we feel tliat Ruskin's fervor carried him too far. His expressions
are too dogmatic and what he requires is too
hard to fulfill. Some of liis ideas and their expression would be suitable only for an audience
lectual betterment.

of learned professors, or people that could give
tlieir

whole energy and time

to intellectual cul-

ture.

To

lend force to his arguments, Ruskin often
and similes. They are not

uses physical images

over frequent.

Tliey are occasionally beautiful.

His use of etymology is not always happy. In
a few instances he may be suspected of pedantry.
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His style is clear, vigorous, and impressive.
His sentences are short, but not too sententious,
They are freighted with an ostentatious display

of words, but glide with an agreeable smootliness.

THE GOLDEN KEY OF LOVE
(A Sacred Ode)
**At\6.

one of them asked him, faster, which

commandment

is

the great

of the law?*

"Jesws said to him: ^Tho« shalt love the Lord thy
Thou shalt love thy neighbor/*
St,

Matthew

XXIL

God

35-40*

When

*neath the s«n of Palestine His friends to be
In mute and meek politeness gave approach to some
Who were but wolves and posed as Iambs—the Pharisee,
*^What is the great latch-key of Heaven?** they heard from one;
And then the answer **Love!** yet wince at this did he*

O golden key of love
O gift from God above!
Which opens Heaven*s gate
Which opes its earthy mate«
See, how it opens cloistered doors
The humble cottage ne*er ignores!
And oft the mill itself we know
Can have no sesame to show
Till gentle

I

Love her power bestow*

Ah! how we

like to think that keys as these
Ambition, Avarice, and Hate
Ne*er by their gaudy ornaments can please
With them how shall we e'er unlock that gate?
Strife, Pride,

The key

of

Love divine we now must

seize

—

Yes, that of Love! for gentle Love
force transcendent soon will prove!
How oft it looses chains of crime
And manacles of sin o*er time!
And oft from bands of Death one*s free
By this gold key of Liberty!

A

And

that in earthly place!

What,

then, in

Heavenly space?

O gift from God above!
O golden key of Love!
Beneath the darkened sky on Calvary*s mount, above

The earth with arms out-stretched, a God was raised. And
The Angels, clad in festive robes, the bars had clove
Which closed the gates of heavenly place from man below,

And

as

He

dies they

open wide with key of Love*

—Charles A* Shine*

lo
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"WTFIATEVER may

be the feelings of national
pride or the differences of opinion at other
times of the year, we are forced to admit all the
world is Irish on the 17th of March. This sentiment has been beautifully expressed by our
best known Philadelphia poet in the following

lines:

—

yellow gold to the Jews
that they lose—
I/ave the bahince of world power to the Saxon
Tlioiigli tliey scarce could do it worse,
L'iive them run the universe,
Tis fur little that they have that we'd be Jixin'
Sorra wan of ou that cares
Fur their high and mighty airs,
Or the robes o" rotal purple an' the linen stiff wid starch,
Hut there's wan day in the year
When they mustn't interfiere—
Shure teh whole world is Irish on the 17th of March."

"I/ave

Fur

tlie

it's

little

"Oh, it's little that we hold
Of dominion or of gold

v

triumphal arch,
An' the earth below is gay
Wid its tender gi-een the'-day,
Fur the whole world is Irish on the 17th

That there

is

more

;;

eacli year,

not alone to

commemorate our

whom

in all its fulness,

and the

still

hold

our fondest affection

still

clings

;

March."

University at Washington, tells of meeting in
Rome the Archbisliop of Salonica, a city captured by the Balkan Allies from the Turks. To

American eccelesiastic found that
Macedonian brother spoke English fluently.
On being asked whether he had any English in
his diocese, he replied, "Yes, I have about 3000
English in my diocese and they are nearly all
Irish."
Be that as it may, there is no doubt but
tliat Irish names have blazoned the way to truth
and justice in the most unexpected regions of the
earth.
The Eord alone knows how they got
there, but the fact remains that there is no part
of the world where Irishmen have not been the
representatives of the Christ and the Church
established by Him.
/
All honor, then, to the men who wear to-day
Callous, indeed, must
the little sprig of green.

around whose memory the tend-

crest feelings of our lives shall ever twine.

The

life

of a people

is

singularly like that of

ups and downs, its ins
and outs; it is brightened by eras of progress,
it
is darkened by periods of decay.
The sun
shines on from day to day, yet clouds come and
go and cast their shadow, darkness falls and
gloom o'erspreads the land. So has it been with
that beloved country.
heavy mist has long
enveloped it, blighting all who breathed it and
blasting everything it touched.
Thank God,
that mist is now disappearing before the light
and the warmth of the rising sun of justice.
There has come at last the budding of a second
spring and the dawning of a better day.
And

an individual,

o'

who

..

tlian poetic justification for

;

day

Patron and our Apostle, but also to keep alive
in our hearts the fire of patriotism and to enkindle in our souls an undying love for "Tlr
'ould Sod.''
A day on wliich we recall to mind
our kith and kin amid the distant Irish valleys,

hearts, to
;

evident from a cursory glance
at the records of every part of the civilized world.
Archbishop Keane, first Rector of the Catholic

his surprise tlie

a

the warmest place in the cosiest corner of our

is

liis

braved exile and torture to listen to the word of
Cjod and to partake of the Breadi of Life. It is
eminently proper that we should thus set aside

old families and the old friends,

isle

such a statement

be the heart that does not beat in symi)athy with
spirit that takes us back on this oiir festal
day to the land of the dark Rosaleen, to the hills
we trod in childhood, to tlie fields where the
sliamrock grows, to the banks of the Shannon
and the Liflfey, to the green mountains from
whose summit the valleys lie smiling beneath, to
the rocks and the caves among which our fathers

tlie

across the intervening seas, the old folks
''S'''S'''-^--''':>^--:-^^

that saw us first a nation.
But we made all lands our own
As we spread from zone to zone;
v
;
So, come all o' ye an' share our jubilation.
^^
Oh, the music in the air
An' the joy that's ivrywhere
Shure, the whole blue vault o' heaven is one grand

In the blessed

iag

it

has

its

A

what more

fitting

salu.te

to

this

re-incarnated

by the
returning exile, "Ireland,

Spirit of Erin than the greeting placed

poet on the

Ould

lips of the

Ireland,

From

bid you the top

God

o'

the bottom of

me

heart, I

the morning."

bless, then, the spirit tliat bids us refresh

our souls to-day in the pure sweetness, the virgin beauty, the chivalrous heroism of Erin's past.
In the cheering vigor of these memories may we
arouse ourselves to even greater efforts than
usual in behalf of home and kindred. Go back in
spirit to the days of St. Brendan, St. Columba,
Theirs was an age
St. Columbkille, St. Patrick.
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mighty movement in the history of the work.
The glories of the Roman Empire were fast dis-

of

appearing beneath the flood of triumphant barbarians rushing downward from the north and
scattering destruction over the fairest portions
of Europe. Roman civilization had done its work
as the channel of Christianity and', like its own
mighty aqueducts which for centuries had
brought the pure mountain waters to the thirsty
peoples of the plain, was falling into picturesque

The glories of Christianity, too, seemed
danger for the onrushing hordes hated Christ
even more then they loathed Caesar. The age of
Ambrose and Augustine was gone; the schools
of ISIilan and Carthage and Rome were scattered;
the book and the pen were cast aside for the sword
and the shield; the splendors of the Church were
growing dim in the almost impenetrable darkIt seemed as though the light of the world
ness.
were abandoning the world in despair. Yet the
same Divine Providence that loosened the avengdecay.

in

;

ing flood

upon the degenerate Empire was not

without a care for

its

own.

At

the very darkest

part of this destructive period there

was being

God

accomplislied one of the marvels of history.

was providing for the regeneration of Europe,
for the upbuilding of Christendom, for the development of a more perfect social order from
out the impending chaos. And it was in Ireland
til at
tlie seeds of this regeneration were being'#
sown in Ireland where the Roman legions had
never unfurled their standards and Roman cultnrf had never diffused its abominable vices.
Baried still in the depths of pagan superstitions,
U\c little western isle was chosen by Almighty
God as the depository of faith and a harbor of
;

n fuge

for saints

conversion,
destined to
ii'g

and

scholars.

Even befcrp

their

were prebecome Apostles of the new awakenour

Gaelic

fore-fathers

and missionaries to those very people who
had tried to destroy the light.

hitherto

The conversion

of Ireland to the faith of Jesus

one of the most astounding phenomena
in all history; marvellous in the rapidity with
which it was accomplished, unique in the fact
tliat it cost the life of not a single martyr, wonderful in the religious zeal whicli it almost instantly developed in tlie hearts of an entire peoChrist

is

and a devotion to liigh ideals which
ages of persecution have not been able to destroy.

ple, a zeal

It is hardly necessary for us to go over in detail
the events which brought about this stupendous
change in the life liistory of tliat race.
are

We

all

more

or less familiar with the wealth of legend
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and of story that surrounds the name of the

il-

lustrious Apostle, the uncertainty as to the place

of his birth, the years he spent in captivity

among

the piratical raiders of the northern coast, the

appearance of the angel to the shepherd youth
as he tended his master's flocks on the hills of
Antrim. We have heard from eloquent lips of
his release from bondage and his subsequent return after forty years spent in prayer and study,
to bring about the conversion of his captors.
It
U an interesting fact, vouched for by our Irish
historians, that Saint Patrick preached the gospel
in Britain in company with his aged friend and
gu,;iidie,
{Sa\int Germanus, before he was commissioned by the Pope to undertake the evangelization of the Irish people.
Surely no one
can regret that the island which was destined to
receive so

much

sliould liave

of its Catholicity from Ireland

been the

field of the first

missionary

labors of the Irish Apostle.
It

was in the year 432 that Pope Celestine sent

the newly consecrated Bishop Patrick,
tofore

who

here-

had been known by the Celtic name of

Succat, to bring the tidings of salvation to what
was then considered the uttermost bounds of
the earth, the distant land of Hibernia.

Some

rays of Christian light had long years before

penetrated the pagan darkness of that island,
but they had faded away and left little or no
trace behind. And now when Patrick, accompanied

by

companions, stepped again on
an absence of 38 years, it seemed
as though he too would fail. He had gone ashore
at the lovely spot where the river Dargle, flowing down from the Wicklow mountains, breaks
the coast line at Bray.
The Leinster men of
those parts refused to hear him, they had driven
away other missionaries, Patrick too must go.
The Saint accordingly sailed forth and landed in
fertile Meath, not far from the mouth of the
river Boyne.
Traditions tells us that here a
small boy came up upon the party while they
slept and was so struck with love and veneration
for the aged leader (Saint Patrick was even
then sixty years old) that he gathered an armful
of flowers and strewed them over the resting missionary. Nor would he afterwards go away, but
accompanied the apostolic band on their mission.
"He will be the heir of my kingdom," said the
Saint, and the prophecy was fulfilled many years
later wlien this same boy succeeded his master as
Bishop of Armagli. Once again Patrick and his
companions directed their
course toward the
his

twelve

Irish soil after

north.

The

hills

and vales of Antrim, where,
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on half a century before, he had tended his
on the heights of Slemish these must the
Saint behold.
He must save, too^ if they will,

close

—

flock

those

whom

lie

knew

in the far off captive days.

Easter of the year 433 marks the practical beginning, the real birth of the Irish Church.

The

Ard-righ, or Great Chief of all the clans, was
preparing to hold his solemn festival at Tara.
Princes and priests from every part of Erin were
gathered together. The sacred fire that the king
would light on this occasion must be the first in
But our Saint,
all the land to pierce the gloom.
not knowing the meaning of the ceremony that
was taking place, had lit the Easter fire high
of Slane across the valley from
angry king saw the light from a
distance and demanded to know who had dared

upon the
Tara.
so

to

hill

Tlie

disregard

the

stern

Druidic law.

The

pagan

priests prophetically replied, "If that fire
be not extinguished before morning, it never will
die out.."
Summoned to the royal presence to
answer for his conduct, Patrick advanced with
liis little
Christian band, chanting, as he had
learned to chant in Rome, the litanies of Easter.
Thus was the stage set and the scene prepared
for the conversion of a whole people. Can there
be any doubt that the hand of God was herein

manifested.^

To

the assembled court, as they sat upon the

ground "with the rims of

tlieir

shields

against

their chins," Patrick declared his mission.

The

Druids saw instinctively that their power must
forever disappear unless they could heap confusion upon

tliis

new

teacher, so majestic in his

utterance, so sublime in his doctrine.

For once

the powers of evil were impotent in their wrath.

Every

artifice of the evil

one was overcome by

As a final test, the boy
Benignus was to be clothed in the Druid's mantle
and set upon dry faggots, while the Druid, wrapped in Patrick's cloak, was to be placed on wet,
green wood, then fire was to be set to botli. The
trial was accepted.
The flames on the one side
did not even touch tlie dry wood, nor the Christian boy, only the robe lie wore was consumed;
while on the other liand>, the green wood and tlie
pagan priest were reduced to ashes, amid which
the sign of the cross.

Tradilay unscorched the cloak of the Saint.
tion has it that it was on this occasion that Pat-

sermon on the Blessed Trinity, plucked the green shamrock from the sward of Tara,
making this triple leaf at the same time an illustration of his sacred subject and an emblem
rick, in his

,

of Christian Erin.

After so striking a proof of

divine sanction

we read

all

opposition vanished and, as

in the Acts of the BoUandists, "Patrick

with his disciples went through the whole land
baptizing all that belived in the Blessed Trinity;
and God was his helper, and confirmed the word

by the signs which followed."
Whether we consider this picturesque account as authentic or look upon it as the poetic

'

outburst of a race that takes delight in conjurng

up the memory of past glories, the fact remains
by a single outburst of divine eloquence an
entire nation was added to the fold of Christ.
The providence of an all-wise God had brought
together the teachers and the leaders of tlie people in the very citadel of paganism, and the sermon preached by Saint Patrick on that glorious
Easter morning was in reality God's message to
a nation.
And how eagerly was that message
received. This was the word for which the heart

that

of the

tionus

people liad been waiting for genera-

Irisli
;

:

this the doctrine for

which their soul had

unconsciously yearned even amid the night of
heathen superstition.
And now the dawn was
breaking over the eastern hills. When her ful-

had come Ireland beheld, in all the
his glory. Him for whose saving
grace she had instinctively prayed. He appeareu to her, in the glowing words of the zealous
Missionary, as the all-beauteous Son of God,
clothed in the garb of humanity, and giving his
life through love of mankind.
Could this be
true.''
Could it be a reality? Was it not an invention, a beautiful dream of the venerable old
saint, who held this wondrous vision before her
soul.''
For a moment the spirit of Erin hesitated,
wondering and dazzled by the sublimity of the
ness of time

splendor

doctrines.

of

Yet, only for a

pear to doubt.
true.

What

What

moment

did she apwas so beautiful must be

so fitted in with all that

is

best in

human

nature must be a reality.
Immediately
the heart of a peojjle is laid at the feet of Jesus
Christ; Ireland has become his spouse forever.
The noblest among that assemblage are the first
to respond.
The chieftans lift the standard of
the cross. From them, like fire among the heathen, the Divine Love spreads and enkindles the
hearts of their clansmen.
Together they consecrate themselves to the service of God, and beg

show them how to live
and walk in the footsteps of the Redeemer. It
iy the beginning of an age of faith and an era of
\\ ondrous intellectual achievement.
Everywhere
altars are reared and from these altars there goes
their saintly teachers to

forth a

power linking

all

hearts in love for

God

i
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and charity for men. Beside the altar springs
up the school, and while the one feeds the desire
other satisfies the craving for
knowledge, so that in the space of hardiy a
generation
Ireland
becomes
known
single
throughout Europe as "the island of saints and
scholars" and myriads of students flock to her
shores as to the new "University of the West."
A pen more powerful than mine were needed
to help us live again those marvellous centuries
during which, while savage hordes swept over
the fairest portions of Christendom, Ireland was
the one secure ark of religion and the one peaceful haven of learning.
Your own fertile Celtic
imagination can reconstruct more faithfully tlian
words of mine tlie vanished glories of those great
abbeys and schools with which our native land
was so thickly studded, Kildare and Noendrum,
Clonard and Louth, Ardfert and Aghodoe, Muckfor sanctity, the

!

rose

and

Innisfallen.

To

these great centers of

learning flocked the youth of every nation under
the sun,

tlie

Teuton and the Gaul, the Roman

upon Europe, the center of Christian
would be transferred to the seat of
Christian power.
And so it happened. But in
the steadfastness and the purity of their faith the
settled

civilization

spiritual children of Saint Patrick never lost the

crown they earned

Age

so

of Erin's Glory.

well during the Golden
When the so-called Re-

formation dawned upon the horizon, Ireland met
it with contempt.
She heeded not its teachings,
but clung tenaciously to the faith she had learned eleven centuries before on the hillside at Tara
and this in spite of the fact that every human
favor was offered her to reject it. She professed
p.llegiance to the Church established by Jesus
Christ, amid the most violent persecution
in
;

—

and upon the scaffold, "in spite
of dungeon, fire and sword."
Her temples were
confiscated by the plunders, and where her children could not adore therein, they builded to
themselves altars in the wilderness and set up
prison, in exile

tabernacles to the Eucharistic
of the rock

and the

When

God

in the clefts

secret caves of the

mountain

and the Greek, the inhabitants even of those
lands that lie beyond the Danube and the Don.

side.

From

issued

sons and daughters preferred to die of hunger

and devout mis-

rather than accept a single morsel from the hands

who betook themselves to every quarter
known world, carrying back with them

these

well-springs of divine

forth a veritable flood of learned

faith

the terrible scourge of famine lay

heavy upon that unhappy

even then Erin's

isle,

to

of the tempter who sought to win them over under the guise of charity.
The eloquent Macaulay has fittingly remarked;
"We have used

Even

the sword for centuries against the Catholic Irish,

to-day we find the names of Irish saints venerated as the patrons of liundreds of cities and

have tried famine, we have tried exterminwe have had recourse to all the severity of
the law.
What have we done? Have we succeeded.'*
We have been able neither to exterminate nor enfeeble them.
I confess my incapacity to solve the problem.
If I could find
myself beneath the dome of St. Peter's and read,

sionaries
of the

the liglit of truth

and the torch of learning

the very ends of darkened Christendom.

towns and schools in France, in Germany, in
Switzerland and in Italy.
Saxon England, in
particular, owes a debt of gratitude to these old
masters of the intellectual and spiritual life.

Camden,

tlie

English historian,

tells

us that in

Anglo Saxons flocked to Ireland as to a mart of learning, and if one were
away from liome it was said of him, as by a sort
those days, "the

of proverb, tliat he

ceive his education."

had gone

And

faith of northern Britain
t<;

the untiring labors of

yielding

monks

nature

to

tlie

to Ireland to re-

the former vigorous

owed
Irisli

its

very existence
its un-

Saints and

influence

of

the

Irish

and Lindisfarne.
So wonderful an era of mental and moral
of lona

su-

could not go on indefinitely. The law
oC change is as inexorable in the life of a nation
as it is in that of an individual.
Periods of exjieriority

traordinary progress are invariably followed by
years of decay.
And yet in Ireland we look
in
It

vain for the complete fulfillment of this law.
that, when peace should have

was inevitable

Ave

ation,

with

the

around

of

faith

"Thou

a

Catholic,

the

and upon

inscription

rock I
church and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it," then could I solve the
problem of Ireland's story." What he could not
it

will build

do,

we

art Peter,

this

my

can.

We

can read that inscription in the fulness of
its meaning, and in that very fulness we find the
explanation of a constancy that has no parallel
in history.

The

v'.\.:

-';":,

'/'
:

c'v

^

story of those centuries of oppression

religious intolerance has been rehearsed

and

for us

time and again by our own impassioned orators.
No word of alien could add jot or title to that
which we have so often heard of the trials and
the temptations our fathers underwent during
the long night of a worse than Egyptian bond-
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Had our ancestors of the last three hundred years been allowed to pursue in peace the
ways that lead to knowledge and to power, there
is no telling to what heights of glory they might
liave attained; nor is there any doubt but that
under favorable conditions Ireland would stand
to-day in the very front rank among the nations
age.

of

Read the records

world.

the

other than Ireland, and

we

of countries

will find that Irish-

men, wherever they had a fair field and no favor,
have more than held their own in every branch
of human endeavor; that they have run the race
fairly and have won the prize wheresoever talent was not handicapped and genius barred. Had
they been permitted to put forth the same effort
in behalf of their native land, the history of the

would have been written

last three centuries

quite

vein. Search

different

a

the

capitals

in

of

every continent, ransack the files of every government, and we will find that Irish genius and
Irish talent have held the highest posts and have
filled the foremost places.
Need we call to mind the wonderful part played by our fellow countrymen in the birth and the
development of these United States, the land of
the free and the home of the brave? Who among
us has not heard of a Moylan and a Sullivan, fit
Which
associates of the immortal Washington?
of us fails to recognize in "Saucy Jack Barry"

American Navy? And when
came that tried men's souls, who responded more generously to the call of Lincoln
than the men of Irish birth and of Irish ancestry ?
Where is the school boy who has not heard of
Meager and his Irish brigade, of Sheridan and
his unbeatable cavalry, of Meade and his vicfather of the

tlie

the time

tory at Gettysburg, of Shields, the only man
In the
wlio ever defeated Stonewall Jackson?
arts of peace Irishmen have been equally as il-

Governors of

lustrious.

States,

you

will

find

tlicm; leaders in Congress, Judges in the highest courts of law,

the front

by

grit

by

men who

dint of intellect

forged their

and

way

to

force of genius,

shall

we say

of that Ireland which stands

The
to-day at the threshold of a new life?
shackles which have cut deep into her flesh for
Unless
centuries are dropping from her wrists.
all the signs of the times fail, the day is not far
distant when Erin shall once again come into her
own.

The

sibilities.

occasion

Men

is

pregnant with great pos-

are needed at the helm,

have

us

if

men

of

sound judgment and unquestionable integrity.
That God will raise up such leaders for his peo-

we would

revive, in all their splendor, the

vanished glories of our ancestral home.
That
such a revival may speedily be accomplished
is the earnest wish of every honest heart in this,
the moment of our triumph, a triumph well deserved though long delayed.
With good reason, then, do we rejoice on this
Saint Patrick's day. And yet a word of warning
can hardly be out of place even amid our exultation; and the word is this, never forget that
our greatest inheritance is the singular purity
of our faith.
That faith has been handed down
to us in all its integrity through ages of persecution. Will we permit it to be sullied now amid
the ease and plenty of modern life? Think not
because we have left "The 'ould Sod" perhaps
forever, that we are freed from every obligation
which our nationality entails.
The Spirit of
Erin watches over the souls of her children even
There are currents of
at the ends of the earth.
sympathy, of a nameless but mighty influence,
which pulsate unceasingly across the broad Atlantic and cause the throbbings of the national
When we are
heart to synchronise with ours.
liappy, she

is

When we are sorrowful, she
When we rejoice at the success
When we
she exults with us.

glad.

shares our grief.

of our brethren,
do aught that would bring the blush of shame to
an innocent cheek, she is overcome with sorrow.

Remember
power

that

the lowliest

among

us

has

a

good or evil over the destinies of our
race.
The worth of a people is determined by
the worth of the individual, and the lowly are
invariably taken as the type whereon judgment
is

for

based.

What

will be the world's opinion of

you?

We

and pluck and power.

What

should be our earnest prayer.
You, too,
a solemn duty to fulfil in the regeneration
of our beloved "Isle of Destiny.''
The attainment of Home Rule ought not to be the final
goal of our ambition; it is but a stepping stone
to nobler things and an ince;ptive to higher aspirations.
Greater sacrifices are yet in store for
ple

boast of our Irish birth and of our Irish

ancestry.

make

Are we

so conducting ourselves as to

worth while for our children to utter the
same boast? Let us study the history of Ireland
and mould our conduct after that of its worthiest
sons and daughters. May we shape bur actions
after the example of its heroes; fashion our life
May we be proud
after its teachers and saints.
of our nationality, and make our nation proud
of us. May we defend our religion by word and
it

example.

Let us be conversant with

its

teachings,

—

—
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ready to give a reason for the
If Providence has entrusted
us with important office, may be never swerve
from the path of honesty and the highest conception of duty; may we never suffer party spirit
to betray the dictates of conscience or prove unso as to be ever

faith that is in us.

true

to

the

memory

Love our children.

our sainted ancestors.

of

Set them an example of

Send them to schools
every Christian virtue.
where the poison of indifference will not be inSee that they
stilled into their youthful minds.
comply faithfully with the laws of God and of
Thus will we make them bulwarks
his Church.
of religion and representatives of the highest type
of citizenship.

There is a three-fold love that should glow
every human heart love of country, love of
church, love of God. That the love of our native

—

in

land has not grown cold, Ireland's progress in
tliese

days abundantly

We

testifies.

seem

to

hear re-echoing in our memories the inspiring
lines of the poet:

9

"Forget Ireland. No. While there's life in this heart,
It s^iall never forget thee, all lone as thou art.
More dear in thy sorrow, thy gloom and thy showers
Than the rest of the world in its sunniest hours."

May

Mother Church and her
Let our fervent petitions ascend to the throne of the Most
High that peace, prosperity and happiness may
divine

our love

for

Founder be no

Above
Remember, we

less hearty.

smile on Erin.

all mifst

of the title

we

are

When day

done and

is

I

—

—

Except ye pay the Lord
Single heart and single sword,
Of your children in their bondage

alone,

"Keep ye the law

The days of yore I
From foreign lands

oft*

—

known*

bemoan

across the foam*

Like a winged arrow, memories dart
When day is done*

Fm

like a

king without a throne

—From land to land
Seeking pleasure in every mart
And so—
Friendless,

it

In the

wake

When day

I

roam

FII start

not*

I find

of

is

my

shall ask

them

be swift in all obedience
Clear the land of evil, drive the road and bridge the ford.
Make ye sure to reach his own
That he reap where he hath sown;
By the peace among your people let men known you
serve the Lord."

alone

is

He

treble toll."

my

To God and Him

lier

bear.

thoughts tevert back home*
I always play the hero's patt
In Company* What's in my heart
left,

cling to

the

faith the faith your fathers sealed you;
Trusting not in visions overwise and overstale.

"Hold ye the

WHEN DAY IS DONE
Am

we

descendants of
heroes, children of the Isle of Saints; by our exemplary lives may we prove ourselves worthy
faith.

thoughts, back home*

done*

—A* J* Yenoham*
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westward
after the sun, which had just gone down.
Tlie factory whistles of this little town of Arcis,
France, had blown; the street were being traversed by the workers, hurrying home to their
evening meals.
But among them you see but
few able-bodied men. The Great War is on and

now

was evening.

in

year.

third

its

fighting

men

of

France are on the battle line, some ten miles
Things look bad, too. After all
to the north.
this fearful sacrifice of life and ceaseless work,
tlie enemy seem ready at any moment to break
down France's desperate defense. Look, you can
see the worn expression on the faces of the passing people.

A

clean, well-porpartioned lad of eighteen
years come out from a factory door and walks
He crosses, heading
briskly down the street.
smile lights
directly toward a certain house.

A

he sees there in the window, a girl
own age; she was watching for him.
He did not stop, but spoke to her in a low voice
as he went by.
"To-night, at eight," he said, "under the three
She nodded
poplars near Pierrot's vineyard."
his face as

of about his

assent.'

The

•

..':

:

window was Alma Nurel,

girl at the

in

been

womanly charms, and

in

all

"Even

many

so

dangers."

Who

not free from those.

men promises

from

Perils

!

civil life is

mortal

of

violence

himself the

and

morrow?
constantly

disease

The Earth that brought him forth,
yearns for him from his baby's cradle, impatient
to clasp and incorporate him to herself again.
Mayhap, the chances of life which spare some
threaten.

few unto lengthy days,

may

favor us with a

together in the blessed days which

lie

life

beyond the

shadow of war."
"I hope it is to be that way."
"And I, too. But come. Alma, say good-bye
I shall not wait for the time limit.
Early
to-morrow morning I go to join my regiment.
We have always made these meetings short. Let

to me.

us take leave of one another."

He

extended his arms to receive, noting the
The melody of a
heart broke from his lips in these emotional

tear-drops and stifled sobs.
full

words. /';

;\:'v--v-";f\/v-.^^''

"Come
the

let

me

v/''K- -;..': -'s^:-''

'/[

hold you,

My strong arms enfold you,
A few fleeting moments remain;

that,

Anon,

I'll

be gone,

When the colors march on.
And leave you an aching heart's

and grave than most other girls.
Jean Basque was there waiting when she
came, fresh and neat in her simple peasant's at-

pain.

In this last embrace.
Let me gaze in your face,
On features surpassingly sweet;
Where are perfections so rare;
Who has charms to compare;
With thy giriish beauty, complete."

tire.

"I

I

—

and cruel

Many boys from Arcis have
Suppose you should be."
must take my chance with tlie rest."

'There are

ways, more

are at last!" he exclaimed.

stern

terrible

"Surely,

steadfast

"Here you

is

killed.

,.-;'/•

daugliter of a poor mechanic, but for
rich

"War
"And

fleeting

The
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was

impatient."

"Why, Jean?"
have news to-night. Alma, news indeed
My mother was crying
been summoned!
when I entered the house to-night. In her hand

The mellow

"1

I've

was

my

notice to report.

class of nineteen

P'rance has called the

twenty-two.

I

must

enroll in

five days.''

V'How

can they take you?

een.

,.

I

;:;. '-;.„v

You're only eight-

;..,';

.V;'::/,-^

,-:

"Eighteen is within the military age limit."
I'm sick of it."
"Oh, this war
"You must have feared this all along. It was
!

'most certain to come.''

"Yes!

Now

rate us just

another."

it

has come.

It steps into sepa-

when we have learned

: \:\-:-'—:\.':-

' \..

':''.'•

to enjoy one

yard.

All was

tones floated
still

again.

away over the vineThey exchanged not

word, but parted, eacli with a heavy heart.
In the waking hours of the next morning, the
villagers were startled by the stirring beat of
the Marseilaise, "To arms! To arms, ye brave!''
as contingents of newly-conscripted men from
more distant places marched into Arcis, headed/
by a military band. When they left an hour
later, Jean Basque was with them.
Tliis last draft from the youth of the land
marked another depression in the dejected spirits
a

The
Though they were

of the people.

they

still

strain of the

war was

heart-sick and

dragged themselves on.

telling.

weary of it,
Queer things

;
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were happening. Three days after the boys left,
a prominent business man, whose son was among
He like others, had
them, committed suicide.
brooded over the sorrows of war, especially this
last, until he had brought himself to this act.
A
few lost their reason, and others were guilty of
cruelties, explainable

times.

::;';'

Two

\-,--:'::':\^';'.-

only by the stress of

•;;;;

weeks passed.

'^

:'\:r^C.

:-

tlie

':.-',''/'''.'/-

Alma Nurel

'':.-'

occupied her-

with the thousand-and-one things of daily
One new task she
as she had always done.
She made for herself a garment
liad taken up.
of dark, blue material, much like the habit of a
man. It was completed on a Thursday night;
F'riday morning she wore it to Mass.
When Mass was over, instead of returning
home, she made her way out toward the open
country.
Needless to say, she attracted much
attention. Not far from the borders of the town,
she entered a field which sloped up to a rise,
eminent enough to furnish a view of the town
itself, and most
of th,e surroun^dilig country.

11

gested the name,

"The Dolomite

Girl," because,

on the hill,
reminded him of one of those desolate peaks in
South Tyrol, called "The Dolomites."
All their talk did not change the girl's habit.
as she said, "her lonely figure there

laborer in the fields lifted his head, he

If the

could always see her standing there. The same old
question would arise and revolve in his mind,
"Why does she do that? Is it because Jean Bas-

self

que's gone.^

life,

what?"

Or did the war turn her mind?

Or

He
No

All that day
remained in the same position. When the
sun had set, she came down the hill and went

shook his head and returned to the
furrow.
one yet had solved the problem.
If the housewife's duties brought her from in-'
doors, out into the open, how could she help but
take a look at "The Dolomite Girl?" Then she
would be set a-wonderin' about the cause of it.
One morning the village cure, who, of course,
could not fail to hear what was on everyone's
tongue, hurriedly unvested after Mass,
and
sought out the kneeling figure in blue.
"My dear miss,'' he asked kindly, "I have good
reason to fear that you are in distress of mind.
Could I be of help to you? What's all this business concerning, "The Dolomite Girl?"
"Oh, it's nothing much Father," she replied
in;, some surprise.
"Maybe you had better confide in me," he re-

liome.

turned.

On

the crest of this elevation, she stopped, faced

war-torn north, and hiding her hands in

to the

the folds of blue, bent her head.
slie

Her

parents asked where she had been
In plain words, she told them.

day.

question of

would

let

"Why,"

me keep

all

To

the

their

she answered, "I wish you
that a secret in

my own

day she resumed lier watch and returned at night and performed many services
for the old folks.
Friends and relatives had
disturbed her during the day to know the reason for her strange conduct and attire. To one
Tlie next

all

way.

—"

She caught
sudden resolution. "I cannot tell,"
she finished the sentence. There was a meaning
in her words that disuaded the priest from fur"Well, Father,

herself

upon

it's

this

I

a

ther questions.

lieart."

arid

:;;^

she gave the gentle refusal, "I cannot

bless you," he said, "you're a

and
and

Day

followed day, and on every one she could
be seen on the hill. At home at niglit, slie was
her natural self, kind, useful, and sociable. She
was particularly charitable to a certain nun,
who, the Sunday before had rushed from her
pew in church, out through the building screaming, and ran tlie streets, a raving manic.
Tliis
poor religious, unbalanced by the war, received

and consolation from Alma.
Such uncommon beliavior was found to awaken comment.
People were puzzled, and whispresents

among

themselves.

It

occupied their minds in leisure moments. It was
an all-absorbing mystery. Some ex-tourist sug-

good

girl."

the people often strolled out in-

to the country, for a close

view for themselves,

in particular, for the gratification of friends
visitors, to

story of

whom

they always explained the

"The Dolomite

scene, the

tell."

])ered tlie probable causes

"God

On Sundays

Girl."

motionless form in

It

was

a prefty

blue, the

bright

sky overhead, and the green pasture with patches
of red poppies beneath.

The children would sometimes play
fields

in

the

about, but they never molested her.

The war dragged

on.

The Germans advanced

In time, a body of them
were intrenched in a woody copse, not more than
their lines

steadily.

and a half from Arcis. They soon
became familiar with the tale of "The Dolomite
Girl."
Even more so did their opponents, the
poilus.
On such an exposed position, there was
a kilometer

much danger from
not sway from her

stray shot, but

still

she did

purpose.

Arcis was a point on a strong,

German

salient.

THE
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America, being in the war about a year, now began to show lier power in Europe. Her first overseas regiments of drafted men were concentrated
opposite this salient.

They became

interested at

once in "The Dolomite Girl."

She appealed to
Such was their nature.

tliem in a peculiar way.

Then, finally, came the great St. Mihiel drive,
and the "Yanks" went whooping and tearing after
the bewildered Huns.

When

they stopped, there

was as much as sixteen miles between "The
Dolomite Girl" and the first German outpost.
The great General Foch came to inspect the
captured territory. In his few minutes stay at
Arcis, the villagers were careful to acquaint him
with what they thought was one of the wonders
of war.
He had a sympathetic heart for all the
sufferers of the war. He motored out for an interview with "The Dolomite Girl."
A crowd
gathered on the field while the two conversed together.

At

last,

they thought,

it

will all be clear-

Surely, she will not hide anything from the
General. The "Gray Man of Christ" came away,

ed.

and the whispers going about conveyed the inhad nothing to say
about his conversation. The mystery remained

telligence that the General

AN VAN
lie

liis

"The Dolomite

Alma Nurel had changed

Mystified, he half
ran to the field. "Alma," he called. The name
was the touch of life. She leaped up and came
rushing down to him. Tlie two were overcome
with joy.
/v-^'Vx '':; --;'v'/-'V\^-%;.'^'^^^
"You're safe, Jean?''
"Perfectly. How good it is to see you again!
But why these clothes? Why are you out on
tiie hill ?"

'^^-.-f -v

Girl."

;:::;:::.: ;;:-:v-,: :

over now.
laugh or cry. Come,
"It's

I

don't

two-weeks leave-of-absence.
home!

ful heart he hastened

With what

How

a joy-

taken aback

--:.-::;>:

i%<

..oy'-^^:^

know whether

-'.:'

to

let us

be just the thing. You know how depressed they
were; what senseless things tlie war was making
them do. So I hit upon this way. It turned out
to be pretty effective. I laughed to myself sometimes, when I thought how their curiosity was

Now, I beswallowing up all their sorrows.
lieve they are the most curious people in the
world."

"You'd make a good

All this time, Jean Basque was leading an
active soldiers' life. So far he had escaped, unscratched, from rifle-fire, grenades, shrapnel, and
bayonets. A fter six month service, he obtained

--.

walk home and I will
tell you."
The pair started back to the town.
"When you left," began the girl, "I wanted to
do something more than simply stay at home.
It occurred to me that if I could lift some of the
burden of war from the people' minds, it would

as deep as ever.

a

was, to hear that

into

soldier,"

he exclaimed

with great eagerness.
"Yes, but a better,
sharply put in the youthful soldier,
"Wife
as he took in his arms and claimed all the cliarms,
of "The Dolomite Girl."
Gerald A. Prior.
!

—

-^

/?'

'^-::---

:-'-':

(A Sonnet)

Friendship! tare jewel priced in

all

the ages!

Enthusiastic element of life!

Sole sympathising solace in out strife

Deemed

ever hast thou worthy been by sages
ever-watchf«I foe harsh, treacherous Pride
Waits but to slay thy friend, Humility,
Ah! best of friends! Anon Fiend Intimacy,

—
—

Thy

O

demon

foul!

he breaketh Friendship's

To my

stride*

heart welcome. Friendship undefiled!
Friendship fair, spotless as the lily pure!
O ever may thy presence there endure.
Playful and pleased and sweet as the innocent child!
Steadfast there stay, and though ne*er be beguiled.
But of life's battle's wounds thou'It aid the cure*
^Theodore L. ReimeL

—
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{Delivered on Octagesima Sunday by the Rev. Cyrus Seaweed, Pastor of the Eighth Street Ethiopian Cathedral.)

By

Jerry Meyer Pry-er

Author of "Not So Black as Painted, or The White-washed Satan of Senegambia ; The Leopard's Spots, or the
Unwashed Ethiopian ; The Camp-meeting Cake-walk, or Monster Minster of the Minstrel
Minister ; Jass Hooch, the Whirligig of Time, or He-brew, She-brew
and They Bruise; Black Sheep, or Pastoral Scenes

Among

the

Wool-raisers

and

Baber-ous Razors."

"DR-R-R-RETHEN
^
De
epistle

is

and

Cister-r-r-n:

quoted from

St.

—

Paul's address

dc Hebrews, beginnin' at de lucky seventh
and rip-tearin' through to de twenty-fo'th verse.
(Laudy! Mr. Johnson! 'Ahm just naturally tired of yoh "Amens" and "Alleujah's."
Yuh
done drown me out.)
to

(He

reads the epistle, slips the book in his

pocket, and looks up for inspiration.)

Now,

as

you'se

is

altogether different

folks

from de Hebrews, Ah reckon Ah ought not preach
on de readin'. Mali heart is ovah-bubblin' with
bittahness, and I'se got to turn it loose and foam
away.
You'se been scandalalizin' de white folks somethin' turrible

by yoh

liundred and fo'ty rules
cliurch.

o'

Dey was framed

Ah

de vestibule.

Ah made

carryin's on.

a

fo' dis heah
and hung in
sermon on dem.

conduct
in gold

preached a

Someone took de frame home with dem aftali de
meetin'.
Is dat de way to treat yoh pasuhn?
You'se is a hundred and fo'ty times wuss dan

can look as thusty as ah please, but ncvah yet
did dey
part with one drop o' liquor.
Yoah
possum suppahs and watahmillions come befoah de pasuhn's corn-bread and grits, and yuh
can't deny it, 'cause 'ahm- al sunken in and you-

waxing plump.
(Yo two young fellahs

'se is

—

clieali

As ah was

mall

scant

table.

stills

Dere's

five

different

ovali on de mountain.

Ah

dice

sayin',

it

ahm

somethin' awful.

Yo

yoah pasuhn struggle along like a poah weed
but yuh done tended de plants of yoah own

rearin'.

(Great Hebens above! Back dere sits fo'h o'
de trustees with a gin bottle. Whar in de world
am dis world whirlin'?)
Yoah beloved pasuhn is mighty neah disgustHoein' corn is a betah way to lib dan prayed.
in' to de Lawd fo' yo rascallions.
Yuh needn't
roll yoah eyes around like yuh don't know.
Ah
sees de grin yo' ah keepin' down.
It's

families having

dem

let

evali.

(Rastus Moses!
If yoh trow dat hymn book
at me, Ah'll wring yuh neck.
Yaas Ah will!)
And what's mo'ali, of all de poultry yuh rounded up in de last month, not a single one came to

dat's roUin'

on de pew, kneel out! Yuh won't let mah boy
play with yuh 'cause he's "de preacher's son,"
so yuh can't play in heah.)

it

!

time to repent!

Dere's no

moah

Ah mean

it!

waitin', dere's no

Ah mean
moah

hold-

Alim goin' round with de basket now,
and unless yo' all shows you is sorry dat yuh let
mall mule grow slithery and dis heah church so
glum, ah'll get down on mah bended knee and
in'

back.

pray de

Lawd

to

send the misery on yuh.

THE
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YowVe

surely heard of **S«nny Spain**
Immortal bards have sung her fame;

Of

**Merrie England*s** majesty^

The **RuIing Mistress of the
Of Germany's high destiny

Sea/*

How

"

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

—

land

is

i

:

the U* S* A*"

i^

:

^

>

^

;

:^

^

'^^

i

—

own

;

^^^^^^^^^^^

Let them rave of the **Sunny Land''
Let the **Mistress" her fleet expand*
Let him who will sing of the cause^^^^^
Upheld so long by **Iron Claws."
Let them laugh at our new-made laws,,
When all is said and done, a pause
Take advantage of it and say
**God's

^

^

*^ver alP she was to be*
all have naught to say
God's own land the U» S* A.^^^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

But poets

Of

>

^

-

—'^Lonesome

Lou*"

THE RIME OF THE WINTER SNOW
The snow

has fallen

fast,

li covers white the waste,
'c:\\

Cold

The

On

is

the day,

children play

every

hill

and slope with

their entrancing sleigh*

The school must over be.
Then boys and girls are free
To make the happy afternoon ring with their childish
They romp and run and ride.
They jump and thump and slide.
Their sleds down hills of snow like avalanches glide
Each day

A

to

them

will

glee*

seem

new enchanting dream.

As long

as d&zzUng snow wastes
But short are joys
Of girls and boys.

When

shall to the skyline

gleam!

to the child

Comes weather

mild*

The loss of snow is felt
Whenever sunbeams melt;
But change will take new forms,

And

bring us fresh snow storms*

—John

L* Leary*

—
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TWILIGHT
I

Twilight in the snowy fields^
the world long miles away;
Heaven's dark blue star-set shields

With

Cover the retreating day*
i

trees moaning with deep pain
Strong trees, weak trees, old and young
;Lcng upon iheir boughs have Iain

Bare

Homes

forlorn of lords of song*

weeds are rustling lowly,
Sending forth their moan of woe;
Lo! the moon is rising slowly,
Skies enlightening with her glow.
Brittle

i

Here it is I wander often
Here with heart filled to the brim
Here this peace my pain does soften,
Here winds chant my vesper hymn*
Here, too, might my fellows gather
Respite from the maddeing strife;
Here our thoughts would wander rather
Till the twilight of our life*

—W*

?'Sfe^i;?^?N^;R?^^^^>?^^fe^ffif^^

J*

Meter*

I

I
I
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COLLEGE ATHLETICS

T'HE
ics

a

much mooted question

forcible

sucli

of college athlet-

has again come before the public eye in

manner.

It

is

usual and proper on

occasions to discuss the matter from vari-

ous angles, to inquire into the subject wifli a
view to determining the advisability of and justification for certain practices

ent in vogue

which are

among modern American

at pres-

obviated by properly coordinating physical and
mental training. The only possible way of attaining this coordination in colleges is by a sys-

tem of

athletics,

whereby the individual may

develop his body and incidently derive a certain
amount of pleasure and recreation from participation in athletics.
In answer to the possible
usually limited to

Colleges.

objection that participation

is

endeavor then to present our views on
the matter only as a link in the chain of con-

a relatively small number,

we wish

We

will

ably attract a majority of the student body, that

structive criticism.

Tliere

lege

life

is

a three fold

—the

purpose in modern

intellectual,

col-

moral, and physical
These ends are so in-

development of the man.
and so dependent one upon the other
that a neglect of any one of them has a harmful
influence upon a man's education. He is not fully
educated unless due attention has been paid to
Healthy
these types of human development.
minds apd healthy bodies go hand in hand and
though the primary purpose of a college course
terrelated

may

to call at"

tention to the fact that athletic contests invari-

be to develop one's intellect,

the ever-present possibility of a

physical incapacity, which

still,

there

is

breakdown from

can very easily be

the individuals

of this

body

are

interested

their representatives, that their spirit

is

in

aroused

to a high pitch with the result that physical re-

action

occurs

in

their

bodies,

thereby

accom-

plishing to a certain degree the same result as

is

being accomplished by those engaged in the contest, though not comparable in magnitude.
It is true, however, that men of meagre physique have made the journey of life and achieved
prominence and success. These are exceptions.
Ordinarily a man who is unequipped physically
falls by the wayside long before the man who
has the boon of a sound and healthy body.
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Physical development in the guise of college
must, however, be made subsidiary to

athletics

development or the more serious side

intellectual

of college
tion

The proper proportion

life.

must be

of atten-

insisted upon, for stressing one phase

too greatly will result in a positive neglect of the
other.
tlie

This

is

also necessary in order to prevent

and spread of the

growtli

"athletic

bum,"

man who

V AN

these stadiai provide the necessary means of
securing money. It is this fact that has led to
the idea that college athletics are being com-

we can

mercialized, and in this connection
plausible reason

make

why an

see

no

institution should not

use of the stadium as a

means

of securing

the necessary funds.

Athletics must be fostered

to as high a degree as

any other phase of college

The expenditure

for a stadium

commercializes his services as an
athlete to any institution wishing to make use
of his ability. P'ortunately, modern requirements

ly as justifiable as that for a

practically eliminate this type, although the pres-

the materiel of the institution just as the paid

ent prominence of the question

coach and the professor have in the personnel

tlie

is

due

in part to

life.

or observatory.

Each has

own

is

certain-

modern laboratory

a legitimate place in

manner

the alleged existence of just this type.

Each contributes

Quite naturally the expenditure of money is
necessary in order to provide for the maintanance of college athletics and it is by no means a
small item. The usual method of securing funds
for tliis purpose is by collecting an admission fee
to contests, which practice in our opinion, is en-

achievement of the ultimate end of college edu-

tirely

reasonable

and

legitimate.

Stadia are

in its

special

to the

cation.

We

emphasize the point, then, that a
maintaining
atliletics in colleges is a legitimate expenditure
and that any return on such an investment is
properly spent on this phase of college life.
wisli to

financial outlay for the purpose of

erected on the grounds of most institutions and

BENEDICT XV

THHE

hands of
hour of sorrow lie pro-

destinies of nations are in the

God.

And

in tlieir

vides a leader for

liis

people,

—wise, higli-minded,

"seeking the kingdom of God, honorable in liis
labors, strong in conflict with his enemies, triumpliant in the issue and crowned with glory.''
Sucli a one was Benedict.
A battlefield lay
before him on wliich lie could "fight tlie good
fight."

Grit round with truth and justice of Christianhe was clad in the armor of the Eternal God.

ity,

With words

of peace

and order on

his lips,

with

him and the
hand with warand law, no power

the strong shield of faith before

sword of eloquent speech

in his

cry of obedience, principle,

on earth could

resist

him.

Triumphant he unfurled

tlie

banner of Cal-

vary across the world redeemed from the cruel
tyranny of brutal passions.
And amid the wild diapason of War's shrilling
trumpets and the aching throb of passion-stirring drums, his sweet voice was heard to rise
more strong above the terrible madness.
Fair, open manly self-assertion
high solemn
appeal to eternal principles noble and unceasing proclamation of human rights; peaceful but
powerful pressure of a people who were Christ's
and, therefore, his own these were the notes
that soon were heard to rise alone above many a
;

;

—

war-torn field.
Peace crowned his labor.

And having

armor was

"fought

more on
the eternal altar of Christianity.
He was tired
So the Great Commander-in-Chief took him
the good fight" his

laid once

unto Himself.

THE BOOSTING CAMPAIGN
T'HERE

is

a

at present,

movement
which

is

afoot in Philadelphia

termed somewhat im-

ing with the aims and ideals of expert and conadministration, to spread broadcast a

sistent

properly, "boosting the city."
Men of civic
])rominence have taken upon themselves a work

propaganda

seeming public welfare; they have undertaken to advertise the charms and advantages of
their fair city, though we are quite certain that

sure to reveal a condition of affairs,

of

some

points are

made

seems rather peculiar to

extremely
us,

elastic.

It

rather not in keep-

of praise, when a causual stroll on
one of the main thoroughfares would be almost

which might
any reasonably scrupulous Director of
Public Safety to sit up and take notice. Would
it not be of more public benefit if the boosters
were to postpone their activities until such time

cause
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to maintain at a
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doing

mininum the

grading influences which are so rampant?
will concede that in a city of its magnitude
suggest that their existence

being sold to a
thirsty populace with the result that mortality
from this cause has taken a sudden rise. And
yet there are individuals, who pass all this over

it is

unknown

is

in

cleverly

tutes,

lightly

up would be more to the point.
Unbelievable though it may sound, it is a
matter of fairly general knowledge that certain
establishments, which were formerly popularly,

vice

known

as saloons, are

is

now conducting openly

THE EPSILON PHI THETA

disguised,

and cry, "Let us

^

meeting of the Epsilon Phi Tlieta Fraternity
was held on Thursday evening, Feb. 23, Several of the members were appointed to give threeminute speeches for the purpose of giving the
judges an opportunity to select the best ones to
represent the Fraternity at a debate to be held
The
in the College Auditorium later in the year.
Epsilon Phi Theta was honored by the presence of Director of Studies, Fr. Grelis and Dr.
Hickey.
Previous to tlie meeting a Debating Committee
'22, Thomas Mcand Tlieodore L. Reimel, '24, was
A Dramatic Committee with Paul
appointed.
Stokes, '2,3 as chairman has also been appointed.

Matthew McDonald,

Intyre, '23,

Substi-

are

boost.'*^^^^^^^^^^^?^

::

When

Philadelphia has exerted the utmost
power of her police system, when she has left
no stone unturned in a bona fide crusade against

and established for herself

at least a

sem-

blance of a reputation for systematic law enforc-

and not

ing, then

until tlien will boosting

place.

—W.

a

A

of tliree,

not only illegal but also abso-

We

an insult to the
intelligence of the law enforcers.
Such flagrant
violation of law is not in keeping with this untimely "boosting campaign."
A general cleanelevated administrative circles

is

lutely dangerous to the public health.

a difficult task to eliminate these influences, but
to

which

business,

de-

Burns
Pliila.

vs.

Wm. McDonald

Jack O'Brien,

Jr.

and

be in

A. O'L.

O'Malley

vs.

:

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
The annual "Novelty Dansant" of the PreMeical Society was held in Alumni Hall, on
Monday evening, Jan. 9, 1922. The red and
black colors of the society were the predominating colors of the decorations. Herzberg's orchestra rendered excellent music.
The novelty features of the evening included unique favors, the
novelty dance and a Paul Jones.
The grand

march was led by James Dempsey, President of

The committee in charge were:
society.
William A. Shay, James B. Purcell, Richard A.
O'Brien, Vincent G. Bittner, and Edward A.

the

Dignam.

THE VILLANOVA COUNCIL,
of

K. of

C

The Villanova College Council of the Knights
Columbus is flourishing rapidly. Meetings

are lield frequently at which proper

able entertainment

is

provided.

A

and enjoy-

feature of a

was the display of the art of boxing by tlie more experienced Villanovans.
Among the more distinguished bouts were:
recent meeting

DELTA
On

the evening of

PI EPSILON
Wednesday, Feb,

Delta Pi Epsilon held their

The
tra

strains of

were

distinctly

first

8, 1922, the
informal dance.

"Pat" Riley's Ocean City orches-

irresistible.

Tlie hall was. dressed in a

collegiate fashion witli pennants

class banners.

Tlie success of the dance

and

may

be
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attrbuted to the efforts of the committee under
leadership of its chairman William Cronin.
Tlie other members of the committee were:

ilie

John Connolly, Edward Sutherland, Earl Southee,
James Miles, and Harold Kreig.
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D. McAvoy, Dr. and Mrs. Edward Beeeher Finck
Professor and Mrs. John J. Sweeney.
The reception committee were: Rev. Francis
A. Driscoll, O. S. A., president of the college.
Professor Charles A. McGeehan, Grand Knight
Professor

of the Council,

<^SANDY^* CHAPMAN ON THE K, of
The student-body was given a rare treat on
Jan. 31st, when Charles "Sandy'' Chapman lectured on the valuable work of the Knights of
Mr. Chapman was esColumbus over-seasi-.

C

pecially fitted to talk on this subject because of

he encountered during'
an over-sea secretary. He
told of the devotion and service of the K. of C.
the
his

actual

experiences

period of

work

as

chaplains and secretaries to the

men

at the front

during the war, and of the
and
great reconstruction work of the Knights since
Mr. Chapman blended humor with
the war.
pathos in such a manner tliat his lecture was a
In closing, he
most enjoyable entertainment.
in the hospitals

a poem of his own composition: "The
Knights of Columbus Were There."

recited

Tlie officers of the Class of 1925, elected at the

beginning of the second term were:
President
Vice-President
Secretary ...........

.

.

.

>.

Frank Livingston
Daniel McLaughlin
^.i... Thomas Fox

Eugene Kennedy
member^of the Varsity Basket Ball squad, was elected manager of tlie bas-

Treasurer

Thomas Lynch,

a

The

entertainment

were:

Rev.

Special credit

is

due Father O'Leary whose artistic taste and untiring efforts made such an accomplishment possible.

The Villanovan extends to the officers and
committees, hearty congratulations on the grand
success which

met

their efforts.

.

JUNIOR PROM
The

made rapid adpreparation for their annual dance
to be held on Friday evening, April 21,

Class of 1923 has already

vances in
1922.

is

Those

who remember

Sophomore

the

Soriee of last yeart will acknowledge the ability
of this class to do really big things

which are

Alma

Mater. Charles B. Lauglilin has been appointed chairman of the dance
and with the cooperation and support of every
member of the class he is working to make this
year's ranee the biggest and best ever held at
Villanova.
a credit to

its

THE HOLIDAYS

COLONEL HOYDEN'S LECTURE
On P'ebruary 6th, through the courtesy of tlie
Portland Cement Association, a lecture was delivered by Col. H. C. Boyden on the modern
method of mixing concrete. The lecture, while
l)rimarily intended for the students of the School
Technology, was delivered by Col. Boyden
it was one of the most interesting lectures of the year to even those not
taking a technical course.
of

such a manner that

Merely

and in order to
continue uninterrupted the sequence of college
activities as chronicled by "College Notes," we
would mention that both Christmas and New
Years occurred during the Christmas Holidays
this year.

The Villanova Council of the Kniglits of Columbus gave its first formal Dinner Dance at

Monday

evening, Feb. 27, 1922.

The affair was the most brilliant of the season.
The patrons and patronesses were Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Flaherty, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

as a matter of record,

Owing

to this circumstance,

we

are

unable to give an account of student happenings
during those days.
We might be able to tell
some things, but discretion, in love of our friends,
and respect for our enemies, urges us most forcibly not to do so.
No matter how many years

we might

KNIKHTS OF COLUMBUS DANCE
Villanova, on

committee

ever attempted at Villanova.

ket ball team.

in

J.

John S. O'Leary, O. S. A., Messrs. Howard M.
Thornbury, Harold Blanchfield, Walter Riordan,
and Earl Southee.
The decorative scheme was the most elaborate

which

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS

Mrs John

and

Sweeney.

live here, the pleasure of

going home

two weeks never does become an ordinary
one (and parenthetically, the pleasure of coming
back never does come at all) and we can readily

for

imagine Brother "Pat" going into ecstasies over
the prospect of a few days at home.
The natives of New England (and Lawrence)
;

returned with wondrous tales of great banks of

THE
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snow, of ice, of sliding, skating, skiing, and otlier
mysterious sports.
There is just a shadow of

envy

in the hearts of tropic Philadelphians,

but
on the Bridle Patli or through Fairmount Park on a warm, balmy December afternoon lias its charms.

tlien, a stroll

;;y-f

The

idea

AN

ExcEFTioisr;;';

:r;;;;G:":::}:'

y^C':

"Sunny South" suggested

the

of

above admits of a correction (and perhaps of
more before the year is over). Yes, there was
a snow last month.
Great piles of it collected,
and the wind blew, and the lakes froze over, and
ears grew rosy-red.
A brief era of artics and
galoshes began.
Our New England brethern
already referred to, at last found the long-hoped
for opportunity to display those neat little articles

of tlieir wardrobe,

showed

—

just like tlie cartoonists

it.

AN

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
one of the newspapers tliere recently appeared a query as to the origin and development
of the Knight of Columbus.
The reply stated
briefly the growth of the organization from a
mere eleven men in New Haven, Conn., to eightythousand times that number, spread all over
North America. On reading such accounts, it
rather makes one feel a little chesty at being a
Knight.
The College Council has not yet celebrated its
first birthday, but already it has become one of
the most potent factors in College life and College activities.
The drive for a 100 per cent,
student membership is still on, and the percentage
is steadily creeping to that mark.
The meetings
of the Council are held regularly, and the interest shown in Council affairs is such a one as is
found only at a place where all men are really
"brothers," with the same pursuits, similar amin

bitions,

times

we

see the lining

but someAfter beholding for

silver lining,"

its

first.

two weeks of vacation, the beautiful
clouds

week

begin
of

to

gather

— Midyears-.

January brings with

it

side, the

The^

last

the seven day

and seven night ordeal of examinations, worse
than any forty-day deluge (and to some, as disastrous). But like tlie Deluge, it does not last forever, and time and classes go rutlilessly on, leaving us, as best we miglit, to. fall in step and carry
on.
Like tlie chap with the strange banner,
"Excelsior," there

is

no

trust

Mr. Benjamin's present

popularity will continue as he remains with us,
and that he will learn to realize, as the days go
by, how sincere is the respect of the Villanova

man

good "brother

Good

class-mates

Our professor

knights.''

make
in

the

class-room, our coach on the athletic field, and

an alumnus with many a place in old time tales
our Grand Knight. Could anything approach
more closely the ideal. The man with the Mal-

is

tese Cross

and Shield in

his coat lapel proclaims

world his adherence to the principles of
taught through the centuries by our Churcli.

to the
life

In times

when

there are as

as there are cracked bi'ains,

many
when

fads of religion

more

there are

fashions of conduct and morality than there are

manners, when there are temptations
throw aside the restraining bonds
of "Principle" both in private and in public life,
the existence of a solid organization that has as
its very life blood, those ideals and those principles that are so maliciously assailed, both openly
and covertly, is a skeleton on which we can be-

on

short residence here, has already attained a fixed
place in tlie estimation of the Faculty and of the

We

ideals.

play-mates, and good buddies

fasliions of

rest.

On December the sixteenth, Mr. Orrin Benjamin of the Mechanical Engineering Department, delivered the second of his series of lectures to the Engineering School, in the College
The subject of his lecture was
Auditorium.
"The Operation and Merits of the Four-Wheel
Judging from the comments of those
Drive."
who heard him, the speaker must have impressed
Mr. Benall with his handling of the subject.
jamin came to us from Stevens Institute with a
high reputation for scholarship, and despite his

student body.

and the same

make good

MID-YEARS
"Every cloud has

AN

V

for those he admires.

all sides to

gin to construct a

new

state of affairs.

Many

organizations are irreproachable in theory, but
not all can endure a comparison of the actual
practice of the society with the theory of

Knights of Columbus

it.

The

one society that lives its
theory.
But this is perhaps getting away from
Societies, like persons, cannot exVillanova.
ist on spiritual and intellectual pabulum alone.
The senses must be flattered to a certain extent.
Meetings are always accompanied with some sort
of entertainment, it is always the object of the
men in charge to send the members away with
a smile, and they do.
Several new classes of candidates will take
is

THE
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degrees during the coming months;
tlie fact that by Easter^ we want
Villanova College to be a college of Kniglits.

their

"Every man a Knight"

i;.:,

.:-.PHI

is

our slogan.

KAPPA PL

The January meeting

of the Phi

;

.;

Kappa

Pi

was

immediately after the Mid-years, and in
view of the fact that most everyone present was
listless and brain-weary, the usual order of business was dispensed witli, and on motion, an informal smoker was suggested as a substitute,
and passed. The session was a very successful
No bulletins were issued, and we cannot
one.
held

we dare to, experhaps just to hint that some eloquent
speeches were made in discussing tlie examin-

say what occurred, nor would
cept

and the

ations

profs.

This month witnessed the opening of a new
room in the basement. That part of
tlie basement which was formerly the Dynamo
Laboratory was remodeled so completely as to
efface even the slightest recollection of its former
self.
We defy any of the old men to come back
and just think he remembers the old laboratory.
In fact, the whole basement is undergoing a
transformation.
Tlie old Seismograph room under the Radio room has been appropriated and
remodeled by Mr. Rafferty, O. S. A., for the
recreation

"Spark"
floor

the

he

set, which has become quite too noisy
main floor.
The room on the main
is

using exclusively for his researches

"Tube" transmission. We expect him soon
to make some discoveries that will make the
Villanova College station a prominent landmark
in

in the

Radio world.
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LOVE'S LABOR LOST
dumb animals is one

first

we again urge

for

VAN

Kindness to

of the in-

One day last
unlovely mongrel made his

herent traits of a true gentleman.

fall, a scrawny, dirty,
There was
appearance on the college campus.
a gentleman (in fact two of them) who had compassion on the beast, adopted him and baptizing
him "Jeff" induced the creature by a hearty meal,
To-day, having had the
to remain with us.
benefit of a Villanova cuisine, Jeff is the picture
of robust health.
His sleek, fat sides reflect

the

conscientous

care

of

masters,

his

and

his

whole being exudes an atmosphere of tranquility,
contentment, anl impregnable happiness.
Last week, a party of gypsies passed through
the college grounds. (Joe Dooley offered to sell
them camping privileges over near the barns for
Shortly after their departure, Jeff was
$2.50).
missing, and the report quickly spread that the
gypsies had taken him with them.
Such and
idea so terrified his wardens that they set out in
immediate pursuit.
The chase was a vain one
for hours and hours of hiking could not overtake the gypsy auto trucks.
Weary and discouraged, they dropped the chase, and returned
to the college, to find Jeff at the door with a smile
to greet them. ,;.,
:

.PRESIDENT HONORED
The Catholic Educational Association

of

Penn-

sylvania, an organization for the proper superof the

vision

colleges, high

and Paroannual conven-

schools,

chial schools of the State, held

its

on Dec. 28, 192L
meeting Our President, the Rev. Father
F. A. Driscoll was elected President of this Association.
The Villanovan extends to Father Dris-

tion, at Scranton, Pa,

At

this

coll in

behalf of the student body

gratulations.

its

sincere con-
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a nuptial mass celebrated in the church of

St.

Thomas

riage of Miss

of Villanova occurred the mar-

Ann

Elizabeth Batin to Mr. F. Leo

The ceremoney was performed by
Rev. F. A, Driscoll, O. S. A., assisted by Rev.
G. A. O'Meara, O. S. A. The bride was attendMr.
ed by her sister. Miss Margaret Batin.
Chas. McGucking acting as best man for the
1^3'neh, '17.

bridegroom. Immediately after the ceremony the
couple left for an extended trip to Europe. Miss
Batin is well known in Philadelphia and vicinity,
having been prominent in many social activities.
Mr. Lynch, while at Villanova, took an active
part in athletics.
The Villanovan extends its
congratulations.

VAN

A

recent article in one of the popular engineering magazines contained an account of the re-

work of Mr. Joseph Waugh,
on the Hell Gate Bridge at New York. Mr.
Waugh has completed an illumination design for
the power plant and fire room connected with
His work has brought the
this gigantic bridge.

cently completed
']8,

The Villacommendation of men in charge.
novan takes this opportunity of extending its
best wishes to Mr.

Waugh.

At an assembly of tlie entire student body of
Edward J. Douglierty, Secretary
of the Alumni Association, gave a splendid talk
on the plans of the Alumni for a field day. He
said, "Tlie Alumni Association was a live outfit

the college, Mr.

their best to bring about a closer
Extensive plans were made for a bigger
and better Villanovan.

and were doing
Mr. Sylvester Benson, '18, has recently been
appointed City Clerk of Cohoes, N, Y. a very
responsible position. Mr. Benson, after his graduation from Villanova, attended Albany Law
His congenial manner and splendid
School.
ability in law should earn for him the praise of
The Villanovan extends its
tliose about him.
best wishes to Mr. Benson in liis new endeavor.

union.

Among
Ball

tlie

held in

guests at

Alumni

tlie

Knights of Columbus

Hall, on the evening

of

were Mr. John Soan, '18; Mr.
Paul H. Quiun, '12; Mr. Norbert Minick, Mr.

Feb. 27,
Viiy.

1922;

—
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T^O tlie average Exchange Editor of a
* magazine, it must ever be a source

College

little satire

of very

tics.

on Boston journalism and Boston poliWhatever deficiency tliere is here, however,
more than made up for, we think, by the very

great regret that the limitations of space imposed
upon him usually prevent his giving expression

is

even the leading impressions, stimuli.
avenues of thought opened by a careful perusal

haps the best of the poems

to all of

of the leading publications that

come

to

hand.

Scarcely a single number, perhaps, of a contem-

porary publication,
terial for

many

some

fails to

show us ample macomment, so

sort of intelligent

contributions, ideas, features are there in

almost every one, which might reasonably call
for some sort of advertence, on his part, be it
In
praise, appreciation or friendly criticism.
accordance, however, with our policy as outlined
in the October number, we must fall back on the

strong

Poetry

Section

a short descriptive

choice

its

and use

of

— "Apud

Poetas."

Per-

"The Storm Wind,"
poem which by its imagery,
words, as well as by its verseis

arrangement, goes very far in the direction of
lieing adequate to its subject.
A different sort
of poem is "Musing,"- one inspired, no doubt,
by Wordsworth's "Intimations," yet expressing
the thought in another way.
Another excellent
thing is the simple, delightful little lyric entitled
"Love." Again, the lack of good essays is made

—

up

for in

torials

tliis

— one,

in

number by two very good
a

edi-

very lofty, inspired vein on

plan of treating at any length only three or four
of the many exchanges received, following this
by a rapid, concise review of a few others, and
concluding with a thankful acknowledgement of

"The Unknown Soldier" and the other more in
the nature of an allegory, treating of an incident
ill the journey of the Magi.

the remainder.

wliich the

America we have received
and usually excellent
Boston College Stylus. The December number
has a very beautiful and appropriate frontispiece
in the form of a photograph of a statue of Our
Lady and the Infant standing against a background which gives us a glimpse of that beauty
of Gothic architecture and decoration for which

From

the

Athen

the always

of

welcome,

the Boston institution

number seems

is

rightly famous.

This

to be rather deficient in good, read-

Those departments of a College Magazine

December Stylus

in

least excels are es-

strong in tlie January number of the
Minerval, the attractive bi-monthly published
by the Students of De Paul University, Cliicago.
"Througli the Creature to the Creator," is an
essay on a subject wliich is usually difficult for
a devout Catholic to treat clearly,
it consists of
a series of proofs of the existehce of God.
We
cannot help thinking that the authoress (yes,
pecially

—

De Paul

is

an example of that somewhat rare

in-

wliile

a Catholic co-educational University)
has treated the subject in such a way as to reach

our estimation, "The Phantom Back
field," an interesting and well-written footballlove story and "The Cub's First Scoop," a clever

an outsider, and« bring him thorough conviction,
provided of course that he were at all open to
conviction.
Another very scholarly essay (in

able stories, having only

ones

in

two

—

really

worth

stitution,

,
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the case of which one of the male sex has carried

"Paradise Lost" entitled "From Another Angle."
So very much
has been said in praise of its great Puritan author, that many have been perhaps in the habit of
taking much for granted in his case. Particuoff lionors) is a criticism of

larly

is

this so in the case of

what

all

will

admit

be his masterpiece. The author of this criticism devotes some ten pages to a cool, analytical
to

investigation of the merits of the famous work,

and points out
pression.

its

may

Of course

defects in thought

the

and ex-

work dealing

witli

similar matter which will inevitably shine forth

by comparison with the work liere treated is the
Great Commedia of which we have heard so much
lately in these Centenary days.
We may say
tliat we agree heartily, in the main, with the
diief points of this Catholic estimate of the

much

and we may perhaps say, littlestudied (at least in its tremendous entirety)
work of Milton. The two stories to which we
have referred are "Rooms to Rent," a kindly,
M'himsical study of boarding house life and "The
Great Night.'' Poems of decided merit and well
over-praised,

written editorials also contribute to the general
excellence of this very creditable number.

The Fordham Monthly
fine

points.

We

for

liked, in

December has many
particular the well-

article comparing those two exponents
modern Spanish life and thought Blasco
Ibanez and Thomas Walsh. We might, however,

Avritten

—

of

observe that the author has scarcely gone far
enough in the direction of exposing the blatant,
materialist, godless writer, who while professing
to interpret the social and cultural consciousness
of

contemporary Spain

is

actually as far from at-

taining his professed object as any man very well
could be. The present "cult" of Ibanez, his prenicious influence in the novel, on the stage, and

on the screen, should have called forth perhaps
even a stronger denunciation on the part of the
writer.
We are glad to be reminded of the potency of the work of Thomas Walsh as a muchneeded antidote to the destructive, worthless output of Ibanez. In the same number, among the
prose contributions is one of special human inIt is an
terest entitled "The Long Journey."

VA

account of the bus-trip to Washington taken by
some forty of the students which ended so disastrously near Baltimore when the car and its
occupants were liurled into a creek after the truck
had plunged tlirough the side of a bridge just
around a sharp curve.

Of the poetry in this issue, "Christmas Morn"
and "Christmas Eve" are of special merit. The
first of these confjists of two stanzas, one telling
forth the manner of Our Lord's first coming and
the second depicting the coming-down of the same
Lord to our altars on each succeeding Christmas.
The two stories in the number at hand have not
much distinctive merit, the first one "The Kindling Fire'' being a bit of Christmas sentiment,
nothing more, and the second "The Strength of
the Weak" rather melodramatic and entirely obr
vious.
All in all, however, the Monthly for December is an entirely creditable publication.
The Georgetown College Journal has several
excellent stories and some good poetry, especially
two poems about poets, but is lacking in "heavy"
matter, essays and editorials.
The Mountaineer is especially sitrong on stories
A more all-round production would be achieved
if more good verse were included.
The weak-point of the St. Vincent College
Journal is precisely tliat wherein tlie MounExcept for one little retaineer is strongest.
liasliing of a somewhat childish mediaeval YuleDecember number does not conIts essays and editorials however, are very serious and worth-while.
The Viatorian, a quarterly from St. Viator

tide legend, the

tain a single story.

College. 111., is a well balanced periodical. Tlie
poetry and the essays on Dante, Carlyle, and
Louise Imogen Gainey, are especially good. We
regret that it is not published more frequently.
The Prospector, from Mt. St. Charles College
in Montana is notewortliy for a five page ode to

Dante, which certainly
as well in

We

form

also wish to

The
Leaves, The

much

poetic merit,

acknowledge with thanks reThe Gonzaga, The So-

ceipt of the following:
larian,

lias

as in thought.

—

The Alvernia, Forrest
The Vincentian, Orange and

Reveille,
Trial,

Black, and the Radnorite.
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BASKET BALL SEASON
'^HEN coach "Mike" Saxe sent out

his call

basketball candidates this season the
In addition to
was most encouraging.

for
result

Captain Pickett, Sweeney, Ryan, Gray and
Loughlin, letter men of last season, Kreig, Francella and Lynch were retained.
For the opening game the Varsity entertained Hahnemann
Medical College at Villanova, on December 17th.
contested.

How-

Hahnemann team was no match

for the

The game was
ever the

fast

and well

Many substicoached Villanova outfit.
were made by Coach Saxe during the
/v
second half.
well

tutions

'

-

Score— Villanova,

55;

Hahnemann,

Villanova
:

Gray
Kreig
Loughlin
Pickett
Field goals

Hahnemann

;

Ryan

—

forward
forward

;

^

16.
Rillerg

;/

Eckstead

center

Sliarp

guard
guard

Westcott

Hoas

llyan, 8; Krieg, 3; Gray, 5; Loughlin, 2;
Pickett, 1; Sweeney, 2; I>ynch, 1; Ki, 1; Hoas, 3.
Foul goals— llyan 7 out of 12; Eckstead 10 out of 21.

Referee—Emery.
"

Villanova, 25; Catholic U., 23

The strong Catholic University

five

fell

a

victim to the Blue and AVhite combination here

The game was
Tuesday, December 20th.
on both sides and many exciting long sliots were registered. It was the first
game in whicli Coach Saxe's men were called
upon to expend tlieir best efforts and needless to
say, Villanova emerged on the long end of tlie
on

closely contested

score.
8

).';''
.

'-;,

—Villanovan
V

Catliolic U.

Reilly
.

;..
'

Fasce

Yeager

Lynch
Corwin
Field goals— Ryan, 3; Kreig, 2; Fasce, 3; Yeager,
Lynch, 2; Eberts, 1.
Foul goals— Ryan 14 out of 18; Lynch 8 out of 10".
Referee Lewis.

—

1;

t92U*22
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was

a

hard contested game which kept the spec-

tators excited throughout

Ursinus was completely outclassed during the
half, but in the second half, due mainly to
long shots they managed to creep up on the Varfirst

iety

and the

shows just

final score 38-31, clearly

how hard they fought.
;V
Every man on the Varsity scored, and it would
be hard to say just who was the individual star.
Wisner, with five

was

second

field goals in the

lialf,

easily the best performer for Ursinus.

Vlllanovu

Ursinus

,

Ryan

forward
forward

Gray
Krieg

•

l/oughlin
Pickett

,/

Rahn

guard
guard

Kingle

Evans

':'''^^':::'::^'"''
,

.Villanova, 38; Lebanon Valley, 32

home game

In the final

of the season, Villa-

nova nosed out Lebanon Valley, 38-32.
Lebanon Valley was one of the finest teams
seen on the

home

court during the season.

B.

Homan played the best game for the
but they were unable to offset the bril-

Wolfe and
visitors,

team work of the Varsity.
The wonderful passing game developed under

liant

IMike Saxe could not be solved and the defensive

playing ability

is

clearly sliown

by Lebanon's

Gray and Pickett

lack of field goals.

led the

scoring for the Varsity.

Lebanon Valley
Wolfe
Cohen

Villanova
Francella

a

forward
forward

B.

^

;

victory

At half time the score stood 18-18.
The splendid passing of the Varsity was applauded by the spectators many times.
Ryan
and Gray were everywhere with a display of
floor work never before seen at Georgetown.
Captain Pickett was an important factor in
steadying his men, thus enabling them to put

planation.

forth a brand of basket ball

guard
guard

liOughlin
Pickett

Villanova

Junior Varsity entertained the Junior Varsity from tlie University of
11, the

Pennsylvania at home.
The game was interesting but very loosely contested.
On account
of the great lieight of Bren, tlie Penn center man,
Conway was unable to get the jump.
A^illanova J. V.

U. of P. J. \.

forward
forward

lyynch

Sweeney

Hammond

ShaeflPer

center

Conway
Kennedy
Field

Mcintosh
1'

goals

—

guard
guard
Lynch, 2; Sweeney, 3;

Conway, 1.
Foul goals— lyjnch

.-~

Bren
Heurich
Rhodes

Ilannuond,

1;

5 out of 13.
Substitutions Conway for IIan»nu)nd, ^''Ise for Conway, Phelan for Kennedy.
Field goals Mcintosh, 1; Shaeffer, 2; Bren, 3; Heu-

—
—

rich, 2;

Rhodes,

Foul goals

1,

— Rhodes

G

out of

17.

as

did

Georgetown

Ryan

forward
forward

Flavin
Florence
O'Connell

i^

center

,

guard
guard

Zazzalli

Pickett
Byrne
Substitutions Schmidt for Florence, Carney for Flavin.
Field goals— Ryan, 5; Gray, 2; Krieg, 1; Loughlin, 3.
Foul goals— Ryan 12 out of 13.
Field goals— Flavin, 3; Florence, 4; O'Connell, 6";

—

Villanova Jwnior Varsity, 20; U, of Penn Junior
Varsity, 24

worthy of mention.

Loughlin came through in the pinches,
Kreig, our towering center man.

Krieg
Loughlin

Krieg

Homan

.

Georgetown, 39
which was by no means earned,
was accorded to Georgetown University, on January 19, at Washington. The battle was bitter
and liard fought by the Villanova boys but of
no avail. Again and again fouls were called for
wliich the oflScials could give no satisfactory exVill^iiova, 34;

V

A

Gray

center

On January

there

They

were confident that they could beat the Army
and this confidence was not lost until the final
whistle blew.
The Varsity played its usual defensive game, thereby keeping the Army score
low. But they also had to cope with a wonderful
defensive system which they were unable to solve
until late in the game.
The Army displayed
wonderful form and they really deserved to win.
Jt was only after a hard contested game that
they did emerge the victors.

Gray

W.Wolfe
Clarkin

West Point and

Wisner

'

center
..;'[-:

to

F

'
,

^.^^

The Varsity journeyed

received their third reversal of the season.

duration.

its

27

;

Byrne, 1 ; Schmidt, 2.
Foul goals 7 out of 16.
Referee Schauder. Umpire

—

—

— Nietzzer.

Villanova, 29; Ursinus, 28
1, we entered on the last lap of

On February

our schedule. In the first game at Collegeville,
witli Ursinus we were returned the winners by
"

the close score 29-28.

/

^^

:

Kreig was the real star of the game. He counted for five double deckers. Ryan also kept the
team in tlie lead by his ability to shoot from the
fifteen foot mark,
Villanova

^^:^^^^
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.
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was completed witli but tliree defeats. These
were to the U. of P., Georgetown and the Army.
The Georgetown game should have been chalked up in the winning column, but fate intervened.
Mike Saxe has developed a team of which
every true Villanovan should be justly proud.
Each man at all times, under all conditions, did
his best.

The burden of scoring led to Captain Pickett,
Kreig and Ryan, but they could not hope to accomplish what they did without the excellent
support of Gray and Loughlin. The floor work
of these men was above reproach.
Conway,
Lynch and Francella fitted in perfectly, and substitutions did not in any measure break up team
work,;
In most of our victories, as well as in our defeats, it was team work against individuals, and
team work generally won out.
John Riordan, Manager elect, has begun work
on an entensive schedule for the 1922-1923 season.
Mr, Riordan, working in conjunction with
coach Saxe intends to arrange a schedule worthy
of a team, of the calibre of Villanova Varsity.

High,

last

29

champions and present

year's

The Preps were

holders.

trailing Catholic

title

High

by the score of 19-12 at the end of the first half.
However, after play was resumed the staunch
Villanova spirit was displayed by the Preps;

who gradually

down

cut

the lead of the visitors

minutes to play, the score
stood 25-25. From here on the score see-sawed
first in favor of one and then in favor of the other.
The last minute of play had every one on edge,
enthusiasm ran high, pandomenium reigned, two
field goals for Catholic High.
One field goal
for our Prep.
Timer's whistle sounded end of
game.
Who won? Although Catholic High
was acclaimed the victor by the score of 33-30,
our Preps won a true moral victory and the
admiration of all present. Captain Walker Kane
and Jimmy Quinn starred for Villanova.
until with

to

only

five

Salesianum High School quintet was the next
appear against the Preps on our home court.

The game was furiously contested throughout.
The score at half-time was 13-12 in Villanova's
favor. The final score recorded a victory for the
Preps, by the narrow margin of one point, being

Tommy

O'Malley, National Inter-Collegiate
Champion of the one hundred and thirty-five
pound class, and Captain of the U. of Penn boxing team in 1921, is now a member of the Sopho-

more

Schubert starred for the Preps, netting
goals, and ten free throws from the

30-29.
six

field

fifteen foot

squared arena.

«Pfep*' Basket Ball Notes
quintet although composed of players of champion calibre, tutored by our capable
Coacli Mike Saxe, and backed by the entire
Prep School and College student bodies were,

The Prep

unable to

finish

the leaders of the Catholic League

Cham-

due to

among

ill-favored

breaks,

tlie

great handicap of

being unable to present the same line-up on more
than two occasinons, should be commended for
the fine spirit manifested and the type of basket
ball played under the adverse conditions, which
confronted tliem throughout the entire season.
The opening league game was with Catholic

Team Conquers

Btifts

The Villanova Prep basket ball quintet defeated West Catholic High School 30 to 22 in a
fast game at Villanova, Jan. 24.
The first half
was hotly contested and ended with the Main
leading 16-15.

liners

McNamara,

fiormer

football

star,

made

his

debut in the cage game by scoring three baskets
in tile first half.
The Villanovans lead the Burrs
in the second half by one point, until only five
minutes playing time was left. Villanova then

and as the rooters
peak of excitement, one of the men
cut for the basket and scored a hanger.
successive plays of this type were made

started freezing the ball,

readi-

ed

would
Three

tlie

tlie

before

final whistle blew.

St, Joe's

pionship.

The Prep team under

for a total of 22 points.

Villavnova

class of Villanova.

Recently he competed in an Inter-City Tournament, held in Pittsburg, against Boo Ryan,
tlie Allegheny Mountain A. A. U. Champion.
Tommy represented the Meadowbrook Club of
Philadelphia. As usual he clearly demonstrated
Villanova is to be congratuhis fistic ability.
lated in having a worthy defender of her laurels
in the

mark

team

to

Prep, our great rivals, were the next

meet the Preps and

after a hectic conforced our Preps to bow to their great offensive playing by the close score of 23 to 18.
Schubert who shot the fouls for Villanova registered 12 out of 15.
Joe McGwin made his intest,

itial

appearance

like a comer.

in

the

court

game and looks

THE VILLA NO VAN

30

game with R. C. H. S. on their
Preps lost by the score of 31-24.
Schubert again displayed his ability as a foul
shooter, converting 8 out of 9 chances, from the
In a return

court, our

John Murphy
fifteen foot mark into points.
was substituted in this game and incidently made
liis

debut in Villanova

athletics.

R. C. H. S.
Coffey (Capt.)

Villanova Prep.

forward
forward

Schuber
Vail

Harkins

center

Quinn
Kane (Capt.)

guard
guard

Logan
McNally
Maxwell
'

total of 18 points.

West Catholic

Villanova

McGwyn
Kane
Schuber
J.

Mullin

forward
forward

;

;

center
'

Quinn

;>

guard
guard

'

McHenry
McDonald
HoUeran

-

feet.

This year's training was the laying of a foundachampion Prep team, among

tion for a 1922-'23

wliom may be listed several members of this
"The boys of toyear's first and second teams.
day are the men of to-morrow" and likewise,
"Novices of to-day are Champions of to-morrow."

Qifford

Villavnova Prep without Schubert in the lineup, met and lost to West Catholic on their court
Captain Kane tallied three
to the tune of 29-18.
field goals, and resumed the foul-shooting which
Schubert formerly took care of. Kane scored a

McNamara

conquest was an incentive to the Varsity, who
figuratively swept tlie Temple quintet off their

Base Ball Schedule for J922
April
April

1,

8.

April 12.
April 19.
April 21.
April 26.
April 28.

May
May

'6.

May

18

5.

Blake

—Schuber, 4; McNamara, 2; Quinn, 3;
Kane, 2; MuUin, 3; HoUeran, Blake.
Foul goals— Mullin, 8; McHenry, 3; Schuber,
Referee—Lewis. Substitutions —Harkins for McGwyn,
Vail for Harkins, Devor for Mullin, O'Connell for Holleran. Time— 20 minute halves.
Field goals

N. Y.

The former made
fine game.
from very difficult angles of the

five
floor.

field

goals

The Prep

U.

S.

Submarine Base

at

New

Lon-

don, Conn.

7.

As at once the prelude of the Villanova Varsity and Temple University game and epilogue
of an uncertain season. The Preps fought their
way to a 26 to 24 victory over Temple Prep.
Jimmy Quinn and Vail played an exceptionally

Ursinus at Villanova.
St. Joseph's College at Villanova.
New York City College at Villanova.
Lehigh at Soutli Bethlehem, Pa.
Boston College at Villanova.
Ursinus at Collegeville, Pa.
Albright at Villanova.
Gettysburg at Villanova.
New York City College at Now York,

May
May
May

20.

May

22

May
May

27.

June
June

19.

21.

30.

3

10

Holy Cross at Worcester, Mass.
Boston College at Boston, Mass.
New Bedford Knights of Columbus
at New Bedford, Mass.
Lawrence Knights of Columbus at
Lawrence, Mass.
Lebanon Valley at Villanova.
Lebanon Valley at Annville, Pa.
Muhlenburg at Allentown, Pa.
Lafayette at Easton, Pa.

WHY NOT

FLY?

We teach flying at our well equipped AIRDROME.
Summer and Winter
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weather" flying.

We

Moderate

teach

"all

rates.

EXHIBITION AND COMMERCIAL FLYING
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Philadelphia Aero-Service Corporation
REAL ESTATE TRUST BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Shead's Bakery
for quality in
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and

PASTRY

Wholesale and Retail

ARDMORE, PA.

CLINTON'S FAMOUS HAIR BRUSH
Stiff--Penetrating Bristles
E.

CLINTON & COMPANY,
2U9-2121 Arch

Inc.

Street

Philadelphia

Bryn

Mawr

848 Lancaster

Confectionery Co.
Bryn Mawr

Ave

CONWAY & CO.
Contractors! for

Stonework

All kinds of home-made candies
and delicious ice-cream

Tel.— 178 W. Bryn

Pa.

F. P.

Cementwork

Mawr

Chestnut
IN

DOING

Brickwork

SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

Hill,

Pa.
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game witli II. C. H. S. on their
Preps lost by the score of 31-24.
Schubert again displayed his ability as a foul
shooter, converting 8 out of 9 chances, from the
In a return

court, our

foot

fifteen

mark

was substituted
his

into

John Murphy

points.

game and

in this

debut in Villanova

incidently

forward
forward

Vail

R. C. H. S.
Coffey (Capt.)

Harkins

center

Quinn
Kane (Capt.)

guard
guard

;

:

;

Logan
McNally
Maxwell

Villavnova Prep without Schubert in the linemet and lost to West Catholic on their court
Captain iCane tallied three
to the tune of 29-18.
field goals, and resumed the foul-shooting which
Schubert formerly took care of. Kane scored a

Mc'Namara
^^

Schuber
J.

Quinn

—
—
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West
forward
forward

McGwyn
Kane
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Villanova

Catholic

Mullin

':

McHenry
McDonald

center

guard
guard

;
|

Holleran
Blake
Quinn, 3;

Field goals Schuber, 4; McNamara, 2;
Kane, 2; Mullin, 3; Holleran, Blake.
Foul goals Mullin, 8; McHenry, 3; Schuber, 7.
Referee Lewis. Substitutions Harkins for McGwyn,
Vail for Harkins, Devor for Mullin, O'Connell for Hol-

—

leran.

Time—

—

20 minute

halves.

As at once the prelude of the Villanova Varsity and Temple University game and epilogue
The Preps fought their
of an uncertain season.
way to a 26 to 24 victory over Temple Prep.
Jimmy Quinn and Vail played an exceptionally
The former made five field goals
fine game.
from very difficult angles of the floor. The Prep

tlie

Varsity,

Temple quintet
'-:'[:':

feet.

oft'

who
their

'-'-'•'

This year's training was the laying of a foundachampion Prep team, among
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and second teams. "The boys of today are tlie men of to-morrow" and likewise,
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row."
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up,

total of 18 points.

figuratively swept the
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atliletics.
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conquest was an incentive to
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18.

May
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20.
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May

5.

19.

21.
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It is a

and principle

like the

open blade

razor,

which

possible the use of the correct diagonal stroke.

DUPLEX

Razor, for without the guard

it

can be

used as an an old fashioned razor, while with the guard

becomes

keenest,

They

a safety razor.

BLADES

The

it

best
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cool,
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$
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Complete
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set

contains a

stropping

at-
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three

double

edged

in

hand-

blades,

some
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leather case.
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P
SUNSET
The
So

gfolden sunset tells of parting:

shall

And

float into that

Where

grief^

That sweet

Oor

day

our lives as swiftly pass away*
land so ever far

—tears

nor sorrow

celestial

shall never

mar

happiness complete

dearest friends forever

more to

greet*

At close of day we bid to all adiet^
Mayhaps the morrow brings us something new*
It

may

be clouds of pain or of distress.

But on our way we earnestly must press*
Think you that some day there shall be reward?

Remember then

Do

the promise of the Lord*

not despair tho

life

hath weary way,

*Tis but a trysting place that

seemth gay*

In quiet solitude seek happy peace

Where from

that Font calm waters never cease*

There earthly woes and troubles quick depart

True

rest is

found within the Sacred Heart*

— Harry

Ot^

J.

Carroli.,

'20.
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James A. Moloney,
were to

one
IFstudy

sit

down and make
which we

of the universe in

a careful
live,

and

p\it mathematically ihow many
how many descendants of Abraham, how much garlic, and how many Fords

try

to

figure

square miles,

there are in this

would, no

doubt,

little

get

old cosmas of ours, he
brain-fever.

To

count

would be a life-long job for
any man, but if he took it upon himself to enumerate the other useless and useful things a life
as long as Methusiala's would not be half long
enough. But no one man is obliged to do this.

the P'ords

alone

We

do not exactly know how it happened, still
desire information on any one or all of
these points you can readily get it by consulting
the proper authorities.
Some ambitious scientists have gone to the
trouble of finding out just how big the world is.
We take it for granted that they are correct when
they tell us that the earth is about 8000 miles in
diameter and 3.1416 times 8000 or a little less
than 25,000 miles in circumference. If you get
a paper big enough and multiply this by that
and do a few other things you will find the area
If we did
to be 144,110,600 square kilometers.
not have a Congress who appropriate money in
these figures we would hardly know how to
enumerate them. But we have to pay the taxes
so we learned how. (That is at least one thing
this Congress has accomplished, yet these figures
if

you

must be

correct, for figures don't lie.)

Some

men have expended much

push-ball

estimated

of which are as

much

Besides the earth,
other planets,

some

larger than the earth as a

contain

100,000,000
is

The

stars.

25,000,000 miles away.

you would appreciate just how far this is
walking on a hike of this length some morning before breakfast and you would have a
pretty good appetite before you got back, or
you would have no appetite when you were
brought back; but if you complete the hike
you will have passed the Statue of Liberty,
provided you start from New York, more than
If

25,000 times.
Pale Cynthia, the nearest heavenly body to us,
is further away than the added length of all

"Babe Ruth's" home runs, which

quite a dis-

is

tance.
Still with all this maze of figures and almost
unimaginable distance we have, thru scientific
discoveries, become so familiar with the stars
and planets that one might think they lived
right next door to us. Many, in fact, are better
acquainted with these heavenly bodies than they
are with the people in the same flat.
We hear
one poet warble about Orion.

Many

a night from yonder ivied casement ere

I

went

to rest,

Did

I

look on great Orion sloping slowly to the West.

We

thought at

first

he was talking about

some policeman, but

in that case he
"
to eliminate the "ivied casement

Did

many

to

start

on earth and their tables show 1,603,300,000.
We also take this for granted, and we can see
how these figures might be true by comparing
the few we know to the countless millions we
have never even seen. If we were to so arrange
the population so that ten people were in every
square kilometer there would still be enough
left over to form a bread-line extending from
Kalamazoo to Timbuktu.
These figures certainly are enough to make
you dizzy or to drive you to drink. Then too,
they refer only to the earth.

than a marble; and above and befield of the heavens is

nearest star to the earth

Many

the universe consists of

is

yond the earth the blue

time
and patience in counting the number of people
other

*20

a night from yonder open window,

busy
I

,:

down

ui)()n

the

street.

look on Pat

We

would have

O'Ryan slowly going round

speak of the Dog-star as

if

it

his beat.

were a

blue ribbon winner at a recent show; the Great

Bear is more familiar to us tlian the one at the
Zoo; we feel as tlio the Dipper has long since
taken place of the Old-oaken-bucket; we take
much more pleasure in watching the Leos of the
blue vault than we do of the man-eating lion in
the circus; in order to immortalize old Villanova
one group of stars were sliaped like the Varsity "V;" we are so familiar with the moon that
we can tell just as accurately when it will be
full, as we can that "Hans" wlill be full next payday,
Only a few days ago some gent from
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Kirkbrides or Norristown, or some place like
he got a wireless message from Mars.
An inmate of one of the London institutions got

8

ed terpsichorean

artist.

that, said

other of the people

same message at the same time. Even "Old
Man Wireless" Marconi himself, did not understand the code, so they conclude it must be from
Mars. Of course it must. Because no electrical

sults of chance.

disturbance could take place at a point equi-distant from these two places at the same time (?)

much

tlie

Now

the fact that two places so far apart receiv-

ed the same message at the same time proves that
Ergo Mars is inhabited, q.
it came from Mars.
e. d,, but rather p. d. q.
You remember also, how some years ago
one Hans Pfaall and one of Jules Verne's friends
took a trip to the moon.
liked the

Lady up

But neither of them

there so they didn't stay.

But lets us get back to earth. Some time
ago we read a book by an author of the "Chestertonian Era." We thought it was fairly good so

we recommended

Two

to another.

it

or three

days later we asked him what he thought of
"Soandso's" book.
"Well," he said, "the characters were living,
situation good, life at its best, and descriptions
excellent, but
the author evidently thinks the
world is about as big as a half dollar."
For a few minutes we did not quite see his

—

point.

However,

after recalling the characters

portrayed, the things described and

how

the plot

was unraveled we saw the light.
The story opens with an American boy of
twelve years on his way to England. He is the
hero; so. naturally, he is a winning lad, a regular
fellow.
One of the sailors, an Irishman, takes a
liking to him and shows him a few points in the
manly art of self-defense. When he arrives in
England he does things in much the same way as
he did in America. He goes to school, to bed, to
church and to meals, he fought and got blackeyes and he paid for them in the same coin. He
met many people over there, one in particular he
remembered well, a young orphan girl tripping
the light fantastic to the music of a hurdy-gurdy.
Twelve year later you would expect the hero to
be a man, and he is, a man in every sense; back
^.w-..\.
in America. v->'.~u:'::,.
One night, while passing thru a park in New
York, he saw a big "bully" relieving a small man
of his ready cash and his grandfather's watch.
.•^:

,.-.-:.

/.:;..

;.:;

The hero

tries to prevent.

noise, arrives

on the

scene.

A

cop, hearing the

And

lo

the cop, but the former Irish sailor.
later he

saw the

little

dancer,

-;.;..

now an

!

—who

was

Some

tijne

accomplish-

He

whom

also

met

several

he had met in his trav-

but these two were the most noticeable re-

els,

We

fully that this

realize

would not tend

prosaic account

to increase the sales of his book,

but, in justice to the author,

better than

we can

we must say he did

do.

Now

what do you think of the criticism?
no doubt, say it was a very good one.
But you must also give the author credit for
knowing his business. Why did he make the
sailor, an Irishman?
Because he wanted to put
him on the New York police force later. Why
did he teach the hero to box? Because he wanted to have a means of defending himself in tight
places. Why did he have the young girl dance to
the hurdy-gurdy music? Because later he wanted to put her on the stage.
But you will say the New York police force
is vtvy large and there are many young girls
dancing on the stage.
Sure. Say
Were you ever down at Atlantic City on Easter Sunday?
If you were you
went along the board-walk with well even by
yourself,
and suddenly someone comes and claps
you on the back, you look around and there if
it isn't one of your old college chums.
Now you
and well just you and your college chum are
not the only pebbles on the beach on Easter
Sunday. This criticism may have been correct
when Columbus or your grandfather came over,
but it does not hold today.
The world is getting smaller every day. Do
not misunderstand us; we do not maintain that

You

will,

!

—
—

—

—

—

tlie

equator

of the sun
in the

is
is

tightening its belt or that the heat
causing any appreciable shrinkage

number

not hold

this.

of square kilometers.

But, after

all,

No, we do

miles and square

miles or the mere cut and dried measure of dis-

not the only means of computation.
hear of a fellow in France who was A.
W. O. L. (away without leave) strolling along a
road near Verdun. He came across a base-ball

tance

is

We

game. From the distance he saw the batter hit
one and start toward first. When he saw this
man run he thought he recognized him. He went
over to the field and sure enough it was one of
tlie boys from his home town, Skweedunk, Pennsylvania another man on the bench was from the
same town. Right there they had a reunion;
they didn't even miss "Sammy" the peanut-man.
Tliere were two million Americans in France
and France takes up a little space on the map.
;
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another fellow who met his brother on
Rue de Bullion in Paris.
A young druggist in a small town had a
clientele of "cullard boys" who borrowed money

from him

pay-day." This fellow enlisted in
the Army one day before pay-day.
One year
later while walking along the banks of the Meuse
one of his clients hails him.
"Y, mista Pat, how is y' all, anyway?"
Mista Pat was delighted to see anybody from
home.
"Ah says, Mista Pat, y' all left befo' payday. Say mos' all you friens is aron' de corne'
playin' de ole game.
Yesteda was pay-day.
All he
Y' all betta step 'round an' 'collect.' "
needed was a drug store to be right at home.
In "Father Duffy's Story" we read of the
"Sixty-Ninth" passing another New York city
regiment on an old mud road in Northern France.

They

'til

stopped.

"HeUo, Bill"— "Howdy Pat?" "Say is Bill
Brother met brother
friend met friend. The old mud road was for a
minute as good as the "Great White-Way." Then
they passed on to meet again where? If not
in this world, in the next; which after all is not
Kelly over there?" "Yes."

—

—

so far away.

Modern

inventions

have

changed

nearly

We say nearly because they did not
change England's attitude toward Ireland, nor
the leopard's spots, nor William Jennings Bryan's
everything.

political or grape-juiceical convictions.

months

of taking

down

to cross the Atlantic,

to a matter of hours.

Instead
it is

How many

now

times

of late we hear people say, "I think I'll take a
run over to see Maimie." "Where is she living
now, in Camden?" "O, no, she went back to Ireland last week."
In the office "I was talking to Smith last
night." "I thought Smith was out in San Fran-

—

cisco."

"He

is."

'"

"That's right,

I

forgot about the trans-con-

tinental telephone being completed."

In the newspaper

New York

—

—

Herald Morning Edition Sep"Last night at 11 P.M. the
natives of South Africa held their one hundred
and sixth annual promenade."
"The Silver-Shell is in distress 60° 20' N. W.
two thousand miles off the coast of somewhere."
"How do you know?" "Got it by wireless."
Washington D. C, 12 M. "I just got a lettober,

33,

1920.

ter posted in

New

York, at 10 A.M.

morn-

this

ing."

"Why,

that's not possible."

man, Air-Service.'%^^^;;^^y
v
Over in Paris they eat Chicago beef, up in
Montreal they eat Bermuda bananas; in Paris
also they receive messages from Germany in the
way of giant-shells; down in Georgia they eat
Alaska salmon, all due to modern invention.
Modern inventions bring the whole world to your
back-door; all you have to do is listen for the
knock and open the door.
Go to the movies. While you sit there in a
chair fastened to the floor, the first thing you
know you see Peary up near the North Pole;
then while you wink your eyes. Col. Roosevelt
is seen going up the Amazon; the Kaiser starts
for Paris and in a few minutes you see him with
his fingers in the dykes
under the breeze of an
electric fan you see a ball-game replayed that
you had spent two hours and much sweat watching. And then, if you went in on Jackson Street
you come out on Jackson Street.
;

"Sure,

it is

:

T^

—

;

Now, how big is the world?
You can go all around it for seventeen cents,
including war tax, in two hours or even less if
Burton Holmes has the speed-up camera; you
can read all about the doings of the Bolsheviki
and the Pacifists for two cents; you can see the
planet and the stars and even get pictures of them
as life-like as the "stars" on the "screen" or in
the rogues gallery; you can hear the voice of
Caruso and McCormick and Uncle Joshua and
Ada Jones, in your own home; you can smoke
opium and eat Sahra dates in Philadelphia; you
can visit Rio de Janeiro, the Cosmopolitan City,
and meet a representative from any nation under
.the sun.-

-...^'

' --'

Or perhaps, if you are fortunate enough,
you do not even have to go to South America.
You may have a little world or the products of
the world in your own household; Irish watchman, English butler, Jap valet, Swedish scrubwoman, China laundryman, French lady's maid,
American house-keeper, Italian laborer, Negro
chauffer, Scotch whiskey,

man

Van

Norway

matches, Ger-

Maderia wine,
Swiss cheese, Turkish or Egyptian tobacco,
Hungarian rhapsody, Ceylon tea, Java coffee.
Just think how many parts of the world are
brought together in my lady's boudoir!
The
far North or India in her bear skin or leopard's
coat. South Africa or tlie Indian Ocean in her
beer.

Sciver's furniture,
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diamond

or pearl necklace,

woolen

in her silk or

her hat and ostrich
in lier

wedding

or

Australia

and Africa in
plumes, California or Alaska

ring, Colgate's or Williams' in her

rouge, and her hair might
it

China

dress, Paris

come from anywliere,

5

In one square in London you can buy nearly
anything from everywhere.
Tlie world may be a little larger than a half
dollar

— but,

some of

its

in recent years,

it

certainly

lias lost

vastness.

might even be natural.

A
a typical
IT WAS
lay in my bed
I

As

them.

It

speak,

for

tales

veins.

My

in pelting torrents

ed my two hands tightly over it to drown its
quaking. At length I screwed up enough courage to lift my lids.
Simultaneously the light
disappeared and the door closed softly.
For fully five minutes I lay motionless. T\\'^
door o))ened again what a relief. It was mother.
"I want to lower your window," she explained.
"The high wind blew open your door,
which was not securely latched."
"But mother," I cried. "Some one was in
my room."
"Oh no," she comforted.

night of late October.

and

recalled one after the

which Jane had related at the party that evening I shivered, and
closed my eyes lest I should discern some unwelcome figure lurking in a corner. I closed my
eyes, but not to slumber. The wind howled and
whined and moaned and shrieked beneath the
It scatcaves and whistled through tlie trees.
tered and rustled a few dry leaves, wliich were
])laying "tag."
The branches of the tree beyond
my window cracked and snapped, and the floor
boards creaked and groaned. A cold nor-easter
l)lew hard against the liouse and swished and
other,

the

gruesome

laslied the chill rain

the casement.

The lightning

against

flaslicd

intervals as
I

dream

it

finally

swung
fell

to

and

fro

on

its

hinges.

into a troubled doze only to

I

lay transfixed, so to

The blood ran
heart thumped so loudly
eons.

cold
that

in
I

my

press-

"But where did the light come from?"
"I can't explain that," she answered.

While she was speaking the light appeared
again and the mystery was explained.
The people who lived directly behind us had
a stand at market.
On certain mornings they
neglected

o'clock.
They had that morning
draw the shades and the bright

two
to

was reflected from a picture on the wall of
bedroom into my eyes.

light

my

SPRING SONG
Floral bells a-ringing:^
Fields of emerald green,

Joyous birds a-singing,
Bluest skies serene:
Heaven, earth, atmosphere.
Tell us Spring

is

I

questioned.

rose about

of blood-curdling scenes.

C-c-cdclclclckckckck. I started in my sleep.
My eyes popped open only to shut at once at
the shock which a blinding stream of light gave

seemed as tho

—

of a late electric

grotesque figures on the walls and
Aji
the splitting thunder crashed and clashed
unfastened shutter banged with every gust of
wind and moaned a dreary monotone during the

storm

^rarp

iitontgljt

here.

Birds and buds as guidings.
Butterfly and bee,

Spread abroad the tidingsNature's glories free!

Lo! the Spring's returning,
Resurrection comes^
Life is upward yearning,
Rejuvenation hums I

— Leo

a. Hart.
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history of the Bronte family

and sad:

interesting

is
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Irnnt^
at once

interesting, because of

the quaint, secluded life they led; sad, because

the seeds, which gave promise of such wonderful
fruit, blossomed, shed only a partial fragrance

and then faded and fell beneath the cruel, cold blast of death. What rich

tlirough the world,

might have been left for us, what
abundance of knowledge might have been imparted to the world had they lived longer, we
can estimate in some way from the work they
actually did, and the beautiful, though short
treasures

they lived.
will consider first, the environment of
the Brontes and the events of their life. It will
then be our task to review the same features and
emphasize the consequences on the characters of
Charlotte and her sisters.
Lastly, we will look
at the literary life of the Bronte sisters, endeavoring to explain their views on life and literature.
Rev. Patrick Bronte was born in County
Down, Ireland, on March 17, 1777. His early
education was due to the great gifts of extraordinary quickness and intelligence, aided by
his full share of ambition.
At the age of sixteen, he opened a public school and conducted it
for five of six years.
He then was tutor with a
private family for three or four years.
He entered St. John's College, Cambridge, at the age
lives

We

of twenty-five, on the twenty-fifth of July, 1802.
After four years of study, he received his degree
of Bachelor of Arts.
He was ordained to a
curacy in Essex. Then he moved into Yorkshire.
While curate at Hartshead, Patrick Bronte
wooed and married Maria Branwell. The wedding took place in Yorkshire, on the 29th of De-

cember, 1812.
in Hartshead.
beth Bronte.

For

five

years the pair remained

Here were born Maria and ElizaThornton was Mr. Bronte's next

On

S^tatera

well, an elder sister,

came

to

Haworth

to super-

intend the household and remained there
her life.

all

of

In July, 1824, Mr. Bronte sent Maria and

Elizabeth to a young ladies' school at Cowan
Bridge.
This school is Charlotte's Lowood in

Jane Eyre and Marlia is Helen Burns. In September of that same year, Charlotte and Emily
were admitted as pupils. The spring of 1825
found Maria dangerously sick. Mr. Bronte came
for her and took her home, where after a few
days slie died.
Elizabeth, too, had the same
consumptive symptoms. In the summer of the
same year she went home and died. Charlotte
always blamed their death to the carelessness in
food at Lowan Bridge. She pictures this very
vividly in Jane Eyre. Mrs. Gaskell thinks that
it is very much exaggerated.
The girls were
naturally very weak and sickly.
In the Autumn of 1825, Charlotte and Emily
were sent home, because of the dampness of the
school.
The death of the two slisters caused a
greater vigilance to be exercised toward the surviving girls. At this time Tabby, a woman from
the village, came to live as a servant in the parsonage. All her life she remained not only their
faithful servant, but their loyal friend.

The

in-

was taken up by Miss
Branwell. During this time Charlotte composed
many dramas, poems, and romances.
In 1831 she was sent to school at Roe Head,
as a pupil of Miss
The number of pupils
during Charlotte's stay of a year and a half was
from seven to ten. Miss
was a kind, motherly woman, and made the school like a private
struction of the children

W—

.

W—

family.

Charlotte led rather a lonely

life

here,

any of the games or
merry-making of the girls. She was most popular for telling stories, and, on one occasion, was
as she never took part in

the 21st of April, 1816, Charlotte
Close on her birth followed Patrick
After the
Bronwell, Emily Jane, and Anne.
birth of the last daughter, Mrs. Bronte's health

so vivid that she threw one of her listeners into

began

After her return home, she
teaching her sisters.
For
three years this life continued. Then on July 29,
1836, she obtained a position as teacher in Miss

parish.

was born.

1820, the family

moved

From this time Mrs.
Bronte was confined to her room, an invalid. In
September, 1821, she passed away. Missi Bran-

to

Miss Bronte

won

left

Roe Head

in

1832, having

the affectionate regard of her teacher and

her school-fellows.

to decline.

On February 25th,
Ha worth parsonage.

violent palpitation.

employed

W—

's

herself

school at

in

Roe Head.

Emily accompanied

"S
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her as a pupil, but after three months of illness
and home-sickness returned to the parsonage and
the wild moors, which were so dear to her strange,
wild nature. The next place Emily held was a
school in Halifax, where there were nearly forty
Her life was a drudgery: hard labor
pupils.
from six in the morning until eleven at night,

with one half hour for exercise.
During the Christmas holidays, the sisters
met at Haworth. Their plans for helping their

and a school-fellow of Anne's. This
was a cause of great sorrow and depression to
them.
During the leisure hours of this winter
of her pupils

Charlotte wrote,

father were discussed.

they could

two

them her

After the holidays the
returned to their work. It was at this
time that Charlotte sent her first attempts at
poetry to Southey, and received so unfavorable
girls

a reply.

The same monotonous

life stole

on,

and

Christmas of 1837 found the girls at home again.
Charlotte was in poor health herself, but she felt
more anxiety about Anne, who had a slight
cough, a pain at her side, and difficulty in breathing.
Miss
considered it only a slight cold,
but Charlotte remembered Maria and Elizabeth
and felt that there was every indication of incipient consumption.
Emily gave up her Halifax position at the end of six months on account
of poor health. Sick, Charlotte returned to her
work.
Before many more months passed, she

W—

was forced to return to Haworth for absolute rest.
She grew much stronger from tlie quiet, happy
life.
She paid occasional visits to her two great
friends, and on one of these occasions met the
first man who proposed marriage to her.
He was
quickly and kindly refused. This is St. John of
Jane Eyre.
In April, 1839, Anne went out as a governess.
Not many weeks after, Charlotte also obtained a
position with a wealthy manufacturer. Her work
was laborious, and the place most uncongenial
In July her engageShe returned to Haworth. A visiting clergyman, an Irishman, was attracted by her,
and, after returning home, wrote her a proposal
of marriage.
In the
It was promptly refused.
latter part of September, she went to Easton with
her friend, and saw the sea for the first time.
The remainder of the year Charlotte and Emily
for so sensitive a nature.

ment ended.

took care of the house, as Tabby, the servant, became too lame to continue her duties.
In 1840 all the Bronte's save Anne, were at
home. Branwell liad never gone to the Royal
Academy as proposed, probably because of the
lack of means. He led a very dissipated life and
was another cause of sorrow and worry to his
noble sisters.
On January tlie twelfth, 1840,
Cliarlotte received the news of the death of one

"The

Professor."

and last
obtained her second
It was
position as governess in March, 1841.
more congenial than her former position. During her stay, she had to go home once to see
Anne, who was declining in health. For this
reason, the girls desired to get a school where
Charlotte

all

W—

offered
Miss
For a time, they thought about

be together.

school.

taking it; but finally the offer was rejected because Charlotte wished to have further educational advantages at Brussels.
At Christmas she left her situation, and in
February, 1842, Emily and Charlotte entered a
school at Brussels. It was conducted by a Mrs.
Jenkins.
They studied French, drawing, German and literature. Emily added music and later
gave instructions in it. But even here, sorrow
must come into their lives. Their dear friend
Martha sickened and died. Hardly were they
over this loss when word came from home that
They
jNIiss Branwell, their aunt, was seriously ill.
immediately prepared to go home, but before
they started a second message came bearing tidings of her death.
:,

The following year Charlotte returned

to

Emily

re-

Brussels to study and teacli Englisli.

mained at home.
Towards the end of 1843 Charlotte returned
to Haworth, because of her father's increasing
blindness.
Emily and she were often together,
and they continually discussed plans for a school.
Their brother's deterioration took all the joy from
their lives.
He was tutor in a private family,
and Anne was engaged as governess in the same
place. It was evident that something wrong was
going on. This came home to Charlotte forcibly
a few weeks later.
She returned home from a
visit to a friend one evening, and found Branwell
at

home

seriously

sick.

A

letter

of dismissal

employer soon arrived. The next three
years of his life were taken up with intoxication
and opium-eating.
He refused the very best
positions, for which he could have fitted himself
in two weeks.
The summer of 1846 brought greater sorrows. Mr. Bronte lost his sight almost entirely.
In August he underwent an operation, and was
almost cured. The rest of the year passed away
about as usual, with fits of sickness and depres-

from

his

sion for Charlotte.

THE
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was the hardest year for the little
was surely Charlotte's calvary. Branwell disgraced them more and more by his excesses. On September the twenty-fourth, he passed
away. The grief of the sisters was very great, for
Emily soon
now they forgot all his weakness.
after fell into a decline and in December died.
The afflction was greater from the fact that
Emily allowed no physician near her till about
two hours before she died. Then it was too late.
Anne was far from well. The progress of the
disease was slower than Emily's, but just as sure.
She died on May the twenty-eighth, 1849.
1848

family.

It

Tlie remaining incidents of Charlotte's life

She visited London several times on

are few.

matters pertaining to her literary work. She had
continual trouble with her lungs, and was weigh-

ed

down

On January

witli depression.

twenty-

ninth, 1854, she married Mr. Nichols, her father's
curate.

She only lived

until the followin^*;

March.

On

the thirty-first she passed away, just before

slie

was

to

The

become

a mother.

life of tlie

Bronte

familj^, secluded

and

sad, could hardly fail to leave deep impressions

on the characters of

its

members.

First of all

the bad effects of the seclusion has been

The

exaggerated.

quiet,

secluded

somewhat
of Ha-

life

worth, and the wild moors are certainly responfor

sible

so often.

and

that wild note that Charlotte strikes

The

faint outline of something weird

a little superstitions can be traced

back

to

That was what Jane
north country.
Eyre heard: the voice of one in pain, miles away,
calling lier.
But what would Charlotte and her
this wild

have done had tliey been brought up and
educated in the whirl of London society? We
should have lost some of tlie grandest points in
The world
tlie characters of these noble women.
has gained wonderful riches just from their mode
sisters

of life.

The

silence of their lives, the quiet, re-

tired country-parsonage left
for M'ork

'

and study

—

hopelessness that

we

came from her

life

them much

leisure

for profound thought.

The

see in Charlotte's life, surely

of

seclusion

and sorrows.

Emily, that stern, wild character, was just like the
moors themselves; while Anne would remind us
of a delicate little flower, solitary and alone, but
determined to grow on these wild moors. Who
ean help loving both sisters, as noble characters?
Our hearts must go out to the Bronte's when we
Sorrow fell upon
see their sweet resignation.
them almost too fast for human endurance, yet
they never hesitated to say the grand and noble
Charlotte looked upon a father ailing
"Eiat."

and going blind, a drunken, dissipated brother,
two sisters, Maria and Elizabeth laid to rest within a few month of each other, her aunt dying
suddenly, and then after a few years more Emily
and Anne leaving her to live her sad life all alone^
She was resigned through it all, and looked forward to meeting her loved ones in a happier life.
At a young age, when happiness seemed just to
have begun for her, she too, departed from this
life.

::^,(:\:ym--:;--^^

Literature was ialways a thing of great inter-

From their earliest days
to the Bronte's.
they would gather in the parsonage and write
and act plays. Charlotte has left us "Jane Eyre,"

est

"Shirley," "Villette," and

"The

Professor."

The

composition seized her very
early.
Up to 1830, when she was only fourteen
years old, she had written many tales and poems,
a play, two romances.
In 1840 she began the
rage

for literary

It was called
story since her child-hood.
"The Professor." In the preface she herself condemns it. A volume of poems written by the
three sisters was published under their assumed
names in May, 1846. It made very little impression.
Emily's work seems to have been best.
This book was followed by the publication of
three prose works: "Withering Heights," "Agnes
Grey," and "The Professor." The two former,
by Pimily and Anne, were accepted, but the latter,
Charlotte's work, was rejected.
They met with
little success.
While her father was under treatment for cancer, Charlotte began Jane Eyre. By
October sixteenth, 1847, the book was accepted,
printed, and published. It made a great sensafirst

and all clamored to know the author. Cliarhowever, remained the unknown Currer
Bell for a long while.
Helen Burns of "Jane
Eyre" is no other than Charlotte's sister Maria.
The Lowood boarding school is the school that
the girls attended and from which Elizabeth and
Maria were brought home to die. The bad con-

tion,

lottee,

of Lowood, according to Mrs. Gaskell,
have been exaggerated by Charlotte because of
the great sorrow she felt for the death of her
ditions

sisters.

Soon

"Jane Eyre,"

after the publication of

Charlotte began "Shirley."

Shirley

is

writing of the

Emily, and

first

Anne

and second volumes, Branwell,
died.

Charlotte sent

publishers in September, 1849.

She was soon discovered
Currer

Bell.

"Villette,"

In

Charlotte's

Between the

represeiitation of her sister Emily.

It

as its real

November,

was

it

to the

a success.

author and as

1851,

she

started

but had great difficulty in finishing

—

;

THE
because of
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illness.
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finally published

November, 1852. Again she had success.
Among tlie works of the Bronte's there is one litIt was written
tle poem we have not mentioned.
iii

it

by Anne just before her death and

The

spiring and beautiful.

running through

tlie

whole

spirit of
life of

most

is

it

in-

can be seen

these beautiful

cliaracters.

with the brave and strong,
portioned task might lie;
To toil amid the busy throng,
With purpose pure and high.
"I lioped that

My

"But God has fixed another
And He has fixed it well:
I

first

tlie

part,

bleeding heart.
anguish fell.

"Thou, God, hast taken our

deligiit,

Our treasured hope, away;
Thou bid'st us now weep through

And sorrow

were given. Work was the standard of her life.
She was only satisfied when plying away at
something useful. She put her life into her characters and tried to make them .something vital.
"You are not to suppose any of the characters in
It wo I Id
'Shirley' intended as literal portraits.
not suit the rules of art, nor of my own feelings,
We only suffer reality to
to write in that style.
suggest, never to dictate."
Charlotte was fond of Scott, and considered
"Kenilworth" the most interesting work he ever

you will have seen mentioned and
commented upon in the papers; they were very
eray's lecture

the night

through the day.

interesting.

"These weary hours will not be lost.
These days of misery,
These nights of darkness, anguish—tost,-Can I but turn to Thee.

"With secret labour to sustain
humble patience every blow;
To gather fortitude from pain.
And hope and holiness from woe.

/

"Thus

let

humor, the

"Esmond"
either
^^\,^^^
.

;

;

Thou

should'st bring

me back

—

all,

to

life.

for the

strife

"Should death be standing at the gate,
I keep my vow;
But, Lord, whatever be my fate,

Thus should
Oh!

let

me

Then

serve

"the desk was closed, and the pen laid

matter what faults may be found with
the Bronte's writings, the reading of their lives
is sufficient to convince one that they were noble,

and sincere characters. Sorrows came
upon them almost too fast for human endurance.
Yet each death or misfortune found them resigned to God's will.
Charlotte had little sym-

earnest,

she

and

Catholics, but

tliis

is

only because

knew nothing about them. Her own ethics
lier mode of living are decidedly Catholic.
always

deep sincerity in their writmistakes, but she always
tried to see the truth.
She was as willing to accept failure as success as long as her best efforts
Tliere

is

ings.

Charlotte

she says "I

Mr,

Thackeray

Writing about

am

not going to praise
or his book,
I
have

enjoyed, then been interested, and, after
feel full as much ire and sorrow as gratitude

me

so masterly in their exact keeping, their

harmonious consistency, their nice, natural trutli,
their pure exemption from exaggeration.
No
second-rate imitator can write in that way
no
coarse scene-painter can charm us with an allusion so delicate and perfect.
But what bitter
;

No

witli

the talent, the simplicity, and

and admiration. And still one can never lay
down a book of his without the last two feelings
having tlieir part, be the subject of treatment
what it may.
In the first half of the book
what chiefly struck me was the wonderful manner in which the writer throws himself into the
spirit and letters of the time whereof he treats
the allusions, the illustrations, the style, all seem
to

Thee now!"

aside forever."

pathy

taste,

read,

me serve Thee from my heart,
may be my written fate;

More humbled I should be;
Miore wise more strengthened
More ajit to lean on Thee.

could not always coincide with the

:

Whether thus early to depart,
Or yet a while to wait.
"If

I

sentiments expressed, or the opinion broached:
but I admired the gentlemanlike ease, the quiet
the originality of the lecturer."

In

Whate'er

9

The
Tliackeray, she admired greatly.
wrote.
second edition of "Jane Eyre" is dedicated to him.
She liked "Penrennis" very well, though she
thought the public would consider the last few
cliapters
lacking in excitement.
She heard
Thackeray's lectures, too. She says: Mr. Thack-

my

said so witli

When

V AN

a.

made

satire,

what

relentless dissection of diseased sub-

Well, and

this, too, is right, or would be
savage surgeon did not seem so fiercely pleased with his work.
Thackeray likes to
dissect an ulcer or an aneurism
he has pleasure
in putting liis cruel knife or probe into quivering, living flesh.
Thackeray would not like all
the world to be good; no great satirist would
like society to be perfect.
"As usual, he is unjust to women, quite unThere is hardly any punishment he does
just.
not deserve for making Lady Castlewood peep

jects

!

right,

if tlie

;

THE
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through a keyhole^ listen at a door, and be jealous of a boy and a milkmaid. Many other things
I

ated

me

as I

my

and exasperread; but then, again, came passages

noticed that, for

part, grieved

so true, so deeply tliouglit, so tenderly felt, one

could not help forgiving and admiring."
Tennyson's "In Memoriam," seems not to
have pleased her thoroughly. "I have read Tennyson's "In Memoriam," or rather part of it; I
closed the book when I had got about half way.
It is beautiful;

Many

of

it

is

mournful;

it is

monotonous.

the feelings expressed bear, in their

stamp of truth
yet, if Arthur
Hallam had been somewhat nearer Alfred Ten-

utterance, the

;

—

—

Charlotte read some of Miss Austen's works

and

said,

"Miss Austin, being, as you say, with-

out sentiment, without poetry,

is

sensible,

:

.

Whatever may be said of the ideas of the
we must give them credit for honesty,

nyson his brother instead of hisi friend I should
have distrusted this rhymed, and measured, and
What change the
printed monument of grief.
lapse of years may work I do not know but it
seems to me that bitter sorrow, while recent,

things that

does not flow out in verse."

er than all

;

maybe

(more real than true), but she cannot be
great." Of course she had not read all Jane Austen then, and promised to read all her works and
Sincerity
see if she could not change her mind.
.;'/^'?'
,•";:-.;;/;:/;.:
was surely there. \";:
:-:\V'-':
".'^^t.
Miss Bronte has often been accused of losing
her head over a man Mrs. Gaskell thinks this accusation unfounded.
I think Mrs, Gaskell goes
There is a great deal
to the opposite extreme.
on the side of the former opinion;^ .^-i:^^^
real

Bronte's,

for a beautiful Christian fortitude in life's struggles,

and for an almost complete contempt of

earthly

with a firm aspiration for the
Their inspiring lives are grandtheir works.

things

last.

VISTA LIS
Rosy times when we are happy!

when we are biwe!
when we are scrappy
With all those we ever knew!
Chttmst why can't we aye be chappy

Livid times

Ltirid times

Heatts and hands both

leal

and true!

Oh, the times of strife and sorrow!
Lo! they come to you and me!
Yesterday, today, tomorrow
Matters not

when

strivings be!

Stand up like a man and bear it
Sturdily with might and main;

Never shirk, but work and share
As it came, it comes again*

it,

Always be on guard and heedful:
Never let a day go by
Tliat you have not helped the needful.
Cheered and charmed some passer-by*
Comfort grand when one is dying.
Memories good of times no more!
Then with Angels you're a-flying

On th' eternal happy

shore !

—Bernard

L.

Kuntzweiler.

!
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John

E. Collins

FRISBEE MIRTH

had been experimenting
which would rid
the world of bald heads and make the Seven
for years witli a hair tonic

Sutherland

sisters

tisement.

When

would make him

look like a before using adverperfected,
a millionare

the

—he

"Hair

Help"

hoped.

Aside from a muffled "Good day" and "Good

arrange

She spent an hour each
night brushing the pale gold strands and massaging her scalp, bought various tonics advertised in
glowing terms.
and continued to
again

aim to beauty was a profusion of pale
gold hair. She did typing for the old man occasionally and once had the honor of beholding
the zealously guarded bottle of dark brown liquid
which Frisbee Muth declared infallible for fall,:','.' ^ing hair. /:.' ^'':. -V.'v,;?^'.^'' .-. ':''/:'' '''^i'--^''

that

sole

\-

In the

office

wliere

/;.;-

Thelma worked was a

dashing, black eyed sales manager. She centered
amber rimmed, blue eyes on him in mute wor-

and the way
his black hair waved.
One memorable day, he
remarked that he had never seen a more perfect
ship; adored the dimple in his chin

blonde than Miss Krater. Thelma thrilled at his
and immediately visioned a cosy, five room
apartment in a nice neighborhood, herself in a
fresh pink house-dress, gold locks carefully coiffed,
preparing delectable dinners for her black eyed
lord. She took extra pains with her hair: washed
it every Sunday, brushed it a hundred times and
imprisoned it in curling irons nightly built it into a marvelous structure each morning.
Days passed. The hero of her apartment
dream took no further notice of her. Still, she
hoped on. In an evening paper, she had read,
that brown, black or auburn haired girls must
notice

;

and wiles of dress and manner, in
order to captivate men, but the thrice blessed
possessor of golden locks had only to be a blonde.
She knew the sales manager admired her hair.
Perhaps he was too busy to talk to her. Later,
when the rush was over it would be blissful
to have her own home
she was tired of board-

practice arts

—

—

.,ing—

Then, Thelma noticed that her hair which
had always been long and thick, began to fall
out in alarming quantities; she could no longer

Franti-

in the usual elaborate style.

waist, luxuriant tresses.

evening," the stooped, near-sighted inventor conversed with none of Mrs. Wrigley's paying guests
except Thelma Krater, a young stenographer,

whose

it

cally she strove to retain her former below-the-

grow

Still,

her hair was thin, lifeless

fall out.

What

if it never grew
She must make it

If it lost its beauty.'*

.^

While she typed a

!

letter

one afternoon,

she thought of Frisbee Mirth's tonic

—

^perhaps.,

would help her! The old man believed in
its power
it might be good
worth trying anyhow. She would ask him that night at dinner;
she knew he would give it gladly.
Eight knights and ladies already graced the
Wrigley round table, when Frisbee Mirth took
tlie chair beside Thelma Krater.
"Good evening, Professor Hair Raiser."

—

—

Perce Hosley, the roly-poly barber, called across
imitation nasturitium decoration.
"How's

the
the

boy?"

^-;''"-v:;-^

:'-.-V'-. ;-v:-""-'---^''--

The

"Tolerable."

old

man

'v'^':-

fastened a mer-

cerized napkin beneath his flabby chin.
in

my

"Deep

discovery."

"Watch out you

don't get drowned." Harry
and sandy pompadoured, grinned.
The paying guests (eight dollars per) laughed loudly. Then the round table grew silent as
to speech.
The diners were busy with vegetable
Silk, pale eyed,

—

soup.

Just after the

widow Wrigley, plump and

beet-faced, brought in the bi-weekly rice pudding, Thelma leaned toward her near sighted

neighbor and smiled sweetly.

"Any work you want done
Murth.?"

tonight,

Mr.

—

"Wh wliat's that?" He came down to
earth; the white thatcli on his large head might
have been a bit of cloud. "Oil, no, not tonight."
Then he leaned closer and whispered. "I've got
At five twenty-five today!" His faded eyes

it!

"It means millions
Millions!"
"Gee, whiskers!" Thelma's light eyes and
large, straight mouth widened.
"That's great
Cert'nly is.
Say, I was wonderin' if you could
spare a few drops my hair's fallin' out something
glisttered.

!

.

—
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fierce

you

every night

fistf nils

;

crooked

it

works,

Her laugh

I'll

I
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give

disclosed

The inventor

stiffened.

"I

marvelous discovery; especially at

momentous time."
"But nobody'd see

;

You

could pour it on
She suggested.
"I can't run any risks."
He said coldly,
drawing away. "I have only one bottle. I kept
adding and mixing without taking account of the
ingredients.
It will have to be analyzed before
more can be made." He turned abruptly; began
it.

widow

talking to the grass

at his right.

Thelma's petulant sallow face clouded. So
he was getting stuck up since he was going to
After all the work
make good. The old fool
she did for him and never charged him a cent.
Pages of jaw-breaking stuff, she never heard such
words
And when she asked for a few drops of
his silly old tonic he gave her the cold shoulder.
!

!

Mean

old soak!
In her dimly lighted, poppy-papered room,
Thelma changed her yellow crepe de chine waist

down

blue kimona;

kicked

off

pumps and put on worn-out

ox-

skirt for a

heeled grey

fords, let

She shook the blonde
tliem from her scalp to see if

lier hair.

strands out, lifted

they had grown thicker, combed them carefully
and shuddered at the addition to the combings in
She must do somethe pink celluloid receiver.
If she lost lier crowning glory, the sales
thing
manager would never care for her; lately, he
glanced quite frequently in violet-eyed, pink
cheeked Justine Fern's direction. A grim liglit
!

gleamed

her light

in

terminedl}^

Mean

ej^es, lier

sallow face set deMaybe his old

old Mirth.

was no good anyhow; she hoped he would

stuff

never

make

a cent on it!

—

P'altering steps passed her door

going

out.^

with
Somlieow,
tonic

old

man

He

seldom

liim.''

slie

felt

believed.

left

Maybe

the house.

liis
room!
was all the
big words were any sign,

it

was

confident

tliat

If

old Mirth

Had he the

in

it

was surely wonderful. She'd like to try
it, all the others had failed,
Tlielma opened her door softly, glanced up
and down the cabbage scented, dimly lighted hallway, tiptoed down to Mirth's room, tried the
knob. Absent minded as usual, he liad left his
door unlocked. She slipped inside, poked among
the dusty books in the lower part of his washstand she had seen him hide the tonic there

then

it

—

dark brown liquid and flew
religiously, scrutinized

up the

in the small mirror, tlien picked

it

No

label on

more the

yourself."

and plaid

bottle of

She brushed her hair

my

must guard

stilt

drew out a

to her room.

teeth.

"Impossible,"
this

If

!

lots of free advertisin."

V

it

— how

much should

bottle.

The

she use?

supposed; might as well use
it all.
The old man said he had but one bottle;
needed; tliat so it could be analyzed, A lame excuse

;

better, she

He was

didn't fool her.

it

away

give

few drops

a

;

she'd

too stingy to

show

liim.

Mean

grow, she would
he
confess and give him glowing testimonials
could use lier picture if he wanted if not, she
shrugged thin shoulders, no one would be wiser.
Protecting her blue kimona with a greywhite bath towel, Thelma poured the brown liquid
over her hair, wrapped another towel about her
dripping head and prepared for sleep. She left
the empty bottle :0'n fclie bureau she woi^ld
throw it in a gutter on her way to the office next
morning.
At seven-thirty the following morning, Mrs.
Wrigley rapped loudly on Thelma Krater's locked
door. The attack of her big, red fists brought no
response, however.
Strange the girl did not
answer she always got up at seven, had breakWell, there were buckwheat
fast at seven-thirty.
to bake, if Miss Krater got fired for being late,
she couldn't help it. A final blow unheeded, the
old skate

!

If

it

made her

liair

—

—

—

:

.

—

widow thumped down

to the

smoky

kitchen.

After breakfast, Mrs. Wrigley cleared the
table, and washed the thick dishes. As she dragshapeless slippers across the dingy
thought of Thelma, maybe the girl was
sick; she might like something to eat.
Again the landlady assaulted Thelma's locked door; without response, no reply. It was fun-

ged

flat feet in

floor, slie

ny the
enough

girl

did not

waken

;

such pounding was

to raise the dead.

Up the worn carpeted stairs, Frisbee Mirth
climbed wearily,
"Good morning, Mr, Mirth." She greeted
him cordially; a queer old duck but regular with
liis

and

"You didn't come down to breakfast
made buckwheats special for you,"
V

board.
I

my absence, but I was conferring all
my tonic, I forgot to take the bottle

"I regret

night about
with me, so

I returned for it.
The man wants to
analyzed immediately, "His faded eyes
glittered as he whispered:
"Mrs Wrigley, it

have

it

means millions!"
"Gosh!" The widow stared
"You, a millionare
Gosh!"
!

in

amasement.

;
!
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He

started toward his room.
"Oh, say, Mr. Mirth," she called after him,
"would you mind helpin' me wake Miss Krater?
It's funny the way she can sleep through all the
racket I been makin'. Land knows I couldn't."
He added thin, violet veined knuckles to the
attack.
"It

is

strange she doesn't answer."

His near

sighted eyes were screwed up in a puzzled man"I think we should break the door open."
ner.

"Do you?"
"I do."

Her pop eyes were

He

wide.

it

yielded readily.

On

the

frail

the narrow

I|ta

JOHN CROWLEY
beautiful views.

Here he spent the

last

his life.

— there

was the hair
its

place.

The

tonic.

tonic

He had
was safe

^on
whom

In his younger days', while he was engaged
surveying land he met a young lady whom he
had married. One evening while Crowley was out
of his house a fire of incendiary origin had comThe ruins of
pletely destroyed his residence.
the conflagration were thought to have buried
his wife and two children.
Crowley discouraged and frantic went North,
where he could relieve himself of the great weight
on his mind. During his stay in the North he
gained his health and was able to renew his occupation.
He remained here and accumulated
Avealth which he saved to a good advantage. One
day, while he was surveying land near a deep
embankment, he accidently fell and broke liis leg.
He never recovered from tlie effects of the fall
and he returned to his new home in Atwater,
in

his mattress

the cough syrup in

home in Atwater. This little old village
Hudson Valley which accounts for its

days of

liquid.

Mirth stared, lifted the bottle, held it
nose. A sudden glow of ecstasy lighted his
Running from the room searched beneath

P'risbee

which

sets in the

many

dark brown

man of prominence
some few years ago

once a

in engineering, retired

to his

!

face.

They hurled themselves against
pine door;

white bed lay Thelma Krater, apparently lifeless
bound from head to foot by a monstrous rope of
Like a huge python the pale gold
blonde hair
strands, incredibly long and thick, entwined her
slim body, hung over the bed and swept the floor.
With feverish haste they uncovered her face, and
two blue eyes fluttered open. On the bureau
stood a bottle empty, except for a few drops of

to his

said gravely.

18

lie had purchased.
The old engineer lived
alone with the exception of an old servant, Harris,

he brought with himself from the North.
Crowley, now wealthy had retired from engineering. Daily he and his servant, who might
now be called his immediate friend, went roaming
through the woods, probably hunting and trapping or some other past-time. This occupied his
morning time, while in the afternoon he either
read and smoked or applied himself to other
amusements. At night he would play his violin,

and sing
This is the
manner in which he spent his old days at At-

wliich he tliought a great deal about,

beautiful songs of the wild North.

water.

One morning a knock was heard at the door.
Harris went to the door to answer it and saw a
large built man standing before him. The stranger asked, "Is Mr. John Crowley at home?" Immediately Harris escorted him to the parlor, and
summoned Crowley. The stranger introduced
liimself as Mr. John Crowley, the long supposed
dead son of the old engineer.
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THE LORD'S PRAYER

O

prayer of prayers! thy beauty

Thy words

How

still

spell comfort^ quietude^

applat(se!

and

love.

Have

God's laws
you brought pardon from the throne above!

What

mortal writer, orator, or sage

oft to those transgressors of

work with you?
book, no tongue, no maxim fair will guage
The guide for man, in lines so choice and few*
KUis ever dared compare his

No

The preface names Our Father and the place
Where he doth dwell 'midst saints and angels bright

He is a Father in the rule of Grace;
And in the rule of Nature, He is Might*
Then comes

the

first

—that

petition

all

men

May

ever sanctify His Holy Name;
Not only by their words or flowing pen.
But by good deeds must they uphold His fame*

Next follows
**Thy

the petition, dear to all,-^

Kingdom come!" .The words

—

so iSweetly sound;

They ask God's twofold kingdom that the Hall
Of Life, in grace and glory may abound*

Now

comes the cry, with meaning not unknown,
**Thy will on earth be done, as 'tis in Heaven!'' i;;^^
That like the angels, we, when works are shown,
May place our trust in Christ the Host unleaven.
'

—

And

thy word seek more for mortal men:
say, **Give us this day our daily bread;"
By this they show no time existeth when
We cease to need God's help> alive or dead*

They

Forgive our trespasses

is

thy next

call

To God the King, who wields all powerful might;
And we, too, must forgive the faults of all
Before we can escape Hell's blasting sight*
Then, **Lead us not into temptation's way"
Doth fitly follow pardon's weighty plea;
These words ask help of God, to win the day

By

steering clear of Sin's all-treacherous sea.

Thy last petition seeks to clear our path
From punishment of past and present sin;
For future

And

evils, too>

it

soothes God's wrath

helps us to the goal

we wish

to win*

The word **Amen" approves

the words contained
Within this prayer as taught by Christ of old;
Two thousand years with us it has remained
And, till the end of time, first place will hold*

— Francis

A. Rafferty
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MY TURTLE DOVE
I

know

Ifl

a maiden beautiful
I deatly revere;

ill

Whom

ffi

Her lyrical voice is bountiful^
Her physiognomy—clear,

Jfl

*
U|

„
Her

eyes^ her

mouth are so

—the very twirl

Yea
Of her

!fi

Her lofty movements do betray
Her superfine physique
Which others observe without delay

lips is

»
>li

JjR

Hi
Uj
UZ
LC
IC

loveable^

IC
UC
IC

Heart

"fl

so majectical

secrets

do unfurl.

Causing: sophistical pique.

*R
in

To

all

For

5tl

her faults
she's the

my

one

eyes are blind

l^n

31

I love;

All her features seem Divine

in

Cause

ifl

she's

my

"tl

turtle-dove.

ifl

— Philander

ifl

Poe

ifl

\R

\R
ifi

S

ifi

ifi

u:

u:
tp

A SONNET ON THE SONNET

ifl

O Sonnet! thou restricted plot of ground!.
My budding genius is restrained by thee;

fl

And

in

Ifl
ifl

U|
uj
yi

By

UZ
UC
IC
Ig

-•^--.:.^

So come,

said,

----:';-^'

1

1"

gp
IC

Hi

my

Muse! and

And let my voice
As sweetly as the

U|
IE
IC

^:-:-

inspiration bring,

^^^^^^^

-'^^^

^^

.

Lfl
Ifl

IC
U*
IC

goes wooing in the gentle Spring;
That, when my voice by death's decree is still,
memory yet to this fair earth will cling.
^^

ifl

notes of Whip-poor-will

My
^^^-^^^^^^^

ifl

the evening's silence thrill

When he
-'r^

ifi

Sfl

'tis

ifi
ifl

Ill

no nobler poetry
Outside thy narrow confines can be found.
Did not the masters glory to be bound
yet

thy stern laws? .For they could clearly see
That in. thy limitations is the key
Wherein their voices could harmonious sound.
:;:;:^.:M>

g

:

— T.

Robert Sullivan.

Wm':^^:&^^^^^^^
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MILLION yellow blinking eyes flashed
out of the surrounding darkness meteorlike, tumbled over each other, as the rushing
waters at Niagara, zig-zagged, stood still for
a moment, sjpelt out their messages and died in

ion notwithstanding.

the night.

A blare of trumpets. The heralds of science
proclaim our most striking color yellow. You
have the secret. The key to the seductiveness
of an electrical display lies in your hand.
Scientists, ever willing to be inoculated with
a popular germ, are now spreading this astonishing statement broadcast.
In addition don't
look incredulous tliat mankind in a short while

In the rush and bustle of daily life

we

react

only subconsciously to the wonders about

us.

Comparatively few realize the effect of artilight on drooping spirits.
We take for
granted the magical radiance, that brings cheer
and happiness to the civilized world, after the
orb of day has vanished behind the hills.
In theatres, restaurants, homes, churches and
wherever else man may congregate for companionship, amusement or devotion, gleam myficial

riad rays

of

brightness that replace the efful-

gence of God's sun.
Perhaps you have thought or supposed that
Cogitate a few moall lights were the same.
ments on the most popular colors and then accompany me along the path of the varied hues.
The pleasing effect of blue delights us in the
same manner in which a circus enraptures a
child.
It lulls to sleep the despairing spirit,
promising surcease from toil and worry. In the
depths of desolate winter, we are transported by

—

—

—

moonlit gardens
The suspended
paradises of love and romance.
hallucination

fairylands

to

beautiful

ancient

of

Babylon are subject

to

our beck and call, entering or disappearing from
our imagination as we will them. Do not mistake me. I bar the alcoholic genus and its num-

say

we have

a figure of speech.

We

the blues,
really

it is

mean

merely

that our

burdened with a sickly pink.
Haven't you ever
Conjure the red variety.

spirits are
.

noticed

their jjl^imulation.^

Why

of

coursei

—

somebody has stepped on your pet corn or
talked about electing "Pussyfoot" Johnson Presiafter

dent.

Ah yes, green. It isn't necessary to take a
correspondence course in sleuthing to notice the
prevalency of this well-known color in and
They are not placed
around police stations.
there because

all

Mary's lamb

as
I

beacons,

making them

—

before it swallowed dynamite.*
hastening to my doom. The aesthetics

am

are due for a rude shock.

—

—

—

will be able to acquire the D. T's
color, effect.

;-;"•;,

;v^/:'^-:

':^'^.'

-

by means of

''

f:'':r.V''V'

I think I can distinguish a faint murmur borne
on the breeze of Hope.
"P, for that purple moment!"

*
The

*

.:

pleasure seeking tlirongs

White

glare of the

Way

bathed in the

raised an involuntary

gaze to a scintillating "Heinz's 57 varieties."
Even the jaded nerves of inured Gothamites
revivified and freshened.
This was THEIR
world of which the electricial display was an
>'".;

integral part.

The

cheerj'^

warm

brightness sent

blood pul-

sating through tired bodies.

Broadway

in

darkness is Main
shoulders?
Is

straightens sagging

Yes, negligibly; principally,

it

is

What

St.

music

it

the cops are Irish

—public opin-

.^

the miracle of

electricity.

Electrical sign ads liad seized popular

erous relatives.

When we

These emerald

soothe the most rabid criminals,

from their advent.

Wall

sense the effectiveness of

was

St.

tliis

mode

tlie

favor

first

to

of advertis-

ing and pounced upon the profits with an eagerness

worthy of a better cause.

Many

overfed plutocrats of the street could

have attested the lucrativeness of certain signs
flauntering the merits of a widely known brand
of "perfect chewing gum."
Bovine key pounders have parked enough
Spearmint in lower Manhattan to build a bridge
across the
Is

Hudson

to Jersey.

;

there anyone that has not been fascinated

some time or other by these dancing

ads.''

If
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any, do not raise your hands for you are well

known.
In this manner was the stage set when Avery
Jonathan Williams blew into the "Big Town."
Avery unconsciously emptied his pockets of hayseeds, as he gazed entranced and open mouthed
at a scene, which, to him, was more wonderful

than the paltry adventures of Aladdin.
He still retained a faint odor of cows and
Vermont pasturelands. A bumper crop of corn
colored hair that had long been ready for harvest peeped out from beneath a non-descript hat.
A face as round and bright as the rising sun
completed the glowing picture. He was as he
looked a healthy, unsophisticated youth as innocent as the morrow and as trusting as a new
''^-^'"; ''
born babe.
One glance at Avery, however, and the surliest grouch would go out of his way to lend him
For strange as it may seem
a helping hand.
that vital and intangible spark known as person-

—

ality

—

for lack of a better

very actions.

his.

word—emanated

from

him gawk at the Woolworth Building
with mouth agape and saucer like eyes was so
ludicrous that a mummy would scream with

To

see

And

precedent it did
to laugh AT
him but rather WITH him just as a fond parent enjoys the bewilderment of his young hopeIt gave
ful captivated by some ingenious toy.
you a sneaking suspicion that the world was

laughter.
in

instil

contrary to

beholders

the

a

all

desire

—

a good old place after
nearest

His conception of a thriving metropohad been a general store and unlimited atmos-

boken.
lis

phere.

As Avery worshipped at his shrine
he made mute resolve

spiring lights

day

—

New York

—the
to

in-

some

create such wonders.

A

hurrying pedestrian giving him a rude
brought him back to realities.
Avery had a married cousin living in the
Bronx at whose instigation he had left Ver-

wits as sharp as acid.

Belated clerks in a mad hurry to reach home
rushed down the steps.
One of these collided
violently with Avery and sent him sprawling to
the train level.
Here he was swept onward by
tlie surging tide, where again his guardian angel
saved him for grasped in a fierce grip was a
solitary nickel.
He deposited the coin by in-

mont

to

make

a

name

for

and

still in a trance, boarded the
swept into the station.
There was only one vacant seat. Avery

train that

a

himself in a place

more prosperous. To him, however, the
Bronx might as well have been Yonkers.
He crossed Broadway in some unfathomable
manner guided by that strange hand that proHere he stood bewildered. He
tects the weak.
shied away from the subway entrance as if it

first

>

star-

moment awoke to find it occupied by
grinning office boy who chortled impudently

ing at

it

a

"Say Rube, scrape the moss oifen yer back.
Crawl outer dem pertater vines and give dose

number fifteen's de air."
Avery smiled sheepisly. Wiping his perspiring brow he observed with affected admiration,
around your
squirmed uneasily
for those two crapes were due for number of
unwelcome questions. "Alright, Rube," he parried good naturally, "You win de steam heated
collar button.
Say where yer goin?
Sleepy
Hollow or Brooklyn.''" Avery looked blankly
His lower jaw dropped and
at his interlocutor.
queer noises issued from his throat.
P'inally a weak little gurgle became distinthose

eyes."

The
he

are

right

The draught

guishable.

jolt

slightly

no place for sluggards for out
and seething cauldron emerge

is

of that feverish

"My

all.

Avery had been to a city before
tliis chronicled event was a postal card which
a nomad friend had mailed to him from Ho-

The

were a yawning chasm emitting deep throated
As the incoming
roars of the horrors below.
trains deposited their burdens and the exits poured forth a motley crowd, Avery gathered courage.
He had heard somewhere of a thing called
a subway and it lingered vaguely in his puzzled mind.
The lumbering buses and the overcrowded
They were
surface cars meant nothing to him.
just a few more enigmas enveloped in this
clamorous nightmare.
Finally collecting his scattered wits he timidly
:"
descended the subway stairs.

stinct

Tv:;-. ;/;:;. ^;,-;,
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"I.

.

.

.1

pert

rings

clerk

forgot the address."

other went into convulsions.

—

"O, daddy"

de address!
aint dat rich.
Say, Rube, tie a rope 'roun' yer neck and hang a
sign on yer chimly.
Then lapsing into a semblance of seriousness he gradually received an
slirieked

"los'

And O, ye guar"de lady" that boarded "Whitey
Lynch" was Avery's relative.. "Listen, Rube, did
yer ever bear o' Steve Brodie?" receiving a negidea of Avery's destination.

dian angels,

ative reply,

Whitey added solemnly, "Well, yer
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Chance he took a
downtown train and finally found himself walking along Sixth Ave. He never knew how he
got there and cared less. He had met with several jeering rebuffs but nothing daunted, he
sauntered along whistling some ancient lullaby.
At the corner of Twenty Ninth St. an enormous

announces a visitor.
He can see
"Bring him in" form on his lips.
G. A. Hapwood, President of the Cluster
Grape Juice Co., is ushered into the sanctum
sanctorum.
His expression is grave.
A crisp
greeting is exchanged and they settle down to
business.
Hapwood opened the conversation.
"Williams" he rasped "my situation is intolerable.
Both of us are the laughing stock of New
York. You'll have to do something and thatquick!"
A hot angry flush mounted Bill's face as he
nodded assent. "I tell you Hapgood, I'm at my
wits end.
My head is pounding like a boiler
factory and without result.
Give me a week's
time. If I can't find a solution by then I'll have
to admit defeat."
Hapgood rose. There was a veiled threat in
his tones, "Well see you find a remedy or. .. ."

sign attracted his attention:

his voice trailed off significantly.

Av-

got him lookin' like a tin Lizzie on Fi'th

ence and

enoo."

Thanks

assistance

the

to

Whitey, Avery

of

reached his cousin's, all expenses paid and two
noisy coppers rattling like skeletons in his pocket.'

:'.:'/:

;;

The next morning Avery was up with the
chickens or whatever arises at 5 A. M. among
Among the Manhattan Cliff Dwellers and par-

—

—

taking of a hearty breakfast with his favorite
fruit
onions as an appetizer he feet out in

—

—

quest of fame and fortune.
Basking in the smile of

Wire

Avery with

Me

to

*

:

'

—

y

long after the busipaced the floor,
moodily glancing from his windows ever and
anon to watch variegated craft glide up and
down the Hudson like monstrous fireflies.
It was well toward eight o'clock before he
closed his office door with a resounding slam and

to Wire.

Bill lingered in his office

a broad grin on his face entered

the establishment of

"Uand Me"

alias

ness

Paddy

Mulligan. Paddy took one sniff of Avery's enchanted breath and hired him on the spot. According to Paddy's creed anyone that had the
supernal gall to eat onions in these days "of
autermobiles and predig'st'd breakfast foods
had the makin's of a man."
Many years have gone by since Avery hit
"Noo Yawk." It is a matter of metropolitan

left for the

He walked

feverishly along Whitehall St. unhe reached lower Broadway.
Myriads of lights advertising every conceivable commodit}'' were strung in fantastic design

he rose by leaps and bounds until
he became the greatest electrical ad designer in

til

America.
Let us bridge over a span of years and peep

—

along the roofs of the towering sky scrapers.
Nearly all these ads were the products of Bill's
genius but tonight he felt no elation.
There
was a dull throbbing pain in the back of his

newly acquired friends
call him
as he sits at his desk.
He is wearing
a natty sport suit and a rah rah tie. His upper
lip is adorned by a well waxed "football musImmaculate hair
tache" eleven on each side.

—

for such his

!

!

head and a strangely tired feeling crept into the
very marrow of his bones. Reaching Fulton St.
he took the subway.
He alighted at Times
Square and wearily ascended the stairs.
New York was shedding the lethargy of daylight.
The "smart set" were commencing to jam
the more popular play houses.
Recklessly

—

suggests a small fortune spent in tonsorial par-

Corpulency has begun to trace its generHis good natur^
about his waist.
face is essentially the same save for hard lines at
the corner of his mouth and changed eyes. The
latter have lost the Jaughiny Icarelessneiss of
lors.

ous lines

adolescence.
tle

They

are serene, steady

and a

gowned women

and an army

of clerks proclaim the enterprising business man.

And

that Bill

is

not without the troubles of this

tenacious two fisted type is attested by the angry
frown that wrinkles his brow.
•

A

freckled face

ofl!ice

boy

flits

into Bill's pres-

—putting

trust

and a fervent

—

were accompanied by immaculately attired men. It is
the glare and surface indication of happiness
tliat makes New York the Paris of the New
World. It is the old, old story of the moth and
prayer

lit-

thoughtful.
Tlie elaborately appointed office

battle field.

hasty and half hearted bite partaken in a
nearby restaurant and he was ready for the fray.

how

in at "Bill"

He

A

'

history

was dead.

district

in

sadly

insecure

brooches

the flame.
.

Bill

crowd.

was

aware of the gay
not proceeded very far when a

subconsciously

He had

THE
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torpedo shaped Stutz drew up at the curb and a
youth decked out in raiment that beggared Solomon hailed him. The sporty one followed Bill's
"
'Lo old
line of vision and grinned broadly.
man," he greeted clieerfully "when did you join
the Crepe Hangers Union?" Bill slowly turned.
"Greetings, Jimmy," he muttered and continued
Jimmy followed Bill's
to stare into the air.
gaze a second time and laughed boisterously.
After his mirth had somewhat subsided he pleadThe
ed, "C'mon Bill, drown that sob stuff."

"Merry Widow" is the ticket tonight. When you
lamp that vision second from the end, front
"
Linking his arm in Bill's
row right
he started to push through the crowd. But Bill
was adamant. "Nothing stirring tonight, Jim-

my"

he protested firmly. "I have to slip over a
K. O. on Iron and Wine or I'm likely to take
Jimmy cast his eyes aloft
the count myself."
once more and nearly collasped in a paroxysm
Bill" he gurgled,
"Well, ta
ta
of laughter.
weak from his appreciation of a huge joke.
Bill sought the protection of a convienent
!

!

archway and relieved his feelings by a few well
chosen words. He had ample reason for cussing
everybody and one person in particular.
High above his head two gigantic electric
signs reared aloft their flaming heads into the
On his right was Cluster

surrounding darkness.

Grape Juice and the left Watson's Iron and
Wine. In the Grape Juice ad reposed a beautiful girl combing dazzling golden tresses, pausing
now and again to cast and entrancing smile at
the confused mass far below.

At

her side stood

a sparkling punch bowl rimmed with shining
Ever and anon she held lightly in dainty
gold.
fingers a radiant wine glass filled to the brim
with the purple nector of Bacchus. A few sips
and it was emptied.
Opposite this lovely maiden and gazing insolently into her sweet face was a hairy montrosity standing haughtily in the ad displaying
Watson's Iron and Wine a panacea for all evils

—

from a broken heart to a lost coUar button.
This Tarzan shaped nightmare was twenty
feet tall, with shaggy head, fierce eyes and
enough hair sleeping on his great chest to stuff
two or three mattresses. He flexed terrifying
muscles, strutted about as king of all he surveyed and altogetlier acted like Tarzan calling his
mates to feast on a strangled lion. But this was
not

all.

of Miss Grape Juice was some feet
lower than that of the missing link. Most of the

The abode
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time she was completely overshadowed by his
fantastic form.
Crawling in the depths of the canyons hundreds of feet below innumerable ants beheld the
following scene. ;":/,'-:: -^^;.;y''.^--;^v';;;'v--^?^: ^r;;^.: ' 'V':''
A demure damsel of Venus like symmetry and
grace ^broken arms barred raising a stem like
goblet to ruby lips. But before the purple fluid
could stain the dainty mouth the hairy one intervened.
She seemingly entranced by his startling figure emptied her goblet into the atmosphere and proffered a bewitching mouth for him
to generously fill with a crude portion of Watson's panacea.
It was clearly a case of Beauty
•

—

—

'^

and the Beast.

This phenomenon was made possible by the
Tarzan because
of the height of the building on which his domain reposed held the whip hand.
And New York laughed. It is ever appreciative of a quip at the expense of celebrities and
it relished this one keenly.
Theatre crowds looking upwards grinned gaily
relative position if the signs.

Grape Juice ad. Night
paused to exchange witticisms about Miss Grape Juice.
The Shuberts were said to be growing bald
from worry over loss of patronage. Even the
papers devoted column of space to it.
Bill was the butt of the jibes and indirectly
"old vinegar face" Hapgood figured. Bill foamed and frothed at the mouth and gnashed his
teeth in rage and despair.
Not only was he
playing the role of a star comedian and tickat the ludicrousness of the

after night the throngs

ling the risibilities of a cajoled public, but his

earning

were

capacity and

liis

enviable

reputation

in jeopardy.

He fumed and fussed, neglected his appearance and an eternal cigar was crushed savagely
between strong teeth.
Bill had one of two alternatives to choose from.
They

floated

before

his

tortured

imagination

and beat sharp tattooes on his worn out nerves.
The way in which lay salvation was to deflect the
liglit

of tlie

other sign, but this presented, as

yet unsurmountable obstacles.

To

elevate the

Grape Juice ad would necessitate insecure supports and endanger public safety.
To lower it
would be to place it completely in the shadow of
tlie other.
The remaining alternative was to
take it down; but the thought was unbearable.
It was downright suicidal.
„
/
If Bill as forced to take down his sign he was
through. He might as well hit the trail for Ver-

T//£
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mont and

start all over
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again as nursemaid to the

cows.

Two
passed.

days, peopled with horrible nightmares,
Bill's force tiptoed in constant fear of

"Freckles," the irresponsible office

their jobs.

boy, alone relived the tension. Coming in from
his lunch hour he would burst into the office with
eyes bulged out so that you could hang a cane
on them, a dilapidated cigar thrust into one corner of a capacious mouth and a tie knotted somewhere around his solar plexis. Glaring around
for a moment as if challenging anyone to laugh,
he would stride up and down the office like a
Tiger at bay. Finally Freckles able to contain
himself no longer, would collapse into the nearest chair, as

weak

as a rag

enjoyment pouring down

At

and

tears of sheer

—
—

dows.

was Friday

night.

shift wasn't devised

If

some

by eight

sort of a

with enigmatic smiles. A contented smirk playing at the corners of his mouth crept up his face
and resolved itself into twinkling eyes.
Saturday dawned clear and brilliant.
The
half holiday spirit permeated the atmosphere

and bolstered up jagged nerves.
Daylight merged into a faint stealthy darkness uneventfully.

At

make-

o'clock the follow-

ing evening the jig was up.
All day Bill and his corp of expert electricians

balmy June twilight
began their gambols.
Lo
Broadway rubbed unbelieving
peal upon peal of merry laughter

eight o'clock in the

the dancing lights

and

his cheeks.

the sight of Freckles, the males stuffing

handkerchief into twitching mouths, would resemble a number of furnaces ready to blow off
The females would often mistake the
steam.
ever ready nose polish for a charlotte russe.
at least twenty out of
Bill divided his time
every twenty-four hours between watching the
gall and wormwood being poured down his
throat and gazing wrathfuUy from his office winIt

had been experimenting. When the lights lit
up the dusk all was as it should have been-^
Iron and Wine was still supreme.
Bill paraded
Broadway glancing skyward
ever and anon. He was impervious to the kidding of his friends and answered their sallies

behold

!

eyes and then
rent the

—

warm

air.

Miss Grape Juice had been tilted upwards
towards Tarzan and the gleaming yellow lights
surrounding her like a halo, baffled his brilliance.
Beside the triumphant maiden, a glittering garbage can was receiving the Iron and
Wine which the Ape man was so generously
offering her.
And now she was pouring the
sparkling grape juice down his capacious throat
like the swirling waters at Hell Gate.
It was a grand night for Bill,
A smiling moon
beaming down upon an unmindful city winked
a rougish eye.
'

THE CHILDREN OF THE MIST
Wc

are the Children of the mist,
Dwelling on lone, high mountain peaks,

To «s the voice of nature speaks,
In Songs which but the soul can wist.

We

sing the age-old battle songs.
tunes of life and death.

The sad sweet

On

us

is

breathed eternal breath,

About us

ptjrest

We

beauty throngs*

To

God

are of the Gael,

Alban,

Innisfail,

In our souls love is the sole lord.
For love we hate the tyrant horde*

Beneath the oafc, the pine, the yew.
The Sidhe do hold their Belteain sport.

And

sailing into their blue pOrt,

Their ships come cargoed with the dew*

We

are of the Gael,

Alban,

Innisfail,

placed the secret old,
none that secretes ever told*

gives our hearts their delight.

We

are of the Gael,

Alban,
In us

And

are of the Gael,

Alban, Innisfail,
In Highland HiUs of green and grey.
Where none save proud, strong hearts can stay*

We

White dawn, red noon, or green twilight,
Each brings to us the mellow rain,
That chants our ancient tunes again.

By

Innisfail,

where salmon leap.
The Washer of the Ford does reap*
silver streams
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Macfarlanes lantern in the nighty
The heaven^s toatch of fame in day,
Above oMt brooding summits play,
Reveal to «s the face of light.

We

are of the Gael,

Alban,

We
And

see the

love

Innisfail,

heart of ma%
as none others can*

human

it

Under the tired, weary stars,
Our Seers and heroes roam the

And
The

We

Innisfail,

love our scented, hilly wood.

Crowned by the sky with a blue hood*

21
are of the Gael,

Alba%

To

\i&

The harmony

We
We

Innisfail,

higher, nobler things.

life's

of heaven brings*

are begirt with mystery.
are the makers of great dreams,

Forever dreaming, yet

None

know

better

We

are of the Gael,

Alban^

We

it

seems

the world than we*

are of the Gael,

Alban,

hill.

drink from every magic rill.
wine which heals the heart's deep scars.

We

LLAN OV AN

Innisfail,

Unto our solitary home.
The seven winds of heaven come*
In ages past our fathers came,
that fair land which Aengus sings.
Yet Christ the Druid to us brings
Column and Phadrig, the soul's flame*

From

s

The heather of our hearts is fired.
By the memory of dear times.
By war's blast, and by love's sweet chimes.
Thus we have gained all we desired*

We

are of the Gael,

Alban,

To

We

Innisfail,

us birds, fishes» mamals list.
are the Children of the Mist*

Liam Shan Seorsa MacEudmom*
Bealtain, 22*
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ESPRIT DE CORPS

WE HAVE

often wondered why men, after
having been closely associated one with
the other for a number of years, after having
lived within the shadows of the same walls with
interests in common, have separated and dispersed at the expiration of their term of association, nevermore to unify and clothe themselves
with tlie strength of organization. And should
we not wonder, for it seems incredulous that association of such an intimate nature does not create
a

bond

that

tlie

mutual interest so strong and lively
commingling of circumstances of the

of

worst type can not prevail against it? Particuis this apparent among college-bred men,
thougli we can advance no logical reason for it.
Reason there must be, however, for no effect
exists which cannot be traced to its ultimate

larly

cause.

The

interests

of the world outside are

manifestly numerous and diverse; it is conceivable that the individual members of a class may
be engulfed in a swirl of circumstances such that
intercommunication is rendered practically impossible.

as

the

We

other

control.

extreme,

the

disregard

of

old

memories,

of

of

suit

much

common

ideals.

brighter for those

could be

Life

who

made

are prone to for-

they would give these mellow memchance to creep back in the idle, restful

get, if only
ories a

moments of a busy life.
But why this effect? Purely there is some
remedy, some hope for a possible elimination of
this condition.
It is nothing more than an inmalady, controllable in its embryonic
cannot place much hope in a change
of existing conditions; rather must we concentrate our endeavors on the prevention of a continuation of them. In a small measure, perhaps,
we may hope that such an attempt will mitigate
fectious

stage.

tlie

We

intensity of this disregard,

of their

Alma

Mater.

Essentially there

among

"grads,"

^
is

something lacking, some-

thing which was not nurtured and developed
when tile opportunity was present. There is

is,

however,

lacking that spirit of tlie unit, which characterIt is a hardly definizes any well ordered body.
able quality; it is that which incites men to do

thoughtless,

careless,

great things, to sacrifice their tenderest posses-

pass this fact over as forgivable,

beyond human

blameworthy

pleasant associations, of days spent in the pur-

There

—
HE

T
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sions, yes,

even themselves, for the good of the

unit;

the esprit de corps.

it

is

the fostering of this

The

we must look

cultivation,

to.

The

seed

once sown will develop into something real
something whicli will bring about the mucli-

needed and long-hoped for change, and

God

grant that day is not far distant.
Let us try then, to instill some of this spirit
Let us each do our
into the units among us.
in the cultivation and development of
better-organized undergraduate jbody, of a

own share
a

one which can make the power
organization felt not only within itself, but

more unified
of

its

class,
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also against exterior influences.

It is

here in col-

must be developed
and moulded; it is too late when college days
are over.
An institution is know by its alumni
and its alumni is no stronger tlian the individual
classes.
Let our aim, then, be the sowing of the
seed of interest, of love for Alma Mater
a love
which should be in the heart of every "grad"
and which should force him even against the impulse of his own will to come back, if not in per-

lege that the

"class

spirit"

—

son, at least in spirit to the scenes of the happiest

days of

life.

THE ENGINEER AND CULTURE

THERE

is

no other question, perhaps, which

more widely discussed than that which
relates to the broader education of the modern
engineer.
The present age has become more
is

exacting in this matter; it is beginning to encourage a more liberal education in arts in cor-

ficiently

a

who must be able to direct efhuman organization. Such a task

requires

a

knowledge of the

ganizer, as one

social

sciences,

a

keenness of judgment and amplitude of mind attainable only through a study of the liberal auts.
His education, then, must depart to a certain ex-

The need for
dawn is

tent from his technique.

has been felt for some time and the
beginning to appear.

An engineer is a specialist of the highest
type and as such he is subject to the evils and

The engineering profession has been making
rapid strides in the last few years. There have

pitfalls of specialization.

relation with technical training.
it

been movements afoot to

protect the profes-

from incompetents, and as
a result of this propoganda we have at present
in a number of states License Laws by which
certain standards must be met before one can
presume to practice the profession.
In short,
the engineer is beginning to become modernized.
Certain factors, which previously were considered unimportant in an engineer's training, are becoming recognized as highly essential and among
tliem we have a more liberal education.
The advantages of a liberal education for
sion as far as possible

The
an engineer are perhaps not so apparent.
was that an engineer dealt only with
material things, with industry's implements and
nature's forces.
The modern trend of thought

old theory

has brought about a revision of this theory. He
is being more and more recognized as an or-

that

is

among

technical

which a
istent.

that

it

and

It is this

the direct cause

men;

education will render non-exAt this point we must mention the fact
is extremely difficult to combine a liberal
liberal

scientific

education.

are necessarily intensive.
sary^

tliat

trade;

his

things

very practice

narrow mindedness
and this is something
of

in

the technical

then
place.

Engineering courses
It is

absolutely neces-

man should

first

master

and not until then are other
The whole question resolves

itself into a definite

conclusion that present-day
engineering education should be rounded out
in such a way that non-essentials will be eliminated as far as is practicable and replaced by

where such substitutions is posand considered beneficial. The advantages
this, though perhaps not visible on the surface,

cultural subjects
sible

of

are
it

consistent

may

entail.

witli

wliatever

additional

effort

'

I

—W.

A. O'L.
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While it is not customary at Villanova to
dance during the Lenten season, it is always a
busy time for the various society and club committies who are planning things for after Easter.
Several dates for dances have already been definitely announced.
Reading the signs of the
times, it is easy to predict that the few weeks remaining of the school year will abound in social
acti vities.

:.•;;.:

':.;.':>.-

V>:V',v/

^,:-

The Freshmen are already joyously beginning to count the days to vacation. The Seniors,
more solemnly, and perhaps more regretfully,
are beginning to watch the sands in the glass ebb
low. But a few short weeks, and all will be over,
trunks will be packed for the last time, the last
meal will be eaten, the last walk to the station
will be taken, and friends will part, perhaps never
to meet again. But just at present, those thoughts
are not quite so prominent, class-work is pressing, and the graduation thesis takes many an hour
It is surely too
that others devote to pleasure.
early to brood over farewells at this time, but the

—

SOPHOMORES

A

Sophomore class officers was
owing to the resignation of its president, Mr.
James Walsh, wlio felt himself unable to do jusre-election of

lield

tice to the

office

on account of his

many

other

All classes sincerely regret his action, and
greatly appreciate the work he has done during
his leadership of the class of 1924.
The class

duties

officers at

present are:

Paul McCluskey, President; Andrew McCann, Vice-President; Chas. P. Gaffney, Secretary; Walter Riordan, Treasurer; Frank Fleming, Sergeant at Arms.
In their annual basket ball game with the
Freshmen, they defeated them by the score of
22-17.

.i

|j

A

Smoker was given in the Recreation Room
on the night of March 31. The entertainment
committee provided a very good program, the
most enjoyable feature of which was the boxing
bouts between O'Malley and Sweeney, and Pickett and McClaren.
The Class of '24, is making every endeavor

will come when class-pictures, yearbooks, caps and gowns, diplomas, and other last

to excel the

day

that the "Soiree" last year was the event of the

thoughtsi,

details are

under discussion.

night, the

22nd

of

Degree of the Order. The degree was exemplified by a team from the Chester Council.
Both the Second and Third Degrees will be held
before the termination of the school year. There

'--:-^'--

now developing

We

for inter-council ath-

have long been waiting for something
of this nature, and we are anxious that these
plans will soon crystallize into something definite.-..

:,.,,.

::'-

THE

A* A. u:--'

Because of delayed plans, Villanova did not

First

are plans

was unanimously agreed

March, a

large class of candidates were initiated into the

letics.

It

season, and we are certain that '24 has a difficult
task to outshine it.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
On Wednesday

"Soiree" given by the Sophomore

Class of last year.

open

this season for inter-collegiate boxing, but

Tommy O'Malley, Frank Pickett,
Geo. Burns, and Paul Longua will compete in the
Middle Atlantic A. A. U. to be held on Wednesday, March 29th. On Monday, March 20th, Tommy O'Malley, Villanova's lightweight, was victor
in the inter-city championships held at Cleveland,
Ohio. .,;^:-.;.i
lier

boxers.

\

:
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LAMBA KAPPA DELTA
The Lambda Kappa Delta (Pre-Medical)
fraternity will soon hold the formal opening of

club room in the College basement.
Preparations are being made for a post- Lenten formal Dance, and a date will soon be anits

new

nounced for the event.

;

Manager Derwin very ably

piloted the bas-

ket ball team through the season,
for the

and his efforts
team were rewarded by the showing they

made.

With the opening

of the base ball season, the
league is being formed, and
the L. K. D. will be represented as in basketinter-class base ball
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served at the Engineering building of the University of Pennsylvania, followed by an inspection of the Engineering laboratories of the Towne
Scientific School of the University.
Addresses were delivered later in the evening by Mr. W. L. Saunders, President of the In-

gersoU-Rand Co., and by Mr. D. Robert Yarnall,
the committee on relations with colsubject of Mr. Saunder's address was:
Forty-six years out of college. Mr. Yarnall spoke
on the value of membership in a National society.
Motion pictures were furnished by courtesy of the
Sanford Riler Stoker Co., showing the combus-

member of
leges. The

tion of a boiler furnace.

The American Society

ball.

gineers extended

EPSILON PHI THETA
Tlie Epsilon Phi

Theta

a

PHI

KAPPA

PI

-v^^'^;:,;

':-;:;:::.::':

is very much elated over
basket ball team in the InterThey have suffered only
League.

The Phi Kappa Pi
the

showing of

its

Fraternity
one defeat, and have beaten every other team in
tlie league.
With such a record, they are unquestionably tlie favorites for the championship.
Special mention must be made of Bueche, Lynch,
Reed, Hertzler, Coffin and Coach Laughlin.

member

who

is

of the society.

STUDENT COUNCIL
One
of

:;.,;::.;

Mechanical En-

of

invitation to the students of

Villanova, through Professor Morehouse,

very soon anpost-Lenten Dance. Judgwill

nounce the date of its
ing from the popularity of its previous dances,
there is little doubt over the success of this one;,
:;::::^';:-:^:v;::::,:::

its

of the recent inovations of the School

Technology

is

the Student Council.

It

is

to

members, a representative from
each class, and is to act as meditator between the
student and the faculty. The classes are repres-

consist of four

ented as follows:
Senior ...... iv ........
.Harold Bueche
Junior ...:....:..;,.. C. Joseph McNally
Sophomore .......... Edward Z. Hanlon
Freshman .............. George D. Casey
;

.

.

•

BOXING
ATHLETIC MANAGERS
At

a recent meeting of the Athletic Associa-

Harold Blanchfield, '23, was elected
manager, and William Poplaski,
was elected second assistant manager of base
tion,

assistant

for

tliis

first

'24,

ball

season.

Mr. John E. Riordan, '23, who has been assistant manager during the basket ball season
recently completed, will succeed Howard Thornbury, '22, as manager of basket ball for the season of 1922-'23.

STUDENTS MEETING
On

P'riday,

March

17th, the students of the

and Mechanical Engineering Departments were the guests of the Philadelphia section
of tlie American Society of Mechanical Engineers
The meeting consisted of an inspection tour
of tlie new Delaware Plant of the Philadelphia
Electric Company, at Beach and Palmer Streets,
at tlie annual students meeting.
Philadelphia. At 6 o'clock a buffet supper was
Electrical

Tommy

O'Malley, the Inter-collegiate
lightweight champion and captain of the 1921
boxing team of the University of Pennsylvania,
has matriculated at Villanova, boxing has taken
a new impetus and has become one of the leading
attractions of the entire student body.
Several
fine bouts have been staged recently, but the banner night was on March 10th, when the following
Since

matches were offered

Young "Phila. Jack" O'Brien vs. Tommy
O'Malley.
"Villanova" George Burns vs. "Irish" Mc''.-;;;
Donald.
Frank Sullivan vs. Paul Donnelly.
"Bennie" Bass vs. "Marty" Somers.
"Chick" Weasey vs. "Kid" Callahan.
Captain Tommy O'Malley, of the boxing
team and his squad are entered in the Middle
Atlantic Amateur Championships, on Wednesday,
March 29, 1922. The squad has been training under the able tutelage of "Philadelphia Jack"
O'Brien and Jim Naulty

THE
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NEW SCHOOL FOR STAMMERERS
Stanley Smith, A.M. L.L.D., President of
Association, has recently been the
recipient of many congratulations because of the
success wliich he has obtained in his practical
method of curing speech defects, particularly
that of stammering, Mr. Smith has been interestJ.

Alumni

the

Among the names of those who recently
passed the State of Pennsylvania examination
for admission to the practice of law, we find that
of Frank Murray, '19, and Joseph X. Rafter, '07.
Frank Murry is a Junior in the Law School of

the University of Pennsylvania.

Professor

a

Business

the

in

Mr. Rafter is
Administration

stammerer for many
years, and has devoted much time and study to
the various corrective systems, which have been

course at the college.

After much experiment he feels that in the Kingsley Method, which
he has originated, he has found the best practical
way of dealing with the problem, and of curing
speech defects.
In the Kingsley Plan, which
adopts the Kingsley Method, he has established
more than a mere school. In it he has incorporated special club features for practical work

Party of the State of Pennsylvania, it
was decided to present the primaries a ticket
which includes the names of Charles D. McAvoy,
'98, L.L.D., former United States District Attorney, as tlie party's candidate for Lieutenant
Governor.

which have proven successful.
The Philadelphia newspapers have given much space to the
monthly dinners of the club, most of the speakers
at which are members of the school who were or

portunity to send an appeal to each

ed in the

difficulties of the

practiced in this country.

been stammerers.

liad

sional

men

Many

proifiment profes-

liave enrolled as pupils in the

sley Metliod,

and

it is

King-

chiefly to the success, wliich

they have achieved and

tlieir

enthusiasm that

At

the recent convention of the united

Dem-

ocratic

:

The Editor

Alumni Notes takes this opmember of

of

Alumni for material to be used in publication.
The department was instituted primarily to keep
members informed of the activitiesi of others. We
realize that after graduation, classmates become
the

detached in pursuing

many

tlieir

various activities and

times some are in doubt as to the place and

occupation of others.

The Villanovan in it's
Alumnus and thus much

growing popularity.
Recently the Federal Vocational Board approved
the method for the teaching of tlie soldiers under
its care.
The school of which Mr. Smith is the
Founder and Principal is located at 1215 Wal-

circulation reaches each

nut

partment could be made a more interesting factor

new method owes

the

St.,

,

tions

its

Philadelphia, Pa.

The VillanoviAN

extends

its

congratula-

and best wishes for the success of the new

venture.

information
If

us

various

any

may

be acquired through

members

of the

which they

articles,

interest to others,

we

its

medium.

Alumni would send
tliink

to

would be of

are certain that this de-

for all concerned.

Therefore,

if

member would consider
we are certain the efforts

each

these facts seriously,

THE
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department will not have been in vain,
and the ViLLANOVAN may become a factor of
greater interest in your lives.
Pleasant memories of your time spent at Villanova may be
recalled and what is finer than to hear from a

27

OBITUARY

of this

classmate..

A^mong recent visitors at Villanova, were
John W, Jones, J. Howard Tyrell and Frank
Braham,

•

On

morning of January 7, 1922, occurred
the death of James Kane, at his home in New
York City. Lieutenant Kane, as he was known,
was a member of the Police Force of that city,
and by his death is lost a man of sterling qualities and an official of high standing.
To Alfred Kane, a son and member of the
Class

the

'19,

of

The Villanovian

#

its

'**»*»v.

ALTHOUGH

in outlinning our policy for
department in the October number, we
resolved to take up at greater length three of
our contemporaries and criticise the contents of
each of the three, before going on to a briefer
treatment of several other exchanges and a thank-

this

acknowledgement of the receipt of the rewe may, perhaps be pardoned for disgressing from this policy this month enough to
ful

mainder,

—

devote our principal consideration, not to three
whole issues, but rather to three articles found
in them,
to follow out a train of thought suggested by them, to devote some attention to the
great whole, of whicli each of the articles men-

—

tioned, has to do with

Extends

deepest regrets.

some

part.

We

are confi-

dent that the importance of the subject involved
is enough to justify our digression, for this month,

from our announced policy.
That very Catholic-minded, but at times
very illogical Anglican, Dr. Ralph Adams
Cram, in his Gothic Quest, enumerates a list of
some of the more notable apostles or, at any rate,
forerunners of what he calls the New Age, who
appeared in the England of the nineteenth century.
The New Age of which he speaks is the

epoch of

tlie

great Restoration, the true Renais-

—

now, more than
and definite conquest of its
arch enemy, Germany, in the process of formation and development,
in which Restoration,
sance,

the

real

Reformation,

ever, since the final

—

Dr.
"Catholic consciousness,"
Cram, together with such great thinkers as Dr.
Walsh, Theodore Maynard, Hilaire Belloc and
a

restoration to

Mr. Chesterton, sees the only possible alternative
to the complete destruction of

European

civili-

zation, the only possible cure for the cataclysmic

misfortunes of individualism, capitalism, and ma-

Europe and on the world
Renaissance and the following
Pseudo-Reformation.
Although Dr. Cram's
list begins no farther back than with the name
of Newman, it is generally conceded that the
terialism inflicted on

by the

Higli

leaders of the great

Romantic movement

at the

beginning of the last century did not fail to do
tlieir part in preparing the way for the full flower of the movement towards the New Age, with
their scornful rejection of the

forced, self-con-

seious, artificial literature of the eighteenth cen-

tury.

All of which long-winded paragraph

may

THE VILLA NO VAN
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serve, perhaps, as an introduction to our critic-

ism of the three essays on prophets of the New
Age, which are found, among others of similar
subject, in the Exchange at hand.
We cannot
help remarking that it seems an encouraging
sign of the times that contributions to College
Magazines, especially the Catholic ones, should
be found dealing with some of the exponents in

form of the great Movement to which we
Of those under consideration,
three,
on Shelley's Adonais, on Dante Gabriel
Rossetti and on Newman,
seem especially worth
while, not, perhaps, because of very great intrinsic merit, but as indications that Catholic
students are being stimulated to an appreciation
of the leaders back to all that was best in Mediaevalism, as essays on subjects that may rightfully claim our attention in an especial manner.
literary

referred above.

—

—

—

The

short article on Shelley's "Adonais" in

the February Villa Varian, scarcely does

than to open up the subject or rather, to
to the attention of such as naay re'ad the

more
call it

article

them to a careful perusal of the work
discussed, and perhaps, to some of the other productions of Shelley.
The writer compares the
"Adonais" with Milton's very similar elegy
?.nd attract

"Lycidas" using the very happy figure of the solpeal of an organ to describe Milton's tone,—
as distinguished from that of Shelley, which is

emn

called "the tender quiver of a violin."

Shelley's

deep, magnificent love for his friend Keats, his
philosophy of death, his poetic realization of the
great truth of the soul's immortality, his almost
prophetic intimation of his own death which followed so soon after the completion of the poem

—

fll

these aspects of Shelley's greatness as mani-

fested in "Adonais" are recalled

But why,

it

may

—

be asked,

by the

associate

writer.

Shelley

tlie representatives of that school of thought
which we have been treating? The answer is
not far to seek to any one who realizes Shelsheer, utter
ley's appreciation of, and love for,
Beauty, for are not Beauty and Truth, insofar

with

—

—

they may be attained in his vale of tejtrs,^
the ultimate objects of the great movement to
which Dr. Cram has given the name of the Gothic
as

of his connection with the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, and of the influence of that body on

There follows some
and artistic productions of the Brotherhood, and the essay closes
with a touching word picture quoted from Wil-

the cultural life of England.

detailed account of the literary

liam Bell Scott of tlie last moments of Rossetti,
in which, reputed Agnostic as he was, he called
with true Mediaeval fervor for the benefit of
sacramental confession and absolution.
Our
is that it hardly has
say about the great Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood,- its spirit, its aimsi, its influence.
When we consider how much has been written
about the Oxford Movement, the great sister of
Pre-Raphaelitism, it seems that in an essay on
Rossetti, there would be room for a more extended account of that movement with which he was
90 intimately associated and which can scarcely
be said to have been called to the attention of the
reading public so well or so eloquently as has
been the case with the Oxford Movement. However, considering its limitations, the article is
very well written and entirely worth while.

chief criticism of this article

enough

Dante Gabriel Rossetti

in the

to

—

The last of the three essays to which we are
devoting the greater part of our attention this
month is that on Newman, which is also contained in the February number of the Villa Marian.
Here again we may remark without any
reflection on the writer, that the article is worthy
of attention not so much because of its intrinsic
merit, which is by no means small, but in virtue
of the importance of the subject, of the possible
inspiration to a further study of this subject
that may be the result of reading tlie article.
After some introductory remarks on the spirit
of romance, that permanent, influence, to some
degree, at

any

rate,

upon the

every age, the writer

bodiment of

this

calls

literary

Newman

highest romance.

work
the

of

em-

She brings

Canon Barry's famous aphorism that "Romance is homesickness for the Catholic Church."
She then proceeds to give some account of New-

in

man's

Quest?
Tlie essay on

contemporaries back to the happy days
when Europe was Catholic. After a brief summary of his life, the author gives us some account

their

life

and of

his

immortal works.

much doubt whether many sober

cide with the writer's opinion that the

another of the great voices that arose in nineteenth century England to call the attention of

lishment."

Grammar

very

Via Media,
and the Apologia "comlasting doctrinal accomp-

February number of the Prospector, a quarterly
from Mt. St. Charles College, Helena, Montana,
treats, more at length and more thoroughly,

the

We

critics will coin-

of Assent,

prise the extent of his

No

one questions of course, the value
and perhaps the Gram-

of the great Apologia,

.

I

>
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mar of Assent should be included in the category of Newman's "lasting doctrinal accomplishment/' but surely the Via Media, which however,
well written

it

may

be,

is,

after all tlie exposi-

tion of a tlieory whicli the autlior liimself

afterwards
is

compelled to

not to be preferred to

give
tlie

up,

—surely

was
this

essay on Develop-

ment, at any rate, in any Catholic estimation
of

tlie

lasting wortli of

Newman's

doctrinal writ-

Then again, althougli the essay is
"Newman, the Man and His work,"

ings.

entitled

—there

practically no advertence on
to tlie

tlie

tremendous influence of

is

part of the writer

Newman

on his

Surely this,
own and subsequent generations.
if anj'^thing, was the "work" of Newman.
How-

some excuse for the sliortcomings of such
be found in the very magnitude of
subject, in the treatment of the life and work
one who was perhaps the leading English

ever,

an
tlie

of

article is to

prophet that has stimulated men to launch forth
on the high endeavor of the Gothic Quest.

29

The Georgetown College Journal for January
which was late in coming to us, is in general up
It is worthy
poems and essays in the
number, four are the work of one writer, in the
case of whom it must be admitted his being prolific does not seem to have prevented him from

to its usual

high degree of excellence.

of note that, of the eight

producing very creditable work. A very well"The Origin of Ryhme in Modern Verse" seeks to establish the thesis, tl\at we
are to attribute the rise of this very becoming and
useful, if not necessary adjunct of modern verse,
to Celtic origins. Our chief criticism of the Journal is that it is weak on stories,
as it contains
but one in the January number. If this department were built up, the Journal would be able
to take a surer position in the front ranks of Colwritten essay on

—

—

lege Journalism.

We
ment

also wish to

make

The Boston College

Aside from the

articles criticised

above, the

Marian and the Pros))cctor are well-written and creditable, altha the Prospector, with
Villa

only

four

])urely

scarcely be said to
a quarterly.

literary

come

ocuntributions,

uj) to

may

the standard for

grateful acknowledge-

of the receipt of the following

Exchanges:

The Fordham
Monthly, St. Vincent College Journal, The Viatorian. The Alvermia, The l)e Paul Minerval,
The Reveille, The Mountaineer, The Si)ringhillian, The (jonzaga. The Soloman, The Pebble,
Forest Eeaves, The Triad, Orange and Black,
Tlie Vincentian, The Eawrence High School
Stylus,

Bulletin and the Radnorite.
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VILLANOVA,
x

v\

^

'
(vM

St.

ftv"^
final

20;

3J

Varsity

game

basket

ball

team,

which

lost

its

Lebanon Valley ColThe varsity was much

of the season to

at Lebanon, Pa.
handicapped by the loss of three regular members; Ryan, Gray and Pickett, all of whom were

V

lege,

on
v:

the sick

list.

The game was

pite this fact, however,

:

the second string

:

LEBANON VALLEY,

Patrick's day proved to be unlucky for

V

::

men

and much

interesting descredit

is

due

to

for their efforts.

Laughlin and Sweeney starred for Villawhile B. Wolfe and Homan were the main-

ViOwai,

stays of the
Villanova

Lebanon team.
i-

0.r.M.

The
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Class History
^^T"!' IT wouldn't be for the fellows
I place again, take it from me."

"^

here, you'd never see

me around

this

heard this rather startling declaration not so long ago from one of our engineers who had the blues
I

some other trifling incident. Though it was just a meaningoutburst of feeling, it contained the germ of one of the biggest things
of our college life.
However rosy our comedians, scenario writers, and
journalists picture a four-year "vacation" at college, there are a great many
or a "flunk," or
less

down only because the fellows are with us. A good
smoothly over the rough spots just as (they say) a good
wife isi the very best of antidotes for Despair in the journey through life.
The "bunch-spirit" is not the same as "school-spirit," the latter is chiefly dependeint on things outside of the individual, while the former arises
spontaneously out of the hearts of the fellows themselves. Two fellows entirely antagonistic to each other may be united in school-spirit, but they are
never united in the same "crowd." A strongly knit together band can
build cities and move mountains; a few men bound together with the greatest ties of loyalty built Villanova, and the same still haunts the buildings

things that are gulped

"crowd"

it

carries us

erected.

After four years of life in the midst of a gang of regular fellows, and
guided by Father Frank Driscoll (who is the best one of them all), the
graduating class is about to go, each one a regular, honest-td-goodness heman. It wasi the crowd that made things a pleasure, and it was the crowd
that lielp to blot out quickly the inevitable sorrows that

four years crowded with incidents.

The

faces of the

crowd

must come
will

in

a

never leave

our memories, even though we may never see them again.
In 1918, when the only correct shade for gentlemen was khaki, '22,
Villanova impressed us more as a barracks
the "War-Babies" was born.
tlian as an institution of learning.
Classes and professors were only of secondary importance, a prefect was a thing quite beyond our conception,
Lieutenant A. B. Scott, and hisi staff of lieutenants, Love, Lowrie, Brown,
P^air, Nace, and Blanchfield introduced to us the new word "discipline," and
tlie introduction was not a gentle one.
The days were full ones, from the
sliivering roll-call in front of the flag-pole at Reveille, to solemn Taps that
Bugler Lyons sounded from the Bridge at night. In retrospect, it all seems
wonderful, but at that time it was quite different.
'22 will never forget the days of the "flu."
Classes were suspended,
and likewise all military formations, because all that were not actually
sick were required for a thousand kinds of necessary detail work.
Guard
Duty (at the gates with wooden guns), K. P., and hospital duty alternated
just a little
so rapidly that we sometimes wished the "flu" might get us
Father Dean, Father Driscoll, and Lieutenant Scott were tireless in
bit.

—
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of our
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I'roin one of our eiiii'iiicers wlio had the hints

Ironi

it

I

incident.

triflinii'

Tlionuli

it

was

just a meaninii'

contained the ii'enn ol one of the hiyjifst tliinji's
However rosy our comedians, scenario writers, .iiid

reeliiiu,.
life.

it

journalist.^ picture a four-year "vacation
thinn's that are ii'iilpcd

down

"

at eolle<>'e, there are a urcat

"crcAvd" carries us smoothly o\ cr the

r()ui>h sjjots just as

many

.\

yood

(they say) a

li'ood

only hecausc the fellows are with

us.

fry best of antidotes for Despair in the jouriuy ihrouuh liie.
The "hunch spirit " is not the s.inie as "M-lioolspirit, the latter is chief
dependent on thiiii>s outside of the iiulividual, while the former arist s

wife

is

the

\

'

Iv

^pcntaneously out of the hearts of the fellows thenisehcs. Two i'ellows en
tirely ant/ijionistie to each other may. he united in school spirit, hut they are
knit tosi'ether hand can
iu'\er united in the same "crowd.
.V
j-troiiii'ly
"

huild cities and
est
it

ties

move mountains;

of loyalty

huilt

a
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men hound

\'illanova, and the

same
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haunts the huildinys

erected.

After four years of
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i'ather

jiraduatinu' class

is

life
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crowd
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(who
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made

one
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one of them all), the

rejiular,

honest touoiulness he-

the

was the crowd
must come in a
four years crowded with incidents.
The faces e.f the crowd will never leax'c
our memories, e\'en tlioui>h we may ne\cr see them a^ain.
In l!)IS, when the only correct shade for iifutlemen was khaki. '.;•_',
N'illanova impressed us more as a barracks
the "War Hahies" was horn.
(lasses and professors were oid\' ol sei'
tli.'in as an institution of Icarniui''.
oiulary import/ince, a prefect was a thiui;,- (piitc ix'vond our conception
Lieutenant .\.. H. Scott, and his staff of lieutcn;ints. l,o\c. I.owrie. Brown.
I"'air, Nace, and HIanchfield introduced to us the luw word "discipliiu'," ;iiul
the introduction was not a nentle oiu'.
The days were full ones, from the
shiverint!,' roll call in front of the tlau' pole at Keveille. to solemn Ta))s that
In retrospect, it all seems
l^uji'lcr Lyons souiuled from the Hridyc at uiyht.
woiulerfid, but at that time it was (piiti' diil'erent.
(lasses were suspended,
22 will never fori>et the days of the "flu.
likewise all nii.'jtary formations, because all th;it were not a.'tuallv
.•Mul
sick were recpiired for a thoiisaiul kinds ci' lucessary detail work.
(iiiard
Duty (at the iiates with wooden iiuns), K. 1'., and hospital duty alternated
we sometimes wished the "llu" miii'ht yet us- jusl a little
.so rapidh- that
I'allu'r Dean, I'atlier Driscoll, and Lieutenant Scott were tireless in
bit.

man.

th;it
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help to hlot out

that

(piickly

the

thinjis a pleasure,

and

ine\itahle sorrows that

'
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and to all the mass of routine work connected
with the establishment of a military post. The days they spent at the desk,
and the nights they spent among the sick. (The very first case of the epidemic here was discovered by Father Frank, who was the Prefect of
Studies;- in the dead of night he carried in his own arms the stricken man
from his room to the infirmary; the next morning he himself was victim of
the germ.)
Mainly on account of their unceasing vigilance, the efficient
work of the doctors and nurses, and the care that was taken to treat each
case on the appearance of the first symptom, there was only one death from
more than a hundred cases.
After the Armistice, when there was no longer a probability of being
summoned for active duty at the front, interest in military things gradually
waned. As in other units, there were a great many who came, not to a college, but to a training camp. And witli the prospect of an early discharge,
their only thought was Discharge.
Of course, the spirit was contagious, and
even on the part of the officers, discipline grew less exacting. On the last
day, the only way the non-coms succeeded in getting the fellows out of bed
was by sounding the fire-alarm. And the response was rather too slow for
reality at that. Finally, on December 11th, the Corps was officially disbanded, and everyone was allowed to go home until the after the Christmas holitheir attentions to the sick,

—

days.'

z^-,

On

.;

we came back, this time to Villanova College.
was then that the 'class was actually born into the collegiate world. Father
Dean was now the Commandant; Father DriscoE and his staff of prefects
now saw to it that we obeyed regulations. This new life seemed at first
one of luxury indeed. There were no more reveilles, no more assignments to
K. P. duty, no more making of beds, scrubbing of floors, room inspections
the new order of things was almost unbelievable.
for imaginary dirt,
Through the efforts of Father Dean and Lieutenant Scott, a unit of
the Reserve Officers Training Corps (R. O. T. C.) was instituted, and those
who had found military life enjoyable were glad of continuing their educathe third of January

It

—

tion in

soildierly

accomplishments.

the Officer-in-Charge.
The difference in administration

Lieutenant Scott remained with us as

was a marked one. The upper-classhand and put us through the various degrees of the
Ancient and Eternal Order of the Hobble Gobb?e. Any little bit of swellheadedness that might have survived army days was quickly discovered
and taken out of us. Professors, classes, and religious exercises assumed a
new importance in our life. Much had been missed during the months previous
to Christmas, and it required busy ^lecture hours and lots of preparation to
make up before June what had been lost. The sections, of course, were not
nearly as large as they had been, owing to the fact that comparatively few
of those who were here during the S. A, T. C. had returned for the second
term.
Due to the earnestness of those who did come back, the judicious
arrangement of schedules and the co-operation of faculty and student body,

men quickly took

us in
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June found us exactly
normal year.

in that place

where we should have been

11

after a

The R. O. T. C. unit spent six weeks in training at Camp Lee, Virginia,
and those days will never be forgotten by the ones who attended. The Fall
brought them ba^k to school sun-browned, lean, and hard.
Father Dean
was still President, Father Harris, Prefect of Discipline, and Father Frank
DriscoU, Vice-President and Prefect of Studies. During this year. Father
Harris was transferred to North Troy, N. Y., and Father DriscoU for the remainder of the year assumed his duties.
The first event of importance in thisi, our Sophomore year was the
visit of Cardinal Mercier.
He was received here with great ovations of
welcome the grounds were crowded with people from all the country around
who came to see the great Cardinal; the two companies of the R. O. T. C,
composed chiefly of the class of '22, formed the Guard of Honor.
The problem of introducing the Freshmen into college ranks properly
and with fitting ceremony was as usual the particular task of the Sophomore
Class, and it might be said that few classes have ever had the privilege of
managing in their infancy, a better class than '23. (Even today, we look
v
with pleasure on our work.)
In the spring of our Sophomore Year was founded the Villanova College Chapter of the American Association of Engineers. This organization
was introduced into the school to provide a means of contact for our student
;

:

engineers with the engineering world outside.

And

once more June came, and vacation, and an aU too quick September.
The Finals of the Sophomore year had caused a high mortality; there
were many vacant places at roU-call when we began our career as the Junior
Class.
It was just prior to our return that Father DriscoU had been chosen
President of the College, Father O'Meara, Vice-President and Prefect of
Discipline, with Father Grelis

Prefect of Studies.
If the student
College President, or had been asked
a Prefect of Discipline, there is not the slightest doubt

body had been asked
to select for itself

as the

to choose its

own

but that the very same men would have been chosen. Father Frank had long
before taken his place with the long line of cops, firemen, presidents, generals and other heroes; and Father O'Meara's smile had from the very
first moment won everyone of us as a friend unconditionally.
With this change in Administration, Villanova's phenomenal growth
began. One of Father DriscoU's first acts, was to divide the college into
departments, placing at the head of each, a Department Dean who was
entirely responsible for the operation of his department. This one step was
an enormous stride toward rapid expansion and a never before dreamed of
efficiency.
The effects were apparent almost immediately. Father Grelis

was created Dean of the

Classical Department, Father Fink, Dean of the
Pre-Medical Department, and Professor Humphrey, Dean of the School of
Technology, and all the energies of these men were bent towards systematizing and organizing the work of their respective departments.
A perfect
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coordination of classes and scliedules, and an almost complete elimination
of those troublesome things known as "conflicts" was an immediate result.

On

October 28, 1920, Alumni Hall was dedicated. Tliis day marked
work that had engrossed the attention of tlie authorities for many years past; there were many difficulties to be overcome, there
were many obstacles to be si^rnjiounted, before finis could be written to the
undertaking, but the same sipirit that had acquired Belle Air, the same spirit
that had built Villanova, that same, spirit of dare and do triumphed in the
beautiful Alumni Hall. Its dedication was made one grand gala day. Not
since before the war had there been such demonstration of class spirit.
The
day was chosen for the annual Freshman-Sophomore Football game; the
Alumni Banquet was given in tlie gymnasium that occupies the ground floor
of the east wing; there was a dance in the evening,
the otherwise idle
hours of the day were devoted to class fights. The Juniors, of course, were
in all of it, and fared probably no better, and certainly no worse than the
the completion of a

—

others.

In May of this Year, the Villanova College Council (2288) of the
Knights of Columbus was establislied. The first three Degrees of tlie Order
were conferred on a class of candidates composed exclusively of college
men, during this month. The Third Degree is still spoken of in knighthood circles, and those who were admitted on that occasion have had a rare
good fortune. Perhaps no other single thing in the liistory of the College
has had such an immediate and far reaching effect in College activities.
The establishment of the council supplied a want that has long been felt,
that is, the need of one great big organization including the whole college,
and in which all students can meet as brothers, be they engineersi, classicals,
philosophers or pre-meds. The Knights of Columbus do not dominate College activities, but they are evident in everything that is done, and where
anything at all is lacking^ the knights are there to supply the want.
There was but one da,rk cloud in the clear sky of June, the resignation
of Professor Rowland. I*rofessor Rowland had won a friend in every student,
to '22, he had become a near idol. His departure caused a bitter grief,
but the memories he left with us, and the ideals he gave us will always be
amongst our most sacred treasures.
June once more brought witli it the dream of every spring-fevered
But there was no vacation for
youth, Vacation, yes, and this the last.

—

—

—

One more innovation

Villanova.

witnessing

and from

Summer

is

all

the

Summer

that the class of '22 had the distinction of

School.

parts of the country

School.

And

After

During

A

this

summer

course, in

departed, nuns from

lier

way

all

Orders

to attend the Villanova

the co-ed, the very thought of

shocked Villanova a decade ago, found
witnessed miraculous transformations.
created.

we

began to arrive

liither.

whom would

Tliis class

have
indeed has

also, tlie Scliool of Business Administration was
Radio Operation was added to the curriculum with Mr.
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Two new Recreation rooms were outfitted
basement; tlie Machine Shop was completely remodeled; the Dynamo
Laboratory was moved from the basement into the west wing of the college
building where formerly had been the Gymnasium the Photometry Laboratory was moved to the room behind the Dynamo Laboratory, and the
old Photometry Laboratory was converted into a Photography Laboratory.
The Physics Laboratory was moved from the Main Floor to the Second
Floor into wliat was formerly the Library.
Testing
Electrical
X'^^
Laboratory was enlarged to fill the entire north side of the Main
Floor.
A new reception room was furnished on the Main Floor; the
Library was moved to the Monastery wliere more space wasi available; the
Study Hall was converted into a Drafting Room and the old Drafting
Rooms were made into Chemical Laboratories. The old Chemical Laboratories on the Main Floor were added to the Assaying Laboratory.
Special
mention must be made of Mr. Ratt'erty who devoted all his time during the
summer to enlarging and improving the Radio station in preparation for the
coming school term. The college building was completely repainted, many
of the class-rooms were remodeled, and a tile-fioor was laid in the corridor
of the Main Floor.
All these things were going on while we were away
during the summer vacation months,— when we returned in September it
was difficult to recognize the school as the one we had left in June. AU
these improvements speak eloquently of tlie energy of those who were responsible for them.
The tendencies are toward a greater Villanova, but
sometimes the advances are so rapid, the changes become quite startling.
Finally, after a very brief summer we found ourselves again back at
Villanova, now dignified Seniors. What a vast difference it makes. For the
Just a few^ months of
first time the .^ong school year appears too sliort.
study, just a few examinations, and we leave Villanova forever. Involuntariljr, we sometimes think,
this is tlie last time I'll do this, or, this is tlie
No matter how much we dislike doing a thing,
last time Fll witness that.
if we have grown accustomed to doing it, the last performance of that act
always brings witli it a feeling of regret.
Soon we will go out to represent Villanova. A grave responsibility
P'our years we spent under her fostering care, and just as our
lies on us.
bodily growth proceeds by almost infinitesimal in:rements of tissue, so we
have been growing, not by large doses of lessons and much reading of textbooks, but by small additions of strength-fibres to our character to make us
strong, to our wiUs to make us will to be just, and to our hearts to make
us want to love God and Truth, and to our intellects to make us, not knowRafferty, O. S. A. as instructor.

in the

;

;

—

ing,

but wise.

The year hag passed all too rapidly, and here we are at graduation.
We have learned much from each other, we have both given and received,
and when we part, we part each to the other a debtor.

u
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The real history of the Class cannot be written
on the pages of a printed
book, but It IS written on the hearts of
all of us, and just as we study history
to trace cause from effect, and
for guidance in future problems, let
us from
the history of our brief life here
together, draw our inspirations to guide us

m

the future,

— Charles A.

Belz
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History of Athletics of the Glass of '22

WHEN

we take

a retrospect of the activities of our class during the

may we

be proud of our members for their
Those men have brought credit not
on Villanova, which means so much to us who

last four years, well

participation in athletics.

only upon our class, but also

have spent our college days under her guiding hand. We realize that in
whatever sport they participated, footba?,l, baseball or basketball, they
fought for Villanova, first, last and always.
Our Sophomore year was not without its struggles on the gridiron.
The annual game between the Sophomores and Freshmen was bitter and
hard fought on both sides. The result was a tie score, but we feel that we
should have been conceded a moral victory.
As we gaze down the line of men in our class who have won the coveted "V," we glow with pride and satisfaction that our numbers were great.
Hugh McGeehan, perhaps, the cleverest athlete at Villanova in many a
day, captained the Varsity Football Team in 1920, He did it in a manner
becoming a true son of Villanova and we wish on this occasion to extend to
him our deepest appreciation for his splendid work. We give due credit
to Elmer M. Hertzler, who captained the Varsity Football the following
season. Elmer has won his letter both in baseba'l and football, having stood
behind the plate in many a bitter struggle. Joseph McCarthy will not soon
be forgotten for his four years work which was concluded with the captaining of the Varsity Footba?l squad of '21. Many of our members including Marty McDonald, Paul McNamara and Harold BlanchfieM have distinMarty's efforts
guished themselves both on the gridiron and diamond.
were rewarded by his teammates when he was chosen to lead the Varsity
Baseball squad for the season of '22.
James Kennedy has held the office of President of the Athletic Association for the past two years, and under his guidance the Association has
Howard Thornbury managed the Varsity
surged forward in its work.
Basketball of '21-'22, the second season for this sport.
William O'Leary, who has been so active in every activity of worth
at the Coillege held the position of Manager of the Varsity Baseball Team
of '22.

All the

members

ability will take the
at Villanova.

the

May

of the class of '22

same

they pursue their professions and business careers with
spirit, which so splendidly characterized their days

same indomitable

at Villanova.

hope that those members of athletic

interest in the affairs of life that they did while
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MARTIN JOSEPH MacDONALD

Water bury, Conn,

<'Marty"

''Bandy''

Base Ball—2, 3, 4
Captain Base Ball
Football—2, 3, 4
Basket Ball Squad—
AIvafc« Silver Loving Cup
Knights of Columbus
President Epsilon Phi Theta

—

,

^

—

President
Belle-Air

J 922

Staiff,

Class

Advertising Manager

|Y/|ARTY

could not find a school to suit him until he came to Villanova.
-•-"-*IJke the rest of us, he liked it here and j)itched his tent for keeps.
Marty's first try for a collejyc wa.s Holy Cross; he was a catcher for the varsity
there, which is equivalent to saying that Marty was a great ball jilayer
already "way back." From Holy Cross he took a big jump south to Auburn
College, Alabama.
Here, Marty was a regular of the Auburn football team
that won the 1918 Alabama State championshij) which gives him a big reputation as a football man. At last Marty arrived at Villanova where lie maintained both reputations as a base ball and as a football star. His very first
season here Marty won the "immense" silver loving cup presented by Mr.
Alvarez, of Cuba, for all-around best man on the base ball team and well
he deserved it.
Marty is not quite as little as Mickey Blanchfield, but he isn't much
larger either the two of them were the midgets of Villanova's 1921 famous

—

—

—

"pony back-field."
But our little "Bandy" is not as popular as he is on account of his
achievements— it is his personality that gains him a friend in every one he
Tliere is no one who has a more winning way with umpires and
meets.
referees and other officials.
Marty has the qualities of a born leader (and some day when he is teaching a little country school somewhere, this will stand him well); this is
evident ivoiw the fact that he was chosen captain of the base ball team for
the season of 1922, and has for the last two years held the office of president
of the class. He is also president of the Epsilon Phi Theta.

2
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Manayunfc, Philadelphia, Pa.

•

"Charley"

R« O. T.

G

(Military Science Prize)
Secretary Phi Kappa Pi
Secretary and Treasurer, R«
H. S. Club
Football Squad—2, 3

C

Mathematics Medal—
Secretary

A. A. E.

Knights of Columbus
Editor of College Notes,

The

Villianovan

Radio Club
Belle Air

TF

one were to ask who of us is tlie most smooth tempered, the most consistently ])IecKsant our fingers would unanimously point to Charley.
He
is what we migiit call our "systematic American" for it is his usual custom
to resolve all his undertakings down to a system ; and his system usually
works and produces results as is indicated by his enviable record in class
•^

achievement.
Charlie took up his residence at Villanova at the beginning of tiie Student
Army Training Corps and in the interim between then and now, lie has been
])rominently associated witli all activities of the class and college. No assignment was too difficult for iiim and ids very ])resence on a. committee was
He has
sufficient enough to insure the proper functioning of that body.
chosen to be a civil engineer and we are certain that lie lias ciiosen wisely not
merely on account of liis ability (for he was always tliere when it came to
wading through tiie intricacies of engineering) but nu)re on account of Ids
affable and inherent good nature and the ease with widcii he makes friends.
Perhaps tiie day students realized this latter quality and accordingly
honored him by clioosing liis room as tlieir rendezvous. 'JMie very fact tliat
he can look at tiie catenary curve wiiich his bed assumes occasionally as a consequence of a sui)er-imi)oscd load of lazy humanity and smile, convinces us
of his good nature.
Tliere were rumors of a I'oinance at one time in Ciiarlie's career but we
All we know is that he used to be
never were able to glean tlie details.
have even detected him
promiscuous in his absence on certain nights.
on certain occasions staring int;) sjiace with u wistful look on his face and
have drawn our own conclusions.
Wiiatever of i)lcasure and ]irofit tiierc is in college life Charlie extracted,
and we certainly regret parting from him. L'nselfish, modest, and of inimitable
personality —that's l.e and by these qualities you sliall know liim. No truer
pal, no more devoted classman, no finer gentleman is there among us. We're
proud of iiim and wish liim success in anything he may aspire to be it
engineering, love or otiierwise.

We

—
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MARTIN JOSEPH MacDONALD
<'Marly"

I

.1

\

.

Waterbury, Conn.

"Bandy"

'

Base Ball— 2, 3, 4
Captain Base Ball

Football— 2,

—
Squad —

•

3, 4

Basket Ball
Alvarez Silver Loving Cup
Knights of Columbus
President Epsilon Phi Theta

—

President 1922 Class
Belle-Air Staff, Advertising Manager
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Ali'l'^' could iKit Cmd
I. ike
the rest of us,

school to suit

liiiii
until he ciiiiic to \'ill,ino\ ;i.
liked it l\ere imd pitched liis tent t'oi- keeps.
M.irly's first try for ,i college w.is Iloly Cross; he \\;is ;i (•;itcher for Ihe vai'siiy
tliere, which
is
e(|ui\;di'nl
lo sa\ inn fluit
h;dl |)l;i\ci'
\\;is ;i
.M.'irty
;ire;it
;dre;id\ "'wiiy h;ick." l''roni liol\ Cimss he took ;i l)i^- Jump south lo Auliui'ti
('ollefi'e, AlaliJiuui.
lere. M.irly was a rejiidar of the Aiduii'n footi)all team
thai won ihe l!)IS Alahania Slate chamiiionshi])
whicli ^ixcs him a hig i'e))ii,i

he

I

lation as a fooih.all man.
At las! .Marly arrived at \"illano\a wliere he maintained lioth reputations as a hase hall and as a foolliall star.
Ills \('r.\' lirsl
season here .Marly won Ihe "immense" sihcr loxinr cup presented hy Mr.
and well
.\!\'are/,, of Ciilia. for all-around hcst man lai Ihe lia--e hall leam

he deserved il.
.Marty is not (piile as lilllc as .Mickey lilanchlield, linl he isn"l much
Ihe Iwo of Ihem were Ihe midu'ets of NillaiKn.i's liCJI famous
larji'cr either

"pony

hack-lield.""

But our lillle ""15an(l\" is nol as poi)ular as he is on accoiinl of his
is
his |iersonalily thai fzains him a friend in every one he
il
achiev cnients
There is no one who has a more wimiing wav willi iimiai-es and
meels.
referees and other olhcials.
.Marty has Ihe (pi.alilics of a horn leader (and some day when he is leaclischool s(m)ewhere, this will stand him well): this is
iiltle country
inji'
a
evident from thi' fact thai he was chosen caiitaiii of Ihe liasc hall leam for
Ihe season of l!)"J2, and has for Ihe last Iwo vears held the ollice of iiresideni
lie is also president of Ihe l''.psilon I'hi Theta.
of the class.
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CHARLES ALBERT BELZ
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Manayunk,

Philadelphia, Pa.

''Charley"

R. O. T. C. (Military Science Prize)
Secretary Phi Kappa Pi
Secretary and Treasurer, R. C, H.
Football Squad 2, 3

—

Club

S.

Mathematics Medal—
Secretary A. A. E.
Knfj5;hts of

Columbus

Editor of College Notes,

The Villianovan

Radio Club
Bdle Air
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class
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at N'illaiidva at the hcffinninji- of tiie Student
Ihe iiderini i)etween then and now, he has heen
pronnnenlly associated witii all activities of the class and eollep'. No assijinnwnf was loo dillieult for liini and his very i-.rcscnce on a eonimittee was
Imdy.
lie has
sutlicienl enouiih to insiin' Ihe pi'i^jier fiuict ionini;- of thai
chosen to lie a cix il enj:inecr and we are certain that he has chosen w isel> not
merely on acconiil of his aliilily (for he was always there when it came to
wading- throu;ih Ihe intricacies of enjii nee ring) hut more on aecounl of his
atVahle and inherent jidod nature and Ihe case with which he makes friends.

Charlie took up his residence

\i-iii\

and

TrainiM^i- Corjis

in

and aecordinnly
rcali/.ed
this latter (pialil\
I'criiai)s Ihe day studcids
honored him liy choosinji' his room as their remle/.MUis, 'I'hc \cr\ fact that
he can look at the ealcnar\ cui'nc which his bed assinnes oecasionallx as a conse(|uenee of a super imposed load of la/.y iiumanit\ and snnlc. convinces us
of his fiood

nature.

There wci'c |-umors of a romance at one lime in Charlie's career lull we
All we know is that he used In he
ne\cr were ahle lo i;lean the delails.
We ha\e even detected him
promiscuous in his alisenee on certain nijzhts.
space with a wistfid look on his face and
on certain oeeasii ns slarinii int
>

have drawn our

own

conelusiniis.

\\'hale\er of pleasure and i)ro(!t there is in collcp' life Charlie extracted,
wi' ccrtainlv re.urct partinf^' from him. Insellish, modest, ami of itnmitahle
thafs he and liy these cpialities you shall know him. No truer
personality
no liner ficidleman is there ann)nn- ns. We're
l>al, no more dexoled classman,
proud of him and w di him success in anxthini he m.i\ asiiire to he it

ami

i

cnLfineerinji-,

love or otlu'rwisc.
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HOWARD EARL BLANCHFIELD

;................ f/.i;; Salem, N. Y.
'

i

''KBcfccy" .,*«Thc Brute"

.',

Varsity Football, J, 2, 3
Baseball Squad, }, 2
CooitnJttee K. of

C

Ball

Phi Kappa Pi

Deputy Grand Knight

of

K, of

C

Assistant Manager Baseball.

COMEBODY

wanted to have the Society for the revention of Cruelty
to Children remove "Mickey" from the gridiron.
They did not know
this individual like we do and the fear they had for his safety was unfounded
for tlie one thing that Harold can do is to take care of himself in a football
contest. He eats, sleeps and above all plays football. Would that we had a
command of the English Language to fully express our thanks and admiration
for the spirit and courage this player has exhibited on all occasions. Although
a Napoleon in siize, yet none have displayed more perseverance and -pluck.
It seems almost inconceivable that this diminitive individual could render
so much havoc upon the other side, yet in all the games "Mickey" was a valuable member of the "Famous Pony Backfield" whose slogan was "The bigger
they are the harder they fall."
The same active interest displayed in football, has also been shown in
club and social activities. As an officer in the Phi Kappa Pi "Mickey" promoted its welfare with zeal and enthusiasm so that this fraternity ranks
among the first in college spirit. When a Council of the Knights of Columbus
was instituted at Villanova, in 1920, Blanchfteld was chosen as Deputy Grand
Knight, an honor befitting him and one which he has filled with eminence and

^

distinction.

Space does not permit us to enumerate all his qualities and characteristics.
Unflinchingly loyal, noble, and generous are but a few of these, and it only
takes a slight acquaintance with him to prove that there are many more,
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**Tog on, jog on, the foot-path way,
And merrily hent the stile-a:
merry heart goes all the day,
Your sad tires in a milc-a,"

A

A

MBIE"

is

his

more

familiar name.

He

received

it,

we presume by

force

-^"^ of association of
ideas, his namesake, the captain of last year's baseball
team, being an ambidexterous batter. Now all the nice things we would like
to tell you about this young man might embarrass him very much. So just a

few

here.

It is his habit to meet things with a buoyant spirit. Tlie fears whicli loom
in the future do not unnerve him. He "jogs on," as the quotation says.

up
No
wonder then that he is a cheerful and lively companion. He delights in translating all the Greek quotations, so be not suri>rised to find liim studying the
Bible and Greek at the one time. His sense of humor gives him a pleasant
manner.

"Ambie"

is the champion golf-player in the class, and on the green he
place. All rejoice in the completion of his college course.
It has
been but a series of triumphs, a foretaste of what the future will be for him.
Take things as they come; and who can hate a man for doing this? Yes,
"Ambie" takes things as they come; he meets them all and knocks them down.
Study, labor, work, and "a little bit of fun," this is tlie daily schedule of
join in wishing "Ambie" success in the future undertakings
"Ambie."
of his calling.

holds

first
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HOWARD EARL BLANCHFIELD

Salem, N. Y.

"Mickey" ."The Brute"

J^

>€mm

^

Varsity Football, J, 2, 3
Baseball Squad, I, 2

Committee K.

of

C

Ball

Phi Kappa Pi

Deputy Grand Knight

of

K. of

G

Assistant Manager Baseball.
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^ O.MKBODV

lo liavc tlic Society for the rc\ ciiliDii of Cruelty
Tliev' did not know
remo\(' "MicUey" from llw firidiroii.
this iiidividiiid like we do ;ind the fe.ir they Iwid for his s!ifet.\' w;is unfounded
for tlw one thinji- th;d iliirold e;ni do is to l;ike cfire of liiinseif in a footiudl
contest,
lie eats, sleeps and al)ove all ])lays footliall.
Would thai we had a
t'oniniand of the l'',nfilish .anfiiiafic to fnlly e\i)rcss our thanks and admiration
for the spirit and courafic tins i)layer has exhibited on all occasions.
Althoufili
a Nai)olcoii in sii/e, yet none ha\'c disi)laye(l more ix'rseverance and pluck.
It seems almost
inconcci\ aide that this dinnintixc indi\idual could rendeiso much ha\(>c upon the other side, yet in all the frames ".Mickey" was a \alual)le memhcr of the "i-'amous i'ony Backlicld" whose slojian was "The hijiji'cr
thc.\ are the harder they fall."
The same active interest disiihiyed in foothall, has also lieeri shown in
As an oljicer in the I'lii Kapi)a I'i "Mickey" ))roclidi and social activities.
moled its welfare with /.eal and entluisiasm so that this frateriut\ raid<s
When a Council of the Kidfi-jits of Columitns
amonji- the first in collcfre sjiirit.
was instil iiled at \'illano\a, in llCiO. Ulanchlield was chosen as Deput.x (Irand
Jsninht.an honor helittinf;' him and one which he has lillcd with cnnncnce aiul
lo

w,inlc<l

('liildren

I

distinction.

enumerate all his (jualitics and clia ractcrisi ics
and frenerous are i)ul a few of these, and it o?dy
acquainlance with hini to jjrove that there arc nian.x uhh-c,
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on, jog on, the foot-path
merrily hent the stilc-a
merry heart goes all the day,
Your sad tires in a mile-a."

way,

And

inorc fjimiliar luimc. lie received it, w f pn-uim !>> icnv
of ideas, liis iiimies;d<e, tlie eaittain of l.i->t \e,ii-'- lii-eii,ill
team, hcinfr an anil)idcxten>iis i)atter. Now ail tlie niee tliin^;-' we wnuld like
Sn jii^t
to tell \'()ii al)()iit tliis young- man inii>hi einliai'i'a'^^ liiin \ei-\ niiieli.

•* /\

MIUI-',"

is

liis

''^~*-<)f iiss()ci;iti()n

.-i

few

here.

habit to meet tliinf>-.s witli a l)iio\;mt siiiril. 'I'he t'e.ir^ wliieli Idnm
future do not unner\c liini. lie "jojis on," as the (luotation -ays. No
wonder tlien that lie is a clieerful and lively eomiianion. He deliiilits in traiisiatinfr ail tlie (IreeU (]uotatioiis, so i)e not surprised to !ind liiiir s| ii(l\ iuii the
Bible and Clreek at the one time,
ilis sense of humor j:i\cs him a ])leas,int
nuinner.
"Andjie" is tin- eiiamiHon f:()lf-])layer in the class, and on the Liitcn he
has
It
liolds first place. All rejoice in tin- com])letion of his eolleiic course.
l)een but a s<'ries of triumi)iis, a foretaste of uhat the future will lie for him.
Take tiiiiifrs as they couu'; and who can hate a nuin foi' doini: Ihisr ^'es,
".\nd)i<'" takes thinji's as the\ c'ome; he Tuccts them all and knocks them doss n.
Study, lal»or, work, and "a little l>il of fun," this is the dail\ sehedide of
All join in wishing- '.\nd)ie"" su<'cess in the fidui-e undei-lakings
*'Anil)ie."
It is Ills

11)1

in tlic

of his calling.
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HARRY STEPHENS BUECHE
Tank

Ktiights of
I« £« E»

Dutchy"

"Fats"

Columbus

A^

Phi Kappa Pi
Dean's Committee (4)
Captain Fraternity Basketball
Radio Club

Team

UR admiral
Ij
^^ control destines

einbarKed qn the sea-faring career but the Fates that
decided tiiat Harry was t(H) good to waste in a mere
Najvy, with a possible death by water. After our Uncle Sam had graduated,
endorsed, and certified Harry as an honest-to-goodness product of Annapolis,
the Fates just switched his course about 180° north, and wisely steered him
into Villanova. In place of finding ranges and apply ballistic corrections so
as to be sure to shoot somebody, "Tank" is now expending his energies in
"crawling around in the aJr-gap" and cliasing the elusive electron.
All of
which means that Harry is going to be an Electrical Engineer.
Harry has been witli us for only a very short time, and we have learned
much about him, but unfortunately they are all good things we found out.
He has been so industrious that liis weaknesses have quite eluded our spying
But there must be a girl in the case somewhere for Harry gets mail
eyes.
regularly, that is not from Sis or Brother.
Despite his late arrival, Harry immediately plunged into class and college
activities. He has already very ably served on several class committees, and
to him was assigned a very considerable portion of the work in publishing
Belle-Air, and to him goes much of the glory.
We have it directly from Annapolis that his favorite hobby is eating
pretzels for brain f(X)d, hut vigilant as we are, we could not discover any
indulgence in that particular sport except on the trip to I.ebanon Valley
first

College.

But "Dutchy" did play basket ball for us. The Engineers were able to
capture the Inter-Fraternity championship chiefly by his work.
We hope that the Fates will continue their good guidance of Harry, we
only regret that they did not bring him to us earlier. Life has somewhere
stored up many kilo-watts of happiness and success and our wish is for a
quick transmi.ssion of all this to you.
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Roxboro, Pa.
"Seth'*

R

'Tarmcr'*

C

O. T,
R.
H. S. Club
Phi Kappa Pi

C

**CeTH"

has heen a "day dodger for tlie past four years and his cunning
ability acquired during his high school days has always enabled him
to catch his train. It is a particular train in tlic morning, however, for which
he'll run himself half dead.
As Jack Donovan aptly puts it, "The love of a
good woman will work wonders." Jim rs also an expert swimmer, a collection

^

of medals proves this statement.
Byrne has been pursuing the Civil Engineering course and while he is not
what one would exactly call a book-worm, he is always among the first four
in the Department of Civil Engineering. His capacity for work and passing
off condtions will serve an an inspiration to those of the underclasses who
know liim. Eight times he has been assured by the department that it was
a physical impossibility to pass off so many re-exams, and as many times
"Seth" has calmly proceeded to shed these conditions. Truly, a remarkable

accompishment.

"Farmer" not to be easily dominated by external
no matter how severely the hand of Fate lies on him, he goes on
undisturbed no matter how much his classmates "crab" him, "For the love
of mud, do something" he keeps on smoking imperturbed, so that now there
remains little doubt as to Jim's ability to come through in a crisis and we feel
safe in predicting a successful futiire for him in tlie Engineering profession.
It is characteristic of

influences

;
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Knights of Columbus
A. I. E. E.
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into \'illano\a. In plaee of I'mdinu' raiip-s and a])i)ly i)allistie corrections so
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enerfiies

the chisiNc electron.
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of

l*',nfiineer.

Ihirry has been witli us for only a xcry short time, and w»' lia\(' learned
mnch aWout him, Unt unfortunately th<'\ are all piod thiiifis we found oid.
He has iieeii so indiistrions that his weaUnesses liaxc (piite eluded our sjiyinfi'
eyes.
]5ut there must lie a uirl in the ease somewhere for I!arr\' jicts mail
rcfi'ularlx", that is not from Sis or iJrother.
l)esi)ile his late arri\al, llarry immediatcls' plinified iido class and collcfie
acti\ ities. lie has alread\' \ci'\ ably sci-\('d on sexcral class committees, and
to him was assig-ned a xei'y consider-aWlc jxn'tion of the work in piiiilishiiifiBelle-. Mr, a?id to him g-oes much of the jrlorx
.\nna])olis that ids favorite holihy is catinn'
We have it directly fr
pn-fzels for hrain food, i)ut vig'ilant as we are, \\c could not discover an\
indulfi'cnce in that particular sjiort exceiit on the trip to i.ehanon N'allcy
('ollcfi'e.

The JMiji-iiu'crs were aide to
lint "Dutchy" did l>lay iiaskct hall for us.
eaiiture the lnter-l''raternity cliani|)ionship chielly hy his work.
hojic that the i^'ates will continue their p)0(l ^iiiidance of liarrv, we
Life has soinewhere
only rcfifcl thai th<'\ did not liring- him to us earliei-.
stored u]) man\' kilo-watts of hajipiness and success and our wish is for a
(piick transmission of all this to you.
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JAMES DANIEL BYRNE

Roxboro, Pa.

"Farmer"

"Seth"

R. O. T. C.
R.
H. S. Club
Phi Kappa Pi

C

"Cl-'/ril"

^
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liiiii

liowcvcr, for wincii
lic'll
rim hiinsclf luilf dead.
As .laci< Donovan aptl}' i)Mts it. "The love of a
fjood woman will work wonders."
.Mm is also an cxiJcrt swimmer, a collection
of medals proxcs this statemi'iit.
Byrne has been jmrsninfjc the Cix il iMi^ineeriiifi- course and while he is not
what one would exactly call a hook-worm, he is always amonfr the lirst four
to

(•;itcli

liis

ti-jiin.

It

is

;i

ii;irticul;ir tr.iiii

in

tlic

iiioniiiif;-,

the I)ei)artment of Civil iMifiineeritifr. Ills cai)acit\ for work and i)assinfr
condtions will serve as an inspiration to those of the nnderclasses who
know him. l-',ig-ht times h<- has been assured Ity the dei)artment that it was
a i)hysical imi)ossil)ility to jjass off so man\' re-e\ams, and as many times
'I'ruly. a remarkable
"Setli" has calmly iirnceeded to shed these conditions.
in

off

accomiushment.
not to be easil\
it is characteristic of •'{''armcr""
inlluences; no matter how severely the hand of I-'ate

dominated by

('xternal

on him, he g-oes on
his classmates "crab" him. 'i^'or the love
lies

undisturbed no matter how much
mud, do somcthinji" he keei)s on smokinji' un])erturbed, so that now there
<'risis and we feel
remains little douiit as to ,lim"s abilit\ to come throug-l' i'l

of

<>

safe in predicting-

a

succissful fului-c for him

in

the l-',ngineering profession.
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JOHN JOSEPH FRANCIS CULLEN
^'Chem''

Millburn, N. J.

^Alphabetical'*

Kappa Delta Rho
Knights of Columbus

I^ULIy came

us from Middlebury College and Columbia University.
call a regular fellow, always ready to enter into a gab
fest, all tuned to your own mood, and then finishing for some fitting remark
from his experiences at the above institutions of learning and with the
A. E. F. Never too busy but that he will lay aside his own work and help
somebody else ; be it a prep student with his English, a pre-med with chemistry,
or a fellow classmate with math. John has been the cause of more than one
student pulling through tlie term's work.
Cull made for himself an enviable record in track athletics at the previous
named schools and without a doubt would have added honor to Villanova
had she included this phase of athletics amongst her various sports.
Since coming here much of his time has been devoted to "chewing the
fat," and one rarely sees him but that he is surrounded by a crowd listening
to his arguments concerning the relative merits of the various allied com^^—^

He

is

to

what we

manders.
There are few who
Chemistry is his hobby and chosen profession.
transcend him there and we look for great things to be the outcome.
Good nature, a winning smile and an even temper are a few of his many
princely qualities.
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DELANEY

as quick as the greyhound's

mouth;

it

catches,**

CELDOM

if ever, has this young man presented a sober face to the camera.
Arrah, to be sure, to p'int that invinshun at him is the best of jokes.
He studied at St. Jarlath's College, Tuam, Ireland before coming to America.
Someday he may tell you about the big storm on the way over. You can
imagine him dropping his bag on the dock at New York, and exclaiming, "Be

^

jabers,

and

this is

Ameriky?"

What moved him

to select Yillanova? Perhaps it was the bright green
of the campus. It was lucky for us that we liad such green grass, for
is
as jolly as jolly can be, and provides an endless amount of fun. It is no use
trying to be serious unless he is of a mind to help you. Time and time again
some flash of wit or comical antic of his sends the whole company into
spasms of laughter.

Tom

in

Do you know what a "scrau" is ? Tom can tell you.
He holds a good rank in class, and would probably distinguish himself
He is a jovial and entertaining companion,
sports if he took to them.

and

sings for our

amusement.

**Skin-a-ma-rinfcy Doo-Ia-Ium,

Hi-ra-ja-ra.**
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JOHN PADRAIC DONAVAN
"Jack"

Philadelphia, Pa.

"Pooch"

Knights of Columbus
Treasurer A. A, E.
Exchange Editor, Villanovan
Assistant Editor, Villanovan
Class Treasurer
English Literary Medal 3
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T^ HE

word which suggests itself immediately when we tliinl< of Jaclt
We've been trying energetically to analyze his nature
for four years and we've given up in defeat. In him are concentrated a host
of qualties and, strangely enough, he's the best humored one of us all.
Speaking of good luimor Jaci^ has a sense of humor wiiich defies equalizaiton.
We've never known him to laugh at the wrong time. Good nature,
-*

is

— unfathomable.

—

friendliness, stick-to-itiveness, reticence, all combined that is Jack.
It's a
pleasing combination, too, for what man is there without his moods?
At the finish of tiic World War, Jack betook it upon himself to aspire
to the profession of Civil Engineering and chose Villanova as his Alma
Mater. Needless to say, lie is on the eve of attaining his ambition and we have
not the slightest doubt as to his qualifications and inherent ability. Four years
among us has proved it and Jack has lived his college days well. His activities as a leader of the day students are particularly interesting as some
of the results have often siiown but, alas, our curiosity will never be satisfied
for evidence is lacking. We would attribute many things to liis active brain,
but he stoutly denies everything. He had a propensity, however, for always
exhibiting his i)resence nonchalantly whenever any questionable deal was perpetrated.
No matter what otiier merits are his, we cannot disregard the fa<"t that
Jack was with the class in all its workings. There was none mor eloyal, none
more unselfish in his endeavors for the good of the class of '22 than he. We
are glad that he is one of our number, We wish hiin health and happiness
we are assufed of hjs success.
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Middletown, Conn.
"Joie"

Class Football— I, 2
Secretary Athletic Association

"Take me

WHEN
embodied

to

thy arms,

O

Morpheus"

"Joie" iirrived in our midst we found a person in whom was
the tradtional wit, iumior and talent, so characteristic of
a Son of ?"lrin. His jovial nature and charniin{>: ])('rsonality has won for him
tiie esteem of tliose about him.
"Joie" first aspired to tiie enfyineering profession but fate iiad decreed otJicrwise, so lie turned his efforts toward the Arts
course and with much success. Many colunms could be written about his early
"pranks" but whatsovcr their nature, tliey were always of tiie type whicli
As a result of one, however, Joie is dubious as to whether
left no evil eifects.
or not he will be forced to lead a, "dopr's life." His chief failing, if we may
term it such is to be enwraiit in tiie arms of Morpheus. How he loves his
It was witli tlie greatest joy and content that "Joie" breakfasted in
sleep
bed. Coming from the healthy stock of a New England State, he has manifested a deep interest in sports, esjiecially footliall, distinguishing liiniself
in the traditional Freshman-Sophomore struggle.
Concerning his academic work nothing but the highest jiraise may be given
and we look to "Joie" for big tilings, because we know liis abilities. We
give him our best wishes for success.
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Philadelphia, Pa.

"Pooch"
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Knights of Columbus
Treasurer A. A. E.
Exchange Editor, Villanovan—
Assistant Editor, Villanovan
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LEO AUGUSTINE HART

"And

the world goes round."

FROM

"And-Over," Mass,, hails the only French student in our Class.
Yes, "Le" is interested in the study of French.
Many, many long
hours of the Summer have found "Le" among the French authors.
Does "Le" like haseball? I'll say he does. Can "Le" play football? I'll
say he can. Philosophical terms, are they familiar to "Le"? I tell you what.
In "Argumenta ad homines," can "Le" state "pro" and "con"?
You'd be
surprised.
One finds in "Le" a cheerful and jovial companion; an ardent and earnest student.
"Le" is a scholar of the "first degree." With him work is
work, and play is play. Who said "hobbies?" Well we all have our "hobbies"
and so has "Le." With "Le," however, "hobbies" are syonymous with
"noble traits."

"Le" is an athlete. And does he know anything about sports? Just
ask him a question and he will solve all your doubts. "Le" believes in bringing out all that is "good and worthy in the man," and he himself sets the
example both "mentally and corporally."
We all rejoice at "Le" completing his College Course. The future for
him spells "Success." All are confident that he shall secure the end and purpose which he has in view. His past record points to triumph, and is an
indication of what the future has in store for him. He enjoys the esteem
and good-will of all his classmates who sincerely wish that he will attain the
"goal," that "goal" for whicli he and his companions in "fraternal charity"
are striving.

—
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CLEMENT JOSEPH DWYER

**Oncc a friend, always a friend/*

'T^RE

the nineteenth century had hit for the tall timbers of oblivion, Clem
---' got a glimpse at it, though his azure optics were hardly opened to light.
He tipped the cradle on high gear in Greenwich no, not Greenwich Village
just Greenwich. It's somewhere among the unknown of the Excelsior State.
Once upon a time he smiled with a sterling success. He was a banker (that's
why you can bank on him now). But his "Categorical Imperative" urged him
to fathom the vaults of knowledge instead.
The fame of Villanova's brain
manufactory was noised into his ears, and beckoned him on. He abandoned
He came like the rest of us and as the hen doth gather
tlie cash business.
her chickens under her wings, so our Alma Mater gathered her Broilers together back in '18. Infatuated, slie riveted her eye on young Clement, ambitious, alert, and able. She saw he was set for a future. While under the wing
of her careful guidance and guardianship, this smooth faced, keen-eyed, low
voiced athlete with his grim, yet boyish smile waxed strong, in thought, word
and deed. Incidentally, Clem has a way of disarming Fate with a cheerful
laugh. He never frowns. He smiles instead. His air of humor has been the
saving grace that rescued many a friend from a tight place. As a comrade and
chum, he is the chummiest of the chummiest. His little, countless, remembered
acts of kindness will ever be a pleasantry in memory's treasure.
For weal
or woe, our classmate launches forth to furrow- the sea of adversity, endeavor, and study.
Bon voyage, Clem!

—
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OB

is a son of the wilds of Western Pennsylvania, and by some kind fate
he happened to chance upon Villanova as the site of his labours to the
higher education. He arrived in January, 1919, without sufficient funds to
his credit along educational lines to admit him to full Freshman rating.
A
few months of an intensive course removed the deficiencies, and from then on
he stayed well up in the race to acquire knowledge concerning that "stuff of
which all matter is composed." R. J. E. is of the quieter sort, and the fact
that he is more often seen than heard has led many to believe that he was
missing the important points. When the day of reckoning came, however,
he was always there with the goods. As a member of the Phi Kappa Pi, he

|-c

--'

was always around
involved.

for the social functions, particularly

when

"eats" were
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Meadeville, Penna.
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other
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the Jews"

C
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A. A, E.
A, L E. E.

EADY

to argue on any subject, at any place, from any angle, just for
the sake of an argument. Art could think up more fool questions to ask
the Professor about two minutes before the dinner gong than a dozen wise
men could answer in twice the time, and the result usually was that some of
us rated cold potatoes. Spent about eighty per cent, of his time in the arms
of Morpheus, both in class and out, and the rest of the time he was fooling
with "sparks." Takes to the "juice" like a duck does to water, and seeps
with a pair of 'phones on his ears. Thus far imattached, notwithstanding
many reports to the contrary.
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us rat«'<l cold j)otat()es. Sp<'nt ai)<)ut eifilit\ per cent, of his time in the arms
of M<)ri)liens, Ixith in class and out, and the rest of the time he was fooling
with "sparks." 'I'akes to the "Juice" like a duck does to water, and see])s
with a pair of 'p''<"'^''* ••" '"'^ ears,
'i'lius far unattached, not withstandinj;many rejjorts to the contrary.
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JOHN JOSEPH HAGAN

Lawrence, Mass.
«Jacfc'*

President A. A. E.
Phi Kappa Pi
R. O. T.

C
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had not been for the very able assistance of Jack, a certain contingent
of R. O. T. C. soldiers might never have reached Camp I^e. Helping the
it

other fellow has been the outstanding feature of Jack's personality, it was
brought out way back in '22's Freshman year and has been evident through
He is always there to give a hand even though he
his whole stay with us.
himself might be in difficulty. Particular mention must also be made of Jack
for his activity on the C. U. trip where, as usual, he was the unofficial
"guardian of the flock."
On the warm spring evenings, John's dulcet voice chanting "The Old
Town Hall" sets the I>awrence liearts a-th robbing, even the callous one of
Prefect Albers. Last fall, Jack was persuaded to try his hand at golf. Every
time he hit the ball, he drove it out of sight, and after the persuader's supply
of balls vanished, his ambition to show John how to gol-luf also vanished.
In one way. Jack has a very reticent nature. Periodically, he does what
one might term "retires into the bush." But his disappearances are always
temporary, and suddenly he comes forth from his retirement fresher, brighter,
and more handsome than ever (after a clean shave.)
Jack's one weakness is women. He is not what one would call a womanHis personal relations
hater, he just acknowledges them as necessary evils.
with them simply aren't. He would rather shoot one game of pool than go
to sixteen dances, a thing which is quite incomprehensible to his classmates.
By his perseverance, the practical bent of his mind, his intense interest
in his work, and his ability to stick at a tough job no matter how long it
takes, forgetful of self, Jack will surely win a place of distinction in the
electrical engineering profession.
Steinmetz (whose haircut Jack has adopted) is Jack's idol, and we all
wish him the successes of a Steinmetz in his chosen field.

—
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"Judge" .«PIato"

Class Football, }, 2
Basket Ball Squad, 3, 4
Epsilon Phi Theta
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^EDDY, one

-*-

two Villanova Prep graduates in the present senior
with these sophisticated gentlemen in nineteen eighteen

of the

class, drifted in

which make him a solid 18 Karat member.
Teddy, or "Judge" as he is more familiarly known is an orator of great
renow. Few are the days when he is not heard delivering one of his masterpieces, either to the students of Villanova or the populace of Bryn Mawr.
His favorite theme is "I^ots of Money," or equally as popular with him is
"Why Men Want
For Judge in the Supreme Court." As an athlete,
Judge has played a prominent part in Class Activities. He distinguished
himself as end of high calibre on the class teams during the '18 and '19
seasons, and was a member of the Varsity Basketball squad for the last two

Hammond

seasons.

Due to the fact that he has roomed in "The Tower" the past couple of
Ted is able to make forecasts which far surpass in accuracy those made
by the Weather Bureau, and as a result Ted is constantly besieged by
members of the student body who desire to ascertain if the weather will be

years,

some undertaking they have planned.
the Social T.ion of the class, for he is known all along the Main
y\s Dean of the Garrett
Line, where the phrase "Afternoon Tea" is used.
Hill University he includes in his curriculum, Philosophy and Food Testing,
and as most of us notice, he is seldom without a box of fudge under his arm.
Teddy is a good man for the Juniors to set up as a model, as he is one of
the few who do not smoke, chew, drink, play the races, sneak out at night, etc.
Teddy is a member of the Epsilon Phi Theta Fraternity. As far as is known
at present, he intends to take a Post Graduate Coures in Business at Columbia
University, and we feel sure that in future years he will make his presence
known as a Baron of the Business World, as he has had a wide and varied
experience in political circles, holding Mayoralities in several towns along the
Main Line. His departure will mean a great loss to the institution, and his
fellow students.

propitious for

Teddy

is
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]''

;i

--

,

electrical engineering i)rofession.
Steinmetz (whose haircut .lack
\vish

him

tiie

has adopted) is .lack's
in his chosen field.

successes of a Steinmetz
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THEODORE LEE HAMMOND
"Judge" ."Plato"

Class Football, \, 2 :.-,•-;,',.:-; ""/':/,.-,:': :^i/-'
Basket Ball Squad, 3,' 4 ''^V :" .;,.,;-„'
Epsilon Phi Theta
I

KDI)'^'. (IMC

-*-

class,

of the

(li-it'lc<l

ill

two

with

\'ill.iii(i\;i

I'rcii

llicsc sopliist ic.itcd

^rjHliiJitcs

in

p'ntlciiicn

^'

,'

senior
i)r('sciit
nineteen eigliteen

(l\c

in

nijike him ,i solid IS K;ir;it nieniixT.
'I'eddy, or ".Jiidfic" us he is more f;innli;irly

wliieli

Unown is an orator of ^i-eat
are the days wiien he is not heard delivering- one of liis inaster])ieces, either to the students of \'il!ano\a or the poi)idaee of l?r\ n
Mawr.
ilis faxorile theme is "Lots of Money." or e(|ually as i)oi)nlar witli him is
"Why .Men Want Hammond l""or .(iidfic in the Supreme Court." As an athlete,
.Indp' ha.s jilaxcd a i)rominent jiart in (lass Activities.
He distinjiiiished
hini.self as end of high calii)re on the class teams (hiring the "IS and 'I!)
seasons, and was a mcmlier of the \'arsit\' ilasketliall s(|na(l for the last two
seasons.
Due to the fact that he has roomed in "'I'lie '{'o^cr" the i)ast eoujih- of
years, Ted is al)le to make forecasts wiiich far surjjass in accuracy those made
hy the Weather ISurcau. and as a result Ted is constantl\ Ix'sieged iiy
mcndiers of the student hody wiio desire to ascertain if tiie weather will l)e
some undertaking tliey liaxc i)lanned.
liro])itii)iis t'or
'I'eddy is the Social
,ioii of the class, for he is known all .ilong the .Main
l.itu'. where the phrase "Afternoon Tea" is used.
As Dean of the (larrett
Hill l"ni\'crsity he inchuh's in his ciirrieulinn, I'liilosophy and h'ood 'I'esting.
and as most of us notice, he is seldom without a box of fudge under his arm.
Teddy is a good man for- the .(unioi-s to set up .as a model, as he is one of
the few who do not smoke, chew, drink, jtlay the races, sneak out at night, etc.
As far as is known
Teddy is a meiuher of the h'.psilon Phi Tlu'ta l'"raternit\
at ))n'sent, he irdemls to take a I'ost (!raduate Conres in liusiness at ('olumt)ia
I'nivcrsity, and we fe<'l sure that in future years he will make his ])resence
known ris a liaron of the Husiness NN'orld, as he has had
wide and \aried
cxi)eriencc in political circles, holding Mayoralities in se\cral towns along the
His dejiarture will nu'an a great loss to the institution, and his
.Ma.in Line.
fellow students.
renow.
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CHARLES

F.

HART

"Toots"
"Full

And

many
waste

is born to blush unseen
sweetness on the desert air."

a flower
its

r\ UR FRIEND

Charles, or as he is more intimately known as "Toots"'
in his early youth not a little amount of good
common sense, for not content to remain in the obscurity of his native
hamlet and waste his talents on desert air, he shook from his iieels the
dust of yVndover, Mass., and boarded a train for Villanova. "Toots" once
thought (and he never tliought again) that he might acquire an early education in the neighboring schools of Lawrence, but he was soon c(mvinced of
the fact that it was only at Villanova that he could drink of the cup of
learning to satisfy.
To adequately describe our confidence is utterly impossible in this short
space, since he has a little bit of everything and a whole lot more, yet it
would not be just to omit mentioning a few of iiis most i)rominent character-

^^^

began to manifest

istics.

A

blushing bashful boys

Big and round and

is

he,

full of glee.

In appearance Charles is a vcrtiable A})i)ollo ])osscssing all the tpialities
of the "God of Youth," yet not in the same proi)ortion. When "Toots" begins
to warble all ears are attentive lest they should iniss the least syllable of his
chant. But he not only uses the sweetness of his voice for singing, he often
brings it into play to win an argument. Many an evening "Toots" can be
seen in the recreation room with a grou]) of "udergraduates" surrounding
him partaking of the grains of wisdom that fall from his lips. The hobby
that ""J'oots" indulges in most is c]ii)i)ing for his scrap book. Although he is
hard pressed by another member of the class he always manages to win out.
Of all the many other traits that endear him to our hearts, the one that
shows the most in his patience in adversity and his willingness to help a
friend in distress. No matter how heavy are the troubes that hang ui)on his
own shoulders, he always has a kind word and a winning smile for any of
his friends in distress, and it is this feature more than any other tliat will
alway keep his memory with us and make his life a beam of sunshine, no
matter where he goes.
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ELMER

M.

HERTZLER

88

Philadelphia, Pa.

«HefU"

Secretary Phi Kappa Pi
Vice President Senior Class

V—
4
V—
Captain Football—
R. O. T. C
Baseball
Football

I, 2,

3,

4

2, 3,

Fraternity Basket Ball

A

liTHOUGH

Team—4

there has heen much discussion as to the meaning of
"Hertz's" middle initial, it is evident that there must be some connection
with Morpheus as lie alone can claim the distinction of having fallen asleep
at least once in every class. His fondness for sleeping, however, is in no way
indicative of a lazy nature, for Hertz has achieved fame on the gridiron, the
diamond and in the chuss room, through his perseverance, his iron will and his
endurance. Even in the first year he came into limelight as an athlete of no
mean ability and as the inontlis rolled by we recognized in him the ideal man,
acombination of athlete and student. His success as the captain of the 1920
football team may be ascribed to the training he received, as "top sergeant"
of the old R. O. T. C.
In all general college activities "Hertz" has taken an active interest. He
was elected to the Phi Kappa fraternity in his Freshman year and during
the past three and a half years has worked for its betterment with unequaled
In his Sophomore year, he served as secretary of that organization, and
zeal.
this last year he jvlayed brilliant basketball and helped to win the championship crown for the "frat."
There is a big place in the world for "Hertz" and we feel sure that he
can fill it for he has those three big characteristics that make up the ideal
man: perseverance, good nature and iron will.
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In aiipearanee Charles is a \crtialile Apjiollo p.osscssinji' all the (pialities
of the "(lod of ^oulh,"" \ el not in the same |)roportion.
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he\' should miss the least syllalilc of his
he sweetness of his \(iiee foi' sinjiinji', he often
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into play to win an ai>':iimenl. Man) an cNcnin^ "'I'oots'" can he
seen in the recreation room wilh a yrniip of "nderiirhduatcs" surroundinji'
him jiart a kinj:' of Ihe grains of wisdom Ihal fall I'imui his lijis. The lioliliy
that "'foots" indulfics in most is clij;|iin.L; for his scrap hook. 'Althoufih he is
memhei- of the class he alway,, mana^ics to win out.
hai'd |iressc(| hy anollu
()f all the many other trails Ihal endear him lo oui' hearts, the one that
sliows the nuisi in his ]iatience in ad\ersily and his willintincss lo help a
friend in distress. No nudlei' hov\ hea\y ar<' Ihe Iroidies thai lianti upon liis
own shoulders, he always has a kind word and a w inninj:' smih' foi- an> of
his friends in distress, and il is this fealurc more Ihan any other that will
alwa.\ keep his mcmorv wilh iis and make his life a heam of sunshine, no
mat Icr wdiei-e he i;(ies.
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HERTZLER

M.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

"Hertz"

Secretary Phi Kappa Pi
Vice President Senior Class
Baseball
Football

V—
V—

I,

2,

4

3,

4

2, 3,

—

Captain Football
R. O. T. C.
Fraternity Basket Ball
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the (irst \c;ir lie cjinic into limelight ;is ,in athlete of no
nie.in ;d)ilit\ and as the nionths rolled \)\ we reeogni/ed in him tiie ideal man,
aeoird)ination of athlete and s1iid<'id.
lis success as the ciplain of the
l!CJ()
footl)all team may lie ascribed to the training he recei\'ed, as "lop sergeant"
of the old U. (). '!". C.
In all general college activities licrt/,"" has taken an active interest,
lie
was <'lecte(l to the I'lii Kapjia fraternitv in his l*'rcshman year and during
the i)ast three ;ind a half years has worked for its hetterment with uMecpialcd
/.eal.
In his Soi)liomore year, he served as secretary of that organization, and
this last year he jjlaycd lirilliant haskethall and helped to win the champi(niship crow 11 for tlie "frat."
'rirere is a big ])lace in the world for '"[lerty," and we feel sure that he
can fill it for he has those three liig characteristics that niake up the ideal
cndnr.-Micc.
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JAMES McARDLE KENNEDY.

.Waverfy,

.

R Y»

*'Goo£"

President Athletic Association
President Phi Kappa Pi
Recorder Knights of Q>Iumbus
Member A. A. E,
Manager Fraternity Basket Ball
the 1922 Champions

WAVERLY,
sample

Team

'

N. Y. sent in a generous
person of Jim, who is well

in the

over six feet and yet the baby of the class,
having only recently attained his majority. It
may have been the long hours spent in bed
which caused him to stretch to such a length,
although early to bed and early to rise was
never a favorite practice with Jim.
In fact,
he was often heard to remark, "What would
college be without a bed?"
Notwithstanding
this marked proclivity for sleep, Jim was a
charter member of the "Two O'clock Club" and his good fellowship was a
Jim is also
great help in passing the hours between rounds and bedtime.
there (quite so) when it comes to big time parties, as those who made that
trip to

Washington

last fall will recall.

Of a

non-athletic nature Jim's attentions have been directed along the
channels of club activities. He has been the dominating spirit in their influence and as a result, has been honored with the presidency of the Athletic
Association, ap osition entailing a large amount of work with no glory. Then
the Phi Kappa Pi prestige was increased when it elected Jim for its presidency
in that person's senior year.
On the installing of a council of the K. of C.
at the college, Kennedy's executive ability gained for him the position of
recorder, another task carrying with it a great deal of active work.
With
all his activities and notwithstanding the fact that he carried an extra heavy
class schedule, Jim could always find time to help one in need or to indulge
in a friendly chat.
His favorite expression "I'm expecting a letter today," was as regular as
the saying of "Grace" before meals and seemed to form a part of his prayer.
Many and deep were the comments as to the why and wherefore of the steady
streams of pink or was it blue envelopes which Jim received in the mail.
The authoress was "some girl" as Jim often said in answer to the comments
and we hope it's true for Jim's sake because the case looks serious.
Studies being a necessar part of college activities, Jim pursued them with
the same calmness and success which he displayed in other fields. For calmness and poise during exam's he has no equal among his classmates, and he
mounted all barriers without the least external evidence of being flustered.
In 1921 Jim undertook the teaching of a. class in Prep Drawing and Prep
Physics, making a favorable showing as an instructor in each.
Fate was kind in giving him a pleasing and compelling adduce, which,
with liis straight forward character and enviable ability to accomplish what
he sets out to do should enable him to attain prominence as a Mechanical

Engineer.

The Class of '22 expects much of
paralleled success in the battle of life.

him and

is

as

one in wishing him un-

THE VILLANOV AN
WILBERT RAYMOND KIRK

A
"A

A

FEW

marquis, dufcc, and a* that;*'
prince can make a belted knight,

He
ago a passenger alighted at the Villanova station.
all the way from Buffalo to begin his career as a college
student. The first impression he made on his classmates was that he was a
professor instead of a pupil. It could easily be seen he had experienced the
weighty cares of this world. Serious yet pleasant and jovial his countenance
overflowed with sunshine. Perhaps that accounts for his heavy beard. With
such outstanding features it certainly was hard to believe him, when he proclaimed he was just eighteen and had been such an active citizen of Buffalo.
Just why Wilbert is saluted as "Duke" is quite a puzzle.
The name
may have been based on facts previous to his entrance at Villanova, or it
may have been the result of some instance which occurred since that memorable date. At any rate it is a well known fact that the "Duke" held no small
number of "Victor" records before he came here and tliat his "Upright" air
and "Grand" polished manners were acquired selling pianos. Then again, the
name "Duke" is always associated with an exceptionally well dressed person,
henec a classmate wearing a derby hat and a light tweed suit just naturally
falls into a Dukedom.
"Duke" always carries the natural position of Buffalo witli him. Buffalo
When
is the golden means between the East and the wild and wooly West.
it is a question of athletics, however, the ocean on either side of Buffalo is
the limit of his enthusiasm. If Kant's Theory of Time and Space were true,
what victories the "Duke" would have won for Villanova.
His attendance at class has been perfect.
The big problems of the day interest him greatly. When it is a question of the "Full dinner Pail'' the "Duke" becomes a veritable William Jennings Bryan. In English class he has acquired a reputation for his interpretation of Shakespeare. Sometimes he even out Shakespeare's Shakespeare.
Now that the time of parting is at hand, reluctantly do we release from our
We have found
hearts the deep feeling there, which Wilbert has enkindled.
him always a firm friend and a kind classmate, one who by a witty word
could turn sorrow into joy and make the most difficult task lightsome. May
he always be as a silver lining among his fellow men and accomplish great
things for them.
-^"^

years

had traveled

—
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JAMES McARDLE KENNEDY

Waverly, N. Y.
''Goof"

''Jim"

President Athletic Association
President Phi Kappa Pi

Recorder Knights of Columbus

Member A. A.
I

E.

Manager Fraternity Basket
the 1922 Champions
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channels of chili acti\ities. lie has lieeii the dominatinii' sDJril in their intluence and as a result, has hcen honored with the i)resi(lenc\ of the \tliletic
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His favorite fxin'cssioii "Fni exi)cetinfi- a letter toda\," was as rcfiular as
the saying of "Orace" hefore meals and seemed to form a i)art of his pra\cr.
Many and deep were the conimeiits as to the why and wherefore of the stea(l\
streams Of iiink or was it lilue enveloiies which .Mm received in the mail,
'i'he authoress was •'some tiirf as .Mm often said in answer to the coiiiments
and we liojx' it's true for Jim's sake because the case looks serious.
Studies heinu- a neeessar jiart of collcfiC activities, ,lim pursued them witli
l"'or caliiithe same calmness and success which he disi)layed in oilier lields.
ness ;ind poise during' exam's iie has no e(|iial among his classmates, and he
mounted all harriers without the least <'\lernal exidcnci' of heing flustered.
an<l I'ri'p
in 1921 Jim midertook the teaching of a class in l're|) Drawing
Physics, making a favorable showing as an instructor in each.
Fate was kind in giving- him a ])leasing and compelling adduce, which,
witli his straight forward character and en\ial>le ability to accomplish what
he sets out to do should enahle him to attain iiromincncc as a Mechanical
Engineer.
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Serious \ ct i)lc;is;iiit (iiid Jo\ i;il his (•oimt<'ii;incc
with simshiiic.
l'crli,ii)s thai accoiiiits for his hca\ \
heard.
\\'itli
such oidstandihf;- features it certaiiilN- was iiard to lieli<'\c him, when he i)r()elaimed he was Just eifiiileen and had lieen such an acti\-e citi/en of JWif^'alo.
-lust wh.\
Wilhert is saluted as "Diikc" is (|uite a nn/./le.
The name
have Ik'cu based on fads prex ions to his entrance at N'illanova. or it
may have been the result of some instance uhich occurred since that memorahle date.
.\t any rate it is a well known fact that the "Duke" held no small
innnher of "X'ietor" records l)efore lie came here and that his "I prighi'" air
c.-ircs

ovci-(li)UC(l

may

and "drand"

maimers were acipiircd selliiiji- jiianos. Then again, the
always associated with an e\ce])tionall\' well dressed person,
hence a classmate wearinoderby hat and a lifi'ht tw<'ed suit .just naturally
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"I)id<e" alwa.xs carries the natural position of UulValo with him.
UutTalo
the golden means iietwccn the Ivist and the wild and wool.\ West.
When
is a
(picstion of athletics, howcvei-, the ocean on <'ithei- side of Buffalo is
it
the linnl of his eidlmsiasm.
If Kaid's Tlieorv of Time and Sjiace were liMie,
what \ietories the "Duke" would have won for N'illanoxa.
at class has been pei-fecl.
I lis attendance
The big i)roblenis of the (la.\- interest him greatly. When it is a (jucstion of the "Full dinner Pail" the "Duke" becomes a veritable William JenIn l''.ngiish class he has ac((ini"e(l a rci)utation for his internings Hryan.
Sonietimes he e\cn out Shakcs])eare\ Shakes])earc.
jirctation of Sliakes])eare.
Now that the time of ))arting is at hand, rclnctantl.x do we release from our
hearts the dee]) feeling- there, which \\'ili)ert has enkindled.
We have fonml
him always a firm fr'iend and a kind classmate, one who b\- a witty word
(•(udd turn sorrow into ,io.\ and make the most dillicult task lightsonie.
May
he always be as a silxer lining among his fcl|owni<'n and act'ouiplisli great,
tilings for them.
is
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JOSEPH ALOYSIUS McCARTHY
'Beef"

Lawrence, Mass,
^Lightning"

''The Sheik"

Football

V—

t,

2,

3,

4

Captain Football—
Knights of Columbus
Phi Kappa Pi
Major R. O. T.
President Lawrence Club

C

'^CaY,

bill, do you remember the niglit of the ball, at the City Hall in
Norristown? Well, I met Kate that night. Gee! she was a honey.
We had a few dances and then, " The fellows knew what was coming, for
they have heard it innumerable times before. This generally happened, any
time "Our Joey" was visiting with the gang. It wasn't so long ago, that our
hero's "small, graceful form" was seen each Saturday night at the City Hall.
When he danced, the rest of the couples moved from the floor either to admire
the graceful form of "Our Joey" or else to make room for him. His moment
of inertia is quite as large as is his turning moment so that when he got going,
he required quite a lot of space.
However pleasant they may be, they are but memories of days long gone
Since then he has transferred his attentions to Roxboro, where he has
by.
become a steady week-end visitor, and perhaps a boarder.
He embarked from Lawrence in the fall of 1916 and arrived at Villanova
a few weeks later. He immediately became the idol of the Academy kids,
and the belles of Norristown. Torn between the thoughts of three good hours
of sleep every afternoon, and of running up and down the field in a football
suit, he decided upo the latter after much persuasion.
We were overjoyed
when he made this decision, as he proved to be a sterling football player,
playing on the Prep team in 1916 and the Varsity in '17, '19, '20, '21, being

^

captain of the 1921 team.
In 1918, he answered the

—

call of our country, and entered the Plattsburg
Training Camp from which he was commissioned a Second Lieutenant.
He was then sent to Camp Grant, 111. After his discharge, he returned to
Villanova and became commander of the R. O. T. C. unit here.
Many are the examples of fight, grit and love for his Alma Mater that he
We are sure that if he plays the game of
has given to us on the gridiron.
life as he did that of football, he is bound indeed to have the greatest of

Officers

success,

—
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MATTHEW

FRANCIS McDONALD

"Strange to the world, he wore a bashful look

The

TJ

ROADWAY

Fields his study, Nature

was

his book."

has seen many go, but things took a sorry slump the even--'
Ing "Mac" smiled adieu. The Milky Way was seen to dim.
Sadder
than that was his determination that pretty dames should have no role In
his new life a determination that puzzled no one except the dames themselves,
for none, old or young, had cause other than to admire him.
"Mac" often
quotes from his copy book, "He travels fastest and farthest who travels
alone," so whenever white hands beckon and pretty eyes invite, he does not
look.
Not that he has an aversion for them, he's only traveling alone.
For
a young lad, he lias always taken life almost too seriously, and when he
elected to delve into books under the shadow of our blue and white flag, the
seriousness that characterized the attack surprised no one. Villanova knows as
well as his classmates, both through Prep and College, he burned the midnight-oil to Indulge In hard study rather than hard riding, deligiiting mostly
He would have rivaled both
In Greek topics and other such dead stuff.
Aeschlnes and Aeschylus had he spanned his life in the B. C. Memory will
ever recall the Commencement of '20, when he marched up for the Classic
Medal, a trophy well earned, shy and blushing to the ears, yet athletically,
he carried his broad shoulders and high chest, te i)rominent features of hi:*
strong and symmetrical physique as if it were an everyday happening.
He believed in a strong
Yes, Matthew is one of the big men of the class.
body and a sound mind. His great attachment for all sports proves this about
him. Rain or shine, "Mac" was always ready for some strenuous exercise.
There is still one thing that puts "Mac" in a mystic class. That thing
Time and time again, we have tried to make him think that
is his ancestry.
he was a Scotchman; and as many times "Mac" has defended himself and his
progenitors in a real Irish fashion.
At last we have arrived at the end of a College course. Out of the fullness of our hearts, we wish Matthew many successful and happy years. We
will not forget old friends, and "Mac" indeed has been a staunch and true
friend to

all.
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JOSEPH ALOYSIUS McCARTHY

Lawrence, Mass.

"The Sheik"

"Beef"

Football

V—

I,

2,

'^Lightning"

3,

—

4

Captain Football
Knights of Columbus
Phi Kappa Pi
Major R. O. T. C.
President Lawrence Club

^'^

IWI,I„ do yon niiicmhcr Hie iiiglil of the hjill, fit the City ll.iil in
Xorristownr AWII, [ iiirt Kjite lluit nifrlit. (ice! slic w.is
lii)iic\
W'r ii.'id
few (jjiiicc^ .'iiid then, "
Tiic fVllows knew \vii;i.t \\;is (•oiiiiiifi-, for
\>'.

^-^

,i

.

ii

tlicy

Iwnc

licMi-d

it

iiinuiiicr.ii)lc

tinics l)ct'orc.

Tills

ficncr.iily

l)iii)i)<'ni'(l,

;itiy

tiiMc "Oiii- .l<»<'y" \v;is

visitiiifi- witli tlic finiiji-.
It
wjisn't so lonji' ap), tii;it our
hero's "snuiii, fir.ieefiil form" \\;is seen e;ich Siitiirdiiy niji-lit (it tlie City Hall.
When he daiiecd, the rest of the eoui>les moved from the (loor either to admire
the firaeefiii form of "Our .loey" or else to make room for him.
moment
I lis
of inertia is (jiiite as larjic as is his tiirninji' moment so tliat when he got f;'oing-,
he re(|iiire(l (|iiiie a lot of space.

iiowevcr

pleas.iid

may

tiiey

l)e,

t

he\-

are

t)iit

memories of days

ionj"- ji'one

Since then he has transferred his attentions to H()xi)oro. where he has
heeome a steady week-end isitor, and |)erli;ii)s a l)oarder.
lie endiarked from Lawrence in the fail of l!)t(i and' arrived .it N'illanova
few weeks later.
a
lie immediately hecame the idol of the Acach'iny kids,
and the lielles of Noiristow n. 'i'orn helween the thoiijihis of three piod hours
of slec]) e\ei-y afternoon, and of runniiifi- up and down the field in a footl)all
suit, he decided iijx) the latter after much i)ersiiasion.
We were overjoyed
wlieii he m.ade this decision, as he pro\ed to he a sterliufi' foott>alI i)layer,
jilayinji' on the i're]) team in
l!)l(i .md
the Narsity in "IT, 'til, "'io, "21, hcinjicaiitain of the Ifl2l leaiii.
In l!)IS, he answered the call of our country, and entered the IMattshiirf;'
Oflicers '{"rainiiiji- Camj) from which he was commissioned a Second i.ieutenant.
lie was then sent to Cam]) (irant. III.
After his dischar^re, he returned to
\illanova and hecame commander of the \{. (). T. C. unit here.
Man\- are the e.\anii)les of fight, grit and lo\e for his Alma .Mater that he
has gi\en to us on the gridiron.
We are sure that if he plays the game of
life as he did
that of foothall, lie is hound indeed to ha\e the greatest of
hy.
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MATTHEW FRANCIS McDONALD
"Mac"

l-c

--'
tli;iii

HO

\I)\\'

in^i-

lli;d

"Strange to the world, he wore

a

The

his book."

\

Fields his study,

bashful look

li.is seen iii,iii\- pi. l)iil
tliiiifis tooU ;i sorn
suiilcd ;ulicii.
Tlic Milks \\';i\ \\;is seen
Ids dctcriniii.-dioii llial ))i'ctt\ daiiics slioidd

'i'

".Mile"
u,is

Nature was

shiiiip the

dim.
iia\c no

lo

cvni-

Snddir
role

in

new life- a dctcnninal ion tlial pii/./.lcd iki otic cxcciit liic dames llicmscivcs.
for none, old or \ oimf;', had caiisc' other fhaii lo admire him.
".Mae" often
<|uotes from Ins eoi)>' hook, "i le lra\cls fastest and farthest who ti'avels
alone," so whenexcr white hands iieckon and iiretty eyes inxite. he does not
look.
Not that he has an axci'sion for them, he's onl.\ travelin^i- alone.
l''or
a \(nin}i- lad, he has always taken life almost
too serionsi\, and when h,'
elected to dehc iido i)ooks under the shadow (d' onr hine and white llaj:, the
seriousness that eharaeteri/.ed the attack surprised no one. \'iliano\a knows as
well as his classmates, i)oth throujih I'rc)) and Coilefic, he hurned the mididjiht-oil to indulfic in hard study rather than iiai-d ridinji', delight in.u- mostly
in (ireek toi)ics and other such dead stuff.
lie would have rivaled hol'h
Aeschines and Aeschylus had he si)amied his life in the \\. ('.
.Memors will
(
ever recall the '(Mumeneemeid of "20, when he marched up for the Classic
.Medal, a tropli\' well earned, shy and hlushing to the ears, yet aliilel icall\
he carried his hroad shoulders and high chest, lc pronnncnt features id' his
slr(nig and sy
u'trical ph\si(|ue as if it were an e\cr\(lay happening.
^'cs, .Matthew is one of the hig men of the class.
lie liclicvcd in a sti'oni:
liody and a sound ndnd.
Ilis great attachment foi- all sports ))i-o\cs this alioid
Uain or shine, ".Mac" was always ready for some sti-enuoiis exercise.
him.
There is still one thing that puts ".Mac" in a m\stic class. That thing
Tim<' and time again, w c ha\c tried to make him think thai
is his ancestry.
he was ;r Scotchman and as man\ times ".Mae" has defended himself and his
pi-ogeidtors in a real Irish fashion.
At last we have arrived at the end of a College course. Out (d' the fidlness of our hearts, we wish Matthew man\ successful and happy ycjirs.
We
will not forget old friends, and "Mac" indeed has heen a staunch and line
o a II.
friend
his

;
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HUGH VINCENT McGEEHAN

Hazelton, Pa,

"Hughie"

—

Football Squad
Football
2,

V—
4
Captain Football—
Baseball V—
3,

t, 2, 3,

4

Captain Base Ball—-3
Coach Prep Football and Base Ball Teams
Knights of Columbus

HIS member

of our class made his first appearance at Villanova in
September, 1916, having journeyed from Hazelton to enter the Preparatory School. He was graduatde from this department in 1918. At this point
He
his course of studies was interrupted, due to his enlisting in the Army.
was sent to the Officers Training Camp at Camp Zachary Taylor, and was
within a few weeks of receiving his commission when the Armistice was
signed.
Upon his discharge he returned to Vilanova to continue his studies
in the Engineering School, and for the past four years has been epduring
the ravages, and facing the terrible onslaughts so characteristic of that department.
During his years in Villanova, however, he has found time to establish
for himself an athletic record, upon which he may look with pardonable pride.
His efforts, in all branches of athletics, were not surpassed by any other force
in placing his Alma Mater "front and center" in the realm of college sports.
To show his desire to have the athletic projects of his school conducted successfully he coached the various Prep and Varsity teams, when he could not be a
member of those teams himself.
An account of "Hughie" would fail miserably if mention of sterling
His honesty, frankness and straight forwardness
character were neglected.
are as characteristic as is his grin when telling one that the girl at the
K. of C. dance is only his sister.
To say that this class wish him success in the game of life would be
We do, however, feel that if the reward he deserves for his
superfluous.
loyalty and faithfuness, to both ideals and friends, is to be the measure of his
success in life, he will fare well.
So, we return this member of our class to the coal regions with a consciousness that he is a credit to that district, to his Alma Mater, and in short,
to all who are interested in him.
And, in conclusion, we say that we are all better for having had the
companionship of this member through our college days. His memory will
remain with us long after the hardships, passed through together, are forgotten. Neve rwill the fact be lost sight of htat he is the ideal of the class of
1922 as a gentleman in every detail and in every sense of the word.
I
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PAUL JOHN McNAMARA

39

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pre-Mcdfcal Society

Kappa Gamma
Epsilon Phi Thcta
Football
3, 4
Captain Fraternity Basket Ball

V—

Team—

FTER

having completed two successful years at St. Francis College,
Brooklyn, N. Y., "big hearted Mac" came into our midst in the fall
of 1920 with the best intentions in the world of settling down to a quiet
student life.
He was really awakened, however, by tlie shrill call of the
referee's whistle.
From that time despite his good intentions to follow his
philosophical ambitions he gained fame on the gridiron. "Mac" was an important cog in the famous '21 machine developed by "Allie Miller" and
through his great work was awarded the coveted V.
Aside from iiis athletic ability "Mac" is also a good student, having
completed the Bachelor of Arts and the Pre-Medical courses. It was due to
the extra heavy class schedule and long laboratory hours which prevented
him from participating in any of the other sports, for before entering Villanova
he establisiied for himself an athletic record both in base ball and basket ball.
His talents still remain untold. He is also a musician and has furnislied
amusement for the natives of "Belle Vista" and "Beau Rivage." (Names that
will long remain in the hearts of Villanova students for tiiey bring back
memories of many joyous evenings spent at socials and at Ye Olde Koflfee
-^~^

Klutches.)
Paul has always been alert in class, es})ccially in answering the "prof's"
questions and on one occasion when the following question was asked by a
member of the Medical Department Staff, "What is the name of the teeth
the humane body receives last?" Mac immediately replied, "False teeth."
"Mac" intends to enter Georgetown next year, where he is going to pursue the study of medicine, and we feel sure that his untireless energy with his
initiative will enable him to gain the coveted M.D. degree, and he carries
with him our best wishes for a successful career. Nothing too much can be
exi)ected of "Mac" and it is our earnest liope tiiat lie will become the "Lorenz"
of America.
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HUGH VINCENT McGEEHAN

Hazclton, Pa.

"Hughie"

Football
Football
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i

V—2, 4
Captain Football —
Baseball V—
4
Captain Base Ball —
3,

I,

2, 3,

Coach Prep Football and Base Ball Teams
Knights of Columbus
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\'illano\a, howexcr, lie has found tiuie to estalilish
Dui-iiifi- his years iu
for liiruself an athletie rei'ord, upon which he may look with ])ardonal)le pride.
His efforts, in all hranehes of athletics, were not suri)assed by an\' other force
in i)lacinfr his Alma Mater "front and center" iti the realm of collefre s])orts.
To show his desire to ha\e the athletic ))rojects of his school conducted successfully he coached the various i're]) and \'ar-sity teams, when he could not be a
member of those teams himself.
An ac<'ount of "liujihie" wcudd fail miserably if mention of sterlirifi'

character were nefilectcd.

His honesty, frankness and straifiht forwardness
are as characteristic as is his griu when tellinji' one that the fi'ii-| at the
K. of ('. dance is only his sister.
To say that this class wish him success in the jiame of life would lie
We do, howe\ci\ feel that if the reward he deserxcs for his
su])erfhious.
loyalty and fait hfuness, to both ideals and friends, is to be the measure of his
success in life, he will fare well.
So, we return this membei' of our class to the coal rejiioiis with a c(M1.sciousness that he is a credit to that district, Io his Alma .Mater, and in short,
t<» all who are interested in him.
And, in conclusion, we say that w<' are all belter for haxinji' had the
companionshi]) of Ibis member through our collcfi'c da>s.
liis meiiMM'y will
remain v,i\]\ us long- afte?' the hardshijis, jiassed Ihroiifih to;>ctlier, are forgotten.
Ne\(' rwill the fact be lost sight of htat he is the ideal of the class of
l!)22 as a geidleman in every detail and in every sense of tlu' word.
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PAUL JOHN McNAMARA

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Mac"

Pre-Medical Society

Kappa Gamma
Epsilon Phi Theta
Football
3, 4
Captain Fraternity Basket Ball
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Me was reall\ awakened. ho\\e\ei-, 1)\ the shrill call of the
his
i'"rom that time (lesi)ite his jiood iiitcniioiis to follow
whistle.
'"'^i.ic" was an iiii])liilosoi)liical amhitioiis he i>aiiied fame on the jiridiron.
portant co^- in the fanuMis ''Jt machine de\('lo|)ed l>y "Allie Millci" and
\'.
tliroiiji'h his jiTcat work was awarded the eo\eted
Aside from his athletic ahility "Mac" is also a li-ood student, havin.ii'
It
was due to
(•onij)leted the H.ichelor of Arts and the I're-Medieal coui'ses.
the extra heavy class schcdiih' and loiifi- lalioratory houivs which iirevcnted
him from i)artieii)atinfi- in any of the other sports, for licfore interinii- \illano\a
he estalilished for himself an athletic record iioth in base hall and basket hall.
His talents still remain untold. He is also a musician and has furnished
amusement for the natixcs of "l>elle N'ista" and "licau Hi\ai;c." (X.imcs that
hrin.u' hack
will loiiji- remain in the hearts of \'illano\a studeiils for lhe\
memories of many joyous e\cninfis spent at socials and at \v Olde KofVee
student

life.

n-ferce's

Klutches.)
I'aiil

(piestions

has always been alert in class, espcciallv in aiiswcriiii:- tlu' "])i-ofs"
and on one occasion when the followin.u (|ueslioii was asked by a
of the Medical Dciiartmcnt Staff, "What is the name of the tcetli

member
humane

receives last?"
Mae immediately replied, "I-'alse teeth."
to enter ( ieorfictown next year, whei-e he is piint: to piii-siie the s'tud\' of medicine, and we feel sure that his untireless enerfiv with his
iniliaiivc will eii;ible him to jiain the eoseted M.I), degree, and he cai'ries
with him (Mir best wishes tor a successful career. Nolhin.n' too much can be
exix'cted of "Mac" and it is our earnest hope that he will liecomc the "l.oren/."

the

ho(l\

"Mac" intends

of Aiiu'rica.
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JOHN FRANCIS MAHONEY
'Sunshine*'

'^A Daniel

WITH

come

to

judgment, yea, a Daniel."

a smile of "Sunshine" on his blushing countenance, John first
greeted Villanova about seven years ago.
Althougli the weather
where the cold winds blew comfort and cheer were always to be found in
changed, and a dreary season held sway sometimes, yet no matter when or
John's perpetual "sunshine."
Almost any afternoon he may be seen promenading about y\lma Mater and
whether the weather be fair or gloomy, whether the season be suminer or
winter, you will always see sunshine upon his serene features.
In truth, John
is "Sunshine."
John is a pedestrian of great note about Villanova, and is said to be a
strong opponent of Henry Ford. Sunshine tells us that he intends to establish
a series of walking clubs about the country, after the Grand Finale. For in
his opinion, it is far better to walk than to ride, and altiiough he doesn't
get to his destination as soon, it is far safer.
"Sunshine" is a man of few words, always well chosen, and they never
John's motto is "If you haven't somefail to contain a mountain of advice.
thing good to say, it is better to keep silent."
In bidding "good-bye" to John, tlie class of '22 takes leave of a staunch
and sincere adherent and friend, and although we must all bid adieu to Alma
Mater, yet we kno wthat "Sunshine" will always be in spirit with us.

THEVILLANOVAN
ARTHUR ALOYSIUS MALONE
*<Hoftfon"

41

Pottsvillc, Pa.

**Piggy"

Knights of Columbus

MAI^ONE

came to Villanova way back in 1913 with a, purpose: to learn
that would enable him to take his place in the outside world and
he leaves with that puii)ose well fulfilled. His class work has been marked
with a stamp that reflects Horton's own character. vVn earnest and conscientious desire to learn all that is possible has caused Horton to become expert
His "I don't see that, Prof." causes the explanin the art of asking questions.
ation to be continued until he does see it.
Art spent his Prep school days at Villanova and after graduation, entered
the college. His nine years spent here make him a valuable source of hLstory,
both past and present. Many amusing and interesting incidents can be recalled
by this individual. Included among them is the time he attempted to set (ire
to the Academy building. Another time, because of a locked door barred his
path, Art attempted to put liis first through it. For the latter incident, he
received the tile of "The Terrible Tempered Mr. Bang."
Would that we could print what Piggy thinks of the authors of some of
our text books, especially those which contain such expressions as "the proof
left to the reader," or else, '.'the pi*oof is beyond the scope of this book."
iis
His bolshevik tendencies have often aroused him to such an extent that he
has assured us by all the gods ithat he will or will not do a certain thing, but
in the end, Hort always com^ across strong.
This short sketch ofJMalone will be incomplete if mention of his weekly
No matter what reason he gives for these
trips to NorrisOJwnr-ftfeomitted.
journeys, the one thing we do know is that on one occasion, they were discontinued for a space of three weeks, and in that time, Horton was afflicted
with the worst kind of blues.
Arthur's collegiate course will soon end, and we relucantly part with
him. Here's hoping that when he returns to tlie coal regions, he will put
into practice whait he has learned at \'illanova, and as a result feel assured
that his work will be crowned with success.
all
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his ojjinion, it is far better to walk than to ride, .and .dlhoutih he doesiri
to his (lest in.ation as soon, it is far safer.
ji'ct
"Sunshine" is
man of few words. alwa\s well chosen, ,ind they never
.lohn's motto is "If you haven't somefail to contain a mountain of .idv ice.
.lolui

is

a

])edestrian

stronji' oi)i)onent

oi'

of llenry

jireat

l''oi'(l.

Sunshine

.1

thinji'

fi'ood

to s.iy,

it

is

i)etter to

kcc]) silent."

bidding- "jiood-ijye" to .lohn, the class of ''1'2 takes lea\e of a st.'iunch
and sincere .idhcrent and fi-iend, and .altlKMifzh we must .ill hid adieu to Alm.i
.Matci-, \et we kno wlh.at "Sunshine" will ;ilw.i\s Ik- in s],irit wiili us.
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(••tmc to

\'ill;m()\ii

udiild cMalilc

him

\\,i\'

luick in

to take

liis

If)!."}
))I.'k'(-

witli
ill

)i

tlic

]Miri)()s(':

t(i

learn

outside woi'ld and

Mis class wor'i^ lias heeii marked
|)m'i)ose well tiiililled.
\ii earnest and eoiiseiredeets Hort(>n's own eiiaraetcr.
enlioiis desire to learn all thai is ))()ssil>lc lias caused llortoii to heeome cxiiert
"1
ills
don't sec lliat. i'rof." caiises the e\i)laiiof asking- (luestioiis.
ill the art
atioii to he eontiiiMcd until he does see it.
.\rt s))ent his I'l-ej) school da\ s al \'illano\a and at't'T jiiadiiation, entered
lis nine _\ears siieiil here make him a \aliialile source of historv,
the eollcji'e.
hoth jiast and i)|-esenl. .Man\ aniiisinii and interesting incidents can he recalled
Included anionji- them is the lime he attempted to sel lire
this in(li\idnal.
l)\
to the \eadem\ hiiildinii'. Xindhci' time, hecaiise of ,i locked door liarred his
l''or the
latter incident, he
his lirsl through it.
\ rt attcnii)te(l to i)ut
l)atli,
rccei\ed the tile of '"l"li<- 'I'crrihie 'I'einpel'ed Mr. i'l.ili^."
Would that We could prin! \\ iiat I'ifiii.N thinks of llic authors of sonic of
hose which conl.nii such esiircssioiis as "the proof
our text hooks, cs])cciall\
to the rcadci'," or else, "the jiroof is l)e\ond the scope of this hook."
is left
llis Itolshevik tendencies have often iirouscd him to such an extent that he
has assured us h\' all the pids that he will or will not do a certain thiiifi', hid
in the end, lloi-t always comes across stronji.
This short sketch of .Malonc will he incoinplete if mention of his weekl\'
No matter what reason he ^ivcs foi- tluse
ti'ips to Norristown arc omitted.
journeys, the one thing' we do know is that on one occasion, they were discontinued for a space of three weeks, and in that time, llort(Mi was atllictcd
with the worst kind of liliies.
Arthur's collegiate (•(uirse will soon end, and we relucantl.\ i)arf with
llere's hoping that when he i-eturns to the coal regions, he will pid
him.
into jjracticc what he has learned at \'illano\a, and as a residt feel assured
that lii.s work will he cr(»wned with success.
lie

lea\'es

with

a

witii

tiial

stami) that
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R» O. T.

C

hard to write "Bill's"
IT monotonous
repetition of
is

record without a
superlatives.

The

name

of O'Leary was given a prominent place
in the college traditions by Bill's cousins who
were liere in '15 and '18, and Bill just about
His activities emnailed it there for keeps.
braced every phase of college life. Bill was
foremost a student, and by that we don't mean
one who has his nose in a book all time, in
fact, we don't believe he ever did crack a book

overtime. But his monthly marks look like temperature readings in summer
When the schedule calls for study, he studies, and he does
just the same.
Bill
it so efficiently and so well that when time is up, he has the "goods."
has the very unusual and enviable record of having gone through four years
of an engineering course (at Villanova) without a single condition.
His ability to accomplish a lot of things with a minimum amount of work
and no waste, stamps him as a certain success in engineering.
Our Will is not only a technical man, he is also a scholar, which is evident
from his very capahle handling of his tasks as Editor-in-Chief both of the
Villanovan and of the Year Book, Belle-Air. His early classic training was
well founded, and it is well employed.
"Ole" is right there in the social life of the school. He is treasurer of the
Phi Kappa Pi, secretary of the Athletic Association, and has always been an
active committeeman, ready for any kind of work. In athletics, we find Bill
during his Sophomore year on the class football team, and now he is the
manager of the Varsity Base Ball team. It is only a man of Bill's calibre who
can maintain his position at the head of class and still perform all the duties
On top of all this, Bill has succeeded in paying a
of a base ball manager.
great deal of attention to a certain young lady "down the line." There is one
caution we would like to give said young lady when going sledding either
to steer the sled herself or else walk down the hill.
'22, in view of his past successes, is confident that it might already offer
him congratulations for his future ones. He has all the qualities necessary to
make a great executive and engineer, his keen Irish intellec,t his flexible mind
that enables him to size up a problem from different angles, his quick decision
where quick decision is required, and prudence where rashness would be fatal,
and withal, a truly celtic wit combined with a fine sarcasm will surely bring
him into prominence, regardless of when he takes up his life work.
The best of luck from '22, Bill.

—
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Pottstown, Pa.

warm and

bright/*

young man who at mid-night first saw tlie morn, honored a place
not generally known, Pottstown. Jerry grew up and found his home
town too small, so by this and by that, he made his way to St. Joseph's in
the big city, Philadelphia. Finding that great city too small, he inflicted his
sunny presence on Villa-Nova. He is a cliaracter that leaves not much to be
asked for, and his popularity before Greek class is well deserved. "Jerry"
studies a bit, writes a bit, talks a bit, eats a bit, and sleeps two bits.
He
can give you every fine point of every athlete, and he holds no mean place in
Ethics athletic quizz. The class thinks that Jerry will never stop studying
until he finishes. May his future be as successful as his past at Villa-Nova.
-*-
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His ;icti\ities eine\er\ plijise of college life.
Hi|| wjis
foremost n student, and i)\ that we don't mean
one who has his nose in a hook all time, in
t'.iel, we don't
ix'lieve he ever did crack a liook
overtMue, Bnt hi<? inonlhI\ marks look like temperaiiirc readings
in summer
just the same.
AVhen the sclieduie calls for studs, lie studies, and he does
so ellicientiN and so well that when time is u],,
it
he has the "goods."
BUI
has the \cvy unusual and eiuiahle record of ha\ing gone
Ihrouu-h four \ears
of an engineering course (,it \'illano\a) without a single
condition.
His ahilily to accomplish a lot of things with a minimum
amount of work
and no waste, stamps him as a ceitaiii success in engineering.
Our Wijj is not only a technical man, he is also a scholar, which is e\ i(k'iit
from his very caiiahlc handling of his tasks as Kditor-in-Chief hoth of
the
N'illanovan and of the ^'ear Hook, Uelle-.\ir.
Ills early classic training wa.s
well founded, and it is well employed.
"Ole" is right there in the social life of the school. He is treasurer of
the
I'hi Kajipa i'i, secretary of the Athletic Association,
and has alwavs heeii an
active committeeman, readx for aii\ kind of work,
in alliletics, w"e find Bill
(luring his Soiihomore year on the class football team, and
now he is the
manager of the N'arsity Base jiall team. It is only a man of IJill's calibre
JiJiiled

it

l)r;icc(l

who

can maintain his jiosition at the head of class and still })erform all
the duties
of a base ball manager.
On lop of all this, IJill has succeeded in paying a
great deal of attenti(ui to a certain young lad\ '•down the line."
There is one
caution wc would like to gi\c said xouiig ladx when going sleddingeither
to .steer the sled herself or else w.alk down the hill.
'22, ill view of his jiast successes, is conlident that
it
might already offer
liiiii congratulations for his future ones,
lie has all the (pialilies necessary to
make a great executive and engineer, bis ki'cii Irish intellect his llexilile inind
tha.t enables him to si/.e u|i a iiroblciu from different aiigh's,
his (|uick decision
where (piick decision is re(piired, and iiriideiicc where rashness would be t'afal,
and withal, a truly Celtic wit combined with a fine sarcasm will surely bringhim into iiromiiience, regardless of when he takes up his life work
The best of luck from "22, Rill.
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Jerry
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lie
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made

his

morn, lioiiorcd a place
and found Ids lionie
wa\ to St. .losejih's in

iiii

the hifi' eit\', l'hiiad('li)hia.
Mndiiifi- that great eil\' too small, he inflicted his
siuniy iiresence on \'illa-\o\a.
lie is a character that leaves not much to he
asked for, and his jjopularity hefore (ireek class is well deserved.
"Jerry"'
studies a hit. wi'ites a hit, tall<s a i)il, <'ats a hit, and slee)»s two liits.
lie
can fi'ive you every line jioinl of every athlete, and he holds no mean place m
The class thinks that Jerry will never stoj) studyiuf;l''thics athh'li.' i.\\\\y./..
.May his future lie as successful as his ]iast at \'illa-.\ov ;t.
until lie linishcs.
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Backward, turn backward, oh Time in your flight.
Chuck, please repeat your past history, just for tonight
Wanderer, plod back six, seven, eight years, or more,
And take me again to your heart as of yore*

my
NOW,
or confusion to

endeavoring, without the least bit of embarrassment
?
me that he hails from the city of brotherly
As he tried to utter the last word, Ills voice failed him and presently he hears
the voice of an angel, no doubt his Guardian Angel, telling him to be silent,
and to remember that speech was given to him for a noble and a holy purpose,
namely, to tell the truth. Since Cliuck meant well and had the liest of intenUnofrtunately, he refuses, now to impart any
tions, we will forgive him.
past events concerning his own life, so strive on I must without his co-operation.
His college life has been an eventful one, and success has crowned
He applies himself to the studies of
his efforts during the past four years.
liatin, Botany, Etymology, Ancient Ardiaeology, Aryan Philology, Rhetoric,
Yes,
Sociology and Ethics; but his major studies are climatology and nature.
Oft in our walks with him, he will reChuck is a great admirer of nature.
For the
late the greatest benefit derived from a profound interest in nature.
past few years, he has been trying to get a glance at the noted Cardinal Bird.
Two years ago while on a walk with one of his companions, he thought that
he was focusing his eyes on the said bird; but to liis disappointment, he soon
found out that the bird was a flamilngo.
As a student of nature, Thoms(m, Wordsworth, or Burroughs would feel
jealous and belittled; as a wanderer, lie lias tlie "Elusive Pimpernel" tied to
a post, as the saying goes.
The class room was always illuminated witli good cheer and hap])iness by
his presence. Plis sincerity of action, his true and lionest devotion to all tiiat
pertains to the betterment of college life and education, liis unquestionable
loyalty and fidelity to his Alma Mater and liis fellow students, and his unquenchable iuimor and good will all cond)ine in making us vividly realize tiiat
on the solemn day that we sliall hear "tiie curfew toll tiie knell of ])a,rting
day" we, the class of 1922, are l)ldding adieu to a loyal, a big-framed, bighearted companion who will be well liked wherever he goes, and witli whomsoever he comes in contact.
friend,

is

tell

.
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.Philadelphia, Pa.

.

Club of Villanova

Tf

one were to ask for Frederick Seitzinger only a few of

--

students

his intimate fellow

would re^ilize that the inimitable "Fritz" was being sought,
for it is by this name that he is known and loved.
"Fritz" came to Yillainova with a smile and lusty lungs and four long,
and oftimes cruel, years have been unable to .se]iarate them from him. His
daily greetings to some of iiis friends could be heard for miles around. This
salutation, however, was reserved for a few of his chosen friends but the
scope of his good natured smile included everybody so that now he is regarded
as a sure cure for the blues.
Oftimes we will be seated in a calss room for
perhaps ten minutes and be well launched in the serious affairs of the day
when the door creaks slightly, then ()i)ens slowly and a broad smile enters,
followed by a nod and then Fritz.
It is said that no stern faced Prof, can
resist that coiJibination, so Fritz takes his seat witliout admonition or rejirimand for his tardiness. Class is resumed and if an oral recitation is in order,
Fritz is usually prepared for the ordeal, but when it comes to writing, he has
a way al his own and sometimes he cannot even read it himself, for it looks
a series of Chinese laundry checks.
Well, Fritz, we sincerely ho]ie that
hearty lungs for 'Tifty More Years."
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your cheerfulness and
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Backward, turn backward, oh Time in your flight.
Chuck, please repeat your past history, just for tonight
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sjdul.'ition, liowe\cr. w;is reserved for
few of his chosen friends luM the
scojX' of his pxid iiJilurcd smile included cxci'yliody so lh;d now he is i-cuai'ded
Oflimes we will he se;ded in ;i cidss i-omn for
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perhaps ten minides ;nul he well launched in llic sci'ious alfairs of the day
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when the door creaks slightly, then opens slowly and a hi-oad smile enters,
is said
thai Uii stern faced I'rof. can
II
followed hy a nod and then |-'i-it/..
resist that condiinalion. sn j-'rit/. laUe^ his seal without admonition or rcpi'iClass is i-esiiiucd and if an oi'al I'ecilation is in order,
mand for his tardiness.
pre|iare<l fur the ni'deal, lad when il enmes lo writinfi'. he has
l'"rit/, is usually
a way al his own and somelinu's he eannni even read il himself, foi' il looks
like a series of Chinese laundry checks.
Well, l'"ial/., we sincerely hojie Ihal y(Mi I'clain your chcerfidness and
hcai-ly luuiis for "Fifty More Years."
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''Cfutch'V

Kappa Gamma
Epsilon Phi Thcta
Lamda Kappa Delta

Francis College, Brooklyn. Pleasant and characteriswon his way to a warm spot in our hearts.
Generosity is but one of the many traits which make him a likable fellow.
Niaturally, we have been ripped by a strange curiosity to know the origin
of the nickname "Crutch." Coasting seems to be entirely out of "Doc's" line,
though he is inclined to believe the end justified the means, in other words,
sh
this is a profound secret
she's a blonde.
John's particular aim in life seems to be, to follow in the footsteps of his
worthy father. His associations, however, would lead one to believe that he is
more interested in the methods of engineers than in those of embryo M.D's.
But what's a doctor if he cannot liandle saw and hammer like the rest of us?
As a final word we warn his Dad and the other medicos of Brooklyn to
be prepared for some crowding when this prodigy of ours arrives at the scene
hails

St.

---'tically cheerful, he soon

!

—

of action.
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an ill wind that blows nobody good." Such a hurricane as the
World War was necessary to bring to \Mllanova the debonair "Al." He
came to us in 1918 from Overbrook Seminary via the U. S. Marine Corps.
Though outwardly a very docile person, "Al" is easily "started" if one
*-

heath; the coal regions. "yM" is a staunch advocate of anything that will make
just knows how. His "commencer" is laboring class conditions in his native
the lot of his home town folks better.

The dreamy moods we've noticed come with blue letters. Daytona,
Florida is a long way oflF, but the winter cannot last forever.
"Al's" favorite themes are Sociology and Ethics. Past and iiresent trainwould
ing have made him one of our most proficient Latin students.
gamble our shirts on his success in life, be it in law or educational work.
Many of us know "Al" as a fellow who is rather a staunch friend than a
violent mixer, and as a friend, one on whom we can always count for help if
we but ask it.
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likable fellow.

know

the

orifiiii

seems to l)e eiitirelN otil of "Doc's" line,
the end Jiistilied the means, in other words,

Coasliiifi

iiclievc

|)rofound secret

she's a hlonde.
John's i)arlicular aim in life seems to i)e, to follow in the l'ootste])s of his
worthy father, ilis associations, howe\cr, would lead one to iielieve that he i.s
more interested in the methods of engineers than in those of emi)ryo .M.D's.
Hut ^\•hal"s a doctor if he cannot handle saw and hammer like the rest of us?
As a final word we warn his Dad and the other medicos of Brooklyn to
he ))re|)ared for some erowdinji' when this pi'oditiy of (uirs arri\cs at the scene
of action.
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Gilberton, Pa.

"Stiney"

Epsilon Phi Theta

Knights of Columbus
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Inirricimc .is
the dclioiiiiir "Al."

Siifii
,i

;i

liic

lie

S, .M.ii'iiic Corps.
criirook vScniin.irs \ i;i the [
"started" it' one
'I'lioHfih
a very docile person. "A I" is e,isil\
heath; llie coal regions, "Al" is a stainich advocate of an\tliinfi- that will make
His "commcneer" is laijoriiig class conditions in his native
Jnst kno\\s how.
the lot of his home town folks better.
Daytona,
'I'lie
dreamy moods we've noticed come with blue letters.
F^'lorida is a long wax off, but the winter cannot last forever.
".Al's" favorite themes are Sociology and I'.thics.
fast and present trainWe would
ing have made him one of onr most prolicieni l.atin students.
gamble our shirts on his success in life, lie it in law or educational work.
.Many of us know "Al" as a fellow who is rather a staunch fiaend than a
violent nnxer, and as a friend, one on whom we can alvvavs count for help if

CJiinc to us

we but ask

from
outwardly

ill

if.
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HOWARD MATTHEW THORNBURY
"Howie"

Olcan, N. Y.

"Thotne**

Secretary of Class
Alumni Editor of Villanovan 3, 4
Manager of Basketball
Football Squad—
Secretary and Treasurer Epsilon Phi Theta

—

—

—

Dramatics J, 2, 3, 4
Leader of Choir
Knights of Columbus
Belle Air

T^HE

—

iDcntion of college spirit brings before us

tlie

image of "Thorn" as

he was popularly known in his Freshman days at Villanova.
Whenever there was need of arousing si)irit and enthusiasm among ai crowd, all
eyes were turned to him, and he luus consistently lived up to his reputation.
His loyalty to Alma Mater will never be questioned for in "Howie" she had
one whose name will always be synonymous with "pep."
"Thorn" was introduced to our midst in the stormy days of the Student
Army Training Cor}Xs and was immediately elevated to the "high" rank of
corporal.
At the demobilization of tbat famous organization, he remained
Whenever his body refused to be
with us not only in body, but in spirit.
present he usually delegated his si)irit to act by proxy, the remonstrances of
his professors, however, in time over-ruled this soporific habit.
His athletic activities have been devoted to class teams and he had the
honor of captaining 1922's footbal representatives during his Sophomore year.
We can never forget his lusty
Howard is also a singer of rare ability.
and musical voice resounding throughout the buildings to the tune of popular
airs.
At times it was soothing; then again, it occassionally grated depending
of course entirely on circumstances. His accompaniment, however, was usually
His ability did not go unnoticed, however, for
the occasion for the discord.
he has always been given a leading part in all theatricals, and was likewise
-*-

selected as leader of the college choir.
Thorn's persistent plugging has always kept him in good standing in his
His inimitable good humor,
classes and we now hail him as a Philosopher.
His
his sociability and his pep have won for him a high i)lace in our regard.
energetic figure leading a cheering crowd of rooters on the bleachers will ever
be a memory to us, truly he has done his share.
He had the honor of having managed the most successful basket ball team

representing Villanova.
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HOWARD MATTHEW THORNBURY
"Howie"

.Olcan, N. Y.

"Thome"

Secretary of Class

Alumni Editor of Villanovan
Manager of Basketball—
Football Squad

—

3,

4

—

Secretary and Treasurer Epsilon Phi Theta

Dramatics \, 2, 3, 4
Leader of Choir
Knights of Columbus
Belle Air

—

T^lil-',

iiiciitidii

i)t' {'ollcfic
si)irit
hriiifis licl'ofc ns llic iiiuific of '"I'lioni" ;is
w.is ixipiiljirly known in liis l''rcslnri;ii\ diiys at \'ill;iiiov;i.
W'hcn(•\cr llicrc wjis need of .i rousiiif«- siiirit ;in<l cuthusiiisMi aiiionji- ;i crowd, ;dl
f\('s were liirncd io him, .ind he has coiisistcntly lived iij) to iiis rcimtation.
His loyalty Io Alma .Mater will never he (iiiestioned for in "Howie" she had

-*-

lie

whose name will alwa.xs he synonymous with "l"'])."'
"Thorn" was introduced to our midst in the stormy days of the Student
.\riii\- Training' Corjis and was immediately elevated to the "liijih" rank of
cor])oral.
At the demohili/.ation of that famous orjiani/.ation, he remained
with IIS not only in hody, hnt in spirit.
Whenever his hody refused to he
()n<'

s|)irit to act hy proxN', the remonst I'ances of
o\cr-rule(l this soporilic haliit.
Iiis athletic activities ha\-c iieen devoted to class teams and he had the
honor of cai)taiiiinfi- t!)'J2's foothal reiircscntalives durinj:' his Sophomore year.
Howard is also a sinjicr of rare ahility.
W'c can iie\cr forfi'ct his lusty
and musical voice resouiidinj;- throufihout the liuildings to the tune of |)oi)ular
airs.
At times it was soothiiiji; then ajiain, it occassionally grated (lei)endinj;
of conrs<' entirely on circumstances,
iiis accompaniment, however, was usually
the occasion for the discord.
Iiis ai)ility did not go unnoticed, however, for
he h;is always heen given a leading jiart in all theatricals, ami was likewise
selected as leader of the college choir.
Thorn's i)crsistent i)lugging has always kcj)! him in good standing in his
classes and we now hail him as a I'hilosoiiher.
His ininntalilc good humor,
his sociahility and his ])(•]) have won for him a high i)lace in oui- regard.
His
energetic figure leading a cheering crowd of rooters on the lileachers will ever
he a memory to ns, trnl.v he Iims done his share.
He had the honor of having managed the most successful liaskel liall team
representing X'iJIanova.
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'23

Officers

Joseph B. Ford
Matthew A. Lynch
Aloysius E. Cooke
John Riordan

Vice-President
President
Secretary
Treasurer

THE

fall of 1919 the class of " '23" made its debut into the halls of
learning of Villanova and dating from the day of entrance, its history

IN
:

it

has been a remarkable one. Its accomplishments have been many and
has held a high place both in the social and sporting activities of the
*

school.

'

o^ass of " '23"

The
showed its spirit of unity and co-operation from the
time that they were first gathered in a body, namely, upon the reception into
the grand and exalted Order of "Hobble Gobble." To this day that memor
able night still lingers in the thought of all. According to College customs
the Freshman had to wear their little blue and white skull caps. The class
of " '23" didn't take to this so a game of football was arranged in order to
settle once and for all the supremacy of the two classes.
The game was
played December 8th, 1919, and it was the bitterest class struggle ever seen
on the fair campus of Villanova. The battle waged up and down the fieJd
throughout tlie game with neither team able to score. Both classes played
clean, hard football and although the infirmary was occupied to a great extent the next day no permanent injury occurred.
The class of " '23" although unable to score, played a better brand of footba<ll and in the opinion
of the entire student body won a moral victory. This marked the end of the
blue and white skull cap. The men who played for the class of " '23" on that

—

day and won their numerals were: Wasilko, Ford, Jones, Duggan, LoughHyson, Burke, Stein, I>ynch, Devinc, Clark, Collins, McNally, and Vize.
The team was coached by Rev. P'rancis A. Driscoll, O. S. A., now president

lin.

of the college.
in football was not enough valor for the class of "'23," so
permission
of the athletic Board, a basketball team was formed and
with the
a fast schedule arranged. The team had great sudcess in the floor game and
This
it was the initial appearance of a Villanova College team on the floor.
team met with sucli success that the following year basketball became a

Supremacy

major sport at Villanova,.

Much

" '23" as

credit for the success in basket ball

may

must

be evidenced by the fact that three
members of the Freshmen basketball team made the varsity in 1922. These
men were Loughlin, Gray and Jones. The members of the class team were
be given to the class of
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'23

History of the Class of
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Gray, Lynch, and Riordan, forwards; Norman Jones, center; Loughlin and
Vize guards. Laughlin and Gray are still mainstays of the Varsity basketball team.

With the arrival of spring the class of " '23" made their appearance on
the diamond and a strong schedule was arranged by Manager Gerald Fagan,
The team won all games played. The line-up of the baseball team was
Ford, catcher; M. Lynch and Jones, pitchers; Cooke, first-base; Sullivan
second-base; Gray, short-stop; A. Lynch, third-base; Clarke, Laughlin and
Vize, outfielders.

1920 brought with it the return of the class of " '23," now
seasoned collegians. Tales of summer experiences were told and retold and
the beginning of the Sophomore year found the class more strongly united
and with one principle, the betterment of Villanova, first, last, asd always.
The incoming Freshmen were put through their paces upon their reception into the society of "Hobble Gobble," and owing to the extent of their

The

fall of

initiation of the "Fresh"
cap;.,;;;';'-'.

/

were glad of the opportunity of wearing a skull
:'
.'[y ['.]'{ :i-'':-;:

The usual Freshman Sophomore football game was played with the
Sophomores, the class of " '22" trouncing the Freshmen to the tune of
"
35-7,
Billy Ford and Laughlin starred for "'23."
The line-up for '23"
was the same

as the preceding year.
In the early Spring of " '21" the class of " '23" made their first social
appearance at Villanova.
The Sophomore Soiree proved to be the best
event of the year.
The proceeds were given to the athletic association.
Tliis

donation proved to be the largest donation from any class in the

his-

tory of the college.

The big opportunity for the class of " '23" to show its spirit and loyalty
came on Commencement Day, June 10, 1921, when a shield was to be presented to the class making the best showing on that occasion. The class of
" '23," led bj'^ President Matthew Lynch, entered into public demonstration
with the same spirit it had shown both socially and upon the athletic field,
were awarded the plaque in the opinion of the judges was justly deserving
of the prize.
This prize is now conspiciously placed in the main corridor
of College Hall and is the treasured prize of the Class of " '23." The shield
was publicly presented to Matthew Lynch, as president of the class, by Rev.
George O'Meara, vice-president of the college in Feb. 1922, and in his presentation speech he complimented the class of " '23" in glowing words for
the great work it had done since its arrival at Villanova.
The Junior Prom was held Friday, April 21, and it even surpassed the
affair of the class in their Sophomore year.
The College gymnasium was
beautifully decorated under the leadership of Charles B. Laughlin, chairman,

who was ably

assisted by Herbert M. Lamglois, Leo V. Devine, Phineas
Vize and Charles B. McLernan. Suitable favors were distributed and an
enjoyable evening was enjoyed by all. The members of the senior class
were the guests of the class of " '23" for the evening.
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Much credit for the fine sailing of the class of " '23" is due to the capable officers of the class, and the confidence of the members in them is evithey have directed the sailing of the class of " '23"
Matthew Lyncli, President; Joseph
B. Ford, Vice-President; Aloysius E. Cooke, Secretary; and John Riordan,
Treasurer.
Shortly after the Cliristmas holidays the class of " '23" held tlieir first

denced by the
since

its

fact tliat

formation.

Tlie officers are

smoker in the college auditorium. Father
Branton was the guest of honor. The smoker was a huge success and tended
to perfect a more stronger union among the class.
Father Branton proved
to be a very talented guest also, and entertained with humorous anecdotes
and well renderd selections.. Soles were also rendered by John Hyson and
Christopher McNally.
The evening was voted well spent and a rising
vote of thanks was tendered to Fatlier Branton for his courtesy in attending tlie fir5.t gathering of the class of " '23" as a unit and for the splendid
real get-together, at tlieir monster

entertainment he provided.
In the early days of the Sophomore year, plans were made for tlie
Annual Alumni Day at Villanova, and the gathering at that time promised
to be the largest in the history of the college

opening of Alumni Hall.
The day dawned with each

show

to each

Alumnus

due

class striving to

in a

large measure to the

enhance their merit and to

that college spirit at Villanova was especially in-

tense.
Such an occasion proved to be the opjjortune
" '23" to again show their uniqueness, by causing

moment

for the class of

an event, the plan for
)

dormant in their minds for some time viz a class fight, a
thing practically unknown, but still one of tliosc necessary evils which go
towards inculcating and strengtliening class unity a doctrine whidi tlie
class of " '23" not only practiced but endeavored to ])reacli.
In line with the usual undertaking that marked the part played by tlie
class of " '23" during the day's exercises, the fight was staged and brought
to a strategic conclusion, and the end desired, was, we believe attained viz:
to manifest to our diligent and active Alumni that with a few years their
numbers would be considerably increased and strengthened with tlie kind
of alumni that would tend to make for a bigger, better and stronger
which had

lain

:

—

VILLANOVA.

— C.

J.

McNallv.
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Villanova,

we

56

salute you.

Guide, inspirer of our youth.
No praise that we could give would suit you.

Noble teacher of the

Alma
from

Mater,

truth.

you have brought us

the darkness to the light;

All that's good

and

true you've taught us,

—And you've taught us how to fight.
Refrain

So

let

Alma

And

US sin^ a song for Villanova,

Mater, brave

and

true;

on high to the bluest sky
Her colors white and blue.
And joyfully to victory we'll cheer her in the fight;
For we're proud to cheer for Villanova
The good old Blue and White.
we'll raise

—Harold

J,
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History of the Glass of 1924

IN

THE FALL

of the year nineteen hundred and twenty, Villanova Col-

lege threw open her doors and extended a

welcome hand

to the

new-

comers, the Freshmen.
were soon introduced into the Ancient Order of Hobble-gobble, which
the freshmen initiation, and in a very short time we had learned the "ropes"

We

is

of college life and were soon found to be dabbling into college affairs. Everything in our lives seemed pleasing, and gayly we spent our freshmen year at

Villanova.
class

During the first month a meeting of the members
was called and the following officers were elected:

Edward Wolf ....
Edward Dignam
James Walsh ......

President
Vice-President
..... .... Treasurer
.....;.... v. .... ..
Secretary
... ... ,^ ...... ... ..............
S'g't.-at-Arms
... ...
.......... ... ........
.

.

Charles Gaffney

.

Percy Bachmann

We

of the entire freshman

.

'.

.

.

.

>

.

.

.

...

.

^.

...... ... ....

.

.

.

.

... .....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

we have proven ourselves a mighty bulwark
came to representation and cheering at the football, basketball and baseball games of the Varsity team.
Later during the year a Smoker was held for the members of the Class
Bouts were staged between Pickett vs. Finn, and Laughlin vs.
of 1924.
O'Tera, and, needless to say, it put some "life" into the men who only engaged themselves as onlookers. Hinchy and Whalen (Faith and Hope) did
are proud to say that

of defense

when

it

the singing, and, to the consternation of the critics present, they were enthusiastically applauded. Recitations were as follows

"Dan McGrew"
"Casey

"The Dope"

.

.

Bat"

at the
.

...

.

.

... ...

.

......... ............

....

.

by Percy Bachmann
by Edward Dignam
by William Shay

William Shay is to be commended on his natural ability as a tragedian
and orator, and his recitation was unexcelled.
William Cronin, Richard O'Brien, and Francis Pickett well represented
their class in a musical comedy, "The Belle of the Campus," given by the
Villanova Dramatic Club, on Tuesday evening, April 26, 192L The Class
of 1924 gladly accepts the honor of having these men in its class.
The end of the year was fastly drawing to a close and with final exams,
off "one's system," we joyously presented ourselves in our full numbers to
represent our class in that day of days. Class Day.
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between the Sophomores and the Freshmen ensued and,
was an even fight till the undying and untiring zeal and
perseverance of the Class of 1924, we were made the victors of the fight. We
immediately discarded our Freshmen caps and took upon ourselves the digfor

some time,

fight
it

^

nity of Sophomores.

;

v

When

Villanova was honored by the presence of Cardinal Dougherty
at the Commencement Exercises the Class of 1924 made a wonderful display,
Although the banner was not awarded to us, we were judged, by certain
authorities who were onlookers, to have had an ingenious and unique display.

Then the shaking of handsi, as a token of farewell, took place and we
wished one another the happiness of having the opportunity to be together
at Villanova for our Sophomore year, and our wish came true (witli tlie
exception of a few members who did not return).
Our Sophomore year liad come to pass. What joy filled us no one can
fully express, or as Byron put it,

"What
The

oflficers

I

can ne'er express, yet cannot

of the

Sophomore

all

conceal."

class, the Class of 1924,

Paul McCloskey

were:

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

Andrew McCann
Walter Riordan
Charles Gaffney
Francis Fleming

S'g't.-at-Arms

and the Sophomores Vigilant Committee was composed
members of the class:
William O'Donnell Chairman
Joseph Boyle
Walter Riordan

of

tlie

following

—

The Varsity Letter-men

whom

of

whom

the Class of 1924

she claims to be her own, are men,

men, and by their demeanor
The Letter-men are:

tliey liave

and what

won

is

justly

Football

Michael Blanchfield
Joseph Connolly
Cratty
Basketball
Earl Gray
Francis Pickett, Captain

proud and

more, they are gentlethe esteem of their classmates.
is

Herman O'Brien
Francis Pickett

John Ryan
Sydney Sweeney

^
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Baseball

John Ryan
Sydney Sweeney

Harold Meador
Gustave Gomez
Herman O'Brien

A

Smoker

lege recreation

tlie members of
room several days

for

tlie

Sophomore

class

after tlie Ides of

well represented during the evening and the

was

lield in

March.

programme

The

the col-

class

was

of entertainment

and since the Class of 1924 claims Tommy
O'Malley, the boxer of no mean repute, as one of its members, boxing was
a feature entertainment of the evening.
The bouts were between:
far surpassed that of last year,

O'Malley vs. Sweeney
Cronin vs. Connolly

McLarren

vs.

:^'r<
--r^^V

V-^'^-

::-'::.-"
':

"^r

./'"' ....:':/'':''•

:^'

^:',Sv;^.;^ ^^;-:

Pickett

Remarks were made by President McCloskey and Charles Gaffney, the
members of the class.
Daniel Hughes showed great skill at the piano while Theodore O'Tera
and John Collins did the fiddling with Robert Sullivan playing the banjoO'Tera is an accomplished violinist and amusement or entertainukulele.
ment is never lacking when Ted is around.
Whalen, Hinchy, Pickett and Cronin sang during the evening, and it
Secretary, gave a short but interesting talk to the

is

astonishing to note that they were successful in entirely arresting the

attentions of their audience.

come

Tliey have excellent voices, and

when

we

are certain

comes to answering back the wife or
punishing the children by their lecturing and advice, in years hence.
Ricliard O'Brien took advantage of the opportunity afforded liim, to
cxliibit his novelty dance, and was very successful.
The dance was an ingenious one and it was original.
Robert (Reds) Evans, the "Stewed-ent" Prof., gave a humorous speecli
It was exceedingly humorentitled, "A Dissertation on the Student Body."
ous, to say the least, since Robert himself was an outstanding example of the
Theodore Reimel spoke on, "A
student which he attempted to protray.
that they will

in liandy

it

Dissertation on the Fluctuations of the Flappers."

Conway

featured dur-

ing the evening by giving an impersonation of an Ethiopian.
The basketball victory of the Sophomores over the Freshmen to the

tune of 27-21, is well worthy of note. The players on both teams played
extraordinarily well, and the Freshmen team kept the So))]H)mores in tlio

game until the final toot of the referee's
The line-up was as follows:

whistle.

Freshmen

Sophomores
Bittner

center

McLarren
Dempsey

guard
guard
forward
forward

Riordan
Connolly

Foley
Greely

Reed
Eawler

McDonald
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Sophomore Soiree of last year was one of the biggest
Sophomore Soiree thisi year surpassed it despite the
keen competition of tlie Junior Class Hop. The dance was given amidst a
profusion of Orange and Black, the Class Colors, and a wonderful programme was arranged. The dance was a success and a credit to the Class
Althoug^h

tlie

events at Villanova^ the

of 1924.

Spring time is liere, as is Spring fever also, and there is a general tendency amongst us to become laodicious and even to hold a careless attitude
toward our studies. Nevertheless, we are pushing our way onward to meet
the inevitable final examinations.
We liope, however, that every member
of our class will successfully complete his college course and be a credit to
our dear Alma Mater in years to come.
Theodore L. Reimel, '24

—
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Where Pennsylvania's verdant meadows
Slope gently to the Delaware,

There stands our dear old Villanova,

Our Alma Mater, always fair.

Loyal we, her loving children.
Proudly sing her worthy praise;
May her banners wave in glory
Through ne'er ending joyous days.

Refrain

Villanova, Villanova, noble Blue

Lead

And

and White,

us on to victory through the bitter Jight;

while

we proudly

raise our voice in

song to honor

thee.

We know

we'll

win for Blue and White means glorious

victory.

— Harold

J.

Wiegand.
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Freshman Glass History

NINE

months have elapsed

Autumn we blew

we descended upon Villanova and

since

asserted ourselves as Freshmen.
in, attired in

Like the varied-colored leaves of
various hues of gaudy colors, trick

and so forth. To the upper classmen some of us appeared
arrogant and over-bearing, others cringing and submissive and we were soon
compelled to suffer the ignominies of the Hobble Gobble. The hellish atrocities which they perpetrated upon us rendered most of us meek and humble.
After the humiliation of the Hobble Gobble and other incivilities and
suits, knickers,

by the upper classmen, we remembered that old
"In union there is strength." We banded ourselves under the capable
leadership of John Finn, the football star, as our President. "Reds" Livingsindignities accorded to us

adage

;

"Gene" Kennedy, Treasurer, and Thomas
necessary to leave the school later, and
"Reds" Livingston succeeded him to the Presidency, and Dan McLaughlin
was elected Vice-President.
Father O'Meara, vice-president of the college, addressed us at our first
meeting, which honor we accepted as a unique manifestation of the high
regard in which we were held by him. We also regarded it further as an
index of the very favorable impression which we created and sustained by our
ton,

was

deleted Vice-President;

P. Fox, Secretary.

Finn found

it

later activities.

We

modestly venture the statement that Villanova has every reason to

proud and elated over the noble class of '25 which made its debut in the
autumn of '21. We are a representative assemblage hailing from the four
corners of the country, from the Canal Zone and Cuba as well. From the extreme southwest we have Ted O'Tera, "the lone star ranger" from New
Mexico. From the sunny south we have the honorable J. Tabb Fisher, while
from the wilds of Maine and New Hampshire we have a large representation.
The other isolated New England states are also represented and we are comfeel

pelled, every day, to listen to people

English alphabet and

still

who

gorget that there is an "R" in the
is the "Hub of the Universe
'

believe that Boston

of New England. Many surprises were in store for
Englanders, chief among which was to find the supposedto-be "uncouth coal 'crackers" far superior in culture and accomplishments.
As a typical representative of the east we point to that Jersey mosquito

rather than the

these cultured

."Tiny"

backwoods

New

•''''.:^-^..

^a^.''\<;~'''''-'^'-'--:^:'-^^^^^^^^

From such

only natural that great things
should evolve. Many of the college clubs owe their existence to the initiative
of the Freshmen Class, such as the Jersey and the Anthracite Clubs. The
tidings unintentionally reached our ears that we are the liveliest class that
a concourse of people

it

is

i;i.

rnii;.\':i

1:1. .1

\
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r

.1 ,v
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Freshman Class History
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I
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\'ice President.
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W'c also rejiardcd it further as .'in
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indc.x of the very favoralile impression which we created and sustained by our
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ever entered Villanova. Far be it from us to throw bouquets at ourselves,
or accept such flattery, but when confronted by facts which corroborate the
statement we are modestly compelled to accept it as true. It is pointed out
that last year Villanova enjoyed

we

are compelled to believe

its

was in

most successful year in athletics. This
measure due to the athletes from

a large

the Freshmen Class. Krieg, a freshman, is the only man in the school who
has starred, and rceived a letter in the three major sports.
The freshman

every major sport in the college, and many of
such as Cratty, Greely, and Finn.
The teams of the Inter-Fraternity League were also composed largely
of freslimen. In the annual "Fresh." vs. Sophomore football game, we conclass

have representatives

these were

first

string

in

men

quered the Sophomores, and evenged the ignominous disgrace of the Hobble Gobble. It was a sad sight for the upper classmen to see the bodies of
our friendly enemies, the men who had accorded us such barbarous treatment during our initiation, trampled low, and bleeding in the mud of Villa''-"/' ''v^/- ,-•-;:
Vv^^:/ .;;...•;.,.;,>
nova's campus.
-v'^:;-/Apart from the distinguished part which we played in athl'^.tics, we
are also unique in other respects.
It is whispered that we are above the
average freshman in scholarship, but since this is only hearsay, we will not
deliberate

We

upon

it.

and in many respects the class resembles a side show. We have "Peep" Sheehan, the circus barker, present
> ing the freaks, monstrosities, and curiosities of the class. "Yank" Youngfleish, the dog trainer, whose room is a kennel and a refuge for all homeless
canine.
Cornelius Ryan, the fat man, who weighs no more than six hundred (600) pounds. Joe Kennedy and Ted O'Tera dispensers of jazz. Greely,
also possess unique individuals

,

the terpsichorean artist, presenting the log-hopper dance of Maine.

Kennedy, singing "Far, Far Away" (The
voice like his).

The

inimitable J.

Tadd

livan, the impersonator of profs. Fran'cis

Gene

safest place for a person with a

Fischer in southern dances. SulMoroney, the boy wonder from

Phillipsburg, in songs.

In the social realm, the freshman class was also very active. At the
various class smokers held during the year, the above characters contributed
to the

merriment by the entertaining manner in which they demonstrated
The Freshman Dance was also a banner event of the

their unusual talents.

season.
all the events of the college, the enthusiastic spirit of the freshman
has held the predominant note, and the success of many of the endeavors of the college is largely attributed to us. In the ensuing years we
hope to perpetuate and magnify that noble spirit which we demonstrated
first year at Villanova.
We believe we have caught the
in,,, this, our
spirit of Villanova, at least we have found that Villanova means more to us
than a beautiful campus and masses of greystone heaped high and moulded

In

class

,

into spacipus buildings

by the

skilful

hands of labor.

We

feel

an inexpres-
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something which for the lack of a better term
we shaJl have to

LOVE FOR VILLANOVA.
We hope that the glorious
noble class

spirit

things which we have accomplished and the
which we a^so modestly exemplified will be an
incentive

to the freshman class of next year.
a pace

made

call,

We

earnestlv desire that they

more worthy of emulation than the glorious

for Villanova.

\'

strides

wiU

set

which we have
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Football, 1921

Joseph A. McCarthy, Captain

THE YEAR

1921 will always stand out prominently in the history

of Athletics

at Villanova

as

the year which

point in the trend of football activity.
tion, a

It

marked

the turning

was a year of organiza-

year which was characterized by systematic training and develop-

ment, careful and expert coaching, unselfish and enthusiastic support.

In

reviewing the season casually there stands out dominantly that fighting
spirit of

each and every

ation which

was

member

instilled into

of the squad, that

them

from the outset

unquenchable determin-

by

their brilliant coach,
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tramiiiii,-
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ation
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season

casually

each and every

which was

there

member

instilled into

stands out

of the s(]uad,

them

In

dominantly that fighting

th.-it

frouj the outset

un(|uenclial)le dtterniin

by

tht;ir

brilliant coach.
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Allie Miller.

It is to

him that

all

credit

is

due for the development of a

splendidly organized and efficient team, a team of which Villanova and

her sons are proud and the members of which,

We

gratulate.

them

as

give.

Alma

true sons of Villanova, worthy of the best their

'

The task which confronted
son was a

of 1922, do heartily con-

can pay them no higher compliment than our recognition of

men and

Mater can

we

all

difficult one.

Allie Miller at the beginning of the sea-

He had

number

a large

of candidates, of varying

degrees of ability so that the outlook from this angle was promising.

Im-

mediately he plunged into the work of separating the more capable from the
less

and

When

in this phase of the

work he showed that his judgment seldom erred.
week old, three separate and distinct squads

the season was about a

were being drilled

in such things as they

were found wanting.

very long before the squads began to show the results of

It

efficient

was not

coaching;

they had begun to take on form and their daily practices seemed to have
In this manner the training progressed

become impregnated with "Pep."
until,

on October the

first,

the

first

actual tryout

was staged

at Collegeville

against the Ursinus eleven.

Whatever
contest; the

ing

defects were possessed

in this first line-up:

Greely, left tackle;

;

The

follow-

McGrady,

full-back.

score of the game.!

Two

field

The thing
first

when

left

half-

goals by Finn accounted for the only

McDonald
game was the

place well.

filled his

solidity of the line,

constituting the results of the efforts of Ursinus.

This actual tryout of the team had demonstrated
a noticeable

left

consistently gained through the opposing line

that stood out boldly in this

downs

Lynch,

Blanchfield,

until forced to ret^e on account of injury.

two

Pickett, left guard;

Hertzler, right end;

Finn, right half-back;

McGrady

surface.

— McCarthy, center;

Krieg, right tackle;

Cronin, quarterback;

back

in this

good and bad points v^ewise came to the

men were

end;

by the team became apparent

its

weak

points, lind

improvement was evidenced the following Saturday at Chester,

the Varsity crushed the Pennsylvania Military College eleven, in a

contest which proved the superiority of the well-coached Varsity.

of the

"pony backfield" stood out

in

this, their

second game.

The work
McGrady,

Blanchfield, Finn, Cronin, consistently gained ground through line plung-'[''

ing and off-tackle plays.

The following week was spent

ham

match.

journeyed to

It

:''--'
'i-

was an eager, expectant and

New York

r':^y:

''. y<^^,i-:^'.

..

:

in preparing intensively for the

slightly nervous squad,

on the fifteenth of October.

And

Ford-

which

in passing

we
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might mention that that same squad

behind them a student body who

left

were extremely eager and expectant and whose
pitch.

Those who witnessed

this

game were

spirit

was keyed

to a high

treated to all the thrills and ex-

they saw the Villanova squad

citing episodes of a hard fought contest;

thrice cross the goal line of their opponents, they
all

71

saw a fighting team with

the grit and spirit possible, plunge through the P'ordham defense time and

again; and in the last quarter they saw a concurrence of happenings which

was disappointing

in the extreme.

ern management and regulations.
ever, after darkness

It was hardly to be expected with modThe game was allowed to proceed, how-

had descended upon the

field

and

as a result of this un-

usual procedure several disputes arose which marred the remainder of the

The Fordham aggregation claimed

quarter.

given them the better end of the score, but

it

a

touchdown which would have

was not allowed by the

referee.

Cratty distinguished himself excellently in this game by recovering fumbles.

McGrady
The

starred in the backfield.
spirit

and

grit of the

day following

this

game.

though

it

was a

squad was strikingly illustrated on the Mon-

Not a man

positive hardship for

failed to report for practice

some

to

perform their daily

even

drills.

The fourth consecutive victory was achieved at Washington, on the 22nd
of October, when Catholic University went down to defeat in a loosely played
contest, featured by a punting duel between McGrady and Lynch of C. U.
Had the game not been marred by so many fumbles, Villanova would have
scored heavily. As it was, the only touchdown of the day was accomplished
by Finn in the last quarter, on a "fake" play from the 30 yard line. It must
be said to the credit of Catholic University that they played well and succeed-

ed several times in effectively stopping the "pony backfield."
It

was not

until the next

week

that the strength

Varsity brought notice to the team.

\
and organization of the

Lebanon Valley was met and vanby the overwhelming score of

quished at the Stockade, Norristown, Pa.,
41-7.

Perhaps the presence of their fellow-students, perhaps other consid-

erations were instrumental in putting so
rate, after

Lebanon had scored

doubt as to the outcome.
Miller's proteges.

much

their solitary

fight into the team.

At any

touchdown, there never was any

In the second period 28 points were scored

In the last period, the

first

string

by

men were withdrawn

and the remainder of the game was played by a squad entirely
"Mickey" Blanchfield starred
from
that which started the game.
different
Cronin,
and "Mickey" O'Brien.
for tlie Varsity as did likewise Ed. McGrady,
from the

field

n
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The Student body turned out en masse on

this

day and Norristown was

enlivened temporarily after an injection of some Villanova "pep."

A parade

through the city was staged after the game.
In the next game, that against the
defeat of the season.

day

able on the
dry, there

is

It is to

Army,

the Varsity suffered the only

be regretted that conditions were so unfavor-

Had

of this match.

the weather been different

and the

field

not the shadow of a doubt but that the team would have succeed-

ed in withstanding the onslaught of the much heavier and better equipped

Ary

eleven.

It

was impossible, under the circumstances,

tively light backfield to get

away

quickly; the

muddy

for oura
field

compara-

prevented the

securing of a firm foothold so that the Varsity were obviously enmeshed in
a net of disappointing circumstances.

After the result of
a

damaged

spirit

this

among the

team recoiled from

its

game,

it

was natural

squad.

to expect a shattered morale,

Rather the opposite was apparent.

setback quickly and on Saturday,

November

5th, de-

feated Gettysburg, 13-10, at York, Pa., before an assemblage of 3000.

played excellently in
field.

this contest as did

Gettysburg was the

first

to score

The
Krieg

Cronin, Lynch, Finn, and Blanch-

by a goal from placement.

Finn

scored both touchdowns for Villanova.

On

Saturday, November

The game was

Buffalo.

steady downpour.

It

was one

nessed in the Bison Cit3\

19th, the

Canisius eleven was

fouglit to a scoreless tie in a sea of

engaged

mud and

at

in a

of the most bitterly fought contests ever wit-

Darkness encircled the

desperately attempting to score.

field

while both teams were

Villanova had brought the ball as close to

the opponents' goal as the one yard line, but was unable to score.

Here again,

the elements prevented the Varsity from exerting their normal strength.

As

a fitting climax to a practically ideal season, the Varsity crushed the

husky mountaineers representing Mt.

St.

Mary's College at Villanova, on

At the start of the game "Mickey" O'Brien, evaded
and made a sensational run of sixty yards, scoring the
the game. The game as a whole was a contest featured by
secure first downs. The condition of the field, however,

Thanksgiving Day.
the opposing lads,

only touchdown of
a close struggle to

was such

as to render

ground gaining

difficult.

5^
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the

muddy

for oura

compara-

Held prevented the

foothold so that the N'arsily were obviously enmeshed in

of disappointing circumstances.

After the result of this game,
a

day and Norristowii was

some \'illanova

game.

tlie

of a donl)t

tively light hackfit-ld to get

a

tliis

X

to he regretted that conditions

is

shadow

not the

ol'

.1

withstanding the onslaught of the much heavier and better equi])ped

in

Ary

is

xor

masse on

cii

an injection

ahle on the day of this match.
dry, there

L1..I

next game, that against the

tile

ill

}' f

damaged

it

was natural

amoiig the sipiad.

spirit

team recoiled from

in

l*a.,

before an assemblage of

this /ontcst as did C'ronin,

Ciettyshurg was the Hrst to score by

Held.

a

Lynch,

])l;i

de-

."itli,

;}()()().

h'inn,

goal from

The

ap])ari'nt.

Noxember

setback (juickly and on Saturday,

its

feated (iettysburg, l.'MO, at "\'ork.

played excellently

to expect a shattered morale,

Rather the oppositi' was

Krieg

and Blanch-

'cment.

I""inn

scored both touchdowns for \ilIano\a.

On Saturdav. November )!)tli,
Buffalo.
The garni' was fought to a
steady downpour.
nessed

in

the Bison

It
(

(anisius eleven

\'illanov;i h.ad

opponents' goal as the one yard

line,

en<>aj>-ed

mud and

in

at
a

bitlerlv fought contests ever wit-

Darkness eucircled the

ity.

was

scoreless tie in a sea of

was one of the most

desperately attempting to score.
tlie

the

field

while both teams were

brought the

ball as close to

but was unable to score.

Here again^

the elements pri'xeiited the X'arsity from exerting their normal strength.

As

a Httiiig

climax to

a ])ractically ideal season, the

husky uiouiitaineers representing Mt.

Thanksgiving Day.

At the

the ()))p()sing lads, and

made

start
a

St.

of the

was such

as to render

Mary's College

at

Villanova, on

game ".Mickey" O'Brien, evaded

sensational run of sixty vards, scoring the

only touchdown of the game. The game as
a close struggle to secure Hrst

Varsity crushed the

downs.

ground gaining

a

whole was

The condition
difHeult.

a contest

featured by

of the Held, however^

3^

SJ

n
a:
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Basket Ball

Frank

WHEN

Pickett, Captain

coach "Mike" Saxe sounded his call for basketball candidates

this year, the results

tain Pickett,

were most encouraging.

In addition to Cap-

Ryan, Gray, Loughlin, and Sweeney,

last year, Krieg, Francella, Lynch, and

Conway were

retained.

letter

men

of

THE VILLANOVAN
In the opening

game

of

season, the Varsity entertained

tlie

interesting, although the visitors

The

final score

was 55-16.

by both teams and

When

and

n_-—

Blue and White

five fell victims to the

The game was

combination at Villanova, on Tuesday, December 20th.

registered.

fast

were no match for the well coached Villa-

The strong Catholic University
ly contested

Hahnemann

The game was

Medical College, at Villanova, on December 17th.

nova squad.

76

as a result

many

close-

exciting long shots were

was on the long end

the final whistle sounded, Villanova

of a 25-23 score.

Weightman Hall, on January 7th, for its
The U, of P. Team which captured the Interseason was practically intact, having the same five with

The Varsity journeyed

to

hardest struggle of the season.
Collegiate

title last

Dan McNichol.

the exception of

on Ryan's

and

free throw,

in the

Villanova took the lead in the beginning,

The

second half they were again leading.

enforcement of the personal foul rule eliminated Ryan and Loughlin, thereby

weakening the chances

by but four

On January
the Varsity

Villanova was beaten

of the Varsity for victory.

points.

14th, after the brilliant

met Temple University

showing against the U. of P quintet,

five at

Villanova, and were victorious.

Villanova rolled up more points in the course of the

Temple during the

entire

first

Captain Pickett with six

Grifiin accounted for the

the star of the evening.

the

game.

few

field

half than did
field

was

goals

goals credited to

Temple Quintet.

A

victory which

was by no means earned was accorded to Georgetown
The battle was hard fought

University, on January 19th, at Washington.

by the Villanova boys but
the

men

for

which the

to

no

officials

avail.

Time

were called on

Ac-

could give no satisfactory explanation.

cording to the consensus of opinion

among

the better team was not the winning team.

On

after time fouls

the sport writers of the Capital

At

final

time the score was 38-31.

January 25th, the Varsity met and vanquished

St.

Joseph's College,

The game was slow and uninteresting except for a very short
when Gray tallied twice from the field.
This practically ended the game for it gave the Varsity a lead which St.
Joe's could not overcome. The final score was 24-18.
at Villanova.

period before the close of the game,

The Varsity started on the
game was played with Ursinus
handily, 29-28.

from the

field.

1st.

won

the

The
game

game; he counted

five

times

at Collegeville.

Krieg was the real

Ryan by

on Feb.

last lap of the schedule

star of the

his ability to

kept Villanova in the scoring column.

Villanova

throw from the

fifteen foot

mark,

also

/
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Basket Ball

P^rank Pickett, Captain

".Mike"
WH1'',N
this vvnr, the
co.-U'li

Saxc souiulcd

rt'siilts

tain

i'ickctt,

were most

Ryan, (iray,

last year, Krie<;\ I'raneella, Lynch,

his call tor haskrthall caiKlidalcs

riicoiiraiiiiiu'.

I.oiiiihlin,

and

(

onway

In

addition to Cap-

and Sweeney,
were retainid.

letti-r

men

of

'

r

'////:

III

tlic opfiiiiiL!, iiaiiif ol

Medical

The

The

of a

score.';

'2~)''2'-i

The

the

the

on Ryan's free throw, and

The

L

of

.

in

by

four

bill

points.

January

Oil

I

'

;

'

Hall, on

end

lon_t>'

;'/.'

^

^:.:vr.'v.'>"-':'.

laniiary 7th, for

Team which captured

1*.

intact, haviiii>' the

same

its

the Inter-

with

five

X'illanova took the lead in the bciiinning-,

the second half tliey were

the chances of the

White

w.as close-

shots were

lonj^,-

;:,>/'-,'

•'./^

arsity

\

..,.-/;;::;:./:

for

;';,::..

:'::'.

;::^^:::--:-

fth. after the brilliant showinii;

I,()u<i,hlin,

N'iljanova

\ictory.

The

ay'aiii leadinu,'.

enforcement of the personal foul rule eliminated Ryan and
we.'ikeiiiiii>-

uame

'I'lie

excitint!,-

.-/:.,,:/:;>

Weiii'htman

to

Dan McXichol.

xcepticii of

(

2()th.

many

",':'::''

'

was practically

('olh\uiate title last season

and

fast

the well coached \'illa-

I'or

whistle sounded, N'illanova was on the

journeyed

\'arsity

Ilaliiniiianii

was

Jiaiiie

victims to the Uliie and

five fell

':./,/.!:,'/..";!;

hardest strun'gle of the season.

>

/)5-K),

rniversity

(iiial

"^"';x-:

Tlie

ITtli.

both teams and as a result

When

re^'istcred.

I

\ arsitx' ciitcrtaiiicd

tlic

conihination at \'illano\a. on Tiu'sday, Deccnihcr
ly contested by

\

.1

were no match

was

final s<'ore

strona,- Catholic-

r

()

on December

interest iiio\ altlieuiili the visitors

Jiova s([uad.

L L.I \

season,

tlic

at Villaiiov.a,

C'()lle<>(',

/

thereby

was beaten

^':/''y':/[- ^''::-:'y'--y^: ;::'

.'^

against the V. of P quintet,

the \'arsity met 'l'em))le Liii versify five at X'illanova, and were victorious.
rolled

\'illaiio\a

up more

])oints

'I'einple duriiin' the entire

the star of the

Temple

the

.\
L

on .laiiuarv

l!)tli.

by the \'illaiiova boys but

men

aptain

the

of

first

half than

Pickett with six field
field ii'oals

did

yoals was
credited to

(Quintet.

means earned was accorded

victory which was by no

iii\-ersity.

the

(

accounted for the few

(Jritliii

e\'eiiiuii'.

the course

in

ii'ame.

which the

for

to

Washiiiiiton.

at

could

<ii\f

to (ieort>('town

was hard

'I'ime after time fouls

no a\ail.

officials

battle

'i'lie

foui)lit

were called on

no satisfactory explanation.

Ac-

cordiny- to the coii^eiisus of opinion ainon<i' the sport writers of the Capital
the Ix'tter

On
at

\

team was not the

period before

.\t
\

time the score was

(inal

.Iocs could not o\'ercome.

ii'ame
'I'lie

for

it

iia\-e

final score

was

the N'arsity a lead
2

I-

!

handily.

2!)

from the

field.

"JS.

Krici;-

i{yaii

I

rsiiius

was the

by

at

Colleii,'eviIle.

illanova

real star of the iiame

his ability to

\'illaiiova in the scoriiii)-

\

column.

short
field.

wliii'h

St.

S.

X'arsity started on the last lap of the sclu'dule on

iiame was played with

.SS-.'H.

aiKpiislied St. .loseph's Collei>-e,

The uame wa> slow and iiiiiuterestiuii' except for a very
the clcse of the liame. when (iray tallied twice from the

This prncti/ally ended the

k('})t

team.

.lanuary u'Uh, the N'arsity met and

illnnova.

'i'lie

winniiiii'

;

throw from the

I'eb.

1st.

The

won

the

game

fi\-e

times

he counted
fifteen foot

mark, also
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third reversal of the season

The

journeyed to West Point.

came on Feb.

of the Villariova squad, were for a time baffled.

able to solve this difficulty and rolled up quite a
sity

showed

flashes of great skill at several stages of the

able to over-come the

Army's

the Varsity was again victorious.

and but twice during the second
keep Temple

the Varsity

game, but were un-

University, at Philadelphia, on Feb. 11th,

Temple could not fathom the defense and

consequently were unable to score from the

spots of the game.

when

lead.

game with Temple

In a return

On

4th,

by the defensive system
Late in the game they were
comfortable score. The Var-

cadets, confronted

half.

field

during the entire

Lafferty due to his ability as a foul shooter

in the score

first

half,

Pickett and Krieg were the bright

managed

to

column.

Washington's birthday, Ursinus came to Villanova.

were beaten more decisively than

in their first

Ursinus was completely outclassed during the

This time they

encounter with the Varsity.

first

half of the game, but dur-

ing the second half, due mainly to long shots, they managed to creep upon
the Varsity, and the final score 38-31 shows clearly just

In the course of the

from the

field. .r"'"^'-

game every man on

.-:',

"':

how hard they fought

the Varsity scored at least once
':':-

,v/

;'-'-,'-'

The annual basket ball game between the Varsity and the Alumni
was played in Alumni Hall, on Friday evening, February 17, 1922. The
older boys put forth a fine brand of basket ball, but their ambition overcame
their physical condition

The

time.

added mucli

and on several occasions they were forced

"wild" shooting of Charlie

to the evening's entertainment.

In the final

home game

of the season, the Varsity nosed out the

heralded Lebanon Valley College quintet.
staged on the

made

it

to call

McGuckin and Chich McLoughlin

home

court.

Lebanon's inability to solve the Varsity defense

necessary for them to resort to long shots.

and added much
In a return

to the excitement of the

game with

much

This game was by far the best

St.

game.

Many were

spectacular

Score 38-32.

Joseph's on their court,

March

14<th,

1922, our

Quaker City
this game were

clever passing, accurate shooting quintet completely baffled the

passers

by the

score of 28-26.

Tlie outstanding features of

the machine like smootlmess of Villanova's team play and the high scoring

With but eight minutes
Gray was injured and forced to leave the game. The
team seemed demoralized and within a few moments St. Joe's rolled up fifteen
points while Villanova was able to score only two. At this juncture Gray
returned to tlie game and from then on it was all Villanova.
power

of Jack

remaining

Ryan, forward and foul shooter.

to play, Earl
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The last game of the season was played on Mar. 8th, at Annville, against
Lebanon Valley College. Only two of the letter men were in the line-up.

The

others due to illness did not even

substitutes

however played

make

the journey to Annville.

sterling basket ball

on team to a comparatively low

The season past was most

The

and held the powerful Leban-

score.

successful.

The Varsity encountered some of

the fastest College eleven in the East and were defeated on only tliree occosions.

With the present team

men, everything points

to

intact,

and the improvement of second string

an even more successful season of 1922-1923.

"^
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Martin

J.

79

McDonald, Captain

Basetali (1922)

THE

1922 Baseball

squad made

its

when

the initial call for candidates

han.

About

official

debut

on

March

14tli,

was sounded by Coach McGee

thirty prospective players reported for practice, includ-

ing a few of last year's veterans: Captain "Marty" McDonald, Al Hertzler,

78
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X
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Martin

I
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/./;:/ .V

or./

VlcDoniild,

79

(.'a/)t<iiii

Baseball (1922)
Till',

inii

'1

li)-_'L'

Ha.M'l);ill

s(]iia(l

wlicii

the initial call

lian.

Alioiit

l<'\v

<'t

l<"i^t

iOr

made

its

oflicial

dchiil

March

on

candidates .was sounded by

(

Oacli

1

Itli.

McGcc

thirty prospective players reported tor practice, incind

vear"s veterans:

(aiflain

"Martv" McDonald. Al Hertzler.

.
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The

O'Donnell, Connolly, Cronin, Ryan, O'Brien, Sweeney and Meader.

new

aspirants

Bradley, Clifford, Krieg, Minnick, Duggan, Young,

are:

Sayre and John Dora.
Just what the season will bring

some of

The

outfield has lost

only consistent

is

rather difficult as a result of the loss of

whose absence

last year's 'Varsity,

will

undoubtedly be keenly

fielders,

The

but nlso dependable sluggers.

'h'.^''-

This season's pitching

staff

is

who made an
Minnick, who was one of

Prep, last season,

Army

and should occasion

catcher,

and

'20

"','.'': ''"/.

'21

\','

vet-

the best pitchers in the Catholic

Captain McDonald will

this year.

^'

showing for Brooklyn

excellent

Hartford, Conn, and McLaren,

last year, Sayre, of

from the

':

composed of Sweeney and Meader,

erans of last year, Duggan,

League

"^".:

.:'-'::'

:.

not

has lost

infield

Gomez, who had acquitted himself very favorably during the
seasons.

felt.

"Amby" Brennan and Frank Robinson who were

fill

Dora and

arise, Hertzler, a veteran,

will be ready to serve in that capacity.

who came

to us

his regular position as

First-base

Clifford

Tom

guarded by

is

O'Donnell, whose improved hitting marks him as a valuable asset to the

There

team.

The probable

who will hold down second base.
Bradley, who has won the commendation of the

some competition

is

choice

is

as to

coach by his snappy fielding and hitting.

Williams

is

very brilliantdy at

At

present his place

by Dora, who adapted himself very readily

The

who

is

outfield

guarding

is

so equally

Jack's fleetness of foot has

worthy of
April

very seldom that

it is

matched that no prediction can be made

Clifford

The

and

for right field are Mitchell
is

.an

and

April

8.

April

12.

April

19.

April 21.

is

recorded

and they

are

as to the likely choice.

Clifford, formerly of

by Manager O'Leary

team of the calibre of the Villanova Varsity,

L

error

field

George-

the probable choice.

schedule, as compiled,
a

being

made him a depend-

Krieg and Ford are contending for center

The competitors
town.

is

to the position.

composed of new men with the exception of Connolly,

left field.

able p'layer in this capacity,

against him.

acquitted himself

Mickey O'Brien regular third

this position last year.

baseman, was injured early in the season.
filled

the other competitor.

He

Short-stop will be guarded by Jack Ryan, a veteran.

is

is

in every respect
as follows

— Ursinus College..........
Villanova
— Joseph's College .................. at Villanova
— New York City College ............ ...at Villanova
—Lehigh
South Bethlehem, Pa.
—Boston College
at Villanova
at

St.

,

.

.

,

.... at

.

THE VILLANOVAN

—Ursinus College .^i... ....... CoUegeville, Pa.
—Albright College
at Villanova
....
Villanova
—Gettysburg College
,..;.,
— New York City College ..v.;......... New York
— U. Submarine Base ....... New London, Conn.
Worcester, Mass.
— Holy Cross CoUege ..^..V,,..
— Boston College
.....
at Boston, Mass.
— New Bedford K. of C. ...... New Bedford, Mass.
— Lebanon Valley College ............... at Villanova
Annville, Pa.
— Lebanon VaJley College ........
—Muhlenburg College ............. Allentown, Pa.
Easton, Pa.
—Lafayette College

April 26.

t'

'

'

5.

16.
18.
19.

20.

,,

.

April 28.

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

.

.

,

V

•

•-

3.

June

10.

.

.

.

•

...

.

.

.

v.

. .

.

.at

.

at

.at

S.

at

..

.

.

30.

June

at

.

.

....

21.
27.
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at

at

...

at

, ^

>

.

.

.at

Officers

Graduate Manager of Athletics

Manager

William A. O'Leary,

'22

McDonald,

'22

William Poplaski,

'23

Martin

Captain
Assistant Managers

Charles A. McGeehan, '12

Harold

Blanchfield, '23,

J.

>.<(•
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Boxing

THEVILLANOVAN
the students by his clever boxing, and there
is

clever,

and some day

is

in the near future,

83

no doubt

we look

in

to

our minds that he

Johnny

to give a

good account of himself.

The Villanova Council

Columbus has expended no
The work has been adopted and

of the Knights of

small effort in securing bouts, for the School.

furthered by the Council in no small degree, and by

many happy

hours have been arranged.

We

our deepest appreciation to the Council for

However, not content with

class bouts,

its

A

splendid spirit in this work.

liglit-lieaxy weight;

in the Middle-Atlantic

process of elimination

winners of the bouts were claimed champions.

Longua,

splendid efforts,

our early efforts have grown,

and recently four of our boxing team were entered

Amateur Association Bouts,

its

take this opportunity to express

was used, and the

Those entered were: Paul

George Burns, featherweight;

Tommy

O'Mal-

and P^rank Pickett, heavyweight. The bouts were held
Olympia A. A., Pliiladelphia, on March 28th, and March 30th. Villanova was fortunate in having two champions. Tommy O'Malley, winning the
lightweight championship, while Frank Pickett was awarded the heavy-

ley, lightweight;

at

Aveight

title.

Villanova was extremely fortunate in having such

sent her in the roped arena,

men

and we extend to them our appreciation.

repre-

rH

H'>

r

li

/

LL.i \ o i\i X

Boxing

MoxiiTji

FOR

SO.MF/riMK

sciidiiiii'

a

much

fortli

a

past,

manner.

satisfactory

in

Philadelphia,

given exhibitions at Villanova.
has met some of the best

and Tiplitz. has

O'-Vralley,

coiiitcmplatcd
('olh'jj,*'

Last year, and the early part of

hy the

stinU'iits

many

ahuiif the lines
at

"^'ounu' .lack

O'Brien of

in the liuhtweiiiht class,

inter

fame, have

Philadel|)liia.

who

namely Leonard, Tendler.

schciol.

his

ol'

in

year,

tliis

various times,

of fact of iiiter-riational

many exhibitions at
who has been figlitinii'

i»iven

has

would represent the

This interest was fostered by the .authorities

lioxcrs of note

Tommy

Assi.ciation

Atlilctic

Hoxiiin' 'ream, wliicli

interest has been manifested

class bouts.

of

the

Team

way

.lohiiny .Mealy, brotlier
to the top, has deli,i>lited

r

////•:

is

by

stiidfiits

till'

i'h'\iT,

The

(ia\

in

(

oun

tiie

ol'

'i'

furthered hy the Council

our

ntar

thi-

in scciiriiiii' hoiits. for the

many happy
(lec))est

\

i\i

<)

in

hours have been

wc look

Bouts.

Longua. light-hea.xy weight
lightweight;

and

A..

nova was fortunate

A

;

W

[''rank

its

\

its

splendid efforts,

splendid spirit in this work.

in

process of elimination
'i'liose

Pickett, heavyweight.

was used, and the
entered were:

Tommy

Tommy

Pickett

;}()tli.

we extend

to

ViPa-

O'.Mallcy. winning the

was awarded the heavy-

illano\a was extremely fortunate in having such

sent her in the roped ;irena. and

Paul

O'Mal-

The bouts were held

.March 2Hth, and .Mar.-h

having two champions,

grown,

li.ave

the Middle-Atlantic

Hums, featherweight;

i'rank

cxpcndt'd no

take this opjiortunity to express

v

team were entered

Philadelphia, on
in

lias

class bouts, our early ctTorts
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Thomas O'Malley
Thomas O'Malley, 1918 National Amateur boxing champion, has re
come into our midst as a member of the Sophomore Class. Tommy

cently

holds high honors as an amateur boxer. Tommy held the national amateur
lightweight championship in 1918, won in Boston by defeating Arnold Thornberry, Pittsburgh district champion, and Sam Mosberg, New York champion,
who later won the world's championship in the Olympics. In 1920 he was

captain of the University of Pennsylvania boxing team, and won the Intercollegiate lightweight championship without losing a single bout, stopping
the

majority

of

his

opponents.

While representing Villanova at the Middle Atlantic Amateur Boxing
Bouts, he won the light-weight championship by a splendid knockout. We
wish you luck. Tommy in the future, and hope you knock them all.
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Frank Prickett
Frank

Pickett,

who

needs

no

introduction

to

the

students

at

ViUanova, has recently become a member of the College Boxing Team.
Frank has for some time past taken an active part in athletics, playing
guard on the Varsity Squad, and Captained the Basketball Team of '21 -'22.
which completed a splendid season with a long string of victories.
Under the careful guidance of Trainer, James Naulty, PVank conditioned well before his entry in the Middle-Atlantic Amateur Bouts, in which he
won the championship title. His showing at Philadelphia was commended
highly for he brought credit not alone on himself, but even greater to the

name

of Fair Villanova.
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tackle fall short':

Did the runner flash by?
With the score that won the game.

Did

it

break your heart when

You missed

the try?

Did you choke with

the hurt

If you did your best
Oh, I

know

And

that

is

•

-

the score; I followed

why

I

am

the best

you

all the

way through

saying. Lad,

That the best of the fight

And

and shame?

of all games

is

is

the staying. Lad,
the playing.

If you give them the best in you.
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COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
Members
Charles Muelle

Joseph Kenny
Paul McNamara

Andre Halphin

Harold Lehr

Theodore O'Tera
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Dramatics

DRAMATICS

at Villanova

have progressed rapidly and we

find

them

taking a prominent place with the other activities of the collegr.

Through the untiring

efforts of

Father O'Meara, a Dramatic Club

was organized four years ago, which had for its purpose the continuing of
the work of producing plays. In order that the students might become interested, a public

speaking

class

The work

was organized.

of this class met

with such success that a series of entertainments were planned for the students.

The

lieu."

Preparations and rehearsai^s were progressing favorably, and an ad

first

attempt of the club came in the form of the drama "Riche-

mirable cast had been selected, when the work had to be abandoned because of the illness of Father O'Meara.

from

its

The Club could not be

deterred

work, however, and the next season the Tenth Annual Minstrel

Show was

Like

presented in the College Auditorium.

tainments of this

sort, it

was an unqualified

all

previous enter-

The chorus

success.

of twenty

male voices was well chosen and gained favorable comment from the audience,

which packed the auditorium.

The end men were

at their best

kept the audience in good humor throughout the entire performance.
Villanova Jazz

Band

and

The

consisting of Messers. Duffy, Jones, Locke, Delabarra

and Emerton, furnished excellent orchestration

for the vocal selections,

and

the dancfe numbers which followed the Minstrel presentation.
•
•

Cast
Patrick Byrne

Interlocutor

Charles McClernan,

Ends

John Dougherty, John McGuire, Howard Tliornbury, William Cronin,
Christopher McNally.
Chorus

•

.

.

.....

John Connolly,

Edward Sheehan, John Donnelly, John Hyson, William Keave, Edward
Harkins, Kevin Reeves, William King, Edward McKenna, Francis
Quinn, James Mitchell, Walter Kane, Norman Jones, Joseph Ward,
Thomas Fox, Ramon Archabala, Bernard Luckett, Patrick McFadden,
Ramolo Talone, Fredrick Griffin.
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The next

offering

by the Dramatic Club was "The Belle of the

Campus/' a bright musical comedy with many tuneful melodies which was
held on April 26, 1921, in the College Auditorium.

Too much

praise cannot

be given to Director Fink and the members of the play, because

and we

it

was

shall not soon forget those wlio

took the female parts.

Bill Cronin,

as Doris, the heroine, played the role almost as well as a professional.

now

recall

was the best offered

the pads shipped.

liam P. Cronin, John J. McGuire, Richard
Earl Kaufman, T. Kevin Reeves, Charles

George

A

However, the presenta

in recent yars.

Howard M. Thornbury,

Those who took the leading parts were:

ett,

We

"Bat" Ward, whose limbs had to be padded, and everything

would have been splendid had not
tion

pre-

The comedy was humorous throughout,

sented in an admirable fashion.

J.

J.

M^Clernan, Francis Carrol Pick-

Crawley and Joseph R. Dooley.

JBRARY
,

Wil-

O'Brien, Pierpont Kaufman,

r--^'
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MgAOQyART€«$
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

A

Gateway

to

Progress

—

There it stands a simple forty-foot
gateway but unlike any other in the entire
Through it have come many of the
world.
engineering ideas that have made this an
electrical

America.

The

development
story
of electrical
Here
begins in the Research Laboratories.
the ruling spirit is one of knowledge truth
In
rather than immediate practical results.
this manner are established new theories
which sooner or later
tools for future use

—

—

find ready application.

The
Niagara

great industries that cluster around
Falls,

the electrically

ships, the trolley cars

and

driven battle-

electrified railways

the lamps that glow in
the household conveniences that have relieved women of drudgery,
the labor-saving electrical tools of factories,
all owe their existence, partly at least, to the
co-ordinated efforts of the thousands who
daily stream through this gateway.
that carry millions,

homes and

streets,
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Warehouse and Sidings

Cable Address

TOOMEY PHILADELPHIA

942

ABC Code, 5th Edition

ESTABLISHED

FRANK TOOMEY,
iron

Inc.

and Wood Working Machinery

Steam and
Main

BEACH STREET

1876

Electric

Equipment and Supplies

PHlLADELPMIA

Office, 127-131 N. Third St.

For Quality

in

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE,

Wholesale and Retail

PA.

CLINTON'S FAMOUS HAIR BRUSH
Stiff Penetrating

E. Clinton

2119-2121 Arch
Delicious Sundaes

&

Bristles

Co., Inc.
Philadelphia

St.

Home-Made Candies

F. P.

We make a complete line of home-made
candy Irom the purest materials obtainable
PURITY, CLEANLINESS AND COURTEOUS SERVICE GUARANTEED

CONWAY &

CO.

Contractors for

TRY US

Bryn

Mawr

Confectionery Co.

to

Movies

Home-Made

Phone, Bryn
Pies,

Brickwork

Cementwork

848 Lancaster Avenue
BRYN MAWR, PA.
Next

Stonework

Mawr 17SW

Sandwiches and Hot Chocolate

fS PQXN0

SO,

CHESTNUT

MENTION VILLANOVAN

HILL, PA.
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Main Line Shoe Co.
Shoe Shine Parlor
Ardmore and Bryn Mawr
Phone Bryn Mawr 303

LLANO VAN

fHB
ESTABLISHED

V

I

LLAN OV AN
INCORPORATED

1837

Robt. Shoemaker

1919

& Co., Inc.

Wholesale Druggists
;:

Manufacturers ol

'•:^;^;":^::>;;^:;:;^.:-'

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES, READY MIXED
PAINTS, COLORS AND VARNISHES

1

PHILADELPHIA

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Race Streets

JOSEPH X O'LOUGHLIN

FRANK

H.

Electric

STEWART
Company

141 North Ninth Street
Philadelphia
Electric Supplies

DIAMONDS AND WATCHES
;V'\:.:v

;^;':';:;:'

;;-,V'

V

Specialists in

.-'v :.;:;-::':;;;;:-;.';:

37-39 N. 7th

';'

St.

PHILADELPHIA
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Subscribe for

The Villanovan

and do

The Dutch Boy Painter
Guaranty

of
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TELEPHONE
CONNECTION
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is

now

Pure White

Lead.
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Bryn Mawr
Hardware Co.

Powers

Plumbing
Heating

and
Every

Paints, Oils, Glass

Hardware for
Need

and
Roofing

Bryn Mawr,

Pa,

PETER

F.

ARDMORE,

MURPHY

CIGARS

TOBACCO

PA.

CO.
CIGARETTES

Candy, Chewing Gum, Matches, Pipes
131

NORTH SIXTH STREET

Corner Cherry Street /^
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PETER REILLY PUBLICATIONS
133 N. 13th

Philadelphia

St.

HUAIAN DESTINY AND THE
This

book

ably

presents

NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By

Catholic

"modern

J.

Godfrey Bupert

view-points

on

HICHELL'S

the

View

of future life as repreDoyle, Sir Oliver Lodge.
It
sented
is popularly treated so as to interest the great majority
138 pages, price $1.25.
of readiers.
scientific points."
by men like Conan

ELEMENTS OF SCliOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY
By Bev Michael W. Shallo, S. J.
"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such
breadth of view, such clearness of expression, and such
brevity of style."
America Cr. 8 vo., 398 pages, $2.25 net.

—

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis Thompson
Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly
Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out
among all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in itself.
"One of the few very great odes."
Coventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c.

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP

By Henry C. Schuyler, Ph. D., S. T. L.
Places successfully in a popular and devout manner the
principal truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament. By the
author of "The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of
Christ," etc.
12 mo., 218 pages. $1.10.

MARKHS"

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GEAMMAB

By A. Rota
practical method for learning the Italian language,
revised and enlarged, with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett.
Thorough, reliable and fascinating, with the conversational portions appended to each chapter.
12 mo.,
464 pages, $1.75.

New

PHILADELPHIA
Everything for Lawn, Farm and
Garden.
Get a Catalog.

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

SIlCuELL S HOUSE

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hara
Simply explained according to the New Code.
Excellent
for those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics
honestly desirous of learning what the Church teaches.
16 mo., 84 pages, cloth, 50c.

THE BRYN MAWR TRUST
Bryn Mawr,

CO.

Pa.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE
EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
SILVER

AND OTHER VALUABLES TAKEN ON STORAGE
JOHN

PHILIP A. HART, President

WILLIAM

H.

RAMSEY,

\.:/';'V;' ;^--:;:^ :.;',.;::'/;;,

Vice President
:,.^V:v:i::^::^:^ JESSE H.

W.

HALL,

GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer
BERGEN, Ass't Trust Officer
Treasurer :;>

S.

L. H.

Assistant
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Tailor

Walk-Over Boot Shop

AND

:
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Gentlemen's Outfitter
818

Dress,

J

Business,

Sport

Clothes

LANCASTER AVENUE
Bryn Mawr— Rosemont

LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

M. M.

TALON

1123

McQARVEY

Moofe's Pharmacy

1141 Lancaster Pike

Rosemont, Pa.

LADIES'

Drugs, Stationery,

AND GENTS' FURNISHINGS

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,

School Supplies,

Etc.

Candies

A Full Assortment
COLUMBIA YARN

Bryn Mawr,

Lancaster Ave.

WILLIAM GROFF,

P. D.

Prescriptionist
803 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Prompt Telephone Service

— Bryn Mawr

Our Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals and Drugs

Chocolates
Whitman's
Samoset

166

are of the Highest Standard

Soda Water
Lowney's
Apollo
Mavis
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POWERS

and Saddlery
and Glass
Trunks, Bags and Suit-Cases
Automobile Supplies
Trunks and Bags Repaired
Paints, Oils
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Called for and Delivered

Shoe Repairing

903-905

f

FRANK

jr

Floyd

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR,

,

PA.

SEVEN FRIDA YS IN ONE WEEK

FITZGERALD'S
Men^s^

Women^s and

Children's

Terminal Market
EAST WALL

Outfitter

Wholesale and Retail

Dry Goods and

Notions

A
FOOD

BUTTERWICK PATTERNS
Shoes

for

Men.

Women

E

S

and Children

IN ALL VARIETIES

Bryn Mawr^ Pa*

Crab Meat a Specialty

JO Per C.nt. Discount to Priests and Students
of Villanova College

The Home

TO HOTELS,
INSTITUTIONS

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

CLUBS

and

Life Insurance Co. of
^

INCORPORATED

America

1899

Twenty Million Dollars' Insurance
Eighteen Years of Square Dealing
Located in the Heart of the Insurance District
Writing

all

kinds of

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance

Good Openings for High-Grade Men

BASIL

S.

JOSEPH

in

Delaware and Pennsylvania.

WALSH, President
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
DURKIN, Secretary

L.

Philadebhia
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Barber Shop Supreme

a specialty of facial

also Dandruff

Massages— Violet Ray Treatments,

Cure and Hair Dyeing.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Open from 9.00 A. M.

to

7.00 P.

M.

Sunday 9.00 A. M.

The Villanova Barber Shop
MARTIN MISCIAGNA
Entrance Opposite Footliall Campus

"If a

youth early forms the saving habit

to 12.00

y
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EDSON BROS.

PHILIP'S
DAILY MENU
Every day but Sunday from 7

Ham

and Eggs

-

Fried or Boiled Eggs
Rolls, Butter, Coffee or

Special for

a.

VAN

m. to 7

m.

55c
35c

-

p.

-

Butter

Milk with each order

Eggs

Monday and Tuesday

Hamburg Steak with onions, sauce, green
peas, rolls, butter, coffee or milk,

Hamburg Steak Sandwich
Special for

-

Cheese

50c
20c

Poultry

Wednesday and Thursday

Roast Beef with potatoes,
coffee or milk
Roast Beef Sandwich

butter,

rolls,

50c
20c

-

-

110-112

Lunch Room

1009 Lancaster Avenue

DOCK STREET

Philadelphia

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

CRESSNAN'S

233 So. 3rd

St.

ALLEN

CIGAR
R.

ESTABLISHED

CRESSMAIN'S SONS, Makers
1851

DURAND & KASPER
Wholesale

CO.

^G

of High Grade Coffee
Importers and Roasters ."'..'.''.,;:',..','*'
':."„.'

»?

LAKE, UNION and EAGLE STREETS
Henry
Peter

Durand, Pres. and Treas.
Kasper, Vice Pres.

C.
J.

CHICAGO.
Walter B. Downs, Sec'y
Edward McEvilla, Mgr.
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ORATION— DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION
By Hon. JEREMIAH

—

ROYALTY

The Irish peobeautiful legends
I
I
-J have this: That the great O'Donogli^^^jflj hue, though he died and was buried
far from his native land, was brought
back by angels to home and fatherland, there
to rest in an unfrequented glen nearby his dear
Killarney, awaiting the time when his country
demanding his splendid services, he shall arise
from the grave and lead his embattled hosts
once more to victory.
Strange and fantastic though this legend
Our great
appears, it is nevertheless true.
ones lead us from the grave. The spirit of the
past abides with the present and controls the
destinies of the future.
And in these stirring post-bellum days of
restoration and readjustment, the American
people must not confound reconstruction with
revolution.
must be loyal to the traditions
must adhere to whatever is
of the past.
best in the past, adapt it to the changed conditions of the present, and in the light of the
present and the past anticipate the demands
and the needs of the future. That is statesmanship and patriotism.
France broke with the past at the time of the
French Eevolution. Following Rousseau, the
precursor, France attempted to reorganize
everything anew. The old order was overthrown. The revolutionists revised the Gregorian calendar. They began with the year
"1." They changed the names of the months
and of the days of the week. Since the creation of the world, seven days had constituted a
According to the Revolutionists the
week.
week should comprise ten days, based upon a
decimal system a desecration against which
even the beasts of burden uttered protest.
They overthrew the past, and the logical result
was the Reign of Terror.
In nu)re recent times another nation has
broken with the past. Upon the battlefields of
Sadowa and Sedan, Prussia sated Avith power
and greed determined to establish a military
I

1^
I——

pie

to the Past!

among many

We
We

—

E.

BURKE,

LL. D.

despotism. The Prussian militarists disregarded the lessons of Alexander, Hannibal, Caesar
and Napoleon. They would establish an absolute
state.
Bismarck proclaimed that the
schoolmaster was abroad in the land, but the
schoolmaster was not free. He was an officer
of the state, obedient to the state, compelled to
do the bidding of the state. When he should
teach and how he should teach was prescribed
All the agencies within the state
]>y the state.
became subservient to the military clique. Grovernment existed for the favored few. In fifty
years the thought of the people was distorted
and malformed in conformity with despotic
theories.

The state was apotheosized.
The German
people came to associate Kaiser with deity;
were led to believe that militarism was a blessing, that the hands of all the world were raised
against them, and that Germany was justified
on patriotic grounds in committing outrageous
acts of sacrilege and brutality.
All of this wilful perversion of a people

's

mental and moral perspective was manifestly
the result of false education.
The Fathers of the Republic: The forefathers of the American Republic did not break
with the past. They built upon the past. The
Pilgrim Fathers proclaimed allegiance to the
past in the covenant to which they subscribed
in the cabin of the Mayflower,
The uprising
in '76 was an evolution as well as a revolution.
And when the patriot fathers met at Independence Hall on that immortal Fourth of July
they declared no newly found principles, but
they revoiced old truths. They assumed and
they asserted that all men are created equal;
not a few men but all men, not a clique or a

mankind everywhere.
This equality proclaimed by the fathers has
never meant uniformity or similarity.
Men
differ ill personal appearance, in intellectual
power and in spiritual graces.
What the
fathers meant was that all men are equal before
the law, and this idea implies equality of privifaction, but

7:

:/.i

/

;
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lege and equality of opportunity.
It mean:)
that every human being is entitled to an opportunity for development to the utmost of his
capacity.

The framers of what Abraham Lincoln used
to call that ''immortal emblem," the Declaration of Independence, furthermore specifically

declared that all men are endowed "with certain unalienable rights, that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.":

Endowed by whom ?
by

By a czar, by a kaiser,
by a military clique, by an absolute
The forefathers were very exThey said, "All men are endowed by

a party,
No
state ?
plicit.

highest possible extent compatible Avith their
capacities and endowments to the end that as
individuals and as members of society thev
may occupy those stations in life for Avhich
they are best qualified by nature and by training, and that therein they may discharge duties,
perform services, and enjoy the blessings of
;

more abundantly than they could
any other place or sphere in life.

liberty,

in

Physical Habits: By the cultivation of corV
rect physical habits one prepares for individual
He thereby becomes capable of perservice.
forming well his daily tasks he may secure
;

!

their Creator with certain unalienable rights."

These rights, then, are inalienable, irrevocable,
indefensible, God-given.
cannot forfeit them;
that would be slavery. I must not usurp them
that would be tyranny. No one can deprive
me of these rights but the Being who gave
them to me. No man, no government, no human institution can deprive me of my inalienable, God-given rights.
The Fathers have passed away, but they
have be(iueathed to us a stewardship, the safeguarding and the perpetuatiofi of the rights
and privileges which they have transmitted.
For these blessings we are indebted to all the
I

past for their preservation and extension we
are beholden to all the future. We, then, must
keep faith Avith the past, with the present, and
with the future. In the world's highest court
of chancery Ave have been appointed guardians of these great eternal principles of popuThis guardianship, this truslar sovereignty.
;

imposes tremendous responsibilities.
These rights and privileges placed in our keeping are not ours to use or disuse as we may.
They are in our custody today in order that we
may put them at usury so that Avhen the future
demands an accounting we, worthy of our
trust, will transmit them to posterity not only
undiminished but more exalted than Avhen they
were be(jueathed to us.
And as faithful
stewards Ave must safeguard this glorious heritage and stand prepared at all times to defend
it, even at the sacrifice of our lives.
The Rights of Children: We hear much in
these later days about. the rights of men and
and all this is hopeful and comof ..women
mendable. But there are still too fcAV to proteeship,

—

—

claim the rights of children.

And

yet, ehildren

also possess rights, inalienable and irrevocable.
It is the right of children and youth to groAv
and develop; to acquire correct habits, piiysical, intellectual and sniritual
and under the
most competent guidance to be educated to the
;

promotion or preferment he experiences the
bounding joy of health he is cheerful and optimistic he enjoys life and the pursuit of legitimate happiness. "Give us, oh, give us," says
Garlyle, "the man Avho sings at his work."
LikcAvise one becomes the better etpiipped
;

;

;

for patriotic service.
Vitality is a national
conservation of health is a national reasset
sponsibility.
Courage to dare and power to do
are essentials of personal security and natioiml
stability.
nation must ha\'e strong men in
;

A

days of peace as Avell as in times of trife. Thei'e
must ahvays be brave mothers of heroic sons

and daughters.
Battles are often Avon upoii playgrounds.
treasured up that splendid reserve
is
those Blucher forces so indispensable
[)OAver
to all great achievenu^nts, moral as Avell as

Here

—

—

I)hysical.

Finally and chiefly, thei'e is a spiritual
reason for the formation of proper physical
habits.
The body is the tabernacle of the soul,
and as such should be made a Avorthy habitation for the indAA^elling of an immortal spirit.
Intellectual habits are developed in order
that

may

possess clarity of
think straight; that he
may have intellectual and moral courage; that
lie may form his oAvn opinions and convictions;
that he may think dispassionately and arrive at
independent conclusions; that he may acquire
the poAver of suspended judgment; that he may
distinguish Avitli judicial candor betAveen the
true and the false, betAveen the spurious and
the genuine that he may become a seeker after
the

iiulividual

thought; that he

may

;

truth,

truth

truth shall

in

its

moral loveliness

make him

free

— and

the

!

Spiritual Habits: Ideas rule the Avorld, but
Things of the
ideas must be inspired liy ideals.
mind are infinitely more to be treasured than
are
material.
LikeAvise,
things that
the
spiritual transcends the purely intellectual.
are committed in this country because of
the composite character of pur peojile to the

We

'

-•
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maintenance and support of a system of nonsectarian public schools.
This
implies that
within these school rooms there shall be permitted no partisan, racial or religious propaganda; that there shall not be introduced the
tenets of any political party, or of any creed,
These exclusions, however,
or of any race.
must not preclude the development of spiritual
habits the inculcation of great cardinal virtues such as obedience, industry, sobriety,
thrift, probity, integrity, reliability, straightforwardness, trustworthiness, incorruptibility.

—

.Indeed, the Statute Law of Massachusetts
mandatory and unequivocal in its insistence

is

upon moral training in our
as follows:

schools.

;;;:''.

It reads
".'' ^^' \-:'-;

"The

president, professors and tutors of
the university at Cambridge and of the several
colleges, all preceptors and teaeiiers of academies and all other instructors of youth shall
exert their best endeavors to impress on the
r))inds of children and youth committed to
their care and instruction the principles of
piety and justice and a sacred regard for truth,
love of their country, humanity and universal
benevolence, sobriety, industry and frugality,
chastity, moderation and temperance, and those
other virtues which are the ornament of human
society and the basis upon which a republican
constitution is founded; and they shall endeavor to lead their pupils, as their agss and
capacities Avill admit, into a clear understanding of the tendency of the above mentioned
virtues to preserve and perfect a republican
constitution and secure the blessings of liberty
as well as to promote their future happiness,
and also to point out to them the evil tendency
>
of the opposite vices."
^

'

—

it is his
therefore, the child's right
educational heritage ^to possess these virtues
as a touchstone to which all his thoughts and
If he has
all his actions may be subjected.
these qualities deeply imbedded in his heart, if
he possesses them as a vital part of his very
being, then he may err for a time and Avander
far afield, but drawn back inevita])ly will he be
by an irresistible impulse, by a centripetal
(Uniforce, back to safe spiritual anchorage.
troUed by these great spiritual influences, the
private life of the iiulividual will be safeguarded and his civic coiuluct assured. The welfare
of child and the welfare of society, therefore,
eipuilly denmnds the cultivfition of these inoj'al
and spiritual virtues.

>It

is,

—

But these physical,
([ualities

and moral
They do
They do not

intellectual

are not ac(|uired overniglit.

not come in a morning dream.

one's idle lap like windfalls from the
They are the result of exercise continuously and persistently repeated and finally becoming automatic, habitual and reflexive.
fall into

clouds.

There needs to be incessant training in health
culture, in right thinking and in moral purpose
at every step in the child's career, from early
childhood through adolescence into youth.
Complete and symmetrical education, which is
the birthright of every American, requires a
long probationary period. It imperatively demands that all boys and girls remain in school
and under the influence of highly competent
instructors until they are at least sixteen years
of age, with a part-time attendance upon some
sort of extension or continuation school for at
least two years thereafter.
Thus there would
be maintained an impersonal and a legally

stewardship over children and
youth to protect, defend and direct them dursanctioned

ing the impressionable years of their minority,
wherever they may be found, whether at work
or at play, whether within or without the
schoolroom.

Denial of this privilege is to defraud children and youth of their indisputable educational heritage.
It is to deprive Democracy of
the fulfillment of its destiny.

Universal Education: "And also point out
the evil tendency of the opposite vices," urges
]t is insuffithe statute on moral instruction.
cient that good habits be inculcated; vicious
habits must be inhibited. Gladstone in the beautiful essay which he wrote on his dear friend,
Henry Hallam, the subject of Tennyson's "In
jMemoriam," gives expression to an idea which
hitches in one's mind.
Gladstone among other
things says that the progress of the nineteenth

century
'
'

is

described by two simple words,

Unhand me.

—

'

These two words, "unhand me," tell the
whole story about education. Education
"unhand me" means the removal, so far as
possible, of all obstacles, restraints, impediments, whether they be physical, intellectual
(;r spiritual, in order that free, untrammeled,
all handicaps removed, I may work out my
complete destiny temporal and eternal that
as an individual I may enjoy the blessings of
life, li])erty and the pursuit of happiness aiul
that moreover, as a citizen I may become socially competent
a salf-respecting, self-supporting co-worker with my fellows in the life of
community and (.Commonwealth.
Nature is not lavish in the distribution of
her gifts. Nature revels in variability ami
One person has beauty of form,
diversity.

—

—

—

—

;
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another brilliancy of intellect, a third magnanimity of soul. Rarely are all these gifts the
possession of any single individual. Nature is

time schools continuation schools industrial,
prevocational and vocational schools; agricultural schools; textile schools; evening schools;
Americanization classes; extension and collegiate courses, to meet the recurrent personal
needs of innumerable groups of young people.
We must popularize the school. We must
make it attractive. We must place it directly in
the pathways of our boys and girls, as so many
ladders whereby they may climb upward and

inhospitable of the superman; she is prodigal
God must love
of the average of the species.
the common people," sagely remarked the incomparable Lincoln, ''He creates so many of
'

'

them."
There are radical differences in all the qualities that go to make up the normal child.
Humanely and sanely these differences and
peculiarities are becoming recognized in the
In place of rigid and unilife of the school.
form courses of study, curricula are being
modified and reconstructed to satisfy the varying aptitudes and capacities of boys and girls,
of groups of children, all equally deserving, all
endowed with equality of rights and entitled

onward.

An ambitious and expensive program, I
hear you protest. My reply is this Democracy
is expensive.
It has been secured through infinite toil and sacrifice.
It has cost the world
its best blood and treasure.
Our greatest national assets are first, education
free, universal education
and, second, its resultant the
highest possible degree of personal, civic and
:

—

;

to equality of opportunity.
Any discussion of plans

and purposes is inemphasize the two-fold
Popular education
objective of education.
subserves a two-fold purpose It should enable
every boy and every girl yes, every man and
every woman to rise to the very heights of his
complete which

:

—

capabilities and endowments; and then, to become a citizen of power in the service of the

Commonwealth. There must be provided in a
democracy freely and fully equality of opportunity for personal improvement and success.
But that is only one side of the shield. Running

racy.; ':'

all systems of education
like the
ichor that courses through the veins of the gods
must be the throbbing impulse of service.

—

Equal opportunity must be afforded every boy
and girl to develop to the very utmost all his
capacities and endowments; but when this is
realized, when these heights are attained, then
he or she in all humility and gratitude should
dedicate all his achievements and successes
not to self-glorification or self-aggrandizement,
but rather to the service of his fellow-men and
There should come
the welfare of the country.
into the lives of our future American citizens
the exalted spirit of the craftsmen of the Mid-

dle

Ages whose souls were

M^hatever they constructed whether it were a
simple product of metal from the locksmith, or
the cathedral of many architects with its
myriads of spires everything they did was for
the service of their fellow-men, and for the
glory of God.
AH this implies that nation, state, city, town
all must unite in furnishing luilimited educa
tional, recreational and vocational facilities for
our children and our youth. There must be
provided generously normal schools and colleges junior colleges state universities part-

—

—

•

;

;

;

\'-. '

':x-'.r,/-
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every conceivable kind, and roll it all up into
one great mass and you will find it estimated
at about three hundred billion dollars. Without mentioning the ineffable loss of human
lives, horresco referens, the expense of hte
great war commensurate with the property
value of our entire country. And never forget
this The war was caused by the ma^terialistic
philsosaphy and the false education of the leaders of the Grerman people.
And realize, further, that all property,
whether personal or real, is worthless unless
the people's will has been properly trained to
respect and safeguard it in days of stress and
storm.
Years ago in the Senate of the United States
while championing the cause of Greece, and
pleading for her independence, Henry Clay,
quoting from the eternal law, exclaimed," What
shall it profit a man if he gain the whole world
and suffer the loss of his own soul?" Or, "what
shall it avail a nation to save the whole of a
miserable trade and lose its liberties."
We
:

And

in their tasks.

—

y::'-:[:;^\

Contemplate for one moment the cost of the
world's great war. We are told that in round
numbers the war cost the nations three hundred billion dollars. Take all the wealth of
these United States, realty and personalty, of

—

through

—

national intelligence and righteousness.
On the other hnad, democracy's greatest
national liability is ignorance. Parsimony in
education means bankruptcy. In education we
must spend freely that we may save. Education is more |han insurance.
It is our
assurance against tomorrow's ills. Intelligent citizenship is the future's hope. Let us not forget.
And let us be unyielding and insistent about
the super-eminence of education in a democ-

fails to

—

;

;

!
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must save our soul at any cost. The soul of
this nation is ideal education. Let us guard it
Material things must
as something sacred.
pass away the soul is for immortality. Our

—

heritage is divine
Liberty under Law: "To make a government," says Edmund Burke, in his treaties on
the French Revolution, "requires no great
Settle the seat of power; teach
prudence.
obedience and the work is done. To give freedom is still more easy. It is not necessary to
guide it only requires to let go the rein.
"But to form a free government; that is to
temper together those opposite elements of liberty and restraint in one consistent work, re-quires much thought; deep reflection; a sagaci;

*

;

ous, powerful

is

a goddess.

man."

in the Preamble to that document these
nation-builders among other things announced
that "to insure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, we do ordain and establish this Constitution of the United States,"
The forefather were not only patriots and
statesmen; they also had the gift of prophecy.
They foresaw the necessity of safeguarding
liberty.
And the wisdom of the forefathers
was very soon revaaled. Only a few years after
the adoption of the Constitution, the French
Temples were deRevolution .broke forth.
stroyed, shrines desecrated, holy places profaned, all in the name of liberty. In the name
of liberty, the streets of Paris were crimsoned
with the purest blood in Europe. The Revolutionists took the best of the Bourbon Kings and
They took Marie
led him out to execution.
Antoinette, the friend of America, the friend
of Benjamin Franklin, tore her from the embraces of her family and gave her to the guillotine.
And then, acme of affrontery and sacrilege, they took a Avoman of the street and, before the sacred altar of Notre Dame, they
crowned her as the goddess of reason and of
liberty. And across the century comes the cry
of Madame Roland from the scaffold "Oh,
Liberty, what crimes are committed in thy

!"
is

not an armed warrior.

Liberty

is

The forefathers,
shield liberty and to

—

:

:

law becomes unfaithful then

If

tials.

a better servant must be substituted
in its place,
b. Executive
To give law its mandate
To compel law to be more dutiful or
to rebuke it for non-performance of
:

And

Liberty

is cloistered.

refined.

therefore, determined to
provide her with a champion. And so they
placed liberty under the protection of law and,
til us, liberty under law has become an organizing principle of our American government.
But how solicitous were the forefathers
They knew that law might be remiss that low
might become neglectful of its trust.
Accordingly they created three agencies to
guarantee the proper defence of liberty by law
a. Legislative
To give law its creden-

and combining mind."

secured their independence, the
patriot fathers of the Revolution were confronted with the sublime task of organizing a
form of government that should "temper together those opposite elements of liberty and
And with providential foresight
restraint."
they formed and ratified the Constitution of
the United States which has been tnithfiilh,characterized as "the most remarkable document ever struck off at one time by the ingenu-

name

Liberty

sensitive,

delicate,

Having

ity of

-5

Liberty

.

c.

its duties,,'; ;:.;;;:/,:

Judicial
tions

To

:

and,

;;-'.i;^..^

.:•{;-;'

law's
qualificanecessary, to revoke

revicAV
if

tliem.

These three distinct constitutional agencies,
executive and judicial, are estabby the people; they reflect the will of the
peoj)le. The will of the people, therefore, is the
supreme law. But all just laws are from a
source higher than man; they are derived from
God. Hence our purpose should be to justify
legislative,

lished

the expression, "The voice of the people is the
voice- of God. "
^/. ;-;;;
v;
These three instruments were fashioned by
the fathers for making, correcting, amending
or changing laws. And, so long as law remains
the reflection of the people's will, to that extent it is sacred and to that extent obedience to
,

law

is

liberty.

;'.

And whoever

raises his

hands

against laws properly and justly made and
against authority duly constituted, such a one
defies the will of the people and the will of
God. He is, therefore, a traitor to himself, to
his fellowman, to his country, and to the Sovereign Lawmaker of the universe.

To train the will of the people, therefore,
the most serious business in a democracy.
To educate the individual will, to indicate its
relation to the collective will, and to bring all
into harmony Avith the Eternal Will, this is a
task Avell-nigh divine.
To train then is to
govern. The teacher is the true leader. The
teacher is the real law^ maker. The educator
is the moulder and the conservator of democrais

tic society.

Thus all the forces of the school must be
directed toAvard the proper development of the
Avill, to the end that pupils may comprehend
the significance of laAV, of respect for laAV and

—

—
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law; and, furthermore, that
ever regard justly constituted law
as the blazing' sword that defends the pal-

of obedience to

they

may

ladium of liberty.
Loyalty to the Past!

Permit me in closing
to express again jny conviction that we must
not break with the past. Upon this, the natal
day of the Republic, the birthday of the Decla'
ration of Independence, we reaffirm our indebtedness to Adams and Hancock and Franklin and Paine and to all that matchless Spartan
'band who on July 4, 1776, gave to us our
Likewise, we
Charter of Human Liberties.
acknowledge our gratitude and our obligatiorj

—

every noble soul—who at any
to every patriot
time, anj'where, raised his voice or struck a
blow in defence of American Liberty or AmeriThus may we all become
can institutions.
teachers and educators training the will of

—

the people, clarifying and dignifying public
opinion, inculcating by example and by precept the highest ideals of American citizenship.
It is said that for three hundred years after
Thermopylae the children in the schools of
Greece were taught to recite from memory,
"by heart," the names of the immortal three
hundred who fell in defense of the Pass. For
nearly a hundred and fifty years our children
have been narrating in our schools the heroic
deeds of our Revolutionary sires. For more
than sixty years they have been singing the

praises of the devoted, valiant boys of

'61.

In later years they have been recounting
the exploits of those who served so faithfully
Now they will add to these
in foreign wars.

achievements of our
soldier boj's in khaki and our sailor boys in
blue. With hearts exultant with pride in years
recitals

to

the

come they

splendid

will tell

how

cheerfully and eager-

went forth, how mightily
they triumphed, how they too kept the Pass,
how in the world's most critical hour they defended humanity and rescued civilization; and
finally, how peacefully many are sleeping upon
the hillsides of Flanders. In legend and story
these crusaders of ours, also, will be numbered
among the immortals. A greater honor still
they will be beloved of little children. And
upon the altars of the classroom the fires consecrated to their memory shall be kept blazing:
in perpetual vigil, fires fed by innocent hands
and these same hands shall grasp the torch and
pass it onward to successive generations of
ly these noble fellows

free-born American children, that the fires of
civil and religious liberty may continue to burn
ill
vnidimmed ^ brilliancy, that an educated
American democary may continue to be the
beacon liglit of the world, and that a government of the people, for the people, and by the
people shall endure. What a splendid idealism!
What a glorious heritage! May we
catch its full significance lest the gleams maj"
vanish, make it a benediction unto ourselves,
and an inspiration unto all those whose lives
are in the moudling.

"Lord

of the Universe! shield us and guide us,
Trusting Thee always, through shadow and
.:,
sun!
united
its,
shall
divide
us?
Thou hast
who
:

,.

Keep

keep

us, oh

Up

us, the

MANY

IN ONE!

with our banner bright,

Sprinkled with starry

Spread

,

fair

its

shore,

light,

emblems from mountain

•-

to

,,

While through the sounding sky

Loud

rings the Nation's cry,

UNION AND LIBERTY! ONE EVERMORE!

—
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FOR YOU
Just for you he left the sun dyed standard,
Lyinji' on the conqueror's rich field,
Just for you he fac«d the long way homeward.
Threw aside his golden-ci-ested shield.
foi* you he dared a thousand evils,
Faced the hatred of a storm wracketl sea;
Just for you he sleAV Sir James the Baron,
And set his thousand slaves and serfmen free.

Just

You, niy dear, can never know the soitow.
You can never feel the heart wrung pain.
Which he suffered while he travelled onward,
Just to be back at your side again.

Now

you've told him that you never loved him.
Never could, tho time should cease to be,
Tliis, then, is the laurel which you give him
Thorns! To crown his bitter agony!
l^^jenian's

sword could never hurt him deeper;

A

friend he love<l could never pain him more,
You Avho were his song, his love, his being,
Crucified him for a idch man's gaudy store.

\

Do ycu wonder why a man may murder.
And leave faith's banner ever after furled?
You shall know, wiien gold has robbed your
beauty.

When dreams and
world.

love

are

dust upon your

—William

J.

Meter.
y

y

m VvVVVVVV^^2£:;:Saa:=:=fc^V^V^^^^ ^^
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Something on the Life and Writings
EALLY

great men, great events, great
epochs, it has been said, grow as we
recede from them; and the extent to
h^''^'M-which they grow in the estimate of
men is a measure of their greatness.
Tried by this standard Burns must be great
indeed, for since his death the estimation of his
genius has been steadily increasing.

R\
I

?

However, to begin at the beginning. Burns'
father came of a family of gardeners in the
county of Kincardine, on the east coast of ScotWhen twenty-seven he left his native
land.

On January 25, 1759, his
He had leased
eldest son, Robert, was born.
some seven acres of land of which he planned

district for the south.

to make a nursery and a market-garden, and
built with his own hands the clay cottage now
known to literary pilgrims as the birthplace of

Burns.
In spite of his struggle for a bare subsistence, the elder Burns had not neglected the
education of his children. Soon after Robert
Avas six years old his father joined with a few
neighbors to engage a young man named John
Murdock to teach their children in a room in
This arrangement continued for
the village.
two years, when Murdock being called elsewhere, the father took the task of educating
his children.

The regular instruction was con-

fined chiefly to the long winter evenings. Hoavever, quite as important as this was the intercourse between father and son as they went
about their work. Burns' father got a few

books on theology and astronomy and Stackhouse's history of the Bible * * * from these
Robert collected a thorough knowledge of
relative who was staying
ancient history.
with them went into a bookseller's to purchase
Luckily,
a book to teach him to write letters.
in place of the "Complete Letter- Writer," he
got by mistake a small collection of letters by
the most eminent writers, with a few sensible
directions for attaining an easy epistolary style.
This book Avas to Robert of the greatest consequence. It inspired him with a strong desire
to excel in writing.

A

His father was ever a man of strict integrity
and strong temper. But his chief characteristic was his deep-seated and thoughtful piety.
Robert, who, amid all his after errors never
ceased to revere his father's memory, has left
an immortal portrait of him in "Tlie Cotter's
Saturday Night," Avhen he describes how "The
saint, llie father, and the liusband pi'ays. " His

'V

of

Robert Burns

was advanced in years before he marand his wife, Agnes Brown, was much
younger than himself. She is described as of
being humble birth, very, sagacious, intelligent
looks, good manners and an easy address. Like
her husband she was sincerely religious but of
a more equable temper, quick to perceive character, and Avith a memory stored with old traditions, songs, and ballads with which she amused
lier children.
In his outerman the poet resemfather
ried,

bled his mother, but in his great mental gifts, if
inherited at all, must be traced to his father.
So Burns grew up. The farm his father had
bought proved a ruinous bargain. Burns worked very hard, he and his brother Gilbert (the

two eldest) had

to do men's work.
poverty Avas at the door there was

by the

But though

warm

family

Work was

incessant,
but education AA^as not neglected rather it Avas
held as one of the most sacred duties. There
are fcAV countries in which could at that time
alit'ection

fireside.

—

produced in humble life such a father and
teacher as William Burns.
It seems fitting,
then, that a country Avhich could rear such men
among its peasantry should give birth to such
a poet as Robert Burns to represent them.

The readings of the household were wide,
and unceasing. Some one entering the

varied,

house at mealtime found the Avhole family
seated each AA'ith a spoon in one hand and a
book in the other.
Not only the ordinary
school books, not only the traditional life of
Wallace, and other popular books of that sort,
l)ut the Spectator, odd plays of Shakespeare,
Pope, Locks on the "Human Understanding,"
Boyle's Lectures, Taylor's "Scripture Doctrine
of Original Sin," Allan Ramsay's works formed the staple of their reading. Above all was
collection of songs, of which Burns says,
"This Avas my vade mecum. I poured over
them driving my cart, or Avalking to labour,
song by song, verse by verse careful noting
the tune, tender or sublime, from the affection
1
am convinced I OAve to this
and fustian.
a

;

much of my critic craft such as it is."
At fifteen Burns Avrote his first poem,
"Handsome Nell." He, himself, speaks of it

practice

Yet simple and

as very silly.

artless as

it

is,

touch of grace Avhich bespeaks
the true poet. This early start in poetry Avas
inspired by Nelly Kilpatrik. Yet, in spite of
til is, lie did not produce more than a fcAV pieces
of permanent value during the next ten years.
He did, hoAvever, go on developing and branchtliere is in

it

a

——

—"

:

——
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ing out in his social activities. He attended a
dancing school (much against his father's
wishes), and helped' to establish a "Bachelors'
Club" for debating, and also found time for
further love affairs.
Burns was about twenty -five when he took
up his abode at Mossgiel, where he remained
four years. Two ..things those years and that
bare moorland farm Avitnessed the wreck of
his hopes as a farmer and the revelation of his
genius as a poet. His favorite time for composiLong years afterward
tion was at the plow.
his sister, Mrs. Bregg, used to tell how, when
her brother had gone forth again to field work,
she would steal up to the garret and search the
drawer of the table for the verses Robert had
newly transcribed. It was during these four
years that he composed "The Cotter's Saturday
Night." These were hard times, too, the farm
was unproductive, and Burns must indeed have
found poetry to be its own reward.

—

Burns was a well liked man, and his neighbors were glad that such a man had come to be
a dweller in their vale. Yet the ruder country
lads and the lower peasantry, we are told, looked upon him not without dread, "least he
should pickle and preserve them in sarcastic
song." Once at a gathering when two young
lads were quarreling. Burns rose up and said,
or else I'll hang j'ou up
"Sit down and
like potato-bogles in song tomorrow."
They
immediately stopped.

——

There is much
oughly his own.

in

,

Burns' poetry that

He

is

thor-

brings before us characters, situations, moods
which belong to the
permanent and elemental in our nature. He is
Coleridge's
the poet of the commonplace.
image of whetting the pebble to bring out its
color and brillance is particulary apt in the
case of Burns for it was the common if not the
commonplace that he dealt with, and his workmanship made it sparkle like a jewel.

he could utter pathos most intolerably piercing,
and overwhelming remorse. And his compositions enjoyed a fresh and inspiring gaity, roistering mirth, keen irony, and a thousand phases
of passion.
This he did in verse of amazing
variety sometimes
tender
and caressing;
sometimes rushing like a torrent.
As heretofore mentioned Burns' long suit
was his songs. Their beauty is in their completeness and not in their extracts. However, I
may mention a few. In "As Fond Kiss," the
second stanza of which, according to Sir Walter
Scott, contains the essence of a thousand love

—

songs,

"Had we never loved sae kindly,
Had we never loved sae blindly.

—

Never met or never parted,
We had ne'er been broken-hearted."

And

that other type of love song, in which the
calm depth of long-wedded and happy love
utters itself, so blithely yet pathetically

"John Anderson, my

;

Too, in that aspect in which he is most
supreme, the writing of songs, he is a musician
Though he made no tunes
as well as a poet.
he saved hundreds * * * saved them not merely
for the antiquary and the connoiseur but for
the great mass of lover of the sweet and simple
melody. He saved them by writing for them
It is for this, his song
fit and immortal words.
writing, most of all that Scotland and the world
loves Burns.
He never, save at the resolute
entreaty of a scientific musician, sacrificed
sense for sound.

Although his verse did not enjoy the great
tragic tones of Shakespeare, nor the delicate
and filmy subtleties of Shelly, but nevertheless

Jo,

:

John."

Then

for comic humor of courtship, there
"Duncan Gray came here to woo."

is

For that contented
life's troubles,

spirit which, w^hile feeling
yet keeps "aye a heart aboon

them a'," we have^
"Contented wi'

little,

For friendship rooted

—

;

as follows

is

and cantie

w^i'

mair."

in the past, there is

"Should old acquaintance be forgot."

For wild and reckless daring, mingled wath a
dash of finer feeling, there
'
'

For

is

Macpherson 's Farewell.

patriotic heroism

"Scots wha hae wi' Wallace bled."
lastly but by no means least
a poem that
utters personal independence, and sturdy self-

—

And

assertive

"A

manhood

man 's

a

man

for a that.

'

'

Burns has found a tone and words for every
of man's heart, he runs the wiiole keyboard of human emotions. So purified and
ennobled by Burns, these above songs embody
human feeling in its most condensed and sweetest essence.
They appeal to all ranks, they
touch all ages.
They are the things w^hich
forms Burns' most enduring claim on the

mood

world's gratitude.

—
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HEEDLESSNESS
The Aviiid goos singing; over the hillts,
The mountaineers' fires we burning,
The twilight into the night is turning,
The winde goes singing over the hills.
The wind goes singing over tlie hills.
The cry of the hounds is sad and weary.
The rush of their feet is weird and eerie,
The wind goes singing over the hill.
The wind goes singing over the hills,
A watcher stands at the mouth of a glen,
And dreams till his love is come again,
The wind goes singing over the hills.
The w.'nd goes singing over the liills.
Loud rises the mirth in the castle hall,
Then sinks, like the billowis rise and fall,
The wind goes singing over the hills.

The wind goes singing over the hills,
Below in a hut a life flame dies.
In another a babe

first

opens

The wind goes singing over the

its eyes,
hil]s.

Xt)w dawn's first lainp is seen in the east.
Hushed is the joy of the castle feast,
The watcher is gone; the fires are low,
A life, and a death are over now;
The wailing cry of the hounds is still,
The wind goes singing over the hill.
Willy O'Toole.

—

—
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A

T

PARISIAN MIRAGE

HE

golden shadows of the sotting siui
danced in sportive glee on the spires
and steeples of the French Capital.
It was the leisure hour. The weary
,:;.
toilers who labored from sunrise to
sunset were shedding the lethargy of day prel^aring to spend the interval from sunset to sunrise in the myriad pleasures that beckoned on
every

hand.

whenever

it

Sleep?
Youth catches that
doesn't interfere with agreeable

diversions.

In room 142 of the Hotel de Deux Mondes
pranced exuberant Bernie Manners. "Vive la
Paris!" "Hooray for the flappers!" he sang
as he made a minute inspection of his elegant
suite.

Bernie in street parlance was a "sharpie."
horn sport with million dollar ideas and
an income that was a decidedly weak solution
of one-half of one per cent.
He paused at length before the tall pier glass
niid patted the lapels of his $80 suit affectionately.
Surveying his correct reflection he
smirked complacently and caressed with deft
fingers the stain on his upper lip.

A

11

tin

Back home in the New York branch of the
"Utility Nut and Bolt Co." Bernie had been a
constant source of embarrassment to Lew
Jones, the overworked office manager. Every
uninitiated customer that in some mesmeric
manner managed to elude the clutches of the
office boy would stalk in through the gate and
On his right was
there pause undecided.
Jones with a mirror suit that had seen all kinds
His
of weather during the last three years.
linen visibly soiled and the stubble on his chin
si^oke eloquently of the mad rush for the 8.15
It Avas a sight that rerhat took place daily.
pelled a stranger.
Par down the aisle yet visible to all sat the
elegant Bernie one step removed from the office boy.
Th!e prospective buyer after getting his
hearings would fix the distraught Jones with
thai? said "evaporate you triple
a stony stare
jointed seaweed" and went, straight as a Volstead agent on parade, to Bernie 's corner.
That fashionable youth with the airs of a Wall

—

Grand Panjandrum would wave the
humbled buyer half disdainfully, half annoyed

liernie was a perennial fount of amusement
and the object of no little envy.
Both sexes
told him with admiring eyes that he should
have been a movie StarBand he secretly ))elieved them.
Not that his head was inflated
there was too much vacuum for that but he
was not unconscious of his attractiveness.
Then dawned that glorious day when Bernie
won the movie contest.
He had correctly
identified the pictures of "innumerable stars"
and he knew their history from Kankakee to
Hollywood.
The prize was a trip to Europe?
which to Bernie meant merely^Paris.
The ovation at his departure nearly drove
Wallie and Rudy to a Brodie. His photograph
which adorned a goodly portion of the movie
page did him justice. For twenty-four hours
he was the only star twinkling in the firma-

—

ment.
This is the reason we find him cavorting in
Paris with nothing to do but dress up and look
wise.

With a final lingering glance in the mirror
Bernie descended to the lobby.
Although Americans are numerous in Pai'is
and excite little attention, Bernie's graceful
carriage
and correctly tailored garments
caused covert glances that gleamed in(|uisitely:
Voila
Another of those fabulously wealthy
Americans.
He probably lighted his monogrammed cigarettes with twenty dollar l)ills
and tips! "nom de Dieu.
Bernie's appearance in the grill room resulted in a track meet of the head waiters. The
smallest one crossed the line a winner and in
!

—

the politest

manner imaginable directed Bernie

to the best table in the

Bernie

amused

surveyed

room.

his

felloAV

dinei's

with

The exuberant Gallic
voluble tongues and lavish perfumes

intolerance.

gestures,

him with a secret contempt. Like most
transients visiting in a foreign country, he was

filled

an unfavorable impression
many by a few.
Bernie's roving optics suddenly found a
harbor. The object of his interest beggars dequick

to

record

hastily judging the

scription, '•v'/

you can an edition of God's masmeasured five feet four both ways,
double chinned, no neck to speak of, as much
hail' as a cold storage egg and bathed in perfume that cried to heaven for vengeance. He
was not a Frenchman ])ut a cosmopolite in the
Conjure

if

Street

terpiece that

towards the frothing Jones.
This was a daily occurrence but it always
drew a smile from an appreciative audience,
it was only another of life's little jokes.

true sense of the tei'm.

;

"
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If Bill

Bryan could have seen

homo

of the species

have turned

his silver

he reviewed the situation with closed
If he ignored Antro 's offer
incomprehensible as its entailments were the utmost he
could hope for was a month's reprieve from the
hum drum existence of the daily grind. After
that month was up God alone knew what means
lie might resort to, to banish the demon "no
funds" from his presence. On the other hand
by embracing Antro 's proposition he would
be able to bask in affluence for a short while at

this speeiraeii

chair

tongue would

eyes.

to adhesive plaster.

Battling desperately Bernie avoided swallowing the silver bucket at his side and burst
into tears
of laughter.
Seldom is mortal man
permitted to feast upon such a sight. Bernie
promptly relegated to a class this nightmare

—

and dubbed

it

"Antro" (poid)^with

apologies

to the animal.

Paris cherished abode of
scare smiled.
If money talks in
other corners of the world in Paris it screams.
The sparklers that flashed on Antro 's pudgy
fingers and ample bosum were power to chain
tiie hurricanes of disdain to the darkened recesses of the> caves of cupidity.

Cosmopolitan

'

To Bernie 's profound astonishment Antro
after a deliberate sweep of the room with his
eyes, came direct to his table and with a surprisingly graceful bow, said swavely, "I beg a
dousand pardons, Monsieur, but have I not ze
hononaire of speak to M. Manners?" Bernie
gaspingly admitted his patronomyic. His eyes
expressed his bewilderment.
Antro 's impassive face masked his thoughts.
Presently, when he judged Bernie 's curiosity
to be sufficiently excite he launched his project.
"Monsieur ees veeseting us because of ze good
for-tune ees eet not?'' And Ontro smiled inBernie searching the other's
gratiatingly.
features for some hint of what lurked behind
that bland mask shrugged his shoulders carelessly.
Antro watching him keenly continued,
"You aire a poor man Monsieur, but you have
ze bear, ze taste and ze desire of an airistocrat.
T, also was one time in your position.
Handsome ? parbleu
Zat ees for you and ze stars
of ze mo-vee but I had all
except ze monnaie.
A man such like I am today became my benefactor.
And ze result?" He rested his pudgy
hands on the table where the precious stones
gleamed dazzlingly with the reflected light.
Bernie encouraged him with a nod. Antro
inclined his shining pate and whispered softly.
"Monsieur ees a clevaire man. You have need
!

;

—

monnaie and T have need of you. A few
small seezarets and you shall have ze chateau at
Neuilly and ze monnaie ? Nom de Dieu
Bernie fascinated by the other's manner
whispered hoarsely, "And that secret?"
Antro waved aside the inquiry with a sweep
of his arm.
"Ze time ees yet enough M. ManIn ze meanwhile
ners, ze time ees yet enough.
my house ees to you. Dese hotels aire so uncom-for-table," he added apologetically.
Bernie lit a cigarette with unsteady fingers.
of ze

—

Slouching as comfortably as

!

i)ossiblc

into his

These thoughts occupied but a few seconds.
decided on his course, but having no desire
to drown Dame Fortune in the maelstrom of
haste, he appeared to hesitate.
Antro, versed in the ways of men, refrained
from pressing matters.
Tomorrow, Monsieur,

He

'

'

—

Ifast.

Mammon
'

—

:

'

'

you will be bettaire able to make ze decision.
Accord to me ze honnaire of to dine wiz me at
two o'clock and we shall talk mattaires over,"
And with a gay bow Antro rose and departed.
Bernie was not permitted much time for reflection.
His recent companion, M. Gagnon
(Antro), was a well-known figure in the butter-

He owned a string of horses,
fly life of Paris.
several town and country houses, a retinue of
servants and in short everything that a Euro]>ean plutocrat or nobleman knows so well how
to maintain, though often at the expense of
American mushroom, brewery and mouse trap
kings.

There had lately been rumors among
Antro 's intimates that he had a covetous eye
on the tinkling side of the motion picture industry.
Scarcely had Antro disappeared from Bernie 's view when one of the head waiters approached him and with a bow that threatened

neck murmured obsequious"Hi beg your
pawdon Monsieur. Madame du Barry reAnd he
(|uests the honor of your company.''
indicated the hostess with his eyes.
Bernie, glad of a chance for agreeable ac(luaintances, promptly accepted. With the sangfroid of a polar iceberg he rose and approached
Whatever misgivings he may have
his hostess.
had were speedily dissipated by the geniality
of Madame du Barry, and her visible effort of
He was soon on intimate
striving to please.
terms with as gay a companion as ever popped

to crack his brittle
ly,

in a slight English accent,

a cork.
Tiie

gay and light repast was quickly disSuggestions as to the remaining
liours till daylight were next in order.
Presently the Follies Bergere was proposed
rnd as nobody voiced any objections tickets
were procured.
posed

of.

—
.
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Bernie was speedily surrounded hy

«

bevy

of flappers that would have caused Mack Seujiett to exercise his occult powers to inveigle
them into smearing the dotted line.
Each, eager to secure him as an escort,
exerted every wile known to mortals to spear
the r>rize; while Bernie looked on with a knowing smile.
The Parisian boulevardier calls the type
"omnivorous ostriches."
Although Bernie understood scarcely a
word of the French asprit, he enjoyed himself

Pantomime has

immensely.
ties

which he employed

to

infinite

possibili-

advantage.

Every

adventurer of pretensions must of necessity l)e
a clever actor and possess social accomplishments in no mean degree. These traits were as
natural to Bernie as coveting the gilt of his
more fortunate as you view it fellow men.
After the performance the party repaired to
one of the jazz emthe "Galloping Horse"
poriums that sprinkle Paris like the dots in a
polka dot cravat. Here Bernie was in his element. He had the grace of a professional Don
Juan mingled Math the dash of the American

—

—

—

"lounge lizard."

Anybody

possessing these

with actual or supposed
wealth need not seek popularity in Paris. Ft
comes to him in a tidal wave.
The pink fingers of dawn were stretching
across a pearl grey sky when Bernie tumbled
wearily into bed with a contented sigii.
The noon sun peeping through tlie drawn
curtains found Bernie sprawled lifelessly in an
arm chair with a huge cake of ice parked on tiie
sum.mit of a balloon head. Between groans he
swore as fervently as the last time "nevermore,
nevermore."
It was five minutes of two before he descended to the lobby.
Antro appeared at the precise hour with a
Senegambian grin and a checkerboard suit that
savored of the race track.
Espying Bernie he gurgled effusively, "Ah,
(qualifications together

'^

Hion ami,

ze decision

she ees reach, ees she

And

without waiting for a reply he
patted Bernie on the back like a long-lost
l»rother and headed for the dining room.

not?"

Over the wine, Bernie, after a period of
well-stimulated reluctance, consented to AnWhat it was he knew not,
tro 's little game.

made

shrewd guess.
A certain movie magnate of Hollywood and
New York would have been very much astonished had some on6 told him that his proposed
Strange, howvisit to Paris had eventuated.
ever, as it might have seemed to him, in Paris it
was an accepted fact.
but he

a

tro
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Bernie moved his quarters shortly to Anestablishment where he was besieged with

's

divers invitations from the hosts and hostesses
of the Parisian beau monde.
He resolved to
drink these ephemeral pleasures to the dregs
Avhich do not always lie at the bottom of the
cup.

Within an amazingly short time he became
as familiar to the

members

"hupper

of the

sukkles" as the Queen of the Follies Bergere.
His unprecedented winnings at Longchamns
excited an interested stream of comment. And
his success in affaires d 'armour soured the
visage of every dandy in Paris.
;;
It was only after a month of rapturous and
entrancing pleasures that Bernie was brought
back to terra firma with a resounding thud.
Antro, who chaffed inmatiently at the delay
in securing the coveted information, summoned
l^ernie into his study one evening.
His usual
urbanity had given way to a scowling frown.
"Monsieur," he began in saccharine tones, "eet
ees make me ze ennui, monsieur."
He bement. You have enjoy the looksury of my
bootiful home.
My monnaie has been your
monnaie, so to say. And my friends have been
your friends, if T can say so. And what ees
^-^^

receive! SAPRTSTI !.
You make me promeese.

•

;^^^^^

.nuzzing.
.promeese.
and some more promeese
Nom de Chieu! eet
ees nmke me e ennui, monsieur."
He began to get warmed up by his flow of words.
"You are ze adventurer. .. .a spy. .T weel
make ze arrest for break ze espionach law.
Sacre tonnere !.
.nom de Dieu!....r'm not
excite
T'ln ice"
and Antro rendered inarticidate by a sense of outraged righteousness
fixed IVrnie Avith bulging eyes waiting for a
eet

T

zaro!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

—

.

.

—

defense.
l^ernie had been banded out too often to be
disturbed by this tirade. He calmly lighted a
cigarette before replying.
"Monsieur has not
the faintest conception of the difficult task
which he has given me.
The plans of the
coloro camera are impossible to secure.
1 have
spent countless hours experimenting and endeavoring to reproduce these plans from memory but so far T have met only failure. FAILTiRPj, Monsieur; Do you realize what that
will tell you.
All these beaumeans to me?
and here Bernie swept the eletiful things
gantly furnished room with comprehensive eyes
In fact all that
will ])e forever lost to me.
life iiolds dear for a spendthrift Avill be swept
flway by poverty. POVERTY, that hideous
demon that respects neither the hovel of the
mendicant nor the palace of the king, that
;

—

—

1

!
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drives the aristotrat to the money lender and
miserable devils, such as I, to seek the solace
of oblivions waters. Ah, monsieur, I beg of
you to be patient. If you wish to gather riches
you must not destroy all by haste."
Antro sniffed contemptuously, but never-

compromised.*'! geeve you two
weeks, monsieur, but not one min-ute longer.
p]ef you dough not dough something
ze gool.
With a wave of his hand Antro terminated the
theless

—

interview.

Bernie left the room struggling between
anger and laughter. He didn't know whether
to tweak the insect's nose or to laugh into his
face with the frankness of a free born American who had had the star spangled banner forswaddling clothes.
Bernie, to the chagrin of several insistent
friends, repaired to his rooms following the
grave, yet ludicrous, talk with Antro. He was

cornered and what was infinitely
] ealized
it.
He paced the floor
searching for an easy way out of the
but as is often the case no solution

worse he
restlessly
difficulty

presented

itself.

Wishing to ease his mind for a few moments,
Bernie picked up an edition of a New York
Unfolding
jjaper which was lying on a table.
By some freak of chance a
it he read casually.
small item tucked away in the corner of an
page attracted his eye. PROBLEM OF
IN MOTION PICTURES SOLVED.
Bernie read it twice before its import dawned
on his muddled senses. Then he let out a roar
that brought his valet in on the run with a glass
of Scotch in one hand and smelling salts in the
other.
Bernie fell limply on the bed. "Well
'11 be sizzled, fried and double blistered
" He
was at a loss whether to curse himself as a
inside

COLOR

!

I

l^iobald ass or to laugh at the absurdity of it all.
Antro 's little plan was now as transparent

as the waters of a limpid lake.

Piecing odds

and ends together Bernie reviewed the whole
affair

amusedly.

Randolph Manners, the chief lieutenant
of Gregory Holmes, the inventor of the coloring which was predicted to revolutionize the
motion picture industry had intended to sail on
the Imperator the same date that he (Bernie)
had sailed. But for some reason C. Randolph's
reservations had been cancelled at the last
This had passed unnoticed by the
minute,.
Argus-eyed reporters.
Antro, who had at about this time become
interested financially in the movies, had read
C.

or been informed of the millions awaiting the
man who succeeded in introducing natural
color into motion pictures. Learning also of

the expected arrival of C. Randolph Manners in
Paris he had laid his plans accordingly. Due to
the unreliability of newspaper photographers

—

Antro had mistaken Bernie who looked somewhat like C. Randolph for C. Randolph, ft
was a natural mistake which anyone might
have made under the circumstances.
It was all childishly simple now.
But to
think of the efforts he had made to stave Antro
off!
It was more than ludicrous. It was inane.
And all the time he had been stuffing Antro
Avith hokum about an imaginary camera
"Oh, boy! I sure need a guardian after
that. Senator Dum and Representative Dummer
are solons compared to me." And Bernie relieved the bewildered Pierre, the valet, of both
the Scotch and the smelling salts.
Pierre left the room grinning broadly and
describing significant circles with his hand in

—

The region of his cerebrum.
Now that Bernie knew what lay ahead of
him he hit the pace "on all six." Two weeks
is an amazingly short period in some instances
and just what those instances were Bernie
knew better than his own name.
His round of pleasures had been a gay and

almost uninterrupted whirlwind which had no
other affect than to whet his appetite for more
of those ephemeral artificialities which ordinarily lay far beyond the reach of his milk and
water bank account.
He played the race tracks, cabarets and
affaires d 'amour like a plunger on the stock
market who, seeing the end in sight, risks all
for a final delicious thrill.
Despite Bernie 's mad pursuit of pleasure
he had time to visit the offices of the FrancoAmerican Steamship Line one morning long
As he
before the usual time for business.
emerged some hours later a close observer
would have noticed a buoyancy of spirits and
a light carefree step that bespoke of something
well done.

Bernie 's alloted two weeks fled by like the
enchanted minutes granted to Cinderella beIlis cup of pleasure
fore the stroke of twelve.
Avas brimming over but in a short time its contents

would evaporate

into thin air.

On

the last night of the two weeks in which
Bernie was to have produced the coveted secret
he observed a peculiar ugliness about Antro's
visage that worried him not a little in spite of
the trump which he held up his sleeve.

He said nothing, however, but conducted
himself as usual, humming snatches of the latest dance hit as if there was nothing to do but
to

enjoy himself.

'
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As he was ascending the staircase to dress
for dinner he noticed two strangers standing
They returned his glance with
in the hallway.
interest and he felt a vague sense of irritation
at the manner in which they sized him up. He
thought no more of them till dinner.
As he entered the dining room a short while
later he almost collided with Antro, who
talking earnestly and in low tones with the

was
two

a short while pre-

fellows Bernie had seen
viously in the hall.

little

relish

and answered

in monosyllables.
the conclusion of the

meal Antro touched
At
Bernie on the arm and whispered that he would

him in the study.
Antro appeared to be the incarnation of
Lighting an enormous cigar he said
geniality.
There is something, yet, already....no ?
lightly,

like to talk to

'

'

Pairhaps not, eh? Well, eef not, eef ees ver'
easy that something happens, no? For our
muchul benefit eet ees bettaire that you have
'
sometheeng. Well?'
Bernie lacked some of his accustomed poise,
but his wits were still on duty. ''Yes, monsieur, I confidently promise you that you will
be surprised in the morning. I intend to work
If I
all night on the completion of the plans.
do not deliver them as I agreed, then you may
do as you wish. Pardon me, then, monsieur, I
must not lose any time."
Bernie bounded up the staircase to his room
like an antelope, but once inside the door he
He did not inlost a great deal of his energy.
tend to work on any plans for he had none^
except those that related to a clean getaway.
He packed a small handbag with his most
valuable possessions and prepared everything
Taking an envelope
for a hasty departure.
from an inside pocket he regarded it with a
^

.

—

smile.

Now

the tedious wait for the proper hour.
the time as best he coulci, striving to
What an eternity it
his impatience.
before the clock struck two

He passed
drown

—

•
;

r^:l.:/ '::::'[:

;-'--;;.
^

didn't mention their names.
During the course of the meal Antro was
He talked volubly about
his usual suave self.
the races and other light topics and laughed
immoderately at 'his own jests. The strangers
said little. Bernie, sensing the constrained at-

Antro

seen several times as he went from his suite to
the bathroom. He knew he was being watched
and he proceeded with caution.
Bernie realized that it was impossible to
escape through the house unless the fellow on
guard was asleep which was improbable. His
only chance then was to climb out on the roof
and let himself down by some means. It was a
drop of twenty feet which, while not in itself
very dangerous, was almost certain to attract
attention..

them perfunctorily.
introduced
Antro
l^ernie thought it odd at the time that Antro

mosphere, ate with
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seemed
But Bernie had not been idle from dinnci'
time till the present. He had observed a man
concealed in the shrubbery al)out the grounds
whom he recognized as one of the two strangers
The other he had
who had been at dinner.
!

His only chance was an old but yet effective
ruse.
Donning a dark traveling coat and cap
he grabbed his bag and climbed out on the
roof.
He could see the glow of a cigarette
below.
In his hand was a round object that resembled a miniature bomb. He threw it in the general direction of the tiny spark.
It made a
The man
faint thud as it struck the ground.
on guard sensing rather than hearing the indistinct sound, moved towards the spot where
the bomb had been thrown. Bernie, straining
his ears and eyes, presently heard a heavier and
duller sound as of a drugged man falling to the

ground. He chuckled with satisfaction. He
picked up his bag and with a heave sent it into
the darkness. It fell in the soft loam at the
head of the garden and made scarcely a sound.
Bernie then crawled cautiously to the furthei*Clutching the edge
est corner of the building.
of the roof he wound his legs around a pillar
of the portico and slid to the ground.
It was
but the work of an instant. Treading noiselessly, he approached the drugged guard.
The
chemical fumes of the missile had overpowered
him and he lay on his back with staring eyes
upturned to the sky.
Bernie raised him in his arms and carrying
him to the far side of the house propped him
against the building in a sitting position.
The gentle breeze had carried away all trace
of the drug and the fellow was beginning to
revive.

Running softly across the grass Bernie recovered his handl3ag and sprinted through the
garden.
A few blocks beyond the house he caught a
tramp taxi and drove to the Latin quarter.
The drugged guard returned to consciousness a half hour later. He gazed about him in
Trying to pierce his memory
bewilderment.
lie could not recall the manner in which he had
(evidently dozed ott'.
He muttered a soft curse,
adding something about fools, though none the
;

what had befallen him.
was noon the next day before Antro

wi«:er as to
It

de-
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eided he would pay Bernie a visit to see
things wore progressing.

how

Under the bed he found an empty envelIn the upper left hand corner was printed C. P. 0. S.
CO.
Like a flash Antro thought of the outgoing
boats.
His highest powered car was called into
service.
From the schedule he had in his hand
clue.

ope.

Tile two private detectives he had hired had
assured him earlier in the day that Bernie had
not stirred from his room. As further indisputa))le evidence they had pointed to the light
which still shone wanly from l^ernie's suite.
Antro had no misgivings then as he mounted the stairs and knocked at Bernie 's door.

12.80.

sail for

Hoboken

at

It was almost imin time.

It Avas 12.32 by Antro 's
sight of the docks.
The

watch as he hove in
gang plank of the
Mauretania had been drawn in and she was
commencing to slip from her moorings,
He rushed like a madman to the end of the
pier gesticulating and pulling his hair—but in
vain.

Bernie, looking on from the rear deck, stood

convulsed with merriment.

Laughing whole-

heartedly he threw mocking kisses at Antro.
;

Antro, seeing the uselessness of rage, smiled
like the

detectives that supplied a

It

possible to reach the dock

flown.

room was jammed.
It was one of the

was due to
was now 12.25.

the Mauretania

There Avas no response. He knocked again.
Still no answer. Becoming impatient he turned
This
the knob and found the door locked.
nettled him further and he pounded with his
Not a sound other than his
fists on the panels.
heavy breathing disturbed the stillness. With
an angry imprecation he drew a ring of keys
from liis pocket and selected one. Opening the
door he burst into the room. The bird had

With a hoarse bellow he sunmioned the servants and the detectives. In a few minutes the

STEAMSHIP

:

self,

good sport he

"Thank

Avas

and muttered

heaven, I've got

my

to him-

shirt."
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AN UNCONSTipiIONAL BANANA
THIS

is the story of a banana.
A very
curious banana. To all outward ap-

pearances it was merely a common,
every-day fruit such as may be seen
Yet
on any pushcart in the city.
withal it had an independence altogether unfitting its social station. It did not associate with
It was
the other bananas, but remained aloof.
detached from its fellows and stood (figurThat is, it
atively speaking) on its own feet.
was propped up against a remote corner of the
cart all by its lonesome.

Now Tony Gigoletti was the owner of this
banana and he had a reason for its segregation.
In short, it Was spoiled. And Tony, being a
reader of the "Good Book," heeded its warning and took no chances on contaminating the
rest of his bananas.

Underneath the shining yellow coat of
Tony 's independent banana Fate lay concealed.
Fate itself is a term worthy of consideration.
It may mean several things and again it may
only mean one^which happens to be the case
ill

this instance.

Why

'Toole happened to be
or how Officer
strolling jauntly by at this particular moment
And why this
will always remain a mystery.
particular officer happened to cast his eye on

Tony's particular banana can only be accounted for by chance.

"When Tony beheld

'Toole's

swaggering

venders, l^egan to feel
vaguely uneasy about his wares. He crouched
closer to his cart as if to hide his merchandise
from O'Toole's ravenous eyes.
figure,

Now

he,

like

Officer

denied.

As was

all

Avas not a man to be
evidenced by his conquest of

O 'Toole

Bridget Mulligan when that self-willed damsel
had had the pick of the force from Pat Ahearn
And Bridget's appeal
to Mike Shaughnessey.
''For
to him had been through his stomach.
hadn't she worked for de swellest ginks on
Madison avenue? And hadn't she given de
swellest handouts?"
As O'Toole's appetite
had led to his entering the matrimonial yoke
(did somebody in the rear say "downfall") so
now it led to further, and one might say deeper,
Verily, man's stomach

difficulties.

is

the seat

of all trouble.

'Toole

had a weakness for bananas.

He

stewed or raw. In fact, in any
manner, shape or form. But he was especially
like

them

fried,

fond of them raw and eaten with a grain of
as Dr. Copeland advises.
But Tony's
fateful banana should have been taken more
seriously than with a grain of salt.
salt,

However

that

may

be. Officer

'Toole an-

chored alongside of Tony's humble vehicle and
barked from the northeast corner of his mouth.
"Say, Cull, hand over that banana!" What
else could Tony do but obey?
O'Toole peeled the fruit carelessly, his eyes
fastened on an object just hovering into sight.
It was one of Tony's fellow countrymen vending "hot dogs." Now, if there was anything
that Officer O'Toole liked better than bananas
it was hot dogs.
Is it any wonder then that he
failed to notice the ease with which Tony's
spoiled banana slid down his throat?

Tony reached home
happy.

He had

that night, tired but
sold all his bananas.
The

jingling coins in his pocket brought an eager
light into his black eyes and tinged his sallow
cheeks with a trace of color. He emptied the
contents of his packet upon a rickety and

wretched table.
Together with Maria, his
wife, and Angelo, the young "babino," he painfully counted the day's proceeds.
An even ten
dollars.
With a hysterical sob of joy Tony
embraced his wife and child. It was many a
long day since Fortune had been so kind. The
babino eould now get a hair cut and Maria
could purchase that bright red shawl which she
liad admired so much.
And Angelo 's pinched
little face would once more fill out with nourishing spaghetti and redolent garlic which
"maka bigga stronga man."
In the

'Toole

domicile

a

far

different

was being enacted. Officer O'Toole had
just slammed the door
and his greater half
came near treating him the same. But she refrained, for O'Toole was a sick man.
Anybody could see that hot dogs and bananas don 't
agree.
O'Toole had staged the bout and contrary to expectations had been knocked for an
elongated row of hospital cots. Now Mrs.
O'Toole was a soft-hearted soul and she hastened to bring the hot water bottle, mustard
plasters, corn cure and whatever else happened
to be in the medicine chest.
O'Toole was not
scene

—

too far gone to see the deadly array of "sure
cures" that was lined up two rows deep before
liiin.
And slowly his gray matter began to
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evolve and gradually a startling thought
flashed into full view. He had been poisoned;
ptoniained by Tony's independent banana.
Now let us examine the process by which
O'Toole arrived at this conclusion. Well, he
had only eaten two things hot dogs and bananas 01', rather, a banana. 'Most everyone
knows that hot dogs are better than bananas or

—

one banana anyway. And being better, they
naturally wouldn't turn Bolshevik especially
when fortified Avith a goodly portion of mustard.
And furthermore, it wasn't hot dogs
that he could taste from time to time, but a
banana Tony's spoiled, independent banana.

—

—

With a whoop

of rage, O'Toole leaped up
He exand started for the police station.
As a conse])lained matters to the lieutenant.
(jueiice, Tony received a summons to appear in
court at nine o'clock the following morning,
Tony was on hand bright and early, long before
There was
it was time for his case to be tried.
something pathetic in his timii manner and
worried countenance. He had not the faintest
idea of his offense. But he didn't have long to
wait for enlightenment. At precisely nine his

name was called.
crisply, "Did you

The presiding judge queried

Officer O'Toole a rotten
signor he ask I geeve
"Ten dollars tine for contempt of a
lieem. "
guardian of the law and revocation of license." Next case.

banana ? "

" No

!

sell

No

;

!

;

—

"Ten
his hands despairingly.
" the hard earned proceeds of an unusually
profitable day.
Surely this was most unjust.
Yet what could he do? Nothing but grin and
Tony wrung

doll

!

bear

it.

He walked

heavily and dazedly home. No
How could he pro-

license and little money.
vide for Maria and the

babino?
It was a
not to be had. He became desperate. One day he ventured forth at
Business
dusk with his cart and bananas.
picked up briskly. All but the last bunch was
sold when Tony saw the familiar blue-coated
With an inward squeak of
figure approach.
fright, Tony hastened to get his cart away.
He
But O'Toole was too quick for him.
"Not so
stretched forth a detaining hand.
'Toole's himgry
fast, little one, not so fast.''
There was only one
eyes roamed over the cart.
.no.
.what Avas that over
bunch discernible.
in the corner almost obscured by the darkness.'
WithYes.
.it was an independent banana.
out a word O'Toole reached over and picked
up the fruit. He held it up to the light of a
store window and, apparently satisfied, began
There were no liot
to peel the shining skin.
dogs to distract his attention. How it tickled
his palate Plow little there was in one banana.
He looked at the remaining bunch. His stom.in protest at having
ach cried out in hunger.
O 'Toole 's
to wait for this delicious substance.
He
hand went deep down into his pocket.
pulled forth a bill and, passing it to Tony,
picked up the last bunch. As he walked away
he said over his shoulder, " I'll see you get your
Tony unfive and license in the morning,"
folded the bill in his hand. It was a V spot,
A light like the flush of dawn spread over his
"I like deese United State. It inaka
face.
geeve a man vot you call heesa chance."

hard world.

Work was

.

.

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

—EDW.

J.

RITSON.

,

!
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THE ELEVEN
Thru the muck and the slush they ploug^hed their way,
Grim and defiant, to win the day,
The cold wind bit like a keen-edged knife,
But they would not flinch in the gfruelling strife,
The Eleven.
They bored thru tackle and they ran the ends.
They kicked and they passed and their hoarse-voiced friends
Out on the benches cheered and yelled,
For Alma Mater, and victory spelled
For the Eleven.
;

With backs to the wall and a yard to go,
They fought with a frenzy and held them so,
They shattered the line at every play,
Nor are tigers more fierce when brought to bay.
mighty fine to be in the stand,
and cheer it sure is grand.
But when you're out on the field and play
With a face that's bloody and smeared with
Yes,

it's

And

yell

;

clay,

With legs that ache and with wind that's gone.
Then you know what it means to fight on, and ON,
When your mind is dazed and you can't think right,
And all you know is to fight, and FIGHT
But, oh, the joy of a game that's won,
Tho they're tired and weary, every one,

They forget their aches and they're mighty glad
They did their best and gave all they had.
lose a game is to live in hell,
cheer sounds like a tolling knell
each
And
Of all their hopes; Yes, it's grand to win,
But to lose a game is worse than sin.

But to

Then here's

to the

men

that fight for the school.

Who uphold her honor and give her fame,
Cheer them each one of you, if you're a man
You'll back them up whenever you can.
Since they're there, and they're square and they play the game.
;^:r'-

'?'.
,-::'^-'--w. J.
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EDITORIAL

WITH

the advent of the new school year,
the college boasts of the largest enrollment in its history.
How far that
history is responsible for this condition we may judge by looking in retrospect upon the character and ideals of the
directors of the institution from its first small
beginning down to the present day. Instituted

ships and vicissitudes, is at the cross roads of
The stake of the future is even
its career.
greater than the achievements of the past. The
type of men who made Villanova still exists
with us today and we are confident that its
impression will be felt in the long years of opportunity^ and achievement, that lie before our

under the most adverse circumstances and
forced to overcome almost unparalleled impediments, Villanova stands today a living monument to tliose who gave so much that it might
flourish and an impelling inspiration to those
into whose care its future has been intrusted.
To the man of vision, familiar with Villanova, its traditions and its work, a crux seems
to have arrived in the affairs of the institution.
Ak the individual must strive through years of
preparation before ho is able to attain his do-

If Villanova
the co-operation

sired end, so, too, Villanova, after groat hard-

of existence.

Alma Mater.
is

to

fill

its

highest destinies,

of both student body and
faculty is highly essential^ Without this cooperation the efforts of onPparty, without the
aid of the other, would be as vain as the breaking waves on a rock-bound coast. If we are to
accomplish our aim, then we must fan the flame
of college spirit by our attitude and by our efforts into a great life, which will illumine the
crnol and tortuous path, which both individual
and institution must traverse during the course

'
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There is a natural tendency among all persons to form their first opinion- from outward
appearances.

A

only in internal

judged by our character when we associate
Avith strangers, but rather by the conduct in
which we manifest that character. Our responsibility extends beyond any personal feeling in the matter, as we must realize that we
have at stake the good name of a great institution, whose reputation can be no greater than
its students choose to make it, both in their

true college spirit consists not
spirit,

but also in the external

Wo, at Villanova, have many things of M^hich we may be
justly proud. Villanova has a campus which
admittedly is a joy and a delight. Visitors are
unanimous in declaring that it almost beggars
description.
And yet frequently we must
apologize for its slovenly and unkempt appearexpression of that sentiment.

ance.

Empty
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college relations

and

in their contact with the

world.

A

bottles, tobacco cans, old shoes.

college

support

it

is

judged

tenders

to a great extent

by the

Villanova

teams,

its

may

lend neither color nor tone to the landscape.
Nor are newspapers and half-smoked cigarettes

animated

scattered in profusion about the entrances in

adverse circumstances

keeping with the dignity of an institution of
higher learning. The "out the windoAV nuisance" could readily be eradicated if we Avould

no encouragement, they have risen to great
by the hope of greater glory
for their Alma Mater, It seems to us that such
a spirit is deserving of greater support on the
part of the student body, than has hitherto
been given.
Neither circumstances nor inclement weather should deter loyal students
from supporting their teams.

well be proud of the spirit that has always

use the least bit of care in disposing of those

which we have no further use. For
our temerity in suggesting that the students
forego the exercise of their inalienable privileges of carelessness, thoughtlessness and indif-

we plead

tion of the

as our excuse the apprecia-

charm and beauty

of Villanova.

College spirit must be displayed in our rela-

and those
outside the college with whom we come in conOften the first year man at college, and
tact.
unfortunately some of the upper-classmen, are
inclined to mistake boisterous and unraanlj^
tions both with our fellow students

conduct for the accepted conduct of college
This is in all probability due to a
grossly mistaken idea of college life, such as
may be gleaned from those misleading fictions
students.

written by authors whose sphere of acquaint-

ance with any college is limited to the occasional
observance of some college or other
in the throes of great exuberance over some

important victory

in the field of

sports.

We

must remember that rowdyism away from home
is even more inexcusable than in a place Avhere
we are known. For, in college we are not

Even under the most
when fickle fortune gave

heights, inspired

articles for

ference,

its athletes.

;

We

hope that our remarks

will not be

as either sarcastic or criticizing, but

the sense of suggestion.

Our purpose

to effect the realization of the

taken

rather in
is

solely

tremendous im-

portance of our life at college. Upon it depends much of the future. It is here that our
embryonic tendencies are either developed or
redirected. If we do not properly mould our
character now, it is almost useless to hope that
Ave AAdll

do so in the future.

Aside from this we

oAve a great deal to Villanova,

have stood the

Her

traditions

test of time in all the sublimity

Upon us she has showered the
accrued heritage of nearly a century, therefore it is incumbent upon us to carry on, for
Villanova, those great Avorks of culture and
of their virtue.

learning, so that Ave

Mater the debt

may repay

to our

Alma

Ave OAve to this, the school

of

great tradition.

Editor

—James Kent Lenahan,

:
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1923

CLASS

The Class of '23 re-organized October 1,
1922, and the officers elected for the coming
year were viz

Matthew J. Lynch, President,
V. McGeehan, Vice President.

Hugh

A. E. Cook, Secretary,
C. B. Laughlin, Treasurer.

Unity characteristic of the class was the
theme of the address of Rev. G. A. O'Meara, 0.
The
of Villanova,
S. A., ex-vice president
Reverand portrayed in glowing colors the past
achievements of the class of '23, and in his
words "The present Senior Class is the best
today of men by far than any who have entered Villanova in my career as an official and I
feel confident that although they have done
more for their Alma Mater than any other or-

the league. Hogan officiated as referee for
the third Army Corp game. He is at present
with Waterbury team of the Eastern League
playing third base.

The old dormitory is a thing of the past;
the respected old place will no more be a source
of trouble for the prefects who were obliged to
call for help many times in order to remove
the beds and clothing from the pipes running

The room has been remodeled and
and Microscopic Laboratories. The equipment has alread}'^ been installed and classes havealready
through.

will be used as a Biological Dissecting

been assigned to work. These Labs, are under
the direction of Father Michael Hopkins, 0. S.
A., and are to be used in connection with the
Pre-Medical society.

ganization was related to this institution, that
this the crowning year of their study at Villanova will also be their crowning of all their
whole works and that Villanova will always
hold dear the memorv of one body the class

The social season at the College will be formally ushered in at the college the evening of
November 7, 1922. On this date there has
been arranged a euchre and dance for the bene-

of '23.

fit

—

D. A. O'Neill, of Norristown, a student in
the School of Journalism, has recently been appointed as sporting editor for The Norristown
Times. This promotion of one of our students
speaks highly of the character of the course
and the instruction received. Journalism is a
coming field and for such a young start Villanova is steadily placing itself among the ranks
of the best institutions for the study of this

work.
ity to

The "Villanovan" takes this opportunDenny and wish him suc-

congratulate

cess in his

new

position.

Among

the recent visitors on the campus
'17, and J. L. Hogan, '18.
Lear, commonly known to the base ball world
as "King," is now with the Milwaukee Club
and at present ranks as third best slugger in

were Fred Lear,

of the Athletic Association.
The affair is
under the direction of Rev. R.P. Fink, 0. S. A,,
who so capably managed last j^ear's euchre,
and with his corps of assistants there will be
no doubt as to the success of the affair.
The dance committee is under the direction
of Francis Pickett, and already arrangements
have been made with one of Philadelphia's

leading orchestras to furnish the music.
Father Fink has chosen as chairman one
who is well known in college activities. In the
choice of Prof. Charles A. McGeehan the success of the euchre is already certain.
It is a
consideration at Villanova that what Prof.
McGeehan takes care of goes through.
All old patrons and friends are cordially
invited, as we wish to make this aft'air a grand
reiuiion of old and new acquaintances.

The minute that the world

series

game was

:
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stood that no

nova were wondering whether or not Langlois
was kidding them. H. M. Langolis, '23, director
of the Radio room, made arrangements for the
report, plaj^ by play for the students here. He

until after the

has the football scores every Saturday.
The radio room is in charge of Rev. Francis A.
Rafferty, 0. S. A., and H. M. Langlois, '23, is
at present director. It is one of the best equipped stations in this vicinity and Fr. Rafferty
plans for a still larger one. He plans to have a
casting station and already construction has
been started on it. Two 100 ft. radio towers
have arrived and are now on the grounds.
These are to be attached to the aerial in a
course of two or three weeks.
It is the plan of the managers to establish
weekly concerts and a regular reception of
news for the entire student body in a few
months.

are now being initiated
Hobble-Gobble."
Is there any old grad or undergraduate that
these words do not still send a thrill running
through their veins when they went through.
The Hobble-Gobble this year was considered
one of the best for a number of years. Under

also

'

new members
new year.

called because of darkness the students at Villa-

FEDERAL BOARD

A good indication of the high standard at
Villanova is the selection by the Government as
a school for training its disabled veterans. The
unusual number of Federal board students at
Villanova this year far outnumber any previous
registration.
To these men in appreciation of
what they did for us a few years previous, we
are offering the best that Villanova can give.
PHI KAPPA PI
The first regular meeting of Phi Kappa Pi
was held October 3 and the following new
were elected
President, C. J. McNally, '23.
Secretary, H. M. Langlois, '23.
Treasurer, L. V. Devine, '23.
Serg. at Arms, J. E. McLaren,

officers

Under

this

new

will be solicited

HOBBLE-GOBBLE
"Freshmen,

j^ou

into the order of

of Supreme Director James
the upper class men administered the secret rights to the class of 1926. After
administering the ritual in the auditorium the
candidates clad in night apparel were hastilyHere they were
gathered on the campus.
served with Karo ala head followed by chicken
feathers and other unpalatable commodities.
They were then lead to Bryn Mawr via Lincoln
Highway. Bryn Mawr peacefully sleeping at
first thought that she had become the target
of the Ku Klux but soon realized that it was a
college initiation. Here the candidates presented a sorry spectacle Avhile the spectators were
highly amused over the plight of the poor unfortunates. As an old Philosopher said, "It is
an ill wind that blows no good," and this occasion brought no exception, for many orators
and operatic stars were discovered.
Much
amusement was afforded for every one present
and despite restriction the initiation proved a
vast success. After the ceremonies the candidates were addressed by the Supreme Chief and
allowed to depart.

the

direction

Lananhan,

'23,

LAWRENCE CLUB
'24.

administration plans for a

banner year have been found and the members
are entering into the work with a great deal
of enthusiasm. It has always been the policy
of the society to study further engineeringtopics and this custom will be retained. Presi-

dent McNalh^ has already made arrangements
with many of the leading industrial plants in
the near vicinity for visits from the members.
These visits will convey a great deal of knowledge to the student which cannot be conveyed
in the class room. Another interesting feature
is a series of monthly lectures given by well
known engineers, the first of which Avas addressed by Mr. Leo Devine oji Fridav evening,
October 13th. Mr. Devine's thesis, ""The Development of the Wireless Telephone," was
highly applauded by the audience. It is under-

The Lawrence Club, of Villanova, is again
active in the college life, and it has already
elected new oft'icers.
This all goes to show
that you can't keep good men down even if
they are from New England. There are tAvo
annual events which are of great interest to
the natives of the town on the Spiket. These
events are the annual mill strike and the annual ball of the Lawrence Club, of Villanova.
The date set for the ball, as far as can be
obtained from the members, is in late December, provided the janitor of the town hall has
it dusted by that time.
The committee chosen
to make arrangements for the dance is Francis
Duggan, '23; Walter Griffin, '24; Nicholas
Young, '25, and Michael Murphy, ex-24. Many
well known Villanova graduates and students
have been invited.
The club this year, although having lost
eleven members, has gained nine and is in

:
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hopes to swell its membership before New
Year.
The following officers were chosen
President, C. McNally; Vice President, Walter
Riordan Secretary, James Walsh, '24, and
Treasurer, James Griffin. '25.

To him the "Villanovan'
extends congratulation on his success.

last year's squad.

;

SOPHS
The

class of 1925 at the beginning of the
scholastic year elected the following members
as of£ieer&: : : yy
:-'v'!i^'V-:^: ,;:; ^;;:fe
,

President, Frank Youngfleish. ^ .y^'y^yy.y ;^/.r' ;.'
Vice-President, D, George Casey.
/
Treasurer, Stephen A. Coffey.
Secretary, Philip McNeills.
The class later obtained the Freshman caps
and issued them to the new class. They are of
a very attractive design and present a pleasing
appearance to them while being worn by the
Freshies.
The class gave its co-operation in
the annual Hobble-Gobble with great enthusiasm.

':-

^^^^

;

;

During the last school year it was impossible
whether the students returning to their
rooms after permission were violating the
Eighteenth Amendment or whether they were
merely grouping their way in the dark. To
remedy this, new lights have been installed on
the campus, which not only aid the late arrivals
to tell

illuminated.

reason

a pleasing

Watch

why vou

spectacle

when

out, fellows, there is

On November 28, tlie Belle-Aire Ball will be
held in Alumni Hall. The event will be characThe
teri:ied by all that is socially desirable.
Seniors who are responsible for the aft'air have
tliis

festivitiy wiiich will

be in

the nature of a dinner-dance, shall prove to be

the foundation of a
ried on

movement

that will be car-

by every other senior class in years to
It is their hope that the event in future

come.
years shall be the means of bringing together
the Alumni and students and aid in developing
a fraternal spirit between them.

v

no

cannot walk straight now.

REC.

BELLE-AIR BALL

promised that

CAMPUS LIGHTS

but also present

The Junior class has chosen for its officers
for the year the following members:
President, Wm. J. O'Donnell.
Vice President, J. T. Jorden.
Secretary, J. B. McLaren.
Treasurer, J. B. Dempsey.
The class is noAv making plans for a dance
According to
to be held in the near future.
custom designs for class rings were submitted
and a committee appoijited to look after that
matter.

ROOM

The

entire student body is looking forward
to the re-opening of the recreation room. The
room is now undergoing extensive repairs and
will be ready for occupancy in about
two

The Messrs Cronin and Blanchfield are
assume management, and under their capable
guidance the students will be assured a room
in which they will happily spend many leisure
weeks.

to

hours.

DELTA
The

PI

meeting of the Delta Pi Epsilon

first

was held on the

Fraternity

CRATTY

first

Monday

of

October.

The meeting was called primarily for the
coming year. Joseph Kenny presided as temporary chairman.
The result of the election was as follows:
election of oft'icers for the

President, Dennis A. O'Neill,

'24.

Vice-President, Joseph F. Kenny,

Treasurer,

The Colby College Notes in the Portland
(Me.) Herald contained an article of interest
of a former student here.
It reads, "Bernard
Cratty is fast rounding into excellent shape
and by all appearance should pla.y a great game
against the Providence Bear Saturday. He is
one of the most aggressive centers in the state
and his appearance in the line Avill surely infuse fight into the team." Cratty was one of
the chosen few to obtain the Varsity ''V" on

EPSILON FRATERNITY

Thomas

J.

Secretary, William S.

McLoughlin,
Henry, '25.

Sergeant-at-Arms, John B. Sayres,

An amendment

to

the

'25.

'25.

Constitution

passed which was that each Charter

may admit

'25.

was

Member

new member. A committee was
make arrangements for the
new members.

one

also appointed to

initiation of

The Delta Pi Epsilon lias various plans afoot
coming year. Many social events of im-

for the

portance have been planned, and considering
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the vim and enthusiasm with whicli the fraternity carried off the events of last year, the success of these plans seems assured. Among numerous other things a dance is being contemplated for the benefit of the Athletic Associaat

In scholastic and athletic aft'airs the Delta
Pi Epsilon is well represented, fifteen members of this Frat being members of the varsity
Six out of nine men on last
football squad.
year's varsity basketball squad were members
of the Delta Pi Epsilon.
On the whole, the outlook for the coming

hand the members of the Fraternity are naturally reminded of the Inter-fraternity basketball league. The splendid showing made by the
Delta Pi Epsilon team of last year is well
known to the student body. This year, however, that record will be shattered and an oven

year is a very satisfying one and all are striving
to do their utmost to make it a banner j^ear.
For by upholding the Fraternity the school is
consequently upheld, and a good Frat can do
more to bring the school before the public than

better one will replace

any other organization.

tion.
^^

W

the

basketball

season

so

close

it.

THE

graduates of Villanova College,
of the Alumni, seem to be
busied too much with their affairs at

members

Rev. George A. O'Meara, former vice-president of Villanova College, is now headmaster
of the Preparatory School at Malvern, Pa.

their homes and offices to the total
neglect of letting their brother alumni

know

of their whereabouts

and

successes.
It probably does not appeal to some of the
alumni that their former school chums are interested in them, more so than they were in
their college days and note with intense interest any report which may appear in this

'24

Paul Stokes, ex- '23, and John A. Quinn, exhave entered St. Bonaventure 's College.

Charles P. Gaffney, ex- '24, has accepted a
position with a construction company, which is
erecting one of the largest power plants in the
countr}', at Foxburg, Pa.

medium concerning them. Others might intend
to send a note to this department regarding
themselves or others of the alumni, but always
"put it off" till some other time and the consequence is that they fail to send a single word
to the Alumni Department of the Villanovan.
Villanova numbers among her graduates

many successful and prominent men, and it is
the regret of the Editor of the Alumni Department that

its graduates do not keep in touch
former classmates and school chums
through this medium set aside for their use.
We earnestly solicit and will appreciate correspondence from every alumnus.

with

Francis Duggan, ex '23,

is

an assistant en-

gineer for the Turner Construction
at

Company

Lawrence, Mass.

Michael Murphy,
Medical School.

'22,

has entered Tuft's

Robert M. Evans, ex '24, has entered Boston
College where he intends finishing his college
course.
expect to see "Bob" as editor of
the "Stylus" before he receives his baccalaureate degree. ,"-;-;.;;;-''/,.:

We

John and Edward McDonald,

'22,

have en-
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tered Joffcrson Medical Collejye. We are certain that their exceptional adaptability to
study will earn honors for them at "Jeff", as
it has at Villanova.

C

Rev.

M.

Driscoll, Assistant

the Order, sailed for

Rome

Generar of

on September 19th.

Much publicity has been given Fr. O'Reilly,
pastor of St. Mary's Church, Lawrence, Mass.,
by the Lawrence newspapers. AVe wish to congratulate Fr. O'Reilly on his successful career
as a priest of the Order.

ORDINATION
Rev. Caleb

J.

Vaughan, ex '19, was ordained

the ])riestho()d on Juiu^ 10th, last, in the
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception a,t
Albany, N. Y., bv the Rt. Rev. Edmund F. Gib])ons, b. D.
to

Fr.

Vaug'han

celebrated

Mass on the following day

his
at

first

St.

Solemn

Michael's

(^hurch in Troy.

After leaving Villanova, Fr. Vaughan entered the seminary at Niag'ara Universit}'. He is

now

:

stationed as curate at St. Anthony's
Church in Albany.
To the newly ordained priest, the Villanovan extends its hearty "ad Multos Annos,
ad majorem Dei gloriam."
Roy Bowman, of Lawrence, Mass., who was
a sergeant in the Villanova S. A. T. C. unit, has
been elected captain of this year's football
team at Niagara University. It will be remembered that Roy played as quarterback on the
Blue and White eleven in 1918.

Georg'e E. Clatfev, ex '21, is now a member
of the firm of Claffe'y & Claffey, Brokers, with

New York and

offices in

Washing-ton.

Edward A. McKenna, ex '23, is
student at St. Bonaventure's College.
John

J.

Hans,

'19,

\

now

precincts that ground shall be soon broken for
don't like to
a new Dormitory Building'.
kill a good story, so we Avill tell another. Some
years ag'o, during' the latter part of May, two
highly respected members of our Faculty were
most carefully measuring distances on the site
of the Old Barn.
youngster, who had been
at Villanova but a short time, was a deeply
interested spectator. Unable to restrain his
curiosity any longer, he finall}' asked, "What's
?
was the answer.
the idea " "The new Gym,
Breathless, he sought his older companions to
break the glad news. "Say, fellows, Ave 're going
1() have a new G^'m." "How^'^a get that way?"
"Why, a Professor just
Avas the cruel retort.
told me; they're doAvn there noAV measuring it."
"Oh don't mind that, they do that every May
to fool us into coming back."
'/The "Coop" is no more. Most inelegant
language, to be sure, but to the boy of twenty
years ago and to the boy of 1920, that is just
No more shall the
Avhat it Avas, the "Coop."
Solitary Sentinel some-times, on busy nights;
there Avere three or four patrol his lonely beat;
no more shall the silence of the night be pierced
by raucous shouts; no more shall students.
])articular]y the ncAv ones, learn that even the
most stolid and staid beds could not be trusted:
no more shall inanimate objects suddenly acquire the poAver to fly. Oh, hoAV the mighty
have fallen. What Avas once the habitat of the
Wildest, noAV shelters harmless Guinea pigs and

We

A

'

'

homeless cats. The Dormitory, alias "Coop",
has become the Biogolical Laboratorj'.

THE FRESHMEN ENTERTAINMENT
On Wednesday

and James E. King, '19,
Seminary

this year.

CONGRATULATIONS
its congratulations
on his admission to the
Bar of the District of Columbia. Mr. Strauch
has opened an office in Washington for the
])ractice of the laAV of patents, trade-marks,
copyrights and unfair competition.

to

Wm.

A. Strauch,

'15,

The report has been bruited about these

Oct.

11th,

the

THE PROGRAM
Clog Dance
Piano Selection
The Kid's Last Fight

Song

A

Couple of Dark Ones

Violin Selection

The Villanovan extends

evening,

Freshman Class of 1926, held its first entertainment of the year.
A fine program Avas arranged in Avhich the
Freshmen uncovered some high class talent.

a

will be ordained at St. Bonaventure's

'':

O

McHenry Bros.
Ken Cooke
Sam Bond
Quinn and Boland
Hogan and Fay
Kist

Thum

McHugh and McGuinn
Reginald and Percy
x\t 7.45 p. m. the orchestra started the program by playing a fcAV selections Avhich Avere
appreciated by the audience. Promptly at 8
P. M. the curtain Avas raised and the McHenry
Bros. eiit<'rtained Avith a ]U)velty clog dance
and song. Next in order came Ken Cooke, the
"PaderAviski" of the Freshman Class, AA'ho
rendered a fcAV piano selections. After this

:
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Sam Bond gave a recitation, entitled, ''The
Kid's Last Fig'ht." The next nnmber was a
song by Mr. Boland, accompanied by Mr.
Quinn. Then came Hogan and Fay, giving the
audience many a laugh with their "Darky"
performance. Kist Thum, "Kreisler's nearest
rival," held the audience spell-bound with his
selections on the violin. The biggest hit of tho
evening came in the final inimber of the program, when McHugh and McGuinn appeared
as Reginald and Percy. They very nearly caused
Ihe whole audience to go into hysterics with
their comic songs and dances. Father Driscoll
was then called upon to give a few remarks,
which he did in his usual splendid maimer. He
ventured to say the performance was one of the
very best ever given b}' a Freshman class at
Villanova College.
The entertainment as a whole was a splendid success considering that the arrangements
Avere completed in less than a week's tim(!.
Much credit must be given to the members of
the entertainment committee, who so ably pei*formed their task. Stage manager, Joe McGuinn, and musical director Kist Thum are
deserving of special mention.

AN

appeared in one of the leading Philadelphia papers recently which
was of interest to a good many Villa''!&^^ nova students. This article conveyed
article

to

the people the fact that students

from the University of Michigan Avere determined to walk to Columbus, nearly 200 miles
aAvay, to see a football game. Villanova spirit
and nerve will go our friends from Michigan
one better. Over forty students attended the

Holy Cross game at Worcester, nearly 850 miles
away, and in limited time at that. The trips
Avere made in a period of four days,
ing for their destination Thursday

many

leavarriv-
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President, Joseph Gallagher, '25.
Vice President, Eugene Kenendy, '25.
Secretary, Philip McNeils, '25.
Treasurer, Hugh McFadden, '25.
Serg. at Arms, Thomas Lynch, '25.
OAving to the unusually large Freshman
class the candidates Avere voted upon and inThe initiation was
stalled in a later meeting.
one of the most successful ever held and a large
class of candidates received the fraternal degrees Avith much violence. The initiation committee, Ave understand, Avas in charge of Dick
O'Brien, '24, and Avhenever Dick performs anything we knoAV that it is bound to be merry.
After much abuse and displeasure the candidates were banqueted and fully admitted to
D.
the circle of
Tiie fraternity has placed a football team
upon the campus under the direction of Fr.
Donovan, 0. S. A. Their ability has not as yet
been determined but they have informed us
that the team is Avilling to play any class,
fraternity of club team on the campus regardless of size.
Sounds Avell, doesn't it? Hugh
McFadden, '25, has been appointed manager
and is Avilling to arrange games at any time.
:

,

LK

^

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
At the

first regular meeting of Villanova
Council, No. 2288, the folloAving officers were
installed for the year

Grand Knight, MatthcAV Lynch, '23.
Dept. Grand Knight, Harold Blanchfield, '23
Chancellor, Rev. G. A. O'Mara, 0. S. A.
Recorder, Philip Holland, '25.
Financial Sec'y, Walter Riordan, '24.
Treasurer, Charles Laughlin, '23.
Chaplain, F. A. Driscoll, O. S. A.
Advocate, Gerald Mumford, '23.
Warden,

C.

Joseph McNally,

'23.

:::

Delta (Pre-medical) fraternity Avas
held at the beginning of the school year and the

Inside Guard, John Dora, '25.
Outside Guard,Wm. Polaski, '24.
Trustee, James Fitzgerald, '12.
After a fcAA Avords from the retiring Grand
Knight, Prof. Chas. McGeehan, Mr. Lynch Avas
installed. Prof. McGeehan emphasized the need
of a better spirit behind the Council here, pointing out the fact of its remarkable growth. He
asked that each man bring into the order one
candidate and still retain the slogan of "Every
Villanova man a Knight.
Recalling the grand
ball of last Avinter he maintained that the
Knights Avere the greatest boosters of the social
^
spirit of \'illanova.
The Council inclndes among its many plans
a drive for new menibers, and a minstrel shoAV
to be presented in the college auditorium on

folloAving officers Avere elected:

November

and

Monday mornwas made for the greater part
by obtaining rides from passing automobiles or
trucks. The boys praised the Avillingness of the
Through this column
drivers on the way.
they Avish to express their thanks to the Holy
Cross executives and students in the treatment
ihey received.
It Avas duly appreciated and
students from the up-country institution may

ing late Sunday' night or early
ing.

The

trip

;

'

be assured of a Avelcome at Y. N.

LAMBA KAPPA DELTA
The

first

regnlai*

meeting of the ]jand)a

Kap])a

'

20.

*

:
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H. y. McGeelian has been appointed AthDirector and the Council has already
started organizing a basketball team to represent it in the tri-council league of Philadelphia.
letic

FACULTY CHANGES

^

On

our return to school at the opening of
the college year we noted with regret the
'Meara and
absence of two familiar faces Fr,
'Meara, Vice President, and
Vr. Martel. Fr.
Professor of English Language and Literature
iiad been transferred to Malvern to help in the
pioneer Avork of founding the new preparatory
of
school.
Fr. Martel, assistant professor
Chemestry, had been transferred to Santa
Diego, Calif., to engage in a like work. Fr.
'Meara will always be remembered for his
unremitting and diligent zeal for all things
^'illanovan and for the kindly interest and
Fatherly care for all those who came under
With the transfer of Fr. Martel
his charge.
Villanova loses not only an efficient teacher
To
but one of its most interested friends.
'Meara and Fr. Martel the Villaboth Fr.
iiovan, while expressing regret at their change,
:

extends to them
success in their

its

new

most hearty wishes for

field of

endeavor.

Mingled with regret at the loss of Fr.
'Meara and Fr. Martel came a pleasure of
seeing once more in our midst the Rev. John P.
Maguire transferred to Villanova from St.
Augustine's College, Havana, Cuba. Fr. Maguire will be remembered by the old boys from
his days as Prefect in the College. His experience and his intimate knowledge of college
men and college life well fit him for his new
The Villanovan exduties as Vice-President.
tends to him its heartiest congratulations.
The Villanovan notes with pleasure the
transfer of Fr. Donovan to the faculty of VillaJiova.
its

best wishes also

Augustinians

who have been

The Villanovan extends
to the following

transferred to other fields of labor:
Fr. Sylvester Martin to St. Rita's
High School, Chicago, 111.

College

Fr. Francis Casey to St. Augustine's College,

Havana, Cuba.

Fr. Joseph

Heney

to

St.

Augustine's Col-

Havana, Cuba.
Fr. William Sheedy to

lege,

St. Nicholas' Preparatory Seminary, Staten Island, New York.
Fr. Francis O 'Bryan to St. Nicholas' Preparatory Seminary, Staten Island, New York.

G.rM.

of an athletic nature seem
keeping apace with the general
I
^l trend of progressiveness shown around
l
year. When
I8IKS1
^^^^ Villanova thisof academic
the school returned to
the students
their favorite haunts this year, a rare and uncommon spectacle greeted them. Every afternoon for three weeks prior to the opening of
the school year, about sixty candidates could
be seen on the campus striving for places on the
f

I

J.

>tV

I

CTIVITIES
to be

^^

varsity football team.

During the summer months the

officials of

our institution, realizing the value received
from athletic teams, extended every effort to

raise Villanova where she rightfully belongs
in the collegiate realm of sports.

Allie Miller, a former Penn captain and a
football strategist of the first water, who coached the Blue and White squad last year with
much success, was re-engaged with Lou Little,

another Penn luminary, and Ed McGrady, a
member of the Villanova varsity of other
years, as assistants.

The caliber of the coaching staff' this year
speaks volumes for the efforts of the college officials to raise Villanova to greater peaks in
college sports.

The schedule

as compiled

by Manager Mc-

THE VILLANOVAN
as

arranged

lows

:

l)y

2d

Manager Mclntyre

is

as fol-

—

Univ. of West Maryland at home.
Sept. ;U)
Oct. 7
Third Army Corps at home.
Oct. 14— Holy Cross at Worcester, Mass.
Oct. 21 -Catiiolic U. at home.
Oct. 28— Gettysburg at York, Pa.
Nov.
Boston College at Boston, Mass.
Nov. 11 Muhlenberg at Allentown.

—

'

4—

—
—

Nov. 18— Mt. St. Mary's at Emmitsburg, Md.
Nov. 25 I)u(iuesne at home.
In order to have wiiuiing athletic teams,
the hearty co-operation of the students and
alumni is absolutely necessary, for without that
moral support, that is essential to college athletic teams, the squads of Villanova cannot
hope for success. The officials of the school
are doing their utmost in raising Villanova to
her rightful position in the collegiate athletic
world.
Lets get together, talk athletics, do
everything humanely possible in helping the
team along to success. Lend your moral support.
If the team happens to lose a game or
two, give them the same glad hand and show
the same interest as if it had defeated the best
in the country.
Anyone can be with a winner
but it takes a mighty good man to fight
with his back against the wall. It will be a
long and hard road along to success, but it
can be reached. We are out to place Villanova in the athletic sun. Let's go.

Capt. "Bill" Croiiin

Villanova 15, West. Maryland
one ol

liityre is

tlie

stro]i<>'('st

attem])ted

l)y

n

The
Blue and White squad in inauy years.
one outstanding feature of tlie sehedule, as arranged, is the re-appearance of Holy (^ross on
the list after an absence of nearly twenty
years.

Boston College, ajiotlier Catholic college
who gained much success in the gridiron
world, also appears on the schedule. In addirival,

tion to their efforts of raising Villanova athletic teams the
officials have gone a step
farther; for the first time in the history of the
school four games are carded for the home
campus. It is the intention of the officials to
develop the A^illanova campus as a home

order to give the students and the
many friends of the team an opportunity of seeing the team in action.
Heretofore games
were scheduled for away from home, with the
result that any students who wished to see the
team in battle had to tak(! long trips, which
necessitated a huge outlay of moiu'y.

grounds

in

William P.
the team,

is

Croiiin, callable quarterback of
this year's captain.
The schedule

0.

Villanova opened the 1922 football season rather auspiciously on Sept. 30, when the
strong University of Western Maryland was
crushed by the Blue and White squad by a 15
to

score.

The game was very slow and at no time did
our gridmen measure up to the form they
showed in practice. The interference for both
teams was extremely poor, but thanks to the
strong defense made by Pickett, Greely and
Cunjak on the line for the Blue and White, the
Marylanders were unable to score.
Neither team scored in the first quarter
and both sides were content to punt throughout
the entire period of play.
The first score of the game was made at the
end of the second quarter, when Sirdevan booted a drop kick from the 30-yard line.
Longua kicked off after Sirdevan 's drop
kick and the Blue and White carried the ball
through to the 10-yard line after O'Brien had
recovered a fumble. Then O'Brien took it over,
receiving a forward from Sirdevan. Sirdevan
failed in the try for the extra point.
From tlie third (luarter to the end our
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to

St.
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III.
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Cuba.
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boys lagg-ed in the game and were threatened
by Western Maryland. At the third quarter
('oach Miller sent in McLaren, the Blue and

White regular fullback, who repeatedly
through Maryland for big gains.
Villanova

Longua
Cunjak

.....left

Heft guard
center
right tackle
right guard
right end

Pickett

McClernan
Sayres
Greeley

Watson
Cronin
O'Brien
Elanchfield

Sirdevan
-

end

left tackle

tore

Robey
Long
Hafer

Duncan

Grimm

quarterback
left halfback
right halfback

Davis
Kinsey

fullback

Stanley

..................

VUlan^

0,

Army

Corps

Bachman
McClernan
Greeley
Pickett

Dora

:

'Villanova won

the toss and chose to kick
Daley made a beautiful kick to
the Army 10-yard line where Hammer caught
the ball and was downed by Brick Dora. All
through the first quarter the ball was kept in
raidfield due to a f)unting duel between both
to Soldiers.

teams.

Wheii the whistle blew for the second quarVillanova started a drive and saved four
McLaren brought the
successive first downs.
ball down to the 10-yard line and a touchdown
seemed certain, but Villanova fumbled. KnowIan punted out of danger.
In the final minutes of this quarter Villanova threatened again, but the whistle ended
their march.
Greene kicked off for the Army men at the
Daley ran back
start of the third quarter.
ter,

20 yards.
Villanova lost the ball on a fumble in the
play and it was at this point that the
soldiers gained their only first down in the
Hammer, the Army fullback,
entire game.
faked a kick and tore through Villanova 's line
for a 12-yard gain.
first

to injnries Captain C^rojiin and the two
regular tackles, Cunjak and Kreig, were absent
from the lineup. Johnny Connolly was elected

Vhw

Cronin 's place and not only

Ci'ops

Lindeman

center
right guard
right tackle
right end

Greene
Samford

Crane
Sullivan

Daly

Mayo
Knowlan
Erdmann

quarterback ..............
halfback
....Lawrence
right halfback

Connolly
Daley
O'Brien

left

McLaren

fullback

Holy Cross

:

Army

left end
left tackle
left guard

....................

For the
nova team

Playing in a continual downpour of rain
the Villanova gridders held the strong eleven
representing the Third Army Corps to a scoreless deadlock on Oct. 7, on the grassy carpets
of the home campus.
There were barely 500 spectators on hand
to see the gritty Blue and White eleven repeatedly tear huge gaps through the heavy
Army line only to lose the pigskin by fumbles
when the uprights were near.

to call signals in

Third

Villanova

Longua
Sayres

West. Mai-yland
Groton
Flanagan
Williams

.'.

did he lead the team well but his playing was
splendid.

14,

............

Villanova

Hammer
>

time in twenty years the Villabattled the Holy Cross College
scpiad on the gridiron. The game was played
in Worcester, Mass., on October 14, and was
witnessed hy a huge crowd of Villanova followers. After a hard-fought battle the Blue
and White squad was on the short end of a 14
first

score.

to

Villanova outplayed her opponents in every
departm(;nt of the game, and both touchdowns
scored by the aliens had the taint of luek written over them.
From the time Longua kicked off to the
Holy Cross team until the end of the fourth
quarter, Villanova backfield could not be stopped, and its line was impregnable. Holy Cross
was reported to have a crippled team, but every
available man, including the stars, Simendinger, Riopel and Cowlej^ among them, were
used to stall off the onrush of the husky Villanovans. There were no individual stars on the
Blue and White team, but all played exceptionally well, McLaren, however, stood out a little
above the rest, as his playing was stellar both
on the defensive and offensive.
Bachman, who has been coming right along
as a splendid player, played an exceptionally
good game. Holy Cross scored the first touchdown when they faked a kick and caught the
Instead of a
Villanovans oft' their guard.
kick, Broussard threw a long forward pass on
which Young made a spectacular catch of and
ran thirty yards for a touchdown.
If the Blue and White boys had been alert
the Purple team would never have scored its
first

touchdown.

Holy Cross
Golembriski

McGrath
Donovan
Sealey

Coouey

Ray
Young

Villanova
left

left
left

end
tackle

guard

center
right guard
right tackle
right end

Longua
Sayres

Bachman
...McClernan
Greeley
Pickett

Dora
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McMahon

quarterback
halfback
right halfback

Cronin
O'Brien
Sirdeven

................

Broussard
Glennon
Crowley ......,,

left

,.'
,

Villanova

fullback
—•,;:.:..
O
14,

Catholic U.

6.

McLaren
-

Before the largest crowd that ever attended
a gridiron contest on the Villanova campus,
the Blue and White eleven had no trouble iu
disposing of the Catholic University band of
doughty gridders, the final score standing 14
to 6.

;:;:;/v:/:\:

Catholic U.

Villanova

Cunjak
Kreig
Greeley

Young
Bachman

...

....

Moore
Whalen
Mays

end

......left

left tackle
left guard

Eberts
Tobin

center
right guard
right tackle
..
right end

.,

...

....

Pickett

Dora

quarterback
left halfback
..right halfback

Daley

Longua

..

Connolly

.....

McLaren

;.:.

.......

Ford
Lynch (Capt)
Brennan
Denaul
.......Riell

Neal

fullback
-0-

;;;;_/. /.v;.:'-,.^;,,::

The Blue and White set off at a fast clip,
and after seven tries took the ball over for the
touchdown, McLaren carrying the pigskin
across. Daley made a beautiful kick in the try
first

and thus before the game
was in progress five minutes, Villanova had
scored a touchdown over the Washington team.

for the extra point,

Villanova kicked off to Catholic University,

Longua sending the ball nearly 60 yards,
where Lynch, the gritty little end, ran the ball
back to the 5-yard line. But Catholic Universit3' punted, and the ball was again in the Blue
and White's possession on the Catholic 30-yard
Villanova ran the ball back for three first
downs, only to lose the ball on downs.
Catholic University, during this quarter,
line.

buck the strong Blue and White line,
was impregnable. For the entire first
period and half of the second the Washington
team did not gain once on Villanova. Kreig,
Bachman and Youngfliesh repeatedly threw the
tried to

but

31

it

Catholic University attacking poM^ers for big
losses.

Tn the second period, with but a few minutes
play, Villanova fumbled, and Mays, the
husky Catholic University guard, scooped up
and ran 55 j'ards for a touchdown. Lynch
to

missed the drop-kick for an extra point.
In the second half Catholic University gave

up trying to break through Villanova 's line,
and endeavored to score again on the Blue and
White by means of an aerial attack. Catching
Villanova off its guard, the Washington team
nearly scored again, but a brilliant tackle by
Pickett brought down Lj'nch, who was on his
way for another touchdown.
Catholic University was stopped, however,
and Villanova in the possession of the ball, took
it over for another touchdown.

CJettysburg 15, Villanova 7

Villanova travelled to York, Pa.,, on October
Gettysburg College eleven and

28, to battle the

was vanquished by a 15

to 7 score.^^^.

:

-

;
^

Gettysburg started the second team, but

was forced

to

substitute

the

entire

varsity

squad before three minutes of play was up in
the first quarter, as Villanova would have
walked through the reserves.
From the time that the varsity was put in
until the end of the game it was a fierce struggle, neither side showing any better than the
.

other. Every point made in the game was the
result of a good break. With the ball on Villanova's twenty yard line in the final minutes of
the first quarter. Smith tried a drop kick

which was blocked and bounded over the goal
line. The result was the first score of the game,
two points for Gettysburg.
A'illanova attempted a forward pass in the
second quarter, with the ball on Gettysburg's
forty-five-yard line, Emanuel intercepted and
carried the ball to

A'^illanova's

20-yard

line,

where a freak forward to "anybody" was
caught by Stauffer and carried over. Villanova scored in the third quarter when Sayres
and Kreig blocked a kick and Dora picked it
up, running twenty-five yards for a touchdown.
Daley kicked a nice drop kick for the extra
point.

•

''-„\

With a minute to play in the final period,
Fawler intercepted a forward and scored a
touchdown after running the ball thirty-five
yards. Smith was successful in the try for the
extra point.
Villanova

Dora
Kreig
Sayres

McClernan
Cunjak
Pickett

Dora
Connolly
Sirdevan
O'Brien

McLaren

:

Gettysburg:
left end
left tackle
left

guard

Decker
...

Jones

..

Pallus

center
right guard ...
right tackle
right end ....

quarterback ..
left halfback
right halfback
fullback

...

Slaughter
,

Weiser
Yost
Steven
Stauffer

Mordan

Wrew
Fauber
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THISmost

one subject with which we are
intimate terms. It is in fact
the constant and unceasing companion
Wherever we go,
of our minds.
whether tramping in the rolling counThe City of Brotherly Love, or
try, visithig
wandering about the town of Bryn Mawr, the
same thought accompanies us. Neither the bait
of nature, lier imitation rainbows in arboreal
haunts, nor the lure of Philadelphia, her ever
present historic spots nor even the inspiration
of the line "To Bryn Mawr for your pretty
girls," could coax our brain to harbor strange
is

on

'

'

'

'

thoughts.
You, gentle reader, no doubt, after persuing
this apparently self-laudatory introduction are
looking forward to the enjoyment of the happy
emanations of some zealous, young litteratuers.
But be not mistaken. It is not of the working,
but rather of the conditions of the literati to

which we

refer.

Exchange, former money,

past cash, while not the interchange of cold,
hard cash, will be to us the currency of literature.
But in the case of cold cash, that will
pass quickly through our hands, but the literary coinage will never pass from our hands.
The bounties of literature once possessed, are
never extricated from our minds. From the
time we grasp them, they are ours from thence

onward.
Alas we are tyros in this great field of literature. But shall we remain tyros ? How can we
unravel the great secrets of this wonderful art ?
Honest and upright criticisms seems to us, the
paramount key in solving these great mysterAs in every walk of life, or on the footies.
ball field, deep down in our hearts, we only
wish we could hear the comments passed about
us, by the spectator. We, in our turn, hold the

attitude, we desire the unbiased comments
The exchanging of our
of the other fellow.
ideas with the ideas of the other fellow, will

same

greatly give us the

many

things

we

are blind

We, in our turn, will gladly give
our truthful comments upon the work of our
fellow literateurs. The critcisms, on our part,
shall be direct, friendly and constructive,
to ourselves.

which, in turn, will better both magazines, in
all departments.
We shall do our iTtmost, in
eliminating all rancidness and narrowness in
these annotations.

The interchanging of impressions brings to
our mind the old maxim "Two heads are better
than one." As in a partnership, the cpmpany
will both expand and profit, through the consolidation of the skill and intelligence of two
or more members of the firm.
also desire
the co-operation and salutory attitude of our

We

fellow correspondents.

In the first place this literary bartering,
betters the censured victim, in the respect that
his eyes are opened to faults, previously unheeded. On the other hand it betters the one
criticizing, as he in the act of judging unconscioush' tends to better himself and his work.

Our comments this coming year shall not be
confined by limits, we shall, in fact, hold free
lance. It is manifest that a man under restriction will not, as a rule, express his opinion as
freely as one who is unhindered by these barriers.
By this we do not mean we shall assume the attitude of a Bolshevist, but that we
shall be guided by the rules of common sense.
We thank all our past partners for their previous aids, and suggestions, many of which we
have utilised to good advantage. We again
welcome all our old exchange friends and especially encourage

any new

friends,

whose

— -"One Good
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Suit Is Better
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BUY

Cheap Ones

Hcason in Young Men's Suits and Overcoats at $."»0.()0 and $«<>.0() and
Should See Them.
S|»ecial Tuxedo Suits at $75.00.
Large outlets take eart; of your future growth.

are

sijeeialii/iij; this

;
i

You

j
|

PYLE & INNES
i

1115 Walnut

Leading College Tailors

Street

j

!

AZPELUS

HOME OF THE VICTOR
Victrolas Records Supplies
ABDMORE ANT) WAYNE
>IAIX LINE

—

—

"Next
I

Telephone Bryn

I

LUNCHKON

Mawr

I
I

TEA

SUPPER

Successor to Charles W. Glocker,

Mawr

Movies

Charles Hirth
GENERAL STORE

Caterer and Confectioner
32 and 24 Bryn

j

758

Henry B. Wallace
i

to the

I

Ave.,

CIGARS, ICE CREAM, CONFECTIONERY"
912 Lancaster Avenue

Jr.

BKYN MAWK,

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

THE BEST AT A FAIR PRICE

IS

PA.

ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST

DOUGHERTY'S SPORT SHOP
424 South 52nd Street

Phone Woodland 8622

EVERYTHING FOR THE ATHLETE
FOOTB ALL-BASKETBA LL-SOCCOR
Special Prices on

Team Equipment

of Perironal

Dougherty

Purchases to

VILLANOVA

Students

& Dougherty

CLOTHIERS TO MEN AND

YOUNG MEN
VAIilE ANI> SEKVICE
1704

.Mitrket Street

Special

Rates (< ViUanova

,

1>ATK()XIZI<: orjl ADVIOIITISIOUS

PHILADELPHIA

Students
I
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Cable Address

!

Warehouse and

TOOMEY PHILADELPHIA

j

AB

j

942

ESTABLISHED

C Code, 5th Edition

Sidings,

BEACH STREET

1876

FRANK TOOMEY,

Inc.

Iron and Wood Working Machinery
Steam and Electric Equiptment and Supplies
Main

Office. 127-131 N.

Third

PHILADELPHIA

St.

SHEAD'S BAKERY
For Quality In

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE

Wholesale and Retail

f

PA.

f

Clmtari's Fampus^^^H^
Stiff

&

1^^^

^

i

Penetrating Bristles

Co., Inc.
Philadelphia

2119-2121 Arch street

i

1
i

!

Delicious Sundaes

Home-Made Candies

We make a complete line of home-made
candy from the purest materials obtainable

F. P.

Purity, Cleanliness and Courteous Service
Guaranteed. Try Us.

I

Phone Bryn Mawr 178-W

BUILDERS

848 Lancaster Avenue
BRYN MAWR, PA.
I

Home-Made

Pies,

Sandwiches and Hot Chocolate

CHESTNUT

I

:

PATR()NIZE

CO.

MASON

Bryn Mawr Confectionery Co.
Next to Movies

CONWAY &

()Ull

A.I)VERT1S

V

HILL, PA.

j
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Main Line Shoe Co.

William L. Hayden

SHOE SHINE PARLOR

HARDWARE

II

LOCKSMITHING

Ardmore and Bryn Mawr
Phone Bryn

Bell,

Mawr

H'AS

s;

303

Jjancaster

J^RYN

Avenue

MAWR,

PA.

Keystone, Main 3486

Market 2594

[

Established Eighteen Hundred and Eighty-two

PENN FRUIT COMPANY
H. L.

i
i

W'ESTCOTT

Wholesale Dealers

in

FRUIT AND PRdbUCE
j

14 N.

DELAWARE AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

j

i

Bell Phone,

Prompt Service

Belmont 4140

i

James Farley
;;

PLUMBING
Wholesale

Hot Water and Steam Heating"

5422 Wyalusing Avenue

Tobacco

Philadelphia

Cigars

WM. STALKER

and

Shoemaker
To Particular People

Cigarettes

937 Lancaster Ave.

SHOE REPAIRING
You put on

55 North Second Street

IN

ALL

ITS

PA.

BRANCHES

those shoes with a feeling of satisthem repaired by us. We

faction after having
urse all

Philadelphia, Pa.

ship

is

High-Grade Leather and our workmanof the best.

fiive

IX ODTNC;

BRYN MAWR,

.

.so,

ll.s

AIP^NTION Vll.LANOV.AN

a Trial aiul

Be Convinced

I
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j

ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1837

1919
I

Robt.

Shoemaker

& Co., Inc.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PHILADELPHIA

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Race Streets

STEWART RADIO
Joseph

J.

O'LougMin

PARTS AND APPARATUS
Whether you

141 North Ninth Street
Philadelphia

desire to Install a complete Radio
Outfit or add to your present equipment, Stewart's
long- experienced Radio men will be pleased to advise you as to selecting the appartaus which will

serve you best.
Send for

Stewart's Radio Booklet

|
|
|
|
|

|

I

Frank H. Stewart Electric Co.
Old.

Mint Building

35-37-39 N. 7th

I

St.
|

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WatchM
Specialists iw

FINE

Electrical Supplies

Established 1882

31

NORTH SEVENTH STREET

WATOH KEPAIRING

Philadelphia, Pa.

i

I

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia
^'.
•:-:/'

!

MANUiFA£!TURERS—JlOBBEiRS

DIAMOND JEWELRY
Valuations for Estates

John Y. Parke Co.

1

^^'

tea'
PATKONl/l-: oril ADVKllTISKRS

|
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SUBURBAN CANDY CO.
825 Lancaster

iV venue,

Home Made

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

i
\

Candies of the

1

BETTER KIND

[
I

1

I
i

I

ICE

CREAM
HOT CHOCOLATE

(SANDWICHES
SOFT DRINKS

SALTED NUTS

—

==-====

Bryn Mawr Hardware Co.

J.

E. Caldwell

THE WINOHKSTEU STOKE

I

j
1

i.

& Co.

Chestnut Street Below Broad

PHILADELPHIA

SPORTING GOODS

For many years

jen'('lcrs

fo

some

important

student
organizations in this country.
of

Paints, Oil, Glass

the

most

Class Rings, Pins, Fraternity Insignia,

HARDWARE FOR EVERY NEED

Special Stationery

Roma Cafe—Bryn Mawr
AMERICAN—ITALIAN—FRENCH
CR UISINE
I
I

IF IT IS (iOOD

TO EAT

WE HAVK

IT

Haiiquets, Class Dinners, Suppers

I'rivate

Dining

Room

835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post Office

j

I

IN

DOING

so,

MKNTION VlI.T>ANOVAN
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PETER REIIiLV PUBWOATIONS
133 N. ISth

Philadelphia

8t.

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PHYCHOLOGY
By

MICHELLS

Godfrey Rupert

J.

This book

a.bly presents Catholic view-points on
the "modern scientific points." View of future life
as represented by men like Conan Doyle. Sir Oliver
Lodge. It is popularly treated so as to interest the
great majority of readers. 138 pages, prize $1.25.

ELEMENTS OP SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY

By Rev. Michael W. Shallo, S. J.
"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have
such breadth of view, such clearness oi' expresion,
and such brevity of style." American Cr. 8 vo.,
398 pages, $2.25 net.
THE HOUND OF HEAVEN By Francis Tiiompson
Eiliteil witl» NotCN. by Mlcliael A. Kelly
Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands
out among all the productions of modern literature
as a masterpiece in itself. "One of the few very
great odes." Coventry Patmore. Square 12 mo.,
69 pages, 75c.

—

—

THE SACRAMENT OP FRIENDSHIP

By Henry C, Schuyler. Ph. D., S. T. L.
Places successfully in a poular and devout manner
the. principal truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament. By the author of "The Courage of Christ,"
"The Charity of Christ," etc. 12 mo., 218 pages, $1.10.

Markets

HOSSFELD NEW ITAIilAN GRAMMAR By A. Rota
New practical method for learning the Italian lan-

PHILADELPHIA
Everythinsr for Lawn, Farm and
Garden.
Get a Catalog.

guage, revised and enlarged, with a vocabulary, by

W,

N. Cornett.

with

tlie

chapter.

Thorough, reliable and fascinating,

conversational portions appended to each
12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

THE

LA\% S OF MARRIAGE
By Rev. JoHeph M. O'Hara
Simply explained according to the New Code. Excellent for those contemplating Matrimony, and for
non-Catholics honestly desirous of learning wliat
the Church teaches. 16 mo., 84 pages, cloth, 50c.

MlCHELL S

The Bryn Mawr Trust

HOUSE

Co.

;!ilr:l;li::iBRY^
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver and Other Valuables

PHILIP

A.

WILLIAM
v''-..^:'

HART,
H.

JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

^.-V:,;-:

-".vr-:,.,.

Vice President
\ -.;,;-

Taken On Storage

W.

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES,

Secretary and Treasurer

BERG'EN, Assistant Trust

JESiSEH. HALL, Assistaut Treasurer.

Officer

/:''''-:':'':'.':''::
^
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Philip Harrison

iVIichaei

Walk-Over Boot Shop

TAILOR

—AND—
Gentlemen's Outfitter

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes

i

1123 Lancaster Avenue

j

818 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR,

Talone

PA.

BRYN

M. M. McGARVEY

MAWR—ROSEMONT

Moore's Pharmacy

1

1141 Lancaster Pike
[

Rosemont, Pa.

Drugs, Stationery, School Supplies,

Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings

Candies

Dry Goods,
A

Notions, Ribbons, Etc.

Full Assortment of

LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWR,

j

PA.
i

COT^UMBIA YARNS

WILLIAM GROFF, P. D.
Prescriptionist

803

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR,

Prompt Telephone

PA.

—Bryn Mawr 166

Service^

Our Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals and Drugs are of

the Highest Standard

WHITMAN'S

APOLLO

LOWNEY'S

••-^.

:„

IN DOING SO,

SAMOSET

MENTION VIIvLrANOVAN

:;./-:--:

f

MAVIS

^.
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For The Senior Ball
\V<>

have a

full liiio of

Formal

T>ress Accessories

i

CLAY & BROWN
MEN'S WEAR

Cream

1703 Market

I
'

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY

[
i

PHITiiADELPHTA, PA.

St.

I
i

.10% Discount to Villanova Students

We

W. BREYER, Pres.

have a display every Tuesday, 2nd Floor

i

Corridor, College Bldg.

I'HlLADKI^PiflA, PA.

I

|

Week

Seven Fridays in One

FRANK FLOYD

£

FITZGERALD

J.

Men's Women's and

Terminal Market
Children's Outfitter

EAST WALL
Wholesale and Retail

Dry Goods and Notions

SEA
FOOD

HHTTERICK PATTERNS
SHOES FOR MEN, AVOJMEN AND

IN

(^1II!J)REN

ALL VARIETIES

i

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

i

Crab Meat a Specialty

!
I

10 Per Voni Discount to Priests and Students
of Villaiiova Coile^'e

I

DISCOUNTS

TO

HOTELS,

CLUBS AND INSTITUTIONS

{
I

—

I
-

j

1

i

SPECMAL

.

,

....

The Home

Life Insurance Co. of
INCORPORATED

America

1899-

f

Fifty Million Dollars Insurance in Force
Locatefl in

i
i

Writing

BASIL

S.

JOSEPH

nil

kinds of

WALSH,
L.

Heart

oi"

the Insurance District

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance— Liberal

Pro-^idenL

DURKIN,

(li<'

Secretary

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
Philadelphia

^Tfifl^o-fl^nx

l'ATRf)N[>:K OT'Il

ADVKRTISIOUS

!'•

.T.

poiieies

CITNNLNGHAM,

JOHN

J.

Vice

GALLAGHER,

Pre.s.
i

Treasurer

[

!
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Careful

Handling

and
Quality

Wil son
Laundry

!

"If a youtli early

j

he

i

little pile

1

soon

t'oritis

takes real

the saving liabit

pleasure

in

seeing

r

Save and Succeed

annum

THE BENEFICIAL SAVING
FUND SOCIETY

15th Street

Philadelphia

at

1200 Chestnut

SAFETY FIRST
"No drinking

i,s

Street

purer tlian that

made

from melting of the Bryn Mawr Ice
Company's Ice, made from distilled
water, and few are nearly as pure."
b. W. HORN,
Chemist L. Merion and Haverfortl Ticps.

Bryn Mawr

OP PHILADELPHIA
For Sixty Years

S.

or by mail

Interest 3.65% per

\

255 and 257

I'HONE SPRUCE 3127

Open an account today—
i)ersoii

& Baptiste

CATERERS

liis

grow."

ill

Augustin

Ice

Company

lilNDSAY AVK., BKVN MAVVI{, I'A.
Phone 17
JAMES E. nOUGHERTY, Manager
1

I
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i

TWINLOOK

WABASH

i

Coinplimeuts of

Binders and Supplies

Cabinets and Supplies

James Hogan Company

BRIDGEFORD

J. J.

Limited

Loose Leaf Specialists
lilank

Office Suj)|)lies

Planting

Books

Jjitliographing

607 Cliestnut

iEngraviiig
;

upon us for

Call

We

/

:

:

the catering

ENRICO VALENTINE

your next Dinner Party

have taken over the business of
B. M.

FENNBR

Expert Shoemaker

Orders for Delivery Taken Daily Until
5

P.

Sunday

M.

PARRISH STREET
PHILADELPHIA

'

Phone, Pop. 4882 w;

PHILADELPmA

for

I

1526

'

Street^^^^;^

I

FIRE BRICK
SPECIALIST

until

10.30

A.

M.

East Side of Garrett Ave., near

MAXWELL KOPLIN
I

BRYN MAWR,

867 Ijancaster Ave.
Telephone Bryn

Mawr

Garrett Hill

PA.

724-J

T.E.FAHY

'S

GENTS' FURNISHINGS
S

HOES

irnVN

MAWR,

Ten Per Cent Discount

Bryn Mawr and Wayne

FLOWER SHOPS
CUT FLOWERS
AND PLANTS

PA.

to College

WEDDING BOUQUETS AND
FUNERAL DESIGNS

and

807 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn
Phone, Bryn Mawr 570

Prep Students

Mawr

!FrankW.Prickitt,Ph.G.

VILLANOVA BOYS

APOTHECARY
:

?

Prescriptions

ROSEMONT, PA.
TWO STORES

[

Sick Room
a Specialty

and

i

/':.''.

::-:. •,^

Supplies

AND GROW FAT

Telephones

Mawr, 193
SBryn
Bryn Mawr, 166
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[ALFRED LOWRY & BROS^
Wholesale Grocers
I

50-54

\i

North Delaware Avenue

49 53 North

Water

i

Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. A.

WACK

:;^^^^^;>^^?

i
:

i^
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The

History and Development of Radio Telegraphy

telegraphy
RADIO
remarkable

is one
of the most
discoveries of our age. At
the present time, there is, perhaps, no
other modern achievement, excepting
the "Movies," that has become so
strong a socializing and educational factor in
everyday life. Although, the vast majority
have neither the time nor the inclination to inquire into its fundamental principles, all on account of recent improvements, are unable to
enjoy its advantages and to find in its history
and development a source of information and

interest.

There has been in the past, and perhaps alwill be, some disagreement among scientists as to whom was the first man to demon-

ways

strate the basic phenomenon of electric
transmission of energy through space.
careful investigation, however, it has

wave

Upon

been
found that twelve years before Heinrich Hertz
announced his radio discoveries Prof. Elihu
Thomson, of the Central High School, of Philadelphia, Pa., produced and operated the first
This was in 1875, and
Avireless set in history.
it

was not

No. 2

until 1887 that the

German

scientist

Hertz made known to the scientific world that
he had been able with the aid of suitable apparatus to intercept electro-magnetic waves
sent out by a sparkcoil.
Thomson in his experiments found that he
could draw electric sparks from the blade of a
penknife held near water pipes, stoves or other
metallic objects which, although they were in
the same room with the coil, were in no way
connected with it. The sparks were the result
of electromagnetic waves sent through the air
by an ordinary sparkcoil. More tests were
carried out in which Prof. Thomson was assisted by Prof. E. J. Houston, of the same school.
During these experiments the two scientists
placed two small, slender graphite rods with
The
pointed ends on separate insulators.
pointed rods were placed with their ends almost
touching, each rod being respectively connected to one of the high potential terminals of the
spark coil. When the coil was put into operation a tiny spark was observed to pass between
This was further proof
the graphite points.

that electromagnetic impulses could be sent
through the other. In these later experiments
it was found that sparks could be drawn from
metallic objects which were located several
hundred feet from the coil and separated from
it by a number of intervening walls.
Unfortunately, however, Thomson and Houston did not
pursue their theory further, and no further

advancement was made

until

Hertz announced

his discoveries in 1887.

The announcements made by Hertz produced a renewed interest in the electromagnetic
wave transmission theory among scientists,
and more experimenting was done. By improving the design and construction of the apparatus the distances through which these radiations could be transmitted and received was
gradually increased. A new view of the subject was taken in with the possibility of benefiting not only the scientific world, but the
world at large was considered. The radiations
were broken up into a series of combinations of
dots and dashes, each combination representing
a letter, a number or a symbol. Here we have
the actual beginning of our wireless telegraph.
strides were made in the development of
wireless and on the night of December 12,
1901, Marconi succeeded in establishing direct
communication between England and the
United States across the Atlantic, ^^^^^^^^^:y'
The prudence and advisability of maintaining telegraph communication with vessels at
sea was seen at once. Some of the more wealthy
ship owners began to instal radio sets on their
vessels but the number of these compared with
those which did not have them was very small
indeed.
Events occurred, however, which
showed that radio is an absolutely necessary
part of every ship's equipment.
One of the
significant occurances which led to the realization of this fact was the sinking of the American S. S. Republic on January 23, 1909. Without the aid of radio the historic rescue of the

Rapid

Republic's passengers could never have been
effected. The condition and position of the distressed ship were sent out by the wireless of
the Republic and her signals were picked up by
a Marconi station on the Massachusetts coast.
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These s%nals were repeated by the Marconi
operator to the wireless operator on the S. S.
Baltic, bound from Europe to New York. She
at once proceeded to the position given and
after taking- aboard the passengers and crew
of the distressed ship proceeded to her destination.
Although this incident caused considerable thinking in maritine circles it did not
produce the immediate effect it should have.
Progress was slow and a serious view of the

depends upon the former. A little over a year
ago a radio broadcasting station was unknown,while today in this country alone there are
about four hundred broadcasting stations supplying the public with various forms of news,
information, and entertainment.
Amateur
radio prepared the way for radio broadcasting
and it was the "dot and dash" enthusiasts
who supplied the first audience for broadcasting.* .Now, in one sense, amateur radio has

value of radio to the safety of life at sea was
not taken, except by a few, until after the sinking of the Titanic on April 15, 1912. Radio saved
more than seven hundred lives in this most ter-

passed, but into the far bigger thing of radio
broadcasting. It is estimated that today, six
million people throughout the United States
listen in every evening on the broadcasting

rible of marine tragedies. The development of
this phase of radio became more rapid now,
and it was assisted by the passage of a law by

radio broadcasting

Congress which requires every passenger ship
without exception and every freight vessel
whose crew contains over a certain number of
men to have its own wireless set.
Up to this time only one type of transmitter,

known

Due

as the "spark" transmitter, existed.
to tlie very nature of the wave which this

;

r

(1)
(2)

( 8 )
isolated

I

Avill

cite
is

places,;'-- '.:;

;;

'

:,-:--'

.;.;

sad to say that we canont have the
benefit of radio broadcasting without some annoyances.
Conflicts between various broadIt

is

casting stations where there

them

is

a

number

of

type of transmitter sends out (which is a wave
of decreasing amplitude) the limit of distance
through Avhich messages could be transmitted
Scientists
had about reached its maximum.
were casting about for something better and
by using the "vacuum" tube, the invention of
Fleming, they developed the "continuous
wave" method of transmission. Unlike the
spark transmitter, the c. w. transmitter, as it is
called, sends out electromagnetic waves of constant amplitude. In other words there is no
damping out of the oscillations. Because of
tliis fact, for any given amount of power the
sending range of the latter type of transfitter
is very much greater than that of the first. This
method of radio communication was used extensively by the United States Government during the world war in all branches of the servNumerous experiments and improvements
ice.
have increased our fund of knowledge concerning this t3'pe of transmission. Every day its
groAvth increases and there is no doubt but
what "c. w." will entirely supplant "spark"
Another great advantage
in the near future.
of this type of transmission is that by properly
modulating the voice, sound may be transmitIt
ted, and we have the wireless telephone.
was only during the war that serious work on
the development of the wireless telephone was
begun. Today the human voice may be transmitted around the world without the use of

When they are all transmitting at the same
time interference is inevitable.
Dance music
competes with a lecturer and the result is nothing but a jumble of signals in the ear of the
radio audience.
Good legislation and a cooperation on the part of the station owners will
eliminate this trouble. Another ill feature of
radio broadcasting is due to our present type
of receiver. It is itself a miniature continuous
wave transmitting set and sends out a Ioav
whistling note of constant duration Avhich can
be heard up to about a mile away. This is of
course disagreeable to the other listeners in the
neighborhood and obviously the program is
spoiled for those who have to contend with it.
P\)rtunately this fault can be remedied by
further investigation and experiment.
The future of radio is great. In it we have
the means of bringing to the homes of even the
most lowly, inspiring music, uplifting words
of great teachers, and the political principles
of our state and national leaders. The result
is the cementing of the people of a nation and
the rapid advancement of mankind, "because
tiie firmament of the world is the commoii
property of all nations, and those who use i\
for signaling inhabit it, in a certain sense.
When all nations come to inhabit the firmament collectiveh' the}' will be brought into
closer communion for their mutual advantage.

wires.

A

:

•

a few examples where
of invaluable aid:
/
Weather reports.
';'}..:':>::.'' :-''\' '•:
Stock market reports.
Entertainment and news for those in

programs.

was the

wireless telephone, of course,
that led to radio broadcasting., for the latter
It

in

close

proximity

have

taken

place.

new upper geography dawns upon us, in
which there is no sea, neither are there any
boundaries between the people."

LEO

V.

DEVINE.

—a
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MUSINGS FROM "THE BRASS CHECK"
are billows on
THJ^REnever
break on the

from the newspapers.
His name reaches the
black list and insidious efforts Avill be forthcoming to destroy him and his. Second, the
press have an inciirable habit of perverting the
words and actions of speakers and public men.
in other words they are misrepresented systematically by false reporting or downright invention.
They lose their reputations through the

ocean which
beach there
hearts never to

i\ie

will

;

are thoughts in many
be pnt into speech. But what of the
waves that do fling themselves on thecoast, and the superfluity of ideas pouring from
heart and mind? Have all brought something
new' before the eager eye ? The ansM^er is trite.
Some have and the others have not. So it is
with books. True, too true it is, there are
books, and books of books, but their purposes
are oftentimes obscure, ^-'':''-'[:---y';:X::!^:'f''-:
This obscurity of purpose has again and
again cost many a teardrop, many a sleepless
a strife so
-night, and too often a life-long feud^
vindictive as to pass beyond the grave,:;
Upton Sinclair wrote a book not many years
back and he named it "The Brass Check"
title which is so repulsive, so repugnant to our
better wit when its origin is explained. Yet,
Perhaps the writer
io not judge prematurely.
may by his endeavors show at the same time its
value and its own shortcomings. Sinclair intends that this book be a study of American
journalism.
It seems that a refined young man at one time
listened to a candidate for district attorneyship
The
in some metropolis in the United States,
speaker certainly knew how to move the mind.
He realized that while at some times man is a
I'f^asoning creature, he is at all times subject to
temperament. Daring this orator's explana!ion of the one great evil in social life which
imys its millions every year to the police of a
r;Teat city^ men would stand up and shout Avith
The
indignation, women would faint or weep.
candidate was swept into office in a tornado of
excitement and did what such pedagogues do
that is, nothing.
While the candidate was carrying on his
campaign, he would, at the opportune time, present for view the one thing symbolizing a sin
a yellow bit of metal
a brass check. So it is
thus that Upton Sinclair obtained his idea to
show there is more than one kind of parasite
feeding on human weakness.
There is more
than one kind of application to base purposes
which may be symbolized by the brass check.
liy perusing the book titled thusly, we can
discern that Sinclair's indictment of the press
nuiy be summed up under the following three
heads First, if any man in America has put
himself on recoi'd, as an opponent of Big Business, an accuser of the dominant interests, let
him not look for favor yes, sometimes mercy

Third, the
i:rinting of such discreditable stuff.
great financial and industrial interests almost
In the cities of
com.pletely dominate the press.
the entire American continent these monetary
powers own the papers, own the owners, or
exert influence over the news columns, a despotic power ])y virtue of advertisement patronThis last charge is proved by the overage.
whelming immunity enjoyed by the great department stores in all cities a very striking
illrstration of power exercised in the journalism of today. ^'^'-''{'./^'[:r\-y'.r/'' :.V':'-:;;.:- ;;"-"
These charges have not been made without
a firm backing.
One example will do for the
first charge.
There was a certain successful labor leader
in America who was winning a great strike in
!one of the large cities.
The capitalist agents
sought to bribe him but in vain. Finally they
hit upon a scheme.
It was decided to ruin him
by m.eans of the corporation's scandal bureau.
It was so carried out that at one o'clock in the
morning the labor leader had been placed in
such a suspicioiis circumstance that he was confronted with a story ready for the press. The
man had a wife, a home, and children. p]ither
they or the strike was his choice. He called it
oft' and the labor union in that section Avent to

—

;

—

—

•

pieces.

And

Sinclair states the anecdote Avas told
not by 'a Socialist, not by an agitator
among Avorkmen, but by a Avell-kiiown U. S. of-

him,

ficial, a

—

:

—

prominent Catholic.
persons having much

to do Avith the
daily events in the social, political or industrial
life, knoAv that the second allegation is only
too certain.
i\Iost

;,

Jn supporting the third assertion, there is
one proof Avhich can be taken from Sinclair's
Brass Cheek.
v
Several years ago one of the Gimbel brothers, oAvners of d^artment stores in Ncav York,
Philadelphia^-ahd Paris, Avas arrested, charged
a n infa mous crime.
He cut his throat and
'In Philadelphia not one neAvsj>aper mentioned this happening. At thaffime Gimbel
l^rothers did iiot have a store in Ncav York and
AA'ith

died.
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hence the "I^ew York Evening Journal ''conceived the idea of building circulation in a new
field.
Large numbers of the paper containing
an account of the incident were shipped to Philadelphia. But in the latter city influence took
care of the situation. The policemen stopped
the newsboys on the street, took away their
copies, while the papers mentioned nothing
about the doings.
This department store interest supervises
not only the news columns, but also the
editorial page.
Several years ago one of the
"girl-slaves" (?) of a New York department
store committed suicide, leaving behind her a
note to the effect that she could not stand
twenty cent dinners. The "New York World,"
which collects many thousands of dollars every
year from department stores, inserted the following lines in its issue of that date: "There
are some people who make too large a demand
Fixing their eyes upon the
upon fortune.
standards of living flaunted by the rich, they

measure their requirements by their desires.
Such persons are easily affected by outside influences and perhaps in this case the recent discussions, more often silly than wise, concerning
the relations of wages and vice, may have made
the girl more susceptible than usual to the depressing effects of cheap dinners." Such an
editorial aberration is typical of the capitalistic
mind, which is so parsimonious that it extracts
gain even from a suicide of its victims.
So far, there has been nothing written
which cannot be permitted to remain as it is,
but now T take a different attitude towards cerUpton Sinclair, in
tain assertions of Sinclair.
some places of his Brass Check, ridicules and
scorns the Catholic Church for her stand on the
divorce ({uestion. He states that "the N. Y.
state law, forced upon the public by the Roman
Catholic Church, makes the grounds of divorce
This law is an abominfidelity plus a scandal.
ination, a product of vicious priest-craft."

This certainly is enlightening. Since when
did state legislators consult the priests before
passing a law ? Such an unfounded charge was
made simply because of the difficulty met with
by Sinclair before he divorced his own partner.
The foregoing has been a brief survey of
the Brass Check and we now come to a conclusion regarding its place among the books of
:'::'-''':-/'"''.
today. :^:; ::-:;;:-::,;..;.•' ;:-r^ -:.:
''^'/r".

Whether Sinclair's stories therein are true
or not is to be ascertained from the fact that the
opinions of prominent lawyers are to the effect
practically every page of this book, if untrue, is
There is siglibel of the most vicious variety.
No newsnificance to be gleaned from this.
paper has brought suit.
Now,

Sinclair does not believe in destructive
Americans want a constructive policy, and he has advocated no Utopian project.
Upton Sinclair proposes the establishment of a
national publication controlled by its subsi:ribers and directed by journalists of known
National organintegrity and independence.
izations, irrespective of religious denominations, liberals and conservatives shall be included in the board of directors. This publication shall carry no advertisements and no
editorials it will be a record for the dissemination of truth.
criticism.

;

In the face of these helpful propositions,
Sinclair's remedy commands our respect just
as his indictment draws our attention.
But, to return and answer the question in
the

title of this

theme

—

to

whose

benefit

is

the

Brass Check? I should say unswervingly to
Every college student
every business man.
while within the sheltering walls of his alma
mater should study it carefully. In it he will
see, by noting the stories, the reflection, without shadow or cloud, of the oft-repeated

maxim

—You cannot judge the world by mathematics.

^i!^i>^^iiai£^M.*Mi5,^^^!i^
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POEMS OF LIAM MOR OF THE HILLS
These were the words which she spoke to me,
Neath our trysting birk in the field,
Where the stream with its silvery feet ran swift,..
Out from the bosky weald.

"Go if you must, from the land of Ayr,
To guard the sovereign crown,
Eu- I'll be looking for you again,
When the leaves come tumbling down."

*

*

*

*

*,

Many

a night has

Been

laid

Many

a night has

as a shield.
*

*

my weary

*

sticks

my
and

numberless jewels,

He said that she pined like a snowy
Whose petals fall one by one.
Then quietly droops

:*

*

When

the day of

its

to its lasting sleep.
life is

done.

pillows been,
stones.

He

said that she did not cry nor weep.

Her heart was too great to cry,
But her spirit's temple wasted away,

But every night syne I left the Ayr,
Has she graced my soldier dreams.

Like a w:ind torn cloud of the sky.

And

And

every night I can hear her voice,
In the singing rush of the streams.

Sweet little lass, she did not know,
That a soldier cannot come.
Back to his land when he would go.
He must answer the call of the drum.

The time when the leaves were scarlet and brown,
Found me still on the alien shore.
And tho they came tumbling in myriads down,
I knew she would see me no more.
For a voice of a banshee, old and weird,
I heard on the field one night.
And next day the battle in which we fought,
Was the last which we had to fight.

**********

I came to the birk an hour before.
The twilight rose bloomed in the west.
But a still little voice within me cried.

And
I
I

filled

me

with sad unrest.

waited long, but she did not come,
waited till night was old,

Till the

moon

like a galleon sailed in the sky,

With

sails of the

Then

I

went

yellow gold.

my way

rose.

head.

on a bed of bones,

Long dead

of

It was there one day in the early spring,
That I learned how my lassie died.
From a stranger who came from the world beyond.
But who'd lived by the old Ayrside.

She kissed me and ran, I was left alone.
There by the birk in the field.
And I saw the letters C. K. on the bark,

With my heart before

Her precious box

Where dawn is lean gray hound.
Where the hush and love of the evening comes.
And .strew roses all around.

alone once more,
I fled to the healing hills.
And I sought to forget my aching grief.
In the glens where nature spills,

thes3 were the words she murmured then.
the light of her life was low,
"Tell him that I shall meet him where
The roses of heaven blow.

When

him that I shall be with him,
In the quiet of evening fair,
Tell

And tell him that I send him my
From the bonnie banks of Ayr."

Now

as

I

sit

kiss.

in the lonely glen.

By the flow of the mountain stream.
She comes and comforts as she always

And

she lives in

my

did,

every dream.

And every time

the gentle rain,
Falls from the sweet, blue sky.
It places her kiss upon my cheek.

That the low winds fan and dry.

Her kiss and my tears are mingled then,
Are one and shall never part.
The same as her spirit lives in me.

And

is

one with

my own

poor heart.

Where

roses of heaven blow we'll meet.
Those were the words she said.
Oh, how I long for the day when I
Shall rest wtih the happy dead.
.

:.-,

liam'mor,

—

!
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ENGLISH—AND SUCH
it
not strange how the
AngloSaxon" myth perseveres!
On both

S

sides of the Atlantic frantic friends
of England are beseeching us to
brother
the
act
of
liandsdo
England's advantage, of
to
across-the-sea

—

argument offered is the abthat we are all "Anglo-Saxons"
And
are not.
and therefore brothers.
there is no Anglo-Saxon race. If that race did
not perish to make a Scandinavian holiday under Knute and Hardiknute, it was certainly
gobbled up by the Normans under William the
course.

surd

The

one

We

Conqueror. In his book, "Brother Copas,"
Quiller-Couch makes Gopas say: "But the
pedantry of Freeman and his sect, who tried
to make 'English' a conterminous name and
substitute for 'Anglo-Saxon,' was only by one
degree less offensive than the ignorance of our
modern journalist who degrades Englishmen
by writing them doAvn (or up, the poor fool
imagines) as Anglo-Saxons."
And William's title of "Conqueror" is
somewhat of a misnomer. Every race that invaded Britain's shores subjected its inhabitants
The Picts and Scots
to a species of serfdom.
(Celts) were the first to make inroads upon
the barbarian Britons. Following these came
the Saxons, Jutes and Angles. Then came the
Danes. And each of these peoples subjugated
the centuries up to the
twelfth the British were a servile race.
are told that St. Patrick was a serf in Ireland.
may credit this as a fact Avhen we consider
that Dumbarton, Scotland, the Saint's birthplace, was, before the readjustment of the
boundary between England and Scotland, situated within the limits of Britain rather than
of Caledonia.
The Angles gave their name to the country
they conquered. All of the races gave a commingling of blood and an admixture of language. So that, assuming with Caesar that the
barbarians that he overcame were Britons, the
inhabitants of England today are not the
Anglo-Saxon race, but the Brito-Saxo-JutoAnglo-Danish-Norman race
There was a fine
melting-pot, for you. But it took the blood of
the Norman Celt to put a back-bone into the
wobbly thing he found on the far side of the
Britain.

Through

all

We

We

!

—

and produce an Englishman
is no Anglo-Saxon race, so is there
no Anglo-Saxon language save a dead one.
(channel,

As

there

!

—

In replying to an assertion that historians trace
fill
that is noblest in English poetry back to

"the

fine rugged epic" of Beowulf Copas says
TP
•"
again
Fine rugged fiddlestick * ^
i once
spent a month or two iii mastering AngloSaxon, having a suspicion of Germans when
they talk about English literature, and a deeper
suspicion of English critics who ape them.
Then I tackled Beowulf, and found it to be
what I guessed no rugged national epic at
all, but a blown-out bag of bookishness* * * *
That's what the whole Anglo-Saxon race had
become Avh en Alfred arose to galvanize 'em for
awhile a herd of tall, flabby, pale-eyed men,
who could neither fight, build, sing, nor enforce
laAvs.
And so our England wise as Austria in
mating turned to other nuptials and married
William the Norman.
Behold then a new
breed the country covered with sturdy, bullet-headed, energetic fellows who are no sooner
born than they ^y to work hammers going,
scaft'olds climbing, cities, cathedrals springing
,

•Tp

' *

:

'ilf

-^

I

—

—

—

—

;

—
so —pop — down

up by magic * * * * and
the
wind goes your pricked bladder of a Beowulf
down the Avind that blows from the Mediterranean, Avhence the arts and the best religions
come." Further on he makes the sage remark:
"No pure Anglo-Saxon, by the ^y'dy, ever had
a round head!" So it seems that not even the
Irish-hating Cromwell and the other round!

heads Avere Anglo-Saxons.

The allusion to Cromwell makes introduction to the Irish, and so we shall have to pay
our respects to them contrasting them wiNi
the British. I ask you to read Benedict Fitz-

—

patrick's "Ireland and the Making of Britain,"
from Avhich Avork much of the folloAving couple
of paragraphs is lifted.

The Normans conquered England at the
close of the eleventh century.
The Normans
settled in Ireland at the close of the twelfth
century. At a later time the Norman chieftains
Avho Avent over to Ireland Avith StrongboAV became more Irish than the Irish themselves
Count de Burgos, for instance, becoming plain

No invading race ever made serfs
of the Irish.
They Avere ahvays a victorious
people. By the Avay, it's a trite thing to say
noAv that the best English today is spoken in
Dublin.
But that isn't becasue the educated
Dublinites say Tay Pay O'Connor as Queen
Elizabeth Avould have said it, but because they
never get mixed up Avith "shall" and "avIU"
Mr. Burke.

or "should" and "Avould."
If you would
speak good English, me boys, imitate your Irish
and not your English cousins
Wales and Scotland endured for centuries

THE VILLANOVAN
ing Britain

The

Irisli

were conquer-

when they became

Christianized

as Irish dependencies.

and gave up the conquest. England was however for centuries a moral and intellectual dependency of Ireland. From the sixteetnh century onward the destruction of Irish manuliterature was concomitant with England 's policy of extermination. But continental Irish manuscripts are witness to the character of Irish intellectual activity in England.
script
r

The

'

,:

England^

Irish built the first schools in

Lindisf arne, Malmesbury, Whitby, Glastonbury.
Fitzpatrick says: "Before the Norman conquest * * * * the English knew almost no art
but Irish art, almost no civilization but Irish
civilization. So that, of the relics of the AngloSaxon period that have come down to us, there
is hardly an object, whether a manuscript or a
jewel, whether a piece of sculpture or a piece
of architecture, that is not wholly Irish in charAgain h'3
acter or with Irish characteristics.
saj's: "There is no more beautiful book in the
world than the Book of Kels. The whole of
antiquity, whether Greek, Roman or Etruscan,
has bequeathed to us no lovelier jewels than
the Ardagh chalice and the Tara brooch."
In the encyclopedias, under the heading,
"English Literature," for an account of literary activities prior to the Norman conquest the
student is referred to the heading, ''AngloSaxon Literature," thus indicating the line of
demarcation. Thus we dispose of the "AngloSaxon" myth. What of the language?
Horace said, two thousand years ago, that
it was permissible to coin a word, provided it
came from a Greek root. The present-day Eng'

'

:

,

:

;

language has many roots. Our words have
intermarried with the ancient Hebrew, Greek
and Latin, the medieval Saxon and Scandinavian and the modern German and French. The
people of England have difficulty in assimilWith the
ating the American language.
Celtic blood in them they have become so cocky.
lish

S

But

it

seems that there

is

an American lan-

guage.

f

About thirty years ago the President of
Villanova asked Maurice Francis Egan, then
of Notre Dame, to write an article on "English" for the Villanova Monthly. He complied,
and among other things he said: "We are told

that we should never begin a sentence with
'however.' However * * * ," he went on, with
a sentence that began with the proscribed
word. It is more than thirty years ago that I
was asked by my professor in English if I
thought we should have an "American Dictionary." I thought I had replied quite cleverly
when I answered that I thought we should have
an American Dictionary of the English lan-

guage.

But now comes along H. L. Mencken with
"The American Language." There is
an American language, and it isn't all slang.
Although slang, by reason of its terseness,
lucidity and expressiveness, has acquired a certain noble dignity.
The super-critics tell us
that there is no such thing as English grammar. Be that as it may, I should dispute the

his book,

My

assertion.
experience has been that they
scoff at grammar are the most violent
violators of it. There is a deplorable amount
of loose and sloppy writing at the present time.

who

should hate to call the output of many of our
magazine and newspaper writers the American
or even the English language.
Of these, the
"sporting editors" are the most flagrant offenders. There is scarcely a «ports writer who
I

knows how
blithely

to write.

And

nearly

assume that punctuation

is

writers
a lost art.

all

To accuse a man of being a "purist" is
almost to place him in the criminal class. But,
thanks be, there are a few "purists" left. "E.
P. A.," of the New York World, is a shining
example. He insists that "few" and "less"
are not synoyyms, and at a certain very common break in sentence construction he always
facetiously inquiries, "Whom art thou, Cyril?"
But, grammar or no grammar, the English
language, like the English people, is a hodgepodge, but with enough stability to militate
against our hodge-podgeing on our own acThere are sufficient good models of
we may shape our wordy way.
However, as Mr. Egan says, we may sometimes break away from prescribed rules, provided of course that the break is not too startling. For instance, we may even at times end
a sentence with a preposition. Especially if it's
English and such that we 're thinking of.

count.

speech by which

'

'

'

'

JOHN

I.

WHELAN,

'95.
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THE BALLAD OF JOHN AND
This

When

their numbers darked the sky,
hae seen them, too, returning,
When they sang sae merrily.

J,

We

live in the Ilieland Hills,

Where
ISo

the ballad of John and

is

Who

in the stauneh

oak

tree,

We

merrily,

The thrnsh her rich song
"We have roamed, and
J 11

have wandered

the fairy haunted glen.

With an

When

We
We
We

eerie

moon above

slept soundly other

hae raced upon the braes,
hae listened to the waters
Sing their silvery, tuneful lays.
We hae known the strength triumplumt.

We

the vigor of the stag,

hae bounded like the roebuck,

From

,;•

/

We

:

hae heard the pipes' reveille \^S^'y /:.: 7^':h':'X.
Mount high to heaven's dome.
We hae seen 'the green light linger', v;;:In the distant, shady west,
t
-

:

Burned within our kindled breast.
We hae seen the golden dawning
Spread from the eastern sky.
the messenger of heaven
Proclaimed the day was nigh.
We hae heard the sweet notey stealing,
Up from the vale below,
the mountain tales

we

^^

\

hae

felt the

hae

known

When

sword

v

of pain,

his breath

Thus Ave
Our lone

hae stirred the treetops.

and

live,

vigil

still

untiring.

here Ave keep.

With our mother
Till

the mountains

of earth,

his love hae Avatched the hearth.

around

hills

us,

death seals our eyes in sleep.

then Ave

Avill

"

Any
And

be loAvered,

only the rain will weep for us,
the stars

Avill

out candles be.

As our souls leave the highest summit,
For the hills of eternity."

the thing called hunger,

T*

•!*

T*

•!•

the wild winds Availed again.
This, then, is the ballad.

summer rain hae kist us,
And the autumn rain hae cried,
0, the

The sweet spring rain hae blest
As we trode the mountain side.

We

.

told.

In the frigid grasp of winter,

We
We

And
And

him spoke.

gemmed

While the tAvilight o'er us spills,
To a little grave that's hid Avitliin,
The Catliedral of the hills.
And tlie organ of the pine trees
Shall sing for us a hymn,
Played by the Avest wind's fingers,
In the shadoAvs cool and dim.

When

And

the odors of the floAvers
as offerings to

And

love's fires, brightly flaming.

the hilltop,

And

With a beauty not

hae fought when came the foemen,
To wreck our native home;

As we lay upon

hillmen.

Hae

His kiss hae

v

the precipice to crag.

We

When

life of

Ye who laugh at simple custom,
Ve who love the loAvland plain.
Ye Avho deem the mountain barbarous,
Know that God has Avith us stayed.
He has heard our prayers arising.
With our incense, greeiiAvood smoke.

us.

men.

hae hunted in the forest,

And

hae lived the

For we hae worked and toiled.
We hae dug the rugged hillside.
At the wooding we hae moiled.

spills.

Ave

I

Which
us,

hae seen the birds fly southward.

you Ave did make.
song of John and I,
Pray keep it for our sake.
for

It is the

—HAM

MOR.
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THE

NEW HAT

YOUNd

such as Robert always liked, or something in
the nature of a turban effect, which everyone
said was so becoming'.
Then she happened to
look at the stranger at her side and was quite
impressed with her manner of dress, from her
hat to her shoes, also by her face, which was
quite handsome and, somehow, familiar, Mrs.
Meacham thought. Verj- likely she had seen
her before on the train. She seemed about thii*ty, and highly respectable.^^^^;^^^

Mrs. Robert Meticham, of Norconsiderably in a hiirr}- to
eatch the ten-thirty train for New York,
nade a grab here and tliere for a few
last things, caught a car, and landed on
the station platform just as the conductor
shouted, "All aboard !" Her hurry being over,
she settled back in her seat to consider several
matters. Related matters. Her husband's sissaid sister, Editli, whom she had never seen
wedding
the
when
California
in
been
having
ter
took place two months before, was coming over
vvalk, being-

—

from New Canaan for a week-end visit, and
would probably be there by the time Mrs.
Meacham returned, unless the latter was lucky
enoug'h to catch the 3.12 which w^as even more
than doubtful. Never mind, Mrs. Meacham's
own sister, Bella, would be there to make the
visitor welcome and see to dinner arrangements. Robert might be on one train or he
all depended on an enmiglit be on tiie other
gagement he had with his new client; but certainly he would be there, so that Miss Meacham
would not be entirely cast among strangers.

;

Meacham w^as especially anxious to
a good impression on Edith, which was
the main reason for her hurried trip to'town—
the proposed impression to be in the form of a
new hat, which Robert that morning had given
her a nice new tw^enty-dollar bill to buy. Twenty dollars ought to be enough, surely, though,
of' course, if it did happen to be a little more,
she had a few dollars extra in her purse. Dear
me how exi)ensive everything was One could
g-et nothing any more short of twenty dollars
Mrs.

!

!

— even
rible

the plainest

little

thing'.

It

was

ter-

!

Pretty Mrs. Meacham looked out of the winat the houses and green trees; then came
g-limpses of blue water, which was the Sound,
and then the train stopped at Stamford and a
number of people got on some of them probably, from the branch road that came down
from New Canaan the same that would bring
her sister to catch a train back to Norwalk later
in the day.
Most of the seats in the train were
fined by the newcomers and (piite a properlooking and well-dressed lady bowed slightly
ami asked permission to share Mrs. Meacham's
seat.
Mrs. Meacham gave her only a sligh^
g'iaiu'e as she made room at lier side, then looked out of the window again and planned where
she would look first for her hat, and whether
she should have straw, or some dainty flowers,
and whether she should really get a large hat

dow

—

—

;

.^^

Sound, until presently she realized that they were drawing near the city and it
would be well to freshen up a bit before arrival.
It Avas not until she w^as in the dressing room
that she remembered she had carelessly left her
hand bag in her seat. It contained her purse
and a few triHes, also the twenty-dollar bill,
which must be right on top, as she could not
remember having- put it into the purse.
>
Mrs. Meacham was quite disturbed for a
moment; then, remembering the character of
her seat companion, she eased her mind, brushed up her hair a bit, and returned to her place
by the window. She noticed that her bag- was
there and gave the matter no further thought
for the moment.
Then, remembering, she
quietly opened it and glanced in. It was only
a small glance, but it was enough to give Mrs.
es of the blue

—

make

:

Again Mrs. Meacham looked out of the
window and planned her day, and watched the
handsome suburban places flow by, with glimps-

.

-

Meacham

a bit of a chill.

The new

crisp

twenty

did not lie on top, as she had expected. Even when she opened her bag wider and
felt in it there was no crisp bit of paper that
her dainty fingers could discover.
dollar

bill

Mrs. Meacham grew first cold, then warm
by brisk waves, as she felt and examined still
further, without result. She stole a glance at
her companion. The lady sat with a perfectly
calm face, looking straight ahead, and seemed
to be in deep thought.
Mrs. Meacham reproached herself sharply for harboring even a
hint of suspicion of one who was so eminently
a superior person. Cautiously she dug up her
little pur.se and surreptitiously peered into it.
No, it was not there she had known that all
along. She Avould have remembered putting it
into the purse.
She recalled perfectly seeing
it on her dresser and making a snatch for it
just as she started.
She had placed it on top
of everything in her bag that was certain, and
the other certain thing was that it was gone.

—

—

Mrs.

Meacham grew

was hurrying

a little sick. Here she
buy a hat with a

to the city to

"
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twenty-dollar bill given her especially for the
purpose, and now all at once her errand had
become quite futile, her precious hat money
had disappeared. She could go to Kobert's law
office and get more—but what would he think
of lier?
He was very careful in everything,
while she well, from childhood she had never
been famous for prudence.

wasn't discoverable and Mrs. Meacham felt
She improved considerably when the
train passed Stamford; she reached Norwalk
in quite good spirits. Nobody was waiting for
her at the station, as of course they had not
known just when she would come.
Mrs. Meacham took a cab and drove home
rather thoughtfully.
She was beginning to

The
Mrs. Meacham's heart grew hard.
nobody else
in her seat had taken it
could have done so.
She would charge her
with it only, she didn't knov^ how to begin.
She was thinking of a number of opening sentences appropriate to a delicate subject like
that when they w^ere at the Harlem Bridge
now her companion arose and herself retired
in the direction of the dressing room, leaving,
even as Mrs. Meacham had done, her hand bagon the seat.
Mrs. Meacham looked about her. Everybody appeared absorbed in his, or her, own af-

wonder now whether or not she should

—

—

woman

—

—

—

The hand bag lay there, like a challenge.
woman had taken the bill she might
have thrust it hastily into it, and it would still
fairs.

If that

be there.
Guiltily her heart going, her eyes
wearily watching the two old men across the

Mrs. Meacham drew the bag toward her,
pressed the spring, and looked in. Then her
heart gave a backward somersault. There it
was Right on top of everything lay a bright,
new, twenty-dollar bill her very own
Three
seconds later that bill was out of there, the bagaisle,

:

—

closed and back in

its

tell

Robert of her adventure. His legally trained
mind gave him peculiar ideas about such matters; he might doubt her right to open the
woman's bag, even under the circumstances.
The more she thought about it the less sure she
was that Robert would approve. She decided
not to tell him not at the first moment, anyway.

—

Then she noticed they had reached the
had opened the door

house, and her sister Bella
:;:•'>.

for her.

'-;.''

;v'^-

"Why, Carrie," she said, "you
new hat, after all, didn't you?"
Mrs. Meacham stared at her with

got your
a sort of

sinking sensation.

"Of course,"
went

she said.

"That was what

wasn't it?"
"Yes, I knoM% but what did you buy

I

for,

it

!

place.

Meacham

Mrs.

better.

did not wait for her seat
companion to return. They were in the tunnel
by this time, and she decided not to linger. She
also decided not to stay in the same car. She
did not care to charge a person who looked
like that with crime, even where the case was so
clear.
She wanted only to get far away from
her forever and buy a new hat and get home

with it.
Mrs. Meacham did not have a very enjoyable day. Several times she imagined she saw
a tall, handsome lady who had so belied her
looks once in a department store she was almost certain of it.
Suppose after all, somebody else had slyly
abstracted the contents of her bag somebody
when she was getting on the train she had
heard of such things. But that was impossible.
Still, she could not get over the guilty feeling,
and she found it hard shopping. She ended by
buying quite a large hat, to please Robert,
though she hestitated and looked long enough
for it to miss her train. She examined the passengers anxiously, half expecting to find her
companion of the morning among them. She
:"

;

—
—

with?"
The sinking sensation increased.
Meacham's eyes began to take on a wild

Mrs.
look.

"Why, with the twenty-dollar bill Robert
gave me, of course.
What makes you ask
.that?"

:,,.;,

.

"But

,

you didn't take it; you
left it in your room.
I found it on the floor
after you were gone
Mrs. Meacham staggered a little, opened
her mouth to speak, then shut it again without
any particular sound. Mr. Robert Meacham
just then appeared down the hall, a tall lady
behind him. Something about her outline was
not good for Carrie Meacham's state of mind.
She caught her sister for support, but just then
Carrie, dear,

!

Robert

said, quite cheerfully:

"It's

all

right, Carrie.

I've carefully ex-

amined the evidence and there seem

to be exEdith will have her
turn, and shop with YOUR twenty dollars tomorrow. Come and kiss her and be forgiven.

tenuating circumstances.

And

say Carrie, yor.r hat's a regular peach !"

—

—
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Songs of

tlie

John picked at his fiddle,
And Maureen spun at her wheel,
And the tones of both were blended,

Hill Folk

You have left us Hiigli MacFadden,
You have gone to make yonr name,
And to carve your niche immortal

Into an ancient reel.

My

In the golden halls of fame.

heart

Roaming
0, it's sore

we

miss yon, Hnghie,

When

the hard day's

And

and lassies gather
have their merry fun.

For

work

is

was

far on the heather,

o 'er scenes long known,

and the fiddle,
mesh they had thrown.

Till the leaves, the Avheel

Caught

done,

it

fast in the

the lads
to

And they brought it back to the shieling.
And they softly sang it to sleep,
When I woke from my dream and/ mur-

Sure we miss your voice in singin'
The old songs you knew so well,
And we miss your brown eyes glancin'.
And the sweet things they could tell.

Now
Who
Who
For

11

"My

mured,
God, how the winds do weep."

—LIAM MOR.

there seems to be just someone

could

could

make the sport go right,
make the dance go better,

his feet

were swift an'

light.

But it's no use mournin', Ilughie,
For the years will come and go,
Before you're here

among

The same lad we used

You'll be

little

to

changed,

I

us,

know.

m

thinkin'.

CONSTANCY

happy Hugh,
Och, we're i)rayin', Hugh MacFadden,
The Lord sends success to you.

Just the old-time,

Vou

sea
Its

Tn the Laurel Glen
I

wound

when my

love

was

of the

summer

on their harps

play.

But now that my love is old and gray,
gae.
No more to the Laurel Glen
But
sit at home by tli'^ fire where
1

I

It's

fair,

a wreath for her golden hair,

And T sang her a song
When the west winds

rod light shines in her silver hair.

The rain had dampened the turf fire.
the blue smoke filled the room.
Outside the young leaves, struggling,

And

Afade weird music

in the

gloom.

can't change the song of a shell from the

day.
did,

sussurus you can't

No more than my
make it
Throb a

make untrue

heart, can

life-beat of self that's

you break
not you

it

or

!

J. I.

W.

'98.

— —

!
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y
y

The King
my

Eire,
y
y
y

Where

y

country,

are the legions of Maeve,

the battle breaking Fianna?

Above thee drift thy dreams.
Around thee lie thy shattered
Powerless

y
y
y
y
y
y

Rann

Alone, forsaken, by war-hosts broken,
Love, I behold thee.

And
y

of Eire's

am

Weary, tired, iny
Sundered are the

hopes,

aid thee

I to

land,

1

leave thee.

Avails of

thy

castles.

Thy

forests are laid waste

And

the mothers of thy sons are

and

desolate,

weak and

shruidcen.
Christ, for this
i
f

For
For

was Patrick sent?

this

were we thy people chosen?

this,

dear Christ, for this?

AND YET HE SEES HOPE

y

Ah, Eire, no!
y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y
y

The stony, bloody, direful be thy way,
Thou yet shalt walk a queen

Among

the boAved nations of the
they children be a glory.
And thou, since thou wert true,
Shall have rcAvard, my love,

Aiid

AA^orld,

all

Shall have thy triumph
k.?ince

thou Avert true

!

Since thou wert true

From

—WM.

the Gaelic.

J.

y

y

i
H v^^vvvvvvvv^^vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv^
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EDITORIAL

AS

usually occurs, the close of the football season brings up the (luestion of a
coach for the coming year. The feeling seems to pervade the college that
Villanova teams should be coached by
Villanova men. This sentiment is indeed laudIf such a course were
able in every respect.
followed it would undoubtedly increase the interest of the student body in the team as well as
strengthen the morale of the players themselves.
In most of our large universities Avhere

prominence has been attained, this
course has been folloAved and its results have
been extremely gratifying. It is true that a
coach, who is' not an alumnus of the college
at which he is employed, will have an interest
athletic

111

but that interest is purely a perone prompted by a desire for personal

his team,

soiijil

glory and hope for greater monetary rewards
ill Iho future.
An alumnus, however, in coach-

ing a college team, will be animated by the
higher motive of bringing greater honor to his
Alma Mater, regardless of what may be in
store for him as a reward for his labors.
There are colleges which are unable to pick
from the rolls of their alummi men who are
competent to direct their teams through a successful season, but Villanova cannot be placed
As we review the football
lieroes of the past, the name which seems closest

in this category.

to Villanova is that of "Hughie" McGeehan.
For four years he gave every thing he possessed.
The memory of his deeds on the grid-

iron holds a warm spot in the hearts of both
students and alumni. Of his ability we need
present no long discoursive argument, but
nun-ely a reference to the Villanova Prep.,
^^llich

season.

was under

his tutelage during the past
a group of inexperienced men,
the exception of four, had never

From

who, with
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donned a football suit before, he developed a
championship team. In our opinion these
facts would justify his appointment as varsity
It is befootball coach for the coming season.
yond preadventure of a doubt that in him Villanova Avould find the means of athletic reconstruction, holding, as he does, a name to be
compared to in Villanova athletics and above
Furthermore,
all the ability to bring results.
would it not gladden the hearts of Villanova 's
sons to see one bound to them by the strongest
ties as the link which joins the glory of the
past with the hope of the future.

With the Christmas holidays at hand and
the prospects of the coming days of festivity
before us, we are apt to forget the events of
the past few months in our anticipation of the
have had our victories and defuture.
feats in the field of athletics, and many things
have not gone just as M^e would wish them but,
on the other hand, we cannot deny that there
were numerous incidents which were deserving
of our gratitude. For some years past, such a
thing as college spirit at Vilknova has been
practically an unknown quantity. If it existed
at all, it was so far beneath the surface that it
was totally undiscernible. With the infusion
of younger blood into the administrative offices
at the college, the general attitude of the students towards Villanova has taken a decided
turn for the better. Never in the history of
the college did such great throngs witness its
large percentage of the
athletic events.
students was prevent at every game, regardless
of the distance which they were compelled to
traverse, sometimes under the most difficult
circumstances.
The social and professional societies of the
college have shoAvn by their increased activity

We

;

A

that this new spirit has inspired them to
greater activity, and they have accomplished
things never before attempted in the college.
An outstanding example of this is the recent
"Belle Air Ball" given by the senior class,
marking the highest point which we have attained in the sphere of social activities. Without detracting from the efforts of the dance
committee, we feel justified in our belief that
the success of this dance is largely attributable
to the cooperation and unselfish assistance of
the college officials. Through the efforts of
Father McGuire, large and comfortable quarters have been secured for the convenience of
the day students, who previously spent their
free hours in wandering aimlessly through the
corridors.

.'-.,.

These new conditions, while they may seem
of little importance to the casual observer, are,
nevertheless, of momentous importance for
those to whom the name of Villanova is dear.
They signify a new and closer relation between
faculty and student body, which will bear its
The great difficulty
fruit in years to come.

under which Villanova has so long labored, is
the lack of interest taken by the alumni in the
affairs of the college.

In order to strengthen

bond between the alumni and the student
body in the future, it is highly essential that a

the

deep interest in the college shall be instilled
into the students during their years at VillaThis the college authorities are successaccomplishing without the flourish of
trumpets and idle words, but in their own
quiet way. To the college authorities we tender
our congratulations and venture the predictions that theirs will be a bright page in the

nova.
fully

history of Villanova.

—JAMES KENT LANAHAN,

Editor.
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AT THE FRESHMAN'S ELBOW
Rah Rah
,

;;

Dear

T

HAT

",.-:;;:.

$100.00 you sent

Yon know

me

is all

,>.'>

gone.

had very heavy expenses this month. In fact I had to
buy two new text books and a couple
I forget whether said
of pencils.
I've

fifty iron men but anyhow
got a bargain. The girl at the book store said
1 was the only fellow that she would sell the
books to at cost. She seems to know a live wire
when she sees one. I think I'll make a date
with her when you send me some more mazuma.
I got into a friendly little game of African
now let me
I dropped
golf the other night.
see
Jim got an I. 0. U. for $50.00, Jack took
$25.00 and Dave a measly $10.00. Rather cheap
The fellows
for the fun, don't you think?
would appreciate it if you would pay up.
One of the prefects, however, seemed to
think I had hard luck because he said something a])Out giving me two weeks' vacation.
Rather considerate, eh, what?
/
r
I've learned quite a bit since I came to college.
mores. You see, pater, I
teinpero,
know my Latin exceedingly well. And the
other day I learned how to ask the soda jerker
for "white mule" in Greek.
Well, pater, I just flipped up a coin and
found out that this must be my night off. So I
will now cork up the ink bottle.
Your loving filius,

books cost forty or
1

—

—

LAWRENCE CLUB

X

University, Dec. 15, 1922.
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The Lawrence Club of Villanova has made
plans for the third annual ball which is

final

during the Christmas holidays. Several committees have been appointed by the
president, C. Joseph McNally, and they have

to be held

made

elaborate plans for the affair, which
promises to be one of the best of the college
balls to be held during the holiday season.

The officers of the clubs are: President, C.
Joseph McNally; vice president, Walter M.
Riorden; secretary, James Z. X. Walsh; treas-

James R. Griffin.
The members of the club are Raymond G.
Barry, William P. Cronin, Harold F. Bradley,
Clarence J. Dana, Augustine L. Delaney, James
J. Dyer, John P. Driscoll, William B. Ford,
John E. P^lynn, James R. Griffin, Frederick B.
Griffin, John J. Hagan, John J. Jones. James
B. McCann, Thomas F. McCarthy, Philip A.
McMahon. C. Joseph McNally, William J. Polaski Walter M. Riorden and James Z. X.
urer,

:

Walsh.

:

HAROLD.
-0-

^

^

^

'ED'

McGRADY

"Iild" McGrady, former Varsity star and
now assistant coach, is making a reputation for
himself in professional football in Philadelphia.
Ed has been playing with the Clifton Heights
team, which is considered one of the strongest
teams in this vicinity. McGrady was one of the
best halfbacks ever produced at Villanova.

CONDOLENCES
The Villanovan extends its tender sympathies
on the recent death of his
mother, and to James Southworth, '25, on the
to Louis Wescott, '25,

death of his grandmother.

FRESHMAN
The Class of '26 has elected the folloAving
members as officers for the coming year:
President, Samuel D. Bond.
Vice President, Harry Griffith.
Treasurer, Joseph McHugh.
Secretary, John D. Hannahan.
Sgt-at-Arms, Charles K. Burt.
Joseph McGuinn was appointed chairman
of the entertainment committee for the ensuinji'
:

vear.
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BELLE AIR BALL

THE

crowning

social

achievement of

was the first Belle
Alumni Hall, Novem-

the Class of 1923

Air Ball, held in

ber 28. The ball far surpassed anything of its kind that has taken place
at Vi'lanova up to the present time.
The extensive decorations, the music, the supper, and
the many other innovations intended to add to
the pleasure of the guests, all reflected the unselfish efforts of the committee in charge and
the Class of 1923.
The decorations, while elaborate, did not in
any way overstep the bounds of good taste.
The color scheme of the decorations was blue
and gold. The ceiling was completely hidden
by three arches of blue drapery, from which
gold lamp shades and baskets of flowers were
suspended.
The walls were covered by art
panels and drapery. Extending along the entire south wall was a patronesses' box in the
form of a pergola entwined with smilax and
ferns.
The orchestra was on the opposite side
of the hall in a similar though smaller enclosure.
The entrance and lounging rooms were
decorated with the national colors.
A catered supper was served during intermission in the college refectory. During this

Various

groups,

especially

the

*'up-staters"

and the Lawrence aggregations, are planning
during these weeks, while still
others of pessimistic nature are looking forAvard to the ordeal of 'mid-years' Ave shall be
obliged to undergo on our return. Well, there
is ahvays someone "taking the joy out of life."
social activities

VILLANO VA COLLEGE ORCHESTRA

THE

Villanova College Orchestra, under
the supervision of the Rev. William E.
Donovan, 0. S. A., took Villanova and
vicinity by storm, shoAvering its magic
melodies on all those Avho attended the
The personnel of the
socia's at the college.
orchestra is as follows: Kenneth Cook, pianist,
who hails from the sunkist coast of California
and a product of Art Hickman's Orchestra;
James Miller, violinist, Avho was infused Avith a
love for melody when a youth at the greatest
natural resort of America Niagara Falls;
Marty Magee, hanjoist, and Ed. Schaffer, saxophonist Avho received their musical training in
the "City of Brotherly Love"; Joseph "Sunshine"' Kenny, traps and^ director, Avho possesses that NcAV York City style, Avhich ranks

—

foremost with

all

terpsichorean artists.

:

:

were rendered by niehibers of the
orchestra and Francis C. Pickett, the popular

repast, solos

Varsity star.
The reception committee for the ball was
made up of the following members: Mr. and
Mrs. Paul H. Quinn, Mr. and Mrs, J, Stanley
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Murtha P. Quinn, Hon. and
Mrs. Charles D. McAvoy, Mr. and 'Mrs. A. L.
Schneider.
Tlie success of the ball was due in a large
to the untiring efforts of the commit-

measure

tee, Avhich Avere

under

tlie

direction of the fol-

lowing chairmen Charles I^. Laughlin, general
chairman, EdAvard J, Burke, Charles A. Callanan, Leo V, Devine, Christopher J. McNally
and Phineas T. Vize.
To the patrons and patronesses, the mem:

bers of the faculty, and their many friends
the student body who assisted in making the ball a success, the Class of 1923 extends
its grateful appreciation.

among

Already the students, especially the freshmen, are '(ooking forward to vacation and
pleasant hours aAvay from liooks and studies
Rumor has it that one infor a few weeks.
telligent student of this institution has the
seconds calculated until Ave are permitted to
leave tlin grounds for the Christmas A'acation.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS SHOW
The Neri Players, under the direction of

Thomas

Fitzgerald,

'98,

presented a Musical

borrow the language of the
i:>osters), in the Auditorium on Monday evening, November 20th. The players presented a
pleasing program. The first part included an
old-time minstrel and the second a sketch, entitled "A Quiet Night."
At eight o'clock the ucav college orchestra
started the program Avith chosen selections.
This Avas folloAved by the minstrel. Mr, George
JMorris Avas exceedingly humorous to the audience Avhen he endeavored to present a picture
of "My Old NcAV Jersey Home." Miss Amelia
Extravaganza

(to

Thomas rendered the popular hit, "For the
Sake of Auld Lang Syne." Miss Thomas has a
pleasing voice and her selections Avere greatly
applauded by the audience.
Directly after the entertainment a dance
Avas held in the Alumni Hall, music being furiiished by the College Orchestra.
The entire affair Avas under the auspices of
Villanova Council, Knights of Columbus, 2228.
and Avas the first of a series of entertainments
to be given by it during the Avinter nioutlis.
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PHI KAPPA PI

EPSILON

HE

Delta Pi Epsiloii Fraternity has as
its spiritual Director the Kev. Joseph
Father Hyson possesses an
Hyson.
abundance of humor, which he occasionally is called on to give to the

Pres. "Denny" O'Neill, who is;
of The Norristown Times, is
editor
sporting
anxiously awaiting the start of the Inter-Frat
basketball tournament so that the names of his

members.

fraternity brothers may be gloriously and glaringly printed in a real newspaper so that "all
to whom this may concern" may read.
The financial condition of the Fraternity is

Credit is due Messers. Thomas McLaughlin and William Henry for the integrity
shown in accomplishing this task.
excellent.

will be initiated in a week
have been pledged
fellows
or so. Many
find a jolly evening is expected to be had by all.
Among the members of last year's basketball squad there are John Connolly, Joe Kenny,
Walter Gagen, Joe Greeley, Tom McLaughlin,
Fred Jaimison and several others. And with
the additional new material which will be
ushered in our prospects look brightest for the

The new members
fine

inter-frat championship.

The regular monthly meeting of the Phi
Pi was held in the Auditorium Thursday evening, November 10th. At this meeting
two lectures were given and were well received
by the members. Mr. C. Joseph McNally, president, gave a talk on the growth of re-inforced
concrete building construction and he gave
many interesting examples of conditions met

Kappa

with on the outside.

^

,;

\;;;v

;

The second lecture of the evening was given
by Professon John J. Sweeney of the Engineering School. Mr. Sweeney gave an illustrated
talk on the, "Manufacture of Cement."
The
speaker, in his very thorough description of the
means employed in the manufacture of this
great building necessity, showed a broad and
thorough knowledge of his subject.
Mr. Sweney is an active member of this society and has already arranged for an exhibit
of highway construction for Villanova at the
beginning of the new year. Through his zealous endeavors in the furtherance of the plan to

combine the theoretical with the practical, the
engineers of Villanova can be assured of many

COLLEGE CALENDAR

very interesting lectures upon things technical

Publication of the College Calendar is well
under way and it will be in the hands of the
students before the Christmas holidays. The
calendar, something new in our ranks, is bound
Rev. J. P. Mcto meet the approval of all.
Guire, 0. S. A., the vice president and his staff
of capable assistants, are contributing many

during the remainder of the scholastic year.
In conjunction with speakers from the out-

interesting features, and wish to establish it as
an annual publication. Father McGuire may
be assured that the students will do their bit
to help put the calendar "across."

Our faithful alumni might well advance
movement by purchasing one.

THE HISTORY OF ATHLETICS

side field, the senior members of the society will
gi\e talks at the regular meetings.
Arrangements are now pending for the annual dance of the engineers to be held after
the mid-year exams, and it promises to far surpass the endeavors of other years.

New members,
will not be

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

this

'

Athletics, a book containing
records of "sports at Villanova since the ))eginning, is to be published about January 28rd,
1928.
l^ut there is still some data that is near
and dear to every heart of Villanova 's sons. If
any former student or Alumnus can send it in it
wi.l be greatly appreciated and its safe return
is
Please address all matters to
assured.

The History of

all

('harles A. McGeehan, Graduate Manager of
Athletics, Villanova College. Villanova, Penna.

as according with custom,
admitted until February.

It has been rumored that the Athletic Association is planning the introduction of Freshman athletics at Villanova next September.
This movement will meet the approval of all
students and is sure to promote the athleLic
welfare on the campus. The "Freshies' will be
under the direction of capable coaches and

schedules with various teams are to be arI'anged.
The older students are awaiting the
outcome with interest.
At a recent meeting of the Athletic Association, Walter M. Riorden, '24, was ejected first
assistant

Jordan,

manager
'24, first

of basketljall and John Z.
assistant football manager.
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LAMBA KAPPA DELTA

THE

annual

will

held

be

Alumni

Lamba Kappa
January

nothing but gratifying and conducive to the
best interests of Villanova.

Delta dance
9,

A well-known college executive's timely
warning cautioning stu.dents on the treatment
of school property should be heded by all. Any
damage committed is certainly not done intentionally, but in a spirit of carelessness to which

in

1923,

This affair, which has
predominated over others of its na~~^ ture, will even surpass all previous
A very competent committee, consisting
ones.
Hall.

James Dempsey, Edward Dignan, Vincent
George Crawley, James Southworth,
Walter Joyce and Anthony Margagliano, has
been appointed by President Gallagher. The

own

of.

all

Bittner,

as a sacrilege many of
the indiscretions we are guilty of here. Still
Villanova is our home for a larger part of the
year. Let us then as grateful students strive

coiiimittee

has been given absolute authority

and under Mr. Dempsey 's direction expects
set the

the

pace for

all

Tn our

students are prone.

individual

homes we would consider

to

to protect her property.

fraternal dances held during

coming winter.
The basketball team, which distinguished

JUNIORS

former years, has obtained the services
It expects to
of Thomas Lynch, a varsity star.
itself in

capture first place in the inter-frat league.
A valuable attractive victrola has been installed in the club rooms, which bears the inscription, "Dedicated to the Class of 1922 by
the Pre-medical Soliety of Villr.,nova College."

Class rings of an attractive design have
been chosen by the class and the contract
awarded to the J. P. Mulligan Co., of Washington. It is expected that the rings will be
ready for delivery during the month of Janu:

ary.

,v

;./::'

^:

.-'v.- ,y";;

;V-

...

^.^- ':;/;'.:'

^

Arrangements for the annual »Junior Prom

At a recent meeting

of the Northeastern
Pennsylvania Club the following officers were
elected: President, James B. Dempsey, '24;
vice president, Thomas J. McLoughlin, '25;
secretary, T. Robert Sullivan, '24; treasurer,
John L. Dever, '26,
Plans have been formulated for a ball to be
held in the Crystal Ball Room at the Hotel
Casey in Scranton on the 27th of December.
The following dance committee has been ap-

pointed Matthew A. Lynch, chairman James
'Toole, Thomas M.
K. Lanahan, Kenneth R.
;

:

McDonnell, John P. Conlon and Joseph L.
Kenny.
This is the first affair to be attempted by the

members

of this organization,

and

to

make

it

a

complete success each man is doing his utmost
not only that but the members of Villanova
Alumni who live in that section have entered
Avhole-heartedly into the spirit of the plan;
Avith such mutual cooperation the result can be

—

are progressing rapidly. It is their intention
make this affair better than ever before.

to

EDWARD McKENNA
Edward McKenna, a student at St. Rita's
Hall, died in Misericordia Hospital, following
an operation for appendicitis.

He was an earnest student, a willing worker,
and above all, a good fellow. His presence will
be greatly missed by his associates.
To his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Michael McKenna, the Villanovan extends its sympathy.

FRESHMEN FROLICS OF

'23

The Class of '26 will hold its second entertainment of the year in the form of a vaudeville
show and dance in the college auditorium on
Tuesday evening, January

16, 1923, at 8 o'clock.
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"Beef" McCarthy,

Joseph

of

and whose versality is a bynow employed in the Engineering Department of the Baldwin Locomo-

Lawrence,

the 1921 Varsity

word

and captain of the
1921 Varsity, is now connected with the Bronx
district of the Edison Electric Company in New
Mass., former football star

York

City.

.;::.

a;.:'^;

:•..:.%

Paul Lawler and Thomas P. Fox, ex '25,
and Dennis "Margie" Burns, '21, are students
in the Dental School of the University of Pennsylvania.

New

York.
John Sheehy, who received his B. A. from
Villanova last June, is now a student at the
Medical School of Cornell University.
Theodore "Judge" Hammond, '22, was a
recent visitor at Villanova.
"Judge"' is now a
realtor in

New York

and Tin

Works

in Philadelphia.

engineer for the Follanchee Sheet
Plate Company, at Toronto, Ohio.

"Admiral"

will be

remembered

as the stintil-

forward and captain of the Phi Kappa Pi
team of the inter-fraternity league, champions
lating

J.

at

the

football team.

'21,

and Leo Delury,
Island Medical

Long

College.

James B. Purcell,

'22,

former business man-

ager of The Villanovan,

Word
Villanova

has

reached

men

are

now

is

Good

Jefferson Medical College.
this

among

a student at
luck, Jim.

department

Georgetown Medical School.
winning first honors

class there this year,

tliat

the leaders of their

zales Reyes, '21, is

Gonin his

keeping the pace which

he set for liimelf on entering Georgetown last

Manuel Lezamenta,

year.

his class.

them

We

'22,

who entered

reported to be leading
wish to congratulate and wisli

that school this year,

is

success.

"Larry" Brahan,
Construction

William T. "Bill" Bride, '22, is now manager of the firm of Bride & Grimes, at Law-

where

William "Bill" Shea, '22, paid a visit to
Villanova recently. "Bill" is noAV a student in
the Medical School of New York University.
Elmer "Midnight" Ilertzler, '22, star end of

'22,

are also students at

of last year.

lenee, Mass.

>

McNamara, A. B. '22, is now a stuLong Island Medical College.
"Mack'' was a guard of last year's Varsity
Paul

dent

classes at

City.

John F. Coan, '20, is head of the English
department in the High School at Salem, Mass.
Harry S. Bueshe, '22, is now employed as an
electrical

tive
.

at Villanova, is

Francis G. Ceravelo,

James M. Kennedy, '22, is now professor of
mathematics and physics in the high school in
Palmira,

19

Ave

'21,

Company

is

of

witli

the Pickett

New York

City,

understand he holds a position of

re-

sponsibility.

George "Toots" McCann, '20, who was mar]\Iiss Cathrine A. Connolly on Saturday.
Nov. 25th, at Lowell, Mass., visited Villanova
while on their honeymoon.
The Villanovan

ried to

wishes to congratulate this happy couple.
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THE

football season, after the Duquesne
battle staged on the campns, in which

the varsity squad emerged with the
fruits of victory, has now passed into
All that remains is the enviahistory.

by the Villanova squad.
The 1922 season can rightfully be termed
Meeting stronger
successful for Villanova.
and harder foes for the first time in years the
gridiron gladiators decked in the moleskins of
the Blue and White earned the honors in five
games, tied one and lost three, all by close

Both of these men
stars on the line this year.
played consistently throughout the entire season.
Especially in the Holy Cross and Boston

men shone above the rest.
Bachman and Greely also played well on.|;h^

College games these

ble record achieved

margins.

in past years, Villanova was handicapped
of material, which is
absolutely essential for the moulding of a firstBut this year the direct
class football team.
obverse was shown at Villanova, when there
was not only enough material, but an abundance of clever players, well versed in the art of

somewhat by the dearth

footballing.

'
'

up

a

all the essentials that go iv»
Avinning gridiron combination.
'

by Coaches McGrady and
Little, performed yeoman duty in rounding the
sf|uad into first-class shape with only a few
weeks in which to institute their systems and
Coat'li Miller, assisted

styles of play.

MS

worth

lost

is

not so easily determined.

Kriag, Burt, Cunjak and Youngfleish also

looked well in the frays they got into,
Clernan, at center,

was

a consistent

Mc-

man

all

year.

Dora and Longua, the Villanova ends, were,
features duriiig the entire season.

Longua

ex-

punting line, Avhile Dora went best
at receiving forward passes.
Longua played in
the backfield for a few games and performed
celled in the

creditably.

With only

In the backfield Captain Bill Cronin, Con-

McLaren, l^lanchfield, Slatniski, Daley
and Sirdevan were Villanova 's best bets.
Sirdevan, Cronin and Connolly featured in

nolly,

virtually every

game

three of the varsity

from next year's team, one

is

])redicting a rosy outlook for Villanova

goals six times.

safe in

on the

of the year.

Sirdevan, during the entire season, tried for
field

squad

but due to the fact that they, were not in
as Pickett and Sayers their

many games

.

Villanova had

make

line,

successful.

Five of his attempts were
in seven succesperiod he caught forward

At Boston College

sive plays in the last

gridiron in 1923.

Villanova handed defeats to Western Maryland, Catholic University, Muhlenberg, Mt. St.
Holy. Cross, Boston
Mary's and Duquesne.
College and Gettysburg registered defeats
against the Villanova team, after four periods
of fierce struggling.

,

Villanova 's strongest asset was its line
which every team that faced it found impregnable.

Sayers and Pickett were the outstanding

passes.

Connolly got

off several

Main Liners which earned
the greatest

ground gainer

end runs for the

for

him the

title

of

this year.

McLaren and Slatniski were superb when it
came to line plunging. Slatniski will improve
and ought to be a world beater next year.
Blanchfield
ily to

was given very

little

opportun-

play this year, but in the games in Which

he did play he was there with the fight.

^

.
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Catholic

SOR

High

tlie

13,

Villanova Prep 9

second successive year, Hughie

of gridiron gladiators representing the Villanova Prep
School, earned the right to battle for
the crow^n of the Catholic Schools
Last year, it will be remembered, the'
Jjtague.
Preps closed the regular league schedule in a
triple tie

with West Catholic and

St.

Joseph's

for the league title. Villanova eliminated West
(Jatholic in the first play-off, and then bowed
to the superior playing of St. Joseph's in the

game.
This year the Prep team again climbed to
the top of the heap, sharing first place honors
with Catholic High, whom they had previously
lield to a 14 to 14 tie in an early season game
Both teams travelled through a long season of
gridiron travail with honors evenly divided.
final

The league

officials ruled that a play-off would
be necessary in order to determine the winner
:'''-.
of the crown."A\t\\o\\^\\ that game is now history, it behooves us to reminisce over the outcome of the
game, and the plucky manner in which the Blue

and White Preppers went down to defeat.
like last year,

was ever witnessed

play that

McGeehan's squad

Un-

we cannot say

28

in

scholastic

ranks.

Jiramie Quinn, wearing the colors of the
Prep school for the last time on the gridiron,

Philadelphia
crowned himself with gljory.
sports writers paid wonderful tribute to the
All of them took
Villanova signal singer.
cognizance of his ability by selecting him as the
leading school boy quarterback in this vicinity.

McCann, tackle of the Prep school squad,
earned the acclaim of

who saw him

He

those sports writers

all

in action in that stirring struggle.

tore the Catholic line to shreds, he ripped

through the lines, spilled the backs for losses
with reckless abandon. He raced around the
opposite side of the line and dra,gged

backs from behind.

/^

Gordon Mackay,

the

^

prolific sports writer of the

wrote

Inquirer,

Philadelphia

down

following

the

about the work of McCann "He was easily the
best linesman on the field, one that would make
the eye of a college coach light with apprecia:

tion

and delight could he watch

young

this

that the better
team won the game, for the Main Liners outplayed and outfought the Catholic School lads

Goliath in action."

in every conceivable phase of the

athletes have attained in the field of sports be-

game.

The battle, which was staged in the Phillies
park on December 9, before ten thousand
frantic fans, was one of the brightest and snappiest scholastic games ever played in the
Quaker City. The score stood 13 to 9 at the
end of the battle, with Catholic High on the
ball

long end.

A

and spectacvilar run by McKindying moments of that school-boy
classic brought victory and joy to the hearts
of the Cahillites. It also gave them the crown
symbolic of the best that the Catholic Schools
League possessed.
Although defeated, the team under the
ney

speaks much for the future of the college in the
realm of athletic competition. For it is certain
that the lads who fought so bravely and earnestly for the Blue and White Prep school will
seek their higher education under the same
crafty and far-sighted instructors that gave
them their secondary education.

brilliant

in the

tutelage of
colors

The wonderful success that the Prep school

Hughie McGeehan went down with

flying

high,

and bravely, exerted

for
its

it

fought heroically

every humanely pos-

order to bring the much coveted
crown to our school. But, unfortunate as it
vvas, that run which the flashy Catholic High
School lad uncorked was one that would have
done justice to many college players. It was
by far one of the brightest bits of individual
sible effort in

Catholic

High

Villanova Prep

Retter

McKinney

Driscoll

Whalen

left tackle

Halpen

guard

left

Courtney

centre

Krimm
McCann

right guard
right tackle
right end
quarterback
.

.

.

.

.

.

....,, .fullback

.

.

Villanova Prep.

.

.....
.

.

.

.

.

.

......

.

.Vail

:^

Score by periods:
Catholic High.

Martin

halfback

right

Burns
Quinn
.McGuinn
L.

halfback. ....

.left

.

.

Cassidy

McCauley.

end

left

Hickey
R. Schmidt
N. Schmidt
Sweeney
Boland
Maxwell
Shober

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.0

6

7—13

.

.

...

.

.

.0

6

3—

.

9
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BASKETBALL
ABOUT

tliirty-fivo

sity berths

candidates for var-

on the basketball team

r^-

ported to ("oaeh Mike Saxe in answer
'^.^sM
to the first call issued for cage timber.

P^rom

the

present

outlook,

pros-

cage teams tliat ever
represented the Blue and White are exceedingpects for one of

l)est

tlie

Earl Gray, captain of the five and
one of the flashiest forwards in inter-collegiate
ly brigiit.

ranks, has

he

that

shown

retains

workouts

in the pre-season

that

speed

and

dash

that

brought the fruits of victory on many occasions
to Yillanova last year in the cage.

Jack Ryan, veteran of two seasons, a prodLansdowne High, is hors du combat for
several wei4^s due to an operation performed
for appendicitis. His absence will weaken the
it

is

expected

Ryan Avill make his return l)efore the New
England trip, which by the way is rather strenthat

uous, in fact one of the stiffest schedules that

the Blue and

White has ever faced has been

compiled by Student Manager

Lynch, who has been

filling

Jimmy Walsh.
Ryan's place at

the forward position, has been doing splendid-

L^aich

ly.

is

close on the heels of

high-scoring honors.

Gray

Harry Kreig and Laughlin, center and
guard on last year's varsity, played splendidly
in the two opening games of the season. Krieg
has been bothered with a wrenched ankle,
which he received in football this fall.
The Villanova junior varsity has been successful in arranging a game with the Penn Jay
Vees, to

games come

The following schedule has been arranged
by Manager Walsh

— Philadelphia Dental at home.
— Francis at home.
9— -Hahnemann College at home.
14 — Lafayette at Easton, Pa.
19 —Manhattan College at home.
Jan. 5 — Duquesne at home.
6—Ursinus at home.
" 11 — Niagara at home.
Dec.

5

"
"
"
"

7

J'
I*

"
"
"
;*'

v"
v"

Feb.
"

"

late in the season.

He

has one of the largest squads

that has ever turned out for basketball here

and

it

contains any amount of good material.

Conrad

is

one of the

new

candidates this

year who shows a great deal of promise and
with a little more practice should be able to
hold down a regular position on the first s(|uad.

St.

:"

Coach Mike Saxe is a very strict disciplinarian and will not allow his proteges to slacken
their pace.

played at Villanova in the early part

Assistant Manager Riordan is arranging a schedule for the junior varsity and
expeets to list about ten or twelve games.

.

Niagara and Dartmouth are two teams on
the schedule that promise stiff opposition.
Niagara was recognized as one of the strongest
Both of these
teams in the east last year.

])e

of January.

for the

Saxe has developed a first-class team at
Villanova, and the team that Penn found it
veiy difficult to win from last year has improved greatly.

are others that

year's regulars.

uct of

chances of the Villanovans, but

Conway and Connolly

Smith,

are showing up well in the fight to displace last

;

13— Temple

at Philadelphia.

— College of Osteopathy at
17 — Ursinus at Collegeville.
Joseph's at home.
20—
23 — Albright at Myerstown.
15

home.

St.

24— Lebanon Valley at
27— St. John's College
31
3

Lebanon.
home.

at

— Joseph's at Philadelphia.
—Muhlenberg at Allentown.
St.

8— St.
9—St.

—

John's at Brooklyn, N. Y.
Michael's at Burlington, Vt.
Univ. of Vermont at Burlington, Vt.
Univ. of Norwich at Northfield, Conn.

"
"

10

"
"

13— Dartmouth University at Hanover.
14- Connecticut Aggies at Storrs, Conn.
20— Seton Hall at home.

"

V"

12

24

—

—Albright

at

home.

"26—Lebanon Valley
>^'

"

'

home.

28— Seton

—
6—

Mar. 3
,"

at

Hall at South Orange, N.
Temple at home.
v

St.

J.

^

Francis at Brooklyn.

7— Crescent

A. C. at Brooklvn. N. Y.

,.

.,

.,

;
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"Gray

Villanova 40, Phila. Dental 19.
Villanova College opened its basketball
season with a victory by the one-sided score
of 40 to 19 in a contest played on the Alumni
Philadelphia Dental College was the
court.
defeated team.
Gray, the elusive Villanova forward, starred
for his team, scoring twelve foul goals and six
field goals, more than the entire opposition'
could tally when translated into points.
;

Phila. Dental

Villanova

Gray.

Lynch

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pickett.

.

.

.

.

..

^'caterio.

.

.

.

.

Laughlin.

,

.

;

Field goals
Ijaughlin,

forward
forward

.

center
.guard.

guard

— Gray,

Huggans, 2

.

.

.

Gallagher

Shank

..v;..
.

.

....
.

,

.

.

.

i

.

.

.

.Reese

Muldoon
Huggans

excelled in his floorwork.

^

-

Keating with a (juintet of double-deckers
dragged dowii the visitors' honors.
Villanova

Gray.
T.

... .;>.

Lynch.

Francis

St.

...

.

,; .

Kreig. ...>..

.

.center.

;

Laughlin. ...
Pickett.....

.forward
forward

...
.

;

.

.

guard
guard

.

.

.

.Keating

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

B.
.

.

.

.

Moren
Lynch

Toughey

Morgan

— Gray, 2; Lynch, 5; Kreig, 4;
Laughlin, Pickett, Keating, 5 Moran, B. Lynch,
Fouls — Gray, 15;, Keating,
3; Toughey.
Time of halves — 20 minutes. Referee —Foster,
Field goals

;

10.

—
—

The Villanova College boxing team entered

Francis 20.

the recent boxing tournament for the cham],ionship of Philadelpliia.
TJie team, consisting
of Harry Simpkins, George Burns, John Gar-

—

St.

^^^^^^^^^^

^^^i^^'^^^^:^^^^^^^^^^^

;

Kreig, Camerly, Smith.
Huggans, 4; Gallagher, 6; Reese. Substitutes
Camerly, Smith, Kreig. Referee Emery.

Villanova 41,

and Lynch were the chief factors in
Lynch netted five field goals and

the triumph.

Lynch, Pickett, 8
Muldoon, Gallagher,
Foul goals Gray, 12;

6
;

.
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AMATEUR BOXING

James O'Donnell and "Sandy" McLaren,
first place and three seconds.
George Burns was awarded the championship

lock,

Villanova College defeated St. Francis, of
Brooklyn, in its second basketball game of the
season on the home court by the score of 41
to 20.

-c-:'v;:^^rv/v:;;,:i;.;;.^;::.>;,.y\

The Blue and White team was never really
pushed during the game and when the first half
ended led by 25 to 12. Always just a little over
double the number of points credited its adverVillanova played easily and efficiently to

sai'y,

the finish.

returned with one

of the 135 i^ound class, easily outpointing his
(>pponents.
Burns has greatly improved and
the collegiate world is to hear more of him dur-

ing the winter months, as Villanova plans this
year to place her boxing team to the front. The
large number of students that accompanied the
team at its last appearance shoAved that the
entire student body is l)ehind the movement.

—

;
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FEEING

as it does with its name, the
November issue of "The Chimes"
from Cathedral College, New York

"^

rings harmoniously throughout
pages with well written verse and

City,
its

prose.

^-,i ;'/':;.

"Cresent and Cross," which,
The
due to the political and religious ferment in the
Near East, is an essay quite apropos. Only too
true it is, as the author expressed, that Mohammedanism has been, and can be propagated only
With the Turk, religion and
by the sword.
Couple
government have ever been united.
this beUef with predestination and we have the
reason why those people down through the
centuries have held themselves together in the
face of mighty efforts by the Christians, to
force them to disgorge their unlawfully acarticle,

quired lands.

^//;;;^^,/'^ :.; ;.::.

Many of the stories in "The Chimes" have
the mechanical construction common to those
written by Washington Irving, insofar as they
commence with some well-known piece of liter-

Light comes from the East and so does the
"Ateneo" come from far off Manila. This
is a monthly publication and while
possess only the September issue, yet we feel
that it rivals many of our domestic college
journals.
Their claim of having the largest Catho-ie
College in the Philippine Islands causes a slight
wonder at the brevity of the articles contained
in the "Ateneo."
While these essays are short
yet they are free from florid expressions and
portray only that which is essential to the

magazine

we

understanding.

An

h

article titled

"Military Courtesy"

is

a

Ircid exposition of the indications formed by
the manner in Avhich officers and soldiers observe the common courtesies attendant upon
army life. The counsels contained therein
would be pertinent for the lack of respect for
authority much in vogue at the present.
It is our earnest wish that the "Ateneo"
will continue its exchange with us and in its

next issue we shall see an Exchange Department reflecting the thought that "East is East,

ary poetry.

This method when used with discrimination tends to increase pre-knowledge of
The Exchange Department gives
the theme.
at once its policy in the following couplet from

and West

Dryden:

monthly magazine called the "St.
Vincent College Journal." It has in its November number two articles which should lend
themselves towards increasing its publicity.
By running "Jimmy Tells the World" in in-

upon the surface flow
He, who would search for pearls, must

Errors, like straws,

dive below.

Out
lished

is

West."

in Beatty,

;

Pennsylvania, there

is

pub-

a

These opening lines are far superior to the
niany bombastic and confusing artifices employed by some magazines' exchange editors,
who have not the breath to dive into a magazine's contents, but are pleased with whatever
they bring up on their poorly made grappling

stalments the editoi's make use of the principle
of suspense, and, in this manner a very interesting story about ancient Greece causes readers to anxiously await the next "Journal."
An editorial, "The War Debt," is one of the

irons.

the

many needed and opportune
j)()ison

in

America's

descriptions of

cup

—viz.^

l)ritish

THE VILLANOVAN
propaganda

in the

during the war,

United States.
the

object

of

Before and
the

German

was to enlist American sentiment
of strict neutrality.
After their national fashion, the German proj^agandists appealed to reason; sometimes with true logic;
sometimes with false logic but always with an
l>ropagaHdists

in favor

—

attempt to influence the public mind by logical
The British kncM' better than
reasoning.
They appealed to emotions. But better
that.
still they carried on their work under cover of
Now let us see how the above apthe press.
plies to the mentioned editorial.

The writer stated that responsibility for the
debtmuddle rests squarely upon the English
The American commissioners at
statesmen.
the Allied conference placed the sum that Gerinany could and should pay at $12,500,000,000.
Lloyd George had promised his countrymen
that Germany should pay not only reparations,
but that it should be made to bear the whole
burden of the British war debt and reconstruction, including an enormous sum for pensions.
Thus Germany was saddled with an unbearable
debt of $36,000,000,000. Such a bhuider made
it impossible for Germany to trade with Great
Britain, but at the same time it enabled GerThen wideto undersell Britain abroad.
spread unemployment was the result in Eng-

many

How

Britain going to remedy this.
sliek trick of disseminating the thought that the present state of debtor
and creditor existing among Europe, England
and the United States is the root of our national
troubles.
Her cry is that America, a veritable
Shylock, prevents John Bull from charitably
cancelling European obligations.
Here we are, the United States with a colland.

She has

hit

is

upon the

27

lectible debt against England of $5,000,000,000,
while the latter has a padded, a fictitious, yes, a
forged debt against Continental Europe of
Should the cancellation be
$12,000,000,000.
carried out, we would be the loser and moreover have ourselves saddled with Europe's

debtsr :-v./;:;:;:Vj^:;;v:>;;v;/;;:/?v
But the lamentable part of

:;:,,.

i1 all is that this
policy of cancellation is being urged upon our
legislators by the American firm of Morgan
& Co. Perhaps they must do it since they take
care of British financial affairs in this country
and for services they receive remuneration.

Well, well, now we have one from Missouri
form of the November "Morning Star,"
published by the students of Conception College, Conception.
Since they hail from Misin the

souri,

no doubt

it

will be

taken in good part

when we

try to show them and offer a little
criticism here and there as regards their maga^'".'-"":^
[:':'' ..}' .';;''.'
:
zine. /
^'':/''^

it

The big fault wath their publication is that
lacks material
more editorials, three or four

—

poems, and an Exchange Department would do
Avonders towards making it an eagerly sought
after quarterly in that section of the country.
Upon starting to read this "Star" one is
captivated at the outset by the poem "The Song
of the Heart." Interest is furthered by the
next two articles, each with the opposite end
in view towards proving whether or not the
government should own the railroads. After
this it would seem that the bottom drops out
of the reader's attraction for after such a good
beginning one is inclined to ask why Conception
student writers do not follow it up.

—

"
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PLiNrm
l.st

—

Prefect Hist! The gang in Murderer's
he hazing.

Row must

2nd Prefect— So'/

—

1

was the

first

,.,';/-';;/

'V-1

r^^^^

Student Leo Walsh

heard one say shoot tifty and
Tlien
anotlier shoot ten,
heard a sound like
1st Prefect

Schaef er^Who

Leo

Prof.

bookkeeper?.

loose-leaf system,

—Well,

Eve

started the

,

1

the rattling of the victim's teeth.

Tommy

O'Malley says he doesn't take Latin
is a dead language and he is not
burning the niidnight oil for an undertaker's

*

because

Edison's Revised Questionaire
If Solomon, a wise old, old bird, had a thousand wives, is Tommy Rodgers half Avitted?

it

•degree,

^:-;^'

':;;

''::':':':" ;.„

''-)''::::.

":.:"'

:>';;.r;-;,:--;;''"'

;;;;

,/-'.

.

Answer

Why

is

Where
to this is

fully.

:

a banana?
do dates come from?

compulsory.)

;

(The answer

The chef must think we are "African Grolf
way he hands out the "bones'' on

artists, the

Sunday,

"Reds" McClernan is so pepped up over
football that he's raising a gridiron mustache-

The

Gimme

,.;

,:,-,,,:,,.

.

college barber (at basketball
tAvo

"stupent" (student)

game)—

tickets.

eleven on each side.

The chemical engineers are working night
and day trying to find the formula for steam
which the janitor has apparently
*

#

*

lost.

A

certain

member

loreign classification.

*

—

-if

'ip

Whiskers What is the difference between "Gwendy" and an umbrella?
Well, you can shut up an umbrella.
Jit

—

Judging l)y the facial decoration of a number of the students, the House of David has a
long waiting list.
'if

'X*

w

V^

the sad words of tongue oj- pen, the
"Of
saddest are: 1 might have been elphlike aiid
^"Tiny" Rvmu.
gi^aceful as a swan."
all

—

of the circulation depart-

ment has incurred the enmity of the Lawrence
delegation by placing that metropolis ( ?) in the

it

:.'

IV

'W

—
—

Dempsey What do they do
comes in two minutes late?
McClosky They dock it.
v\.;j^;

-:'

Hughie

.

«

— They

*

*

*

to a ship

.../•-,

V/-

when

'^.-^

serve us centipedes over in

our dining room,

Vize—Why?
Hughie
foni-

;

—We have

voMrs and

jdl

1

been getting chicken for
have found is legs, .'

!

THE VILLANOVAN
Splinter Editor

— Say,

pop,

Splinters for the Villanovfin

"Pop"

how about some

?

(scratching head)

— I've got one!

29

"Scenario by "Kewpie" McNally/^^:^^^^
Publicity Manager, "Scoop" Egan.
Orcliestra under the personal

-i

direction of

"Sunshine" Kenny,

Tony Coluntnno

We 're

all

—Hurray

Jb
'II*

for

tlie

^%

W

George "Noisy" (h-awley
" Peep
Sheehan

McNutt

'

Shrimp Smith
Major Gumbo

Chas.

Pearl's Father.

Porters.

.

4fe

"Monk" Daly

Pa

"Nig" Gagan

Ma

"l^limp" Frainie
Burgess Bros.
Darcy

The Twins
Cedric

's

Valet

'

.

.'Gwendy'

Griffin, 'Tiny'

Ryan

.Charles (Reds) McClernan
Conductor
Manager, W. Pollard Poplaski.
Stage Director, Hubert Ijanglois.
.

Officials

Winn

"Wrinkles"
"Jit" Ford

Pearl

Two

^

Cedric

Tf

"Goldberg's Living Models"
IJooh

4fe
IP

"Son-in-Law of Pa's"

right
i't

.««.
•>*•

Irish!

same as above.

Both plays now being presented
nova continuous performance.

at Villa-

—

'jc

Doc Shaefer
with Gagen.

— Martin

W
for

He's not her.

If

why, you hold hands
^^^^^^
^

,

V:

(Additional Splinters on Advertising Pages)

—

O

W

E

—

S

P^

A

*

-&

Ipse Dixit
and

Galileo

There was much learning but
knowledge in Galileo's
time (1564-1642). Aristotle was
swallowed in bad Latin translations. Ipse dixit. No one checked
him by what seemed vulgar,

century was not Galileo in popular estimation, but Suleiman

coarse experiment.

Vienna. Where
cence now?

little real

Galileo

fought against the

dead hand of tradition. He did
not argue about Aristotle, but
put him to the test* Aristotle led
his readers to believe that of two
bodies the heavier will fall the
faster. Galileo simply climbed
to the top of the Leaning Tower
of Pisa and dropped two unequal weights. The "best people" were horrified; they even
refused to believe the result
that the weights reached the

ground in equal times.

"Look
periment,

at the world, and exexperiment,**

cried

Galileo.

The

biggest

man

in the i6th

the Magnificent, the Ottoman

Emperor, who swept through
Eastern Europe with fire and
sword and almost captured
is his

magnifi-

Galileo gave us science
established the paramount
right .of experimental evidence.
Suleiman did little to help the

world.

Hardly an experiment is made
modern science, which does
not apply Galileo's results.
in

When,
ists in

for instance, the physic-

the Research Laboratories

of the General Electric Company
study the motions of electrons
inrarified atmospheres,or experiment to heighten the efficiency
of generators and motors, they
follow Galileo's example and
substitute facts for beliefs.

General^ElecTtric
general Office

COHID^LIIV

Schenectady, N.Y.
95-627CC

^
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One Good

DON'T BUY

We

Than Two Cheap Ones
PRICiE—BUYVAIAJE

Suit Is Better

are specialiizng this season in

Suits and Overcoats at $30.00 and $ftO.O(> and A'ou
Should 'See Theni. ^;^'v;:.'',:>^:;:^r?',-^
Large outlets take care of your future growth.

Young Men's

'

Special

Tuxedo Suits at $75.00.

WmMm Y L E &
Leading College Tailors

I

NNESi
1 1

v

15 Walnut Street

I

AZPELL'S
Victrolas— Records^— Supplies
AND WAYNE
MAIN LINE HOME OF THE A^ICTOR

ARBMORE

"Next to the Movies

Telephone Bryn
[

LUNCHEON

Mawr

758

TEA

SUPPER

Charles Hirth

Henry B. Wallace

GENERAL STORE

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charles

W.

22 and 24 Bryn Mawr Ave.,

CIGARS, ICE CREAM, iCONPECTIONERY
912 Lancaster Avenue

Glocker, Jr.

BRYN MAWR,

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

THE BEST AT A FAIR PRICE

IS

PA.

ALWAYS THE CHEAPEST

DOUGHERTY'S SPORT SHOP
424 South 52nd Street

Phone Woodland 8622

EVERYTHING FOR THE ATHLETE
FOOTB ALL-BASKETBA LL-SOCCOR
Special Prices on

Team Equipment

Dougherty

of Personal

Purchases to

VILLANOVA

Students

& DoMgherty

CLOTHIERS TO MEN AND

YOUNG MEN
VALUE AND SERVICE

Special

Rates to Villanova Students

PHILADELPHIA

1704 Market Street

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

I

THE VILLANOVAN
Cable Address
!
^
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Warehouse and

TOOMEY PHILADELPHIA

ABC Code,

otli

9 42

ESTABLISHED

Edition

Sidings,

i

BEACH STREET

|

1876

FRANK TOOMEY,

Inc.

Iron and Wood Working Machinery
Steam and Electric Equiptment and Supplies
Main

Office. 127-131 N.

Third

PHILADELPHIA

St.

|

i

SHEAD'S BAKERY
For Quality In

Bread and Pastry
1

ARDMORE

Wholesale and Retail

=

i
i

j

i
I

Famous Hair Brush

Clinton's

stiff

Penetrating Bristles

E. Clinton
I

PA.

&

Co., Inc.

2119-2121 Arch Street

Philadelphia

j

i

Delicious Sundaes

Home-Made Candies

We make a complete line of home-made
candy from the purest materials obtainable
Purity, Cleanliness and Courteous Service
Guaranteed. Try Us.

Bryn
Next

to

Mawr
Movies

Phone Bryn Mawr 178-W
Avenue

BRYN MAWR,
Plea,

CONWAY & CO

MASON

Confectionery Co.

84 8 Lancaster

Home-.Made

F. P.

BUILDERS

PA.

Sandwiches and Hot Chocolate

CHESTNUT

HILL, PA.
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Main Line Shoe Co.

William L. Hayden

SHOE SHINE PARLOR

HARDWARE
LOCKSMITHING

Ardmore and Bryn Mawr

838 Lancaster Avenue

Phone Bryn Mawr 303

Famous

(

j)

Weeks
;

JJRYN

—Elinor Glynn's Three.

MAWR,

All red ties are not on railroads.
*

is

There

Sullivan

most prominent

—

named

name

Belmont 4140

of it?

Prompt Service

James Farley

Chas.]i.Kriill
:,

a town in Mass.

JMoo Martin—What's the
Sullivan Marblehead.

Bell Phone,

-"

is

after you.

constitution"?

1'eatnie

*

*

—What the
of the Roman
Wise Oacker— His nose.
Powers

•

Father McGuire's Two.
*

PY.

PA.

|

PLUMBING

'i

\

Wholesale

Hot Water and Steam Heating

5422 Wyalusing Avenue

Tobacco

!

Philadelphia
'

---—--'

Cigars

f
'•

i

WM. STALKER

and

j

Shoemaker
|

To Particular People

Cigarettes

937 Lancaster Ave.

BRYN MAWR,

SHOE REPAIRING IN ALL
55 North Second Street
A

::

Philadelphia, Pa.

"

i

ITS

PA.

BRANCHES

You put on those shoes with a feeling of satisfaction after having them repaired by us.
We
use all High-Grade Leather and our workmanship

is

of the best.

|
|
I
|

|
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|
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ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1837

Robt.

1919

& Co., Inc.

Shoemaker

WHOLESALE DRU GGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
Paints and Varnishes

PHILADELPHIA

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Race Streets

STEWART RADIO
Joseph

J. O'Loughlin

PARTS AND APPARATUS
Whether you

desire to install a complete Radio
add to your present equipment, Stewart's
long experienced Radio men will b6 pleased to advise you as to selecting the appartaus which will
serve you best.
Send for Stewart's Radio Booklet
Outfit or

141 North Ninth Street

Philadelphia

Sj

i

frank H. Stewart

Electric Col

Old Mint Building
35-37-39 N. 7th

Diamonds and

Watches
Specialists in

Valuations for Estates

John Y. Parke Co.
MANUFACTUiRERS

DIAMOND JEWELRY

St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

—

^JiQiBBElRS

Electrical Supplies

Established 1882

31

NORTH SEVENTH STREET

FINE WATOH REPAIRING

Philadelphia, Pa.

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia

!

TEA

^-'-::.-

j
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SUBURBAN CANDY CO.
825 Lancaster Avenue,

Home Made
ICE

CREAM
HOT CHOCOLATE

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Candies of the
(SANDWICHES
SOFT DRINKS

SALTED NUTS

I

I

I

I

'

!

Bryn Mawr Hardware Co.

J.

THE WINCHESTER STORE

E. Caldwell
;.

& Co.

Chestnut Street Below Broad
;,;'•.

SPdRtlNGGOODS

.'PHILADELPHIA

For many years

:'''

jeivelers to

''-'^y.:.-^!]

some

the most important student
organizations in this country.
of

Paints, Oil, Class

Class Rings, Pins, Fraternity Insignia,

HARDWARE FOR EVERY NEED

Special Stationery

Roma Cafe—Bryn Mawr
AMERICAN—[TALIAN—FRENCH
^-:M':s:.
i
I

I

IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT

CR UISINE

WE HAVE

r

IT

Banquets, Class Dinners, Suppers

Private Dining
sitr.

Lancaster Avenue, Oppo'site Post Office

!

IN DOING so,

Room

MENTION VIT.T.ANOVAN

THE VILLANOVAN
PETER
l,i3

N. 13th

KEILIiY'

PUBLICATIONS
PhiladeliJMa

St.

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW
By

J.

PHYCHOIiOGA^

MICHELL'S

Godfrey Riipert

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on
tlie "modern scientific points."
"View of future life
as represented by men like Conan Doyle. Sir Oliver
It
is
Lodge.
jiopularly treated so as to interest tlie
great majority of readers. 138 pa&es, prize $1.25.

ELEMENTS OE SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY

By Uev. Mlvliiiel W. SIiiillo, S. J.
"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have
such breadth of view, such clearness oi' expreiiion,
and sucli brevity of style." Ameiican Cr. 8 vo.,

—

398 page.s, $2.25 net.

TKE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By FranclN TIiompMOU
with Note^4. by Michael A. Kelly
Not only the masterpiece of Tliompson, but it stands
out among all the productions of modern literature
as a masterpiece in itself. "One of tlie few ve.ry
great odes." Coventry Patmore. Square 12 mo.,
Eilltcil

—

69 pages, 75c.

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP

By Henry C, Schuyler. Ph. D., S. T. L.
Places successfully in a poular and devout manner
the. principal truth concerning tlie Blessed Sacrament. By the author of "The Courage of Christ,"
"The Charity of Clirist," etc. 12 mo. 218 pages. 90c.

MARKETS'

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR By A. Rota
New practical metliod for learning the Italian lan-

PHILADELPHIA
Everything for Lawn, Farm and

guage, revised and enlarged, witli a vocabulary, by
\Y. N. Cornett.
vi'itli

tlie.

chapter.

Thorough, reliable and fascinating,

Garden.

conversational portions appended to eacli
12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

THE LAWS OP MARRIAGE

Get a Catalog.

MICHELL S

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hara
Simply explained according to the New Code. Excellent for those contemplating Matrimony, and for

HOUSE

non-Catholics honestly desirous of learning wliat
16 mo., 84 pages, cloth, 50c.
tlie Cliurcli teaches.

The Bryn Mawr Trust Co
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

PHILIP

A.

WILLIAM

HART,
H.

and Other Valuables Taken

JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

W.

Vice President

S.

L. H.

On

Storage

GARRIGUES,

BERGEN,

Secretary and Treasurer

j

Assistant Trust Officer

1

JESSE H. HALL,

As.sistant Treasurer
J

!
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T

Philip Harrison

Michael Talohe

Walk-Over Boot Shop

TAILOR

—AND—
Gentlemen's Outfitter
818 Lancaster

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes

Avonne

BRYN MAWR,

1128 Lancaster Avenue

PA.

BRYN MAWR—ROSEMONT

M. M. McGARVEY
r 1141 Lancaster Pike
;;:^:/>;':;;^-^-:^'^Rosemont,

Pa.

.'•

"
V'^- ::;.-:

Moore's Pharmacy

;

ir

Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,
A

Full Assortment of

Drugs, Stationery, School Supplies,
:'o;.;:-'^;'.;^=-•^/"^

Etc.

Candies

LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

COLUMBIA YARNS

WILLIAM GROFF, P. D.
Prescriptionist
803

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR,

Prompt Telephone Service

— Bryn Mawr 166

Our Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals and Drugs are
WHITMAN'S

of the Highest Standard

SAMOSBT

LOWNEY'S

PA.

APOLLO

MAVIS

[

j
i

General Mortgage Financing Corporation
i

MORTGAGE BANKING
Ridge and Girard Avenues
i

6 Per

cent.

Safety Guarantee
IX
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WHAT TO

A man
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GIVE

one of the most perplexing of all
Holiday Questions.
Let us help you in a
selection
of
suitable
and appropriate gifts.
is

I
i

MAY WE SUGGEST

Wool HoNe

Shirts
Shirts

Silk

>lnf1i*ns

I'luler^vcnr

Neckwoiir
Knitted IVt'ckwesir

Hvlts
Helt lliicklCN
<ii loves

.Sills

1'njniiias

Itohes

Itiith

i'uif

CLAY & BROWN

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY W. BREYER,
PHlLABETiPHIA,

Mufflers

Hose

Silk

liiiiks

liiiiKlkerchiefs
Siisiienders
Silk Mufflers

l^iiiltrellni!)

Wool

MEN'S WEAR

Pres.

l»A.

1703

Seven Fridays in One Week

V

FRANK J. FLOYD

I'HTriADELPHIA, PA.

Mjii'ket St.

FITZGERALD
;

;-,;

;'.':

*

'•''

*"
-

Men^s Women's and

Terminal Market
Children's Outfitter
'

i

I

4 vC ;§:': -^-v'-;^ EAST WAI;L

mi,

.,';.::>.

lUITTERICK PATTERNS

f

Wliolesale and

ReUiil

Dry Goods and Notions
I

::'|:::;.^'food

I

I

•;;:;:

SHOES FOR MEN/WOM EN AND
CHILDREN

2

IN

.;

ALE VAWIKTIES

I

i

Bryn Mawr,

!

I

Crab Meat a Specialty

Pa.

i

10 Por Cent Discount to Priests aiul Students

SPECIAL

of Villanova College

I

|

DISCOUNTS

C'IjI'iis

TO

HOTELS,

j

and institttions
I

I

The Home
^;:',:

Life Insurance Co. of
— -INCORPORATED 1890

BASIL
(
!

S.

JOSEPH

all

kinds of

WALSH,
L.

J

Fifty Million Dollars Insiirance In Force
liocated in

Writing

America

Heart

oi'

(ho liisjjiaiice Districl

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance

President

DURKIN,

tlio

Secretary

,

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
Philadelphia

]'.\Tll(!Xl/.l<:

Of'U ADVIOKTISIORS

I

-Liberal Policies

[
.

CUNNLNGHAM, Vice PreS.
john j. Gallagher, Treasurer
J'-

•'•

j
j

|

THE
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Careful

Handling

and
I

Quality

/

Wi! son
Laundry

If

he

tonus

H .youth early
,sooii

little pile

talfos

]>k'asiii('

j';'al

grow."

in

seeing

I

in

/^

A

'

I

'Ih'DTTDC

;,

Open mi account today—
'

OC DapllSte

liis

Save and Succeed
,

V^

suviug habit

tlie

person or

l)\'

:

^^s a„d 257 s 15th street

:

Philadelphia

PHONE SPRUCE

:]

1

27

;

mail
i

\

Interest 3.65% per

annum

I

Its a

i

'

lAn-

Sixty

Years

al

1200 (Miestniit

,

,

.

it.

Street

IX I)()l\(! so,

j)ret'ect.

I

.

I

\
j

has no

— wanna nice chicken.
He—Wanna pullet?
She — Naw, wanta carry
She
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cAnglo-Saxon cTWind

HIGH birth-rate "always indicates
a low state of civilization"; "The
Catholic workman Avith his low standard of living: may squeeze out the

A

^@

Protestant."

Suppose that a mag'azine similar to the
"Villanovan," or one devoted to the editing
of short stories or essays should be so ignorant
in staff supervision as to print an article built
around the opening sentences of this writing.
Suppose 3'ou were further informed that good
TJ. S. monej' was paid for the same. Your natural impression would be that the publishers of
such are unfit for their work and that here is
a chance to sell some paper and ink for a good
price. Well, just to keep you from wondering
what magazine it is, 1 am going to tell you that
the above lines are just a few excerpts from an

Anglo-

"Catholic Church and
This would-be essaj^ is in the
April number of the "Atlantic Monthly," and
its author, the Very Reverend William R. Inge.
(Considering the character of the "Atlantic
Monthly," one is inclined to feel sorry that
this magazine should stoop so low as to incorporate bigotry into its columns, for such
statements as are in the article, are nothing
less.
There is not a city editor of a newspaper
Avho would not blue-pencil three-fourths of
Inge's article because untrue both in prhiciple
article

called

Saxon Mind."

and

collapse
Disintegratioji is the first step in the dissipation of
energy.
That coming Christianity will be
Catholic is harbingered by the lunerous conversions to C'atholicism in England, and the

number

own country during

of C^atholics in

Protestant countries, that Catholicism has kept
countries backAvard, and that where immigration is permitted, the Catholic workman with
his low standards of living may squeeze out the
But he caps the climax when he
Protestant.
asserts that "a high birth-rate always indicates
a low state of civilization."

does W. R. Inge mean b}*^ civilizais possession of wealth, then Sodom
and Gomorrah, ancient Babylon and decadent
Rome are our models. But even granting that
the po.ssessing of Avealth is the standardization
of living, how could Ireland have that while
under the rule of Britain? How could the
southern Italian be content when exploited
mercilessly by the northern diplomats; or how
could Poland be tranquil when severed in twain

What

tion?

If

it

by detestable

class distinction?

If the

Church

way.

ing Christianity Avill be Catholicism. Then, as
if to show his lack of cosmopolitan knowledge,
l)roposes to deal only with England and the

total

off

avowedly engaged. This time it is a new tack. The quality
of Catholics themselves is denounced in no uncertain terms, Inge tries to show that the people of Ireland, South Italy, Poland and other
Catholic countries are on a lower scale of civilization than those living in England or in
is

friction

The Reverend Inge begins by stating that
his object to examine the prevalent opinion
that Protestantism is a spent force, and com-

great increase in our

Suddenly, however, the Dean brandies

from the inquiry on which he

a spent

in fact.

United States. That Protestantism is
force, one might gather from the late
among Protestants, and notably the
of the Interchurch World Movement.

States is 18,260,793, which is an increase during the past year of 155,989.

hinders national progress, why is it that Spain
and Portugal were at their heights of glory
and conquest when closely affiliated with
Rome ? Today, Belgium, Argentina, and Brazil
are rated as Catholic countries; yet, such industry and national wealth are seldom met elsewhere. If civilization means observance of divine law, why is it that England has proportionately more illegitimates than Ireland, Italy,
or Spain ? The same comparison might be made
with Protestant Sweden and Protestant Nor-

it is

The

No. 4

APRIL, 1923

Vol. VII

1922.

the United

Has the Catholic immigrant low standards
of living or has the Protestant an effeminate
view upon those ideals? No one can say that
the incoming Irish laborer is more uncouth than
his British companion or the Scandinavian im-

migrant.
in

Furthermore,

England

roundings,

is
it

if the Irish immigrant
forced to live in squalid suris due to the notorious British

"

THE VILLANOVAN
employer who pays the lowest wages imaginable.

With the Jews, Japanese, Chinese, Germans,
and Irish, the birth rate is high. Now, according to the theory of W. R. Inge in the "Atlantic
Monthly," these people are in a low state of
civilization.
Thus it can be seen how childish
For who will say
is the assumption of Inge.
that Japan or Germany are backward or that
With
the Irish and Jews are unprogressive.
China the situation is somewhat different, due,
not to a high birth-rate, but to isolation and
ancestor worship.

Throughout the article, it can be seen that
the Very Reverend Inge has been endeavoring to make facts suit his individual theory,
i.
e., the Church of Rome is the cause of all
these national shortcomings wherever it has
been allowed to function. By picking up these
so-called faults from miscellaneous sources, he
happily thought to have a grand indictment
against the Church, It requires but simian intelligence to do this, like the minister who said
the advent of automobiles was prophesied in
the Bible. On being asked where it was so written, he opened the Sacred Book to a passage
where part read as follows
and there shall
be great rushing in the streets." Picking up
bits of knowledge for a charge in piecemeal
fashion never amounts to much, for it inevitably
denotes lack of historical knowledge and illogical thinking, and places the would-be editor in
a confusing predicament.

—

*

'

In the second part of his writing, W. R.
Inge has a statement, viz: "The last Oriental
of all religions, it (Catholicism) has never appealed to Asiatics.

By such an allegation, he hopes to demonstrate a flaw in the universality of the Roman
Church i. e., since it does not flourish 'as
strongly in the East as in the West, then Catholicism is a misnomer. But, the question is,
which is further advanced in civilization. East
or West?
Again, did Christianity appeal to
the Roman world in the first century?
Most
assuredly it did not, and for the reason that
licentiousness was the order of the day then
just as it is now in the land of the Asiatics.
;

Further on in his misinformed or misguided
work, Inge labors to show that every true
Catholic "is only conditionally a patriot in the
nation Avhere he lives"; that "even scientific
discoveries are accepted by the Church only
with the greatest reluctance.
These assertions
have been so common and defenses have been
so luminous that it is hardly worth space to
repeat them here.
Any high school student
could reply to Inge Avith enough facts to give
that person a brainstorm.
'

'

;

Let us now consider a few possibilities for
the insertion of such a thing in the "Atlantic
Monthly." In the first place, the magazine is
regarded not as one tending to incite religious
dissension, but as a conservative publication
dealing with readable short stories and essays?
Has its policy been altered? Must Truth* be
elbowed to the side, while an Anglo-Saxon (?)
presents some conjurings from his mind ? Or
is the author's method for securing some notoriety at the price of his readers looking upon
him as uneducated in history and logic? Remember, he is credited as a clergyman. Something, somewhere, is feeble; magazine, or
mentalitv?

—
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Suggested for College

Anthem

THE WHITE AND BLUE
is

There

is

blood that

Tliero

But the

red with the heat of desire,

is

blood that

from mire.

blood, saffron-tinted

is

real blood, the true blood, Ihe

]s the royal, the loyal, the

blood that

blood that shouts

is

blue,

"You"!

There's a white that's no eolor, a white that has claim

To the

carpiiio's of

cowardice carven in shame,

But the white of the worship, of love's honored hue
Is the M'hite, Villaiiova, of love that

Oh, dear Alma Mater, we love you,

Not

shouts

we

"You"!
you

love

a star in the colleoe sky dare shine above

you!

Villaiiova, Villanova, Ave are shoutinj^' for you,

With

the love that

Villanova
Thoufih

For

!

all

is

Villanova

white and the blood that
!

Villanova

the brijiht colors of

oh, Villanova, thou<>h all

Villanova!

\'iilanova

!

!

we

I

may

fail!

die,

Villanova! we'll cry!

JOPIN

Other suggestions

blue

hail,

Heaven may

sounds

is

will be

welcome.

I.

WHELAN.
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Carol for cApril
Not ye alone, the tender joys
Ye dream-eyed violets
That woo the shade,

Ye sweet

of spriny;

t'orjret-me-iiots.

That by the niarj>:e of many a sunlit stream
So blissfully dream all thronjih the jrlad sprin<>' day.
(But at dusk ah then your h)ve-sick hearts swellinp- Avith fraj^rant tears)
Oh, not the son}>' of meadoM-lark,
That Avakes the morn with elear, dulcet call.
While early breezes jrlide about the haunts Avhere 1 roam in the dewy hours;

—

Nor
Thy
The
The

!

;

thou, fresli-Avreathed Avood,
coolness and thy jrloom,
laujjhinji: jrold that ripples on thy floor.
joyous murmur of thy leaves.

And

all thy shiniii"- ])eace
Oh, not the bloom that bursts ecstatic all about,
But some elusive spirit, lurkinf>' in nature's youth.

Some
Some

sAveet contag:io]i of a lost deli«'ht,

breath,

some Avandering

air

from other days

When

this soul, rememberinj*; vaf?uely still.
Wantoned Avith ye, checkless as the Avind,

And

taught ye her secret

bliss

Some

glad, electric life, that springs from tiie vernal soul,
Inspires my song at the ports o' the April daAvn
!

EDMTJND KOWALESKT.

Roetrospection
Avatched him on an idle summer day.
Beside the sea, delighting, on the strand.
With j)retty shells he found in the shining sand,
A sunny-hearted youngster, hard at play.
I

and then in his oAvn dear childish Avay
With earnest look he sudden seized my hand

]Ie smiled,

And

pressed

it

to his cheek, Avhile tOAvards us fann'd
Avith the keen salt spray.

Old ocean's breezes, fresh

Since then has Avinter loosed his tempests Avild,
Blurring my olden, golden summer dreams.
But joyous still the frozen Avastes above,
This heart looks back Avith tenderness that seems
As deep, as pure and good as Avas that love
Dear Christus bore to innocence a child.

—
:

;,
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had many friends
Avondering- at the recent
I
Thej^ hardly recogI
change in her.
J
nized in the now listless, disinterested
Kmi^mtJ girl, the animated, bright companion

|II.EEX

I
I

1|

*•

wlio Avere

^^
|^SB|

ot a short time ago. Now she was seldom heard
and less often noticed in the great city hospital
where she was employed as a graduate nurse.

Plome environments had
greatly to brighten her

life,

not
for

contributed

"home" was

little rooms— a dreary vista of monotonous roofs and smoking chimneys to any
one else. Yet somehow, things had, until lately,
worn a roseate hue for Eileen. The dingy little
room that she called her own had been a home
—yes, a real home. Grandmother's room, although smaller and dingier looking than hers,
Jiad always been bright and cheerful to Eileen,
perhaps because it was grandmother's, and it
was a pleasure to come here after a week of
faithful duty in the hospital.
And why shouldn't it be so? There were
the few plants that grandmother had long loved
and tended so carefully, neatly arranged on
the Avindow-sill as always; the old yet spotlessly Avhite counterpane on the bed; and the few
dishes still carefully replaced in the cupboard
after each service. And above all, grandmother
herself, with her crocheted cap covering her
snow-white hair, and her deep brown eyes that
read you through and through, and her radiant

merely two

smile, as seated in the same old rocker, she
greeted Eileen on her return each Aveek. All
this had made home pleasant and bearable to
Eileen, despite outAvard appearances.

"When, as a child of eight years, Eileen had
been left alone in the Avorld, grandmother took
her and cared for her. Later, Avhen the desire
to serve suffering humanity had throbbed in her
young heart, it was again grandmother Avho had
encouraged it, and provided the means necessary for its accomplishment.
It Avas at this
time that grandmother could be seen in her
little room, knitting caps
and sAveaters and
other dainty articles, in the light of an oldfashioned oil lamp, until the chimes nearby
announced the hour of midnight.
Eileen had never thought of inquiring lioAV
grandmother had been able to supply all that
was required to realize the ideal she had set up
as the goal of her ambition.
She took it as a
matter of course that grandmother ])r()vided
for all.
Being of a .joyous and cheerful disposition, she had lived on, carefree und happy,

not in abundance, yet not lacking those things
that bring pleasure to the heart o| very young
girls.

Last June she had finished her training in
the city hospital and Avas now a registered
nurse.
Eileen Avas one of those lovable characters Avhose joyous disposition endears them
to all.
A cheerful Avord, a sympathetic touch
of kindness, Avere the blessings her visits
brought to the suft'erers in the Avard under her
charge.
The head on the pilloAV was as iiistinctively turned towards her Avhen she entered the sickroom, as the flower in the green
meadoAv turns its face tovi^ards the golden rays
of sunshine. Her clear blue eyes and radiant

countenance reflected her whole-hearted devotion to duty.

Some time

year Eileen had become acHarold Tillman, receiving teller
at the Commercial Bank.
Harold greatly admired Eileen's cheerful disposition, and from
the flrst determined to Avin her at any cost. It
AVas not a difficult matter, for somehoAV Eileen
quainted

last

Avith

Avas secretly pleased Avith the idea that a man
like Harold Tillman, one rich in money and
friends, should shoAver attention upon her.

Only a month ago Harold had stepped up
another rung on the ladder of success. In appreciation of his business methods, he had been
appointed cashier Avith an increase in salary.
When he told Eileen of his good fortune, the
tAvo exulted over it.
They Avould noAV very
soon attain the goal of their happiness; their
dream would be fulfilled. He could not Avait, it
must be soon. He Avanted the speedy achieve-

ment

—

of his plans and dreams
realities instead
of air castles.
Eileen hesitated. She AA^anted
to Avait. Harold Avas astonished; he could not
understand her. As long as he had knoAvn her,

she had ahvays been so carefree and happj',
ever eager for the accomplishment of their one
desire.
Noav all at once she Avas changed.
Something Avas oppressing her; something Avas
darkening her joyous spirit as threatening
clouds darken a bright summer afternoon.
What it Avas, he did not knoAv. He questioned
her, but in vain. From the evasive answers she
ga\'e him, he could not discover the cause of
her seeming disinterestedness in Avhat Avas a
matter of supreme happiness for both of them.
Yet she loved him; he Avas convinced of it. He
Avould do anything to make her happy; he
Avould die for her.

Neither Harold nor any one else realized

8
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the strug'g-le that was going on within her soul,
the interior conflict between the longing for her
own future happiness and self-sacrifice for the
sake of one who for so long had taken a parent's place in her regard. Yes, Eileen was called
upon to make a sacrifice, one that would have
momentous consequences both for herself and
for those concerned.
As she sat alone in her room, anxious
thoughts, one after another, crowded in upon
her troubled and perplexed mind. Would she
be able to make a decision that would satisfy
her conscience? Would she be a prey to remorse and regrets after she had taken the final
step, after she had embraced the state of life
now open to her? Was the sacrifice of all this
happiness really demanded of her?
Could
nothing else be done for grandmother?
In the distant future Eileen saw happy children, a fond husband, a cheerful home, everything the world could offer to satisfy the cravings of her yearning heart.
It all beckoned
her onAvard irresistibly. Yes, she was certain
that it was for her. How could it be otherwise?
Then another picture rose before her- grandmother, old and feeble, now blind, lying on a
bed of pain, calling for her, for the assistance
of one whose outward garb indicated a life devoted to the service of the sick and suffering.
Eileen was willing to care for grandmother,
she was even eager to do it. In her heart she
felt that it was a debt of gratitude she owed
grandmother for all the years of patient toil
and self-sacrifice, so nobly endured for her
sake, and without which she should never have
reached the goal of her ambition. But if she
rejected this opportunity of gaining Harold
now, Avould ho still love her? Would he not

—

discard her for another upon

whom

to

bestow

To draw back now
would mean the loss of a bright and happy
future. Grandmother would not expect it; she
had always wished that Eileen should be happy,
and she would do so even now.
Suddenly Eileen rose from lier dream. The
inward struggle had exhausted her mentally
and physically. But the decision was final. She
would tell Harold of the duty she OAved grandmother,- and of her determination to sacrifice
lier happiness in order to afford comfort and
his wealth

relief to

ing

and affection?

one Avhose sojourn on earth Avas near-

its close.

Day after day found Eileen faithful to her
resolution. Loving Avords of gratitude, a fond
clasp of the hand, from time to time, told her
much her sacrifice Avas being appreciated.
She deemed this her recompense for faithful-

hoAV

ness to duty. And Avhen, five months later, she
knelt at the deathbed of the one for Avhom she
had offered her happiness, and her hand rested
on the broAV noAv cold in death, her heart Avas
breaking AA^th grief. Still there Avas in her soul
an interior ])eace, a sweet peace, tlie reward of
loving self-sacrifice.

Years have come and gone.
In the living
of the Tillman home, Harold and Eileen

room

are discussing the future career of their eldest
Next Aveek Avill find him
among the frolicking Freshmen of Villanova
College. While father and mother are eagerly
aAA^aiting the laurels Avhich Avill one day be his,
ripples of laughter and outbursts of joy coming from the nursery rouse them from their
son, Harold, Junior.

joyous

anticii)ati()ns.

—
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"The Land

of Lifted

THE

clock in the belfry of the old State
tolled out in its slow impressive
Following
way the hour of noon.
quietly in its wake came the lighter
chimes of St. Mary's reverently duetting with the heavier tones of old St, Joseph's:.
Trinity sang forth its strains, St. Augustine's
made quick reply, Christ Church and St. Peter's
joined in the harmonious refrain sprinkling
henedictions of angelic melody on the crowded
thoroughfare and busy marts of Philadelphia
commerce. Church and State, big business and
gay romance, by the strange attractions of opposites mayhap, found themselves here linked

House

together in the quaint setting, which in some res[)ects, could have well served as a background
of a medieval city in the days of Dantean poetry.
The steamers plying the Delaware, the ships
lazily lying at anchor on the river front, the
ncari)y warehouses, the modern restaurants, the
more popular llathskellers, the conse(piential
sky-scraper, the less imposing newspaper offices,
the more modest Doric tone of bank and trust
institutions, all in thir own way told the o))server that the City of Penn in the quiet conservatism of its Quaker heredity did not lag behind its sister-cities in the march of in<^liistry
and prosperity.
The obverse of the picture l)roiight out in
strong relief the story of the past tlie sailing
vessels, though few, still dotted the river, ancient
taverns with comfort for men and beast refused
by their more aggressive
to be dispossessed
neiglibors, for they held their heads high on the
Arch and .Marker,
traditions of other days.
C'hestnut and Walnut Strc^ets are Aladdin-like
names to call forth the ghosts of the past. The
Colonial homes, such as are left bring out not
not only the vision but the flavor of other
generations,; the atmosphere of the still older
churches is as redolent of memory as the incense
that lingrs round the aisles; yet the stern simthe (Jradle ol'
plicity of Independence Hall
Liberty transcends all else in its memory of a
nation's victory and a nation's sacrifice.
In answer to the
It was the Lentin season.
i)oured
call of the bells thousands of toilers
forth into the streets, an earnest .jostling, happy
crowd. All were intent on some need or other of

—

—

—

Shadow"

in a snuill

unseen, unheard

safe,

steel

by the

world was that world's great dynauuc
power the Sacramental Presence in the Tabernacle, into the narrow alley, through gates that
opened wide on a paved courtyard, the throng of
worshippers passed and entered into the historic
Jesuit Church of St. Joseph. Daily during the
Lenten season the Sacred Host was raised at the
noon-day .Mass which was followed afterwards
by a few words of exhortation on some spiritual
or moral truth. The subject of the day's discourse the power of intercessory prayer was
peculiarly appropriate, as the Novena of Grace
of St. Francis Xavier was just closing.
The
speaker's words fell on many sympathetic ears,
but on none with more thrilling intensity than
on those of Francis Thompson. To him it was a
message that reached the heart, and with quickened step Francis rose to leave the church, his
dark face kindled, the keen brown eyes still alert
with an almost speaking eloquence as he passed
out again into the courtyard and came face to
face with Eleanor Desmond,
"Why Frank, this is a surprise. I thought you
noisy

—

—

—

had left t;he city."
"No, Eleanor, the old haunts know me

My!

My!

this

a

still.

pleasure," saitl
Frank as he warmly grasped the proffered hand.
''Are you sure of that statement, E'rank, or is
it a ])leasure because unexpected, or what?"
"No, its the pure article, 2-l:-karat througii
is

real,

real

and through."

"Why, how

lovely! but our old friend. Brospoil that sentiment rather
(piickly by his chemi(;al analysis. Can't you just
hear him say with that shrug of his 'Too soft

ther Xavier,

would

—

won't stand wear and tear, put in the alloy'?"

"Good! that suggests the practical. Have you
had your luncheon?"
"No, but I'm just on the way lumie, shall be a
little late, but mother never finds much fault."
"Well, see here. T am going to ask you phone
and tell mother not to expect you. Tell her not
to worry,
shall take good care of you. We can
l)lione from that delightful little French restaurant in the you know ]\Iadame Giraud's
1

who

—

—us

her sweetest snnle and assure
us of 'un dejeuner tres recherche'."
As Francis Thompson and Eleanor Desmond
will give

sical

wended
Walnut

nature.

moi-e than one pair of eyes followed the attractive-looking couple.

Down in Willings Alley, Availed, in the very
heart of the financial district, locked and barred

Francis was just entering his thirtieth year,
Eleanor, her twenty-fourth.
He had a strong

man. JMany thought only of thiir phywants; others, while not neglecting the
lower, heeded moi'(^ the highei* claims of their
the inner

their

and

way

into Fourtli

through

street

independence

and out
Square

"

'

;
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radiant face, eyes and coloring rarely seen, was
tall,
well proportioned, inanly in bearing,
courteous in word and manner, the type that men
admire and women love. Eleanor was of petite
proportions graceful, slender, a thing to be
petted and spoiU>d, but a second glance dispelled
the thought.
The shapely head crowned by a
w^ealth of the lustrous hair that Titian loved to
paint, the fair blushing loveliness of the skin,
the oval face, its deep-set determined chin that
harmonized so i)erfectly with the large fearless
blue eyes that seemed to search your soul, gave
one the feeling that the fragile body held a mind
whose courage and loyalty would be adamantine in their strength.
Almost diagonally across the square towards
the left wasi tjie sign "La Petite Reine"—
Madame Giraud's famous tea room.
Let us get a quiet table in the mezzanine gallery. I want to talk today," said Frank as he
betckoned to Pierre, his favorite Avaiter, and
whispered a few suggestions to a very attentive
ear. In the south-west corner of the gallery, at
the farthest distance from the stringed orchestra, Pierre arranged a table under the shadow
of several giant palms. By deftly placing a
Dresden bowl of pink and white hyacinths between the two silver candle-sticks whose iridescent shades played in changeful tints on the
polished mahogany and embroidered napery,
Pierre added just that satisfying touch of color
that made a dainty and charming table.
Chatting at first about various little nothings, throwing out aimless queries in which neither one nor
the other felt the slightest interest, Eleanor at
last, in her quick decisive way broke the reserve
of assumed indifference.

—

promptings of the normal woman today
would have passed you by with just the coldest
nod of recognition."
"Yes, Eleanor, as usual you're right. I acknowledge my behaviour is unexplainable. You have
every reason to think me a cad. Won't you and
Little Mother be patient and trust me, even
though you do not understand me?
You can
never realize how hard it is for me not to see
your mother. I gave her all the love that was
pent up in my heart for the mother I never
know. What a lonely childhood was mine until
Johnnie's mother tried to fill that awful void.
Father never mentioned my own mother directly
to me, except once, when he was reproving ma
for some childish misdemeanor and my little
heart thought' If my mother were here she would
understand'. I must have looked the thought,
to the

I

'

'

what is it lies heavy on your
was going to say conscience, but^ and

'^Well, Frank,

mind ?

I

'

'

she paused.
''But what, Ella? I don't understand. Perhaps if you finish that sentence
"No quibbling, Frank, just tell me what
troubles you; get it off quickly. Come now," she
added encouragingly.

—

because he said almost fiercely, 'Don't look at
me with your mother's eyes;' and boy that
was, from that day I used to look into the mirror
and love those eyes, for to me they meant
mother. Then another time, I overheard father
talking to an artist who wished to paint my
portrait because of the rare complexion tintscolorings that tax tlie artist's skill to reproduce.
'Oh,' he said, 'he has that heritage
from his mother.' Any (juestion tluit would put
to father about mother— even her name, he
would either ignore by silence, or gruffly reply,
I

I

'You'll know some day'. As 1 grew older, I refrained from all questioning.
formed the conclusion that mother's death had soured father's
nature, embittered him to such an extent that he
lost faith in God and all things else. In some way
I

thought he associated me with mother's early
and that was why I seemed always to
irritate and annoy him. While he never attended
any church, he was very careful to place mo
under Catholic influences, remarking that I was
baptized in my mother's faith."
I

death,

"Poor Frank! Mother and you and

I

have

—

'I can't, Ella. If I could, I would, and then I
should have the answer to my prayer.
This
much I can tell you. My father's death brought
me little natural sorrow, unnatural as tliat may
seem. You know, Eleanor, he M'as a cold, hard,
stern man who did his duty and no more.
"Yes Frank, I know- it only too well.:
But
mother and I find it very hard to explain your
present conduct even to ourselves. Six months
ago you suddenly dropped out of our lives and
when mother wrote, you gave the stereotyped

been such old and trusted friends, pals perhaps
would be the better word for years and years,
that no matter what happens, you can always be
sure of us. For mother's sake, I wish you could
be as you always were. Since dear Johnnie died,
Johnnie your first little friend at Villanova
Prep, mother has never been <|uile the same.
A great part of mother's life went out with
Johnnie, and what was left she gave to you.
Johnnie was her only son, the very idol of her
heart, but Frank, you seemed in some mysterious way to take his i)lace. I am not telling you
this to distress you,' said Eleanor as she noted
the twitching lips and the limpid moisture of

answer

the eyes.

'

claimed

that
all

youi*

fatlier's

your time. P>ank,

business
if

\

affairs

had listened

—

—

—

"Your

little

mother, Eleanor, has ever been
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CJod's dear blessing to me. It hurts, God alone
knows how it hurts to cause lier a moment's i)ain,

and
bled,
slie

were not
—"were
not
it*

it

—"

and the firm voice trem-

something more precious,
would know that other something which
for

has come into my life and placed her outside."
"But why can't you give her your confidence?
Why not tell her what you can tell no one else,
Eleanor rejoined.
"Let me have a week to ponder it. I know 1
can't go on this way much longer."
Conversation ceased for the moment; Eleanor
felt she had said enough. Frank was thinking he
liad said too much. Just then the strains of
Tosti's 'Goodbye" floated to their ears and
Eleanor rising said.
"Let it be au revoir and not goodbye, Frank."
And they passed into the street.
Frank Thompson for the past two years was
the junior member of a metallurgical and civil
engineering corps connected with the Southwestern Mining and Smelting Corporation. Tlie
Southwestern had immense holdings of ore deposits in Arizona and New Mexico and were not
averse to acquiring more. The work in itself was
very attractive and furnished Frank with full
opportunities to test out some of his preconceived and quite original theories on the superiority
of American over English smelting methods.
Arizona with its scarcity of water and its vast
copper and other ore deposits raised many a
problem in his mind. The discussion and solving
of these with the aid of the expert members of
the corps, riveted attention on him, and indicated to the older members that he was one of
their rising young men.
The offices of the Southw^estern iMining and
Smelting Corporation occupy the entire second
floor of the Pennsylvania Building. Mr. James
Dillard, the vice-president, was seated at the
stock ticker was the
desk in his private office,
Mr.
only sound that disturbed the stillness.
Dillard, a handsome, well-preserved and wellgroomed man of some fifty odd years, appeared
disturbed by the telegraphic code information
he was reading. Going to the wdndow he looked
out, but the outlook, apparently, was unsatisfactory; as he turned quickly, he went forward and
examined a small section of the map that took
up the entire east wall of the office. This done,
he began to pace, in slow measured tread, the
length of the room. After five minutes exercise,
he seated himself again at his desk, pressed a
button, and instantly his secretary stood at-

A
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tell, Mr. Pier(u' ai)peared, and very deferentially
took the seat indicated. Jn his terse businesslike way, l\lr. Dillard began.
".Mr. Pierce, I want your best thought this
morning. We are having trouble out in the Mohave, and also in Carizo Cordilleras districts.

—

I

have in

my hand

advi,ces that tell

me our move

new

claims in both these places has
been discovered our informant adds, possibly
our entire plan will be frustrated. I feel the
California Smelting Company is behind the
scheme. They probably suspect, as we do ourselves, that the mother lode lies in the heart of
the Carizo^ and the lost turquoise mine that the
Indians closed up a century ago, is in the other.
We must send a competent person out immediately and give him full power to act in an
emergency, yet when possible, have him keep in
constant touch with the home office. Necessarily,
he must be a young man of sound judgment,
rectitude of morals, mentally fit to grasp
peculiar situations, physically robust, impervious to hardships and fatigue. Of course, it goes
without saying that he must have knowledge of
his subject. Have you such a one in mind?"
"Yes, we have just the right man here in our
to secure

;

—

own

office.

Thompson's

—

Perhaps you know him Peter
His father spent many years in

son.

very territory in the engineering service of
Old Mexican Compariy; at that time,
Arizona formed part of New ^^lexico."
'Tell me something more about the son. Give
this

the

me

his available assets. I
father."

am

not interested in the

"Frank Thompson,"

replied Mr. Pierce, "is
opinion, and in the opinion of my colleagues, the best type of a mining engineer. Let
me classify him. He is first and above all, a
young man of sterling principles a strong
sturdy character, one that has the pugnacity and
the tenacity to stand up for his ideals. He is not
aggressive but he is forceful. His poise and
urbanity of manner easily win him friends, and
in

my

—

what is more, he keeps them.
As to mental
equipment, I may mention, he is a Yillanova
man. He qualified by taking first, a full classical
course, afterwards took up civil and electrical
engineering, wishing to be still more proficient
he spent two years in the metallurgical department of Lehigh. They tell me he speaks Spanish
like a native and this is no small acquisition in
a place like Arizona.'

"Capital, by Jove! He'll do without doubt,"
a pleased smile lit up the face of the vice-

and

"send him to me at three this afterwant to give him personal instructions,
shall wish him to leave in three days. Tell

tention.

president,

"Marley, " he said, "will you please summon
Mr. Pierce?" Mr. Pierce was the senior consulting engineer. In a shorter time than it takes to

noon.
as I

I

him, however, that he

may

be needed in those

—

—

:
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parts for tho next year or two,
pro})loin to solvo tliat will

make

tluit

liim

makes "ood."
That saiiu' evening found Frank

Jiis

has a
future

lie

if lie

Tli()iiij)s()n

in

lie
the (lark silent chureli in Willings Alley.
thanked God that this opening had come to him.
It was what he needed. The separation tore his
heart strings most rudely, and yet it had its
eompensations. lie coilld go with his secret still
his own he woidd go hoping that the time might
lessen the pain. The new scenes could not fail,
at least to some extent, to give distraction to his
overwrought nerves, the new work would necessarily absorb all his energy thus he argued the
case before the court of his own mind, and returned a verdict satisfactory, at least, to him;

—

oslf.

A year before, Frank awoke to the fact that
ho loved Eleanor Desmond. She had always been
dear to him for Johnnie's sake, his sister and
chum as it were. Last year, she spent six months
in Italy studying art; Frank through this absence realized for the first time that a greater
love

had come

into his

life,

lie

knew now

Eleanor was the one being who held

that

his life's

her hands. About the time of her
home Peter Thompson died.
The end
was quite unexpected.^ One torrid August morning, Mr. Thompson felt too weak to rise.
A
})hysician being summoned, said the illness was
not serious but the patient had better rest a few
days. The afternoon of the same day, Frank entered his father's room with the evening papers.
Contrary to his usual custom, ]\lr. Thompson
l)ushed the papers aside and bade Frank to sit
down for a few moments. Gazing at his son in
silence for some seconds, ]\lr. Thompson said in a
haj)j)iness in

arrival

strange voice.
''Frank, 1 must tell you something this very
evening." Pausing as if to collect his thoughts
and leaning back more heavily in the capacious
arm chair, he resumed:
'Frank, my boy, everything in this old world
•of ours is rather uiKiertain, and none more so
than life. You have been sucli a good lad always,
and that Avitliout any thanks to me, tliat I feel
sure what 1 shall tell you today, while it may
cause you sorrow, yet will strengthen you the
more to do your duty and "
pause stopI)ed the speaker's utterance, he loked fixedly
and almost pleadingly at Frank as he added,
"And frogive me. In my will, you are made my
sole legatee, everything I have, personal and
real, in the words of the will, is left to my son,
Francis Thompson but Frank you are not my
son, I never married
but 1 did love your
mother, and she,
" the speaker's face grew

— —

A

—
— —

ashy and the voice

liroke.

"1

can't

tell

the rest

—

tomorrow ])erhaps. Get me a stiimilant
and then leave me alone."
In a mechanic^al way, Frank did as he was directed. Stupor nurnhed his faculties. All night
he tossed and moaned. What did it mean? What
was he to learn? Was he a nameless child?, Then
the absurdity of the thought struck him why
no, how could he think so. Tomorrow he would
insist on knowing everything; his mother, the
dream of his childhood would no more be a figment of imagination but his very own mother.
On entering Mr. -Thompson's room early next
morning his butler found him dead. Frank was
overwhelmed, dazed, yet hope was bounding in
his heart.
His father certainly must have left
papers that Avould give him all details. Still
stranger than all his other strange ways Peter
Thompson left nothing that would give the
tonight,

—

Among

the papers, however, Frank
romance that helped to
solve the reason of his father's life long bitterness. Jn a leather case was the photograph of -i
beautiful girl with a madonna-like face. On the
reverse side, in a small feminine hand was written 'Inez Maria 'to Senior Pedro Thompson,
January 1891
letter written in English of a
faintest clue.

found a pathetic

'.

bit of

A

Spanish type, without envelope, date or address
unfolded the photograph.
It
was intensely
pathetic, thought Frank as he read,
.
Pedro, mio querido
" 1 can see you no more. My mother, the
]n-iest, and, more than all, my guardian,
Alcario Montoya, have exacted from me
my promise never to look on your dear face
again. It is the will of God. 1 must marry
Jose^the son of Alcario. My heart goes
to you.
"INEZ."
Reverently Frank replaced the picture and
-

letter in the leathern case

heart

—why,

and

laid

it

over his

he knew not.

After the funeral came all the doubts and
Francis saw all his life's happiness
fade away, and he wondered if he, too, Avould
grow hard and stern like the old man whom
agonies.

he called Father.
He had no name a nameless waif dishonor
or even worse, disgrace overshadowed him
the thought was maddening.
Th-at, perhaps,
accounted for the sternness of the old man had
he been affectionate and tender he would have
been compelled to answer questions, so he chose
the safer Avay.
These were crucial days for
Frank.
Days that made him live near the
Sacred Presence on the altar Avhere he talked
over his sorrows with iTis God, and begged for
strength. It came, but came at the cost of sacrifice.
He must give up all hope of marriage
and family, and, harder than all, not only the

—

—

;
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love, but the fri(Miclship of P^leauor

Desmond/

man who Avould, at
least, never tarnish the name of liis adoption
nor dishonor the fair fame of Alma Mater.
Despite

all,

he Avould be a

Five days later, our young engineer was
leaving Chicago by the California Limited,
Santa F^ Route. The journey passed pleasantly enough, devoid as it was of even the most

Frank was taken up with
studying the faces and manners of his travelling companions. For him human life always
was interesting; faces, especially, had an atmeagre

interest.

He liked to read the lines
traction for him.
that time and iiabit brought out in strong reHis opposite neighlief on certain features.
bors, a gentle, Avhite-haired lady, accompanied
by a rather pretty dark-haired girl, particularly held his attention just now. The elderly
lady, Avho evidently had reached the scriptural
f^pan of years, and her companion had boarded
the train at La Junta the evening before but
had gone at once into the drawing-room comThis morning they had come into
])artment.
the observatioji car as the train was nearing
Trinidad, where the scenery begins its climatic
stages, going by leaps and bounds from the
to the sublime and majesculmination is reached in that
stupendous world-wonder, the Grand Canyon.
At intervals the low sweet tones of the Spanish

weird and fantastic,
tic,

until

Castilian

found

its

fell

upon Frank's

himself

listening ear.

unconsciously

He

following

the
musical words and onl}' became aware of the
fact when he heard the older lady, whom the
young girl called "Abuela," say:
''Lucia, querida niia, just notice the coloring
of the young senor opposite. Your mother had
If he turn, I wonder
just that complexion.
if his eyes will speak to me too."

you are day dreaming again
aren't you now?" and then with a low, rippling
laugh, she added, "Can't you tell me something like that? It would not be cast on desert
air
el patito feo, you know, sometimes appreciates nice compliments."
"(Uiicita,

—

Frank looked out on the

cloudless sky of a
tropic sun which revenged the inhospitality of
a land that hid its rivers from its benignant
rays by burning out the kindly verdure and
Here and
leaving only the scorching sands.
there, the sturdy, stunted pines, the sagebrush,
the yucca and the cactus made a stand for life
and won the day. At Raton another locomotive
was added, and laboriously puffing and slowl.y
pushing Avith all their giant stength the ascent
was made around and through the spurs of the
mountains.
In the distance the summits of
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snow-capped peaks made the altitude of eight
thousand feet seem too trivial for serious notice.
Just as the train left the quaint, red-tiled
Spanish station of Albuquerque about noon the
next day, a fine, manly-looking chap beaming
smiles and good-nature on all sides entered the

car.

"Frank Thompson, by Jove!" he exclaimed,
as his eyes fell on Frank.
"Bobby Kelly, ye gods!"

came almost simultaneously from Frank.
"Where do you hail
from and Avhere do you go?"
"Hold on, old fellow," said Bobby, "just
give me a moment and I'll dope out the goods.
Say, this is fine; I haven't seen a Villanova
man for six years. Gads, they were some days,
weren't they, when I was tackle and you quar^
terback on the Varsity?"
"Yes, they were, Bobby," and into Frank's
face came a strained, far-away look that
caught the eye of his friend, who gave him a
searching glance.
"Come into the smoker, old man, and let us
have a weed or two and thrash out old times."
Nothing loath, Frank followed and when
comfortably esconsed in
reclining
chairs
watching the smoke of their cigars mounting
:

.
upwards, Frank began:
"Well, Bobby, here I am open for questions,
just send them along. I know you don't want
to forget the other fellows who helped us to
win out. There comes Charles McClernam
•

right into the center of vision;
You recall
'Red,' who knew just when, where and how to
snap the ball back. Well, he's just as snappy
as ever, and he keeps all the Philadelphia
crooks busy dodging his ball since he was made
chief of police, or, to lend it more dignity, Director of Public Safety."

"Always

thought Red would land on top."

interjected Bobby, "but say, what about
Mickey Blanchfield, does he push his way
through the open places in the big world as
(|uickly as he did through the hole in the scrim-

mage line?"

\

,

:'

•

"You bet your life he does! Why, you
couldn't see him for dust when he made a
scrimmage through the Harvard medical, winning the post-graduate scholarship in Vienna.
He

thrcAv

'Mickey' overboard Avhen he was

crossing the pond.
Perhaps you know he is
back as Prof in the Harvard Medical; his card
goes something like this:

"Harold M. Blanchfield, M.
Oh, by the Avay, O'Malley

is

"What O'Malley?"
"Why, Tommy O'Malley,

D.,

M.

S.,

D. Sc.

there, too."

of course, the Fifth

—

—
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famous lightweight champion boxer. He
physical director at the Harvard Gym."
"You don't say so! well I'll be hanged.
Guess old Harvard had to push on its clock
when Tommy got moving. You know he caught
all the early worms at Villanova."
"Yes, and gave Bill Sheehan the opportunity
of cartooning him in 'The Morning Milk.' By
the way, Sheehan is a big one in Villanova 's
Hall of Fame since he got his place in the

M'ard's
is

'

now

what are you giving me?"
New York Sun, of course. Good
He boosted Matt Lynch
fellow, Sheehan is.
all the way up to the Attorney Generalship
although I must say Matt's silver tongue and
his keen logic in the end would have won the
day. But talking about silver tongues reminds
me of pulpit oratory," said Frank. "Bobby,
if you ever w^ant to hear Billy Sunday beaten
to a frazzle just go East and listen to Father
Earl Gray and Father Drew Maginnes, of the

"Hold

on,

"Why,

the

Augustinian Mission Band.
Why they just
sweep loungers on the primrose path headlong
into the thorny road while you wait."
"What do you knoAv about that?" drawled
out Bobbj^ in a reminiscent tone, "believe me,
1 would rather do that than dig up these old
fossils around here. Glad some of the fellows
stayed to help out in that direction. I'd head
mj'self towards Corr Hall but they say you
need a vocation, and the Lord never handed
me the writ so my road of destiny leads another way. Just one more remark and I'll
rest.
Say, Villanova 's biggest miracle nearly
;

knocked me cold."
"What do you mean?" said Frank, looking
surprised.

"Why,

think of

to the four winds,

it

,

dream

of

it,

broadcast

it

Joe Ford inaugurating the

campaign for a greater Villanova and carrying it over the top by another
half million. Did any one of us in the old days
million-dollar

ever suspect Joe's hidden talent for high
finance, he certainly has got the stuff and the
go. But here, Frank, tell me something about
yourself; I heard you were in the Aviation
Corps overseas.
I wanted to get
into that
branch of the service myself, but they thought
my radio broadcasting was superior to my flying so they kept me tied to earth, but, holy
smokes, what are you doing out here, Frank?"
"Just a little prospecting for our home
firm.
I'm rather vague as yet to details, but
know' I shall be here some time. My destination

now

"Good,

is

Ash Fork."

bull^'

good!

I'm grinding out some

stuft*

and keep on the go
Moqui and from Moqui to
Any time you need help or
send me the S. 0. S. and I'll

for the Smithsonian

from Navajoland
Apache Reserves.
feel lonely, just

to

said Bobby, handing
be right on the spot,
Frank his card. "Let's go into the observation
car and look over the lay of the land," suggested Bobby. "Do you know, Frank, I don't
make you out are you in any trouble? You
look like the Old Man in the Mountain you
seem to lack pep why, you're as quiet and
slow as a' snail, you who were the best of the
old bunch. Can 't you tell me what hurts j^ou ?
said Bobby in a tone that was sympathetically
'

'

—

—

—

'

sincere.

'::,..

•';;

'':{:'
;

;V

'':-:

'
'C--;

k-;

"No,

Bobby, there are some
must grin and bear, that's all."
"Well, Frank, you have come

-;>::;

things

., ::': ^,-

one

to the right

The country of
Manana easily kills all care. The whole atmosphere grips you in its thrill, you lose yourself
and never worry about the loss. But see here,
PVank, you 're tired, so 1 '11 let up for awhile
and we can both improve the shining hours by
a silent study of the landscape and then we'll
adjourn to the smoker again and discuss more
of the Villanova bunch."
For hours the train rolled on through this
place to get rid of trouble.

—

Manana no hurry, no wdld rush after
pomp of power, nor its much prizezd substitute, the mighty dollar.
Do men live more

land of
the

calmly, or probably more rationally, if not more
happily here? Quien sabe? Perhaps the quaint
adobe mission churches could answer perhaps
the mesas high above the earth could give a
satisfying repl.y? Thoughts like these were intruding themselves with quiet insistence into
Frank's reflections as they passed the red-tiled
stations of Mission architecture, the ranches of
the native Mexicans and the haciendas of the
more prosperous Spaniard, the Indian pueblos
M'ith their tiers of mud-backed houses
from
M'hose walls hung strings of bright red chilli

—

—

and whose water carriers Indian women
with their crude pottery and their blankets of
richest colorings were the most picturesque of
all.
Leaving Gallop, the journey assumed another aspect; the scattered Navajo hogans replaced the adobe houses of the pueblos; the cliff'
dwellings, the mesa homes, the sandy soil, the
brown stunted grass, the sparse vegetation
were more in evidence and prepared the way
for the "painted deserts" of Arizona. A well
known writer has called beautiful Arizona the
"plaything of earthquakes"; the Indians call
it "the land behind the moon"; the many vagaries of its fashioning, the gigantic and fan-

—

—

?
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tastic rock formations lend themselves to these
queer conjectures. The}' are certainly wonderful imitations of man's handiwork, thought
Frank, as they passed the peaks that are Egyp(ian in their obelisk and pyramidal formation,
the cathedrals that are grotesque hi stone, the
petrified forests, the giant cactus, whose hollow
center is filled with water, whose arms cast
cross-like shadows, and under and near which
many of the early gold seekers died of thirst,
little dreaming that within their reach was the
living Cactus spring of the purest crystal waThe coloring, however, is nature's OAvn, it
ter.
cannot be described. The mountains Avith turrets

and terraces of

brilliantly tinted strata,

red and yelloAv, maroon and purple, pink and
its neutral tints of gra}' are like "the glory of
imprisoned sunsets that never lose their beauty
nor their light."
Frank, gazing into the great beyond, Avas
brought to earth again by seeing Bobby move
forAA'ard quickly Avitli outstretched hands and
hearing him say:
"Senora, hoAv delighted 1 am to see you and
Senorita." After a fcAV moments Frank Avas
brought to the upper end of the car and to his
great delight introduced to the charming lady,
Senora de Vargas, and her granddaughter
Lucia.
Bobby, in a ferment of excited jo,y,
told Frank hoAv kind the Senora Avas Avhen he
had mountain fever, hoAv she sent her sedan
and had him brought to "San Jose," the haciendas of her son-in-hiAv, and there she nursed
him herself for five long Aveeks as tenderly as
a mother.

"Yes, ('hico," replied Senora de Vargas, "I
often live over those days, because I thought I
Avas
nursing my oAvn little Chico agam
Chieo," she added parenthetically, "Avas my
little grandson Avho is no more."
r>obby and Lucia began talking. Frank seated himself near the Senora. In a fcAv moments
1«> Avas speaking to her as freely as he Avould
liave done to Mrs. Desmond, and his heart
seemed to go out to her in the same Avay.
"I Avas remarking to my granddaughter the
other morning that you had the coloring of my
daughter— Ninon's mother.
She had the
strange olive tints and blends of color that Ave
see in the Madonna of Bodenhausen. The combination is so unusual that I have ncA'cr seen it
in anyone else Avith the exception of you and
my daughter. Have you ever seen the Madonna
Avhich 1 loA^ef
The one in Avhich the divine
Mother stands on a cloud bardc Avith her Avealth
of hair unbound, the child held Avistfully
clasped in her arms, and on the summit of a
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hill near her a tall cross AA^hose shadoAV falls
on Mother and Child.
saw the original in
Paris many years ago.
The coloring of the
Mother's face and eyes bafi'le all description and
the hopeful sadness of the expression haunts
I

the soul.
I had a cop3' of the original made,
and Avhen God saAv fit to send me the little one
for AA'hom I prayed so long, I used to kneel
before the beautiful Mother and pray that my
child Avould have the Avonderful eyes, the rose
tinted olive skin and features of her own blessed face. Was it presumptuous, do yon think,
should 1 have looked deeper and have seen the
shadoAV of the cross?"
Senora de Vargas

looked straight into Frank 's eyes.

"No,

.

don't think it AA'as presumptuous, I
think our Lady Avould see the love and nothing
else," rejoined Frank.
I

;

"My })rayer Avas heard, Inez had all our
Lady's beauty, but she Avas marked by the
shadoAV of the cross.
On her left arm— the
same that in the picture cushioned the Christ
Baby, Avas the cross, and my darling carried
that cross in her heart until her dying day.
When you come to "San Jose" the first object
1 shall sIioav you Avill be "my Madonna."
Frank Avas overjoyed to learn that "San
Jose" AA^as only an hour's auto ride from his
destination. The senora gave him the warmest

that

invitation to
''the house is

partake of Spanish hospitality
yours," she said in her delightful
Spanish Avay, "and you must make it yours as
long as A^ou are in these parts."

The porter's

"first call for

broke the conversation, and
to the

all

dinner" rudely
prepared to go

dining car.

About midnight, as the limited Avas approaching Canon Diablo, the passengers, Avho
had nearly all retired, Avere aAvakened by a
fusillade of pistol shots. The train Avas slowing
up amidst prolonged shouts and another fierce
discharge of rifles. At the same time, like the
Avrath of an incensed heaven, a sudden driving
rain storm burst forth blinding flashes of lightening folloAved almost simultaneously by
peals
of thunder augmented the terror. Voices
tense
;

and excited Avere heard, every one
Avas aroused.

we held up?

What

Avas it?

Has the

What

in the car
is it?

Are

train been attacked

were the questions that fleAv from mouth
to
mouth. Huddled in fear, the Avomen
begged
the men not to return the fire but
surrender
peacefully.

"it's black Jack Ketham's gang—
they kill
as quick as look," someone said.
Frank
son,

ThompBobby Kelly and three other male
passeu-

—
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"No,

he didn't," said Bobby, answering for
himself. "I kncAV the whole gang was collected
outside, their first purpose is always to stall the
I ran locomotrain and turn out the lights.
tives during the war and my knowledge served
me well. I've got the old girl running all right,
put on a double head of steam, loosed the fireman and gave him charge while I ran in here

after a hurried consultation, decided to
defend their rights.
"Lock up the women in the drawing room
with the Senora while we attend to the ruffians
out here," ordered Prank. This done the men,

a^ers,

cocked revolvers, waited. To Bobby's terSenorita Lucia now appeared in the aisle.
"Go back, go back to your section, sit quietly, we shall protect you," shouted Bobby.
"No, I shall not," she quietly responded, "I
have been trained to shoot, here are my trusty
Colts, and I shall use them, too," and at the
same time in each hand were seen the shining
barrels of the revolvers. Another terrific peal

witli
ror,

Oh, Frank, boy, what has hapto seepened?" and without waiting for a reply Bobby
began first-aid operations.
Senora de Vargas insisted on Frank's leaving the train at Flagstaff, where she had al-

*

of tliunder and then another until it seemed
as if all heaven's artillery were set in motion.
At this moment the lights went out the door
of the car was smashed open, five masked men
entered with pointed revolvers, two stood at

—

each end of the car.

"Hands up,"

called out the fifth,

who

carried

your plunder unless
you want free transportation to another region," he added jocosely.
In rapid succession, like an echo of doom,

a lantern,

"surrender

all

again came the roar of the thunder, women
screamed, some fainted, but the greater number kept their nerve and coolness. In the midst
of the uproar Frank heard Bobby calling, "I'm
^^
otf to the front. That engine must go.^
'

'* Hands
up," the outlaw yelled again, but
instead of surrender shots flew from five revolvers and l)efore the answering volley could
be sent back, one desperado fell to the floor;
again and again the revolvers shot forth their
deadly missiles; Frank staggered and fell and
then, as his right-hand man rolled on top of
him, Frank thought, "Bobbj^, Bobby, I could
not think it of you."

lights came on as quickly as they
the engine began to puff, then move.

The
off,

"

We 're

saved

we 're saved

went

!

" called out
Lucia as she saw two of the outlaws jump and
their three confederates lying helpless in the
aisle.
The passengers began to breathe, then
to talk.
Two of Black Jack's men were killed,
several of them wounded. The engineer of the
train was the first picked off, killed by a bullet
in the brain, the conductor was severely but
!

!

Frank was shot in the
A few of the other
passengers received wounds but they were not

jiot seriously
left

arm and

wounded.

right foot.

of a fatal nature. Lucia, her eyes blazing with
excitement and auger, asked:

"Where
the

is that Bobby Kelly— did he
Ketcham crew?"

join

ready arranged with her son-in-law, Senor
Montoya, to meet her and Lucia.
"Bobb}'," said the Senora, "wire Dr. Abeita,
please, to be at the station with all his paraphernalia, ready to accompany us to 'San
Jose.' You too, must come with your friend,"
and smiling radiantly on Frank, she said, "We
live under the shadow of San Francisco in the
Cordilleras our house is yours. Say no more,
.,,,;..:
you must come."
v

—

•.

A

typical Spanish

,

home

it

vvms

—

n

onc-stoi-y

red tiled adobe hacienda built around the patio,
and surrounded by open verandas, from whose
arches and pillars hung baskets of fragrant
blooms. Birds were singing happily in their
cages, a big St. i^ernard and his friend a hnge
lazy mastiff came out to welcome the travelers.
As they entered tlie building, Senor Montoya in
his courteous manner welcomed tluMii to liis liome
and led them into a great hall that ran from
one end of the building to the other, probably
twenty-five feet in bi'e;-ult!i and at least ninety
in length. On eaeii side doors U^ad to the various
sleeping ai)artments. Tiie ceiling was low, with
heavy black rafters showing; the walls in neutral
tints gave a fine background for tlie oil paintings and engravings that adorned them and yet
afforded shelter to numy trophies of chase,
antlers, Indian rifles, swords, skins
all
told
stories of many adventures. The jiolished flooi's
were covered with Navajo rugs and buffalo
skins. Two great fireplaces filled with burning
logs took the chill out of tiic April air; large arm
chairs, heavy carved tables, dark mahogany furcomfort
niture nmde a i^icture of substantial
hard to be excelled. The iiall at one end opened
into an oratory wliere Mass was often said. Just
below, separated from the oratory, forming part

—

of the

main

hall

was

way Grand on one

a nnisic hall.

A

large Stein-

on organ on the othei',
in the corner a beautiful Erard harp, violins,
guitars and otiu r instruments lying on the table
proclaimed even to the passing eye that nuisic
was not a lest art in the desert of Arizona. Toside,

:
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and bookaneient and
jiiodern literature, library tables strewn with tlio
latest periodicals and magazines, reading lamps
and luxuriously cushioned chairs invited one to
linger. At the lower end the space was entirely
given to the dining quarters. P^veryone sat down
at once, master, mistress, family, guests passing
way-farers as wxdl as the employees of San Jose
ranch it was the old patriarchal spirit emphasized so truly in the warmth of simple Spanish
wards the

(tenter of the hall book-eases

loaded

plielves

with

volumes

of

,

;

hospitality.^; ;:

;-^--

v-V-;'?.',V\."'-:;:\-'';\

;:•:•
^

Frank was taken
room. Dr. Abeita

at once to a large pleasant
his preparahurriedly

made

probing the wounds and was more than
delighted to meet Fathi^r Anselmo, the great
I^Vanciscan missionary, wlio was spending a fewdays at the Montoya ranch, for Father Anselmo
was very skillful and understood how to be useful in cases like the present. Tlu' doctor undoing
arm nuittered,
tlie
bandages of the left
''Strange!" as -he turned the arm and saw the
tions for

outline of a cross. ".Most (Mirious too," he continued, "seems like a birth mark. Senora, co.nc
liere, look!"
-one glance, then a scream, "^ladre
can't, it
de Dios!" It- can't surely be,
it
can't," and taking the arm, looking more intently, at the mark and then into the face she
calhd out "Jose, come here, and you, FatlieiAnselmo too." Surprised as the doctor was, he
continued his preparations ))ut as soon as the
Senora gave another keen look she (ilasped her
arms around Frank saying over and over again,
"Francesco, alma mia litth' Pancho, my darling (^^hico's ciiild." Frank, pale with excitement, unable to uttei" a word, trembled convulsively. The doctor now interposed.
"No more of tiiis now, ])atient must be kept
(piiet,
veryoiu' go out except Father Anselmo

—

—

—

(

and Mr. Kelly."
"No," responded the Senora, "Father Anselmo must come too, he must help us put th(>
links in jdace. Get Lucia and let her hear the
"Wonderful news."
And then tlu^ story was |)ieced together by
Senoi-a and P^ather Anselmo.
"Inez loved a

—
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Grijigo," said the Senora," we could not permit
such a marriage, i)ure ('astilian does not easily
mate with inferior blood. Inez was too good a
daughter to go against the traditions of hei"
family, she married Jose. The Gringo swore undying vengeance and then i)assed out of sight
and mind. When two years old our beautiful

Francesco was lost or stolen. Had he wandered
mountains and been devoured by tiie
coyotes—yet no trace was found. Had Geronimo,
tile A])ache, sought his revenge in this way ?
the whole comnumity was aroused and all the
lairs of these outlaw Indians were penetrated
^ly
through and through but no Francesco,
child, Chico, seemed to pine away and die as
did hope in all our hearts. Now mi Padre Anselmo, won't you finish?"
Thus addressed. Father Anselmo replied
"Two years one Hay Jojola, one of our Zuni
Indians, san old man of seventy years, Avliose
grandson attends our mission school sent for me
begging the 'saving water' that would make him
live forever as his boy had told him.
The old
man seemed troubled in mind after his baj^tism
to the

and begged to come to Senor Mont ova and tell
him that little Pancho -was neither murdered nor
accidentally killed, that a white man who had
done many good things for the Zunies had asked
him to steal the child of Senor Montoya, to bring
him to the Pueblo and rear him as an Indian. A
year later this same white man caine to Zuni, saw
the child who ran to him with open arms and
called him 'Papa.' The next morning both the
child and the man were not to be found in Zuni
and neither have been heard of since. The old
Indian feared to be blamed by the Spirit unless
he sent this word to Senor .Montoya."
ITeri' Bobby Kelly rushed in, in his usual impulsive way. "Here's perhaps what you want.
This perhaps will be the final link," handing the
leather case to Senora de Vargas. With trembling hands she took out the iihotograph and
'

gave one glance, thrust the picture into
the hands of lier son-in-law, and fell on her
knees crying out, ".AFy God, T thank Thee, our
letter,

boy

is

found."
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From Ralph
October 20th.

Dear Peggy

Y
mm

:-

OUR

letter received. You need not be
mail
so nice in what you write, as
Of course, I know
is never opened.

my

that is the reason why you didn't
write one with more pep in it. I was
beginning to feel sore that you had not sent the
cake, in fact I was about to write you about it,
when I found out just in time to save you a
bawling out. I was telling one of our crowd
that I was going to hand it to you, and he told
me I had better see Hookey about it first. So I
asked Hookey why I shouldn't write about the

brought it up
from the station myself a few days ago, and I
thought I told you it was yours when I gave
you a piece; it was just a fmix pas on my
account." So, Peggy, you are in right again.
Hookey is surely a scream, though I feel sorry
for him, as he can't give much of his time to
his studies, because he has to go out so much at
night. He told me he was an agent for an
Employment Agency, and he has to take care
of the help for the big families around the college.
Of course, he has to keep tabs on the
ones he has placed, which means he has to give
up a large part of his study time. *I offered to
help him, but he said he didn't want to bother
cake,

and he

me and

said, ''Oh, yes, I

besides I wouldn 't understand. Timmie
and Doc help him some.
I came near crowning smart Eddie the other
day on the field, only I knew the V. P. was upstairs in his office. The reason was as follows.
Last Saturday we had a big game and another
fellow and myself from our crowd were helping to mark the field. Eddie walked up to me
and said, ''Ralph (and it was the first time he
ever called me by my right name), you're a fish
to be doing all this work, and a new guy like
that fellow over there stands around doing
nothing." So I picked up a pail of lime and
walked over to the fellow who was standing in

to

Peggjr

front of the pie-shop. "Hey, Freshie (handing
him the pail), get busy; do you think you're a
relative of the President?" Well, he ruined a
good suit for me and Eddie just laughed.
"Tough luck. Dismal, I made a mistake, that
guy is a Senior and captain of the Varsity baseball team." Anyway I got sore and quit work
right off.. But you can bet I won't forget it for
my friend Eddie. He seems to have a big pull
around here, because as Hookey told me, his
grandfather gave a building where the "Catholics" (students for the priesthood) live. But
pull or no pull, he'd better watch his step from

now

on.'.';.v

I believe, Peggy, hi fact 1 knoAv that I am
about to arrive. Hookey hinted once or twice
about a Secret Society, that the authorities
don't know anything about. He wouldn't tell
me much about it, but he did promise to do
what he could to get me in. He said they had
to be very careful about taking iu fellows, as
they had to get the right kind, and then they
took in only a few each year. While we were
talking about it, Tom came in and Hookey
gave me a kick in the shins, which 1 understood
right off, so I changed the subject. I guess Tom
is one of the big guns in it.
Gee, Peggy, I hope
I land this Frat, as it would mean a lot to me
getting into it, and it has a lot to do with control of athletics and pretty near puts the men
on the teams. It Avill be a big help when T go
out for the indoor track team.

Don't mention anything about the above
M^hen you write, because if they ever found out
I ever mentioned it to you, I would be queered.
I got your picture, and when I showed it to the
croAvd, Eddie said, "I'll bet that guy gets well
paid for taking pictures like that." I am wondering what he meant, but I thought I would
tell you, anyway.
Remember me to all inquiring friends.

Very

sincerely,

RALPH.
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Hills

DENGLEB HILL
You do not kiss tlio wet lips of the clouds,
Yet, Dengler, \vhon the Ioav, gray mist rolls down,
1 think your sorrowful, wan beauty shrouds
The little graveyard just beyond the tow^n.
else, when summer's brilliant, hopeful green,
Laj's like a cloud of comfort on your side.
You are like some lovely, motherful queen.

Or

Guarding her dead, no matter what betide.

NEVIN HILL
Oh, Nevin

Hill,

I

see

you

lying.

Stretching across the rolling land,
] hear within your glens the sighing
Of the southward wending blackbird band.
Oh, Nevin Hill, with the dawn upon you,
And the small rain kissing your ferny breast,
And the western mountains in mists o' blue,
The horn of the liunter awoke me from rest.
glens have been my haunts when sorrow
Laid her gray hand upoji my days,
And found in them a new tomorrow.
Drenched in the dew of your forest ways.
You gave me my first, fair dreams of boyhood,
You placed on my lips my earliest song.
You taught me to know a deeper joyhood

Your

I

Than

the

empty glee

of a blinded throng.

In your silver shades with my friends around me,
Lovaltv bomid our hearts as one,
And love, on your heights, first came and found me,
In the quiet hush when the day is done.
And when in the distant lands I'm roaming.
My heart will ache for you, loved old hill,
And ril wish again for your song-filled gloaming,
And all the enchantment that lingers there still.

when death creeps slowly,
the home you gave.

Oh, Nevin

Hill,

And
May

me away from

steals

the whispering chant of your pine trees lowly,
Bear me a message across the grave!
Oh, Nevin Hill, I see you lying.

Stretching across the rolling plain.
I hear within your glens the crying
Of the wood thrush clan come back again!

And

LIAM MOR.
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The Preparatory
(^xpeet a mis(?ellan7 of invective, opand other di,sa<>Teeable thing's

])()briuiii

shall descend
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A.

upon our head, when we

(here we assume a most
declare,
heroic attitude) that we are witnessing the i)assing of the I'reparatory Department,
and therein we do take great joy.

The "Prep School" undoubtedly

luis

been

since the beginning an intcgi'al ])art of Villanova, i)erhaps for many years tlic greater part.
Surely it has had a most glorious history, a
splendid background of fine traditions covei'ing
a span of nearly 80 years. It lias been a most
])rolifie nursery for the college. And yet in spite

WALTER R. KANE, '26
JOHN S. McGONIGLE, '26

School

we are right and are perfectly willing to admit
And tiiose, whose primary interest is in the
well-being of the college proper, must likewise

it.

Ood speed

tlie day, sometime
present plans are carried
out, when Mllanova will come into her own and
begin to exist for the first tinu^ in her history
solely as a college, and not as a com1)ination of
(Irannnar, High School and College departments
lacking necessarily unity of purpose and uniformity of method.
Times have changed, otherwise we would 'not
dare write as we do. It is not so kmg ago, that

admit

it.

.May tlien

in Septeml)er

tlie

"Pi-eps"

1{)2-]-,

so

if

fai"

outnumbered

tlieir

elders,

we liail the day when it shall
have passed from our midst and i\it into the
shadows of the past. For our unlioly joy we

naturally they niono[)olized control of all
activities. How we chaffed under their inde; and
souu'times it was very harsh,* but we were help-

plead as our excuse, interest in Villanova, Villanova Colli ge. And more than that, we know that

less; for in

of these

facts,

tlujt

might

tliere

was

fight, if not right.

Seniors were accorded s.cant respect.

Juniors

'

"
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Frcshiiion
and
was nothing uncollege men suffering (and we

while as
just tolerated,
Soplioiuores, why })()ther.

for
it

usual to b'eiiold
initiation into the
use tlie word purposely)
"Gol)l)les" and other mythical societies at the
hands of the "Preps." Just a plain case of the
"tail wagging the dog.
"Anyone, who has jbeen associated with an
institution maintaining both college and prel)ai-atory dei)artments, realizes what a serious
problem the (piestion of discipline i)resents.
Wules and regulations laid down for college
students are certainly not applicable to those of
liigli school grade. The youth in high school, who
is oi'dinarily under eighteen, cannot, or at least
should not be given privileges that are allowed
to the college student. On tlu' other hand, it is
too nuich to expect the collegian to submit to the
same discipline that marked his high school
years. The college student is regularly older, and
more responsibility should be placed upon him.
This is not to say that he should be freed from
all restraint and allowed to shift for himself. He
is still immature and in need of guidance and
direction.

and

"^^

But

he.

must be taught

self-reliance

He

should be made to understand that he is about to enter the world of men
and must learn to play a man's part. Rules
there nuist be, even in college, if the institution
is not to become a bedlam, and such ruhs, as are
self-restraint.

21

nec(ssary should be rigidly enforced; but they
should be as few as possi])le. In no case should
they be such as to give the student the impression that he is still a child. If they are such, the
result will be either open or secret revolt, and
the youth will become a malcontent or a hypo'
,

crite.".

'.

"Elven where a system of discipline can be
worked out that might be applicable to both college and high school students, the moral effect
of the combination is not all that could be desired, especially where the students share the
same dormitory buildings, dining rooms, study
Youngsters of
halls and recreation grounds.
high school age are never benefited by such close
association with older students. To say the least,
tl'ey are apt to become sophisticated. Neither
are the older students- benefited. Generally they
resent the encroachments of the junior element,
and the morale of the institution is apt to suffer
as a consequence.

For the

best interests of

::.

T^r^/I

all

ccncerned a complete separation of establishments is desirable."
These are just a few of the reasons why we
await the breaking of the new dawn. Were we
writing from the viewpoint of a chairman of a
standardizing committee, we might add others.
As for Villanova Preparatory School, it
shall not be forgotten or unsung.
To other
hands, more gifted, we leave the eulogy,
'

J.

K. L.

.•::

—
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Organization of the "Varsity-Letter"

NO

effort is ever overlooked among the
boys of Villanova to advance and develope their Alma Mater in every department of her activities. Last year
-ir^-:^an attempt was made to organize a
Varsity Club. Although the plans of the organization have not fully materialized, evidences of
New
it's efforts are seen about the College,
students frequently ask the significance of the
small lapel-button worn by some of the older
men. It is the " V " button, the insignia of the
Villanova Varsity Club, an organization whose
aim is not only to foster the Old Villanova spirit
among its students, but also to keep it alive and
cherished in the minds of those graduated.

in this Club is open to all "Letter
It is
in football, basketball, or baseball.
not an easy matter to earn a Varsity Letter at

Membership

Men"

Villanova, consequently the fortunate ones are
proud and honored to wear this badge, this
pledge and proof of their efforts to advance Villanova and athletics at Villanova. It is the aim
of the Club to include not only the undergraduate student, but the graduate Letter Men as
well.

The undergraduate body

offer

no

difficulty,

for they are immediately interested, they have
organized the Club as an important factor of
their student activities. They function as a society during their College days with tlie common
purpose of strengthening the bond of unity
among the athletes and bringing them into close
dance
contact with the student body. The
of last year serves as an example of what such
an organization can do. Due to the efforts of the
newly formed (Uub, it was a great social and
financial success. Special attention should be
given, however, to the Alumni, to make this organization as far reaching and effective as pos-

"V"

sible.,

The

,-

possibilities of this Club are enormous. It
the means, as we have already stated, of organizing all the men that have been awarded the
Var.sity "V", so that even after they have left
Villanova, they may realize there is still a bond
that keeps them actively interested in Villanova
activities, even though they are far removed in
fact from their Alma Mater. Imagine the feelnigs of an "Old Grad," says a "drop-kicker,"
who has long since lost the "kick" of those old
is

Man

days, if he siiould perchance see the V^arsity
button on the lapel of another. Immediately, he
would approach the wearer of the insignia to discover perhaps, the "clean-up" man on the ball
club or the "foul-shooter" of the basketball
team.

Moreover, as an advertisement it would help
put athletics on a soiuid financial basis. The
members could go forth and "scout" new fields
from which the College would draw students
and attract more athletes. In short, such a elul)
will go far to better athletics and Villanova. The
school wants men Avho are clean athletes, dean
through and through, and who are not too big to
subject themselves to the discipline of the coach.
We can be assured that none but this type ever
secure membership in the Club, for only men of
these characteristics are ever awarded Villanova
Varsity Letters.
One of the greatest factors that warrant the
success of this undertaking is the hearty response
and cooperation of the "Letter ]\len" themselves. Recently one of our popular and wellliked "Letter men" told us of the enthusiasm
expressed by a. former Villanova man the first
time he saw the "V" pin. He considered it one
of the greatest movements made by the students
and wished to secure his insignia as soon as posto

sible.

:

.^. ;::-- i:'~-y^

After a

r:/:^

<::'' ::':^\]'''\.:,r-:::-\,;^
I

man

has played three or four years on
the Varsity, he cannot altogether forget and
sever those relation's, so replete witli happy associations.

The Old Villanova fighting spirit does not die
so easily. It is always there, and only needs to
be kept directed towards its proper goal Villa-

—

nova

first

and

last.

The power

of organized eP-

forts is inestimable.
If such favorable results
can be had even in an as yet in complete or-

ganization, why not take up the project with
greater zeal and develop to its fullest extent
make it a live and active organization. All that
is wanting now is the full and active co-operation of every Villanova man, past and present, to

keep in motion this abundance of {)otential
energy. The Varsity Club will, then, become an
active organization, dedicated to the advancement and betterment of "Old Villanova,"
.

J. P. Mc.^"-'

''
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RETREAT

THE

annual Retreat was conducted by
Reverend James Grififin, 0. S. A.
Jiidjiing: from comments heard on all
sides, it was one of the most successful that has been given in some time.

Father Griffin

<j:ot

to his topic quickly, stayed

there as lon<»: as was necessary and then with
few deft strokes drove home the lesson. Those
of us who had the "food fortune to make the
Retreat could not help but be impressed by
the earnestness, zeal and sincerity of the
speaker.

;

"THE MORNING MILK"
I*ublished Now and Then, Mostly

Then,

Whether or Not.
"Peep'' Sheehan
Peep
Sheehan
"Peep" Sheehan
Sheehan
Peep
"Peep" Sheehan
"Peep" Sheehan
Peep
Sheehan
"Peep" Sheehan

President and Publisher
Editor

'

Circulatioji Manajjer
Columiiyst
Sports Writer

'

'

to the Lovelorn

'

Telephone, Brvn Mawr 568-J.
Radio, WCAM.
Entered at Miss Gleason's Post Otlftce as
.First Class Matter.
P>ell

February Circulation,
2 Copies.

The above figures are net. All damaged,
and left-over copies have been omitted.
stockholders

is

Unheralded and unsung,

pomp and panoply,

greeted, so much so that on the day of publication, transit along the main corridor is wellnigh impossible. Never was announcement of
President, Vice-President or Dean scanned so
attentively.
Newsy, breezy, witty, original
and at times startling, never offensive and always pertinent, devoted to the interest of the
school, the "Morning Milk" deserves all the
nice things that are said about it.
The work
entailed by each publication is known only to
the youthful publisher. "Peep." Lest he perhaps feel that it is too much of a burden, we
Avish to remind him that in the daj^s to come,
Avhen his work is copyrighted throughout the
country, in all the big dailies, he will look back
to his college days and realize that the "Morning Milk" was the starting point in his successful career.

'

Cartoonist

of
List
annuallv.

that it has won. the right to our unstinted
praise and most fulsome congratulation. Each
issue is eagerly watched for and more eagerly

'

'

Dramatic Critic

Answers

'

'

2;j

the

published

free

semi-

noiselessly, Avithout

"Morning Milk" has

come into our midst and has captivated our
thoughts.
Even though it is our competitor,
yet honesty and candor compel us to admit

COACH HUGH

V.

McGEEHAN

As Avas expected, Hugh McGeehan has been
chosen coach of the Varsity football team.
Mr. Miller, who has been in charge for the
past Iwo seasons, has found it necessary to
tender his resignation because of press of business.
His resignation was accepted with deep
regret, not only because Mr. Miller was a
splendid coach, but rather because he had endeared himself to all of us by his gentlemanly
conduct aiul charming persoiiality. While last
season Avas in a sense disappointing, yet it must
be admitted that it was Allie Millerwho lifted
the team from the slough of mediocrity which
had been its lot since 1916; that it Av'as Allie
Miller who developed from green material the
best liiu^ seen at Villanova in the last decade.
Hughey was appointed, we believe, first, because he is one of Villanova 's own, and, second-
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boeauso of his woiulcrt'ul success "with tho
team. To those who ask, "Will Hug'hcy
luako <>()od?" we answer that tiie tlrst qualifieatioii of a good coaeh is personality, that
soniethin<i' which can send a team on the field,
filled to the Nth degree with fig'ht; that somethin <> which can make a team play better than
it
knows how, which will not let a man quit,
which ejulears a coach to every jack man of the
Hu<>he\' has it. The Prep team of tlie
s(iuad.
last two years is proof ])ositive.
The second
re(juisite is a linowledge of the game.
If you
doubt the new coach's knoAvledge of football,
we suggest that some day when .you have nothing to do for a week, just start a discussion Avith
him on football. Thirdly, can Hughey impart
his knowledge, can he get it across, can he
leach? Ratlier a silly question, if one saw his

PINE TREE CLUB

]y,

Pi'c])

Prep team

in action
and for the* benefit of
those who are deprived of this pleasure, we
proffer the statement of Bill Hollenback, "The
best coached Prep team I ever saw,"
were
;

We

just alxmt to sig]i Q. E. D.,

when

Ave

heard a

rather subdued "Can he exact obedience and
insist on discipline from those Avho Avere his
intimates?" To prove this Isist point Ave could
produce facts sufficient to cover several pages,
but because space in The Villanovan is so valuable, Ave shall content ourselves Avith the state^^^^^^^^^
ment, he is Charlie'sbrother.^
v
^

^^^

:

Hughey, Ave are for you, Ave are pulling for
you to make good. Ho go to it.
;

:

A fcAV years ago at the beginning of a school
year a lone timid student presented himself at
the Registrar's office and politely informed the
Avorld that he hailed
ly

from foreign

parts,

name-

regarded him as someAvhat of a

distinct species of the human race, hailing as
he did from that renn)te country Avhose only

claim to fame is its liunting grounds and Poland Water.
Proving the truth of the old adage "Big oaks
from little acorns groAv,"' this lone student on
returning to that barren settlement that sent
him forth to the civiliied Avorld, immediately
promoted a successful cam])aign of propaganda
and as the result there is uoav a gathering of
"Maniacs" in the institution.
XotOnly are they increasing yearly, but the
entire State has been attracted by the beauties
and benefit cf Villanova, and she has f:iint hopes
of sending a sufficient lunnber of her manhood
to the Augustinian (\)llege in order to compete,
with her mother state, Massacliusetts.
Although the "Log Hoppers" have been
more or less previously associated, it Avas finally
decided that "In Union There Is Strength,"
and consequently the representatives from the
Republican State have organised "The Pine
Tree Club." The members, as Ave already have
realized, are honest and faithful Avorkers for
Villanova.
The pronn)tion of this enthusiasm
was the reason for the foundation of the club.
-i

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Villanova Council, Knights of C*olumbus, exemplified the first and second degrees of the
order Avith a large class of candidates during
the latter part of March. The degrees Avere
witnessed by many Knights of Columbus notables of the state including District Deputy
Kasel, of Columbia, and District Deputy John
J. Lenny, of the seventeenth district.
The exemplifications Avere held in the recently acquired council rooms in the basement, AAdiich
after numerous alterations are presenting a
home-like atmosphere.

We

Maine.

DR.

CHEESMAN HERRICK

Recently students had the pleasure to listen
by Dr. Cheesman Herrick,
President of Girard (\)llege. Dr. Herrick chose
to a lecture* delivered

Avas decidetl to ])laee a representation of the

for the subject of his interesting discourse the
early life of Abraham Lincoln. While a young
man Dr. Herrick became personally intimate
with many of the Emancipator's friends and
through the knoAvledge obtained in this relationship he was Avell versed in his subject. The
lecturer presented many interesting incidents
of Lincoln's early life as a bookkeeper in a
country store, as a struggling attorney, as (Congressman and as President. It is evident that
the listeners carried away with them a far better
knoAvledge of the real Lincoln than any infor-

upon the diamond. Considering the
overabundance of material in the Council there

mation found in books could have given them.
Dr. Herrick has been invited to again address

no reason Avhy they should not be represented

the students ujion the subject of the institution
of Avhich he is President, (lirard College.
are looking forAvard Avith great interest to the
next ap])earance of the distinguished gentle-

FolloAving the success of the basketball tecam
it

Council

is

by a team <|ualified to encounter any opponents.
Leo Devine '28 has been elected manager and
has already arranged a large schedule.

We

man,

:

:

•

-/--,

,v"

':
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JOHN
John

lI(Miry

H.

VANDERWEG

Vaudonvoji', of

the

Class

To his parents, brother and sister, the VillaMay he rest in
novan extends eondoleiu-es.
of

1924, diocl March lo, in the Misericordia HosIt is with rejj-ret that we
pital, of ])neumonia.
record this passing; aAvay of one of our comrades who stood out remarkably as a true Villa-iu)van, an earnest student and a devoted Son
John was completing his
of Mother Church.
third year at Villanova in the Pre-Medical
School, entering from Hartford (Conn.) Public
High School, having graduated from that institution in 1920. He was seldom disciplined, as
he considered his college career a serious matter and intended to enter one of the leading

medical schools in the
John was prominent

fall.

being a
of the Lamba Kappa Delta P"'raternity
and during the basketball season of 1921-22 he
captaiiu>d his fraternity team. As a golfer he
has no equal at X'illanova and was holder of
the trophv of the Junior Citv Championship in
Ilartford'in 1920.
in social affairs,

member

His death was a depressing blow on his classmates and a shock to all his associates. John
will be remembered always as an earnest, unas,suming, congenial student and as the type

of Catholic young man

of

whom

Villanova

may

well be proud.

A

solemn Reqniem Mass was sung on Friday,
16, in the College Chapel for the repose
of his send.
The President and several of his
classmates attended the fnJieral the following
dav in Hartford.

March

5.1

neace.

DELTA

X

PI

EPSILON

^ ^

The members of the Delta Pi Epsilon Fraternity are making extensive ])lans for a formal
ball to be held in the Bellevue-Stratford, April

25.

The Fraternity

make

making every

effort to
social events of
anticipating the founding of
is

this oiu' of the largest

the season and is
such as an annual function.

Already the imarrangements have been completed and
one of the Quaker City's leading orchestras has
been engaged to furnish the music. Aniong the
I'atrons and Patronesses solicited are many
pominent Philadelphians, as well as out-of])()rtant

town

notables.

Immediately after p]aster the Fraternity
gave a dance for the benefit of the library fuiul
for the School of Business.

One

of the largest

crowds, ever present in Alumni Hall, attended.

The dancers

all

their

dancing

confessed that they enjoyed
if

they were obliged to pick

floor.

Music was furnished by

(he evening even

the Villanova College Orchestra.

^^'\-l-'''''':^-f''',[

Following the sjilendid basketball record of
the Fraternity, it was immediately decided to

The team will take
managenuMit of Thomas
Uodgers, former Prep star.
organi;:e a baseball team.

the field under the
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Rev. James O'llag'tin '14 who is stationed in
Hfiker City, Oregon, was a recent visitor. Father
O'llagan gave us some first hand information
oi' tlie desperate lot of Catholics in Oregon, due
to the activities of their fair minded, unbiased
neighbors. Fatlier
'Ilagan is expected to give a
talk to the student body on the School Question
in Oregon.

Eddie Logan wishes to anonunce to his Villanova friends that they are welcome at his wedding to be held early in June, at Alt. Vernon,
N. V.

The following announcement speaks
Lima y Fraginet

Manuel

Maria

^feto de

Lima

el

Estreiia

:\.;-:'.;;

.'•:..,r;:.:

Jr., start his educational career at Villanova
next September.

Father Daniel Ilerron, 6. S. A., our neighboring jiastor, who has been a most faithful and
most observing attendant at Varsity base-ball
practice since the season opened, opines that the
l)res(nt team is far below the standard of the
famous team which he pitched to many vic-

-'-,:<'._:•"..:,::.."

'^"'•-''

most profitable season.

Fred Lear who was once with Connie Mack,
had the extreme pleasure recently of contributing the hits, which defeated the Athleti(^s. Lear
is

playing second base for ^lilwaukee.

Father IMartel, who is in charge of the nevv
high school at San Diego, writes on that he had
a wonderful basket-ball team. He sent several
newspaper clipi)ings to prove it.

The Villanovan wishes

Lakewood

extend

its

sincere

sudden death

Burke, who graduated from our
dropped in for a short visit.
a very prominent lawyer in Hartford,

Joseph
is

to

(condolences to Joe Scanlon on the
of his father, Thomas i\I. Scanlon.

'.

snles-manager of The
Enginering-Supply (Company,
of

who

the privilege of voting.

The firm of Charles Ileiken, Sr., Undertaker
and Dr. Charles A. Ileiken, Jr., '16 reports a

Frank Robinson '21 spent a few hours in our
midst trying to induce our Engineering Graduates to cast their lot with the Bell Telephone
CV)m|)any. How cogent his arguments were, may
be judged by future improvement in telephone
liurke 'lo,

voices his regrets that the
lie

had entertained high hopes of having George.

women had

Charlie McGuckin '18 and Joe O'Leary '18
are making very elaborate plans for a re-union
If
of their classmates at next commencement.
zeal and activity count for anything, their efforts ai'e bound to be successful.

(<yril

'15,

Jim Heap, famous Varsity end, contrary to
eonunon belief here, is not the Sheriff of Lackawanna County. The election was held before

!

/,.':,.

George Wilson

Minim Department has been discontinued,

al

con el Sr
Armando M. Alverez y de IJrrutia
Que se celebrara el dia doce de ]\larzo de
]Mil novecientos veintitres a las
nneve y media de la noehe
en la Iglesia del Sto. Cristo del Buen Viaje
Ilabana.

service.

Detroit, invites next year's football team to
be his guests. There is a catch in his invitation,
owing to the fact that the University of Detroit
was the Entertainment Committee.

tories.

gusto de invitar a Vd.
^Matrimonio de su hija
tienen

for itself;

;

VAN

Prep
Joe

J.

school, inil,

is
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(/onn. He still smiles when he recalls the day
that he chased a fly ball in right field for the
Preps, and his cap blew off. Joe retrieved his cap
;

first.

.

';,;;.;/•,,;:./.:;:;;;;

.

/^.^^^^^^^

vy-;'^.;^^-:-,,:/ V :'<:::,

James H. Savage, B. S. '10, one of the best
baseball players ever developed at Villanova,
and for the past five years manager of the
Tionesta Valley Chemical Company, at

Way-
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The VUlwnovan extends

ifn heartiest

congratu-.

laiions.

Elmer M.Hertzler,]M. E.

'22,

has severed his

relations Mdth the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
of Philadelphia, and accepted a more lucrative
post with the l^rown Instrument ('omi)any. in
the same city. Villanova abounds with best
Avishes for "Hertz,"

a leg on February
15th. Jim was crushed by a yard engine while
biirg, Pa., suffered the loss of

directing operations at a fire in the plant.
Savage had made a success of his position and the
accident came as a blow to his employers. The
Villanovan wishes to express its deep sympathy
to him in his misfortune.

Pa.

We

year,
^

J.

'-/^[f-'

The firm of McLaughlin & Flood, of which
Mart JMcLaughlin '14 is a member, has just been
awnrded a large paving contract l)y the city of
Philadelphia,

John Donovan '22, employed by the Stone &
Webster Company, is superintending the construction of tlie Victor Talking ^Machine Company Building, at Camden, N. J,
For some time, Villanova students have been
unable to explain the radiant smile, Imoynat
and "chesty" attitude of Prof. McCormiek. It finally developed that "Prof." was the
daddy of an eight pound baby, born March 20th.
si)irits

^.v.-'"/.-;:;--.-;;,-'..

D, Byrne

Little

Peter J. Malick B, S. '20, has become a contractor and is located at Washington, Pa. Pete's
rapid rise in the business world is undoubtedly
due to the same sterling cbaracteristics, which
won him distinction at Villanova.

present with
at Clarion,
hope "Gaff"' will be back with us next

Charles P. Gaffney ex

'24, is at

the General Construction

('.

E.

'22,

Company,

;;

sent a

Rock by announcing

shock from
engagement.

little

his

Jim is the first of the class of '22 to express
his intention of joining the ranks of the beneand w^e believe ere long many will emuhim in this respect. Matrimony is but one
the enterprises which Jim is going to under-

dicts,

late

of
take, the other being the building of an athletic
stadium at Little Rock College, where he is a
member of the faculty. Jim will have complete
charge of the work.

Art Eisenmann E. E. '22 was a recent visitor
Villanova, having stopped enroute from
the S[Hingfield, iMass. plant of the Westinghouse
to the Pittsburgh plant. Art was transferred
from the Engineering to Sales Department,
at

As we go to press the Class of '22 are nuiking
elaborate plans for a reunion to be held in the
Rittenhouse Hotel, in Philadelphia. The exact
date has not been set.
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TIIIjIO ()i)ini()n of the students, regard'

breaking up of the basketball
team have been many and most interexplanation is still
ofiCieial
esting,
wanting, nor liave we at this late date
any hope that the silenee will be broken. Evidently we shall have to content ourselves with
llie knowledge that such drastic action would not
have been taken, if there were not well groundesl
r,nd compelling reasons for so doing. We are of
the opinion that such an action will not need be
repeated in the future.
iug

tlie

K. cf e. Five Nosed Out by Lebanon

hue
break

to Ihe fact that a cancellation would
up tbeir Philadelphia trip, the Lebanon

Valley (piintette were rather reluctant about
game with Villanova and the
Blue and White A. A. authorities permitted
the Knights of Columbus to ])lay tlu' Annville
aggregation.
calling off their

The game was an exciting one from the
and the visitors, who had de-

start to the finish

handily, barely

feated the

disbanded

managed

win from the Knights by the

to

varsity

close

score of ;)l-29. Charley Laughlin, the individual star of the evening, repeatedly dribbled
the entire length of the floor and speared the
Metoxin
cords for several two-point tallies.
went best for tlie Ijcbanonites, caging the timely goal that won the game.

Business Five
l>y a victory

tliem at the
(luintette

Win League

over the Arts team which put

iiead

of the league,

the lousiness

were acclaimed the winiu;rs of the

basketball league.

The future business men proved to be the
real class of the league. They fought hard and
were deserving of the title.
The real surprise of the league was the showiiig of the Arts team.
At the beginning of the
season this team was not accorded a look in

but it*shoAved unexpected strength and j)ut up
an excellent fight for the honors.
The Engineers and the Doctors' proved to be
great disajipointments, as it was predicted that'
the titular honors would lay between these two
quintettes.
Only in a few games did either
team show any of its real form. Both teams
are capable of performing nnich better than
_

their exhibitions indicate.

Baseball Schedule

March 28
A])ril

;>

April
April

5

— Princeton

at Princeton.

'

— Boston College Villanova.
— Holy Cross Villanova.
at

at

14— Ursinus at A'illanova.
.April 18— Dickinson at Villanova.

—
—

April 21 Gettysburg at Villanova.
April 25
Dickinson at Carlisle.
April 26 Gettysburg at York.
April 27— Mt. St. Mary at Emittsburg.
May 1 Boston College at Boston.
May 2^ U. S. Submarine Base at N. London.
May i] Providence C\)llege at Providence.
May
Holy Cross at Worcester.
May 5 Lawreiice K. of C. at Lawrence
(pending).

—
—

May
May

—
—
4—
—
8 — Delaware
Newark.
11 — George AVashington
at

at

Washington

(pending).

May 16 — St. John's at Villanova.
May 17 — Ursinus at Collegeville.
May 19 — Lebanon \'alley at Villanova.
May 23— Lehigh at Betlilehem.
May 25— St. John's at New York.
May 26— Crescent A. C. at New York.
June

2

—

St.

Joseph's at Villanova.

Villanova is represented on the diamond this
Spring by the youngest team i)erhaps in her
history. The only veterans are Connolly, ^Meader
and O'Donnell. Seven of the nine positions at
])re(-ent are being held down by Fi-eshman and
when Harry (Jriffiths is twirling, John Connolly
in left field is the

only holdover fi'om

last year.

—
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Tlu' team bwaiise of its youth is green, but is
very promising. Development will neeossarily
lake time; exi)erienee, self-eoiifidenee and team
woi'k are not to he gained in one or two games,
(james vvliieh sliould he won, are going to he h)st
beeause of the laek of these important faetors,
but before the season is over V'ilianova will have
a team which will give the best a keen tussle.

The

particularly strong,
''(Miiek" ^leader needs no introduction to Villanovans; Tom O'Donnell, a reformed first baseiiian, il' such a thing is possible with leftlumders,
made a big reputation at Seranton last summer,
jind up to date he has lived up to the advance
notices. Harry Griffiths, who pitched the Preps
to scliolastic championship of Philadiljihia, last
year, should prove a big help. Bradley another
southpaw, has been troubled with a sore arm,
which had kei)t him back, l^oplaski says he is
real

i)itehing

staff

ton called upon three. The score:

Villanova .:.. :....;
Princeton

—

good and Poj) ought to know. Minnick and

.00 00 08
.8

1

2

1

H.

R.

E.

0—8-5
x—7 8

Hatteries
Princeton: ('arney,
(Jaldwell and Jeffri:-s and Stintson.
.Meader, O'Donnell and Dyer.

—

b

8

Townsend,
Villanova:
Umpires-

Westervelt and Wilson.

Villanova 's Rally Falls One Short

:

is

Sayres, complete a very formidable stpiad. Dyer
had the catching jol) cinched, with Lym^h and
Pick, tt as understudies. Waltei- Kane looks like
the best fielding first sackcr since ('harlie Mc(ichan's time. Second base is a toss up between
Watson and Traynor, both of whom look good.
Sliortstop is weak, elimmie llartnett, who had
liis name on the job is laid u}) with a l)ad kuee.
Kasel needs a lot of seasoning. MeGuinness is
coming along rapidly. One day's workout was
sutt'lcient for Cotter to land third base.
Jack
Connolly is again playing left field with his
custoiiutry grace and effectiveiu'ss. (^onnell, a
beautiful fielder, a vicious hitter, is in center,
while .Masciadri, luis tiie call ov( r Kodgei's and
Duhamel, fornuM* Pi'cp stars for right field.

2;1

Two

big innings

—the sixth and the eighth— in

which five runs flicked over the plate caused the
Blue and White second defeat of the season, this
time at the hands of Olaf HenriksLn's Boston
'College team. ;-^:v/:--:-,yiURHov'ci flared up in the ninth inning and
drove Jnn Kelley to cover, (-aptain .Mullowny
went to his rescue but had a hard time quieting
the bats of the varsity who i)iled up four runs
and had the tying run on base when Walt Kane
lined out to (Jomerford in deej) right.
Off* the reign of Kelley and
.Mullowny, the
varsity made eleven hits, Captain Jack Connolly
leading with a pair of triples. His first thre(>

bagger drove in Watson and Connell in the first
inning and he scorrd a minute later on Kane's
triple.
(/onndly's second triple came in the
eighth as a starter, but still he could not score.
Harry Griffith, Villanova Prep star nuvde his
debut as a college jiitcher. He lasted five and a
Chick Meader relieving him when
the Boston batters found his speed.
;:
Griff* allowed but three hits in five innings Init
got his in the next round when Wilson opened
with a safe bunt and Darling and Comerford

tiiird innings.

:

walked,
fice to

filling

Gene

Ed

the bases.

Phillip's long sacri-

.Alascadri scored Wilson.

Then

fol-

the varsity niiu> dropi)ed tiu' opening game of
the season to the Princeton ball tossers, on ^larcb
28th at Old Nassau, by tiie score of 7-8.

lowed singles by C^ronin and ^Iclntyre and
r^leader went to the box only to be greeted by a
whistling single by Kelly. After this round was
over, Boston had accumulattd five runs, the first
score for them in the game. In the eighth inning
Boston got five more runs.

McGechan selected ('hick .Meadeimound against the Tigers but
handicapped by the recent injury to bis arm

Jimmie Trainer pinch liitting in the ninth for
^fascadi'i lulped the V^arsity' tally to mount up
by a smashing line drive. The score:

Villanova Opens With Defeat
In frigid weather, too cold even for football,

Coach

1o start

(*has.

on the

Ciiick was touched for eight iiits and Tom
O'Donnell relieved him in tiu' sixth.
O'Donnell pinched hit foi- Meader and with
tl;e,l)ases loaded drove a smashing triple to deep
('cntre scoring. Dyer, Mascadri and Kasel.
-O'Donnell then went in and pitched and held
the Tigers hitlers for the remainder of fh;' ganr.
The game was curtailed in tlu' seventh inniiig
by mntual agi-cenient. NeifiuM- team could b'
judged as to its res|)ective woi'tb on this game.
Vlayers en both teams had the one- thought in
mind, to get it over with as (piickly' as possible.
Villanova used two nioundsmen while Prince-

H.

Vilhuuna

;]()()

l?ost(m College

()()()()

Battii-ies

—

\'illan()va

Dyei"; Boston College
Phillil)s.

Cmpire

()()

-1—

2
5

,")

H.

K.

11

5
8

i)

0—10

10

Meader aiul
Mullowny and

Gi-iffith,

— Kelley,

— Griffiths.

Cloudburst Curtails Holy Cross G-ame
Fre-h from

its southern ti-ip
the fai'-fanuvl
Ci-oss nine clashed bats with the varsity on
::-:}'-'/,::'-::.:
April 4tli.

Holy

Just
within

)-''

when
a

the

W^)rcesti'r

few put outs of

its

Collegians

were

sixth straight vie-

;
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tory,

,

a

near

arid

el()Ucl])urst

Alunmi Field and ended

swept

cyclone

all activities.

The New

Englanders were in front by the score of 8 to 0.
Jack l^arry, Purple coach, anticipated trouble
from the Blue and White and saved his star
pitcher,

Ownie

was the first member of the squad to sustain an
injury. Hartnett wrenched his knee and will
|)robably be forced to give up baseball for this
year..:.:/; :;;;
'..'''

Carroll, to face the Varsity bat-

ters./

'

^

Carroll, who has been besieged by
big league offers and is acclaimed the greatest
l)it(!her in college ranks held Villauova to one
puny hit. Watson beat out a bunt to third base
all

in the first

sorts of

inning but was immediately caught

iat

y

/.'"'^-y.,:/.;-'

,"'

*

:-:'.:'"•

*

''"*^-^'r"/r . '::-"--:-:')'.''.::

Z;.',

*

*

"';-,.'"..

Villanova hoped to avenge its football defeat
the hands of Holy Cross by beating the New

Englanders on the diamond

this year.

But

a

cloudburst shattered the hopes for revenge. But
there is another game and with a greatly
strengthened infield. Purple had better watch
its titular crown.

off first base.

Tom O'Donnell was on the mound for Villanova and pitched an excellent game, allowing the
Holy Cross team five hits;^^^^/;^^^^^^^^-^^/^^^^^^^;^
V
A peculiar thing to be noted at the ganie was
bander and
that although Carroll is a right
O'Donnell a southpaw both have the same style
of pitching. Both have a blinding fast ball, mixing it up with an underhand curve ball and also
a jwizzling change of pace.
R. H. E.
The score by innings:
0—8 5
1
Holy Ooss ...V..- ..... 2
0—0 1 8
ViUanova
Villanova: O'Donnell and Dyer
Batteries
Holy Cross: Carroll and Ryan. Umpire Grif;

—

:

fiths.

Frank

Pickett, Varsity

i-ecently elected to pilot the

the gridiron in 1923.

tackle, was
Blue and White on

football

Pickett's election

was a

popular one as he has been one of Villanova 's
mainstays on the line for the past three years.

Now

that the basketball season has come to a
of the entire student body are
turned to the baseball [)rospeets. Never before
in the history of the Blue and White has tln^rc
bien exhibited such a keen interest in baseball as
there is this year. Witli such a display of spirit
on the part of the student body Villanova should
turn out a winning nine.
close the eyes

Mr. Gordon

MacKay, one

foremost
spuits writer in the (country and wlio acts in the
capacity of sporting editor of the Philadelphia"
Inquirer recently stated in an interview that the
Pre|) football team of last year was one of tiie
best teams without exception that he has ever
seen in a<;tion. Mr. MacKay saw the Prejis in tlie
playoff' game with Catholic High School for the
Catholic League title. He also gave special praise
to

of

jVc

:Vc

(Miick Meader, varsity hurler, who injured his
at the close of last season pitched the open-

arm

ing (4ame against Princeton. Header was bothered by his arm and was nicked for eight hits.
However it is reported that lie will be back in his
old form

by May.

Jack Connolly who has played lel't field on
that varsity for the past three years and who
hails from Stanford, Conn., was elected to lead
Villanova on the diamond this year. Connolly is
a slugger and a splendid fielder. Baseball has
become a byword with him and he is well acquainted with the ins and outs of the National
Pastime. He should make a good leader.

That an inter-fraternity league in baseball
inaugurated this year seems to be a certainty. The business administration has already
organized a team and the other fraternities are
will be

exjKH'.ted to follow suit.

tlie

Jimmie Quinn and MacCahon
.!(;

At the time of this issue of the Villanovan
going to press V^illanova has played and lost two
games on the diamond. One to Princeton and
the other to Boston College.
Neither team has yet tasted of defeat. Boston
wliipped Army and Lafayette by larger scores
than it defeated Villanova.
In a like manner
Princeton won over Lehigh and Virginia.

jV.

Hartnett, one of the most promising baseball
candidates that Coach McGeehan had this year,

Tommy

O'Donnell, varsity pitcher, in the few
Rodgers is a candi-

to coach the business nine.

date for the varsity and will be forced to give m
majority of ins time to practice.
However he
will endeavor to hold a drill at least every week
for his team.

Tommy O'Donnell, varsity pitcher in the few
innings that he has pitched so far this year,
shows much promise of becoming the Blue and
White star slabman.
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From

out of the West

C'onies tlie

Labaruin,

Mount Saint
its

^loseph (*ollege, a book masculine in
substantial appearance and graced througli-

That this
out with a delicate, feminine toucli.
treatment necessaril.f detracts from the quality
of a work is disproven by a [)erusal of the special

"Some

Twentieth Century French
Academicians" is an excellent account of Edmund Kostand, who it might ))e appropriately
remarked, was the author of the vehicle of the
I'ccently demised Sarah liernhardt's greatest
success, L'Aiglon." Anatole France is discussed
and damned; Paul Bourget, Pierre Loti and

articles.

•Jules

That

this

result of painstaking search

and

LcjMaitre are

article is the

all

reviewed.

much study is very manifest.
''Fl Cid Campeador" is a sympathetic appreciation of the national hero of Spain, ''The Hose
in Poetry and Symbolism" and "JNIadame Re-

camier" bespeak the possession of a wide knowledge of the subject matter and a facile pen.
It is in the department of tale-telling (where

A
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from the rugged hills of New FiUg"The Anselmian," St. Aii's College appears impoverished by the paucChronicles
ity of pure literary contributions.
details of daily happiness and class notes there
visitor

land
selm

now

galore.

ai'e

interest,

boiling

if

enters.

Hut

these sundries are of only local

that.

These items could stand much
straining, and
the meshes

down and

should be widely separated.
if

some periodicals are in need of the mascu"The Anselmian" is in need of that

line touch,

of interested supporters.
The stories do not rate high, "The Return" is
a series of Avords telling
how a returned
"buddy" is disgusted with the scene of liquorless (?) America, and returns to Coblenz for
liberty and Spirits. The plot of "Retribution"
is somewhat forced and unreal.
The writer
seems prei)ared to sacrifice both plot and style
to bring out his moral.
The verses are better but not quite of col'

legiate standard.

"The Anselmian" is in the doldrums.
But
one senior has contributed, and no junior. Some
intensive
work and w'hole-hearted support
would soon have this old mate once more sailing
in the favorable trade-winds of the journalistic

the proficiency of the gentlei* sex is proverbial
tiiat the young ladies break with tradition. And
here it is, I think that the lack of the masculine
hand is felt.
may, indeed, be thought paradoxical.
(For how, when it is absent can it l)e
felt?) Ilowbeit the two attempts at stories show
indeed the silken glove but no firm hand. "Devoted" is what might be expected from the idtra
feminine girl, a tale full of .sobs and dreams and
heart aches,
Girl of Spirit."
Noteworthy by its absence is the essay, a medium of personal expression well suited to the
college student. And
cannot be led to believe
that the .Mount girls are such ascetic, little Puritans as not to talk and give expression to their
personal view.
not perpetuate some of your

As Others See Us
The Christuuis " V'illanovan" contains much
of value. The review of the "Brass
Check,"

thoughtful moments in your paper?

though rather

We

—

"A

sea.

"The
little

Irish

Saint

more than
Brigade"

Francis,"

Brooklyn, N. Y., is
a bulletin of school events. "The
is
the lone literary offering.

This dream-story is neatly penned, has a flow of
thought and harmony of wording that makes one
wish for more.

I

Why

late in

appearing,

is

very good;

;

:
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but we believe timt Upton Sinclair is to be pitied
for his ignorance witb regard to the Catholic
(Miurch and its priestliood. ''Englisli— and Such
" well, if we can hiy hands on any others like
this, we will devour them in the same greedy

—

manner

wbieh we perused

in

teachings of his religion. Sometimes these obare sincere, more often they are not.
If they are sincere, the greater should be the
shame of those who pro])ose them. In the majority of cases they are used only to cloak the
real disposition^ that of extremely passive in.jection,'^;

—

this.

and pure

difference

Letter of Expelled Student to

Fond Parent

The faculty has held a special commencement
me and 1 bave graduated from bere
by reijuest. They said that 1 nm the first one on
record to graduate iu the freshman year,
He
exercis!' for

meet me

sui-e to

at the station.

Your darling
I*.

will

S,
1)0

r

son,

am now packing my

home soon."

— The

Tchalxxl.
cigaivtle case anil

Anselmian.

The "Abbey Student "(Atcbison, Kansas) is
commended for its splendid editorial on
the study of Religion. The editor is a man af-

to be

ter

our own

lieart, for it

takes no

little

courage

for a student to venture out upon such a sub.ject and to offer sncb advice as he does there

He begins by stating
that Catholic students
siu)uld have so little interest in a subject that is
the only justification for the existence of their
Alma ^Mater. So well is the point taken that
we must let tbe editor speak for himself.
his fellow

how strange

students.
it

all

Too many consider
routine.

—

"De:ir Pater, Count to 100 before you read
the following lines

to

!

is

Listless

Apropos of the subject of "Religion.," the
Viatorian (Bourbonnais, 111.) gives a brief but
pointed review of the Lives of the Saints, by
Butler, and Patron Saints for (Catholic Youths,
by Mary B. Mannix.
The articles on the
C^atholic Church ami Science, Louis Pasteur
and Gregor Mendel are tiniely and well
written.

Did

^

:::;.

and determined

ignorance

of

th(!

V,|"':

:"":"

'''

(Routt College Magazine)

Kgo Sum Per?

Peur ex Alsey
I'eur ex Alsey
lens ad school
:

Vidit

in

meadow,

Infestum mule.
Ille

'

:k"^^'i

"Wag"

the.

forget to add the

unworthy of a Catholic. Some are of the opinion

voluntar\-

laziness.

mere matter of
attention and general indif-

ference have failed to find the beauties of a fascinating, ever-ncAv and ever-absorbing topic.
Students, moreover, have a solemn duty in this
The voluntarily ignorant Catholic is
regard.
not only a disgrace to himself and to his
Church, but he presents a vulnerable point for
the enemies of the C'hurch, If ever the Church
was in need of staunch supporters, she needs
(hem at present. The student Avho fails to instruct himself in this most important of allsubjects is violating an obligation to himself,,
his family, his (Miurch and his (Jod."

" .... The various reasons and excuses advanced by the student to study his religion are
that because they have been exposed to a short
course in catechism they have done their duty
in matters religious. In their minds further procedure would be useless repetition. Others introduce a purely utilitarian motive into the
matter and seek to avoid the study l)ecause they
receive no credit for religion in secular schools,
"The first objection is absurd, the second
utterly despicable. In either case the objections
reflect a student, who. Catholic only in name,
cxem])lifies the type of CMiurcli member, who,
through pitiful conceit, continually throws
dark shadows on the Church, by reason of his

unadulterated

religion a

a])proaching

O magnus

sorrow

Puer it skyward,
Funus tomorrow.
Moral:
Qui vidit a thing

Non

ei

well known,

Est bene for him
Relinf|ui id alone.

;;
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PLINTB2
The Modern
I

like to

And
I

I

I

—
—

J^'irst
Student "Doctor Schaeffer gave out
some low marks in (Jerman last month."
Second Student "That's nothing, all Oernuui
marks are low now.

Girl's Choice of Fruit

be the "apple" of some one's eye,
long' to he ealled a ''peaeli,"

"pears"
Wtih "dates" within my reach.
like to he "eiirranf in men's eonversations,

so like sittinf»- in

And

Jt,
•d*

like to be
1

I

'i(*

#

*

*

in ])lace.
Girl P^riend

still

:•;:;

Send In Your News, Boys
"Jf you have

it

it

in

it

in

-

The members

make us laugh

..

make
_

?

Many new

*

*

'

But it doesn't mean anything. Editor James
Kent Lcnahan writing editorials on walking six
tlie

it?

;^'

'

mean
';

'^^

*

*

W

Vl'

'if

w

country in the winter

given gold teeth.

faces will appear after each bout.
*

*

*

to.

Peter Stieb

The College Barber
255!) Webster Avenue ^,
Ladies' Shampooing a Specialty.
"The Pordham Monthly."
Exchange.
:

^

—

':

time.

',,,.,-

of the boxing team, on comple-

'^Go

:

miles through
Can you beat

word

^.,-:-„-

Permanent Wave for Fordham 'Men' (?)"

;,
':

*

'

*

"A

the reader snule,
Send it in."
*

#

tion of their schedule, will be

If it's only worth the while.
will

does that

Latin for Welcome.
#

Send it in
Send along a photograph.
Send it in
Never mind about your style,

And

w

llughey McGeehan tells us, that while it was
v^ry cold at Princeton, the baseball team got a
sweat-up from shivering.

story that is true.
An incident that's new,

Will. your story

'«•

.;..,::.;.:.,

in;

A

Send

— What

Piggy— That's

a joke will amuse.

Send

W

Piggy?

a bit of news,

Send

Or

d&
w

Piggy Watson took his Girl Friend to the
thcMtre the other evening and arrived some time
i)efore the performance b( gan and while the drop
curtain with "Asbestos'' written across it, was

surely intend to "berry" my past
In bri|>ht "lime" light some day.
"The Setonian."
#

.".
'II*

Since Prohibition, instead of 'Wine, Women
and Song" we luive "Wood Alcohol, Ti-ained
Nurse, and Nearer My God To Thee."

"raisin" excitement.
\iu{ of njy actions
have to be "elieny,"
"You cantaloupe," is tlie social indictment.
1
like to be vamping "olive" the men.
But, oh, keep the "prunes" away.
I

o,<.
-;»•

*

#

*

(Additional Splinters on

*

,

Advertising Pages)
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^
BATTER.Y TO J^APOLEO/I ^

<^VOLTA EXPLAINING HIS
<«

a>

lAow Electrical

Engineering began
T

p

IS not enough to experiment and to observe

PI

in scientific research.

There must
terpretation.

also be in-

Take the

cases of

Galvani and Volta.

separated the disks with moist
pieces of cloth.
Thus he gene^
rated a steady current. This was
the " Voltaic pile" the first battery, the first generator of

—

electricity.

One day in 1786 Galvani touched
with his metal instruments the
nerves of a frog's amputated hind
legs.
The legs twitched in a
very life-like way. Even when the
frog's legs were hung from an iron
railing by copper hooks> the phenoihenoh persisted.
Galvani
knew that he was dealing with
electricity but concluded that the

Both Galvani and Volta were
but Volta's

careful experimenters,

correct interpretation of effects

gave as

electrical

en^neering.

rary,

Then came Volta, a contempo-,
who said in effect: "Your in-

Napoleon was the outstanding
days of Galvani and
Volta. He too possessed an active
interest in science but only as an
aid to Napoleon.He little ima^ned
on examiningVolta's crude battery
that its effect on later civilization
would be fully as profound as that
of his own dynamic personality.

terpretation is wrong. Two different metals in contact with a moist
nerve set up currents of electricity.
I will prove it without the aid of

The effects of the work of Galvani and Volta may be traced
through a hundred years of electrical development even to the

frog's legs."

latest discoveries

Volta piled disks of different
metals one. on top of another and

eral Electric

frog's legs

had in some way gen-

erated the current.

figure in the

made in the Research Laboratories of the Gen*
Company.

General^Elecftric
general Office

COlUpfl^nV

Schcnectady.M.Y.

%
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—Look Better—Are Better because of the

finer materials and hand work used
because they will last twice as long as a ready-made article
the largest selection for Young Men, at prices to suit the purse and the

Fit Better

They are

economy,

real

Right here

is

too,

personality

!
j
[

i

PYLE & INNES
1115 Walnut

Leading College Tailors

Street

DOUGHERTY'S SPORT SHOP
424 South 52nd

'

Street^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^:

;;^^

"

Phojie WoocUaiui 8622

BASEBALL UNIFORMS AND SUPPLIES

;

cA

Specials

very good pair Base Ball Shoes
or zA very good Glove

$3.50

You must

see these goods to appreciate the value.
Special discount to Villanova Students on regular goods.
RE-STRING TENNIS
to 33 1-3%, according to net cost.

WE

This means from 10

RACQUETS RIGHT

|
I
I

i

Subscribe for

TheVillanovan
Telephone Bryn

Mawr 758

SUPPER

TEA

LUNCHEON

Henry B. Wallace

GENERAL STORE

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charles

22

aiul

W.

24 Rryii Mawr Ave.,

CKJARH, ICE CREAM, iCONPECTIONKRY
912 Lancaster Avenue

Glocker, Jr.

BRYN MAWU,

Dougherty

Charles Hirth
BRYN MAWR,

PA.

PA.

& Dougherty

CLOTHIERS TO MEN AND

YOUNG MEN
VAIiUE

AND

SEItVICE

1704 Market Street

S|KM'iaI

Hatt's

:

I

l>ATfl(>NIZIO (M'll ADVlOll'nSlOIlS

to

Villanova

PHILADELPHIA

StudeiitH

THE VILLANOVAN
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V

Cable Address

[

I

Warehouse and

TOO.MEY PHILADELPHIA

A

942

ESTABLISHED

B C Code, 5th Edition

I

Sidinge,

BEACH STREET

1876

FRANK TOOMEY,

Inc.

Iron and Wood Working Machinery
Steam and Electric Equipment and Supplies
Main

Office, 127-131 N.

Third

PHILADELPHIA

St.

SHEAD'S BAKERY
For Quality In

Bread and Pastry
j

ARDMORE

Wholesale and Retail

PA.
_

BELL PHONE OREGON
:

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff

Penetrating Bristles

E. Clinton

Delicious Sundaes

We make
i

i

i

9124

Clinton's

1204 to 1214 SO.

I

&

Co., Inc.
Philadelphia

12TH STREET

IIome-Made Candies
home-made

a complete line of

candy from the purest materials obtainable
Purity, Cleanliness and Courteous Service
Guaranteed. Try Us.

F. P.

CONWAY & CO

I

!

MASON

Bryn Mawr Confectionery Co.
Next

to

Movies

Phone Bryn Mawr 178-W

848 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR,
Home-.Made

Pie.3.

PA.

i'r v^
"

BUILDERS

";'':

Sandwiches and Hot Chocolate

CHESTNUT

HILL, PA.

>ii^»<i«a»(i^.»<i'a»i>'^B'ii'^»ii^»ii^»ii«.»ii^i»<i'^»(i'^»<i«i»ii'^»ii4i^(i'a.»<i^B'ii'«i^ii'^»<>'^B'(i^»i>.^»(>.^»i>4a»i>.^»i>^»<>'«»(>«»ii«»i>«a»i>«»i>^^<>^^<>«^<i«i»i>^»ll«»i»%
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Joe Troncelliti

William L. Hayden

TAILORo

HARDWARE

CLEANING AND DYEING

LOCKSMITHING

939 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR,
Phone Bryn

A

f>irl

Mawr

PA.

838 Lancaster Avenue

494

walked into

]5RYN

a

Department

store,

and

said to the eli'rk:

Senior

— We have a euekoo

l-^Vesli.

"Have you any

luiir

MAWR,

— ^Mine's on

the

elo(d<; in

hum

our room.

loo.

nets?
*

•'*Yes."

— Was
Junior. — No

Soph.

"Invisible?"

'^Ves"
" Let Mie see one

PA.

*

*

Aseension

*

Thur.sday iVee

huil

year
[)lease

it

|

—

-—

on Sundav.

\\'\\

"

=
Prompt Service

j

- -=-

BoU Phone, Belmont 4140

James Farley

Chas.A.Krull

[

\
[

i

PLUMBING
Wholesale

Hot Water and Steam Heating

5422 Wyalusing Avenue

Tobacco

Philadelphia

Cigars

WM. STALKER

and

Shoemaker
To Particular People

Cigarettes

SHOE REPAIRING
;

55 North Second Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

:

•

V

|)()IN(! SO,

IN

ALL

ITS

PA.

BRANCHES

You put on those shoes with a feeling of fiatisfaction after having them repaired by us.
We
u«e all High-Gracle Leather and our workmanship

is

of the best.

(iivv

IN

BRYN MAWR,

941 Lancaster Ave.

.MIOXTION VI

r.I.AN'C

Ts

)VAN

Ji

Trial

ami Re

C<)iiviii(><>(1

\
i
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ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1837

Robt.

A

1919

& Co., Inc.

Shoemaker

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
Paints and Varnishes

PHILADELPHIA

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Race Streets

STEWART RADIO
Joseph

J. O'Loughlin

PARTS AND APPARATUS
W'lietlier you desire to install a coinplete Radio
Outfit or add to your present equipment, Stewart's
long- c.xi>erienccd lladio men will he pleased to advise you as to selecting the apparatus which will serve
you best.

141 North Ninth Street

Soiirt

for

I
!

_

Stewart's Itodio Booklet
j

Philadelphia

Frank H. Stewart Electric Co.

m

Old Mint Building
35-37-39 N. 7th

St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

John Y. Parke Co.
Specialists in

MANUFACTURERS

DIAMOND JEWELRY
A'al nations

for Estates

Establislicd

Supplies
ititi'2

:n

FINE

WATCH

—JOBBERS

NOHTH SEVENTH STREET

KEI'AIHlNCi
Pliilatlelphia, Pa.

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front S-reet, Philadelphia

PATROXIZK OUU

AI )VKUT].SEUS

f
I

I

THE VILLANOVAN
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i

:''!

.Mistress:

Latin

is

a laiiguaKo,

this

morninf^',

kiss

you

take eare of the deliveries

my-

saw the

j^roeery

hoy

j

.Mary.

!'

At
i

I
j

least it

used to

''Hereafter

\h\

It killed off all the lionians,

self."

— >]xchany:e.
— G.C.E.
Willie Hose sat on a pin. Willie
And now

I'll

it's killing? nio.

Jiose

I

.Mary: "Ft won't do you

no good,

niuiu,

He

don't like hlondes.

|

I

The Ignation.

[

I

Bell

Phone Sherwood 2827

J.

ARMOUR^S

E. Caldwell

& Co.

Chestnut Street Below Broad

Cleaners and Dyers

PHILADELPHIA

115 South 60th Street

For many years

jeirclrrs to sotnr
of the most important aluffent
organizations in this country.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
!

We

man

on
Monday night and return on Wedneshave a

call

for clothes

Cliivss

Kings,

i*iiis.

Fraternity Insignia,

Sporial Stationory

day night.

Roma Cafe—Bryn Mawr
AMERICAN—ITALIAN—FRENCH
IF IT IS (jiOOD
I

TO FAT

l»an(|UO<s, Class Dinners,

WK HAVE

Buupers

IT

:

IN DOING SO,

Private Dining

Room

835 Lancaster Avenue, Oppo*site Post Office
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PETER REILLY PUBLICATIONS
133 N.

V::

13th Street

Philadelphia

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By J. Godfrey Rupert
This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
scientific points."
View of future life, as represented by
men like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge. It is popularly
treated so as to interest the great majority of readers.
138
pages,

price $1.25.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY
By Rev: Michael W. Shallo, S. J.
"Scarcely any English books
of
Philosophy have such
breadth of view, such clearness of expression, and such
brevity of style."American Cr. 8 vo., 39^ pages, $2.25 net.

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis Thompson
Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly
Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out
among all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in itself.
"One of the few very great odes," -Covventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c.

—

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry C. Schuyler, Ph. D., S. T. L.
Places successfully in a popular and devout manner the
principal truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
By the
author of "The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ,"
etc.
12 mo., 218 pages.
90c.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR
New practical method for learning the

Markets

By A. Rota
Italian

PHILADELPHIA
Everything for Lawn, Farm and
Get a Catalog.
Garden.

language,

revised and enlarged, with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett.
Thorough, reliable and fascinating, with the conversational
portions appended to each chapter.
12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

MICHELL S

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hara.
explained according to the New Code.
Excellent
for those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics
honestly desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16
mo., 84 pages, cloth, 50c.
Simply

HOUSE

The Bryn Mawr Trust Co
BRYNMAWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

PHILIP

A.

WaLLIAM

HART,
H.

and Other Valuables Taken On Storage

.JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

W.

Vice President

JESSE H.

HALU

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES,

BERGEN,

Assistant Treasurer

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Secretary and Treasurer

Aaaistant Trust Officer

THE VILLANOVAN
f

Philip Harrison
Walk-Over Boot Shop

TAILOR

Gentlemen's Outfitter
826 Lancaster Avenue

]^HYN

\

MAWR,

PA.

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes

;^^^

V

Talone

iViichael

:

1128 Lanciaster Avenue

y

t}
;

M. M. McGARVEY

Moore's Pharmacy

I

1141 Lancaster Pike
j

Rosemont, Pa.

I

V

'

Drugs, Stationery, School Supplies,

;

Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings

|

Candies

j

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,

Etc.

j

I

A

l<'iiU

Assoitnieiit of

HRYN MAWR,

LANCASTER AVK.

PA.

COLUMBIA YARNS

WILLIAM GROFF, P. D.
Prescriptionisf
803

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

—Bryn Mawr 166

Prompt Telephone Service

Our Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals and Drugs
\VH I'm AX'S

IX)WNEV'S

are of the Highest Standard

sam(>si:t

APOIiliO

MAVIS

General Mortgage Financing Corporation

MORTGAGE BANKING
6 Per

cent.

Saxety Guarantee

Ridge and Girard cAvenues, Philadelphia
fr<>4i»(l«i»O«i»(l-«^i>^^()«i»0«i»0^^04B»(>«a»ll«V»>U^^O4B»(>-«HLH4H»(»^H»<>'«i^0«»4l^i»O^^n«^l»«M»O^^(>«ii»04il^O^^(>4
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Ice

AA

English Foui-

c/l

ard Neckwear

y^^^^

Silk afid

Wool

Neckwear

c/1

AA

y>A*^^

The Most Exclusive Designs and Colorings
Neckwear that will Surely Appeal to the
Young Fellow.

i

M

;^^^^

Striped Collar

Attached
A

Breyer Ice Cream Co.

in

Smart Looking

Shirts $2,50

Shirt for the College

Man

CLAY & BROWN

HKNRY W. BREYER,

MEN'S WEAR

PresI
l*HlLADEljPHrA, PA.

17«2 Market

PHlTiADELPHiA, PA.

St.

Seven Fridays

FRANK FLOYD
J.

in

One Week

FITZGERALD

i

Men's Women's and

Terminal Market
Children's Outfitter

EAST WALL
Wholesale and Retail

i

B ITT K R
I

j

!

SEA
FOOD

Dry Goods and Notions
I

(JK

1

\\ TTE R NS

SHOES FOR iMKX, \YO^rEN AND
CHILDREN
Br^^n

IN ALL VARIETIES

Crab Meat a Specialty

Mawr, Pa.

10 Per Cent Discount to Priests mid Stiulcmts

SPE(;iAL

of Villanova College

i

The Home

DISCOUNTS

TO

HOTELS,

CLUBS AND INSTITUTIONS

Life Insurance Co. of
-INCORPORATED

America

1899-

Fifty Million Dollars Insurance in Force
liocnted in the Heart of

writing

BASIL
!

S.

JOSEPH

all

kinds of

WALSH,
L.

Iiisuranrc District

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance— Liberal

President

DURKIN,

llic

Secretary

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
Philadelphia

PATRONIZE OUR Ai:)VERTISERS

Policies

CUNNINGHAM, Vice Pres.
JOHN J. GALLAGHER, Treasurer
P. J.

j

j
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Careful

Handling

j

and
Quality

Wilson
Laundry
j

Jf a

youth enrly

he soon takes real pleasui'e
little pile

i^UgUSlin CC DapilSlC

forms the saving habit
in

•S

seeing his

a

i

i

'L'DT^OC

grow."

Save and Succeed

''' '"

Open an account today—

I'HONK SPRUCE 3127

p!^f .^

''"'

Philadelphia

in person or l)y mail

Interest 3.65% per

annum
Why

i

THE BENEFICIAL SAVING
FUND SOCIETY
OF PHILADELPHIA
i

l^'or

k^::,-

Sixty

Boys Leave School

Too much fun,

Too nnich

sport,

Nothing done,
Poor

re[)()rt.

Years at 1200 Clu^stnut Street

.....

:
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Edson B
Dros.
PHILIP'S

BUTTER
EGGS
CHEESE
POULTRY

Lunch Room
1009 Lancaster

i

Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
DELICIOUS SUNDAES— SODAS

110-112

DOCK STREET

Philadelphia

CRESSNAMTS

233 So. 3rd St.

ALLEN

R.

ESTABLISHED

CHESSMAN'S SONS, Makers
1851

DURAND & KASPER CO.

|

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Importers and Roasters of High Grade Coffee

LAKE, UNION and EAGLE STREETS
HENRY C. DURAND, Pres. and Treas.
HE
j PE TER J. KASPER. Vice Pres.
(

j

CHICAGO,
DOWNS, Secretary

WALTER B.
EDWARD McEVILLA,

!

Mgr.

ILL.

Inst. Dept.

i
.
I

I

patronize; OUR ADVERTISERS

THE VILLANOVAN
TWINLOCK

WABASH

Couipliiueiits of

Binders and Supplies

Cabinets and Supplies

James Hogan Company

J. J.

Blank Books

Office Supplies

I

Llthograpliing

i>Hii(in$>;

j

Bngvas'iiig

v

BRIDGEFORD
FIRE BRICK
SPECIALIST

Limited

Loose Leaf Specialists

I

L')26

607 Chestnut Street

I

PARR IS II STREET

'''.-:^<^^-'::(0\

j

PIIILADRLPIIIA

Phone, Pop. 4882

PHILADELPHIA
[

Read

The

the

News

of the Church

Catholic Standard

and Times

Official Organ of the Archdiocese
Replete with reliable articles and editorial comment, of interest to clergy and laity, on important topics pertaining to the Church here and
abroad.
Read "The Rambler," School and College Athletics, Stage and
Screen Column, Home and
School Page and other interesting features.

Two

Advance

Dollars a Year Payable in

610

S.

Yts

I

used to play the nut in Ben Holt.
*

(-an

No

ji

cow

="'

eiit(M" a

shoe stoi-e?

but ealfskin.

JEANNETTE'S

GENTS' FURNISHINGS

SHOES
JJRVNMAWR,
I'ei' (V'lit

Bryn Mawr and Wayne

FLOWER SHOPS
CUT FLOWERS

AND PLANTS;:: ;':' ;
WEDDING BOUQUETS AND
FUNERAL DESIGNS

-..:',-

PA.

Discount to College and

807 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn

Prep Students

Phone, Bryn

Mawr

Mawr 570

Frank W.Prickitt, Ph. G.
ROSEMONT,
'\:.:\:/-'::.::-'^\,
,

Prescriptions
\

and

;;';:•.>';•

PA.

TWO STORES

:•',''•..,.'.
,

^...'^-^

,

Supplies

a Specialty
Telephones
Bryn Mawr, 193
Bryn Mawr, 166

*^ ^»lt«M-O«ll»ll<IH»(t«i»0-<

WankUn's Candy
AND GROW FAT

Eetablished 1885

!;

•

EAT
;

Room

Sick

i

VILLANOVA BOYS

APOTHECARY

I

=;!=

Lombard 5740-5741

T.E.FAHY

j

#

Washington Square

Bell Telephone:

Ten

Did you ever act?

•
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& BROS,

ALFRED LOWRY

i
i

Wholesale Grocers

i

===

I
i

50-54 North Delaware

Avenue

'

t

49 53 North Water Street

j
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Villanova, Pa.

Post Office, at Villanova,

upon thy turreted gray walls,
Villanova of the White and Blue,

Twilig'ht falls

^
^

And

^
^

It

ifl^

^
ig^

^

^
^
^
j9^

^
^
3^
P^

T

must part and go

Have heen

to

me

Shall, in after

r5(

r^

V^

^
,^
^
^
rR

.

for a space

were mine,

to thee,

a soothing spirit wine,

days remembered

he.

fr'

.

.

:

;

:

The men who with an unremittent

toil,

S

;

Villanova, Servants of thy God,

Have taught me here to seek a
Than tinsel splendor of the

richer spoil,
clod.

•

They

.

afar,

'

shall not be forgotten

when

I go,

Villanova, from beneath thy care,

m

^
^
^
^
W

The twilight deepens

yu

into sable night,

White and Blue,
must noAv be wending on my way,

And

I

Yet with a song
I

know

I

bid farcAvell to you.

not what the fates

Nor can

I

ever hope to

may

hold,

tell,

But whether mine be copper or be

I

|
|

4

S4ri

va.

A^illanova of the

I

i

vaj

But sometime when the winds of sorrow blow,
I shall remember what they gave me there.

jS^

j3^

he that

The friends wlu> came and
Villanova, I owe them

p^

'^

may

-

I-/

^

calls,

But through the distant years thy peerless star
Shall fade not from mv still loyal sight.

•

g^

memory

Yillanova of the Blue and White,

^v
r^

w^

heart the voice of

Bringina' hack davs of the fair, the true.

f*;

^
^
^
^
M

my

in

.

^

v^

k/u

^
vy
\ju

<I

\4g

gold,

Villanova, fare thee well.

WILLIAM JOHN METER,
(Liam Mor)

^
^
^
^
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Clasfsi of iiineteen ilunbretr
**Finis

N

debut

its

at

Villanova

and

dating from- the day of entrance, its
history has been a remarkable one.
Its accomplishments have been many
and it has held a high place both in the social
and sporting activities of the school.
'23
showed its spirit of unity
The class of
and co-operation from the time that they were
upon the
first gathered in a body, namely,
reception into the grand and exalted order of
"Hobble Gobble." To this day that memorable
'

'

'

'

night still lingers in the thoughts of all. According to College customs the Freshmen had
to wear their little blue and white skull caps.
The class of " '23" didn't take to this, so a
game of football was arranged with the Sophomores in order to settle once and for all the
supremacy of the two classes. The game was
played December 8th, 1919, and it was the
bitterest class struggle ever seen on the fair
campus at Villanova. The battle waged up
and down the field throughout the game with
Both classes
neither team able to score.
played clean, hard football and although the
infirmary was occupied to a great extent the
next day no permanent injury occurred. The
class of

'

'

'23,

'

'

although unable to score, played

a better brand of football and in the opinion
of the entire student body won a moral victory.
This marked the end of the blue and white
The men who played for the class
skull cap.
of " '23" on that day and won their numerals

were: Wasilko, Ford, Jones, Duggan, Laughlin,
Hyson, Burke, Stein, Lynch, Devine, Clark,

McNally aiul Vize.
coached by Rev. Francis A.

The

Collins,

now

team was

Driscoll, 0. S. A.,

president of the college.

was not enough honor
for the class of " '23," so with the permission
of the Athletic Board, a basketball team was
formed and a hard schedule arranged. The
team had great success in the floor game and it
Supremacy

t^toentp=t|iree

Coronal opus"

the fall of 1919 the class of " '23"

made

anb

Much
at Villanova.
credit for the success in basketball must be
given to the class of " '23," as may be evidenced by the fact that three members of the
Freshman basketball team made the varsity in
1922.
These men were Laughlin, Gray and
Jones. The members of the class team were
became a major sport

Gray, Lynch and Riordan, forwards Norman
center; Laughlin and Vize, guards;
Laughlin and Gray are still mainstays of the
Varsity basketball team.
With the arrival of spring the class of " '23"
made their appearance on the diamond and a
strong schedule was arranged by Manager
Gerald Fagan. The team won all games played.
The line-up of the baseball team was: Ford,
catcher; M. Lj^nch and Jones, pitchers; Cooke,
first base
Sullivan, second base Gray, shortstop A. Lj^nch, third base Clarke, Laughlin
;

Jones,

;

;

and Vize, outfielders.
The fall of 1920 brought with

it the return
of the class of " '23," now seasoned collegians.
Tales of summer experiences were told and retold and the beginning of the Sophomore year
found the class more strongly united and with
one principle, the betterment of Villanova, first,

and always.
The incoming Freshmen were put through
their paces upon their reception into the society
of "Hobble Gobble," and owing to the extent
of their initiation of the "Fresh" were glad of
the opportunity of wearing a skull cap.
The usual Freshman-Sophomore football
game was played, with the class of " '23"
last

trouncing the freshmen to the tune of 35-7.
"Billy" Ford and Laughlin starred for " '23."
The line-up for " '23" was the same as the
preceding 3-ear.
In the early spring of " '21" the class of

in football

was the initial ai)i)earance of a Villanova ColThis team met with
lege team on the floor.
such success that the following year basketball

;

;

" '23" made their first social appearance at
Villanova.
The "Sophomore Soiree" proved
to

be the best event of the year.

The proceeds

were given to the athletic association.
This
donation was the largest donation from any
class in the history of the college.

The big opportunity for the

class of

" '23"

THE VILLANOVAN
a large measure to the opening

to show its spirit and loyalty came on Coinmencement Day, June 10, 1921, when a shield
was to be presented to the class making- the
The class of
best showing on that occasion.
" "23," led by President Matthew Lynch, en-

college

tering into the pnblic demonstration with the

AA'e

and upon
the athletic field, Avere aAvarded the plaque, and
in the opinion of the judges were justly deserving of the prize. The prize is now conspicuously placed in the main corridor of College
Hall and is. the treasured memento of the class
of " '23." The shield was publicly presented
to Lynch as president of the class, by Rev.
George O'Meara, Vice-President of the College,
in February, 1922, and in his presentation
speech he complimented the class of " '23" in
glowing words for the great work it had done

to aAvake to the realization that

same

spirit

it

had shown both

socially

since its arrival at Yillanova.

The Junior Prom was held Friday, April 21,
and it even surpassed the affair of the class in
their Sophomore year. The Colleg-e grymnasium
was beautifully decorated under the leadership
of Charles B. Laug:hlin, chairman, Avho was
ably assisted by Herbert M. Langlois, Leo Y.
Devine, Phineas Vize and Charles B. McClernan. Suitable favors Avere distributed and an

enjoyable evening was enjoyed by

all.

The

of the senior class were the guests of
the class of " '23" for the evening.

members

Much

credit for the great organization of the
class of " '23" is due to the capable officers of
the class, and the confidence of the members in

them

is

evidenced by the fact that they have
of " '23" since its formation.
MatthcAV Lynch, President;
Vice-President
Aloysius E.
and John Riordan, Treasurer.

directed the class
The olfificers are
Joseph B. Ford,
Cooke, Secretary,

;

After the Christmas holidays the class of
^' '23"
held their first real get-together, at
their smoker in the college auditorium. Father
Branton was the guest of honor. The smoker
Avas a huge success and tended to perfect a
stronger union among the class.
Father
Branton proved to be a very talented guest,
and entertained Avith humorous anecdotes and
Solos Avere rendered
Avell rendered selections.
by John Hyson and Christopher McNally. The
evening Avas voted Avell spent and a rising vote
of thanks was tendered to Father Branton for
his courtesy in attending the first gathering of
the class of " '23" as a unit and for the splendid entertainment he provided.
In the early days of the Sophomore year,
plans Avere made for the annual Alumni Day
at Villanova, and the gathering at that time
promised to be the largest in the history of the

due

Alumni

of

in

Hall.

On September

23, 1922, Ave

returned to Col-

lege eager for our final year's work.

shouldered

new

responsibilities.

intervened before the time

As Seniors

We

began

but few months

when

Ave

would

enter the-Avorld as honorable representatives of
the students of our Alma Mater. Class spirit
experienced a renaissance and further unification.

Early

at Avhicli

it

October a class meeting Avas held,
Avas decided to hold a Senior Ball

in

such as had never before been attempted in the
annals of the College. A contest was instituted
by the class to determine the most suitable
name for the ball. Only undergraduates Avere
eligible to compete and each contestant Avas
alloAved to submit only one suggestion.
The
judges were Fr. Driscoll, Dr. Hickey and Prof,
McGeehan.
The name decided upon Avas
"Belle Aire," Avhich Avas the original name of
the College Avhen it Avas founded in 1842. The
date for the ball was set for November 28th,
the committee in charge Avas composed of the
following men: Charles B. Laughlin, chairman;
Charles A. Callanan, Leo V. Devine, Hubert
Langlois, Charles J. McClernan, Edward J,
Burke, Phineas T. Vize.

The pageantry and splendor of the affair
Avere bej^ond the fondest hopes of even the
most optimistic. And to descend to the vulgar
crudities and speak of monetary and pecuniary
matters, it might be mentioned that even in
this respect the results Avere satisfactory.

A

fcAV

months

upon
Waterloo of

later the mid-years Avere

These often prove

us.

to be the

the unwary student, but it must be said to the
credit of the class that not one fell by the Avayside and the Senior Class entered upon the

long home stretch. And so it Avas that all felt
practically assured of graduation.
For midyears Avas the acid test for all AA'ho are not
properly qualified for the honor of graduation
and tJiose Avho escape unscathed feel the thrill
and joy of actual conquest. But the stress and
strain of the remainder of the year proved too
great for the class to engage in any social
activities.
All their energy Avas given to the
more serious end of college life.
A grave responsibility lies upon us, soon Ave
Avill go forth to represent Mllanova, in Avhose
halloAved halls Ave Avere fostered through the
years of our college life. The year has passed
all

too rapidly, and

from Avhom
fits,

we

leave, reluctantly, those

have derived such great beneboth intellectnal and moral.
Ave

THE VILLANOVAN
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0m ^isttx (itabuates
Behold across the vista of the years,
The way of wisdom cleaidy shines and

Beyond

and

the hosts of ifi-norance

I

briglit,

sin,

And

thru the jrloom of darkness gleams the light.
Ah, Vestals of the Christ, you, too, have been
Each one a vigil of that other shrine.
Where he, the Holy Spirit, feeds the fire,
Jnculeates

wisdom

in the soul divine,

;

Now

yon have finished all the wealth that man
Could offer, all the great truths that he knew,

Sisters of the Mighty Heart,
Be yours,
The task to teach it to His children few.

We
As

honor thee
a

And

white

lily,

this day, since

each one

pure and lovely

is

fair.

on the heart of each a starry croAvn

Of learning gems

all

wisdom

there.
':;

WILLIAM JOHN METER.

/

•!•

•If
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HAROLD

E.

BLANOHFIELD

Salem, N. Y.

'Mickey'

Brute"

Epsilon riu ThetJi
Iv nights

of

Columbus

Vai-sity Football
Varsity liasoball

(.ManagtM)

191G, Harold Blanchfield arrived at Villanova, sporting
reasons known only to Harold and a few of us old
for
tie
a black
The first day Villanova took him to henself and gave him a
timers.
name by which he should henceforth be known, "Mickey." A month
later "Mickey" wa.3 the pet of the campus, due to his sensational work
Never was a youngster so idolized and lionized,
as a Prep halfback.
but through it all "Mickey" kept his head and his smiling boyishness.
As a member of the College football team "Mickey" well deserved
the reputation he has of being the best football player of his inches in
Time and time again we watched him .3topthe history of Villanova.
ping in his tracks a burly halfback and admired him getting up, shaking off the shock, ready to "carry on" for the blue and white. "Mickey"
intends to take up teaching as a profession and if personality is ninety
(90) per cent, of successful teaching, his succes.^ is undoubtedly asVillanova hates to see you go "Mickey." because she will miss
sured.
you, as she has loved you from the first.

TN September,

THE VILLANOVAN
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"omfind loyalty cam*' on
si)ii'il
Day. .lunc 10, lf>21. wltcn a shield
^\ns to he presented to the (dass uiakinjz' the
The class of
best showing' on thai occasion.
• "L';!."" led by Pi'esi(bMit Mattiiew Lynch, enterin<i- into the pnblic demonstration with the
same s|)irit it had sho\vii both sociall\' and \ipon
the athletic field, wei-e awai'ded the |)la<|ne. and
in the opinion of the jndjics were justly deserv-

show

1(»

(

its

inciKM'incnt

'I'he prize is now conspicuing' (d" the prize.
ously placed in the main corridor of Colle^'c
Hall and is the treasui'cd memento of the class

of " '-?;>."" The shield was |)id)li(dy |)resented
to Lynch as pi-esident of the class, by l\ev.
(ieor<:(' O'.Meara. \'ice-President of the ('olle«i(',
I^'ebruary.

in

aiul

1!>22,

|)resentat ion

his

in

speech he complimented the class of "

words

<:'lo\vin«i'

since

the ^reat woi'k

foi-

arri\al at

its

'2'-\"

in

had done

it

\'ilIanova.

The .junior Pi'om was held Fi'iday, A|)ril 2L
ev(Mi sur|)asse(l the affair of the (dass in
and
thcii- Sophomore yeai'. The ('olle«:(' ^xninasium
A\as beautifully decoi'ated under the leadership
of Charles 15. Lau<ziilin. (diaii'man. who was
it

ably assisted by Ilei'bert AL Laii<:lois, Leo \'.
Devine. I'hineas \'i/,e and Charles iJ. AL-Clei'Snitable favors wei'e distributed and an
naii.

enjoyable eveniniz' was enjoyed

b\'

The

all.

nu'inbei-s of the senioi' class \vere the <i-uests

class of "

llie

Much

"2;)"'

(d'

credit for the

;i'reat

:

:

After the Chi-istnuis
'2.')"

held

their

holidays the
real

first

;i('l

class

of

-to^'ct hei",

at

their snu)kei' in the collenc auditoi'ium. I^'ather
liranton was the ;^uest (d' honoi". The smokei"
A\as a hu;^(' snccess and tended to perfect a
sti'on^'er
union amon^' the (dass.
I-'ather
IJraiitoii proved to be a \'ei'y talented ^'uest.
and entertained with humorous anecdotes and

rendei'cd selections. Solos wei'e rendered
hy .John Hyson and Christopher .AL'.Xally. The
e\(Miin,u' was voted well s|)ent and a i-isin^' vote
(d' thanks was lendei'cd to l^'athcr IJranton foi-

^\•r\\

his eoiu'tesy in atten(lin<i' the first j^'atherin^' of
.)..
ne class 01
as a uidt and
did entertainment he pi'ovided.
•

In

plans
al

the

early

\\('i-e

days

made

N'illanova.

foi-

and the

pl'omised jo be the

On
leuc

to

f(»r

t

he s|)|en-

the So|)liomor(' year,
the annual Alunuii Day

(d"

i^at herin<.z'

larj^'est

in

the

at

that

his!oi'\-

time
of the

Septendx'i'

eaji'ei'

1!)22,

2:!,

we returned to Colwork. As Seniors

for our final year's

We

shouldered new responsibilities.

Ave

awake

be<^'an

few nu>nths
when we would

to the realization that but

iidei'vened

the time

b(d"ore

honorable i'e|)resent at ives of
the students of our Alma ALiter.
Class spirit

entei' the woi'ld as

renaissance and fui'ther unificaOclober a (dass meeting' was held,
at whi(di it was (bedded to hold a Senior H.dl
sn(di as had never Ixd'oi'e been attempted in the
e.xpei'ienced a
tion. Karl\- in

annals of the CoIIcljc. A contest was instituted
by the (dass to delermine the most suitaf)le
nauH' foi- the ball. Only un(ler<i'ra(luates were
eliiiible to com|)ele and each c()ntestant was
allo\\'e(l to submit only one su<i^'est ion.
The
jiul^'cs

were

Fi-.

Driscoll. Dr. Hi(d<ey

and

I'rof.

name (|e(d(led upon was
'"I*>elle Aire,"" \\lii(di was the ()ri<ziiial nanu' (d'
the Colle<i'e when
was founded in 1SI2. The
The

.^h•(ieellan.

it

date for the ball was set foi- Xovembei- 2Stli.
the comiiuttee in chai'<i'e was composed of the
follow inji' men: Cliai'les H. Lau<i'ldin. (diairman
Chai-Ies A. Callanan, Ijco \'. Deviiu'. HubeiM
Lanjilois. Charles d. Ahddernan,
Kdward d.
:

I>urke.

The

oi'<:-ani/at ion of

laruc measui'e to the opening'

{i

of Aluiinn Hall.

for the evening'.

the
(dass of ' '2;r" is due to tin ea|)al)le officers of
the class, and the c()nfidence of the members in
Ibem is evidenced by the fact that they have
directed the (dass of "' "2.")"' since its formation.
The ()fficei's are Matthew Lyiu-li. i'l'esident
losepli I). Kord. \'ice-l*i"esiden1
Aloysius Iv
('ooke. Secretary, and dohn Kioi'dan. Ti'easui-er.

"

eolleoc due jn

I'hineas T.
|)a<:('antry

\'ize.

and s|)lendor of the

affaii'

beyond the fondest lio|)es of even the
most optiuHstic. And to descend to the vul.iiar
crudities and speak of m(Mietai'y ami pecuniary
mattei's,
itd^ht be mentioned that even in
this I'cspect the results were satisfactory.
A few months latei- the nud-years wei'e iipfui
us.
'Idiese often pi'ove to be the Waterloo of
the unwar\- student, but it must be said to the
credit of tlie (dass that not one fell by the wayside and the Senior ('lass entered
upon the
lon<i' home stret(di.
And so it was that all felt
A\'ere

it

ically assured (d" graduation.
I^'or midyears was the a(d(l lest for all who ai'e not
properly (pialilied foi- the honor of graduation
and those who escape unscalhed feel liie thrill
and joy of actual coiKpiest. Hut the stress and
strain of the remainder of the year prox'cd too
])i"a(d
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for

a(di\ities.

the
All
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more serious end

enua^c in any
was niveu

to
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all
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year has passed

lea\-e. i'(duct

have derived such
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those
bene-
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WILLIA.M dOIlX

.MKTlOli.

i

i
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HAROLD

E.

BLANCHFIELD

•Salem, N. Y.

'Mickey"
l<]psiIon

I'lii

Iviii^lituS

of

'

Brute

Tlu-ta
(

Oliiiiibiis

\ai'sil.v l-'oolhall
\"ju'sijy

Itiischiill

(

Mjinii<i<'i)

Harold i'>lan<'hfi(>l<l arrived at X'iilanova. sI)()rlill,^
reasons Isiiown only to Harold and a few of lis old
timers.
The first da.v Villanova took him to heri-elf and gave liim a
name l).v which he shonh! henceforth l)e known. ".Mickey." A month
later ".Mickey" wa.i the jx't of the camijns. dne to his sensational work
as
Never wa-; a yoniii^ster so idolized and lionized,
I'rep halfback.
but through it all ".Mickey" kept his liead and his smilini;- l)oyishnesi-<.
As a member of the College football team ".Mickey" well deserved
th(> reputation he has of being the best football player of his inches in
Time and time again we watclied him nlopthe liistnry of X'iilanova.
ping in his tracks a burly halfback and admired him getting up, ishaking off the shock, ready to "carry on" for the blue and white. ".Mickey"
inteiidis to take up teaching as a profession and if personality is ninety
lU)
per cent, of successful leaching, his succc^h is undoubtedly atssured.
Villanova hat(\s to sec > ou go ".Mickey." because she will miss
you, as -ilie has loved you from tlie lirst.
September,

I .\

l)lack

a

;i

(

)

tie

lltKl,

I'oi'
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EDWARD JAMES BURKE

Philadelphia, Pa.

'Ed"

'The Hermit"
Tennis
Class Baseball
Class Football
I'rep.

,

.

:"""'
^

^

' :::'''-',-

Tennis Coach and Graduate Manager

Member
Member

of

Sophomore Soiit'e Committee
From. Committee
Be'lle Air IJall Committee

of Junior

iMember of
Taizan Club

ANOTHER

who has grown to manhood amid the char.ming
"Old Belle Air."
Eddie is the second of the "Chemical
Twins" adopted by Father "Fitz." Brilliant on the tennis court and
scintillating on the linki3, Eddie has had little time to devote to aught
Quiet and unobtrusive, Eddie enjoys the respect
else but chemistry.
During the past two years lie has proven
of the entire student body.
It is hinthimself a capable teacher in the Dei)artment of Chemistry.
ed about these purlieus that Eddie, after graduation, will be offered an
To our knowledge Eddie
instructorehip in Chemistry at Villanova.
For
has had only one setback during his entire career at Villanova.
further details consult Jimmie Walsh, the Junior.
scenes

Senior

of

CHARLES AUGUSTUS OALLANAN.

.Boston,

Cal"
npO those who know him slightly, "Cal" always appeared to be somewhat of a mystery. To those whose pleasure it has been to see
beyond the walls of assure his manly qualities have always been manifested.
"Cal" graduated from the Prep, school in 1919 and entered
the Engineering school in September of the same year.
"Cal" never believed in setting off Roman candles when he passed
If he flunked
well, the
If he passed, he passed.
or flunked an exam.
re-exams generally followed in a week or two. "Cal" has ever been a

—

knocking off re-exams. Time after time he has completeupset the dope of the faculty by removing condition,^ when they
see'med unremovable.
In the social line "Cal" made his presence felt in the usual unassuming way. Possessing a keen sense of values, he has proved to be
His
of unestimable assistance in every financial endeavor of the class.
crowning effort in this direction was the Belle Air Ball. Pressed into
service on short notice, "Cal" straightened out a seemingly tangle of
The best of luck to you, "Cal," say we of '23.
dates and contracts.
specialist in
ly

Mass.
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FRANCIS

X.

COAN

Lawrence, Mass.

"Mike"

"But the young-

lie long'

^IVEN

and dream

in their

beds."

a classroom, absolute quiet, a stern looking prof., who would
laugh or fall to sleep first?
Answer Coan. For no matter what
the circumstances, "Mike" can sleep and when not sleeping, laughing.
Daylight sleeping is his specialty and his favorite song
"It's nice to
get up in the morning, but it's nicer to lie in bed."
"Mike" has always been a close follower of Villanova sports and
has had many novel plans on how to run a football team.
Unfortunately, for the peace of mind of all, the strategy board never followed
his suggestions.
Many spirited arguments followed in consequence.
"Mike" has been a thorough student throughout his eight years
at Villanova.
We feel sure, therefore, that his earnestness in study
and his fun loving disposition will gain him as loyal friends in the
future as those he leaves at graduation.

—

—

ALOYSIUS

EDWARD

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

COOKE.....

"Al"

QUR
it

friend "Cookie"

was

came

to Villanova

his intention to return there.

"Cookie"

from Penn and at that time
The charm of Villanova and

surrounding country, particularly the Spring Mill road, proved too
As a Freshman "Al"
great a temptation, so we find him here yet.
made his first hit by reciting a piece of poetry at the Hobble-Gobble initiation.
During his first winter, while an inmate of Murderer's Row,
Cookie raved that some morning he would be found frozen to death,
but martyr-like in his heroism, he was willing to make the sacrifice if
only the authorities would give the other residents a little heat.
The
"Cremation of Sam McGee" was his favorite piece of poetry. In addition to his engineering work, Cookie has devoted considerable of his
time to private research work, as a result of which he expects in the
near future to be published the following articles "How to get away
with lots of sleep while studying English," and "Whether field mice
can distinguish the various colors of the spectrum."
The class of '23
For four years
has always found "Al" one of its most loyal members.
he has been class secretary.
All of us look upon Cookie as a friend
who is true blue and we wish him to know that the best is not too good
for him.
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EDWARD JAMES BURKE

Philadelphia, Pa.

.....:...........

"Ed"

'The Hermit"
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(lass
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AXO'PIIIOK Spuior wiio lias grown lo manhood amid llic (diarmiiii;
scenes of "Old Helle .\ii'."
Kddie is the second ol' the "("hemical
I'riUiant on the tennis conrt and
Twins" adopled 1)\- Father "Fitz."
scintillating on the linki^, lOddie has liad little lime to devote to aught
but (dieniisti'v.
CJiiiet and nnobtrusive, Fddie (iij;)ys the I'especl
During the jiasl two years he lias jn'oven
of the entire student Ixxly.
himself a cajiable leacdier in the Dei art nieiit of Cliemistry.
It
is hinted about these ])urlieus that I'^ddie, alter .graduation, will be offered an
Cliemisti'y ;it \'illanova.
To our knowledge laddie
iiist ructor.-ibii) in
has had onl\' one setback (luring his entire careei' ;:i X'illanoxii
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further details consult .linimie Walsh, the .lunior.
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.Boston,
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slightly, "("nl" always appeared to be someTo those whose pleasure ii has been to isee
what of a ni.\sl er\-.
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THE VILLANOVAN
LEO VINCENT DEVINE

Northampton, Mass.
" Spark '^
K. O. T. C.
Phi Kapi>a Pi
K. of C. IJasketball
Mgr. K. of C. Basketball
Treasurer Phi Kappa Pi
Senior Ball Committee
Junior Prom. Committee

pROM

a hesitating, nervous, self-conscious FreGhman, Leo Devine has
become a confident, sure-of-himself, resourceful Senior. In no
particular field has Leo achieved unique distinction, but in every activity of student life he has won a nioi3t honorable reputation.
There

has been no student at Villanova in the past four years who has devoted himself more unselfishly to the interests of Villanova and those
Leo never counted the cost if he could but
of his fellow students.
help another.
Of Leo it can be truthfully said that the longer we
knew him the better we liked him. His friends at Villanova are
legion and each one views his passing with a keen sense of loss and
regret, and each one thinks that the best is not too good for him.

JOHN

J.

D'ARCY

Philadelphia, Pa.

'John"

JOHN D'ARCY

"Jake"

'Mystery

has already forsaken the joys of a bachelor's

life;

Man"

he

McClernan has embarked on the sea of matrimony. This fact is
proof sufficient that John has unlimited confidence in his ability to
solve all kinds of vexing problems.
Not once during his four years has
There has been no member
his self-consciousness ever deserted him.
of the class more given to dialectic gymnastics, than this the same
John.
We would suggest to John that he had best give up now and
forever his fondness for argumentation, for he has not a chance.
John
v/ill always be remembered by his clas.3mates as a boy of even disposition, one of cheerful mood; one who is not easily disturbed by obstacles.
We do hope that Mr. and Mrs. John shall know neither un"^

like

happiness nor misfortune.

THE VILLANOVAN
WILLIAM

J.

FORD

Lawrence, Mass.
'Foxy'

'Jit"

I3as<^)all

Knightis of

Columbus

Kappa

Pi
LawrejM;© Club
Class Football
Class Baseball
Class Basketball
Phi-

,

>

W^ILLrlAM FORD,

better

known

as "Jit," as a

member

of the Villa-

nova Club, of Lawrence, is one of the best boosters that Villanova
At home during the Summer he makes it hi.3 conscientious
ever had.
duty to interview all proopective college men and sell them the idea of
And while at Villanova as a special correspondent to the
Villanova.
Lawrence Tribune he loseis no opportunity to keep on the front page
"Jit" is one of those happy individuals,
the name of his Alma Mater.
who succeeds admirably at any kind of endeavor that he takes up.
Baseball, football, golf, tennis, whi.st and pinochle are all child's play
Of his "affaires du coeur" little or nothing is known, but is
to "Jit."

common

FREDERICK

E.

belief here that he is still faithful to his first love.

.Lawrence, Mass.

GRIFFIN.
"GriflF"

'Gwen'

Knights of Columbus
Phi Kappa Pi
Jiawi-encc Club
another Lawrencian. is a charter member of the Villanova Club, of Lawrence, which, of course, mean.3 a loyal booster
"Gwen" was a very shy and bashful hoy when we first
of Villanova.
met him and while still inclined to be quiet, yet it is said that the pres-

"pWEN,"

It
ence of the fair sex iis sufficient to set loose a ready flow of words.
likewise believed that more than one has fallen captive to hr,3 charms.
While he has never participated in athletics, yet there has been no
one more intensted in athletics than he, ho more loyal rooter or faithWheresoever the Varsity plays there you may look and
ful follower.
find "Gwen."
It is the unanimous wish of the claims of 1023 that succes.3 may be your lot in every undertaking, be it labor or love.
is
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LEO VINCENT DEVINE

Northampton, Mass,
"Spark'
K.

T. C.

().

Kappa

I'lii

K. ol

(

.

Iv.

.Mf;i'.

I'i

Itask<>(l)an
«)!

Uaslu'thall

('.

'l^rcasiirci- IMii

Senior Hall
.liinior

pUO.M

:i

liosital iiiK.

becoinc

Ivappa

I'i

('4>iiiiiiilt«M>

I'i'oiii. ('(>iiiini((<'(>

lUM'voiis, sclt-coiiscioii.-; FreiUiniaii, I.co Di'viiic h;u;

surc-or-liimselt', rcwourcefiil Si'uior.
In no
pai'ticular field lias Leo achicvtMl uiiiiiiic (lisliiiclioii, but in every activily of sludent life he has won a nio.it honorable lepulalion.
There
has been no student at N'illaiiova in tlie pant four years who haH devoted hinisidf more unsellishly to the interests of Villanova and thoise
of iiis fellow students.
Leo nevei' counted the cost if he could but
Of Leo it can be truthfully said that the longer we
hell) another.
knew hiui the bi'tter we liked him. His friends at Villanova ar^j
legion and eacli one views hiis passing with a keen sense of loss and
regret, and eacli one thinks that tlie Ix'st is not loo good for him.
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EARL GRAY

...Paterson, N. J.

'Flash"

'Oappy Ricks"

'Spuds"

Freshman Basketball
Varsity lJa«ketball

Captain Varsity
liasebaJI

lijisketball

Team

Kpsilon Flu Theta

A

mistake made shortly after birth was corrected soon

after

Earl

Gray arrived at Villanova, inasmuch as Earl was changed to
From the
"Flash," and so he has been known, during his college days.
beginning "Flash" was popular with the student body, was himself a
splendid student and had little or nothing to say concerning his past
achievements in athletics. It was not until the Freshman basketball
team was organized that Villanovans realized how modest Gray had
been.
In the few gamee played by the Freshman team Gray easily
demonstrated that he was a veritable will-o'-the-wisp, here, there and
everywhere, possessed of a keen eye for the basket, a speedy dribbler
and above all a team worker. Th following years served but to enhance his Freshman reputation. This year Gray captained the basketball team and in every respect proved worthy of the high honor of
Cordial, kind anad courteous, quiet and reserved, Gray, to
leadership.
the highest degree, exemplified the type of student which Villanova
would graduate. We who knew him best are assured that the success which he attained at Villanova shall surely be his in the chorsen
field of his life's

work.

JOHN JOSEPH HAGAN

Lawrence, Mass.

'John

J.'

'Jack"

Ivawrence Club
Phi Kappa Pi
is one of the few Villanova students who ran his college course
that
we
There are Sidelights to John's character
unattached.
might easily dwell upon were it not for the fear that the authorities
might learn at this late hour how much they have missed. As has
been said of him, "John" does not "yes" his brother students to death,
but at all times he has been willing that the members of the lower
John has
classes in engineering should profit by his broad experience.
taken particular interest in the Engineering Society and has spared
no effort to make that society an agency for good among the students
We, his classmates, wish him well.
of Villanova.

JOHN

"^
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JOHN
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KEEGAN,

A.

B

Lawrence, Mass.

'Johnny"

'Smoke'

"The smoke ascends
i-osy and golden

In a

*'CMOKE"

is

liaze."

one of those fine big fellows built for endurance rather

One

whom,

as the poet saith, "The Tortoise here
John has been at Villanova for six years and
it is with pride that we have observed his ready response to Villanova
fare.
Few, indeed, have "filled out" better.
"Smoke," however, despite his bulk, has acquired considerable
fame as a pitcher. Hence his sobriquet. If it were not for his enormous feet and the habit of staying in the same place too long, "Smoke"
would be one of those "home run pitichers" one reads about.
We have always found him a jolly good fellow and a sincere
worker. We extend to our "big brother" the best of wishes and suc-

than speed.

of

and the Elephant unite."

cess in his future work.

ALFRED DAVID KENNEY

Waterbury, Conn.

"Al"
Villanovan Staff
l>rani{itics

Tai'zan Club
("lass IJasketball
IJelle

" A L" came

Air

Staff'

to Villanova during the hectic days of the S. A. T. C. and
even though he was starting his career under most unfavorable
"Al" maconditions, he decided after the Armistice to remain here.
triculated as an engineer, but following the example of several of his
townsmen, he changed his course from engineering to chemistry. If
"Al" was looking for a soft spot he was grievously disappointed, as
Father Fitzgerald immediately adopted him and has been his task
master ever since.
It has been said that "Al" has spent three years in
During the past
the chemical laboratory and one year in Villanova.
two years he has been laboratory assistant to Father Fitzgerald. There
is not a doubt that "Al" shall win renown for himself in chemistry, it
har dwork, devotion to the task in hand, count for anything.
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WILLIAM

A. LANAHAN............

....;.:.......Oalanont,

......................... ...^

'BiU'^

Pa.

"WiUie"
Knights of Columbus

lUdSo Club

LANAHAN hails from the town of Oakmont— the life of
which town is centered about St. Dennis' cemetery. Coming
from such a town "Willie" is naturally of seriou.^ temperament.
During his four years as an engineering student, "Willie" had
closely devoted himself to his books and as a result of his close application he has had little or no experience with re-examinations.
Ae a radio expert "Willie" is second only to our "Balboa." Fre<«W^ILLIE"

quently the pair of them are seen with their heads together discussing
new "hook-ups," "underground aerials" and a lot of other things of
interest only to those affected with "radiococcus."

Quiet, guileless, unwonderful devotion to the task at hand "Willie"
He is a graduate of
sure to be heard from in the near future.

assuming,
is

whom

HUBERT

poisseissing a

Villanova

may

be justly proud.

Balboa, Canal Zone

M. LANGLOIS..

"Balboa"
Phi Kappa l*i
Knights of Columbus
Acting Director, Radio Club
Seci-etary

earliest recollections of "Bal" take us back to the good old days
There we listened with bated breath to the
in "Murderer's Row."
thrilling tales of crocodiles and San Bias Indians related by this suntanned youth from Uncle Sam's Canal Zone. The majority of us
didn't know his name, so we christened him after his home town, Bal-

/^UR

^

boa.

In the latter part of his Freshman year, "Bal" was initiated into
the mysteries of wireless telegraphy by the local exponents of that sciToo numerous to mention are the obstacles "Bal" met with in
ence.
Nothing deterred him, however, and today,
the pursuit of his hobby.
in the absence of Father Rafferty, "Bal" has charge of the entire Radio
"Bal" has not confined his activities entirely to radio
Department.
His scholastic record at Villanova College is one to be
telegraphy.
He has also appeared at various times in the diversified roles
envied.
of photographer, motion picture operator, electrician, stage manager,
et cetera

ad infinitum.

He atlighter side of life, "Bal" is non-committal.
tends all fraternity gatherings stag and apparently is little worried
It may be that modesty compels him to withconcerning the fair sex.
In
hold from us that part of his past which is nearest his heart.
any event, we have been unable to pierce the shield of his reticence concerning all things romantic.
With confidence we predict for "Bal" a successful future. He
has not only the technical knowledge but he has also the earmarks of
The class of '23 joins in wishing him
the progressive business man.
success in his chosen profession.
As regards the
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Ashland,

"Charley"

"Whiskers^'

"Rastus"

Basketball
Football StiuatI
Class Football
Class lUiseball
C^aas JJasketball
Treasurer Knights of Columbus
Treasurer Senior (."lass

<<PHARLEY,"

Pa.

Treasurer Athletic Association
I'hi Kappa Pi
(^haii'inan Junior Prom.

Chairman Phi Kappa l*i Dance
Chairman li(»lle Air liall
Coach Fraternity JtasketbiiU Team

a product of St. Joseph's Prep., has lived

up

most

faithfully to his first appearances.

Charles needed a shave the
day he arrived and seems to have needed one ever since.
During his
stay at Villanova, Charley established an athletic record of which he
may well be proud. As a Freshman he was a member of his class
teams in football, basketball and baseball. In his Sophomore year hii3
prospects as a member of the Varsity football squad were bright until
he was incapacitated by an injury.
He is best known, however, for his
ability in basketball.
He was a member of the first Varsity basketball team at Villanova and has been one of the mainstays of the team
since.
During his Senior year he coached his fraternity basketball
How busy Charley was during his four years here may be
team.
gleaned from the list published above.
The success of the Belle Air
Ball was due, in large measure, to his untiring efforts.
As a student
Charley always ranked with the leaders of his class. As a reward
for his faithful efforts Charley has been chosen Class Salutatorian.

JOHN

J.

SEARY,

A.

B

Philadelphia, Pa.
'Jack'

'John

J.'

" 'Tis his privilege

Through

From

all the years of his
joy to joy."

life,

to lead

piGHT

•

years of happy association with "Jack" have endeared him to
us and have given us many instances of the genial and kind dispoAmong the many kind
sition with which nature has endowed him.
He is a singgifts nature has bestowed upon him is his love of song.
er, too, of promise.
In the art of mimicry and impersonation he is incomparable and
it is fortunate that the professors never see themselves as "Jack" por-

they had we should have lost many hours of this sport. For
He has
he surely has a lot to say, he is never still.
been a genuine friend and a source of much fun. We shall surely miss
his genial companionship.
trays.

a

little

If

fellow

.
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l''or
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JAMES KENT LENAHAN...

................................. ...........

'Jim"

.........:...

'Prof"

.Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

>

Editor-in-Chief Villanovan
Ei>sllon riii Tlieta

TAMES

received

hii3

preparatory education at Phillips Exeter Acad-

emy, thence by easy stages he made his way to Villanova. After
spending one year at Yale, Jim decided that it would be better to be a
whale in a little pond than a minnow in the ocean. Jim believes in
working just a.3 hard as you must, but not a bit more. Everyone at
Villanova admits there is no student more talented or any more gifted
than the editor of the Villanovan; his editorials have witnesvsed a keen
Gense of the fitness of things, the ability to express himself clearly and
forcefully.
As a guard on the football team he was an Ail-American,
And lest we forget, our
if he could only stay in training over Sunday.
Nero has been professor of Latin the last semei3ter at an exclusive academy for girls in Philadelphia. Jim is going to take up law at Harvard
next year to prepare himself to follow in the footsteps of his illustriou.^
father, a Villanova alumnus, Judge Lenahan.

WALTER ALBERT LOESCHE
"Walt"

.New Haven, Conn.

t

'Doc'

Counsellor"

Epsilon Phi Theta
linig'Iits of

W/^ALTER came

Columbus

to Villanova in the fall of 1919.

He had won an

en-

viable reputation with the A. E. F. and likewise in the Army of
Occupation.
This experience has stood him in good stead while at

Awarded the Knights of Columbus scholart^hip, Walter
has in every way lived up to and even exceeded the trying demands of
From the beginning Walter has been devoted to his books,
this award.
counting all else as not worth while, with the possible exception, perEarly in his career Walhaps, of an occasional visit to Philadelphia.
ter began to specialize in catalogue study, in fact the catalogue was
his "Vade Mecum."
Woe betide the dean who dared to trifle with catalogue regulations.
He was sure to meet his nemesis in the person of
Walter.
Good luck to you, Walter, and good-bye.
Villanova.
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ANTHONY JAMES LYNCH

Mildred, Pa.

':.."'

BasebjiU

Manager of Football
Class Basketball
Captain Fraternity Basketball
Basketball, K. of C.
Baseball, K. of O.
V^ice-Presldent Phi Kappa Pi
Knights of Columbus

;

„

until this year "Tony" Lynch has always insisted that after graduation he was going back to Mildred, that is Mildred, Pa.
However, one summer in New England and one other reason have i^ufficed
to change Tony's resolution.
He has come to the conclusion that
Mildred is rather provincial, sort of a Gopher Prairie effect, and, therefore, offering a too constricted scene for his future activities.
As a
Freshman "Tony" gave great promise in fields of basketball and baseball, and if "Tony" has not developed wonderful ability along these
lines, it has been because he would not devote the time necessary for
proficiency in these sports.
In other words Tony sacrificed an athletic
career for the good of the engineering profession.
We wish him well,
for he has won the right of our good wishes.
"Tony" was a regular

lyp

fellow.

MATTHEW

A.

LYNCH

Carbondale, Pa.
'Matt'

'Payson'

College Clas.s Baseball
(Jraduate Manager

i*rep.

Basketball and Football

Class President

President A. A.
Ivnights of C^olunibus

jyiATT came

(i.

K.

to Villanova in September, 1915, and has been here
since, with the exception of one year's leave of absence which
Matt devoted to help settle the world war.
Matt was quite a success
as a Prep, pitcher, in fact some one has explained his success as a
pitcher by saying, "Matt completely fooled the batters of the other
team; they thought he had something, but he didn't." During his
four years of college life Matt has been a leader.
If the class of '23
has accomplished wonders Matt comes in for a large portion of the
As one of the promotcredit, as he was the president for four years.
ers of the "Belle Air" Ball, Matt shall not soon be forgotten. We might
ramble on indefinitely telling of his wonderful qualities, but lack of
space forbids.
Matt was at all times, under all conditions, a real Villanovan.
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FRANCIS

P.

MASTERSON,

A. B.

...............

.:

Atlantic City, N. J.

...:......................

"Mattie"

A TL ANTIC

City's contribution to tlie class of 19 23 is one Francis P.
Masterson, student and athlete, ruddy of face and a smile that won't
wear ol¥ and a disposition that makes him a popular fellow. Nothing
seems to daunt his high spirits and yet withal, "Mat" is quiet and unassuming.
However, the mischievous twinkle in his eyes i<3 an indi-

cation of rare good disposition and fun.

"Mat"

—

an all-around athlete a clever "first-sacker" and a good
and backfield man, yet he never lets sports inBeing of a philosophical turn of mind he is
terfere with his studies.
not satisfied with the superficial explanation, but always attempts to
get at the bottom of everything.
In taking leave of our classmate we have no fear that he will fail
to succeed and prove worthy of old Villanova.
is

hitter, basketball player

GERALD EDWARD MUMFORD

Centralia,

'Jerry"

'Mumps'

Advocate K. of C.
Phi liappa Pi

"J

ERRY" MUMFORD

was a stranger when he arrived at Villanova

four years ago and to many of the students here at present he is
still an unknown quantity, and this is true not because Jerry considers
himself a superior sort of being, but rather because his timidity and
We who are
bashfulness take him far from the maddening crowd.
privileged to know him intimately have delighted in his companionship, a companionship which revealed Jerry as a regular fellow of
keen wit and ready humor. Jerry won a State Scholarship at the beginning of his college career and to his credit be it said he has gone
through the engineering course with a record free from conditions.
His athletic activities were confined to bowling, and even this recrea-

was rudely curtailed when he was caught hurling bottles down
Villanova need not fear for her reputation when she
the corridor.
numbers Jerry among her graduates.
tion

Pa.

q
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..Philadelphia, Pa.

McCLERNAN............................

'Reds"
v-,\v\-;',v

;';

'

;';,'
:':

Presicfc'nt

Epsilon Phi Theta

Varsity Football -:'''
Knights of Cttlumbus

,

,';.:''"'.

PHARLES

"Reds" McClernan is another holdover from the S. A. T.
to be sure no one has had a more tempestuous career at
Villanova.
"Reds" matriculated as an engineering student, but after
several terms of misery and thankless labor therein he decided that it
would be best for him to be cultured rather than practical. For four
years "Reds" has been a regular member of the Varsity football team,
and in keeping with the best traditions of Villanova, at all times
proved himself game to the core, never knowing when he was licked.
He was also a violinist of note, one or two at the most. In order that
his college career might be lacking in no particular, "Reds" took unto
Villanova fondly hopes that the best
himself a wife la.3t summer.
shall be the fortune of "Reds" and his petite bride.
C.

JOHN

A.

And

Mccormick

Spangler,

"Mac"
Phi Kappa Pi

CWERVING

neither to the left nor right. Sphinx-like in his attitude,

John has ever kept his eyes fixed on an engineering diploma on the
Without acquiring a reputation as a social butterday of graduation.
fly there were few social events which were not patronized by John.
We are given tc believe that Mr. Catfel, of the Departmnt of Statistics, of Philadlphia, having learned of John's ability along these linee,
Like his famous namesake, our
has offered him a splendid position.
John also sings but rather differently, in fact, some of the unkind
among us have even hinted that there is a vast difference. John confined his athletic activities to the tennis courts, whereon he was a
much better companion than a vocalist. Under the capable guiding
hands of his brother. Prof. McCormick, John is sure to walk in the
path of righteousness and rectitude.

Pa.
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CHARLES McCLERNAN.

.Philadelphia, Pa,

'Reds"
rn'sidfiil

I']psil4>ii

IMii

'I'ImMji

Xai'sily KixHhall

Kni^lits of ColiiMibiis
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ANDREW

B.

McGINNIS

...............Philadelphia,

"Mac"

Pa.

"Angus'^
K. of G.

/;.•-.

'
;-

Epsilon Pi Theta
'r.-^o.

h.:s.

,''"' ;;

-'

Varsity Baseball

Team

'>"./.'..

r\REW McGUINESS,

a graduate of Catholic High, was a transfer
beginning of the second semester
of hie Sophomore year.
It did not take Drew long to become popular.
Generous, clever, witty, a joy spreader. Drew fairly radiates good cheer.
Those who know him cannot help liking him. In baseball Drew has
been a most conscientious worker and while he has never made a regular place on the Varsity yet day after day he is out there plugging
away, ready to step in at a moment's notice.
If Drew so desired he
might have easily achieved a scholastic record far beyond the ordinary,
but because of his innate sense of humility Drew dislikes the calcium
glare and so is content just to go along with an occasional spurt now
and then just for the novelty of it. In consideration of scholastic ability and his unceasing efforts to further the interests of the school.
Drew has been chosen class valedictorian.

from Penn

CLEMENT

C.

McHALE,

A.

to Villanova at the

B

Pittston, Pa.

'Clem"

'Mac"

"Tlius other talents liavlng princely shown
by sure ti'ansitiOn to his own."
TN Pittston, Pa., famous, among other things, for the coal miner,
"Clem" first saw the light of day. Of course, we can't hold him
Especially in view of the fact, that as
accountable for his birthplace.
He
soon as the light of reason burst upon him, he came to Villanova.
has been with us throughout his Prep, and college course and that accounts for the decided change for the better.
From the very first we overlooked the deficiencies of his early
training and learned to like him just the same.
His kind and sympathetic heart and congenial way have won him a high place in the
hearts of his classmates.
On the field of sport, as well as in the classroom he has achieved an enviable position. Among his various talents chess is perhaps the one in which he most persistently achieved
greatest success.
This is no doubt due to his familiarity with the ways
of the horse.
Now that the time of commencement approaches we regret to lose
so boon a companion and only hope the successes throughout his college
days are a foreshadow of the many good things he deserves in the days

He came

to

come.
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CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH McNALLY

Lawrence, Mass.

Chris"

'Joey"
Knif^hts of Columbus, Wai'den

Lawrenco

(?ilul),

President Phi

I*re.sideiit

Kappu

Pi

Bello Air Coninuttc<i

Villanovan

^HRRIS McNALLY,

Staft'

or as popular preference has

it

"Joey,"

is

a grad-

uate of Lawrence High SchooL where he won an enviable reputation for scholarship.
At Villanova he not only lived up to, hut even
surpassed all advance notices.
Entering the Freshmen Engineering
Claes conditioned in Phyisics and Trigonometry, he calmly passed off
these two conditions and in addition successfully completed the regular Freshman work.
We would suggest to aspiring and perspiring
Freshmen not to attempt to do likewise. While Chris has many
sterling qualities the one which has endeared him to Villanovans is his
willingness to help not<. only his classmates, but
also
many under
classmen.
Regardless of how much work Chris may have on his
hands he never turns a deaf ear to those of his brethren, who come
seeking help.
We know of no one who is more capable of living up to
the high reputation of the Villanova Engineering School than "Joey"
McNally.
.

THOMAS O'DONNELL

.....:

'Casey"

'Long

Tom"

lia«eball

Kpsilon

""yOM"

IMii

Theta

The reason he
gave for changing schools was that his favorite professor had died
and that he felt almost a stranger. His report card showed that he had
been conditioned in "Chapel," which is one case where a condition is a
credit.
That year he made the Varsity baseball team as first baseman.
The following year, however, "Tom" decided that his future was
in the box.
Last summer "Tom" won an enviable reputation in Scranton as a pitcher and at the beginning of this season gave every indication of living up to advance notices.
However, he has been handicapped by a lame arm.
"Tom" is of the type that never knows a worry and care sits lightly on his brow.
As a student, "Tom" has never shirked, neither has he
transferred to Villanova in February, 1921.

excited the jealousy of his classmates.
Undoubtedly he will be a credit to the institution that
ing him with a degree.

is

honor-

Hazelton, Pa.
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ANDREW

B.

VI

LLANO VAN

McGINNIS

Philadelphia, Pa.

"Mac"

"Angus';
K. of

('.

Ilpsilon

K. C.

\arsi».v

I^KIOW

Ah'Cl'IXIOSS.

Pi

riHla

M. S,
Kas<>hall

Ki-aduMtc

a

of

Tram
Calliolic

Ili^li,

was

a

traiist'iM'

N'illaiiova al the hc.uiniiiiif; of the second sciiicslcr
of lii.s Sophomore y; ar.
II did iiol
take Drew long to l)ecom(> ])opular.
(leiierous, clever, witty, a joy sprcNidei". Drew fairly radiat<^s good clieei'.
Th().s(» who know him cannot ludp liking him.
in i)ai-;el)all Dr(>w has
I'foni

INmiii

Io

been

a most conscientious woi'ker and while
ular place on the N'arsity yet day after day

h<'

he

has ntn'er nuide a regis out there plugging
H Drew so desired he

away, ready to st<'p in at a moment's notice.
might have easily achieved a scholastic lecord far beyond the ordinary,
but because of his innate i-;eirse of h\nnility Drew dislikt^s the calcium
glare and so is contcMit just to go along with an occasional spurt now
and then just for the novelty of it.
In consideration of scholastic ability and his umea.-iing efforts to fui'ther the iriterest.s of the i-;cliool.
Drew has been chosen class valedictorian.

CLEMENT

C.

McHALE,

A. B.

.Pittston, Pa.

Mac"

"Clem'
•'I'luis

odicr

He (ame
I

X

riltsion,

"Clem"

Pa.,

lirsi

1).\

laleiits iiaviii^ priiucl^ slio\\
(laiisitioii to liis own."

famous, among

saw the

ii

sure
light

othei'

of day.

thing.-,

Of

for

coui'se,

the

we

miner.
hold him

coal

can't

accountable for his birthplace.
I'>i-i)eciall.v in \iew of the fact, that as
soon as ihe lighi of reason hurst upon him. ]\o came to X'illanova.
lie
has been with us throughout his I'rep. and college course and that accounts \nr the decided change foi' Ihe better.
l''rom the ver\' lii'st we overlooki'd the deliciencie-; of his earl\'
iraining and learned to like him just the same.
His kiPid and symi>;iihelic heart .and congenial wa,\' have won him a high i)lace in the
hearts of hi.- classmates.
On the lield of sjjori. as well as in the classroom lie has achieved an en\ial)le position.
.\mong his variou- talents chess is perha|).s the oni' in which he most persistent
achieved
urcatest success.
This iis no doubt due to his familia I'it >• with ihe wayi<
l,\-

of

t

he

lioi's".

Now

Ihat the time of commencement a|iiiroaches we re.urel to lose
comiianion and onl.s' ho|)e the successes throu.uhoul his college
da.\s are a I'oresliadc.i w of the man.\- good thing- he (leser\-e-i in the (l;i.\s
o come.

so boon
I
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CHARLES

A.

SHINE, A. B

Lawrence, Mass.

"Charlie"
*'Happy those early days when
Shinert in

A

LTHOUGH
ness of

Charlie

tlie

first

night, he

my

I,

Angel infancy."

made

is

his entrance to Villanova in the darkby no means, for all that, a man of mys-

tery.
From the very first morning when the "Prof." called upon him
to do his "stuff" and live up to his name, we decided he knew his books.
"Charlie" hails from Lawrence, Mass.
It is a good place to come
from.
He began his classical education at St. John's Prep, and round-

ed it off at Villanova, where he has continued "to shine" as a diligent
student and a congenial companion.
Although Charlie is by no means a Samoon, his dimensions being
about six by two in his stocking feet, it has been his fondest ambition to
remedy these discrepancies by chest massages and a milk diet. So
much so, that the faculty has seriously considered substituting the
However, we would
traditional sheepskin for a substantial cow hide.
suggest a subscription to the "Morning Milk" be thrown in.
Charlie, perhaps on account of being the long fellow of the
Occasionclass, has made several incursions into the field of poetry.
ally, his efforts have appeared in the Villanovan.
He confidently told
me he recognizied those very contributions from the title. But we are
not the ones to give him away and hope that these various successes of
the past are a foreshadow of the good things that are in store for him
in the future.

JOHN

A.

RYAN,

A.

B

County Cork, Ireland

"Jack"

"Eiin go bragh"

JOHN

is

a fine broth of a boy from the old sod.

Of a retiring dispo-

(and he retires often) it took us some time before we became
aware of his sturdy qualities. His rouge of a brogue and ready wit
have endeared him to all.
Possessing a body hard as rocks. Jack has never yet been bested
wrestling.
in his favorite sport
As a singer, John sounds well oif,
and yet the songs of old Erin are dear to his heart and often on his
lips.
But 'tis when his Irish eyes are smiling that he steals your
heart away.
As we look back to the days of happiness together, we regret that
they are now at an end.
We lose a loyal companion and classmate,
but we know that Jack will succeed.
Good luck!
sition

—
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New York

VIZE
'Phinny"

City

'Pete"
Knights of Columbus
rhi Kappa Pi
liasketbail

Squad

Class football

,'

-

'.''\-'r'-^

"DETE"

came directly to Villanova from the nursery, at least so it
Like the faeeems, as he has been here for the last nine years.
mous stocla "Mexican Pete," our Pete has had his ups and downs. It
has been said of him that he has never lost an argument at Villanova,
Dean Humexcluding, of course, the last one with Father McGuire.
While Phinny has
phries believes he will make a wonderful salesman.
possessed much skill in the line of athletics, his name is more closely
associated with the art of dancing.
There has been no social event for
the last several years at Villanova at which Phinny has not been the
cynosure of all eyes; in fact, Phinny has had several times to turn a
deaf ear to tempting offers from the theatrical managers, which refusal, of course, was entirely induced by his devotion to and love of
Through all his trials, and they have been
quiet undisturbed study.
many, he has always remained the same smiling, debonair, care-free
"Pete."
We are sure that his winning way, his clever head and nimble feet will bring him distinction in after life.

NORMAN

J.

WALKER

Gertnantown, Pa.

"TiUie"

'Norm'

rhi Kappa Pi

Knights of (\)lunibus

"TTILLIE," hailing from Germantown, has been one of the chief supporters of the famous "Poor and Weary" Railroad during the last
four years.
During his Junior year he decided to become a resident
student but for
"day-hoppers."

some reason

or another he returned to the ranks of the

times "Tillie" has entered wholeheartedly into the activities
Because of his honest, frank and upright character he
has won many friends.
For the last four years he led his class in
Mechanical Engineering, (how large was his class need not be discussed
here).
He had little or no difficulty in mastering what has been more

At

all

of his class.

or less termed

"Thermo-damn-nuisance."

Judging "Tillie's" future by his past we have no hesitancy
ing that he will make his mark in the engineering world.

in say-
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that Villanova is gettino- back to
a conspicuous place on the athletic
map, it seems that we are doing so
well in this respect that we can and
should do better. At the present time
we are straining- and striving to put the "big"
teams across, but in so doing we are getting
away from the fundamental idea or the reason
for the existence of inter-mural athletic competition' as we now know it.
Inter-mural athletics has its advantages as
well as disadvantages we know, serving as a
stimulus and a guide to those who wish to participate in sport for its own sake and also as
an outlet for those who are desirous of going
further and reaching the very pimiacle of
athletic perfection. However, upon reflection,
hoAV many of our students who have the physi-

WALTER R. KANE, '26
JOHN S. McGONIGLE, '26

at Villanova

ability necessarj^ to "make" one of the
Varsity sqimds, have special need of the exercise? Rather it is the crying need of the great
majority, whom we might call non-athletic
cal

students.

An athletic star has many disadvantages. He
suddenly sees his name in big print in all the
newspapers. He is pointed out as a big man
on the campus and unless he has the blessing
of a very level head, said head is apt to swell
a trifle, in which case he can afford to and
does proceed to cut a few acquaintances or
former friends; and struts about with an air
of having "arrived."
It will have a corres])onding effect upon his studies and is the
basis for the formation of the well known
"alliletic" club in college.
In inter-mural or "athletics

for all"

pro-
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o-ram which should be fostered, none of these
abuses ever creep in. The sports are conducted
for sport's sake alone. There can be no widespread publicity, no hero or self worship. But
best of all it will reach the students who need

to the world as her finShe has given him the best she
has, and in consequence expects great things
from him. What does this entail on his part?
The acquisition of great wealth regardless of

the exercise.

the means used to attain it? Advancement to
preferred places, whether or not that shall be
Villanova asks
achieved by treachery ! No
only that her sons shall keep the faith with her
and that their lives shall be so lived that no
act of theirs shall ever bring dishonor to her
name. In the present age of greed and lust,
where the attainment of riches by either fair
or foul methods, seems to be the mark of sucof true success may very
cess, our vision
But of the nation's
easily become blurred.
greatest men, of whom our proudest boast is
that despite their opportunities for unfair
acquisition of wealth, they died poor men, except the few who were endowed by ancestors.
The Villanovan tenders to the class of " '23"

The

college desires its students to possess
sound bodies, it should therefore demand that
students take part in some form of athletics in
order to insure this.
,
,

-•.".T.

O'M.

./

With the

first breath of Spring another colpassing into memory. For "some"
means the completion of the first lap of
it
their college course, bringing them nearer the
much desired goal. To others the spreading
blossoms of Spring bear a deeper significance.
The trials and disIt is a time for refiection.
appoiutments of the past have long since been
forgotten, and only the happiness and joy of
four short years remain. They have passed beyond recall into the garden of memories, but
their fragrance remains with us, and will remain to stir our emotions in future years when
We dream of Alma Mater.

lege year

is

The reflection of one who is about to go forth
with the stor}- of Villanova's approval upon
him must bring to him the stern realization of
the duty incumbent upon him.
His "Alma

^;r

Mater" presents him
ished product.

!

May they keep
its most sincere felicitations.
the faith with Villanova as Villanova has kept
the faith with them.
May humanity find in
them its every just ideal. May their love for
"Alma Mater" never languish but, increasing
through the arches of the years, never reach
its culmination until that final twilight when
life's last sun is setting beyond the eternal
horizon.
J.

K. L.
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cA Da3r

in

Mjr Heart

DAWN
Rises the dawn-star of hope over my days and my years,
And life unfokls like a flower fresh in the face of the day,
Neither of sorrow or pain or the bitter anguish of tears,
Only the hope of all hopes and a song from the month of May.
All is a mystery and wonder spread over the spaceless land.
Sun and moon and the stars of the deep dreams of my heart.
All is fraught with a wisdom so wise I cannot understand,
And so with silver laughter I take to the road and start.

MORNING
The world

is

Love's flame your soul is scorching,
Bonnie lad, bonnie lad,
Bask in the heat of its fire.
And burn your heart with its flame.
Let not your dreams be parching,
Bonnie lad, bonnie lad.
But live with beauty and fasten
Your dreams to one foam-white name.

only a plaything,

Bonnie lad, bonnie lad.
The world is only a diamond,
To shine in the crown of youth.

Be not afraid
Bonnie

of the fairy ring,

lad,

bonnie lad.

But enter the mystic

And

circle.

cull the flower of truth.

Song from the

List to the seven seas yearning,

Bonnie

lad,

flutes of thrushes,

Bonnie lad, bonnie lad.
Song from the lips of twilight,
Scatter it far and wide.
It is only he who hushes,
Bonnie lad, bonnie lad,

bonnie lad.

Hark

to the highways calling,
Adventure and love and joy,
To them now your feet are turning,
Bonnie lad, bonnie lad.
Plumb them and know their deepness.
Scale them to their summits, boy.

He who

is

deaf to music,

That curses the ebbing

tide.

NOON
The spears of the world hem me around,
But I break them and strew them over the ground.
The arrows of fate fall like a shower of rain,
But the shield of my strength spurns them and they strike
The

Win

battle is mine for the winning.
it I shall with power and craft

and cunning,
This is the life I dreamt in my innermost dream,
I ford this ocean of life as 1 would but awayside stream.
nod their heads and bid me to taste.
White roses wait in the gardens to which 1 haste,
For mine is the royal purple and mine the ruby-lit room,
Mine the sapphire-ringed finger, 1 wear the eagle plume.
Little poppies

Oh, what a blessing is life, and, oh, how sweet its fruit!
hours are only a song poured from the cuckoo's lute,
Highlands and wastes and deserts all I am spurning,
I have no sob of regret nor ever a thought of returning.

My

AFTERNOON
Here in the shades.
Of the trees with the burthen of old song bending.
Here would 1 sit now that the way is ending,
Here in the dream-cool glades.

it

in vain.

!
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Here by the lake,
Wherein lies reflected the splendor of other

Would
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times,

think again of their glory in songster rhymes,
Here in the dew-wet brake.
I

Now

afternoon,

Only a peace and quiet, sometimes a little wonder.
No more lust of love or wish for the battle's thunder,

Now

the gold afternoon.

TWILIGHT
Rest for the wayward heart,
Rest now forever,
Rest for the broken soul,
Time cannot sever.
Sunset and fade o'da.y.
Pulse wanly beating,
Over the years away.
Memory goes fleeting.

Love's passing fires.
All is a drop of foam.

Back to the bourne of youtlv.
Dreams and desires,
Fed with the wine of truth,

My

So, only the ash remains.

Glows in my breast.
Never a dying end.
That will awaken.
Never a gift is sent.
But back it is taken.
Sunset and fade o' day,
My spirit would peace,
Where is the dream I ,dreamt.
Of life's golden fleece?:

Gone in an hour,
Only the winds win home,
Only the night has power.
Peace, like a coverlet.
Droops on the world.
My soul would be under

banner

Even
Far

is

it.

furled.

as daylight wanes.

in the west,

NIGHT
Ay! man
Love but

Withered heart, where are your dreams'
Broken soul, where is your pride?
One fled on the ages' streams;
One gone with the ebbing tide.

Surely a harlot's kiss

Could fleet no quicker than they.
Whirled through the dim abyss,

Bitter the cup that I drained.
And harsh the song that I sang,
Life with joy bright stained.
Re-echoes a hollow clang.

I

to the mocking sea.
The grim sus-ur-rus of its waves.
it

is

Chanting

Where

calling me.
its

demon

Shallow is earth and fate.
Shallow are songs and love,

staves.

are the freinds

knew,

I

Friends whose blood w^as

stand alone today.

Night with its million stars.
Lays on my soul at last.
One the memory of dreams afar.
One all that was gay in the past.

Mark

How

is a trustless crew,
a painted stone

Onl}' a hate insensate

mv own ?

Reigns

till

the end thereof!

MIDNIGHT

A
A

sword for the

east, a cup for the west,
stone for the north, a spear for the south.
These have I carried through all my days,
Power and wisdom, bleakness and hero growth.
Ah, the bitter word fades in the heart of night,
Earth was a kind old mother, giving the best she had.
Nor can we hope for a sight of the Pace of Light,
Lest our feet are cut with the rocks and our soul with pain maddened.
Thus shall it be forever, so 1 shall sink to sleep.
Weary of limb and body, but calm upon my heart.
Calm on the aching, restless waters nevermore to part.
We have come in a shadow of pain, and in tiie shadow of pain we go.
Thus now and thus forever, with the ebb and with the flow.

P. 8.

—

LIAM
I

am

indebted for the

title to

MOR— 3-8-'23.

an old Gaelic poem.
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PI

The

KAPPA

PI

part Freshmen and Sophomores, presented a

election of officers for the Pi

Kappa

Pi

Fraternity was held before finals, and the following members were chosen President, John
T. Keffer Vice-President, Charles Harvey SecTreasurer, George
retary', Francis Shovelin
Halpen Sergeant at Arms, John McLaren.
Realizing the most effective way to reach a
man's heart is through his stomach, the society
held a banquet recently. Many of the Alumni
were present and helped to make it a fitting
climax to the most successful year, financially,
socially, and educationally, in the history of
The speakers who addressed
the Fraternity.
the members were Rev. F. A. Driscoll, 0. S. A.,
President of the College Dean Humphries, of
the Engineering Department, and Professor
Sweene}'. Many others too numerous to mention were on the program.
:

;

;

very different appearance upon their exit than
upon their entrance. There were some with
ruffled hair, some with damages greater, and
some with broad smiles. Evidently from their
comments, the}' enjoj'ed it as much as the

;

spectators.

;

;

THIRD DEGREE
'*Tf

you are looking for action go

Villanova Sunday afternoon.

May

out to
13th," such

were the words of the Catholic laity of Philadelphia who have the honor of being members
of the great fraternal organization, the Knights
Many men following Horace
of Columbus.
Greeley's advice, "Go west, young man, go
west," went west as far as Villanova College
and it is sufficient to say that they enjoyed
their visit immensely.
The occasion was the
exemplification of the third degree, with
class of nearly one hundred candidates.

a

We have often heard Knights tell of the wonderful time held at the initiation of Villanova
Council three years ago, and every year the
number of witnesses is increasing.
What

took place that afternoon we do not
if we could find something
concerning the festivities it would be worth
mentioning.
The candidates, for the greater

know, but perhaps

Following the degree a banquet was served
the visiting dignitaries and the degree team.

VINCENZO MISERINDINO
The student body recently had the pleasure
of hearing one of our foremost sculptors, VinMr. Miserindino has aldue to remarkable work on Roosevelt. The lecturer took as
his topic "The Relation of Art to Life." For
more than an hour Mr. Miserindino held his
audience spellbound and at the close received
Th use of slides by the
a genuine ovation.
talker, pertinent to his work, added considerably to our enjoyment.
cenzo Miserindino.

ready won

a lasting place in art,

FRESHMEN
The Freshman
in history as

year will go down
Immediately upon
locality they became a class

class of this

an active

their arrival in this

class.

to abuse, they
remain an organization.
As entertainers the}' have no peers. Their
with such an
first appearance was greeted
abundance of approval that the production was
later staged under the title of "Follies of
1923." Those '^^'ho saw or heard of the "Villanova Follies" will not dispute the statement

and today, though often subject
still

that the class of nineteen twenty-six know the
formula for entertainment. It has been rumored that the youngsters have received many
offers from theatrical agencies, but evident!}'
they wish to remain amateurs.
A few days ago the Freshmen tendered us

THE VILLANOVAN
another surprise. They tendered a dance which
startled their superiors. During this season of
the year it is a natural tendency for us to park
ourselves in the shade of one of the maples and
let the other fellow assume the responsibility
of labour. Working under these difficulties the
Freshmen held a dance in Alumni Hall which
was well attended. The decorations attempted
were novel and startling but the result was a
credit for those who sacrificed precious things
such as meals, sleep, etc., to make them presentable.
The affair received favorable comment and will long be remembered.

DELTA

PI EPSILON

Many moments,

hours, days, weeks of preparation was the reason of the success of the
Delta Pi Epsilon's Ball held recently in the
Bellevue-Stratford. The opinion of those who
attended this affair can be summed up in the
famous expression, "It was a great time."
This is the second dance held by the Fraternity since its organization and, although few
and far between, it is the policy of the "Deps"
to make each one superior to its predecessor.
For this reason they were particular on their
choice as a dance committee, whose only instructions were "put it across." This they did

without fault.

The Frat has been exceptionally active in
during the year and has instilled into
the newcomers the correct Villanova spirit.
Under many difficulties they succeeded in wining the honors of the Inter-Fraternity League
activities

during the basketball season.
Upon our return to school in September we
feel positive that the Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity will be among the first to greet us, the
older students, but especially the Freshmen.
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
At a recent meeting of the Athletic Association the following officers were elected to assume office upon their return to school in September: President, W. A. Riordan; Vice-President, George A. Casey; Secretary, Anthony P.

Gorman; Treasurer, Joseph Kenny.
James F. Moroney was elected Assistant
Manager of Basketball, and Daniel —Phclan
elected Assistant Manager of Football for the
coming season.
^^
During the course of the meeting President
Lynch spoke of the need of a more efficient system of cheering during the varsity contests and
:

^^^^^^;

^

;

:

suggested that next year a letter be presented
the cheer leaders for their services. This matter
will bo voted upon at the next meeting.

EPSILON PHI THETA
"Going over big"

way we

signify sucthe ambition of
every individual and organization to "go over
big" during the school year. The Epsilon Phi
cess on the

is

the

campus, and

it

is

Theta achieved this ambition when it held its
annual Spring Hop in Alumni Hall recently.
All the hackneyed expressions, "soft lights,"
"slow music," etc., etc., fell far short of describing that affair. Far better to apply to it
the time-honored slogan, "A good time was had
by all." Much credit is due the committee consisting of Messrs. Connery, chairman Loesche,
McGinnis, O'Donnell, Sullivan, Phelan and
;

Miller.

The success of the Hop was a fitting climax
through the year.

to the progress of the. Society

Much has been accomplished

in re-establishing
the fraternity in its former position as one of
the leading societies of the school.

!

!
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Glen Laurel,

)3|^

oh,

^
^
V^

Glen Laurel,

Hushed is the sobbing cry,
Of scattered clans in battle,
Only the tree tops sigh.

)J^
pj^

^
^

yju

Glen Laurel, oh, Glen Laurel,

nr\

The evejiing

)^

And a burthen of song it carries,
From the thrushes' melodiovis bills.

gV
Ly

Glen Laurel, oh. Glen Laurel,
Your laurel trees wet with dew,

steals

from the

hills,

.'.'J

^
M
«

Gleam
White

kj,

,,

in the quiet gloaming,
stars of the heart of you

)r^

....

^'

)k

GLEN OF THE PINES
|9^
pJI

gj

L^

^
^
^
J^

J9^

L^
n^

H
^

Glen of the Pines!
Wild winds plaj' on the pipes of you,
Breathing songs from the airj^ world,
Glen of the Pines!
From your crags the far-off mountains blue,
Hear the tunes by your pipers skirled.

i^

^^

u^

^
f)^

Glen of the Pines!
lain her hand on your breast,
And made each rock an altar of delicate gray,
Glen of the Pines
In your shade my soul finds peace and rest,
Watching the meads and uplands roll to the far away.

GLEN ELOSA)^
While the winds murmur and croon, "Glen Elosay,"
Above you the pale stars flicker and dance and pla.y,
And the moon smiles down on your face. Glen Elosay.
You do not hold the tinsel glory of man,

r^
n^
n^
)3^
)3^
pjt

J*
ttV

H

^
f^
^
^
/^
^
^
^
^
^
/^

'

Fair twilit haunt where

jjO

i^
V^
yj
"^

Beauty has

)3^

^

^
^
V^

^

n^
)3v!?

^
/^
^
^
^
^
^

I

rove at the close of day,

\a^

You

only harbor the folk of the feathered clan,
Across your breast no mighty archways span,
Onlj' the dawn unfolds above you like a silken fan.
So here, by your oaks and your maples my heart Avould stay,
Watching and waiting, only a little way,
The hilly path that winds to the top of the brae,
Whereon will come one, heart of mv heart, Glen Elosav.

Y^
)^
\^
u^

'

LIAM MOR.
•

^
^
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by the news of
McCallum. While not
an alummis, Mr. McCallnm was deeply devoted
to Villanova ajid gave his time and money toA^illanova has been shocked

the death of William B.

ward

dovelopinji' theatricals at school.

We

feel

and tender our sincere reMcCallnm, May he rest in peace.
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Jimmie Savage is back on the job, as enerand as capable as ever.
Some of our friends in Bryn Mawr mailed us
clipping from a Philadelphia paper, wherein
was stated that a T. E. Voigt has been ar-

that

getic

a
it

sincerely his death

rested for bigamy.

grets to Mrs.

senders that

The Villanovan also wishes to express its
sincere sympathy to the members of the Fogarty family of Bryn Mawr on the death, of Mrs.
Fogarty.

May

J.

of the football

director of athletics at Wilkes-

team in 1914,
Barre High School. "Reds" has alreadj^ won
the dne support of the Faculty and School by
is

his business-like

methods.

Pat Reagan, captain of 1915 football team,
which trimmed the Army, stopped here for a
few hours while on his honeymoon. Mrs. Reagan
is very charming, and we wish to remark here
that she has a splendid husband.

Good luck

vania Railroad.

W^e tried to talk Villanova to

him, but he insisted on telling us of his wonderful youngster.
to

Professor

McGeehan used

be like that.

Paul H. Quiini, President of the Alumni,
dropped in for a day visit, to supervise the
plans for the Alumni Banquet.

He

tells

us

wish to assure the

Ted got away

things in college that the Phila-

:,;-"

:^">;"

/;' :,;;':;'; .'''::.:/"'/'';'":

Howard Thornbury

is

'V;-''

a very frequent vis-

Howie claims he has a very
he looks the part, we guess we

fine job and,

as

shall

believe him.

We

much

time

get so

have

to

how he can
Howie was

don't understand
off.

However,

'

'

'

'

always a very efficient worker.
Jack Dominey, '18, also a West Pointer, has
retired from the Army. Jack is going into business in New York.
Jack was a mighty fine
football player, also quite a poet.

Please con-

sult the files of the old Villanovans.

Leo

ped in for a few minutes on his way to Lewistown M^here he is in charge of the installation of
an automatic system of signals for the Pennsyl-

We

not our Ted.

itor.

Reagans.

Ignatius Kirsch, or better, Joe Kirsch, stop-

many

is

delphia police would never have a chance with
him.:

she rest in peace.

Frank Prendergast, captain

to the

with so

it

Delohery,

McNamara

Frank

Ceravolo

and Paul

report bright prospects of

"no

con-

ditions" at the Long Island Medical College.

Harry Toohey, of "Never Sweat" fame, also
reputed to have gotten more out of the dining
room than any ten men, recently brightened
the premises with his smiling presence. Harry
is

working in Atlantic Cit3^
John Hans, Jimmie Egan and Jimmie King,

Villanova graduates, will be ordained Priests
We wish them long and fruitful
this May.
years in the ministry.

::
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As the scholastic year of 1922-1923 approaches a ch)se it is only fitting that one of
the most successful years in the sporting annals
of the old Blue and White should be reviewed.
On the gridiron, on the court and on the diamond Villanova has been represented by teams
of the very highest calibre. One of the primary
reasons for the Blue and White 's success on the
sporting field this year can be attributed not
alone to splendid coaching, but to the hearty
co-operation that was accorded the various
mentors by the faculty.
It is true that the faculty were more than
stringent in their scholastic rules for the athletes of Villanova, but we cannot deny that no
matter how these might have appeared we can
readily see now that they were instrumental in
the betterment of athletics in general.
Villanova 's season in athletics opened on
September 30th, 1922, when the husky Blue
and White football warriors fittingly ushered
in the year by registering a victory over Western Maryland. For eight more games Coach
AUie Miller's handful of "fighting" men engaged some of the foremost colleges in the East
on the gridiron and never once performed in
any way that would bring the slightest discredit on the fair name of Old Villanova.

Closely on the heels of the football season
came basketball and the response to Coach
Saxe's call for candidates was more than heartening. The basketball team was a success until
the time of its abrupt curtailment.

did not look as bright as they were expected
to.
But the tireless labors of Coach McGeehan
were rewarded when in an official rating recently in one of the New York papers, Villanova was ranked as the sixth best College nine
in the East.

The present outlook for next year on the
diamond is bright and it will not be surprising
our nine is ranked
teams in the East.
if

first

among

the college

ATHLETIC NOTES
Villanova registered the first win of the
season by overwhelmingly defeating the Vermont University nine on Alumni Field by the
score of 11-6.
Vermont was on its Southern
trip and had defeated Lehigh and Catholic University before meeting the Varsit3\

Chick Meader pitched and although he allowed eight hits he kept them well scattered.
Villanova garnered seventeen hits off Kerwyn
and Burns, the Vermont twirlers.

The score
Vermont
Villanova

R

H

E

6

8

5
1

00000330 —
02161100 x— 11

17

Kerwyn, Burns and Ready; Meader and
Umpire: Griffiths.

Batteries:

Dyer.

Villanova Wins Second

Game

Villanova made it tw^o straight by defeating
the Muhlenberg College nine at Allentown by
the score of 6-5.

On a windy March day before the slightest
sign of spring Avas in evidence Coach Charles
McGeehan issued a call for baseball candidates.
His call was answered by one of the largest
number of students that have ever reported for
a baseball team in the history of the College.
But the majority of the men were green due to
the fact that they had lacked College baseball
But Coach McGeehan saw great
experience.

Muhlenberg

and he worked unceasingly to develop a team. At the outset of the season things

Batteries: Griffith, Minnick and Dyer; Convi^ay,
Loughridge and Crum. Umpire Kohler.

possibilities

The Blue and White did not play as it should
and was threatened seriously. A rally in the
eighth inning in which the varsity pushed
across four runs clinched the game.
The score
Villanova

10000004
1020100

1

:

R H E
1—6 11 1
0—5 11 2

9

::

8

7
6
1

:
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Another Victory
In a game that was replete with home runs
and triples, Villanova won its third consecutive game by defeating the Dickinson College

by the score of 8-6.
The game was not as close as the score indicates. The varsity held complete sway throughHarry Griffith pitched a splendid game
out.
tossers at Carlisle

walk of the game in the ninth.
The Varsity's run was tallied in the ninth
when Minnick won his own game by singling
and bringing in Jacobs who had previously
clouted a three-bagger.
It was Villanova 's
.r.-The score:

Villanova

3

Dckinson

2

3

R H E

—

2
2

2

0—6

Batter'es: Griffith and Dyer; Brooks and Crew.
:

by score of 1-0 in a thrilling
remarkable exhibition of
pitching featured. Minnick allowed the only
Field, Gettysburg,
game in which a

sixth straight win.

for the Varsity.
The score

Umpire
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Coogan.

Villanova

00000000 —
00000000 —

.......

1

Gettysburg

Batteries: Minnick and Jacobs;
Umpire Mittinger.

Wise and

6
6

1

2

Fisher,

:

Tops G-ettysburg

Varsijty

Mounts

Before the largest crowd of baseball fans
that had assembled this year on Alumni Field
the Varsity scored its fourth straight victory
by defeating Gettysburg 6-4.
Chick Meader started on the mound for
Villanova, but was forced to retire in the third,
having strained a muscle in his arm. Ed. Minnick was the relief hurler and he pitched a
splendid game of baseball, allowing the Battle-

Bow

to the Varsity

Villanova turned in another victory by defeating the

Mount

Emmittsburg

St.

Mary's

ball tossers at

tune of 7-6. The Mountaineers held a two-nothing lead until the
eighth frame where the Varsity crept ahead.
Villanova used three pitchers to down the
Mounts.
to the

The score

R H E
0—4
8
4

-';•.

Gettysburg

2

2

...1200 1100 x— 6

Villanova

Griffith Carries Tilt for

won

10

2

Blue and White

consecutive victory
by defeating the Dickinson College nine by the
score of 9-0.
For eight and tAvo-thirds innings Harry Griffith, former Prep twirler, held the Dickinson
batsmen hitless. With two out, Hartzel, the
Carlisle team's third sacker, came to bat. He
struck at tbe first two balls that Griffith
pitched. The third was a high one and Hartzel
made a blind stab at it and hit it over Cotter's
bead.
The Blue and White team garnered eight
hits off Brooks in six innings. In the seventh
Brooks was relieved by Robertson who held
V^illanova to two hits for the remainder of the
A'illanova

its

fifth

game.

The score

00000000 —

Dickinson
Villanova
Batteries:
fith

E

1

5
2

0120 1221 x—

10

Robertson and Sakin; GrifUmpire: Griffiths.

Brooks,

and Dyer.

And
Villanova

R H

Still

defeated

Another
Gettysburg

on

Nixon

Villanova
Mt. St. Mary's ...

.R

—
10100000 —
,

Collegians only five hits.
The score

field

0000

04

H

3

4

Batteries: Griffith, O'Donnell,
Bradley, Jacobs
and Dyer; Woodgie and Fennell.
Umpire: Gallagher.

:

:

5

::

-
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Boston twirler, they
did not bunch them.
Torn O'Donnell, pinch
hitting for Mascadri, drove a home run to deep
centre, scoring one of the two runs that the
Varsity received in the whole game.

That Villanova outplayed Holy Cross is not to
be doubted. The fielding of the Varsity was
perfect, not one error being committed in the
entire game. Chick Meader outpitched Burke
of Holy Cross regardless of the fact that he

•..•.-;..

allowed seven free tickets.
Ownie Carroll, Jack Barry's pet hurler, was
rushed to the assistance of Burke in the ninth
inning to save the day for the purple. A pecu-

hits off Steve Patten, the

''.-.The

score?

Vv;:':,:^

..'''

:'^
;

'::::-'

-"

R H
Villanova

Boston C.

....

.

.

Batteries

and

-2
-9

2

112

120 Ix

9

E
2

11
2
Minnick and Jacobs; Patten

Griffith,

1

Umpire: Talbot.

Phillips.

game was that neither
had a strikeout.
The score

liar feature of the

er

Villanova Drops Another

'

smarting from the Boston College defeat, the Varsity played a listless game of ball
against the United States Submarine Base at
New London, Conn., and as a result the second
defeat of the New England trip was chalked up
against the Blue and White. The score was 6-2.
Tom O'Donnell started on the mound for
Villanova but his arm was not in the best of
shape and he was forced to retire in the first
'Donnell but he
Minnick relieved
inning.
had pitched the day before against Boston College and he too was ineffective against the
The Varsity garnered ten
Marine batsmen.
hits off Davis, the flotilla twirler, but could
not bunch them.
Still

,

^:

•The

:

;

score:

Batteries: Meader, Dyer
Carroll and Ryan. Umpire

The varsity registered
season over the

10
4
10
2
Submarine Base
Batteries: Minnick, O'Donnell and Dyer; Davis

and Lockwood.

Umpires: Cranker and

Silvia.

The score

game

of baseball behind
the splendid pitching of Harry Grififith, the
Varsity staged a comeback and defeated the
Providence College tossers by the score of 4-1.
Griffith allowed the Providence batsmen only
five hits. Joe Connell made a circuit clout in
the sixth inning with the bases empty. Connell 's drive was the longest ever made in the
Providence Park. It was the first one that was
ever hit over the right field fence.

The score
Villanova
Providence
Batteries:

Hallrahan.

00020200

00

000 10

R H E
0—4 9 1

—

1

5

2

Griffith and Jacobs; McCaffrey and
Umpire: Devon.

Varsity Loses Close One

The Varsity lost the final game of the New
England trip to the Holy Cross ball tossers at
Fitton Field, Worcester, by the score of 5-3.

its

2

Win
tenth win of the

John's College tossers of

:

:

02000000 1—3

02470 132 x— 18

3

4

14 1
Batteries: Murphy, Brown and Taylor; Minnick,

Blue and White Routs Providence
stellar

:

8

Burke,

R H E

John's
Villanova
St.

Gr.ffith

Playing a

x—

Jacobs;
Barry.

Brooklyn by the score of 18-3. Harry Griffith
started on the mound for Villanova but was
relieved in the seventh by Minnick, as he sustained an injury sliding into home. Off Griff,
St. John's received only two hits, one of which
was a home run by 'Connor, the third sacker.
Minnick allowed one hit during his time in the
hox.

R H E

001100 —2
.02002011 x— 6

St.

- R
H E
1—3 7

and

Varsity's Tenth

00

Villanova

00010010
02100011

Villanova
Holy Cross

pitch-

and Jacobs.

Umpire:

Griffiths.

Another Blue and White Massacre

On

the day following the game with St.
John's the Varsity journeyed to Seton Hall
and registered another win. This time the
score was 12-2. Chick Meader was more than
effective against the Setonian batsmen, allowing only one hit and striking out fourteen
batters.

The score
Villanova
Seton Hall
Batteries

Hornak.

R H E

32123110 0—12
00002000 0—2

— Meader
Umpire:

and

Jacobs;

Gewiac

8
1

1

5

and

Pringle.

Ryan Leads Batting
Jack Ryan, the Varsity shortstop, tops the
batting list of the team with an average of
.382. Ryan has played in fourteen full games,
was at bat fifty-five times and made twenty-one
Charley Watson comes second with an
hits.

—

—

:

—
3
4

,

THE VILLANOVAN
average of

number

Watson scored

.308.

of runs.

Watson, 2b. ......
Jacobs, c
Meader, p
Connell, cf
Dyer, c
Connolly, If

.

AB

7
2

11

6

2

1

14

55

21

6

8

3

16

65
23
20
64
27
62
66
62
42
21

20

.-.16
11

16
16
16
16

Kane, lb
Griffith,

G

7
9

Cotter, 8b

Masadri,

rf

7
2

p

Kasel, ss

McGu'nness,

ss.

HA

;

Player
O'Donnell, p
Trainor, 2b
Ryan, ss
Minnick, p

.

.

.

.

Cradley, p

the highest

.546
.500
.382
.375
.308
.305
.300
.297
.297
.260
.258
.243
.239
.238
.000
.000
.000

7

6

19
8

16
17
15
10
5

3

1

Runs

1

1

2

12

The

score':'

31

^:;"';'''^

Villanova ..1..
St. John's

'

p

14 110

3

Batteries: Meader
nor.
Umpire: Rice.

3

17
10
7

12
2
1

-pi

20

2
5

7

and Jacobs; Brown and O'Con-

—-—

;',

'

..

''..vv., ;';

Varsity Wins Close One

19

13

TT

0—16

1

00000010 0—1
o-

5
3

5

The Blue and White won

its

fourteenth vic-

tory of the season on May 23, when it defeated
the Lehigh University ball tossers by the score
of 4
3 in a hectic twelve-inning game.
Three hits in the twelfth inning accounted
frr the Varsity's winning tally.
With both teams deadlocked in the ninth
V. ith
three runs apiece, the teams were lield
scoreless until the twelfth, when Ed. Cotter

advanced to second on Joe Council 's
and scored when Walt. Kane connected

singled,

Total run^ ..............;........... 106
Opponents' runs
72
0-

•

'

.

l)unt

for a one-bagger.

Chick Meader 's pitching was the feature of
In the first frame Chick allowed the
Brown and White batsmen three hits, one of
which was a homer by Harwi, the catcher. For
tile next eleven innings Meader allowed only
two singles, neither of whicii was responsible
the game.

All Villanova

Wlien the Varsity triumphed over Muhlenberg in the early part of the season by the close
score of 6-5, the Allentowners considered that
they had v^on a "moral victory." On May 19th
(he Blue and White played Muhlenberg in a
return game on Alumni Field and won by the
overwhelming score of

Harry

17-0.

in scoring.

The

Varsit}'

batsmen

LEHIGH

started in the box for Villanova but injured his leg sliding into home in
the seventh inning and retired in favor of Ed.
Miiniick.
Otf the offerings of Minnick and
Griffiths Muhlenberg managed to get but three
hits.
The Varsity batsmen on the other hand
all swelled their batting averages by garnering
seventeen hits off Conway, the Muhlenberg
Grififith

garnering

hit at will,

sixteen hits off the offerings of Dubois.
The lineup
r

Rogers, cf
Prior, ss

1

h

o

1

1

Harwi,
Hess,

3

1

Adams, lb

12
2

c

2

If

Merr.ll, rf

Lees, If
Mellinger,

e

1
1

2

8
6

2

3

2

1

O'Keefe, 2b
Dubois, p

a

1
1

1

2b

twirler.

The score
Villanova

Muhlenberg

Totals

21 1001

R

2 10

..0000000

x

—
—17

Batteries: Griffith, Minnick and Jacobs;

and Crum.

3

H

E

17

2
6

4

Conway

Umpire: Rapine.

VILLANOVA

r

Watson, 2b
Ryan, ss
Cotter, 3b

36

12

2

a

e

2
2
3
3

6

John's Prove Easy for Blue and White

The Varsity

easily defeated the St. John's
College of Brooklyn at Dexter Park, Brooklyn,
by the score of 16-1.

Chick Meader was on the raoinid for Villanova and took things easily throughout the
entire game, Meader allowing but seven hits
and striking out thirteen Brooklyn batsmen.

1

2

Connell, cf
Connolly, If

1

The Blue and White nicked Brown, the
•lohn's pitcher,

foi'

twenty

hits.

Mascaidri, rf
Jacob3, c
Meader, p
O'Donnell, rf

1

2

14
2
7

3

.

Lehig'h

16

36

2
5

14

1

1110
—
20000010000 —
1

Home runs-— Harwi,

Meader.
Two-base
—
Hess, Jacobs. Stolen bases
— Watson, Bases Struck—out—by Meader, by
Dubo's,
on
^Meader,
Dubois,
Umpire — Amey. Time —
Connell.

hits

Sacrifice hits

Connell.

St.

1

1

1

4
...

2
3
2
1
1
1

Totals

Villanova

h
2

Kane, lb
St.

5

:

8.

6;

balls
2.45.

2;

2.
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OF

James

'T has always been known
that free bodies

fall.

The

Lives

the Principia appeared In 1687*

He

is

remembered

for the

Bloody

earth has a strange at-

Assizes of Jeffreys, for his complete

How far does it

disregard of constitutional liber-

extend? No one knew before
Newton, sitting in his garden, one

compacts with
and the huge bribes
that he took from that monarch,
and for the revolution that cost
him his crown; Newton is remem-

traction.

day

in 1665,

began

to speculate.

" Why should not the attraction
of gravitation reach as far as the

moon.^" he asked himself.
if so,

"And

perhaps ^he js retained in her

orbit thereby."
culation, but

He

began the

cal-

overwhelmed by the

stupendous result that he foresawj
he had to beg a friend to complete

his

ties, for his secret

Louis

XIV

bered because he created a

new

world of thought, because he enabled scientists and engineers

came

who

him to grapple more
effectively with the forces of
after

nature.

When, for instance, the Research

it.

In Newton's Principia were laid

down

famous laws of motion

Laboratories of the General Electric

Company determine

—the basis of all modern engineering. The universe was proved to

stresses set

the

up in a steam turbine
by the enormous centrifugal forces

be a huge mechanism, the parts

generated as the rotor spins, they

of which are held together in ac-

practically apply

cordance with the great law of

reaching conclusions that are of

11

Newton's laws

in

the utmost value to the designing

gravitation.

James

(\,

Dead

II is

NEWTON

ISAAC NE-iVrON

S/R.

f^^:M

^

was reigning when

engineer.

eneralWjElecftric
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The new and unusual that sparkling reality which is
known as the life of each school year—is caught and
held forever within the pages of Bureau built annuals.
ability to assist in making permanent such delight*
ful bits of class spontaneity rests in an organization of
creative artists guided by some 17 years of College Annual
work, which experience is the knowledge of balance and
taste and the fitness of doing things well.
In the finest

The

year books of American Colleges the sincerity and genu*
ineness of Bureau Engraving quality instantly impresses

one.

They

are class records that will live forever.

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING,
COLLEGE ANNUAL HEADQUARTERS"
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

The

practical side

of Annual management, including

and finance, is coma series of Editorial and
Management books called "Success in Annual
Building," furnished free to Annual Executives. Secure
advertising, selling, organization

prehensively covered in
Business

"Bureau" co-operation.

We

invite

your correspon-

dence.

PATHONIZTO

OITIC

ADVI'MITISEKS
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THE VILLANOVAN
Men's Clothing
and

READY-TO-WEAR
TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Men's Furnishings
Underwear and Hosiery

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED
Athletic Sports

Strawbridge

REQUISITES FOR ALL

&

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES

Clothier
Philadelphia

FOR CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED

Prescriptions and Reliable

Drugs

CALL At

M.

F.

CARMODY'S

DRUG STORE
BROAD AND ELLSWORTH STREETS
PHILADELPHIA
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GARMENTS
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Fit Better Look Better Are Better because of the finer materials and hand work used
They are real economy, too, because they will last twice as long as a ready-made article
Right here is the largest selection for Young Men, at prices to suit the purse and the
personality

1115 Walnut

Leading College Tailors

Street

DOUGHERTY'S SPORT SHOP
:

y

424 South 52nd

Street^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^jy

p^

;

:

BASEBALL UNIFORMS AND SUPPLIES
^rM^^r^l o 1 Q

^ ^^^ cA
S^^^

I

OJJCV^ldlO

P^^^

^^^® ^^^^ Shoes

very good Glove

or

j

f

1

(bo CA
<pO»U\J

You must

see these goods to appreciate the value.
Special discount to Villanova Students on regular goods.
to 33 1-3%, according to net cost.
RE-STRING TENNIS

WE

This means from 10

RACQUETS RIGHT

Subscribe for

The Villanovan
Telephone Bryn Mawr 758

LUNCHEON

TEA

SUPPER

Henry B. Wallace

GENERAL STORE

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charlee

22 and 24 Bryn

Mawr

W.

Ave.,

CIGARS, ICE CREAM, ICONPECTIONERY
912 Lancaeter Avenue

Glocker, Jr.

BRYN MAWR,

Charles Hirth
BRYN MAWR,

PA.

Dougherty

PA.

& Dougherty

CLOTHIERS TO MEN AND

YOUNG MEN
VAIiUE

AND SERVICE

1704 Market Street

Special

Rates to Villanova

Students

PHILADELPHIA
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THE VILLANOVAN
Cable Address

Warehouse and

TOOMEY PHILADELPHIA

ABC

942

ESTABLISHED

Code, 5th Edition

FRANK

-

-

Sidings,

BEACH STREET

1876

TOQIVIEY,

Inc.

Iron and Wood Working Machinery
Steam and Electric Equipment and Supplies
Main

Office, 127-131 N.

Third

PHILADELPHIA

St.

\

SHEAD'S BAKERY
For Quality In

Bread and Pastry
I

ARDMORE

Wholesale and Retail

BELL PHONE OREGON
:

PA.

\

9124

Famous Hair Brush

Clinton's

Stiff

Penetrating Bristles

E. Clinton

&

Co.,

I

no,

i
i

1204 to 1214 SO.

Philadelphia

12TH STREET

|

Delicious Sundaes

We make

i

Home-Made Candies

a complete line of

home-made

candy from the purest materials obtainable
Purity, Cleanliness and Courteous Service
Guaranteed. Try Us.

F. P.

CONWAY &

MASON

Bryn Mawr Confectionery Co.
Next

to

Movies

Phone Bryn Mawr 178-W

848 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR,
Home-Made

Pies,

CO.

BUILDERS

PA.

Sandwiches and Hot Chocolate

CHESTNUT

HILL, PA.
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Joe Troncelliti

William L. Hayden

TAILORo

HARDWARE

CLEANING AND DYEING

LOCKSMITHING

939 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR,
Phone Bryn

Mawr

PA.

8.38

BRYN MAWR,

494

—

Lifant Son of College Professor "Did you
hear the stepladder fall, mama?"
Mother "Yes; I hope your father didn't

—

fall."

—

Son "He hasn't yet; he's hanging to the
picture molding."

I

Lancaster Avenue

First turkey on the way to the market
"This is the first time I've been to the city."
Second gobbler "You'll be all right if
you don't lose your head."

—

—

Officer (just bawled out)
"Not a man in
this division will be given liberty tonight."

—

Voice
Give me liberty
death "
Officer— "Who said that?"
Voice "Patrick Henry."
'

'

or

give

me

—

'What

is your occupation?"
used to be an organist."
'Why did you give it up?"
The monkey died."

'I

Bell Phone,

Chas. A. Krull

PA.

Prompt Service

Belmont 4140

James

Farley
PLUMBING

Wholesale

Hot Water and Steam Heating

5422 Wyalusing Avenue

Tobacco
Cigars

Philadelphia

WM. STALKER

and

Shoemaker

Cigarettes
55 North Second Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

To Particular People

BRYN MAWR, PA.
REPAIRING
ITS BRANCHES
IN
ALL
SHOE

941 Lancaster Ave.

You put on those shoes with a feeling of satisfaction after having them repaired by us.
We
use all High-Grade Leather and our workmanship

is

of the beet.

rJive TTs

IN DOING SO.

MENTION VILLANOVAN

a Trial and

Be Convinced

THE VILLANOVAN
ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1837

Robt.

1919

& Co., Inc.

Shoemaker

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
Paints and Varnishes

PHILADELPHIA

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Race Streets

STEWART RADIO
Joseph

J.

Oloiipin

PARTS AND APPARATUS
Whether you

desire to install a complete Radio
add to your present equipment, Stewart's
long e.xperienced Radio men will be pleased to ad-

Outfit or

141

North Ninth street

vise

you as to selecting the apparatus which will

you

best.

serve

Send for Stewart's Radio Booklet

Philadelphia

Frank H. Stewart Electric Co.

Diamonds and

Watches
Specialists in

St.

John Y. Parke Co.
Electrical Supplies

Established 1882

31

FINE

35-37-39 N. 7th

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANUF ACQUIRERS —^J'OBBEiRS

DIAMOND JEWELRY
Valuations for Estates

^^

Old Mint Building

NORTH SEVENTH STREET

WATOH REPAIRING
Philadelphia, Pa.

i

j

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front S treet, Philadelphia

TETE-A-TETE TEA
[

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

.
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Executioner to condemned

—

man

chair "Is there anything you
or do?".. /-,,,..;;
i
\

f

man — "Yes — I'd

Condemned
up and give

my

in electric
to say

want

.
fV' .-':..'>

like to get

seat to a lady."

......

'.•'

'['''

'-'"-

"'"'

:''

"But we don't have boxes

— "Serves you right!"
Second Same— "What?"
— "The waiter—
First Stude

j'ou

if

I
i

She was the telephone operator and
should have known better than to put the
subscriber on the wrong nvnnber. He thought
he was connected to a local theatre and being
in a hurry asked for a box for two that
night.

v;

First Stude
i

^i)^^0-^B>0'^»-Cl-^B-0-^»<>-«ii»<>«^(>'^»'l)<^^<>-^i»<>«i»(>^^(>4li»>CA

tip

for two," said
a voice at the other end of the wire."
"Isn't this the Palace theatre?"
"No, this is Sampson, the undertaker."
If you want to be the apple of somebody's
eve don't look crabbv or seedv.

—

him."

i

Read

The

the

News

of the Church

Catholic Standard and Times

J.
Official

Organ

E. Caldwell

& Co.

of the Archdiocese

Chestnut Street Below Broad
Replete with reliable articles and editorial comment, of interest to clergy and laity, on important topics pertaining to the Church here and
abroad.
Read "The Rambler," School and College Athletics, Stage and
Screen Column, Home and
School Page and other interesting features.

Two

Dollars a Year Payable in Advance

610

S.

::

For many years jewelers

to

some

important student
organizations in this country
of

the

most

Class Kings, Pins, Fraternity Insignia,
Special Stationery

Washington Square

Bell Telephone:

PHILADELPHIA

Lombard 5740-5741

Roma Cafe—Bryn Mawr
AMERICAN—ITALIAN—FRENCH

CUISINE
IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

Private Dining Ilooni

IT

83 5 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post Office

liunquets, Class Dinners, Suppers
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PETER REILLY PUBLICATIONS
133 N. 13th Street

Philadetpliia

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By

J.

MICHELL'S

Godfrey Rupert

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
scientific points."
View of future life as represented by
men like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge. It is popularly
treated so as to interest the great majority of readers.
138
pages, price $1.25.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY
By Rev. Michael W. Shallo, S. J.
"Scarcely any English
books
of
Philosophy have such
breadth of view, such clearness of expression, and such
brevity of style. "American Cr. 8 vo., 398 pages, $2.25 net.

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis Thompson
Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly
Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out
among all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in itself.
"One of the few very great odes." Covventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c.

—

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry C. Schuyler, Ph. D., S. T. L.
Places successfully in a popular and devout manner the
principal truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
By the
author of "The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ,"
etc.
12 mo., 218 pages.
90c.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR
New practical method for learning the

Market^

By A. Rota

PHILADELPHIA
Everything for Lawn, Farm and

Italian language,
revised and enlarged, with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett.
Thorough, reliable and fascinating, with the conversational
portions appended to each chapter. 12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

Get a Catalog.

Garden.

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

IfElCnELL S house

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hara.
according to the New Code.
Excellent
for those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics
honestly desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16
mo., 84 pages, cloth, 50c.

Simply explained

Bryn Mawr Trust Co
BRYN MAWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

PHILIP

A.

WILLIAM

HART,
H,

and Other Valuables Taken On Storage

JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

Vice President

JESSE H. HALL,

W.

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES,

Secretary and Treasurer

BERGiEN, Assistant Trust

Assistant Treasurer

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Philip Harrison

IVIichs^^^^

Walk-Over Boot Shop
—AND
Gentlemen's Outfitter

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes

826 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR,

1123 Lancaster Avenue

PA.

"^
,

BRYN MAWR—ROSEMONT

M. M. McGARVEY

Moore's Pharmacy

i

1141 Lancaster Pike

Rosemont, Pa.

Drugs, Stationery, School Supplies,

Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings

Candies

j

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,
A

Pull Assortment of

"So Jones

is

dead.

Etc.

COLUMBIA YARNS

Did he leave

his wife

LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWR,

!

PA.

THE VILLANOVAN
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DELPARK

Ice

I

Summer Underwear
Union
Shirts

Suits

and Drawers

$1.15 to $2.50

75c to $1.50

'
i

\
\
j

Cream
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cAddress to Graduates June 4th, 1923
By James M.
Dr. Wilcox,

ill

his address,

spoko as folloAvs:

rHra>r^^OU are about to put
^^'^^ ^^^^ value of what
^tr
Villanova.

to a practical

Jj_

^^

you have

acquired at

"You have been

devoting your
time and energies to the attainment of a liberal
education consisting, among other things, of a
knowledge of literature, the classics, mathematics and the sciences, but no matter how
proficient you may have become in any or all
of these subjects, your education from a Catholic point of view has been a dismal failure
unless you have realized that above all of these
and along with them there has been a contin-

uous, unceasing, persistent effort to accomplish
one great, underlying purpose, without which

nothing else counts and to which all else has
been made subservient.
"That purpose has been to instill into you
Catholic principles and to develop in you Catholic character.

"After

all.

Catholic

character

is

('atholic

l)rinciples in action.

the result of the slow, constant assimworking in the individual and creating habits of thought and conduct which acquired by doing violence to our

"It

is

ilation of Catholic truth

lower nature eaii in turn be overcome only by
doing violence to our better nature.

—What

Character

It Is

"It seems worth while in passing to give
moment's consideration to character.
"It essentially belongs to the moral domain,
and is broadly the
i. e., the domain of the will,
constancy and intensity with which the will determines' conduct ill according with principles.
"The fundameutal consideration therefore is
If there be anything that
Catholic principles.
Catholic educati(ni can at this moment contribute to steadying and directing the restless
activities, and satisfying the undefined longings of the human mind and heart, it nuist be
the force of (latholic principles as exemplified
this

Catholic men and women.
of Catholic education is
principle
"The basic
that our lives sliould be determined by a super-

in the lives of:

Wilcox, LL. D.
natural motive; the greater honor and glory of
God. However far short of this we may fall in
]n*actice, it is the ideal at which we must aim.
It is impossible in the Catholic school to get
away from God.
may try to.
"At times we may seem to have succeeded,
away from God.
may try to.
"In later life the Catholic college graduate
realizes that for him the great chase that runs
'down the nights and down the days' and
'down the arches of the years' as the poet,
Thompson, expresses it, began when he was a
student.
"Anything so definite and positive as Catholic
principles necessarily wins recognition
from the world, which, however, almost invariably appraises them according to worldly
standards.
"The head of a large business concern not
lojig ago said to me: 'I d(ni't understand how
you believe many of the things you do, but I
know that the time has come when this country
badly needs the Catholic Church.'

We

We

"He was

not thhiking of spiritual values, but
hard bushiess sense and practical foresight
made him fully aware of the gathering of the
forces, which M'ould subvert our system of
government and sweep away all the props of
law and order.
his

The Church a Steadying Influence
"He knew, and he knows now, as do many
thousands of others outside the Church, that
the Church is the greatest, most thoroughly
organized and efficiently directed conservative
power in the world, and they have no doubts as
to her stand against the pa^^sions and misguided judgments of men that would pull down the
state and religion and set up in their stead
anarchy and unbridled license.

"This is an element of stability of incalculable worth because while the citizen is free
by constitutional methods to work for and accomplish even the most radical changes in form
iiiid
substance of government, .the ('afliolic,
on the other hand, accepts on the authority of
Church the basic priiicii)les Avith regard to

THE VILIANOVAN
what the lawyers call the rights of persons
and property and the nature and objects of
government, which have been embedded in our
bills of rights and constitutions and which, if
adhered to by the great majority of the people,
as down to this time thej^ fortunately have
been, and probably always will be, will be secured in perpetuity to future generations.
"Doubtless a vast number of our fellowcitizens would think, if they gave the matter
any thought, that the training of youth in a
fixity of purpose that transcends the material
needs of a material world, is unnecessary and
of questionable value in mundane affairs to
which it is applied. They know, however, that
the successful man of affairs is the one who,
looking ahead carefully, prepares for eventualities, which experience has proved are likely to
occur; and who adopts precautions that are
commensurate with the risks.

Values: Eternal and Temporal

"Now,

one believes that our existence is
to a few years here and an
eternity hereafter, what could be more practical and of sounder common sense than to
place one value on that which is temporal and
perishable and another on that which is everif

apportioned

and

indestructible.
"Is it not a matter of good business, in the
language of the day, and after all, from such
a point of view, only a very homely application of the truth contained in our Lord's ques-

lasting

it profit a man if he gain the
lose his own soul?'
"Some of the principles to which I refer
can perhaps be best illustrated by application
to concrete conditions, which j^ou are now
about to face and with which you will have to

tion 'What doth
whole world and
:

deal for the rest of your lives.
"You know that the family is the foundation
Its legalized disof the state and of society.
ruption through the divorce laws, like a spreading cancer, is eating into the vitals of both.
"You will be against that.

great

commandment 'Thou

shalt

thy

love

neighbor as thyself.'

"You

will be against them.

^

^

'

:
'!

Anarchy and Violence

"You

will witness many attempts to pull
existing orderly systems of government
and to substitute therefore the visionary
schemes of wild enthusiasts who would annihilate the sound principles even of our government, which for centuries have been upheld
by doctors of the church.
"One of the great nations of the Avorld is

down

by such an
experiment, and, alas, there are those in our
own country who would like to repeat it here.
"You will be against that.
at this time indescribably debased

"Again, you will see on all sides men who
are striving to prostitute the general welfare
to their own private gain.
This can be done
in many ways but nearly always involves the
debauching the electorate or corrupting officials.

You
"You
'

'

will be against that.
will find ignorance and prejudice

and

the bigotry, w^hich they engender, arrayed together to suppress religion; to drive God out
of the schools where He is taught to Avage war
in the name of Americanism against the truth
that makes men free, and to assume the discharge of the functions of legally constituted
authorities, thus endeavoring to subject the
will of the great majority to the fanatacism of
the few.
;

You will be against that and you will show
that true patriotism and Americanism consist
not in blatant boasting and flagrant violations
of the law, but in upholding the institutions
of the country, in perpetuating its principles
'

'

and

in defending it against its enemies whether
they come from the outside or are working

from within.

Danger

to Balance of

Power

result

"You will find thousands of people with good
intentions engaged in trying to break down our
dual system of government by wresting from
the states the remnants of their self governing
powers and foisting their exercise on to the
general government. No words are too strong
to characterize the danger of this abandonment
of state rights and progressive yielding to a
soulless and absolutely inept domination of
bureaucracies,

in the happiness of the individual and the welfare of society.
"These are called sins against social justice
but they are really violations of that second

"It is a remarkable thing that we should
witness a breaking away from the noble traditions of the past with the ultimate end in one
direction of that limitless expansion of human

"You

will find that social justice is sinned
in the oppression of the weak; the

against
over-reaching of the ignorant; the commercialization of human labor; a lack of fairness
in payment and service; in class hatreds; and
in a deliberate indifference to those just and
and understandings,
conditions
honorable
which alone can furnish a basis for reasonable

and satisfactory human

relations,

and

;
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liberty which results in the tyranny of anarchy,
and at the same time in the other direction
in a government of such centralized powers as
to involve the surrender by the individual of
the exercise of those personal rights and privileges which are essential to the well being of
a free state.
hear a great deal in these days of the
failure of religion to satisfy the needs of mankind we hear that the creeds have outgrown
their usefulness and that dogma should long
since have been relegated to the scrap heap.
"The claim is that religion should be more
One naturally wonders what these
elastic.

"We
;

think revealed and immutable truth is
and in what manner the spiritual needs of
humanity have changed since the time of our
critics

Lord.

sults

education.

Catholic

of

If

we

desire

sound laws, upright officials, clean politics and
other evidences of good and intelligent citizenship, we must combine and take a leading part
with

all those
these things,

who

are striving to accomplish

"By our fruits shall we be known and it is
by giving evidence of Catholic faith through
Catholic conduct that Catholic principles can
known

best be made
of them.

"A

few words

is

who

are ignorant

in conclusion.

Life

"Life

to those

—A

a battle but

Battle
it is

not therefore less

attractive.

"There never was a time in the history of
mankind when there was so much to interest
the mind and heart of man as there is today,
and no time when the power of the trained intellect to think straight was more needed.

"They speak of revelation as if it were a
pair of suspenders to be worn for awhile and
discarded later on for something that can
stretch a little more.
"They fail to realize that the Ten Commandments are dogma; that the penal statutes of
the land are dogma that the decisions of our
courts are dogma and that every accepted
scientific hypothesis is for the time being

newly discovered forces of
nature the advance in professional knowledge
the modern methods of social welfare which

dogma.

are concerned with the various phases of in-

;

Deny

the Canard.

"You have often heard that Catholics are
charged with upholding and acting on the
principles that the end justifies the means.
"Don't be afraid to declare that the church
condemns it and the Jesuits never taught it.
"It would be interesting to know what
others think of this principle the statesman
:

who

perverts the truth for reasons of state
the diplomat who uses language to create a
wrong impression; the churchman who accomplishes doubtful results with an eye to his own
selfish ambitions
the business man who holds
that business is war and that all things in war
are fair; the labor leader or the laboring man
who resorts to violence and sabotage for the
purpose of intimidation and revenge.
"There is one other point that 1 will merely
touch upon as time is short, but which I thhik
is of great importance in these days.
"Catholics should be foremost in all of the
community efforts which make for the general
welfare.
"We are too prone to live to ourselves
and for ourselves alone.
"If there is anything in the idea of the lay
apostolate it must be expressed in our contacts
with those not of our faith.
"There are many opportunities where in
common action it is possible to bring to the
notice of our fellow-citizens the concrete re;

"The wonderful development
sciences;

of the natural

the

;

;

dividual criminality and delinquency; experiments in the science of government; in the development and exploitation of natural resources the ever widening fields for intellectual activity
in fine all the many problems
arising from individual relationship and national associations made possible by hitherto
unimagined means of communication all these
things, and more that I might enumerate, open
to you vistas of work to be done and rewards
to be gained which must necessarily make a
strong appeal to your young imagination and
;

;

;

ambitions.

"In going forth to grapple with these condiremember that you are to do it with

tions

equipment acquired at Villanova. You will
not all reach the eminence of success as the
world estimates success.
"You will have your disappointments and
your sorrows; that h the common fate of all.
"But you can attain^success in the sense that
you have honestly and>sj^estly aimed at the
highest impressed your ch^t»<j^r upon your
surroundings and tried in according with the
;

principles of Catholic education to

world a nobler and better place

make

the

to live in."

'
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Hadst Thou Known!"
.n

By

.ggirpOATHERBRYSON,"

said the Arclisecretary, who was
I
sorting the moriiiiifj's mail, "J
4 14
would like you to see Mr. Schuler
this morning about the construction of that
retaining wall on the Lake Front. Tell him
ihe synod meeting prevents my going personally to see him."
"Very well, Your Grace, 1
shall go and do the best
can under the circumstances. You know,
am not as familiar
as
should be with the conditions at St.
Clement's." "No matter, don't worry about
Archbishop. "Mr.
that,"
interrupted
the
Sliuler will grasp things, even if details are
meager." "Thanks, that's comforting," re"By the way, 1 often
plied P"'ather Bryson.
Avished to ask you if Mr. Schuler were a Catholic; he strikes me at times of having a Cath-

p

to

bislio])

liis

1

1

1

olic air.

'

"
'

'

"v-

"Mr. Schuler

'

'

:

,>

Avant to get his thought on this matter at once.
know he will take hold of it in his careful
J
way and grasp the difficulties very quickly-.
The firm, even in his father-in-law's time,
ranked high among construction concerns, and
its prestige has not
lessened but rather increased since Schuler has beeii at the head.
Whenever we need any expert advice, I always
Although you may not
rely on him to give it.
think so, I am very anxious about this trouble
at St. Clement's; I feel that it will involve
quite an expenditure of money, if not the tearnig down of the church.
"Tell Mr. Schuler
regret very much not
having any time to see him myself. But let him
start preliminary investigations at oiu'.e, and
leave on my
report to me his findings before
I

I

confirmation tour.
"I am sorry that you can't manage this ])ersonal interview," responded F'dther Bryson,
"1 have noticed that Mr. Schuler always displays a marked deference to you, indeed, to
Sometimes
me, it savors more of afi'ection.
when off guard, he looks at you in such a
yearning way as though he had a story to tell
or a favor to beg."
"Nonsense, Father, your imagination often
,
Mr. Schuler never asks
far.
carries you
favors,
has no need to, has everything he
wants. He is a remarkably fiiu' man, although
he has no religious convictions or affiliations
Jack Schuler is, to my mind, one
of any kind.
a type of the best sort,
of Nature's pagans

—

—

—

M.
honest, noble, geiuu'ous, open as the sun with
nothing to hide, giving everything yet asking
nothing. 1 wish he had the Faith, and
Just then a knock at the door interrujited
the Archbishop's train of thought.
Father
Bryson quickly disposed of the remaining pile
of mail, and prepared to execute His Grace's

—^"

commission.
There was an indefinable something about
Father Bryson that everyone liked. You may
call it personality, no doubt it was, but with
that intangible somethhig, there was besides, a
Avarm genial sympathetic nature an uiulerstanding mind that Avon friends for him
everyAA^here.
His smile seemed to invite your
confidence, while his open candid eyes and
square set chin made you feel that the trust
you put in him Avould be loyally and eternally

—

—

kept.

^

not one of ours," responded
His Grace; "yet he iiever fails to do us every
kindness within his power. That is why 1
is

'

S. S.

Walking quickly through the park s(|uare
fronting the Bishop's house, dodging the automobiles on the Concourse, Father Bryson in a
few moments found himself at the entrance to
the subway, and a half hour later hi oiu^ of the
elevators of the Hammond Building, Avhere
Schuler and Merkert had their offices. Without pausing. Father Bryson, Avith the air of
one familiar with the place, passed ([uickly
through, the draughting offices, the blue-print
rooms, the correspondence bureau, Avith its
dozens of clicking typcAvriters, and turiung
into a narroAV side hall knocked at the door
of Mr. Walters, the private secretary of Mr.
Schuler. A crisp melloAV voice called "come
in," and a genial smile accompanied by a
hearty salutation and hand-shake showed that
the visitor AA'as Avelcome.
Father Bryson lost
no time in announcing his errand.
Mr. Walters Avaited a fcAV seconds before
ansAA'erihg, scratched his head Avith the end of
his pen Avhile the fingers of his left hand
thrummed an imaginary tune on the desk.
"Sorry, Father," Mr. AValters found Avords to
"Mr. Schuler gave orders not to be disturbed this morning. He has evidently something big on hand Avhich needs all his consay,

centration."

Father Bryson looked his disappointment
and Mr. Walters felt it. Suddenly a gleam of
encouragement brightened the secretary's face.

"Go

ahead. Father, Mr. Schuler never refuses

your good Bishop anylhing he asks.
think
you can safely risk it
Avon't announce you.
Just knock at the very last door of the suite.

—

Mr. Schuler

is

in his

1

1

Sanctum Sanctorvnn."

"

:
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Father Bryson murmured a prayer for direcwas his custom wheu uncertain of the
attitude of others.
Then ke calmly proceeded
to the door, knocked, waited a- moment,
knocked again, then entered.
A tired haggard tear-stained face met his
The utter weariness, the hopeless misery
eyes.
stamped upon it made Father Bryson doubt for
the moment that he gazed on the countenance
of one who was esteemed among the few of
Ohio's happiest and most successful men.
"1 beg your pardon, Sir, I beg it a thousand
times.
1
thought 1 heard an invitation to
enter, or I would never have thus intruded on
your privacy. Forgive me, please," and as he
said the words he went over, placed his arm
around the shoulder of Mr. Schuler, saying:
"What can 1 do for you? How can 1 help?"
Turning his glance from the ju)w boAved and
motionless head, he saw arranged on the desk
One was that of an
a series of photographs.
elderly woman, the face framed in a mass of
white hair the features strong, the mouth
tion, as

.

:

—

—

with a smile of patient gentleness a mother's
face, showing many traces of a mother's sacri-

Next to her, was the regal image of a
beautiful girl in her bridal robes.
The dark
pictured face was not imperious in its unique
beauty, but its eager soulful eyes demanded a
world of love and loyalty from those it sought
to serve
one could easily see that half-measures or compromises of any kind would ring
the death knell of her happiness.
Then came
children,
boys and girls all sizes and ages,
petted darlings, winsome beings, whose evolufice.

;

—

tion

—

from babyhood to manhood was portrayed
fidelity that scrutinized each and every

with a
change

in the milestones of their years.
"It was a gallery of beauty, a gathering of
memories that should delight the heart and not
distress the soul," thought Father Bryson, but
he gave his thought no words. He was content to await the answer of his spoken plea.
"Father, you can't help me no oiu^ can,
not even God. My children, I have robbed yon

—

your heritage, of your
"Father, forget all this, please, today is a
day that haunts me with its ghosts. October
thirty-first was mother's birth and wedding
day, it was also the day of her death.
1, too,
was born aiul married on the same day. But
here, let us think no more about it and proceed
of

to business."

"No," responded Father Bryson, "I
come the day after tomorrow,

shall

you can see
me then. It is simply. unpardonable for me to
thrust myself upon you in this way,
although
1 do wish
T could be of some service to vou.
if

—

I

so

feel

helpless,

and you seeni

alone.

so

do anything?"
"No, nothing whatever, Father," replied Mr.
Schuler sweeping the photographs into an open
drawer of the desk. "Let us get down to business.
I can only give you a half hour."
That evening when talking to the Archlushop after dinner. Father Bryson remarked
"I think Mr. Schuler needs the help of our
prayers something more than timeworn or
.passing sorrows seems to trouble him."
"Now, Father Bryson," said His Grace,
Can't

I

/>.

—

.shaking
priest,

his

finger

playfully

the

at

young

"there you are again, weaving a fairy

around a practical commonsense business

tale

What could trouble him?"
Before Father Bryson could answer the desk
telephone rang.
Taking the receiver he listened, looked surprised and said, "Why certainly I shall come"
"No, it is a real
pleasure.
Thank you.
Placing the receiver on the hook he turned
to his Bishop saying, "This does appear like
romance, indeed. That was Mr. Schuler. He
wants me to dine with him Thursday evening.
He will be alone and wishes to talk to me about
his picture gallery."
"Well, have it j^our own way, my son, and
may God's blessing go with you!"
Another ring but this time a very insistent
one from the hall 'phone. Father Bryson
strode out to answer, and returned saying, "A
hurry-up call from Grove and Peach streets.
I
don't know^ just where it is, but the sick
person is a colored woman who is dying and
man.

—

—

calling for the priest."
"Well, you can't go there without Malone.
The district has a most unsavory reputation.

While you prepare,

him

to

1

shall

call

Malone, ask
of his good

accompany you, or send one

Catholic men,

if

you are going

to a

he can't go himself.
fear
den of vice, and you must
have the protection of the law. It may be
some trick, so don't delay long, for 1 shall be
anxious until you return."
A few minutes later blue-coated Dan Malone
made his appearance.
Glory be to God,
Fatiier!
1
fear some deviltry in this.
That
place is one of the worst in the city.
1 have
ordered two plain-clothes men to stand at the
corner.
I'll go in with you meself, and if I
blow my whistle, they'll run to us at once,
and God help them, if they try any of their
nasty tricks; that section of the Tenth Ward
is

I

a dirty hole."

Father Bryson carrying the Blessed

ment said

Sacra*-

nothing, and Dan *;,knowing the
reason respected his silence. Very soon they
reached the edge of respectability. Chinese

"

"
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restaurants, cheap theatres,

gaudy shops,

glar-

ing pool rooms gave way to dark and less
gilded haunts of vice. Here at the corner was
the house. With a trepidation- he could not
conceal. Father Bryson placed his hand on the
old-fashioned iron knocker.
Instantly the
door opened, and in the dim light Dan Malone
and the priest saw some terrified females
crouching around. One came forward saying,
'/You'se the Catholic priest, ain't yeh!"
Dan gruffly answered, "Where's that sick

woman ?
Very meekly she

led the

way

upstairs,

Dan

with his hand on his mace. Father with his
hand on the Blessed Sacrament.
From the
floor above could be heard distinctlj^ the loud
stertorous breathing of one suffering from
heart paroxysms. The door of the first room
on the landing was open. In an armchair,

propped up by pillows, was a young Negress,
seemingly in her death agony. Telling Dan
and the other occupants to withdraw for a few
moments. Father thought of the Master Whom
he held in his breast and of those words of His
that have rolled down through the centuries,
"Neither will I condemn thee. Go, and sin no
more." They had told him over the telephone
that her name was Mary, Mary Brown. And
again came the thought of the Master and of

—

the sinless

and

With a prayer
help him, he

to

Marys of the Gospel.
Our Lord and His Mother to

sinful

began^

"Mary, when did you last go to confession?"
"Haven't been to confession. Father," came
in

halting tones.

"I mean, how long

is it since your last confession, two, three, four, or ten years?"
"Never have been to no confession," said

Mary again.
"Did you ever receive Holy Communion,
ever make your First Communion ?
"No, Father, never as I knows."
"Were you baptized a Catholic?"
"No, Father, never had any water poured
on me."
Father Bryson was puzzled. Once again he
took up the questioning.
"Ever attend a Sisters' school, Mary?"
"No, Father, never did go there."
"Then, why in God's name did you send for
a Catholic priest?"

"Jes 'cause Doctor says I'm dying. Father.
wanted to die a Catholic wants to be witli
my God, because I knows he won't turn out his
"
poh brack sheep that calls on Him
The struggling breath became shorter.
Mary motioned for something. One of the
women outside came forward, gave her a
I

—

stimulant which seemed to revive her. The
voice became strong and clear.
"Father,
listen, thirty years ago, when I was a small
girl, my mother washed very Monday at the
priest's house.
She done took me with her,
'cause I was too little to go to school. I remember one day as I was playing around, one
of the Fathers, he was a young man just like
you, Father, patted me on the head and said,
'Little girl, who made you?'
I said, 'no one
ever done tell me that.' Then he said he was
going to tell me, and I must never forget it.
God made me and made everything else, and
made the earth and the sky, and the birds and
the flowers, and everything good to see and
nice to eat." Mary's breath again became
labored, as she sought to enumerate the various
creative acts. Father Bryson told her that
would do, but( Mary was not satisfied. "This
here. Father," she added, "done tell me I must
love God and I tells him back that I wasn't
acquainted with him and I just can 't love when
I doesn't know.

—

"The priest said he was going away but he
would give me a little book that done tell me
all about God and how to love him.
He said,
'Child, keep that book all your life, learn to
read and then read it every day.
Here,
Father, is the little book,' Mary drew out a
very

soiled, dilapidated,

dog-eared catechism,

and with a great sigh of relief continued, "I
done know everything inside that book.
Father." And she did. Father Bryson heard
her repeat the prayers, which she knew and
said every day.
The commandments, sacraments, she

knew

in

theory

if

not in practice.

Everything was ready and in less than an hour
three sacraments were administered to the
dying penitent.
The ambulance from St.
Francis Hospital was hastily summoned and
Mary was taken from her squalid surroundings
into the holy home of the good St. Francis.

On the evening appointed Father Bryson
started out to visit Mr, Schuler. He was filled
with that joy which priests alone experience
who bring back to the friendship of Christ a
great sinner. "The mercy of the Lord is wonderful," his heart was singing all day long,
for he felt that Mary's conversion had given
real joj^ in heaven, and he
the Lord's humble
servitor was the cause of that joy.

—

—

Mr. Schuler lived in one of those beautiful

brown stone mansions on the West Side. The
house was perfect in its appointments. Everj^it bespoke the quiet cultured taste of
wealth and refinement. Father Bryson was
ushered into the library, and in a few moments
Mr. Schuler appeared. His face still showed

thing in

—

—
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and his voice had lost some of its
liappy buoyancy still it was the calm selfpossessed man of the world, that greeted the
prince among men, thought Father
priest.
Bryson, as he looked on the well-groomed

lines of care,

—

A

and highbred

figure

"Make

face.

yourself at home, Father.

want

I

said Mr.
"You know I am rather lonely of
Schuler.
late, my youngest daughter and oldest son have
both deserted me. They were the last of a
large family to leave the parent nest, but such
things must come and when they come must
Its the way of all life."
be endured.
And saying this his eyes glanced around the

you

all

to

evening,"

myself this

beautiful room. Father Bryson 's followed his
until they rested on a full length painting of a
(lark

handsome woman

Her

in black velvet.

eyes with their depth of smiling light seemed

themselves on Mr. Schuler and Father
Bryson. "My wife," exclaimed Mr. Schuler,
"she died fifteen years ago." Father Bryson
looked the sympathy that he felt and Mr.
Schuler seemed to realize it. After a moment's
silence he softly added, "Father Bryson, do
to fix

you know that you have a certain something in
you that always touches me? It makes me
think of Louise, my wife, and our oldest boy
the one who was our idol and whom God called
It is
to himself in his sophomore year at Yale.
this haunting resemblance, this way you have,
that impels me to talk to you tonight as I
would to no one else except to him, if be were
here."

—

Father Bryson said nothing but he put
firm around the shoulder of Mr. Schuler and
after a moment said, "I want to help you in

his

way I can."
Just then dinner was announced and passing
through a small picture gallery that opened
into a conservatory, they reached the dining
room. Here, dull care was forbidden entrance
and Mr. Schuler was himself full of jokes and
ever}'

—

pleasantries.
Father Bryson was his match in
and repartee. When the coffee and cigars
M'ere about to be served, Mr Schuler "proposed
adjouriung to his study and having them there.
"AYe want to talk and a good cigar helps us
digest our thoughts as Avell as our food."

.jest

Comfortably ensconced
the logs of a

in

blazing grate

armchairs before
fire,

puffing

the

Havanas, Mr. Schuler began,
"Father, you must have had sonu^ strange if
not fanciful thoughts of old num Schuler siiu-e
you witju^ssed that (!xhil)i1ion of his emotional
side a few days ago !"
saw
have not. What
"No, Mr. Schuler,
the other day only confirmed me in an opinion
odoriferous

1

I

I have felt that
I have had for some time,
you yearned to take some one into your confidence that you Avanted counsel about something.
I thought it was His Grace to whom
you wished to tell something. I even mentioned it to him."
"What did he say?" quickly interrupted Mr.

—

Schuler.

"Why

he laughed and said I was trying

1o

construct a fairy tale.

"I did want

to tell His Grace, but Avhile
not approachable. But when you
came with Harry's smile and' Harry's way
about you, 1 wanted you.
affable, he

is

"Let me begin now, while the mood

is upoji
the story of my life. It is no fairy tale
unless conscience is a dream.
How I wish it
were! How I wish I could smother the still
small voice that Shakespeare says makes cowards of us all!

nu;,

"I Avas born on the banks of the Rhine in Ihe
quaint old cit}^ of Speyer. Catholicity is in
the very atmosphere of the ]dace.
My parents
emigrated to Ohio in the early fifties; I was
then two years old. They were poor, honest
and God-fearing. My father died five years
later and mother had all the burden of educating me. Such a mother a saint surely if tluM-e
Avere ever one.
She slaved and toiled. The
hardest kind of work was easy because she did
to make things easy for the
it to support me
child.
How she used to take me in the evenings I can see her now! She would tell me
of her beautiful country, its beautiful churches,
of St. Bernard when he canu> to Si)eyer to
preach the Crusade, of his elevation in the air
in that
old Cathedral as he was wra]:)ped in
ecstasy Avlien he uttered the closing words to
ihe 'Salve Regiiia" which the church has since
made her own 'O clemens, O ])ia,
dulcis
X'irgo Maria.'

—

—

—

"Then
graves

how

all

death.

she would tell of the Emperors'
the crypt undei- the Cathedral and
their glory vanished in the throes of
'Remember, Hans, death conu's to all,

in

we must always
gets

iH)

one.

back on God

1)(>
prepared to meet it, it forSo, little son, be ready, never go
never bai'ter the ancient faith.

—

No

one of the Schulers ever left the old church.
It was
their heritage through the ages.
It
lu'ver grew less but increased with the years.'
Sometimes she Avoidd look Avorried, especially
Avlien 1 Avas going to colleg(> Avhere her hard
earned money sent me. 'Hans, dear,
fear for
thee, mother's only son."
And Avhen
Avould
look into her eyes and (Uiestion her she Avould
say, 'I'fear Tor thy faith in this strange laiul
Avhere
money means ])OAver. Hans, child,
1

I

—

'
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never surrender one jot or tittle of the truth
the only one you can
it is your real heritajie
take with you into eternity.'
"Well, Father, mother must have had in1 came
tuitive vision of what would happen.
to this city with little money but plenty of
brain and brawn. I was determined to succeed and did. I remained loyal to the old
Truth until I met beautiful Louise Grayson.
Her father had wealtli, position and fame. He
was a Godless man one who boasted of an
untrammeled will that rose above the foibles

—

—

and superstitions of the

ages.

He had

inoculat-

ed his daughter with the same principles and
while her sweet loveliness softened them and
her tender womanly nature sought for something more satisfying yet, I, coward that 1
was, never dared to open to her the portals

—

of truth.

"I tried to stifle conscience. I read and
studied the modern German philosophers until
I became like them, a scoffer at all things
At least I tried to become so, but
sacred.
down deep was the worm that never dieth.
Remorse was ever pursuing me. I could not

My

asseroff those early impressions.
tions of unbelief deceived others but they never
deceived me, for I never lost nor could lose my
sense of God. I scoffed at religion, I accepted
every theory of every cult, ignoring the Supreme Being, and tried to convince myself that

shake

was acting as a reasonable man.
"Poor mother! Her heart was broken.
Her last words to me were, Hans, you may get
away from other things but you can't escape
my prayers.' Troubles came thick and fast
upon me. Children died. Louise died only
two remained, a daughter and a son. The
children whom you saw the other day are
They are being brought up in Godless
theirs.
homes for their parents have never known the
Since I met
real meaning of the name of God.
your Bishop I am a changed man. Remember,
I am and always was what the world calls a
good man. I never harmed anyone. I always
I

'

—

did
but

'

'

my
it

best to help others to a better living—
was only pure altruism nothing else.

—

The evening of life finds me yearning to come
back to the faith of my youth but 1 can't do
I have gone too for."
it.
"No, no, a thousand times no," hastily interrupted Father Bryson. "It is the call of grace.
The mercy of God is as wide as His omnipoDon't hesitate, don't despair, just
tence.
place yourself in the attitude of the son in the
parable, come back to your Father's House."
"How can I, Father? What will people
say? I have been honored for my outspoken

denunciation of classes and creeds. My best
friends will treat me with ridicule, if not with
contempt. 1 can't face their scorn or their
pity.

'

"Will you still play with God," said Father
Bryson severely. "Will you reject His Mercy?
Will you cast His pardon back into His face?

Remember, it is a fearful thing to fall into the
hands of the Living God when you have scoffed
at His Mercy and rejected His clemency.
The
prayers of your mother must be the great wall
of defense between you and the anger of an
offended God. Don't go too far! Don't delay!"
Mr. Schuler answered nothing. Father Brvson feeling that he was offended said very humbly, "Forgive me, Mr. Schuler, I have wounded
you but it is because I know you want to come
back and your pride of intellect stands in the
way. You have not surrendered that mind of
yours. You hate to acknowledge your error."
"Yes, that's the crux of the whole situation.
I

can't give in."

"See here," said Father Bryson, "you respect and honor the Arehlnshop, let me talk to
him on his return. He will make everything so
easy and nothing need be made known publicly
except that you intend to profess the Catholic
Faith."
"Yes, that's the rub. T shall need to sever
my connection with many secret organizations
in which I am high in their ranks and councils.
"God is worth it all," responded Father Bryson, "and peace of conscience can never be
yours until you do the right thing."
"Well, I have broken the iee, my mind is
relieved.
I shall consider the matter a while
'

longer.

'

"Pardon me, Mr. Schuler, it is not consideration that you need, it is execution. Pray God
to give you, not only the desire but the strength
to carry out that desire."
"No, I cannot pray. It is over forty years
since I knelt to God.
To do so now would be
childish.''

"But

has not the JMaster said 'Unless you
little child you shall not enter the

become as a

Kingdom

of Heaven'."
"Yes, but that's not for me just yet
a little
longer and I sliall see my way more clearly."
Not wishing to press the matter further,
Father Bryson rose to go, promising Mr. Schuler
to drop in again some evening in the near future.
Meanwhile, Mary Brown in her new home
found every comfort for soul and body. Her
mind seemed to revel in a continous thanksgiving to God for all His mercies, for with the heal-

—

"
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ing of the soul came the strengthening of the

with the most lively sorrow for her

body and the doctors now declared that Maryhad another lease of life. The good sisters arranged some light duties for the poor jNIagdalen
slie had taken this name in Confirmation, which

asked him to do her a great favor.

;

His Grace had administered privately several

weeks before.

Mary was happy,

she loved the

she loved the chapel, and above

sisters,

all

she

and the Passion of our Lord.
Many times a day she came like Magdalen of old
loved the crucifix

and kissed the

feet of her Lord.

much was

because

She loved much

forgiven her.

—

One morning IMary disappeared no note, nor
message of any kind gave a clue to the why of
Father Bryson was distracted, the
lier going.
prodigal had gone back to her sinful ways, Satan
once more had triumphed.
Six montlis passed.

^lary

Brown once again

was at the point of death. Father Bryson gave
her the last Sacraments amid the same conditions.

Her

spirit of

were remarkable,

biit

prayer and fervor of soul
unfortunately she

rallied,

and after a month or two lapsed again. Mary
left the city and Father Bryson felt that she
liad passed forever beyond his ken.

same interval the Archbishop and
Father liryson made every effort to bring back
Mr. Schuler to his former allegiance. But to no
Always dallypurpose seemed all their efforts.

During

— putting

off

the final step, going

but no further. Mv. Schuler continued his
friendship with the Archbishop and Father Bry-

so far

Sometimes he would say laughingly, "You
will always get me in the end." When reminded
that the grace might be refused lie would anI know 1 shall have
swer, "I'm not afraid.
son.

will

—

—

—

His Grace had

.just

unfolded

the paper, a

startled look crept into his face, without com-

ment he passed the sheet

On

Father Bryson.

to

the front page in large headlines were the words

"John Schuler Drops Dead

at the

Engineers'

Club."

"^lay God have mercy on

their souls!" ejacu-

lated His Grace.

When

Father Bryson found voice to speak,

he asked:

"Can you

tell

me why

Holy Church

did

God

give the consola-

and denied them
other for both dallied with grace?"

tions of

the

One morning in early iNIay as the Archbishop
and his secretary were breakfasting together a
After a
'phone call came for Father Bryson.
few moments Fatlier returned with a strange
look on his face. "Your Grace, that was Father
Burns on the long distance from Zanesville. He
me that he was called last night into the

told

the Tenderloin to give the Last Sacra-

to a colored

woman who prayed

in a

'
'

Yes,

'
'

to one

most

wonderful manner, and who seemed penetrated

said His Grace,

'
'

to

but in a different

way, one had with the weakness of the
faith of a child
tellect

— the

flesh the

other through pride of in-

and hardness

of heart sinned directly

against the light of conscience

and closed

to

himself the doors of Mercy.

"God

one great ray of hope
cession of his mother.

won

for

"my

forbid," said Father Bryson sadly,

him

is

the prayer

Her

great love

and

inter-

may have

in that last flash of life the grace

pardon and for mercy."
"Let us hope so," said the Archbishop.

to call for

time to do the proper thing in the end."

ments

and truly dead,' she said, 'dead for sure,
you notify Fatlu^r Bryson that ]\Iary Brown
is gone?
Because he will be the gladdest man
Just think,
in Ohio wlien he hears that news.'
Your Grace, what miracles of Mercy enveloped
that soul, it was as if the Lord never gave up His
pursuit. It makes Francis Thompson's 'Hound
'the life
of Heaven' a very real thing to me
grimed with smears of man's clotted clay the
dingiest clot' and yet pursued by such tremendous love God's ways are incomprehensible."
really

tlie

ing with grace

lieart of

She

sins.

'When I'm
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Silver Jubilee of Father
N

October

2,

1923, there was celebrated

Vasey

tht- Province during the five years
which Father Vasey had occupied the office

students of

at the college with great solemnity the

in

In concluding he referred to the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the Ordi-

of Provincial.

nation to the priesthood of Very Rev.

general esteem and respect

Nicholas J. Vasey, 0, S. A., Provincial

Vasey

is

in

which Father

held in the Diocese of Philadelphia by

and people and bespoke for
him a long life and continued success. After the
ceremony the visiting priests were entertained at
dinnner in the Monastery Refectory, during the
course of which Father Vasey was presented with

Order in the United States
and President of the Board of Trustees of the
college.
His Eminence, Cardinal Dougherty,
presided at the Solemn High ]\Iass which was

the Bishop, priests

of the Augustine

sung by the Jubilarians in the college church.
Rt. Rev. Bishop Crane, a large number of Monsignori, over a hundred priests and a large

a substantial purse, collected in the various parishes of the Province, to be

used in the construc-

New

gathering of laity, including the entire student
body, assisted at the ceremony. The preacher

tion of a Juniorate at Staten Island,

of the day was Father O'Reilly, of St. Mary's

Father Vasey is well known and beloved by
the Villanova Alumni, with so many of whom
he was intimately associated and loved during

The Cardinal also
Church, Lawrence, Mass.
which
he reviewed the
in
address,
.brief
made a
career of Father Vasey, indicating the
responsible offices
liim

many

tiie

which had been intrusted to

and the success with which he had

York,

for the preparatory students of the Province.

years in which he was Vice-President of the

College

and

later

Procurator and Treasurer. The

Villanovan joins with his many friends in extending to the Reverend Jubilarian congratula-

dis-

charged them. He referred especially to the
wonderful progress of the Order, the large increase in the number of Houses, priests and

tions

and

felicitations.

\

Boyhood

I

I^ecause the song he gave to boys
Was mightier far than speech,

God gave His golden
Unto

silence

each.

Because tlie dream He dreamt
In a boy's heart was free,
God gave those eyes that see past space unto
Infinity.

Because of sorrow and the world's old pain
That snare, then kill forever beauty's dove,
God gave unto the soul of every boy
The wings of love.

LIAM MOR.
•A*
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WHO" o4t Villanova

Francis zA. Pickett

OULD

that all the tasks of the Villanovan scribes were as easy as
picking the most logical man to start off the "Who's Who" for the
year. We did not have to look far, and it is with great pleasure
that we present to your gaze the classic features of the man who
guides the destinies of the Football Team Mr. Frank A. Pickett
Frankie, as he is more popularly known, is a native of New York
City. He is a true Villanova man, having spent four years in Villanova
Prep and the same time in College. Every moment of his eight years
at Villanova has been unselfishly devoted to helping some one or something.
He has been a member of the Varsity Football Team for four
years, the Varsity Basketball Team for three years and its Captain in
1921. Two years ago he entered the Amateur Boxing Tournament held
in Philadelphia and emerged
CHAMPION
of the Middle Atlantic States.

—

AMATEUR HEAVYWEIGHT

In his social relations to the College, Frank

is

a

member

of the

Knights of Columbus and the Epsilon Phi Theta Fraternity, taking an
active part in both organizations.

A

gentleman, a scholar, a leader and a "go-getter" par excellence,
Villanova. Keep climbing Frank, and take the
smile right with you.

Frank has done much for

»A«

»(>-«»<>^^I)^B»-(>-4

»04li^<)«^04a^o-«
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l)e
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many
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he
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and
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the pre|)ai'atory students of the Province.
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N'isiting priests wci'c entertaiiu'd at

he was intimately associati;d

intrusted to

Ik'cii

for

Aftei' the

the .Monastery l\efectoi'y, during the
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I''atliei'

address, in which he rexiewed the
the

1^'athei'
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tion of a -luniorate at Staten Island,

preaelu'r

day was Father ()"lieilly. of St. .Mary's
The ('ardiiud also
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and people ami

substantial purse, collected

of the

made

which

in

and continued success.

ishes of the Province, to

lai'»re

of laity, ineludinji' the entii'e student

assisted at

l)()dy.

and

pi-iests

a

life

res[)ect

course of which h'ather \'ascy was |)resented with

-luhilarians in the college eliurcli.

over

him

dinniier

Kt. Hev. Hisliop Crane, a lar.^e luiinhei- of .Mon-

si^nori,

in

Uisliop. priests

long

oftice

the Diocese of IMuladelphia by

tiie

ceremony the

I)()ii<ili(M'ty,

'.Mass

held
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years

In concluding' he i-cferred to the

esteem and

g'eiii I'al

S. A.. I'l'dviiicial

llic
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I'^iiiiiiciicc.

presided at the Soleiiin
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o4t Villanova

Francis zA. Pickett

WOULD

that all the tasks of the Villanovan scribes were as easy as
picking the most logical man to start of!" the "Who's Who" for the
year.
We did not have to look far, and it is with great pleasure
that we present to your gaze the classic features of the man w^ho
Mr. Frank A. Pickett
'guides the destinies of the Football Team

—

Frankie, as he is more p()i)ulai'ly known, is a native of New York
City.
He is a true Villanova man, having sjient four years in Villanova
Prep and the same time in College. Every moment of his eight years
at Villanova has been unselfishly devoted to helping some one or something.
He has been a meml)er of the Varsity Football Team for four
years, the Varsity Basket])all Team foi- three years and its Captain in
1921. Two veai's ago he entered the Amateur P)()xing Tournament held
HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION
in Philadelphia and emerged
of the Middle Atlantic States.

AMATFUR

Hi his social relations to the College, Frank is a meml)er of the
Knights of Columbus and the Ki)silon Phi Theta Fraternity, taking an
active part in both organizations.

A

gentleman, a scholar, a leadei" and a "go-getter" i)ar excellence,
has done much for Villanova. Keep climbing Frank, and take the
smile right with you.
P'l'ank

*•

M

—
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"Thjr

NA/iil

From her eleventh year she had longed for a
companion, one wlio Avonld verily he a second
self, who shonld share her joys and sorrows
and, as it were, he a prop for her in her honrs
of weakness.
The yearning had welled up in
the little one's heart as she heard from a
kindly old doctor that her mother had o-one to
God. Then she had lain her head against the
hreast of that dear one while her mind seemed
as still and cold as that dead frame
"Alone!"
"Alone!" was all that Avonld wring itself
from her heart. Dazed, she rose and wandered
from the room as a neighhor friend and nnrse
to her mother returned to the chamber of
death.
Wrapping herself in her mother's
shawl, she seemed indeed still wandering, hut
soon found herself kneeling before the Ever
Faithful Friend. What Avas it her mother had
'but a short time before faintly whispered to
her? She rehearsed it all Avithin herself, as if
she were turning the pages of a book and bidding the Master read. Yes—^she was ahvays to
say, "0 Sacred Heart of Jesus, I confide in
Thee" Yes, ahvays! "Jesus will be a Father
to you, and Mary, your Mother.
You may be
lonely,' you may be poor, you may be tempted
to do what is Avrong
do what is right, ahvays
and trust in the Sacred Heart, no matter hoAv
thorny the path."

—

—

—

—

—

—

"Thorny!"

God!

'tAvere

Avell

indeed the

b

Meanwhile

having

culled

knoAvledge she could,

when

AA^h

at

tit-bits

she determined to go to night school.

But she
would need money. Again she knelt before
her Ever Faithful Friend and there they
planned

it

out together.

Yes, she Avas sorry to

leave the dear old doctor.

A

friend in need

the time of her father's death a year

—

—

genial rays; but, oh! the hours of loneliness!!

Offer she poured out her anguish at the feet
of the Master: "If I had just one sister!
One

who would understand
very own

my

!

One Avho Avould be

!

Acquaintances were shunned when they
heard that Agnes had married a non-Catholic;
to be sure, a priest had performed the ceremony, but even he could not understand. At
tAventy-five, certainly she Avas old enough to
marry, but

Only some months afterAvards did Agnes herbegin to Avonder Avhy she should have married a non-Catholic.
Never in anything had
Surely, the
she opposed the church's desires.
Then as
Sacred Heart would not be pleased
self

!

mind
panorama of

seemed

to

become keener and a

the future passed before her gaze.

noAV she must face the Avorld alone!

her

Again

the kindly old doctor talked to her on the day

they had placed her mother

had

in

Avhile; she could help about the

things.

Ah, yes

— she

and

oh, hoAV often she

in

the

came

— do

little

doctor's

home

keen realaside "child's play"

must set
and earn her bread. When
ization that she

house

a little

to Avork for a living.

AA'as

There Avere children

that cold earth;

him for

better live Avith

to the

their

is

But she couldn't remain always as she Avas. She must seek employment
for a salary.
Then she might go to night
school, and then
well, she didn't know.
However, she did secure employment, she did
attend night school and she did become a nurse
yes, her generous soul must give vent to its

a friend indeed!

before she had seemed suddenly to mature and

yes, she

of

she Avas seventeen

physical exhaustion played its part, her

future should be hidden from our gaze!

From

be

mother Avould

hear their lessons, her very heart Avas torn.
No Mother!! No Lessons!! She did so Avant to
go to school but she must Avork for her living.

What

if

and she should not
She was reInto the family that had disinsponsible
herited him because he had married "not merely a poor girl but a Catholic," he and his child
Avould be Avelcomed and the child!
child

What

should

live

Avould become of her child!
!

"0 God! 1
you spare me

Avill

endure anything providing

to see

my

child safe

and strong

in the faith," she cried.

Only the All-Knowing God as He gazed doAvn
upon this holocaust could fathom the fierceness
of the flames of trial that Avould j^et purify this

victim of His Love.

—

;
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" My child !" " My own child " " My very own
Agnes might be heard to utter many
!

.

sister,"

times each day, as she would gaze into the little
"Now I have a comface of God's oAvn gift.
])anion
you and I shall ahvays be pals," she
Avould Avhisper to the little mite and quickly
the shades of loneliness seemed to pass out of
Agnes 's life as her joy became centered in the
precious child God had given her, and the
little companion would "coo" a comprehensive
response to the depths of maternal love which
daily thrust its roots deeper and deeper into
Agnes' dear heart.
Three other little treasures blossomed and
died and although Agnes 's mother heart was
jnerced with grief, yet she seemed to find balm
in that God had left her her little companion
her very oavji -"her sister, "as she loved to

—

—

call her.

"She

shall never go to the Sisters' school,"
declared the father when Clare had arrived at
school age and the fond mother Avas intent with
preparations for this new stage in the life of
her "pal."
seven sisters were all educated in the public school and so will she be."

"My

Agnes had expected this storm for the matter
of faith had been a sensitive topic in the little
household, especially of late. Agnes had always adhered to one of her mother's oft-used
principles, "the quietest way is the best," and
so she had not mentioned where nor when the
child was going to school, though in fact, she
was going to the Sisters' school the following
day.
For some moments Agnes was silent her
;

breathed forth all its confidence in the
Sacred Heart. "Harry," she said in firm, low
tone, "you promised that the offspring should
be reared in their mother 's faith it is my duty
to send the child to a Catholic school and she
IS going tomorrow
"Not while I am head of this house is she
going," and with that the father gave vent to
all the venom pent up within him, and then
with little regard for the further usefulness of
the furniture that lay in his frenzied path, he
strode from the room.
"O God! I will endure anything!" Yes, the
words had been on her lips before but not Avith
such significance as they now bore. Late into
the night, that mother-heart was prostrate before the Ever Faithful One.
When she Aveut
to her room, she attempted several times to talk
Avitli her husband but each time found him sullen and silent, thrusting her arm from him when
she dared to lay it tenderly, coaxingly u])on his
soul

;

y )

Heavy clouds enveloped
the

room

still,

as

Agnes

tlie

sky and

all

stealthily slipped

the next morning.

was

from

case^yes

suit

the baby's things.
later.

— that

manage somehow

I'll

hold many of
can send for
he doesn't send

Avill

This trunk
if

I

the rest."

—

Calmly Yes, with a strength she had never
before experienced, she went down to the
kitchen and prepared breakfast.

"You understand, T mean what I said, she's
not going to a Catholic school," thundered the
husband as he entered the room. For a fcAv
moments, the stillness Avas tantalizing. Then
Agnes replied: "Either she is going to the
Catholic school today Avith your consent,
Harry, or she is going Avithout it.
have arranged her clothes and thought I might rent
a room AA^here she and 1 might live.
SomehoAv
I'll earn a living for her.
Here, eat your
breakfast, Harry.
I must
pack yonr Innch
I

box."
"1 don't Avant no lunch," groAvled the
stunned man. "I am not going in today."
Agnes left the room, hoAvever, and for a fcAV
minutes stood by the kitchen sink lifting and
replacing the same pan some several times
then as her husband's steps became more pronounced as he paced up and doAvn the floor,
she Avent out to the yard Avhere she took doAvn
some "pieces" from the line, little heeding the
clothes pins falling to the ground, nor the sheet
dragging along the clay, as she returned to
the kitchen.

Where Avas he? She ]ieeped she listened.
NoAvhere could she see nor hear him. Yes, she
Avould have time to bring a trunk doAvn to the
vestibule and put in it some necessaries.
But
she Avould first tend to Clare so that she Avould
be ready in time for school. By eight, she had
arranged almost everything, had tidied the
dining room and Avas noAV in the midst of a
note to her husband she only Avanted him to
knoAv her duty to God and the salvation of her
l)aby's soul came first; she Avould pray for him
and ahvays be faithful to him. It Avas better
that he should have left first, it made it easier
;

—

noAV,

she Avas just thinking, Avhen the front

door brusquely opened and in came her husband.
"Let her go to that school of yours till she
has finished her grammar grades, and then I'll
tend to her," he .said bluntly, and retracing his
steps quickly to the entry, he placed the trunk
on his shoulders and Avhen he had reached the
third floor he seemed to give more fitting expression to his interior as the trunk landed
AA'ith

a terrific thud upon the floor.
quietest Avay is the best,

"The

shoulder.

dark and

"A

IS

1

suppose,"

half absent-mindedly Agnes uttered as she put
on baby's hat and coat and placed the little
slate and pencil in the eager, outstretched

!
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hands, and baby went to tbe Sisters' sclrool

Agnes realize liow her child had
twined itself about her heart. A mother's love
can never be measured! The years only
wended their way to strengthen and deepen
that unfathomable abyss of Christ-like love.
Already had the father come into the True
Fold, perhaps influenced by the knowledge he
culled when reluctantly enough, he consented
So when
to hear the little one's catechism.
the child had completed the gramnuir grades,
it was he who seemed most cnncerned as to
just which Catholic school he should send his
child.

Tenderly the mother would, steal in beside
Clare's bedside and gaze upon her as she slept.
She would soon be a woman what a companHow Agnes would delight
ion she would be
in leaning upon her pal on her declining years,
why even now she had taken upon herself the
household duties on days she was free from

—

!

Then Agnes, after thanking God for
He had given her, would retire

school.

the treasure

and

feast

terness, anger, revolt all burst forth in poor
soul as her more than mother-love was
rent asunder by that sword of deepest sorrow.

Agnes 's

that day.
Little did

her

on

anticipations

during

her

said.
"Go, leave me
Clare tried to reason but it was
worse than useless. A night of frenzied grief,
then she wrote it all to Clare. Oh, how she
pleaded she was even then frail and on whom
could she lean. Clare was all she had. She
should not could 'not go. "For God's sake,
don't leave me," she ended the letter.
But the child knew God was calling and was
convinced she would not save her soul in the
world; she knew she must go and that God
Avould provide.
Only a God can penetrate such anguish
And He was penetrating it and gently He
wafted the breezes of His Love over the shattered spirit.
"If only I had let her go to the public

She knew not what she

for awhile,"

—

—

wonld have happened!"
I?" Agnes' soul
seemed to demand an answer. What had she
"My duty
Avritten to her husband that day?
to God and the salvation of my babv's soul."
school,

this

never

"Why?" "Why

didn't

dreams.

OGod!!

The glow in that mother's eyes on graduation day spoke volumes and gently did Clare
but she
l^eer into their depths and wonder
For four
must not mention anything now.
years at least she would say nothing.
Twice was Agnes seriously ill but twice due

Can mere words impart the meaning of
Gethsemane?
The panorama of the years to come passed
again before her gaze. "Alone!" "Alone!"
"0 God!" And the piercing wail that went

Clare's almost maternal care of her own
loved pal, her mother recovered, oidy to be
more enwrapt in her love for her child. Hour
after hour, they wonld talk and Agnes would
tell her darling, how from her own baby days
she had longed for a companion, someone who
would be her very own, just like a sister to her
and how God had sent her such a treasure and
then Agnes would wander on in reveries about
the future. Poor Clare! Poor Agnes! God
strengthen her soul when nature's passionate
yearning would be bereft of its hope. God
strengthen her more when the reality of lone-

from her own child bespoke something of the
sacrifice she had made to her God.
Chastening years took their course. Sometimes the chalice seemed more than she could

—

to

liness

and need crush her very

Must Clare

Whatf

soul.

tell her'^

Go!

shall never be "
!

Must

"God

it
her! "No,
leave
does not ask it '—Bit-

forth as the convent door closed separating her

drink but on she struggled alone for God's
sake.
Hideous cancer; then a stroke of paralysis; helpless, agonizing liours
but never once
did she cry out for her companion. Aye, even
stoutlj' did she encourage her child to be faithful, for she realized that she too must be suffering in the fiery ordeal.
Purified, the weary, lonely spirit was just
about to wing its flight when opening her eyes

—

Agnes beheld her own dear pal leaning over
her and faintly she said: "No, dear; 1 don't
want anything not even you unless God

—

—

'

sends you."

S. B. S.
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From
:

my

Since

6.

last letter,

many

things have hap-

much water has
many ships have
don't know which it

poet puts

it,

passed under the bridge, or
passed in the night.
is

and

I

as I haven't time to look

to let it go.

I

it

up,

I'll

guess you knoAV what

I

have

mean

anyway. In the first place I have decided to
drop engineering. During the past month, I
have been thinking that I wasn't in the right
course, not that I was having any trouble with
the subjects or that I couldn't knock them for
a

roAv,

but because, well,

satisfied,

and

matters, as the officials always encouraged the

student Avho showed that he has a mind of his

/ v.'

])ened, or as the

Peggy

Rj)alph to

December
Dear Peo:gy

15

3'ou

I

didn't just feel

know Peggy,

a

man

can't

work unless he is contented. I had just decided that 1 would change, when the dean sent
for me.
I didn't know what he wanted and I
didn't give him a chance to tell me.
I told
him I was coming to see him anyway and that
1 wanted to tell him I Avas dropping engineering.
I started to give him my reason, but he
said "not to bother," "and that he thought
it was very wise on my part to make the decision myself."
I always thought he was hard
to get along Avith, but 1 found him very agreeable.
I thought that he Avould put up a howl

me dropping out of his department, but
didn't.
He even promised to do everything
could to help me make the change. As yet

and knew what he wanted. Hookey also
added that the faculty did not believe in
cramping the style of the individual students
and that they would gladly help out any student
who strenuously objected to any of the regular courses.
I also spoke to Tom about it and
OAvn

he agreed absolutely Avith Avhat

you need, and
of

men

he
I

haven't decided what courses

Hookey

told

me

there

1

was no need

will
to

take.

hurry

said.

Avhat

is

is

men

of AAader horizon."

On

the AA-orld needs

AA^iat

broader vision,

have decided that 1
Avill specialize in Ethics, Sociology, Histology
and P^oreign Trade. I'll also take some English as a college man can get aAvay AA'ith anything if he has a good line. I haven't been to
class the last tAvo days, as I have been too busy
tr^'ing to get myself "oriented," as Tom puts
it; I guess that's one for the book, hey Peggy,
I AAdll see the dean of the Social Science Department tomorroAV to get his 0. K. on my ucaa'
lay-out.
I intended to AA^rite a AAdiole lot more
but the V. P. just sent AA^ord he Avants to see
me at once. Don't say anything at home, because I haven't told Dad yet about the change.
the advice of these

tAA'o

As

I

ever,

RALPH.

about
he

Hookey

"FcAA^er subjects but of AA'ider variety

P.

S.

fledged

you

all

This time next AA^eek Til

member
about

it.

of

the "Gobbles."

be

a

full

I'll

tell

—

—
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Thoughts on Ibsen
Henrik Ibsen, who revolutionized modern
drama, was born at Skein, a small town in

Norway, March 20, 1828.
He came from a mixed ancestry which cannot account for the peculiar Norse quality of
his temperament, for in the blend of Danish,
Scotch and Grerman stock we find no evidence
of Norse blood, unless

ealogy more than

we

trace back his gen-

to the origin of the deeper peculiarities of his

work out

Let us see how this conjecture will
in determining the source of some of

Ibsen's dominant traits.

When we think of his strong and uncompromising attitude towards certain realistic and
idealistic views of life, his independence of
thought, we associate it to Scotch philosoph}"^—
Calvinistic doctrines, Puritanic realism.

The German influence may be wholly or

in

part responsible for his logical and systematic

mind with

its

freedom

tendency to speculation and ab-

The Danish

straction.

so

strain

characteristic

of

blend of rugged strength

finding

—

those he disliked.

five generations.

Sometimes a man's ancestry gives us a clue
nature.

mother was reserved in her disposition,
it difficult to open herself to others
and this characteristic reserve she bequeathed
as an inheritance to her children.
The father, Knud Ibsen, had a great deal of
vivacity keen wit, cheerful social disposition,
an intelligence that was remarkable. He knew
how to say bitter things, and Avas unsparing of

little

may

give that

the

sea

— that

and sweet poetic

idealism.

Be all these things as they may, real or fanciwe know that Henrik Ibsen has a complex

—

Skein was a small lumber town religious
and heavy in its way of living. The inhabitants were divided into the aristocrats, parvenus and peasants. The Ibsen household
ranked with the aristocrats by position and
connections, but when Henrik was eight years
old the life of comfort came to an end by the
Henrik felt this
loss of his father's business.
It added seriousness and
trial very keenly.
The four
isolation to an already quiet nature.
things that exercised prominence in his life
at this period he often told in later years were
He
the church, mad-house, jail and pillory.
family
children
of
the
join
other
not
the
would
in

play but busied herself poring

over old

drawing and water
books. He had
tendenc}' was apconstruction
The
colors.
parent. He loved to build forts and when coma taste for

Ibsen himself was strongly imbued with the

was esBible
and
pecially devoted to the catechism
artist,
an
study. His one desire was to become
but the development of this talent, on account

idea of ancestry and heredity in the make-up

of the circumstances of his family, could not be

ful,

with an intellectuality that
dinary mortals find hard to understand.

personality

of personality,

and

so

much has he

or-

injected

the responsibility of these factors in the mental

make-up of his characters that he has drawn
upon himself a large share of adverse criticism.
If as all

acknowledge, the environment and

associates of childliood are often essential ele-

ments

in the

development

of character,

it

may

be well to glance very briefly into the early

home

life

of

Henrik Ibsen.

His mother was a quiet lovable woman
everything to her husband and children. It
was not in her, said Ibsen in writing to a
friend, to be bitter or reproachful.

'

But the

In school he

pleted to destroy them.

thought

of.

of sixteen he left home to earn his
helped in an apothecary shop, and
at that early age seemed to observe very keenly the life around him, especially the class dis-

At the age

He

living.

tinctions.

The poetic faculty made

itself ap-

parent and young Ibsen wrote short poems
which were accepted by the papers.

Roman

history

made

special a])])eal to him,

and we find him writing "Catiline" Avhich was
printed Avhen he was twenty through the generosity of a friend.

About
came up

this time

he

left

the apothecary and

to Christiana to prepare himself to
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enter the university.

His teacher was a very

man who

able

and did

it

stimulated thoug-ht in his boys
in a very pleasant, witty way.

In the university, Ibsen continued writing
plays.

On

the acceptance of the

first

one, he

the university and continued his writing

left

with little success. The Greek plays appealed
to him, especially those of Sophocles, but his

them brought little in return.
was very hard for Ibsen at this period.
At times he went hungry, but while the body
suffered there was no heart hunger for everything was shared by his steadfast friend
Schulered whose unbounded devotion and unreserved belief in Ibsen's powers had a most
beneficial effect upon a nature that was too
introspective and depreciative. Ibsen and his
friend became interested in the political movemerits and upheavals of the time, in the social
imitation of
Life

unrest, in the labor agitation. All this appealed

because of his

own hard

struggles for existence

17

Things
ethical balance that marks his works.
have happened very much as he described. He
seemes to know the deeps of human nature,
but does he know its heights? If he does, is
he then justified in placing before the world in

way

the

of strongest appeal, this intense dra-

—

matic counterpart of life the depths of our
fallen, and never the heights of our better
nature? May he, and other like him, by the
injection of their false philosophy, not be
largely responsible for the present interpretation of moral freedom, the prevalence of loose

For what is
drama but to teach us
and interpretation the manner of

ideas on divorce and marriage?

the ultimate purpose of

by imitation
bringing out and developing in times of crucial
circumstances the universal truth and good-

human

inherent in the

jiess

The controversies over Ibsen are not debatfrom a literary point of view. Although

yet he

joys.

force of character to get

of twenty-three his head was
with liberal and socialistic ideas. Opposition to the existing order of things made
strong appeal to the youthful poet. Three
years, the eventful ones of 1848-1851, were a
disappointment to him. He realized the vast
difference between the real and the ideal.
He
stood face to face in Norway with the same

At the age

filled

"Spirit of

Compromise"

that

was the shame

of

the Victorian.

He scorned

all

half measures,

tlierefore

was not only disillusioned but disappointed.
Here we find the "Individual," his thoughts,
his interests becoming a dominating influence
in Ibsen's thought and writings.
The psychology of the individual, not the massed
grouped welfare of the class the crushed
hopes the pessimism and fatalism that fell upon

—

—the

the spirit of the individual man-

progress

seemed only to mean "the survival of the
fittest," these and other such problems that he
attempted to solve by tlie study of Schopenhauer, Hegel and Fitche, may give us an inthat

sight

into

the reason of that luck

of

sane.

the

of

able

we must remember that Ibsen had no real
He had the longings and the enthusiasm of 3^outh, but he never knew its careless
for

youth.

pattern

Divine Mind.

he destroyed the technique of the old drama,
is regarded universally as the great
iconoclast

who had

unnatural

mind and
away from unreal and

the strength of

The

restrictions.

point

great

of

on his psychological and
ethical notions.
He does create abnormal characters women without a sense of duty, Avithout affection, without any religious princii)les,
hangs

divergence

—

but

brimfull

of

egotism.

selfish

Some

meii

appear devoid of the strength that comes from
the nobility of nature without conscience,
coarse, vulgar, if not melancholy and morbid
specimens, at least sickly products of pesti-

—

lential pessimism.

Yet Ibsen has the great art of impression.
us at a glance what he wishes us to

He shows
feel

—he

brings into the strong light the hid-

— but
—he

den things of darkness
character expression

is

no sense of the chiaro-oscura

we not

made up

all

the trouble
all

dark

is

— he
And

eft'ects.

in

has
are

of this balance of light

and shadows, and does not the shadow always
bring in stronger contrast, the life giving light
t

We

shall

Ibsen— his
first

now

take

up the other side of

craftsmanshij) as exemplitieil in his

revolutionary

Ibsen as stage

i)lay,

manager

"A
for

Doll's

many

House."

years had
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been thoroughly schooled in the technique of
French drama with all its rules of classic form
and unities of the Scribe School. This practical experience made Ibsen an adept in all the
older forms. His mind was keen enough to
realize the artificiality of portrayal and the uneconomic expenditure of lime and energy in
the staging effects and mechanical devices.
Deciding to make the leap, he wrote "A Doll's
House" on the new lines, but did not altogether free himself from the trammels of the
old.
This plan made as he expected a sensation.
It divided the dramatic world into two
Ibsen was the worst
camps of opposition.
hated and the most praised

man

of the times.

All critics were united in the praise of the

new

"Probable people in possible situations" was now aii accomplished fact in
drama but the ethics and the psychology of his
plays marked the line of cleavage between
Ibsenites and anti-Ibsenites and the battle still

technique.

goes on.

In the

first

form

tional

He

.

conven-

the

in the introduction of characters.

"Ghosts"

for

Nora's explanation to Mrs. Linden

my mind

a

little

is

too draAvn out, strained,

hard to keep interested.

Helmer
minded character, althe same time we see a glint of
and an amount of prigishness un-

In this act
is

we

are led to believe that

a very sincere, noble

though

at

selfishness

folded.

Nora impresses one

woman whose

as a little butterfly of a

seems second nature.
Mrs. Linden appears colorless. Don't form an
opinion of a person's character at first sight is
fibbing

life and we find Ibsen
here we find our
precaution
same
using the

a good practice in real

first

—

impressions are mistaken ones.

The impelling force or the
Nora.

arousal of

is

when Krogstad brings action
words by dropping the fatal
box.

first

Krogstad's threatening words to
The suspense is increased tremendously

suspense

Nora's

cry,

"We

are

to

follow

letter

lost,"

every fibre of sympathy in our hearts.

nishes the material for the
It

the

instead

characters,

crisis,

the recoil and

tangled the fortunes of

the revelation.

of

bringing

the

all

ex-

pected good fortune to Nora and Helmer

brought disaster, and

it

it

revealed in a verj' un-

looked-for way the characters of Nora and
Helmer.
Suspense is heightened when Mrs. Linden
promises to intercede with Krogstad she does
and we are relieved as Krogstad seems disposed to relent. Then we are again tightened
up in suspense as Mrs. Linden changes her
mind and thinks it best that the whole thing
be confessed to Helmer. Disaster looms up
again we wonder Avhat is going to happen.
We know the climax is coming. Nora makes
us feel it intensely when she looks at the watch
and says, "Five. Seven hours to midnight."
Helmer 's remark, "'Nora, dear, you are dancing as if it were a matter of life and death"
and her tragic reply, "It is." Then the discovery Helmer knows all. Nora has steeled
herself for that moment.
She feels that Helmer will take all the blame upon himself-^
sacrifice himself for her, and this she will not
;

—

—

,--:;;:;

act Ibsen folloAvs

discards this in later plays.

example.
to

ANALYSIS

:-.y.--\--',

.,.;;,.,

Nora's appeal to her husband in behalf of
is refused and she fears more than
ever.
All the threads are being tied. Helmer 's appointment to a bank manager fur-

Krogstad

his

into the

awakens

permit. The audience thinks as does Nora because Plelmer had a few moments before said
these momentous words. "Do you know Nora,
I often wish some danger might threaten you
that I might risk body and soul, and everything, everj'thing, for your dear sake."
Contrast Nora's surprise after Helmer learns of
the forgery when she listens to the following:
"1 would gladly work for you day and
night, bear sorrow and want for your sake,
but no man sacrifices his honor even for the
one he loves."
Nora: Millions of women have done so.
Helmer 1 loved you more than all the Avorld.
Nora You never loved me.
You only
thought it amusing to be in love with me.
From the dancing in act third the pressure
:

:

—

of circumstances
"Never
tensity.

grows

in

cumulation and

in-

to see my children again.
Oh, that black icy water! If it were onl\'
over!" Until wq came to the quiet words of

"I have much to say to
the suspense grows until the hall
door closed and shut Nora out in the night and
then comes the greatest susi)ense of all the
eternal question
What did Nora do?

Nora

you"

to her husband,

— and

—

—

—

S.

M. M.
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sood fellowship

—

is Avell

worth the

cost, if there

be any,
,

Carry

this

spirit into

student activities.

we
and fraternities have splendid

a('(;omplish the results
('hisses

the broader fields of
other means can we
all so earnestly desire.

By no

when

possi-

progressive spirit is active and
are potential mediums for the development of
social good will.
But they can be only what
tlieir members make them. The officers are only
the elected representatives not the paid agents
of the organization.
They can accomplish results only insofar as they receive the wholehearted support of the members of the society,
to which they are enthusiastic enough and kind
enough to devote their time.
l)ilities

tlie

The men who give their utmost on the gridinm, on the court and on the diamond for your
school and theirs, are deserving at all times of
your earnest and sincere support. They are not
perfect, they can not always be victorious
but
you can always be loyal. Demonstrate this loyalty in frequent rallies, a fruitful source of
inspiration to the teams and of spirit to the
student body, and in attendance and encourage-

—

ment

at

games whenever

possible.

A

Brunswick, means more than columns of praise

Every undergraduate, then, has the opportunand improvement of our

ity to aid in the uplift

each one of us comes into

full consciousness of his owai responsibility

makes a sincere

.

Are we going to prove ourselves fair weather
Are we going to desert the team? Are
we going to wait until they win a game before
we lend a hand? No, it is now that the team
needs us, and it is now that we must do our
cheering.
The team will do its part and the
students will do theirs. So with the team fighting to the last ditch and the students standing
sports?

fast regardless of the outcome, who shall say
that Villanova will prove an easy victim for any
team no matter what its strength or reputation

may

be.

C. P.

GAFFNEY,

'24.

New

to

or streams of oratory.

When

-

defeat.

delegation

of loyal students, such as journeyed

Alma. Mater.

men going into the fray without the experience of a previous test in which to correct minor
defects and faults.
Gur early defeats would be enough to dampen
the spirit of most colleges, but it is not the reputation of the Villanova student, that he was not
just as staunch in supporting a losing team as
in supporting a winning team.
In fact this is
the only real test of spirit. It is very easy to
stand behind a team and cheer so long as it
brings in victory after victory, but it is an entirely different story when it comes home in
our

effort to give his best, then,

and
and

There is a certain degree of satisfaction enjoyed by the college man w^ho, while pursuing
his studies, can rest assured that his future, as
far as opportimities at least are concerned, has
been provided for. That is to say, if he is working for a degree, to know- that the degree is well
worth his effort that it is accepted by the leading graduate schools which he may desire to
enter. On the other hand, if he desires to enter
the business world, it is good to know that those
who have gone before him, with the approval
of his Alma Mater on their names, have made a
record for honesty, industry and the ability to
do a given job and do it Avell.
:

then only, will our dreams of

nova come

a

Greater Villa-

to a full realization.

JAMES
The present

J.

PIIELAN,

'26.

has witnessed
Villanova College; the installation of a purely Villanovan
Under the supervision of
system of coaching.
Coach Hugh McGeehau and Assistant Coach
"Dutch" Forst, both former Villanova stars, a
large squad reported for i)ractice at the opening
football

season

something heretofore untried

at

of school.
In the selection of a coach to carry on this
new venture, Villanova could not have chosen a
better man than McGeehan. He not only knows
football and is capable of teaching it but can
inspire the men with a fightiug spirit, a most
essential factor in football.
Due to the cancellation of the oi)euing game
with St. Francis College we were forced to open
our season by playing Rutgers, one of the hardest

opponents on our

scihedule.

This game saw

The fact that these advantages are enjoyed
by the imdergraduates of Villanova College is
readily implied in the Alumni Notes section of
this issue.
The majority of the articles in this
section concern men comprising our immediate
Alumni. Among those who have entered the
field of professional studies the majority have
secured admission into the leading graduate
schools of the country. It has been discovered,
by personal interviews, that neither "pull" nor
the proverbial "red-tape" was required, on
their part, in order to gain admission into these
Instead of a barrier
strongholds of learning.
opposing their entrance, they found the drawbridges down and were w^elcomed as men, al'
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ready tested and not found wanting.

:

"The

tronl)le

with most young

men

is

that

they do not learn anything thoroughly, and are

apt to do the work committed to them in a careless

manner forgetting that what
;

at all is

worth doing

success."

^.

:-'."

well,

they

upon chance

drones and rely

',,'',\v:^-'''^

:..

is

worth doing

become mere
bring them

to
^-,

Villanova men who have selected the business
world as liteir particular field of endeavor can
hardly be placed in tlie category referred to by
Mr. Field. It is a fact that corporations and
manufacturing concerns are rather skeptical
concerning the value of the "college bred man"
They prefer men who
to their organizations.
have
grown up in their particular business
and who, as a result of long association, are familiar with their system, Wlien they do employ
a college man they are greatly influenced by the
reputation which other graduates of his Alma
'

'

'

'

employ of the

crater have made, while in the

Marshall Field, the great merchant king, once
said

21

concern.

The graduate of Villanova in searcli of employment will find a host of our leading business
houses already familiar and satisfied with the
Villanova men, M'ho have gone before
That those who have met Villanova men,
their own advantage, will be willing to gamble

efforts of

him.
to

with the services of additional Villanova graduates, goes without saying.

The men directly responsible for this happy
condition comprise the faculty and alumni of
Let us, then, the
onr illustrious institution.
present undergraduates, take advantage of our
Let us, by studious intent and
opportunities.
earnest co-operation with the faculty, perfect
ourselves, so that we may be fit to "carry on"
and not only
in our prospective walks of life
;

sustain, but even

augment

fame of our beloved Alma
T.

tlie

already undying

Plater.

KOBERT SULLIVAN,

'24.
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TO THE ALUMNI

—

The Alumni Notes section
a clearing house wherein you
may keep accurate accounts of the doings and
whereabouts of your old chums and classmates.
It is essentially your department and as such
requires co-operation on your part with the Alumni
This co-operation realizes itself in the
Editor.
sending by you of all information obtainable concerning yourself or your friends to the Editor, We
hope that this department may be the means of rekindling the fires of many fond remembrances and
at the same time act as a flux which will strengthen
Kindly cothe metal of the alumni organization.
operate
The Villanovan joins with the entire student
of

The Villanovan

is

!

hody

in wishing success to ^latthew A. Lynch in
Law School of the University.

his studies at the

All that "Matt" did last year was to preside
over the Senior Class, direct tlie destinies of the

Athletic Association, and ])erforin the duties of
of the Villanova Council, K.
of C.
Among^ the lo^^al Villanovans at the Rutgers
j?ame was Earl J. Gray, tlie brilliant court performer who captained last year's Varsity quin-

Grand Knie^ht

tet.

"Flash" expects

to stop tlie

his Paterson

winning streak of

tlie

H.

Passaic

S.

team

"Won-

Wilmington, Del.
Villanova has a new representative in the
ranks of railroad men. Gerald E. Mumford, '23,
has been employed on the Altoona Division of
the Pennsylvania Lines, ^^^^v
/
William Cronin, the clever quiarterback who
was captain of the 1922 eleven, is now a prosperous automobile accessory salesman. "Bill"
is an agent for the Ajax Tire Company.
Charles J. McCleriian, '23, ex-President of
the Epsilon Phi Theta and Varsity football center for two years, has established himself in the
garage business in Philadelphia.
:

ex-President of the Phi
tlie Lawrence Club, holds the
])osition of engineer witli the N. Y. and N. J.
Tunnel Commission engaged in building a veliicular tunnel under tlie Hudson.
'23,

Tlie sons of Villanova achieve distinction in
Tlie
Rev. Father
every field of endeavor.
Plunkett has ])een appointed State Chaplain of
the K. of C. in ^lassachusetts. Tlie Villanovan
extends heartiest congratulations.

The sunny climes of California hold a charm
that lures even the most staid student. ILiherl
M. Langlois, '28, "the Radio Wizard," has entered the erajiloy of the Fdison Electri(! Company out on the coast.

:

;

:

The hidden ball trick which formed no small
factor in the offense of the powerful Blue and
White team of 1921, has lost none of its effectiveness. Edward "Harp" McGrady, the triplethreat fullback of the '21 team, scored the only
touchdown in a recent game by use of that play.

McGrady

ders."
C. J. McNally,
Kappa Pi, and of

The famous "Chemical Twins" are working
way together to fame and prosperity even
as they worked together under Father FitzgerAlfred D. Kenney and Edward J. Burke
ald.
are both employed by the DuPont Company, at
their

11.

is

also assisting the coach at

Radnor

S.

Bell Telephone Company of Philadelphia
fortunate in securing the services of two VillaWilliam A. Lanahan and
nova engineers.
Charles B. Laughlin, Varsity basketball guard
for three years, have entered the employ of that

The

is

Company.
For the information of those Freshmen who
we introduce the stranger
started the riot at the initiation exHe is Thomas W. O'Malley, '23, cap-

are, still in the dark,

who almost
ercises.

tain

and coach

former

"Tom"
If

of last year's boxing

intercollegiate

lightweight

team and
champion.

is now an embryo lawyer at the U. of P.
you should chan(^e to be iii Lancaster these
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days, enter the

The

gineer.
tliere is

Enyoung man who presides

of the Assistant City

Aloysius E. Cooke,

Among
Hughie

office

efficient

the visitors

IMcGeehan's

aggregation, has entered the
U. of P., : ,

'23.

who

liave

gridiron

looked over
warriors are

All-American center; and his ])rother Tony was
one of the best ends who ever wore the Blue and
Wliite moleskins.

extends

Mart

former Editor of
the Villanovan, is a law student at Temple
University.
"Jim's" unusual talents and remarkable oratorical powers assure his success
in his

chosen

'23,

last

year,

Anthony

:

,;

its

congratulations.

]\lcLaughlin, President of the

Alumni,

on the addi-

tion of a daughter.

Henry

Waterbury, a student
who during his
entire career here never made an unnecessary
move, recently took unto himself a wife, Miss
Irene Agnes Mulville, also of Waterbury.
"Hank" and his bride stopped here for a few
Again we extend
liours on their honeymoon.
congratulations and best wishes.
P.

Carroll, of

at Villanova for several years,

in Villanova's activi-

J.

Lynch and Leo V.

Devine, have entered the employ of the General
Electric Company at Pittsfield, jNIass.

Kenny, ex- '25, nuisician extraordinary,
coach of the classy Prep track team, has
entered Fordham University Law School.
Jos.

ajid

Rev. Harry Caffery, 0. S. A., recently ordained in Rome, has returned to the portals of

Another former member of the Class of '25
who is pursuing his studies in the metropolis is
Arthur J. Burlington. "Art" is now a student
in N.

School at the

:v:.;,;-./;^:.::,;v,

also in line for congratulations

is

field.

Two Alumni prominent
ties

Law

The Rev. G. A. O'Meara, O.S.A., has taken up
his new duties at St. Augustine's High School,
recently established at San Diego, Cal. Father
'Meara is also acting as Chaplain at the Naval
Base there. The Villanovan wishes him well.
Recently, to be more exact, on September 6,
1923, the home of George F. McCann was gladdened by the arrival of an heir, a future carThe Vilanovan
toonist for the Villanovan.

Charles ]\lcGuckin, Leo Lynch and Anthony
Lynch. Charlie was captain in 1917 and was
considered the best drop-kicker in the country,
besides being noted for his all-around ability.
Leo Lynch, captain in 1916, was mentioned for

James Kent Lenahan,

23

his

Alma Mater

as assistant director of St. Rita's
is a member of the class

Hall. Father Caffery
of 1918.

Y. U.

Elmer Ilertzler, football captain in 1920, and
Joseph McCarthy, captain in 1921, were rooting

Schneider, the hard working secretary
Alumni, has given us further evidence
of his loyalty by consenting to give a course of
The
lectures on Railroad Transportation.
course is making a hit as "Heine," so known
to his intimates, has a thorough grasp on his
subject and has the ability to "put it over."

A.

J.

of the

for Villanova at the

Rutgers game. It is splendid
note the interest which graduates display in
the athletic teams.
Andrew B. McGinuis, Valedictorian of '23
and member of last spring's speedy diamond
to

Wisdom
j

Wlum
1

the twilight came,

l)reathed your magi(!

Low

|

name

to the listening stars,

.My soul pa.ssed thru day's lifted bars
And dwelt in heauty's flame.

Joy

live divine in

After the

me

fall of eve,

Aly heart that could not understand
culled by day's bright liand
Soared then to wisdom, loving thee.

Each sorrow

LI AM MOl

:
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We

are delighted to note the progress being
the new dormitory building.
From
present indications it should be ready for occupancy by next September.
The entire lower
floor will be used for the purpose of a library,
a long felt want at Villanova.
Dr. George Schaefer is enjoying a much needed leave of absence after his recent prolonged

fith,

illness.

Scarcely has school gotten under way wdien
D. A. O'Neill, president of the Delta Phi Epsilon Fraternity of the Business School, called
a meeting to formulate plans for the coming
year.
These plans have not as yet been made
public, but we are assured that there is much in

made on

The College is to be congratulated on the following additions to the Faculty Rev. John A.
Burns, Ph. D., 0. S. A., Associate Professor of
History George Zebrosky, M. S., Associate Professor of Biology; Henry J. Bruhl, Ph. D., Professor of French; W. A. Blodgett, B. S., Associate Professor of Chemistry.
The Study Hall, redolent with memories of
tedious study hours, the scene of a thousand
plots, has gone from our midst and in its place
we have a IMechanical Drafting Laboratory.
During the summer it was completely renovated under the direction of Father Stanford
and Professor McGeehan the desks of many
initials were removed, new equipment added
and a new system of lighting installed. The
Drafting Room is under lock and key, and, as
Father Stanford has the only key, we may rest
assured that it will continue to preserve its
present splendid appearance.
:

;

;

For some time

the story has been gaining
ground that Dan O'Neill, the boss of the Farm
Hence the erection
Klan, had discovered oil.
of the two toAvers on the ridge just below the
However, the story
"Plouse of Parliament."
was without foundation, as the towers are but
The work as
a part of the new Radio Station.
yet is not fully completed, but ere the snow flies,'
will broadcast a series of lectures and
Father Rafferty is planning a very
concerts.
elaborate program.

WCAM

Recently in the auditorium the students had
the pleasure of listening to Mr. C. E. W. Grif-

a reader of Shakespeare's plays. His readings of Shakespeare and Dante contributed to a
better appreciation of these poets and were received with enthusiasm.
would greatly appreciate another visit by this distinguished
:Vyreader.

We

Delta Phi Epsilon

store for us.

PHI KAPPA PI
pleasing to note that the good ship Phi
Kappa Pi has been safely launched and is riding "trim" under the command of the following officers
President J. P. Keffer.
Vice President C. J. H. Harvey.
Secretary F. J. Shovlin.
Treasurer Geo. H. Halphen.
Such a statement as, The first regular meet," would be superfluous.
ing of Phi, etc.,
The story is, that the society has always held,
and will continue to hold, its regular weekly
It is

—
—
—
—
'

*

meeting's.

Under

the direction of President Keffer an

year has been planned. "Yes, we
have no blue-prints" of these plans, but with
eventful

the aid of Fr. Stanford's instruction in the art
of "visualization" the members have projected
a picture of a successful year.
Mention has been made of a trip to the Autocar Company, Ardmore, Pa., also one to the
power plant of Sears Roebuck & Co., Philadelphia.
These trips directed by Prof. Moorehouse, should prove decidedly beneficial to all.
It is further expected that the members will
hear, or would like to hear, some of the inter-

THE VILLANOVAN
esting features of the highways Prof. Sweeney
and the bridges Prof. McCormiek had
under construction, during the past summer.

built

At the

last

meeting President Keffer delivered
'

'

Refrigeration.
It
a very interesting talk on
jiroved to be very instructive and was greatly
This was the
a])preciated by his audience.
lirst of a series of talks, which are to be de'

'

weekly (not weakly) by the various
members. Along with the instructive feature

iiig
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was opened by James Maroney, temporary

A

chairman.
ficers

motion for the election of

was then put

in

of-

order and the followhig

men

w^ere selected: President, T. Robert Sullivan; vice president, James F. Maronej^; secre-

John B. McAneny treasurer, Thomas B,
Cross; sergeant at arms, William J. O'Donnell.
The members were then addressed by the
tary,

;

is

newly elected president, who reminded them of
the aims of the fraternity and suggested plans
for the coming year.
Mr. Walter Riordan, president of the Athletic Association and one of the most active

enjoying convenient facilities for the holding
For this, we are indebted to
of its meetings.
Dean Humphrey, through whose efforts such
conveniences were realized.

members of the fraternity, then took the floor
and in a forceful address pointed out the
present needs of the organization and outlined
progressive measures which would increase the

livered

of these talks is associated the idea of increased
^;bility in

public speaking.

Under present conditions Phi Kappa Pi

general efficiencj' of the society.

THE PHI KAPPA

PI

DANCE

The present social season opened with a
splash on the evening of October twenty-third
at the Hallowe'en Dance given by the Phi
Kappa Pi Fraternity. Despite the efforts of
-lupiter Pluvius the affair was a marked success, about seventy-five couples being in attendance. The Technologists provided something new in the way of decorations, for besides the streamer effect of the ceiling there
were placed on the walls appropriate designs
representing the various branches of the Engineering School. The color scheme was orange
and black as befitted the season of ghosts and
goblins.
Johnny BroAvn's Monarchs of Syncopation ruled over the musical end of the program.
novelt.y dance by the McHenry
l)rothers and vocal selections by Arthur Farreii
added to the entertainment. Confetti and
streamers, which were distributed during a
feature dance, aided and abetted the merriment. During intermission refreshments were
served.
The labors of the Dance Committee
were fully rewarded by the enjoyment of those
Avlio attended.

A

EPSILON PHI THETA
The

regular meeting of the
year Avas held on October 15, 1923.
first

Measures were then adopted to accept the
challenge of Washington and Lee University
to a debate, to be held hi the college auditorium
in the near future.
Plans were formed for the
annual dance, and to provide for the coming
interfraternity basketball season.

LAMDA KAPPA DELTA
meeting of the Lamda Kappa Delta
Fraternity for the present school term was held

The

first

October 9th, 1923. Officers wer« elected lo-v
President, Jay
the coming year as follows
Boyle vice president, Cleatus Walker treas:

;

school

The meet-

;

Fr. R. P. Fink, 0. S. A., addressed the members and stressed tlie need of co-operation
among the members to sustain the high standThe new officers then ading of the society.
dressed the society and tiiere Avas much enthusiasm shoAA'n in the applause folloAving eacli
speech.

The ncAv members

new

;

James McFadden secretary, Leo Gaffney.
The second meeting was held Friday, October 12, 1923. At this meeting the members of
the Freshmen Pre-Medical class were present.
These men are prospective members of the FraThe Dean of the Pre-Medical School,
ternity.
urer,

Avill

be

initiated

in

the

near future, and the fraternity AA'ill then begin
to function in its former efficient manner.
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©F
most

Avas

It

fitting

that Villanova Council

2288 should throw open her council chamber
on October 11th, the eve of the birthday of the
Like him, our Council has
great Columl)us.

Co

others would have given way.

makes use

of this

column

The Council
Matt its

to extend to

best wishes for his continued success.

over, that a

As Grand Knight for the coming year, we
have none other than Professor C. A. McGeehan, a name synonymous Avith Villanova.
Professor McGeehan in no small way was instrumental in starting the Council here. That
he has been keenly interested in the welfare
of the Council since its inception goes without
saying.
That his regime shall be eminently

fident that the

successful

we take

we

His

had

its

times of trials and tribulations, our

been many, our problems
grave and vexing, at times perhaps, lacked en-

difficulties

have

couragement on the part of others, and the
co-operation on the part of ourHowever, we believe that the worst is
selves.

necessary

new land is in sight; we are condawn of a uew school year shall
bring with it the beginning of a new era for
The following list of officers is
we have reason not only
hopeful but most enthusiastic.

as

do.

Knight" can

knowing him
"Every Villanovan

for granted,

slogan,

easily be realized

with the help

our council.

a

])roof sufficient that

on the part of our
members. But nothing Avill be accomplished,
the Council will mean nothing to our students,
if we are to contend with the same indifference that has been manifested on the part of
many in the past. Now more than ever is a
unity of Catholic men necessary. Our enemies
are well organized, their plans well formulated
not only to oppose Catholic ideals and practices
but if possible to utterly eradicate them from
a land Avhich solemnly guarantees religious liberty.
The world needs Knights of Columbus;
the world needs Catholic college graduates; a
Villanova Knight of Columbus satisfies both

to

b(>

—

Grand Knight Charles McGeehan.
Deputy Grand Knight, George D. Casey,
Chancellor Thomas J. Fitzgerald.
Recorder James J. Daly.

—
—
Fiiumcial Secretary — Walter M.
Treasurer —^Frank P. Duggan.
Lecturer— John P.

Riordan.

Keft'er.

—James L. Kane.
Warden — Philip A. Holland.
McDermott.
Inside Guard — Edward
Collins.
Outside Guard— Thomas
A.
P. McGuire, 0.
Trustee— Rev.
Trustee —Frederick L. Burgess.
Trustee — John P. Kef^er.

Advocate

J.

J.

J.

Chaplain— Rev.
It

S.

F. A. Driscoll, O. S. A.

would be utterly remiss on our part were

make known our appreciaticni of
the labors of our Past Grand Knight, MatthcAV
A. Lynch, who graduated from Villanova last

we

to fail to

June. Matt not only took an active interest in
all things that tended to the welfare of his
Council but in every case led the way. He
worked unceasingly to make his Council

worthy

of Villanova; he carried on

when many

of

a

co-operation

little

these needs.

On Thursday evening, October 18th, the
second regular monthly meeting was held.
Aside from the transaction of the routine business,

was

a suggestion offered by Chancellor

on a minstrel at the K.
and Market Streets, Philadel-

T. J. Fitzgerald to put

of C. Hall, 38th

November 27. Needless to say
was readily accepted and
committee appointed, made up of the follow-

phia, on Tuesday,

the Chancellor's
a

oft'er

Brothers Keffer, Flynu, Phelan, Lynch
and Loughlin. A splendid musical program
arranged by Lecturer Keffer closed a very ening:

thusiastic meeting.
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\c

(^Autumn's cAusterity

The sky

I

a vast clear space

is

Winds iiumaeulate

{

Stairs lik(^ tai)ors

hills,

tlio

with a cold white Harno

Austerely mock

The midget "J,"

tonijjiiit,

whirl on

all [)assion

witii

and

all

ills.

pale uplifted face,

I

Mutters inchoate words luito the

Kinji',

I

earth beneath

'I'hc*

I

l-'\)r

[

my

the choirs

all

feet

oL'

need never fear

trees her

anthems

sin"-.

i

Oh, they are

\

A

clean.

But what am 1?

sordid tramper of unlighted ways,

One who deemed

I
.

and

fair,

his soul a child of

heauty

till

Beneath the stars he saw her lustful gaze.

\

And

and

yet,

yet,

somehow, they

Those who have been

to

me my

all

are mine.

greatest joy.

And somehow, Father, Thy keen starry
Tells me T once was pure, was once
Dart Thy strong hand,
Pierce
.

Bleed

it

Then

my

]\Iighty One, at

me.

soul with the edged sword of truth,

of lust, hleed
it

gaze
a boy.

again

it

of passions fell,

may know

its

golden youth.

hlAU MOR

:

:
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G.r.tA.

"

guns or armament,
that they make and pay,
'
.:
Jiut the close co-operation
That's makes them win the day.
Tt ain't the individual, not the army as a whole,
everlastin<>team-work of every
F>nl
the
Kipling.
blpomin' soul."
ain't the

It

-

Nor funds

:

:

.

—

VARSITY
Rutgers

vs.

Villanova OotolDer

6,

1923

Jim Callahan, one of Pat
f looey. "
Reagan's proteges, played a sensational game.
The lineup
"AA^ent

Rutgers
Lincoln
Ozias

tackle

Kingman

left

guard

Brennan
Fuchs

center
right guard
right tackle
right end

Kieler.:

Moore

failure.

Villanova
Rutgers

was Hughey McGeehan's debut in the collegiate footl)all circle and while the score
would seem to indicate that his "premier" was
a fiasco, nothing could be further from the
St. Francis College of Loretto was
truth.
scheduled for the opening game to our utter
astonishment and chagrin, the game was can;

three days before the date set.
thus compelled to send an untried,
green team against the best eleven Rutgers
has had in years. For practically the entire
first half, Villanova played the Scarlet to a
And then without Avarning came
standstill.
fumbled punt by our quarter; an
break,
a
the
celled

just

Hughey was

unearned touchdown as a result. The second
half was just one bad break after another.
Touchdown followed touchdown with startling
The team during the third period
rapidity.
was utterly demoralized. The defeat, crushing
as it was, however, had its bright spots.
Throughout the entire game, the line, outweighed 20 ])ounds iKu- man, gave a Avonderful
exhibition of dauntless courage and sustained
Rutgers' heavy backs could do nothing
fight.
Avith
it,

it.

As

the father of the caj^taiu exjiressed
(meaning the backfield).

"the outfield,"

Callahan

..left end..............

left

In 1916 we opened with Rutgers and were
beaten 33-0. The rest of the season was just
This year, with confia series of setbacks.
dence and enthusiasm at high pitch, with
splendid prospects, we again met Rutgers as
our first opponent. We were beaten 44-0.
And like 1916, this season seems destined to
It

Villanova
;.....

Say res
Burt
Youngfliesch

Bachman

C

quarterback
halfback
right halfback

Terrill

Enander
Waite

J.

left

Hazel

Pickett

Walton
Walton
Dora

Slatniski

McLaren

fullback

Score by periods

0—0
6 31

—Hazel, 2;

7—44

2 Ozias Anderson. Drop kick Hazel. Points after touch
doAvns Hazel, 5( drop kicks).

Touchdowns-

—

—

Lebanon Valley

Terrill

vs.

:

;

Villanova

During the Aveek folloAving the Rutgers game
Ave looked forAvard to our meeting Avith Lebanon Valley. Holy Cross had just trimmed
them to the tune of 55-0. "Here's Avhere Ave
get back," Avas heard on all sides.
But after
the dust of battle had settled, and Ave purposely
say dust, as the game Avas played on a field
ankle deep in coal dust, avc had been licked by
the score 3-0.

We have absolutely no excuse for
Throughout the entire game Ave

defeat.
Avere outthe last fcAv
tiie

played, Avith the exception of
minutes, AA^hen Moynihan and Sirdevan started
a drive, AA^hich failed because of lack of time.
The team Avas dead on its feet. The offense
shoAved a glaring lack of ])(!]), ])unch and unity
while the defense particularly in its attem])ts
to stop ITomaiis, the flashy Lebanon quarter,
Avns very Aveak, and at times ludicrous.
Evi;

;

:

'
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dently the Rutgers setback had not been for-

tition.

gotten.

Moynihan was the

Lebanon Valley
Heilman

Villanova
left
left

end................Callaghaii

Sayers

tackle

Bachman

guard

Farina
Burt

center
right guard
right tackle
right end

Lauster

Fox
Clarkin

Homan

Pickett

Walton
Rochford
Dora

G.

quarterback
left halfback
right halfback

Wolf

Winchinski
fullback
Krause
Score by periods:
Lebanon Valley

Slatniski

McLaren
.....0

3

Villanova

—

—

0—3
0—0

Substitutions VillaField goal Homan.
nova J Walton for McLaren Greely for Burt
Sirdevan for Rochford
Sn,yder for Sayers
Moynihan for Dora. Referee Houts, Ursinus.
Time of periods 15 minutes.
:

;

.

;

—

—

Dickinson

vs.

Villanova

;

and

vicious.

One incident

is

worthy

of repe-

fullback,

got

lose;

Coming up

last defense.

to

"Dick"

hit

him and when Books

tiny

gathered himeslf together from the sid
line, he had forgotten his dancing steps and
was indeed lucky to be able to walk. Our offense was again ragged, gaining at the most
two or three first downs. Tiie line played np
"Slats" and
to its usual high standard.
Aigner substituted in the backfield the last five
minutes and made their presence felt by their
hard tackling. The game was marred by the
work of the officials, who were thoroughly incompetent.
ally

Villanova
Callahan
Sayers

Dickinson

Logan
Behanan

left

McQuade

left

Lashley

Templin
Shields

Frew
Rupp
Books

Saturday, October 20th, saw us in Carlisle
with Dickinson as our opponent. Whence we
returned with head droopings, dejected in
For the first
spirit, decisively trounced 20-0.
few minutes, it looked as if our offense had
suddenly come to life, but it was merely a flash
in the pan.
We were held for downs, kicked
and then Dickinson proceeded to put over a
touchdown. Score 6-0. Our defense then
rallied, holding Dickinson safe for the rest of
the first half. And what a chance we had to
score.
Pickett recovered a fumbled punt,
raced to the fifteen-yard line, where he was
thrown heavily. But again our offense fizzled miserably.
At the fourth down, the ball
was just where Pickett had carried it. Shortly
after the second half opened a Dickinson halfback, intending to pass, was smothered by
three Villanovans, but broke away, how no one
knows, and ran to the five-yard line. Three
attempts at the line gained about three yards.
On the last trial, the fullback fumbled, the ball
sliot over the line, was picked up by MoyniThere was great
lian who scooted 70 yards?
glee on our bench, which was suddoMily changed
to wonderment and then to futile rage, when
the officials brought the ball back and gave
a new method of
Dickinson a touchdown
The
scoring; Knute Roekne ])lease take note.
Moynihan
rest of the game was a nightmare.
playing his first game at (|uarter ran the team
very capably; while on defeiiKe he was sure

big

the

our quarter, 'Books began to step like a dancing
master.

left

Whistler

Beck
Frock

Bookfe,

Carpenter
Kornrich

left

end
tackle..

Bachman

guard

Youngfliesh

center
right guard
right tackle
right end

Alk^n
Pickett

Watson
Moynihan
Dora
J. Walton
McLaren

quarterback
left halfback
right halfback
fullback

Score by periods

0—0

Villanova
Dickinson

6

—
—

7

7—20

Touchdowns Books, Kornrich and Frew.
Try for point after touchdown Books 2 (droji
Referee Raby, Gettysburg. Umpire
kicks).
—Saul, Otterbein, Head linesman Houts,
Penn State.

—

—

Grettysburg vs. Villanova College

Our annual battle Avith Gettvsburg took
place at York on October 27th, and for the
second year in succession we felt the sting of
defeat, 17-0.
It was unfortunate that "Jack"
Connolly, whom Hughey had primed all week
and about whom an ott'ense had been built,
was taken sick on the morning of the game.
The absence of Connolly necessitated startin;^'
three Freshmen in the backfield. For a whil(>
it looked as if the two teams were so evently
matched on defense tliat a no-score game would
result.
Our line smashed every play driven at
it;
Emmanuel, tlie Gettysburg star, was
stopped in his tracks time and again.
Our

backs for the

first time this year gave able
assistance to the line.
Gettysburg on' its I'unning ganu' could not gain and ncilhei' could
we.
The gi-eenness of our hackHeld becHnie
very evident when Cjettysburg started her
aerial attack.
One of our backs failed to eovei-

_

:
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man on a long- pass in the second period and
Gettysburg- liad her first score. The half ended 7-0. In the second half, Gettysburg punted
and recovered on our 15-yard line, on a very
questionable decision. Failing- to gain, they
place-kicked. The last touchdown was made
on the same kind of a pass as the first one.
Our offense was again puny, gaining not one

his

down from scrimmage. On running plays,
it did manage to work several forward

first

though,
passes

for

large

gains.

on defense,

Sayres

pla^'ing his first game at end, was easily the
There was a large
best man on the field.
crowd present, which was handled admirably
by the American Legion of York, who had
charge of all arrangements.

The lineup

Villanova

Gettysburg

left end....................Callahan

'.'.

Dorang..

left

tackle

Beechem

left

guard

Yost

center
right guard
right tackle
right end

Stevens
Jones

Decker

Snyder
Halphen
Youngfliesch
Greeley
Pickett
Sayres

Monaghan

quarterback
halfback
right halfback

Stauffer
Ebert.

Mordan
Emmanuel

Sirdevan
Aigner

fullback

Score by periods
Villanova

Walton

G.

left

:

0—0
7

Gettysburg

Touchdowns

3

7—17

— Stauffer, Decker. Points
— Emmanuel 2 (place kicks).

af-

touchdowns

FRESHMEN
The withdrawal

of the Villanova

Preps from
due to

fields of scholastic sports,

the various
the passing of the prep school itself, meant
more than the loss of so much promising varThe ambitious young warriors
sity material.
from the Preps not only possessed a thorough
knowledge of football but, v:hat was more important, they knew how to play the game according to the Villanova system. In order to
satisfy this need of seasoned material, the Villanova Athletic Association has presented to
the football world the Villanova Freshman
This is an entirely new venture
football team.
on the part of the athletic officials. It is intended that the success of the aggregation shall
be judged by the quality of the material developed for future varsity team.s. At the same
time the business of winning football games
will not be neglected.

selection of Mickey O'Brien as tutor
the yearlings Mas an extremely popular

The
for

'26.

An impressive schedule has been arranged
and is as follows
October 6 West Chester at West Chester.
October 13 National Farm School at home.
October 20 St. Thomas College, at Scran-

—
—
—

ton, Pa.

October

:

Sing-ley

ter

one and, at once, predicted a successful season.
Mickey was a great back on the '21 Varsity
and one of the best drop-kickers Villanova has
boasted of since the days of McGuckin.
The managerial reigns are also in safe and
experienced hands. It seems an impossibility
that the youthful gridiron performers can become disheartened when constantly exposed to
the jovial countenance of Cortland Van Brunt,

27— The

hurst, N. J.

November

3

ZR-1 Naval Base, at Lake-

—^Bellefonte

Academy,

at Belle-

fonte (pending-).

November
Lancaster.

November
Peiniington.

November

—Lancaster High School, at
20 — Pennington High School, at
29 — Muhlenberg Fresh, at Allen10^

town.

Villanova Fresh

Bow

to

West Chester

On

Saturday, October 6th, the Villanova
Freshman, playing their first game for the Blue
and White, lost to West Chester Normal School

by the
The

close score of 7 to 0.
light Freshman team held the heavy
pedagogs' line and plunging backs time after
time for downs, and but for their lack of experience, and fumbling when within scoring
distance, might have carried off the victory.

AVhile

'

defeated,

the yearlings

showed much

promise and Coach O'Brien expressed himself
as satisfied with the pep and fight shown by
the Fresh and predicts with the ironing out of
a few minor defects that show up in every first
game, a winning combination capable of coping with the best teams of their class.
Villanova Fresh Defeat National

Farm

School

first home game, the Villanova
decisively defeated the heavy National Farm School aggregation bA' the score of

Playing their

Freshman
6 to 0.

The Doylestown team exhibited a flashy forAvard pass attack late in the first half after
their attempts to pierce the frosh line were
stopped, but they were never within scoring
distance of the Fi'eshman goal. The playing
of McDonald and Biii'iis for Villanova, at
center and end respectively, and the showing
of Butler at tackle bordered on the sensa-

a
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Captain Krimm and Sclnibor also were
powerful factors in llio victory.

INTP]i{FRATFKNrrY ATlli.KTICS

uncorked a dazzling aerial attack that the visitors were unable to solve.
This resulted in a touchdown, the only score of

proved such a phenomenal success

tional.

The

[lie

yearlino's

afternoon.

Down by Freshmen

ZR-1 Forced

Our strong Freshman team

journeyed

to

Lakewood on October 27 and def;ated the Naval
Air Station team by a score of 7-0, The game
was featured by the consistent gains through the
Airmen's line by Villanova's light but fast
backs.
The Navy line averaged more than
twmty ])ounds to the man and the backfield
even more, tlian the Freshmen, who made up for
their lack of weight by their greater speed.
The Airmen i)ut on the typical Navy line
attack but the Freshmen outplayed and outfought the

sailors,

Navy backs

for losses.

repeatedly

throwing

the

Li the fourth quarter the Freshmen opened
a forward pass attack varied by line
plunges. Finall}- though a forward pass from
Hal ley to Duhamel they made the only score
of the game.

The

Interfraternity

I^.asketball

that, early this fall, the

last

League
winter

members of the fouronce more indulge in

fraternities decided to
the gentle pursuit of athletics.
Encouraged by
members of the faculty, who were quick to
reali'ie the h.enefits which would result bo1h to
the individual participants and to the spirit of
the entire school, the fraternities took up the
work of putting their teams on the field.
Matters were brought to a head when the
fjamda Kappa Delta Fraternity issued a general challenge to the other three members of
the league.
This challenge was at once accepted by the Epsiloii Phi Theta Fraternity,
and both teams began intensive training for
the coming battle.
The Pie Shop w^as alive
:

with "before-the-game" statements and many
wagers were placed by the members of both
fraternities.
What happened, and the results
thereof we have endeavord to portray in the
following columns.

up with

The Freshmen showed to greater advantage
than at any time this season, displaying a
splendid running attack that promises well
for the future and a defense that should be able
to withstand the attacks of their opponents in
tli(> I'est of their games.

Freshmen Bow

to St.

Thomas

College

Saturday, October 20, the Freshmen traveled
to Scranton, Pennsylvania, and were defeated
by the strong St. Thomas College team by the
score of 34-0.

The "Tommies," coached by a former Villanova star. Bill ^Moore, uncorked a perfect passing game, which they displayed to their decided
advantage during the last two periods of the
ii'ame.
The iieavy St. Thomas backs were unable to [)ierce the light Freshnum line with any
consistency.

13utler

and

Powers

broke tiirough the ''Tommies' "
tlieii" backs for great losses.

repeatedly

line,

dropping

Neither team held the slightest advantage at
tiie first (juarter, and although the
"Tommies" registered five times, in the last
three periods of the game, via the air route,
(iiey were at all times hard pressed by the
fighting Freshmen. The Fresh refused to admit
defeat until the last whistle.
the end of

Philosophers Trounce Pre-Meds

The Interfraternity football season opened
with ideal weather conditions on October 23,
1923, w^hen the Epsilon Phi Theta gridiron machine trampled the Lamda Kappa Delta eleven
by the count of 12-0.
The embryo surgeons were the favorites and
took the field confident of Avinning. This confidence was not altogether unfounded as their
lineup included the luimes of several men well
known in interscholastic circles.

The

first

few minutes of the game showed

both teams fighting hard, seemingly about
evenly matched. Then the break came
fumble by one of the Pre-Med backs was
scooped up by Egan, the flashy A. B. end, who
raced forty-five yards for a touchdown. The
attempt at goal after touchdown failed, and
Ihe quarter ended with the Philosophers leading by a 6-0 score.

—

In the second period the classical men opened
up a powerful line-bucking game. The strong
A. B. forwards opeiunl u]) wide holes in the
Pre-Med line through which Kiordan, the Philosophers' plunging captain and quarterback,
raced for long gains. This bucking game put
the ball on the Pre-Med 's own twenty-five yard
line.
Then a neat forward ])ass, Eiordan to
Cessalli, the speedy classical left end, resulted
in the second and last score of the game.
The
half w^as over.
Score: Epsilon Phi Theta, 12;

Lamda Kappa
The

last

Delta,

0.

two periods

of the

game showed

a

:

:
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marked improvement on the part of the PreMeds, who tightened up and held the Philosophers scoreless. McFadden, who was substi-

quarter of the game was marked by unusual
roughness on the part of both teams and sev-

tuted

who

for

Marga<?liano,

for

the

Pre-Meds,

showed himself to be a line-bneker of the hig'hmaking gain after gain through the
Classical line.
He was finally stopped and the
game ended with both teams fighting hard on

est calibre,

the Pre-Meds' thirty-five yard line.

Lineup
Pre-Meds
Bultinam

A. B.

Egan

right end

^

right

'Neil

Gaffney
Cotter

Heneleski
Bartley

tackle

guard

right

Southworth

center

Holland

guard

left

Poplaski

Kalineski

Dalton

tackle

left

Monahan

end
quarterback

Cessalli

left

Riordan
McAnenj'

Rj'^an

Boyle
Margagliano
Rogers

right halfback

Sullivan

halfback

left

O'Donnell

fullback

Substitutions

— Pre-Meds:

Gaffney, Daugherty.

Box,

McFadden,

eral

men were warned bv Referee

Connollv,
shoAved himself to be a most capable of-

ficial.

.;.,'

"v-^^

';/;

of the Interfraternity foot-

Sunday, November 10,
when the highly touted gridiron machine of
the Phi Kappa Pi Fraternity was defeated and
completely outplayed by the fast Epsilon Phi
Theta eleven, by the score of 13-0. The Philosophers had the Greek sign on the mathematicians from the very first \vhistle.
ball season occurred on

came when O'Donnell, the
classy A. B. fullback, scooped up a fumble and
first

score

^an forty yards for a touchdown, in the first
period.
The attempt for goal after touchdown
failed and the quarter ended with the score
standing. Classical, 6; Engineers, 0.

The second quarter
and was about even,
first

down during

failed to produce a score

as neither

the

-'

gineers' thirty yard line. Here the Engineers
were held for downs and they kicked to the
Classical forty-five yard line.
The Philosophers now began marching down the field by
a series of long end runs and off-tackle plays.
They advanced the ball to the Engineers'
twenty-five yard line where they were finally
checked. The third period now ended with
both teams comparatively fresh and deter-

mined.

At the beginning of the last period the Philosophers got off a poor punt which went low,
hit one of the Engineers' players and then
bounded

into the

fullback,

arms of O'Donnell, the A. B.

who ran

the ball five yards before

A

long forward pass, Fitzpat-

being downed.

rick to Ryan, the speedy Classical left end, re-

:

Philosophers Crush Engineers

The

-.y;- ,::>'/

The third quarter opened with a rush. The
Philosophers received and kicked to the En-

touchdown for the Philoso-

sulted in the second

The biggest upset

'::.- -'\

period.

team made a
This second

phers.

Fitzpatrick then kicked a drop kick

from scrimmage and the game ended, the Philosophers winning by the score 13-0. At no
time during the game had the Engineers advanced the ball past the thirty j^ard line of the
Classical team.

Lineup
Phi Kappa Pi

Epsilon Phi Theta

Egan

right

end

O'Neil

right

Gaffney

right guard

Cotter

Holland
Poplaski

Ryan
Riordan

McAneny
Sullivan

O'Donnell

tackle

center
left
left

guard
tackle

end
quarterback
right halfback
left halfback
left

fullback

Whelen
Flynn
Joe Tuya
Barry
Gulo

Magee
Driscoll

Ford

Ward
Hoffmeister

McPoyle
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The Lad and His Wheel
Each night
That

passed before his house,

J

littk?

friend of mine,

When the stars in
And the sweet
Each night

I

heaven held carouse
air

was

like wine.

passed and stopped a while

Beside his whtel that stood

From

going

many

a

sunny mile

Within the dim greenwood.

And

then I'd wonder

Would
To what

how

the years

carry liim away,

straiige lands of joys

And would

they, on

and tears

some day.

Bring him back again and stand
ISo

patient by his door

Wait vainly

for

liis

steady hand

To guide them on once more

?

LIAM

__„_

.MOH.

A

"

"
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A—I've

job now.

^ot

a
B —^How come?
A—I'm professor of patholoo-y at the
B —How can you be a professor; you can't
read nor write.
A—I don't have*
a prof of Pathology

col-

lege.
.

to,

is

tlie prof who shows the folks liow
and out of the college grounds.

to

get in

—

—

1st

Student

— "How

can

I

avoid

falling

hair?"

"What

flv-])aper."

to

make

sir,

coi'ii

on

the

— "Is

Mike HoAve

—

At the other end of the wire "What do
you think this is, the stock yards?"

Mack — "Why,

is

a

that's full of hoi)s.
(Jod
Mick
roo.

— "My

a

in

the

—

winter."

—

Student "I think I have a cold or
something in my head."
2nd Student— "Probablv a cold."

that's a wart."

'phone

Voice over the
there?"

5 o'clock

Levy died and the undertaker Avired
Cohen "Your friend Levy died, can freeze
liiin for $25 or embalm him for $50."
Cohen wired back "Freeze liim from the
knees up for $15; his legs were frost-bitten

1st

have you

ear?"

Mick— "What

"Why is getting up at
morning like a ]:)ig's tail?"
"I don't know.
"Because it is twirl v."

a kite."

—
Guest "AVaiter,
Waiter— "No

Soph

1

last

for?"

"I want

— "Do you use' Williams shaving
cream?"
2nd Soph — "No,
don't room with him
1st

—

2nd Student— "Step aside."

"I want some

—
—

Rastus "Here, Mandy, tell that man to
take his arm from around your waist."
Mandy "Tell him yourself, lie's a perfect stranger to me."

this vear.

Boss (to Riley, who has just lost a hand in
an explosion) " 'Tis a terrible accident ve
had."
Riley "Yes, but it miglit have been worse.
1 might have had me week's pay in me hand."

.

"

kangeroo?"
kangaroo is an animal

— my

(1)

— "Wliat

(2)— "1

the capital of Russia
What is the capital

is

don't know.

of Russia?"

(1)— "Fiftv
Prof

dollars."

— "James,

how many

tunes dul you

talk during this period?"

-James- "Onct."

*^

1

1
'

father

is

a

kanga-

Prof— ".1 oh n,

Avhat shonld he have said?"

John— "Twist."

S
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Fit Better
I
I

1

They are

—Look Better—Are Better because of the

real

Right here

is

^

.:..'-

finer materials and hand work used
because they will last twice as long as a ready-made article
the largest selection for Young Men, at prices to suit the purse and the
'^.:^'\'^^\:'
/'-''''
'^'y-.',-. v;..v :''
personality
-f^r'^X\.

economy,

&

f
j
~
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IN N E
1115 Walnut

Leading College Tailors

Street

f

WILLIAM GROFF. P. D.
Prescriptionist
803

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR,

Prompt Telephone Service

PA.

—Bryn Mawr 166
i

Our Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals and Drugs are of
WHITMAN'S

SAMOSET

LOAVNEY'S

the Highest Standard

APOLLO

MAVIS

i

(
?

(

Subscribe for

The Villanovan
Telephone Bryn

Mawr

758

CHARLES HIRTH

SUPPER

TEA

LUNCHEON

Henry B. Wallace

|

Cigars,

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to diarleis
2?1

W.

and 24 Bryn Mawr Ave.,

Glocker, Jr.

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

Dougherty

Confettlonery, Ice Cream,
Magazines, Stationery

Market

5
|

& Dougherty

VALUE AND SERVICE
704

Novelties

912 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Clothes for the College
1

\

GENERAL STORE

Special

Man

Rates to Villaiiova

PF^TLADELPHIA

Street

StiulentvS
i
i

>^4m»:
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Cable Address

Warehouse and

TOOMEY PHILADELPHIA

ABC

942

ESTABLISHED

Code, 5th Edition

Sidings,

BEACH STREET

187 6

FRANK TOOMEY,

Inc.

Iron and Wood Working Machinery
Steam and Electric Equipment and Supplies
Main

Office. 127-131 N.

Third

PHILADELPHIA

St.

SHEAD'S BAKERY
For Quality In

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE

Wholesale and Retail

BELL PHONE OREGON
:

i

|

9124

Clinton's

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff

Penetrating Bristles

E. Clinton
1204 to 1214 SO.

PA.

&

Co., Inc.
Philadelphia

12TH STREET

i
i

POWERS

&

REYNOLDS
F. P.

Modern Drug Store
827

LANCASTER

AVE.,

BRYN MAWR,

Mawr

921.

We

CO.

MASON

PA.

IMPORTED PERFUMES
CANDY, SODA, GIFTS
Telephone Bryn

CONWAY &

BUILDERS
Deliver

CHESTNUT

»;*i>«

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

HILL, PA.

—
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MEHL & LATTA

William L. Hayden

—Lumber, Coal—
and Building Materials

LOCKSMITHING

Wall Board
Telephone Bryn

Mawr

838 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR,

Rosemont, Pa-

74.

PA.

PHONES—Main
'

Frank W.Prickitt,Ph.G.

APOTHECARY
Prescripticns

and

Sick

Room

Fitzgerald

Quality Food Products
Supplies

a Specialty

Especially For Institutions

206 Cricket Avenue

Telephone

Bryn Mawr, 193

19-76, Lombard 16-92
Ardmore 13-20 M

:

T^^^^

ROSEMONT, PA.
I

r

Established 1885

18 Market Street

1

Ardmore, Pa^

Philadelphia

I

Bell Phone,

Chas.A.Krull

Belmont 4140

Prompt Service

James Fariey
PLUMBING

Wholesale

Hot Water and Steam Heating

5422 Wyalusing Avenue

Tobacco
Cigars

Philadelphia

WM. STALKER

and

Shoemaker

Cigarettes

To Pariicular People

SHOE REPAIRING
55 North Second Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

IN

ALL

ITS

PA.

BRANCHES

You put on your

shose with a feeling of satisfaction after having them repaired by us.
We
use all High-Grade Leather and our workmanEhip is the best.
Ciive

IN DOING SO,

BRYN MAWR,

941 Lancaster Ave.

ITs
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ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1837

Robt.

19 19

f

& Co., Inc.

Shoemaker

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
Paints and Varnishes
j
I

PHILADELPHIA

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Race Streets

!

I
j

i

ge^crik3S.>^;^^^^S^^5

ELECTRICAL
and

M

i

les

Appliances

RADIO

Descriptive Information Cheerfully Sent
•N

Frank H. Stewart Electric Co.
25, 37 and 39 N. Seventh St.
Bell Phone Lombard 7740

^^

^'"OEED'S Standard

of

Tailoring"

applied to
good quality fabrics assures
garments of character, service,

satisfaction.

John Y. Parke Co.
MANUFACTIUiRERS

Priced $30 and upward for
Suits, Top Coats, Overcoats.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT SX

—^JOBBBiRS

Electrical Supplies
81

NORTH SEVENTH STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia

TETE-A-TETE TEA
|

& l'«»O^B>(l-«»(l-^»<)'^M> >«»< )'^»0«
I
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Phone 448 Bryn Mawr

Student Discount

CHESLEY

& McRORY
Valet

DYEING

!

STRINGS
j

Vassallo's Music

Shop

Columbia Grafonolas and Records

Shop

Repairing

Brunswick Phonographs and

827 Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

DRY CLEANING

Phone Bryn Mawr 294

SHEET MUSIC

TAILORS ^^^^^;;

Main Line

V

10%

Records
PRESSING

837 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr

A REAL KEEPSAKE
Throughout the year, the photograph you give

this

Christmas will

stand as a constant reminder of your loving thoughtfulness.

Bussa Studio and Art Shop
332 DeKalb Street
Norristown, Pa.

Roma Cafe^Bryn Mawr
AMERICAN—ITALIAN—FRENCH

CUISINE
IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

IT

Hanquets, Class Dinners, Suppers

IN

Private Dining
8.35

DOING

SO,

Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post
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PETER REILLY PUBLICATIONS
Philadelphia

133 N. 13th Street

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By

J.

Godfrey Rupert

MICHELL'S

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
View of future life as represented by
scientific points."
men like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge. It is popularly
138
treated so as to interest the great majority of readers.
pages, price $1.25.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY
By Rev. Michael W. Shallo, S. J.
of
Philosophy have such
"Scarcely any English books
breadth of view, such clearness of expression, and such
398 pages, $2.25 net.
of
"American
Cr.
8
vo.,
brevity
style.

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis Thompson
Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly
Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out
among all the productions of modern literature as a master"One of the few very great odes." Covpiece in itself.
ventry Patmore.
Siiutiri'
12
m >., 69 pages, 75c. School
Edition, $1.25.

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry C. Schuyler. Ph. D., S. T. L.
Places successfully in a popular and devout manner the
principal truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
By the
author of "The Courage of Christ." "The Charity of Christ,"
etc.
90c.
Book Edition, $1.25.
12 mo., 218 pages.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR
New practical method for learning the

MarketS^
PHILADELPHIA
Everything for Lawn, Farm and
Get a Catalog.
Garden.

By A. Rota

;

Italian language,
revised and enlarged, with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett.
Thorough, reliable and fascinating, with the conversational
portions appended to each chapter. 12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

THE LAWS

JOF

MARRIAGE

MICHELL S

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hara.
Simply explained according to the New Code.
Excellent
for those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics
honestly desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16
mo.,

84

pages,

cloth,

HOUSE

50c.

The Bryn Mawr Trust Co.
BRYN MAWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

FHILIP

A.

WILLIAM

HART,
H.

and Other Valuables Taken On Storage

JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

Vice President

W.

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES,

BERGEN,

Secretary and Treasurer

!

Assistant Trust Officer
|

JESSE H. HALL,

Assistant Treasurer

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Philip Harrison

Michael Taione

Walk-Over Boot Shop

TAILOR

—AND
Gentlemen's Outfitter

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes

826 Lancaster Avenue

HRYN MAWR,

1123 Lancaster Avenue

PA.

l^RYN

M.M.McGARyEY
1141 Lancaster Pike

j

f

MAWR—ROSKMONT

Moore's Pharmacy

1

;

Rosemont, Pa.

Drugs, Stationery, School Supplies,
j

Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,
A

Full Assortment of

Candies

Etc.

LANCASTER AVE.

liRYN

f

MAWR,

PA.

COLUMBIA YARNS
;•!

Subscribe for

The Villanovan

and do

it

now

General Mortgage Financing Corporation
I

i

6 Per Cent. Investment Guarantee

MORTGAGE BANKING
I

j

tS»"«»i>-^().

Ridge and Girard c/lvenues, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Wool Hose 65c— $1.50

Ice

|

Knitted

Wool

CLAY & BROWN

Cream
Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY W. BREYER,

Vests $4.50 to $7

MEN'S WEAR

Pres.

1702 Market

PHILABEIiPHIA, PA.

Seven Fridays in One

1

FRANK FLOYD

phiijAdblphia, pa.

St.

Week

FITZGERALD

J.

i

Men's Women's and

Terminal Market
Children's Outfitter

/y.W;;

::,;

::;:,;'-\

EAST WALL

Wholesale and Retail

:

SEA
FOOD

Dry Goods and Notions
BUTTERICK PATTERNS
SHOES FOR MEN, WIOMEN AND
CHILDREN

IN ALL VARIETIES

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Crab Meat a Specialty

10 Per Cent Discount to Priests and Students

SPECIAL

of Villanova College

The Home

DISCOUNTS

TO

HOTELS,

CLUBS AND INSTITUTIONS

Life Insurance Co. of
INCORPORATED

America

1899

Fifty-Seven Million Dollars Insurance in Force
Located in the Heart of the Insurance District

Writing
i
1

all

kinds of

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance— Liberal policies
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE P- J- CUNNINGHAM, Vice Pres.
Philadelphia
JOHN J. GALLAGHER, Treasurer

WALSH, Preeident
JOSEPH L. DURKIN, Secretary
BASIL

S.

I
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Careful

Handling
an(

Quality

Wil son
Laundry

Beneficial Saving
1200

Fund

CHESTNUT STREET

Resources 27 Million Dollars

255 and 257

15th Street

PHONE SPRUCE

3127

Annum

Per

Oh! Boy!

Accounts Opened and Business Transacted

Did You Ever Try

By Mail

FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT

—Texas Hot Wieners—
Best by Taste

Mutual Saving Bank Owned,

by

S.

Philadelphia

Interest 4 per cent.

A

& Baptiste

Migiistin

Its

Depositors

IN DOING so,

941

LANCASTER AVENUE

MENTION VILLANOVAN
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THE VILLANOVAN
Day by Day
In Every

WeVe

Edson B
Dros

Way

Getting Larger

and Larger

BUTTER
EGGS
CHEESE
POULTRY

"WHY''

PHILIP'S
Lunch Room
1009 Lancaster

Avenue

110-112

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

DOCK STREET

Philadelphia

CHESSMAN'S

ptU)H
CIGAR
ALLEN

233 So. 3rd St.

R.

CHESSMAN'S SONS, Makers

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market and Sixth

MEN'S

Sts.,

Philadelphia

AND YOUNG MEN'S
CLOTHING

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR THE CLERGY
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISKRS
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WABASH

TWINLOCK

Cabinets and Supplies

Limited

.

Loose Leaf Specialists
Oflfiro Supplies
Blanlc Books
Printing
Lithographing
Engraving
^

Money

BARNEY HARRISON

James Hogan Company
'

Better Clothes for Less

Binders and Supplies

i;M:.f:0utfitter|8||::Corner Lancaster and Warner Avenues

607 Chestnut Street

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA

VILLANOVA COLLEGE BREVITIES
AND DANCE
Under Auspices

VILLANOVA COUNCIL,

K.

of

OF C,

No. 2288

Tuesday, November 27, 1923, at 8 o'clock
K. of C. Hall, 38th and Market Streets

TICKETS— 50 CENTS

JEANNETTE'S

i

Bryn Mawr and Wayne

GENTS' FURNISHINGS

SHOES
imYNMAWR,
i

Ten

\\n- (!ent

FLOWER SHOPS
-

;

PA.

GUT FLOWERS
AND PLANTS

WEDDING BOUQUETS AND
FUNERAL DESIGNS

Discount to Colleg'e and

807 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn

Prep Students

Phone, Bryn

VILLANOVA BOYS
EAT

WANKLIN'S CANDY
AND GROW FAT
IN DOINC; so, MIONTIUN VlI.l.ANUVAN

Mawr

570

Mawr
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!
I
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ALFRED LOWRY & BROS.
Wholesale Grocers

i
i

i

j

50-54

(j^^=s5555r;=:===========^s=~s^

North Delaware Avenue
j

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ g^^^^^

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
(

D. A.

WACK

:,::<'
^:^

Bryn Mawr 311

:m^^^^^

Suburban decorating Company

!

PAINTERS, PAPER HANGERS
and INTERIOR DECORATORS

j

ESTIMATES CHEERFULiLY FURNISHED
1033 County Line

BRYN MAWR,

Road

Our

PA.

Advertisers are

Your Friends
MAKE YOUR SPARE MONEY EARN MONEY
WE PAY 3.65% ON SAVINGS FUND ACCOUNTS
OPEN
ACCOUNT WITH THE
AN

Continental-Equitable Title

and Trust Company

Twelfth above Chestnut
I
f
i

[
I
!
i
I
i
!

I
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Have Your Suits Pressed

By the "Old ReGable Tailor''
Agent

Calls at College

Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays

and Saturdays

-ARMOUR'SCleaners and Dyers
115 South Sixtieth
Bell

Street, Philadelphia

Phone Sherwood 2827

COMPLIMENTS

OF A

FRIEND
1

Known For Dependable Value and Kraftsmanship

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry— -Chalices, Ostensorium, Ciborium—School, College, Society Emblems
Platinum Jewelry

made
and

B.

to order. Exclusive designs, Authorized to handle Sacred Vessels, Repairing
Silver Base Chalice is a wonder. Specializing in Class Pins, Rings, Charms

C LOEPERy

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

Eleventh Street (Below Chestnut Street)
lo^I^^*
ESTABLISHED 1895
^-

and Gilding, Our $1.75 Solid Gold 14k Cup
and Seal Ring Engraving

MANUFACTURERS OF ARTISTIC JEWET^RY
BELL PHONE. FILBERT

5876

»(>«l»l>^B<Ma»4l«

IN DOING SO. MEJITTON V^LIiANOYAN

.':'

"<*

MacDonald

Joseph
141

& Campbell

Oloughlin

J.

North Ninth Street
Philadelphia

Diamonds and

Watches
Specialists in

DIAMOND JEWELRY

LEADING SPECIALISTS

Established 1882

Valuations for Estates

in

Overcoats
Suits
Sports Clothes. Hats

Haberdashery
Motoring Apparel

FINE WATOH REPAIRING

1334-1336

CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

DOUGHERTY'S SPORT SHOP
424 South 52nd Street

Phone woodland 8622

BASKETBALL UNIFORMS AND SUPPLIES

Specials

good Navy Blue Sweater $5.00
or a very good pair of Basketball Shoes $3.25

cA very
}

YOU MUST SEE THESE GOODS TO APPRECIATE THEIR VALUE
Special discount to Villanova Students on regular goods. This means from 10
FANCY
VESTS EXCEPTIONAL at $5.50
to 33 1-3%, according to net cost.

WOOL

Villanova College Barber Shop
THE MAIN LINE 'S MOST SANITAR Y
TONSORIAL PARLOR
UNDER NEW MANAGiEMENT
All Kinds of Safety Razor Blades

HOURS:

—

9

Hair Cutting a Specialty
Full Line of T&ilet Articles

LOUIS9 ™^ BARBER
—

A. M. to

7

P.

M.

ENTRANCE

Norristown Herald Printing and Publishing Co., Norristown, Pa.

Opposite Football Field
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Overcoats
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LEADING SPECIALISTS
Haberdashery
Motoring Apparel

W ATOH REPAIRING

1334-1336

II
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1
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Navy
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good
or

very

Blue Sweater $5.00

pair of Basketball Shoes $3.25

YOU MUST SEE THESE GOODS TO APPRECIATE THEIR VALUE
This means from 10
Special discount to Villanova Students on regular goods.
FANCY
VESTS EXCEPTIONAL at $5.50
to 33 1-3%, according to net cost.

WOOL

I

i

Villanova College Barber Shop
THE MAIN LINE 'S MOST SANITAR Y
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i

TONSORIAL PARLOR

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
All Kinds of Safety Razor Blades
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—
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The Form of Protection About WhichThere Is Never Any Doubt
18

a

Life Insurance Policy
Issued by the

American Catholic Union
We

Write Both

Ordinary and Industrial
Insurance at the Most Reasonable Rates

Home

Office

The Parkway at Sixteenth Street

PHILADELPHIA
JOHN

J.

COYLE,

President

DR.

B. J.

MOORE

Medical Director
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JOHN O'KBEFB
Sec'ty-Treas.
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Men's Clothing
and

READY-TO-WEAR
TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Men's Furnishings
Underwear and Hosiery

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED
Athletic Sports

Strawbridge

REQUISITES FOR ALL

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES

&

Clothier

Philadelphia

FOR CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED

Prescriptions and Reliable

Drugs

CALL At

M.

F.

CARMODY'S

DRUG STORE

BROAD AND ELLSWORTH STREETS
PHILADELPHIA
Almost

a

Century of Service

to discriminating purchasers of previous

merchan-

during which time patrons have learned to
accept the imprint of this establishment as a
standard of quality and value.
Experts in precious stones, silverware, watches,
social stationery, china glassware and, many other
rare and unusual articles.
dise,

J.

E.

CALDWELL & CO.

Chestnut Street, below Broad, Philadelphia
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The Triumph
By

INNER was

over and the family had
scattered to the various parts of the
house. Mother was restoriiij>' the

D

dining-room to a semblance of its
former self, and Helen, her bloomingdaughter, was making valiant efforts to have
some small hand in this great task. There was
music in the air and as far as seehig and hearing went, harmonious progress was very much

The men folks had

retired to the
Mr. Kenmore sat in a large easy
living room.
chair smoking a cigar as he scanned the evening paper. At the opposite end of the large
in

evidence.

oak centre table in a rather uncertain posture
There was little
reclined Frank, his only son.
in his present condition to aid one in forming
an idea of his appearance.

The only bright

the glaring light that
fell on his open magazine from the beautifully
decorated desk lamp. There was, however,
eju)ugh to warrant the guess that he was rather
else why the snug ccnntall and well set up
posure in so spacious a chair, and seeming iiupertinence of parts that were loyal supporters.
A casual stir as he flicked the ashes from his
cigarette was the only response to the uneasy
After a more
rustle of his father's paper.
careful scrutiny of an item that seemed to have
feature

was that made by

—

more than passing interest Mr. Kenmore leaned
forward a little, revealing the crimson impress
of silver years, and the silence was suddenly
broken.

"Well, well, what do you think of that for
spunk? Jack Brent luis won aiu)ther case.
That lad is certaiidy determined to go ahead.
I

take

my

hat off to "him.

When

a fellow over-

comes the handicaps he has had to

face,

and

just clings on, he deserves all the credit in the
world. I remember him starting out for law
1 asked him one
the same time as yourself.

day how he was going to maiuige it, and he
me he had secured a j)osition in a lawyer's
office and would attend class in the evening.
That must be pretty hard on a young fellow
and 1 for one admire his perseverance."
This was rather interesting news for more
than one reason. Jack was (|uite a favorite at
To Frank it had a deeper
the Kenmore home.
told

J.

No. 2
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of a

Weakness

M. A.

—

significance
else to bring

it

served better

him

than

anything
he too

to a realization that

must within the short space of three niontlis
face the State Examiners for admission to the

Now

Bar.

his past remissness flooded in

on

him and overwhelmed him with a sense of impotence and remorse. True he had met all tlui
requirements of the university, but this meant
to

little

a

man

of his ability.

Much

as

he

would have preferred it otherwise, he kncAV
only too well solid knowledge and not su]K'rficial glibness were all essential when lie canu'
to face this test.
Besides he could never be
satisfied with just "getting by" though he was
hardly anxious to pay tlie price of being a
leader.

Helen came in to interrupt his rinniiuitions
with a confident: "Just wait a few more
months and Ave '11 see who's who in the courts.

You know
Frank.

Avhere

find

to

a

good

secrc'tarv,

'

"Now, Helen," interposed Mrs. Kemucre
from the dining room, "just give a littU^ more
time to your lessons, and ])('rhaps Frank Avill
consider you."
Silence
reigned,
and the inner regret
burned only Ihe deeper, for Frank reali-ced
that he had to contend with the exjiectation
and trust of those Avho nutans most to him.
"But, Avhy sit and dream why not get
busy? Well, the evening is long. Besides it is
not the best thing in the Avorld to study so soon

—

after

a

hearty

ally

my

nu'al.

clear
depression.

little stroll Avill

Just seven-thirty. A
brain and incident-

my

—

Such were the thoughts that possessed him,
and they felt (piite at home, too, for they were
all on strange ground.
Crushing the life out of the short end of the
third cigarette, Frank unraveled himself, stood
up, and rapidly surveying the shadowy ]H'ecincts moved towards the hall.
He (luickly
donned his hat and coat. As he buttoned it
and adjusted the belt he returned to say:
"I'll be back in an hour or so."
The door took care of itself, and as the gate

not at

clicked

Frank stood \uuleteruuued

avIi

ether he

—

"

"
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should

i>o

ont toward the residential section

Without any argument the hum and glare of
more central portion of the city drew him

the

More distraction in this direction.
Less chance to think.
He walked along for perhaps fifteen minutes
just walked.
Presently' there loomed up in
front of him a rather impressive building. The
two small globes on either side of the wide
double-doored entrance revealed a well-worn
flight of limestone steps.
The brass railings
Avere but the arms of the marble staircase vis
Frank
ible within, extending a welcome to all.
needed no second invitation. In fact being a
member who appreciated the tremendous advantages to be gained from association everything within him stood aside for the time being and let him drift in.
Depositing his hat and coat at the cloak
room he wandered over to the great lounging
room where half a dozen young men of his own
As
age were lolling about in easy chairs.
Frank approached they instinctively turned
and greeted him variously.
"Well, how are things going, Frank?" inquired Jack Harlowe, the dominant character
in the group.
nnresisting.

^

right but they want every one else to
They must crow.
"I think a lot of them should be publicity
agents.
They can certainly work up the anticipation of their neighbors."

be

all

know

or

—

"0

they're just going."
"What's the matter, are you sick?"
"Yes, laid up in bed.
"Have a cigarette?"
The pack vs^as offered and Dick Mallon, about
to light up, extended the courtesy to Frank.
"Sit down, Frank, unless you're going to
.make a speech," said Jack.
Once firmly settled, and one of the crowd,
;

Frank felt right.
"I ran into Brent today, down town.

He

is

getting a lot of publicity these days. Steering
He doesn't
straight to fame and fortune.
show up around here much. He's getting to
be quite a recluse." As Harlowe finished he
puffed away, and as he bent over to reach the
ash tray, the silence induced him to go on.

"When

do you finish, Frank?"
"I am coming up before the State Board

in

September."
"Quite a long way off. I guess you don't
have to worry a whole lot."
"I hear it's pretty stiff. Jack."
"Oh, tra-la-la. When Brent can pass it,
I could pass it
Avhat's the use of argument.
myself. Some people like to make a big thing
out of nothing. They have the happy faculty
of persuading themselves that things are hard.
1 suppose the satisfaction of feeling they have
done something big is the bait. They would

it.

"I guess you are right. Jack, but I suppose
the thought of going before the board makes a
fellow feel a little nervous. You kind of feel
they are more interested in finding out how
little

you know."

"Say, what time

is it?" interrupted Dick, as
he pulled out his watch.
"Ten minutes of eight. Johnson ought to
be here now."
"We're going to take in a shoAV tonight,
Frank. Are you with us?"
"We are going to see the 'Fool,' they say
its pretty good."
"No, I don't think I Avill bother. I don't
feel like going."
"Just as you say. We have the tickets and

you are welcome."
"No, I have some work at home tonight."
Just then Clem Johnson came into the room,
all dressed up.
He had simply removed his
hat, knowing that it was time to leave for tlic
theatre,

"Right on

time,.

Clem.

We

were just

look-

ing for you.

"Mother always

told

me

to be

prompt,"

re-

plied Clem.

"I suppose she combed your hair, too. It
looks very nice."
Harlowe arose as he spoke, and this Avas a
signal to all.
They moved toward the door
Quickly secured
and out into the corridor.
their hats and coats and without more ado
passed out onto the street.

Frank retraced
a longer route.

his steps

homeward, but

He wanted

to think.

took

He

re-

the impression of Harlowe and saAV
a world of meaning in his words.
"Harlowe and the rest are convinced that
I am getting ready for nothing more than n
Brent has worked his head off and
formality.
They can't see that. Tln'.v
just got through.
think I have brains to spare, and therefore J
must simply walk through to glory, without

membered

even trying."

The

realization of

lose everything,
force than ever.

how he must win

broke in on him

out
with great

)!'

'i'

"I can't afford to fall down. I must pass
They are foolishl}^ convinced that it is easy.
and so there is only one thing to do. It's nt w
>t.

or never."

He quickened

his

pace and half regrett(
Moments were gokh

the route he had chosen.

d
n

—

?
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—

now. Six montlis betAveen him and what
Jt must be success.
Arrived home even earlier than was expected
by himself and others^ he went to his room
and arranged things a little, but very little.
He had no time to get in "just one story," beThat light over
fore getting down to business.
It
the bed would not shine for him tonight.
had stolen too many evenings and crammed too
many mornings. A maddening fear was driving him down to work.
With every day, the sense of the approaching ordeal became more vivid, and the fear

fund of fact and principle mounted until the
whole conspectus of law emerger into view.
No longer was it a tangled mass agonizing in
its convolutions and evolutions, a test for the
memory.
The ground had been covered and the day!
of trial was still a week away.
A feeling of
confidence had returned and with it a mental
poise.
There might be some nervousness, but

But there
of a later regret more poignant.
Was a little (compensation. The constant appliSteadily the
cation brought its own reward.

The hour of destiny arrived and passed
along with Frank.

—

—

—

it

special for me to do.
You can imagine my surprise when I opened the door and found nearly
the whole works there, that is the Faculty and
Dad in the middle of them. Right off the bat I

suspected something was up, so, smooth like, I
started to make a fuss over Dad but he just gave
me a nasty look and bellowed at me to stand
just where I was.
There were a couple of vacant chairs but nobody even hinted to me to take
one, so, naturally, I stood, but believe me, Peggy,
1
Dad seemed to
didn't feel very natural.
have a hard job controlling himself and his
hands appeared to be just aching to get hold of
something. Well, to make a long and mean
story short, I got the gate out of college that is,
1 am to spend the rest of the year in the prep,
school, getting a foundation in math, and physics.
I tried to tell Dad that I didn't like engineering.
"Listen to me," he just shouted at
me, "you're going to take engineering here, if
you spend the rest of your life doing it. And
now get out of here before 1 murder you." I
really think be meant it, in fact, I am sure he
did, for, as I hesitated, he started towards me
and 1 started for the door, which I just made.
IIowe\n^r, the matter is not closed by any means,
as r intend to write him a very snappy letter
Dad, like all selfas soon as he gets back liome.
made men, is mighty proud of the job he did
;

last.

impressed.

From K^alph
December 10,
Dear Peggy:
You remember I told you in my last letter
I hustled right
that the V, P. had sent for me.
down to his office as I thought he had something

could not

The week of easy review only served to confirm, what many a tiresome hour had deeply

to

Peggy

with himself and he tliinks he can do the same
with me. I'll show him that's he wrong. On
the way to my room I met Hookie and Eddie.
"What's the matter, Aspirin?" said Eddie.
"You look like Eichmond did when Grant took
it.
Did your 'Sweetie' run away and not say
where ? Believe me, Peggy, Hookie had a hard
job to keep me away from him. However, I
'

'

calmed down and told them what happened.
"Gee," Eddie broke in, "that's too bad, because
it will keep you out of
the Frat."
"That's
right," agreed Hookey, "because we only take
in college men."
Peggy, that was the last
stone that broke the camel's back.

Here I've

been plugging my head off to make good, and
then at the last moment everything goes Hooey.
I pleaded with them for over an hour but they
didn't think anything could be done. At last
Eddie had a bright idea, which I am sure will
work. They're going to have me considered as
a social freshman and while I won't be taken in
with the rest of the candidates they wil have a
special initiation for me alone.
I guess I must
have misunderstood lilddie all along. He told
me that he always wanted to be my friend, but
I could not see it.
He certainly helped me out
this time.
And believe me, Peggy, I'll never
forget what he is going to do for me.
I'll let
you know how I make out as soon as I can.

Devotedly yours.

RALPH

—

V. S.
Don't tell any of the small
that Dad was down.

town crowd
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What

I

Like About cTWyself
By

"I lovo
f

T'm wild

7110,

nlwiit myself.'^

their

^i^^l II K
I

procL-ss by which one becomes conscions of certain psycliological truths,

I

I

|^_^_^^l phychologists tell lis, is complex an(l
Consciousness, they
say,
I^^^^J gradual.
goes on from the very day we are born,
that

thouglit

is,

is

We

continuously going on.

unaware

ourselves are very often

of

J. J. B.

any men-

characters froni

But the
when acconi-

actions.

their

latter, as in the j)re:sent instance,

with true sagacity, may not be without
advantage to others, even though the actions be
my own. ]Mu(?h higher and harder exercises of
I)]ished

judgment and penetration may ])e reasonably
expected from an upper graduate of criticism,
yet
could offer none in a more altruist spirit.
1

tal

development, until some incident or series of

incidents finally force the fact to

our consciousness.

This

dawn upon

true of the sense of

is

This

fact,

may

I

observe,

the whole affair.

A man

fish.

whom

in

is

the

s

iving grace of

have no desire to appear

I

self-i-eeking of

our own personal attainments as well as other

largely developed,

perceptions.

on the other hand, called unselfish

I

found

.

my own

this especially true in

case.

The sense or the awakening to the realization of
any perfection on my part, was brought about
without any self seeking. I am, by inclination
and training, unassuming and diffident, especially in matters personal, and I thank Grod for
However, as we stated above on the authat.
thority of eminent phychologists, the bringing
of things together into

the object of a single

judgment is essential to all thinking. The sense
of our own personal identity is exactly like any
The conclusions I have been
ether perception.
forced

to arrive at ar^^

on the same basis as

grounded, therefore, np-

all

right thinking.

From

whom 1 came in confrom their unmistakable recognition of

the attitude of those with
tact,

certain qualities in me,

on

me

to

it

gradually dawned up-

ask myself what

made me

likeable in

So I began to notice and
words and actions, and was com-

the eyes of others.

analyze

my

pelled, in spite of a natural

knowledge

to myself, that

1

reluctance, to

ac-

must and ought

to

like myself.

Now,

wJK^tlier, as in the

is

any

He

said to be selfish.

consideration for the

if

is
is,

he shows

other

of

interests

sel-

sort

self's

than his own.

Of
in

ticed in

my

my

accomplishments that

associates,

own

country.

been

lias

But no one

somewdiat at home.
his

unanimous opinion

course, this tolerably

regard to

It is a

cumstances and mental

is

no-

T

discredited
a prophet in

strange irony of

endowments,

cii'-

that

1

should be proficient in practically every otiur

branch of knowledge but that by which my
father was enabled to give me the education and
training

1

For that part of it, 1 am
would certainly have been a most

possess.

thankful. But

it

disastrous misfortune to have lest the advantage

by following a profession foi'
which I positively have no inclination. Of
course, father is wrong to persist in his obstinacy
to my judgment.
To say the truth, I have noticed that my judgment is never mistaken in

of great talents

So tliorough
have others come to realize tiiis that tliey have
ceased to argue with me. Win ther tlie question
either trivijd or abstruse matters.
ly

has reference to the best make of automobile,
conjectures here pro-

some of five most excellent faculties or'
my mind might not be employed in more astute
matters, surely they could not be guided by a
more cluiritable and benevolent purpose. To be
able to foretell the ac^tions of men, in any cirown, requires
cumstance, from their character,
greater [);nef ration than merely to judge of
])osed,

I

the "serve" in tennis, putting finish

any of
can get no one

the "iron shot," or

of the day,

with me.

ment.

T

There seems

This attitude on

tiie

argue the mattee
no room for argu

part of

otliers,

ever, has a great deal of objection from
like to

skill in

to

to be
th(»

and

varied problem;

how

ni'e.

argue for the sake of argument, and

1
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shoulij think that others

the mental exercise

Amongst other
There

people.

is

would for the sake

tilings,

a

1

like the

a decided advantage.

way

1

meet

certain distinction in

hearing, a certain dignity of

mind

that gives

No matter how

difficult the circumstances, the

my

of

it affords.

my
me

trying or

preservation of

mental and physical equilibrium renders

me

master of the situation. This poise, in my case,
in one less gifted would without this saving
I
grace be taken for plain vulgar "nerve."
try to make even those superior to me in their
social position

feel perfectly

at their ease.

I

have been unable to accomplisli this, however, in
most instances. Although I like the attitude
girls take in considering me too good for them,
it

me
men

gives

choose

a great deal of concern to see
of inferior ability.

I feel

they should deprive themselves of
ionship.
erings.

The same holds true

them

sorry that

my

compan-

in all social gath-

In the parlor and in the dining hall

others feel so keenly

my

superior attainments in

conversation and etiquette, that I

am very

often

forced to the unpleasant situation of solitary

entertainment.

It is

wrong, as

every

sober-

minded and unbiased person will see, to be so
guided by a false and mistaken pride as to
avoid the company of superior minds, especially
since the improvement of the inferior naturally
results.

run down the gamut of reasons for

So, as I

which

I

I find

myself, against

me with

noticed others regarded

my

will,

favor,

forced to the un-

pleasant situation of liking myself and cultivat-

ing those qualities for the improvement of my-

and others. It is a great burden to me, howand would be irreconcilably contradictory
to my character, if I were altogether insensibh,'
of the great mistake some make in depriving
self

ever,

themselves of

my

companionship.

source of a great many,
comings.
this

I

may

if

not

Pride

is tlie

of our short-

all,

not hope for the realization of
my lifetime. I may even

mistake during

expect that future generations, (who would

prove
about
least

me if they knew me) to
me when I am dead and

mj)-

know^ nothing

gone, but I at
have the supreme satisfaction of knowing

a good thing

when

I see it.

;

;

.

^

'
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Flashlights and
;.,,,.

A

By

THE midnight hour approached, a
contagion of expectancy produced a
lull and then a hush in the vast throng

S

Mardi Gras revellers vi^ho crowded
the ball room of the old French Opera
House. Rosemary Legendre was the Queen of
the Carnival, No one doubted that. But the
identity of Rex was still a question of conjecture.
A free exchange of opinion on the subject had waxed into heated discussion at in-

^SBS

of

tervals during the evening.
Among groups of
designing mothers of debutante daughters, the
oxcitement, like the mercurial column on a
July day in New Orleans, had reached a maxifixed point.
Restless observers in the spacious galleries
paused here and there, arrested by fragments
of over-zealous opinion.
"It cannot be Dr. Matthieu. He would expose his very life to danger should he attempt
such a f oolhardly act,
expostulated one eager
spectator.

mum

'

'

"It would be a risk," agreed the gentleman
"If she construed the affair into
know one rascal on her trail that

at her side.
an insult, I

would try
to

to better his fortune.

'

"But Dr. Matthieu would not be supposed
know that Miss Legendre is Queen."
The low musical voice of the last speaker was

heard several tiers above where Rosemary's
stately aunt from Canada had seated herself
for an instant to view to better advantage her
courted and wilful namesake.

Rosemary Stafford had come from Canada
just
two months before at the
tion of the niece she had never met.

invita-

"Your

and my mother, is dead," she wrote.
father is a lawyer and I might add that
he has been a very good guardian. I don't
know him. He doesn't know me. I am sure
of only one thing about myself
I am the unsister,

"My

—

happy meeting-ground of conflicting ideals.
If I had had a mother I might have become a
regulated debutante like all the others. Maybe it is not too late.' Please come."
At Rosemary's request her father added a
legally couched invitation
entreaty. Judge Legendre

to

his

daughter's

was first a lawyer
Gentle
and second, a husband and father.
Mrs. Legendre 's untimely death when her baby
girl was not quite three, was hastened, it was
whispered, by the cold neglect of the rising
young lawyer of Shreveport to whom she had

S.

M.

Shadows

F.. ..,::.,,;,.,;.,:..;,,

^:-;

given her love and herself in exchange for
well-furnished but loveless home.

a

Warm-hearted Miss Stafford was troubled by
the strange appeal of her niece.
She was no
longer needed in her brother's home, where
years of devoted self-surrender had endeared
her to an invalid wife and prattling children,
now become strong and handsome lads and

But Rosemary had known no mother
and was a stranger to her father.
The sad
plight of the motherless one was a duty signal
for Miss Stafford. She lamented that she had
never sought to know her dead sister's child.
"No news is good news," has always been a
popular belief. Illness had prevented attendance at the death bed of her sister, after whicli
all communication with her brother-in-law had
gradually ceased. The last letter, dated fifteeji
years back, stated that Rosemary would soon
be six. And now Rosemary would soon be
twenty-one. Rosemary would soon make her
debut in far-away New Orleans. Rosemary
would have a borrowed chaperon unless her
aunt would sacrifice old ties for new duties.
Her decision brooked no delay in its execution.
That same evening Miss Stafford announced
to her brother and his family that she had
lasses.

fixed her departure for the following week.
Ten days later Miss Stafford presided for the
first time at luncheon in the country home of

The judge, who had promised to spend the week-end at Hammond, sent
regrets of the "urgent business" type, so Rosemary and her aunt were alone.
must become acquainted as soon as
possible," ventured Rosemary, "so I'll save
you all the trouble of solving an enigma by
giving you the answer as I have worked it

Judge Legendre.

"We

out."

Glancing at her mother's portrait, she continued, "The first thing I always see there are
the eyes.
mother's heart comes to me
through those two windows. My heart is mad(>
for love just as mother's must have been, but
I have my father's will so my heart is an unruled tyrant. Its dictates of love and hatred
are not subject to reason."
These words of Rosemary were vividly recalled as Miss Stafford leaned forward to cateli
every word uttered by the gossiping onlookers.
"Miss Legendre simply loathes Dr. Matthieu," continued another lady of the group.
"She would consider his being the King as a

My

—

"

'

'
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You

see, she would have to
Since she has refused to re-

personal insult.
inarch with him.

new her acquaintance—"
"Well, did she know him before? This is
The interruption
first season in society."
came from an anxious-looking matron who
rarely turned her gaze from the opposite balcony where her daughter, for whom she had
calls,
was at ten minutes of
predicted many
twelve, still waiting for the first.
"Know each other!" came the rejoinder.
Why, he played house with her and she played
Jiorse and ball with him when they were still

her

'

'

'

'

babies.

The low, musical voice was again inter"I knew both families in Shreveport.
When Mr. Legendre was a young man on his
way to judicial position, he sacrificed everything to ambition. He had great wealth from
posed:

his

—

father

— the

richest

plantations in Louis-

To win favor he had to be democratic in
some Avay so he sent Rosemary to the public
That was all right for boys but a bad
school.

iana.

thing for girls, even in Shreveport."
"Hm. Did Matthieu wound the pride of
Miss Rosemary in spelling or ciphering?" came
listlessly from an insignificant young man.
"In neither," was the ready answer. "It
was worse than that. The 'co-ed' system made
them members of the same Literary Association.
Rosemary was treasurer. Ralph was a
stickler on parliamentary law.
An objection
which he offered, which might have meant a
dozen things, meant to her a question of probity.
She never spoke to him after that meet-

to him.
Rosemary has spent her vacations
there ever since.
They keep the Hammond
house open all 3'ear. Since Mr. Legendre 's
business brought him to New Orleans three
years ago, he runs up to Hammond for weekends during the hunting season. The housekeeper took care of Rosemary as long as she
needed care. As for social position, she might
just as well have been the housekeeper's daughter during the past twenty years.
This is her

—

chance to be a Legendre."
in the group knew the family
tree of every "first" family in Louisiana.
"She's a real Legendre," he said, "and she will
make up for time lost by intensity.
That
family is a compound of many elements with
two predominating the deep passion of the
Spaniard and the vivacity of the French. The
dash of the American is a sort of water of
crystallization which is absorbed in one generation only to be effloresced in the next. Miss
Rosemary has it.
The conversation came to an abrupt close as
first

The gentleman

—

the strains of a stirring march poured forth
in that gay assembly.
The mellow shades of
pastel light, the brilliance of mj^riad rubies, the
fragrance of costly flowers, the soft swish of
ladies' silks and the clang of old-fashioned
armor, the grotesqueness of the clown, the
solemnity of the hooded monk, the majesty of
the king, the homage of courtiers, the vacuity
came like a living breath from the
of the fool
very soul of the orchestra.

—

Miss Stafford shuddered. She listened and
she looked and saw tinsel.
heard discord
"What does it mean?" she asked herself for
the hundredth time. Ever.ybody was expecting something to liappen. Every eye was
turned on Rosemary. "Is she a stranger only
to her own?" questioned her puzzled aunt.
Why this fever of excitement ? Why ? Why ?
As the tocain of old aroused the innocent slumberers of a threatened village to a sense of impending danger, so a sudden majestic pause
in the fantastic orchestral rhythm pierced her
It was the signal to unmask
soul with fear.
l)efore the grand march into the somber gloom
;

nig.

Encouraged by the attention of her

listeners,

speaker continued reminiscently, "That
was seven years back. Rosemary was fourteen and in second year high.
Ralph was in
his last year.
The following September he
the

'

'

'

went to Northwestern for his pre-med and medical courses.
Rosemary finished high school
and L, S. U., for the sake of her father's politics, remember.
She had to qualify for her
debut by a college graduation. That was her
daddy's dictum."
"By which dictum she has lost three precious
years of social life," sighed a butterfly-like
creature in pink.
"And she is no whit the
better able to enjoy her first season out.
debutante at twenty-one
Why, she 's almost
a spinster.
But I'm curious. Did Miss Legendre and Dr. Mattliieu meet in those seven
years ?
"Not once," answered the Shreveport autliority on the Legendre family history.
The
judge's father died about that time and left
the old Legendre country home near Hammond

A

!

'

of

Ash Wednesday.

In that instant the masks of man}- maskers
were doft'ed as one, to reveal coquetry and

sham, beauty and gallantry,

men and women,

of the most un-American of American cities,
delicate silken scarf that onh' half concealed
the handsome face and flashing eyes of Rosemary Legendre was deftly removed by her
maid of honor. The rose blush in her cheek,
the violet in her eyes, the black night in her
hair, the symmetry in her face and form

A

"

'
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during the entire carnival season a perennial
feast to the beauty worshippers of New Or;
Onleans, on this occasion were heeded not.
lookers saw, not Rosemary Legendre, but

what

Rosemary Legendre did.
The unexpected happened.

Society gasped.
Rex, without the perfect disguise of a heavy
black mask and royal trappings was Ralph
Matthieu himself. He had dared. Men said
he would not. He had won. Men said he
could not. The pride of a Legendre had yielded to the persistence of an invincible Matthieu.
series of repulses, increasing geometrically
in open manifestations first of hatred and then
of actual abhorrence had been a spure to his
love and a whip to his determination. "A girl
who knows how to hate well, will also know
how to love well when her mind changes."

A

;

Thus he had reasoned in his first days at
Northwestern when letter after letter was returned unopened. The very futility of his efforts to assure Rosemary that his speech was
only a boyish inadvertence, quickened his resolve to make her one day listen to him. Her
image was in his mind and as he fancied that
image to grow in grace and beauty and
strength as years passed on, so love increased
in a heart that was closed to all save her who
at this instant stood beside him, listening to
his ardent apology, so often rehearsed in an-

supreme moment.
Rosemary shuddered as she accepted Ralph
Matthieu 's proffered arm. Her eyes shunned
his.
Could he have read their violet depths
he might have wondered if the death of hate's
first conflict would bring forth the poison of
revenge. Another convulsive shudder, inditicipation of this

cative of stern resolve, agitated her strong
frame. Then with a calm smile, she looked
forgiveness into the eager eyes of the man who
loved her.
The march began. Rex and his Queen lead
the procession, an objective epitome of the
They came from
world's history of dress.
every age and every rank, from prince to rusThe same
tic and from dairymaid to queen.
people had seen the same kind of a procession
on similar occasions year after year, but not
with the same tension. And now as Dr. Ralph
Matthieu and Miss Rosemary Legendre led the
grand march with every mark of mutual
friendship. New Orleans society relaxed its
taut nerves and resigned itself to forego a
month of anticipated gossip on the Mardi Gras

scandal.

The march was over. As Miss Legendre
passed to the dressing room a card was placed
The message was a brief one:
in her hand.

"I know your purpose. You will find me at
the Royal Street Entrance." Engraved on
the reverse side was the name "Victor Milland."

Rosemary bade hurried adieux to her maids
Without delay she joined her aunt
and her father who had come to escort them.
"Father," began Rosemary, "I have an engagement with Mr. Milland. He is waiting for

of honor.

me

at the

Her

Royal Street Entrance."
remonstrated, "This Mr.

father

Mil-

land—"
"Father, I must keep the engagement. He
has a message for me; it will take but a moment," interrupted his daughter. "Let us not
keep him waiting," she continued as she lead
the way.
"At the service of your gracious majesty, my
queen." With a gallant bow Victor Milland
offered his arm to Miss Legendre as she approached him. "The Queen of the carnival
should be an absolute ruler," he whispered.
"Life and death should be in her hands."
A look of mingled triumph and revenge shot
over the composed countenance of his listener.

"Your slightest wish is my command,"
urged the suave voice of her mentor.
Rosemary spoke " I loathe him. He knows
it.
Everybody knows it. Yet he forced himHe compelled me to
self into my presence.
:

— —

notice him or fail in in
"Self-respect," supplemented Milland. "It
advantage. During the entire
Avas an unfair advantage,

acknowledge his acwas an unfair adNo gentleman would have done it.
vantage
No gentleman would let the insult go unavenged."
Ralph Matthieu was the nephew and heir of
a wealthy planter. Victor Milland was a more
Matthieu
distant relative of the same planter.
stood between him and the inheritance. Rosemary did not know this. She was silent.
Milland renewed the attack, "Rosemary,
season you
quaintance.

refused
1

to

repeat,

it

—

I

love you. I will risk my life to execute your
Mardi Gras is the fittest time to balwish.
ance an account of honor. Never is human
blood so cheap. While hatred for him abides
in your heart your love for me, or for aii.y
He is tho
other, must be a stunted growth.
destroyer of your happiness. It is said that a
'

Legendre never breaks a resolution.
"Nor shall I." Calmly Rosemary unfolded
the fatal plan which had flashed through her
tortured but fertile mind as she led the march
with Ralph Matthieu. "Dr. Matthieu came
from Shreveport not long ago. He does nol

know

til

is

city.

You

recall

my

great-grand-

—

'
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father's house, near St. Roeh's cemetery? Yes,
It is haunted, they say.
No one
I thought so.
ever goes by there at night. It is a lonely
Curiosity has led me there often but I
spot.
have never met a ghost. I did find, though,
In it
a secret closet in the old wainscoting.

—

human bones. Remember, no one
ever goes there now, but at four o'clock this
morning our cook's only son will be there
dying. He will need a physician. You undermessage on my card, destand? Good.
livered by a darky, will bring him there. You
must disguise as chauffeur to fetch him in my
shall place a
He knows my car.
car.
Direct him there.
light in the second story.
Follow him. Shoot as he crosses the threshold.
I shall wait for you at the garage door at two.
We can leave by the rear gate. No one will

were bones

A

—

We

hear."

A

few minutes later Rosemary was in her
whirling through Canal
father's machine,
drizzling
street on her homeward journey.
The temporary stands where
rain had set in.
thousands had greeted her the morning before were empty.
The carnival colors, purple,
green and gold, hanging in bedraggled limpness, served only to disfigure the places which
they had adorned in the brilliant sunshine of
the previous day.
commentary on
short-lived triumph," thought she.

A

"A

my

The craven-hearted abettor of Rosemary's
diabolical scheme arranged the details of the
nefarious plot, but in a way suited to his cringing nature.
"No finger of suspicion must ever
rest on me.
It were better to share my meagre
purse than run a risk."
As if to escape detection even from themselves, the plotters were beforehand in their
appointment. At ten minutes of the time fixed
they were on their way by an unfrequented
street.
The protectors of the city's peace
after an arduous day, dispensed themselves
from further disturbance by a discreet disappearance. Thus it was possible to reach the
deserted house a half hour before the time
arranged.

Rosemary's undaunted resolution stayed her
courage and that of her companion as they
entered the rambling old mansion. The outer
door stood slightly ajar. The hinges creaked
as it was pushed back.
Milland trembled violently.
"Only a creaking door. You'll need
more courage than you are displaying now before the night is over," said the fearless young
woman. "There is nothing here but empty
rooms and a few secret closets containing dead
inen's bones.
Here's my card with the message.
Don't lose a minute. I'll place a light

here in this hall and another near the window
just above on the second floor.
The darky
who delivers the note must lead the way. Wait
until he reaches this spot, at the foot of the
stairs.
I shall stay in this room ^to the left.
The recess is in there. It will be open. Everything should be over in two minutes. Now, go

—

quickly.

'

Millerand hesitated. "You will be left
alone," he began.
"Don't waste time in telling me what I
know," exclaimed Rosemary impatiently.
"The loneliness in my heart is greater than the
loneliness in this house.
I am not afraid.
Go
quickly. A lifeless thigh bone could be a very
good friend in time of danger. I fear nothing except delay."
As they stepped toward the open door, Milland appeared agitated. "You won't venture
near this door? You'll stay in the room to Ihe

over?"
"Hurry, hurry," she answered him firmly,
closing the door after him.
For an instant she

left till all is

stood

still,

listening

to

his

retreating

steps.

Then she heard the machine drive rapidly
away. She placed her hand over her heart.
"To hate him as I should and as he deserves,"
she thought, "I have sacrificed every sentiment of love that ever throbbed here. There
in
is not left even a ghost of what once was
our happy childhood. There may be a ghost
or two of my ancestors wandering through

—

these deserted rooms.

This house

is less

lone-

ly than I."

Quickly she then drew from her handbag a
small searchlight, candles, matches, and a can
The three massive hinges
of lubricating oil.
of the outer door were saturated with oil until
the creaking sound was barely distinguishable.
The candles were lighted and placed. Then
Rosemary opened the recess in the room to the
left and remained there to await the final scene.
Her clear, logical mind directed her how to
spend her time. "Attention to the emotion
Attention to the cause of the emotion
kills it.
My psychology proves useful,"
intensifies it.
she thought as she rehearsed in mind her early
acquaintance with the man she meant to murEvery incident was recalled, every
der.
slightest affront magnified into a crime against
her, a lineal descendant of ten generations of
Legendres all of whom had ever stood for the
honor of their name. After a brief interval
her listening ear caught the sound of an approaching machine. For the last time she
haled Ralph Matthieu before the bar of her
own mind and judged him guilty of death.
The door opened. Dr. Matthieu stepped into

—

'
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the large gloomy hall. The flickering candle
dimly outlined his splendid figure. Rosemary stood expectant, breathless, in the dark
recess of a shuttered bow window at the
farther side of the room.
The doctor spoke, "This seems to be a deserted house. Where is the patient?"
"Up dem stairs, sah, on de secon' flooh,"
directed his guide.
Before Dr. Matthieu had taken three steps
in the direction of the stair case the opening
of the huge door caused him to turn quickly.
His flashlight revealed two masked men with
levelled revolvers.
Quick as thought he hurled
the flashlight into the masked face of one of
them. As the man staggered and fell, Dr.
Matthieu overturned the candle flickering on
the second stair step and dashed into the room
Every window was tightly shutto the left.
Turning to retrace his steps to the hall
tered.
door the assassin's flashlight revealed his
weapon aimed directly at his victim's heart.

"Did God sacrifice His honoi'
won't? Did He do it for me? "Will
Contrition flooded her
I let Him do it?"
heart.
Resolution followed, "Never! Never
Her look sped like
will I torture Him anew."
lightning to the doorway. Milland had failed
her.
She saw the masked man, a hired assasHer heavy black mantle
sin ready to shoot.
dropped. An apparition in white flowing silk
stood before the doomed man. The revolver
dropped to the floor before its report had died
away. "The Legendre Ghost," gasped the terrified villain as he fled.
Dr. Matthieu dressed the wounded arm of
Rosemary Legendre and then watched for the
whelmed
because

light

—

'

first

a perfect cross of majestic size.
Rosemary heard the words.

She saw the
That sacred symbol flashed before her
haughty spirit the image of an outraged God
dying to save a guilty world. Remorse overcross.

cAt Gloam
When birds are calling,
And shadows falling,
appalling

Can dark the heart;
Like stars uprising.
Bright and surprising.
So love, devising.
Bids night depart.
And friendship's dawning,
golden awning.
Without fell fawning.
Rules fair apart;

A

The old friends dearer.
The new friends nearer.
Reflect, and mirror.
Love's perfect

art.

—Liam Mor.

3^

returning

Then her

consciousness.

lips

moved.

—

!

No gloom

of

—

He

An
lis-

tened eagerly: "Christ died for me to prove
His love, I must die for Ralph to atone for
my own crime, I cannot let God suffer so
I didn't
for me. My hate was wounded love.
know. The wound is gone. The love remains.
The society notes of the Friday TimesPicayune furnished a startling bit of gossip
for the scandal mongers. One item stated that
Victor Milland had been suddenly called to
California for an indefinite period of time. The
other announced the engagement of Miss Rosemary Lenegdre, the Queen of the Carnival, to
Dr. Ralph Matthieu, their erstwhile King.

'

'

signs

hour passed.

Trapped God have mercy on my soul.
The words were uttered in a clear firm voice as
Ralph Matthieu extended his arms in surrenHis shadoM^ on the opposite wall formed
der.
'

her.

I

H
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Rev. T. C. Middleton, D.

D., O. S.

A.

President Villanova College, 1876-1881

Very Rev. Thomas Cooke Middleton, 0. S. A., D. D., one of the oldest,
and best known members of the Order of Saint Augustine in this country, died Monday, November 17, 1923, after a short illness, at Villanova, where
he had been stationed for the last fifty-eight years. For many years previous
to his death he occupied the office of librarian and archivist.
Father Middleton was born March 30, 1842, at Chestnut Hill, Penna. His parents were members of the Society of Friends and of old Pennsylvania stock. When twelve
years old, together with his parents and five sisters, he was received into the
Catholic church. He received his early education in private schools and at
Villanova College, which he entered in 1854. Four years later he went to
Italy and at Tolentine received the habit of the Order as a Novice. He completed his studies in Rome and was ordained a priest there on September 24,
1864; returning the following year to the United States he was located at
Villanova, where he remained until his death, occupying at various times the
most responsible offices in the community. In 1874 he was made Prior of the
Monastery. In 1876 he was appointed president of Villanova College, succeeding Father Galberry, who had been appointed Bishop of Hartford. In
1881 he was named Regent of Studies, an office he continued to hold for many
years. For thirty-six years he served as Associate Provincial and Secretary
priests

of the Province.

He was

the

first

president of the American Catholic Historical Society,

acting in that capacity from 1884 to 1890.

member and

He

likewise served for a

number

chairman of the Committee on Historical Research.
He was the author of several books, as well as of numerous pamphlets
on historical questions. He was a frequent contributor to Catholic magazines
and was a recognized authority on American war. His life as a priest and
As a writer
religious wa'k characterized by a great simplicity and regularity.
and scholar he was well known for his patient research, devotion to detail,
restraint of style and severe exactness.
Dr. Middleton was a familiar figure to several generations of Villanova
boys, to whom he had endeared himself because of his kindly sympathy and
genial ways. He seemed so much a part of Villanova that many will find it
The picturesqueness of
difficult to visualize the college without his presence.
of years as a

as

his personality in the eyes of the students

was traceable largely

to his stiff

military bearing, the ever red bandana handkerchief, his alert vision coupled

with his insatiable curiosity and interest in
in pace.

all

campus

activities.

Requiescat
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WHO'S WHO"

William

J.

c^t Villanov^

O'Donnell

^^^ HE staff of THE VILLANOVAN feel that it is beyond their power
of expression to do real justice in portraying the character of
T^
*
William J. O'Donnell, President of the Senior Class and Manager
of Varsity football.
Bill is a native of the anthracite regions of Northeastern
Pennsylvania, his immediate residence being Girardville, Pa. Well may
his fellow townsmen be proud of him. In his very first year at Villanova
Bill made a name for himself as being a born leader and a regular fellow.
In his junior year, Bill was elected president of the class of 1924,
and carried out his duties in such an efficient manner that at the first meeting of the class as seniors, he was unanimously elected to continue his
duties as Senior Class President.
Only the members of the varsity squad themselves can really appreciate the unselfish efforts which Bill put forth daily in the capacity
of football manager. Attending to every detail himself, he accomplished
single-handed the work which would ordinarily keep a manager and two
assistants on their toes. The Athletic Association need suffer no qualms
of conscience when they present Bill with his coveted "V."
Bill is a member of the Knights of Columbus and the Epsilon Phi
Theta. As President of the Senior Class, he is an active member of the
Belle Air Ball Committee.
As a true friend and all 'round good fellow Bill is in a class by
along with his host of other friends wish
himself.
him all the success in the world good luck. Bill.
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Editorials
HE

and

whether they b;^ athletic, scholastic or political.
While it is true tluit fraternities have always
existed, it is only in the past few years that they
have exerted such a tremendous influence in the,
affairs of the college itself.
This would lead
us to suspect that it is really the weakening of

ternity implying brotherly love and devotion is
the strongest tie tliat can bind two men together. It implies that one will si)ai"e no effort
nor neglect to mtdve any sacriflce fhat will further the interests of the other.
What could be
stronger tlian the spirit th;it exists in an organization of this character?
It is only r;ason,\ble
to deduce that this kind of spii'it will of its very
nature he more intense than that whicli results
From tlie disjointed assocdation of the campus.
If college spirit hns weakened, the fraternity
is the "old guard" upon whicli ;iny attem{)t at
the restoration of college s]nrit must be

college spirit that is i-esponsihle for the rapid

founded.

T"

(lue.stion

of fraternities

their

inHuence on college spirit is perhaps
problem affecttlie most engrossing
ing collegiate life today. It is a fact
that in the majority of our college:^

and universities the fraternity is the controlling
and directing factor in all college activities,

growth of fraternity spirit and iu)t vice versa as
sonu' people would luive us believe.
That fraternity spii'it is naturally more intense than college spii'it follows from a mere
analysis of the woi'd fr.itei-nitv.
The term fra-

Villanova, too, has her fralernitic
tions consisting of

men banded

s,

org;iniza-

tog(>tber

be-

cause of mutual sympathies and affiliated because of closeness of tliought and emleavor. At
the present time the feeling and si)irit existing
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in these fraternities is very great.
In its intensity it seems to outdo even the spirit of the college itself.
There are those among ns who have

already demanded that these organizations be
dissolved now, before, perhaps, it is too late.
Citing examples of the past, they would curtail the activities of the fraternities, and sitting
down idly would wait for some supernatural
force to present itself and instill into Villanova
College the spirit, which wiser heads can foresee,
will result as a super-product from the same
process that is now building fraternity spirit.
Therefore, let us not be alarm'ed at the process of evolution in college spirit which is going
on now before our eyes. Let us direct our gaze
away from the "ugly duckling" before us and
looking into the future foresee the beauty of the
spirit of Villanova in its full development.
T. R. S., '24.

T

HERE

can be no doubt that football
most enveloping extra-curriculum activity of present day college
life.
It is therefore only fitting that
the past season with its results, its lessons and its disappointments should be given
prominence in these columns.
It has been the policy of THE VILLANOVAN, as the reflector of the concensus of
student opinion, to advocate the engagement
of Alumni as coaches of Varsity teams, parThis fall saw the
ticularly the football team.
is

the

full realization of that policy

and coincidently

of the most disastrous seasons in the
history of the school. Respite this drastic outcome, we stand firmly by our belief in the effi-

saw one

cacy of the Alumni coach and we do maintain
that the failure of the team was coincident
with, and not the result of, the establishment
of the Alumni staff.
Let us, while infringing as little as possible
upon the realm of the Sporting Editor, review
the salient features of the past season.
At the beginning of the season there was an
abundance of material, both veteran and freshman. Bear in mind, however, that the veteran
material was trained in the system of a different coach, while the new material represented the products of a miscellany of systems.
Thus, Head Coach McGeehan faced primarily
the task of welding a capable playing unit out
of a group of men only one of whom had
played under him previously. He seemed, to
comp.etent observers, to be on a fair way towards accomplishing this task when a succession of events, which the sporting w^orld calls
"bad breaks," upset his well laid plans.
So heavy was the toll of injuries and sick-

ness that, from an aggregation of veteran
backfield men, our coach was never able to
place an ideal combination on the field. In
almost nine-tenths of the playing time the team

by men playing

was

directed, in action,

first

year of college football.

their

Then the fatal cancellation of the first scheduled game sent the team against one of the
strongest and heaviest machines in the opening game. The result of the game demonstrated the folly of facing such a powerful
team so early in the season. The events of the
Dickinson game are too well known to seek
repetition here. What occurred at Carlisle
would have broken the moral of any team and
to Villanova fighting to find itself, it proved
demoralizing. The task of facing the two
service teams was asking too much of the battered and crippled varsity eleven. The only
home game demonstrated that, given the men,
Hughey could build a versatile and consistent
attack and a firm unyielding defense, even
against dismaying odds. But the baffled foe
secured their vengeance by striking out the
drive wheel of that attack and the mainstays
of the heroic defense. The last clinging hopes
were swept along in the general rout that followed.
Lest our motive be misunderstood, the above
is written in the defense of our plea for Alumni
coaches; not in vindication of the coaches of
this year's team.
Hughey McGeehan needs no vindication. His
superlative ability and his remarkable record
are too well known. Even in the only season
of defeat he has ever known, he may stand secure in the consciousness of having given his
best and may rest assured of the confidence
Unsurand approval of the student body.
mountable difficulties and perverse fates
robbed him of a fair chance to demonstrate
that remarkable genius which made him the
peer of all prep school coaches. Shall he be
given that fair chance? The campus answers

"YES."
—J. W.

P.,

'26.

THE VILLANOVA ORCHESTRA
That
Villanova, at last, has an orchestra.
nonentical, shadowy, half-mythical organization, whose ghost has been stalking about the
campus for the past few years, is to break forth
into active being.

The orchestra

is

under the direction of Fatlier

Burns. At the present time it numbers about
fourteen pieces.
An orchestra is a necessity at Villanova. Not
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a collection of hopeful musicians that spasmodicaly break forth into more or less tuneful harmony, but an orchestra that can play well and
reflect credit upon the school; an orchestra that
can perform at the college functions; one that
can play for a college dance.
The campus is openly skeptical about the Vil-

As previously mentioned
orchestra.
there have been "Villanova Orchestras" in the
They tried their best and they deserve
past.
credit for their efforts. But the present orchesRegutra is organized upon a different basis.

lanova

and serious
The boys are in earnest
ing done.
say in deadly earnest).
They have no easy task in front
First of all there
several reasons.
lar rehearsals are held

What

among them.

iuses

Avork

is

be-

(one might
l

of them for
are no genresults they get will

by hard work and plugging.
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If you are talented
you should develop that

any particular
If you are

times.

in

line

talent.

inclined towards athletics, go out for one of the
teams.
If your ability is not such as to warrant
you winning a place on the varsity, take part in
the inter-class and inter-fraternity athletics.
There is absolutely no excuse for your not taking part in athletics, for Villanova is gradually
reaching that stage where it is possibile for
every student to find some sport suitable to his

and inclination.
Sports, however, are not the only means of
displaying one's natural ability.
Villanova also affords ample opportunity along other lines.
The Glee Club and College Orchestra are typical
examples.
have a wealth of material and
there is no reason why, with the proper compeability

We

tition,

Villanova cannot produce an orchestra

and

Secondly, they have the old prejudice against "Villanova Orchestras" to dissipate. And this latter
problem is the more serious. It has not been
an unkindly criticisim but there has been critiSome of it is justified. But whether juscism.
These fellows in
tified or not let us drop it.
the orchestra are not working for the fun in it
nor for glory for themselves. There is no fun
in giving up two afternoons a week that might
profitably be spent upon the streets of Bryn
Mawr, to practice with an orchestra. These
It is a
fellows are doing this for the college.
lot of hard work.
They are doing it for the
student body. They are needed here and they
are trying to fill their place.
Why not give
them a fair chance? Surely they have at least

glee club that will rank with the best. So, get
busy, "ye frosh," start the ball rolling, boost

that coming from their own campus and
the fellows for whom they are working.

tributions.

be gotten

They are trying

from

make good. Whether they
the hammer and buy a mouth

to

do or not, let 's sell
organ.
Get behind this Villanova orchestra.
little encouragement will be their biggest incen-

A

K. C.

tive.

What

position

will

Villanova hold

in

the

world twenty-five years from now?
This depends entirely upon the foundation we

scholastic

We
building as undergraduates.
should not wait until graduation to become
staunch supporters of Villanova.
The beginning of loyalty and school spirit should be, not
with the graduate but with the freshman, for on.
tlie shoulders of the freshmen class rests
the
hopes, the aims and the future of Villanova
now

are

First of all
ties

class.

and

success.

And

you Freshmen should be

You

should support

assist the officers of

loyal to

all class activi-

your

class at all

then in years to come

when you

are juniors and seniors the accomplishments of
these organizations will be so pronounced that
you will be proud to say that you have contributed in any manner whatsoever to their suc-

However, you need not content yourself
Take part in as many
as possible.
To those who feel that you have
ability in dramatic art, an outlet for expression
wil be found in the plays staged by the school.
If you are gifted in journalism and are capable

cess.

with a single activity.

mind that THE
eagerly awaits any such con-

of writing clever stories bear in
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The love which you will have in after life for
your alma mater will be the result of the efforts
expended by you during the four years in which
you are a student. So let your school spirit
and loyalty begin in the freshman year, continue
through the sophomore and junior years and
Then when
reach its apex in the senior year.
you pass from the undergraduate body to take
your place in t\fe ranks of the alumni, you may
point with pride to the attainment and achieve-

ments of your school and say,

'
'

I

of Villanova."

am

an alumnus
C. P. G.

EDUCATION AND INTOLERANCE
The greatest

single force directed against re-

ligious bigotry in this country

mind trained

College.

your

these musical activities, help them along, put
forth your best efforts to make them a complete

to

think

is

clearly

education.

and

The

wdthout

prejudice can find no sympathy with sinister
attacks aimed at any particular group of lawabiding American citizens. The Ku Klux Klan,

;

;

!
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the most widespread and publicly known form
of religious bigotry at the present time, has
found its most steadfast and unyielding enc]uies among men of edui'ation.
It is with great
])h'asure that we quote the editor of "The Pennsylvanian," on the attempt to establish a branch
of tlie Klan in tlie University of Pennsylvania;
"All the higliest ideals of Pennsylvania are
directly opposed to the very principles of the
Khin. Tar and feathers, masked justice, mob
law, black bigotry and religious intolerance can
uevi^r be linked with the ideals we uphold."
Scathing as this indictment may seem it is
but a recognition of the principles upon which
the peace and liberty of American national life
And that recognition springs
are founded.

from and is nourished by education. Broadmdndedness, tolerance and respect for the opinions of others are but byproducts of true education.

"The wizards and
"who are at

kleagles," continues the
the bottom of this move
soon wall find their project is doomed to failure.
"The Klan has gotten away to a very inauspicious start, but its finish will be even more
unfortunate."
In these concluding lines our contemporary
has, with the voice of prophecy sounded the ultimate doom of the Klan and all similar movements not only in this locality but throughoui
the entire country.
editorial,

J.

5A?

W.

P.,

'26.
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Brotherhood
Hearts that have hopes in common.

Men who have hungered

And

Conning the antique tomes.
Ye who have bent your eyes on the earth.
Or ye who have studied star-domes;
Ye who have toiled at midnight.
As the dull hours drag and pass,
Watching the tiniest forms of life
Move under a magic glass

nourish a

Dream

of Gold,

Must tread the sterner byways.
outcasts by the fold.

Deemed

Hearts that have followed beauty,
offered their life at her fire.
Must pay wdth rich, red coinage.

And
The

toll of their desire.

for learning,

Men w^ho have loved the mountains,
Men who have loved the sea,

And

Seeking elusive quiet
In your strange dark destiny

Of the

Ye

Fighting the body's weakness

are the heart-born brothers

Of those w^ho have laboured
Over a faded painting,
Over a broken song.

»A*^^^^_^_^^
,

long.
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Brothers ye are by birthright,
ye must go alone.
Heedless alike of fate and time.
laurel or the stone.

For the dream which the soul has dreamt,
Watching wdth tired eyes for the dawn.
Magnificent, proud, and unbent

— Liam

Mor.
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joins the entire student

body in extending its heartiest congratulations
to John Connolly on the success of his recent
operation. John was seized with an attack of
appendicitis a few days before the Third Army
Corps game but put off undergoing the necessary operation because Coach McGeehan felt
that his services would be indispensable to the
team on that occasion. John entered the
.Misericordia Hospital the day after the game
and submitted to the operation. His recoverj'^
was not as immediate as had been expected.
Bronchial pneumonia set in soon after his operation and; for a time the condition of the patient

was very serious. John, however, aided by his
rugged physique and wonderful recuperative
powers, managed to stage a comeback which resulted in his complete recovery.
John is a member of the Senior class and has
been a

member

of the varsity football and baselast four years, winning his
letter in both sports.
He is one of the most
jK)pular men at the college and is a member of
the Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity.
ball

teams for the

Preparations
are
now being completed
annual Belle Air Ball of the Senior
('lass of Villanova College.
The affair this
.year is in the hands of the following committee,
appointed by the president of the Senior class.
The names of the members of the committee are
as follows:
(Jhairman, Richard Quinn, James
J. Daly, Walter
Kiordan, William J. O'Doniu41. Prank Jordon, William J. Ford and
T.
Hobert Sullivan.
Great as was the success of last year's ball,
it is expected, from all present indications, that
this year's affair will surpass it not only in a
financial but in a social way.
This prediction
for the
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year that permission has been secured to hold
the ball off the campus.
The Belle Aire Ball, of nineteen twenty-four,
will be held in the foyer of the Acadc-my of
Music at Broad and Locust streets, Philadelphia.
This is easily the most gorgeously decorated
dancing floor in the city of Philadelphia and,
therefore, it is only fitting that the Belle Aire
Ball, Villanova 's foremost social event, should
find its setting within the walls of this classi;

.

cal structure.

The Wilkes-Barre Club, of Villanova College,
hold its first annual holiday dance on
Christmas night, in that city. The affair will
take place in the ball room of the Hotel Ster
ling, music by the "Pennsylvanians." Much interest in the dance has been displayed on the
part of the numerous alumni in the anthracite
section and from all present indications the
affair should be a wonderful success.
will

The annual Yuletide dance of the New York
City Club of Villanova College will take ]ilac(',
at The Plaza Hotel on the evening of December,
the twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and twenThe dance, always a huge success.
ty-three.
will, this year, set a new record for such affairs,
The large New York alumni lutve
it is hoped.
already pledged themselves to the support of
the committee in charge.

M

is

substantiated by the fact that this

is

the first

With the opening of college, the Villanova
Club of Lawrence, which consists of the ><)na
fide residents of Lawrence and suburban towns,
started on its new year which it is hoped will
surpass former years in activity .and achievement.
Plans have already been formulated for
.

n
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Winter Dance, which will be held at Lawrence
on the night of December the twenty-sixth, at
the Winter Gardens of that city. The work of
the dance committee has progressed rapidly and
with marked success. Once again the Lawrence
Club of Villanova will present to the people of
their city the first collegiate dance of the Christ-

mas holidays.
The club, at

the topic of concrete roads and their upkeep was
The lecture was
discussed by George Casey.
short but comprehensive, the speaker showing a
thorough knowledge of his subject by his explanations and answers to questions proposed by
the members.

At the meeting on November twenty-second,
paper was read by Francis Panepinto on thi^
''Fixation of Nitrogen." The lecture, while of
paramount importance to the chemical engineers, was listened to with equal interest by the
members, of the other departments.
A smoker was held on the evening of Novema

present, consists only of the bona
Greater Lawrence, in attendance at Villanova College, but a plan is now on
foot by which the Alumni of Villanova College
in Lawrence may be brought in closer contact
with the club. It is hoped that this will be the
means of forming a greater organization bound
fide residents of

Barry, Augustine Leo Delaney, John
A. Driscoll, William J. Ford, John E. Flynn,
Joseph A. Hughes, James P. Kane, John A.

ber the twenty-sixth in the auditorium.
Th'presence of several members of the faculty emphasized the co-operation existing between th>)
students and the faculty. Eats procured from
Louis, of the Pie Shop fame, were distributed.
The members were entertained by hits of the K.
Prof. Humphreys, dean of the
of C. minstrel.
School of Engineering, then rendered a short
address to the members, pointing out the shortcomings of the present-day engineering student.
Father Stanford spoke about the necessity ol'
concentration of study on the technical branches

Jones, William Poplaski, James H.

of the course.

by the same Villanova ideals.
The election of officers was held

at the first

regular meeting of the club with the following
results:
President, Walter M. Riordan; vicepresident, Francis J. Dugan treasurer, John A.
Flynn secretary, Raymond J. Barry.
The members of the club are as follows Ray;

;

:

mond

J.

Walsh and

Walter M. Riordan.

PHI KAPPA PI
At the annual banquet of the Phi Kappa Pi
Fraternity last June the present officers promised the alumni and undergraduate members
that during the following year the field of activity would be broadened and more projects attempted. These promises have undoubtedly
been made good, as the members of the fraterpity know, and the officers of the fraternity
wish to keep the alumni informed through THE
VILLANOVAN in order to prove to them the
sincerity of their purpose.
It is already evident that there is energy and
interest sufficient to make the year a success in
every detail. In the meeting, at which student
lectures are given, the members may ask questions and give constructive criticism on the subject matter and the method of treatment.
On October thirty-first, the Junior and Senior
classes made a tour of inspection of the Auto
Car plant, of Ardmore, Pa., arranged by the
efforts of Prof. Morehouse and through the courtesy of the officials of the Auto Car Company.
The party was conducted by guides, who explained the processes in detail. The trip proved
to be of great benefit to the civil and mechanical
engineering students.
At the regular meeting on November eighth,

The engineers expect shortly

to

have a room

of their own.
Prof. Slavin has consented to the
use of the room on the first floor adjoining the
If the perelectrical measurements laboratory.
mission of Father Driscoll is obtained, the Phi
Kappa Pi will be installed in its new quarters
after the Christmas vacation.
The room will be
decorated and will be furnished with current
perodicals.

EPSILON PHI THETA FRATERNITY
Having finished the football season with colors flying, the members of the Epsilon Phi Thel a
fraternity are now making preparations for tlie
coming basketball season. Last year the friiternity was runner-up in the final rating, being'
nosed out by the narrow margin of one gaiii''The society boasts on having the BIGGES T
man in the school as manager of its team. Jt
may be due to this fact that the candidal' >
never fail to show up for practice, for wh)
would care to have "Tiny" Ryan on his traii.

At a special meeting of the fraternity, -)
which the freshmen were invited, addresses wei
given by the senior members of the order, wh
emphasized the aims and traditions of the E]
silon Phi Theta and announced the fact that i^'
the near future the freshman would be invite-^
'

'

-

to join.
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LAMDA KAPPA DELTA
The great interest taken in all the activities
Lamda Kappa Delta, by both old and new
members of the pre-medical course, is evidenced
by the fact that almost one hundred per cent,

of the

attendance has been the rule at all meetings.
This is especially praiseworthy on the part of
the freshmen, who have co-operated faithfully
in all undertakings of the fraternity.
The organization of a football team was the
first accomplishment of the fraternity and although the season was not as successful as had
been hoped, yet the society derived much merit
from the fact that they were first to arouse interest in inter-fraternity football.

Letters were awarded to all men who played
This practice
in the Epsilon Phi Theta game.
of awarding letters to the members of teams
will be continued as an incentive to greater efforts on the part of the members.
With the closing of the football season, basketball has taken its place in winter sports. The
prospects of the L. K. D. in this sport are very
With Eyan, Cashman and L. Gaffney,
good.
veterans of last year, together with the addition
of Kenneth
'Toole, former star of the E. P. T.,
the pre-meds will be able to place a combination
on the floor that will equal that of any team in
the league.
Edward Barkery has been elected
manager for the coming season and William
Ryan has been elected captain pro-tem. Not
only has the managing personnel of" the team
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been appointed but the material needs of the
team have also been provided for. Basketball
suits have been purchased for the entire squad.
With an abundance of new material and a little practice, which will soon start, the pre-meds
will be prepared for the struggle for supremacy
of the league.
The club rooms have been utilized more than
ever before for social and pastime purposes.
This is due to the fact that a pool table has been
installed and has been a source of attraction for
those who wish to display their skill. Those
ability have been provided
dance, the date for which has
with a piano.
not been set, will be one of the social features

who have musical

A

of the year.
It is sincerely hoped that this spirit and enthusiasm will continue in the future and that
the members will endeavor to co-operate in upholding the traditions of the past.

ST.

RITA HIGH SCHOOL, OF CHICAGO,

WINS CHAMPIONSHIP
Rita football team, which won the
Catholic Preparatory Championship, of Chicago,
on December 1, 1923, won the championship of
the IMiddle West by defeating Columbia Preparatory School, of Dubuque, Iowa, by the score
Coach Shaughnessy, a Notre Dame
of 8 to 6.
graduate, is largely responsible for the splendid
showing.

The

St.
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K. of C.
evening, November 27, Villanova College presented in
manner and to a capacity house "A Night With the Alpha
Delts," under the auspices of Villanova Council, No. 2288, in Knights of
Columbus Hall, 38th and Market streets, Philadelphia.
Music for the affair was furnished by the college orchestra.

On Tuesday

a creditable

After the minstrel. Flood's orchestra furnished music for a dance.
This column wishes to extend its deep appreciation for the untiring
efforts ojffered

success.

j^

by Fathers Donovan and Maxwell

to

make

the

show a

:
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Quantico Marines

vs.

Hunt

Villanova

At Quantico, \i\., on November 8(1, Ave were
entertained by General Smedley Butler, commonly called '"'Hell Dog of the Marines." The
Marine outfit in every respect proved itself
worthy offspring of its figliting sire. We were
outweighed and outchissed by a team capable
of holding its own with the best in the country.
Goettge, weighing about 195, Avas the best back
we have seen this year. A steam roller on offense, a bear on defense, a sweet interferer,
Goettge ran the team, threw passes and puntFrequently, with 30 yards to go on third
ed.
down, Goettge took the ball and made 50. Our
boys hit him time and time again but could
not stop him, and generally the unfortunate
one who did succeed in halting him got a tri])
to dreamland for his trouble.
In the first quarter (loettge and Henry carried the pigskin, on a series of end runs, to
Villanova 's five-yard line, from which position
Ryckman took it over on a short cross buck.
TJiis first touchdown iharked defeat for Villanova, for from this time on until the third
quarter of the game when Goettge Avas removed from the play, the Marines scored almost at Avill. During the final period Villanova got its offense Avorking and tAvice carried
the ball the length of the field only to lose it

by fumbling.

Youngfleish and Sayers played

a remarkable game throughout and Avere in
Several
there battling Avhen the game ended.
of our boys Avere badly battered and will doubtThe final
less be out for the rest of the season,
score Avas 40-0.
The lineup:

Villanova

Quantico Marines
Farrell

left

Liversedge
Gereek
Bailey

left

MclTenry

right

left

end

tackle

guard

center

guard

Slatniski

Snyder
Allen
Youngfleish
llalphen

........right

Pickett

tackle......

right end

Larsen
Rj^ckman
Goettge

Sayers

Moynahau

quarterback
left halfback
right halfback

Henry

fullback
Neal
Quantico Marines
Villanova

14

6

—

0—

—

—
—

Dora
Callahan
McTjaren
13 7 40

HeadUmpire Peake.
Referee Cohill.
Villanova
Substitutions
Taft.
linesman
Burt for Halphen, Walton for Snyder, Trainor
for McLaren, Greely for Allen, Sirdevan for
Moynahau, Watson for Walton, Aigner for
(-allahan, Connolly for Dora, Moynahau for
Sirdevan. Marines: Chicknoski for Ryckman,
Kyle for Hunt, Ghatter for Liversedge, McMorris for Goettge, BraAviu^ll for Farrell, Skinner
TouchdoAvns
for Larsen, Spalding for Bailey.
Henry 2, Goettge 2, Ryckman and Neal.
Henry 4 (drop kicks).
Pohits after touchdoAvn

—

—

—

Third

Army

Corps

vs.

Villanova

On

Armistice Day, or rather the day folloAVplayed our single home game of the
season, Avith the Third Army Corps, of Baltimore, an aggregation made up chiefly of West
The largest croAvd that ever
Point graduates.
attended a game here Avas on hand, Villanova
sym]nithizers Avho hoped by their presence to
And Avhat a sursoften inglorious trouncing.
We Avere beaten, its true,
j)rise they received.
7-0, but defeat came only after a great battle,
The N'arsity gave a magnificent exhibition of
defensive football; they contested every inch
of the Avay, their stubborn defense brought
many a thrill to the surprised spectators. Nor
\n the
Avere Ate entirely a defensive team.
ing,

Ave

first

half

yard

line.

we

A

carried the ball to the

Lady Luck refused
ball

Army

one-

touchdoAvn seemed inevitable, but

on a fumble.

to

smile and Ave lost the
in the second half

Again

—

:
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we were

close

enough

to

large Army linesmen
spoiled our plans.

drop kick, but two
broke through and

We may safely say that
during the first half Avhen the visitors had
several second string men in their lineup we
completely outplayed them. In the second half
the Army had no substitutes in and while we
were outpla.yed, the star Army backfield were
lucky to hammer out a single touchdown. The
stand our boys made on their goal shall never
Captain Pickett, in spite of four
be forgotten.
broken ribs, insisted on getting in the game.
Connolly, whose punting and passing featured,
was operated on the following day for apYoungfleish, who played the best
pendicitis.
game of his career, was badly injured. Bachman, Dora and Aigner were also badly hurt.
Sayers at left tackle and Piggy Watson at end
stood out by virtue of their brilliant playing.
Timberlake played splendid football for the
visitors.

Army

It

scored.

was due to his
The lineup:

ability

that the

on the

21

baud of Blue and White gridders
tooth and nail against disheartening odds. The progress of the game was exceptionally slow% being constantly halted by
the appearance of Trainer Jack Hagan on the
field to doctor some fallen Blue and White Avarrior.
Coach Hugh McGeehan used every available man that he had and still he w^as lacking
little

who fought

sufificient substitutes.

First Period

Darling kicked o& to Watson, who ran the
back twenty yards. Aigner 's punt was
blocked by O'Brien but was recovered b.y Villanova. Aigner quickly punted again to McNamara on B. C. 's 40-yard line. The latter
ball

was tackled hy Dora and fumbled the ball.
was recovered by Dora for Villanova. Sirdevan and Dora failed on line plunges. A
drop kick by Sirdevan fell short. It Avas recovered by O'Brien on Boston's tAventy-yard
It

line.

Third
Gayle

Army Corp

Hawlcy
Stanowich
Erderton
Daley

Ward
Erdmann
Rogers
Pichon

Villanova

Watson

left

end

left

tackle

left

guard

center
right guard
right tackle
right end

quarterback
left halfback
right halfback

Newcomb
Knowlan
Touchdown
down Noyes

—

Sayers
Greeley
Youngfleish
Burt

Snyder
Slatniski

Mo.ynahan
"...Dora

fullback

Sirdevan
Aigner

(placement).

Point after touchSubstitutions

— Timberlake.

Tyler for Gayle, Knight for Hawley, Stokes for
StanoAvich, Greene for Erderton, Storcke for
Daley, Von Schilling for Ward, White for Erdmann, Noyes for Rogers, Dodd for Pichon, Timberlake for Newcomb, Hahn for Knowlan.
Villanova
Bachman for Greeley, Allen for
Bachman, Pickett for Snyder, Connolly for
Moynahan, J. Walton for Aigner. Referee
Beimis (U. of P.)
Umpire Hunt (Mercershurg). Head linesman
Time
Clinton (Yale).
of periods
15 minutes.
:

—

—

—

Boston College

vs.

Villanova

Just five days after the Arnn'
scheduled with Boston College.

game we were
The

foolish-

ness of such arrangement was evident when our
hadly crippled team was swamped to the line
of 41-0.
The City "Eagles" had things pretty
much their own Avay and scored almost at will

Darling punted to Moynahan,

aa^Iio

ran back

tAventy yards before he Avas forced out on
Melly reVillanova 's forty-five-yard line.
Dora and Sirdevan
'Connell for B. C.
placed
failed on line plunges.
Sirdevan Avas injured in one of these plays

and Callahan replaced him at left halfback.
Aigner punted to Darling on B. C. 's thirtyyard line. Darling returned the ball to
Moynahan on Villanova 's twenty-tAvo-yard line.
Callahan made five yards through center.
Aigner punted to McNamara on B. C.'s fortyyard line. McNamara ran back fourteen
yards. Darling made tAvo yards and Wilson's
end run gained first doAA^n for the Eagles.
An offside penalty Avas inflicted on Boston
College on this play. A forAvard, Darling to
Melly, failed. On another forAA'ard, Darling to
Wilson, the latter raced forty yards for a
Score
touchdoAvn. Darling kicked the goal.
Boston College 7, Villanova 0.
A fcAV minutes later the ])eri()d ended Avith
the ball in Villanova \s possession on the tAventyyard line.
Second Period
Aigner punted to B. C.'s forty-yard line.
Cronin made four yards. A forAvard, Darling
Tiiis put
to Melly, netted thirty-five yards.
the ball on Villanova 's fifteen-yard line. Bach-

man

replaced Greeley.
Trainer replaced Dora. Cronin and Darling
each made five yards through the line.
Boston
Avas held for doAvns on Villanova 's five-yard
line.

A

cepted.

Moynahan to Waltoii, Avas interB. C. peiuilized, offside.
forAvard,

pass,

A

:

—

:
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Darling to Wilson, who raced thirty-five yards,
scored the second touchdown. Darling kicked
the goal. Score B. C. 14, Villanova 0.
Allen replaced Burt. Darling kicked to Callahan. Callahan made first down around end.
A forward, Callahan to Slatniski, was intercepted.
Murphy and Darling started pounding the Blue and White line alternately. Finally Cronin went over for a touchdown. Darling kicked his third straight goal. Score B.
C. 21, Villanova 0.
Maher replaced Slatniski. Darling receiving Aigner's punt on his own 12-yard line run
it back to Villanova 's 17-yard line.
A forward, Darling to McNamara, netted another
touchdown. Darling again was successful in
the try for the extra point. Score B. C. 28,
Villanova 0.
Trainor receiving Darling's kickoff was
downed in his tracks. Trainor gained five
yards on two tries. The half ended.
:

:

guard.
center
right guard..
right tackle.
right end.

iiinehan

left

Doyle
Elberg
O'Brien

;

'Council

McNamara
Cronin
Wilson
Darling
Boston College

..Allen

Farine
Burt
Sayers

Watson
Moynahan

quarterback
left halfback
right halfback

Dora
Callahan
Sirdevan

fullback
7 21

7

6—41

0—0

Villanova

—

Referee Halloran (Providence). Umpire
Cannall
Field
judge Carpenter
(Tufts).
(Worcester Tech.) Head linesman Brown
(B. A. A.)

—

—

:

Third Period

Murphy kicked

off to

Watson.

'

Dora punted

B. C. failed to gain and
to Darling in midfield.
punted to Villanova 's twenty-yard line. Dora
shifted with Lawrence. Dora punted to Murphy, who ran back fifteen yards to the twenty-

The play was void and B. C. was
penalized for roughness. This gave the ball to
B. C. on their own forty-five yard line.
Murphy punted to Sirdevan. Sirdevan fumyard

line.

bled on the forty-yard line. Murphy made a
gain and Hughes made four more. Murphy
made first down on the thirty-yard line. Hassan pierced center for a first down on the nineteen-yard line. Murphy made six yards.
Murphy brought the ball over from the twoyard line. Hughes kicked the goal. Score
B. C. 35, Villanova 0.
Murphy kicked off to Dora on Villanova 's
thirty-yard line, A forward, Sirdevan to SlatThe period ended.
niski gained five yards.

Fourth Period

Dora punted

to

McNamara.

Murphy

re-

turned the punt to Sirdevan, who made ten
yards. Villanova lost the ball on an intercepted pass. A pass. Murphy to McNamara,
put the ball on Villanova 's nine-yard line.
Cream, a sub, shot a forward to McNamara,
who scored. Hughes failed to kick the goal.
Score: B. C. 41, Villanova 0.

The lineup
Boston College
Duffey

Donahue

Villanova
left

left

end
tackle

Slatniski

Snyder

Muhlenberg

vs.

Villanova

On Thanksgiving Day, November 29th, we
played our annual game with Muhlenberg, at
Allentown, This was the only game of the
season that did not result in a defeat. We
to keep inviolate our splendid record
of not scoring a point all season; and as Muhlenberg did not score, the game resulted in a

managed

scoreless

tie.

;

','-'

V'v.

"

v-v-r,

-::'

Opportunity smiled at us several times, but
positively refused to profit thereby. We
gained sufficient ground to score several touchdowns but at the critical moments the punch
was wanting; whether this was due to lack of
generalship or lack of proper scoring plays or
a combination of both, who shall say. Starting the game we kicked to Muhlenberg and recovered on their 20-yard line. We tried the
line three times and for our trouble lost about
8 yards.
On the last down we tried a drop
kick which went straight enough but not far
enough. Muhlenberg was compelled to kick
from behind its goal line, but three successive
offside penalties carried them out of the danger
During the first and most of the second
zone.
period neither team could gain consistently.
And then we got going. Taking the ball on
our own 20-yard line, we gave the best exhibi-

we

tion of offensive football of the year.

Alter-

nating forward passes with end runs and quick
short thrusts at the line, we carried the ball to
the Muhlenberg 7-yard line. On the first down
we made 4 yards. Just three yards for a
touchdown and three down to make it. Instead of varying our play, three plays were sent
Shortly
into the line and were easily stopped.
afterwards the half ended. Again in the second half, we threatened several times but always a penalty, a fumble, poor selection of

:

:
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In the closing moments of
plays, held us back.
the game Muhlenberg started a drive and were
not stopped until they reached our 20-yard
The
line, where Slemmer tried a drop kick.
kick went wild and the scene suddenly
changed. Piggy Watson, who played a whale
of a game all day, scooped up the skidding ball
and started on a gallop for the goal line.

Piggy outstepped two would-be tacklers. However, the side line and the muddy field proved
too much for Piggy and he was brought down
20 yards from the goal line. On the first play
we threw a forward for 10 yards. The second
play was another forward which grounded over
Soon afterwards the whistle
the goal line.
blew and closed the most disastrous season
perhaps in our history. Never did prospects
of a glorious season seem brighter, hence our
disappointment was correspondingly great.
However, we won't go into details; it is best
to forget and turn our eyes to next season.
Youngfleish played a splendid game, as did
Sayres, Moynahan and Callahan. Neubling
starred for the oppenents, twice saving touchdowns by bringing down Sirdevan and Watson.

The lineup
Muhlenberg
Hartmann
Whitenigh
Johnson
Weston
Grimmett
Clark
Tursi

Witt
Schweimler
Neubling
Lewis

Substitutions

left

Slatniski

end...

left tackle.

Sayers

left guard....

Bachman

center
right guard
right tackle
right end

....Youngfleish

quarterback
left halfback
right halfback

Burt
Pickett

Watson
Sirdevan
Callahan

Dora
Aigner

fullback

0—0
0—0

—Moynahan

for Aigner, Allen

Bachman, Weaver for Weston, Dorang for
Neubling, Slemmer for Witt, Conway for*
for

Schweimler, Black for Phillips, Phillips for
Hartmann, Johnson for Clark, Farina for Slat-

—

Referee Price
(Ohio Wesleyan). Head linesman
Shalet (N. Y. U.)
Time of quarters 15 minutes.
Greeley
(Swarthmore).

niski,

for

Farina.

Umpire

—

— Shaw

—

VARSITY BASKETBALL
With

the student body, and justly so, for Villanova
basketball teams have made a most enviable
record for their alma mater.
The great success of the last two seasons has
been due to the untiring effort of Coach Mike
Saxe, a man with deep knowledge of the game
of basketball and the ability to impart it to

men.
The call for candidates brought the follow-

his

men to the court Pickett, Francella, Conrad, Shubert, 'Don' Connolly, 'Bill' Connolly,

ing

:

McDonough,

Callahan, Naughton, Sheehan,
Sayers, Sims and Brown. Of these men Captain Francella and Pickett are letter men of
over two years experience. Conrad and 'Don'
Connolly were both members of last year's
squad and much is expected of them this year.
Shubert, who was a member of the crack '22
Prep team, is expected to land a regular berth
Of the new
at one of the forward positions.
men, Sayers, Calaghan, 'Bill' Connolly, Sheehan and Sims should develop into first class
substitute material.

Captain Francella is one of the fastest court
He
performers in eastern collegiate circles.
plays a guard position and despite this fact

Villanova

Villanova

Muhlenberg

23

the football season a matter of history,
hU interest is noAv centered on the possibilities
of the present basketball campaign.
Basketball, although a comparatively new sport at
Villanova, holds a high place in the hearts of

has always been one of the leading scorers on
His great fighting spirit comVined
the team.
with his superlative knowledge of the game
should make him an admirable leader.
Too much credit can not be given Manager
Walter M. Riordan for his efforts in compiling
one of the most nicely balanced schedules ever
attempted by a Villanova basketball team. As
it stands noAV, the schedule comprises twentyfour games, eleven of which are to be played
on the home court. The team will make a fiveday New England trip and will play three

games in New York City.
Grove City College, which makes its initial
appearance on the local court December nineteenth, is one of the strongest basketball teams
in the country and for the last two seasons has
been intercollegiate champion of western
Other strong
aggregations
Pennsylvania.
scheduled are Lafayette, Lehigh, Swarthmore,
Niagara, Holy Cross, St. Joe's and Crescent
A. C, of New' York City.
Much will depend on the outcome of the
first game on December fifth with the Philadelphia Dental College tossers. This team is rat:

ed as one of the strongest in the history of the
dental school and its lineup includes the names
of many well known basketball stars.
widemargin victory over this team will, in our opinion, predict a most successful season.
The schedule is as follows

A
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J)eceinber

Pliila(lo]i)liia

5,

Dental

Colloji'o, at

home.

December

12,

Temple

TTiiiversity,

at Phila-

delphia.

Jaimary

12,

Lehigh Universit.y,

at

home.

January' 15, Manhattan College, at home.
Jaiiuar}' 18, St. Joseph's College, at Phila-

delphia.

V

,

January

Swarthmore, at Swarthmore.
Januar}' 21, St. John's College, at New York.
January 22, Seton Hall College, at East
19,

Orang-e, N. J.

January 25,
February 1,
February 6,
February 8,
Kingston, R.

February

Lebanon Valley,

at

home.

Canisius College, at home.

Drexel College, at home.

Rhode Island State

College, at

Pickett

Dental College
Smith

Villanova

Shuber
Conrad

forward

Henning

forward.
center

Pickett
Francella
D. Connolly

Morris

.

Bush
guard
Muldoon
Substitutions Norton for Connolly, Sheehan
for Conrad, J. Connolly for Shuber, McDonough for Pickett Brady for Muldoon, Chapguard...

.

—

;

man

—

Bush. Field goals Francella 8,
Pickett 4, D. Connolly 4, Shuber 2, Conrad 1,
J, Connolly 1, Sheehan 1, Brady 1, Henning
1.
Foul goals Shuber 5, Francella 4, Smith
Referee Usilton. Time3, Morris 1, Brady 1.
keeper Ryan. Score at half time 21-7.
for

—

—

—

—

I.

9,

Norwich University,

at North-

field, Vt.

Interfraternity Basketball

February

11,

St.

Michael's College, at Bur-

lington, Vt.

February

12,

University of Vermont, at Bur-

lington, Vt.

February
February
February
February
February

Holy Cross, at Worcester, Mass.
Niagara University, at home.
\
26, St. John's College, at home.
27, Temple University, at home.
29, Manhattan College, at New

13,

15,

York.

March
March

Pickett stnd Conrad also went well.

played a stellar defensive game.

1,

5,

Crescent A. C, at

New

York.

Drexel College, at Philadelphia.

Dental Easy for Varsity

The Villanova basketball team defeated the
Philadelphia Dental College quintet by the
score of 51 to 9, on Wednesday evening, December 5th. It was the opening game of the
season for the Varsity. The "Dents" never
had a chance of winning, as Blue and White
took the lead from the offset of the game.
Jack Fran cell a starred for Villanova with
eight field goals and four fouls. Francella
scored at will.

All signs point to an unusually successful
year for interfraternit}^ athletics. Close on the
heels of the exciting football season comes the
opening of the basketball league. And that
promises more excitement. All the contenders
for the league title report glowing prospects and
it seems certain that the students will be treated to some high class basketball.
For keen competition nothing exceeds the
The games
Interfraternity Basketball League.
are always closely contested and no team has
ever held an undisputed lead until the very
Last season only three games
final games.
separated the first and last teams.
As for favorites, there are none. Last year.
Delta Pi Epsilon won the honors, with Bpsilon
Phi Theta, Lamda Kappa Delta and Phi
Kappa Pi following in the order named. This
year the abundance of new material for all
teams leaves the issue much in doubt.
Considerable benefit is derived from these
interfraternity contests. Besides furnishing
healthful exercise for a large number of students, not on varsity squads, they are a means
of diversion for the entire student body and
facultv during the lonu' winter months.
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Tom ]\relntyre, the hard-working manager of
the 1922 football team, was married on Thanksgiving day last, to jNIiss Alice Faulkner, of High-

We

know several to whom
land Park, Penna.
The Villanovan
this item will be of interest.
extends best wishes to the bride and bridegroom.

Moore, of Scranton, a star football and
man of Villanova a decade ago, is having wonderful success coaching the athletic
team of St. Thomas' College, Scranton. "Bill"
is also athletic director of the
Young Men's
Catholic Club, of the same city.
Sylvester Benson, '18, recently sent us a card
announcing the arrival of a daughter. The
V'illanovan extends congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Benson.
Eddy Logan, of Bayside, L. I., has recently
been appointed to an important position in one
of the large banks in New York City.
Jack Domminey, '16, was assistant coach at
St. John's College, Brooklyn, N. Y., during the
Bill

baseball

last football season.

John White, our first engineering graduate,
was a recent visitor. John is sales manager of
the j\Back

Motor Truck Company

in the eastern

Pennsylvania.
Eddie Kirsch, also a graduate of the engineering class of 1909, is in charge of the park system
at Gary, Indiana.
Eddie recently had the
pleasant experience of refusing the park to the
Ku Klux Klan.
^lany of the older members of the alumni, to
nhom he was so Avell known, will receive with
great regret the news of the death in Philadell>hia on June 11, 1923, of John J. Tierney, who
was a student at Villanova College from 18751878.
Togetlicir with ids brother Lawrence,
district of

^vho
'lied

graduated from the college in '84, and wlio
a short tinu> ago, Mr. Tierney Avas closely

identified with

West Virginia

coal interests.

At

25

the time of his death he was president of the
Powhattan Coal and Coke Company, of the
Sharon Coal and Coke Compan.y, the Tierney
Coal Company, as well as vice-president and director in many other coal companies and allied
industries.
He was a member of engineers' and
and manufacturers' clubs, as well as of the
American Institute of ^Mining Engineers. ^Ir.
Tierney was very much interested in tlie activities of the alumni association and up to a few
years ago was a familiar figure at the annual

meetings of the association.

May

he rest in

peace.

The month of June witnessed the passing
away of another distinguished member of the
alumni, Right Rev. F. J. xMcGovern, rector of St.
Patrick's Church, Pottsville, Pa., who died June
^[on11, 1923, after an illnes:s of two months,
signor IMcGovern was widely known and
beloved throughout the archdiocese of PhiladelHe was an earnest, zealous and deeply
phia.
religious priest, who gave himself unreservedly
in the service of his people.
He was a student
at Villanova from 1873-1876, leaving in that
year to enter the Seminary of St. Charles at
Overbrook, Pa. He was always deeply interested in all that concerned Villanova, and while
the nature of his work and his retiring disposition prevented his attending the reunions of
the alumni, he continued an admirer of the work
of the college and evinced his good wdll in many
practical ways,
^lay he rest in peace.

One

of our oldest graduates, Edward M. IMulof the class of 1871, died at j\Iauch
Chunk, November U, 1923. L jst June Mr. ]\[idhearn celebrated the golden jtd)ilee of his admission to the bar.
He was affiliated with the
Republican Party, was elected Disti'ict Attorney in 1881 and re-elected in 1884.
In 1889 h(>
was elected to the State Legislature, declining a
second nomination, ^lay he rest in peac(>.

hearn,
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Thomas Sargent Gates recently helped to lessen the heavj'- financial burden of the faculty
by a very substantial donation to the building
fund. Mr. Gates is to be commended for his
generosity.

Last Saturday a small hurricane whirled
about these premises. However, no damage was
done and much good may result. We are always glad to see Eddie Dougherty, as he is
choekful of enthusiasm and interest in the institution.

John T. Coan, '19, of Lawrence, Mass., is a
candidate for the school board of that city. John
has a splendid chance of being elected and we
do hope that such will be the case.

Tommy

Granahan, of Pittston, Pa., recently

spent a few hours with us. Tommy could explain if he only would many of the mysteries
that took place during his three years at Villanova.
E. V. McCullian, '17, principal of the Summit
Hill High School, w^as an interested spectator
at the Villanova-]\Iuhlenberg game on Thanksgiving Day in Allentown.

At a meeting
a

few days ago,

of the athletic association held
was unanimously decided that
be awarded to Rt. Rev. Mon-

it

the Varsity "V"
signor Charles Kavanagh, of Wayne, and the
R€v. Daniel Herron, of Bryn Mawr, for faithful
attendance at football practice.
Harry S. Bueche, '22, dropped in for a short
visit.
Harry is considering a position with the
Bell Telephone Company of Philadelphia, which
company most favorably impressed by the work
of our Villanova men, has made Harry a splendid offer.
Thomas R. Hanley, '19, has been made a member of the legal firm of Marvel, Marvel-Layton
and Hughes, of Wilmington, Delaware. The
Villanovan congratulates Tom upon this deserved promotion.
Howard M,. Thornbury, '22, has been made
manager of the Penn Coal Company, of Glean,
N. Y., one of the many Quinn interests in and
around Glean.
A. E. Stine, of the class of '22, is now engaged
as instructor in manual training in the Mahanoy Ctiy High School.

<^>

:

:
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RoADlO DEPARTMENT
^^*^^i^</^^^<<^iA^<^^»^»/^/<^>A^»/<»/»A/»/^

Realizing the importance of radio research
for the advance of the art, Villanova has found
it

up

necessary to build

its

radio laboratories

and procure the equipment necessary for greatWithin a few months the
er scientific research.
radio students of Villanova will have the best
of equipment, and the public will have at its
disposal a

broadcasts

means of practical instruction in the
from the main broadcasting station

records of this station.

Communication

AUR

at

1

AQI

at

5

UK,

5

YW,

1

Livermore Falls, Maine.

Lawrence, Mass.
1 BTT at Saco, Maine.
50 V, at Houston, Texas.
at

New

Orleans, La.

The Louisiana State University,

at

Baton Rouge, La.

BXT,

of Villanova College, which will sup-

9

an educational nature excluTo date a great amount of research has
department. Experiments
been done by this
overhead transmission and
and
underground
on

9

at Giltner, Nebr.
BZI, at Ackley, Iowa (Daylight).

9

BEH,

at Louisville,

9

CCV,
CLQ,

at Courtland,

systems have been performed with

9

WCAM,

ply programs of

sively.

reception

9

new

9

equipment will be used for the advance of radio
research especially on underground transmis-

9

sion tests for the elimination of fading, direc-

9

marked

success,

and

in the near future the

and for data on signal indaylight compared with night trans-

tional transmission,

tensity in

mission.

To date numerous

tests

have been conducted

])etween the Villanova College Radio Research

Laboratories

and the Rogers Radio

Research

Laboratories at Hyattsville, Maryland,

which

have resulted in the procuring of valuable radio
engineering data.

was

established with stations

9

at

Ky.
Kansas (Daylight).

Des Moines, Iowa,

DDU, at St. Paul, Minn.
DHG, at Oshkosh, Wis.
DKV, at Hobart, Indiana.
DRR, at Marquette, Mich.
DKX, at Kansas City, Mo.

EHI, at Nappanee, Indiana.
The Canadian stations with whom communication was had were
Canadian 3NF, at Kingston, Province of On9

tario,

Canada.

3AA

Gait,

Canada, and 30F,

at

Toronto,

Canada.
Signals from this station were heard

by the
operator of the steamship, John Kirkpatrick,
on the night of November 24th. At the time

low power
were made by the Villanova station during the
past month and actual communication was had

our signals were logged, the vessel was 20
miles west of Santa Clare, California, and our

with other stations in

the shipboard loud speaker.

Distance transmission tests on

States

and

in

thirty-seven

different

Canada.

The following are a few of the long distance

signals

were of sufficient intensity

FRANK

A.

RAFFERTY,

to actuate

0. S. A.,

Director, Radio Department.
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—
—
hateful?"
— "He
Flossie

Flossie
"I got a letter from Frank. The
hateful old thing is in Florida.
Flora "What makes vou think he's so

In a student's

says he shot a seven-foot alligator and as soon as he shoots another one, he's
going to have a pair of slippers made for me."

Why

are

opes 1
I'm

you mailing

cutting

Late to bed and early
puny and poor but wise.

classes

all

in

those
a

life,

a zero means nothing.

Nobody loves a fat
football coaches.

empty envel-

Home

makes a guy

to rise,

man

without a mother

except

is

women

and

just an incubator

correspondence

At this season the size of a man on the
campus is measured by the number of baskets

school.

were turned low in the cozy
She sat in the big arm chair, her
heart in a flutter and her brain in a whirl.
Bozo was to visit her that night. And he
Perhaps they
would take her in his arms.
would be married.
The bell.
Bozo entered, his hair slicked back, and his
bow tie on an elastic band. He advanced towards the table and removed three cigars from
The

lights

he has caged to date.

library.

Then he turned with outhis vest pocket.
stretched arms.
"Stop," she sobbed. "You have loved be(Material Facts).
fore."

"Did vou

Abie:

lose

much

"The

week."

fire ain't

the

fire

last

going to be until next

(Ignatian).

A man

with an

evil

lot of girls are wondering
coming home for Xmas.

mind makes

the best

if

Santa (Maus

Yes, roughly speaking, the interfraternity
basketball season should be a great success.

Ain't

It

—

the Truth

Physiology Prof. "You should drink a cu])
of hot water every morning for your health."
Stude "I do, but they call it by another

—

name."

"That manicurist
in

week."
Ikie:

A
is

is

havhig

a

hard

time

of it."

Let's give her a hand."
"It's not my fault, it's the way I Avas
raised," he wailed when asked to i)ay his looker
(Purple Parrot).
debts.

censor.

The

latest

for ni"ht

thing

in

watchmen.

radio

is

bed time stories

—
—

Atlorney "Ami where did you see him
milking the coav?"
Witness "A little past the centre, sir."

—

"
FT,'"

THE VILLANOVAN
Rastus— "All wants a

Dat woman

divorce.

V;'

'Leave his face,'

night and day. All
can't get no rest and dat talk am driving me

jes' talk, talk, talk, talk,

crazy.

'V-;-':',''.;-

'

V-

':</\

[i-'::

Raw, Raw, Raw.

And now

does

Mbout?"
Kastus

she

talk

— "She doan say."—
—
Fresh "Do you know any deaf and dumb
people?"
—
Soph "No, but know a man who Avould be
Life.

(

'^'i'''-'^'::'

Louie wants to start a chapter of

the I Soapa Towel Fraternity.

Lawyer— " What

Young

29

—

Mack "Prof. Moorehouse was arrested yesterday while out riding in his Ford coupe."
BethWhat were the charges?'
Mack- ^Rushing the can."

I

if

—

he were deaf.

— "Are you sure your folks
First Stude
know am coming home with you?"
Second Stude — "They ought to;
argued
with them a whole hour about it." —Royal
I

He. "What would your father do
caught you being kissed?"
She "He never did anything yet."

:,:

"That parrot has a rare vocabulary. Was
he trained on a ship?"
"Oh, no; the girls brought him home from
college."

We know
hall

coach

is

a man so dumb, he thinks a foota special car.

—

Physician "Man's greatest troubles
caused by bacteria and microbes."
Caller

— "What

He— "Good-bye."

— "When does the law of compensation
reach
maxim efficiency?"
Frosh — "When the dentist gets the barber
its

his chair."

—
—

Fresh
"You don't realize what you are
missing by not having more friends."
Man "Get out, I'm missing enough with the
ones I have got."

1

think of the future."
is my girl's birthday and
must think of the present."

Soph — "Why

it

do

rise

say,

went any

through it."

berry pie."
— "Nope,
that's

a piece of
it

off)

— 8.45
—

a.

m.

Scene Middle stairs. College Building.
Fresh dashing madly up to class, falls on
stairs.

—

V. P. (Sticking head out of office)
What's
the noise out here?
Fresh Just the barking of m,y shin, Father.

all

I

—

hear Jim has become a disciple of free love.

No!!
Yes, his girl's father owns a theatre, three
movie houses and a cabaret, and Jim hasn't
spent a cent on her for two years.
BoAvdoin

—

authors

'A

Prof,

(sternly)

— "Do vou know whj'
— "1 haven't an idea."

I

Prof.— "Right."
faster

and leave her car

Prof.

— "How

Freshman Logic
much does a six-pound

shell

weigh?"

side he sped.

"May I help you
"I do not smoke," she

With

me

(brushing

flunked you?"
Stude (Angrily)

—

He saw her
And to her

Peep

Bearskin.

always

a thing

In the Pie Shop

—
Picket "Give

all

crept over her face?' "
More ^"They are fraid if it
might kick up a dust."

J^mile

—

Time

Prof.

—

Proff.— Why not?"
Fresh "I can't filter

apple."

funny women's names."

Prof— "You must
Senior "But this

—

Fresh (In Chem. Lab.) "Proff., this wire
gauze you gave me is no good."

are

Carnegia Puppet.

ill

he

—

I

Baboon.'

if

to

alight?"

said.

— Selected.

Yell suggested for the barber sho]"):
Cut his lip.
Cut his jaw,

—
— "I don't knoAV."

Frosh

Prof.
"Well, what time does the twelve
o'clock train leave?"
Frosh— "Twelve o'clock."
Prof.
"Then what is the weight of a six-

—
—

pound shot?"
Frosh "Twelve

o 'clock.

"—Juggler.
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They

couldn^t destroy
the work he did

ANTOINE LAURENT LAVOISIER
1743-1794

Born

in Paris,

tradesman.

son of a wealthy

As a student won

for an essay on lighting
the streets of Paris. Held vari-

a prize

ous Government posts. A martyr of the Reign of Terror.

Founder

of

modern chemistry.

"The Republic has no need for savants,"
sneered a tool of Robespierre as he sent
Lavoisier, founder of modern chemistry,
century later the
to the guillotine.
French Government collected all the

A

scientific studies of this great citizen of

Paris and published them, that the
record of his researches might be preserved for all time.

Lavoisier show^ed the errors of the

—

theory of phlogiston that hypothetical,
material substance which w^as believed
to be an element of all combustible

produce fire when
liberated.
He proved fire to be the
union of other elements with a gas
which he named oxygen.

compounds and

Lavoisier's
This is the mark of
the General Electric
Company, an organization of 100,000

and

women

men

engaged

in producing the tools

by which electricity
— man's great servant — is making the
world a better place
to live in.

search

to

work goes

Laboratories

on.
In the Reof the General

Electric Company the determination
of the effects of atmospheric air on
lamp filaments, on metals and on delicate instruments is possible because of
the discoveries of Lavoisier and his

contemporaries.

GENEEAL ELECTRIC

•fir^Yimi'i'—n

•

^-

"^SJ'

;«.«
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f
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GARMENTS

.

—

Better—Look Better Are Better because of the finer materials and hand work used
They are real economy, too, because they will last twice as long as a ready-made article
Right here is the largest selection for Young Men, at prices to suit the purse and the
Fit

;-.

/;'-;:v--";^v'V:;

,;,

personality V

PYLE

&

/..':

,:V.i;..- .vV

IN N E
1115 Walnut

Leading College Tailors

Street

WILLIAM GROFF, P.D.
Prescripiionist
803

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR,

Prompt Telephone Service

PA.

—Bryn Mawr 166

Our Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals and Drugs are of the Highest Standard
I

SAMOSET

LOWNEY'S

WHITMAN'S

APOLLO

MAVIS

Subscribe for

The Villanovan
Telephone Bryn

Mawr 758

LUNCHEON

SUPPER

TEA

CHARLES HIRTH

Henry B. Wallace

GENERAL STORE
Cigars,

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charlee

22 and 24 Bryn

Mawr

W. Glocker, Jr.
BRYTV MAWR, PA.

Ave.,

Dougherty

Confectionery, Ice Cream,
Magazines, Stationery

912 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

& Dougherty

Clothes for the College
V^ALUE

AND SERVICE

1704 Market Street

IN DOING SO,

Novelties

Special

Man

Rates to Villanova Students

PHILADELPHIA
MENTION VILLANOVAN

f

THE VILLANOVAN
Cable Address

Warehouse and Sidings,
V 942 BEACH STREET

TOOMEY PHILADELPHIA

ABC Code,

5th Edition

ESTABLISHED 1876

,,

FRANK TOOMEY,

Inc.

Iron and Wood Working Machinery
Steam and Electric Equipment and Supplies
Main

Office. 127-131 N.

Third

PHILADELPHIA

St.

SHEAD'S BAKERY
For Quality In

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE

Wholesale and Retail

~

i
I

BELL PHONE: OREGON

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff

Penetrating Bristles

E. Clinton
1204 to 1214 SO.

)

9124

Clinton's

i

PA.

&

Co., Inc.
Philadelphia

12TH STREET

i

POWERS

& REYNOLDS
F. P.

Modern Drug Store
827

LANCASTER

AVE.,

BRYN MAWR,

Mawr

921.

We

CO,

MASON

PA.

IMPORTED PERFUMES
CANDY, SODA, GIFTS
Telephone Bryn

CONWAY &

BUILDERS
Deliver

CHESTNUT HILL,

PA.
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MEHL & LATTA

William L. Hayden

—Lumber, Coal—

HARDWARE

j

j

LOCKSIVaTHING

and Building Materials
I

Wall Board

I

Telephone Bryn

Mawr

838 Lancaster Avenue

MAWR,

J3RYN

Rosemont, Pa-

74.

PA.

PHONES— Main
'
(
I
i

19-76, Lombard 16-92
Ardmore 13-20 M

Frank W.Prickitt,Ph.G.

APOTHECARY

i

T.

Prescriptions

I

Sick

Room

Telephone

Especially For Institutions

Supplies

206 Cricket Avenue

a Specialty

I
I

and
'

Bryn Mawr, 19 3

Fitzgerald

Quality Food Products

ROSEMONT, PA.

i
I

J.

1

Ardmore, Pa.
'

8 Market Street

I

Philadelphia

Established 1885

Bell Phone,

Chas. A. KruU

Prompt Service

Belmont 4140

James Farley
PLUMBING

Wholesale

Hot Water and Steam Heating

5422 Wyalusing

Tobacco

Avenue

Philadelphia

Cigars

WM. STALKER

and

Shoemaker
To Particular People

Cigarettes

BRYN MAWR,

941 Lancaster Ave.

SHOE REPAIRING
55 North Second Street

IN

ALL

ITS

PA.

BRANCHES

You put on your shose with a feeling of satisfaction after having them repaired by us.
We
use all High-Grade Leather and our workmanship

Philadelphia, Pa.

is

the best.

Ciive TTs a Trial

and Be Convinced
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ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1837

Robt.

Shoemaker

1919

& Co., Inc.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
Paints and Varnishes

PHILADELPHIA

N. E. Cor. Fourth and Race Streets

ELECTRICAL
and

^

lies

Appliances

RADIO

Descriptive Information Cheerfully Sent

cflI01B33

Frank H. Stewart Electric Co.
25,

37 and 39 N. Seventh

Bell

'^JJEED'S Standard

of

Tailoring"

applied to
good quality fabrics assures

John Y. Parke Co.

garments of
ice,

St.

Phone Lombard 7740

charactei', servsatisfaction.

Priced $30 and upward for
Suits, Top Coats, Overcoats.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST

MANUFACTIUiRERS

—^JOBBEiRS

Electrical Supplies
31

NORTH SEVENTH STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

I

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia

TETE-A-TETE TEA
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE VIL LANOVAN
Phone 448 Bryn

Mawr

CHESLEY

Student Discount

Phone Bryn Mawr 294

10%

SHEET MUSIC

& McRORY

;

Vassallo's Music

;

;:

STRINGS

|
|

Shop

Columbia Grafonolas and Records

Main Line

Valet

Shop

Repairing

Brunswick Phonographs and

827 Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

DRY CLEANING

DYEING

Records
PRESSING

837 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr

A REAL KEEPSAKE
Throughout the year, the photograph you give

this

Christmas will

stand as a constant reminder of your loving thoughtfulness.

Bussa Studio and Art Shop
332 DeKalb Street
Norristown, Pa.

Roma Cafe—Bryn

Maivr

AMERICAN—ITALIAN—FRENCH

CUISINE
j
J

I

IP IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

IT

Hanquets, Class Dinners, Suppers

IN DOING so,

Private Dining

Room

835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post Office
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PETER REILLY PUBLICATIONS
133 N.

Philadelphia

13th Street

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By J. Godfrey Rupert
This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
View of future life as represented by
scientific points."
men like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge. It is popularly,
138
treated so as to interest the great majority of readers.
pages,

MICHELL'S

price $1.25.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY
By Rev. Michael W. Shallo, S. J.
Philosophy have such
"Scarcely any English books of
breadth of view, such clearness of expression, and such
brevity of style. "American Cr. 8 vo., 898 pages,

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

$2.25 net.

By Francis Thompson

Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly

Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out
among all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in itself.
"One of the few very great odes." Covventry Patmore.
Edition, $1.25.

Square 12 mo., 69 pages,

75c.

—School

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry C. Schuyler, Ph. D., S. T. L.
Places successfully in a popular and devout manner the
By the
principal truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
author of "The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ,"
etc.
Book Edition, $1.25.
90c.
12 mo., 218 pages.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR
New practical method for learning the

Market^
PHILADELPHIA
Everything for Lawn, Farm and

By A. Rota
Italian

language,

and enlarged, with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett.
Thorough, reliable and fascinating, with the conversational
portions appended to each chapter. 12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.
revised

Get a Catalog.

Garden.

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

MICHELL S

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hara.
explained according to the New Code.
Excellent
those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics
honestly desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16
mo., 84 pages, cloth, 50c.

HOUSE

Simply

for

The Bryn Mawr Trust Co
BRYN MAWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE

EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

PHILIP

A.

WILLIAM

HART,
H.

and Other Valuables Taken On Storage

JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

Vice President

JESSE H. HALL,

W.

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES,

BERGEN,

Secretary and Treasurer

Assistant Trust Officer

Assistant Treasurer
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Philip Harrison

Michael Taio

Walk-Over Boot Shop
;-:

:'

—AND—

>v„v'

Gentlemen's Outfitter

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes

826 Lancaster Avenue
;

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

1123 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR—ROSEMONT

M. M. McGARVEY

Moore's Pharmacy

t

1141 Lancaster Pike

Rosemont, Pa.

Drugs, Stationery, School Supplies,

Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings

Candies

i

j

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,
A

Pull Assoitnient of CM>IiUMBIA

Etc.

LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

|

YARNS
i

Subscribe for

The Villanovan

and do

it

now

General Mortgage Financing Corporation
6 Per Cent^ Investment Guarantee

MORTGAGE BANKING
Philadelphia, Pa.
IN

DOING

SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN
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Wool Hose 65c— $1.50

Ice

Wool

t

i

Vests $4.50 to $7
|

Cream

CLAY & BROWN

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY

W. BREYER,

Pres.

MEN'S WEAR
1702 Market

PHILABELPHIA, PA.

St.

PHII^ADELPHIA, PA,

FRANK FLOYD
J.

Schoenfeld and McAninley

Men^s Women^s and

Cigars— Cigarettes
Children's Outfitter

Dry Goods and

---Pipes-" ;'^---"'vp:':'v::^^

'-''yS^^

Notions
Tobacco and Specialties

BUTTERTCK PATTERNS
SHOES FOR MEN, WOMEN AND
CHILDREN

6006

MARKET STREET
Philadelphia

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Sherwood 3028
10 Per Cent Discount to Priests and Students
of Villanova College

i

The Home

Life Insurance Co. of
INCORPORATED

America

1899-

Fifty-Seven Million Dollars Insurance in Force
Located in the Heart of the Insurance District
Writing

BASIL

S.

JOSEPH

all

kinds of

WALSH,
L.

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance— Liberal

President

DURKIN,

Secretary

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
Philadelphia

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

policies

Cunningham, vice Pres.
john j. Gallagher, Treasurer
p. J.

|

I
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Careful

Handling
an(

Quality

Wil son
Laund
aunary

Beneficial Saving
1200

Fund

CHESTNUT STREET

Resources 27 Million Dollars

Interest 4 per cent.

Annum

Per

Accounts Opened and Business Transacted

By Mail

FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT

A

Mutual Saving Bank

by

Its

Depositors

Owned

I
;
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Day by Day
In Every

WeVe

Edson B
Dros

Way

Getting Larger

and Larger

BUTTER
EGGS
CHEESE
POULTRY

"WHY''

PHILIP'S
Lunch Room
1009 Lancaster

Avenue

110-112

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

DOCK STREET

Philadelphia

CRESSNAN'S

jplX)^
CIGAR
ALLEN

233 So. 3rd St.

R.

CHESSMAN'S SONS, Makers

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market and Sixth

MEN'S

Sts.,

Philadelphia

AND YOUNG

MEN'S

CLOTHING

\
^

!

I

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR THE CLERGY
f

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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WABASH

TWINLOCK

Cabinets and Supplies

Better Clothes for Less

Binders and Supplies

Money

BARNEY HARRISON

James Hogah G)mpany
Limited

Loose Leaf Specialists
Office Supplies
Blank Books
Printing
Lithographing
Engraving

Corner Lancaster and Warner Avenues

607 Chestnut Street

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA

GEORGE

P.

PHILLIPS

OPTICIAN
I

261-263

SOUTH EIGHTH STREET

Bryn Mawr and Wayne

GENTS' FURNISHINGS

FLOWER SHOPS

SHOES
BRYN MAWR,
Ten Per Cent Discount

f

JEANNETTE'S

T.E.FAHY
i

PHILADELPHIA

CUT FLOWERS
AND PLANTS

PA.

to College

WEDDING BOUQUETS AND
FUNERAL DESIGNS

and

807 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn

Prep Students

Phone, Bryn

Mawr

Mawr 570

VILLANOVA BOYS
EAT

WANKLIN'S CANDY
AND GROW FAT
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DAD!
By

6->

UST

K. Jay

blew and tlie l)ells ring" out
mid-day tones on Saturday, the fourth
of August, in the Year of Our Lord Nineteen
Hundred and Twenty-two, the stately Cunard

On

as the whistlos

their

liner,

New

"jNluretania" slipped anchor in

for

Suddenly
and vibrated from prow to stern then the giant liner moved,
and a series of cheers broke tumultuously from hundreds of throats, rolled away, died off, and broke forth
again. Frantic signaling, waving handkerchiefs, shouts
of ''Bon Voyage!" "Au Revoir!!" mingled with the
clapi)ing of hands as the orchestra of the ship made

deserv-e

—

itself

felt

above the din of that discordant chorus.

Sweetly and solemnly, its brass tones raised the strains
of the Nation's Song, "I\Iy Country 'Tis of Thee * *
The Stars and Stripes from the
of thee T think."
"'

nodded

neigliboring vessels

salute, the

great choir of

unannounced
and unsought came that feeling of sadness and longing,

hnman

voices joined in the refrain^ while

that the poet says,

is

not akin to

]iain,

was a

at-

figure,

few who knew would recognize as Mat Healy, Jr.,
and genial center of Yalevard's
noted diamond and gridiron battles.
"If I were a girl I would cry, but as I'm not, I
nuist just grin and bear it," Mat muttered to himself.
"Just think of Dad treating me like this, and
rubbing it in, by telling me, it's all for my good that
he's giving me and himself such pain.
Ye Gods! It
would take the faith of 'Old Skeezicks' to believe any-

haps, that they, too, were being sped, instead of helping

speed the parting ones across the deep.

his

glimpse of concrete reality, the whole

to get the last

titude spelling depression in its worst form,

that

a quiver ran through the vessel, she trembled

down over

forehead, his hands focusing each eye, his eyes strained

York harbor and majestically put out to sea.
It was a scorching day, the thermometer somewhere
in the nineties, and well nigh unbearable in its sweltering humidity.
It was a day when the desire to hie
oneself away to cooler fields and greener pastures runs
high.
Yet, despite the fact of physical discomfort and
all its accompanying accessories, a great number of
friends and well-wishers had assembled on the wharf
The surging crowd hung around the
to say good-by.
gangways exchanging final words, and wishing, perto

the extreme stern of the boat, as close to the

railing as possible, his cap pulled well

the winning pitcher

^^^^^^^^^^'^^

^

—

thing like that.
so take

it,

Well, never mind, old chap, you're in
your medicine good and straight. You
^v^;;> -.:-:;..;;,:-:,/.

it.

\:

^^

;

"I did go from bad to worse last year. Nothing
pin me down except the pigskin and the bat,
I flunked everything else.
Mother could have held me
down or rather up to something, but God seemed to

seeiiied to

HER, that Dad was all sufficient.
Perhaps he is, I think an awful lot of Dad. He is a
jooly good Pater-familias, a good old sport, patient and
understanding in a certain sense, but in other ways just
think I didn't need

—

Now he didn't and couldn't see
was too obvious for his myopic
vision but he should have known I could not sit down
to hard study after Mother left vis.
That meant thmking, and when I tried to loosen up that Thinking Machinery, why it just revolved around Her all the time.
Couldn't help it— so I just had to call off being serious
and turn every Thought Crank into hard athletic work.
Dad didn 't see it that way, men never do. They
can't get inside a fellow and watch his real mind. You
have to tell them everything then they reason it out
a bit dopey

my

and

batty.

point of view,

it

;

'

"lint resembles sorrow only

As
Very

'

'

mist resembles rain."

the

soon, the passengers, leaning over

—

'

deck

tlie

own way and make

small account of your feelings,
feminine intuitioil that God gave to

noticed the faces on shore disappear into a conglomerate picture, then melt into misty indistinctness.

their

from the higher levels of more distant office
buildings and taller skyscrapers, still shone ^forth wdth

mothers

undiminislied splendor in the glorifying sunlight,

of us gone this year.

rail.-:;,

Tlie flags,

—but

even here, as seeonds passed into minutes, distance was
intervening, the coloring of the most beautiful banner
in the world Mas fast paling, the stripes had already
lost

their identity

and the

the watching eyes of
realized,

perhaps, for the

first

from home and country means.

time,

old

the size of

Dad!

I

it.

know he

But he

is

feels

a brick

wretched,
all right.

—two
Con-

and duty, those are his two big props. Some
day they'll crush him like the car of Juggernaut, but
science

Dad
ples.

as they

How

what separation

—that's

"Poor

and

stars their brilliancy,

many became tear-dimmed

they lack that

it

will risk the

Dear

old

crushing rather than risk his princi-

Dad, he

he did squeeze

me

almost broke his soft

lantic

between

us,

is

just daft on principles.

My

I

handshake I know
old heart to put the wide At-

in that last

but he did it."

;
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"I shirked work last year, I went mad crazy over
and was only sanely oblivious of the 'real

Atliletics,

things' as

Dad

calls

Therefore, the third part

them.

must be banished

England, to a
place they called Stoneyhurst
a fitting cognomen, all
I'iglit.
It's Dad's Alma Mater
a place where there
is no nonsense, and where you are metamorphically
Hogged into work and especially into work you don't
like.
There's only one star shining in my sky line at
I'll be back in a year if I'm good, or rather,
l^resent,
make good. Well, I'm going to prove Dad right, if 1
skin and flay myself alive."
"I think I'll start right now to keep a diary. Encouragement is what I need, and I 'm going to encourage
myself by putting my good deeds down in black and
white Visualizing them, as the Professor of Psychology
used to say, in speaking of other things.
On second
of the syllogism, I

to

—
—

—

—

thought,

T

don't think

I

by writing a

Dad

things

my

^vill

every day

to that

—

I

'dear old

angle of view by a series of inferences;

it's

much

by the written word than to amplify
by oral explanation. There is another asset I almost
overlooked, it will give me practice in batting good Eng
English, you know, was one of my mid-year faillish.
ures and Dad was wild, he is strong on the pure classic
Anglo-Saxon. I never made much of a hit in the Engeasier to do this

but if I don't
have (Dad doesn't call slang,
English, and as I said before, I have grown mild on
slang, lost out on that New Year resolution, so I must
get myself together) and acquire what I have not, thos(^
They can rob
Britishers will stick me good and hard.
me of my last shred of decency for I won't be wise to
their slang and they won't savvy mine."
"So right here and now, as the English Prof, used
lish class, generally got railroaded out,

to say,

I

I

mentally register

my

and

resolution to abhor slang
tions, to

fixed

and unalterable

all sorts

of slang connec-

eschew them forever, unless in case of necessity,
is just a loophole that I can crawl into

that last phrase

once in a long while.

him?

He knows

mas, he could

Won't Dad be

I tried

hard in

scarcely

tickled

when

me

before.

Since

Mother was so very
I had to reform.
understanding she could always get under any kind
of a word and dig up its true meaning."
A gentle tap on the shoulder awoke Mat Healy from

—

introspective scrutiny.

"Pardon me," said a clear musical voice, "for
making a suggestion; I have been observing you standing in that position for sometime, probably you do not
know that it is a sure way to invite an attack of Mai

deMer."
Mat glanced
kindly light in

there

toward him, saw the
the dark eyes and the friendly smile
at the face bent

perceived

down

the

a«

son,

is

Davenport,

oC

Iowa.

is

I

am

one

o'"

aui to kiiow that

I

a priest on board."

"Two

of us, no less," responded Father Forney,
"Father Cooper, of lialtiniore, and myself; come, take
a stroll on deck and tell me something a])0ut yourself.
I presume this is your maiden voyage, perhaps, you

know that rapid walking on deck is the best thin^
known for putting sea legs under yon, when you first

don't

We

start to cross the pond.

fore luncheon.

T

have a few

have just a half liour besend back by the

letters to

perhaps you have too." "Yes," said Matt, "I
to send a letter to my father, I fee! he needs

cheering up as

much

as I do."

Before the half hour had elapsed. Father Forney

had Mat's entire confidence and
blues

at

in

as a result

quickly sinking into the

l)riny

Mat

deep.

felt the

Fathei'

and would not appear
luncheon. ]\Iat felt he had met a special Providence
Father Forney when he secured him a seat ]iext his

Cooper was resting in

own

his cabin

in the dining salon.

After luncheon feeling stronger in body and spirit
Mat went to the lounge, secured a desk near one of the
windows, drew towards him pen and tablet, and sat

down

to write.

The swishing

of the waves,

and the

sort

music of the stringed orchestra that was still playing
among the palms outside the dining salon brought back
again the thought of his loneliness, but lie sturdily refused

its

entrance.

Yet,

it

persisted knocking at his

heart strings until in sheer desperation he pushed the

pen into the ink-stand. Just then the salon steward
M-alked through the room and reminded the passengers
that the pilot would leave in ten minutes. Mat felt ho
The last link was broken, the
could stand no more.
blues ascended from the buried caverns, and once again
laid seige to his soul.

"Dear Dad"; he began,
"Only five minutes to tell you

this line since Christ-

translate

my

Ilealy,

yours, Father, and mighty delighted

I tell

Mother has gone,

liis

"IVBat

never sees

can give him

he

Mat
extended hand and murnuired, "Thank

and your name,

pilot,

well, yet

keep the small remnant

grasped the

want

letter

When

words.

collar all barriers of reserve fell

you. Father.'- ;
;" ''Yes, lam Father David Forney, of San Francisco,

hegin preliminary jot-

who always means
my way, funny isn't it? Maybe

of mine'

Roman

shall start that diary until I

get on the other side, but I
tinjis

accompanying the

—not seasickness but

I

am

desperately

ill

hope you won't
ho sorry that I whined.
You know I'm usually pretty
game but this beats anything I ever had. Just now 1
see blue.
Father Forney, a nice priest from San Francisco, who has taken a fancy to me, says I am getting
the
die.

Mai de Mer but
That's

all

heart sickness.

I

don't believe

I

it,

I just

want

to

that ails

"Your own and

only son,

"MAT.
"August 7th, 4.00 P. M."
"Richard is himself again! For two days, DaddyLong Legs, darkness was on the face of the deep and
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BOY.

was like
was gripped in body and torn asunder by that awful S. S.
Davy Jones surely had
it should have been S. 0. S.
me ;n his mighty grasp, convulsion and upheaval reigned
supreme; there was no order but everlasting horror in
every part of this anatomy. No habeas corpus writ was
obtainable so that Mat, Jr., just GROANED. But that
groan, believe me, Dad, was some yell a full grown
hyena howl alongside of it our college yell was but a
gasp. Man alive the terrors of death encompassed me.
1 sent for Father Forney to get the last rites, but he
only laughed and told me to keep the Faith that all
things passeth. But the fading away of that internal
revolution was a mighty slow process. Father Forney
was an angel, Dad, not the ornamental harp string kind,
1 never did fancy them, he was the real goods,
the
blackness was in the heart of your
the Psalmist, swept in spirit

—by the Blues;

I

I

—

—

!

—

guardian spirit that engineers the aching mind, that
oils the cracks of a broken body, that boosts the flagging energy of a losing game (that's a climax, isn't it,
Dad). He gets inside of you, gets your outside, too,
then makes his mental measurements, and 0,

measurements just

you

fit

preciate the stuff, for your

that ends well

Read

Mat

it,

tion

those

Dad did you
Dad, you'll ap-

imiss. But
and God's in
with the world. To be honest,

—and

is

I

Jinks only

am

well

His heaven and all's right
Dad, the above is not my original coinage,
of Shakespeare,

!

like a glove.

ever read 'Jink's Insides'?

all's well

Boy

Browning &

it's

a product

But your second

Co.

edi-

responsible for the combination.

is

Dad, you're a

trump!

That wireless just put
Father Forney said I needed
a tonic and he was going to get one for me but after

me en my
lie

real

feet last night.

witnessed some of the capers

less

came, he said that he

cut

I

felt that

when that

I

would

wire-

do, that

there was no use going to useless trouble.
I

was out on deck

an appetite.

When

all

morning getting color and

the Captain came along I handed

liiiu something to think about when he offered me his
sympathy. I told him, I believed in sincerity even
in the advertising game.
lie raised an eyelash, and
politely asked me to clarify my statements.
Then mj'^

—

— for

was giving him straight goods and
transparent English, but an Englishman never sees the
point until you project it into his brain by a Roentgen
The light was switched on when I
ray or sucli like.
said, under what kind of mendacity do you classify
this? 'The Cunard Line can assure the traveller every
dander

rose,

I

protection against sea sickness.

Her

vessels are of the

largest tonnage, all twin or triple screw, turbine engines, etc, etc.,

which practically combine smooth

ing and an absence of

Mai de

^ler.

'

He

sail-

didn't classify,

nor did he deny the charge, simply smiled and insisted
that the exception never proved the contrary.

Wish

had him on the gridiron back home, I'd show him
few exceptions.
I

After that encounter,

I

a

watched the deck sports

for a space

5

—from

my

my

chair, of course, for

pedal

extremities can't be labeled seaworthy, just yet

even for " Scandalling. "

Of

all

—not

the inane sport imi-

hand of man ever invented, I think
and knocking ten pins on a quarter

tations that the

SM'inging quoits

deck the most absurd.
Good-by, Dad,

my

you tomorrow when

see

I'll

I

take

pen in hand to sketch off some inhabitants of the
'Mary Anne' that's mine for the ship.''
/
;
"August 8th, Lat. 54 degrees, Long. 30 degrees;
knots 2120 The Log of the 'Mary Anne' should be

up

—
—

;

to the minute.

Now, Dad, you have

my

bearings, so we'll proceed

The
promenade deck was cleared for action. Flags of all
nations adorned the impromptu ballroom. Police protection, thought I when my eyes hit the trail of waving
em])lems, but one look at Old Glory made me cast such
a nefarious aspersion to the four winds.
I tell you
what, Dad, Old Glory holds her own with all of them.
She sure has the beauty par excellence there's no overtopping her, INIly next thought was a thriller. Say old
sport, said T to myself, I'm not alone, Old Glory owns
me, I belong to her, and wherever I go she follows.
JMother Country and Fatherland who would not fight
and die for thee

to weightier things.

Last night they had a dance.

—

I thought I would enjoy that terpischorean sport
but something was wrong. Dad, the whole thing queered
me.
'Tis true, I was not quite as fit as I should have

been for

'trots'

and

light fantastics,

—and

I

knew

it,

bench as old Cap used to
shaky on the mound. The quiet

so I ordered myself to the

do when
of

my

was a

I

game was

little

a rotten affair, didn't

work

Irish ancestors called for action

at all; the blood

—Mat,

Jr.^

could

not refuse the dare, and I rose

up

and asked a
and she did.

'come along with me,'

fair demoiselle to

Holy Jehosophat

!

How

I

like 'Willie Reilly'

was stung She was from
and a mountain of
!

Wellesley, had a raft of degrees

knowledge.
It

began

I

with

grew pale
Einstein's

as she started the quiz act.

Relativity

then progressed

backward to the mysticism of Buddha and the Sacred
Books of Veda and ended up with Assyrian archeology.
She always found my line of least resistance and then
ran the gimlet of her Highbrowism into the marrow
of my brain box. This dumbbell wanted to go but she
held the silent captive in her train, an obedient and
unwilling victim. Then Dad I broke my slang resolution.
No, I didn't I forgot for the moment, the loophole

—
—to eschew slang except in case of necessity.

here was Necessity with a Capital 'N'.

I

Well,

plunged right

gave her volley after volley of our choicest stuff.
She drew lierself up, and with the most superior air
in the world, asked me to convey to her my meaning.
Then I had to stage the bluff act and resort to literature and mildly asked who is your favorite novelist.
in,
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swung back

'Scott, she

course I

mean

Evading the question,

me

at

me, you read him, of

his works.'
I a.nwered,

'will

you give

a line on them'?
'Yes, but your query

is

too general, bring

it

down

and particular, said Miss Brown, who,
by the way, is from Boston.
'I'll bring it down all right and you, too, hm, this
is where I take you for a sail,' I muttered to myself,
losing all my chivalry.
'What about Ivanhoe?' I vento the definite

tured, glad that I corralled at least one of them.

'Very improbable

—lacks

purpose, appeals to the sensational,

me
I

—

'

all this

refused to argue.

I

is

face asked her

Which hero ?

'

She looked aghast.

'

Just then, another

Thought there

away

air

pearls before swine.

Miss Brown,

my

beanery,

twisty once in a while.'
into the center of con-

sciousness,

'What about Kenilworth, Miss Brown?

Wasn't
hounds were quartered
thought that book Avas fairly good

that the place where the royal
in the old times, I

dope, didn 't

you ?

'Hardly; she responded, looking weary,

me

gave

'

I fear I

Scott's Emulsion,' I interrupted.

'That's

all

cabin where I

up

I don 't quite agree with you. Father,
was a sensitive plant.
'

five

These jarring sensations betoken the beginning

and the

critical attitude rightly

Try

to see

But don't

both sides of the ques-

for there are always two sides; try to see the

and the good

in

all,

but never yield a principle.'

wouldn't be Dad's son
on,

INfat,

if I did.'

and change your attitude a
it

for you.

She

is

little

going to the

Sacred Heart at Roeharapton to finish her education,
Hilda has just turned seventeen,
two years your junior. I have known her from
her babyhood so can recommend here as your style.'
you'll be near neighbors.

smokes

—

to start a train of moral-

Dad, I just had to yield to my compelling guide
and no pangs of regret have come my way. Hilda is
a dear,
sweet, modest, very pretty and very sensible.
She's not a mope nor a slow-go but a real live, jolly,
honest-to-goodness girl, and cever, too.
I think I'll
grow to like her.

—

Dad, I feel like swearing when I think
rap, the door opened and Father Forney ushin.

never

and you're not one now. You are just learnYou were always among your own class and kind
always had something to lean upon, now you have cut

'Come

—

A

I

'No,

or let Hilda Dexter do

lioly liorrors!
it.

Father Forney, 'but remem-

—

'I

Wliat kind of a guy am I? I was always daft
about our Sophomore Hops and Jmiior Proms, always
had a ripping time, to, but tonight holy smokes and

ered himself

—

"All discord is harmony not understood."
'You don't understand their world, boy, and it would
be well if you never understood it, but here and now
the experience was just a little trying to the Ego, ^you
were not estimated at your true value and it hurt.'

tion,

izing.

of

—

ber the poet says that,

best

—

my

that sort of thing,

get narrow. Mat.

a bobbed haired flapper sort of a girl.
She was a counter-irritant and stimulated me for the
next two minutes, but I never could stand that clinging
adoring variety very long, so I made excuse and took
before I was sufficiently set

That's the whole thing; the

—there

applied, will teach you correct evaluations.

sister,

off to

Father.

of the critical attitude,

—

myself

it.

was 0. K.

waiting.

knocked down

'But the

only a lack of adjustment

was the proper background
music and moonlight, the
splashing waves and the pretty girls, the music was
dreamy one moment and jazzy the next, the moonlight
was alluring, the waves appealing, but something was
jarring, and that discord was the GrIRLS.'

and

fitness.

Kindly escort me to her,
Forend
That
was
the
of Miss BrowTi.
I thank you.'
score
of
manners,
I
had
to
for
the
lapse
give me. Dad,
It won't happen again.
that touchdown.
returning
to resume the bench I spied
Just as I was
Dan
little Miss Ford
neighbor,
my next door ship
Ford's

is

loose from your sofe -moorings for the first time, and
you stand alone. You meet unfamiliar things and you
must form your own judgment of their fitness or un-

She

one cold and haughty glare, and said in icy
sister is

feel

to present environment.'

accents,

'My

you

ing.

can't establish a proper thought transference, let us

'What about

style.'

'Yes,' quickly replied

with that fade

name popped

my

'Boy, you're right,' said Father Forney.

were four,' I innocently added.

'Never mind' she replied
that means you are throwing
'Pardon, I didn't get you.
ahem, I mean my brain gets

not

dissatisfaction

setting

your thought on the psychology of the
book? How do you estimate the complex of the hero?'
She had me again. I was staggered but with a poker
'

:;

'Don't care to meet any more^girls, I'm finished.'

Suddenly turning

the tables on me, she shot forth,

'What

.,,.,,..,

'What happened?' kindly asked my Reverend
friend. I told him everything, adding as a finale, 'those

she gave

in a breath, looking as if she expected disagreement.

won,

:;,.:;;,;

i :>:;,:'

ing well?'

its

did not take her view but would not debate the ques-

tion, so she

—

girls are

not justify

color, does

'Why, Mat, what's the trouble? I thought you
were having the time of your life, and here you aremoping. I went to look you up, for I wanted to introduce you to Hilda Dexter and her mother, both were
on the Promenade but you had disappeared.
Why
did you do the vanishing act, Mat? Aren't you feel-

'
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Good night, Dad! Pleasant dreams. I'm
and must turn in. Continued in our next.

tired

^ V,

"August

9th, noon, N. Lat. 52 degrees,

^

:

W.

Long.

Smooth sailing.
Knots 2642I made a slight
Hello Dad, we're almost there.
change in my plans today. Had a long spiel with Hilda
and her mother this morning. Mrs. Dexter knows Aunt
Harriet, Mother Moore, of the Dublin Sacred Heart. I
told her she was Mother's twin sister, that I had never
seen her but was going to run over to Dublin during
the New Year holidays and pay my respects.
She prevailed on me to go at once
even before presenting
myself at Stony hurst. I told her, I never bothered myself much about nuns
thought they had too much fuss
and feathers. Mrs. D. was indignant, said it was just
like a boy to be so irrevalent, that I ought to do the
proper thing and apologize for my neglect. Dad, dear,
don't spill the beans, if you value my peace of soul,
I most graciously acceded to Mrs. Dexter 's request when
I got wise to the fact that she and Hilda were going
10 degrees.

—

—

to see

me

Aunt Harriet

the following week.

It will take

longer than that to get acquainted with

Aunt

and talk

especially as I have to curb that slang

H..

pious.

Father Forney just passed by and asked me to give
his regards.
He is going to call at Stonyhurst in
November before sailing for America and will see you
just as soon as he strikes Iowa.
Then you'll get an
I just thanked him for the introduction to
earful.

you

THE BELLE
History show^s us that wherever

men have

collect-

Hilda.

It

I told him I was
Hilda this year for we
from the land of our birth. He smiled

was the

polite thing to do.

going to take a live interest in

were both exiles
he said. ' '',sr;-'"r

as

-

'^'Si

interests.

Now, what did he mean by that? Dad, I meant
to give you some pen pictures of some of the curiositiefi
on shipboard, but han git, that dance spoiled my plans.
Hark! the dinner bugle's clarion tones! My life is
saved!

If

it

some

social institutions

and

when each

traditions.

his personal enterprises

and join with

mutual work, so that

these

survive and function to the

Hence there

individual must lay aside

social

his fellows, in a

may

institutions

common advantage

of

all.

To neglect this duty has always been considered,

if

not traitorous, at least unmanly.

is

thought that is knocking me silly since
Compass, Father Forney, pointed out
that you understood me. Dad, better than I did myself
and that you knew all those things I thought you did
not know. That you knew a change of scene and residence was what I needed, that you wished to spare mc

this is the big

my

IVJ^ariner's

the awkwardness of commencing over again at Yalevard and a good man other 'that's' Dad, you're an Ace
and believe me I'll make good.

cAlKE
possible for

BALL
them unaided

no exception to the

institutions.

Chief

rule.

among

She, also, has her social

these

is

the Belle Aire Ball,

the annual formal reception given by the Senior Class
of

Villanova College.

The Belle Aire

make

always

it

Ball,

to

by

is

the ball the over-

and always should

tradition,

is

of \411anova College as a whole, that

reiresentative of the best that the
faculty,

representative
is

to say,

members

alumni and undergraduates of Villanova Col-

of social enterprise.

co-operation
ths.se

is

of the

considered as a unit, can accomplish in the

leo;e,

it

of

each

As
of

such,

the

it

way

requires the earnest

individuals

comprising

three factors.

There are three ways in which you can help make

Villanova College, as an example of such a group,
is

a

MAT."

B.—This

be.

art certain times

'

what the girls call a 'P. S.' and that
means that your afterthought is your best thought, ar.d
N.

or in a small assembly, such as a college of learning,

of

longer I'd have lockjaw

The log of the 'Mary Anne' is finished. R. I. P.
She was a good ship even if she did treat me rough in
the early days, and I forgive her as I do you, Dad.
Yours ever,

whelming success that

that purpose could not be achieved without the aid

much

held back

or some other fatal calamity.

ed themselves into groups for some definite purpose,

form of a mighty nation

:^

'Nothing better. Mat, than to have a live interest
in things, for live interests sometimes develop into life

whether that group be

in the

':':"'

Although the

aged by the members of the senior

affair

class,

yet

is

man-

it is

im-

the Belle Aire Ball of nineten twenty-four a success.

by purchasing a ticket and attending the ball.
Second, by securing patrons or donating a patron's fee
yourself.
Third, by talking it up and by broadcasting
Firjjt,

the information, concerning the ball, which you will
fird in the Belle Aire Ball section of this issue.

—T. R.

S. '24.
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WALTER M. RIORDAN
Lawrence, Massachusetts, has the unique distinction of being the birthplace o£ Walter
M. Uiordan, very worthy president of the Villanova Athletic Association,
Through his four years at Villanova, 'Jiggs', as we call him, has always been a faithHis efficiency,
ful student and his efforts have been crowned with wonderful success.
however, is not confined to the classroom alone, for as an orator, debater, and athletic
manager, he has few equals and no superiors.
In "Walter, duty and pleasure are evenly balanced, but if there must be a preference it
His fellow students have presented him with the presidency of the Villanova
falls to duty.
Athletic Association, the highest gift in their power he had won their confidence, love and
respect and this was the only way they had of showing him how much they appreciated his
;

charming personality.
Walter is manager of the Varsity basketball team and his efforts in this capacity have
resulted in one of the most evenly balanced schedules attempted by the Blue and White
tossers.

president of the Lawrence Club of Villanova College and is a member of the
He is financial secretary of the college council of the
Knights of Columbus and as a member of the Senior Class is one of the committee in charge

He

is

Bpsilon Phi Theta Fraternity,
of the annual Belle Aire Ball.

and frank disposition makes him a general favorite among his
welcome guest at every festive gathering as well as an agreeable companion

His genial, affable
associates, a

at all times.

we may say with Macauley
needs no eulogy, he speaks for himself."

In truth,

"He
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WOODROW WILSON

T

HE

passing

of

Woodrow Wilson means an

irreparable loss not only to the nation, but
to the entire world.

the greatest

men

The nation

loses one of

that ever took the oath of

United States.
not only a great man, but an Ideal,

office as the President of the

The world

loses

This Ideal of Peace, Justice and Democracy for the

expounded by Woodrow Wilson at
World War, now seems farther
aAvay than ever. It seems that the world either does
not desire, or is prevented by selfish and ambitious
leaders from expressing its desire for any such Idealism.
European Powers have slipped back into secret
diplomacy and intrigue. "Open covenants, openly
arrived at," is to them but another means of deceiving and tricking some neighboring nation. Justice
and Democracy are terms that are not in the category
of the European statesman and diplomat. Yet, let ue
not lay the blame for the failure of the "League of
Nations" eiitiroly on the shoulders of the European
statesmen and diplomats. For had the American public and more particularly the members of the Senate
whole world,

as

the close of the great

stood solidly behind Wilson, Europe, even though she
did not approve, would have been forced to accept this
plan for world peace. Whether or not this plan would

have succeeded is not for us to say, but it should at
least have received a fair trial.
That it was not per
feet, and that many flaws Avould have become evident

went on, Ave Avill grant, for being conceived
by mortal man it could not hope for perfection. Yet
of all the plans that have ever been offered for insuring peace and justice among nations. President
Wilson's "League of Nations" appears to have come
closer to solving the problem than any other plan or
as time

policy heretofore presented.

WoodroAv Wilson

is dead but Wilsonism must not
cannot recall that great man, but we can
kindle into flame that spark of true democracy for
Avhich he gave his very life. As the most poAverful
nation in the world at the present time, our opinions
are not Avithout Aveight. We can have a tremendous
influence in bringing about the materialization of
tln^se hopes and ideals.
Though Ave do not accomplish
all that Ave strive for, if Ave but advance one step
nearer true Avorld democracy, then WoodroAV Wilson,
president, historian, statesman and idealist, Avill not
have died in vain.
C. P. G.

die.

We

—
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WALTER M. RIORDAN
Massachusotls,

JjaAvrciicc,
.M.

Throufih
ful

has

Uioi'dan, vci'y Avorlliy prosidoul

ho\\i'ver,

not

is

his

at

few

Walter, duty and

unique dislincl

Villaiiovn, 'Ji<r<is\ as

and

equals

Jio

ion oM)oiiif>', the birtliplace of

Walter

the \'iIhmova Atlilotie Associalion.

have been crowned
the classroom alone,

effoi'ts

eontined to

has

he

Mianajier,

four years

liis

and

student

Ihe
oi'

Avith
t'oi-

we

(^all him, has always Ix'eii a faithwonderful sueeess. His efficiency,
as an orator, debater, and athletic

sui)eriors.

if there must be a preference' it
him with the ju'esidt'ncy of the \'illaiu)va
Athletic Association, the hiji'hest j^'ift in their ])()wei' he had ^\on their confirleiu'c, love and
respect and this \\as the only way they had of sho^\•inJi him how much they a|)preciated his

hi

to

falls

duty.

])leasur(; are ev<'nly

His fellow students have

balanced, but

])reseiite(l

:

charming'

])ei-sonality,

Walter

is

manafi'ei*

of

th(!

Varsity basketball team and his efforts

resulted in oiu' of the most evenly babnuM'd schedules

attempted

by

I

in this (;ai)acity

he

Blue

and

have

White

tossers.

He
Kpsilon

is

Lawrence (1ub of

of tbe

pi-esident

Phi Thota

Fraternity.

He

is

N'illanova

tinancial

Knijihts of ('olumbus and as a nuMuber of

Colleuc and

secretary

tin?

Senior Class

disposition

makes him

of
is

the

is

a

colleoe

nuMubei- of the
couiu'il

one of the committ(>e

of

the

in ehar<i'e

of the aiuiual Belb; Aii'c Hall.

His

^'enial,

associates, a
at

all

affable

welcome

and

jiiiest

fi'aids.

at

ever\" festive jzatherinji'

a

as Avell

j^ciu'ral

as an

favorite
a<>'reeable

aiuonii'

his

companion

tinu's.

In

truth,

wc nmy say with .Macauley--

"Jle needs no eulogy, he speaks for himself.''
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WOODROW WILSON

stood solidly hehind Wilson,
did

l^'iirope.

even

she

thou*ili

a])prove. woiild have Ix'en forced to acce|)t this

in)t

U)r world peace.
Whether or not this plan would
have succeeded is not for us to say, hut it should at
least have i'ec(Mved a fair ti'ial.
That it was not ])er
|)l'»n

T

III"]

in-('|)aral)l('

loss

iiol

llic

in(Mi

«:i-«'al('st

office

}is

the

loses nol

that

ever took

as

tlie

uTeat man,

a

This Ideal of Peace. -Instice and
wl)ole Avorld.

tlu;

The nation

President of

only

Wil.suii

only to

the cntii-c woi-ld.

to

The world

Woodrow

of

|)fissiji<i-

exponiided

hy

means an
nation, but

tlic

ol'

fe"t,

of

as time

United States.
I)iit
an Ideal.

Democracy

and that many flaws would have heconu- evident
went on, we will <ir;int, for IxMii^' conceived

one
oatli

losi'S

for the

Woodrow Wilson

at

War. no-\v seems farther
seems that the world either does
prevented hy selfish and and)itioirs

of

all

the

chvsei- to

ever.

)>ol

not

or

(lesii-e.

ism.

from

is

Eviro|)ean PoAvei-s

(liploniacy

any sueli
have slipped back into

expi"essin<i' its desire

and

intri^ne.

"VOpen

for

eoveiuuits,

Idealsecret

openly

and justice

icy

(li".

nations,

I'residenr

kiodle into

flann'

nation

in

the world

eeivii!"'

atv

in)t

liis

vei-y
at

lif(>.

in

l)rin<>'inj>'

these hopes and ideals.

We

strive

f<M'.

true democracy for
As the most i^owerful

(d'

the present

We

withoid weiu'ht.

influenc(^

that

spark

t,bat

arrived

al!

than any other plan or

Woo(b-ow Wilson is dead hut Wilsxnusni inust not
We cannot recall that srreat nian. hut weCan^
<i'ave

Kor had the American puhthe memhers of the Senate

ann)n.u-

solving' the ])rol)leni

he

statesmen and diplomats.
lu' and more pai-l icula rl_\

hope for perfetjtion. Yet
been offered for in-

evei'

heretofore presented.

Avhieh

at.'" is to them
hut anothei' means of deand tri(d<ino' some nei^hliorin^'riation. Justice
and Democracy are terms th{»t arc not in the cate<rory
of the p]uropean statesman and diplomat.
Yet, let uk
tiot lay the hlame for th(> failui-e of the ''Leaji'ue oi'
Xations" entir-ely on the shoulders of the Kinro|)ean

have

that

Wilson's "Lea<i'ue of Nations" appears to have conu'

the close of the ^'reat Woi-ld

h^adei's

could not

it

|)lans

peace

snriiiu'

away than

It

nmn

hy mortal

about

the

Thoujih
if

we

lint

h.i

histoi-ian.

ve died in xain.

siatesnuin

and

our, opinions/

inn-,

tremendous

a

materialization

We do

nearer true world democracy, then
presi(b'nt.

t

can liave

(d'

accomplish
advance one ste])
not

Woodrow
idealist,
--•('.

Wilson,
no)

will
P.

(

i.
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THE BELLE

BALL

c>lIRE

RICHARD QUINN

TjjHAT

the Belle Aire Ball of nineteen hundred

twenty-four will prove to be the most epochmaking event in the social history of Villanova College is now assured. A new stage
has been reached in the process of our social

mwM

We

responded to the
exactments of a change in our social environment.
evolution.

One

^

have,

as

it

were,

of the most important activities of the

modern

These are neces-

college lies in its social functions.

sary both for the diversion and the training of the

Man is a social animal and must be able to
take his proper place in community gatherings. Much
is expected, along these lines, of the college graduate.
student.

Truly one manifestation of education

is

the ability to

most exacting society. This
ability can easily be acquired, on the part of the
st ident, through attendance at the social functions

adjust

oneself

to

the

of his college.

both huge successes in every respect. Not a little
courage was required on the part of the committees
in charge of these affairs to take them off the campus.
There was the stubborn 'Dance on the campus' tradition to break down, besides the numerous contemporary discouragements to bear up under. Yet in the
face of all this great things were accomplished.
The Belle Aire Ball of nineteen hundred twentyThe mistake of this
three was held on the campus.
decision

our Alma Mater had its origin
in the none too frequent class and fraternity receptions, held in the college gymnasium.
They were at
first only informal affairs and little prominence was
given them in their connection to the college itself.
Tho success of these little parties led the more ambi'^-ious student to wish for something better and so
each year marked an advance in the quality of the
social life of

social. affairs.
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Last year showed us what was possible in th«
of future development.
Two formal receptions
were held off the campus. The Junior Prom, at the
Ritz Carlton, and the formal reception of the Delta Pi
P]psi]()m Fraternity at the Bellevue-Slratford, were

way

Lack

of facilities for serving the supper coupled with the
inconvenience to which the guests were put in walking
from the gymnasium to the college dining-room were
only some of the bad features resulting from holding

th3 ball on the campus.

It

showed that Villanova had

outgrown, her old playground.
This year the Belle Aire Ball
debut in the social
lishing

The

was evident on the night of the dance.

new

a

life

is

making

of Philadelphia.

tradition.

No more

its

formal

It is estab-

fitting

setting

could have been selected than the foyer of the old
Academy of Music, the scene of some of the most
gorgeous receptions of the elite of old Philadelphia.

From

all

riment
lias

is

indications an evening of unsurpassable merin store for all

who

No

attend.

been spared which would add

expense

in the slightest de-

The committee
Tlirscli
famous
has been fortunate in securing the
reputation
society orchestra, which holds an enviable
among dance orchestras of the country. The catering is of the best obtainable in Philadelphia and as
tail

to the

enjoyment of the guests.

for the favours, they speak for themselves.

The Senior

Class,

and especially

its

committee,

av- to be congratulated on their achievement.

THE VILLANOVAN

On Sunday, February

3rd, the college

was deeply
Elden

of the sudden death of

shocked by the news
L. Ackers, of Johnstown, Pa.
while returning

to

college,

On

the previous evening

Elden was struck by an

automobile at South Penn Square, Philadelphia, suffering a fractured skull. An operation was performed
Sunday afternoon as a last measure to save his life.
While only a student at Villanova for the last several
weeks, Elden had already made many friends by his
kindly manner and gentle ways. He was buried in
Johnstown, Penna., on Friday morning, February 8th.
A solemn mass of requiem- attended by the student
body was celebrated in the college chapel on the same
morning. The Villanovan extends its sincere condo-

May

he rest in peace.
has been customary at Villadesired to get in back of our teams and
give them more than the usual vocal encouragement,
to dig down in our jeans and produce therefrom the
wherewith to hire a band. We did the best we could
but after all was said and done and played, we had
lence to his people.

For many
hova, when we

years

it

admit a certain sense of shame in the fact that it
was not Villanova 's own, but hired strangers who
often insisted on breaking out into joyous chords at
the most inopportune time. However, all that is to
to

be a thing of the past.

Due

to the untiring efforts of

Father Fink, a real Villanova band has been organized,
instruments purchased or better borrowed how, we

know

not,

and regular practice

instituted.

Go

to

it

yon youthful Sousas, we are perfectly willing to forgive all sorts of annoyance, if by the Spring you can
step out

and do your

act.

us Mr. C. Finnerty, a youthful but brilliant

to
to

member

Mr. Finnerty gave us one of
"Shall we be
in an age.
Organized or Oregonized" was his pointed question.
After he had finished his clever, witty, convincing
talk, there wasn't any doubt of the answer to his
question. We do hope that Prof. Carey shall have his
friend return to Villanova in the very near future.
of the Philadelphia Bar.

the best talks

demand. Lately it has been noticed that Louie, the
urbane manager, has been making strenuous efforts to
get on friendly terms with Spot.
The Biology pro-

With Louie, the
deeply concerned, poor Spot
seems to lead a rather harried existence.
As we go to press we learn that Father Hasson,
who has been in charge of the Parish Church and
fessors are also interested in him.

professors and

we have heard

Since the installation of the hot-dog machine in
the pie shop, frequently the supply falls short of the

Rowdy

all

College Chapel for the last several years, has been

appointed to succeed Father Commins at Ardmore.
T. Conway, who was in charge of the
Academy for many years, comes here as pastor. Both
these changes will be of interest to Jim Whelan and
Harry Griffiths. We wish the Reverend Fathers suc-

The Rev. H.

cess in their

new

places.

At a recent meeting of the Junior Class, April
twenty-fifth was set as the date for the annual Junior
Prom. The Prom, as in former years, will be held
in

Philadelphia

at

the

Belle vue-Stratford

Hotel.

George Halpin, of Atlantic City, New Jersey, has been
chosen as chairman of the Prom Committee. Judging from former affairs held by the class of '25, this
year's
of

Prom

should be a decided success. The number
are to be limited and all those

invitations

make reservations with the
ch.airman at once, as last minute applications will have

desiring to attend should
to be rejected.
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We

wish to congratulate Mr. Vincent Egan, of the
class of '25, on the presence of mind which he displayed on the occasion of the unfortunate automobile
accident which resulted in the death of a young lady
student of

The students of Villanova are deeply indebted
Prof. Carey as the party responsible for introducing

11

Bryn Mawr

College.
Mr. Egan's prompt
up the injured girl and removing her
from danger saved her from being mangled by the
heavy traffic of the Lancaster Pike.
The Villanova Syncopators are still going strong.
Besides numerous outside engagements, they have been
booked to furnish music for the dances which are held
after home basketball games. They will soon be in a

action in picking

position to furnish music not only for dancing but for
concert and banquet work.

On Christmas night the Wilkes-Barre Club of
Villanova College held its annual holiday dance in
the magnificent ball room of the Hotel Sterling.
The
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N'illanova

work.
night

College held

the ma.mnlicent

l)all

the
its

Wilkes-Ilarre

annual holiday

Club of
dance in

room of the Hotel Sterling.

The
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affair boasted of the largest attendance ever experienced by any social event of the club. The feature of
the evening was the splendid music furnished by the

The officers of the club are to be
congratulated on their efforts in behalf of the fair
name of Villanova. The committee: Charles Burt,
Pennsylvanians.

chairman;
Kenney.

The

Charles

first

Norman

Devers,

annual dance of the

Irwin,

Joseph

New York

Club of

Villanova College Avas held in the ball room of the
Hotel Plaza on the evening of December twenty-seventh, nineteen twenty-three.
Many old alumni and
friends of Villanova were present.
The committee are
to be commended for their unusual efforts in making

wonderful success that it was. It is
will repeat its achievement during
the holiday season of nineteen twenty-four. The committee: Frank Picket, chairman; Joseph McGuinn,
Joseph Kenney.
thir.

affair the

hoped that the club

DELTA
Due

PI

mid-year exams the
Epsilon have lessened as the
financiers have endeavored to give their undivided
to the recent ordeal of

Now

that the exams are a
thing of the past the organization is planning for the

annual dinner dance to be held some time before Lent.

D

URING the

veloping a smooth-working combination and some of
members should develop into valuable Varsity

its

material.

PHI KAPPA PI
The
the past

activities

of the Engineering Society during

few weeks have been confined

ings and students lectures.

At
January seventeenth Thomas

subject, "Aerial

Photography

to business

as

Collins

an Aid

presented

the

to Better

Map

A comprehensive outline of the recent developments in the use of the camera by the surveyor
Making."

was given.
The success of the basketball team was discussed,
and it was agreed that the Technologists need present
no alibis to the remainder of the college for the showing of their representatives in the Departmental League
a glance at the casualty list of the Mid- Year Exams,
sufficing.
The men who are out for the team were
thanked for their extra efforts.
An invitation committee was appointed to take

K

charge of the proper reception of the pledges into the
Phi Kappa Pi. The date for the initiation has not
been set definitely, but will probably be in the latter
part of the month.

of C.

past month, through the efforts of the Knights, the student body \iad the

Eugene Heine and Brother John
:;}:/'.:...?::'
Lenny.
Mr. Heine, a prominent member of the legal profession, and assistant city solicitor, held his audience enthralled for more than an hour. Briefly reviewing the history
of the K. of C, Mr. Heine, in no uncertain terms, denounced the professional Knight, the one
who joins the organization for purely personal reasons. He pointed out the dire need of loyal
Catholic men to carry on the work of the lay apostolate. And lastly, he showed how imperative it is, that Catholics know at once that the plans and plots of which we have so
much, inimical to the church, are not by any means to be dismissed with a mere shrug of
the shoulders. The speaker received an ovation on the completion of his talk.
Mr. Lenny, who was largely instrumental in bringing the council to Villanova, took
Quoting from his own personal experiences, Mr. Lenny
as his topic the Ku Klux Klan.
We had no idea that men
startled his hearers by his recital of many contemptible facts.
even the worse of bigots could go to extremes described so vividly by Mr. Lenny.
Again we wish to point out the fact that there are many Knights at Villanova who
are Knights merely in name. If it were not for the devoted interest of a loyal few, the
council here would long ago have become a thing of the past. Indifferent, negligent, careless about meetings, forgetful of dues, these would be the loudest and the first in their denunciation if the K. of C. were allowed to perish. Might we suggest to these listless ones,
that they wake up, turn over a new leaf or better get a new book. You came into the Knights
M'illingly.
Be big enough to keep the promises you freely made.
On Thursday evening, March 6th, the council will admit to the first degree of Knighthood one hundred candidates.
pleasure of hearing two splendid talkers, Brother
J.

.;

,

—

L

meet-

the regular meeting on

—

EPSILON

activities of the Delta Pi

attention to their studies.

The success of the Business team in the Interfraternity Basketball League gives indication of another pennant for this year. The team, under the
direction of Captain Francella, of the Varsity, is de-
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Stanley Smith has been conducting, in Phila-

J.

delphia, a School for the Correction of Stammering,

Encouraged by the splendid
has opened a school in

results obtained, Mr,

New

Smith

York, and contemplates

Early training is bound to tell. Atlee Edwards,
Lieutenant Commander U. S. N., recently received the
Congressional Medal of Honor.
Atlee spent a few
years at Villanova as a youngster in the Academy back

and '99.
The Villanovan wishes

in '98

doing the same in Baltimore in the very near future.

The day
have

its

is

not far distant

own Kingsley

Major Stanley

large city will

Joe

Waugh

on the

to

extend

its

sympathy

F. Coar, of Scranton, on the death of

Stanley has been recently

made head

had

a very interesting card

from Father

C, S,

of St. Bridget's Church, Manchester, Conn,

Father McCann played shortstop at Villanova in 18801882,
Standard bred poultry has been liis hobby for
some years. At the recent show in Pittsburgh, Father

McCann and

his chickens carried of^ 18 prizes,

Joe Kirsch, '17, is slowly recovering from effects
of an operation at Baltimore.
Joe does not seem interested in his Alma Mater, as both youngsters are
co-eds.

Alfred Kane, '21, is at Gabriel's Sanatorium,
Gabriels, N, Y., trying to ward off an incipient attack
of tuberculosis. He writes that he has every chance
of regaining his health but that it will be necessary to
remain there for a year. All Villanovans are with
Alfred in his battle.
On Friday, February 8th, a Villanova Club of
Philadelphia was organized at the Hotel Windsor.
The following officers were elected Charles Laughlin,
:

Elmer Hertzler, vice ])resident T. F. Fitzand secretary. It was decided that
hereafter monthly informal dinners would be held.
The first of these took place at the Sylvania Hotel on
Wednesday, February 13th. There were nearly sevThis organization gives
enty-five members present.
every promise of being a live, peppy institution.
The annual Alumni banquet will be held at the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel on February 28th. Judging
from the number of meetings held at Villanova, it
should go over big. The Villanovan wishes it well.
president

;

gerald, treasurer

to

Rev. F. P. Commins, 0.

;

S.

A.

of

Father Commins, rector of

Oakmont,

whose untimely

Pa.,

recruits.

We

sympathy

mother.

to

the drive being conducted by 109th Infantry, N. G., for

McCann,

to express its

loss of his

Club,

The Villanovan wishes
his mother.

when each

13

January

1924,

9,

St.

Dennis Church,

death

occurred

had long been Professor

of

on

Mathe-

matics at Villanova, occupying that position from the
time of his ordination in 1896 until his appointment
as rector of the

Augustinian Academy at Staten Island,

N. Y., in 1910.

During
simplicity

his years as professor at the college, his

of character,

his

ready sympathy, genial

disposition as well as his patient painstaking efforts

and conspicuous ability as a teacher won for him the
and deep affection of the entire student body

respect

but particularly of those

who

are privileged to attend

and explains the wide popularity he
joyed among the members of the Alumni,
In

his classes,

enhis

death they Mdll mourn the loss of a devoted friend and
esteemed teacher, whose whole life was a constant
edification.

The same charm of manner and unselfish devotion
were conspicuous in his work at Staten Island and later
as rector of St. Dannis, Oakmont, to which office
he
was appointed in 1918, It is a fine tribute to his
personality to

was held in universal
and that all have
mourned his passing as a personal loss. His Eminence
Cardinal Dougherty presided at the funeral, which was
held at St, Dennis, Present in the sanctuary were
Bishop McCloskey, of the Philippine Islands,' and a
large number of secular and Augustinian priests.
Interment was made in the Monastery cemetery, at Villaaffection

nova.

by

May

state

all

that he

who knew

he rest in peace.

,'\

him,
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Rev. M. A. Ryan, 0. S. A.
Rev. M. A. Ryan, Rector of St. Joseph's Churcli,

Greenwich, N, Y., whose death took place after a brief
on February 1, 1924, was perhaps one of the

illness

known Augustinians

best

in the United States.

eighteen years he had served as a

Another letter coming from the chairman of the
committee of the supper-dance of the 1924 class w^as
received almost in the same mail as the letter of Mr.

For

member and Rector

of the Augustinian Mission Band,

and in the course of
his duty had preached to great numbers in many sections of the country.
He was an eloquent, earnest
preacher imbued with great zeal and untiring in his
efforts to win back souls to God, and to spread the
Kingdom of Christ. His venerable appearance— enhanced by the whiteness of his hair and his vigorous
and earnest manner of delivery made his sermons most
impressive and contributed to his great success as
Missionary. In 1918, he withdrew from the active

—

I
in

field,

though he

know

this

the few words of encouragement contained

letter

Alumni but

my

by

appreciated

be

will

brothers in the

I also feel

youngei'(

that something

more substantial than Avords will also be welcome. I
am, therefore, enclosing a check for tv^enty-five dollars
($25.00) in the

name

of the

Community

vote

of St. Mary's

which you wish

to be used for the activity to

to de-

it.

AVith sincere good wishes for the continued success

f\

Missionary

"'*

Schneider.

and prosperity of Villanova, I am,
JAS. T. REILLY, 0.

S. A.,

Villanova Alumnus of the Class of 1871.

continued to preach

still

and was named Pastor of the
Church of Our Lady of Good Counsel, Staten Island,

occasional Missions,

January

being later transfered to Greenwich, N. Y., as Rector.

In the work of parochial ministry, as in the missionaiy
his zeal and earnestness brought success to his
labors.
Right Rev. Bishop Gibbons, of Albany, prefield,

sided at the funeral services held in Greenwich.

Villanova College, Philadelphia, Penna.

My

dear

sir:

When you

In-

stated in your letter of January twenty-

terment was made in the Monastery Cemetery at Villa-

fourth that

nova, by the side of Father Commins, his life-long

Villanovan, you surely said

friend and companion.

May

he rest in peace.

I

Avas naturally interested in every thing

not aware that

it

is

now

New

York,

is

deserving of

the highest commendation for their help in

New York
that

it

making the

holiday dance at the Plaza Hotel the success

is

but perhaps you are

fifty

soil,

and from that time

uj)

no place nearer or dearer to

me

outside the precincts of

my own

years since I

domicile.

Many

first

ar(^

the changes I have witnessed at Villanova during those

have kept in touch M'ith Alma Mater
visits to those hallowed walls and
1 hope that the class of "24" will
all keep in memory their college and all that that means.
Loyalty to alma nuiter is best demonstrated by visiting
her frequently, keeping in touch with the great strides
she is making forward as the foremost Catholic Techfifty years, for I

was.

St.

Mary's Church, LawTence, Mass.
Feb. 13, 1924.

Villanova College,
Villanova, Po.

Dear Father DriscoU

With

to the present, there

it,

over

tread foot on Villanovan

The Villanova Club, of

31, 1924.

Mr. Richard H. Quinn,

the past few- days 1 have received a letter

from the secretary of the Villanova Alumni touching
upon many items of interest which impressed me verj'^
;->'.:; / ^'/'^''^'-.-ry:''-':''^-^''.
much. : .^;^/':: '',;;:„-':': V,'"-':'.' ;>\'';/" ^V'
It put me in a sort of reminiscent mood and I am
pleased to express a few^ words of encouragement to
Mr. Schneider and the rest of the good workers at
Villanova who have done so much to increase the student enrollment and the general efficiency of the col:.;'.,

lege in recent years.

by making frequent
sacred grounds and

nical School in the country.
I

am

dictating this from a sick bed where I have

been confined for three months, but
that

.:-.

is

I

sincerely trust

have a great nicjlit and remember that there
Boston who never forgets Villanova, and who

all will

one in

will be there in spirit.

Enclosed find check for the cause.
Fraternally,

BERNARD
irrD— K(M)

Enc.

T.

DALEY,

M. D.
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Varsity Tripped

By Temple

game marred by fumbles and listless
shooting the Varsity lost to the Temple University
five, on December 12th, at Philadelphia, by the score
of 23 to 20;>- '':; V
Temple led at the. half time by the score of 8 to 9,
The Blue and White staged a comeback at the beginning of the second half and it looked as if they might
score a win. The rally was short-lived, however, and
Temple emerged the victor/^^^^^^^^^^^
V
hi

Field goals— Conrad

ScharJing for Guerra.

2,

Pickett

3, Fay
Flemming 1. Foul goals Conrad 3, Pickett 1, Sheehan 1, Hartmann 2, Guerra 3,
Shorts 2, Flemming 4.
1,

a slow

1,'

Shuber
Guerra

4,

Francella

2,

Shorts

2,

Richards

1,

Hartmann

—

1,

.,-•

Temple University

Villavona

...............center

Chapman
Chapman
Simms

guard
guard

Hackmann

Shuber................................forward

forward

Conrad.....

Pickett
l^"'rancella.

.......;....

Connolly...

Schair

—

Callahan for Connolly; Sheehan
Gorden for Simms. Field goals Shuber
1, Pickett 2, Conrad 1, Francella 2, Connolly 1, Chapman 3, Courtney 3. Foul goals Shuber 1, Conrad 1,
Pickett 4, Chapman 3, Courtney 6, Hackman 1. Time
of halves 20 minutes. Referee Emory, Haddon Hall.
Varsity Loses to Fast Grove City Five
Before one of the largest crowds that ever assembled in Alumni Hall, Villanova bowed to the flashy
Grove City court dribblers by the score of 30 to 22.
The game was a fast played one, both teams fighting
their hardest from the first to the last whistle.
The half ended with the score 14 to 13 in favor of
our up-state visitors. The foul shooting of the Varsity
during the initial period was exceptionally poor.
Again, as in the two previous game. Captain Jack
Francella led his team to a rally in the second half
but right before the game ended Grove City forged
ahead. In the last four minutes Grove City netted
four double deckers. The lineup
Substitutions

—

for Conrad;

—
—

—

Villanova
Callahan...

("onrad
Pickett

.-:

,:'w;-'^'

.......;....

:>,'',

Grove City

forward
.....forward.

.................center

Lehigh

'On December

Villanova 19

19th the Varsity five lost

third

its

This time Lehigh proved the victor.

straight game.

The final score was 32 to 19. The game was a slow
and unexciting one marred by unnecessary roughness
on the part of both teams.
Smith, Lehigh's flashy forward, was responsible
for the victory. He netted five double deckers and
caged three free throws out of the same number of
tries.
Villanova again proved weak on foul shooting,
thirteen being missed.
Joe Sheehan showed real ability in this game.
He played the best floor game and succeeded in tallying eight points.
The score at the end of the first
half

was 18

to 13 in favor of Lehigh.

Villanova
,

Shuber
Jacobs
Pickett

The lineup

Lehigh University

,

Linglc

....:.!:;^::.....:.-..forward

Conrad.....

forward..

Smith

guard

Gallagher
Neinstein

....guard

...Springstrum

...........................center
,

Francella.......

Substitutions— Hess

for

Smith,

Bond

for

Gal-

Sheehan for Shuber, Callahan for Francella,
Connolly .for Pickett. Field goals— Lingle 1, Smith 5,
Hess 3, Gallagher 2, Sheehan 3, Jacobs 1, Pickett 1,
Francella 1.
Foul goals—Lingle 1, Smith 3, Gallagher 1, Neinstein 4, Sheehan 3, Pickett 3, Francella
1. Time of halves— 20 minutes. Referee
Zimmerman.
lagher,

—

^';
'

Foster
..................

32,

Hartmann
Fay

Francella
guard
Guerra
Sheehan
guard
Flemming
Substitutions— Shuber for Conrad, Connolly for
Callahan, Richards for Foster, Foster for Hartmann,

;

;

Manhattan Swamps Blue and White
Confident

of

wiping

out

straight defeats, the Varsity

the

stigma

H

of

three

imbued with a spirit of
optimism took the floor against the Manhattan College
fiv(^ on January 15th on Alumni court.
But the Blue
and White team was due to bitter disappointment, for
the Gothamites found little difficulty in winning by
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Coach Saxe kept Pickett and
Prancella on the bench during the first half. In this
period Manhattan rolled up a tally of 23 points against
a meagre 5 for the Varsity.
the score of 45 to 23.

When Pickett and Francella were put in the game
Villanova opened up but Manhattan had too much of
a lead to overcome. Pickett starred. He played a
game and shot four double counters
during the short time he was in the play.
The lineup:
Villanova
Manhattan
Callahan
forward
G. Meehan
splendid floor

Shuber

forward

Jacobs

center

Conrad
Sheehan

guard
guard

O'Melia
E.

goals—Pickett
Mulligan

E.

4,

Meenan

Francella

4,

Meenen

G.

Sheehan

3,

2,

2,

—

—Emory.

On January

Great Comeback

18th

in

the

minutes of play.
Joe Sheehan again played a stellar
The lineup

Prancella dribbled the entire length of the floor but
was fouled under the basket. He succeeded in making

one out of the two free throws thus winning an important game for Villanova.
Joe and Bart Sheehan played splendid basketball
The lineup
St.

Sheehan
3onrad

forward
forward

J.

Pickett

Oakes
B. Sheehan
Crean

center

guard
guard

Prancella

Connolly
Substitutions

3,

B. Sheehan

Brown
3,

for Sheehan.

Cuneff

2,

Pickett

Francella

guard
guard

Evans

Connolly
Substitutions

Shane.

Field

Connolly
1,

—

Kelley.

Scorer

—Riordan.

—

Jacobs

1,

1,

2,

Wood

1,

Referee

minutes.

Pickett,

1,

Bartlett

1,

Bodine

for

3, Conrad 1,
Evans 3. Foul

Francella

Wood

1,

Conrad 3, Pickett 1, Francella 1,
Time of halves 20
4, Evans 3.

— Cartwright.

Scorer

—
—Riordan.

Blue and White Score Third Straight

On January

21st the Varsity

met and defeated the

Brooklyn by the score
Blue
and
White
played the best game
The

flashy St. John's College five at

of 33 to 23.

of the season against the Gothamites,

The

floor playing

of the team was splendid and the shooting was faultless.

The
affair

first

half of the

game was a nip and tuck

Villanova coming out on top of an 11 to 10 score.

During the second half the big Blue team had things
much its own way and the strong St. John defense
could not stop

its

scoring.

Jimmie Conrad's shooting was

He

spectacular.

speared the cords for three double counters,
being taken from the center of the court.

all shots

Capt. Jack

Francella again led in the scoring, tallying 11 points.
-

The lineup

Villanova

St.

John's

Hosey

Pickett

center

Connolly

guard
guard

Keenan

Francella

Foul goals Oaks 3, B. Shee1, Conrad 1.
Hosey 2, Mallie 1, Francella 6, Pickett 4, J.
Time of Halves 20 minutes.
Sheehan.
Referee
1,

han

— Jacobs for
— Sheehan

goals^

— Sheehan

Wood

IMallie

Field goals
3,

Shane

Swape

McCrady
McCoUough
Kubar

—Jacobs for Pickett, Shuber for Con-

rad, Cuneff for Hosey,

—Oakes

Joseph's

Bartlett

center

score of 24 to 23.

Villanova

forward
forward

Pickett

defeated the strong St. Joseph's College quintet by the

Coach Johnny Lavin's Crimson and
Gray dribblers took the floor heavy favorites and everything seemed over but the shouting. But Villanova
proved a great surprise and played basketball the way
they know how. Right at the very outset of the game
thjHbig Blue team took the lead and was never headed
intil the last few minutes of play when Bart Sheehan,
[St. Joe's flashy forward, tied the score by a shot from
mid-court. With but a minute of play remaining Capt.

game.

floor

Swarthmore

Villanova

Sheehan
Conrad

Connolly

Cavalry Armory in
"Old man Jinx" and

Francella 's splendid

Capt.

will.

Swarthmore led at the half time by the score of 8 to 6
but Villanova staged a comeback at the start of the
second period and had the game sewed up before five

goals

Philadelphia, the Varsity shook

at

shooting proved a great factor in the Varsity's victory.

Pickett

A

night previous. Villanova took things easy and

scored almost

Steffens

O'Melia 3. Foul
goals— Conrad 2, Shuber 4, G. Meenan 8, O'Melia 1,
E. Meenan 1. Time of halves 20 minutes. Referee
2,

oeptionally slow played one, both teams having contests the

Steffens

Substitutions— Francella for Sheehan, Sheehan for
shuber, Biown for Jacobs, Pickett for Callahan, Field
3,

The Varsity five made it two straight on January
when they defeated Swarthmore on the latter 's
court by the score of 21 to 17. The game was an ex19tli

Meenan
Mulligan

Downs Old Rival

Villanova

Sheehan
Conrad

forward
forward

Francella
Substitutions

— Callahan

for

Weiss
Conrad,

Jacobs

—

for

Todd for IMcCollough. Field goals Sheehan 1, Conrad 3, Pickett 3, Francella 4, Connolly 2,
IMcCrady 5, Weiss 1, Keenan 3. Foul goals Sheehan
Referee
3, Francella 4, McCrady 1, Kubar 2, Weiss 2.
Connolly,

—

—Murray.

Scorer

—Maroney.
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Varsity Trips Lebanon Valley

The Varsity five put an end to the long string of
wins made by Lebanon Valley by defeating the Upstaters by the score of 20 to 17 on the Villanova court
on January 25th. The game was one of the fastest
played on the Villanova court in several years. The
Lebanon five proved speedy and dead shots. The result of the game was in doubt until the last few min-

when Capt. Francella accounted
winning basket by a shot from mid court.
utes of play

Pickett

center

Francella

guard
guard

Connolly
Substitutions
for

Richards.

Francella

Foul goals
1,

Homan

2,

—Jacobs

Field

Homan

—Sheehan
1,

1,

Wolfe

2,

Pickett

Richards

20 minutes.

Scorer

—

2,
1,

Metoxin

2,

^Riordari.

Clarkin

1,

Francella

Conrad

4,

M'etoxin

1,

2,

4,

—

.-.

•:

-'^

..;^-.-,

-

Referee

Hill

...

Jensen

........forward

Jacobs

center

Sheehan
Conrad

guard
guard

Field

— Sheehan

Haslam

J.

Rabinowitz

....

C

Haslam

Conrad

Jacobs 2,
3,
1,
Pickett 3, Francella 3, Callahan 2, Connolly 2, Hill 4,
Jensen 1, J. Haslam 1, G. Haslam 2. Foul goals Hill
Haslam 1, Rabinowitz 1,
3, Jensen 1, J. Haslam 3,
Hudson 1, Sheehan 5, Conrad 2. Time of halves 20
minutes. Referee Tim Crane, of Woonsocket. Substitutions
Callahan for Conrad, Connolly for Pickett,
Hudson for Rabinowitz, Rabinowitz for Hudson, Gay
for Hudson, Turner for Gay, Bosworth for J. Haslam.

Connolly

Time of halves—
Referee Emory.

goals

—
—

C

4.

—

: ,

Time of

3.

Rhode Island
...forward

Pickett

—

Inter-Fraternity Athletics
Preps

hard through the first half to head the Philadelphians
but it proved impossible.
Imbued with a spirit of determination the Blue
and White took the floor for the second period as a
rejuvenated team. Again Francella proved a capable
leader by spearing the cords for two double deckers
in the first two minutes of play.
Pickett and Conrad
followed up with one apiece. This put Villanova in a
comfortable lead, which they held until the final
whistle.
Sheehan featured with three pretty long
shots.
Connell proved the star for Drexel.
The
,:-::;.'^

3,

'

Villanova

The Varsity made it five straight by taking a close
game from the Drexel quintet on Wednesday, February 6th. The final score w^as 29 to 25. Drexel started
off with a bang and before five minutes of play had
elapsed, they had rolled up eight points. This advantage put the Varsity on the defense and they fought

lineup:

1,

Pickett

Villanova Five Captures Sixth Straight, 41-25

Francella.........

Fifth Victim

Is

1,

3,

Dugan

1,

Lewis.

—

Drexel

—
—

Jones 2. Foul goals Conrad
Francella 2, O'Neil 3, Dugan 3, Jones
Scorer Riordan.
halves 20 minutes.
Connell

the court.

Wuescinski

1,

— Sheehan

O'Neil

1,

Coach Saxe's proteges played brilliantly, passing
and shooting the ball from all corners of

Clarkin
Connolly,

Field goals

Pickett

in fine style

Richards

—Sheehan

2,

the score of 41 to 25.

Wolfe
Metoxin

for

goals

Conrad

Villanova College scored its sixth straight basketby defeating Rhode Island State Normal
School on Friday, February 8, at Kingston, R. I., by

Homau

forward
forward

5,

ball victory

Lebanon Valley

Villanova

Francella

for the

Jimmie Conrad again showed himself to be an
excellent shot by netting four field goals.
Pickett
played an excellent floor game. The Blue and White
led at half time by the score of 10 to 8.
The lineup:
Sheehan
Conrad

17

Down

Philosophers

To the strong Prep five goes the
team to stop the flashy A. B.

the first

credit of being
quintet.

Start-

ing off with a wonderful exhibition of passing, they
succeeded in piling up a big lead before the Philosophers found themselves. At the very outset the A.

were handicapped by the injury to Phelan, who
was forced to retire. It was not until the second half
that the A. B. 's showed any of the old time form, when
B.'s

they succeeded in tying the score, only to drop behind
once more and lose by the score of 19-14.
Halley
starred for the Preps.

Preps 19

-,.

Classical 14

'

Villanova

Sheehan
Conrad

forward

Dugan

Farron

center

Phelan

center

Foley

Halley

guard
guard

Sullivan

.;

......;..;.....

Pickett

Connolly
Francella
.

...forward

Drexer'
O'Neil

^-

Substitutions

guard
guard

—Jacobs

for Connolly,

.

.........Jones

Connell

Kreeman

for

'.

Ohlson

McGuinn

forward
forward

Whelan
Substitutions—Preps
Zazzalli.

:

Newman.

Flynn
Maroney

Classical:
>

Shea
Egan,
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Business Defeats Engineers

Prep team played a

tire

The Business team staged a comeback at the expense of the Engineers, winning by the score of 25-11.

McGuinn..

Van Brunt
..Coffee

advanced one notch nearer first place
they set back the strong Pre-Med outfit. It Avas
nip and tuck throughout the entire game, Avitli the
Philosophers putting across the AAdnning spurt in the
B.'s

The smooth running Pre-Med team ran

into a snag

the form of the fast Prep aggregation.

ing point after point for the Avinning

five.

forward
forward
center

guard
guard

Halley

White

Egan

center

Bissel

ti'ineers

:

—

Pre-Meds

Classical

forAvard

Ryan

Maroney
Egan

forward

McLaughlin
Gaffney

center

Shoa...

.Van Brunt
Coffee
Zazzalli.

En-

Phelan.

..Willis

..............guard

Substitutes

— Classical

:

McAneny and

Win Ag&in

The flashy Prep five strengthened its hold on
Getting off
place by defeating the Business team.
to an early start the youngsters ran up a big score and
With
Avere in no danger at any stage of the game.
excellent passing and accurate shooting they demonfirst

Zazzalli. Pre-

Meds Dougherty.
Business Boavs to Philosophers

The Interfraternity basketball season opened on
Wednesday, December 19th, AA^hen the strong Classical
team nosed out the Business men by the close score of
20-19.
The remarkable shooting of Flynn, the flashy
forward,

PoAvers played
Classical

AA^as

Avell

the

feature

20^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^

;

Flynn.

of the

V:

;

B

19

Gagen

........forAvard

Maroney

evening.

for the losers.

forAvard.............................

Rogers

Egan....

..center

.............Dora

Zazzalli

...........guard

Powers

Shea

;

Engineers

:

guard

Ivory

Swamped By Pre-Meds

a Avonderful passing game coupled
remarkable shooting, the fast Pre-Med team laced
The playing of
the Engineers to the time of 31-18.
'Toole, the former Classical star, bordered on the
'-ensational.
'Toole caged five field goals for the
future surgeons and played a stellar floor game. Coffey played well for the losers.
r
Pre-Med
Engineers ::

Displaying

Avith

^^^^^

Preps

Cashman

guard...............

Farron

Whelan

forAvard

Substitutions

the

the outstanding star of the

:

Flynn

guard.

game the

threaten

Flynn

Classical

guard
Classical: Burns and

to

McGuinn

After getting off to a poor start the Pliilosophers
came back strong and completely outclassed the future
I^ridge-Builders.
The Engineers Avere in the lead
Avhen the first half ended, but in the final period
Maroney and Egan cut loose with a sensational spurt,
scoring 16 points between them. Flynn also played a
good game for the A. B.'s.
Engineers 19
Classical 33
forAvard .,...,...
Phelan
Maroney

Shea

AA'as

AAnnning this

position

a

in

Flynn

Su]liA^an......

Preps
Ohlson

Engfineers Lose to A. B.'s

Sullivan

noAv

is

evening.

'Toole

and Cashman seemed unable to get under way in this
game and as a result the embryo doctors suffered their
first defeat of the season.
The Farron and McGuinn
combination was going great and succeeded in scor-

By

few minutes of play.

Classical five

league leaders.

(Jashman

PoAvers

AA'hen

Pre-Meds Set Back By Preps

'Toole

Mechadrieh

Philosophers Defeat Pre-Meds

The A.

last

Daugherty

....Greeley

guard
guard

Whelan

Bissel

.,

:

Ryan

center

White

.guard

Pre-Meds
McLaughlin

Rogens

Rradely

Ivory
guard
Substitutions—Engineers Dutch Keffer.

in

Gagen

.forAvard

Halley...

forward
forward
center

forAvard

Farron........

Engineers

Dora
Powers

Business

Ohlson........................

able to put across the Avinning punch.

Rogers....

PoAvers Avas

AA^hile

Preps

and Powers did most of the scoring for, the
winners, Powers also playing his usual good floor
game. The Engineers flashed at times but were unBusiness

game,

fine

the outstanding player for the losers.

(xageii

Gagen

The en-

strated their ability to score almost at will.

McLaughlin..... ........ .......forAVard

Ryan
'Toole

Cashman
Daugherty

forAvard

;

.....;.:......

White
Bradley

center

Bissel

guard
guard

Reggy Van Brunt
Coft'ey
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—I'm victim of
— didn't know you
Uo —
my larynx
— Can you gWo my son

\U'

a

Slu'

as

i)lH.yod.

si)i'aiii.ed

I

—

1)a.sketball.

r

l^\'itlu'r

'

? ?

a

Employer No
I'm boss.
College Grad

position,

lie

lioss

your steam

t!or

will

work here

—T toM

last night.

—Hey, Louie, there's a
—Let him burn to death.
Father— What did you do with
F'resh

laundrv.

as long

mentioned work?

—
—

you not to take a bath
hot air

man

Fresh Where's the funny paper?
Soph Funny paper! Today ain't Sunday

lias

?

—What can he do?
Father — ITe can supply the

college

—Who

yellinf>'.

just finished college

19

fly in

my

coffee.

Louie

Bo

—How

eustonier
•Mo

did you ever have the heart to

tell

the

lamp shade had been everywhere?
(antique dealer)
Well hasn't it been around
tliat this

—

Fresh— Alma

the globe.

Father

— your
coming on for the Belle
— guess she's written for permission.
First Soph —What
you done?
Second Soph — I've written for more money.
First Soph

girl

Is

Air Ball ?
Second Soph

so,

T

liave

The Height
to

draw

the

smoke

so far.

halC so you

in

— (Purple

—Why an elephant
dunno.
Spink— Neither can ride a
Spink

is

Blink— Why?

1

want

What
T

a

won't have

Parrot).

like a

can of tomatoes?

—

T

wear

a

fourteen and a half collar.

—

,

idiot.

.

College

—

coeoanut

pie.

On tlie way from Lawrence
Conductor— ITow many are in
Poplaski— Only one, Plere's
Sick One Oh, doctor,
for a tired, fagged out brain

—Well,

—

F'm

a

what do you recommend
?

is a great brain food.
kind of fish?

in

your case you might try a couple

—

whiskers, isn't

college

man and

1

want

a

it,

chin

Pa,

For Sale— Large

bull

dog.

Will

eat

anything.

Especially fond of (children.

"Do

riglit

"Don't
Grad

ticket.

fish

One—What

Doctor

that berth?
oui*

Junior— Pa, why are men bald?
Be(!ause they do so much thinking.
Junior That's why women don't have

—

position.

it all, Dad.
keep away from women.

—

l^H

Engineer I'm an electrician. Last night at my
house the fuse blew out. Guess who fixed it, me.
Business Man You're no
electrician,
you're

.

to

bicycle.

girl's

an

you

of whales to start off with.

pair of pants.

know

I

Mtiter took

T told

Doctor— Well,

I

che(iue

Prof What are three important Greek Orders?
Stude Cups coffe, roas bef sanwich, and peas

Sick

size??

don't

—

—

of Laziness.

Breaking a cigarette

the

sent you.

and fear no man."
and fear no woman."

Avrite

Half the world doesn't know how the other half
lives,

but the elevated helps a

lot.
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For this he was
sent to prison
Roger Bacon may not have invented
gunpowder, as has been claimed by
some biographers of the famous Franciscan friar, but he exploded some of the

ROGER BACON
1214-1294

English philosopher and man
of science. Studied at Oxford
and the University of Paris.
Wrote the Opus Majus, Opus
Minus, Opus Tertium, and

outstanding errors of thirteenth century
Because of his advanced
thought.
teachings. Bacon spent many years of

many other

his

treatises.

life

in prison.

In an age of abstract speculation he
boldly asserted the mathematical basis
of all the sciences. But even mathematical calculation, he showed, must

be verified by experiment, which

dis-

covers truths that speculation could

never reach.
In the Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Company, Bacon's
principles are followed in every experi-

mental investigation.
More than a

million
dollars a year is de-

voted to research by
the General Electric

Company in order that

— electricity
— may be made more

the giant
.and

more useful

mankind.

to

The

gas-filled

electric lamp and the electron tube were
worked out on paper, but it was ex-

perimental verification of the underlying mathematical theory that made
broadcastthey are today.

electric illumination, radio

ing and X-rays

what

GENERAL ELECTRIC
IN DOING SO,
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E WILL

have to give his full rijame James K.
Crowe; the algebraic X will not do, for he is
rather an uncertain, than unknown quantity.
You could never tell what he was going to
do next, nor what his last escapade had been; whether
he was getting into trouble or getting out of it;
whether he was going to make you laugh or cry; make
you glad or make you mad I'll change that, for while
3^ou could not be sure what he was going to do, you
could be equally sure that he w^as going to try to make
you or someone else happy, regardless of results; it was
che result that made you uncertain.
Of his jokes, not the practical but the verbal
variety, he was impartial as to whom he made the victim-.
I'll change that, too.
He never made a person
disliked
whom he
the target for his sharp, short, cutting thrusts cuts that would seem to sever the closest

—

:

friendships that could exist

would seem

that

to

sharp darts from an

;

short turns in a speech

end the smoothest conversation;
tongue that would seem to

activ-e

pierce the dullest ears.

No, he would not give a person

much

that

friends

my

consideration

—as one wise man

friends and

or

said,

whom

he disliked

satisfaction.

"Lord

deliver

But

his

me from

my

—

enemies" ^his
friend^- were the ones who suffered from his attacks,
and the better he liked you the more savagely he atI'll

take care of

tacked.

A

stranger was shocked, then insulted, pleased, and

He did not spare even himself, for
he thought a story would have a more personal
appeal, or its interest enhanced by making himself the
victim, then he was sure to be that victim.
;'v
This verbal bombardment was by no means a Battle
of Manila Bay, for the attacked could always come
back with the best- or the worst that was in him, and
no cables cut. In a crowd he was always alone against
finally delighted.
if

the

common enemy, who seemed

to

take great delight

in relieving their systems of the pent

up venom that

could be vented on a fellow being and yet not lose that
fellow being's fellowship. It was a rare opportunity
for primitive nature to assert itself naturally in civilized surroundings with impunity..

Envy was no part of him, for he delighted in seeing inwardly others doing these yery things better
than he could do them. He took pleasure out of everything; the simpler and plainer the better. Nothing
pleased him more than Nature herself he was without
care or regret when walking through her fields, hunt:

ing through her woods or fishing along her streams;

and yet he never became a; good gunner nor a^ood
fisherman because he was satisfied to gun or fish all
day and let the others of the party kiU the game or
land the
it

fish, so

long as he had a shot or a strike

when

pleased his mood.

He was

satisfied

with something new

in the line of

scenery, the exercise of Avalking and the

company

of

sporting men; satisfied to have them miss a shot and

then tease them, or to miss a strike himself and have
them tease him. He loved gunning and the things
he gunned; as I said before, he took pleasure out of
everything and loved everything in nature I guess
He distrusted Avomen, and a
T better change that, too.
common expression of his was, '.'Ye gods, wouldn't"

—

women make you

sick

!

I suppose this was due to the wonderful esteem in
which he held womanhood, as if he prized that ideal

so highly that he was afraid that each individual he
met would knock it down or lower it. He had met so
many that had not come up to the mark that he was
afraid none could reach it. They were like, he said,
the gods and goddesses of old, that no matter how

high they stood or how lofty their pedestals, their
feet were only clay.
There came one, however, yes, I knew ^''ou were
waiting for her to turn up, well there was one that he
finally met who stood a little out from the crowd.
It
was quite a surprise to hear him say that as he saw
her standing on the first landing of the stairway, one
evening, dressed in some kind of gray or mouse or
steel, that she looked just like her name
Angela.
There now you have it and you have him.

—

—

—

They had many things
dislike

;

she

also

was

in

common

delighted

with

to like

and

to

everything in

a good natured manner, as if he could even do

Nature; flowers she loved almost to' a passion; a tiny
speck of blue sky peeping through the heavy clouds
brcuglit forth all the adverbs and adjectives she had
''.earned at home, at school or at the movies.
As yet she had never seen the face she could look
at every morning across the breakfast table.
When

better,

an}^

Jimmy

let

himself open to these attacks from anHe could do anything anyone else

other direction.

could do, but not as well; yet he acted and boasted, in

them
and then when he blew, we had the fireworks.

o.i.e

of her friends w^as just entering the Rtato of
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moon and the stars in
and shining on the frosted
grass so that it made it look like a deep dry snow.
The frost air cut our nostrils, and we could feel it in
every part of our lungs. Through the six-mile drive to
Leamey's woods we were tempted to stop a dozen
times to take a shot at a rabbit that would be dazzled
by the headlights of our flivver; but that was too
easiy, aside from its illegality and the fact that Jim
wanted to get squirrels or else see how it was done.

Matrimony, or was showing signs of so doing, her
favorite expression was, "Well, I don't see what she

Outside

him."

pees in

had in common was music.
He liked music and she was able to play it, but that's
where her big toe pushed through her stocking and
almost showed her foot of clay she did not play as
well as her ability would allow. She had lost her

One

of the things they

;

delicate touch playing for the gang.

She

felt that

she

would not have time to practice and to keep pace with
the girls' parties, where it was "Play something, Ann,
and put some pep in it." And so her very good nature
took her away from the very good dancers who were
supposed to be the life of the party, and from her

Out

Soon the nips came with greater frequency and
with more insistence, sometimes sending little messages up the shins; sometimes old Jack would get a
note of warning to the arms or to the back of the neck,
but Jim would shake it off and think it was some

strained, it was not from looking ahead to the leaders,
hut because she had to keep her head turned to look

sport.

.

He found

trailing her.

—

for

sure, this

one must be

hole, look at the

although she was letting the bunch catch up to her—
that 3he would bob her hair. She did; came home,

not shoot at the

—

Gray,

call

and it's there yet; and Jimmy said: "Somehow,
you'd know she'd do just that." And now you have
her, and she had him.

look at that

of that trunk; all right, Mr.

size

to

breakfast

!

Bob had

not in the

mood

all-night vigil.

':

to give a

to

paler,

He looked over

they?

warm

same stones are

reception after their

v;^:.Vv;'^^./,'r::'V:'^:J.'":^

The moon looked

November, he was talking about
taking a day of squirrel hunting, when he heard his
new-f(»und albatross that he had just hung about his
?ieck, say, "Oh! I'd just love to have a squirrel coat."
And right there our woman-hater resolved within himself to give his Vanity-fair a coat of squirrel if he had
to take every day in the year off, or had to shoot every
of

him

I

his old overcoat to sit on, for those

II.

told

first

So he sat down under a neighboring
was sorry I had not told him to carry

getting back.
tree to watch.

hair,

told to look

one that came out but to wait
two or three came out and then keep them from

till

looked in the glass, threw herself on the bed, cried
herself to sleep, woke up, found a hair net, put up her

first

had been

full of greys;

a tree such as he

Here's the whole thing in a nut-shell, as Jimmy
gave it to me: she thought to catch up to the bunch,

first

take such a

have been there so often myself.

rest because I

her brows were knit, it was not because she had
to strain to keep pace with her companions, as she
thought, but because she had to restrain herself to keep
back In the crowd with them. If her eye looked

the

to

:

If

Around

seemed a shame

wood; then
ssungk! sungk! a click, and the two shells are in and
the gun locked. The moon glinted on the heavy frost
that deadened the sound of his feet on the leaves, but
the frost was not lying dead, indeed it resented being
walked upon and nipped, occasionally, the toes that
Jim wouldn't admit to this part of it
trod upon it.
but I vas close enough to know, and I can supply the

—

back at them

it

beautiful piece of metal into the rusty

At tJmes her forehead was a little tightened and
her eye a little worried. The gang was the cause of
She thought she should do everything to keep
that.
up with, the others: she dressed- well she appeared to
dre?!S as the others did, but she never forgot that she
Httle lady.

glorious; the

case he took his gun, shining like a

of its

hound's tooth;

WOTk.

was a

was

it

the sky as clear as crystals,

and the

stars,

—where

his shoulder slowly,

are

and saw

l.e

was beginning to change to a little color,
moon and stars. The foot that is
cramped, he slowly and carefully straightened out, for
now 3very sound would mean a delayed breakfast for
the Gray family, and his silence was surely golden.
He can now see the trees and even their few remaining leaves a little more plainly. He hears a chirp, a
little bark
but that's what imagination can do for
you, for it was only the call of a late red-bird as he
finds an early worm.
But this disappointment had its

Avas

would not only aAvaken the gray squirrels, but also
would let them know that everything was all right.

squirrel in the state.

And
thing

so he

else,

squirrels!

know much about

Like every-

the sport, but

was willing to learn, with Bob and myself as companions and tutors. He was a good listener and would
follow instructions carefully and zealously. Again, it
something new for him.

It

meant getting up be-

fore d.aybreak, cooking a cup of coffee, and drinking
it

as

we munched a piece

keep at

least

and

;

went gunning for

he did not

that the East

of bread before the fire to

one side of us from freezing.

to paint out the

—

compensations, for he

We
much
gone

met again

knew

and not one of us had as
and what with the tension
body relaxed, the cold had free sway to
at the car,

as seen a squirrel,
Hiid tlic

that the call of the bird

I
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make even our very teeth chatter. The radiator was
eold, the sun was not up high enough for heat and so
we turned for Castner's woods for better luck.
Jim went into the northwest corner of the woods,
near a corn
tree,

field.

and rested

across his path.

corn

A worm

worm

down from

at the rail fence,

A twinkle <jaught

the

Gray

his eye

and

the

making an inthere, coming

already like one

arm

of the fur coat.

He

the

joke of the season
-

—

coat, or worse,

as yet,

about the

had not been

little

squirrel.

present/^^^:^:^^"^^^;:^^^^^

a fence that ran across his path,

down from

!

making an inverted T, A
caught his eye, and there coming down the
worm fence was a beautiful, big gray squirrel. He
reached cautiously for his gun, but the rodent saw

And

Jim? Let's have it," to the accompaniment of, "Go
ahead, Jim, tell it." And this is what he told: A:

"I went
woods near
:

hickory

to

the upper right-hand corner of the
I stood with my back to a

a corn field.

tree, and rested my gun against the rail
fence that ran across my patli. A worm fence
ran
down from the corn field, and ended at the rail fence
directly in front of me, making an inverted T.
Socm

move and laid his cunning head down flat
upon the top rail, while Jim laid his humming head
down flat upon the gun.
To his amazement, the squirrel raised himself and
came racing down the fence directly at him.
Jim
fired, but the range was so close that he blcAV everything away but the bushy tail, and that, carried on by
the momentum gathered by its late owner, kept on
coming and slid down the other barrel of Jim's gun
so that he was able to get only one shot at that
squirrel and didn't bring him home.
That was the last
chance Jim got to say a word that evening.
On the' way home he told me he was going to get
them yet. 1 was on the fence between loyalty and
justice; I hated to see him getting it so hard, and yet
we owed him an aAvful lot. His one hope, however,
was that the girl would be present when he gave the
the barrel

less as

it,

fence ran

and ended

flicker

^

brother said: "—and the little squirrel came down the
fence," and they lashed him to fury, except the two
who had not heard the story, and they said, "What is

A worm

the corn field to the rail fence,

directly in front of him,

She herself,

then he came to me, who proved to be as helphimself; but true to form, never telling what
is going to turn up in that brain of his, he
gave them
the other barrel.
Quite a few were present when her

and

—

to the city and told the
what had happened, and not having gunned

for

finger,

my little sight, twisted my index
cocked my gun and fired. You have seen

pointed

was crushed, and the gang was hungry for more.
The next night the common enemy gathered at
Greene's, and Jim walked into their midst to the tune
of "Tell us about the squirrel, Jim!" and
"and the
little
squirrel came down the fence!" He made
threatening grimaces as if to speak, but words clever
enough to meet his needs failed him. The father and
the mother of the house, however, insisted on knowing
the cause of so much mirth and poor Jim was forced
to tell them that
He was over in Castner's woods one morning last
week looking for squirrels. He went into the upper
corner oi the woods near a corn field. He stood with
his bacic to a hickory tree and rested his gun against

III.

it

]

;

Jimmy Crowe came back
they took

move,

—

cocked his gun and fired.
The next Jim saw of the squirrel, he was making
for a hickory tree, too, but he was unable to climb it
because Jim had gotten him in the front legs, and if
Ids front legs are crippled he can't climb.
Bod had
told Jim to be sure to give a gray the second barrel
if the first did not stop him because that is a mighty
tough little animal to kill; but Jim, thinking he had
him, ran up the bank of a little gully, over the fence
to whore he heard a floundering in the leaves, and
found nothing'. That much of tlie fur coat was gone.

themselves,

of the

;

j

and Jimmy for the victim. Whenever he came into
their presence it was: ''Jim, tell us about the little
Kquirrel," or else: "
and the little squirel came down
the fence." It was funny the first ten or twelve times,
but Jim began to wilt under the fire; they had found
Achilles" heel and Jim was ticklish there. He fretted
and searched for a load heavy enough to pierce their
thick skins, but his powder was damp. Each time he
went to Angela's home, he was asked about the fur

member

family.

monkeys treading large balls which they
about a stage; well, that's what that little
squirrel did he jumped up a little bit, picked out four
of the sliot, landed on them one shot under each foot
—and there he rode those four No. 6's until, their
velocity spent, they landed him on the top rail of the
fence out of range of the second barrel."
But far from the crowd being crushed, as he
thought they would be, it only made them worse and
casting" laughter aside, they simply roared, for they
knew that when he had recourse to lies, tricks or sarcasm, that they had him good. He was the one that

he pointed his little ears, whisked his little tail, and
cocked his little head. When Jim saw him move, he
pointed his little sight, Avhisked his index finger,

gang' just

and there coming down

a healthy

rolled

stealthily

move

eye,

was

bears and

fence was a gray squirrel that looked

reach =?d for his gun, but Mr. Gray saw the barrel

my

(He said nothing about the fur coat.)
\ reached carefully for my gun, but the gray saw the
barrel move; he pointed his little ears, whisked his
When 1 saw him
little tail, and cocked his little head.

a rail fence that ran

fence ran

twitch caught

little

+he top rail of the fence

stood with his back to a hickory

gun against

and ended

fif^ld

verted T.

down

He
his

a

;:
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fmnds.

crushing blow that would knock to pieces the batteries of his tormentors and silence their guns forever.

She had heard none

and

of his stories yet,

he knew

peeved him to think that she had not, for
was laughing with the rest of her family and with

And

then

women

he said, ''Ye gods, wouldn't

His

it

last

angel

she

hope had

goile

The

Words
But

meaning; hands their craft and
amid the earth,
silence and magnificence.

tends them through the watches of the night?

No eye may see
?
He comes at eve,

holds them in a leash

The Keeper of the
II is

skill

the hills uprear

Great hounds of

Who
Who

to dust;

plain sink in their pride;

lose their

still

Hills;

star-ringed fingers pat their eouchant backs,

On them He

throws the deep and purple cloak

Claspt with the

Know
When

Moon

of Gold.

Their rock-ribbed loins
1 think

not of ache or weariness, and yef
I

have seen them lying thus at night,

Somehow they

feel the

interminable press of ages.

But leaping through the valleys and the meads
With giant strides, they distance time.

How

they are, to us no motion

still

Forever and unchanging they

And

yet

I

is,

lie,

say that their tlioughts speed as far

As the outposts of the stars; beyond the sunset west,
Rumiing and running, O ]\Iighty Shoiddered Ones
dark Unknowable,

hounds of Fate

!

We

pass.

Our work doth pass, but ye remain, watching
The scrawny brood of man that skirts your base.
Ye leap and run the years, snarl on the flanks of time.

And

in

your glenned jaws hold

all eternity.

0, watch-dogs of the mansions of space.

To ye

I

creep

when day

is

done, and on your backs

1

ride to where the green fire sears the west,

1

ride

and

ride, forever

on

—

JVIighty Hills.

—LI AM

1

!'

lie

i\I0R.

sick!"

thought his

(Continued in the April edition)

his

and ivory may waste

cities of the

women make you

when

fell,

THE HILLS
]\l.arble

took another drop when
little
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THE PENALTY
M.

INETY

clays

fine!"

dollars
Ju'djj^e.

in

tlic

sounded
in

— Fifty dollars

tine

voice O'f

th(;

jajl

—

—

— ninety

much

twice in his

less
life

dollars

—

vvas far too

tine.

The

.

What

great

did

the

tield;

and provisions

dollars M'orth of groceries

and

:

at the store

,

.

summer

— we

Buried in thoughts of gloomy foreboding,
was roused when the man in front called

in

"We

the r(:ar:

shall

are home,

Tom, and

it

his attento the

one

isn't

six

o'clock."

Rastus' quick eye surveyed the surroundings— a two-

day.

covered with climbing rose vines in full bloom, was the
center of a picturesque scene.
velvety lawn dotted
here and there by beds of bright hued flowers surround-

!

No sah!" and Rastus
Immediately

speaker.

looked up eagerly at

face

his

A

ed the homestead. About one hundred yards to the left
and rear was a high wooden stockade, nuich like those

fell— surely this

There was not a trace of

Why did he question
;-',;:
on:

of the early settlers; to the right of this were the barns,
stables and other farm buildings, and beyond all these,

him?

His interlocutor went
I'll pay the judge fifty dollars.
You come
home with me. I shall give you work and you can pay
'^^

.

fields of

"Jiastus,

me

digression,

story southern mansion with spacious porches, well nigh

kinduess in his countenance.
.

for

.

stranger was mocking him.

.

bodied

.

,

sah

much

well,-— so

tion

brusque voice awakened him from his reverie. ...
"Rastus, you don't want to go to jail, do you?"

"No

able

return to Rastus.

A

the

When

trial.

to

other eases,

;

.

of arrests were

pay the tine, provided the criminal would
come and w^ork for him.
In many cases, perhaps in the greater number, the
planters were very humane and kind to the poor outcasts thus employed and those under such administration Mere, more often than not, perfectly content.
In

So poor Rastus pondered over the words of the
It was his first experience of the kind he had
heard something of the horror of imprisonment and
dreaded it insthictively. Ninety days in jail or tifty
dollars fine.
What a i)rice to pay for a few watermelons.
An hour or two of refreshment on a hot
.

when a number

;

offer to

promise

fifty cents in coin.

Judge.

deficit.

court columns of the daily newspapers

j)olice

Atlanta or JNlacon for the

he had held a one dollar note, never,

and twenty-five or

later this prac-

Negroes were convicted some planter would step forward

the magnificent wage of an order for three

brought him

When

by law, the shrewd planters found

recorded these "gentlemen" betook themselves either to

his life

all

[)rohibited

were carefully scanned

The sentence

Ordinarily a laborious week in the

a larger sum.

was

an equally siniple intans of supplying the

Am
dream r*::;^:"
it

secured by hiring convicts and paying the county

the small remuneration required.

had Rastus even
Once or
possessed, so vast a sum.

Never in

judge mean?
beheld,

Fifty

him.

still

the

days

tifty dollars

a stretch for poor Rastus to comprehend.

bewildertd

fifty

tice

awake or is this not all a horrible
"Ninety days in jail—ninety "

I

or

Jail

'.

"Ninety days
j,jn(.ty__in jail

(Juiinty

G. H.

How

back.

"Sure,

.^rister, I'll

I

speaking

can.

to

Can

I

go?

one of the

I

officers in the

court and Rastus

saw him paying money.
In a few minutes Mr. George Robbins^-for such was
the man's name
returned and said:
^
i

—

"(>ome, Rastus,

we must be

off."

Rastus came with

alacrity, so filled with sentiments of gratitude

his deliverer that he

jumped

into a

toward

wagon designated

by Robbins and was well on the way before he took note
of the other occupants of the large covered farm wagon.
Then, to his surprise, Rastus saw three other Negroes
for trial that morning. A white man
sat beside Robbins in front and another white man sat
at the back of the wagon. Not one of the three
seemed
kindly disposed and Rastus noted with some alarm tliat

who had been up

three were arnuMl. What Could it all mean?
Oeorgo Robbins, a soutliern planter, belonged to a
class whose ancestors had been used to
cheaj) labor for
all

generations.

bins

After slavery days, cheai) labor had been

,

maturity stretched as far as
had been taken

the time this

wagon had reached the stable and halted. Roband his two sons for such the other two white

—

men proved

to

its

By

the

:

— Don't have to go jail?"
But no answer came —his new-found "friend" was

as ever

in,

do?"
:.
v^^^'^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^
work and work and work as hard

will that

white cotton in

the eye could reach.

be— alighted,

to

the same. --

^^'

y>

'.';••

telling the negroes to
'':'

I

:

,

^

'''i''

'V^-

do

>

The four "freed" convicts got down, stretched their
cramped limbs, and following directions from Robbins,
walked toward the stockade accompanied by John Robbins.
The enclosure was about 75 feet square, containing 15 small frame one-story huts.

The gate faced the
was now opened for the newcomers by an
armed negro. John Robbins assigned one of the huts
to the four, then departed and the gate was closed and
barred by its keeper, who then retired into the tower
at the left of the gate.
John Robbins joined his father
and brother and the three walked up to the mansion

mansion.

together.

It

:'--::-'^
'

'

''••'•^^\i''-''-^"

';';

"''''::' '^^'^.'- ;."'.

Rastus and his companions took note of the furniture

"ai)artment"— a ta})le made of rough boards,
four home-made stools, four shuck mattresses on the
bare floor, and some tin utensils on the table.
of their

A

gong sounded from the guard house or towci': our
tile of men, each with tin cup andin haiul, move toward (me of the houses.
Having

four friends saw a
])late
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had nothing to eat since the early morning breakfast
at the jail, each grabbed plate and cup and followed
Two Negro women had prepared supper rice,
suit.
corn-bread and coffee and each of the men was doled

—

—

own little cabin
own "dishes" at

out his portion, which he carried to his

After supper each rinsed his

to eat.

the

pump

in the center of the enclosure.

when the men gathered around the late comers, quizzing them and otherwise getting acquainted. As darkness settled down the
Then there was some

free time

gong sounded again, there was a scattering of men,
reigned and soon Rastus was fast asleep too
tired even to think his couch was hard or to dream of
the varied happenings of the day.
At 4 A. M. Rastus awoke with a start the gong had
sounded, but it took him some seconds to realize its
meaning. It was already break of day, he jumped up,
noted a crowd around the pump catching the water in
their hands and going through sundry ablutions, and

—

silence

—

again Rastus followed the laws of imitation.
In twenty minutes another gong sounded

—another
—breakfast of pork,
washing"— and a general

toM'ard the conniion kitchen

file

cornbread and coffee

— "dish

salt

straightening up of dwellings and surroundings under
the supervision of the guard and overseer, and at 4.45
the entire

"village" lined up before the

Negro guards

in front

and

rear.

gate

with

The tower house guard

o[)ened the gates, the rank filed through, then walked

about a mile before reaching the scene of that day's
labors.

,';.
.

In a few minutes

y

"^'

>:

hands were busy picking the
cotton, Rastus and his companions having been told
what to do and how much they were expected to accomplish by noon.

As

all

morning advanced, and the sun grew hotter
ajid hotter, noM' and then a picker would pause to rest,
but a sharp rebuke from one of the guards who also
acted in the capacity of overseers, soon put an end to
this.

came

—

—

In the course of the morniiig, George Robbins
gave orders to the overseers, warned the

out,

and exchanged knowing glances among themselves.
At noon th esignal was given to "line up." Back
they marched to the stockade, Robbins' two sons inspecting the rank as it filed into the enclosure. Then dinner
of salt pork, beans, sweet potatoes, cornbread and water

was partaken of with that relish that only real hunger
can give.
The men were allowed fifteen or twenty
minutes respite before returning to the afternoon labors.

During the afternoon, first one, then the other of
Jiobbins' sons rode up, watched the workers,
sharply
rebuked two or three who paused for a few minutes
gave orders to the overseers and then

rodc^

away.

At 5.80 work ceased and the men wended tlieir weary
way back to the stockade for the night,
pue day succeeded another in wearisome monotony^
'

.

;

;

—

on such occasions!
One day a few weeks after, Rastus arrival, two welldressed and gentlemanly strangers rode up and stopped
to watch the workers.
After a while they engaged in
terror of poor, timid Rastus

'

conversation with

first

one, then the other of the guards,

and were just about to speak to one of the other men
when Robbins rode up. He looked even more severe and
ferocious than ordinarily his wont, but as he dismounted
and introduced himself to the strangers, his countenance
changed and he assumed a most friendly attitude. After
a few minutes conversation, all three mounted their
steeds and rode off in the direction of the stockade:
Robbins kept up the same pace in passing it, but the
others slowed up and craned their necks trying to get
a peep inside through the partly open gate.
.

That evening Robbins paid a visit to the stockade;
the two guards who had been accosted by the gentlemen
in the afternoon were taken outside the stockade.
The
poor fellows were never seen again.

The following morning Robbins

called Rastus as the
Trembling in every
liiiil) the poor, timid fellow obeyed
the summons.
"Rastus, can you ride a horse?"
"Yes, sah!"
"Did you ever fire a gun ?"

men were

assenibling for work.

"Ye-es,sah!"

"What

can you shoot?"
"P-P-Poss-sum, sail!"

the

workers that there M^as to be no idling and then rode off.
The men seemed to breathe freer when he w^as gone

rest,

hroken a little now and then in the evenings, when the
"boys" were not too exhausted, by song or music on
an old home-made fiddle broken again by a dreaded
visit from Robbins or his sons, when some poor wretch
was called to the guard house, made to lie over a barrel
and then severely beaten, or, worse still, taken outside
of the stockade and never heard from again.
Oh! the

< e

Well, take this horse and

gun—take

Sambo's place

guard—see that the men keep close together and
waste no time— if one leaves his place—shoot.
as

So, an unsought, Rastus was promoted,
but to the
same end as the ant in receiving wings.
AH went well, Rastus was beginning to feel more
comfortable and contented, when one day in fording a
creek, his eyes well nigh bulged out of his
headchained together and half embedded in the rocky
bottom, were the dead bodies of the missing guards.
The
cold sweat came from every pore, he gave
one shriek,
put spurs to his horse and started toward the stockade.

The figure of Robbins appeared in the distance
Rastus, seeing him, quickly reined in his horse

and poor
and went

on as though nothing had happened. But the
vision
luumted him for days and filled him with unspeakable
dread.

•

;-.

r'"-/'-:':;://;.;:-:

:

Some weeks later the terror of Rastus can better be
inuigined than portrayed, when the two
gentlemen who
had

visited the phinlation on that

again.

1 ing

to

memorable day, came
They rode directly toward liim, but he, pretendhave work on tiie other side, rode quickly
away.

.
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The strangers followed until poor, distracted Rastus
had made a complete circuit of the workers. Then one
of the gentlemen peremptorily called for him to stop.
In sheer desperation he did so. The man opened his
coat and showed a badge and our distracted friend
knew this -meant he was an officer of the law.

He was

between two

fires

—one,

this officer

again arrest him and take him back to the

—perhaps

hangman 's rope
upon

sat

is

only waiting to be tightened. He
head buried in his

his squalid mattress, his

His kind,
hands, lost in thoughts of deepest gloom.
though uncouth, companions, tried to cheer him and
no use, no supper for him. He only
press him to eat

—

shook his head and groaned.

ready to

much dreaded

The seconds seemed hours.

the minutes, days.

away.

At 7 o'clock the expected summons came; the gate
guard came to the hovel— " Rastus, Massa Robbins says
fo' yo' to come to the gate." An agonizing moan was
the only response as Rastus unsteadily but meekly arose
and followed.
At the gate were the three Robbins and two Negroes
A gruff
with horse and wagon hitched and ready
only
words
"climb in," directed to Rastus, were the
spoken. In grim silence the party drove off, the blackness of the night adding its quota to the terror. Poor
Rastus! in vain he tried to speak, his very tongue was
paralyzed with fright and cold perspiration came from
every pore. A faint ray of hope seemed to come with
the rising of the moon. False hope
The wagon stops
on the centre of the bridge spanning the creek at its
greatest depth.
Robbins breaks the terrible silence:
"Rastus, I'll teach the likes of you to meddle in my
affairs
to speak of my business to meddlesome strangers^
Get down from that wagon!"
Down from the wagon jumps Rastus—and down on
his knees before Robbins
the fear that had paralyzed

Rastus was the picture of agony and despair. "Oh,"
mused he, "would that I had gone to jail"— "jail"—
the very name, but a short time since so greatly dreaded

speak
;"]\Ierey, Massa Robbins! the man with the badgehe—he made me speak I didn't tell him nothin'

now seemed

liones'

jail

even to the gallows he had seen there

the other, the anger of Robbins,

whom

Rastus knew by

this time had always some one watching in the distance,
spy glasses in hand.
He behaved as one deaf and dumb, as bereft of all
sense.
The officer demanded an answer to his questions.

"Do you

get

pay?"

.

"No, sah!"

"How

does Mr. Robbins treat the

"Fine, sah.

A—A

men?"

don't know, sah."

"Does he ever punish them?"
Ye
1 do '—I don 't know.
"Has he ever killed anyone?"
'•N— n— I— d— I don't know."
'

'

'

,

And

so,

!

the queries continued, Rastus getting more

and more alarmed but giving the Federal

officers

but

scant information.

Horror of horrors! Before the officer had finished
quizzing him, up came the eldest son of Robbins. Again
the men were invited to the mansion and so they rode

a veritable Paradise.

Ninety

days— Ninety

years would not seem half so dreadful as having to
return to the stockade.^^^^^^^^
V v

—

—

eyes.

Was

there no escape?

now urges him

to

—

—

didn't.

I

anything for you

He

^

men loomed before his
Was it not better to fall

—

before

Visions of the two drowned

M'as

0, Massa, don't punish

— Oh!

take

Fasten his hands!

that other to his hands."

such thought Rastus was roused by the

little

in the distance.
time in getting in line for the

The workers lost
homeward march;

they were already on the way. Rastus was rear
guard
sat up in his saddle and looked furtively around
—none of his masters was in sight— a sudden hope

—he

seizes

him— the

weary laborers were several yards ahead
intent only on thoughts of food and
rest.
He wheeled
his horse suddenly around
to go to he knew not whither,
but anywhere that would shelter him
from the impending wrath of Robbins.
Heavens above! as he turned around whom

sliould-

he meet face to face but Robbins
himself!
The sight
was like a thunderbolt from a clear sky,
so great was
the shock.

One low groan of utter helplessness escaped him
and
he headed his horse the other
way: Robbins said
nothing.
With despair written on ever

feature, Rastus rode

into the stockade, dismounted,
left his

house and sought

liis

own wretched

gun

abode.

guard
The agony

at the

back.

Stand up.

anklets for sucii as you.

Engaged

in

me

me— I'll

do

Massa—"

peremptorily stopped—

"Shut up, nigger!

into the hands of the officers than into those of
Robbins?

sound of the gong

_

was upon him as upon one around whose neck

of deatli

the

We

have pretty

Rufus and Julius be quick!

Fasten those weights to his feet
The two Negroes meanwhile

carrying out these orders as speedily as possible for
weights were extremely heavy and cumbersome.

the

During it all Rastus shook like an aspen leaf, the agony
depicted on his ashen features beyond words to recount.
Robbins and his sons stood by, immovable as stone had
they hearts at all, they had long since petrified and
;

turned to hardest rock.

One
j\Iassa,

"Shut
final

despairing

last

appeal— "Massa Robbins—
me back to jail! Massa—"
say— Boys, level your guns." The

massa, please send
up, there, I

word:
'

„, "Rastus,

A

jump!"'

"'

'''/'('.'v:/

soul-piercing shriek! a

jump—the

weights hold

him back and down, down he falls head first, then as
the weights are dragged after him the victim of peonage
is twisted in a heap and tluis
strikes the water, sinking
at once to the bottom,

again— and

all to

few watermelons!
:

[This story

is

never to rise, never to be seen
escape ninety days in jail—all for a
^y.-i:--'-;'-'-- :--:,.i.::^^.r/cAy

founded on

facts.

—Ed.]

M. G. H.
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FROM RALPH TO PEGGY
The V. P. asked me what happened and I told him that
r fell asleep in tlic l)arber's chair, as I wouldn't dare let
on about the society. He seemed perfectly satislied as he
didn't say anything, except something under ..his breath
about brains. Also if my letters seem somewhat stiff,
don't mind, because Hookie and Eddie are appointed a
committee to look over my mail, both what I send and
what I receive. So, Peggy, hereafter, until I tell you
The
it is 0. K., write as if you weren't writing to me.
two of them, Ilookie and Eddie, tell me that they hate

Villanova, Pa.

March
Dear Peggy:

15tli.

:

^^

-!:

?

we say

Well, Peggy, at last I'm on the inside, or as

"m

medio res." And, believe me, Peggy, I
in Latin,
certainly went through the mill to get there, but I don't

And I guess I
is surely worth the price.
some of these other birds around here know
just how I stand. As I told you in my last letter, Eddie
thought he could fix things up and he did. He went to
a lot of trouble and had all sorts of difficulties, but he
managed to get me in. On account of being an excep-

*^mind, as

won't

it

let

tional case, they
course, being

had a

an exception, they put me through a

mine and while

I felt like telling

I

it

lot

to go a

on account of his

I'd like to

it is

longer.

part of the

rite.

And

They brought around

then
the

it won't
Coach of

Track Team, a big fellow named Dick, to look me
lie questioned me very carefully and then gave
me a physical examination; he was not at all gentle, in
fact he was kind of rough, but I never even whimpered.
He told me that I would make a good man, even thougli
the tibula and fibula and femur were not fully developed.
He thought, with the proper exercises, he could bring
me around 0. E. lie is going to give me a sort of "daily
dozen," which, with a change in diet, will be a big help.
We expect to get out on the track in a week or so.
Hookie told me that I had a wonderful chance on ac-

official

you about the
different things that happened but then you wouldn't
understand and then besides I am bound to secrecy. As
a matter of fact I am still on probation, but this won't
last long. In fact, as Hookie explained to me, it's liable
to be called o(f any time.
The only thing that really
bothers me is my hair, but that will soon grow in again.
position in the society.

but

tlie

couple of times, and as a matter of fact did nearly
swing at a couple of them, Eddie always calmed me
down. Eddie pretty nearly ran the show, but, as he

explained to me, he had to do

it,

much

over.

certainly got

them where

do

last

me, and, of

special, initiation for

of things that the others didn't get.

to

tell

count of being in the inner

you

circle.

P. 8.

Be

careful

As

write.

— You might send

when

ever,

RALPH.
Hookie and Eddie a cake as

they have been real friends.

R.

.

»(>^»(>^»'(i^^i)«

Tea Leaves
By
"The
^

:

^

thirst that

from the

I

I of

and necessary to thoir social
and edification, therefore,
education. For
keeping with the high
means
in
I liereby propose a
college
man and one that has
dignity and position of a

soul doth rise,

Doth ask a drink divine

:

/But might

J. J. B.

aspirations in keeping

their benefit

:

Jove 's nectar sup,

would not change

for 'mine'."

enhanced,

The
spects,

many

life
i,5

of the average college man,

most rewith
develop both mind and

a varied and pleasant one.

activities calculated to

By

iji

The day is ushered in, as in every honest
by the strident call of the alarm clock, then,
the fey breaks breakfast, lecture and laboratory'.
All this is as it should be in a life of study, and in most
Mere freshmen
instances is scrupulously observed.
and beginners, of course, are too much occupied in becoming established and accustomed to this vital change
in their young lives to find time or inclination for any-

—

But upperfor the most part, after the day's work, have

c];'\ssmc'n,

again, as

it

should be.

and

all

have scattered

at

times, I believe there are

other accomplishments

necessary before one can lay claim to a full and round
college 'raining. Accomplishments, moreover, that

cannot bo attained, unless, as the saying is, one "steps
For that reason, if no other, I am a firm believer and devotee of "tea parties," and humbly

out."

thing else but a serious application to the business in
is,

;

the campus, there to

toiler's,

All this

social advantages.

to some part of
smoke and chat or play ball as
As for myi
their individula temperaments demand.
self, v/hile all this has its place and may, be necessary

are finished

It is filled

body.

hand.

my own

the middle of the afternoon nearly. all classes

V

acknowledge to have received a great deal of solace
^^ r-^'^^
and even stimulation over a tea cup.
^

When

I

say

I

believe in tea parties, however,

I

do

:
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Everything has its
w?tli certain qualifications.
pr jper place in the scheme of a well ordered life, but
even the best is subject to abuse, and the tea party
Hence, the derisive appellation "tea
is no exception.
hound," who betrays himself not only in his affecta-

and speech, but also in his insatiable
appetite .for cake. I have heard, too, of tea parties
th?,t lasted till early morning and sometimes for sevlions of dress

These are out -of the question for a college

eral days.

devotees and at their best

know

"Tea Pot Dome" scandal. While it is true tesa
its aroma and flavor to the volatile oil it contains, too much oil causes the party to become rough.
the

owes

So much,
the public

in pleasant

retrospections; a source of in-

spiration in difficulties to be solved

and an incentive

mind

in the matter.

tea pot there

It spluttered

certain celebrated author

has said, that "the pipe draws wisdom from the mouth
at once a solace in loneliness and anxiety and an en-

joyment

"A

that the following lines are indicative of

so,

was

in

Wyoming,

That leaked in a way unbecoming:
When put on to boil

of no greater stimulus to congenial conIt is true, as a

around the

rallied

Of late, however, an attempt has been made to
bring the tea pot into disrepute in what has been called

with taste and discrimination. But I refer to the
afternoon tea party, where congenial and kindred
spirits are gathered for a social hour.
I

when

tea-pot.

man

versation.

11

And now

out

oil,

the whole party needs grooming."

Nevertheless, there are notable instances in history, such as the

"Boston Tea Party," to which an
its spirit of independence and

country owes
democracy.

entire

..

at

times, too,

the other hand,

me

conversation.

to
is

Coffee

on
seems

drinking,

usually a one-sided affair.

It

and egotistical in its use
principally a good "eye opener" at breakfast, than a
source of good fellowship and fun. But there is always grand humor at a tea party and sociability is at
its highest.
No one is silent and moody, and all find
to

to be purely selfish

to be disagreeable.

Indeed, such is the indevotees are an inspiration to
others and a great satisfaction to themselves. The
gracefulness of their manners and the sprightliness of

it difficult

fluence of tea that

its

talk indicate at once the distinctive air that
comes from pouring much tea. There is perhaps no
greater conversationalist than Dr. Johnson and surely
no more celebrated a tea drinker. It was the inspiration not only of himself, but his celebrated club
Reynolds, the painter; Garrick and Sheridan, actors;
Burney, the musician Dr. Goldsmitli, playwright, poet
and essayist; Fox, Pitt and Burke, statesmen all
their

;

—

The early history of tea as a beverage, for tlie
most part, is traditional and lost in the obscurity of
ancient Chinese history. But we hope that this lack
of knowledge may some day be supplied when scholars
begin to explore the unstudied stores of knowledge
hidden m the great libraries of China. Then we may
learn who made the first cup of tea and how it was
discovered. It would be interesting and instructive,
too, to study its cultivation and geography in China,
Japan, Formosa, Oolong, Java, India and Ceylon. But
of the philosopher and shuts up the mouth of the
foolish." But one's pipe is subject to moods: it is
whether all this remains shrouded in the obscurity of
history or not,

we

expect some day to discover

growing as abundantly as

Assam, the
and the tea plant the

in the wilds of

tea party a national institution,

it

proverbial and traditional family tree.

—J.

J. B.
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JAMES J. DALY
F we may
of

judge a city by its inhabitants, then we must have a very lofty conception
Binghamton, New York, the birthplace and present home of James J. Daly, Busi-

Manager of the Villanovan.
Jim is a member of the Senior

ness

year at Villanova.
ber, 1919.

He

,

and

class

entered this institution as a

The following year Jim

in

June

member

of

will

tlie

liave

completed his

fifth

fourth Prep class in Septem-

registered in the Business Administration course

and has

been most successful in this branch of scholastic endeavor.
As Business IManager of the Villanovan for the last two years, Jim has demonstrated the
fact that he has

mastered more than the mere theories of business administration.

control of the business

decrepit condition,

Jim

afifairs

of this publication at a period

when

its

Assuming

finances w^ere in a very

virtually put the magazine back on its feet, cleared

up

bills

long past

due and established the Villanovan on a paying
Recognizing his remarkable business abilitj^ the members of the Senior Class very wisely
The phenomenal success
chose him as one of the committee in charge of the Belle Air Ball.
basis.

of this affair vindicated their sejection.

Jim's hobby

who had

is

dramatics.

the pleasure of seeing

;

As an actor he has few equals
him as the genial "Old Grad"

in the college, as all will agree
in

the Knights

of

Columbus

Minstrels.

In his social connections to the college, Jim
of the Knights of Columbus, Vice-President of

is

ilie

Recording Secretary of the college council
Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity and Secretary

of the Athletic Association.

Judging from his past at Villanova, Jim's future career will be filled with kind deeds
towards his friends, usefulness to his community; a credit to his family and worthy of his
Alma Mater. Though we may meet many a friend in our journey across the "Hills of Time,"

we
•If

will

never meet a truer, kinder, better

h(^art'Hl friend

than Jim Daly.
lAl

I
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Editorials
YOU TELL THE WORLD
^'A house divided against

s

improvenK-nts are being made and have already been
No student here need be ashamed of Villanova.

)>

made.

itself will fall.'

No

our students miglit ponder this with
great possibilities of enlightenment. It seems
impossible to believe that a man would turn

Oj\1E

ol:

own

Some students seem to have the strange idea
name of a large university
behind it is superior to the home product. A prophet
may not be honored in his own land, but Villanova men

that anything which has the

criticise it ad-

college

\ersely to the outside world.

made with

the intention of belittling

Villanova.:

of ten tliey are superior to those of outside colleges.

there

:

malicious and harms both him

who

gives

criticism
it

is

and, for a

which is criticised.
Happily the number of students who have made

time, that

that there are
not,

would be

men

is

But the

few.

awaken the student body,

as a whole, to the necessity of placing Villanova in

its

^^/^i^;^;
proper light before the world,
/
v
Villanova does not claim perfection in any way.
There are many improvements needed here. But many
^

;

—

well,

this insure

that care
^students.

it

also

shows

exercised by the faculty in the choice of

',.::-..", r:-^:::r'-;\-y:'^

It is

:

Not only does

more personal instruction but

is

Scholastically,

here.

:

not large numerically.

is

known

;:'':[:::

vV:v-----:;

Villanova needs
to be

''''>:?:

no

commendation

an institution where the under-

graduate receives a sound and thorough training.

many

graduates are,
professions.

:

instructors

If

even in this age of commercialism

such a thing as loyalty.

fact

in the college who, consciously or

disloyal, should

is

Villanova

;

.

remarks of a derogatory nature

not

tiiey are

;

There are two kinds of criticism destructive and -0
constructive.
Villanova lias always welcomed criticism
of a constructive nature but destructive

Nine times out

should support Villanova institutions.

'

;

is

the land.

and
Yet there are Villanova
men, students at the present time, who have done this
thing. References have been made by them to the effect
that Villanova was inferior and these remarks were
traitor to his

Villanova

apologies are needed for Villanova.

the equal of any, and the superior of many, colleges in

of them, leaders in their chosen

Its faculty contains

who spare no pains

their knowledge.

'_.

.»; id^ X??^*. a/ift

Its

many

in the

brilliant, earnest

endeavor

to impart,
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WHO'S
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VV^HO" c^t Villanova

JAMES
K we

il

of

iiiiiy

jiid^'i'

Jim
Tlic.

1!)1;>.

conti'ol

the business

dim

in

\'illanovan

of the

establislied the Villano\;in on a ]iayin<i:

K'ecouiiizin^'

\'irtually

i-emarkalde

his

busiiu'ss

chose him as one of the connnittee in
this affair N'indicated

seeinji'

last

of .lames

•).

Daly, JUisi-

will

eomplejed his

lia\'e

fifth

Soptom-

Administration course and

lias

Iwo years, dim has demonstrated the

As an
him

of

when

period

a

iit

feet,

its

its

Assiiinino'

linances were in a very

cleared up bills lou^' past

basis.

the nuMubers of

al)ili1y.

cliai-g-e

tbeii' se'ection.

drainatics.

is

the ])leasure of

the

put the maya/ine back on

due and

dim's hobby

(,M)iKU'])tioli

lol'ly

Iheoi-ies of business adndnistration.

of this |)nbli(;iition

affaii's

condition,

who had

-Inne

in

Iriisincss

thci

I'oi'

more than the mere

deci'e|)it

ol'

\ri-y

branch of scholastic endeax'or.

this

in

he has mastered

ol'

;i

home

present

.-hkI

Senior class and

year dim registered

rollowinii'

As Business Manager
thai

li;i\c

iiiu.sl

lie entiM'od this institution as a mcMnhei" of the fouilh I'rep class in

been most successful

fact

place

bii'tli

tlie

w,'

N'illaiiovaii.

meiiilief of the

a

is

DALY

J.

ils iiiliiil)i1aiils, llicn

York,

Maii{i,uvr of llie

ycai- at \'illaii()\a.
hci'.

New

iJiiiji'luiiiitoii,

iiess

n\y by

;i

NOV AN

VI LL A

the
\

>

aetor he has

.

fi

w

"Old

as the genial

Air

Im lie

;.

;

e(|uals

(Jrad'"

1

he Senior Class veiy wisely

phenomenal success

Ball,

'riie

iir llie

colle,u'e,

-

in

the

as all
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duty of every sou of Villanova, whether
undergraduate or alumnus, to help put Villanova in its
rightful position.
Tell the world what this college
Take a leaf from the book of California
stands for.
and BOOST.
Stand back of our teams and other
organizations. They represent you and are working for
It is the

Regard them as a part of yourself and treat them
you would treat yourself. If you have criticisms to

you.
us

make bring them

where they
world will do

to the college authorities,

upon.

will be acted

Telling

them

to the

any good.

neither you, nor the world, nor the college,

Ninety-nine per cent, of the student body believe that
If you feel
your proudest

they attend the best college in the country.

way

that

—

boast that

the world

tell

and make

it

you are a student of Villanova.
K. C.

CENSOR MINORUM

A dullard, a drinker,
and nearly

illiterate.

a card player, a pagan, unmoral

Such

is

the description of the

average college youth as pictured by Albert Parker

Amwomen

Fitch, former professor of History of Religion at

herst College, in his address before the deans of
at the convention of the National

"They

Education Association.

They
make money or
"They drink

to get married," said Professor Fitch.

because their communities disregard the Volstead Law.

They play cards because it is the social spirit of the
times.
They have no religion. They are unmoral because they don't know any better.
They swear like
inrates because their vocabularies are so limited they

have no other means of expression."
This scathing attack upon college students by Professor Fitch

certainly unwarranted.

is

It is entirely too

broad a statement. Nothing could be further from the
truth than to say that the average college student is as
represented by Professor Fitch.

many

In too many cases
judged by the actions of
ship, stand a little more religion. But we do deny that
the few, who do act in the manner described by Profeslarge percentage of college students.

the character of the majority

sor

Fitch,

attention.

are dull because they won't study.

think they are sent to college to learn to

of our

young men
more

ship, stand a little

We

do not deny that
could, without any great hard-

religion.

of the majority or even of a

this is a representative

typical

is

invariably attract the greatest

But

to

amount

of

say that the actions of these few are

and representative of the average student is just
American citizen is

as unjust as to say that the average

a bandit, a divorcee or a corrupt politician.

scanning the modern daily paper, such

For, in

the array of

is

head-lines which greets our eyes.
Yet, no one ever
dreams of taking these criminals and rogues as representative of the American people.
For men of this type
seem to have a monopoly on the newspaper space of our
land and rarely, if ever, does the honest, hardworking

Then why do we allow the halfbaked imbecile, who flaunts his flask in public ball rooms
and amid hiccoughs announces to the world that he is
citizen burst into print.

a student of

Vinum Multum

MS representative of the

University, to be held

American

up

college student?
C. P. 0.

But we do deny that

DIVIDENDS

A

young man goes

to

College,

presumably because
time and

he or his parents or both believe that the

money invested in a College education are time and
money well spent, that a College education is a thoroughly worthwhile investment, one that will pay splendid dividends in after life. And the parents and students
are correct in their expectations, that a College course
will pay, though perhaps somewhat mistaken in regards
to tlie specie in which these payments shall be made.
The purpose of the Colleges, if they are not to be recreant to their trust, be it noted, is not simply to develop

men

of trained mind, or

men

capable of taking the place

of leadership in the social activities of the

but rather

"To

men

community,

of character.

home

and all ages; to count
Nature a familiar acquaintance and Art an intimate
friend

;

be at

to gain a

in all lands

standard for the appreciation of other

your own; to carry the
keys of the world's library in your pocket, and feel its
men's work and the

criticism] of

you in whatever task you undertake
make hosts of friends among the men of your own
age who are to be leaders in all walks of life to lose
yourself in generous enthusiasm and co-operate with
others for common ends to learn manners from students
who are gentlemen and form character under professors
who are Christians, this is the offer of the College for
resources behind
to

;

;

—

the

best four years of

offers,

but this

it

your

life."

This the College

surely does not guarantee.

Knowledge, culture, character, are personal acquirements and are not to be had vicariously. Very frequently a student fails to obtain the maximum amount
from his four years study simply because of a distorted
viewpoint.

We

have, for example, those whose sole in-

terest is in their studies,

whose horizon

the class-room, laboratories, text-books,

seeking neither companionship nor

among

those like unto themselves.

going on about them, and caring

is

limited by

and

Professors,

friendship

except

Ignorant of what
less,

is

despising as use-
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less all

that which cannot be

measured in

knowledge values, these students forfeit

terms

chance of

all

profiting socially because they are unwilling to
tlieraselves a

we have
is

part of the

less serious

things of

of

life.

make

Again,

the devil-may-care fellows, whose yearly record

just a succession of scholastic failures, but brilliant

with social or athletic

home everywhere but

achievements.

Thoroughly

in the class-room, they drift

15

As in every tiling else, "in medio stat virtus." That
studtnt who takes most from the College is neither the
bookworm, nor the social butterfly, nor generally the
star athlete, but rather he

his class, the quiet,

at

from

one department to another, until finally, after consider-

who

is

a composite

of

all

tiiree: he M'ho gives sufficient time to studies, sufficient
time to play. lie is generally found in the upper half of

hard-working chap who

busy to lend a hand, whether
endeavor.

He

gives his all to

it

is

never too

be in social or athletic

liis

scholastic efforts

and

where where professors are more

himself wholeheartedly to the attempts of his chums to
make College a better place, just a trifle more merry and
livable. lie gets the most out of College, hecmtse he is

on some business career which leads nowhere.

willing to give the most.

able waste of time

and money, they decide to go elseliberal or else embark

BELLE AIR BALL

A

S predicted
issue,

swaying

history of Villanova.
to

Scores of

happy couples

—delightful refresh—these are
— colored

syncopated melodies,

— attractive

ments,-

favours,

lights,

the

a few of the many fond remembrances lingering in
minds of those fortunate enough to have been present

on

this occasion.

onlj^

'24,,

V

CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS OF

;.;\„.„

PRESHMAN SMOKER

^

The Freshman class entertained the entire student
body at a smoker on IMarch 4th. The program consisted of songs, magician act, strength exhibition, pie
eating contest, boxing and wrestling. At the end of the
performance the entire Freshman class gathered on the
stage and sang "College Days."
The smoker was opened by George "Walton, president of the class. Stacivo gave a violin solo which was
followed by a song from Farren.
The next event was
a pie eating contest in which Reds Carnival, Wilkis,
Joseph and White featured. This w^as followed by a
song by Wilbert Smith. Burlington and Stacivo then
put on a wrestling match in whicli Burlington emerged
the victor.
Brady, Ferrandez, Egtm and Shea gave
exhibitions in the

manly

art.

TIenry Snyder, bettor known as "Admiral," gave a
strength exhibition and should be highly praised for his

work.

Some

of the feats

C

He handles hundreds of pounds with
and nonchalance the average man displays

really remarkable.

columns of the February
the Belle Air Ball proved to be the most
in the

successful social event ever experienced in the

iSiS

E. F.

performed by Admiral were

the same ease

in lifting a tea cup.

AH

his ability, however, is not con-

fined to the physical as he also has a very good voice

and

delighted his hearers with a vocal selection.

A magician from Philadelphia was secured who afforded plenty of amus'oment, and everyone is still wondering- how he did his tricks.
Ken Cooke was at the
is synonymous to saying that the music
was good. The committee in charge were George Walton, chairman; Joseph Walton, William Donohoe and

piano, -which

^Marshall Halpin.

MONSIGNOR KELLY
Recently in the Auditorium the students had the
pleasure of listening to Monsignor Kelly of Chicago.
jNIonsignor Kelly briefly outlined the

work

of the Cath-

Extension Society and related many amusing incidents encountered by the Society in its work. He em-

olic

phasized the fact that the East had a tendency to neg-

Western States who needed spiritual
Monsignor Kelly's address was received
with a great deal of favorable comment by the students
and the distinguished Father will be welcome again.

lect those in the

assistance.

LAMDA KAPPA DELTA DANCE
Ou Friday
Lamda Kappa

evening, February the tw^enty-ninth, the

Delta Fraternity of the Pre-Medical De-

annual dance in the College gym"Gym" was very attractively decorated
11i(!
colors
in
oL' the society.
A largo crowd attended
and were rewarded by tlie enjoyment oC a most pleasant

partment held
nasiinn.

The

its
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The music was

evening.

ward

by the "Villa-

furnished

in the building of an efficient organization for the

" the majority of whom are members of the
fraternity.
Refreshments were served during a short

in

intermission.

in the size of its quarters all give evidence of the strides

YEARBOOK

The recent change

publication of the student monthly.

iiovans,

tlte size

of the magazine itself plus this

new change

forward which are being made by the magazine.

At a recent meeting of the Senior Class it was
decided to revive the Year Book. This annual publicawent out of existence last year. In order to bring
it back will necessitate much hard work on the part of
the members of the Senior Class and close co-operation
from the student body at large. The book will include

THE VILLANOVANS

tion

the records and pictures of all the classes, athletic
teams, fraternities, clubs, and musical organizations.
The edition will contain over 140 pages and will be

handsomely bound
le distributed

in the best grade of leather.

among

It will

the students at a more than rea-

"THE VILLANOVANS,"
tra,

our college dance orches-

appeared recently at two college functions, the Alumni
Banquet and the Lamda Kappa Delta dance, receiving
favorable comment on both occasions. Playing for the
home crowd is one of the most severe tests to which a
musical organization

may

be subjected.

Therefore their

success on these two occasions augurs well for their con-

tinued and even greater fame in their

sonable figure, to be announced, in the near future.

They

are rapidly acquiring an enviable reputation.

next

outside

engagement.

JUNIOR PROM

COLLEGEBAND
Preparations for the Junior

made and

are

now

being

the committee has been appointed, with George

Ilalpliin as

Ball

Prom

Room

Chairman. The Prom

will be held in the

of the ^Majestic Hotel, on April 24th.

The

The
Due to

College

Band

is

rapidly approaching perfection.

the untiring efforts of Father Fink; additional

instruments have been obtained; and the personnel of

band now numbers some twenty odd members.

feature of the evening will be the presence of the Yale

the

University Dance Orchestra, which will play from mid-

playing of these young hopefuls

night until two in the morning.

Up

to that time the

music will be furnished by Weingart's "Pennsylvanians," featuring two pianists.

sideration of the fact that

up

is

remarkable in con-

to about six

weeks ago

scarcely one of them could read a note of music.
sacrifice

The

which these men are making in order

to

The

supply

the college with the proper quality of band music, for

NEW VILLANOVAN
The
to the

offices

of

OFFICE

THE VILLANOVAN

former Radio Room.

This

is

part of the student body.

extended Father Fink and his organization.

one more step for-

»f><^V>()<«^U«^()<«

STAR OF BEAUT Y^
J

I walked into the court
golden days.
Alhyn's
!n

dreamed

Where tartaned chieftains held
Upon the heathery braes.

their sport

Of sad and pensive mien.
Of her the wise bards made great song
For she was Gaeldom's queen.
I saw one move within that throng
1

followed her into the dusk,

Beyond the three high

bens,

Witii kernels of light from the sun's red husk

Fell in the shadowed glens.

T

dreamed she turned

And
Then

F

beckoned

on the
Too much praise cannot be

athletic events, merits the deepest appreciation

have been moved

me

to gaze

on

me

afar

awoke, and down on me,

Smilctl the pale

morning

star.

—LIA.M IklOR.
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NE of the niost difficult
THE VILLANOVAN
material each

niontli

Very frequently these

tasks of the Editors of
is

get

to

for the

sufficient

Alumni
read

notices

notes.

like

an

We

have appealed time and again to
our aliimni to send any items of interest; almost, with-

obituary column.

out exception, these requests for news have been ignored.

We would hate to believe that our alumni are doing
nothing else of importance or, interest than dying or
being sick or getting hurt.
We are frequently informed that THE VILLANOVAN is not received, but rarely are these complaints
received in time to rectify our mistakes. We are peradmit our due share of carelessness in
this respect, but we wish to call attention to the fact that
inasmuch as we have not on files the directories of all
the cities, towns and hamlets of the United States, it is
impossible for us to know in advance contemplated
changes in address. We have instituted a system of
"chasers" in the form of postals, informing each subfectly willing to

scriber

when

THE VILLANOVAN

the request that

we be

M'as

mailed, with

notified in case of failure to re-

ceive same.

On Tuesday, February 20th, Villanova lost one of
her best loved and most devoted sons. Dr. Bernard T.
Daly, of Boston. Dr. Daly received liis degree in 1877.
Twenty years later he received here the honorary degree Doctor of Philosophy.
letter

Last month we published a

from Dr. Daly, which exemplified better than any

words of ours his feelings in regard to Villanova. What
is more to the point.
Dr. Daly practiced what he
preached. We would indeed point to him as an example
for our Alumni.
Following is an excerpt taken from
the Bftston Globe

DR.

BERNARD

T.

DALY DIES

IN
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same address and his practice included every section of
Hoxburv, some sections of Dorchester and the South
End.
Dr. Daly was a great favorite, both with his patients
and friends generally. For one and all he had a cheery
word, and inspired great confidence in his patients.
He was born in Lawrence more than 66 years ago. After
his eirly education in that city he went to Villanova
College. Completing this course, he went to New York
and studied medicine at the Bellevue INIedical School
and b^gan the practice of medicine in 1882. In 1895
he was honored by his alma mater at Villanova with
the degree of Ph. D., conferred by Cardinal Martinelli.
He first undertook his professional practice in Abington.
n a few years he came to this city and practiced
in the North End.
After a few years he moved to the
Dudley Street residence and had practiced there ever
f

since.

Dr. Daly for a number of years had been the examining physician of Mt. Pleasant Council, No. 68. Some
two or three years ago it was said of him that he had
passed the 1000th case of being the attending physician
on the occasion of the birth of children. His practice
was general and he was busj^ day and night for a
quarter of a centurj-.
For a number of years he had been one of the attending physicians at the Academy of Notre Dame on Washington Street, as well as devoting time and effort to several charitable institutions.
Dr. Daly is survived by his widow, four sons and
two daughters. One of the sons, James J., is associated
with an oil company in Rouinania. The daughters are
tlie blisses IMiarie and Kathleen, while the other three
sons are Benedict, John and Francis.
The funeral services will be held on Friday morning
in St. Patrick's Church, on Dudley Street.
Dr. Daly also is survived by two brothers and two
sisters, John and William Daly, of Lawrence, and Miss
Mary E. Daly, also of that city. The other sister is
attached to the Convent of Notre Dame in Philadelphia,
Sister Imelde of the Secred
Heart. Boston Globe,

—

Tuesday, February 26,

ROXBURY

392-1.

Honored and Widely-Known Physician
;:

Dr. Bernard T. Daly died at his home, 820 Dudley
Street, Hoxbury, at 9.80 this morning after a long illness.
There was probably no practicing physician in the JMt.
Pleasant section of the Roxbury district who was l)etter
known. For 30 years or more he had resided at the

Tlie

mh

at

Annu.il Alumni
the

Uan(iuet

Bellevue-Stratford

Wliile there were not

was held February
Hotel,

Philadelphia.

more than 100 of the Alumni
present, yet the affair was very enjoyable.
The small
attendance can no doubt be explained by the fact that

THE
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the -date in sufficient
timers,
time. It v^as also noticeable that many of the old
who always enlivened these reunions, were not on hand.
The genial presence of Father Plunkett, Lewis Tucker,
tlie

Alumni were not advised

"Selfish alumni: Forty-four per cent,

ot:

Dr. Ryle, Alfred xMarilley was greatly missed. Martin
McLaughlin, President of the Association, introduced
of
the Toastmaster of the evening, Rev. J. I. Wlielan,

The Rev. "John L," who had been unwell
some time, evidently had lost, through his illness,
none of his eloquence or kindly humor. A^ery Rev. N. J.
Vasey, 0. S. A. Provincial F. K. Delahunty, Rev. F. A.
Driscoll, O. S. A., J. Stanley Smith, James E. Dougherty
Brooklyn.
for

who only owe

the University or become interested in
alumni affairs when they can do so without expense,
time, or effort, or when football tickets are wanted.
allegiance to

"Wliy not

reclassify

ourselves

and have a larger

share in university affairs?"

Stanley Smith gave a fine talk at the Banquet.
Stanley made the proud announcement that he had
J.

been marked present at every banquet for

the

last

;

were the speakers of thi evening. The (Jollege Orchestra, which furnished the music, was highly complimentProfessor James Dougherty, of the
ed on all sides.
Public

Speaking Department, entertained with witty
Joe Kenny and Henry Snyder also

character stories.

obliged with vocal selections.

For the

self -(conscious

alunnius who wishes to ap-

praise himself in his relations to his college, the Illinois

Alumni News proi)oses the following test classification:
"Dependable alumni: Thirty-eight per cent, belong
to the Alumni Association, are always ready to support
any worthy university or alumni project, and wdien
called on to help ahvays give a cheerful response.
"Forgetful alumni: Ten per cent have good inten-

an interest and they
A few of them may join
fail in their good intentions.
the Alumni Association, but forget to pay their dues
and are ultimat.-ly dropped from the rolls.
"Excusable alumni: Probably two per cent, cannot
tions

and hope some time

afford to belong to the

to take

Alumni Association

or devote

alumni or university affairs.
" 'Snobbish' alumni: Five per cent, consider themselves too important to bother with the Alumni Asso-

any time

to

eighteen years.

"Joe" McCarthy and "Chris" McNally seemed

to

have a very enjoyable time at the Belle Air Ball.
The Varsity basketball team gladdened the hearts
of the NcAv York Alumni by their victory over the
Crescents.

Sylvester Sabbatino was so hoarse that Lc

had to postpone several important cases.
John Eichmann, who has been a silent member of

Alumni
new leaf.

the

for the past several years, has turned over

We

were delighted to see John at the meeting of the Villanova Club of Philadelphia and also at
the Banquet. And on both occasions, with John, came

a

his brother

Marcus.

Villanova Club of Philadelphia will hold its
regular monthly dinner in the Blue Room of the SylGeneral
vania Hotel, on March 27tli, at 7 P. M.
Tiie

Butler has promised to address the members
on this date. This fact alone should insure a large at-

Smedhy

The members of the basketball team are to
President "Charlie"
be honored on this occasion.
"Joe" Scanlon are
and
Fitzgerald
Laughlin, "Tom"
The
a real affair.
event
the
make
working hard to
tendance.

Villanova Orchestra will furnish the music.

some .grievance against the University, either fancied or

Paul and Evan Quinn, as usual, were on hand for the
Banquet. Howard Thornbury, now, if you please. Manager Thornbury, completed the party.
Rev. E. J. Murtagh, 0. S. A., of Flushing, Long
Island, stole away from his parochial cares for a few

real.

hours to grace the festive board at the Bellevue.

or university affairs.
" 'Grouchy' alumni: One

cia^ioii

])er

cent, are

harboring
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O.F.

tuttmtitfmmmit^

Row— Jacobs, Sheehan,
— Rev.
McGuire,

Front

Back Row
Villanova Wins Second

J,

P.

M,

Francella, Capt., Conrad, Pickett.
Manager W. A. Riordan, Coach Saxe.

0. S. A.,

New England Game

The Varsity made it two straight on its New England trip by defeating the fast Norwich University
five by the score of 35 to 20.
The team worked well

guard
guard

Pickett

Francella

Rosenthal

Dunlap

•

during the entire game, the floor work was excellent
and the shooting was nothing short of spectacnlar.
Gaptain Jack Francella and Jimmie Conrad
featured for the Blue and White.
Pickett and

Sheehan played a good floor game.
Villanova

Sheehan
Conrad
Jacobs

Field

Conrad

goals

center

3,

Sheehan

3,

Nichols

4,

—

at half time, 17 to

minutes.

Referee

6,

Villanova.

Time

of

halves— 20

— Swarfflield.

The lineup
St.

Norwich
forward
forward

—Francella

Jacobs 2, Pickett 3, Pencholen 1, Loker 1,
Rosenthal 1. Foul goals Sheehan 1, Conrad 2,
Pickett 1, Francella 4, Nichols 4, Loker 2.
Score
2,

Nichols

Penehoen
Loker

Michael's

Bow

to the Varsity

The Blue and White continued

its

stringof Avins by

defeating the speedy St. Michael's College quintet on
T*^ebru?iry

11

hy

tlie

score 34 to

19.

The Varsity
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Villanova Wins Second
,n,

Francella,

O. S. A.,

P.

J.
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..:....:.:........

St.

-^^

Xichols
I'eiichoen

Loker

'

Michael's

Tire Bhie aini
defealir<i' ihe
l<'el)ruMry

11

Bow

to the Varsity

WhiteCont iuued

its striii^ (d' x\iiix

speedy St. .MichaeTs
hv the score ;!4 to

("oilesic
l!t.

(piintct

The

1,\

on

\'arsi!\-
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showed

its

usual ^ood form and experienced little difNew England aggregation.

subjugating the

ficulty in

team to break into the scoring book when Joe Sheehan speared the cords for a
two-point tally with a shot from mid-court. From this
moment on the Varsity held the lead and was never
headed. The score at half time was 18 to 11.
Again Jimmie Conrad featured with long shots.
Pour double counters he registered from mid-court.
Captain Jack Francella played an excellent floor game.
He also succeeded in netting five field goals, Quinn
played best for St. Michael's. The lineup:
Villanova was the

first

A^illanova

Sheehar

Michael's

St.
,

Conrad...
Jaeobt;

forward

....Quinn

...forward

Milligan

...center

Francella......................

Field goals

.....Tierney

.......................

Garvin

guard
guard

Pickett..

—Francella

5,

4,

Quinn

3,

Mil-

Jacobs 2, Pickett 1, Tierney 1,
Foul goals Sheehan 2, Conrad
Garviii 1, Herolta 1.
Francella 2, Quinn 3. Referee
Jacobs
Pickett
2,
1,
1,
- -Hammond.
Time of halves 20 minutes. Scorer
ligan

Sheehan

2,

worn out from extensive traveling they
mustered together enough punch to administer a 32
to 30 victory over the Purple team.
Holy Cross played splendid basketball all during
the first period and held a 16 to 13 point advantage at
Martin and Shannon were responsible
the hcJf time.
foi* th(i entire 16 points for the Holy Cross team.
During the second half the Worcester team still held the
lead.
With two minutes to go, Jacobs speared the
cords for two double counters, thus winning the game
for Villanova.

1,

—

—

:i

Pickett

Francella

On February
tor, Vt., for its

Pickett

12th the Varsity arrived in Burling-

game with the University

of

Vermont

was a hard fought battle from the first whistle
five.
to the final with Vermont winning out by the score of
25 to 19. The Blue and White played wonderful basketball up until the last few minutes when the results
of the long railroad journeys began to tell on the
The game was one that was hard to lose but
players.
Vermont had a great team, having
it was inevitable.
It

hammered

the Yale quintet

the score of 45 to 22

b}^

earlier in the season.

,

Jimmie Conrad again showed to a great advantage,
Francella and
managing to cage four field goals.
Pickett starred by brilliant floor playing. Taylor
went best for Vermont. Vv;>;'' .:':^:
An unusual feature of the game was that the
Varsity only received four tries from the fifteen-foot
a
mark. The lineup
y
:

,

,

Conrad

forward
forward

Jacobs

center

Pickett

guard
guard

Sheeha'-j

Francolla
Field goals
3,

Semansky

Taylor

h,

— Conrad

2,

4,

Cayward

Sheehan

2,

Cayward

Sheehan

Francella

1,

3,
1.

Post 4, Taylor
Foul goals-^

Yarnell

i

1.

on

Downs Holy

Cross 32 to 30

<'

^

The most important game for the Blue and White
New England trip was that with the Holy Cross

its

3,

Wise

..Burke

Francella

—

1.

Riopel

2,

6,

Jacobs

—

Varsity Celebrates Home-coming With a Victory
On February 15th, the Blue and White team played

home game since before its New England trip.
The speedy Niagara quintet was the team that was
met -and the team that enabled the Varsity to add
another win to its long string. The score was 20 to
Only 15 minutes halves were played. It was a
13.
poorly played game, marred by the fumbling of both
its first

—

Niagara, however, being the chief offender.
Both teams had just completed a strenuous road tour
and were played out to such an extent that the eontest was slow and uninteresting.
The Blue and White
held the lead throughout the entire game.
Captain Jack Francella featured for Villanova.
Mullin went well for Niagara. The lineup
y w ^
teams,

^^

:

Niagara

Sheehaji

Callahan

Jacobs
Francella.................

Pickett....

Substitutions

1,

forward
forward

Mullin

center

Gorman

Dever

guard

Robbino
DeFillipo

.........................guard

—Francella
Pickett

Villanova

guard
guard

Villanova

Taylor
Semansk.y

Francella
1,

Wise
Shannon

'

Post
Yarnell

,

center

Hehir.-

University of Vermont

Villanova

..Martin

.forward

Conrad 5, Martin 5,
2, Sheehan 2, Wise 1.
Sheehan 1, Pickett 1, Shannon 2, Martin
Time of halves 20 minutes. Eeferee—

goals

Foul goals
1;

forward

—^Shannon

Field

Game

Holy Cross

Villanova

Sheehan
Conrad
Jacobs

Riordan.

Varsity Lose In Great

'

Jimmie Conrad continued playing sensational basketball and in this game netted five field goals, making
total of 18 for five games.
Sheehan and Jacobs performed well, both accounting for a pair of double
counters. The linetip

...Herolta

Conrad

Despite the fact that the Blue and White

quintet.

players were

—D. Connolly for Jacobs.

Field goals

Sheehan 2, Callahan 1, Connolly 1,
Mullin 2, Dever 1. Foul goals Francella
3,

—

Mullin 2, Gorman 4, DeFillipo 1. Score
12 to 7, Villanova. Time of halves 15
at half time
minut* s. Referee Emery.
2,

Pickett

2,

—

—

—

>
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Villanova 45, St. John's 40

2,

Simms

Villanova Scores Grea<t Victory
Th.^

the whistle blew for the end of the

first

half

—

2,

—

featured.

When

—

Conrad 1, Jacobs 1, Pickett 1, Courtney
Reese 1, Chapman 2. Foul goals Sheehan 3,
Conrad 2, Francella 1, Courtney 1, Reese 2, Chapman 4.
Time of halves 20 minutes. Referee— Emery.
Field goals

In the heaviest scoring game ever played at Villanova, Hie Varsity defeated the St. John's College five
by the score of 45 to 40. The game w&s a fast played
one, in which spectacular playing and shooting

21

Varsity scored the biggest upset of the year
when it defeated the Crescent A. C. by

in basketball

the Brooklyn team held a 17 to 16 point advantage over

the score of 32 to 28.

McCollough, the St. John's forward, was
His shooting in the first
responsible for this lead.
period was nothing short of sensational.
The Varsity appeared on the court for the second
half imbued with a determination to win. But it was
not an easy matter to displace the Gothamites from the
It was not until the last few minutes that Villalead.
nova looked like the victor. It was the result of a
wonderful last minute spurt led by Captain Jack
Ti^rancella that enabled the Blue and White to win out

lyn on the Crescent court.

the Varsity.

over

St.

John 's.

Francella and Pickett starred, each accounting for
.six

McCollough went best for the Brooklyn
The lineup

field goals.

team.

Vilbinova

St.

Shoehan
Conrad
Jacob*

center

Pi(?keit

guard......

John's

McCollough

forward
forward

Freeman
Kubar
McCready
Keenan

guard
2, Conrad 3, Jacobs 1, Francelia (?, Pickett 6, McCollough 5, Freeman 4, Kubar 1,
McCroady 1, Keenan 2. Foul goals Sheehan 2,
Jacobs 1, Francella 2, Pickett 3, McCollough 4, Freeman 4, Kubar 2, McCready 2, Keenan. Referee
Lewis
Time of halves 20 minutes.
Francella..

Fieid goals

— Sheehan

—

—

Villanova Suifers Setback
disappointment of the year occurred
on February 27th when the Varsity was forced to bow
to the Temple University quintet by the score of 21
1o 12.
The Varsity showed poor form against the

^;:}'%\':^--j'r:

'ix^i:

Th.^ greatest

team and were outplayed in every department. There is in athletic contests such a thing as
^ot enough "fight" and too much fight. In the case
of the Temple game it was too much fight.
The team
to a m.an was bound to win.
As a result the players
Te'iipie

could not give the best that was in them.
Temple led at the half time by the score of 11 to

won

easily.

'

:.:;;.:-

^<>"rad

Pickett

Temple University
.......Courtney

forward

•^'»c()bs
^»''^»«<'l'«»

;;^^^^

........forward

^•i«Ph:>n
,

•

The Crescents were the

of the calibre of these.
to

score

throw.

Simms

center

Reese

Chapman

....guard

guard

,

...........Shair

first

when Kurtz succeeded in a try for a free
On the next play Kurtz added two more points

by a neat field goal. Field goals
by Joo Sheehan and Jacobs put Villanova in the lead.
From this point to the end of the game the Varsity
held an advantage over the New Mooners.
At the half-time the score was 19 to 17 in favor
of the Blue and White.
The playing of Sheehan and
Kurtz was sensational. These two men furnished the
best exhibition of all around basketball ever seen on
^he Crescent floor. Conrad played one of the greatest
games of his career. The lineup
to the Crescent score

Villanova

Crescent A. C.

forward Barker (St. Lawrence)
....forward
Kurtz (Stevens)

Conra-i

Francella

Jacobs

..Provost

.......center

Sheehan

(Stevens)

Roth (Stevens)
Pickett
guard
Jones (Union)
Foul goals Francella 2, Conrad 1, Jacobs 2,
Sheehan 7, Barker 1, Kurtz 6, Provost 1, Jones 2.
Field jroals Francella 1, Sheehan 5, Pickett 2, Barker
2, Kuitz 3, Provost 1, Roth 1, Jones 1.
Time of halves
—20 minutes. Referee Brunn, Cornell.
guard.

—

—

—

Villanova Wins Final

Game

;;:

,

;

The Blue and White basketball team closed a successful season, when on March 8th, it scored a 25 to 23
win over the Drexel quintet.
The Varsity played
"Nl^londid ball but were a little off form on the shooting.

-r

^ z-

I)r(^xel Inrnished serious opposition for the Varsity
but never threatened to win after the first half. Francella dnd Pickett starred for Villanova.
The lineup:

Drexel

Conral

forward
forward

Francella
Jacobs,

Courtney played well for Temple. Sheehan went
best f.)r Villanova.
The lineup:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^
Villanova

on th<>ir own court, having registered wins over such
teams as Princeton, Harvard, Yale and other quintets

Villpjiova
6.

5'hc Piiiladelphians were never headed in the second

period and

The game was played at BrookIt was the first time in
over two years that the New Mooners were defeated

Shipps

Dugan

center

Pickelt

Foley

....;.......,..

.........................guard.............................

Shoehan

guard

O'Neill

.....Connoll

— Conrad
Francella
Jacobs
Pickett
Sheehan
Shipps
Dugan
O'Neill
Council
Foul
— Conrad Francella Jacobs
Sh^'Hhan
Shipps
Dugan
Foley
ConneU
Time of halves — 20 minutes. Half-time score — Villanova
Drexel
Referee — Lewis.
goals

Fioicl

1,

3,

3,

1,

1,

14,

1,

13.

1,

2,

1,

goal.s

2.

1,

2,

2,

1,

3,

1,

5.

:
,
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The basketball season of 1924 clearly demonstrated
what we have always maintained, that Mike Saxe is
When the season
without a peer among coaches.
oponeJ Mike counted his candidates and found two
Mike
veteran regulars, Pickett and Don Connolly.
had nothing to do but develop two forw^ards and a
center.
Before he could get his team under way, we
w^ere licked by Temple, Manhattan, Lehigh and Grove
Joe Sheehan,
And then the club got going.
City.
from Camden Catholic, and Jacobs, from Allentown
Prop^ began to learn what Mike 's system meant and
landed regular positions at forward and center respectively.
Mike M^as now ready to go. We played
St. Joseph's, and though granted not a chance in the

we won by

Then came victories
over St. John's, Swarthmore and Lebanon Valley.
The New England trip, which was nothing short of a

world,

a single point.

marathon, yielded four victories out of five games.
Rhode Island, St. Michael's, Norwich, Holy Cross were
defeated, while Vermont, after a nip and tuck struggle,
won by the narrow margin of four points. Niagara,
Drexel. St. John's were then defeated. And then came
the second game with Temple, a game we wanted
badly. However, because of the hard game on the
evening preceding, our team failed to show anything
near its customary form and we were beaten. Temple
had a mighty fine club and it is not our intention to
detract from their victory; but we feel confident that
if our club had been right we would have won.
Franeel] a, who has average at least five field goals over
eighteen games, was away off. Then came another
defeax by Manhattan by one point. On the following
night we played perhaps the best team in the Bast, the
Crescent A. C, and to the surprise of the basketball
followers we defeated them 32-28. This victory would
alone make the season successful. In our last game
we won from Drexel 25-21.
Just a few remarks in passing. Our team was in
every sense of the word a team which sacrificed all
individual glory for the sake of victory. Now it was

who pulled us through, now Pickett, now
Conrad, then Joe Sheehan and last but not least Jacobs.

Francella

"One

and all for one" was carried out in
Again our team was distinctly not a
"homer." Our biggest and best victories were
achieved away from home, a sign of a really great
for

all

every game.

team.

There

is no doubt of the esteem with which the
body regards Mike Saxe. Before the Temple
game, Mike was presented with a handsome traveling
bag, the gift of the students. Father McGuire presented the bag and, by the way, in his speech of
presentation showed himself to be quite an orator. And

s'tudent

Mike, though totally surprised as he was, rose to the
occasion and matched Father McGuire with his eloquence. Mike is a great coach, a great character and
a great Villanovan.

VILLANOVA BASEBALL SCHEDULE
March 31
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

2

.

.

.

.

.

.Temple University ..... .Villanova, Pa.
.Seton Hall College
South Orange, N.

J.

Princeton University ..... Princeton, N. J.
9 .... Lafayette College ....... Easton, Pa.
12.
.Dickinson College. ...... .Villanova, Pa.
14
St. Joseph's College ..... Villanova, Pa.
16.
.Dickinson College
Carlisle, Pa.
23 .... Holy Cross College
Villanova, Pa.
24,
.Boston College
.Villanova, Pa.
26. .. .Lebanon Valley College. .Annville, Pa.
30.. .Manhattan College
Villanova, Pa.
May 1 ... .St. Joseph's College
Philadelphia, Pa.
May 1 .... Muhlenberg College .... Villanova, Pa.
May 8. .. .Boston College
.Boston, Mass.
Holy Cross College
May 9
Worcester, Mass.
May 10
Providence College
Providencej, R.
May 14
Lehigh University ....... So. Bethlehem, Pa.
May 16
Manhattan College
New York City
St. John's College
May 17.
..Brooklyn, N. Y.
May 18. ....New York A. C. ...... .New York City
Lebanon Valley College. .Villanova, Pa.
May 20
Crescent A. C
M<ay 24
Brooklyn, N. Y.
May^28 ..... Muhlenberg College
Allentown, Pa.
May 31 ... .Seton Hall College
Villanova, Pa.
June 4
St. John's College
.... Villanova, Pa.
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Do you know that girl?
Vank: Yes, seems to me that 1 met

Clarence (to the waitress he loved)

Pickett:

her once with

when

Soph

.My room mate

:

That's tough

:

why

the gloom?

Because

:

New York:

Is the

underground

!

the rush.

worrying, old day?
Fresli

me know

always as crowded as this?
Sub. Guard Oh no, the reason it is so jammed just
now is because the people are going home early to avoid
:

why should you go around

Let

The time or the check? (Sun Dial).

Philadelphia Boy in

lost his hat.

])ut

!

:

that girl.

Wliat's the matter, old buan,

S()i)h:

Fresli

Von don't know

:

:

eleven thirty.

it's

Kate (sweetly)

her chaperon.
Piekett

23

\

was wearing

when he

it

lost

it.

(Punch Bowl.)

when she dined out one day.
She didn't care how much it cost; she didn't have to pay.
But R.omeo grew rather pale when he saw the bill, you

Juliet took everytiiing

Sayers to Connolly: Oh! look, John, at that funny
mm. He's sitting on the side walk talking to a banana
peel.

Poplaski

:

Brick^ that girl was so

Act was one of

the A^olstead

1^.

dumb

she thought

F. Keith's,

bet.

'Twas sad, you

liomeowed for

see, for

that Juliet.

all

General Butler

My good man, you should begin at the bottom and
work up.
I'm a grave-digger.
It (ian't be done in my line.

Why

Griff':

is

golf a gentleman's

Ethel: Can't guess.

Because

Grrift':

rough

it

Athletic:

B.

()7

is

impossibh;

to

put over any

:

Heard by

C?

He

Eng. Prof: What's the masculine of Laundress?
Stude
Chinaman.

He

What's wrong, jMcFadden?
I burnt my hand in the hot water.
Lab. Prof: Serves you right. Why didn't you feel
the water before you put your hand in?
Lab. Prof:

:

jumped.

see I

was on the

first

floor

;

may

come on

this is not

come over tonight ?

I

over.

John,

This isn't Mabel, either.
:

I

Women's

IN'Iabel

looked like a million tonight,

know; but

she's only eighteen.

tears are the salt sea w^hereon every

shipwrecked.

man

(Judge,)

once.

The

!

He: No; you

Why,

Ryan:

is

jumped out of a five-story building
Oh Jack, were you badly hurt ?

:

Rodgers

:

1

Sure, John

:

She:

:

the telephone booth

Hello, say INIabel,

:

She

^McFadden

"She may

be Venus de Milo but she's anything but armless."

Fish

:

as

had a chance for the ball team.
Are they going to raffle it off?

Latest song hit by Villanova Jazz Band:

Duhamel

She

comment

:

History Prof: With what was the Mediterranean

Tie:

little

Is your i)rogramme full ?
She Well, hardly, with only a few sandwiches and
some salad.

stuff.

infested in

attracting some

1

Pathetic:

He

game?

is

censor of the "'Best Cellars,"

when

I

latest national

Got INIore Than
Potomac,"
T

My

song hit to the tune of "I

Share"

is

Know

"Oil's Well Along the
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THE COST
Figured
cost

is

Their first
really cheaper than ready-made.
woolens, hand tailoring and the impression you make

months of wear, our custom Clothes are

in

slightly higher, but the superior

as a well-dressed

young man

Try U8

fit,

finer

far overbalance the initial outlay.

this season

and you

will be

more than

satisfied

PYLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors

1115

WM. GROFF,

Walnut

Street

p. D.

Prescri ptionist
803

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR,
Prompt Telephone Service

—Bryn Mawr

1

PA.

66

Our Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals and Drugs Are of the Highest Standard

Subscribe for

The Villanovan
Telephone Bryn

LUNCHEON

Mawr 758

TEA

Henry

GENERAL STORE

B. Wallace

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charles

22 and 24 Bryn

CHARLES HIRTH

SUPPER

Mawr

W.

Glocker, Jr.

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Cigars, Confectionery, Ice Cream, Novelties,
Magazines, Stationery

9 2 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
1

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
Clothes For the College
VALUE AND SERVICE

Man

SPECIAL RATES TO VILLANOVA STUDENTS
1704 Market Street, Philadelphia
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

THE VILLANOVAN
Cable Address

TOOMEY PHILADELPHIA
A B C Code, 5th Edition

Warehouse and Sidings;

ESTABLISHED

942

1876

FRANK TOOMEY,
Iron and
OFFICE, 127-131

INC.

Wood Working Machinery

steam and

MAIN

BEACH STREET

Electric

Equipment and Supplies

NORTH THIRD STREET

SHEAD'S

PHILADELPHIA

BAKERY

For Quality

in

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE,

Wholesale and Retail

PA.

BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton s

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff,

E.
1204

TO

1214

F. P.

Penetrating Bristles

CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

Conway

&:

Co

MASON

PHILADELPHIA

Our

Advertisers

Are

BUILDERS
Your Friends
CHESTNUT

HILL, PA.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

V I LLANOVAN

THE

A REAL KEEPSAKE
Throughout the year, the photograph you give at any time

will stand

as a constant reminder of your loving thoughtfulness.

BUSSA STUDIO
332

AND ART SHOP

DeKALB street

NORRISTOWN, Pa.

Phone 448 Bryn Mawr.

Student Discount

Phone Bryn Mawr 294

10%

STRINGS

SHEET MUSIC

CHESLEY & McRORY

Vassallo's

Music Shop

TAILORS

Columbia Grafonolas and Records

MAIN LINE VALET SHOP

REPAIRING
Brunswick Phonographs and

827 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr,

DRY CLEANING

DYEING

Pa.

Records
837 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr

PRESSING

ROMA CAFE
American,
IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

Italian,

French Cuisine
PRIVATE DINING

IT

BANQUETS, CLASS DINNERS, SUPPERS

BRYN

ROOM

835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post

MAWR

IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

i.'-i.t'.'i

Office

H^^

THE VILLANOVAN
T
PETER REILLY PUBLICATIONS
133 North Thirteenth Street

Philadelphia

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY

MICHELLS

By J; Godfrey Rupert
This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
scientific points."
Views of future life as represented by men
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge. It is popularly treated so as
to interest the great majority of readers.
138 pagres, price $1.25.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOIiASTIC PHILOSOPHY
By Rev. Michael W. Shallo, S. J.
"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such breadth
view, such clearness of expression, and such brevity of
American Cr. 8 vo., 398 pages, $2.25 net.
•Style."

of

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis

Thomitsoii

Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly
Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out among
all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in
itself.
"One of the few very great odea," Coventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c. School Edition, $1.25.

—

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry {). Schuyler, Ph. D., S. T. L.
IMaces successfully in a popular and devout manner the principal
truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
By the author of
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 12 mo.,
Book Edition, $1.25.
90c.
218 pages.

HOSSFEIJ) NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR
New practical method for learning the Italian

Market^
PHILADELPHIA
Everything for Lawn, Farm and
Garden.
Get a Catalog.

By A. Rota

language, revised
and enlarged with a vocabulary, by AV. N. Cornett. Thorough,
leliable
and fascinating, with the conversational portions
appended to each chapter. 12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

THE LAWS OF MARRLAGE

By

Rev. Joseph M.

MICHELL S

HOUSE

O'Hara

Simply explained according to the New Code.
Excellent for
those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-CathoUcs honestly
desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16 mo., 84
pages, cloth, 50c.

The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
BRYN M AWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE
EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

HART, President
WILLIAM H. RAMSEY, Vice

PHILIP

and Other Valuables Taken on Storage
JOHN

A.

W.

President

JESSE H. HALL,

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer
BERGEN, Assistant Trust Officer

Assistant Treasurer

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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HARRISON

Walk-Over Boot Shop
and

Gentlemen's Outfitter
826 Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

THE

V I LLANO

VAN
Wool Hose 65c— $1.50
Knitted

Wool

Cream

CLAY & BROWN

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY W. BREYER,
Philadelphia,

Vests $4.50 to $7

MEN'S

WEAR

Pres.

1702 Market Street

Pa..

Philadelphia, Pa.

MacDonald

& Campbell

Schoenfeld and McAninley
Cigars^ Cigarettes,

Pipes

Tobacco and Specialties
6006 Market Street

LEADING SPECIALISTS

in

Overcoats Sports Clothes
Haberdashery
Hats
Motoring Apparel

Suits

1334-1336

Philadelphia

CHESTNUT STREET

SHERWOOD

PHILADELPHIA

The Home

Life Insurance

Company

INCORPORATED

3028

of America

1899

FIFTY-SEVEN MILLION DOLLARS INSURANCE IN FORCE
Located in the Heart of the Insurance District

Writing
HASIL

JOSEPH

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance —Liberal Poiides
Cl'NNINGPrAM, Vice President
WALSH, President
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
.JOHN
CxALLAGIlER, Treasurer
DltRKlN, Secretary
PHILADELPHIA

all
S.
I..

kinds of

p.

.T.

J.

PATUONIZK OlIK AUVEKTISKKS

THE VILLANOVAN
Day by Day
In Every

Way

EDSON BROS.

We're Getting Larger
and Larger

BUTTER

''WHY"

EGGS
CHEESE

PHILIP'S

POULTRY

Lunch Room

110-112 Dock Street, Philadelphia

1009 Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

CR£SSMAN'S

CIGAR
ALLEN

R.

CHESSMAN'S SONS,

Makers, 233 South Third Street

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market and Sixth

MEN'S AND

Streets, Philadelphia

YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR THE CLERGY

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Wool Hose 65c— $1.50
Knitted

Wool

CLAY & BROWN

Cream
Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY

W. BREYER,

Vests $4.50 to $7

MEN'S

WEAR

Pres.

1702 Market Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

MacDonald
&.

Campbell

Schoenfeld and McAninley
Cigars^ Cigarettes,

Pipes

Tobacco and Specialties
6006 Market Street

LEADING SPECIALISTS

in

Overcoats Sports Clothes
Haberdashery
Hats
Motoring Apparel

Suits

Philadelphia

;

1

334- 336
1

CHESTNUT STREET

SHERWOOD

PHILADELPHIA

The Home

Life Insurance

Company

INCORPORATED

of

3028

America

1899

FIFTY-SEVEN MILLION DOLLARS INSURANCE IN FORCE
Located

Writing
MASIh
JOSBIMI

L.

Heart of the Insurance District

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance —Liberal Policies
CrNNINGHAM, Vice President
WALSH, President
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
.lOHN
GAI.r.AGHBR, Treasurer
3MIRK1N, Secretary
PHILADELPHIA

all
H.

in the

kinds of

3'.

J.

J.
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MEHL&LATTA

William L, Hayden

Lumber, Coal,

HARDWARE

and Building Materials

Locksmithing

Wall Board
Telephone Bryn

Frank

Mawr

W.

838
Rosemont, Pa.

74.

Prickitt, Ph.

G.

LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR. PA.

PHONES—Main

19-76;

Lombard 16-92

M

Ardmore 13-20

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT,
Prescriptions

and Sick

Room

Mawr

J.

FitzGerald

Quality Food Products
Supplies

Especially for Institutions

a Specialty
Telepsone Bryn

T.

PA.

206 Cricket Avenue
193.

1

1

8 Market Street

Established 1885

Ardmore, Pa.

Bell Phone,

Chas. A.

KruU

Philadelphia

Prompt Service

Belmont 4140

JAMES FARLEY
Plumbing

Wholesale

Hot Water and Steam Heating
5422 WYALUSING AVENUE

Tobacco,

PHILADELPHIA

Cigars

WM. STALKER

and

SHOEMAKER
To Particular People

Cigarettes
941

LANCASTER AVENUE
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

55 North Second Street

Shoe Repairing

in

AH

You put on your shoes with a

Philadelphia, Pa.

Its

Branches

feeling of satisfaction

them repaired by us. We use all HighGrade Leather and our workmanship is the best.

after having

Give Us a Trial and Be Convinced

IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

THE VILLANOVAN
ESTABLISHED

INCORPORATED

1837

ROBERT SHOEMAKER &

CO.,

1919

Inc.

Wholesale Druggists
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
Paints and Varnishes

NORTHEAST CORNER FOURTH AND RACE STREETS

PHILADELPHIA

ELECTRICAL
and

appliances

RADIO

Descriptive Information Gladly Sent

Frank H. Stewart

Electric Co.

35, 37 and 39 North Seventh
Bell Phone Lombard 7740

St.

John Y. Parke Co.
MANUFACTURERS—JOBBERS

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
3

1

North Seventh Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia

'

TETE-A-TETE TEA
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE

VI LLANOVAN

Careful

Handling
and

Quality

WILSON

LAUNDRY

Beneficial Saving

Fund

Activities in Part
Makers of

1200 Chestnut Street

trophies, medals, bronze

memorials;
stationery, personal greeting

Resources, 27 Million Dollars

for all anniversaries;

cards

;
;

class rings -and pins for social,

Interest 4

Per Cent.

ligious

and business organizations.

Importers of

Annum

Per

re-

pearls

and

precious

stones of the finer qualities;

;

of watches, clocks;

Accounts Opened and Business Transacted

of leather goods, canes, crops,

brellas and smokers' requirements.

By Mail

Foreign Exchange Department
'

A

Mutual Saving Bank

by

Its

um-

Owned

Chestnut Street below Broad

Depositors

Philadelphia

IN

DOING

SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

THE VILLANOVAN
WABASH

TWINLOCK

Cabinets and Supplies

Better Clothes For Less

Binders and Supplies

James Hogan Company

Money

BARNEY HARRISON

liTMITED

Loose Leaf Specialists
Office Supplies

Lithographing

Printing

Outfitter

Blank Bboks
Engraving

Corner Lancaster and Warner Avenues

607

CHESTNUT STREET

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA

GEORGE P. PHILLIPS
OPTICIAN
261-263 South Eighth Street

T. E.

FAHY

Philadelphia

THE

V ILLANOVAN

Lowrey

Alfred

&

Brothers

Wholesale Grocers
50-54 North Delaware Avenua
49-53 North Water Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. A.

WACK

Telephone, Bryn

Mawr 311

SUBURBAN DECORATING COMPANY
PAINTERS, PAPER HANGERS
and

INTERIOR DECORATORS
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

BRYN MAWR,

1033 County Line Road

PA.

THE VILLANOVANS
COLLEGIATE D.WCE ORCHESTRA
"MUSIC THAT'S DIFFERENT"
Bookings Through Rev. Ruellan

PHONE BRYN

MAWR

P. Fink, 0. S. A., Faculty Director

STUDENT DIRECTOR, JAY BOYLE

568-J

Make Your Spare Money Earn Money

WE

PAY

4

j

:

PER CENT. ON SAVINGS FUND ACCOUNTS
'

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH THE

Continental-Equitable Title and Trust Company
TWELFTH ABOVE CHESTNUT, PHILADELPHIA
Deposits Over $12,000,000

Capital: $1,000,000

OFFICKRS

WII^T.TAM

JOHN F. SKEI^I-iY, President
JEREMIAH J. SUT^T.IVAN, Vice President
JOHN R. UMRTBD, Vice President
Wir.T.TAM J. MCGI.INN, Vice Presidewt
JOHN V. I.OUGHNEY, Secretary and Treasurei^

'JOHN
^

V.

>

PATRONIZE ttUR ADVERTISERS

Surplus: $1,000,000

J.

FTTZPATRICK,

McMENAMIN,

Assistant Secretary and Treasurer
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer

HENRY F. STITZBLL,, Trust Officer
Real Estate Officer
BROWN & WILLIAMS, Counsel
WALTER C. SCHWAB, Title Officer

JOSEPH MALLON,

THE VILLANOVAN

Have Your

Suits Pressed

by the

"OLD REUABLE TAILOR"
Agent Calls

at College Daily

& G., Cleaners and Dyers

B.

869

.

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN MAWR
Bell

Phone

Special Rates to Villanova Students

Compliments

KNOWN

for

of a Friend

DEPENDABLE VALUE and KRAFTSMANSHIP

—

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

Chalices, Ostensorium, Ciborium

—

School, College, Society

Emblems

Platinum Jewelry made to order. Exclusive designs. Authorized
to handle Sacred Vessels, Repairing and Gliding.
Our $1.75 Solid Gold 14k
Cup and Silver Base Chalice is a wonder. Specializing in Class Pins, Rings, Charms and Seal Ring Engraving.

i>.
112-114

8.

C.

ELEVENTH

L/OEPER,

ST. (Below Chestnut
ESTABLISHED 1895

St. )

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTISTIC JEWELRY
BELL PHONE, FILBERT

IN DOING SO, MENTION VILLANOVAN

5375

THE VILLANOVAN
The Men
Joseph

J.

Smashed the Kaiser

O'Loughlin

are now being stopped by a little
brass rail marked "private." Your
college magazine never even hesitates at the rail. Should it not,
therefore, be printed in a way
worthy of your institution and as a

141 North Ninth street
Philadelphia

DIAMONDS AND
WATCHES

welcome

DIAMOND JEWELRY
FINE

-

visitor.

Your magazine is only as good as
your printer makes it. We can
print you a magazine in which you
can feel just pride and that, too, at
a very reasonable cost.

Specialists in

Valuations for Estates

Who

NORRISTOWN HERALD PRINTING AND
PUBLISHING COMPANY

Established 1882

Printers Since 1799

WATCH REPAIRING

Markley, Ann to Airy Streets
NORRISTOWN, Pennsylvania

BELL PHONE

BASE BALL

TRACK
FOOT BALL

JOHN

SOCCER
BASKET BALL

J.

Cberptfting
The More

GYM OUTFITS
BATHING PANTS

^port ^fiop

Bousliert|)'si

424

A.

DOUGHERTY

for

I Sell

the

tl)c

atfttete

More You Save

PENNANTS
PILLOW TOPS
WALL BANNERS
AND SPECIAL
LETTERING
TENNIS RACKETS

SOUTH FIFTY-SECOND STREET

RESTRUNG

open every evening

Villanova College Barber Shop
THE MAIN

MOST SANITARY
TONSORIAL PARLOR
LINE'S

LOUIS
HOURS:— 9

THE BARBER
ENTRANCE— Opposite

A. M. to 7 P. M.

I

Football Field

I
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The Form of Protection About WhichTherelsMever Any Doubt
IS

a

Life Insurance Policy
Issued by the

AMERICAN CATHOLIC UNION
We

Write Both

Ordinary and

Industrial

<'\

Insurance at the Most Reasonable Rates

Home
The Parkway

Office

at Sixteenth Street

Philadelphia

JOHN

J.

COYLE,

President

DR. E.

J.

MOORE

Medical Director

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

JOHN O'KEEFE
Secretary-Treasurer

THE VILLANOVAN
Merits Clothing
READY-TO-WEAR
and

TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Men^s Furnishings
UNDERWEAR

and

HOSIERY

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

STRAWBRIDGE
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NOCTURNE
gypsy night

Tlic dusk.v robes of

Sweep along: the deserted street,
The eymhals of speech are silent

And
I

sit

stilled is the

tramping of

Window
grown subtle and

feet.

alone by the

In a Avorld

still;

AVhile the cool, Avet Avinds of April

Blow sweet from the mist-Avrapped

The

lights of the old

hill.

Pagoda

k^hiiie

mystic above the

From

the crest of the great black mountain

toAA'n

Like gold stars in an ebony croAvn,

And

here in this tender quiet
After the drip of the fragrant rain,
long for the gallant beauty,
That struggles on earth in vain.
1

Youth's high-hearted challenge,

To the gods enthroned
Th(!

I)

in today,

rave, fair eyes unflinching

Facing an unknoAA'n

Avay.

Ah, Beauty, ancient Beauty,
Linger aAvhile tonight,
NoAv that the earth is dreaming

And

turmoil has taken flight.

PregJiaiit

Avith

The night

hidden meaning
garment of jet

in her

Covers the souls a-bleeding
Whose sun has long Avaned and

set.

Blackness and gold about mej
The unknoAVJi and beauty's star,
The vasty hills, the Pagoda lights.

Their incarnate syml)ols are.

And

I

hope that the

(|uiet

^

moments

Yet unborn from the Avomb of the years

May
As

bring

this to

a

peace as soothing

,

our labouring fears.

And
May

that

And

Avorks her ineffable

men who

lift

their eyes

upward

behold the lights gloAv on the
As tokens that beauty abideth

hill;

Avill.

— Liam Mor,

.
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THE PAWN OF KINGS
clanks the threatening sabre, but you

"

^ HERE

going to be trouble and very serious
^^s[ trouble too. It's in the air. I can feel the
I^^SI apprehension of it almost knocking the verybreath out of my body
but then, I'm only Bernard
I

Toomey,

Irish

is

by descent and Bostonian by

German

that quizzical

smile of yours tells

and

birth,

me

much

as

words, that you think these forebodings are

as

natural result of the combination

a

— Celtic temperament

and Yankee caution."
''Well,

admit,

'

'

the type

said Colonel

is

rather

mercurial,

Pletz, twirling the

you must
end of his

regulation military mustache with the fingers of one

smoked Havana in the other.
by that you mean baromstric,"
quickly rejoined Mr. Toomey. "The Celt is as keen

hand while he held

a half

"Yes, certainly,

if

to scent trouble as the

barometer

is

to

predict the

w^eather."

The speakers formed part of a group who were
having a kaffeklatsch in an old-fashioned German
garden of a quaint old mansion in the suburbs of
Coblenz, on a w^arm day in late July. The searching
sunlight seemed to fall in almost straight rays on the
rose covered arbor of the garden, which faced the vineclad hills of the Storied Rhine.

Bernard Toomey

sat

drinking nor smoking.

at

the

He was

rustic

table

neither

passed middle

life,

person and spare in outline with the keen
observant face that is often found in the American
business man the thin tapering fingers of his strong
sinewy right hand were idly thrumming a nondescript
tune and bespoke a nervous tension unusual in a man
in

tall

;

of his stamp.

As he glanced with

level gaze across

the table, the calm deep set eyes looked out at Colonel

Von

Pletz with honest fearlessness.

His was not a
handsome face and head but it was the face of an
analyst and the head of a constructive thinker one
who saw things in their right perspective and then had
the courage to shape and arrange them.

—

I

know

— and what then?"

puppet show

"Why,

Von

Paris in a fortnight," replied

Pletz in

the soft modulated Oxfordian English that bore just a
trace of foreign accent; "it's going to be, if the chan^
celleries

mind

their

own

affairs

and follow our leading,

a mere child's play, but the lesson will be taught and
that

is

everything.

Today's news, however,

encouraging in that respect.

Von

know and

the military party will never be satisfied with a puny,

is

not

.."

I fear

"What do you fear, my dear Colonel? I thought
you knew no such M^ord, interrupted young Lt. Kappel,
leaving the ladies and striding forward to the table.
"I was just explaining to Mr. Toomey our objective
in case of war with France. He can't see it my way,
but then he's not a military man like you and me, Max,
and my fear is, that some of those in high places may
We know how easily
see things from the other angle.
it can be done."
"Of course, Colonel," responded Lt. Kappel. "Yet
I want no war.
"Home and Elizabeth and our liebe
kinder need me more than anything else just now in
this year of Our Lord, Nineteen Fourteen."
"You speak like a young fool," rejoined Colonel
Von Pletz, flashing upon him a dark envious look, that
in an instant was deflected into a smile.
'

'

Mr. Toomey 's

face

brightened

Kappel assert his views.

anxious to get into fray that
years to straighten

it

out.''^^^^^^^^<

my

may
i:

he

as

"Right,
/

heard

Max

boy, don't be

take a century of
\

"Here comes Elizabeth with cousin Olga and little
Betty," exclaimed Lt. Kappel. "I promised them a
sail so shall leave you and your rumors of war until
another day," and turning he ran down the terraced
lawn to a small boat house, wdiich was one of the many
that dotted the banks of the historic river.

Bernard Toomey 's eyes followed

his son-in-law, for

such Lt. Kappel was, as he prepared to take out the
gasoline launch and turning to the Colonel he re-

marked,

"Max

a great boy, always cheerful, sane
have only one regret, that I am

Colonel Von Pletz, on the contrary, had a striking
and rather pleasing personality. His military air gave
him a bearing that was as dignified as it was autocratic.
He realized his importance and without much
effort made others recognize it also.
However, if it
were not for the sinister glance of the eye and the
cruel suggestive lines of the thin lips, that were emphasized when he smiled, one might pronounce Colonel

ful face and charming manner she could have won a
more desirable mate. Max has money but little posi-

Von

tion or influence."

Pletz a very likable chap, but a student of

men

would label him an egotist, unless he knew him as well
as Bernard Toomey did.
"Yes," reiterated Mr. Toomey, "this imminent
preparedness of yours is the great danger that menaces
all

Euroix'.

Tl.e Emi)er()r

may mean

well

w^hen he

is

and reasonable.

I

unable to coax him to the State.
him as much as he needs us.''

"Were you

not

disappointed

daughter married Herr Kappel?

We

need

-

men

like

,

Avhen

With

your

only

that beauti-

"I hardly agree with you
qualities.

He

is

a

man

there.
Kappel has sterling
every inch of him and can be

—

to do his duty at all times,
men of that
seldom without position or influence."
Again the dark sinister look passed over the face

relied

upon

calibre are
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of

Von

Pletz as he answered,

"Time

will tell.

He

sinking her voice to a lower tone
she conto avoid any possibility of being overheard,
in
before,
did
as
came,
vision
tinued, "Into that fading
shadowy,
figure,
another
those Dresden student days,

spondency.

is

my regiment. Perhaps I shall very soon have an
opportunity to test your words.
Strolling down to the edge of the water, Colonel
in

your fears are but the 'baseless
fabric of a dream,' for we both know Colonel Von
I
Pletz to be one of our truest and dearest friends.
know, my girl, in the old days his heart ran out to you.
But can I blame him for that? In every way he has

Lt. Kappel,

His last act was to
cient to explain his many favors.
have me transferred to his command, where I could
be nearer to you and the children. I wish my Eliza-

gave him a cold unresponsive stare and called out to
her husband, who was bending over the mechanism of
Max, I want you to take us up
the steering wheel,
stream' today." The marked emphasis on the you was
not lost on Von Pletz he bit his lip and again over his
face came that hard look that boded ill for somebody.
'

'

little more sympathetic, a little more
our old friend comes to us. I feel,
when
considerate
coldly aloof from him—you who
stand
at times, you
I
heart for everyone.
generous
have such a warm

beth would be a

;

it, and despite the heat and the
hot sun, she shivered as if struck by an icy hand.
Lieutenant Kappel quickly arranged their places,

Elizabeth saw and felt

Von

Pletz and his

think, he cannot fail but notice it."

"You

better

have such a strange weird feeling

to

me

last night in a troubled

all

day.

"Why,

It

air.

"

^^^^^^^^^^

^^^

"Well, Max dear, things do not look unreal when
you are here to chase away my fancies. Last night
'between waking and sleeping,' I thought I saw you,
mein Liebchen, in a great void they called it a
vacuum, and I was told j'ou were doomed to sit there

—

complete oblivion. I could not enter that vast
however, I managed in the queer ways we do
in dreams, to place myself on the edge of the horizon
in

space

;

where your eyes could meet mine.
of it!

University.

You looked

straight into

—

my

Oh

!

the horror

eyes but without

a glance of recognition you had completely forgotten
your wife. The real Max Kappel was gone, another
had assumed his form and usurped his memory. The
agony was terrible. It seemed to me death would have
been far sweeter, for remembrance would have remained. Then as you slowly faded from my view in
that dream picture, I recalled our first meeting in Dresden when you played the gallant knight and rescued
a lonely homesick maiden from the depths of de-

—but

don't

mind me

you wish."

7^

"^/"^.'.•7;';

:;:;,/'•

,:

,

father leaves Rotterdam for Boston next
week, does he not, Elizabeth?" said Olga in her quiet

"Your

7

:

Pletz

Toomey would want an early dinner as they intended
running up to Bonn to see some old friends of Mr.
Toomey, who were also pals of the Colonel at the

dream and has me

out in this glorious sunlight and your

vapors will vanish like thin

would keep us both far

Just then Betty complained that her eyes ached
and Olga suggested it was time to
turn homeward, she thought the Colonel and Mr.

Elsie mine, you'll be seeing things next.
it

Conceal-

are.

the sun hurt them,

terrified ever since."

Just talk

certainly

away from Frederick Von

"No, Max, her smile and her song could not disturb
I

way — mine

dear, I shall certainly try to do as

smile."

came

you always

as

A

Betty in the stern of the boat and Elizabeth near the
wheel. "What is it, dearest?" tenderly asked her
husband as he settled her beside him. "You look as if
you had seen the 'Lorelei' and were frozen by her

me.

Max,

are right.

ment of feelings is not a strong point with me.
woman's intuitions may not always guide her in the

four-year-old

little

all

sought to be friendly, possibly not altogether for my
sake but more for yours. The kinship tie is not suffi-

glance.

putting Olga

and

leads you,

ready for a delightful sail."
"Not today, I am in no humor to be blistered—
unless you want me," he added in a low undertone in
Elizabeth, at the same time throwing her a meaning

young wife of

And

who seemed like its evil genius—none
other than Colonel Von Pletz."
"Now, indeed Elizabeth, you can see where fancy

Pletz soon reached the boat landing.

Elizabeth, the pretty

'

wraith-like,

His sister
to her
devoted
girl,
passionately
beautiful
Olga,) a
turndecisive
step,
quick
heard
his
brother,
youngest
are
we
with
us,
Fred,
"Coming
ing towards him said,

Von

'

silvery voice,
.

which today seemed wearied and de-

jected.:.-;;^'^.:;,:;:,:;:.;;:;,:'^-:

':"/,.

,:_,,;;;>,-.;

,:;:.,

"Yes,

I wish I could persuade him to remain all
summer but Father maintains that he and Brother
Mortimer are both needed over home. Brother Mort
has spent the best part of his vacation in the nerve
clinic and psychophatic hospitals of Vienna. His ambi-

become a real expert in mental diseases,
me Mort is becoming quite well known
in that line over home.
Wasn't it lovely of both of
them to come over purposely to be Godfathers to our
::-:*/ '/^
little boy— Max, Junior?"
T

tion, Olga, is to

and father

tells

1:

:,:v:^:>

'"Yes,

indeed,

especially

Dr. Mortimer

—a

father

do anything to please an only daughter, but one
seldom finds the same devotion in a brother," said
Fraulein Von Pletz, as Her eyes glistened at the recollection of Elizabeth's brother, or Avas it of her own, or
of both?

will
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Max

lau«:hing:ly interrupted

sation as he said,

"Max

the trend of conver-

Junior hids

f air, in his

present

state of immobility, to be a chip of the old block

either side

of

the

ancestral

tree,

but Betty

is

You have no need
care of in every

"Of

on
her

silent.

proposition.

The clock in the hall had sounded the hour of seven.
The servants in the dark panelled dining room were
bringing in the dessert, the gentlemen were lighting
their after-dinner cigars as the butler entered and
announced a messenger from the army headquarters
with orders for Colonel Von Pletz and Lt. Kappel.
Elizabeth's face paled and Olga's flushed as they
looked at one another, and then at Mr. Toomey.
"No Bonn visiting tonight," remarked Mr.
Toomey breaking ofif the end of his cigar, "so I may
Glancing at
as well smoke my Havana leisurely."
Elizabeth and noting her anxious air, he commenced
telling one of his many "Mutt and Jeflf" stories, but
neither she nor Olga had the patience to listen.
"Mr. Toomej^ wanted in the library," said the
footman, as he noiselessly glided into the room. Mr.
Toomej' rose and in passing patted Elizabeth on the
shoulder saying: "I'm glad your old dad is here and
not four thousand miles away.'*
Entering the library Mr. Toomey M^ent over to the
Colonel and in his usual direct. way asked, "What is it
all about?"
"Max and 1 must leave by the ten-forty express
I
tonight.
It means war, Mr. Toomey, that's all.
was telling Max that I think it would be just the thing
for Elizabeth to take the children and go home with
Olga. She would be too lonely here with the servants.
In our house she can have the east Aving and yet have
the companionship of my father, sister and aunt. This
war will be over in a few weeks and there's no use
disturbing ourselves too much."
"Thank you, Colonel," said Max, "you have always
shown 3'ourself our best and truest friend, and by this
1 can go oft' toact you make me forever your debtor.
night with a tranquil heart, knowing that father will
accompany Elizabeth to Wesselheim and leave her in
the good hands and protecting care of your father."

as

my

Elizabeth off

only

a

few

dear father, what's the use of dragging
on such a long jcmrney, and her baby
weeks old. Everyone says the whole

trouble will be over in six weeks

—to

me, it is nonsensical to think of such a thing as going to America.

Mr. Tocmiey, I appreciate how you

course,

over,

"But,

won't be well taken

feel," said the Colonel in those cool deliberate tones

mother over again. Did you notice how devoted she
And Betty in her
is to the Colonel and he to her?"
soft pretty German smiles and repeats, "Ich liebe den
Oberst, Ich liebe den Oberst."
In a few minutes they were again at the boat landing, Elizabeth her old self again, but Olga strangely

"Not if this father has anything to say about it,"
came in quick decisive tones from Bernard Toomey.
"Elizabeth and her children go home with me."

to fear that she

way."

of his,

"but your better reason

will soon let

you

the utter unreasonableness of such a proposal.

beth must stay here

—near her home and her husband.

not seemly, that an army officer's

It is

her post at the

my

see

Eliza-

first

Avife deserts

Just think

smell of poAvder.

it

and you Avill see the absurdity of your
Max and I cannot dally another minute

friend,

we must see about our packing.'' :;
"Max, I Avant your ear for a fcAV seconds,"

said

Mr. Toomey.
Looking quite distressed at the ovitcome. Max, Avho

had

risen, sat doAAai again.

me in this, or you
determined to take Elizabeth and
This Avar is no trifle. I feel it
the children Avith me.
Avill be the greatest in history, and Avill, my poor boy,
last a long time.
It Avill take your persuasion and
mine combined to get Elizabeth's consent.
Everything Avith her centers around you, and unless you
push my plan to the uttermost, she Avill never put the
ocean betAveen you and herself. Tell her you could
not do your duty, knoAving she Avas alone in an almost
strange land; tell her you Avill need a vacation after
those strenuous sxi Aveeks, and tell her you av ant to
spend Christmas over in Boston this year."
"With all my heart I Avill do as you say," respondthose strenuous six Aveeks, and tell her you Avant to
"Max,

Avill

old boy, don't go against

be sorry.

I

see the thing as

am

we

d().''^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^

:

The next fortnight found Elizabeth sailing toAvards
the West, and ]\lax on the tiring line daily facing west.

Young Doctor Toomey
The

many.

elected to remain in Ger-

experience

in the treatment of
nerve shocks and shell shocks, the evolved forms of
mental and intelligence tests, the classification of the
various neuroses and psychoses observable in the sol-

diers, the

practical

disappearance of the neurasthenic element in
all being part of his chosen Avork inter-

the idle rich,

ested

him

greath',

and gave him such exceptional

o])-

portunities of study that he had no alternative but to

accept a temporary commission in the Medical Corj)s.
This Avas a cause of great joy to his sister, Avho re-

garded

kind providence of God, and of keen
volunteered for Red
Cross service. To Elizabeth there Avas added consolation in the knoAvledge that Mortimer would be the
connecting link betAveen her and Max in the Aveary
days to come. Had she knoAvn then Avhat the future
it

as the

satisfaction

to

Alga, Avho had

held she Avould realize that chance incidents are only
God's disguised designs.

Boston Avas home, and Elizabeth never kiuMV

much she loved her home
Avere

Iioav

and her little ones
gathered under the shadoAV of its monuments and
until she
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Days follow days, weeks melted into months, and
months into years, and still the war went on.
Would it never end? And if it did what toll would it
exact from her? For two years by censored letter,
and tlie direct and indirect information of her brother,
Eli^^abeth followed, at a distance it is true, the movements of her husband. He had received the Iron
Cross for distinguished service and yet had no promoShe knew how his whole soul revolted at the
tion.
carnage, and was scarcely surprised that he found
the

stand was his

'

What she did not undermany changes. He was always on the

favor in high places.

little

most active fronts, and was always on the fiercest firing
line—Mons, Charleroi, Flanders, Verdun, and the
Marne found him on the first line defenses. Then suddenly—she heard that he was transferred to the air
service next and most unheard of he was sent to
one of the "U" boats as interpreter. Then all communication ceased.
Mr, Toomey, who had many connections with

—

—

foreign banks and

man

was instrumental

loans, tried in every possible

secret of Lieutenant

were

avail

Be careful! Don't take
To prove that I have authority for my
shall read your movement during the past

Radcliffe dinner yesterday.

the protection of its flag.

in floating Ger-

way

Kappel 's varied

unearth the
destiny.
Of no
to

unseen agencies at work

his efforts, the

Toomey

Bernard

any chances.
statement, I

He proceeded

week.

enumerate every drive, every
shopping excursions and
church attendance. Everything so far is above
board," he observed, "but don't compromise yourself
by imprudent remarks. Pardon me for the intrusion.
visit

My

to

to friends, as well as

intentions are of the best.

I

have the honor to bid

you good-day."
Elizabeth breathed more freely as she watched
out of sight and thanked
ceal.

But the

result

of

him
had nothing to conthe visit was to make her

God

she

nervous, anxious and more troubled about the one
was her nearest and dearest on earth.

Suddenly the situation grew acute, intensified by
Germany to give up "U" boat warfare.

the refusal of
It

reached

climax: Avhen the

its

U.

S.

declared

W^ith

the

severing

diplomatic relations Dr.
United States. On previous
occasions during his flying trips home. Dr. Toomey
brought to Elizabeth all the information she possessed.

Toomey returned

of

to the

He had

in some Avay managed to see his brother-inlaw several times yearly. There was something very

peculiar in

all

he expressed
it, he would realize that he stood alone— so instead, he
made himself a strong wall of defense to save his beloved daughter from unnecessary intrusion and

soon as he

won an honorable mention he was

detection.

opinion, but he kept

it

his

Had

to himself.

men never

had

Frau Kappel pass from
their vision.
At first, Elizabeth was unconscious of
the surveillance. One day while attending an alumnae
meeting at Radcliffe a heated discussion between two
members brotight forth from Elizabeth a remark that
was not in her usual conservative vein.
Next day, a card bearing the name ''Jason Brown"
was handed in for Frau Kappel at the Toomey residence on Beacon street.
Descending to the library, Elizabeth found a small,
alert dapper gentleman, who bowed most graciously
and murmured, "Jason Brown of the Secret Service,
and at your service, Madame."
Elizabeth was puzzled and in silence awaited deSecret service

let

velopments.

stood she thought you asked for me.
father"—'' v/-^-:.^^) ;>::-: :;'^:
;

"No,

no,

it is

because of

you with

whom

I

I shall tell

wish

to talk,

my
and

my

friendship for your father that I
^^^.^ ;:;:^V?.;:^,vVv^/;/>:^:^;v.;;.::;:^,:;^
have come here today.
it

is

::-''--;.;;

.

"You

that

ferred,

are a

German

officer's wife.

you are under constant esi)ionage?

ably aware that you

made an

Do you realize
You are prob-

the lieutenant's various changes.

and always

to a

"The Good Book
shall perish in

it,'

more hazardous

post.

says, 'Those that love the

but

1

seem

to thrive

As

trans-

danger

on the excite-

ment, brother mine," said Max to Dr. Toomey, as he
was paying his farewell visit to his brother-in-law.
"You seem to bear a charmed life," replied the
doctor.
"You haven't even a nerve to set up a howl.
I

marvel at it!"

"Not
mine.

I

if

you knew that wonderful

know

that

it is

little wife of
her prayers that have brought

me through unscathed."
"But tell me this," interjected

Dr. Toomey. "Why
are you always chosen for the hardest things, and why
have you received (mly one recognition when you de-

served a hundred? Elizabeth has an eternal query on
her lips whenever I meet her which no explanation of
mine seems to satisfy. '', ;;-;Ov//^=-v \\^:V :rv':\ :,v-:^:,;/.;;^;.:

"I hate
listen,

'I am an old friend of your father's"
"Oh!" exclaimed Elizabeth, "the maid misunder-

war

against Germany;

own

defied

who

to say it as I have no direct evidence, but
Mortimer, Elizabeth was right. Von Pletz is

my evil genius in the guise of a friend. He has won
promotion, fame, honor, by what— grinding the heel
of power on some poor unfortunate!
I feel— can I
say it, that in one thing only in his whole life
long
has he been thwarted, and Mortimer, I was the
one
who did the deed. He Avanted Elizabeth, wanted her^
with the whole desire of his selfish heart, for he never
refused himself anything, nor did anyone other
than
my Elizabeth ever refnsc him anylhing he sought.
feel, loo. he loved her, does lov<; her still—
j)erhaps it
I

injudicious remark at the
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8

—

—

but I I am
withered straw pursued and
hounded by an unseen power. One grain of comfort
that remains to me is the knowledge that Elizabeth
is

the one element of nobility he has left

in the

way.

I

am

like a

and the children are far away from
Dr.

Toomey looked

his distress.

this

maelstrom.

The words of

'

his

confirmed his own conclusions.
had long since detected the insincerity of Von

brother-in-law

He

Pletz, but he

only

had not known that Elizabeth was the
Olga had once hinted at such a thing,

innocent cause.

but he had given

cause of

"God

take care of you and yours!" were the only
words uttered by Dr. Toomey to Lieutenant Kappel as

Four years had come and gone. The war was over.
Tlie smoke of the cannon and the roar of the conflict
]iad ceased.
The panoply of war and the glory of arms

The salt-sown

ambitions.

fields

of

ness and exacted from

pensating sacrifice

— the

its

is

And

all

It

run

I

can't look on the

know you

oft'

can't refuse

New York and

to

him
help

Mortimer with his patients, if you can spare me. You
say I needed change of air. I emphatically do
when General Von Pletz dares to come the dastard

—

friend."

"My

how can you

child,

utter

such thoughts?

"With all his selfishness, egotism and ugly qualities.
Pletz has an overbalancing of good.

feel as

you and Mortimer

do.

I think he

I cannot
is

a victim

of circumstantial evidence."

"It's strong enough, father dear, to

.men!"
It was a wild
>

A

hang a dozen

night, that evening of

whistling northeast gale was hurling

into the heart of Boston's aristocratic

March
its

first.

defiance

Back Bay

sec-

conquest brought

the cultured occupants;

Avretched-

as the sowing,

no

more, no less!

Kappel.

shall

I

I

human

victims a full toll of com-

reaping

father dear.

it,

misery.

Like an uncaged lion it tore up and down the
exclusive streets with howling fury; its shrieks penetrated through the tightly closed and curtained casements, as if to show resentment at the aloofness of

stripped of their tarnished splendor lay buried in the
ruined wreckage of blasted hopes and unsatisfied
forth in rich profusion the fruits of

my

may

he bade him farewell before leaving for America, but
the silent handshake and last brotherly claps told of
a sympathy too deep for words.

all

hospitality.

Von

credence.

it little

Elizabeth shivered as her father read the letter.

"I can't stand

tion.

its rampant rage hammered
doors and rattled windows in a most audacious man-

ner.

To crown

Was

seized in the

the gentle snow of an hour ago
arms of the blast, and became unprisoner, and unwittingly, a pelting, whirlall,

no tidings had come from Lt.
was known he was on the "U" boat 81.
The submarine had been last seen in South American
waters. In a cyclonic gale she was reported struggling and unable to sink to the bottom, probably
througli some accident to her plunging machinery. In

its

the vortex of waters she disappeared leaving no trace.

maliciousness.

To Elizabeth Kappel the years brought no relief.
The rich strands of golden hair had many a silver
gleam. The face had the tired weariness of a waiting
long delayed— that was all. The gentle tender nature,
exquisitely sympathetic had deepened with its chasten-

In the library of the Toomey mansion on Beacon
Bernard Toomey and General Von Pletz sat
smoking. The curling wreaths of the Havanas rose
in varied rings and fantastic spirals until they melted

this time

In the face of all her trials her faith never
wavered. "Let me see and let me understand," was
her hourly prayer.
.
v^
^
ing.

.

Betty was the image of her mother, and her grandgreat pal. Max, the mother's idol, was a

father's

replica of his father.

He

loved to talk to his mother
of the things they would do when "dad" came home
and always ended with the interrogation, "Will it be
soon,

mother dear?"

^^

'

February of 1922 brought a letter to Mr. Toomey
from General Von Pletz. He was on the eve of sailing to the United States. The collapse of permanent
government had caught him in the whirlpool, and he
wrote that he Avas sick, discouraged and disgusted-wanted to get away from it all and live in the United
States.
He had only one desire now, to see his old
rriends— the Toomeys, Frau Kappel and the dear little
Betty.

willingly

its

ing terror that flaunted into the teeth of the blast, its
biting scorn of such ungentle treatment, and finding no
apology, hurled its outraged flakes in an idiotic rage

on the unfortunate pedestrian who happened to be in
path buffeting and blinding him in pure diabolical

—

street,

into mist-like wraiths that vanished into

v." Listen

to

the storm, Fred!

air.

^

The elements have

What a night
pity the ship that faces such a

certainly taken leave of their senses!
to be on sea

— God

gale!" said Bernard Toomev.

The younger man made no answering comment, but
more strenuous, his
bronzed face shoAved a deepening of its ruddy hue.
the puffing of the cigar became

Into the dark eyes there leaped a half reminiscent look,
he coughed, and shaking the ash from the tip of the
cigar said in the low musical accents that Bernard

Toomey remembered

so well, "It

was on such a night

as this that the 'U' boat 81 vanished off the coast of

South America. Max Kappel was on that boat!"
Bernard Toomey made a deep scrutiny of the face
of Von Pletz and seemed satisfied with the examination.

"T can never uiidevsland," coiilinued General Von
"the attitude of our goverjuncjit in Max Kap-

Pletz,
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Only once did he receive the slightest
recognition of his bravery, never a promotion or any
other mark of merit. Yet he accomplished prodigious
Do you recall my
feats of valor on land, air and sea.
slighting remark, about testing your words when you
praised Max that day at Coblenz? Of course, you do.
Well, he measured up all right. He was every inch a

pel's

case.

over the non-recognition, and

I puzzle

How

ways baffles me.
about 'the

it al-

did you and Elizabeth feel

mbjeGtP'rf'^:-:\-'yv,:.f.::-''i/.^^^^^^^^^

"The non -recognition

did not swrjOmc me, but the

everlasting changes convinced

me

that

Max had some

unseen malevolent power working against him," replied Mr. Toomey.
-:
^
^^c^-^^^?

"Yes, he had, " said the General sadly, "and my
is to explain the whole thing to you and
Elizabeth. I shall only do so when I see you together.
mission here

The subject
repetition.

absolutely painful that I can't risk

is so

When

return

claimed General

do you expect Elizabeth?"

is

Von

Pletz.

two men and reigned supreme
was heard.
"What a night to bring a visitor!" said Mr,
Toomey only a matter of life and death could pay me
Silence fell on the

until the peal of the doorbell

—

to go out in such a storm.'V

;,,

y

::..;:^ /;^^

:.

"Belated telegram, sir," said the footman, entering with a yellow envelope on the salver. "No answer
.required, sir.".

.,;

.:,,

Bernard Toomey opened the telegram, turned pale,
threw up his hands, sat still for several minutes, then
rose and paced the length of the room.
"Fred, what brought you here tonight—was it
it Misfortune?" and saying this he
.

Providence, or was

held out the blank.

was dated New York

—four

o'clock,

and read

as

follows: "Leaving on Colonial Express, six o'clock.
Elizabeth, myself

and your long-lost

Found by me two weeks ago

in

son.

Max

Kappel.

one of our nerve
Elizabeth broken-

Complete amnesia case.
hearted by non-recognition. Am bringing him suddenly on Von Pletz, hoping for beneficial effect of the
shock. Have Von Pletz projected suddenly upon him
-—the result may undo the evil of years. Mortimer."
clinics.

;

In t^

"What

time

of the

moment Mr. Toomey had
He heard a

forgotten the existence of the General.

moan, then a groan, as the General sank

to a chair

and

placed his head on the library table.

"I have

lost

again!" were the words that were said.
"Fred, brace up," said Bernard Toomey as he
rang for a stimulant. After draining the glass Von

is

it?

long before they reach here?"

"In an hour," replied Mr. Toomey.
"The most direct way is generally the
I shall

best way, so

plunge into the shameful story without the pre-

liminary of an apology."

"Olga, who died last winter, was my youngest and
She was devoted to me passionatelj^ so.
She believed that I could do no wrong
nothing grieved her, unless it touched me. You know
how fascinatingly beautiful she was. She was admired and courted by more than one royal princeling
yet stranger than fiction is the truth—she only loved
Max Kappel our distant cousin, but the affection was
never returned, and the love that was turned to the
hate that pursued, when he married Elizabeth, the
only one her idolized brother ever loved.
"The constant changes, from one dangerous post

—

—

—

gnawing insults, the petty persecucame through her and her influence in high
If her love wa^ great, her hatred was overplaces.
whelming in its extent. All this she confessed to me,
as she lay with the light of eternity dawning on her,
to the other, the

tions

uncertain.
She needed a change
and finds it in helping her brother. Junior is with
her, but Betty is left with me."
"How like her mother that dear child is!" ex-

It

How

quite calm again.

best loved sister.

man.
"But,

"Her

became

Pletz

—

all

"She had only a pagan bringing up, poor child,
was fed on the foul philosophy of the Age, and while
beautiful without, was within a creature without a
soul a human butterfly who cared for naught but
self-gratification,
Olga had a worthy second in me,

—

her brother, but the lessons of the war, the nobility

Max, the fidelity
Toomeys and others
of

change of soul

—

of Elizabeth,

the

lives

of

the

them, brought about a
Bernard, I am trying to be a man."
like

Bernard Toomey went forward, and wrung the
hand of the German. "We will all help you, Fred,
with the help of God. I, too, have in a mistaken way,
unwittingly and unwillingly made poor Max suffer.
When my assistance was asked in floating German
loans during the first years of the war I had the right
to ask favors. I asked but one that Max would get
no official recognition or promotion. I wanted the
dear boy here, not in Germany, and I knew if he received honors he would never be satisfied with me

—

how

blind

The

we are!"

Mr. Toomey
South Station before
eleven," he said. "Make yourself comfortable until
There is plenty of reading matter here if
I return.
you care to occupy yourself with other thoughts. I
shall let you know Dr. Mortimer's plan when I come
back and the part you are to play. God grant it may
bring what we desire! The very night itself should
aid us, for surely that South American cyclonic gale
could hardly equal this. In cases of amnesia from
shock, Mort tells me, a counter shock is frequently a
clock in the hall chimed ten.

quickly rose.

"I must be

at

great factor in the restoration."

Frederick

Von

Pletz

made no coniment,

— but

the
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strained look deepened, as he sat

down gazing

into

as

seeking

if

Toomey 's observant

Dr.

help.

quickly noticed the symptom,

space.

When

and the passengers began

the train pulled in

Bernard Toomey caught the first glimpse of
His heart began to throb wildly as he
noticed the hopeless misery of her whole attitude.
Junior held tightly his mother's arm, as she walked
sloM'ly at the side of her brother, who guided a pitiful
figure with a vacant, bewildering gaze which plainly

Elizabeth, telling her father the details of the finding.

Five years before, her husband had been picked up

to alight,

his daughter.

indicated his condition.

''My God! Can this be Max?" thought Mr.
Toomey, as he iioted the whitened hair and bent figure
of his son-in-law a human wreck
the pawn of kings
that broken semblance of a man!
Into the extended arms of her father, Elizabeth
rushed and as she placed her head on his breast, in the
broken accents of her childhood she cried, ''Daddy,
daddy, my heart is broken. My dream is true........

—

—

—

."

true

Bernard Toomey said no word, but the bitterness
of death surged over his soul as he gathered Elizabeth

and her boy into the waiting limousine.
The storm had even now a wilder fury, as it tore
and beat around the ear. The huddled figure in the
rear shivered as the wind and sleet beat against the
glass.
He even placed one hand on Elizabeth's arm,

eye

as he silently listened to

in Brazilian waters

by a tramp steamer.

floating on a steel cylinder

He was

—^naked, semi-conscious and

an apparently dying condition. When he regained
For three
strength, his mind remained blank.
years he lived on the vessel, harmless and useless, unOnce
able to give the least information about his past.
he mentioned New York, then Boston. From this tiny
Two
clue, the captain concluded he was an American.
years later when" The Tramp" stopped at the port of
New York, the nameless one was sent to the Neurological Institute.
There Dr. Toomey found him. When
Elizabeth came she sat for hours talking, and recalling
things of the past, but not once did she Avin a gleam
The only change apparent in the
of recognition.
patient during the last few days, was a desire to remain near Elizabeth.
The house reached at last, Elizabeth quickly ran
Dr. Toomey brought Max face to
upstairs to Betty.
face with General Von Pletz, who called out in German,
"Max, my dear old friends, don't you remember me?"
A sudden stare, a startled look then the light of
full consciousness, "Yes, of course I do, Colonel."
in

his

—

RALPH TO PEGGY
Doarl^eggy:

Don't be surprised

if

that several track records, have been smashed
I

know you have been reading

my

last letter told

team.
is

Tlie trainer,

;

of course

the sporting page, since

you I was sure to make the track
Big Dick, as all his friends call him,

taking a very keen interest in

wonder

you hear

in the near future

In

me.

fact, I often

that the other candidates don't get sore.

Of

course they have another coach working with them, but

Dick

is

the

mind

"ne plus ultra,"
work on the

as he himself admits.

I

though sometimes it
kind of gets my nerve, when Dick and a few of his assistants get me out of bed late at night to work a few
trial heats under cover.
Dick doesn't want the others
to get wise to what he is doing with me. He has taught
me a little side step which I am to use when they try
to pocket me in a race. This I have to practice frequently during the day.
It is pretty tough, though, to have
don't

to cut

the

out

the

all

kinds of sweets.

two boxes you

either as

track,

sent.

Dick raised blazes al)out

In fact,

Dick confiscated them.

I

got very little of

In

the morning, in-

stead of eating the oatmeal in the regular fashion

have to make bread sandwiches with

it,

I

and pass them

over to Dick for inspecticm before he pcnnits me to
eat them. At dinner I have always to pass up the dessert as it would be liable to have, as Dick says, a very
deleterious effect on

my

power

to finish.

While

I

am

running, I generally have a mouthful of bread crumbs,

done to strengthen the wind. What I hate like
the daily rub down which Eddie and Hookey
take care of. They use some kind of sticky stuff wliicli
smells like a cross between glue and shinola.
At any
rate it is as hard as the dickens to get off, but, as Hookey
says, that's the beauty of it, it sticks.
By the way,
these two nearly came to blows the other night when T
was having a secret workout. They were holding the
watch on me, and when I finished the "hundred" Hookthis

is

blazes

is

ey said I had stepped it in 9 4-5 seconds while Eddie
maintained it was done in ten flat. Dick had a terrible
time separating them. However, seeing that you don't
understand running, I want to tell you, Peggy, ten flat
is i)retty

good for a beginner.

This

is

P. S.

—

all this

time.

RALPH.
1 '11

be pi'etty soon.

send you the

first

cup

I

win, which will

THE
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WHO'S WHO"

HAROLD

M.

11

c4t Villanova

MEADER

MEADER, Captain of the Varsity Baseball Team, is a product of the
land of the 'tall timbers.' He hails from the fair city of Hallowell, Maine, and
spent his early years in an environment of strong-armed men. This, in all
probability, accounts for the fact that there are very few pitchers in the ranks
of college baseball players who can hurl the pellet with as much speed as
'Chick' puts behind his 'fast one !' Meader has been the mainstay of the Varsity pitching staff for the past three seasons, and has turned in some splendid victories for his
Alma Mater. He is an exception to the general rule that pitchers are poor batters for
his timely willow has accounted for a large number of our triumphs on the diamond.
'Chick' is a member of the Junior Class and has taken a prominent part in class
activities.
His work in the classroom disproves the ancient theory that it is impossible for an athelete to keep up in his studies, for 'Chick' is as consistent in the lecture hall
as he is on the diamond. He is a member of the Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity and played
on that organization's basketball team which won the Inter-fraternity Basketball championship during the season of nineteen hundred and twenty-three.
A born leader of men, 'Chick' possesses all the qualities necessary for success in
his chosen field
the business world.
That he will attain this success is not only the
conviction but the earnest desire of his host of friends at Villanova.
i

g

HICK'

—

•A*
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sli'iiiiK'd
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|(»(il<

lie

;is

(lowil

s;i1

as

itllo

•i'ii/ill.^'

spjicc.

When
t<t

the

ti';iiii

His

diiu^lilcr.

the

ii<»ti<'('d

help.

held

•Iiinior

slowly

at

(i^Mii-e

with

the side

mother's

his

ti<iliily

in

<>iiided a pitiful

vacant. l)ewilderin<i' jzaze which

a

float

•'My

of his son-in-law-

he

that hi'oken seinhlance of a

Into
rnslied

Ma.\/""

Mr.

thoiiohi

and

v.liitened haii-

tin'

hunuin wreck-

a

l»en1

condition.

n)in<l

remained

pawn

the

years

ivin^'s

()f

Kli/al)eth

fatliei-.

Xew

When

he reji'ained

For three

blank.

harmless and

un-

usi'less.

Oiuu'

IJostcni.
From this tiny
was an American. 'Vwo
when "'I'he Tramp"" stopped at the port of
the nameless one was s<'nt to the Neurolo-

he mention<'(l

his l)i-east. in the

latei'

Xew

^'oi'k,

gical

institute.

l^]lizai)e11i

accents of her childhood she cried, " Daddx'.
m.\heart is broken.
^ly dream is true

dadd\.

d\in<i-

his

streu<:tli.

then

^'ol•k.

elue. the captain ('(uicluded he

fi<>iiro

man!

the extended arms of heiand as she |)laced her head on

hi-oken

a

able to <;ive the least information about his past.

this

("an

(io<ll

findinji'.

husband had been picked up
waters l)y a tramp steamer.
He was
steel cylindeiluiked, semi-conscious and

yeai's he lived on the vessel,

plainly

eye

hei-

an ap|)arentl\'

his

indicated his condit ion.

Tooniey. as he noted

on

iu»i'

observant

's

silently listened to

her fathci' the details of the

tellinj:-

IJrazilian

in

as she walkcMl

ai'iii.

who

hei- i)rothei'.

ol'

wildly as he

whole attitude.

licr

Toomey

Dr.

symptom, as he

Five years before,

^iliinpsc of

lirst

llii-dl)

1<>

of

inist'i-\-

Kli/abeth.

hcojiii

|);iss('ii<i('rs

tlic

ciiiijzlit

Ix'^aii

licjirl

li()|)('|(>ss

iind tlw

in

|)iill(>(l

Tuoiiicy

rx'i-iiiird

;ili«:lit.

liis

seeking'

if

<|uickly noticed the

There

\)\'.

canu' she sat

foi-

thing's of the past, but

of

I'ecoii'uit ion.

talkin<i', atid

iVM-alliuji'

once did she win

not

oidy

'I"he

When

found him.

'{'oonu-y

hours

chan^'c

^'leam

a

a|)parent

the

in

"'

true

patient

IJeriuird Toomey said no woi-d. hut the bitterness
of (loath sui\u'ed over his sold as he «>athered Klizabotli

main near

and her boy into the waitinji' limousine.
The storm had even now a A\-ildei' Uwy

tipstairs to lietty.

jind

around the

l)eat

The huddled

car.

vviw shivered as the wind an<l sleet

He even

ulass.

as

.

in

the

beat

a<i'aJtist

the

placed one hand on Kli/abetli

fr

I

I

(

>

)

«^l

«^»(

I

)

^^4

1

who

I'let/,.

don

old friends,

"'^'es.

ran

face to

.Ma.x

eallod out in (leriuan.

you

"t

stare, a startled look

consciousness,

i'ull

>4H»0«afr I^^O^Vfr «l»f )«^<

sudden

Fli/abeth (piickly

last.

at

Dr. Toonu'N- brought

face with Oeneral \'on

A

desire to re-

a

Kli/.abeth.

"Max. my dear

ami.

"s

few days, was

last

The house reached

tore

it

Hji'iire

the

dui'in«i'

i-em<Mni)er

the

-tluMi

of course

me?""

li<)|it

(d'

do. ("olonel."

I
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RALPH TO PEGGY
I

)ear

I

'eL!<.'y

Don't

ovei'

:

be surpris<'d

the near future

in

if

that several track records ha\'e been
I

know

my

last

is

told

lettei-

The

team.

liave been

\'ou

ti'ainer,

was

I

wonder' that

Dick

the

is

me.

the other candidates

••rie

track

his friends call llim.

all

in

course they lia\e another* coach

coursi^

make the

to

siii-e

Dick, as

Diji'

very keen interest

taking- a

smashed; of

the sportinjipajic since

i'eadini>'

you

you hear

in

don

faet.i often

Of

sore.

.uct

"t

with them, but

wor'kinii'

plus idtr-i," as he him.self admits.

I

mind the work on the tr'ack. tlion<j;h sometimes it
my nei*\-e. when Dick and a few of his assistants ^ct me out of bed late at ni^'ht to work a few
trial heats under cover.
Dick doesn "t waiit the otiu'rs
to ii'ct wise to what he is doiiio' with nu'. He lias taujiht

Dick

lo

them.

eat
sei't

as

it

woidd

tii\-

ha\'e a iiioiitliful

thi.s

take

the daily ml)

is

as ha

is

it

a

I'd

these two near-ly

little

a

side step which

me

ly

diii-iiiii'

I"
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in a i-ace.

the day.

It

This
is

the two boxes you sent,

have
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as

of
Id

Dick
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pr-etty tou^li.
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make

the

in

try

lliou<;-li,

to

have

i)iek r'aised bla/es about,
fact,

them.

oatmeal

when they

to use

ha\-e to pr'actice fr-e(pient-

out all kinds of sweets.

either-

stead

am

I

in

i

In

the

br-ead sandwi<-li(s wilii

very
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the

I'cj^ular'
it.

little

moi-nitiu-,

fashion
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lhat"s the

beauty of

came

it

pi'etty
'I'liis

of

ii'ood

all

is

it

irr

them.

iindei-stand rnnniufi'.
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i

was done

separatiiii;-

.ubie

!'or*

a

it.

What
Fiddie

iiate

1

am
like

and Hookey

shiiiola.

but. as

sticlcs.

liy

They

finished

way.

the

when

i
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'

tin-

At any
Hookey

'
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in
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want to
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\-ou
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1

cr-umbs,

l>i'ead

^'ct olT,

it

wor-koiil.

had stepped

maintained
lime

ol'

to l)lows the otiier- niiiht

watch on me. and when
T

While

tinisli.

wiiicii

as the dickens to

Avas liavin«i' a seei-et

ey said

to

the des-

Tiiey use .some kind of sticky stuff wliicli

cai-e of.

smells like
rate

i)ower to

(lone to sti'en<ithen the wind.

is

blazes

up

be liable to liave. as Dick says, a ver'y

<>(.iiei-ally

i

me

|)er'mits

to [)ass

I'unninji',

kind of ^cts

to pocket

be

befori'

always

lia\'e

i

(leictcriouM effect on

'h'li't

me

iuspecliorr

foi'

At dinner'

l»e

pr-elty soon.

send you the

tir-st

clip

I

win. which will
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WHO'S W^HO"

HAROLD
i

C

HICK' M?:ADER, Captain

M.

zAt Villanova

MEADER

Team, is a jiroduct of the
from the fair city of Hallowell, Maine, and
This, in all
spent his early years in an environment of strong-armed men.
probability, accounts for the fact that there are very few pitchers in the ranks
land of the

'tall

of the Varsity Baseball

timbers.'

of college baseball players

He

hails

who can

hurl the pellet with as

much speed

as

Meader has been the mainstay of the Varsity pitching staff for the past three seasons, and has turned in some splendid victories for his
Alma Mater. He is an exception to the general rule that pitchers are poor batters for
his timely willow has accounted for a large number of our triumphs on the diamond.
'Chick' is a member of the Junior Class and has taken a prominent part in class
activities.
His work in the classroom disproves the ancient theory that it is impossible for an athelete to keep u)) in his studies, for 'Chick' is as consistent in the lecture hall
as he is on the diamond. He is a member of the Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity and i)laye(l
on that organization's basketball team which won the Inter-fraternity P)asketl)all championship during the season of nineteen hundred and twenty-three.
A born leader of men, 'Chick' possesses all the qualities necessary for success in
his chosen field
the business world.
That he will attain this success is not only the
conviction but the earnest desire of his host of friends at Villanova.
'Chick' puts behind his 'fast one!'

—

• A*
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Editorials
MITIGATED STUDENT GOVERNMENT

idea in

HE
**'

desire has often been expressed, on the part
of the faculty, that all complaints or construc-

^

tive criticisms

which might be suggested by

mind we have formulated a plan which we beexactments laid down in the first part
paragraph and we have named this plan MITI-

lieve fulfills the

of this

GATED STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

:

It is essentially

the students, be made to the proper authoriof being circulated promiscuously about the
instead
ties
It is their belief that this can do no good and
college.
often does a lot of harm. This request is most reason-

a modified form of student government adaptable to the
requirements of the Catholic College, in which the ad-

and we believe that much good would result from
Yet, while sound enough in theory, it
its ai)plication.
Why? Beis most impossible when actually attempted.
to the
known
making
of
means
cause the students lack a

and

l^^il

ministration of discipline must be in the hands of the
faculty.

able

consensus of student opinion

it

Its

purpose

is

not to legislate but to advise

should function in close cooperation

with the

faculty organization, to the betterment of the college
;

:as a whole.,

.;.,

.;;

This plan makes provision, first, for a College Senate.

is in

This Senate consists of senators elected from each of

regard to any one college policy. Of course, this is no
fault on the part of the faculty and, therefore, the
blame for this deficiency nuist be placed on the student

each class and one of these should be selected from each

faculty just what

.body,

y':-': '''i''-,'-:^'', '-:''

What
]\1

tlie

tlie

;:.;-;'^,'-'

./:;;"?

'^

:;.

students of Villanova College need is a
the consensus of their opinion regard-

may

be presented

to the attention

of the faculty, in the proper manner and through the
proper channels. This means must be adaptable and
justilicd by the end in view and must he sufficicMit iiiul
With tliis
ner'cssnry for the attainment of tluit end.

There should be four senators from

of the four courses represented in each class.

..,.-•.;.;: v-,^;^.;;yv

JOANS whereby

ing college policies

the four classes.

nates

^

all

This elimi-;

chance of Fraternity politics which would be

most detrimental to the best interests of the Senate.
The president of the Senate should be selected from the
four senior senators. The Senate appoints four members to act as an Athletic Committee to meet with four
appointed members of the faculty together with four
members of the Alumni Association. This body foi-ms
the Athletic Council _and_ supplant s the

now

obsoleta.

THE VILLANOVAN
Student Athletic Council.

Here we

see the

union of the

now

lis

government in
class.

A meeting is held

action.

of the Junior

made and passed regarding some colThe Junior members of the College Senate

lege policy.

is

are instructed to present this action of the Junior class

At

before the next meeting of the College Senate.

the

meeting of the College Senate the bill is laid before
the senators by the President of the Senate and after
being discussed and questioned

is

the tal)le until the next Senate meeting

time

If the bill

passed.

requires ratification by each class then

it is

placed on

and in the mean-

presented before ea6h class by the class sena-

it is

The Senate now appoints
tors. Let us say it has passed.
two senators to present the bill to the President of the
college for his approval. The committee appears before
the President of the college and presents its p.lans for his
Here

approval.

where the

is

The President knows that

is

demonstrated.

best

this plan before

him

sentative of the consensus of student opinion
desire of a

few or of a

plan of

efficiency of this

Mitigated Student Government

He

clique.

its

merits alone,

The plan has the following

picture this form of mitigated student

A motion

on

issue

—not the

First, it

merits.

would

tend to promote a more intense an^ a better quality of
Second, it would furnish a means for
College Spirit.
the students to express their consensus of opinion to the
faculty.

Third,

Alumni by

it

would help

instilling into the

up a stronger

to build

undergraduate a feeling

of responsibility for the wellbeing of his

Alma

Mater.

Fourth, as the Alumni would be represented in the Athletic Council, this would help them to realize the needs
Fifth,

of the college.

it

would enable the faculty to

keep in touch with the spirit of the students and would

promote harmony between the students and the faculty.
These are only a few of the benefits which could be
derived from the system.

We

wish that the students would study over this
Think it over, try to realize what it would mean
to your college, and then if you have any original ideas
onl the subject we will welcome these, in the way of letplan.

ters addressed to the Villanovan.

These will be pub-

lished with or without the author's

name

repre-

is

source he can

its

take for granted as authorized.

Faculty, Alunrni and Students in one organization.

Let

amine the

13

can proceed to ex-

as desired.

T. K. S.,

'24.

HOWDY, BROTHER

'A

house divided agmnst

THOUSAND

must fall"

itself

editorials

one time or another, upon college

A"""^

spirit.

has been analyzed and dissected until

gggg

i^^^^

much

sents about as

upon the island of Yap.

It is

When

sins.

it

It

pre-

interest as a dissertation

flaunted and used as a

battle cry and, like charity, has

multitude of

Snobbery

have been written, at

been used to cover a

several misguided youths,

who, unfortunately, attend a college, succeed in adorning a public statue with buckets of paint representing

Alma

the colors of their

When

lege spirits."

celebrate

a

football

Mater, the act

town

the

victory,

underlying motive.

is

laid to ''col-

police patrol

a student

is

the

may commit

almost any kind of an asininical act and get
it

burnt to

spirit"

''college

In fact,

is

away with

on the plea of "college spirit."
This kind of spirit

right kind of spirit.

is

We

not collegiate.

will take less

It is

not the

extreme examples.

Some students tliink that the singing of college songs
and the enthusiastic cheering for a team represent complete college spirit.
But these are mere external manifestations of iin inner

College spirit
alty.

In the

is

feeling;^^.^^^^:

-

Villanovan loyalty was

taken up and harmony can be enlarged upon here.
A tie should exist between Villanova men. There
should be the feeling that every one of us
other.

We

is

close to the

should regard ourselves as privileged in

attending Villanova and look upon any accredited Villa-_nova

man

<is

a

felipvy

member

in

man

has^

an honored lodge.

In this college

no place in Villanova.

stands upon his

own

The

merits.

fact of wealth

or family does not influence the opinion of the student

body
are
in

in regard to him.

some exceptions

number

that

But there are

it is

This

to this.

is

as

They

should be but there

it

many who

to

speak of them.

unconsciously adopt a

distant attitude with their fellow students.

Some upper-classmen
man.

It is all

his place, but

few

are, of course, so

not worth while

a great

'

'

speak to a freshvery well to keep the lowly freshman in

it is

will scarcely

defeating the best efforts of the college

Members of one
department are openly derisive of members of other
branches (and this is not confined solely to the student
body). This arouses a feeling of useless antagonism and

when

this feeling is carried too far.

splits the college into groups.

The

college

must be a united whole.

Factional dis-

putes weaken not only the departments but the entire

A clean spirit of rivalry is welcomed but antagonism without foundation should be stamped out.

college.

When you

'

one of harmony, progress and loy-

last issue of the

a

see a Villanova

man

in

"Hello"
good-fellowship and keep

side the college sing out a

feeling of

the halls or out-

to him.
this

Create a

feeling alive

you have left college. Let one Villanova man
always be assured of a hearty greeting from another
Villanova man.. Make Villanova, a compact whole and

after

make
one.

the student-bodv motto

"One

for

all

and

all

KENNETH COOK.

for
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ORGANIZED OR OREGONIZED
Those of us who gave serious consideration to the
we be Organized or Oregonized," proposed to us by our eminent visitor a few weeks ago,
undoubtedly dismissed the subject from our minds Avhen

more whole-souled

uqestion, ''Shall

we learned that the Federal Court
clared the Oregon

Law

of

notable victory

umph

in

war

the

was gained

what was

that the public schools give, with religious education,

private school children are forced by law to contribute

Oregon had deBut this is

A

in Oregon, but

it

what

The

An

analysis

but where did

the law requiring parents to send their children, between

aligned with

justify the passage

tion

which

Catholic
ferior

no

Certainly,

received

non-Catholic,

received

that

of

of such a law.

children

or

to

process

in

strength?

private
in

way

in-

the

must measure up

standard

he events in Oregon should of itself

Ihe

the law cannot be doubted,

bigotry

ol!

n!|)resentative

Ev(!i'y
tlu!

ol'

Forces

advocates of tolerance

What

Surely here

is

standard, but in the majority of eases they surpass it.
The greater opportunity for personal attention and the

men,

JUNIOR
The Junior

Class, in inaugurating Junior

Week

this

year, hopes to establish something which will become

an

annual event at Villanova. Too little attention has been
given in the past few years to class activities. Classes

program.

in charge has

arranged an interesting

Starting immediately after the return of the

students from the Easter vacation there will be one

round after another of
the week,

social activity until the

when the members of

end of

the Class will hold a

banquet in one of the leading hotels of Philadelphia.
The regulation attire for the Juniors during this week
will be white hats, bearing the class numerals, white

and canes.
On Tuesday morning the program

flannels

—

with you.

W,

,].

P.,

'25.

tug of war between the Sophomore Class

and the
In the afternoon the two classes will meet
on Varsity Field to decide the supremacy in baseball.

a,

Junior Class.

No member

of the Varsity squad will be permitted to

game as the committee is desirous of
furnishing the spectators with a thrill by presenting for
their approval, "Baseball that is different."
take part in this

Wednesday afternoon the members of the Class will
game between Holy Cross and Villa-

activity.

The committee

rests

American citiand bigoted attack deprive
The answer. Catholic lay-

WEEK

of the Junior class materialize, will witness a revival of

and

Shall this unprincipled

us of these national rights?

have limited themselves to one or two social affairs
during the entire term. This year, however, if the plans
class spirit

were opposed?

thwarted in their designs by a unified Catholic laity
zens.

Not only do private schools measure up

was
fight

The forces behind this movement must be powerful,
otherwise they could not have accomplished what they
havCj but they are not so powerful tliat they cannot be

to this

State.

set

the

food for serious thought.

fighting for their cherished privileges as

to the

in

sect

then was the sinister influence

by the

it

their

recruit

Protestant

to whicli Catholics ajjd Protestants alike

author of the law might claim the good of the nation
as a motive.
But private school education cannot be
inferior;

seems

that was strong enough to secure the passage of a bill

schools,

schols,

any

public

the

I

against the law.

can

educa-

the

If

in

were

reasoning

ol'

force directing Ihe aiiMiors

ages of eight "and sixteen years, to the public

the

it

contain a timely warning. That bigotry was the primary

"

time prevent the revival of this misguided movement in
any part of the country.
The struggle began in Oregon with the passage of

schools.

Considering these facts

Yet the fact remains that it
was passed and approved by the Governor. A Catholic
sisterhood and a private s(;liool brought an injunction
suit into the Oregon F(;di!ni.l Court. The court decided
that the law coiitjiined not only the rights of private
schools but also lh(' righl of parents to send their children to these schools.

decision on the question of State interference with the

parents in regard to primary education.

practically a double contribution to State edu-

resentative Legislature.

Fol-

wake of the Federal Court's
decision comes the announcement from Governor Pierce,
of Oregon, that that State mil carry its case to the
Supreme Court of the United States and will seek final
will of

making

use, thus

indeed strange that such a law could possibly pass a rep-

loAving immediately in the

defenders of the private schools will welcome the test
and feel confident of victory, which, if won, will for all

is

cational departments.

tri-

really but a preliminary skirmish in

for the protection of the Catholic schools.

which they do not

to public education

truly

was a

Furthermore, the parents of

and character training.

unconstitutional.

not a signal for a relaxation on our part.

interest on the part of the teachers
supplement the superficial education

in private schools,

attend the baseball

nova Varsity.
sity

In the evening the Senior Class, the Varof the visiting team will be the guests

and members

of the Junior Class at an informal dance to be held in

Alumni
V

Hall.

Thursday

/v;;;'V''.:.;';c;>;;v-^-yv::':^

will be the big

game

^::--:::''<'-'-:^--y\^v^

day of the week.

College will play the Varsity.
the most important

::'.-

And

as this

of the season

it

Boston

is

considered

will

add greatIn the

ly to the interest taken ])y the student body.
will be

opened by

evening the Junior Prom

will

be held.

With the

pos-

THE

V ILL AN O

exception of the "Bellaire Ball." this will be the
biggest social event of the year. It will be held in the

sible

main

ball

The " Pennsylfurnish the music, and

room of the Hotel Maj estic.

vanians" have been engaged to
to any one familiar with the orchestras in this section,
Novthe "Pennsylvanians" need no recommendation.
elties have been selected and every little detail that might

add

to the excellence of the affair

has been taken care

The committee is as follows George Ilalpen, chairman; Courtlandt Van Brunt, Edgar Connery, Ed. Sullivan, William Sheehan, Tom McLaughlin and Tom
of.

:

Jenkins.

On Friday

night the Senior Class will entertain the

VAN
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Avill

be has not been disclosed but a com-

mittee has been at

work for the past week and you may

entertainment

rest assured that

whatever

it is

that they are planning,

worthy of the efforts of that notable Class.
Saturday night will bring to a close a memorable
week. The Juniors will gather in one of the leading
liotels of the City of Brotherly Love to celebrate the
passing of one of the happiest weeks spent at Villanova
The members of the committee in charge of
College.
Junior Week are: Vince Egan, chairman; Joe O'Neil,
Charles Gaffey, Frank Youngfleish, James Southward,
Steve Coffee, John Ford, John Keffer and John Fran-

it

will be

—

cella.

C; P. G.

'25.

Junior Class at a smoker. Just what the nature of the

DOCTOR SCHAFFER
The ''VILLANOVAN" joins with the
dent body and faculty in mourning the

entire stuloss of our

and professor, Dr. George Schaffer. Dr.
Schaft'er liad been a member of faculty for the past
four years and during that time he won the respect and
He was one of
k)ve of every student in the college.
those rare characters who are always ready to give
without expecting any return. In the classroom and
out, the welfare of the student was always the one
thing uppermost in his mind.

late friend

Dr.
1874.

Schaffer was born in Budapest, AustHa, in

He

studied at the University of Vienna, where

he received his Ph. D.

He came

to this

country in

1919 and remained here until his death.

Although he had been

Dr. Schaffer

to save the life of his beloved professor.

in this country only a

few

rallied

the

and seemed well on the way

first

of March,

time, due to his

when he

weakened

suffered a relapse.

spond to medical treatment and died March 16, 1924.
Dr. Schaffer needs no eulogy. He was a learned
man and had the ability to impart that learning to
others.
The results of his untiring efforts here will
always remain a monument to his memory. We admired him for his great knowledge and learning, we
respected him because he commanded respect and we
loved him because he was human. In speaking of Dr.
Schaffer, we might well quote Edgar A. Guest:
''That which he couldn't leave I wanted most.
/His money and his lands must here remain.
But all the splendor of his magic brain
'/;.:

Went

with his soul unto the other coast."

— C.

word from the hospital authorities that Doctor
was in a very critical condition and that the
only thing that would save his life was a blood transfusion.
He made the announcement to the student
body and the response was instantaneous. Within a
half hour every student in the college was in at the
Schaffer

Misericordia Hospital ottering his blood in an

eft'ort

P. G., '25.

INTER-COLLEGIATE SPEAKERS BUREAU

How

ceived

This

condition, he failed to re-

years he had a host of friends. He had a way of winning over everyone with whom he came in contact.

he was regarded by the students is easily seen
from the manner in which they responded last spring
when it was announced that a blood transfusion was
necessary to save his life.
President DriscoU re-

to recovery until

Plans for an
through which it

Intercollegiate

Speakers

Bureau,

be possible for undergraduate
organizations to secure speakers for all their meetings
Avill

with little effort and at low cost, are being devised by
a committee representing four different colleges and
universities.

The bureau
field of

of

its

will probably confine its efforts to the
economic and sociologic topics for the first year
existence.. Prominoit speakers and leaders

representing

all

parties

and

all .schools

of thought will

THE VILLANOVAN
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be available through the bureau. These men will be
furnished at unusually low figures, transportation being the only charge in

many

Bureau

cases, as the

will

be conducted on a co-operative basis.

The bureau

will be definitely

formed

at a confer-

ence of delegates from colleges interested in the project
which will be held at the Student Forum Headquarters,
2929 Broadway, New York City, on Saturday, April

The committee has issued an open invitation to
who might use this bureau to send

26.

organizations

all

delegates to this conference.

The committee which is working on plans for the
bureau consists of W. R. Sassaman, Haverford College,
chairman; Miss Marjorie Marston, Vassar College;
Miss Bernice Sanford, Barnard; William Fink, Columbia University, and Raymond Sanford, Union Theological Seminary.

ENGINEERING LECTURE
On Thursday, March

Mr. Theodore Shoemaker,

27,

representing Warren Brothers Company,

of

Boston,

gave an extremely interesting lecture on bitulithic concrete pavement to the engineering students under the

The lecture dealt with the
preparation of the subgrade and base, mixing and
placing of course, and the treatment of the surface.
The advantages of bituminous concrete roads in coping
with modern traffic problems were stressed and men--tion was made of the new asbestophalt type of paving.
Slides and cross sections of typical pavements under
auspices of Phi

discussion

Kappa

Pi.

aided the students in understanding the

Mr. Shoemaker delivered an exwelcome to come before the Engineering School at any time. More lectures of this
sort are needed as they are most profitable to the

subject thoroughly.
cellent talk

and

is

students.

VISION
NEW
i\

by Rev. John F. Burns,

play, written

is

being presented this year by the Villanova

At the time this
is making

players.

^M

the production

issue goes to press
its initial

"Vision"

ance at Lawrence, Massachusetts.
presented at that city April 15 and

16.

performwill

be

It will be given

commencing April 18.
Arrangements are being made to have the play given in
Atlantic City also, some time before the end of school.
The play, in the estimation of several eminent playat the college here for four nights

wrights to

whom

it

has been submitted,

is

not only of a

high literary order but also of great dramatic intensity.
'
'

Vision

'

is

'

not to be classed with the usual run of

'
'

pas-

play* the role of Esther, the blind

This

role, besides

daughter of Malchus.

being the only feminine one, calls for

an exceptionally strong emotional actress. Through the
example of her gentle life, her fearless defense of the
Nazarene when he is defamed, Esther is the pivot upon
which the whole play revolves. She is a picture of true
Christianity.

Her submission

matter of her blindness
fore Divine power.

Her

is

to the will of

God

in the

the essence of humility be-

character

is

a strong one but in

contrast to the strength of the other characters.

Her

is based upon her knowledge of right while
based upon their knowledge of might.
The treatment of the character of Judas, portrayed

strength
theirs

is

and simul-

by Joseph McGuinn, is original in conception and exeThe average type of Judas is that of a man
cution.

taneous with, the passion of Christ, but the treatment

utterly devoid of all good qualities, of a monster with-

sion plays."

concerns

It is a passion

is

this charsiGter.]':;-

No
It is

in the sense that it

events leading up

itself Avith

of the subject

play

original
V:,/-

and

'-.i-'-'-r^:

is

a

new

to,

idea in plays of

sacred characters are introduced into the play.

a story of the people of the time of Christ and gives

a convincing picture of the

life

of the people of the time.

The characters are not far fetched but are flesh and blood
Immans. Their reactions to the situations that arise are
the reactions that mankind experiences in all ages. The
characters could be taken out of their Biblical setting

and be placed
be true to

A

in a

modern drama and they would

still

life.

special feature of the production

is

the choral work.

minor melodies collected by an
A
monk
while
in Rome, has been synchronAugustinian
ized with the play and the Aveird chants lend an atmoscollection of oriental,

pliere that carries the onlooker

Palestine was in

its

hack

to the

days when

glory.

Miss Josephine Burella and

out redeeming grace.

Father Burns has given a Judas
Without detracting from
the horror of his crime, Judas is shown to have good
qualities as well as bad. His will power is weak and in
his mental turmoil, love is vanquished by greed. Vacillating, uncertain Judas is torn between the love of Christ
and his lust for power and wealth. His scene of repentance is one of the most powerful speeches ever penned.
The part of Malchus is portrayed by Kenneth Cook.
Member of the patrician class, a noble by birth, staunch
follower of the old beliefs, the conversion of Malchus to
Christianity is| the main motif of the play. As a mem-

who

:^:^

]\Iiss

Mae Dougherty

will

is

a real

human

being.

ber of the ruling class he realizes that the teachings of
the Nazarene,

if

and tend

followed,

make

would tear down

class re-

But he is
is shown in
his disowning of his son for regarding lightly a mere
ceremony.
And it is this that makes him the most

striction

to

all

people equal.

also a firm believer in the ancient creed as

THE VlLLANOyAN
enemy

His personal feelings are
subdued in his hatred of the Nazarene. It is the changing of this hate to love that shows the skill of the playbitter

of the Christ.
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Disowned by

thief.

He

brigand.

is

his father,

Malchus, he becomes a

captured by the Romans and, is con-

In the character of Azar, played by Louis MemminFather Burns has created a character that is both
appealing and yet at the same time is full of strength.

demned to death. On the cross beside Christ he repents
and is assured of salvation.
Caiphas, the High Priest, is played 'by James McHypoFadden. Caiphas is typical of the Pharisee.
critical and insincere, he is a composite picture of that

Originally a servant of one of the MJagi, Azar becomes

class.

wright.

ger,

head of the slaves in the household of Malchus. He
Her mother
loves Esther with a love that is paternal.
having died when she was an infant, Azar takes the
the

place of this parent.
the Christ,

and

is

He

is

a follower, like Esther, of

her unfailing source of consolation.

His description of the journey of the Magi
bit of

is

a delicate

imagery that presents the picture clearly

to the

eye of the audience,

Gamaliel, played by John Larkin, is a noble of Judah
and an enemy of the Christ. But his hatred is not that
of Malchus. It is tempered by his love of justice and is
really a result of his circumstances.

In Gamaliel that

author has given us a character fundamentally just but
forced by circumstances to act contrary to his inner

The three

played by Gilbert Johnson. Son of the high priest, he
presented as an utterly despicable character,
devoid of manhood.
His redemption and change of
character

is

an excellent example of the playwright's

art.

They take
and introduce the play to the

is the director of "Vision" and the
any success which it attains must go to him.
He has worked hard with the boys at the expense of his
own health and their work is but a reflection of his

Mr. John Clark

coaching.

Father Burns needs
praise

is

little

mention here. In his case

In "Vision" he has written a
comparable to the work of the masters of

superfluous.

play that is
drama. His graphic powers and his character delinea-

untouched by any play of this nature. Already
he is recognized as the author of the most original passion play in America.

done, his part.

is initially

played by Peter

credit for

passion.
villain of the play, if there is one, is Jechonias,

excellently

audience.

tions are

The

are

the place of the prologue

His description of the agony in the garden
contains the most beauj;iful lines of the play. Idyllic in
their beauty, they possess a realism that transports one
to the garden and makes one a spectator of the sacred
beliefs.

slaves

Smith, Robert Christie and James Brady.

Everyone in any way connected with the play has
is

student body.
is

A finished product is
it

But

it

is

any collegiate proup to the student body
upon the student body

the equal, if not the superior, of

duction in the world.

And

it is

to put that play across. It rests
to

the result.

backed solidly by the
Villanova has in "Vision" a play that

love's labour lost unless

fill

that auditorium every night the play

is

presented.

"Vision" has a hero, David is the man. This
part is played by James Phelan. David is a type of true
manhood. He is the betrothed of Esther and his love

The whole college is working on this play. Father
Burns and Mr. Clark have done their part. The actors
will do their parts. Will the student body fail them in

for her is the great motive in his

playing

If

life.

Dismas, portrayed by Arthur Farren,

is

the good

its

part?

—KENNETH

COOK.
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The Villanova Club of Philadelphia held
monthly dinner on

its

second

in charge

John Thornton,

and augurs well for future

that

it

was the

for years.

first

many

who confessed
they had attended

present

Villanova affair

All seemed delighted

at all future gatherings,

and

They

are located in the Bulletin Building,

Edward

Dougherty, C. E., of the class of 1912, has
Manager of both the
Empire Engineering Company, Inc., and the George W.
J,

recently been appointed District

on hand

Rogers Contracting Corporation.
Mr. M. P. Quinn, an honorary Doctor of Laws from

in addition pledged them-

round up some of the missing

selves to

to be

halfback on the famous 1915

Philadelphia.

with the project of

monthly meetings and promised faithfully

Jr.,

team, has joined his father in the bond and brokerage
business.

There were

meetings.

to

address the meeting.

The increased attendance was particularly gratifying
to the officers

Connie Mack has promised

Sylvania Hotel.

at the

INIarch 28th at the Sylvania Hotel.

ones.

Villanova, was recently elected to the Board of Trustees

Hon. John E. Walsh, Judge of the Municipal Court,
who was the chief speaker of the evening, gave a very
instructive talk on the meaning and purpose of the
Municipal Court. The Judge proved himself most congenial company and shall be indeed welcome at all

of our College.

Gold basketballs were presented to the Coach, Manager
and members of the basketball team. Mike Saxe, the
Coach, responded in behalf of the team with one of his
Frank Somers, who was recharacteristic speeches.
cently appointed Football Coach under a three year
briefly

vacation.

Evan Quinn,

plans for next year.
have Spring practice after the Easter

.-;:;,

^^^-.-v.^:. •,;,:•,;. :.,^%,y ..:;

.

New York

Easter vacation.

:?'

Cove High School.

is to

be aroused from

its

it

dom

is

quite a

State champion-

respects

during

the

;

rv

the football team of Glen
>

.-

^

:

Company

in

New

Jersey.

Dalton, of Paoli, reports that his contracting
is

coming along splendidly.

absent from any of the

Alumni

Tom

very

is

sel-

reunions.

The Villanovan extends its sincere sympathy to
and Chick MicLaughlin. Just a short time ago
they lost their mother, and as we go to press we learn

in

present state of leth-

through the medium;
hoped
in
the near future to
is
local
in
Scranton,
Lawrence
establish
clubs
and Atlantic
City. Many of the guests were delightfully astonished
to learn that it was our own Orchestra that entertained
The next meeting will be held on April 24th
the affair.
argy,

him by

both working with a Metal

they are absolutely

Alumni Society

New York

to

Joe Sweeney and Joe Hanlon, of Staten Island, are

business

correct in their contention that if the

is

Charlie proudly exhibited a fine gold

M^atch, presented to

They are working

general

and

He

here.

Evan, who

golfer, intends to enter the

Tom

;

just as big

way

Clean, on his
chat.

mention a few old standbys, are deservijig of high comefforts.

of

Charlie McGluckin paid his

The Villanovan extends its hearty congratulations to
hewly formed club, Charlie Laughlin,
Elmer Hertzler, Tom Fitzgerald and Joe Scanlon, not to

solely for the interests of Villanova

is

dropped in for a moment's

the officers of the

mendation for their untiring

Jim

was during his four years stay

in the coal business with his dad.

outlined his

to

Shoe, after a lapse of ten

years, surprised us with a visit.
jovial as he

Somers intends

is bound to profit by
and far-sighted vision of the

institution

new member.
Jim Redding, from Snow

times.

contract,

The

the wealth of experience

IMartin

will be accomplished only

that their sister has died.

of local organization. It

;;

J^;^^^^^

;

:

V

V

The Rev. Fathers Berry and ]\Iahoney, both Villanova graduates, expect to complete their graduate
;

studies

June

at

next.

the University

of the

Escorial,

Spain,

])y
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Villanova Loses to Princenton
Villanova

lost

the

to

Princeton University

ball

by the score

The game was a ten-inning

which was excellently

played

tilt

4,

Sensational fielding and hard

both teams.

b}-

of 5 to

hitting featured.

Villanova tallied three runs in the first frame and
led the Princeton nine until the last half of the ninth
Avhen Dinsmore, the Princeton third sacker, poled a

double to center

field,

The winning

score.

scoring Caldwell and tied the

tally

came

in

the

tenth

when

Captain Euwer singled and then was brought around
on singles by Richards and Dignan, the latter driving
out the final hit.

Harry

Griffith,

the third frame,

who

replaced Captain Header in

was injured on

but continued on the

the

mound and

first ball he pitched
furnished an excel-

nell

brand of hurling.
was handicapped by bad breaks. Condrove the winning run in the eighth inning but

was

called out for not touching first base.

lent

Villanova

Griffith's

injury allowed the Princeton team two runs.
Villanova played excellent ball, outplaying Princeton in every department of the game.

PRINCETON
AB.
Foster, rf

1

Anderson, rf
Dinsmore, 3b

„.

4

Cooper, 2b

3

Smith, cf

3

Euwer,

If

...;:..;...........„.......;...._

5

Richardson, ss

3

Dignan, lb

4

Caldwell, p
«L

\

tossers on Saturday, April 5th,

loll v-X

^

\j

••••••»•••!•• •••••••••••••••••••••

Townsend, p
Totals

1

^
1

29

R.

19
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VILLANOVA
K.

M 'Han,

E.

A.

0.

II.

Watson, 2b

1

ss

....:...:...........

Cotter, 3b

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

Gonnell, cf

VILLANOVA

1

R.

Mascaidri, rf

Connolly,

The hitting and fielding of Ed. Cotter, the Blue and
White third baseman, was sensational. He made a
circuit clout, a triple, a double and a single.
Mascaidri
and Connell also batted perfectly.

If

1

.;......

Kane, lb

2
0'

Jacobs, c

Watson, 2b
Moynahan, 2b

3

4

4

1

Hartnett, ss

10

10

1

Cotter,

Header, p

3b

Connell, ef

Mascaidri, rf
Totals

4

2

18

3

3

LAFAYETTE
...

Wellivere, 3b

Brunner,

..:........ •.^...:...........

-R.

H.

GO

'"b.-

2

Berry, c

117
12
1

Kirleski,

Hughes,

ss

10

2

Ernst, cf

Gerherdt, lb

E..

2

1

If

^'A.

.4

1

Connolly,

1

18

balls

—

2

0—2
2—4

—

Moynahan. Hit by pitcher Halstead.
Header 10, by Halstead 2. Bases on
Header 1, Halstead 4. Umpire Deegan.

Struck out

—By

Villanova Slugs

—

Way

3

3

1

2

2

2

7

2

9

2

()

Of)

Bradley, p
Crane, p

1

Header, p

.0

Totals

14

1

20

27

10

1

JOSEPH'S
H.

1

....'

E.

A.

0.
1

2

4

1

4

cf

Gannon, lb
McDonald, If
Noonan, ss
Hayes, 2b

10

2

.'.

1

2

^21

1

Quinn, c ...„..;..............................
HcNicholas, p ............................

1

3

2

2

1

2

24

10

1

Ilogan, p

Totals........:.;............:..............

Villanova scored in every inning but two, the third

and the fifth. The Blue and White started off with
a bang and scored two runs in the opening stanza.
Cotter's and Connell's heavy hitting in the third was
The Hain Liners
responsible for three more tallies.
continued to score and rolled up nine more runs be-

k

1

To Victory

The Villanova College baseball team swamped the
St. Joseph's College nine at Villanova on April 14th
by the score of 14 to 2. The Main Line batsmen hit
hard and amassed twenty hits from the offerings of
HcNicholas and Hogan, the Stiles street pitchers.

fore the close of the game.

2

4

1

Durragh, rf
Sheehan, 3b

Sacrifice hits

Wellivere,

4

R.

H

110
Berry.

E.

1

1

c

ST.

1

2

—Mbynahan,

5

Jacobs,

Ward,

Two-base hits

1

3

If

3

Halstead, p

Villanova

1

1

11

4

A.

2

Kane, lb

1

Smith, 2b

4

2

0.

2
..............................

1

rf

H.

St.

2

Villanova

Two-base

4

10

Joseph's
2
hits

3 4

3

10 0—2
12 2 x— 14

— Mascaidri, Cotter, Bradley,

Connell.

— Cotter, HcDonald, Connell. Home run
— Cotter. Stolen bases— Connolly
Hoynahan
Connell
Mascaidri
Jacobs
— CotConnolly, Connell. Struck out —By Bradley
by

Three-base hits
-

3,

1.

2,

2,

2,

Sacrifice hits

ter,

HcNicholas
Forst.

5,

1,

by Header

3,

by Crane

1.

Umpire
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A pearl is something that conies from an oyster,
bought by a lobster and is worn by a butterfly.

Joe Tuya thinks

it's

is

Prof, (in physics)

Sopii

What

:

Fresh:
I call

my

:

What

discovery was due to the

an apple?
Student: The wickedness of Eve.

falling of

about time the College Seal

learned to swim.

her,

21

the effect of lead on water ?

is

It sinks.

I can see through
always on the watch.

wife crystal, not because

but because she

is

Teacher: What bird lays the biggest egg?
Bright Pupil The biggest bird.
:

We
ill

when they

are wondering

will put college spirit

bottles.

Bryn Mawr
Bozo had ])roposed and Avas accepted. Later the
same morning he returned and brouglit tlic engagement ring, but it was minus the stone.
She sighed: "But Bozo dear, Avhero is the stone?"
Bozo: "Ah, love is blind."

He

(badly bent)

New

Avere in

She:

He
lie

farmer in Bryn Mawr is so dumb lie makes his
cows sleep on their backs, so Avhen he milks them in the
morning the cream is on top.

Bigamy may be

defined as that state of mania in
to ]r<\y a

:

girl,

board

bill

for three.

1

am

broke.

No

girlie

;

but, of course,

if

you

How would I get there?
Oh, the authorities would see to that.

Son:

When

through college

I get

I'll

walk right

Father: Yes, perhaps.

Sam

—Where

tAventy-five years

the

Avas

New York

police

force

ago?

— In Ireland.

the only girl

Of whom 1 will not joke.
She says, "Let's not go ont tonight,"
Wlienever

:

York, I'd see that you got to the Bellevue

into a job paying $5000 per.

Abie
Here's to the

Bellevue this after-

sticks 1o the last.

A

which the patient wishes

to tea at the

all right.

She: "But not stone blind."

Never knock a shoemaker,

me

She: "Take

noon?

Sightseeing Guide
the oldest

biirl('s<|Me

Student— What

—We

are

noAv passing

houses in Philadelphia.
for?

one of
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goes to show

*'It just

said

tlie

"On

stranger.

me two countrymen who

my reputation
made

how mean some
a fishing

the following suggestion: 'Bill,' he says,
first

roundabout way of expressing

affection.

evidently were familiar with

as an angler. Before starting one of

agree that the

Hug—a

people are,"

once had with

I

trij)

one who catches a

fish

them

'We

must

Do you

will

ever get hungry on the Sahara

?

No, because of the sandwiches (sand which

is),

treat

the crowd.'
''I assented to this and we started.
Now, do you
know, those fellows both had bites and Avere too mean
to pull them up."

"I suppose you

lost,

It

may

be salve but don't rub

then," said a bystander.

"Oh, no!" replied the
any bait on my hook."

stranger.

Hard Times

"I didn't have

— Stone

it in.

Age.

l^lessed are they that crib, for they shall pass.

Sock!!

Kenneth
liave

—

1

think Peggy will

make

a

good wife.

I

Bobbed hair

certainly has been hard on rats.

been calling on her for six months, and nearly

always found her darning her father's socks.

it

—

That caught me, too; and then 1 noticed
was always the same socks ^lie was trying to darn.

Vincent
that

Foley

— Sally

Is the

Dust
is

Brooklyn Bridge a game of cards?

—Mud,

with the juice squeezed out.

an awfully indifferent dancer, isn't

she?

—

Connery Yes, I've noticed
with you or against you.

tliat.

She

is

neither

Father asked for bread so the curtain came dow^n
with a

Some people used to turn on
now they step on it.

the gas to

Charge

the rain settle

commit

sui-

cide;

it

and

to the dust

let

it.

roll.

What can

Eczema!
be

worse than having

pneumonia

and

Eczema!

don't be so rash.

Aspirin, oh^ Aspirin

!

measles dance at the same time?

Answer

:

To have rheumatism and

St.

head aches for you.

Vitus dance.

— just bought a Ford today.
car?
Shine —Yes, a Locomobile,
— That's a good
Moon

Sympathy may

my

be defined as a feeling for others

very noticeable in Blind Man's Buff.

I

]\loon

Do you have

a

car, too.

Definition of a Kiss

A

certain fellow went out for baseball.

When

asked

what position he wished to play, he told tliem he wanted
to sharpen pencils for the scorekeeper, but he was rejected because they are contemplating buying an adding
machine this year.

—

He How is your apartment?
She— Pretty flat.

The drop that runneth over when the cup
is

of love

full.

The food by which the flame

What a baby receives
the old man buys.

free, the

—

of love

is

fed.

young nuin

steals,

and

song hit "If you don't eat for seven
days you're bound to be a little weak" (week).

Our

latest

THE VILLANOVAN
The

otlier

evening I was happy for awhile

meat and thought
a sharp knife.
Little
]\rrs.

it

very tender, but

I

;

I

cut

my

soon found I had

Blue and White in the contest
combined talent, ability and personality
AvilV receive the support of the Villanova students.
will represent the

and with

his

—

Boy Mrs. Jones, may I have your scissors?
Jones— Why not ask your mother for her's

Teacher:

Can anyone

tell

me how many

feet to a

mile.

Billy?:
Little

"Ad"

23

Boy

—Mother's

won't cut

tin.

"Two
owned a

Henry Snyder, '27, better known to Villanova as
"The Admiral," has received application blanks for
the Olympic A. A. IT. wrestling championship.
The

thousand," shouted the boy whose father
taxi-cab company.

Meador to Simms, who
If you keep on like

time:

lost his

club for the third

this I see

you

as

of Philadelphia.

anyway,

enabled Europeans to
borrow money to carry on their wars.
Ilartnett:

Well,

it

Simms; Oh! do you really think so?
Meador: Yes, at throwing the hammer.

champion
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EDMUND HALLEY
1656-1742

Son

of a

London

soap-boiler

who became AstronomerRoyal. At the age of 20 headed
an expedition to chart the stars
of the Southern hemisphere.
Financed and handled the
printing of Newton's immortal

Principia.

The comet came back
The great comet that was seen by William
of Normandy returned to our skies in 1910
on

its

eleventh

visit

since the Conquest.

Astronomers, knew when it would appear,
and the exact spot in the sky where it
would first be visible.

Edmund

Halley's mathematical calcula-

tion of the great orbit of this 7 6 -year vis-

itor—his scientific proof that comets are
part of our solar system was a brilliant
application of the then unpublished Principia of his friend Sir Isaac Newton.

—

motion that Newton and
Halley proved to govern the movements
of a cornet are used by scientists in the
Research Laboratories of the General Electric Conipany to determine the orbit of

The laws
As

a
comet has been the
world's electrical development. By continuous
scientific research the
General Electric Company has accelerated
this

spectacular

as

development and

has become a leader in
the industry.

electron^^in

of

vacuum

tubes.

AL ELECTRIC
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN
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THE COST
Figured
cost

is

inonths of wear, our custom Clothes are really cheaper than

in

but the superior

slightly higher,

as a well-dressed

young man

Try us

far

fit,

finer

overbalance the

this season

ready-made.

Their

woolens, hand tailoring and the impression you
initial

and you

first

make

outlay.

will be

more than

satisfied

PYLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors

1115

WM. GROFF,

Walnut

Street

P. D.

Prescriptionist
803

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR,
Prompt Telephone Service

—Bryn Mawr

I

PA.

66

Our Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals and Drugs Are of the Highest Standard

Subscribe for

The Villanovan
Telephone Bryn

LUNCHEON

Mawr 758

TEA

Henry

1-1'

CHARLES HIRTH

SUPPER

B. Wallace

GENERAL STORE

x^.'

Cigars, Confectionery, Ice Cream, Novelties,

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charles

22 and 24 Bryn

Mawr

W.

Glocker, Jr.

Magazines;,! Stationery

'
=

9 1 2 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
Clothes For the College
VALUE AND SERVICE

Man

SPECIAL RATES TO VILLANOVA STUDENTS
1704 Market Street, Philadelphia
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANQVAN

THE VILLANOVAN
Cable Address

Warehouse and Sidings:

TOOMEY PHILADELPHIA

ABC

ESTABUSHED

Code, 5th Edition

942

1876

FRANK TOOMEY,
Iron and
MAIN

OFFICE, 127-131

BEACH STREET

INC.

Wood Working Machinery

steam and Electric Equipment and Supplies
NORTH THIRD STREET

SHEAD'S

PHILADELPHIA

BAKERY

For Quality

in

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE,

Wholesale and Retail

BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton s

;

1

204

TO

1214

F. P.

^

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff,

E.

Penetrating Bristles

CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

Conway

& Co.

MASON

PHILADELPHIA

Our

Advertisers

Are

BUILDERS
Your Friends
CHESTNUT

PA.

HILL, PA.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE VILLANOVAN

A REAL KEEPSAKE
Throughout the year, the photograph you give

at

any time

will stand

as a constant reminder of your loving though tfulness.

BUSSA STUDIO
332

AND ART SHOP

DeKALB street

NORRISTOWN, Pa.

Phone 448 Bryn Mawr.

Student Discount

Phone Bryn Mawr 294
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PAYMENT
By

W

I

ALTER DICKINSON

^^S
iS&^al

a bankrupt!

The appar-

K. T.

thoughtfully considering the shocking news

Martin Dickinson, Esq., in the hands of a
receiver, and the young man himself in danger

heard an

of arrest on a charge of repeatedly delivering

gratitude to his benefactor.

The words had

seemed

idea, almost in the

to

identity, in spite of the exact similarity

proach, yet the miore

between the
to him and that of his chum, the son

of his benefactor,

Maher had

mutual friend on
had been confirmed.
Walter Dickinson, the son of John Martin
Dickinson, of Dickinson and Dalton, Attorneys at Law,
was the one guilty of making fraudulent deliveries,
beyond the shadow of a doubt
"What must be the feeling of the old gentleman, the
called a

the telephone, but the sickening story

Maher wondered. A perfect type of
and honor, John Martin Dickinson, on the death of his wife and infant daughter, had
centered all his earthly hopes and affections on his son.
Surely it was enough to crush an ordinary man, but as
Maher thought the matter over he realized that the older
Dickinson was a man of no common mould, and he felt
senior Dickinson,

the aristocrat of goodness

he.,

had

nature of an inspiration,

he could pay his debt of

rumors current, young Dickinson had

values.

names reported

last

as he sat

not only failed in business, but was a wreck, morally

branded themselves into the
astounded brain of Paul Maher. Actuated by the faint
hope that it might prove, perhaps, a case of mistaken
fairly

At

to grip him.

According

inferior goods on contracts!

and

spiritually,

having apparently

Surely he would be a

Maher thought

mined he became that he would
effort to

lost all sense of

of

it

at least

moral

person to ap-

difficult

the more deter-

make an

earnest

accomplish his purpose.

was travelling toward his
suburban home pulled into the station. Maher alighted
and made his way to the little white frame church. He
went straight to the altar rail, knelt, and gazed fixedly
at the tabernacle door, seeing with the eye of God-given
faith, Him whom he knew and acknowledged as the
Beginner and Accomplisher of every good work.
"Dear Blessed Lord," he said simply, "You know
what would be the restoration of him. Help me to bring
it about, for Your Own sake, and the sake of him whom

The

You

train on which he

permitted to help

me

in

my

distress."

After a few moments of quiet converse with his'
way home. On his arrival

Friend, Maher continued his

o^ather

there he hurriedly looked through the mail awaiting him,

he would be a bigger, nobler man, and one
his God.

and, to his very apparent satisfaction, found the par-

that in spite of this great weight of sorrow,

because of

nearer to

And now,

return for the benefit received.

ently prosperous business of the son of John

it,

However, the thought uppermost in the mind of
young Maher was that here was an opportunity for him
to make a return that might approach the adequate for
the benefit he had received from the older Dickinson
some years previous. When the associates in business
of Maher had, by means undetectable to any but the
keenest of legal minds, attempted to defraud him of his
rightful share in a flourishing business,

John Martin

Dickinson, by means of a substantial loan, on lenient
terms, had tided him over a very trying period. His
prudent previousness and timely aid, which had prevented a financial, perhaps a moral catastrophe in the life
of Paul Maher, together with his rare tactfulness, fatherly kindness, and his air of receiving a benefit rather

ticular letter for

which he was looking.

a faint smile of hopeful anticipation

As he read it,
up his face,

lit

and he placed it in his pocket with a secret prayer.
The following morning, instead of, as was his custom, taking the 8.17 train to the city, he jumped into
his car, and putting on top speed, drove out of the town,
on to the highway, and soon found himself in a charming
suburb. Bringing the machine to a standstill bean imposing looking house in one of the finest residential sections, he alighted, ran quickly up the steps,
and, to the maid who answered his ring, said he wished

little

fore

to see

Mr. Dickinson.

"Mr. Dickinson

is

not seeing anyone, sir," she in-

formed him.
Ignoring her -remark he handed her his card, and

than of conferring one, had won the admiration, esteem

entered the house.

and undying gratitude of the young man. Many times
in various ways had Paul endeavored to show his appreciation, but never had his words or services seemed a fit

assurance, polite but unmistakably determined, the girl

Evidently awed by his manner of

disappeared with the card.

After an interval of quite a few minutes, just as

THE VILLANOVAN
Maher was beginning

to feel a little uneasy, and to be
dubious as to the wisdom of his quickly conceived and as quickly executed plan, Dickinson appeared

a

little

in the doorway, with

an air of reckless defiance.

On

haggard face showed plainly the traces of recent

his

dissi-

pation.

greeated him, and together they boarded the train as
arrived promptly at 11.42.

When

they

it

reached

their
destination,
through
Dickinson was shown immediately to
Only once did he make any allusion to the

]\^aher's influence,

his room.

strangeness of the occurrence.

'*I'm sorry, Walter,"

said

Maher, simply, rising

detected a weakening in the attitude, a shadow of real

"Paul," he said, "I think you've hypnotized me."
Paul laughed.
"Rest up, old man. You must be weary after your
rather unexpected trip.
I'll call you
in time for

appreciation in the voice, and a faint glimmer of hope

supper,

struggling against a strong gripping despair.

Then Maher left him, went immediately to his host,
and explained briefly, but concisely, Dickinson's circumstances, receiving from him in return hearty assurance that every possible consideration would be accorded
his friend. Smiling to himself, and grateful to the One

quickly and extending his hand.

•'Thanks," came the reply, and Paul thought he

An

embarrassed pause ensued, then Maher, with his
characteristic directness, took from his pocket the letter
that had been the cause of his early visit to Dickinson's

home, removed

it

from the envelope, and handed

it

to

his friend.

to

''I'm going, Walter," he said,

"and you're coming

"Am

I?"
"Yes, and we leave on the 11.42 train; you've just
time enough to make the few necessary preparations.
I'll rush home and make mine, and I'll meet you at the
station at 11.40.

So long."

mind

as to Dickinson's presence.

Hurriedly he

and just as he was
starting down the stairs to search for him in the waiting
room below, he beheld him coming toward him, a strange,
almost dazed expression on his face. Maher made no
remark, however, as to the young man's appearance, but
looked up and

down

he ungrudgingly gave

all

settled himself in the library with a

the credit, Paul
good book and a

cigars.

The three days Paul had planned for the trip passed
quickly.
Neither of the two men made any reference
to Dickinson's impending trouble.
On the fourth morning, as, outside the House of Retreats, they parted to go
to their respective places of business, the silence between

Without waiting for a reply, Maher was out of the
house and speeding toward his own home, hope high in
his heart. On the way, of course, he stopped for a word
of thanks to his Friend, and a plea for continued assistance.
At 11.39 he rushed up the stairs at the station,
a little ashamed of the half formed doubt subtly lurking
in his

Whom

box of

with me."

'

the platform,

casually, as though nothing unusual were happening.

them was broken by Dickinson.
Grasping Paul Maher 's hand with a grip that evidenced the intensity of his feeling, and in a voice that
trembled with emotion, he said:

"Paul, you've made a new man of me. I went wrong,
I knew I was going, but now, thanks to you, my
moral balance is restored, never again to be even shaken,
please God, and I'm ready for whatever may come."
And Paul, too full for more than a murmur of acknowledgment, breathed a prayer of thanksgiving for

and

this

new manifestation of the boundless mercy and goodand felt that at last he had repaid his

ness of God,
benefactor.

«r
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BULLET PROOF
Continued from March

The next time the anvil chorus got together they
sang the same old song to the same old
us about the squirrel, Jim!"

came down the fence."
heard

it,

Jim

told

them

—and

**

tune— "Tell

the little squirrel

Urged by one who had not

week
and after sitting in one place for about two hours we
came to a woods that looked pretty good. There was
last

a corri field just beyond the upper edge, and that;'s
where 1 headed. I stood with my back to a hickory
tree and rested my gun against a rail fence that ran
across my path. A worm fence came down from this
corn field and ended at the rail fence directly in front
of me, making an inverted T. Just a ghost of a movement caught my eye, and there, coming down the worm

fence

was

a squirrel that looked like a grizzly bear.

hesitatingly reached for

move and

my

I

gun, but Johnny Gray saw

head doA^n flat upon the
rail.
I laid my head upon the gun but was so surprised at what I saw that I could not pull the trigger
for the squirrel was coming wildly down the rail,
right into the muzzle of the gun ^his chest was
the barrel

laid his

—

on the barrel, and, not being able
(iown the smooth metal till his sharp

to
little

stop, he

nose

slid

bumped

And then he sat back on his haunches
and laughed and laughed till he chattered, while I
leaned back against the tree and laughed and laughed
till I reached out, and taking his paw in mine, I said,
"Wei], old man, this is a pleasant surprise; I hadn't
expected to see you this morning." And he laughed
and said, "The same to you; but when I heard you
were in the neighborhood I couldn 't wait till I saw
you." So I hoped his grain-elevator business was
good, and he hoped my fur trade was good. Then
after saying that I thought I would call it a day and
go home for some breakfast, he said he had had his,
but asked me for the cigar I had almost finished.
When I asked him what for, he said his children liked
to play around old stumps."

into mine.

These tactics only served to increase the number
of those** who were learning about the squirrel and
Jim's tenderness on that point, so that he was never
without some one to ask about his fur trade or similar adventures.
He did not know whether he was
glad or sorry that he had not yet met the girl. He
knew that all this talk and laughter about the squirrel
had lowered him considerably in her estimation, and
Y/omanhood had dropped several notches in his estimation. He had thought that she at least would be
loyal, but he guessed they were all alike.

He hoped

she

tion of his exploits as a nimrod, for he considered this

new

would be there for the next

recita-

creation the best of all: one that would crumble

her feet of clay; but he was teased into telling
fore-

it

be-

He

he saw her, for the benefit of some strangers.

way:
" Oh, this gang thinks

told

this:

"I went gunning for squirrels one day

Issue.

this

it

it

funny because

I

went

after squirrels the first of the season, nearly froze in
the woods, almost caught cold in the damp, barely
escaped arrest for trespassing and then did not bring
anything home to show for my trouble. I had as good
time there as I have had in many other places, without becoming personal."
"But Jim, what about the squirrel they say you

go^t?"

"Oh, that? Why, just before we left the woods to
come home, I saw a handsome gray come stalking ma-

down

iestically

barrels into

the fence in front of me.

him

at once

so hard that I suppose he

and knocked him
is still

I fired

both

so high

and

floating fur, fur away.

heard a loud chattering and scolding, and looking
I saw Mrs^ Gray sitting on a branch overhead, nodiing and clapping her little hands in approval. In my
astonishment at such disrespect for her dead, I asked
her, "Why all the uncalled-for merriment?"
To
which she replied, "He got what was coming to him.
He deserved all he got. I stood a lot from him for
years, (though I suppose he stood a lot from me, too)
but foi' me, mutual sacrificing and mutual suffering and
even love cease to be when one-sided laughing begins.'
'You don't mean to tell me that your husband laughed at you in derision?' 'I'll leave that
to you to judge: This morning, early, I saw a single
walnut hanging on the end of a slender branch. Somehow, I felt like eating that one particular nut for my
breakfast; I asked him to get it for me, but he said
he didn 't feel like flying this morning, so I said I would
I

up

get

it

myself.

" 'He was gentleman enough

to

wish

me

a pleasant

trip witii the advice to pick out a soft place

landed.

nut when

it

when

I

went out and had just touched the
dropped, and in my anxiety to show up

Well,

I

my

shiftless helpmate, I

lost

my

made a reckless grab for it,
balance and was on the ground almost as soon

as the walnut.
The tittering I heard up on my husband's branch, heaped insult on my injuries. I carried
the nut up the tree to eat it in his presence, to have
at least some satisfaction. I sat almost beside him,
and slowly nibbled into the nut, just tantalizing him.

" 'When I came at last to the kernel, I nearly fell
from the tree again, for the nut was bad. He laughed
and he laughed till he had to go to the upper end of
the woods to laugh in peace, and on his way back, you
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humiliation when you put an end to his
Thank you!'"
The telling made a big hit, but Jim was disconsolate because he had played his ace of trumps and the
queen had not fallen on it. His mood shifted quickly
as he said to me: "Well, I might as well bear her

ended

iiride.

laughing the same as that of the others, because she 's
the same as the rest, though I would like to get a shot

have the satisfaction

at her to

I

gave the Lady Squir-

rel."

My

was aroused

curiosity

how

as to

how

this thing

was

might aid Jim to come
From my
back from a losing fight with dignity.
book-case I took a book on knighthood, hoping that I
might learn how the knights of old acted with their
ladies, when the knights were bold and not the ladies.
One story seemed just to fit our case it was that of a
humble knight in love with a beautiful lady and who
in turn was in love with him.
There was another
knight who was not so humble by far, but was the
going to end, or else

I

:

pride of

all

A tournament was in progress, and of course our
humble knight-errant and the knight-arrogant were
paired together in the lists. The multitude is assembled and all about and above them are the beauty and
As Fate

ordains such things, the lofty

knight desired the one lady that would not have him.
She had made her own choice, but outside influence
was pressing her family to force her to give her hand

haughty lord.
She was loyal to her family, but she was also true
her
lover, and so she was willing to make a fair play.
to
She wanted, of course, the choice of her heart to claim
her but she threw her glove into the arena with understanding that to the one who brought back the glove,
she was to give her hand.
It happened that just as the two chargers wheeled

10 the

took his rider unawares, and he losing his ,balance
to the ground amid the laughter of the multitude.
the ladies were given to unconcealed mirth;

we

are interested

in, to

and even

be with the others

up the glove, carried it to where the
was waiting with beating heart

mistress of his heart

anri misty eye.
He held the glove in his out-stretched
hand, and as she reached out to take it, with a smile on
her lips, he struck her across her fickle mouth.
I

next met Jim, I told him, and he said,
I

marked, so go

His brain must have been on a vacation, for he

"Then what?"

said,

him

I said,

"Take

the squirrel, skin

dry his hide and carry it in your pocket
till your Angela laughs at you about missing the squirrel and then brush her across the mouth with the tail
of the very missed-shot she is chiding you about.
carefully,

That's retaliation."

was told, following out my plan with
it meant another day's sport, a good
sweet and appropriate revenge.

Jim did

as he

eagerness; to him

joke find

On
outing.
others,

his return,

he confided to

me

the result of his

"Don't be foolish, now, and tell the
for they will ride you harder and longer for
1 said,

than for the other." He had, however, shot
and was even now carrying the pelt in
the right-hand pocket of his coat, ready for opportunity's knock.
The next time we stopped at Golden 's, Angela was
there, her family and enough of our friends to make
a hilarious chorus of "Tell us about the squirrel,
Jim!" and from her brother "And the little squirrel
this folly

—

came down the
not to laugh
she had led

—

'

But she was clever enough
Jim had made a trap for himself and
him into it. Anyhow, as Jim thought, it
fence.

'

.

till

would be far better

end the tale with a grand
had caused all the trouble,

to

flourish of the tail that

rotten cold.

Needless to say, his anger drove him to re'ckless

When

is

AH

laughter with the other fickle ones.

"What".s the cue?"

the left front foot or leg

assurer!

to it."

fell

and afraid of lonely defeat, changed her tears to smiles
and laughed with them.
As the fallen knight was helped to liis feet, his
firpt thought as he raised his visor, was for his lady's
favor, and he looked just in time to see her hide her

victory; he took

if

Here 's the tale
"I went out the first of the season as I said I would,
to shoot some squirrels you know why. After getting up before we had hardly gotten down to sleep,
and after freezing and aching and starving, we left
one woods without any luck to try another. I was
glad it was a little warmer there because I had a

for the clash, that our hero's steed turning too sharply,

the one that

1 said,

that squirrel

the squirrel

the ladies in the land.

the chivalry.

''You go to Castner's woods and get
you have to shoot even the trees down.
You can tell him because, if as you say he was hit in
the front and then jumped to the right, you can rest
paign.

then laid out his plan of cam-

;

"Just beyond the woods was a corn
Squirrel's breakfast room.

of the

room.
ease

woods

my

to wait

stood with

I

legs a bit,

that ran across

went

I

till

the family

my

back

and rested

my

path

—

to

my

field,

to the

the

Gray

upper part

came out

of the

a hickory tree to

gun against a fence

I didn't feel like

climbing

under it. A worm fence ran down
from the corn field and ended at the rail fence directly
in front of me, making an inverted T.
over, nor crawling

"I was just wishing one of the others would get to
and blow the horn as a signal to go home, when
I saw a gray that looked like a whole squirrel coat in
himself you get what I mean coming down the fence
from the field. It seemed as if I took five minutes to
reach for my gun and bring it up, but even at that, he
the barrel move and stiffened himself to get a
sa"v\
the car

—

—
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better look or to see

it

move again and then be readywhen I fired. The next I

pled him; as he started to run along the trunk of a

jump
saw of him he was scrambling on the ground through
the leaves and making for a hickory tree. I should
have let him have the second barrel, but when I saw

fallen tree, I

to a safer position,

to

crippled loot, I slid

down and up

a dirty gulley, nearly

found nothing.
gripped the head of the

I

was the

the girl to laugh, but this

heard

story; she did not

tlie

know

first

had shot

at

a squirrel or that he had even been out gunning that
day.

And

so instead of joining in the laughter

"And

the others, she quietly said,

home?"

More ammunition

didn't

it

so often that she

repetitions

had become

it

indifferent to its

I

had

to climb

shot hardly disturbed them.

down

the trunk

"I moved within range
out agoin, but

I

shot again as one ran

and that was the

last I

saw

of them,

in case they should

come

my

watchful waiting was growing tiresome when I heard something walking in the leaves
behini me; I listened and looked and looked until I
saw a fur coat about thirty yards away. There was a
fence mid-way between us, and I waited till I saw him
going up a little grassy bank, hoping that he would

show himself between the rails of the fence that I
might get an open shot at him. I did, but only crip-

to say,

you do-

kicked him brutally, giving him
and he landed
in a tiny stream that just about managed to tumble
over the mossy stones. Then I thought I had him, for
I tried to hold his head down under the water and
drown him, and there the piteous look left him for he

was

I

at last driven to the wall

and fighting desperately

for his breath; he sank his teeth into the toe of my
shoe but kicking him loose, he landed like a little half-

drowned

but the pity and fear were gone and in
and anger as if to say,
'You great big coward, why don't you take somebody
your size. I wish I could get at you."
"It was then that I felt sorry for him but it was too
V
late his tiny flanks were heaving like a bellows nor
had I the heart to hurt him further, and so, disgusted
with everything in general and with myself in par-

—

great, but the

if

are

the kick that I should have received,

up the trees and

The temptation was too

why

its

woman.
"It was then that

the

come back.

as pitiable

answer came readily, indeed so
promptness shocked me, and with
sickening shame I knew that I was doing this for a
readily that

"With all this talking and laughing and jibing, I
made up my mind to show everyone of you that I could
if

me with

ing this?' and the

al-

very holes after him; so Bob Thomas and I
went back to the same woods last week. I stood with
my back to the same hickory tree, and waited till the
first light of the day seeped down through the trees,
and then I saw, in an old dead chestnut tree, sixty
yards away, three shadows running up and down and
around and across a whole flock of squirrels it
seemed to me, having the time of their lives chasing
one another, and like little Bo-Peep's returning sheep,
dragging their tails behind them.
"The shot, I knew, was too long, but if I moved
to get in range I knew, too, that I would lose them
from the tree. Bob had told me, after the other experience, that perhaps the No. 6 shot in my 16 gauge
gun was too light a load, so I was ready this time
ndth No. 5's.
"I watched the squirrels at their play till all three
ran out on the same short limb and had to turn to

at

'Please!' or, 'I've suffered enough,

and even bored, that he thought he would

get that squirrel

and looked

a look as I hope never to see again; as

though exposing himself again to ridicule, and told
her in ihe hearing of his eager tormentors, the result
of the plan that I laid out for him.

down

tail.

;

rock, but he lay there

at

many

give her something that would be quite different,

swing of his

;

you bring him

and laughed

little

;

with

for the enemy, of course,

but supposing that she had heard

second shot,

Moving out to a fair shooting distance, I fired and knocked him clear out of the
tree only to see him scrambling away again. It was
easy to catch up to him this time; so to finish him I
hit him several times on the head with the point of
the gun I took a light stick to give him a sharper
blow I kicked him on the head and in the face I
picked him up by the tail and hit his head against a

time she had

that he

my

ranches without really having to climb.
"Just one eye, that was watching me, showed, and

a

squirrel, waiting for

Jini

with

found only spots of blood, and looking up, I
war surprised to see that he had made the trunk of
the tree from the other side and could walk the

fell over a fence, slipped over rocks, hurried to where
T heard a floundering in the leaves and when I got

there,

off

there, I

that he could not climb the tree on account of his
.

knocked him

but coming to the tree and expecting to find him lying

rat,

their place a look of scorn

.

;

;

;

him there and walked down to the car.
blew the horn as a signal for Bob to come down,
threw the gun on the running-board and sat there till
he came.
ticular, I left
I

"I told him the whole thing and where the squirrel
was lying, surely dead by this time. I told him that
1 had shot my last squirrel, and that if I ever had to
shoot one again it would be with a rifle, but he only
laugh -'d and said that a rifle didn't kill them any
rarer than a shot-gun, and then I swore that I was
through.' ,.,;.:,
;/.; :,.:,'-;.:/,:...- -^.-.-.,.:
"Bob went up, found the squirrel and brought it
down; 1 was ashamed to look at it till I heard Bob
phout, 'Look here! His left foot has been shot before because the scars from the shot are here.' At
last I had my little squirrel that had come running
down the fence, that you all laughed and jibed about.
:

'^^

.

i

..
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Now

it 's

my

turn to laugh and he

who laughs

last

were able to keep steady just long enough barely to
whisper,

laughs best."

They, of course, laughed their hysterical laugh no
matter what their inward feelings were all except
the girl, who sat there still with her head down and
her lips hidden. Jim would rather have seen her
raise her head and laugh right in his face than to sit
there trying to repress her laughter and afraid to let
him see it; so he stood up and over her, and drawing
his hand half way from his pocket, he shouted at her,
"Well, why don't you laugh?" She stood up half
frijihter.ed; she raised her little head, and then he saw
what he said he had hoped never to see again, a look
as pitiable as that of the little gray squirrel the great
big eyes were hidden in mist, and the trembling lips

—

;

Jim

"Laugh?

slipped the

—

Oh 0, Jim!"
hand back into his coat pocket, and

soon after, very soon after for Jim, he asked for his
Lat and overcoat. Since the end of his story, a mono-'
syllable had been his longest consecutive speech.

We

left together,

and as we walked

I

watched and

waited, walked and watched and waited; he did not
care to speak and

till at last I saw
draw out the little furry
pelt that had caused him so much worry and trouble,
and throwing it to the pavement at his feet he kicked
it viciously into the street while he said, far more
viciously, "Ye gods! Wouldn't women make you

I

did not dare to

him. reach into his coat pocket,

sick!"

Father O'Reilly Celebrates Golden Jubilee
~!pjnHE
I

^gg
^^*^'

greatest tribute that has ever been accorded

" The high water mark of his career in a public way
was in that great parade on Columbus Day, 1912, when,
under his inspiration, 40,000 marched through our
streets displaying the banner of 'God and Country' in
indignant protest against the I. W. W. challenge, 'No
God and No Master.' That period seems like a nightmare when we look back on it, and for a time it almost

of his golden jubilee in Lawrence.

The

entire

the mayor, the heads of the mills, clergy-

men

generally

joined in honoring Lawrence's illustrious citizen

all

and

^

For four days the beloved priest, who has been pastor
Church for almost 38 years, was lauded
by citizens and many from outside Lawrence who knew
Fr. O'Reilly in other days and still loved him.
The
observance of his golden jubilee gave the people of Lawrence an opportunity to show their appreciation for the
of St. Mary's

man who

has done so

much

for the community.

has been able to accomplish so
in such high esteem

is

are fortunate enough to

much and

easily understood

That he

that he

is

friend.

by those who

know him

In labor troubles he has always stood for right

and capitalist, in
members of the same
Christian family, seeking a solution of labor and capi<
tal's difficulties by the application of the principles ol
industrial justice so clearly enunciated by Pope Leo
XIII, of happy memory, in his celebrated encyclical."
justice, considering the laborer

their relation one to the other, as

It is this ability to unite the

shook our confidence in the future of Lawrence.
that parade, followed

opposing elements, to

by the

inspiring

But

thanksgiving

gathering in the city hall, demonstrated that the old-

And

the man*

most entitled to credit for the survival of that
our guest of tonight.

spirit is

time American spirit was

held

"Fr. O'Reilly has always been a public spirited citizen, placing the highest value on the dignity of American citizenship and attachment to the principles and
spirit of our constitution. What work is there, or what
work of civic union in which he has not been helpful and
sympathetic? In industrial depression he has been to
all, regardless of creed or nationality, a father and a

and

Judge De Courcy, of the

T. O'Reilly, 0. S. A., during the celebration

of all denominations and business

priest.'

'Reilly,

Massachusetts Supreme Court, said

city,

men

In speaking of Fr.

a priest in this country was shown Rev. James

"It

is

still

well, then, that a

in control.

man

with such a record for

public service should receive from his neighbors some

recognition of their appreciation while he

Of

is still living.

mere words cannot adequately express our
admiration and regard. As I said to him 25 years ago
at the silver jubilee of his ordination, quoting the words
of Carlyle, I say to him tonight: 'Under all speech that
is

course,

good for anything, there

lies a silence

that

is

better.'

'

The four-day jubilee celebration given Fr. O'Reilly
was the greatest ever accorded an individual in the history of Lawrence. The grand climax was reached on
the last day of the; jubilee with the civic banquet in the
Winter Garden. Men of all stations in life, regardless
of race, creed or nationality, came to express their acknowledgment for the great priest who has done so much
for his community.
Irving Southworth, of the Pacific Mills, presided at
Justice Louis S. Cox, of the Superior Court,

bring order out of chaos, to spread oil on the troubled
waters, that has won for Fr. O'Reilly the esteem and

the dinner.

respect of his fellow citizens.

city.

was the toastmaster.

l\Iayor Rochefort represented the
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The speakers

at the

dinner included the mayor, the

Rev. Dr. Albert Willis Jefferson, pastor of the CalvaryBaptist Church, representing all the Protestant denominations in the city

;

Jeremiah. E. Burke, Superintendent

and Justice Charles A. DeCourcy,
the Massachusetts Supreme Court.
'Reilly was born in Lansingburg, or Troy, N. Y.,
Fr.

it is now known, on May 1, 1851.
Ha was the son of
Edward O'Reilly and Miary (McGraine) O'Reilly. In

as

1866 he entered the preparatory school of Villanova and
in 1868 was enrolled in the novitiate of the Order of St.

He was

of Schools of Boston,

Augustine.

of

nary, Philadelphia.

ordained in 1874 at Overbrook Semi-

RALPH TO PEGGY
Dear Peggy

Friday Evening.

—

I'm not sitting on top of the world. Since
have been breaking better and then
some. Some of the fellows who used to be very up stage
with me are now tickled to death to get the slightest
kind of a tumble from me. Of course, with fellows like
Hookey and Eddio, who were always my pals, I am just
I guess

my

last letter things

They took care of me when I needed
and now that T am on top I don't intend to go
back on them. I guess you know yourself, Peggy, I am
as friendly as ever.
friends,

that sort of a fellow, for I never forget you, even though
there was a crowd of

home wreckers

crazy to get in with me.

money with me.
ability that
it,

though

the diet

is

put

I still

I guess

me where

in

Bryn Mawr,

But, Peggy, you're

you know that
I am.

hate the rub

I

am

down and

it is

the

food.

full of his subject to talk well.

hardly wait until tomorrow comes, as I am anxious to
show what I can do. Look in the papers Sunday for the
news, and then I will send you the details when I return.
We are leaving tomorrow morning. I'll post this on the

way

to

Washington.

As

the diet.
it

I

contains

ever,

RALPH.

know
P.

S.— Saturday

to

the station,

M.

P.

Gee, Peggy, I 'm

protins

Well, Dick finally took

Now, here's the big news.

have been chosen to represent the school in a big track
meet to be held at Georgetown tomorrow. Just myself
and Dick are going. The school generally sends more
men, but they feel that 1 can take care of the job. I can
I

track

and vitalmen than the ordinary
me from under cover and
so-called
stars here, and I
the
several
of
with
raced me
sick.
The
students just
look
guess I didn't make them
wild
over me
sat up and took notice, and, in fact, went
they carried me off the track on their shoulders and
so

;

just crazy about

necessary, because, as Dick says,

many more

still

my

on my making a speech. Several times since I
have had to address nearly the whole student body,
telling them about myself.
And maybe I don't put it
over as the Public Speaking Prof says, a man must be
insisted

all in.

and

all

songs and cheers to see

This morning, we went

down

the students were there with

me

off.

Just as the train pulled

up with a telegram saying they would
me run on account of being a Professional. Can

in a fellow rushed

not

let

you beat

it ?

R.
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"VISION"
HE
T'^^^l

success that attended the recent presenta-

tion of the

new

Vision and written by a

^^^1
iHsuaiil

John

faculty, Rev.

mystery play entitled

historical

member

ceeded the expectations of

For the

of the college

P. Burns, 0.

many

S.

A.,

ex-

at Villanova.

time in the history of Villanova, a play has
been presented for seven successive performances, each
first

time to audiences that

The first
performance was attended by over seven hundred nuns
from Philadelphia and vicinity. One of the matinees
brought some hundreds of the girls from nearby boarding schools, some sending fifty, and one, even a hundred
students. For the other performances the audience was
most appreciative, and each evening brought increasingfilled

the auditorium.

ly large numbers, in spite of severe rains

The

on one occa-

numbers with each
night is one indication of the favor with which the play
was received. Another is the rapidity with which the
five hundred copies of the script of the play were sold
out. All were gone before the last evening, and at that
sion.

fact of the increasing

time orders for additional copies were taken.

From

all

quarters have come requests, since the last performance,
for I'epetitions in the near future.

poned, however, and

it is

This has been post-

probable that the play will not

be again shown until next year.

A yearly tradition,

it is

hoped, has been begun, and some there are who look

forward even to a reputation for Vision that will extend
beyond Villanova and Philadelphia, and that will
in time bring throngs from many distant places.

to far

What

others think of the play

silent yet eloquent

comment

may

be read in the

that was bespoken by the

crowds that came long distances to see it. Some few of
the spectators have given much positive praise to the

The Catholic newspaper of Philadelphia,
and Times, writes as follows: "A

production.

the Catholic Standard

healthy sign of the times, a noted critic points out, is the
revival of mystical and classical plays, inevitably the reaction to the materialistic offerings with which the stage

has been cheapened for the last six years.
*

These revivals are due in no small measure to Cathand colleges, and one of the outstanding
contributions to modern dramaturgy is Vision, which
students of Villanova College enacted four evenings last
'

schools

olic

week

in the auditorium of the college.

'The play

>

\

and intensely Catholic it shows that the ways of Gcd are inscrutable and it
illustrates the reconciliatory power of Faith; the Faith
that is written across the pages of mysticism and is read
is

intensely gripping

;

;

only with the eyes of the soul.

•'A local

priest, a professor at

Villanova College, the

Rev. John F. Burns, 0. S. A.,

is

the author of the play.

No

as

regards the dramatic

criticism could be

made

unities, the staging, or the selection of the cast.

not to be wondered

at, therefore,

that

its

It is

presentation

crowded the auditorium at each performance, and hundreds were unable to gain admission.

"New

Testament characters are found in the play,
other things, the perfidious Judas stands
out as a character study almost appalling in its intensity; there are Dismas, the good thief, and his blind
sister Esther, and Malchus, their father, whose acting
and,

among

remembered." Indeed, there were not a
Kenneth Cook, who played the
imported
and professional talent.
IMalchus,
was
of
part
in
turn
played
the lead in the only
girls
who
The two
will long be

few who

insisted that

female part were justly praised for inspiring interpre-
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and unusual

They were Miss Josephine

acting.

A. Burella and Miss

Mae

D. Dougherty, both of Phila-

delphia.

necked contention of Malchus is obviously the 'struggle
between the human will and destiny in the shape
external

of

From Lawrence,

Massachusetts, also have come

expressions of appreciation for the play.

It

many

was in Law-

rence, that the initial performances were given, during

11

Vi.sion,

forces.

Secondly,

'

namely an expose of the

the

purpose

titanic

of

struggle

of

Jewish intelligentzia against the Omnipotence of
the Nazarene, and the suggested corresponding opposithe

tion of the world today

Holy Week of the past Lenten season. Miss Marie
Vaughan writes as follows in the Lawrence Telegram:
The tragic drama is based on an intense struggle between the human will and destiny in the shape of external forces, or between the will and some contending

is carried out to an interesting
Although one is denied the pleasure, the veil
lifted from the eyes of the lovely Jewish maiden, Esther,
who moves through the play like a strain of sweetest

force within the

that higher vision that has already blessed Esther is
granted to other characters in the drama who have actu-

'

'

'

branch of

art,

so.ul.

'

Strictly speaking, this particular

namely the tragic drama, cannot end hap-

pily in the ordinary sense of the word, but correctly to

carry out th epurpose for which

way

should end in such a

it

was originated,

it

as completely to satisfy one's

concepiion of justice in regard to the issue involved,

and

him thoroughly thereby with a renewed
and the providence of God.

to impress

faith in the sanity of life

"A

resume of the merits or defects of Vision,

lately

presented to Lawrence audiences by the Rev. John F.

Burns, O.

S. A.,

must necessarily be determined by com-

parison with the above as a standard.

An

attempt to do
so on any other grounds would be presumptuous.
In
the first place, the dramatic theme created by Father

Burns complies accurately and forcibly with the definition of the drama and its basic principles.
The stiff-

climax.

music, one's sense of justice is completely satisfied, for

ally struggled against the light.

"Generally speaking. Vision, as presented in Lawrence during Holy "Week could not
sage.

Renewed

faith in,

and added

fail to

impress

are the natural result of the fervor of Esther

powerful strength of grace
the character of Malchus.

is

its

the gently

;

vividly demonstrated in

A striking

contrast

is

formed

between the faith of Esther and the despair of Judas.
**To say that Father Burns' play has no place in

modern dramaturgy may be

correct in so far as one

classic

drama from which modem dramaturgy has

cidedly degenerated."

WHITE WITCHES
And

tortured

men with

men
pain.

Their beauty passed beyond men's ken

And made his dreaming vain.
They broke the poet's golden pen
And

brutalized the swain.

Make beauty seem more fair,
But love 's the song each white witch

sings,

All set the selfsame snare.
Yet,

men

That

made

are

still

of such strange stuff

they dream and long,

And
They took youth 's all too- willing hand
And led him to a shrine
Far in an obscure twilit land.
They brewed an anodyne.
He drank it at their soft command

And

revelled with the swine.

trust, beyond this day's rebuff.
She waits to right their wrong,
And look with kindly eyes enough

On

her who broke their song.

Perhaps there is, beyond all life,
A woman most divine,
Whom men thought they saw in their wife
In days of auld lang syne,

The man has looked with tired eyes
At one who passed his way.
And thought he saw his paradise
Bright as a dawn in May,
He won her and the evening skies
"Were scarred with grimy grey.

Who

Some moved within

Perhaps, that's

—

And

the courts of kings

queenly lord

"While others

it

there,

by the meadow springs

may

safely say that Vision takes its place in the ranks of the

M l^^f >^H»( »4H»< tm

Forever they have followed

mes-

love for the Crucified,

gives the gall of bitter strife.

And

afterwards, love's wine.

when men are old.
They dream of sweet days flown,
When she who is no longer gold
With golden glamour shone,
Perhaps^ that's why,

Why

love's not quite cold,

Nor quite a painted

stone,

—LIAM

MOR.

de-
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"VISION
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till'

hy
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prodnelion.
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healthy
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re\i\al of ni\'stical

<niil

of the times,

siuii

news|iaper of

("atholie

'I'he

the ('(ilhahc Sluiidard

IMiiladclpliia,

'linns, writes as follows;

"A

noted

the

a

ci-itie

points out.

is
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\\r\

raclllty.

rct'd"
V\)V \\\r
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tiipr

lifst
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liiiit'

I
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and
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(
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\'
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I'\
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1()
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l!ii'

I
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.
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|

a

.
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first
iiiiiis
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some l;iindi'e(U of the uii'k from nearhy hoardiiii; schools, some scndiiiL;' lifl\'. and one. e\cn a liiiiidred
studciiK.
h'or till' other |)erformances the audience was
most appreciative, and each excninL! Iiroiiuht iiicrcasiiiu'lii'iiiiulit

ly

lariic

niimhcrs.

The

sion.
iiiuht

fact

the

i-ccci\ed.

!i\c

hllllillcd

.\iiothi'r

is

rjiiiis

t'a\()r

copies of the script of

which the

pla.N

wei-c sold

All \\ere uolle hefofe the last cNcliini;.

tiiUi-n.

ipiarter^ ha\i' '-omc i-ecpiests. since the last
I'or

repetitions

])oiii'd.

shown

forwar*! e\en to

in

time

hriiiL:

it

is

prohahle

l-'roin

reputation for

\'illaiio\a
throiiiis

and

I

Vi.<inii

lia\e

it

is

Miiladi'l pliia,

and

that

will

milcli

positise

and

coiilrihut ions

Week

modern dramaturuy

to

pla\'

shows

it

;

thai

wit h

111'

t

the

unities,

not

i

t

he ways of

to

t

( i(

d are insci'iitahle

|)ati-es

of

professor

a

could

(

).

S.

.\.

made

he

staiiiiiLi.

at.

to

and. aiiionu' other
as

t

\'illano\'a

at
is

sistei

read

is

('ollei;'!',

the author of the

reuards

as

lient'ore.

tli;it

the

pl;i\'.

dr;ima1ie

the

It

is

presentation

its

each pert'ormanee, and hun-

at

uain admission.

the

thiiics,

perlidioiis

almost

chariicter study

a

and

of mysticism

it

l-'aith

or the selection of the cast.

he auditorium

were iinahle

>•

last

and

:

the

l-'aitli;

" .\ew Testament chara<-ters arc found

teiisit

which

eyes of the soul.

wondered

Ix

crowded
dr. '(js

oiitstandinji'

Msioti,

is

enacted four e\eniims

power

eeoiieilialory

Ihiriis.

I*'.

criticism

.\o

it

priest,

local

.lolin

.

'oIleLt'e

written across the

is

'A
l»e\

(

('atli-

intensely <^rippin^- and intensely ('alho-

is

111

illustrates the

onl\'

no small measure \u

the aiiditorinm of the eolleu-e.

in

''!'li<

lic

six years.

l;ist

in

and one of the

colleges,

students of \'illano\a

(lilt

that will extend

offerings with wliieli thestaue

ic

re\i\als are diic

scIk.oIs

olie

loolc

from maii\' distant plaees.

!^i\(ll

"These

the pl;iy will not

What others think of the |>lay may he riad
silent y-t cloipient comment that was hespokeii
Some
(•ro\\d> that came hum' distances to see it.
the spectators

posl-

lieeii

A yearly tradition,
heuun. and some there are who

a

all

perforinanee,

This has
th.it

that

at

until iie\t year.

has heeii

to t'ar hcyoiid

the neai' I'ntiire.

and

howe\-er,

he aiiain

Imped,

in

and

classical plays, ine\ital)ly the re-

has heeii cheapened for the

jilay

tlic

with

tile

lime orders for additional copies were

each

with

with which

rapidity

the

on duc occa-

iniiiihers

inci'casiiiL;'

oijc indi<'atioii of the

is

was
out.

spite of severe

in

ol'

and

action to the materialist

cadi

Tlic

liiiiidrcd

of

<>iic

play

iici s,

auditdi'iiiiii.

hy n\ry sc\cti

t'\-

\'illaii()\a.

at

i\a

la IK

I

S.

).

the play,

in

-ludas stiinds
in

a|)|)allin,c'

its

in-

there arc Disnias. the uood thief, and his hiind

.

i',stlier,

and .Malchus. their fjither, whose acting'
Indeed, there were not
rememhcred.
"

in

the

h\

the

tc^\

praise to

ol

the

will

lone

he

few

who

insisted

part

of

.\lalcliii-.

The two
I'eiiiale

cirls

part

<i

"

(

'ook,

who

plax'ed

was imported and professional

will*

were

Kenneth

that

III

turn

.justly

I'or

taleiil.

in

the only

iiispirinc'

interprc-

played the lead

pi'Jiised

the

THE
find uiiiisiial

tiition

A.

were Miss

'IMh'v

{ictiii*;.

Miss Mtic

Mild

liiirclhi

Doiijilicrty,

I).
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.loscpliiiic

liotli

of I'hihi-

d('l|)hi;i.

MassHclmsctts. also Iwivc

L.'iwi'cncc,

expressions of tipprcciation for the play.

petd'onnanees wej'c

i-enee, tliat the initial

Holy W(ek of the

drama

1we(Mi

llie

ternal

foi'ees, oi-

luiinan

based on

is

will

])ily

Lawfenee Trh

should end

in

such

faith in

th«'

a

sanity of

drama, cannot end

tra<;ic

way
in

on any

tlio

first

was

(wiij^inated.

re«ra rd

of

it

the issue involved,

to

a renewed
and the providence of (Jod.
\'isioii,
K*e\'.

must necessarily he determined

lately

-lolin
l)y

An attempt

standard.

a

K.

tile

world today

tion of the

one

Althoiiu'li

carried out to an intei'cst

is

denied the pleasure, the

is

who

iiiox'cs

the play like

tln'ouji'li

And

yi"ante(l to

men with

ayainst

saj?(\

Week

Ilol,v

Renewed

that

sa.v

safel,v

say that

classic

drama

is

Law-

may

(les|>air

in

its

^^eiitly

is

ol"

And made

-ludas.

has no place in
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I'ar
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which modern dramat ui'<iy has de-

fi'om

.Make l»eaUt.V seeni
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All

t

he
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llofe

fail'.

ach white witch

I

sink's.

the selfsame snare.

set

])en

ti'olden

men

Vet.

That

brutalized the swain.

And
They took youth's all too-willini: hand
And le(| him to a shrine
Far in an obscure wilit land.
The\- brewed an anodyne,
11(> drank it at
beii- soft command

made

ai'e

still

trust,

they

of sUch

this

)n her w

ho bi'oke

t

stuff

loui;'.

day's

rebiiff.

their w

riiiht

.\nd look with kindly eyes
(
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and
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beyond

waits to

Slit

roiii:.
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heir sone-.

t

t

And

re\('lle(l

w

it li

t

he sw inc.

Perhaps

1

The man has looked with
At one w!io passed

And

thou^'ht he saw

Ui'iuht

daw u
and the

He won herWere scai'red
Some

in

way.

<|Ueenly lord

ni'ey.

e-|«iiny

olliers

by the

it

beyond

Who

11

days

thoiieht they saw in their wife
(if

ei\es the

And

a

life,

all

di\iiH'.

auld
iiall

lane'

syne.

of lijtter strife.

ftei'wards. lo\ e"s w

I'erhap- that's why.

.May.

evening' skies

with

is.

iiie.

paradise

iiio\ed within the courts of kinj.;s

And
While

his

lli^

as a

tired eye^

thcT'e

A woman most

Whom men

there.

meadow

spriiii^s

They

when men

di'cani of sweet

da.x's

ai'e old.

Mown.

AVhen she who is no loiie'er uold
With eolden irlamoiir shone.
Tei'liap

Nor

'

t

may

place in the ranks of the

his (lreamin<i- vain.

They broke the poet's

And

iiicirs

in

formed

cidedlv dejicnei'atcd."

lo\'e"s

mes-

('rucitied.

strikine' contrast

coi'i<'ct

takes

its

demonsti'atcd

l>urns' i)lay

be

in

impress

of Estliei"; the

\i\i(lly

and the

I'^stlier

\'lsioii

presented

fail to

fer\'oi-

A

l^'atber

draiiiatui"<.iy

is

actu-

as

\'isi(>n,

the charactei' of .Malcliiis.

"To

foi-

l^^^sther

drama who have

could not

powerful strength of urace

between the faith of

lOstlici-.

li<>'lit.

of the

i-esult

blessed

and added love for the

faith in.

are the natural

the

in

the

'(renerall.v s|)eakin^'.

rence durinji"

l)Ut

i)ain.

Their Ixanty jtassed beyond

injz'

veil

completely satislied,

is

has already

that

other characters

ally struji'^led

modern

In

vision

hiji'her

men

they ba\e followed
tortui'cd

of

of sweetest

strain

a

WHITE WITCHES
.l*'ol"evei'

of

Omnipotence

the

aj^ainst

from the eyes of the loxcly .lewish maiden.

lifted

do

theme ci-eated by h'athei'
and foi'cibly with the defiiiidrama and its basic |»rinciplos. The stitT-

place, the draiiuitic

ol'

the Xa/areni'. and the su<i<iested eorrespondinji' opposi-

comto

jrrounds would be presumptuous.

otliei

Hiirns complies accui'atel.v
tioii

liaj)-

the word, hut correctly to
it

shape

purpose

tlx-

:

as completely to satisfy one's

life

parison with th" above as
so

intelliyontzia

Strictly speaking', this particular

resume of the merits or defects of
present(Ml to Lawrence audiences hy the
S. A.,

.lewish

"st rujjfjjrie

the

in

expose of the titanic stru^'^lc
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that

"A
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f/rain
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destiny

Secondly.
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nanielv

]'ision,

<'limax.

him thoroujihly thei'chy with

to impress
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external

ob\i<)usly the

is

and

will

music, one's sense of justice

namely the

concepiion of justice

and

Marie

int<'nse stfuy^le he-

"aji

epurpose for whieli

tli

dni-in«r

Miss

human

the

and destiny in the shape of exwill and some eonlendin<>'

in the ordinai-y s(>nse (d"

carry out

Law-

in

between the

force within the soul.'
l)rancli of art,

was

(jriven.

season.

Lent(-n

pasi

Vawjrlinn wi'ites as follows in the
1ra«;ic

It

coiiic iiiciiiy

of .Malclius

coiitciiti')!!

between
of

From

'"The

necked

11

hat

"s

(|uite a

Why

love"s nut i|uite cold,

|)ainted stone.
-
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WHO'S WHO"

((

c^t ViUanova

THOMAS ROBERT SULLIVAN
EHOLD

the countenance of our noble

editor in -chief,

Bob

Sullivan,

of

Scranton,

under his efficient guidance that the "VILLANOVAN" has attained its present status we speak with pardonable pride and emerged from the
depths of obscurity. The increased size and inauguration of new departments are
also attributed to him.
Bob is possessed of a wealth of ideas, and also of the happy
knack of expressing them well a combination which makes him, a valuable acquisition to any
Pennsylvania.

It is

—

—

;

activity.

He

is

well represented in fraternity circles,

and has served

for the past year as President

of the Epsilon Phi Theta Fraternity, and was an active participant in

;;; >vl::;;'v" :'":.,:•..

:

He strummed
of the original six
tection.

We

inter-fraternity

In class functions he was a member of the Belle Air Ball and Junior

athletics.

mittees.

the

But

.;;;.\

v^;./'.v;

:.;•;:;:"; \' ;

;''.M;-"-

:•;;;..'"

:^.;x-'.^v;^

"'\'\:::

Prom com-

':

a wicked tenor banjo with the Villanova Syncopators, in fact, he was one

and was instrumental

in bringing

our orchestra

that's the insidious thing about tenor banjos,

someone

to its
is

present state of per-

always picking on them.

Bob is one of the finest men at Villanova (when he isn't talking
His time with us is rjpidly drawing to a close, but he will be always remembered as one who had r.t heart the best interests of his Alma Mater, and who did much to further
her renown.
are all agreed that

Studebakers).

And,

oh, yes!

we almost forgot— Bob was an

associate editor of the 1924 Belle Air.
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Editorials
T^'^^^HE

day

rapidly approaching wlien each and

is

every bne

us

*Gf

will gather his personal be-

^^^

longings into his grip and after shaking hands

ssSsal

all

around

will bid a smiling but at the

same

ways kicked them towards the

Alma

on this day
of parting that on looking back over the past year we
Mater.

It is

how much Villanova

begin to realize just

has given us

and the magnitude of the debt which we owe

many

her.

How

times during the course of the p ist year have

we

abused by those in charge of studies and
How many times have we inwardly revolted

felt ourselves

discipline?

down by those in authority ?
day we see these things in an alto-

against the regulations set

Yet on

this farewell

We

them not as weapons dithem as a huge grindstone against which our characters have been moulded
and sharpened.
gotiier different light.

rected against us, but

see

we now

see

In this respect we might compate Villanova to Car^
lyle when he was accused by his scholars of kicking them
about as a ball on the football

The great master

field.

replied that while he admitted the truth of the statement

that he kicked
field,

yet he

liis

pupils about as a ball on the football

would have them bear

in

mind

that he al-

Very

little reflec-

moral of this reply
peculiar adaptability to ourselves in our relations

and

its

to the College authorities.

,

The completion of the scholastic year means more to

time a reluctant au levoir to Villanova, the
school of our heart, our

goal.

tion will be necessary to realize the

any member of any other
is now a tried and tested
class excepting the Senior.
son of Villanova. His days of abasement are over and
Commencement Day finds him congratulating himself on

the

Freshman than perhaps

to

He

his ability to persevere in the face of bitter odds.

new

feels the distinction of his

mined to execute successfully
coming Freshmen,

position

and

is

He

deter-

his responsibility to the inr

The Sophomores are conscious that they are now
upper classmen and must begin assuming a more serious
attitude towards their college

life.

rather alarming depletion of their
faltered

They also feel the
numbers who have

by the way and with their diplomas
more attention to their

sight begin paying

at last in

scholastic

pursuits.

The Junior has now arrived at his Seniority. He has
made the final turn and is on the last lap of his
college career.
The coming year will find him at the
helm of student activities and will demonstrate his abil-

just
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and he feels his responsibility of setting
an example for those beneath him.
To the Senior, the day of parting marks the begin-

ity as a leader

ning of a new stage in his relations to his Alma Mater.
On this day he comes forth with all the glory of the
moth from the cocoon, a finished product in all its per-

He now belongs to the order of the Alumni,
who have received the full benefit of their Alma
Mater, and who are charged with the duty of acting as
fection.

those

and

emissaries

may, by

fate,

of her glory wherever they

reflectors

be thrown.

It is the Senior,

only, who can fully and completely realize all that Villanova means to him, can appreciate all that it has done
for him, and he can be entirely aware of his great obli-

gation to her.

Therefore when this day of parting, commencement
day, does arrive, let us each take leave with nothing but
kindly thoughts towards our Alma Mater and those
connected with her. Let us forget her faults as we forget our own, but let us inscribe in our hearts her virtues
with sentiments of love and memory.

and the Senior

T. R. S.

AD ASTRA
t(

'A Jwuse Mvided agmnst

The third
to

make up

sion as

its

must

itself

Iff

factor in the inseparable trinity that goes

college spirit is progress.

aim any movement

Without progres-

will fail.

When

chief offense is playing Politics.

fall'

There should be

the proper spirit Politics

game

in the

world

will

is

a sporting

decay

if

indulged in with

game but

Nothing more need be said here but several of the

a definite trend to better things in every worth-while

em.bryo ''bosses" should realize that the

movement.

the victory

are

Every

all alike in

college intends to progress

that respect.

But

it is

.... they

colleges consider that a large student

progress.

to advance but progress to her

the

body shows

Villanova wants

means something more

than a new group of buildings or a bower of shade trees
the campus. Her idea is not to have the largest

of

of the group
aside

is

ducked, the story loses

life.

Villanova cannot attain this ideal without the coen-

deavor made by the college or they can render her task
It is not

easier.

attempt to be plaster

meant that Villanova men should

saints,

nor

is it

intended that they

should carry vest pocket editions of the classics with

them

at all

times.

The litany of

is

saints will not be

its flavor.

We

let

Such diversions as water dumping and potato throwing
properly belong to the realm of the grade school and
have no place in a college. Grow up and realize that you
are a student of Villanova

house

is

a

and that the

memory along with

little

Actions like these would lead the beholder to believe
that the perpetrators spent most of their spare time

playing soldiers and listening to bedtime stories.
It is unfortunate that incidents such as these should
have to be dealt with in a college magazine. Sensible
opinion in the student body

is

against

vidual remonstrance seems to have

Students who indulge in these playful

little

But

instead of advancing.

strive to catch a glimpse,

that

it

if

it

cannot be cleaned there

it

is

better

be brought out on the porch and be given a good

scrubbing.

The neighbors may

gossip, but the clothes

will be clean.

There are several things that are done by Villanova

men

pranks are

They

are de-

and are retrogressing

They are not the type of men
and they are a thorn in the

that Villanova produces

Villanova ideal.

Soiled linen should be washed in the privacy of the

laundry, but

them but indior no effect.

little

feating the purpose of the college

fleeting, of the

red school

the first pair of skates.

Villanova and Dante need not fear for his olive wreath.

meant that they should

one

us look at the thing from another

against the best interests of the college.

it is

if

Leaving

are supposed to be college men, not children.

greatly swelled by recruits from the student body of

however

with the

hit

any economic reason for the discontinuance of the

angle.

much

man

for a group gathered safely under the trees, but

''shower bath,"

They can defeat every

the

is cruelty.
A deluge of water from the upper
upon some unfortunate provides great amusement

have an institution equipped
to carry on the work which she has been doing since 1842.
This work is to train youth for life. Not in the mercenary sense of equipping them with technical knowledge
that will enable them to accumulate a fortune but in the
sense that they leave Villanova with a little better uncollege in the world but to

operation of her students.

thing.

humour

floors

upon

derstanding of the finer things in

main

local

game and not

custard pie, which only tends to prove that the essence

Beautiful buildings and a shady campus rep-

resent progress to other institutions.

is

The world laughs when

in the idea as to

what constitutes progress that the difference comes.

Some

the best

the rules are corrupted.

that are defeating the spirit of progress

and the

side of the college,

Do

Villanova

is

working for an

ideal.

not be an obstacle in her path but try to help her

Villanova 's ideal is not to graduate
realize her aim.
money-grubbers but to have it said, when an intelligent,
respected, upright person is spoken of, "He is a Villa-

nova man.'
K. C.

'26.

THE VILLANOVAN
COMMEirCEMENT
The

their conception of the true purpose of their earthly

arrival of the glad springtime is a source of joy

most of us, bringing as it does the promise of a brief
cessation from our labors but to the Class of Nineteen
Twenty- four it brings a tinge of sincere regret. For to
them the bright Herald of the Summer conveys the mesto

;

sage that their glorious days of college
that they

must bid farewell

They go

forth,

men

are over and

life

to their beloved Aliiia Mater.

of Villanova, carrying her un-

blemished standard into the varied

fields of

modern

life,

there to strive with all the ardor of their youthful spirits
for success

and happiness.

Yes, for success, but not

success as this materialistic age measures

it.

Theirs

is

and nobler ambition. For they have learned that
there are treasures more precious— far more precious
than gold that there are things whose possession is more
a finer

;

sought for than the material gain that perishes.
Whatever may be their chosen field, it will be but the
to be

external expression of their true mission
of their lives to the service of God,

man.

That they

world's goods

is

may

—the dedication

Country and Fellow-

be blessed with a sufficiency of the

our sincere hope, but

if

the pursuit of

wealth should ever blind them to the ideals inculcated
in

them within these

15

sojourn.

But they

gentlemen.

Graduates of Twenty-four, your fellow-students—
who have known you and loved you, of whose lives
extend to you their
yoii have become an integral part
those

—

heartiest congratulations

and most

sincere good wishes.

your companionship
and the guidance of your counsels, but they rejoice in
the honors you have won and feel confident of the success
you will achieve. Commencement may deprive them of
yoiir presence, but it can never deprive them of the
treasure of your friendship. This will they cherish as
In a measure, they regret the

loss of

the succeeding years strengthen the bonds of the fra-

ternalism born in undergraduate days.
loyal to Villanova, ever true to the
IMater.

And now we

May you

name

be ever

of your

bid you a fond farewell.

Alma

May God

speed you on your journey!

then they have failed in

walls,

Villanova has tried

will not fail.

them and the trial has not found them wanting. Equipped with an abundance of lore and erudition and, above
all, with morality and nobility of character, they will
labor earnestly that they one day take their places in
the world, serviceable, loyal citizens, and true Christian

J.

W.

P.,

'26.

D
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

D

URING

the

ond degree

first

meeting of April, 1924, Villanova Council, 2288, exemplified the secembryonic Knights. After the meeting the candidates were

to thirty

afforded a pleasing entertaniment.

On Thursday evening, May 15, the members turned out a hundred stong. It
was the last meeting for many of the older members who are about to receive their
sheepskins from Alma Mater.
Election of officers for the school term of 1924-25 was held, and as the organization wished to
have capable men at the helm, the following officers were elected to pilot the Council through
the coming year Grand Knight, Philip Holland Deputy Grand Knight, George D. Casey
Chancellor, Thomas J. FitzGerald; Recorder, Jos. L. Hughes; Financial Secretary, Anthony C.
Fina; Treasurer, James H. Griffin; Advocate, Edward J. McDermott; Warden, Daniel Phelan; Inside Guard, James Kane; Outside Guard, John J. Jones; Trustee, John Cahill.
During the meeting, Brothers Loughlin and FitzGerald, who were selected ot represent
Villanova Council at the State Convention during the second week of May, gave a detailed
report of the business transacted. Brother Loughlin had the pleasure of announcing to the
members the fact that Brother FitzGerald had been chosen as State Delegate to the National
Convention, which will be held in New York City in the fall.
This appointment will not only mean a great deal to Villanova Council, but also shows
the esteem in which the Council is held. Much of this success comes from the untiring part
played by Past Grand Knight Matthew A. Lynch and Financial Secretary Walter A. Riordan
Preparations are now under way for the exemplification of the
at the last State Convention.
Third Degree, which will be held on June 1st. It is expected that approximately fifty candidates will be initiated into the Third Degree.
:

;

The exemplification will be in charge of the Philadelphia Degree Team. Invitations have
been extended to the Supreme Knight, James A. Flaherty, and the District Deputies and
Grand Knights and Brothers in the vicinity.^^^^^^^v^^-^ ;^^^^^-^\^^^^;;^^^^^^; ^
'

:

D

d
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American Students

Papal Delegate Visits Villanova

The College recently entertained a distinguished visitor in the person of Archbishop Fumasoni Biondi, the
Apostolic delegate to America. In company of His Eminence Cardinal Dougherty, the Delegate was met by the
student body and the college band. The Delegate, who is
no stranger to the Augustinians, having been Cardinal
Martinelli's Secretary, in a speech of appreciation ex-

pressed his pleasure in being able to visit Villanova and
praised the work of the Augustinian Fathers.

Before

his departure he requested the Authorities to grant a

holiday on the occasion of his

It is needless to

visit.

say

that the request of his Grace was received with a grea,t
deal of applause.

The Paris

rolled at the University of Paris and 1,348 at other
Parisian institutions of learning; there are 46 Ameri-

now applying for the doctorate at French
American students at French provincial
number 434, and 791 students are engaged

can candidates
universities;

universities

in independent study or research.

Students going over
study will find their progress facilitated by
inquiry at the above address. The London office of the
Union is at 50 Russell Square, W. C. I., where similar
to

France

to

may

Professor C.

May

13th,

the

College

musical

Alumni Hall. The hall
and white effect. Durband under the direction

clubs held a delightful dance in

was tastefully decorated

in a blue

ing the intermission the college
of

Edward Amato,

organization

is

rendered a few selections. This
daily improving and has at last become

The organizers and members
upon their success and they can
be assured that the entire student body will assist them
a factor at Villanova.

way

be obtained and Reader's tickets for

nia,

Museum Library

has been invited

to serve as

Director of the British

Division for the academic year 1924-25, and Professor
H. C. Lancaster, of Johns Hopkins University, as Director of the Continental Division.

possible.

Club

^'^•/'y.f^.-{-''--';y'-^y:::"

Encouraged by

Now

a Reality

their recent success in the rendition

of the music for the Passion Play, the

formed the chorus organized the

first

It

a

Catholic and

.'nova College.

Roman

Catholic Club

Dance

appears that the day students have of late taken

little interest in

members that

Glee Club of Villa-

The Club has been most fortunate

West

applied for.

M. Gayley, of the University of Califor-

'27,

are to be congratulated

in every

the American University Union at
Germain reports that during the aca-

St.

demic year now closing there were over three thousand
American students in France, 429 of whom were en-

information

Tuesday evening,

Europe

office of

173 Boulevard

research in the British

Musical Club Dance

in

the betterment of Villanova.

Recently

in securing as

musical director Rev. William V. Donavan, 0. S. A. The
members have pledged their entire support to the Pageant to be given on June 7th at Polo Grounds in Bryn

Mawr, for the benefit of
The charter members

the

Bryn Mawr Hospital.
Andrea F. Halphen, Pres-

two Villanova clubs of
Catholic
High School graduand
Roman
"West Catholic
for
purpose
of holding a
the
ates combined their efforts
dance, the primary motive of which was to advertise

ident; Joseph Farrell, Vice-President; Arthur Farren,

Villanova should be better known in Phila-

Paul Hinchey, Thomas McLaughlin, Vincent Micari,
Cornelius Ryan and Patrick Whelan.

in the Bellevue-Stratford the

Villanova.
delphia,

and

it is

plish this work.

the day students

Such

who can

best accom-

Secretary; Francis Corcoran, Treasurer; Arthur Daly,

dance promote

affairs as the recent

are

IRvLsineas

Adminatration School

the true Villanova spirit and serve as a means to arouse
the feeling that they

all

should possess.

The Villanovan

In accordance with the intention

to

supplement

congratulates the respective clubs on the steps they have

theory with practice, the School of Business Administra^

Philadelphia Cath-

tion has conducted tours in Philadelphia for the past

taken and trust through their
olic

efforts

students will seek knowledge at their

own

door.

few months.

Through the Villanovan the department

TH^
_wishes to express

its

thanks to those executives who

ceived us so cordially.

was made to
tual.

V ILLANOVAN

In

all

re-

instances the visiting class

feel that the pleasure of the trips

was mu-

Questions from students were gladly answered

and important information given without

stint.

In the

sequence of visiting the firms are mentioned below:

"The Curtis PublishCompany," "The Baldwin Locomotive Works,"
"The Bell Telephone Company," "The Evening Bulle''Philadelphia Stock Exchange,"

ing

tin."

Hugh

V.

McGeehan

ton. Mrs.

Hugh

V. McGeehan

is

a graduate nurse of Uni-

and saw considerable war service

and, since the Armistice, has been connected with a

Veterans' Bureau in

New York

War

We

have not seen
Hughie since, hence it is necessary for us to extend our
congratulations in this rather impersonal manner.
City.

ganization of the

Composed

We

around which the plays will be built.
a meeting this month it was decided that no new
members will be taken in until next year, when anyone

At

in the

undergraduate

life of

ViUanova.

Freshman Glass

At a

recent meeting of the

Freshmen class officers
They are: Andre

for the coming year were elected.

Halphen, President; Matthew Oberholzer, Vice-Presi
dent; Paul Tailor, Treasurer; Charles Marotte, Secretary.
Plans are under way for the reception of the in
coming Freshmen class next year. The ViUanova Freshmen Bible wiU make its appearance for the first time.
This will be in the form of a small book containing

all

is

drama

at

men.

of the cast of this year's production of

was founded.

The ViUanovan wishes success to the infant organization
and feels sure that it will grow to be a powerful factor

purpose

refer to the or-

ViUanova Players.

Vision, a dramatic society

the nucleus

ViUanova and Villanovans.
comes here anxious to obey the rules, but in years past
the only method of learning rules was by blundering into
the hands of the Vigilants and learning by cruel experience of the rules broken. Under the new plan the Freshman will be forewarned, and forewarned is forearmed,
and the information contained will be to the mutual
advantage of both the Freshmen and the upper class-

activity

ideal of the well-rounded student.

another play in the faU. Vision has been a revelation
and has opened the eyes of the college to the latent dramatic talent that is here. The ViUanova Players will be

newcomer concerning
The average Freshman

was started this month at ViUanova,
something for which there has been great need at the
College and which will help the College to realize her

new

It is

main one of which

the information necessary to the

The ViUanova Players

A

intended to produce two plays every
will be the annual presentation of Vision. Vision will be given in the
spring of
the year. In addition to this it is intended
to produce

year, the

with histrionic talent will be eligible for membership.

While the baseball season has been rather a disappointment, yet we never dreamed that it was having such
an effect on the Assistant Coach, Hughey McGeehan. The
Lehigh game capped the climax, a game we should have
easily won, but insisted on throwing away. Hughey had
reached his limit, so he took himself to New York and
'Gara, of Hazletook to himself a bride. Miss Margaret
versity of Pennsylvania,

ViUanova.
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Its

to foster the production of a higher type of
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The Villanova Glub of Philadelphia held

its

monthly-

HoweVer, we must excuse him, on the

his graduation.

dinner at the Sylvania Hotel on the evening cf April

score that he has been extremely busy as City Engineer

Again a large and very enthusiastic gathering
was on hand. There isn 't any doubt that this club means
Each meeting is bigger and better than the
business.
one preceding. Stoney McLinn, Sports Editor of the
Evening Ledger, gave a very interesting talk and has
been kind enough since to give several paragraphs in his
paper on the doings of the Club and its members. Frank
Bruggy, catcher of the Athletics, entertained with sevThe next
eral very amusing stories of his experiences.
meeting will be held on May 29th. The members of the
Club are also to be congratulated on the whole-hearted
encouragement they accorded Father Burns' play.
Vision.
Practically the entire Club was present on
Thursday evening, May 1st.

of Clearfield, Pa.

24th.

Knowing what has been accomplished in Philadelphia and New York, the Villanova men of Lawrence have
was to entertain
Arrangements have already been made with the Lawrence Club of Villanova
William Crawto run a combined dance this summer.
ford is President, Joe Ford Vice-President and Robert
Evans Secretary of the newly formed organization.
Their

likewise organized.

first

effort

the cast of Vision at a banquet.

The Rev. E. G. Dohan, 0. S. A., President of Villanova from 1910-1917, is celebrating his silver jubilee to
the Priesthood on May 29th at Staten Island. The Villanovan extends its most sincere congratulations to Father
Dohan.

: "/^'/^'^^\'-'' ^'v-v- -'-^

:-'^^^

John White,

the recent State Convention,

Tom

elect
:

of the

Mack Truck Com-

by

his strenuous efforts to

Fitzgerald as National Delegate to K. of C,

Convention.

Tom McCarthy,

Leo Brennan, Joe Coan,

Charles

Callanan constituted the cheering section of the Villa-

nova B. C. game held in Boston.
Jack Ryan, former baseball and basketball star, is
oh ''Sports Staff" of the Evening Bulletin. Jack's timeby hitting would have come in handy during the present
baseball season.

Charlie (Ducky) Chamers, quarterback on 1916 foot-

Penn Mutual

ball team, is with the

pany, at Harrisburg.

Com-

Life Insurance

Charlie, willing to try anything

once, is about to try to insure the

Alumni Association

for

the benefit of Villanova.

(Chicago)

<lVIlike

much he

Murphy

writes on to

enjoys the "Villanovan." Mike

fact that a future Villanova Star

Rev. John A. Howard, 0.
in charge of a

new

is

tell

us

happy

how

in the

was recently born.
appointed

S. A., recently

school to be established in Ojai Val-

has come East to help celebrate Father
Golden Jubilee. Dr. Howard is very enthusi-

ley, California,

'Reilly
astic

.

Manager

'09,

pany, in Harrisburg, showed his loyalty to Villanova, at

's

about the possibilities for the new school.

Edward

T.

Wade, of Chicago, who graduated from

Whelan, of Brooklyn, dropped in
for one of his hurried visits. Father John was prevented
from seing Vision by sickness. However, he heard such
splendid reports that he is going to have the Villanova

Wade was also a graduate from the Law School of CathMr. Wade in 1903 delivered the address
olic University.

Players present Vision in his parish next Lent.

to our graduating class

The Rev. John

I.

Villanova in 1896, died of heart trouble on

May

3rd.

]\Ir.

and on the same occasion received
The deceased held

the honorary degree Master of Arts.

John Malone, '15 Engineering, of Lancaster, called a
few days ago. John was one of the best track men
Villanova ever had. He tells us his brother Jim is City
Engineer of Lancaster.

Jim Lytle,
ment to receive

'10, is

expected at the next Commence-

his C. E.

Jim has not been back

since

many

positions of responsibility in the City of Chicago,

chief

among which was Judge

and afterwards Judge
was deeply interested

of the Mlunicipal

Court

Mr.

Wade

of the Superior Court.

in the welfare of Villanova

and

at all times evinced a willingness to lend a helping

hand.

R.

L

P.
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Holy

Villanova, 4;

Cross,

7

:;

BASEBALL TEAM
Harry

;

Griffith's pitching

nine scattering

Owen

Carroll's pitching in the seventh

and eighth

Burke and

VILLANOVA

Coach Jack Barry was forced to [)roduce his ace in
when the Varsity solved Burke and pushed over

the hole

to one

run and two

Carroll held Villanova

hits in three innings.

Holy Cross scored

first,

Ryan

:

:

/

;-^^

crossing the rubber on

a squeeze play in the third inning.

In the

fifth

Burke sent three more runs over by a

inning

was splendid, allowing only

while Villanova got nine hits ofp

Carroll,

innings enabled Holy Cross to defeat the Varsity by the
score of seven to four.

three runs in the sixth inning.

hits,

V;

Watson 2b
Movnihan ss

.31122
^-

^^-

^-

4

1

3

1

4

Cotter, 3b.

Connell,

''^^-

cf.

...................;............

4

triple to

Mascardi,

rf.

Connolly,

If

Villanova 's errors enabled the visitors to tally three

iiane, lb.

4

'Jacobs,

4

J'itcher

de'-p center.-

::':{ ^/,:'y:'

.^^y^^:-^^^

runs in the eighth.
ing.

Griffith singled.

Villanova rallied in the sixth inn-

Watson walked, JMoynihan came

through with a triple, scoring Griffith and Watson. He
scored a minute later on Cotter's single.
Villanova
scored one in the seventh.

*

c

p
^artnett

uriintiis,

4

^•

4

10
0130
12
2

..4

1

4

.1111
10
1

10

— — — — —
Total

35

4

9

27

15
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one
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dohn White,

the

pany,
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once,
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about the possibilities for the new school.
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California, has
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he enjoys
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of
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with the
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season.
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ball

the cast of

lord

as .National

( 1

doe Coan.

I'l'ennan.

baseball

tirst

I

dack l\yan. former baseball and baskitball

1st.
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on "Sports Staff" of the

play.
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HOLY CROSS
AB.
Gautreau, 2b.

5

Walsh, 3b.

5

Cote, ss

5

Freeman,

R.

1

5

1

Simendinger, cf

5

1

Riopel,

5

rf

If.

McEntee,

lb.

Ryari,c.

Burke,

...,.

p.

H.

5

1

4

2

2

1

1

Carroll, p.

Boston College Wins
Yillanova, April 24th

After playing a bang-up game against Holy Cross,
the Varsity lost to Boston College, 12 to

1,

in a

game

featured by the hard hitting of the Bostonians and
the listless fielding of the Villanovans.

The Hub City collegians hit the pitching of Chick
Header hard and scored five runs in the initial stanza,
not to score again until the sixth. Villanova staged a
rally in her half of the first, but could only push a single
tally over the rubber.

Crane, who relieved Header in

the sixth, pitched good ball, allowing three hits in three

innings.

VILLANOVA
R.

Watson, 2b
Hoynihan, ss

H.

A.

0.

2

Cotter, 3b

3

10

3

2

3

Connell, cf

Hascadri, rf

2

Connolly,

4

If

Kane, lb

2

2

1

10

9

4

Jacobs, c

Header, p
Crane, p
Total

E.

10

2

................:.....:.....:..........

1

6

27

2

1

9

2

BOSTON COLLEGE
R.

H.

0.

..............v.........

2

1

1

........;,........,......

2

2

2

................... ......v....

2

1

3

..3

1

12

Foley, ss
Phillips,

Wilson,

,.....,;....

rf
If.

Darling,

cf.

Whelan, lb

.............,.........;

Cronin, 3b
Finnegan, 2b

Ward,

c

1

2

Total

12
3

.....

HcCreehan, p

A.

13

0^^^^;
;

5

4

6

2

12

11

27

12
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Muhlenberg: Defeated, 6-1

May

3rd.

Villanova College defeated Muhlenberg College nine
at Villanova, 6-1.

Villanova got

scoring three runs in the

Harry

second.

Muhlenberg

came

Griffith

first

off to

an early

pitched stellar ball, allowing

Muhlenberg's only score

five scattered hits.

as a result of Villanova 's infield errors.

y

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

lead,

inning and two in the

.

Boston, 6

The Varsity opened their northern trip by losing to
Boston College, at Newton, Mass., May 8th, by the score
of 6

tot 3.

Boston started

off

with a bang and piled up six runs

The Varsity then tightened and held the Eagles scoreless for the last three innings.
The Varsity played faultless ball during the entire game, not a single error being committed.
Villanova staged a great rally in the ninth inning.
in the early innings of the game.

Two

passes for Meader, batting for Griffith

and Cotter

followed by Monihan's single and Connolly's double
scored three runs for Villanova in the final inning.

Ray Finnigan

at short for Boston

made

ing features on hot liners.

BOSTON COLLEGE
R.

R. Finnigan, ss

1

Philis, rf

Wilson,

1

If

Darling, cf

1

Whelan, lb

1

Cronin, 3b
Broslin, 2b

Ward, c
McCrennen,

1

1

p.

Total

6

VILLANOVA
R.

Watson, 2b
Hartnett,

1

ss.

Moynihan, 3b

1

Connolly,

1

If

Connell, cf
X\.CXxX<5a

J.U*

.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

'

V

Mascardi, rf
Jacobs, c
Griffin,

Total

p
3

H.

several field-

21
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VILLANOVA
Moynihaii,

21)

R.

H.

2

2

0.

Watson, 2b
AVatson, 2b

Hartnett,

2

2

12

2

Colter, ab

Cornell, cf

3

4

3

Connolly,

3

2

ss

If

Kane, lb
Mascaidri,, rf
eJacobs, e

Dyer,

1

1

12
110
12
8

9

c

Crane, p
Total

14

17

24

MANHATTAN COLLEGE
E.

Freda, 2b

McCann, 3b

H.

12

0.
5

2

A.
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NTB2
Joe Tuya sez

:

"If the Admiral rolled up his sleeves
Prof would throw him out tor

in a zoology exam, the

cribbing.

Purely Pro Tern

—"So yo don mortgaged our
Mose— "Jes temporarily, honey,
Lily

li'I

till

fo 'closed.

home?"

am

de mortgage

"—American Legion Weekly.

.'

'

'

Yes, there 's the poorhouse.

'

;

;

There 's something in this world besides money.
'

Clyde Younghorse, a young Indian suddenly oil-rich,
bought himself a $5,000,00 automobile and drove away.
Next day, relates "Everybody's," the salesman was confronted by Younghorse again.
The Indian was afoot,
walked with a limp, and bore various contusions and
This was his explanation:
bruises.
Drive out big car buy gallon moonshine take big
drink; step on gas. Trees and fences go by heap fast.
Pretty quick see big bridge coming down road. Turn
out to let bridge pass. Bang! Car gone! Gimjne an' *

Happy Thought
•

Indian and Car

'

—Boston Transcript.

other one."

Steve Himself

The Star Gazer
1st

Frosh

(dejectedly)—"Just

got

kicked

She — "Is Steven out for the wrestling
He— "No, he always acts that way.

out 'a

team?"

Night School."

Why
Frosh—"The Prof caught

2nd Frosh—'
1st

?

'

'

'

S

me

looking out 'a the

Minute

window during an astronomy exam."

Among

the few favored with complimentary tick-

ets for the

Heard Over the Radio

A

small colored boy while playing along the banks

Stone-Loughran contest were two young

men prominent

in the social circles of Villanova Col-

lege.

—

of the Mississipiji

was greatly terrified to see a headless
body floating downstream. A few minutes later the head
came floating down it was singing, "I Ain't Got Nobody."

Men

is

N. B. Be careful, gentlemen
still being offered for sale.

—the Brooklyn Bridge

—

Living Proof

Pre-Med
Oversightt or Neglect

was a sleepy

was about
and the Prof, was calling the roll
in a half-absent manner.
To each name some one
had answered "here" tmtil the name Smith was
called. Silence reigned supreme for a moment, only to
be broken by the Prof's voice.
;;
"My word! Hasn't Mr. Smith any friends here?^'
It

sort of a day, the class

a person to live

Prof

—

Prof "Prof,
without brains?"

to Biology

—"Sure

as

you

is it

possible for

live."

half the usual size

—Humbug.

Unique

—

The Lady "I wonder why the
this picture 'Home'?"
Critic

say."

—"Because

—London

artist

has called

;

there's

Opinion.

no place like

it,

I

should
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HENRY CAVZNDISH
1731-1810

English chemist and physicist,
of whom Biot said, "He was
the richest of the learned and
the most learned of the rich."
His last great achievement was
his famous experiment to determine the density of the earth.

He

first

made

water from gases
Henry Cavendish, an
aire recluse,

who

eccentric million-

devoted his

life

was

to re-

H

the discoverer of the
and
the O in H2O. In fact he first told the
Royal Society of the existence of
hydrogen.
search,

He
it

found what water was by making
and so became one of the

himself,

first of

the synthetic chemists.

Cavendish concluded that the atmosphere contained elements then unknown.
His conclusion has been
verified by the discovery of argon and
other gases.

In this age of electricity the General Electric
Company has blazed
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progress.
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It is
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SCRIMMAGE

A

N
in

old

man

the

was sitting
Pullman

close to seventy years

smoking

apartment

of

a

As he inhaled deeply the
was drawn, a young man of some
thirty summers entered.
He took his place
beside the old gentleman and soon a conversation bepuffing on a cigar.
curtain

gan, as

all

conversations do, on the fine weather.

"Great weather for football," said the younger
in

and

of

some peoples' minds these

football

'

>

necks."
His companion laughed as he replied, "Well, T
guess there are quite a few broken necks in football
but there is a little more in it than that. 1 know 1

many

from football that lias done me
gave up ])laying. If you could
only have seen the wonderful co-ordination that was
evidenced in the winners on Saturday last I think you
would change your tune."
"Well, maybe so, but ])erhaps I've learned a few
lessons from football myself."
"It was a real delight to Avatch them on Saturday.
Everything seemed to be so easy. There was nothing
ragged about their ])laying, each man did what he had
to do and seenu'd to he aware in every move he made
that his neighbor was doing his part.
Well, it simply
resulted this way, Notre Dame j:iuilked all over Princea lesson

a lot of good since

it

thoroughly?"

so

"Yes, Barnum was right."

As the train lurched and they came to a full stop
old man looked out the window and asked,
"What's the name of this place"!
"That is Princeton Junction."
"Oh! Is that where the University is located?"
"Just a few miles over."
"I see where they were beaten last Saturday."
What, are you interested in football?''
"No indeed. There are some things that crowd
out all good news in papers. Sure that was the only
thing you could see the last few days."
"Well, it was a great game," said the younger of
"1 had the good fortune to see it. It was
the two.
one of those games that you read about. Notre Dame
certainly has a fine team.
Once you have seen them
play you don't want to see any other play."
"Yes, I guess that is so. The only thing I could
ever see in football was lieads and heels and broken

learned

to

against

pitted

regarding the benefits of
him to be dowaied without

struggle.

enjoy

"I suppose you are only under the impression that

the

i

were too dear

when

little

convictions

"Don't you think that there must be something in
a game when so many people can follow it up and

daj^s,

(

counted

exposition

years, but his

,a

the two.

"Yes, that's all that's
" said the other.

You can even learn something from fools. I
suppose the biggest lesson is not to be like them,"
The young man smiled and felt that argument

sons.

I

ton."

"Well, you know, son, llicre are very few places
Avhere you encount(>r men that von cannot learn les-

about

all

that

is

necessary in a

game

of football, that's

worthy of the name, is to have twenty-two men full to
the brim of main strength and ignorance, and I suppose too when you see them tackling each other, particularly if there are any fatalities, that you are only
confirmed in your impressions. Well, I would like to
tell you one thing in particular that to my mind is
the greatest lesson that a man can learn anywhere
and the one reason why football is really worth while."

"When you get out to mingle with people and try
do something for yourself and others you begin to
realize how careful you have to be, to play your part
and make it fit in with the part another man plays.
The best example that I ever came across of this very

to

thing hapi:)ened about ten years ago

when

I

college.

was

in
'

"I went out for the football team my sophomore
all that year and the following year I was
one of the scrubs. We had a very fine team those two
Another fellow
It was a
perfect machine.
years.
He was a halfback and
tried at the same tinu> I did.
I was a tackle.
He had a lot of luitural ability and
was fortuiuite eiu)ugh to get on the first team right
He was a wonderful broken-field runner and
awa3'.
He was
his speed carried him around many an end.
the outstanding light his first two years of college
football, as he had been during his high school career.
Of course, he would have been less successful were it
not for the fact that the other members of the team
were experienced jilayers who did their individual
work aiul allowed him to show to the best account
They did the work and he got
his natural ability.

year; but

the glory.

"in my junior year
learn
self

\\'e

Ihrough graduation.

were

I'eally

the only

lost pretty nearly the Avhole

My

and mymight call

friend. Jack,

two veterans,

if I

THE VILLANOVAN
myself a veteran, because I had always been on the
receiving end. Naturally, the coach had to build a
new machine, and every man had to perfect himself
to fit in as one of the cogs.
The other fellows in the
school

had a

lot of faith in

Jack because

in their

minds

name was always coupled with the score; but he
had his task mapped out for him, and he soon found
his

out that on this team he had to do more than run the

There was very

ends.

little

difference in our schedule.

was that we had a rather poor season.
Somehow or other Jack didn't seem to come through.
Of course, once in a while there were flashes of his

The

result

former brilliancy

but

he

didn't

stand

out

as

in

previous years.
Well, finally, we began to prime ourselves for our
Thanksgiving tilt.
The opponents had just about
reached their top form. We had given them very bad
beatings the two previous years because they were
only in the process of formation, and this year everything seemed set for an inglorious defeat as far as
we were concerned. But you know how it is. Sometimes the team will rise to supreme heights when its
back is to the wall.
'

'

"We were in real fighting mood the day of the
game. It was a question of do or die. From the
very kick-off until the end of the first half we played
them

off their

feet

and when we went

to the club

house between halves the score stood 6-0 in our favor.
The third period was really a deadlock, what we call
punting duel, with neither side gaining by the exchange,

"The

end of the third period
what we needed, because we swept down
the field at the beginning of the fourth period by
short steady plunges until we had the ball on the
twenty-five yard line. Our left plays were working to
perfection.
Jack interfered now and then and wanted
to take the ball around end but the quarterback

seemed

brief rest at the

to be

couldn't see

'

I

expected.

work out of him the
suppose if I'd let him finish I'd still
"
be supporting him. These young fellows
"But wait until I tell you how it turned out, I
had to go to the hospital and have an x-ray taken.

I've never

known

it

to fail.

managed

cause I

last

few years.

to get a lot of

I

Jack was there ahead of me. He was in
They found my shoulder was dislocated and some ligaments torn so that I had to stay
there a week or two. It was a long time before Jack
got out and there were days when we expected the

Of

course.

pretty bad shape.

worst.

"I went around to
convalescing and had
He must have done a
lying

pened.

see

him one day when he was
a long talk with him.

quite

thinking while he was

lot of

seemed entirely
remember him telling me how it all hapHe said, 'You know. Bill, I didn't like that

there,

changed,

because

attitude

his

I

You see last year
I wasn't used to it.
about all I did was skirt the ends and because of the
wonderful interference I had very little trouble in
getting away. We had been plugging that line from
the beginning of that period and I was pretty well

line attack.

used up and, of course, there wasn't the same glamour
Instead of going through the
to that steady driving.
hole opened up for me I wanted to get out into the
open. I had my mind set on going between the end
and tackle. There seemed to be a big gap there, for
just as I was about to plunge into the line, their left
halfback reached it and I tried to change my course
to go through the opening that you had made, but it
closed and that was why I hit you. My football days
are over but

enough
it

it.

"Half the period was over and the signal was
called for a line plunge between guard and tackle.
The other side must have sensed just about where the
play was going to come through, because I remember
noticing the secondary defense closing up on my side
of the line.
The ball was snapped, handed to Jack,
and he came crashing through but not where I expected him. His head struck my shoulder and I was
knocked out. The impact broke his collarbone. He
fumbled. Their left end picked up the ball and ran
for a touchdown.
They kicked the goal and the score
stood 7-6. I was useless the rest of the game and of
course Jack had to be carried off the field.
"Just as

That boy of mine had nothing else in his head but
football.
He went along fine to the last year, when
he almost got killed. I don't know what happened
to him, but I know when he came home I determined
he would not go back. Its a good thing he didn't be-

to

if

I

do what

ever get out of this I will know
It has taught me that
I am told.

better in the long run to be only a cog than to

is

try to be the whole works,'

"Yes, but he learned
the way,

it

"
too late, didn't he?

By

what school did you go to?"

"Villanova,"
'

'

What was

that fellow 's

name again ?

'

"Oh, uh, lets see; all he got from us was Jack.
The last name, I think it was Odgen."
The old man had finished his cigar. As he arose
to leave he reached for his case and as he handed the
stranger a card he remarked, "Well, perhaps foot-

—

some

ball has

lessons to teach after

'

all,

As he passed out the young man looked at the card
and a look of blank amazement was quickly followed
by a broad smile as he muttered, "Old man Odgen
himself.

'
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ITH

THE PRODIGAL BROTHER.

cruel, unrelenting persistency, the

Death" had
happy home of
of

and

visited

"Angel

revisited the

the Carr family, snatching

with cold determined hand the loved ones

and casting a shroud of sorrow over the little
few years ago the kind-hearted father, a
tall, hearty man, had found his eternal reward, and now
only a few bitter weeks had elapsed since the cheery,
patient mother had breathed her last. With such force
had the blow struck the affectionate children that they
were only now recovering from its effects, only now
they realized their fate, for the sharp pangs of such
sorrow could not easily be healed. Sensible Miriam and
business-like William assumed the responsibility of the
home, the care and maintenance of the younger ones,
with exemplary submission. So the little family lived
on, in perfect union and harmony.
The bright, flowery
spring with its numerous distractions had vanished and
the summer followed in its wake, with days long and
hot, days when a roving spirit seeks freedom, far from
circle.

the

A

maddening crowds.

The strain of the dull, melancholy months had lain
upon the vivacious spirit of Harold, who for all
his eighteen years still enjoyed the happiness and pranks
of boyhood. He was a bright,, healthy youth who loved
his dear ones at home, but who could not resist the
desire that was rising within him and which would one
day sever his home ties. Like many of his friends he
heavily

indulged in reading.

"boy-book"

He

lore; books

delved to the very depths of
of adventure where the hero

always accomplishes feats impossible books about roving
youths; but, above all, wild, enticing books that tell of
free life in the beautiful west with its wide plains, its
;

and far distant snow capped miountains, rising
They told
like crowned monarchs over the hot plains.
of mountain gorges and deep ravines, everything that
ranches,

excites the imagination.

Slowly but surely this material

worked like poison upon the once satisfied boy. Oh
he must do something go somewhere anywhere just
"But Miriam will never
to leave the quiet, dull town.
consent to it for 0. pshaw girls are so afraid and
scary, and Will is worse yet, just because he is older
than Miriam and thinks\he owns the place! So there's
no use asking anybody and having my fun spoiled. I '11
just tell no I won't either, not even Agnes."

—

—

—

—

—

—

Early morning arrived. The Carr household was all
Harold, who had not returned last night, was
nowhere to be found. His room was unoccupied and
undisturbed. "Perhaps he stayed at Finn's over night
and will go to the office from there," they conjured
among themselves. But with evening there camie no
relief.
No word and, worst of all, no one knew. Days
of trouble and worry followed, until a week later a letter
arrived bearing the news that he was safe and on his
astir, for

j>

the west.
The anxious brothers and sisters
were relieved to know that he was saf^, but how long
would he remain so in a wild, treacherous western
town?
When the wanderer arrived at the small station in
southern Colorado, it was a strange sight that greeted
him-— a quiet town, smaller and less lively than the
one he had left small stores faced the main street which
was little more than a country road; ranchers and careless men lounged about in noisy groups, their costumes
strange, their long pistols glistening in the noon-day
sun. Harold stood aghast as he listened to the curses
and foul language uttered by harsh voices; he was bewildered at the strangeness of the whole place.
He could not turn back now, for they would all
laugh at him, he thought. Finally a young boy of his
flight to

;

own age sauntered up

to

him and soon

Avon his confi-

dence.

"Come on

'long, it's

home-sick," confided the

great out here, no time ter git

new

acquaintance.

For a few weeks the new life appealed to his wild
nature and he was content, but the lad was as helpless

among such men

as a child

among

lions.

withstand their taunts and jeers, their
influence.

He

could not

ridicule

and

Rapidly he was lured into their gambling

dens and soon the fascination of the game crept upon
him. At first he had the usual beginner's luck so that his
partners grinned and winked knowingly at one another

"That's

it,

sonny. You'll sure soon be rich, by heck."

As days went on he was always found with these companions, but now his first luck had failed too often.
Lately the money which he had borrowed under the
guise of necessity had dwindled down and now he was
playing to win some back, to try to replenish the empty
purse. "I know luck will come my may," he confided
and the cunning smile once more overspread
grim and hardened faces. Luck surely favored
him for a while, but the wine god revelled higli one night
and the lad was forced to take' one sip and then another

to the gang,

their

of the sparkling liquid, until his

became unsteady and the

hand trembled,

last cent

his wit

was paid in

the

bargain.

Dazed, he struggled to his lowly bed, not the soft,
immaculate one, but now a low pallet. As the hot night
wore on the troubled boy tossed in feverish sleep, conrestlessly,
muttering inarticulate sentences
stantly,
All
about the game, the cheating, the stolen money.
scenes were renewed in those few terrible hours.
Towards dawn a cool breeze swept the plains, a
blessed breeze that entered the low room, cooling the hot
brow, bringing to the weary, peaceful rest and quiet
sleep yes, sleep, that gentle, happy state of unconsciousness which brings back former liappenings, which
transports one to the lands unseen, where beautiful

—
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and oceans meet and where wonderful sights are
They bring back sacred memories and again

skies

heheld.

for a time so short^oh, so short

who, in

—the company of those

can no longer be seen.

life,

betraying i)athos, tenderness; yes, he would venture to
ask his advice.

Shadows
was set

of twilight were falling, the lonely. evening
like a

star

Soon Harold was back to childhood days with its
pleasures and joys, its innocent jokes and harmless
pranks. Once more he saw the cozy, vine-covered hoiise,
and the high stone wall that enclosed a garden of wondrous beauty. Again liis mother was there in her favorite nook among the lilies, the young, jolly mother who
was such a "good sport." He saw her beckon to him,
and joyfully, as in days of yore, he ran to greet her
as she stood there, the cool breeze fanning her rosy
cheeks and playing hide-and-seek in her soft, curly

"M4d pleasures and
may roam "
The

Harold, dear, aren't they just

songster paused a few seconds, then con-

little

tinued

"Be

it

like

efl'ect

ever so humble, there's no place

home."

Little did

these flowers,

though we

palaces,

—

hair.

"See

sparkling jewel in the day's fading

youth approached the humble parish house.
Softly a few strains of the familiar song reached his ear,
and aroused him from his reverie:

sky, as the

Father La Roche's young niece realize the

her song had produced.

As

the rippling notes

meaning was determined by the

drifted on, their full

But alas, they must wither, so we, too, must
some day fade and die, then the pleasures of life will
be useless. Always try to imitate these spotless flowers,

inquiry, he was led into the small library where Father

my

La Koche

exquisite?

boy, in their obedience to the Master's will."

For answer he smiled and was about to imprint a
upon those dear lips quick as a Hash the dream

—

kiss

liad vanished, like a fleeting cloud, leaving only the

sky,

and the sad

reality.

dark

His disappointment was great,

a sense of vacancy, a vague loneliness settled upon him
and he wept bitterly until all the affection of his heart

was

spent.

Melancholy and homesick, he gazed on; the
up before him those hours

scenes of the night loomed

and l)roken vows, the very thought of
whicli now mortified liim and lie wondered liow his
mother would have felt at his conduct. A longing to
b(^

clear blue eyes

o'er the plain,

air, floated

the

sound of the churchbell. It soothed the lad and strangeLed by this pleading, his
ly, coaxingly, urged him on.
soul was aroused and he prepared to depart before his
companions could become aware of his plan.
]\Iany of the faithful arrived from the surrounding
country, some coming many miles from their respective
homes to assist at ]Mass and t() hear the consoling words
of the Priest at the little mission church, a small wooden
structure without; a dainty, euchancing, hallowed spot
Sorrowfully Harold entered the
of briglitness within.
little

edifice,

country.

the only home-like spot in all that wide

With other repentant

souls he

approached the

Tribunal of Penance and in his turn entered the con-

and with the others approached the Holy
and poor, side by side, received their
God. Now again he was happy and resolved to desert
He felt a dreadful gnawing at
the old ways forever.
his heart, a vehement desire to return home, to end all,
and to live a happy life. But where was his money
and how could they forgive him ? The sweet face of the
fessional

Table, where rich

aged, gray-haired priest rose before his vision, a face

to

his

priest gazed thought-

and scanned the depths of the boyish

reproof for the story just told.

monition would

suiflce, so, as

A

why

offer

few words of ad-

father to son he spoke to

But Harold did not hear

the boy.

all,

for he

was think-

ing of his mother's similar words.

"Take

this,"

Father La Roche was saying, "here
and he placed a check

are the expenses for the journey,"
in the boy's

hand.

"But—"
"No, do not mind

upon the morning

The

liere was a promise of great things,

soul.

near her seized him.

Far

received his callers.

resi')onse

fully on the fair countenance, looked intently into the

;

of recklessness

In

once thoughtless, passionate boy.

it

venience.

No hurry

home

it

at all, it's only a loan, if

you

own

con-

that way, to be returned at your

uuist have

at all, so don't worry,

but go to

you are longing, and act froni henceThe next eastbound train is
forth as a kind brother.
due at 10:12. Come, you will be there, 'bag and baggage,' if you hurry."
"Father, you are a real friend in need. Thanks
the

1

for which

— —

am er indebted."
"Now, now, that's

all

right," laughed the priest, at

"only don't
and sometimes write to your
friend out here. ]May God bless you."
When the last word of the message was jotted down
on the paper, a sharp, shrill whistle was heard, as the
flery, shrieking monster, the huge locomotive, neared the
station and came to a sudden stop.
In a few minutes the train was again speeding on
with its cargo of luunanity, on over miles and miles of
land, past flying scenery, while across the wires to an
the confusion, half thanks, half apology,

forget

anxi()us

this

(experience,

home, flashed the

Prodigal brother returns.

words,

"Have

left

here.

—Harold."
R. G. H.,

'27.
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A MEMORY OF TOMAIS HANNAHOE
This day

On

I

While

For

stood at evening

the slope of

Nanny Goat

those were hot

When

Hill,

and heady times

Ilannahoe held sway.

stars like tiny silver flames

grown

Glittered over a world

Then

still.

I

beheld the old graves near me,

Rain-beaten, grey with rime;

The

A

—

And

I knew
now he lies in one
In endless gloaming clime.

city spread below me,

pattern of blocks and streets,

Some threading over the high hills,
Some sprawling like opened sheets.

He whom

Who

Sleeps like an unremembered Chief
Beneath dark mountain land.

was rest and peace.
And kindness seemed to dwell
Within the lime-white mansions
In every

And

airt

home

the toiler's

the past has fostered,

ruled with courtly hand.

The years have dimmed

as well.

As they 've
But I turned my eyes from the mart-ways
To where East Reading lay.
Like a medieval village

I

And

they mention his

Who

tread the bygone road.

name only

Here they would play above him
Songs that once made his heart ring,
Here a loving conclave gathered
In the natal month of spring.

In the afterglow of day.

saw the tracks of boyhood

And

his glory

leveled his abode

the curving, twisted lanes,

While lights, like a thousand golden
Peered through the window panes.
I followed as if

The

by

eyes,

instinct

clomb the hill,
Where the gay wild den^ of Irishtown
Stand in murky splendor still.

No matter

if

the snow-drifts

Lay like whitened forts of gloom,
Or the moon rode o'er the braelands.
Or the rain dashed do\\Ti the coomb.

street that

But now no longer wait they,
Upon St. Patrick's night,
Beside their opened windows

I

pictured a

Where

And

little

hear, in trilling flight,

the Chieftain reigned of yore,

voices, like

Sang

To

Tavern

in

my

music forgotten,

The sweet voice of the cornet

From

ears once more.

heard the songs of long ago,
And the oaths of brawling men,
And the twain were somehow blended
In a wistful medley then.
I

the graveyard on the hill,
Breathing those dear forgotten tunes
To which his heart would thrill.

Ah, the chief of Irishtown has gone.

And

passed

is

his regime,

But here on the

And

in that

Tavern there was one

With quick, blue
Whose blood was
Oft

I recall it like

slope of

Nanny Goat

a dream.

jovial eyes,
oft like

mellow wine,

like lightning in black skies.

For tho shrines of the past are sacred,
And the days of our boyhood dear,

And
There some were dancing hornpipes
In the sawdust on the floor,
While the watchful throng around them
Drank on, and laughed and swore.

with the twilight comes a magic

That brings

I

theni^

once more near.

stand by the grave of the Chieftain
in song I embalm his reign,

And

For the wild old days have vanished
Oi'

maybe two would up and

In a

fierce,

fight

good-natured way,

And

will

not live again.

W.

J.

iM.,

'25.
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VERY REV.

C.

M. DRISCOLL,

0. S. A.

Assistant G-eneral

Dedication of the
|N Thursday, October

m

9th.,

the

New Dormitory

Building was formally dedicated.
C.

M.

Driscoll,

0.

S.

A.,

Very Rev.

assistant

general,

celebrated high mass, assisted by Very Rev.
Father Fleming, 0. S. A., prior of Villanova

as deacon,

and the Rev. President of the

college as sub-

master of novices,
deacon. Father Loomis,
was master of ceremonies. The mass was attended by
The Very Rev.
faculty, students and invited guests.
0. S. A.,

Celebrant, in his talk, contrasted Villanova of today

with Villanova of his time, forty-five years ago. At
some length, he stressed the fact that young men were
sent to Catholic colleges

by their parents, that

New
a

Dormitory

prayer that Almighty God would continue to shower

His blessings on old Villanova.

Again we repeat the sentiments printed some time
ago in these columns. "We wish to congratulate the
faculty on the completion of the dormitory and
library, not merely because it is just so much more
stone added to the already huge and lovely pile that
graces Lancaster pike, but rather because it is the
direct effect of the progress that has been going on
during the last several years, and is an earnest of
future development to be expected in the near future."
Folio will g

is

a description of the building

The new Dormitory for A^illanova College now com-

tliey

might become not only cultured but men of spiritual

pleted

culture.

ture,

After mass the procession, h.eaded by Villanova 's
owji band, and numbering about 600, wended its way
Father C. M. Driscoll
to the scene of the dedication.
blessed the building and concluded the exercises with

set

on

is

a

collegiate type of architec-

well-balanced,

three-proportioned

mass

low-walled terrace over a gentle sloping lawn.

The walls
stone,

of the English

long,

a

of the building are of light gray rust stained

laid

broken range, each stone on its natural
match the stone in

bed, with broad flat pointing to

THE VILLANOVAN
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Dedication Ceremony

The iron-framed windows are painted dark
harmonizing with the roofing slate, which is of
a warm gray green, shading to black, near the ridge.
The slates are graduated from thick to wide at the
color.

blue,

eaves to thin narrow courses at the ridge.

The building

"H"

shape in plan, with long central wing, thus giving to every room abundant light
and air, and affording extended views.
is

The ground floor is entered from the terrace, or
lower level, and is given up to administration room,
with boiler room in the west wing; and the seminary
reading room and stack room in the east wing, which
is lofty in effect, extending through two stories.
This
room is flooded with light from a large mullioned

window

in the east end, in addition to side lighting

and second story windows. The stack room
will accommodate about thirty thousand volumes.
The reading room will have six large reading tables,
and stack alcoves on the side walls with gallery connecting the upper parts.

from

first

The

first

floor

is

entered from the upper level.

The

second and third floors have ninety-six bedtoilet and shower rooms on each floor.
The building is fireproof and served with three
stairways and a freight elevator. The halls are
cement paved with cement coved base.
The toilet
first,

rooms, with

rooms have cement base with waterproof composition
flooring.
All other rooms have cement cove base and
battleship linoleum insert flooring, all of which facilitates the ease of cleaning.
The walls and ceilings of
the toilet rooms and room closets are smooth plaster,
painted all other walls and ceilings are smooth sand
finish, natural finish, warm gray in tone.
The building, already mellow in tone, is a promis;

ing subject for a setting of evergreen planting, blending it with the landscape.

The

building

was designed

and

supervised

by

Messrs. Wilson, Eyre and Mcllvaine, registered architects, and constructed by Messrs. R. C. Ballinger and

Company,

of Philadelphia, under the care of John
The carving over the entrance doors was
executed by Edward Maene, and is a reproduction of

Brandt.

the seal of the college.
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FRANK W. SOMMERS
HERE

is little

need

to introduce the

but for the benefit of the alumni

gentleman pictured above

and others we

to the

will introduce

him

student body,

as the coach of

Villanova 's football team.

Villanova was confronted with a nearly impossible task at the end of the last
With a disastrous record behind them and a lack of material
football season,
the athletic board

nova

had

to find the

man who

could bring order out of chaos and return Villa-

former standing in the gridiron world.

to its

Their choice of the

man

for this Her-

"Dutch' Sommers.
Villanova and old alumni will remember
In 1915 "Dutch" was the football mentor at
Since that time "Dutch" has been coaching at
that in that year we defeated the Army.
wonder team— the Golden
other colleges. He was one of the coaches of the California
Bears—which has not lost a game since 1919.
But
His ability as a coach is shown in the record that the team has made this year.
He
football
team.
good
"Dutch" is loved by Villanova not only because he has produced a
culean task was

cheerful, loyal
has the regard of the student body because of his own personality. He is
him.
and a "regular fellow" and there is not a Villanova man that would not swear by

We
blessed

"More
you for what you are "Dutch" and we are with you all the time.
can
we
he who gives than he who receives" and you have given more to us than

like
is

possibly repay.

^ «^»
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COACH FRANK SUMMERS

c

OACII

SOMMERS

has

indeed justified the

confidence placed in him by the officials

who

asked him to take charge of football at VillaThat he has succeeded is all the more
commendable considering the enormity of

nova.

the task which confronted him.

He had

as a nucleus,

from which to build a wiiuiing combination, a squad
which had not Avon a single game during the previous
season.
From this group he has gradually moulded a
team that can make a creditable showing against any

He

eleven in

its

class.

year, but

]u>

lias laid

football that

is

bound

has not w^on every game this

the foundation for a system of
to

bring success in the future.

To Villanova, Frank Sommers and his methods are
no strangers. The success of his system here has been
rather phenomenal. In 1915, from a squad of eighteen
men, he produced a team that defeated every opponent
on its schedule, including the powerful West Point
Since then football at Villanova has
been more or less on the decline. We have had fairly
good teams, but nothing that compared favorably
with those of former years. In view of these facts,
then, it is easy to understand why Coach Sommers was
chosen as the logical mtm to lead Villanova back to
the enviable ]i()sition she once enjoyed in the football
world. His ability to succeed where others fail and

aggregation.
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the eiixiidde position she once enjoyed

world.

\

in
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His ability to succeed where othei-s

to

lootball
lail

and
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conquer against overwhelming odds points to him
man who can put Villanova back on the
football map.
to

as the one

and he will not fail her now.
Coach Sommers has brought victory and renown

to Villanova in the past

—

C. P. G., '25.

LOSE THAT EGO COMPLEX
"The whole

is

greater than any of

its

parts."

We

do not think that an^^one would have the temerity to
dispute the truth of this statement, but a

number

students at Villanova seem to have forgotten

A

certain

single

group, and

seems

class,

it

is

of

An

is

Why

man who

released

of

the

others

should they, or the upper classthem, consider that they are

it.

not confined to

A
any

graduate of Villanova Prep

is

not considered, as

whether the source

and
any more importance than the graduates of any other
high school. lie is a freshman and must obey the
freshman rules. The majority of the Villanova Prep
men are obeying the rules and it is for the few who

the faculty or the student body.

think that they are entitled to special privileges that

to

have the ambitious idea that

immune from

of that discipline

makes the defalcation

fact

superior to the freshman rules?

they are superior to the traditions and rules of Villanova. For some reason the}' seem to regard themselves as

This

doubly wrong.

instance of this

discipline,

was

brought to light at the

freshman initiation. At the instigation of an upper
classman certain members of the freshman class were
excused from the hazing on the ground that they were
graduates of the local prep school. They were withdrawn from the ranks. Not content with this they
went to Br^-n Mawr as spectators, without their caps,

and succeeded in creating the impression that they
were upper classmen.
At this point it is only fair to say that the majority
of the graduates of Villanova Prep did not leave the
ranks of the freshmen, but took their hazing the same

far as the rules

this

warning

is

traditions of the college go, of

intended.

bigger than any man, or group of
men, who comes within her walls. You may be a star
athlete, an honor student, a dramatic genius and a
Villanova

is

marvel, but you are still inferior to that
something which makes the college endure. It is not
the imposing group of buildings or the beautiful
campus which you acknowledge as supreme it is that
intangible something that pervades the atmosphere
and influences your every action. It is something

literary

;

bigger than you or bigger than me.

It is the spirit

of Villanova.

K. C,

as the others.

'26.

THE OBSERVER ASKS—

Why
ball

are freshmen allowed

games without

Why

Oji

the

campus

Why

at foot-

their caps?

don't the freshmen carry matches and be

rhythm.

upper classmen?
When shall we have an orderly crowd going into
the dining room?

Why

more courteous

Why

to the

every one does not subscribe to the Villa-

novan ?
the students don't patronize the advertisers

Villanovan?

Why

the freshman class does not give an entertain-

ment for the

What

is

rest of the

undergraduate body?

the matter with the fraternities?

sufficient at a

not give a vote of thanks to Coach Sommers?
has worked hard to put the team in trim.

Why
become
his

Why
in the

He

One cheer leader
home game and two spoil the

have two cheer leaders?

would be

doesn't the president of the sophomore class
and refrain from flaunting

a college student

prep school fraternity cap on the campus? Students
letters for athletics in prep school are not

who make

Why not make this a rule
allowed to wear them.
applicable to all prep school insignia?
What happened

to the

freshman Bible?
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Men

Leadership For Catholic College
N

the

present day, over the

entire

religious bigotry seems to abound.

world,

Century-

old traditions are held for naught while the

processes of destruction are at

work

threaten-

to undermine the foundation of our
More than ever is felt the need for defenders
of the faith and this need can not be entirely filled
by our Catholic clergy. The Catholic laity must play

ful

;

an important part.
The clergy, in their position
church matters and doctrines, do
portunities of removing religious
the fear or distrust held by most
vents them.

To

whom

as

authorities

on

not obtain the op-

projudice because

Catholic charities. Catholic missions, and Catholic

laymen, must this burden be carried?
It is the layman who comes most in contact with
those influenced or prejudiced against the church and
largely through the layman's efforts that the evil
Unfortunately, however, the
can be eliminated.
average layman is not in the position ably to defend
or to propagate his Faith and so it is that most of
this duty should fall upon the shoulders of college
men, men who have been trained in the ideals of
Christ, who have firm faith in their church and its
it is

;

doctrines,

and a practical knowledge of these docwho by the very fact of their attend-

trines; men, too,

ance at Catholic colleges, are expected to be the defenders of the faith at all times.

Are Catholic

college

men

those less able to shoulder

ing?

can never be

It

burden on to
but perhaps more will-

to pass the

it,

The very attempt

so.

is

a slur

upon the traditions of Alma Mater, a shirking of duty,
and a display of submissive spirit.
The difficulties, however, are man}', the means of
achievement limited, the manner of procedure doubtful.
The overcoming of these difficulties is the key
the

partial

solution

of

the

and fraternal spirit form the basis for the deOur charities
velopment of practical Catholicit,y.
stand out as a gigantic necessity, forming one of the
P^r it is in this work
chief problems of the church.
that the Faith can be preserved, encouraged and decivil

problems facing the

Neglect of the realizaition of their import-

veloped.

one of the chief causes of losses to the Faith.
Our Catholic missionarj^ work is another problem,

ance

non-Catholics pre-

then, except to our Catholic

But in the consistent practice of one 's Faith lie
means of accomplishment, for upon this the scorneyes of the world are cast, ready and eager to find

fault.

ing

:

church.

to

the

is

serious in

aspect and

its

and surely

unbounded

Without

of achievement.

it

we

in its possibilities

are

lost,

;

"

Construction

parish.

or

establishment

;

retreat.

By
ship

is

It is

"by

their leadership."

Catholic college
necessary,

is

men

the realization that leader-

How many

too little felt.

the

The present day surroundings in our cities and
towns in the United States demand the practice of
these doctrines in one's every-day life.
Good example accomplishes far more than ihe spoken word,
A
life based on Catholic principles, honestly adhered to
and followed, cannot help l)ut create an impression
for good and prove ])rejudiced statements to be in
error.

obligation

of

leadership?

Who

of

them

besides

them
rests

must

form the nucleus of success in these endeavors? From
whom must come the main support? Surely not from
their parents who have struggled to place them where
they are
Surely not from those acquainted with only
!

the barest principles of Catholic religion!

necessary to be acquainted with the doctrines

prove they are founded on just and holy grounds.

parish

of

development of parochial school and the like
And yet they represent merely a
are all necessities.
problems
present in any average section.
few of the
The question comes now as to how college men
are to prevent or remedy this. And the answer is
it is not ambiguous and it leaves no path of
direct
centers,

The first requisite is a firm, staunch faith. One's
belief must be proof against the onslaught of bigots
and scoffers; and most of all one must never be
ashamed of his belief in the doctrines of Christ as set
forth by our Holy Mother, the Church.
Blind faith, however, has never accomplished much.
is

to

an,

are really conscious of the fact that vipon

that one believes to be able to defend them and to

sowed

end we know not what.
Even at home this problem is great. Sparsely settled portions of the country, unvisited by priests
through lack of means have allowed the Catholic Faith
to grow dim and finally to perish and it is this preservation and indeed restoration of the Faith that comprises the main mission work in America.
In our own towns and cities opportunities abound
There is the boy probfor work by Catholic laymen.
lem, the young man and young girl problem, and in
truth the problem of keeping unity in the entire

take root to

church.

It

for slowly

will the seeds of Protestantism be

In truth, the entire solution rests with college

men

and depends upon their ability to carry out the ideals
By their interest they can
in which they are trained.
They
stimulate development of inter-parish unity.
can by their support encourage the progress of organi

^ed charity 'at least in their

home

city.

Their participation in Catholic youth activities and

encourage new interest and
by their example they cannot help but render
The means are many for
a service to their church.
the development of ])ractical Catholicity but the duty
in fraternal activities will

finally
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man

of the college

laymen.

to

is

assume leadership as regards

men

Failure by college

in their duties will

an influence for the worse; and herein

create

lies

great danger.

But

if,

in

any way

at all they

have acquired any

Catholic clergy turn to them, their dearest hope for

and preservation of the Christian princiand doctrines that Christ Himself had died for.
Shall He have died in vain?
The answer rests in no
small degree with the Catholic college man.

the support
ples

sense of the ideals held to hy their Catholic Alma
Maters, they will not fail in the hour of need when the

THE SMOKER

^ HE
T-"^—
--„-—

He explained how necessary "pep,"

so far this year was
by the Villanova Club of

most striking incident

the smoker given

—

Philadelphia, Wednesday evening, SeptemJ^jaBl ber 24th, at eight o'clock, in the Auditorium.
Father Driscoll acted as interlocutor.
following
speakers took their respective seats
The
on tJie stage Charles Loughlin, Leo Lynch, Fr. Dohan,
Fr. Sutlitfe, Philip Barry, Coach Prank Sommers,
('harles ^IcGeehan and Fr. Driscoll.
'

The

speaker

first

of

the

on

tlie

among

evening was Charles
Mr. Loughlin spoke

purpose of the gathering, which was to arouse
the students

and the club the true

spirit

of

Villanova.

of

Father Dohan, former president of Villanova, told
of the

many

at present,

though not connected with

prays for Villanova 's team and
The students
is always anxious as to their outcome.
of the school with wliich Father Dohan is connected look
up to Villanova and are also anxious as to her success.
the institution,

California.

The contents

of

their

work

is

pub-

Father

Sutliffe, of Gloucester,

He reviewed

speaker.

rior for the blue

the days

N.

J.,

was the next

when he was

a war-

and white.

Father Driscoll then introduced Graduate Manager
McGeehan with the statement that Villanova
would never do without Charlie McGeehan. All Villanova students and alumni will substantiate Father
Charles

's

statement.

The final affair of the evening was a boxing bout
by our trainer. Jack Hagen, and Prof. Spider Kelly,
of Princeton.
These old timers who have boxed before thousands during the war showed they had lost
none of their old pep. Although we were favorable
to

Hagen

Ave are

bound

to

admit that the Spider had a

shade over our Jack,

STUDENTS STAGE SEND-OFF RALLY

still

Philip Barry, a graduate

who was

and American armies
stration of

and loyalty

experiences while following the team.

Father Dohan,

of Villanova,

'26.

lished elsewhere in this issue.

Driscoll

The next speaker was Leo Lynch, former football
Mr. Lynch spoke directly to the
star of Villanova.
players concerning the sacrifices ihey would have to
make while in training. He also told of the former days
he spent with Coach Sommers. His talk was verj^
interesting and liumorous.

spirit

W.,

were to a football squad.
Coach Sommers dealt with the co-operation from
both student body and team. He emphasized the
facts of a series of articles which he compiled while
with Andy Smith, at present coach at the University

:

Loughlin, president of the club.

T. J.

how he

and former football

star

also connected with the English
in the late war,

drilled the first

gave a demon-

American

officers.

Mr. Barry gave a comparison of the way in which
orders were carried out in American and English
armies, giving the English the

more

credit for

"pep."

With spirits enlivened by the martial strains
emanathig from the college band, the students turned
out en masse Friday night, October 3rd, to bid God
speed to Villanova gridiron warriors. Preceded by
the band the rooters marched from the campus to the
station, where the team was to entrain for Carlisle.
We were glad to note that the orange caps of the
freshmen appeared conspicuously in the parade, thereby attesting that they are already imbibing some of
the Villanova spirit.

THE VILLANOVAN
During the interval before the train arrived, the
band rendered several selections which were followed
by the college yells. Led by Cheer Leader Audet, the
students gave rousing cheers to each member of the
departing team as well as to Coach Sommers and
Manager Egan.

At

team boarded the train and the strains
of "College Days" re-echoed o\er the campus until
the last car had passed from view,

officers elected for the present year are:

James

Augustine L. Delaney, vice
president; John A. Flynn, treasurer, and James P.
Kane, secretary,
A.

Griffin,

president;

THE VILLANOVA BAND

7.45 the

The

first

meeting of the

Lambda Kappa

Delta was

held Thursday, October 2nd, in the college auditorium.

The following

officers

were elected for the coming

year: James Southworth, president; Robert Boultman,
vice president

;

Charles Marotte, secretary, and Paul

Dailey, treasurer.

The advisability of a fraternity dance was opened
and although no plans were definitely
made Villanova can be sure of an exceptionally good
hop in the near future.
The matter of a fraternity football team brought
forth great enthusiasm. Robert Boultman was elected
captain and Thaddeus Manusak manager. A very
for discussion

successful season

With

is

fraternity spirit clearly revived

and everyone

way

VILLANOVA CLUB OF LAWRENCE
meeting of the Villanova Club of Lawrence

held at the rooms of C. Y. M. A. of that city on the

evening of September 10th, officers were elected for
the ensuing year.
The meeting was attended by all
of the undergraduate
of last year's class.

a mighty successful opening.
The conductor is Mr. Digilio, who succeeds Mr.
Amato, leader of last year's band, who is no longer at

was

Mr. Digilio is conducting with all the
enthusiasm of the previous leader and his position will
soon become one to be vied for.
The appearance of the boys at the smoker was a
real surprise and they received very appreciative critiCoach Sommers spoke of their being an imcism.
portant factor in arousing school spirit to a point
Avhere it will decide in the success or failure of a game.
Villanova.

importance, and it poreveryone
who heard the
trays the general opinion of

Such criticism

of no

is

little

band.

Their second appearance was the welcoming of the

back from

Carlisle.

Following this

they entertained at the dedication of the new building.
Here they played in their new uniforms, which made
as big a hit as the music.

The musicians have been rehearsing three times a
week and when the new instruments arrive there will
be thirty-five men in the organization. As it stands,
there are more applicants than instruments, which is
beghming to show the real A^illanova spirit.
It is now up to the school to boost the players
whenever j^ossible, and help them to make the 1924-25
season a banner one,

body as well as the graduates
The alumni association recently

formed by the Villanova graduates of that city also
attended in great numbers.
Speeches were delivered by the Rev. Father Sparrow, 0. S. A., President Crawford, of the alumni association
Walter Riordan, the retiring undergraduate
])resident, and James A. Griffin, the president-elect.
Mr. James H. F. Walsh acted as toastmaster, intro-

second season at the "Villa-

its

nova Club Smoker," and judging from the applause

football players

expected.

pledging himself to boost the society in every
possible the meeting adjourned.

a

Our band opened

it

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

At

The
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PHI KAPPA PI
The

first

meeting of the Engineering Fraternity,

held on September 13th,

was well attended and may

be taken as an indication that a good start has been

;

ducing each speaker at intervals during the banquet,
tendered to the entering student of the class of '28.
Each speaker was heartily applauded as he voiced
sentiments for a bigger and better association which
Avould have among its members all the former graduates and students of Villanova in the city of
Lawrence. A fraternal spirit was advocated, a spirit
of helpfulness

among

all

of co-opei-ation and Avell

nova doctrines and
])res(Mit.

Blue and White men, a spirit
wishing, a spreading of Villa-

])i-incii)les is

tli(>

aim

of each nuni

made on
The

the activities of the coming year.
officers

are

:

James

President,

Vanhorn

J.

vice presideiit, Daniel A. Phelan; secretary.

Joseph L.

Hughes; treasurer, Cletus A. Seaver.
Plans for the Hallowe'en Hop were discussed and
Tuesday, October 28th, was the date selected. A committee was appointed to take charge of the arrangements for the dance. Pledge buttons were given to
those freshmen

whose applications for admission

membershi]) wei'c

accepted.

smoker would be held early

It

to

was decided that a
in

October to

which

pledge members will be admitted.

At the second meeting, held on October

7th,

the
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president reported that a representative of the Okonite

favors will be given.

Companj^ would deliver, on October 18th, a lecture
to the student body and that an inspection tour of the
Bell ParkAvay Building in Philadelphia would be made
within two weeks. In this exchange is located the
largest automatic switching system in the world.
Lectures and trips such as these have proven to be
extremely interesting in the past and it is hoped that
more opportunities to observe operating conditions in

way

the technical field will be given to Villanova engineering students during the present year than ever before.

Again the Phi Kappa Pi is indebted to Professor
Humphrej^ dean of the engineering school, in arranging the schedule so that all members may attend the
meetings, which are held during the fourth period on

the Belle Air Ball of the class of '25 promises to be

one that will reflect credit not only upon the class
but upon the entire student body.

The committee in charge is Edgar F. Connery,
chairman George D. Casey, Walter B. Gagen, "William
H. Prendergast, Philip A. Holland, William B.
Sheehan, Charles P. Gaffney, Thomas A. Jenkins and
Anthony P. Gorman.
:

;

JUNIOR CLASS
On October
new

the

were

officers

chosen

every Tuesday.

Nothing that might add in any
been neglected and

to its general excellence has

first

a meeting was held, at which

Mr. James Trainor was
Joseph McGuinn, vice president;

elected.

president;

EPSILON PHI THETA

Louis Memenger, treasurer; Edward Duffy, secretary,
and Charles Burt, sergeant at arms.

The Epsilon Phi Theta fraternity made a good
start towards a very successful year at their first
meeting held on October 14th. The following officers
were elected for the coming year: President, J.
Francis Moroney; vice president, James Kane; treasurer, John B. McAneny; secretary, Robert T. Murray.
Plans were made for the first football game to be

Trainor expressed the hope that the
would continue with its past spirit and that with
unified efforts it would attain high ideals for both
class and college.
He expressed hope also that the
members of the class would take the initiative in all
school movements and that they would be pointed to
as the most active in all college affairs.

played with the Lambda Kappa Delta fraternity.
year the Epsilon Phi Theta won the interfratenity football championship and despite the loss

behind the

Last
of

many

season.

regulars expects to repeat the

From

the

work

number and enthusiasm

of last
of

the

seems not at all
impossible that even should the championship go to
another fraternitj' tlie Epsilon Phi Theta will bear
"watching.
Vincent P. Egan was elected manager and
candidates reporting for practice,

it

President

class

The

went on record

class

VILLANOVAN

as one
staff

hundred per

in their

work

cent,
this

year.

A

committee was appointed to

for this year.

The

style will follow the general de-

This will help the move-

sign of the last two classes.

ment

select the class ring

for a standardization of the college ring.

ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

acting captain of the team.
Activities for the year, which the

make

members expect

a most interesting one,

were discussed. It
have some prominent men address the
fraternity at different times of the year on appropriate
Plans for the annual dance were touched
subjects.
upon, but owing to the lack of time all definite arrangements Avere postponed until the next meeting.
to

was decided

to

The Athletic Association of Villanova held its
annual election of officers and the following men
were selected for the present year: President, George
D. Casey; vice president, Joseph McGuinn; secretary,
Gaffney,
and treasurer, Charles A.
Charles P.
McGeehan.

Managers and

SENIOR CLASS

;

assistant manager,

Edward

P. Gaffney, treasurer.

K.

Plans for the annual Belle Air Ball were discussed
it was decided to hold it the first week after the
Christmas holidays. A committee was appointed by
President McLaughlin to take charge of the affair.

and

of the previous balls.
this part of the

materialize,

One

it

:

Vincent P. Egan assistant manager, Joseph McGuinn
basketball manager, James Francis Maroney; baseball
manager, William Burns Sheehan; assistant manager,
Louis Meminger; track manager, William Maher;
;

The senior class held its first meeting of the year
and the following officers were elected: Daniel P.
John Henry Sayers, vice
McLaughlin, president
president; Philip A. Holland, secretary, and Charles

]f the present plans

managers were also chosen
They are football manager,

assistant

for the different sports.

will

surpass any

of the best orchestras in

country will be secured and attractive

V. Duffy.

OF

C.

The Villanova Council, No.
Hall.

bers, all of

whom

its first

are students at the college.

Plans are under

new

2288, of the Knights

meeting recently in College
The meeting was well attended by the mem-

of Columbus, held

officers,

which

way

for the installation

will take place

of the

under the super-
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vision of the district deputy, Joseph J. McLaughlin.

of seventeen inches.

The retiring grand knight, Charles A, McGeehan, will
then leave to the new grand knight, Philip A. Holland,
the running of the council, Avhich due to his untiring
efforts is one of the most active in the vicinity of

quarter ended.

Philadelphia.

A

basketball team will be entered by the council

under the able guidance of
With a wealth
of material on hand the coach hopes to bring together
a team which will at the end of the season represent
From time to time other
the champions of the A. A.
will
brought
be
to the college for games.
K. of C. teams
With the opening of the new year the social and
Already plans
beneficial activities were enlivened.
are being made along these lines. At the outset from
all appearance it seems that much will be done in this
in

of C. A. A.,

the K.

Charles Laughlin, former varsity star.

respect.

Through the courtesy
the

council

extends

to

all

the

councils an invitation to attend
It

is

VILLANOVAN

of the

members

its

of

staff

other

meetings.

the hope of the council this year to

make

every student in the college a Knight of Columbus,
and to this end its energies are being bent.

PRE-MEDS
For no reason
students

Sunday

staged
as

it

be available.

a

at

all

DOWN

A. B.'s

the Pre-Meds

and Classical

game Sunday, choosing
only day on which suits would

football

was the
Murder being prohibited by law, the

two departments decided to play football instead, going on the theory that it was just as efficient and
would look better in the papers.
The Doctors started off true to form by kicking.
The A. B.'s returned it for eight yards. They soon
hit their natural stride, however, and lost ground on
the next two plays. Being forced to punt they called
on Cross, who got off a nice one foot kick which
netted twelve and one half yards. The Surgeons
attempted a little strategy and punted. Egan signalled for a free catch he caught two in the face,
Dana then skirted left end for a three yard loss. Not
knowing what to do with the ball, the Philosophers
decided to give it back to the Doctors. The pill
tossers were evidently in the know for they immediately started making undue advances toward the A.
B. goal line. As soon as they were within striking
distance, all semblance of courtesy and etiquette was
forgotten, McGuinn ploughing roughshod over several
Classicists who were slow in getting out of the way of
the play.
The Doctors failed to score the extra point
and consoled themselves with the proverb "that six
points are better than none."
After watching the Pre-Meds score, the Philosophers thought they would try it. However, someone
neglected to mention it to the Bone Crushers, with the
result that the next three plays netted a total gain

—

The A.

B.'s

punted and the

with the ball in possesfreak of fortune or
oversight on the part of the officials they became
turned around and started traveling toward the wrong
The work dodgers had the presence of
goal line.

The second quarter

started'

sion of the Physicians.

mind

to allow

the error

was

them

By some

make

to

several large gains before

detected.

In the second half the Philosophers

made

a gallant

bucks put the ball in
A
effort to score.
next
play Smith tossed
the center of the field. On the
(Egan),
who not bea pass to the Hoboken Horror
ing able to dodge it was forced to run with it. He
started down the field with the foreigners on his heels
and succeeded in making sixteen yards before he was
brought down. In the excitement of the fray two PreMeds forgot to knee anybody. The A, B. 's now, hopeIt was a decided
fully, decided to try a trick play.
It bewildered not only the opponents but
success.
The back field started round
also the perpetrators.
end and it looked as though the big moment had at
series of line

last arrived.

With perfect interference and splendid

broken field running they raced forty yards to the goal
line.
The stands went wild. Murray and Connery,
coach and captain of the parlor team, were on the
verge of leading a cheer when it was discovered that
Maroney, the center, had forgotten to pass the ball.
The ball was once more on the sixty-yard line when
the whistle blew. The game ended, leaving the PreMeds six points and two twisted knees to the good.

The lineup

is

as follows

Pre-Meds

A. B.'s

Egan

Manusak

end

left

McLaughlin

left

tackle

Bultman (Capt.)

Holland

left

guard

Gryczenski

Maroney

center

Farrell..

Gaffney

right

guard

Zayzk

Cross

right

tackle

Browniski

Zazzali

right end
quarterback
right halfback
left halfback

Shea

Dana
Smith
Tierney

Strzlecki

Smithovitch
Velluzzi

O'Donnell

McGuinn

fullback

Substitutions

—Pre-Meds

:

Farrell

for

Strzlecki,

Doyle for Gryczenski, De Lucca for
'Donnell, Staciva
for Bultman; A. B.'s: Young, Newman and Finna.

EXTENSION AND NORMAL SCHOOLS
The faculty of the college is again conducting Saturday extension courses at the Catholic Girls High
School in Philadelphia. Father Sparrow, who is in
charge of both extension and normal courses, reports
two hundred pupils in extension work and nearly
twelve hundred in the normal school. It is of interest
to those

who

are not in close touch with the college to
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know

that there are tAvo thousand students at present

following

work under

the

direction

of

Villanova

College.

Mechanical Engineering, University of Arizona; Prof.

John Clark, Prof. John Sehl are
teaching

SUMMER SCHOOL

address to the Sister students
congratulated them most heartily on the sacrifices
they were making for the furtherance of Catholic
in his

education.

of St. Augustine's,

in

the

has
been transferred as Prefect of Discipline to Villanova
Prep. School, Ojai Valley, California; Father A. B.
Maxwell, 0. S. A., is teaching English at St. Augustine's School, San Diego,
Calif.; Father William
Berry, 0. S. A., recently returned from Spain; Father

Alexander Malone, 0.
0.

S.

A.;

Dr. A.

J.

:

A.,

S. A.; Father John Crawford,
Weichardt, formerly head of

Cal., reports a

splendid

A

few weeks ago Villanova Prep School, of Ojai
Vallej^ was formally opened by Bishop Cantwell, of
Los Angeles. Father John Howard is to be congratulated on the splendid work he has accomplished in
such a short space of time.
St. Rita College, Chicago, in spite of recently
creased facilities,

is

taxed

to

capacity.

in-

The football

team is again in line for citj^ championship.
The formal dedication of Malvern School, MalPa.,

Bishop

The following changes have been made
Father Donovan, 0. S.

San Diego,

attendance.

vern,

FACULTY CHANGES
faculty of the college

additions to

Father O'Meare, appointed during summer as head

The 1924 Summer School under the direction of
Rev. eTohn Sparrow, O. S. A., hoth from the viewponit
of numbers and diversity of courses offered, was highly
successful.
There were 175 nuns in attendance, representing twenty-four different communities. The Summer School closed on August 14th with a high mass
celebrated by Very Eev. C. M. DriscoU, 0. S. A.
Father Driscoll

latest

staff.

took place on
Auxiliary

Crane,

blessed the

new

Thursday, October 30th.
Bishop of Philadelphia,

building, and Father Corcoran, of St.

Rita's, Philadelphia,

was

The new plant consisting

the orator of the occasion.
of three units, comprise a

gymnasium and a class room building.
After the exercises, dinner was served to the guests.
The Malvern football team lost its first game to
Jenkintown High School by the score of 44-0. In view
dormitory, a

of the fact that the officials were Villanova men,

it is

rather difficult to understand the score.

••04i^O«M>()<«

»<><«^()4a»0'«

NIGHT LURE
The night is brilliant with small stars sparkling.
Cold winds are sweeping down the glittering sky.
The hill-trees sough in their last autumn keening
And drop their gold-green foliage to die.
Across the black, bleak heath I tread unfriended.
Cold of body, but Avarm and gay of heart.
For just beyond the darkling mountain ridges
A fire burns indoors, and my friends wait to start.

I

see their faces in the soft light shining

Donald and Robert, Howard, Harvey, Paul,
To them from this high point of highland vantage
My face is turned and my heart doth call.
"Lads,

let

us leave for once the kindness.

The warmth and peace of a bright cheerful room.

And

let

us brave the keen winds that go laughing

Across the

"0

hills

and through the fall-shorn coomb.

better to have one hour of fierce, strong rapture

Under the stars, upon these lordly hills,
Than dwell too long within an age of calmness

Where blood

gets sluggish

and no longer

thrills.

the winds, the bitter winds are calling.
Come, buffet them with me ere dawn grows grey,
The leaves from their old boughs are swiftly falhng
And cover many an ancient cairn where dreams decay.

"Lads mine!

"Come now! push up! your blood will heat like fire.
And all your being shall with youth's strength glow.
And we shall sing and all the winds will answer
And tell us things no other men may know."
— W. J. Meter.
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Mr. Stanle,y Smith has recently returned from a
Mr. Smith reports a
most enjoyable trip and seems to have profited by his

several months' staj^ abroad.

vacation.

Since the last issue of this magazine, not a few

Villanovans have taken brides unto themselves. Eddie
Kirsch,

Tim Conway, Joe Scanlon, Fred

Seitsinger,

Dick Fogarty have the best wishes and sincere congratulations of the Villanovan.

"Piggy" Watson

'24 is

School, Alverton, Pa.,

and

also coaching the foot-

ball team.

Hughie McGeehan

'24

and Frank Fleming

'24 are

teaching at Aquinas Institute, Rochester, N. Y.

Walter Riordan '24 and Bob Sullivan '24 are in
same class in Harvard Law School.
'24 is doing graduate work at
Bill O'Donnell
Notre Dame. Bill was awarded the K. of C. scholarship, having been selected by Rev. J. A. O'Hara, supertlie

intendent of parochial schools in Philadelphia.

Arthur Forst,

last

cliarge of football at

year's

assistant

coach,

is

in

Seymour High School, Seymour,

Conn.

Among

Evan Quinn '14, "Jit"
Dan McEnerney '18, for-

recent visitors were

Ford
Harry Buche
mer varsity pitcher; Leo Delohery '21, Charles McCUernan '22 and John Foley '24.
Thursday evening, October 29th, found the Villanova Club of Philadelphia in sessioii at Sylvania Hotel
for its usual monthly dinner. The affair was well at'24,

'22,

Charles Chambers, of Harrisburg, quarterback on the 1916 eleven, gave a very interesting talk
on the possibility of raising money for the college
through the medium of insurance. The club was most
enthusiastic in its endorsement of the plan and prom-

tended.

The
ised to give it its hearty support.
meeting was scheduled at Villanova and will
on November 27th.
Father Burns and
Clark will provide a one-act play for the
ment

November
take place

Mr.

John

entertain-

of the club.

The Villanovan
extends

its

in the luime

appreciation for

of the student

the

presence

of

body

many

former varsity players in the role of assistant coaches.
Marty McLaughlin, Phil Barry, John
Dougherty, Jeff Dougherty, Tim Spillane, Elmer
Hertzler, Arthur l^reithaupt have been most faithful
The
in lending a helping hand to Coach Sommers.
team in no small degree has benefited by their instructions and experience and particularly by the knowledge that the varsity men of other years are still
deeply interested in their welfare. It is a new experience at Villanova to see so many coaches working
with the men and it is hoped the practice will cou'
Also it is most encouraging to note how well
tinue.
At Rutgers,
the "grads" turn out for the games.
Dickinson and at St. John's there was a goodly number of the "old boys" present, while at the Delaware
and Lebanon games, played at Villanova, the Alumni
were very well represented.

Leo Lynch,

teaching in Alverton High
is

19

The Alumni, be it noted, is beginnnig to perk up
and we know of no better method of continuing the
perking up complex than the production of a winning football team.

Tommy Fox, of the '23 class of the Pre-Med School,
has been elected president of his class at the University of Penns.ylvania Dental School.
Paul McCloskey, a member of the '24 class, is a
sophomore at the University of Pennsylvania Medical
School.
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VILLANOVA OPENS SKASON WITH A 14 TO
DEFEAT
N September 27th, Villanova ushered in its
1924 gridiron season with the annual game
with the Rutgers College eleven at New
Brunswick. After one of the hardest battles
came out on the long end of a 14 to score.

For the

entire

first half Villanova held its own
with the powerful Scarlet Scourge. Time and again
the husky New Jersey backs would try to pierce the
Main Liners defense but their efforts were futile.

Rutgers scored their first touchdown when Terrill
being tackled on Villanova 's fifteen-yard line
fought himself loose and ran for a touchdown. Hazel
after

was successful

in the try for the

extra point by a

drop kick.

Henny Benkert scored the Jersey team's second
touchdown.
Hazel was again successful in the attempt for the extra point.
Villanova put up a great battle. Although heavily
outweighed the sturdy representatives of the Blue
and White held the Scarlet eleven on three different
occasions on the five-yard line.
Captain Jack (Lefty) Sayers proved the star of the
day.

He was

all

over the

field.

Rarely did he miss a

under a punt.
Jimmie Sirdevan and Jimmie Callahan both played

tackle

well for Villanova in the backfield.

Sirdevan playing

quarterback used excellent judgment in calling the
plays for his team.

The lineup
Villanova

Halphen

left

end

Pickett

left tackle

Burt
Youngfliesch

left

Bachman

right

Sayers

right

Miller

Sirdevan

Dora
Callahan
SlatJiiske

guard

center

guard
tackle

right

end

quarterback
left halfback
right

halfback

fullback

Rutgers
Kiernan
Gibson

Ruch
Brennan
Lincoln

Bender
...Morgan

Singer
Terrill....

Benkert
Hazel

—

Mulloy for Halphen,
Substitutions Villanova
Jacobowsky for Dora, Conlon for Mulloy, Thornton
for Burt, Snyder for Pickett, Jacobs for Sayers. RutTouchdowns
gers Zingg for Ruch, Bliss for Morgan.
Goals after touchdowns (drop
Benkert, Terrill.
Hazel 2. Referee W. R. Crowley, Bowdoin.
kicks)
Umpire W. R. Okeson, Lehigh. Linesman H. A.
Time of quarters ^12 minutes.
Stine, Springfield.
:

:

—

—
—

—

—

—

DICKINSON

13,

VILLANOVA

The Saturday following the Rutgers game found
the Blue and White gridiron warriors at Carlisle, Pa.,
The day was
for their annual game with Dickinson.
ideal for baseball weather and the progress of the
game was retarded by the heat.
Villanova took the

field in a clearly

evident spirit

The team as a whole was imbued with
defeat that was
a feeling of victory and the 14 to
handed by the Carlisle Collegians was deeply felt.
The Blue and White defense that became famous
of confidence.

through
before

work

its

peatedly

the

Rutgers game failed miserably
the Dickinson backs. ReRupp brothers penetrated the

in the

onslaught

the

shifty

of

Villanova line for large gains.
Until the closing minutes of the

was unable

to

make a

first

down.

first

half Villanova

Practically every

time the pigskin came into possession of Villanova,

Callahan was called upon to punt.
Villanova staged a rally in the opening of the
second half but it was short lived. After making several first downs the Blue and White offensive was

checked and Callahan was forced to kick. P. Rupp
ran the ball back to Villanova 's thirty-yard line. A
few line plays and a forward pass from Nye to P.
Rupp netted the up-staters their first tally. Nye was
successful in the try for the point after touchdown.

In the beginning of the fourth period Villanova

The Blue and
White started a steady march down the field towards
Dickinson's goal line. Dora was injured and Risley

for the first time threatened to score.

substituted in his place.

Dickinson

line for a

circled the Carlisle right

ward

pass,

Kuzco

Risley hit the center of the

gain of twenty yards.

wing for ten more.

to Callahan,

Dickinson's five-yard

line.

Callahan

A

for-

brought the pigskin into
Jacobs on a trick play

THE VILLANOVAN
he was forced out of bounds
and Villanova's hopes of tying the score were blasted.
Dickinson gained possession of the ball and
launched a powerful attack on the Blue and White
When the pigskin
forwards which was successful.
was brought within striking distance of the Blue and
White line Brooks received a forward from Nye and
went over for the second touchdown. Nye was again
successful in the try for the extra point. The lineup
tore for the goal line but

Dickinson

Villanova
P^rancella

Roth

end

left

Pickett

left

tackle

Burt

left

guard

Youngfliesch

Keller

Beynon
Lashley

center

Baehman

right

guard

Shell

Sayers

right tackle

Peck

Jacobs

right

Moynihan

end

Baiz

quarterback

Callahan

left

Dora

right

halfback

C.

Carpenter
Brooks

halfback

fullback

Slatniske

Rupp
Rupp

P.

Dickinson

7—14

7

Villanova

—Brooks, P. Rupj^. Points
—Nye
Substitutions— Dickinson

Touchdowns
tie

for Peck,

for Jacobs,
Slatniske,

2.

Brooks for Carpenter.
Pickett

in the

This was the only score

in the first half.

Villanova opened the third period with its bewildering offensive which the Delaware forwards were

unable to solve. Callahan and Slatniske tore huge
holes through the Delaware line and carried the pigskin to the twenty-yard line. Villanova tried a few
forward passes but they were broken up by the
Sirdevan was called back to drop
Peach Growers.
kick and he succeeded. The ball sailed over the cross

bar by many yards.
Villanova scored again in the last quarter when
Jackson fumbled Callahan's punt and Mulloy recovering it raced ten yards for a touchdown. Mulloy dropkicked for the extra point.
Herbert's placement kick in the last minute of the
game was Delaware's only tally.

The Peach Growers were on the defensive most of
game. The Villanova offense was exceptionally
strong and every time that Delaware gained posses-

the

Villanova

:

:

after

Francella

Bit-

Conlon

Jackowbowsky for
Kuczo for Moynihan,

—

tackle..

guard

left

Youngfleisch

Pedries

Kramer
McKaskey

center
right

right tackle

Torbert

—

right end

Lohman

Kuczo
Dora

quarterback

—

halfback

Jackson
Hopkins

halfback

Weggeman

left

Slatniske

17

TO

3

After going through two years without annexmg
came into its own on
October 18th by defeating the University of Delaware

by the score of 17 to 3 on the Main Line gridiron.
The Sommer coached machine worked well and the
team from the Peach Growing State was outplayed
during the entire game. The fierce plungings of the
Blue and White backfield men could not be checked.
Jimmie Callahan was responsible for Villanova's
first touchdown.
Jimmie Sirdevan had received a
Delaware punt in midfield. A forward pass, Callahan
to Francella, brought the pigskin to
Delaware's
twenty-yard line. Sirdevan gained eleven yards off
the

Halphen

Creamer
McKelvie

end

left
left

Baehman

a single victory Villanova finally

On

Sayers

Delaware

Jacobs
Mulloy

VILLANOVA WINS FROM DELAWARE,

tackle.

The lineup
Villanova

for Snyder,

Orback for Burt,

left

Mulloy succeeded

a touchdown.
attempt for the extra point.

0—0

Farina for Youngfleisch, Risley for Dora, Snyder for
Pickett, Mulloy for Francella.
Referee Longstreth,
Haverford. Umpire— Miller,
Haverford. Linesman
Houtz, Penn State. Time of quarters 15 minutes.

Delaware's

went over for

sion of the ball Herbert kicked out of danger.

Score by periods

touchdowns

21

next play Callahan

Callahan

right

guard

Herbert

fullback

Score by periods

Villanova

7

10

0—17

3—3

Delaware

downs

—Mulloy, Callahan. Drop kick—
Placement kick—Herbert. Points after touch(drop kicks) — Mulloy
Substitutions — Pick-

ett for

Jacobs, Snyder for Pickett, Risley for Slatniske,

Touchdowns
devan.

Sir-

2.

Farina for Youngfleisch, Conroy for Sayers, Smith for
Callahan, Sirdevan for Dora, Trainer for Mulloy,
Maher for Jacobs, Conlon for Maher, Burt for Thornton, Thornton for Baehman, Orback for Thornton.
Referee Fowler. Umpire Longsti^eth. Head linesman Wight.

—

—

—
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PLINT5>
A

sign which Louie should post in the barber shop

Some people think because wheat
dollar a bushel,

you can

call it

is

selling at a

buck wheat.

Roses are red,
Violet are blue,

Smoke if you must,
But please don't cheM'.

Bo: What's the flag at half mast for?
Zo The town's dead.
:

Latest Books

Dink

The Sea Hawk, by Snyder.
The Forbidden

City,

What was

:

that

noise

in

your room

last

night?
Hink.y

by M. Martin.

Just getting up a sound argument for

:

class.

The Plough Boy, by Daniel O'Neil.
Abie's Irish Rose,

b}^

Ed. Connery.

"Every time I kiss you I am a
"Oh! you little angel."

Kidd Boots, by Alphonse Umani.

better man.

The Reckless Age, by Julius Marrotte.

Where

Is

My Wandering

B03",

*

by Ken Kook.

Dot: Ed, 1 think you're wonderful.
Edgar: For once we agree.
Advertisements and

Columbia Yarns

What They Remind You Of

—Frank

Kasel.

He: They say

The Skin You T^ove To Touch— Micari.

Go Out and Root for Penn, by Parker.
They Satisfy Brooklyn Kenny & McGuinn.

She: Well,

kisses arc the

why

language of

love.

don't you say something.

—

Stranger: Can you get a drink in Philadelphia?
Native Yes, any place but the five and ten store.
:

I notice you make the owl
"to whom" instead of "to whoo."
Author: Yes, this is a Boston owl.

Publisher: In your story

lioot

College would be a wonderful place,

if

it

wasn't

for the classes.

Mary: Geoi-ge was the goal of my ambitions
Ainie: Bnt what?
Mary: Father kicked the goal.

but-

Mnlb)y:
Risley:

Mullov:

Gimme a sheet
What for?
I

want

to write

of nnisic ])aper, will ya!

my

girl a note.

THE VILLANOVAN
A

wink

in a

drug store

is

worth two

in a saloon.

a college

man yawns,

realizes it is time to go to

Why

do they

call

Peg 'Pretzels" and Pat

"Beer"!

#

When

Jean:

23

Nibs: Because they used to go together.
the devil stretches and

work.
Instructor (meeting class for

I've

come

to fix that old tub in the kitchen.

Oh Mamma Here 's
!

!

this

paper

I

the doctor to see the cook.

^*>'^^"'^*'<>^i^(>-«^(><^»<>'4^»()-^i»0'«M'()-^M>()'4i^O<^»f}-«l»<)<«B»(>^i»()4

AN ANSWER
end of all our passionate thinking
hemlock draught brewed by defeat
the end of all the earth's intolerable beauty
a dying cinder rolling down Space's Street;
the end of all our love and mighty friendship

If the

Is a bitter

If
Is

If

Is a final

parting never to meet again;
we given dreams beyond fulfillment,

Why

are

And

faith

tirst

time)

:

And on

want your names— not your signatures.

and song, and wisdom of heart and brain'

THE VILLANOVAN

Thomas A. Edison and Charles P. Steinmetz in the Schenectady
laboratories of the General Electric Company, where Dr. Steinmetz
did his great work

Steinmetz
The

tells how the mass of
men worry themselves into
nameless graves, while now

Emerson

and then a

thunderbolt.

great, unselfish soul

himself into immorOne of the most inspiring influences in the life of a
modern corporation is the
selfless work of the scientists
in the laboratories which it
provides for their research.
forgets
tality.

you are interested to learn
more about what electricity is
doing, write for Reprint No.
If

AR391

Dr. Steinmetz kept his
frail body alive. It clothed him with
surpassing power; he tamed the lightning and discharged the first artificial
spirit of

containing a complete

set of these advertisements.

Great honors came to him, yet he
will be remembered not for what he
received, but
for
what he gave.
Humanity will share forever in the
profit of his research.
This is the
reward of the scientist, this is enduring glory.
95-940GC

ENERAL

ELECTRIC

,AL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY. SCHENECTADY, NEW
YOR

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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SUCCESS!
Many
success in

of our customers have told us that

These men say that
is

the basis of

That

we have helped

them,

in

a very definite way, to acheive

life.

is

first

impressions count for

where we have been able

clothes which

much

business and that personal appearance

in

impressions.

first

make

their

to help with carefully tailored, good looking and well fitting
at his best, put him at ease and give him confidence.

wearer appear

Prices Are Moderate.

May We Be

of Service to

You?

PYLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors

1115

Walnut

CHOCOLATES

Street

CANDIES

WM. GROFF.

P. D.

DRUGGIST
'Try a Groff Milk Shake"

Milk Drinks

Sodas

BRYN MAWR,

OPPOSITE NATIONAL BANK

PA.

Do You Know

Telephone Bryn

LUNCHEON

Mawr

758

TEA

Henry

SUPPER

B. Wallace

Successor to Charles

Mawr

W.

BRYN

MAWR CONFECTIONERY
(Next to the Movies)

848 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr

Caterer and Confectioner
22 and 24 Bryn

That you can get the most tasty Sandwiches and
Home-made Pies at our Luncheonette Fountain?
Chicken Sandwich with Lettuce and Mayonnaise 20c
Ham or Cheese Sandwich
10c
Delicious Home-made Pie, your favorite 10c per cut
Excellent Coffee, with Cream
5c per cup
Hot Chocolate, made with whole fresh Milk,
topped with Whipped Cream
10c per cup

Phone Bryn Mawr 178
Delicious

Glocker, Jr.

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Home-made Cream Fudge and Caramels

—

you'll like them.
Agents for Whitman and Page & Shaw Chocolates
•

MEN
We've been thinking about what you would vs^ant for your new fall suit, and, after much preparation and planning, we believe we have it.
Style?
Yes, plenty of it.
Quality?
Assuredly.
Come in and look them over whether or not you buy (you'll want to when you see them) and
note the splendid assortment of colorings and fabrics.
The top price is $49.50, with a truly splendid assortment from $25 up. Many have two trousres.

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
READY MADE

1704 Market Street
SPECIAL RATES TO VILLANOVA STUDENTS
IN

DOING

SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

CUSTOM TAILORED

THE VILLANOVAN
^:^'

:;:::;:

fellers

SAY,

Have you noticed

Men's Furnishing Department

WM.
BILL

running

is

it.

Come

in

T.

the

,

new

Down

at Snyder's Store?

WALTMAN

and meet him and get acquainted with

Oxford Shirt

at $1.85

and Snappy Ties

his Special

White

at $1.00

SHEAD'S BAKERY
For Quality

in

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE,

Wholesale and Retail

PA.

BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton's

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff,

E.
1204

TO

1214

Penetrating Bristles

CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

General Mortgage Financing Corporation

6 Per Cent. Investment Guarantee

MORTGAGE BANKING
Philadelphia, Pa.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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FALL CLOTHES
FOR THE COLLEGE MAN
made

you

for

m,anner

from

—

in

the

London

weaves and colors

in

overseas

domestic

or

manufacture.

Suit,

Topcoat or Tuxedo

$28.75 and $38.75

THE EDWARD
TAILORING
1724 Market

St.,

Basket Ball Equipment
Is

Made By

CO., INC.
Philadelphia

1210 Chestnut

St.,

Phila.

See Our Display at College Building

Every Wednesday
J.

L.

HILL IN

CHARGE

DRUGS

M.

J.

GIFTS

CARDAMONE,

DALYMADE

Ph. G.

CHEESE AND PEANUT BUTTER

SANDWICHES

Prescription Druggist

Crisp, Tasty,

Delicious

1040 Lancaster Avenue

DALYMADE COMPANY

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
SODAS

CIGARS

3952

ASPEN

ST.,

PHILADELPHIA

ROMA CAFE
American,
IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

Italian,

PRIVATE DINING

IT

BANQUETS, CLASS DINNERS, SUPPERS

DOING

SO,

ROOM

835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post

BRYN
IN

French Cuisine

MAWR

MENTION VILLANOVAN

Office
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PETER REILLY PUBLICATIONS
133 North Thirteenth Styeet

Philadelphia

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NRW TSYCHOLOGY
By J. Godfrey Rupert
This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
scientific points."
Views of future life as represented by men
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge. It Is popularly treated so as
to interest the great majority of readers.
138 pages, price $1:25.

BED5

ELEMENTS OF SCHOI^STIC PHILOSOPHY

DISTINCTIVE

By Rev. Michael W. Slialln, S. J.
"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such breadth
of view, such clearness of expression, and such brevity of
style." America,
Cr. 8 vo.
423 pages, $2.50.

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

Quality at
RIGHT

^J^PRICEf.

By Francis Xliompson

Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly
Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out among
all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece In
itself.
"One of the few very great odes," Coventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c. School Edition, 25c.

—

THE

S.ACR.A3IENT

EVERYTHING^^
forGARDEN andLAWN^
CATALOG FREE-

OF FRIENDSHIP

By Henry C. Schuyler, Ph. D.. S. T. L.
Places successfully in a popular and devout manner the principal
truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
By the author of
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 16 mo.,
Prayer Book Edition, ^1.25.
218 pages.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR

By

MlCHELLS!

A. Rota

EIOMARKETSli
i^lOPHILA'

New

pr.actical method for learning the Italian language, revised
and enlarged with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett. Thorough,
and fascinating, with the conversational portions
appended to each chapter. 12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

reliable

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

By

Rev.

JoHeph M. O'Hara

Simply explained according to the New Code.
Excellent for
those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics honestly
desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16 mo., 84
pages,

cloth,

50c.

The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
BRYN M AWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE
EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

PHILIP A. HART,

WILLIAM

H.

and Other Valuables Taken on Storage
JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

W.

Vice President

JESSE

H.

HALL,

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer
BERGEN, Assistant Trust Officer

Assistant Treasurer

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Ice

Frank

¥

W.

Prickitt, Ph.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT,

Cream

Prescriptions

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY

W. BREYER,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pres.

G.

and Sick

PA.

Room

Supplies

a Specialty

Telepsone Bryn

Mawr

193.

Established 1885

THE VILLANOVAN
Day by Day

Way

In Every

EDSON BROS.

We're Getting Larger
and Larger

BUTTER
EGGS
CHEESE

PHILIP'S

POULTRY

Lunch Room
1009 Lancaster Avenue

110-112 Dock Street, Philadelphia

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

CHESSMAN'S

CIGAR
ALLEN

KNOWN

for

R.

CRESSMAN'S SONS,

Makers, 233 South Third Street

DEPENDABLE VALUE and KRAFTSMANSHIP

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

—

Chalices, Ostensorium,

Ciborium

riallnum Jewelry iriiule to order. Exclusive dcHiKii.s. Authorized to handle Sacred
C"ui) and Silver
lia.s(^
Chalieo is a wonder.
Spociali/.ing- in ("lass Pins,

B. C.
112-114

5.

ELEVENTH

LOKPER,^

ST. (Below Chestnut St.)

E.ST.MU.ISTTED

—

A^essels,

Ring.s,

School, College, Society

Diamonds; Watches and Jewelry
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTISTIC JEWELRY
T.EI.T.

IS!),")

IN

DOING

SO,

Emblems

Repairing and Gilding. Our $1.75 Solid Gold 14k
Charms and Seal Uing EngravinB.

MENTION VILLANOVAN

I'TIONE,

FII.HERT

537;i

THE VILLANOVAN
^'l

MEHL&LATTA

William L. Hayden

Lumber, Coal,

HARDWARE

and Building Materials

Locksmithing

Wall Board
Telephone Bryn

Mawr

838
Rosemont. Pa.

74.

Compliments

of a Friend

Bell Phone,

Chas. A.

LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

KruU

Prompt Service

Belmont 4140

JAMES FARLEY
Plumbing

Wholesale

Hot Water and Steam Heating
5422 WYALUSING AVENUE

Tobacco,

PHILADELPHIA

Cigars

WM. STALKER

and

SHOEMAKER
To Particular People

Cigarettes
941

LANCASTER AVENUE
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

55 North Second Street

Shoe Repairing

in All Its

,

Branches

You put on your

shoes with a feeling of satisfaction
after having them repaired by us. We use all HighGrade Leather and our workmanship is the best.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Give Us a Trial and Be Convinced

1
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN
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FOOTBALL

';:i'^r.:::::::\y:y/:r

The

RADIO

.-„,„/-

BASKETBALL

:.:''^:,:.:/

Varsity Shop

PASSON-GOTTLIEB--BLACK
SPORTING GOODS
16 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL PRICES TO "V" STUDENTS
TRACK

BASEBALL
Incorporated 1919

Established 1837

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

nn nr

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets
Philadelphia

fl

Fine fabrics in unusually attractive patterns and
colorings, Reed's Standard of Tailoring" and
moderate prices make
Reed's Clothing especially desirable.

John Y. Parke Co.
MANUFACTURERS—JOBBERS

Top

Coats,
Overcoats,
$35 and upward

Suits,

JACOB REED'S SONS
CHESTNUT
PHILADELPHIA

1424 26

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

ST.

3

1

North Seventh Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia

TETE-A-TETE TEA
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Careful

Handling
and

Quality

WILSON

LAUNDRY

Activities in Part

Beneficial

Saving

Makers of

Fund

trophies, medals, bronze

memorials
stationery, personal greeting

1200

CHESTNUT STREET

class rings
ligious

FOUNDED

cards

for all anniversaries;

and pins for

social,

re-

and business organizations.

Importers of

pearls

and

precious

1850
stones of the finer qualities
of watches, clocks

Resources,

30

of leather goods, canes, crops,

Million Dollars

um-

brellas and smokers' requirements.

4 Per Cent. Interest Paid
J.

on Deposits

E.(kLl)WELL

& Co.

Chestnut Street below Broad
Philadelphia

I'ATUONIZK

OUR ADVERTISERS

THE
WABASH

V I LLANO

VAN

TWINLOCK
Binders and Supplies

Cabinets and Supplies

James Hogan Company

Subscribe to

LIMITED

Loose Leaf Specialists

Blank Books

Office Supplies

The

Engraving

Lithographing

Printing

Villanovan

CHESTNUT STREET

607

PHILADELPHIA

Do Not Forget

the

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA DANCE
Alumni

Hall,

November 24th

NO STAGS

ADMISSION

T. E.

$2.00

POWERS & REYNOLDS

FAHY

Modern Drug
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NOTES ON CRITICISM
HE function of criticism

T

is to discover what
and knowledge. The
mental judgment must be curbed by no
is

best in thought

restraining bit of prejudice, inherited or
acquired or simulated, but rather must
romp in disinterested suspense around the wide
fields of choice.
To accomplish this happy freedom,
it is necessary to formulate a protective standard
as a basis, copyrighted by the consent of the intelligent majority of thinkers and promulgated under
the auspices of sanity and common sense. With
such a principle to regulate, one may free the literary paradise of anything discordant or burn the
chaff of untruth with a flaming sword.
To criticize, then, a theorem must be clearly
enuciated.
Judgment must order its application
and the final T. E. D. must be signed to a logical,
coherent proof. A literary problem differs but little
from a mathematical process. Fixed, eternally fixed
truth, a set of principles similar to the formulas
of algebra and the unknown gradually emerges to
take its visible place in the next step towards the
solution.

examined under the microscopes
and their inner nature and vital

Social forces are
of scientific laws

Where disease be indicated
remedies are applied.
Where healthy cinditions
are noted, protections are devised.
Codes of morality are rigidly subjected to the
natural norm of man's rational nature as such
and its agreement or disagreement with the will of
processes revealed.

the Creator.

Errors are condemned and avoided, while peris rewarded and imitated.
If economic laws be necessary for national stability, if the common good demands the observance
fection

human conduct, is it not fair to assert
the adoption of some standard outside the realm of
ignorance, doubt and opinion for the proper judgof a rule of

ment

of

works of

literary art

Recent discussions in leading publications on
literature, discover an astounding lack of even an
elementary acquaintance with the principles of
literary art.
In fact, the critical tendency is towards the abolition of principles. Cities have blown
up a sandstorm that has obscured the idols when
they really wanted to smash them. They are bewildered by the utter silence of an impregnable
Sphinx that will neither be smashed nor converted.

their end is loneliness. A bitter forgetfulness
caused by the mantle of the lawgivers of centuries
falling over their stooped shoulders drowning their
feeble cries in the gulf of oblivion.

And

Such the fate of the iconoclast, the breaker of
world the laws he would disregard, visiting their vengeance on his disobedience,
the law-abiding works he would demolish, blindidols in the literary

;

—

ing his feeble defiance into darkness.
Such the fate of the literary heretic. Banned by
mutual consent from converse with the followers
of law and order, he is denied.

He

is

the likeness of a falling star and granted

the dubious honor of a fallen angel.

This tendency in modern criticism is not strange.
organization escapes this battering ram of lawlessness.
Its destructive force would disunite the
home and create instead of the lawful state, some
The Church receives the
sort of silent anarchy.
brunt of the attack of destructive criticism. Particularly is she blamed for being a curb on thought
when her critics really mean thoughtfulness. Bred
in strife, baptized in blood, raised in opposition she
has thrived on conflict. And to her portals have
come the shining geniuses of centuries for a solution of their problems, since she alone has a fixed
philosophy to apply to the mental and moral conditions of any society.
The Church has ever fought
against any encroachments on the liberty of the individual. But she refuses to allow principles to give
way to the vagaries of every changeable fad and
fancy. Liberty under law is her ideal no less than
that of the founders of our own Constitution.

No

The gradual return of

scientists to the old scho-

on the theory of life and the admission of science to a conclusion reached by pure
thought centuries ago is significant significant of
the need for an unchangeable standard.
lastic principles

—

Modern philosophy, based on any wild impulse of
is seeking aid in the shelter
of a
philosophy that has stood the test of centuries.
And the acceptance by literary monarchs of some
fixed philosophy of literature will be just as inevitable and to the bewildered student of literature,
infinitely comforting and satisfactory.

the individual,

;

This idea of a plan
old maid.

room

of

is

taking the rank of a literary

The mad rout of revellers in the ball
literature, masked to a semblance of in-
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sanity, has forced anything like a purpose into the
fate of a wall-flower.

"The Common"Religion and Sex," re-

G. K. Chesterton, discussing

weal," questions relating to

marks

in

that,

"We

have a plan of our house and garden and are
always trying to restore and rebuild it according
to that plan. We do not propose to tear up our original plan and follow a chapter of accidents; until
the house is buried under falling trees and the fields
are flooded and

all

the

work

of

man

is

washed

away."
But where

fictionists would project their inner
consciousness in a series of disconnected episodes
and call the work superior to the noble framework
of a masterpiece of Dickens or Thackeray we seriously question in what sort of a house they should
prefer to live. Where dramatists would scorn the
technique of play-building, what of their scorn for

the building of a roof over the heads of their audi-

ence?
Contradiction follows their efforts
and they
in a maze.
Nightmares of poetry called
free verse, tangles answering to the name of problem novels, and jumbled situations dignified by the
title of impressionistic drama form the content of a
critic's endeavors.
And he forgets his duty the
search for truth so far as to give these works the

wander

—

—

seal of his approbation because they are new, because they are different, because they exhibit the
wonderful freedom of a monkey clambering through
some forgotten forest.

The purpose of criticism is knowledge and knowledge must have some ledge cut into the high mountain of thought whereon a traveller may rest and
view the valleys in safety; the object of criticism is
truth and truth must have no other gods before it.

OPINION
By W.

ET

someone speak of Spain in a gathering
and the thoughts that arise in the minds
of the listeners are, as a rule, brought into
three classes.
"Carmen," "The Bull
Fight," and the Spanish "Inquisition."
With the thought of Carmen comes that glorious
picture of a dark-eyed, dark-haired and oliveskinned girl moving about on a platform a rose between her teeth, a mantilla resting on her high
comb, accentuating her beauty, and a cigarette
dangling from her lips while she dances, sings, or
flashes at us an alluring smile, given only by those

—

—

A
large black eyes of the real Spanish beauty.
thought we get from an old drama a picture or
our conception of Spanish life as it was a few hundred years ago and as we think it is today. It happens perhaps in the night life to give tourists the
impression that it is the accustomed thing.
Another thought is the "Bull Fight," that brutal
and ugly national sport of the Spanish people
the arena lined with people ladies wearing their
high combs and mantillas and eager for the brutal
sport to begin a helpless bull the more helpless
horses and the butchery and slaughter of these helpThe Roman Circus again in the 20th
less animals.
century. Why decry what we know nothing about?
Why is it that tourists who visit Spain go with the
intention of seeing a bull fight and go to jeer and
shudder at the butchery, and come away the loyal
supporters of this ugly and brutal sport? There may
be some exceptions. This is no apology for the bull
fight.
We admit it is brutal in some ways, but the

—

—

—

—

—

F. B.

grace and dexterity of the "matadors," their complete sway over the savage bull, is so astounding
that we see art as it can be expressed in sport of
such a nature.
Still another thought is the Spanish Inquisition,
to the minds of most the ugliest blot in the history
of Spain. Let us consider the time
and we come
to realize it as the most perfectly natural thing in
the world
even if today we have progressed so
much that we look on it with horror. It was no
worse and many times better than similar practices
of other countries of Europe at the time.
Why be
swayed by writers who never spoke well of Spain,
who have been trapped in their false statements
many times? Spain was not the only offender. Why

—

—

class

it

as Spanish

all

the time?

Never do we think of the Spain responsible for
America of the Spain that saved
Christianity from the infidel and of the intellectual
and literary movements of those dark ages, of the
centuries that followed and even of today in that
much maligned country.
We know a few names honored ones in history
and in letters. There our knowledge of Spaniards
and things Spanish end. We consider them excepthe discovery of

—

—

—

men out of their element
country so backward and so barbarous. Why
not consider them as shining examples of a more detions to the general rule
in a

veloped civilization of a people of
breeding? The hospitality of the
That is not the sign of
verbial.
Because we have only heard
tion.

and
Spaniard is proa barbarous na-

inate culture

of or

know

a few
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names does not prove that there are no more.

Our

liking

We

all

only

know

of

them by

translations and until

the last few years Spanish was a dead language
for the general run of people. Now that Spanish is
so important we can see behind some of the modern
lies told

haps

we

about Spain.

Why

not look back?

Per-

shall find that the things accepted as his-

prove to be prejudiced views, of a
disgruntled and biased writer.
One of the outstanding and best writers of the

torical will also

16th century was Malon de Chaide. Born in Cascante of Navarre in the early part of the 16th century. At an early age he entered the University of
Saragossa, where he devoted himself to ecclesias-

Having completed his studies there
studies.
he entered the Augustinian order, being professed
There
at the then famous Convent of Salamanca.
he was ordained priest became professor of Theology and later was transferred to the University
of Saragossa, holding the chair of Theology in that
seat of learning. After a number of years' experience, both as professor and preacher, he says himself that he decided to write, not because he wished
to do so, but because he thought the little he might
know would help someone else. At an advanced
age he wrote "The Conversion of Magdalene"
book, which as Menendez y Pelayo, the greatest
Spanish critic, says "is the jewel of Spanish literature
Comparable in its treatment and style only
to the works of the great mystic Fray Luis de Leon
y San Juan de La Cruz."
tical

—

—

—

The book

itself is divided

into three parts.

It

considers the three states of Mary Magdalene in
that of sinner, in that of penitent and in that of
grace. Each of these states the author treats fully

worthy of the master he was, in language
times of satire, sometimes descending to the
vulgar in his expressions and again in the greatest
examples of flowery and majestic diction that have
ever been written in any language.
Perhaps at
times be may be criticized for this unevenness of
diction.
But let us consider that he was trying to
reach the minds of all classes and we will have to
admit that he did in the 16th century what our
modern writers are praised for doing today, namely,
write so all could understand and not write for one
class of people. In each phase or state of which the
author treats, he does so thoroughly. He bases his
theme on the gospel of St. John and treats each
phase separately and uses as his basic proof the
words of St. John relating the life story of the
Magdalene. His work is in prose intermingled with
a few poems and a number of translations of the
psalms by the author himself.
We may criticise, and do so justly, in saying that
he uses too many words to express his ideas. A
in a style

at

mode of expression would be more to our
and give at the same time the substance of

shorter

knowledge of the language has been our drawback.

that need be said. The right word at the right
time is what we all look for whether it be in writing

—

many adjectives too many
turns of thought not only tire us, but take away
from the clarity of expression which we like to read
or hear, even if we are not able to do it ourselves.
These faults our author has. We cannot be too
harsh with him on that account. He was of a century in which erudition was shown by the number
or in conversation. Too

of

ways one thing could be

many we can

said.

That he used so

deplore, that he did not use

more we

can be thankful for and credit it to his good judgment. For he saw the tendency of those of his age,
namely, that overshadowing of the thought with too
many words. Taking into consideration the vivid
imagination of the Spaniard we can readily condone his volubility. The easy mode of expression
What appears dry and
is common to all of them.
truncated to them in our English because of its
brevity and sharpness, is in our mind the soul of
wit and an imagination held within bounds. That
our writer goes beyond this, that they round out
their phrases is true. Which are we to judge to be
the true concept? Does it depend on the character
of a people or is there something that should be
judged objectively? The bare outline is not the expression of style the too florid mode is the over-

—

—

—

emphasizing of externals. The happy medium
should be our aim. Our author has not given it to
We never claimed perfection for him. That
us.
he has style all critics agree, that he has at times
gone beyond the happy medium in the use of too
many words, almost all agree.
Contrast him with the authors of his time and
we see that he started a period of transition even if
he did not bring it to perfection. He was less
His images are better exflowery than others.
pressed. More stress is laid on the main theme and
even if side issues are treated in length, he never
Digressions are
they give information, and as long as they
serve the main thought. Our author has the happy
faculty of making almost everything go to prove his
loses sight of the principal idea.

useful

if

point.

Measured by the standards of prose or measured
by the standards of poetry, he uses both, we can
readily agree with the Spanish critics and critics of
other nations that Malon de Chaide deserves praise
and that he made a lasting impression on the literary movement of his day. The few who have unjustly criticized, never did and never will understand the writings of the mystics. Malon de Chaide
deserves more popularity, and now that Spanish is
studied with such great favor, his work of the conversion of the Maydalene should be read by all.
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examinations were over, commencement would take place tomorrow, in a day
or so the college would be deserted. Everybody, including the Faculty, seemed perfectly contented that another year was

about to close, with the exception of Thomas Beaumont Lane. Thomas, better known as Topsy, was
utterly disconsolate and

ill

at ease.

Such a frame

mind was foreign to the happy-go-lucky Topsy.
course, he had failed most of his exams, but this
did not bother him on the contrary he gave it little
thought. He would repeat the same subjects next
year, and the professors, knowing him, would expect little or nothing, and the young man had always lived up to these expectations. Topsy was not
his usual self because summer was at hand and he
had no place to go, no job to loaf at. He didn't care
to go home for various reasons, chief of which was
his father's letter received a few days previous, informing him that the household could get along
nicely without him during vacation.
The father
evidently was a firm believer in the "absence makes
the heart grow fonder."
Topsy, a remarkable quarterback, was almost a
good baseball player, and that almost meant not a
He had dazzling speed, unlimited nerve, a
little.
of

Of

;

keen desire to play ball, but lacked something which
kept him in the class of substitutes.

On the approach of his roommate and buddy,
Jimmy Nichols, Topsy seemed to become more despondent. Jimmy had been Varsity shortstop the
last three years, was captain-elect for next year, on
graduation day would step in to the big leagues.

"Why

the gloomy look, Topsy?

Didn't you rate
your exams? Or didn't father send his
monthly allowance as usual. Or didn't " Topsy
cut this sally short with a look of disgust that was

90 in

—

all

"Some fellows get all the breaks. I suppose you're on your way to the station now to turn
down several big jobs."
silencing.

tell the truth, Topsy, I am on my way to turn
not several offers, but only one. It was a baseball job, which, of course, precludes my turning it

"To

down

over to you."

"Precludes
tention.

is

good."

"Where was

And now Topsy was all atand how much were

this job

you to get?"
"In a town called Roxbury, down in Maine, They
to pay me $600 for the summer,"
The next question was rather startling.
"Do they know you down there; that is, have they

were

seen you play?"

'

W.
"No, they don't know me; the manager knows me
my record here at school."
"Well, then, Thomas Beaumont Lane," joyfully
exclaimed Topsy, "Congratulate yourself, you"ve
got a job you're fixed for the summer, Nick, you're
only by

;

a real pal,"

"What's the big idea?"

asked

the

astonished

Nichols.

"Oh, just this," answered Topsy, "as far as this
is concerned, I'm going to be you; very simple
matter.
I play under your name and collect the
money. What's to prevent my getting away with

job

it?"

"Nothing, except the fact that you're a bum ball
I happen to know they play fast ball down
there and you can't possibly make the grade. Give
it up, Topsy; you can't get away with it."
"Nothing doing," said the now determined Topsy.
"Nick, this is an act of Providence and it would be
sinful on my part to pass it up. Let me try it anyway. I'll make it go. Why, with your 'rep' and
my nerve I'll be the sensation of the town. Don't
you see they will hang on to me, no matter how I go
because they will be expecting me to hit my stride,
and you know, Jimmy, that every now and then, I
strike a streak and go like a house afire. Come on,
Nick, be a good scout and give me the necessary
'dope' and the price of a telegram."
"All right, then here's the letter with the full
particulars.
But honestly, Topsy, I think you're
crazy. And by the way," as Topsy started for the
station, "they want a picture of you in uniform for
the weekly newspaper,"
"Oh, boy, I have just what they want. Remember
the picture of me in the alumni game, tagging the
runner at second base. It's just the thing for grace
and form and they can't tell that I had lost the ball,
I can't tell you, Jimmy, how I appreciate you asking
me to take this job. Of course, you would play down
there under 'Jimmy Brown,' which is good enough
for me. Leaving tonight are you? If I don't see
you again, I'll write and let you know how I am
making out. Goodbye now, Jimmy, and thanks
again for the job."
Just one week after the above conversation,
about 10 P. M., Topsy arrived in Roxbury, prepared to stay for the summer if the place appealed
to him.
On alighting from the train, he was
greeted most effusively by a stout, important-looking individual, who introduced himself as J. Fred
Merrill, Manager of the Trojans.
player.

;

"I can't tell you,

Mr. Brown, how delighted

that you decided to come here.

Since

we

I

am

are going
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lucky enough to get on. Up here I am getting on
and going into second standing up. I don't try to
figure how I am doing it. I don't even think about
But I am thinking up a lot of excuses for the
it.
slump which is bound to come. But I should worry.
I own the town and surely enjoy being its proprie-

good friends, we may as well dispense with all
formalities. I suppose the boys at school had a nick-

to be

name

What was

for you.

it?"

Topsy, almost forgetting his role, caught himself
in time and said, **No, Fred, they didn't. They just
called

me Jimmy."

"Well,

Jimmy,

name

it

will

be here, unless

we

decide to

have made all arrangements," continued the manager, "for your
room and meals at the local hotel. Ah, here's my
car; hop in and I'll run you up to the hotel."
Settling himself comfortable, with an air of confidence, Topsy opened the conversation.
"Now, then, Fred, let's hear something about this
Trojan outfit. Is it a smart team or are they still

give you a

of our own.

playing the old army game? What kind of pitching
are you getting, which of course is largely dependent on the intelligence of your catchers.
Got any
real batters and how about"

"Not so

fast,

Jimmy.

questions for yourself.

I will let

you answer these

To be honest with you,

the

team has been rather a dismal failure. We have lost
the last six games, but boy," putting an affectionate
arm on Topsy's shoulder, "the worst is over. Under
your example and leadership, from now, it will be
different. The whole town is awaiting your coming.
Here just take a look at this," beamed Merrill, extending a newspaper.

Topsy looked, and as he expected, beheld himself.

And above the picture was the
"Jimmy Brown, famous college

glaring

headline,

shortstop arrives

today to pull Trojans out of rut."

;

we play

the best team in the league, but
trifle like

why

bother

that?"

And Topsy modestly

cooed back, "I haven't had a
I'll do
my little bit tomorrow to start our club right."
"Atta boy, Jimmy. Half your best will be plenty
good enough for us."
About two weeks later Jimmy Nichols received
the following surprise

ball in

my

hands for nearly three weeks, but

"Dear Jimmy:

"You were
Topsy

isn't

up here
guess little
Honest, dear bene-

right; they do play fast ball

in this metropolis. But, oh,

Jimmy,

going great guns.

factor, I busted

I

up the first five games I was
the field, I am making stops a la Bancroft.
you know I could always run bases when

in.

In

Now
I

was

I

have a long

lease.

"Your

'

old pal,

Topsy.
"P. S.

—For heaven's sake, Jimmy,

if

you answer

this, don't forget to address the letter to yourself."

Shortly afterward the inevitable slump came.
Topsy hit his natural stride. First his hitting fell
off and then the fielding, but he continued to shine
on the bases. He still had his dazzling speed which

Jimmy Brown was
no slump could take away.
nothing if not game, and he was getting on because
he was stepping into the fast ones. Each day the
going became harder and Topsy was sore enough
physically and mentally to call it a day. However,
he had never quit at anything, not even studies, for
these he never began, and the idea was not to his
The town still idolized him, which did not
liking.
help him. If only they would start to ride him, he
have some exBut no, everywhere he
went, sympathy and encouragement greeted him.
One evening after Topsy had had a particularly
bad day, "Manager Merrill waited for him outside

knew he would do

better, or at least

cuse for leaving the club.

the dressing room.

"Come

"Rather eulogistic, isn't it, Fred?"
"Not a bit, Jimmy, you'll live up to every word of
it.
I know you will because I have followed your
playing very carefully the past season. Here we are
at the hotel it's rather modest but comfortable.
I will take you in and introduce you to some of the
fans and then chase you off to bed. I know you are
tired and need a good rest. By the way, tomorrow
you with a

But I'm not kidding myself

tor.

I

want

on,

Jimmy, hop

in

and

let's

take a spin;

I

to talk to you."

Topsy, thinking, "here's where I get the air in
more ways than one," seated himself in the car
with a "Very kind of you, Fred," and prepared himself for the

worst.

They had ridden some time

in silence, as neither

wished to start the conversation. Topsy had decided to say nothing as it would be disloyal to
Jimmy Nichols to admit for a moment that he was
not a classy ball player, and besides while he might
be fired, he was not ready to quit. Finally, to his
relief, Merrill began.

"Jimmy, old boy, you haven't been going well
have you? I want to tell you that as badly as
you feel, we feel worse. We can't understand it, and
so I thought it a good idea to get you out here and

lately,

anything on your
mind, are you dissatisfied in any way, do you want
more money? Speak up, son what's the trouble?"
"No, Mr. Merrill, I am perfectly satisfied and it

talk matters over with you. Is there

;

isn't a

question of money."

"Well, then,

Jimmy, what

worried about something."
"As long as you brought

is it?

I

up the

know you

are

subject,

Mr.

R
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am worried about my eyes they have been
me a lot of trouble lately. I had to do a lot
cramming for my exams just before I came up

Merrill, I

;

giving
of

and the unusual strain is beginning to tell.
I think you had better get somebody in my place.
You and the entire town have been very good to
me and I don't want to impose further on your
generosity. Let's call it quits. Perhaps next summer"
"Nothing doing, Jimmy, the town would never

here,

forgive me if I listened to such a rash proposal.
First thing in the morning you and I drive over to
Frye and see Dr. Dunham, who is the best eye man

Maine. He will fix you in a jiffy."
"Yes, he will fix me right," thought Topsy, and
aloud, "I'll tell you what I'll do, Mr. Merrill, if it is
agreeable to you. If you can spare me for a week I
will run down to Boston and have the family doctor
look me over. I haven't the slightest doubt of Dr.
Dunham's ability, but Dr. Jones knows my condition
intimately. I'm sure it's the best thing to do. Per-

in

haps the team

I

will do

much

better without me."

"All right," agreed Mr. Merrill, "provided you

promise me to come back."
"Fred, I will give you my word as a college gentleman, I will be back, and if I don't play some real
ball I won't take a penny."
As they neared the hotel, Topsy felt something
being gently inserted in the top pocket of his coat,
but he was too intently gazing out the window to
take any notice of it. He could very well find out
On his return to his room, Topsy lost no time
later.
in fishing out a crumpled, $100 bill.
"Let me think," mused the unblushing Topsy, as
he prepared himself for bed, "if I remember correctly, my old side-kick, Joe Peevost, is pitching for
Portland. What could be finer than a week with
Joe? On my return I will be sporting a pair of tortoise-shell cheaters equipped with the latest cut in

window
I've

had

glass as lens.

And now

for the best sleep

in ten days."

(To be concluded)
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VISION

To me it seems as if when God conceived the
world, that was Poetry; He formed it, and that was
Sculpture; He colored it, and that was Painting; He
peopled

it

with- living beings,

dmine,. eternal

that ivas the grand,

itself, has been the work
and progress on the more efficient stage equipment.
New lighting system and control are being installed,
not without considerable cost. It is hoped, however,

Charlotte CusH MAN.

that a repetition of last year's success will prevent
financial embarrassment on this score.
One unit

and

Drama.

Quoth Hamlet:-— "The play's the thing." And so we
welcome the appearance on the dramatic horizon of
the historical mystery play, Vision, the religious

drama

in three acts that

was

so successfully pre-

sented in the college auditorium and in Lawrence,
Massachusetts, during last year.
Rehearsals are
now under way for its second annual production.
The reputation for unusualness, interest, charm, in-

human insight, and dramatic verve,
which won for the production such widespread
commendation last year is expected greatly to influence an enlarged attendance and attention during
the coming performances of the Lenten Season. Up
to the present time not all of the characters have
spiration,

been chosen. Many of last year's cast are missing,
and current rehearsals are rather in the nature of
try-outs for the vacant places than real preparation
for the play. Definite selection of characters with
their understudies, one to each part, will be made
before the Christmas vacation. Indeed, it is planned
to

have the actual reherasals well under way by that
Owing to the pressure of both time and

time.

studies, the production of a series of one-act plays,

which had been planned for late fall production,
has been postponed until the days immediately preceding Lent and following the mid-year examinations.

Many new

"

actors will be seen this year, notably

in the roles of

Malchus, Jechonias, Gamaliel, Caiphas and David. With mingled gratitude and admiration we recall at this point the splendid work
and achievements of the boys who last year interpreted these parts. The play itself has also undergone some changes in the way of an entirely new
opening scene and revision of most of the lines.
Apace with the work and progress in respect to

the actors and to the play

dimmer, will cost several hundred dollars,
an expense more than justified by the vastly improved lighting effects that will be obtainable and

alone, the

that are so necessary for effective interpretation of
various portions of the production. Partly to the

Company of America are we
indebted for this equipment. Much of the scenery
also will be new, donated through the kindness of
the Shubert Theatre Corporation of New York City.
The time for the first performance at the college
will probably be during the first week of Lent, with
a matinee performance on the Saturday preceding
the first Sunday this for the sisters of Philadelphia and vicinity two other matinees during the
course of the following week, and a performance
every evening of the same. The word-of-mouth
publicity that has already attended the play, so
much so as to make it a frequent topic of conversation even at this late date, will, it is hoped, do much
toward successful production this year.
Other performances, away from the college, will
Arrangements for these are now
also be given.
As yet no definite itinerary can be anpending.
nounced, but probabilities point to presentation in
Pottsville, Reading and Scranton, Pennsylvania;
Riverside, New Jersey; Brooklyn, New York; and
Lawrence, Massachusetts. It was at Lawrence that
Vision had its premiere during the first of Holy
Week last year under the auspices of Father Philip
L. Colgan and other Augustinian Fathers of that
interest of the Stanley

—
—

city.

The author
its

director,

of the play. Rev.

Mr. John

J.

John F. Burns, and

Clark, are

with the college faculty in the
history and public speaking.

still

affiliated

fields respectively of

Extract from Public Ledger)
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WHO'S WHO"

<LAt

Villanova

JOHN HENRY SAYERS
^"W^

HE

sturdy individual pictured above

^*_^i

fame

^Bl

leges with

is

is

well

known around

not only confined to this campus, but

whom Villanova

to introduce

has played

is

football.

the campus.

spread over several other

His
col-

Nevertheless, this should serve

John Henry Sayers, popularly known

to his friends as "Lefty."

"Lefty" came from Hartford to matriculate at Villanova and was determined to

emulate Walter Johnson on the local diamond. Although he has been a member of the
baseball squad for four years, it is on the gridiron that "Lefty" has shone with greatest
brilliancy.

Alternating at the line positions for four years, "Lefty" culminated a brilliant football career

by being elected captain of

work

greater efforts and his

this year's team.

in the line this

This seemed to spur him on to

year was the source of praise from every-

one who saw him play.

But "Lefty's" abilities are not all directed athletically. He consistently stands near
the head of his classes. He was elected to the vice-presidency of the Senior Class and has
held office in the Delta Pi Epsilon.

"Lefty"

is

as popular during the rest of the year as he

which shows that he

who

are backing

position's line.

him

is

is

not liked for his athletic ability alone.

to

go through

life

during the football season,

He has

just as irresistibly as he

a host of friends

went through the op-
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Editorials

THE FEAST OF CHRISTMAS AND THE CATHOLIC COLLEGE
I

I

to most of us, a time of re^^ iHRISTMAS
C.
joicing, a time for buying presents and exis,

I

changing mumbled words of greeting.
There is something about the cold, bleak
December air that leaves no room for
malice or selfishness. A spirit of good will and fellowship seems to pervade the very atmosphere.
Everywhere you go you find manifestations of peace
and good will. Petty whims and jealousies are
momentarily discarded while all join in the festivi-

R^E^ol

^^^^"^^^

ties of

the holiday.

To the Christian, the feast of Christmas means
something more than the giving of presents and ex-

changing or words of good cheer. It brings to him
thoughts of that great Gift to humanity, when God
gave His divine Son that this world might be saved.
It means the bringing of light, help and redemption
It calls before him a picture of that
manger in Bethlehem, where the Hope of the
world lay wrapped in swaddling clothes. This is the
real meaning of Christmas and we should not allow
it to be submerged by some thing which is merely

of a fallen race.
little

symbolical of that great Gift.

In the message of Christ is found the solution of
the great problems, domestic, civil, national and
Christ came to bring peace and salinternational.

all
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Villanova has played football.

introduce John Henry Sayers, popularly

the campus.

spread over several other

is
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col-

Nevertheless, this should serve

known

to his friends as "Lefty."

"Lefty" came from Hartford to matriculate at Villanova and was determined to

emulate Waltei- Johnson on the
baseball s(iuad for four years,

local

it is

diamond.

Although he has been a member of the

on the gridiron that "Lefty" has shone with greatest
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Alternating at the
ball cai'eei- l)y

greatei- effoi'ts

one

line positions for

four years, "Lefty" culminated a brilliant foot-

being elected ca])tain of this year's team.

and

who saw him

his

work

in

the line this year

This seemed to spur him on to

was the source

of praise

from every-

])lay.

But "Lefty's"

abilities are not all directed athletically.

the head of his classes.

He was

He

consistently stands near

elected to the vice-presidency of the Senior Class

and has

held otlice in the Delta Pi Epsilon.

"Lefty"

is

as
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which shows that he
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Editorials
THE FEAST OF CHRISTMAS AND THE CATHOLIC COLLEGE

C

CHRISTMAS

most of us, a time of rebuying presents and exchanging mumbled words of greeting.
There is something about the cold, bleak
is,

to

joicing, a time for

^^S

^^^»

December air that leaves no room foimalice or selfishness. A spirit of good will and fellowship seems to i)ervade the very atmosphei'e.
Everywhere you go you

find

manifestations of peace

and good will.
Petty whims and jealousies are
momentarily discarded while all join in the festivities of

changing or words of good cheer. It brings to him
thoughts of that great Gift to humanity, when God
gave His divine Son that this world might l)e saved.
It means the bringing of light, help and re(lemi)ti()n
of a fallen race. It calls before him a picture of that
little manger in Bethlehem, where the Ii()i)e of the
world la\' wi'api)ed in swaddling clothes. This is the
real meaning of Christmas and wi> should not allow
it to be submerged by some thing which is merely
symbolical of that great Gift.

the holiday.

To the

C'hristian, the feast of Chi-istmas

In the

means

something moi'e than the giving of presents and ex-

all

message of Christ

is

found the solution of
ci\ il, national and
bring peace and sal-

the great problems, domestic.

international.

Christ

came

to
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vation.

His doctrine was not one of

strife,

no longer taught in the
Catholic College and the Catholic man is no longer

greed

ciples of Christianity are

and intolerance, but of justice, tolerance and charity.
That misery and wrong still abound in the
world is so because men have ceased to follow His
teachings. Men are too busy storing up wealth and

an exponent of that doctrine, the cross which now
looms in the distance over all our buildings will be
but a mockery, for we will have been disloyal to that
standard and can no longer be rightly termed Chris-

planning the spoliation of their fellow men to give
thought to anything so altruistic as love of neigh-

tians

that

is

followers of Christ.

that as students of a Catholic
should give a little thought to the real
significance of the feast of Christmas.
It is more
than a holiday. It marks the dawning of a new era.
It is the transition from the old world of despair
and darkness to a new one of hope. It means the
coming of our Saviour and it is a trust imposed upon
up to see that His message is not lost.

The purpose of the Catholic College is to preach
and expound the philosopliy of Christ, and the Cath-

man

College,

an exponent of that teaching. If
its mission of carrying
on this great work and the Callege man fails in his
role of lay crusader, then, to no purpose are the generous contributions of the people in maintaining
olic

;

It is fitting, then,

bor.

College

is

the Catholic College fails in

separate institutions of learning.

When

we

C. P. G., '25.

the prin-

MIGHTY
When you

signed your name to the application
blank, that admitted you to our peerless College, the
chances are that you used a pen. When your name
was inscribed among the members of this institution of learning, again the lowly pen made a permanent record of the occurrence. A grunt of disgust crowns your features if perchance you carelessly let a big drop of ink splatter on one of your
prized English Compositions.
The abused pen point, like most other modern
commodities, has a history behind it, which -dates
back many centuries. Yes, the pen is one of the
most used and oldest instruments now in vogue. It
is, perhaps, of as great antiquity as the sword, and
seems to date back to the beginning of man's knowledge of the metals and their alloys. An iron instrument used to inscribe symbols on stone as representing things or words, was the parent or ancestor
of our present day pen.
Then came pens of iron,
bronze, reeds, and later the quills and feathers.
Ancient Kings proclaimed their dynasties with
decrees written with pens made from reeds and
feathers.
The early Greeks inscribed their letters
with a stylus, and doubtless the works of Pliny,
Horace, Seneca, Livy, Ovid, Aristotle and other

IS

THE PEN
eminent men of the times wrote with such.

But

the later Greeks wrote with quills of geese, crows,
hawks and eagles. At the beginning of the Christian Era, pens of brass

Rome.
The

stylus,

much

and

silver

were

in use in

similar to an iron bodkin,

was

This was due to its being
employed frequently in many brawls by Bacchanalians.
This state of affairs no longer exists because
we have neither stylus nor wine. The bodkin referred to, no doubt, resembled the knitting needle
of today. Various references to the pen are given
in the Bible.
In Isaiah, the eighth chapter begins,
"Moreover the Lord said unto me: 'Take thee a
great roll and write in it with a man's pen'."
Pens of steel, gold and silver appeared in Great
Britain, France and America about 1800, but they
were very slow in gaining the favor of the populace.
They were expensive, clumsy, and not as satisfacBut the quill had reached its
tory as the quill.
maximum efficiency, and the gold and steel pens continued to be improved in their smoothness and flexibility, to their present state of efficiency and indisat one time prohibited.

pensableness.

Charles

J.

Bufalino,

'26.

ARE THEY DEAD OR SLEEPING?
There is a raison d'etre for every existing thing.
There must be a justification for the existence of
every living thing and when that thing has outlived
the reason for its existence it should be done away
with. Regarding the fraternities at Villanova, the
arguments might be used that they are already
dead and that this article would not pertain to
them.
Granting that they resemble dead things,
there is an occasional spark of life apparent which

would

class

them among the

existent,

if

not the

While we regret disturbing their peaceful
slumbers there are several things which should be
brought to their attention. Not having the penetrating powers of Gabriel's horn, we doubt if we
will be heard, but we hope that they will either stir
living.

themselves to action or descent peacefully into the
grave towards which they have been wending their
steps for so long.
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The prime object
ties

of a fraternity

is

to

form

close

between students and to crystallize a feeling of

loyalty for the college.

The

fraternities at Villa-

perform either of these funcis no more fraternal spirit between
members of the same fratenity than there is between strangers. Instead of creating a feeling of
loyalty for the college as a whole they manage to
nova signally
There
tions.

fail to

the college into divergent groups, corresponding to the departments, and prove a great stumbling
block to any concerted action. The members of one
split

department, are openly derisive of the
members of the other fraternities. To hear one
group talk the listener would think that the members of the other departments had come to Villanova
by mistake for the home for the feeble-minded. But
not one of the fraternities does anything to prove
that it should not be placed in this class. One dance
society, or
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about the limit of their social ability. The
The
is conspicuous by its absence.
true meaning of the word fraternity has been lost.
Time and time again well meaning and energetic
men have tried to pull the local fraternities out of
the rut into which they have drifted but they have
found that it is like trying to lift onesself by the boot
straps.
It is not the purpose of the Villanovan to
give in detail any means which may be employed to
bring Lazarus to life. The faults of the present sysa year

is

fraternal idea

tem are shown and

up to the individual fraBut the Villanova does
the fraternities do not show any
it

is

ternities to correct them.

suggest that, if
signs of arousing themselves in the near future, they
be consigned to the limbo of forgotten things and
not be allowed to cling, barnacle-like to a living
thing.

K.

L., '26.

STUDENTS* UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
While Villanova has been progressing and growher needs have also been increasing. One
thing in particular that has stood out for the past
few years is the lack of a medium through which
undergraduate disputes and differences might be
settled.
The faculty has oTten expressed the desire
of meeting the students half-way and of lending an
ear to any constructive criticism. That the students
have seldo mavailed themselves of this opportunity
is due more to the fact that there is no means of determining just what the consensus of opinion might
be rather than to any unwillingness on their part.
At present there is no truly representative body
in the College.
Each class has its officers, the different societies and departments have their representatives, but there is no common ground upon
which they all can meet. The result is very often
a spirit of rivalry and feeling between different
classes and departments.
All this could be done
away with if there was a better understanding
ing,

among

the students.

And

the

way

This Undergraduate Council would consist of representatives elected by the different classes

and

de-

partments. Four members from the senior class,
three from the junior, two from the sophomore, one
from the freshmen and one from each of the departments. This would give a fair representation
to everyone.
The classes are rated according to
seniority, which is as it should be, for it places the
authority in the hands of those best fitted to exerFor after a man has spent three or four
cise it.
years here he is better acquainted with Villanova
and things pertaining to Villanova than when he
first

matriculates.

By means

of an organization or society of this

would be knitted more closely towould do away with all friction between
They would be able
the classes and departments.
to work as a unit and to co-operate with the faculty
sort the students

gether.

It

in furthering the best interests of Villanova.

C. P. G., '25.

to provide this

understanding

is by means of a Students' Senate or
Undergraduate Council.

THE OBSERVER
The

football season has

—basketball

now passed

into history

Captain Sayers and his teammates have just been
their V.
Sayer, Callahan, Serdivan, Dora,
Kuczo, Youngfleisch, Bachman, Pickett, Jacobs,
Kuczo, Conlon, Youngfleisch, Bachman, Pickett,
Jacobs, Halphen, Francella, Mulloy, Farina, Maher
and Slatniski, Maynihan and Mgr. Egan. We extend our congratulations to these men on their good

commencing. The material
looks promising and Mike Saxe is still coach, so look
for a good year.

awarded

The Belle Aire Ball will be held in the Hotel
Adelphia on January ninth. Don't forget the little
girl back home.

work

is

just

—

this season.

Alumni should subscribe

to the Villanovan.

THE VILLANOVAN
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BELLE AIR BALL
T

Villanova during different times of the
year social functions are held, each important, but varying in degree with the
different years.
However, there is one
social affair which has consistently and
properly so, been the acme of all the functions of
its kind.
This, as all who are acquainted with Villanova know, is the Belle Aire Ball, given by the
Senior Class. This class intends to make this year
an exception not that the ball will not reach the
high standard set by the same affair of other years,
but that the Belle Aire of this year will surpass
these others if possible.
Much work has already
been done, and if one may judge from this and the
plans which are yet to be carried out, our proud
Seniors are not making an idle boast.
The committee chosen by their class to take
charge of this affair consists of Messrs. Connery,
Gagen, Prendergast, Casey, Sheehan, Holland, Gorman, Jenkins and Gaffney. The class made a very
good choice in picking their committee, which group
in
turn, made a very wise selection when they
elected Edgar Connery chairman.
That Mr. Connery was the logical man for the position is easily
seen from his accomplishments along similar lines
in the past, both at this callege and his former Alma
Mater. When in his Sophomore year the present
chairman was at the head of the committee in
charge of the Sophomore Soiree. From every viewpoint this dance was one of the most successful of
The responsibility
its kind ever held at Villanova.
which rests upon the members of this committee is
not slight, but Mr. Connery, assisted on every hand
by his very competent committee, will, we feel confident, discharge this trust most creditably.
The Belle Aire Ball is not merely an occasion to
be enjoyed for the moment and then forgotten. It
To every loyal Villanovan it
is more than that.
meaning. The Belle
significant
has a deeper, more
expression
of a beloved
Aire Ball is the visible

^t\

^^

—

tradition, a tradition as old as

spiring.

The

it is

beautiful and in-

Belle Aire tradition has been

handed

down through the years from class to class. Each
year finds it more deeply enrooted in the hearts of
alumni and undergraduates, and each year finds the
Belle Aire Ball clothed in greater magnificence and
splendor.

To the alumnus the Belle Aire awakens fond
memories, memories of the days when he was an
undergraduate. He recalls the times when the Belle
Aire Ball was a gala occasion held in the old gymnasium, where they spent a happy evening making
merry and dancing the old dances. He longs to see
again all the old faces that were so familiar to him
during his college days. To him the announcement
of the Belle Aire Ball is sufficient to open the floodgates of these memories. Though hundreds of
miles and many years may separate him from the
Villanova he once knew, still he looks forward each
year to the symbol of his tradition. Though physically he is unable to be present he is with us in
spirit, and considers it a sacred duty to submit his
name to the patron list along with his old chums.
We, the undergraduates, are too immature to
fully appreciate the deeper feelings that prompt the
alumnus

to look

forward

to the affair.

To us

it is

the occasion of a lavish display of music, laughter

and beauty

blended together and tending to inThe deeper feelings lie
dormant under the physical pleasure of the moment.
However, the time will come, and too shortly, when
we also will be looking back on our college days, and
when we, as members of the alumni receive notice
of the Belle Aire Ball of some future year we want
to be able to remember the time we were actively
interested in it. It is something that we can enjoy
only today.
Tomorrow it will be but a pleasant
memory. Therefore let us take full opportunity of
the privilege that is ours. Let us enjoy to the utmost the pleasures that are now within our grasp.
all

toxicate us with pure joy.

—
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Under the

direction of Mr.

ENGINEERS' HALLOWE'EN HOP

John Clark, the Col-

lege will conduct evening classes in Public SpeakThese
ing in the St. Rita School, Philadelphia.
classes will begin shortly after the

new

year.
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On the evening of October twenty-eight the engineers laid aside the slide rule and log book and

with great pleasure we note the appointment
of Mr. James Meredith in charge of track. Mr.
Meredith is engaged for the entire year and will be
of service not only to the track team, but all the
others as well. Mr. Meredith, it will be remembered,
is the father of Ted Meredith, the Olympic champion,

desisted in their pursuit of the festive fibre stress
or the elusive indefinite integral that they might
properly, and in a fitting manner, sponsor a dance

and personally supervised the training of his son.

black escutcheons placed in each panel of the walls
provided an additional feature. About one hundred

It is

MR. RICHARD

L.

HUMPHREY

On Wednesday, October twenty-second,

the stu-

curriculum and labratories of the Engineering

School.

In his talk Mr.

Humphrey gave a brief summary
He emphasized the

of the history of engineering.

necessity of ideals to every student,

and of the

strict

adherence to the gentlemanly ethics of the profession

performance of duty. Stress was laid upon
the importance of realizing that the work of the engineer is essentially one of service. He spoke of the
in the

engineers part in bringing about world peace and
contentment by his constant effort to provide comfort and convenience for his fellowmen.
The students were urged to become more active socially that

they might take the engineer's place in public life.
It is imperative that the student obtain a mastery
of the fundamentals of a technical education but,

and a determination to
without which he cannot

basic honesty, unselfishness

do are characteristics

to the hall.

Orange and black streamers
appearance
Autumn leaves hung above orange and
to lend a pleasing

couples were in attendance and a

dents of the School of Technology were given the
opportunity of hearing an informal address by Mr.
Richard L. Humphrey, prominent consulting engineer and chairman of the Pennsylvania State Board
for licensing engineers.
The occasion of Mr.
Humphrey's visit was the inspection of the personnel,

Alumni Hall.
were used effectively

held in

men made

number

of fresh-

which was the
During the intermisfirst social event of the year.
sion refreshments were served. The music was furnished by the VILLANOVANS.
their debut at this affair,

WAKE UP ENGINEERS!
During the

four weeks the efforts of the Phi
listless.
It should
that the society regain some of its vitality. Do you think that there
should be some organization which would work for
the recognition that is due Villanova as a leading
technical school? Do you think there should be a
link between graduate and student engineers of'
Villanova? Do you think there should be something
to give the students clearer views of what he has
taken up and present another side of engineering
than that of classes and laboratories? Do you think
there should be a student unit that will compare
favorably with those of other schools when represented at gatherings of engineers or on inspection
trips? No doubt you do think that these questions
should be answered affirmatively.
last

Kappa Phi have been woefully
be the concern of each member

The Phi Kappa Phi is the means of accomplishing
somewhat abstract projects, but YOU can

achieve real success.

these

The talk was extremely worthwhile and the
students were fortunate to be able to hear men who
have attained the utmost heights in the profession.

help to transform theory into practice by taking an
active interest.

ideas with you.

Attend

all

meetings and bring your

THE VILLANOVAN
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THE WILKES-BARRE CLUB OF VILLANOVA

Through the generosity of Mr. Joseph Gallagher,
who is financing the project, a num-

HE

Wilkes-Barre Club held its first meeting
of the year on October twentieth. The
_^___^
officers
elected for the ensuing year are as
I^H
follows: James J, Dever, President; John
Conlon, Vice-President; Edward Donahue,
Treasurer, and Joseph P. Gibbons, Secretary.
William A. Connor was given the position of Sergeant-at-Arms.
Plans were formulated at this
meeting for the annual holiday dance which is to
be held in the Elks Home, Wilkes-Barre, on December twenty-sixth.
Earl Keating's Ramblers, the
leading dance orchestra of N. E. Pennsylvania, has
been secured to provide music for the occasion.
Three years ago marked the birth of the Wanna-

Tl

SENIOR ASSIST BLIND INSTITUTE

zerne Club, composed of students from Lackawanna
and Luzerne counties. However, since that time the
club has been taken over by the students from
Wilkes-Barre and near vicinity, hence the name,
"Wilkes-Barre Club of Villanova College."
The social affair conducted annually by the club
is one of the most prominent in collegiate circles
of N. E. Penna. According to the advance reports
the 1924 dnace will be the BEST of the college
dances to be held during the holiday season. Therefore, Brother Coal Crackers, prepare in time and
secure yourself a partner for the dance. Be sure to
ask HER early, because everybody is going and you
do not want to be left in the cold.
Remember the date, the place and the time. Elks
Home, Wilkes-Barre, December twenty-sixth, eightA cordial invitation to the dance
thirty o'clock.
is extended to the members of the faculty and to the
student body of Villanova.

LAMBA KAPPA DELTA HOP
The annual dance of Lamba Kappa Delta, held on
Monday, Nov. 24, 1924, was a huge success. This
was due to the untiring effort of the committee under the leadership of Wm. J. Ryan.- The decorations, blazing forth the colors of the society, were
The dim lights harmonizing
somewhat unique.
with the brightness of the draperies gave an impressing touch of Oriental atmosphere. The doctors
evidently had the Darwinian theory in mind when
they favored the guests with miniature apes. Straw
hats, although out of season, were also in vogue.
Color was added to the refreshment booth by the
presence of a distinguished member of the culinary
department.
The music, rendered by the College Orchestra was
thoroughly enjoyed by the guests. We also take this
occasion to thank the entire student body for their
hearty support in making this affair a social as well
as a financial success.

of Overbrook,

ber of college students have been assisting the blind
at Overbrook Institute.
These blind students attend the colleges and universities in the vicinity of

Philadelphia and make their home at Overbrook.
They are receiving an education under the greatest
handicaps and are deserving of any help that can be

given them.

VILLANOVA COUNCIL

NO.

2288

The formal installation of officers for the ensuwas held in the Knights of Columbus
Chambers in College Hall on the evening of December 3. Philip A. Holland was installed as Grand
Knight and received from past Grand Kinght McGeehen, the gavel which he held so efficiently for
the past year. One of the most progressive councils
in Philadelphia was passed by Grand Knight McGeehen, through whose untiring efforts its success
was attained, to the new Grand Knight. The Couning year

cil

today

is

professor.

a

monument

District

to the untiring zeal of the

Deputy Joseph L. McLaughlin,

of the seventeenth district,

is

in

charge of the

in-

stallation.

Following the installation addresses were given
by the Rev. Burns, 0. S. A.; Past Grand Kinght
McGeehen, Past Grand Knight Lynch, and Brother
Clark, one of the most prominent and active
Knights of Columbus in Philadelphia, and a member
of the faculty.

Light refreshments were served following the
speeches.

On Wednesday, November

19,

a

get-together

meeting of the Knights was held in conjunction with
the smoker.

BULLDOGS DEFEAT FLEAS
the Inter-hall League opened
On November
with a bang in more than one sense of the word.
The game was played under improvised rules, no
holds barred and loser take all he couldn't check.
One side kicked off, it makes no difference which
side it was, no person could say, and the game that
followed made the battle of Gettysburg look like a
wake. The teams were about evenly matched as to
weight, but it seems that some were a little thicker
than the others.
Then there was a lot of good kicking for a while
sometimes they even kicked the ball. Then the Fleas
Smith to Velluzei.
tried to gain by means of a pass
Smith performed his part of the pass but the ball
Maschadri, of the Bulldogs,
failed to find Velluzei.
couldn't get out of the way and to save himself from
being hit, grabbed the ball and ran for a touchdown.
,

—
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This gave the Bulldogs' adherents something to bark
about. Cotter missed the try for the goal and after
careful compiling the score was found to be 6-0 in
favor of the Bulldogs.
The coach of the Fleas began sending in the substitutes, not that it made any difference, but they
were anxious to earn their wound stripes. The Bulldogs did not earn a first down till near the end of
the game while the Fleas gained several first downs.
But after they had them they didn't seem to know
what to do with them. Both teams failed to make
any substantial gains during the second and third
However, in the closing moments of the
periods.
game the Bulldogs opened up and succeeded in placing the ball on the Fleas twenty-yard line. The final
whistle put a stop to any further assault. To the
Bulldogs went the honors of the day, while to the
Fleas went numerous black eyes and other minor
injuries.
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and already indications point to a
greater success this year than at any time in the
Invitations have already been sent to the
past.
Alumni of the city of Lawrence.
The purpose of this dance is to bring the students
of Villanova in closer contact with the potential
students in order that these young men may become
acquainted with Villanova and, if possible, go there
to complete their education. As in the past the Club
hopes to give a dance worthy of the name of the
of the season

It hopes to acquaint the citizens of that
with Villanova and what she stands for.
The committees in charge of the dance are:
Chairman, James A. Griffin; Music, James P. Kane
and Augustine Delaney Publicity, Thomas Cosgren,

College.
city

;

James Lamont and Leonard Young; Hosts, James
Jordan, Richard Sullivan and Joseph Cullinan;
Floor, Raymond Smith, Joseph Thornton and Clarence Dana; Programs, John Driscoll and John
Flynn.

VILLANOVA CLUB OF LAWRENCE

Through the Villanovan the Lawrence Club ex-

The Villanova Club of Lawrence will hold its fifth
annual winter dance in the Winter Gardens of that
The
city on the evening of December twenty-sixth.
of
the
come
to
be
one
leading
has
social
events
dance

tends a cordial invitation to all Villanova students to
attend the dance. It is the hope of the Club to have
every Massachusetts man of the College attend the
dance.

l'^^0^^»^^U<fl

DAWN-CONTRAST
Gauzy mist

in the pockets of the hills.

Morn spreading her

pearl-grey wings;

Here the half apparent sense
Of old forgotten things.
Stir in the slumbering town below.
The lighting of fires, men awake
There the iron presences of life.
The turmoil and the ache.

W.

J.

M., '25.

A HIGHLAND WOMAN'S THANKSGIVING
Thanks be to God for the peace of the twilight.
Thanks be to God for the light of the sun.
Thanks be to God for the song in the byelight.
For the yield of my acre; harvested, won.
Thanks be to God for sweet voices of children.
Thanks be to God for the linen and delf
Thanks be to God for the meat of the red deer,
For a generous chief, and His own dear Self.

W.

J.

M.

THE VILLANOVAN
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On

behalf of the faculty and student body the
takes this opportunity to offer condolences to Charles and Leo Hart on the death of
their brother Daniel, and also to John Foley, '24, on
the death of his sister.

VILLANOVAN

Mr. Nicholas A. Young, former Villanova
dent,

is

now

stu-

Assistant Director of Athletics in the

schools of Lawrence.

Francis A, Dugan,
Turner Construction

'24,

is

connected with the

Company

of

Newark,

New

Jersey.

Michael

Murphy and Leonard Box, both

class of '24, are attending Tufts

James Dyer

is

of the

Medical School.

at present a reporter on the

Law-

rence Telegram.

Thomas F. Condon, Villanova, '97, is Assistant
Superintendent of Schools in Waterbury, Conn.

Tom

Gibson, former Varsity catcher, always
noted for his tenor voice and wonderful line is selling for the Colgate Co.

Michael Boyle,

'01,

has been coaching Stanford

High School for the past ten years and has been
having wonderful success with his team. Kuczo,
Varsity quarterback this year, is one of his products.

Miles Bonner, Prep Captain in 1915 was at the
Muhlenberg game.
Howard Tyrell, '20, was here recently arranging
for class reunion to be held at Villanova in February.

Howard never seems

John Smith,

'0^V>fl^^0«H»>04^(>^^0«»0<«»()<«M»0-^»(}4B»()^^0^^04

LOVE
To those who have looked and scoffed and wondered,
Then passed along with never a sigh,
The Spirit of Love hath never tendered
Her innate fire and dignity.

who have

seen and known and suffered,
aught
greater than "thou" and
Who have found
"me":
Love hath given all she can render

But

to those

to get a bit older.

Varsity center for four years, is
a faithful attendant at monthly meetings of Villanova Club in Philadelphia.
Howard Thornbury dropped in over the holidays
to say hello and to note the changes since he left.
Howard reports that the coal company shows big
increase in profits since he took hold.
On Tuesday, November, '27, the Villanova Club
of Philadelphia held its monthly meeting in the Sylvania. It had been planned to hold this meeting at
Villanova, but at the last minute it was necessary to
change the arrangements.
The smallest crowd
since the inception of the Club was on hand. This
was due no doubt to the belated change. However,
a spirited meeting was held, with the result that
each member present promised to bring three or
four others with him to the next affair. The next
meeting will be held Dec. 18. Already plans have
been formulated to make this the biggest and best
so far held. The Club will entertain the members of
the football team.
'09,

The only power that makes men

free.

Bill Meter.
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LEBANON VALLEY TIES VILLANOVA
October 11, found two very scrappy football
teams trotting on the field at Villanova. The Blue
and White were out to even matters for the 3-0 victory which the Upstaters had registered against

them

The Lebanon team was

last season.

just as

determined to make it two in succession. The final
score proved both teams to be mistaken but the playing showed that each eleven did its best to carry
out

its

intention.

Youngfleisch, on the kick-off, sent the ball behind
the Lebanon goal line.
The Upstaters' meeting a
stone wall on

two rushes kicked

Serdivan on the
ball back 10
yards. From this point Callahan and Dora ran
through the Lebanon team to the 12-yard line, when
the Main Liners were held for downs.
Lebanon
immediately punted to their 45-yard line and Villanova failing to gain, attempted a kick which was
blocked and recovered by Lebanon on the Home
team's 35-yard line. Unable to gain Singley attempted a drop kick, but failed.
Villanova then
rushed the ball to mid-field and the quarter ended.
Lebanon recovered a fumble at the beginning of the
second quarter and after a penalty and failure to
gain, Singley again attempted a drop-kick, but the
ball fell on the five-yard line.
Here the Upstaters
recovered another fumble, but on four downs failed
to gain the necessary three yards.
The Blue team
then punted to mid-field and after holding put the
ball in their opponent's territory by means of a long
kick and two first downs.
For the remainder of
the quarter the ball was in Lebanon's territory, but
the Main Liners were never close enough to the
goal line to attempt a drop kick.
The half ended
with the ball in Lebanon's possession on their own
3-yard line. Score Villanova,
Lebanon Valley, 0.
Villanova received the kick off at the beginning
of the second half. The Home team then carried the
ball to mid-field, but here were forced to kick. Lebanon by means of 20-yard penalty and several beautiful end runs brought the ball into Villanova's territory.
The Blue team then carried the ball to
Lebanon's 40-yard line and Callahan's punt was reVillanova 35-yard

line,

:

to

who ran the
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covered by Francell on the Upstaters' 10-yard line.
The quarter ended.
Soon after the changing of goals Callahan scored
for the Main Liners and Serdivan drop-kicked for
the extra point.
Lebanon returned the Home
team's kick-off to the 30-yard line. They then
opened an aerial attack which carried the ball to
mid-field.
Callaghan intercepted a long forward
pass.
Villanova then made two first downs, but
fumbled on their own 40-yard line. Gilbert then made
a thrilling broken field run for a touchdown. Starr
then tied the score with a drop-kick. Both teams
then resorted to an aerial attack. The Lebanon kicks
were being hurried and as a result were not the
same as they had been earlier in the game. Thus
the Lebanon quarterback showed very good judgment, when with but one minute to play and on his
own five-yard line he called for three rushes, but
the man carrying the ball took no chance of fumbOn
ling, as he only ran to the line of scrimmage.
the fourth down Lebanon kicked to their own 15yard line directly in front of the goal posts. Before
Mulloy had time to attempt a drop-kick the game

was

over.

Villanova,

Lebanon Valley, 7

7.

Jacobs
Sayers (Capt.)

.

Bachman
Youngfleisch

.

.

left

.

.

.

.

.

Wenchenski

end

left tackle

Piersol

guard

Baron
Musser

left

.... center

.

Halphen

.

.

Pickett

.

Mulloy
Serdivan

right guard

Fox

right end

Star

Slatniske

quarterback
quarterback
right halfback

Callahan

fullback

Dora

Elberto

right tackle

Gilbert

left

;

.

.

Singley
.Frock (Capt.)

Swank

—

Villanova Farina for YoungFrancella for Mulloy, Smith for Serdivan.
Lebanon Valley Rugh for Gilbert, Jones for Star.
Substitutions:

fleisch,

Touchdowns

—
—Callahan,

Gilbert.

Dropkicks

Serdivan, Singley. Referee, Hart, Lafayette. UmHead Linesman, Shalet, N.
pire, Bailey, Syracuse.

Y. U.
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VILLANOVA DOWNS

ST. JOE'S 39 to 3

Villanova gained a great victory on the gridiron
on Election Day by easily defeating St. Joseph's
College by the overwhelming score of 39 to 3. The
game was pointed to by both elevens and a large
crowd of fans gathered at the Phillies' Ball Park to
witness the proceedings.
St. Joseph's was represented on the field by eleven
gritty men who fought valiantly throughout the 60
minutes of play. Villanova was far superior, however, and scored almost at will.

The Crimson and Gray withstood the onslaught
of the Blue and White backs for the first three minutes of play.
When Jack Slatniske scooped up a
fumble and raced over fifty yards for a touchdown
the Stiles Streeters gave way to
the
repeated
poundings against their fragile line by the Blue and
White backs, Villanova then commenced to roll up
the score.
By the end of the first half the Main

Liners had crossed the Crimson and Gray goal line
four times. Mulloy tallied twice in his try for the
extra point by drop kicks.

Coach Sommer substituted frequently during the
remainder of the game, using thirty-one relief ipen
in

all.

Joseph's only score came in the second quarStiles Streeters, taking advantage of a
Villanova fumble on the Main Liners' twenty-two
St.

ter.

The

yard line. Donohoe, the Crimson and Gray left
guard, attempted a drop kick and was successful in
registering three points.
Jack Francella was the outstanding star of the
game, although he only played for fifteen minutes.
Francella scored three touchdowns in this short
space of time.

There were no other men who featured. The
team as a whole played exceptionally well and for
the most part, individual play was lacking.
Villanova, 39.
Miller

St. Joseph's, 3.
left

end

Sayers (Capt.)

left tackle

Halphen
Farina
Orbock
Jacobs
Mulloy

left

Kuczo

guard

center
right guard

right tackle

right end

Slatniski

quarterback
right halfback
left halfback

Callahan

fullback

Serdivan

—

.

.

.

Doughtrty
Cooney
Donohoe
McClernan
Wright
Cunnif (Capt.)

McCauley
Deenen
Delaney

McCauley

Gowen

Substitutions: Villanova Francella for Miller,
Bachman for Orbock, Pickett for Jacobs, Snyder for
Pickett, Conlon for Mulloy, Mayer for Conlon, Dora
for Serdivan, Jacobs for Slatniski, Jacobsky for

21

—

Callahan. St. Joesph's Doyle for Dougherty,
for Wright, Mastinez for Gowen.
Officials^Referee, McCarthy.

Head Linesman,

of Yale.

Ward

Umpire, Merritt,

Clinton, of Yale.

VILLANOVA HOLDS LEHIGH
Following the easy victory over St. Joseph's, the
Blue and White warriors journeyed to Taylor
Stadium, where they held the powerful South Bethlehem eleven to the low score of 14-7. After being
completely outplayed in the first half the Main
Liners staged a great comeback in the second period
and managed to score a touchdown. They opened
up an aerial attack which completely bewildered
their opponents, completing 12 out of 21 attempts.
Kuczo even succeeded in completing several nice
passes in his own territory. The rally came a little
late, however, and the game ended with Lehigh leading by 14-7.

Lehigh on the very

first

kickoff

the

of

game

marched down the field toward the Villanova goal
post. In the shadows of the two uprights the Main
Liners held for three downs.

Brown and White

giant

the

Levits,

on the last attempt
hurled his body over the Blue and White forwards
and barely managed to place the pigskin over the
This score coming so early in the game apgoal.
peared to dishearten the wearers of the Blue. All
during the remainder of the first half Lehigh held
the upper hand. When the timekeeper's whistle
sounded for the ending of the first half, Villanova
walked off the field with the appearance of a soundly
thrashed team.
fullback,

The Varsity's play

in the third period

Slatiniske carried the ball for the first
first

down.

was more

Callahan, Moynihan, Kuzso and

than encouraging.

Lehigh held

down

after

in the crucial periods

and

Villanova was contented to await its well earned
break that came in the closing minutes of the game.
Jim Callahan punted to Farrell. Jacobs' hard
tackle of Farrell caused the latter to drop the ball.
The ever-vigilant Francella, grabbing up the pigskin, raced ten yards for a touchdown. Mulloy was
successful in the try for the extra point by a neat
drop-kick.

Villanova,

Bachman

left
.

.

.

..."

end

.Shultz

guard

Harmon
Thums

center
right guard

Pickett

right tackle

Francella

right end

Kuczo
Serdivan

Walker

.left tackle

left

Youngfleisch

Halphen

Lehigh, 14.

7.

Mulloy
Sayers (Capt.)

quarterback
right halfback

Wilson
Littel

Adams
Prior

Morgan

THE
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Callahan. St. Joesph's

to 3

l)o\-le foi-

Ward

Doughei-t\',

Gowen.
Oflicials— llefei'ee, McCarthy.
rmi)ii-e, Merritt.
of \'d\v.
Head Linesman, Clinton, of ^ ale.
foi-

Villaiiova Kained a Ki'^'al vit-lory on tlu> KJ'idii'on
on KU'C'tion Day 1)\- easily del'eatinK SI. JoscijIi's
Collt'K^c by the oN't'rwIielmiii^^ sc-oi-c of :;i) to
Thv

Wi'ight, Mastine/, for

,",.

ganio was

i)oiiite(l

by

to

crowd of fans ^^athered

botli

VILLANOVA HOLDS LEHIGH

elevens and a lar^e

at the Phillies' Rail

Park to
Following the easy xdctoi'X' ovm- St. Josei)h's, the
Blue and White wai"riors .iourne\'ed
to
Tayloi'
Stadium, whei-e the\- held the powo'ful South Beth-

witness tiie proceedings.
St. Joseph's was reyn-esented on the held by eleven
gritty men who fought valiantly throughout the GO
minutes of play. Villanova was fai- superioi-, how-

and scored almost

e\er,

lehem

The Crimson and Gray withstood the onslaught
and White l)acks for the first three minof

When Jack

Slatiiiske scooped u]) a
over fifty yards foi- a touchdown
the Stiles Streeters gave way
to
the
repeated
])oundings against theii- fi-agile line by the Blue and
White backs, Villanova then commenced to I'oll up
the score.
By the v\u\ of the first half the Main
Liners had ci-ossed the Ci'imson and Gray goal line
i)lay.

and

fum!)le

i-jiced

four times.

Mulloy tallied twice
extra point by di-op kicks.

in

late,

Joseph's

The

()nl\'

score

came

the second (piar-

in

Streeters, taking ach'antage of

Stiles

a

fumble on tlie Main Liners' twenty-two
yard line,
Donohoe, the Crimson and Gray left
guard, attempted a drop kick and was succ(>ssful in
\'illan()va

I'egistering three points.

Jack Francella was the outstanding star of the

game, although he oidy played for fifteen minutes.
Francella scoi'ed thi'ee touchdowns in fids short

howe\'er. and the

There were no othei' men who featui'ed. The
team as a whole played exceptionally well and for
the most i)art, indixidual pla.\- was lacking.

Lehigh on the
mai'ched

St. .loseph's.

^^lillei'

>^a\('i-s

end

left

(Capt.)

.

Jlalphen

.

.

.

left

tackle

Coonex'

left

guard

Donohoe

'''^•i'la

centcM-

'^''»'H-k

right

guard

•'''*'<'''^

i-ight

tackle

"^'"lloy
'"^I'^'/.o

^t'i'<livan
"""^lalniski

^"'illahan

;;.

Doughtrty

right

end

(luartei-back
i-ight

lialfl)ack

left

halfl)ack

fulli)ack

Mc(;iei-nan

Wright
.

.

.

Cunnif

{

("apt.

)

Mi-Cauley

Deenen
Delaney
.McCauley

Gowen

Substitutions:

\'illano\a— Francella for Miller,
Bachnian foi'Orbock, Pit'kett foi' Jac-obs. Snyder for
Coiilon for Mullo.w Mayer for Coidon. Dora
Serdi\an, Jacobs for Slatniski, .lacobskv
for

half

The

nice

se\'eral

rall\'

came

a little

game ended with Lehigh

lead-

down

In the

\vvy

first

game

the

of

kickoff

the held toward the Vil!ano\'a goal

shadows

of the

two

Main

iijtrights tlie

Liners held for three downs.
Le\its,
the giant
Brown and White fullback, on tht' last attempt

and

owr

1)0(I\-

the Blue and White forwards

managed to place the pigskin o\-er
This score coming so earl\' in the game

barel\-

goal.

peared to dishearten the wearei's of
dui-ing the

remainder of the

first

lilue.

file

lialf

the
a])-

All

Lehigh held

When the timekeeper's whistle
sounded I'or the ending ol" the first half, Villanox'a
walked off the field with the appt'arance-of a soundl.v
lirashed team.
the upper hand.

t

The

\'arsity"s pla\'

down.

the third period

in

('allahan, Moxiiihan,

Slatiniske t-arried the
fii'sf

l)all

for the first

was more
Kuzso and

down

after

Leldgli held in the criu'ial periods and

was ccnitenfed to await its
came in the closing minutes

earned
game.
Jim Callahan i)un1e(l to Farrell. Jat'ol)s' hard
tackle of l''arrell caused the latter to drop the l)all.
'file e\ ei'-\igilant
Francella, grabi)ing up the pigskin, raced ten \'ards for a touchdown.
Mullo\' was
succes.sful in the
r .v for tlu' extra ])oint by a ni'at
\'illano\a

l)reak that

.");).

(ii-st

completing

in

terrilor.w

than encouraging,

space of time.

\'illano\a,

own

the

ing by 14-7.

hurled his

St.

succeeded

e\'en

l)asses in his

j)ost.

in all.

b'r.

Kuczo

his try foi- the

Coach Sommer substituted freciuently during the
remaindei- of the game, using thiily-one relief men

After l)eing

low score of 11-7.

the
Main
Liners staged a great comeback in the second pei'iod
and managed to si'ore a toutJidown. They opened
u]) an aerial attack
which completely bewildei'ed
their opponents, completing 12 out of 121 attempts.

of the Blue

utes

elex'en to the

completel\- out played in

at will.

well

of file

t

drop-kick.

Lehigh,

\'illaiio\a, 7.

Mulloy
Sayers (Capf.)
Bat'hman
Voungfleisch

left

end
tackle

Sliult/,

left

guard

Harmon

i-eiiter

right

guard

Pickett

right

tackle

Francella

right

end

I'ii-ketl.

Kuc/.o

Serdixan

Walker

....left

llalpheii

i'M'

li.

(]iiartei't)ack
I'igiit

halfb.ack

'idiiims

Wilson
Litfel

Adams
Prior

.Morgan

/
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Slatniski

Callahan

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Substitutions:

right halfbaQk .....;.,.. .Davis
fullback.
Levitz
Villanova Jacobs for
Sayers,

—

,

Conroy for Jacobs, Snyder for Bachman. Ferina

ation, Villanova intendes to better this year's record
on the gridiron in 1925.

Muhlenberg

Villanova

for Youngfleisch, Jacobski for Slatniski.
Officials: Referee, Boyton; Umpire, Davidson;

Mulloy
Sayers (Capt.) ....
Jacobs

Head Linesman, Van Surdan.

Youngfleisch

MUHLENBERG,

41

;

VILLANOVA,

0.

.

.

.

.

the gridiron.

The

final score

was 41

to 0.

The

bit-

terest of revenges

is sweet victory, and this the
Allentowners accomplished, but not without a fight.
Nick Borelli, the Muhlenberg fullback wrought
havoc on the Main Line defense, scoring four touchdowns. He featured with a seventy-two yard run
through the Villanova line for the initial tally.
Villanova won the toss and chose to kick. On the
first play Borelli circled Villanova's right end for
a first down. Villanova braced and Muhlenberg was
forced to kick.
For the first five minutes of play both teams were
playing an evenly matched game. Muhlenberg's
backs found the Blue and White defense impregnable and it looked as if the outcome of the game
would be a scoreless tie. The first period ended with
neither team having an advantage.
The second
opened
quarter
with the pigskin on Muhlenberg's
twenty-eight ward line. Conway, the Muhlenberg
quarterback called on Borelli to attempt a line buck.
The sturdy Allentown fullback appeared to be
stopped when he reached the line of scrimmage. But
he halted only for an instant and gathering up speed
shook off several Blue and White tacklers and raced
seventy-two yards for a touchdown. Slemmer was
successful in the attempt for the extra point. Three
more times during this period Muhlenberg scored.
Slemmer was successful in every try for additional

counter.

The

first

half ended with the score 28 in favor of

Muhlenberg.
Villanova took a determined stand in the beginning of the second half, but Muhlenberg was not to
be stopped. In the third and fourth periods Red
and Gray scored touchdowns.
Frankie Pickett, playing his last football game for
Villanova, gave a wonderful exhibition of fight. He
was in every tackle. Captain Jack Sayers and Yank
Youngfleisch played well, featuring with splendid
It was a sad end to a successful season,
tackling.
but it is not one to cause discouragement. It is
not Villanova"s last year on the gridiron and despite the fact that several men will be lost by gradu-

Witt

end

left tackle

Stout

guard

Groves

left

Rice

center

Halphen

right guard

Pickett

right tackle

MacAlpine
Clark

Conway
Spemway

right end

Francella
It was a sad Thanksgiving Day for dear old Villanova when for the first time in history the Blue and
White football team lost to Muhlenberg College on

left

Kuczo

quarterback

Serdivan

Dicket

right halfback

Slatniski

left

Callahan

halfback

Borelli

Slemmer

fullback

—

Villanova Conlon for Mulloy,
Farina for Youngfleisch, Dora for Serdivan, Jacobsky for Slatniski. Muhlenberg Henry for Slemmer, Adamson for Borelli.
Substitutions:

—

Officials: Referee, Gilbert, of Williams.
Umpire,
Hurst, of Mercerburg. Head Linesman, Shalle, of
N. Y. U.

LEAD
With the 1924

football season

now

a matter of

history in the annals of Villanova, the interest of
is turned toward basketball
Coach Mike Saxe is working hard with
his candidates and expects to have a well conditioned team for the opening of the season with the
Philadelphia College of Textile on December 12th in
Alumni Hall.

the entire student body
prospects.

Four regulars from last year's five form the
nucleus of the 1924-1925 team, George Jacobs, the
rangy center man is in excellent shape. Jake should

show a great

deal of improvement over last year
under the careful tutelage of Coach Saxe. Jack
Francella and Frankie Pickett, two veteran guards,
also are ready and set for the first tilt of the year.
Joey Sheehan, whose excellent floor work and fine
basket shooting last year won for him the respect
of his different opponents, will no doubt be seen
back at his old forward position. Coach Saxe has a

him in the developing of
Jimmie Conrad's place at the other
forward berth. At the present time Powers, Leary,
Barry and Kuczo are fighting for the vacancy on
the team. However at this time there are several
task confronting

difficult

a

man

to take

men who haev played football that
ported for the team as yet.
The student body

is

have not

re-

not being caused any worry
man on the team.

regarding the chosing of the fifth

Coach Saxe has the

man

ability to

for the position if he has

on hand.

develop

a

suitable

any kind of material

THE VILLANOVAN
VILLANOVA FRESHMEN vs. AMERICAN
SPORTING CLUB
On Sunday, November

twenty-third, the Villa-

Freshmen eleven decisively defeated the
American Sporting Club of Philadelphia to a tune
The "frosh" proved their superiority in
of 18-7.
every possible phase of the game, although the visitors put up a game fight until the final whistle.

game.
His sensational line plunging and sweeping end
runs netted considerable yardage for the freshmen.

The A.

S.

C.

easily the star of the,

were the

first to

score.

The attempt for

Halley, netted another touchdown.

the extra point failed.

nova

Johnny McNichol was

23

Panzullo

kicked off to Halley, who ran the ball back to his
own forty-yard line before being downed. The
"frosh" were held for downs and were forced to

Devers blocked the punt and recovered on the
Freshmen's thirty-two yard line. The visitors carried the ball to Villanova's five-yard line and then
and there struck the proverbial "stone" wall. Held
for downs it was the Freshmen's ball.
On an attempted kick McNichol fumbled a bad pass, the ball
rolling over the goal line. Sullivan dropped o nit,
giving the boys from town first blood. The try for

The lineup:
A. C. S.

Freshmen.
Rafferty

.

,

McGuinn
Moynihan

left

Menene

guard

Alfred

.

Haff en
Cronin
Jordan (Capt.)

Fay

Sullivan

.,

.left tackle
left

Burns

end

.

Dever

center

right guard

Riley

right end
quarterback
left halfback
right halfback

.

McNichol
Donnelly
Halley

Monahan
Haney

right tackle

fullback

.

.

Spatola (Capt.)
Panzullo

Repp
Riley, J.

kick.

was successful.
The first year men seeing it was not going to be
any tea party, became slightly ruffled and proceeded
to play football. Three first downs, then a long forward pass. Fay to Jordan, resulted in a touchdown.
goal

Halley kicked the goal.
In the third quarter the

six

The fourth quarter saw the visitors desperately
trying to stem the tide of defeat. The Frosh had no

Two

—Philadelphia Textile
Hall
Jan. 12 — Lebanon Valley
Jan. 14 — Phila. Osteopathy
Jan. 19 — Temple University
Jan. 21 —
Joseph's
Jan. 23— Setal Hall
Jan. 24 — Manhatton
Feb. 9—
John's
Feb. 11 —
Bonaventure
Feb. 13 —
John's
Feb. 14 — Crescent A. C
Feb. 23 — Manhattan
Feb. 25 — Temple University
Feb. 27 — Muhlenberg
Mar. 3 — Loyala
Mar. 11 — Drexel
Dec. 12

Dec.

16— Seton

St.

St.
St.

Freshmen chalked up

more points. McNichol crossed the line after a
spectacular end run of over twenty yards. Halley
missed the try for goal.

mercy.

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE— 1924-1925

passes, beautifully executed.

Fay

to

St.

Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Neutral

Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
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BELLE AIRE BALL

L

ET

us Hail the coming

of

the

—

—

Again we say unto you the largest affair ever
staged is coming soon. The New Year will have
been ushered in and the New Year's dinner will be
No not
over but still you will be hungry.
hungry for food to eat, but food for real entertainment. Good entertainment is relished by the best

Belle Aire

The most important function in the
social annals of Villa Nova College is coming once again. The Belle Aire Ball is to

Ball

!

—

—

be held on the ninth day of January at the
Adelphia Hotel. It is to be a strictly formal affair
and promises to be the biggest event of the year.
We will not attempt to give a panegyric to this
occasion but the advisability of attending a social
function, such as this, is peerless. Attending social
functions during your College career goes hand in
hand with your daily class work. Much benefit is
to be reaped by so doing.
Coming in contact with
many prominent men tends to mold character, and
forms an essential part of your education. After
all college training is a means of meeting the right
kind of people, and calls for a polishing down of
some "rough spots." Clean cut entertainment cannot be beaten and your opportunity is knocking
once again.
At places such as the Adelphia is where you will
meet your old friends and friends to be. Make it
your business to become slaves to joy and laughter
on the evening of the ninth of January at the Belle
Aire Ball. Don't tarry, but make your reservations

of men.

The weird strains of syncopation
from the walls of the ball room in

will

emanate

the Adelphia.

Lannon's Orchestra surely will be "Runnin' Wild."
The environment will make your heart flutter and
will take you from the range of your usual surroundings.

Old Father Time will have turned his glass updown by that time and another year will have
begun its journey retracing in many instances the
The "Old
steps of the year which came before.
dates
of
dance
in
his
diary
noted
already
Gent" has
side

—

"BELLE AIRE
1925."

DANCE—ADELPHIA—JAN.

are words which old Father Time was forced to
utter from his innermost heart; regretting very
much that he was unable to put the dance forth
this year.

Favors

will be given.
C. J. B.,

for tickets early.

LUIGI
Upon

that classic face

I

9,

"AND THE BEST SHALL COME LAST,"

see

The fiery beauty of the Rennaisance
The brave impassioned dreams of Italy
Flash from those black eyes' illumined glance.
'

Spirits that brood above the

Seven

Hills,

Keeping your timeless sentry through the years.
Cast your gaze hitherward, see that nothing kiUs
That golden heart, no blight subversive, no wan-

—

ton tears.
Spirits that watch with calm untroubled eyes
The beauty of Venice gleaming in the gloam,
Come you on swift feet through the trackless skies
And lead that soul unto her final home.
The majesty of Rome, beauty of Venice waters,
Naples' ancient splendor, may all these be his,
Until at last upon those other, brighter waters,
He sails into the port of deathless bliss.

LlAM MoR.

26.
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Oh Yqs.
Our Soph
^of-ereJ

^

1

IVe /lavQ-Some

Clos%Presi don f
Tro>r>

Harnshvrcf

%

Future boskehboll ^hrj

report.

—

Coach SaxQ
renders
PV/i//e

(TS OVfR

•Some ore

prepanna
A/t7»v

for the

Be//e P,r

Boa

When

Franscello scorec/

of Le/)/a/i.

SINQ£ OUR mST /SSU£
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PIJNTBS
When
will

Ed, Duffy learns to do his home work they
be using aeroplanes in the mines.
:):

Hi

4:

^

^

Bill

Life

heart.

is

;

out you."

:

Nancy:
Fall Line

most of the fishing
England states done?"
Gotten In the water."
is

in the

"Is this a proposal or a weather report?"

is

tackled."

Prof,

poems

"Where

my

Hi

McGuinn: "What is the Fall Line?"
Egan "Say, don't be so dumb. The
the place where the football players get

Coffey:

of my life you alone
but a dreamy cloud with

"You are the sunshine

:

reign in

New

in

"Why

Literature:

does Byron in his

talk to the ocean?"

Stude: "Because

it

:):

waves
:):

4=

at him."
^

^

^

Teacher: "What are pauses?"
Pupil: "They grow on cats."

Snyder had a wad of gum,
It

was

as white as snow,

And everywhere that Snyder went
The gum was sure to go.
He took the gum to school one day,
Which was against the rule.
The Prof, took the gum away

And chewed

it

^

^.

^

^

ilf

Said mother to her

'

^

little

son,

"My darling, you must
What 'ere you will in best

say
of style;

Don't speak the slangy way.

"You should not say it's me, it
Nor that is heckish bunk.

after school.

Gee whiz by
!

gum

!

aint

bum

you nut the
!

You poor fat-headed chunk!"

"Why

are you so short?"
Mundy: "I was talking over the phone and the
operator cut me off."

Prof:

grammar, brother
The wondering child replied.

"It's college

said,"

"You'll scan the texts in vain for that,"

His patient mother sighed.

When you're in love its hearts.
When you're engaged its diamonds.
When you're married its clubs.
And when you're dead its spades.

Dever wants
coach has.

to

know how many wheels

a football

:{:

H<

H:

H=

H<

H^

FRIENDS
Are friends to be friends
Or only for a day?

forever,

Ah, time alone can prove their mettle.
Love only mould their clay.
W. J. M.

THE VILLANOVAN

Artificial lightning was first pvblichj demonstrated
S, 1923, in the laboratory of the General
Electric Company at Pittsfield, Mass., when a twomillion-volt spark crashed into this miniature village

on June

What's the use of
artificial

lightning?

mainly experimental, aiding
General Electric scientists to solve
It is

Experiments

like

these

are

particularly thrilling and
important to young men and
women, who will live in an age
when electricity will perform
most of life's hardest tasks.

Know what the research laboratories of the General Electric Company are doing; they
are a telescope through which
you can see the future!
you are interested to learn
more about what electricity is
doing, write for Reprint No,
If

AR391

containing a complete

set of these advertisements.

high power transmission problems.
Many such experiments yield no

immediate return.

But

in the long

run

this

work

is

and important. It is part
the study which must go on

practical
of

unceasingly

powerful force,
Electricity, is to be fully tamed
and enlisted in your service.
if

this

9S-941GC

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERALELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

NEW

y

O R K
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Merits Clothing
READY-TO-WEAR
and

TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Merits Furnishings

UNDERWEAR

and

HOSIERY

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

Athletic Sports

STRAWBRIDGE

& CLOTHIER

REQUISITES FOR ALL
Philadelphia, Pa.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market at Sixth Street
Philadelphia

Men's,

Young Men's and

Special

Augustin

&

Boys' Clothing

Department For Clergy

Raptiste

THE VILLANOVAN

Many
success in

of our customers

These men say that
is

we have

have told us that

helped them,

in

a very definite way, to achieve

life.

the basis of

That

is

first

impressions count for

where we have been able

clothes which

much

in business

and

that personal

appearance

impressions.

first

make

their

wearer appear

to help with carefully tailored^ good looking and well fitting
at his best, put him at ease and give him confidence.

Prices Are Moderate.

May We Be

&

PYLE

You?

of Service to

INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115

Walnut Street

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters
826 Lancaster Avenu^, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

'.I

Do Vou Know

Telephone Bryn

LUNCHEON

Mawr

758

TEA

Henry

That you can get the most tasty Sandwiches and
Home-made Pies at our Luncheonette Fountain?
Chicken Sandwich with Lettuce and Mayonnaise 20c
10c
Ham or Cheese Sandwich
Delicious Home-made Pie, your favorite 10c per cut
Excellent Coffee, with Cream
5c per cup
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topped with Whipped Cream
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BRYN
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Phone Bryn Mawr 178
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Successor to Charles

22 and 24 Bryn

Mawr

W.
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Glocker, Jr.
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—

-you'll like them.
Agents for Whitman and Page & Shaw Chocolates
•

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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Style?
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Quality?

Come
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your new w^inter

and, after

much
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Assuredly.

and look them over w^hether or not you buy
note the splendid assortment of colorings and fabrics.
in

The top

suit,

price

is

(you'll w^ant to w^hen

$49.50, with a truly splendid assortment from $25 up.

you see them) and

Many have two

trousers.
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DRUGS
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3952
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ROMA CAFE
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HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By
Thia book

ably presents

.1.

Godfrey Rupert

EDS

Catholic view-points on the "modern
as represented by men
popularly treated so as
138 pages, price $1.25.

scientific points."
Views of future life
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge.
It Is
to interest the great majority of readers.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOI^STIC PHILOSOPHY

DISTINCTIVE

By Rev. Michael \V. Shallo, S. J.
"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such breadth
of view, such Clearness of expression, and such brevity of
style." America.
Cr. 8 vo.
423 pages, $2.50.

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

Quality at
RIGHT
PRICEf.

By Francis Thompson

Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly
it stands out among
productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in
itself.
"One of the few very great odes," Coventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75g. School Edition, 25c.

Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but
all

the

—

Everything
forGARDEN andLAWN^
CATALOG Free-

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry C, Schuyler, Ph. D.. S. T. L.
Places successfully in a popular and devout manner the principal
By the author of
truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 16 mo.,
Prayer Book Edition, ^1.25.
218 pages.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR

By

A.

MICHELIS!

Rota

kicmarkets
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THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE
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CYRANO
An

w

HEN

the graceful swan, released

de

from the

wicked witch became the most

beautiful

of

Princesses our youthful

by a long drawn
Too, the handsomest

fancies were satisfied

breath of pleasure.
was no more pleasantly startled out
of his masquerade as a frog than we were.
Nay,
we croaked our delight. And the most disappointing climax of Humpty-Dumpty found us too sad
to coax all the King's horses and all the King's
men to at least one trial. At the very least a
Prince's
faithful
body servant should
have
emerged from the shelled ruins.
of all Princes

Because our faith was firm in the triumph of
good we entered dark forests, swam troublous
seas,
fought gfigantic monsters
hundreds of
enemies of our father's kingdom fell in the gardens
of the evil witch, unable to oppose the fairy sword
given us by the poor little drawf with whom we
shared our loaf of bread and bottle of sweet milk.
;

—

Miracle succeeded miracle in a carnival of good
deeds wrought over the forces of evil. What did
it matter that all these famous exploits were waged
within the blossomy hedges of Fairyland? Enough
to know that all the ogres would fade at the touch
of the tiniest fairy finger.

And

so

we

slid

down

the

ladder of fancy plump into the real old world of a
comfortable cozy morris chair, while medals still
tingled upon our breast for many minutes.

We

frowned fearfully

at the old parlor stove that

the wicked old ogre who had
kept the youngest daughter a captive because she
wouldn't marry a homely, big general or something.

somehow resembled

There had been a bargain sale and the spare room
must be papered with the results of it long rolls of
intricate pattern.
Very well. The spare room
became the boudoir of Cinderella. If in our haste

—

to

make her future quarters

to cut off the edges of the

—

we forgot
paper to make the deThe effect was even
presentable

match who cared?
heightened by introducing this element of the unsign

usual.

Or was it the washing of the blankets? Girding
our manly short trousers firmly above the knees we
leaped into the tub and stamped the ogre's castle
completely out of existence.

BERGERAC

Interpretation

spell of a

all

No. 3

1925

Really,

it

this land of

was

the only place

our dreams.

succumb

the powers of evil

thorny paths of

life

we seemed

Only

to matter,

in make-believe did

so easily.

Back

in the

trouble arose out of every nook.

The magic of the special, very
did not seem to be of any use.

words

special fairy

Until that glorious day long after the things of
a child had been left behind regretfully and with

many

a backward look, another hero arose to proclaim that the only real happiness consisted in fighting when there wasn't any use.

And Cyrano

de Bergerac began to typify the ideal
by the every
day miracle of merely recognizing them as they are
or as they were created to be by stripping away the

of restoring things to their true shape

;

and forcing them to
Not as the
change the established

false trappings of the evil one

assume their own God-given
old witch do

we begin

to

identities.

order.

Tales of evil magic are especially full of the dePrince Charming becomes
This
a parrot and the Princess becomes a swan.
denial of identity is not our object. For across its

struction of personality.

page we scan the signature of Satan. So we do not
men into something different by the mere
exercise of our minds
like the evil fairy
but to

try to turn

—

make them stand

—

out more beautiful in their

own

dignity.

The Prince retains his princely title but loses his
The Princess retains her title and
gains a fresher beauty, a more significant appeal.
Cyrano recognized this prime truth that the most
princely pride.

—

important thing in the world is man himself that
when he attempted to alter his personality this black
magic spelled his ruin. When his life was spent
trying to tear the film from men's eyes and make
them able to wander again in Fairyland when
treachery defeated his aims he still stood superbly
fighting his ancient enemies, greed, hypocrisy and
prejudice, when it was of no use.

—

—

He saw

things objectively as they are.

stood that they existed whether he liked

He

under-

them or

not.

This fact he accepted. Nevertheless, this did not
prevent the Don Quixote of dramatic literature from
breaking a lance with a windmill if this windmill
only meant a very wicked person. His imagination

—

THE VILLANOVAN
did not destroy his

merely gave him a

real

faith

in

a

real fact

—

way by which he might prove

Roxane: Because of the

it

his

real faith.

Christian: The. .....

That he might show beyond shadow of doubt his
courage he sighed for a fight with a
hundred men single-handed.
To him the inner
man, the real man was more than his clothing; the
body more than the raiment. Always the same man

—

—

Roxane: It is your letters that have gone to my
head
ah
Think how many you have written me in one month
each one more beautiful

Cyrano was essentially a child in search of adBut his long nose continually forbade his

entrance into the elfin doors of romance. His whole
being yearned like a child for companionship with
the good fairies and a dance with them on their

—

some fairy wand would touch him into
the handsome Prince that he might lead his Princess
away before all men. If he could only win the
miracle of Elfland by having her forget his ugliness
with a beautiful love that could
transform his countenance not to a parrot or deer
or frog, but to the surpassing loveliness of a jasmine
petal, if she would only by her love work the miracle
of the good Princess of loveland.

—he was a man

—

But Roxane granted her love to Christian Cyrano
gave him his wealth of poetry he spoke for Christion.
Cyrano would lend him his eloquence to
Cyrano, Christian would lend his all-conquering
physical claim
and between them a hero of romance would be composed. "Tell me," says Cyrano
to Christian, "shall we win her heart we two as one?
Will you submit to feel transmitted from my leather
doublet into your doublet stitched with silk, the soul
I wish to share?"
;

—

—

—

He wrote

letters for Christian, until

Roxane was

with the soul of Christian through
these words, these letters of Cyrano. When Christian recognized the fact his honesty made him ask
Roxane why she loved him.
in love

She had braved dangers
her lover once again
if necessary.
:

;

in

enemy

territory to see

she had come to die with him

And now, you

Because of a few

Under the darkness of night Cyrano had made
words of exquisite beauty
Christian had stuttered a few phrases and finally
begged Cyrano to win him a kiss. Under her balcony, Cyrano with his own voice, but unrecognized,
pours forth the love of his heart.

Cyrano

:

"My words

my

very heart
ing to you for the

never

But

me why,

over

self to join

me?

am

speak-

Roxane: "It is true that your voice is altogether
(She thinks it is still Christian speak-

different."
ing.)

Cyrano: (Coming nearer, feverishly): "Yes,

al-

together different because, protected by the dark
dare at last to be myself. I dare

I

.

.

.

.

"What was I saying?
do not know .... All this .... forgive my
is so new to me."
incoherence.
.is so delicious
(He stops and distractedly)

:

I

.

.

Roxane: "So new?"
Cyrano (in extreme confusion, still trying to
mend his expressions) "So new, yes, new, to be
sincere, the fear of being mocked always constrains
:

my

heart."

Roxane: "Mocked? For what?"
Cyrano: "Why, ....for its impulses, its flights!
.... Yes, my heart always cowers behind the defence of

my

wit.

I set

faith to capture a star.

and then, for dread of laughter,
flower .... of rhetoric

I

.

.

.

stop and pick a

!

"Every glance of you breeds in me new strength
Are you beginning to understand? Tell me, do you
grasp my soul's measure?"

And then when Christian hears Roxane, who had
come to him on the field of battle, say to him
Roxane "The truth is that I took to idolizing you
one evening, when, below my window, in a voice I
did not know before, your soul began to reveal itself
:

....
I

Now

at last yourself are vanquished by yourself.

love you 'for your soul alone.

must put a noble heart

these fearful roads, through these ranks of rough

you risked your dear

now surged from

till

this evening I

time."

first

loved for that wherewith
shall tell

little

love for Christian in

forego the supremest desires of his boyish heart.
If only

What?

love letters.

magic greens.

But men, judging only by external
appearance, made him fear their mockery and withdraw into the covering of his wit and bravery, and

!

Christian:

venture.

soldiery,

did you say?

he begins to see why Cyrano had promised
help him woo Roxane, only to pour his love out
while remaining hidden himself now does Christion see the sacrifice of poor ugly Cyrano.

!

he was the soldier, the lover, the poet, the courtier,
all in one.
His imagination carried him to the moon
and back, and because of his poor nose his only
Fairyland was his own mind, where he could romp
with kindred spirits, and protest his love for the
only woman. Here in the land of his dreams she saw
only her Prince Charming, in that land where the
halo of charm surrounds the objects of our love.

Christian

What

Now

real faith in

madly

?

letters!

I

we

Rejoice.

For

to be

are clothed so fleetingly

to torture."

Christian: "I do not wish to be loved like that.
to be loved quite simply. ..."

wish

."('.''"V vf'
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Roxane

:

"Still

would

I

love you though a blight
"

should have fallen upon your face
Christian:

"What

if I

were ugly,

distinctly offen-

sive ?"\

Roxane "If you were ugly
:

So Christian goes

to

dear,

Cyrano and

I

swear

tell

it."

him Roxane

no longer loves him.
Christian
loves

my

:

"She would

love

me grown

ugly.

She

soul."

Cyrano "I am glad, glad she should have told you
Dear God I am glad such a thought should
have spoken with her, and that she should have
spoken it, but (and now Cyrano remembers the
:

that!

and turns round sees her close to him, makes
a gesture of despair and hangs his head. Then, in
the darkness which has completely closed round
starts

them, she says, slowly closing her hands, "And he,
for fourteen years, has played the part of the comical old friend who came to cheer me." At this point
we see the fusing of the character and the man, the
real feeling of the one under the playing of the other
and he refuses even then to admit the sacrifice he
had made, until after repeated denial of her assertion
that he was the soul she loved, for one moment his
magnificent heart is bared

—

"No, no,

—

hurt that Christian is suffering) do not take her at
her word. Never cease to be the handsome fellow
you are
She would never forgive me."

But Christian must discover the truth; he insists
on compelling Roxane to choose between them. He
must be loved for his sole self or not at all, and
walks to the end of the lines while Cyrano asks
Roxane the question that means so much to his life.
Will she embrace the ugly grotesque Cyrano and
change him in a twinkling to a being beautiful in her
sweet eyes at least. The moment holds ages of dis-

man

hovering on the edge of paradise. As he is about to tell her the true origin of the
letters she loves, a shot is heard and the Cadets of
Gascoigne carry in the body of the wounded Christian. This fact seals the lips of Cyrano, and bending
over Christian, he says, "I have told her everything
....you are still the one she loves!"
And for
fifteen years he holds his silence while Roxane
mourns her Christian faithfully. Cyrano, aged and
neglected, in dire poverty, his writings breeding
him new enemies, visits her in her convent and regales her with the weekly news. On one particular
Saturday while on his way to Roxane his enemies
hire a man to drop a block of wood, striking him
senseless with a mortal wound. Roxane does not
know of his trouble and wonders why he is late for
the first time. Presently he comes very slowly and
with evident difficulty and seats himself in his accustomed chair. His voice is jolly which contrasts
visibly with his face. A fainting spell comes over
him which he attributes to the old wound he received
in Arras.
This seems to remind her of the last letter she received from Christian
as she thinks even
yet. She speaks of her wound beneath the yellowing
letters on which are still faintly tear drops and drops
of blood.
Cyrano asks for the letter and reads
it.
The light grows less but he still reads on the
words already graven on his heart for years. "How
strangely," says Roxane, "you read this letter; in
a voice, a voice I am not hearing for the first time
How can you go on reading? It is dark." Cyrano
traction for the

—

;

If

my

darling love,

he could only

live,

ness that could be his.

I

did not love you!"

we sigh, and enjoy the happiAt last the beautiful Prin-

saw beneath

his poor rags, his grotesque exjeweled wealth, the diamond studded gold
of character, the splendid ruby of heart that proclaimed the Prince captive to the superficial judgment of a senseless world stifled into patient endurance out of great love. Smiling over a tortured
heart, "Lazarus at the banquet of Love," losing
everything in life he had wanted even a decent

cess

terior, the

—

—

death.

Then she pours forth her
I

love you

—you—

But Cyrano

love too late. "I love you,

shall live."

"No! for

A

it is

miracle.

only in the fairy tale

when he heard

that the shy and

awkward

the beloved say,

love you,' feels his ugliness melt

'I

prince

and drop from him in the sunshine of those words
But you would always know, dear Heart, that there
has taken place in your poor slave no beautifying
change
if only the mourning you wear for

him could be worn for me a

little"

And

then his great noble heart nearly breaking
he rises to his feet by a stupendous effort of will
draws his sword and in a pathetic delirium engages
"I will await
in a combat with approaching death.
she dares to look at my nose, the
her standing
bony baggage who has none! What are you saying?
But one does not
I know it.
That it is no use?
fight because there is a
It is

much

finer to fight

No
hope of winning
when it is no use."
!

!

No

Here is the peak of romance, the dazzling summit
of the mount of Adventure, the brilliant gate at the
end of the Broad Highway that leads into the mysterious horizon of wonder, the rainbow rim of fairyland where the odds are always insurmountable and
the victory always sure.

"What are all those? You are a thousand strong?
Ah, I know you now all my ancient enemies! HyTake this and this Ha! Compromises?
pocrisy!
And Prejudices? And dastardly Expedients? That

—

I

—

Never!
should come to terms with you, I?
whilst I have breath I will fight you.

Never!
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will fight

you

You have wrested from me

everyworst, something will still be
left me to take whither I go.
And, to night when
I enter God's house, in saluting broadly will I sweep
the azure threshold with what despite of all—
I

thing

!

—Spite of your

.

.

.

carry unblemished, unbent and that

is

—
((

And as his love lays her lips on his dying words
she kisses into eternity." "And that is?"
While his last look smiles into the eyes he had
loved so faithfully, a /tear-rimmed, star-crowned
boast,

"My

THE SUBSTITUTE"
Week

Continued from Last

A

week

Topsy and his glasses returned
Having had a wonderful
time, the youthful scamp was now prepared to prove to his kind-hearted manager that his eyes had been sorely in need
of attention.
The day after his return, Topsy
began another one of his wild streaks. Once again
he was the idol of the town and Manager Merrill
to

later

Roxbury.

^^

continually congratulated himself on his sagacity in
refusing to permit Topsy to depart. The team was
in second place, going great,

when

the third base-

man, a very good man was badly spiked.

Two

days

two
company of

later in response to Merrill's appeal for help,

new

players appeared at the park in

the manager.

"Oh, Jimmy," as Topsy came up for hitting prac"come over here and meet Mr, Murray and Mr.
Crane. They are going to try out for third base this
afternoon. Take care of them, as I have to make a

tice,

telephone

call.

After a few moments of casual conversation,
Murray made the mistake of his life as far as this
job

was concerned.

"I understand

Brown

I

"Just excuse

me

a

moment," answered Topsy,

starting away, "it's my turn to
you two had better warm up."

hit.

By

the way,

During the game Topsy was very careful always
to be busy whenever Murray approached him. Murray proved himself by far the better player and
Topsy knew it, and he also knew that he, Topsy,
was in a very ticklish position. It was either Murray
or himself and Topsy had no intention of slipping
out of the picture because of Mr. Murray, particularly when he was going so good. He was afraid to
take him into his confidence, because he didn't know
him. It was too bad, but Murray would have to go.
But how; that's what bothered Topsy.
After the game Merrill called Topsy into confer"Say, Jimmy, old boy, I guess that fellow Murray isn't a pippin. I know you agree with me, but

ence.

I

just wanted your opinion.

both of them but

I

would

can't afford to.

I

like to

Murray

keep
is

the

man, Jimmy, don't you think so?"
"Oh, Fred, leave me out of this. I have nothing
Use you own judgment. I wouldn't want to

to say.

be the cause of any fellow losing his job."

"But surely Murray is the better man."
"Yes," admitted Jimmy, "he looked that way today.
Go ahead, sign him if you want to. I don't
care to say anything."

"Now

Jimmy, you know me well enough
frank with me.
What's on your
mind; what are you holding back? I know there
must be something or you wouldn't act this way."
"Well, Fred, as long as you insist, it's like this.
Murray is a fine ball player no doubt about it. But
then there are other things to be considered. You
know a man to be a help to the team must fit in with
the others. I know that Murray won't get along
with all the rest. In fact, if Murray stays, Jimmie
Brown will have to go. Please don't ask me to go
into details. However, Fred, don't let me influence
you in the least. If I were you, I would hire Murlook here,

to be perfectly

;

ray."

that you're from

suppose you know Jimmy Nichols down
there. He's a great friend of mine and what a sweet
short-stop. Where's he playing this summer?"
College.

white plume."

answered Merrill. "Crane is
Jimmy, how glad I am
sought your advice you surely saved me from

"Yes,

will not,"

I

the man.
that

I

I

can't tell you,
;

finding out later

how

foolish

it is

to enthuse over a

stranger."

That night Murray

Encouraged by

his

left

town wondering.

narrow escape, Topsy con-

tinued to play fairly good

ball.
His daily prayer
might continue. The team had a
good chance to win and Topsy was pulling hard for
the pennant; in fact, he had the team on its toes
fighting for everything.
Topsy loved to win and
then he had a sneaking feeling that J. Fred Merrill
might be good for an extra hundred or so in the

was that

his luck

event of the championship.

Then "Lady Luck" who had smiled on Topsy all
summer, must have suddenly grown cold, for Topsy
came to grief. Roxbury and Hale hacT gone twelve
innings in a game that meant the lead. Topsy broke
up the game by stealing home. Topsy, surrounded
by a mob of admirers was carried from the field

'

'

-s
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with a bady sprained ankle. The injury yielded to
treatment very slowly, with the result that Topsy

grew restless. The team began to slip and when it
became evident that all hopes of the pennant had
vanished, Topsy sought the genial Fred.
"Mr. Merrill, there isn't any use of my staying
here longer. While I am crazy about the town and
the people and would do anything to help the team,
I feel I ought not to idle away the remaining few
weeks before school opens. I have a re-exam to
take and if it is O.K. with you, I think I will go home
and get busy on my books. I have not been home
since school closed and my
folks
are getting
anxious. I want to be paid only up to the time that
I was hurt I couldn't think of taking a penny more.
You have been more than generous and my only regret is that I couldn't get going right. If I had the
old pennant would have been sewed up before I was

was thinking, Mr. Merrill, of getting out toI expect two of my friends from home who
have been touring the mountains to land here any
time now. They are on their way back and they
want me to go along with them. I'm all packed up
"I

night.

•

waiting for their arrival."

"That's too bad," mused Merrill, "but

I suppose it
have dinner together there are several things I want to talk over
with you, and one thing in particular, namely, playing with us next summer of course with an increase
in salary.
But that can wait until after we have

However, we

can't be helped.

shall

;

;

dined."

The

fall

term had begun.

A

youthful freshman,

;

hurt.'"

"Jimmy, as much as I would like to have you stay,
know you are right in wanting to get back to your
books. As regards the salary, you have nothing to
I

intended to give you a little present in case
since you were hurt in winning a game
for us, I suppose I'll have to give you the present
anyway. When do you expect to leave? Surely, not

say.

I

we won, but

for a day or so."

just arrived,

was following with rapt attention the

practice of the Varsity football team, being particularly interested in the doings of the quarterback.

"Say, Freshie," remarked an old-timer (a Sophomore), "why the great interest? Do you happen to
know anything about football or any of the squad?"

"Indeed I do," proudly answered the "Freshie."
know your quarterback, Jimmie Nichols, very
well.
He played shortstop in our town last summer
under the name of Jimmy Brown."
"I

"Jimmy Nichols nothing;

that's

Topsy Lane, and

he's only a substitute.

"THE DESERTER"

T

HE

came down in torrents. It trickled
and ran down the newly painted wall of
the barracks; it beat the windows with
rain

and ran in little rivers through
the old French town. It pounded the roof
of the mess shack and sent tiny trickles down to

his nostrils full of the smell of cooking food.

"How
elbow.

"Well,

sullen fury

room below.

the

It sent shivers

of the soldiers, for

was a

it

made the bunk room

down

the spines

chilly, dirty rain.

It

stuffy with the odor of fresh

paint and foul air.
In the barracks the

it's

been three months, already," replied

another.

Barry started for the mess shack. The two men
whose voices he had heard followed. Out side the
rain

still fell.

The sharp

air of the evening assailed Barry's noswine, vastly refreshing after the stale odor
of the barracks. It gave him a sense of freedom.
Walking with rapid steps through the little town,

trils like

men were

lined

up for

roll

The sergeant's voice snapped out the names.
It was an irritating voice; a voice that grated on
one's nerves. It was sharp, like the beating of a
drum. The last man answered and the voice became silent.
call.

day out, the same gray monotony of army
life
Stephen Barry moaned. It was beginning to
The hair about the
leave its tale upon his face.
temples was beginning to thin; lines seared what
was once a cheerful face.

Day

long will this keep up?" said a voice at his

in,

he stopped before a cafe near the station and went
in.

Somebody ran
"Dam," said a

after him.

and the figure running across
darted through the door of a wine
shop. Barry followed and seated himself at the same
voice,

to the station

!

Roll

call,

And how he
civilian life.

—

how he hated it all!
longed for the easy freedom of the old
He stood looking at the dirty windows.

mess inspection,

table as the other.

"I'm sorry

M. P.

;

that's

I

ran into you.
I ran so."

I

thought you were an

why

"The man was an American private and as he
spoke he looked searchingly into Barry's face.
"That's nothing." said Barry.

H. C.
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"Let's have a drink," said the other man.
around here long?"

"Been

"Infantry."

Stephen Barry sat writing.
Outside the rain
came down in torrents. As he sat there he pondered what he could write to Veronica. His Veronica
The girl who had promised to wait for him
till he came back from "Over There."
The sergeant entered the room with the mail. Immediately there was a scramble, from which Barry
emerged with a letter. Taking it over to the win-

"Must be

dow, he read

"Since October."
;
"Gee, have some cognac? It'll do you good.
name's Berton, Ambulance Corps."

The two

My

stared.

"What're you in?" broke

in Berton.

hell."

"It is."

"Say, why don't you come to Paris with me? I'm
going to desert," explained Berton.
"I'm afraid of getting caught," replied Barry.
"Not a chance; all you have to do is look slick
and use your wits. You have wits, haven't you?"
"Not many, I'm afraid
no, deserting isn't in my

—
"Sure, you can — anyway—
;

line."

;

They have got your

Take a chance.
the devil with them.

get.

"Not a chance,"

make you

Paris'll

goat.

for-

To

Come with me."
own

;

but don't leave out

"Of course not, don't be silly."
The two men left the wine shop together, Berton
insisting that the French were robbers when it came
to wines.

"God, what a country!" exclaimed Berton,
commencing to rain again."

of khaki-clad

at attention.

men waited

By the time you read this, I will be married.
Please forgive me.
My only excuse is that I love
him more than I loved you.
Veronica.

He read it again. Then he sat stunned.
passed a trembling hand over his forehead.
crumpled the

letter

upon the

floor

He
He

and half stag-

gered across the room to a chair.
His castle had fallen in ruins about him the
crash vibrated in his ears. That knocking, knocking, knocking in his head
it
was driving him
crazy. He sat, breathing in short gasps, and trying
;

doctor

about me, will you?"

The company stood

Dear Stephen:

;

replied Barry.

"Well, you're your

!

Line upon

"it's

line

expectantly.

The sergeant appeared suddenly; there was an
ominous look on his square- jawed face.
"Attention, men," he said. The staccato voice was
again speaking. "Men," continued the sergeant,
"a few days ago, two weeks to be exact, the War Department issued orders that if any deserter were
caught, he should be court-martialed and, if found
guilty, shot.
Not so long ago in Company
a
man by the name of Berton deserted. He was found
Tuesday in Paris, court-martialed and proven
guilty, and so he was shot today at sunrise.
His
case has been cited as an example to all others. Any
one who is low enough, who is such a dog as to deThat's all, men.
sert, deserves a like fate.
Company dismissed !"
,

Stephen Barry staggered away. His head was
splitting, his legs trembled ifiToer him and his whole
body and soul revolted against his fellow creatures.
Ahead of him lay the mess shacks, squatting close
to the ground, and looking for all the world like an

—

to get his bearings.

He could never explain how it happened. After
reading Veronica's note everything went blank. He
had found himself running away to Paris. Why,
he knew not, but here he was, a deserter
A dog
the sergeant had said.
He, Stephen Barry, a dog.
through the
It was unbelieveable as he stumbled
streets of Paris that early spring morning.
He
knew not where he went; his body sagged and his
head drooped. It seemed as if he walked mechanically, just going on and on, forever.
"Steady there," said a voice in French, and then
changing to English, "What's the matter?"
!

Barry found himself in the arms of an old man
with corduroy trousers and flannel shirt. The shirt
was dirty. They were standing on a dock and in the
water were many boats. He wondered how he had
gotten to the dock.
"What's the matter?" repeated the old man.

The world was suddenly growing black.
me," murmured Barry. "I'm a deserter."

"Hide

"I tell you, we traced him here," said the big man
with the captain's bars.
"But I tella you, he ees not here; now, no," pro-

tested an old

"Well,

Now,

if

man

he

in overalls.

isn't here, so

then, step aside and

much the better for him.
me aboard your damn

let

barge."

it no longer.
Covering his face with his hands, he ran blindly to-

"
"But he ees
"Enough," commanded the captain, "stand aside."
As further resistance seemed useless, the old man
stepped aside and the captain and two privates

ward the barracks.

stepped aboard.

enormous frog

men swarmed

sitting

like ants.

puddle.

in

a

He

could stand

Around him

1^'%"
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"Now, let's do this right," advised the captain.
"You," pointing to one, "Go this way, while you,"
signifying the other, "go that. I'll stand here to be
sure he doesn't get away. Now, beat it!"
The search continued for about fifteen minutes,
and then: "Plere he is sir," came a voice.
The captain entered the room from which the

—

voice had come. It was a bedroom a desolate little
chamber made of plain boards and containing noth;

ing but a bed, a dresser and an old barrel. On the
bed lay a white, limp form, and on the floor was a
muddy uniform.
"Hey, you!" shouted the captain, "get up; you're

under arrest for desertion."
"It's no use, captain," came a weak

IN
This

I'm not going to get up."

"Tumble out, lively now," roared the captain.
"Do you hear me, you bum? Get up and make it
snappy, too."

Barry was silent; his white cheeks became whiter.
"Curse you," shouted the captain. "Men, get him
up, yank him out of bed."
The two privates laid hold of him and pulled him
to a sitting posture.

"All right,

yank him

out.

the

Land

"God!" he gasped, "the fellow's dead!!!"

of

Dreams
stones,

the rain falls

Ovfer rusty earth enchalicing

Forgotten bones.
is the Land of Dreams,
Dreams that past defeat;
Where some peace is,
And some sleep is,
For those who journeyed many leagues

This

to

find

Rest for their

feet.

LlAM MOR.

DAY'S GOING
Day wraps the twilight round her as a cloth,
And treads with pensive tread the western way,
High

in the

heavens one blue starry moth

Flutters within the moon's white level ray.

Daydusk is here, on holm and river
Moves like a mystic light across the

And

in

my

Since one

heart

who

lit

Do you hear me,

They yanked, held the limp form a moment and
The capIt fell in a heap on the floor.
let go.
tain bent forward and then stiffened.

Guarded by gaunt grey
Where the wind calls

And

!

then

THE OLD CEMETERY
is

Out

out!!!"

"I

voice.

I'm sick.

can't.

shore,
hill,

dusk for evermore
those nooks is quenched and
is

still.

One who was gay as only youth is gay,
One who was beautiful with every gra^e.
Left me, since others called him far away

From the old love and the familiar
And so I stand as some unsentient

place.

stone,

While day goes west with him, and leaves me lone.
LlAM MOR.
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The Villanova that burgeoned and blossomed
so vigorously under Fr. Driscoll's regime will

him no more as

president.

know

Fr. Driscoll's resignation

has been accepted by his superiors that he might
apply his splendid talents to founding a new school
in the virgin soil of

Fr. Driscoll's life

For

Oklahoma.

work has been centered

in Villa-

and associates no eulogies are
speak most eloquently.
Those accomplishments tell a story of
ideals that were dreamed of, worked for and obtained quietly and without the blare of trumpets
nova.

LLANOVAN

his friends

necessary, his accomplishments

—

or the beating of tom-toms.
Fr. Driscoll has been connected with Villanova for
over twelve years. He first became associated with
the faculty as Professor of Mathematics. He then
became Vice-Present, Prefect of Studies, and Prefect of Discipline, successively. In 1920 he became
President and under his guidance Villanova has
seen the period of her greatest growth and pros-

DRISCOLL,

0. S. A.

perity.
Many new departments have been added
and the old ones have been expanded. A Normal
School and an Extension School, whereby nuns and

teachers may fit themselves to the new legal requirements for teachers, have been instituted, A course
Business Administration has been founded.
in

Courses in Radio Engineering and Sanitary Engineering have also been added to the curriculum. The
course in Biology has grown and developed to such
an extent that today it is second to none in the
country.
of the New Dormitory very
crowns for Fr. Driscoll many years of
honest toil and unremitting effort.

The completion

fittingly

To

Fr. Driscoll on leaving

and we say

him success
sured.

it

from our heart

—certainly, but we

What we

we say "God-speed"
of hearts.

We

wish

feel his success is as-

ask of Fr. Driscoll

get not his friends at Villanova.

is

that he for-

THE VILLANOVAN

DR. JOS. H. HICKEY,
Villanova welcomes as her new president a
loyal son, whose splendid talents have long
been employed in unflagging service to her, and
whose tireless energy has furthered in no small degree her development along many lines. Villanova
owes much to Father Hickey. Many of the advances
and innovations of the last decade are due directly

most

to his foresight

and wisdom.

And

so

most

fittingly

does she confer on him the highest honor that is in
her power to grant, calling him to the President's
chair,

and giving into his hands the shaping of her
and destiny.

policies

Following his ordination in Rome in 1908, Dr.
Hickey taught for one year in St. Rita's College,
Chicago. In 1910 he was assigned to Villanova as
Professor of Ethics and Sociology, which chair, with
other teaching besides, he has held continuously ever
since.
In addition, Dr. Hickey has been rector of
St. Rita's Hall, formerly the house of postulants,
and for the last ten years has held the position of
Regent of Theological Studies in the Novitiate and
Professorium of the Augustinians, also situated at
Villanova.

J. C. D.,

11

D. D., 0. S. A.

In the

field

of education Dr. Hickey has been al-

ways a keen student and keener observer. He brings,
therefore, to his

new

a

position

standing of and sympathy with

thorough under-

educational problems, especially those incident upon the administraall

day of not a few changing standards, of a
in cultural and
technical lines.
As a member of numerous educational bodies his frequent addresses and papers on
education subjects have won him no little repute.
The additional influence that will be bestowed by the
prestige of office promise much for the future of
Villanova and for all educational work in which Vil-

tion, in a

college of recognized achievement

new president will be interested. Great
hope is justified for marked advances during the
term of his administration. Already in quiet, but
none the less effective, manner, as is his wont, the
touch of a master hand has been perceived in the di-

lanova's

rection of the college.

This

The end

term as president

fruit

of Dr. Hickey's

is

beyond the highest hopes.

but the beginning.
will bear
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that
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his splendid talents to founding' a

school

of Oklahoma.

Fr. Driseoll's life woi'k has been c-entered in V'illa-

no\a.

Foi' his fi'iends

and associates no

nece'ssary, his aeeomi)lishments
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eulojjcies

are

most

elo-

si)eak

Those aec-omi)lishments tell a s1or\' of
dreamed of. woi'ked foi' and ob(|iiietly and without the blare of trumi)ets

ideals that wei'e
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—

or the
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has been eoiinected with V'illano\a for
lie first
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of Studies,
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President and under his
seen the period of

hei'
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])ei-ity.
Many new (lei)artments have been added
and the old ones have been exi)anded. A Normal
School and an Extension School, whei"el)y nuns and

may

themselves to the new legal re(iuirebeen instituted. A course
in
lUisiness
Administi'ation has i)een founded.
Coui'ses in Radio p]ngineering and Sanitary Fngineei'ing have also been added to the curriculum. The
course in P>iology has gi'own and (le\eloped to such
an extent that today it is second to none in the
teachers

ments

foi-
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teachei's, ha\'e

country.

The

comi)letion

of

New

the

crowns for Fi'. Driscoll
honest toil and unremitting efl'ort.

fittingly

faculty as I'l'ofessor of Mathematics.
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fei-t

of tom-toms.
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him no more as
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He then
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To
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Driscoll on leaving
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him success
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from
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we
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many years

of

we say "CJod-speed"

heart of hearts.

— certainly, but

What we
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DR. JOS. H. IlICKK^'.
Villanova welcomes as hei" new pfesident a
most loyal son, whose s])len(li(l talents lia\c lon'^'
l)een emj^loyed in unflagging service to
her. and

whose

tireless energ\' has furthered

gree her development along

many

in.

no small de-

lines.

\'illano\a

owes much to Fathei' Mickey. Many of the advances
and innoN-ations of the last decade are due dii-ectlx'
to his foresight and wisdom.
And so most tittingl\does she confer on him the highest honoi- that is in
her powei' to gi'ant. calling him to the President's
chair, and giving into his hands the shaping of iier
))()licies and destin.w
I'\)llowing his ordination in

Rome

in

1908,

Dr.

one year in St. Rita's College.
Chicago.
In 1910 he was assigned to Villanova as
Professor of Kthics and Sociology, which chaii', with
othei' teaching besides, he has held continuousl>- eveisince.
In addition. Dr. Hickey has heen rectoi' of
St. Rita's Hall, formerly the house of postulants,
and foi- the last ten years has held the position of
liegent of '{'heological Studies in the Noxitiate and
ilickey taught

for

Pi'ofessorium of the August inians. also situated
\'illano\a.

at

.).

C.

1).,

1).

D.,

().

In the held

S.

ol'

A.

education Dr. llicke\- has heen

wa.vs a keen student and keener ohserx'ei'.
therefoi'e. to

his

new

al-

bi'ings,

a

thoi'ough under-

all

educational prob-

jjosition

standing of and s\-mpath\' with

He

lems. especiall\' those incident upon the administra-

changing standards, of a
in
cultural and
tec-hnical hues.
As a meml)er of luimerous educational bodies his fi-e(|uent addresses and papers on
edut-ation subjects ha\'e won him no little repute.
The additional influence that will be bestowed by the
prestige of office promise much for the future of
\'i!lan()\'a and for all educational work in whit'h Vil-

tion, in a

da,\'

of not a few

college of recognized achie\t'ment

lanox'a's

new

president

will

l)e

interested.

Ci'eat

hope is justified foi' marked adxant-es during tlu'
term of his administration. Ali-ead\' in ([uiet. but
none the less efl'ectixe. manner, as is his wont, the
touch of a master hand has l)een pei-ceixcd in the diThis is but the Ix'gimiing.
rection of the college.
Tlu' end of Dr. Hickex's term as pi'esidcnt will bear
fruit l)e\'on(l the highest

hoix's.
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in a great while we think seriously on death and we did some rather serious
thinking on January 6th, when the word of John Slatniski's untimely death
reached us. The news came like a bolt from the blue and of all men, John

Slatniski

was

the last

man we

expected to hear of falling before the grim

reaper.

However, "Slats" is no more and it is our sad duty to pen a word of appreciation
of the really fine character that has gone into the Great Beyond,
To do justice to his
real worth is, we feel, quite beyond our humble efforts.
But he needs no eulogy. Those
of us

who knew him

are better for having

and mellow with time for death has
;

known him and

the

memory

of

him

will

crystallized the qualities of a soul that

sweeten

was genu-

inely noble.

John Slatniski came to Villanova in September, 1922. Since then he has made a
record which the best of us might envy. To put it as briefly as possible, "Slats" was
every inch a man and we use the word man to connote the best that the word implies. As
a student he consistently maintained a class ranking that was irreproachable. He realized full well the advantages of an education. His scholastic records mark him as an
earnest and sincere worker. He played on the Varsity football team from his freshman
year and on the campus as in the lecture room he was the same energetic, tireless "Slats."
A player of high courage and a stubborn fighter, he never knew what it meant to quit.
As a matter of fact the fatal appendicitis may be traced directly to his gameness, as he
had frequently complained of a pain in his side but refused to seek treatment. As a
comrade, we loved him. We loved his cheerful disposition, his splendid generosity and
the energetic way in which he threw himself into all the activities of our college life.
Villanova and the world at large would be greatly benefited were there a few more
John Slatniski is dead but his spirit and influence will carry on. To
his grief stricken family we offer our heartfelt sympathy and mourn with them the passing of one who helped to make the world a better place in which to live.

John

Slatniskis.

May

he rest in peace
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Editorial
SCHOOL SPIRIT

spirit

—

spirit that

moment, but

Much
leges.

has been written about school spirit in colin particular the subject has

At Villanova

been brought up repeatedly. It is acknowledged by
most of us that the spirit here is not what it should
be but up to the present no plan has been effected
whereby the spirit at Villanova might be raised to
the high degree to which it belongs. Assuming it to
be a fact that the proper spirit is lacking and to
remedy this state we must first find the Cause of
such a deplorable condition and then look for a cure.
;

One

of the

many

things that

make

for real school

is

not merely enthusiasm of the

spirit that will live

—

with us during

all

come is tradition. The most convincing argument of what tradition is and does to promote school spirit is a good concrete example. For

the years to

our case let us take the University of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania has many traditions and many little
acts of ceremony that tend to keep those traditions
alive in the hearts of both the undergraduate and
alumus. One in particular will be cited. Every year
on Ivy Day, a day set aside through the entire University as a holiday, the senior class plants a piece
of ivy.
It is a simple little act and yet it is surrounded with such ceremony, witnessed with such
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we think seriously on death and we did sonierather serious
when the word of John Slatniski's untimely death
]'Oaclu>d U.S.
The news came like a bolt from the blue and of all men, John
Slatniski was the last man we expected to hear of falling before the t?rim
a great while

ill

thinking- on Januai-y 6th,

J'eaiier.

:-
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JI()we\-er, "Slats" is no more and it is our sad duly to i)en a
the really line ch.aracter that has gone into the Great l5eyond.
is, we feel, (piite beyond our huml)le efforts.
f)Ut
who knew him ai'e Ijetter for ha\ing known him and the

worth

real

of us

and nu'llow with time; for death has crystallized the
iiiel\'

word of appreciation
To do justice to his

he needs no eulogy.

Those

niemorx' of him will sweeten

([ualities of

a soul that

was genu-

nobk'.

John Slatniski came to Villanova in Sei)tember, H)22. Since then he has made a
which the best ol' us might en\\'. To ])ut it as brietl.N' as i)()ssil)le, "Slats" was
every inch a man and we use the word man to connote the best that the word implies. As
a student he coiisistentl\' maintained a class I'anking that was iri-e])roachable.
He realized I'ull well the ad\'antages of an education.
His scholastic records mark him as an
earnest and sincere workei'.
lie played on the Varsity football team from his freshman
\('ar and on the campus as in the lecture room he was the same energetic, tireless "Slats."
A pla\'er of high courage and a stubboi'n fighter, he never knew what it meant to (|uit.
recoi'd

As
had

a

matter of
fri'(|ueiitl\'

coiurade,

we

fact the fatal a])pen(licitis ma,\'

l)e

com])laiiied of a i)ain in his side

loxed him.

We

lo\'ed

traced directly to his gameiiess, as he

but

refused

his cheerful disjiosition,

the energetic wa\' in which he threw himself into

all

to

his

seek

treatnuuit.

siilendid generosity

the actix'ities of our college

As

a

and

life.

and the world at lai'ge would be greatly Ix'iiefited were there a few more
John Slatniski is dead but his spirit and influence will carr\' on. To
his grief stricken family we offer our heartfelt SN'mpathy and mourn with them the passing of one who helped to make the world a tiettei' place in which to li\'e.
\^illano\a

John Slatniskis.

Ma.\' he rest

in

peae-e
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reverence, that

it becomes almost an act of religion.
Old grads of many years back are called together
iigain by this little symbol of undying school spirit.
Their eyes become moist with the remembrance of
former days when they view again the impressive
ceremony. Those men have the real, lasting school

spirit that is lacking in

many

of us.

Villanova is full of old and beautiful traditions.
It only remains for some loyal Villanovan to put
these traditions into visible form. His name will go

down in the history of Villanova as one who did his
Alma Mater a worthy deed. Just a little act, but
with a world of meaning behind it, will be sufficient
to keep the love of Villanova dear in the hearts of all
of us. It is our good fortune to be able to establish a
precedent, a precedent that will live as long as Villanova does. Are we going to let that golden opportunity pass without taking advantage of it?
Another thing that tends to keep the fire of school
spirit burning at most colleges is their senior societies.
Nearly everyone has heard of "Skull and
Bones" at Yale and the honor and esteem with which
membership in it is held. At Penn they,, have the
"Friars" and the "Sphinx" senior societies, besides
having a junior society. Anytime you walk through
the University campus you can recognize the mem:

bers of these societies by their society insignia, worn
in the form of a hat. They are the men looked up to

by their fellow students; they are men who realize
the honor that has been bestowed upon them and
by their realization they try to live up to what their
University expects of them. They are the men who
have been actively engaged in promoting their
school, in furthering its interests.

They are the

men who have been willing to give their time and
effort to make their college a little better than it
was when they first entered its portals.
At Villanova there has been some talk of forming
an Undergraduate Council. In order to promote
better co-operation and understanding between the
faculty and students it is a thing of absolute necessity.
If a senior society could also be formed, a
society that will be looked up to by underclassmen
as a guiding light and to whose membership it is
their ambition to be one day admitted, it will in part
increase the school spirit. It will add dignity and
respect to Villanova now and in later years will be
a tradition.

members
body and
that

is

bind more closely the future
Alumni together with the student

It will

of the
will

above

all

add to that school spirit

at present at such low ebb.

T. A.

J., '25.
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Fr. Driscoll's
Tuesday evening, Jan. 20th, the student
body, as well as many members of the
Alumni, of Villanova, gathered to tender a
farewell to Rev. Fr. Fancis A. Driscoll,
0. S. A., our retiring president.
A very
appetizing banquet was served in the Monastery

aN

Farewell
mind.

The next speaker, Very Rev. N. J. Vasey, 0. S. A.,
Provincial of the Augustinian order, told of the
work that Fr. Dricoll is to take up. At the request
of Rt. Rev. Bishop Kelley, of Oklahoma City, Fr.
Driscoll

is

to start a Catholic

which many former students of Villanova were present. After the inner man had been

that diocese.

satisfied the guests retired to the College Auditor-

coll is

dining

hall, at

ium where the student body had already assembled.
The gathering was presided over by Rev. J. M.
Fleming, 0. S. A., Prior of Villanova. His opening
remarks, which were well chosen and to the point,
concerned chiefly the work which is being done at
Villanova for the advancement of Catholic educaHe pointed out in a brief but forceful way
tion.
how this work has steadily progressed during Fr.
Driscoll's tenure of office. Fr. Fleming then introduced Rev. James H. Griffin, 0. S. A., who spoke for
the faculty. Fr. Griffin spoke in glowing terms of
the great strides which Villanova has made during
the past several years. As example of this progress
he mentioned the division of the executive duties of
the institution

among

the several deans, the estab-

lishment of the Business, Pre-Medical, and Pharmaceutic Schools, as well as the

has

made

Normal

School,

which

possible the attainment of state normal

by

our Catholic Sisters. Fr.
Griffin's speech contained many interesting anecdotes which made it doubly pleasing. In closing he
wished Fr. Driscoll god-speed and success in his new
work.
school

certificates

Martin
Villanova.

J.

McLaughlin spoke for the Alumni of
pointed out how Fr. Driscoll, by the

He

formation of Villanova clubs in various sections of
the East, had been able to revive the spirit of the
Alumni Association, which "had been dying a slow

will often bring Villanova

and "Mike" back to his

High

School,

which

will eventually be the center of Catholic education in

In the words of Fr. Vasey, Fr. Dristaking into the West the spirit of Villanova,
which has been so potent for good in the East.

Mr. Charles A. McGeehan, who spoke in behalf of
the lay faculty and the Athletic Association, told of
the flrst time he had seen the retiring president

and of how he had found

in later

years that Fr.

Driscoll could do other things just as well as he could

Mr. McGeehan said that Fr. Driscoll is a
he had drawn around him
to carry on the work of education. Mr. McGeehan presented a brief case from
the athletes of Villanova and a handsome travelling
bag from the lay members of the faculty.

play

ball.

man among men and
those who were fitted

The farewell of the student body was tendered by
Mr. Daniel B. McLaughlin, president of the Senior
class.
He told Fr. Driscoll how much he would be
missed and bade him god-speed.
Fr. Driscoll, in response to the speeches which
had been made in his honor, disclaimed all credit
for the advancement which has marked the years
during which he has been president, and stated that
raisher the praise should go to the faithful and loyal
members of the faculty who had been ever ready to
do their all for the good of the school. He thanked

manner for the support
they had afforded him and said that he could never
forget the spirit of co-operation which had been
the faculty in a touching

shown.

death."

Our basketball coach, Michael Saxe, next took the
floor.
While admittedly rather nervous, Mr. Saxe
gave a clear indication of his friendship for Fr.
In the
Driscoll and his sorrow at his departure.
name of the basketball team Mr. Saxe presented Fr.
Driscoll with a very suitable gift which he trusted
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The program was interspersed with musical numThe College Band and Symphony entertained

bers.

with several very pleasing selections. Francis C.
Pickett, Joseph M. Kenney and Joseph J. McGuinn
each contributed to the evening's entertainment
with a vocal selection. A very pleasant evening was
brought to a close with the singing of "Hail, Villanova," by the entire student body.

^
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JUNIOR
The Class of

'26

WEEK

wish to announce extensive plans

for a very promising and entirely original feature of
Since the
social activities at the "BIG BLUE."

presentation of the

Freshman

Frolic

three years

ago, their debut into Villanova society,
has deservedly gained a reputation for originality
and pep as will be further proven when you absorb
this

class

and most extensive program; light
up a clincher, don your eyeshade and don't let the
sweeps disturb you.
this, their latest

By

away

the most superior event of the
Prom, but the Class
'26
content
with
merely followare by no means
of
ing the existing custom, they desire to create and es-

year

far and

is,

as you know, the Junior

tablish a fete without precedent
to devote

an entire week

successful culmination

Prom.

As

and so have decided

to their social activities, the
to

a

very superior Junior

this article is primarily intended to in-

spire you to greater effort in the

coming mid-years

by predicting a few of the good times in store for
those who remain for the second semester, I shall
further expose the plans of the Sub-Seniors in the
hope that Miss Gleason will be saved the trouble of
checking out a single trunk in the near future.

Working with

Seaver on the plans for Junior
J. Kane, E. Duffy, W. Flynn, J.
O'Neill and J. McDonald, and as each is personally
devoted to the development of something startling
and new in the line of entertainment nothing further need be said, you know the gentlemen and their
ability.
To date, and I know all will agree that this
is absolutely original, a tea dance to be held in the
gym. has been arranged for April 16th (watch them
put it across). The 16th will witness a thrilling
battle between our Varsity and the Holy Cross nine,
which for three years has held the inter-collegiate
championship; the 18th ushers in a track meet with
Textile on our campus, while a second baseball game
The committee has time aplenty in
is pending.
further arrangements and as they
complete
which to

Week

C.

are B. Quinn,

have already accomplished so much in such a short
time we may be assured that the fruits of their future endeavors will be all that may be expected from
such a remarkable beginning.
Lou. Memenger has been selected to head the

Dance Committee and assisting him are W, Ryan,
McGuinn, J. Furlong, J. Hartnet, T. Hollern and

J.
J.

McAneny; although they are

as yet undecided as

and music, the date for the Junior Prom
has been definitely determined and Friday, April
17th, shall be the night of the big wind. Look over
the above names once again and be convinced of the
howling success of the Prom, for can any hop
fathered by that aggregation of go-getters be aught
to the hotel

else

than "ne plus ultra?"

you see, the Junior Class has taken upon
a considerable burden not only in attempting

So, as
itself

to offer a delightful series of social events but in
striving to increase school spirit and a precedent

for student activities such as those enjoyed at larger
institutions.
Still, without the hearty co-operation
of the entire student body, these valiant attempts
shall

prove futile and that leaves the Junior Class

to conclude that they are out of their element
twelve o'clock chaps in a nine o'clock school. Such,

they are convinced, is not the case and as they are
striving to present new possibilities, not for their
own, but also your enjoyment, let's give them the
hearty support they deserve.

VILLANOVA CLUB HOST
Lawrence Alumni and Undergraduates Present Annual Dansant Amid Pretty Setting at Rosemont
(Lawrence Tribune)
Rosemont was barely large enough to accommodate the capacity gathering that attended the annual
dance of the Villanova College last evening. It was

by far the best attended Villanova club dance ever
held in this city and the hard work that the committee had done for the past two weeks was shown
in the wonderful condition of the floor and the

THE VILLANOVAN
beauty of the decorating scheme.
Villanova's blue and white, with lavendar, yellow
and white streamers caught at the centre of the hall
with American flags, formed the color scheme.
Draped about the walls were Villanova banners, and
backing Welden's orchestra, which supplied the
music for the affair, was a huge banner, such as is
used by cheering sections at the college sport games.

and was vice-president of the Alumni Association
for a number of years. He was very active in furthering the interests of Villanova, and his loss will
be mourned by every Villanovan. i:-'-^'.:j::-::^

ENGINEERING LECTUREi
Tuesday, January thirteenth, Mr. Joseph N. Hub-

Weldon's orchestra provided several, new dance

bard, representing the Eastern Clay Products Co.,
gave an illustrated lecture on the manufacture and
usese of vitrified pipe. Each step in the process of

numbers for the dance. Each number was recently
published and as a result those in attendance were
treated to a novel musical scheme. Several numbers
dedicated to the college by alumni, were played and

mining, preparation and moulding the clay burning
and glazing the pipe; was presented clearly. The
use of pipe in present day sanitary engineering
methods was taken in an interesting manner.
;

these each brought requests for encores.

members from Villanova clubs of the
were present. They were Albert Harrahy, of
Worcester, and the entire Villanova club of Haverhill, Lowell and Boston.
In addition to these there
were representatives present from the Villanova
Several

state

17

:

clubs of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

phia and

New York

;

Gity.^^^^

Scranton, Pa.
^^^^^^:^^v^^;^^^^>:^

^^^^;y
,

;

;

PHI KAPPA PI
At the regular meeting on January twentieth a
committee was appointed to take care of the initiation of Freshman pledge members.
Manager
Hughes asked all members interested in basketball
to report for practice in order that the Engineers
might be represented in the Inter-Fraternity
League. After the discussion of routine matters,
due to a slackening of activities caused by proximity
of the mid-year exams., the meeting was adjourned.

Philadel:

,

The naval college at Annapolis was represented,
were West Point, Boston College, Holy Cross

as also

and Georgetown, each sending a delegation and all
in all it was one grand reunion of college fellows
with their lady friends.

VILLANOVA

R. C. H. S.

CLUB

DANCE HELD BY THE WILKES-BARRE
CLUB

On

Friday, January ninth, the Villanova R. C.
H. S. Club held its regular meeting with full attendance of membership. At the first meeting of the
current scholastic year the following new officers
had been elected
President
James J. Cloran, '25
Vice-President
John V. Doughten, '26
Sec. and Tresa.
.Frank X. P. McCool, '26
.

Sergeant-at-Arms

Encouraged by

its

Peter P. Perri, '27

success in social ventures last

year, the Club has planned to again give

two dances

The first of these will be conducted in
the near future after mid-year examinations, while
the second will be given after Lent. It will be rethis season.

membered that

the Club ran two very successful

dances last spring.

The Athletic Committee reported that a team has
been formed among the members of the Club and
that games have been scheduled with the R. C. H. S.
Clubs of the University of Pennsylvania and St. Joseph's College. Victory is hoped for in each game.

The annual holiday dance was held by the WilkesClub in the Elks' Home on December 26.
About two hundred couples were in attendance at
the affair, which was a financial as well as a social
success.
The dance was attended not only by the
younger set, but also by a goodly number of older
people, which added dignity to the affair.
The following acted as patrons and patronesses:
Barre

•

Rev. F. A. Driscoll, 0. S. A., President Villanova
College; Rev. J. P. McGuire, 0. S. A., Vice-President
Villanova College; Hon. D. L. Hart, Mayor of
Wilkes-Barre; Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Kielty, Dr. and
Mrs. B. J. Ford, Hon. J. A. Stavitski, Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. McLaughlin, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Gibbons, Mr.
and Mrs. P. H. Dever, Mr. and Mrs. T. F. O'Donnell,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Connor, Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Donohue, Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Nealon, Mrs. Mary
O'Donnell, Mr. and Mrs. R. Cunningham, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Conlon, Mr. and Mrs. William Ryan. Mr.
and Mrs. D. Loughran, Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Shovlin,
Mr. A. J.'McGill, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Long.

The music was furnished by Earl Keating and

Former State Senator Thomas J. Higgins died
at his home in Shenandoah and was buried January
9th. He graduated from Villanova College in 1875,

his

Ramblers. An added attraction with the
orchestra was Master Tracey, a juvenile singer and
eccentric dancer. Master Tracey has gained state-

Wyoming
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wide prominence with his dancing. His numbers
were well received by the dancers.
The, members of the Club wish to thank those who
acted as patrons and patronesses; also those who
helped to make the dance a success.

BELLE AIRE BALL OF CLASS OF

'25

The evening of January 9th was a memorable one
for a number of reasons, all of which concern the
Belle Aire Ball which was without doubt the most
successful function ever presented by a graduating
class of Villanova College.
The Gold Room of the
Hotel Adelphia was colorfully decorated for the ocwhich together with the soft strains emanating from Seagraves' Orchestra, insured the success
casion,

.of;

the

evening.,,.;.

As a tangible aid to memory, each lady received
a very unique desk set as a gift from the Senior
The affair was a credit to the Class of '25,
Class.
and Chairman Connery and
congratulated.

his

committee are to be

VILLANOVA PLAYERS BROADCAST
The Villanova Players broadcast the

historical

mystery play "Vision" from Station WIP, Gimbel
Brothers, Philadelphia, on the evening of January
thirty-first.
Hundreds of laudatory telegrams and
messages have been received, together with requests

The broadcasting

be repeated
from the same station on the evening of March
tenth, beginning at half-past eight.^^
;
for repetition.

will

:^^^^^^;

:

;

"Vision," the performance of which was attended
with such marked success last year, will be repeated
again this year. It will be run at Villanova during
the week of March second. During Lent the play
will be given on tour for two or three day performances at Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, Pennsyl-

vania; Woodbury, New Jersey; Pittsfield, Lawrence
and Lowell, Massachusetts. Requests for productions in other cities have been refused owing to the
impossibility of keeping the students too long absent

from

classes.
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G.r.M.

With the majority of scheduled games played, the
Villanova basketball team is still undefeated. The
Blue and White originally had eighteen cage contests carded, but several teams have cancelled. Villanova has won five games, defeating St. Joseph's,
Philadelphia Textile, Lebanon Valley, Seton Hall

records in high school as

Coach McGeehan may
newcomers into a first baseman.
The Blue and White wiH have three veteran
pitchers in Meader, Crane and Griffith. These three,
although all good hurlers, will not be able to take
care of the extensive schedule arranged by theJBlue
and White. Coach McGeehan will be confronted
possibility that

Coach Mike Saxe, although disappointed at the
number of cancellations, is well pleased with

large

is

..year..

confident that his charges will go

will workout with
although he is
week,
the baseball prospects this
jumping center for the basketball team. Jacobs
will have Joe Sheehan, of Camden Catholic High, as
his principle understudy in the catching position.

George Jacobs, varsity catcher,

through the remainder of the schedule undefeated.
Muhlenberg, Drexel, Loyola, Temple, St. Bonaventure remain on the list of games yet to be played.
Coach Chas. A. McGeehan, of the Villanova basecandidates out for practice
Villanova is pointing
toward one of the most successful seasons on the
diamond in history.
Mr. McGeehan has several
veterans from last year's nine with which to form
the nucleus of the team.
Captain Joe Connell is the principal competitor
for the centerfield berth. Connell is one of the best''
ball players that have ever been developed at the
ball

team, will

call his

the early part of this week,

Main Line

College.

He

fields well

and

is

a heavy

He should win
Jean Mascaidri, who
unforeseen happens.
flanked Connell in right field on the 1924 team, is
another veteran who should be seen in the lineup.
The left field position made vacant by the graduation of Jack Connelly will be vigorously contended
his old position back unless

hitter.

;

with another task in developing pitchers. Among
the prominent new men are Graitzer and Slomkowsky, two star Philadelphia school boy hurlers last

ease.

He

There is a
develop one

of these

and Temple. Temple and Lebanon Valley were the
two strongest teams that the Blue and White met.
The other three were defeated with considerable

the season.

first sackers.

Manager William B. Sheehan, through tiresome
has listed several of the strongest Eastern
The University of Pennsylvania
nine will be played for the first time since 1918. The
Red and Blue are scheduled for May 28 at Franklin
Home and home games have been arranged
field.
with Lafayette, Holy Cross, Boston College, MuhlenPrinceton
berg, Lebanon Valley and Seton Hall.
are
tossers
ball
The Navy
will be played as usual.
another new team listed.
efforts

Colleges this year.

Egan.

the

for by several

VILLANOVA NOSES OUT LEBANON
VALLEY FIVE
/

The varsity basketball team scored

new men.

its

In the infield Villanova has Cotter, third base;
Moynihan, second base, and Hartnett, shortstop

consecutive victory of the season last night

from

an extra-period

last year's nine.

Cotter like Connell

ished college baseball player.

is

a

fin-

Moynihan and Hart-

two good men. Both are excellent fielders
Moynihan led the Blue and White
The problem that is
tossers in batting last year.
facing Coach McGeehan is who he will use at first
base. There are several new men who earned good

sent

all

Lebanon Valley down
tilt. It was a

the

way

third

when

it

to a 30-26 defeat in
close

and exciting game

through, with the lead switching fre-

nett are

quently.

and

Lebanon Valley was Villanova's first opponent
which used the five man defense and the game was
well under way before Coach Saxe's men were able
to pierce it with effect.

hitters.

THE VILLANOVAN
ounce of physical
Field Goals — Francella,

20

Both teams were using every
and skill, making the game one of the hardest

Cutwater, Cobrick, 2;
Barry, Jacobs, Pickett, 3; Sheehan, 7; Reynolds,
Phelan, 2. ,/.•;
Foul Goals Francella, Pickett, Sheehan, 3 Outwater, 9; Harnak, 2; Reynolds.
Substitutions
Pruczensky for Cobrick. Banrion
for Francella, Powers for Barry, Farren for Jacobs,
Leary for Sheehan.

effort

ever fought on our own court.
Villanova left the floor ot the end of the initial
chapter at the short end of a 13-10 count.

A

possible defeat

was staring them

—
—

in the face.

But the

old Villanovan spirit surged.
The crowd
cheered as Coach Saxe gave the boys their final instructions in the dressing room. Both teams came
on the court confident of victory. Amid cheers the
second period started.
Villanova left the floor at the end of the initial
game ended with a 23-23 tie score. With a hundred
cheers later from the ever loyal student body, an
extra period started.
Jacobs was replaced at center by Risley, a former
St. Benedict man and All New Jersey Center.
Not once did the Lebanon Valley boys shoot a
basket during the extra period, but Villanova made
two field goals and a foul, thereby winning the won-

derful game.

'

,;

;

-

::'

;::v:i^:;;:^ :::::;;. -;';:'';?;

LINEUP

Lebanon Valley

^:r?;.;;:.y;;^^^;^^^^

o.
Villanova
......... .Francella
Mipoxen
.;..>. R. F. ,........, .., Barry
Wheeler ... .... >
C. ...,., > :...;..
Jacobs
Musser.
...,...,.. L. G. ;.;..; .... ... .Pickett
Richards. ........ .; R. G.
......... ..Sheehan
Field Goals— Francella, 5; Jacobs, Sheehan, 4;
Barry, Mipoxen, 2 Richards, Musser, Wheeler.
Foul Goals Francella, 4; Wheeler, Richards, 3;
Sheehan, Barry, Mipoxen, Gilbert, 2.
Referee Emory.
.

.

.

'

L. F.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

VILLANOVA FIVE FINDS PHILADELPHIA
TEXTILE COLLEGE PASSERS EASY IN
FIRST

:

GAME OF SEASON.

The Varsity, with four regulars from last year,
showed great strength when she humbled Textile
by a score of 23-5.
At no time did the opponents seem dangerous, and
Coach Saxe used nearly every sub. on the bench.
This prevented the Villanova score from being
higher, but uncovered a powerful reserve.

Barry, formerly of Camden Catholic High, ably
the vacancy made by last year's departure of
Conrad. Captain Francella played his usually good
game in scrimmage and starred by scoring three
field goals.
Jacobs and Barry tossed in two doubledeckers, while Pickett and Sheehan made one
filled

Position

Gilbert.. ;>,.,. ......

;

.

.

.

.

—

.

apiece.

;.'

.

LINEUP

\:.-'::^'^::^:y-

:

Textile

'

Position

,::

Villanova

;

—

VILLANOSA HUMBLES STRONG SETON
HALL QUINTET

Weigand
Maran

L.

R.

Matched with a heretofore undefeated basketball
team, Villanova showed great superiority by upsetting Seton Hall with a 39-24 score. The visitors
played a snappy game, but Villanova's defense was
almost perfect. Our attack, featuring Francella and
Sheehan, carried the ball up the court for well
earned tallies. Sheehan starred, tossing in seven
goals and three fouls.
interesting but the score
sided throughout the contest.
field

was one-

L.

LINEUP
L. F.

.

R. F.
C.

Harnak

L.

Reynolds

R.

Villanova
Francella
...

.

.

G
G

.

.Pickett

—Weigand, Sheehan, Barry, 2;
Jacobs, 2 Francella, 3
Foul Goals — Weigand, Wright, Sheehan, Jacobs,
Goals

Field

;

Pickett.

2; Pickett.

Referee Emory.

VARSITY TRIMS TEMPLE IN GREAT

BATTLE
tory, defeating

its

fourth consecutive vic-

Temple University by a 24-21 mar-

gin.

Seton Hall defeated Lehigh in her game following
the one with Villanova.

Position

Sheehan
Barry
.Jacobs
Francella

G
R. G

Wright
Neubauer

Villanova completed

The game was

F
F

C

Galeskin

;

Seton Hall
Cutwater.
Cobrick
Phelan

;;-

.

.

.

Barry

Jacobs
Pickett

Sheehan

The score indicates the

bitter and hard fought
was. Goals were few and far between. For ten minutes of the first half the score
remained 2-1 in Villanova's favor. Temple then
scored a field goal which was followed with one
from Jacobs. The first half ended with Villanova
at the short end of an 8-5 score.
Each team seemed to have an impenetrable deThen came a great long-shot exhibition by
fense.

game

that

it
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Coach Saxe's quintette. The result was that Villanova overtook the Temple five and gained a lead.
The ball was then kept out of the hands of Temple
and the game ended leaving a defeat with our last
year victors.

The game was played

new

at Temple's

court in

Conwell Hall.
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VILLANOVA WINS FIFTH STRAIGHT
:.r;;^,:; ;.;;'

/
„

victory-;. ;;ri-^;';'V:^./.,..,;:,

Thursday, the 29th, was a big night for Villanova.
St. Joe's, our old rival, with one of its strongest
teams, went down to defeat when it met Coach
Saxe's quintet.

Temple
Lynch ....

Position

Villanova
v
;
L. F. > ^ v ;
I
Francella
Stakowski. ......... R. F. ./.....;;..... .Barry
Jepson.
.......;. ... C. .......;...... .Jacobs
Lazar ............. L. G. .,....;,... Sheehan
Simms. ............ R. G.
....
.... Pickett
Field Goals
Francella, Barry, Jacobs, 4 Sheehan, 2; Lynch, Crate, Jepson, Lazar, Simms, 2;
:

.

.

.

,

;

.

•

o

.

^:

.

.

-

;

.

.

;

.

.

and fast
lead on
early
an
throughout. St. Joe's pumped
gainAfter
Sheehan.
the work of Oaks and Bart
wilt
beto
ing a seven-point advantage, they seemed

The game was very

in to

.

.

.

—

Lolos,

.

.

.

.

;

—
—

Foul Goals Francella, Jacobs, 2; Pickett, 3;
Stakowski, Crate, Jepson, Lazar, 4.^^^^^^^^
Substitutions Shair for Simms, Crate for Stakowski, Lolos for Francella.
Referee Emory. Umpire Thornton.
Time of halves 20 minutes.

—

fore the heavier

.

.

?

—

—

their early lead

They lost
and never again resumed it. Joe
attack

Trojans.

cracked other things besides coal.
Dougherty of the collar and cuff town and Gibbons and Ryan of the coal regions were the high
scorers.

With the score favoring the "Trojans" by one
and only a half minute to play, Conlon made a
center rush for the opponent's basket but was
downed on the foul line.
point,

tory and

its

string of victories unbroken.

LINEUP
St.

Joseph's College

Oaks
B. Sheehan

::„:;

Position

Madden
Murray

L. F.

R.

Cunneff

L.

R.

Dougherty
McLaughlin

R.

Wilkes-Barre

R. F.

Ryan

.

.

Nealon
Gibbons
Conlon

,

Field Goals

L.

G
G

:

O'Donnell

—Daly, Dougherty, Ryan, 3; Gibbons,

O'Donnell, 2; Madden, Murray, Nealon.
Fouls Dougherty, Gibbons, 3; Daly,

—
— Sheehan.

Madden,

F
F

Barry
Jacobs

G
G

J.

Sheehan
Pickett

Villanova: 17-15—32.
St. Joe's— 14-10— 24.

—Francella, Oaks, 2; Jacobs, SheeSheehan,
han, Leary, 3 Cunneff,
Sheehan, Oaks, B.
Foul Goals — Francella, 3;
Sheehan, Cunneff, 2; Leary,
Substitutions — Leary for Barry, Barry for PickField Goals

J.

1

;

5.

;

J.

4.

ett,

Risley for Jacobs, Powers for Francella, Mallie

for Collins, Collins for Mallie.

—

Referee Cashman.
Time 20 minute halves.

—

D. P.

C.

Ryan.
Referee

L.

C

LINEUP

Trojans
Daly

Villanova
Francella

Position

Burns

Devers shot a basket during practice.
:-;..:'-\^':^'

Villanova.

St. Joe's rallied several times in the final frame,
but the extraordinary work of our guard kept Villanova in the lead. Our speedly pass- work and accurate shooting was too much for the St. Joe courtman, and Villanova left the floor with a 32-24 vic-

Collins

The game was beyond reproach as all the players
were good sports. But, hitting below the belt and
"straight-arms" had to be prohibited when the subs,
became scarce. "Cuffs" were distributed by the
boys from Troy, and the Wilkes-Barre athletes

of

Sheehan was opposed by his brother, Bart, and the
two followed each other like hawks. Leary substituted for Barry in the early part of the contest and
succeeded in making three field goals and four fouls.

TROY CLUB DEFEATS WILKES-BARRE
The opening of the Villanova Inter-Club Basketball Games was marked by a closely contested battle,
in which the Wilkes-Barre Club was defeated by the

exciting, well played

A

I.

DEFEATS

E. P. T.

22-18 victory for the Business Men over the
marked the opening of the well known
Inter-Fraternity Basketball season of Villanova.
The switching score kept the rooters in an excitSeemingly imable state throughout the contest.
An over-thepossible shots amazed the crowd.
the
floor was
from
the
middle
of
shoulder shot
Daly, star forward for the Business
child's play.
Men, started away from his basket with a three-man
interference and a howling mob for a rear guard.
After passing the middle of the floor, he let the
Classicists
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—

go over his shoulder a perfect basket resulted.
This was too much for the A. B.'s, who had given
their last ounce of energy.
The game ender with
the Business Men leading by four points.
The Business Men look like the pick of the league.

ball

They have
others

may

team and

will be hard to lick. Howyoung, and some of the
uncork something before long.

a fast

ever, the season

is

still

LINEUP
D. P.

D. P. T.

I.

Daly

F
F

L.

Ivory

....

McLaughlin.
Haley
Mascardri ....
.

.

R.

Maroney
Dougherty
Murray

C

.

G
R. G

Newman

L.

dribbled down the
stopped at about the center and made a shot
at the aforesaid Frosh's head. He probably had been
given credit for the brains that he didn't have and
the insufficient rebound caused the ball to miss the
basket by the fraction of an inch, v
Both teams were in high spirits, probably because
they had not received the exam, returns, and a fast
Senior, skilled in trigometry,

floor,

;:

game was

Zazalli

Murray

for

LINEUP
The Doctors
McLaughlin ......
Burns ......;;...,
Gibbons
Ryan... ....>..
.

Maroney.
Field Goals

—Daly, 5

;

Haley,

Mascardri, 1.
Fouls Dougherty, 3; Zazalli,
Referee Risley.

4

;

Dougherty, 3

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

vs.

.

,

.

;

1.

In the second inter-fraternity game the Engineers
put away their shde rules long enough to hand the
Pre-med. a 20-13 lacing.

;

.

.

.

v. ..

.

R. F.

.

.C.

.

.

L. F.

.

...... Phelan
vv

.

.

.

.

.

Coffey

.

Rombard

..iv. Phelan

L. G.

—

Dumboski for

PHI KAPPA PI

.

Engineers
•

O'Toole ... ......... R. G. ........ .... Bedard
Substitutions ^^Fahey for Rombard, Slayton for
Coffey, Bradley for Phelan, Manusak for Ryan,
.

;

—
—

:

;

the result.

.

Substitutions- -Smith for Murray,

Zazalli, 2

It was a Freshman Engineer who spoiled what
would have been the greatest shot in history. A

Field Goals

Coffey.

—Dumboski,

4; Coffey,
O'Toole, Readon, McLaughlin, Gibbons

—Manusak, Fahey,
Dumboski, McLaughlin,
Referee— Sheehan.
Fouls

2.

Gibbons,

Fahey,

2;
,

Phelan,
Phelan,

:

•.

/.

1.

1.
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affair.

The Villanovan announces the death of Fr. Bernard J. O'Donnell, an alumus of the old school and

many years vice-president of Villanova.
O'Donnell died on February 1st, 1925, at
Orleans, La. He was in his 51st year.

for

Fr.

New

This Class is one of the most active of the Alumni,
and the other classes might do well to follow its
example. Reunions of this sort help to keep the
members in closer contact with one another. It also
adds to the strength of the Alumni to have active
bodies such as this working for the interests of
Villanova.

.'^'":-:'•

•

'--^

officers are: J. Howard Tyrrell, President;
Thomas F. McCormack, Vice-President; and John
W. Jones, Secretary and Treasurer.

The

VILLANOVAN

The

dolence to the Reverend

extends

Matthew

sincere

its

con-

Corcoran, 0. S.
A., in the death of his mother.
Father Corcoran
was formerly Vice-President and Professor of
Greek at Villanova, and is one of our best friends
and well wishers. He is at present pastor of St.
Rita's Church, Philadelphia.

We

likewise extend our

Henry

T.

Conway,

sympathy

to

0. S. A., pastor of St.

of Villanova Church, on the

Father Conway

J.

will be

death

of

Reverend
Thomas,

his

Academy.
'20

to

hear a

little

Paul H. Quinn, '10, and Vice-President of the
Villanova Alumni Association, has just been elected
President of the Clean Chamber of Commerce. Paul
has always been one of the most active members of
the Alumni, and the business men of Olean picked
the right man to lead their organization.

Michael P. Murphy, former Villanovan, has resigned his position as Physical Instructor of the
South Park System to become Athletic Director of
Mt. Carmel High School, Chicago,

TO HOLD REUNION

The members of the Class of 1920, Villanova
lege, will hold its fifth

like

father.

remembered by Villanovans

of the old school as the Rector of the Old Tollentine

CLASS OF

The VILLANOVAN would
news of the other classes.

Illinois.

Col-

anniversary reunion at Villa-

nova on Saturday evening, February 21.
A large
number of graduates are expected to attend this

James H. F. Walsh, '24, has accepted a position,
with the Edison Electric Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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PLINTK
Suppose Jimmie O'Connell had gotten in touch
with Horace before he made his terrible faux-pas.
The whole nasty affair might have been averted,
everything would still be rosy and the boys could
be playing basketball together out on the coast.

We hear that Judge Landis has composed a new
song-hit and has dedicated it to "Cozy" Dolan.
Title: 'Then You'll Remember Me."

Prof:
Perri:

What is an atheist?
One who does not believe
*

sH

affair is the fact that he has been flooded

culars

from 2943 correspondence schools

ing their

memory

transgressor

is

courses.

Oh, well, the

with

Santa Claus.

The Dumbbell: Does the night

falling

have any-

Dr.:

You cough more

morning.

easily this

Patient: Yes, I've been practicing

business will be

all

all

;^\

night.

taking Journalism, says his
write with him.
is

cir-

advertis-

way

in

,,

thing to do with the day breaking?

Peep Sheehan, who

Cozy complains that the saddest part of the whole

*

*

of the

We
we

wonder what counts most

find its

in this world,

and

an adding machine.
*

hard.

*

*

*

Hs

Louis in Barber Shop: "Hey! there! don't spit on

During the storm and stress of the recent exams,
most of us appreciated how "Cozy" felt the morning
he talked to the Judge. Ay, there's many a tragedy
contained in them there words "I don't remember."
:

the floor."

Pat McCaffrey: "Smatter,
*

*

floor leak?"

*

*

Egbert Stacomb: I'm going

to give

you a ring

to-

night.

Jimmie O'Connell isn't such a dumbbell after all.
One day last summer Jimmie spilled beans all over
Judge Landis and the surrounding landscape. Now
the District Attorney craves to see him do his stuff.
But Jimmie becomes shy and retiring when he
visions himself cleaning up the mess in the blue
denim uniform of a state ward.

We

are tempted to wind up this department by
expressing our opinion on the weather during January. We are deterred by two things: In the first
place, it wouldn't look well in print and in the second
place the reader probably thinks just as we do,
viz.
the reader most probably doesn't give a hang
what our opinion is.
:

Sheba: Oh! a beautiful diamond?
Egbert: No, just a phone call.
First Officer: Did you get that

Second

Officer

First Officer

:

No

number?

he was going too fast.
Say, that was a fine looking dame in
:

!

that car.

Second

oflficer:

Wasn't she?

The reason the Dean keeps
ness

office is

Bill

Henry

that he has things mixed so

in the busi-

much

that

he couldn't get along without him.
*

*

*

*

Noah paced the deck of his ark
remembered that he had fo.^gotten
missing links aboard.

in disgust as

he

to take a pair of

THE VILLANOVAN
Judge Landis' recent release of the testimony

Manager Sheehan

in

the O'Connell-Dolan affair has added somewhat to
our store of knowledge. It reveals Mr. Horace Ford,

fast approaching and

same success as the Seniors
,

in their

.

OLD,

OLD STORY

We stood by the mortar box talking,
Hod-carrier Harvey and 1
And as he mixed the gleaming lime,
While his broad shoulders kept rhythmic time
To the

He

A

told

rise

me

and

fall

And

of the hoe.

this story of

story as old as
older, for all

man
i

woe

is old,

know.

Sez Harvey to me, sez he:
*Tt weren't his natcher to lie

Or be

He

fightin' around for himself,
weren't that kind of a guy.

When

he first met the kid,
She was thicker'n this here lime.
So he asked her tuh marry,
She said: 'Sure, Harry.'
But then she ups and she leaves him
Colder an' flatter'n a dime

Naw! she didn't say why,
Just gave 'im a swift go-by!
But they say she was married next noon
To a feller what keeps a saloon.

Now most guys would uv forgot
An' gotten another girl.
But his mind got in kind uv a whirl,
He lost his nut
For that little slut,
And he killed hisself.
'Because,' sez Harvey to me,
It weren't his natcher you see.
To

He

or fight for hisself;
/ ^
weren't that kind uv of a guy."

lie

"An'
"It's

:

I

guess," sez

maybe

of
is

The Observer wishes to congratulate the Varsity
on its selection of James Callahan as captain for
next year. Jim has been one of the most consistent
players on the team and fully deserves the honor
bestowed upon him.

undertak-

THE

word
by him

it

the earnest wish of the Observer that it will not
come in for the criticism which attended the Belle
Aire Ball. We hope that the Juniors will encounter
ing.

in for a

The Observer noticed the improvement in the
cheering at the St. Joe's game. Cheer leader Audet
conducted the cheers in a creditable manner, and
it did not sound like the Bedlam of old.

is

the

comes

one of the best in the history of the school.

second baseman of the Phillies, as a past master in
Horace advised "Pleine"
art of diplomacy.
Sands to use his own judgment in the matter. Now
wasn't that clever?

is

also

praise, as the Baseball schedule arranged

the

The Junior Prom Time

25

Harvey

better he died

to

me,

!"

W.

J.

M.
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Winning the West
Irrigation

by

electrically driven

pumps has made hunareds

of thousands of acres of desert land in the Intermountain

West blossom

like the rose.

—

For a few cents a month per acre, electricity the giant
worker brings the life-giving water from distant kke j and
rivers to rainless valleys, producing rich harvests of fruits
and vegetables, cereals and forage.

—

The General Electric Company provides for agriculture little motors that do
the farm chores and great
ones that operate mammoth pumps to irrigate
vast stretches of arid

electricity

is

doing for the farmer

is

only a counter-

what it is doing for Industry, Transportation, City
and Country life or any of the professions. It is a tool
ready for your use and which, wisely used, will make the
part of

impossible of today an accomplished fact tomorrow.

valleys.

If

What

you are interested in
more about what

learning

electricity is doing, write
for Reprint No. AR391
containing a complete set

of these advertisements.

How

electricity does these things is important to the
student in a technical school but what electricity can do

—

is

important to every college

what

their life's worjc

may

man

or

woman, no matter

be.
7.17GC

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC
,AL
COMPANY
SCHENECTADY
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SHAKESPEARE

The

ST^eetest ^^^
It can't

Be heard oh the campus.

It can't

be heard in the classroom.

It can't

be heard at a musical show.

It can't even

In

fact,

College
This

little

folder has been dis-

tributed on the campus. It tells
you how low the rates really are.
If

your home town

cluded in the

list,

is

there

Man

is

only one

way

for a

to hear Mother's voice,

—

and that is over the Long Distance
Telephone.

not in-

see the front

So, if you

pages of the telephone directory.

pleasantly;
The Long Distance Operator
will give you rates not shown
there.

be heard on the victrola.

your

want your pulse to tingle
if you want to brighten

spirit as

well

as

your intellect-

Mother greet you over the Long
Distance Telephone once every week

let

of your college

life.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN DOING so, MENTION

VILLANOVAN
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SUCCESS!
Many
success in

of our customers have told us that

These men say that
is

we have helped

them,

in

a very

definite

way, to achieve

life.

the basis of

That

is

first

first

impressions count for

where we have been able

clothes which

make

much

in business

and

that personal

appearance

impressions.
their

wearer appear

to help with carefully tailored, good looking and well fitting
at his best, put him at ease and give him confidence.

Prices Are Moderate.

May We Be

PYLE

&

You?

of Service to

INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115

Walnut

Street

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters
826 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Do^ou Know
Telephone Bryn

LUNCHEON

Mawr 758

TEA

Henry

That you can get the most tasty Sandwiches and
Home-made Pies at our -Luncheonette Fountain?
Chicken Sandwich with Lettuce and Mayonnaise 20c
Ham or Cheese Sandwich
10c
Delicious Home-made Pie, your favorite 10c per cut
Excellent Coffee, with Cream
5c per cup
Hot Chocolate, made with whole fresh Milk,
topped with Whipped Cream

SUPPER

BRYN

B. Wallace

Successor to Charles

Mawr

W.

CONFECTIONERY

(Next to the Movies)

848 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mavo*
Phone Bryn Mawr 178

Caterer and Confectioner
22 and 24 Bryn

MAWR

10c per cup

Delicious

Glocker, Jr.

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Home-made Cream Fudge and Caramels

—

you'll like them.

Agents for Whitman and Page

& Shaw

Chocolates

MEN
We've been thinking about
aration and planning, we believe
Style?
Yes, plenty of it.
Quality?

Come

what you would want
we have it.

for your

new winter

suit,

and, after

much

prep-

Assuredly.

and look them over whether or not you buy (you'll w^ant to when you see them) and
note the splendid assortment of colorings and fabrics.
The top price is $49.50, with a truly splendid assortment from $25 up. Many have two trousers.
in

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
READY MADE

1704 Market Street
SPECIAL RATES TO VILLANOVA STUDENTS
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

CUSTOM TAILORED

THE

V ILLANOVAN

Ice

Frank

W.

Prickitt, Ph.

G.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT,

Cream

Prescriptions

W. BREYER,

Room

Supplies

a Specialty

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY

and Sick

PA.

Pres.

Telephone Bryn

Mawr

Established 1885

193.

Philadelphia, Pa.

MacDonald

& Campbell

Schoenfeld and McAninley
Cigars^ Cigarettes^

Pipes

Tobacco and Specialties
6006 Market Street
LEADING SPECIALISTS

in

YOUNG MEN'S
Philadelphia

Suits
Ov«>rf.(>(it8
Sports Clothc^H
Hubordasliory Motoring ApparoL

HatH
1334-1336

CHESTNUT STREET

SHERWOOD

3028

PHILADELPHIA

The Home

Life Insurance

Company

INCORPORATED

of

America

1899

SIXTY MILLION DOLLARS INSURANCE IN FORCE
Located in the Heart of the Insurance District
Writing
BASH.

all
S.

JOSEPH

1,.

kinds of

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance —Liberal Policies
CUNNINGHAM, Vice President
p.
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
Secretary
JOHN
GALLAGHER, Treasurer
PHILADELPHIA

WAI^SH, President

DURKIN,

J.

J.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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WINTER CLOTHES
FOR THE COLLEGE MAN
made

you

for

manner—

-in

from
'

London

e*^^*%/

weaves and colors

overseas

nianufacture...

Suit,
V

the

in

;;

\;;V;';

domestic

or
^^;

,;;;.:.;;.';.

.^;

v;,,,'

^,

Topcoat or Tuxedo

$28.75 and $38.75

i

The

upremc

:

y^^L^ii^^
eornfort k^^Inc r

/^r Fit

EDWARD WM:

|| I

BALL
shoe

'WSrkmJiLlVShip

1724 Market

St.,

Philadelphia

1210 Chestnut

St.,

only

Canvas
Upper
Basket

ihekfean,

beResoled

Phila:

See Our Display at College Building

Every Wednesday
^

W:-&^-'^-

'HILL

in'

charge'

'^'^^-''^-"'
''^

DRUGS

M.

J.

GIFTS

CARDAMONE,

DALYMADE
CHEESE AND PEANUT BUTTER
SANDWICHES

Ph. G.

Prescription Druggist

Crisp,

Tasty, Delicious

1040 Lancaster Avenue

DALYMADE COMPANY

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
CIGARS

SODAS

3952

ASPEN

ST.,

PHILADELPHIA

ROMA CAFE
American,
IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

Italian,

PRIVATE DINING ROOM

IT

BANQUETS, CLASS DINNERS, SUPPERS

835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post

BRYN
IN

French Cuisine

DOING

SO,

MAWR

MENTION VILLANOVAN

Office

THE VILLANOVAN
PETER REILLY PUBLICATIONS
135 Nprth Thirteenth Street
IIl'MAN 1)ESTINY

Philadelphia

AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By

Godfrey Rupert

J.

EDS

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
scientific points."
Views of future life as represented by men
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver liOdsre. It is popularly treated so as
to interest the great majority of readers.
138 pages, price $1.25.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOI^STIC PHILOSOPHY

DISTINCTIVE

By Rev. Alichael W. Shallo, S, J.
"Scarcely any English books of I'hilosophy have such breadth
of view, such clearness of expression, and such brevity of
style." America.
Cr. 8 vo.
423 pages, $2.50.

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

Quality at
RIGHT
^ICEj*.

By Francis Thompson

Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly
masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out among
productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in
itself.
"One of the few very great ode<," Coventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 puses, 75c, School Edition, 25c.

Not
all

onl.v the

the

—

Everything
forGARDEN andLAWKT
CATALOG Free-

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry C. Schuyler, Ph. D., S. T. L.
a popular and devout manner the principal
Blessed Sacrament.
By the author of
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 16 mo.,

I'laces successfully in

truth

concerning

the

Prayer Book Edition,

218 pages.

MicnELL's!

!i!il.25.

HOSSFELI) NEW ITALL\N GRAMMAR
By A. Rota
New practical method for learning the Italian language, revised
and enlarged with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett. Thorough,
and

tellable

apponded

to

fascinating,
each chapter.

with
12

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

the
conversational
mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

KlOMARKETSi
illOPHILA-

portions

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hara

Simply explained according to the New Code.
Excellent for
those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics honestly
desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16 mo., 84
pages,

cloth,

50c.

The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
BRYN MAWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE
EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

HART, President
WILLIAM H. RAMSEY, Vice
PHILIP

and Other Valuables Taken on Storage
JOHN

A.

W.

President

JESSE

H.

HALL,

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer
BERGEN, Assistant Trust Officer

Assistant Treasurer
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FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

RADIO

The Varsity Shop
PASSON-GOTTLIEB-BLACK
SPORTING GOODS
16 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL PRICES TO "V" STUDENTS
TRACK

BASEBALL
Incorporated 1919

Established 1837

Roib>sri

m
SiaaiM'ii^r ^

'l@#a

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of
flf

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PAINTS AND VARNISHES

vCr

Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets
Philadelphia

fl

Fine fabrics in unusualand
colorings, Reed's Standard of Tailoring" and
moderate prices make
Reed's Clothing especially attractive patterns

ly

John Y. Parke Co.
MANUFACTURERS—JOBBERS

desirable.

Top

Coats,
Overcoats,
$35 and upward

Suits,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

JACOB REED'S SONS
CHESTNUT
PHILADELPHIA

1424 26

ST.

31 North Seventh Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia

TETE-A-TETE TEA
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

THE VILLANOVAN

FOR NOVEL NECKWEAR AND SHIRTS
Wool Hose and Sweaters
WM.
829

T.

WALTMAN

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN

SHEAD'S

MAWR

BAKERY

For Quality

in

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE,

Wholesale and Retail

PA.

BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton's

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff,

E.
1

204

TO

1214

Penetrating Bristles

CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

General Mortgage Financing Corporation

6 Per Cent. Investment Guarantee

MORTGAGE BANKING
Philadelphia, Pa.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Day by Day

THE VILLANOVAN

MEHL & LATTA

THE VILLANOVAN

FRANK

J.

FLOYD,

Men's,

Women's and

Inc.

Children's Outfitter

DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS
Shoes For Men,

Butterwick Patterns

BRYN MAWR,

Q/

A MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OWNED BY ITS DEPOSITORS

FOUNDED

CHESTNUT STREET
Kensington

Office

ALLEGHENY AVE.
WEST OF KENSINGTON AVE.

RESOURCES
THIRTY-ONE MILLION

CHOCOLATES

CANDIES

Michael Talone

WM. GROFF,

P.

D.

TAILORS

Druggist
MILK DRINKS

SODAS

1853

FUND

BENEFICIAL SAVING
\^.

Children

PA.

PAID ON
DEPOSITS

1200

Women and

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes
1123 Lancaster Avenue

"Try a Groff Milk Shake"

BRYN
BRYN MAWR,

MAWR—ROSEMONT

PA.

Opposite National Bank

M. M.
1141

McGARVEY

Moore's Pharmacy

LANCASTER PIKE
Drugs, Stationery,
Rosemont, Pa.

Ladies'

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,
A

School Supplies

and Gents' Furnishings

Full Assortment of

Candies

Etc.

COLUMBIA YARNS

IN DOING SO,

LANCASTER

MENTION VILLANOVAN

AVE.,

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

THE
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Careful

Handling
and

Quality

WILSON

LAUNDRY

Bell Phone,

Prompt Service

Belmont 4140

Activities in Part

JAMES FARLEY

Makers of

trophies, medals, bronze

memorials;

Plumbing

stationery, personal greeting

Hot Water and Steam Heating
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AT THE END OF

the lake, and

going," he remarked

an air of decision.

Smith, arrayed in a golf

proprietors

'Mit

"Not going!"

Camp

^^hite Pine

cried

witli

the joint

of

tht!

Why?"

"Not going!

in a cliorus.

"Gosh!

;)

The campers

White Pine were on the point oP
up Wyiic

at

starting out for an all-day's fishing excursion

may

It

as well he explained right liere that

the'

party consisted of four undergraduates of Andiersi
University who were temporarily pursuing their educa
(ion in the

hracing air of the Adirondacks.

Tn order

quote their forceful

to

"Cinnamon"

iMessrs.

if

inelegant phraseJones,

"Piggy" Watson, and

Chick" Pettigrew had flunked
and were now "cramming" witi'.
more or less enthusiasm and diligence under the able
direction of Prof. James Garder.
in their examinations,

"Gin's lazy!" drawled "Piggy" Watson, as i;e
himself comfortably in the stern of the boat,
armed with the lightest paddle.

fixed

"(Jiimamon's
shouted

going

"Bucky"

bark, old

Jones.

it

in

his

best

girl!'

poetry on birch

—that's

"I'm going

what I'm going

to

bone

all

day on

to do."

Then

burst of derisive laughter greeted this statement.
tlu'

boat shot out into the sparkling waters oT

and

Lake,

Catni[)

speedily

disappe'areel

behind

had not

indulge in solitary ease,

for no

]\lr.

remained hehind

to

echo of oars and voices die

fell

to

He swept
cornel's

bacon

away

work with extraordinary energy and
the

camp

— gathering

»-inels,

he bestowed

A

last

tlian

diligence.

in a twinkling of

''eet

the

egg

shells, torn

in

the baskets.

rapid but thoughtful

])rocess

a

paper and

goodly
tin

heap

ot"

cans; which

"What

of the

camp

cupboard ensued, with the following-named results:
two small lemions, one damp paper bag containing ginger
snaps miiHis the snaj), and one box of marshmallows.

;,

an

^NFiss

in the boat hesi-

Brown was on

hei

eye.

—

sweet place for a camp ours isn't nearly so
Lemonade?" queried this sprightly damsel,

a

fanning her flushed face with a big green fan, "Yes,
indeed, and it's awful kind of j'ou to think of it, Mi.
Aren't you thirsty, ^Nfarie?"

Smith!

The person addressed

as ^larie looked about her
"It certainly is a very pretty place," she
said, "but we ought not to stop, Peggy."

tentatively.

"The

Wyne

fellows are all off on the trail to

r{Mnarked the astute

j\[r.

Brook,"

Smith, setting out three glasses

tlve pine board which did duty as a table.
"They
wont be back before evening. The old man's out bug-

on

lumting.

man?"

the old

is

invvelant gurgle of

ugh

!

Whoever heard

cried Miss

laughter.

Peggy with an

"And

bug-hunting

of such a thing!"

"Oh, I mean Garder! He's bossing the cramniin?^'
exams," replied Mr. Smith with elegant brevity.
"Two lumps of sugar or three, ]\riss Peggy?"
for

"Three, please.

Is

he married?"

Who— the

old

man?

Ila

!

Ha!— that^s

Why, ^liss Peggy, Garder never even
good one
looks at anything but books and bugs, and is more
afraid of a pretty girl than he'd be of a boa con-

a

I

strictor."

"The

How funny!
up there on the

idea!

'"unny spool

Marie, do look at that
tree!

What

is

that

for,

Mr. Smith?"

"That spool?
investigation

sann

"Just for an instant, Marie!" she said appealingly.

— being not overparticular about the
in

shirt,

to the boat landing,-

The elder of the two young persons

the

Smitli

appeared that

to Inniself, it

Algernon

Percy

]\rr.

of the latest fashionable

tated: but the one addressed as

".Married!

sooner did the
he

down

Won't you come ashore?"

M'ooded island.
Left

later,
fjuit

^"How

"Who

along with you!" growled the recipient

of the graceful sallies.

A

"Do

to

minutes

do you do, Miss Brown! (Jove, but she's a
dandy, and no mistake!) Glad to see you, JMiss jMerril

boy!"

"Aw — get
Greek

write

to

five

and a green and white striped flannel

pretty!

"Bucky"

Smith,

Exactly

There they are now, on the other side of
I haven't even washed my hands!"

tered jauntily

Mr. Smith had no immediate reply, yet he gave
few insignificant reasons Avhieh conveyed the idea that
he didn't intend to accompany them on their trip.

ology,

ROPE

HIS

PEIU'Y AJjGEKNON SMITH, fa.iniliaHy
"Cinnamon" Smith, thrust his hands
deeper into liis trousers poekets. "I am not

K.

IknoAvn as

Rrook.

No. 4

1925

tions.

He

Aw — that's

liked to go

another of Garder's no-

away by himself

after his bugs

doesn't even want a guide along to bother him.

So h.^
up one end of a string in eainp and unwinds a
monstrous spool as he goes along. When he gets throug!>
ties

THE
v/itli

his

investigations,

lie

winds up, and

LLANOVAN

VI

tlie

string

brings him into eami) again."

"TJie very idea!" exclaimed

man!"

"J^right

"His

Merril.

]\riss

up

elionis;(l the fair voyagers.

spools hold a mile of string,

carries his pockets full of

'em," pursued

-Mr.

Sndth,

"J. say,

pink water-lilies?

—beauties,

^liss Daisy, don't

know where

go,

'

chair.

Before proceeding further with this narrative, it
must be distinctly understood that Miss Marie Merril
"W^as a young j)erson in whose veins ran certain streams
of genuine blue blood.

"J am grieved and astonished, my dear ^larie, " once
remarked Aliss (Cornelia Scarmore, principal of tho
Scarmore Select School for Young Ladies, "to learn that
you, a young person of the most admlirable birth and
breeding, should for ciui monumt have become so ndschievous and daring." ]\Iiss Scarmore had made tho
painful discovery that certain of her "select" j^oung

under the leadership of ^liss ]Marie ^Merril, had
walked out of the protecting wall of the S. S. S. Y. L.
Avithout a cluiperone; and that, thus alone and unprotected, they had pressed into service a team of horses
and an empty hay wagon and had taken a ride therein
through the principal streets of the town.
ladies,

hangs in the bushes yonder."

The idea

The day was warm and

IMarie dropped her book, to
her undivided attention upon the antics of a pair
of squirrels on a tree. As she was thus gazing her eyes
were arrested by the big spool dangling from a branch
just above her head. As. she gazed at this simple object
Miss ]\Ierril completely forgot lier position in society.

cobweb party," she said solemnly, "the
scientific old ])rofessor and his box of bugs is the prize.'"
With that, this model of all nice girls began to walk
away into the woods, winding up the cord as she went.

Through

a

winding

trails

and

trackless

wastes

of

sweet fern, where the gnats bit fiercely; through dense
blackberry thickets which clutched her savagely in

and past swamps
Deeper into the path-

their thorny arms; over fallen logs

where the boots sank ankle deep.
less woods led the slender clew.

"It's simply barrels of fun!" sighed the
I believe I'll

l)old

ad-

"but
must bo

go back without

my

i)rize.

It

nearly dinner-time."

Then she spra]ig to her feet with an air of decision.
"I must go back at once; we ought not to have stopped
at all."

had been gradually growing less and less
and now after a period of serious reflection
ceased to appear either funny or fascinating in the

it

slightest degree.

"He

undoubtedly a person who would be politely,
and crushingly disagreeable because I had
ventured to meddle witli his absurd spools," decided
is

sarcastically

]Miss

soberly.

3Ierril

to retrace her steps back to the camp
but after a long and weary two-hour walk, no camp nor
any blue Avater was in sight. She again retraced her

She decided

steps back to the second spool of thread which

hung

in

the bushes.

Miss Merril sat down U])on a mossy log and shed
"I shall never find it

tears for fully five minutes.

never!"' she wailed, grinding the inno(ient cause of her

misadventure brueath her l)oot heels. "But,
can ] let that man find me, as he certainly
hold to this wretched
of slow starvation
I

leav(>

wind up

it

here,

to

it,

s])ool

— and

the

1

?

am

I can't, if

so

how

oh,

Avill if

But suppose

hungry.

and then he

Avill

have nothing

"No, I must not leave him to perish
murder!" she said Avith a shudder. "I
and tell him what I have done."

James Uarder glanced
specimen case and rose

—

1o go

it

by."

Would

will find

tlie

cover of his tin

to his feet.

"It must be getting along toward sunset," he
though;

1

be

him

hastily over the closely writ-

ten pages of his notebook, snapped

flected, as he

I

luive to die

1

unsuspecting old gentleman will

glanced at his watch.

"Good

re-

day's work,

shouldn't like to have nnssod that scarlet-

headed Arachnida."

He paused to drop a full spool into his pocket and
disengage an empty one from the limb of a mighty
<pruce.

"elove!" be muttered, "1 forgot to eat my lunch
more useful device to save valuable time than this

I

A

simple system of spools was never devised, " he decided.
"At this moment 1 am approximately one and one-half
miles from supper; witli no doubtful

venturess, as she sank breathless on a bank to rest,

—

of surprising an elderly student of science,

at his labors

fix

is

is full,

attractive:

too."

Then ]n'odueing a volume from the pocket of her
jacket, the young lady settled hack in her luxurious

"This

up and
and number tA\o

a mile," she refiected, sitting

v/iping her eyes, "for this spool

you want some

there's a grist of 'em

Peggy," said ^Miss ^lerril indulgently.
stop here and rest, I'm too comfortable to move.

''You
"I'll

1

oi'

the cord."

"I have come

and he generally

gallantly presenting a toasted marshmallow to each
his guests.

She glanced down at the bulky form of the big
spool, and the full extent of her folly dawned
suddenly upon her. "How can I go back? I've wound

brown

trail to follow,

no delays to puzzle over direction, no uncertainty as to
the exact point at which I shall^" He stopped short,
his keen ears had caught the sound of crackling
branches. "A deer!" he muttered, "and coming right
this

way!"

Arachnida, Coleoptera, spools and other insects Avero
forgotten on the instant, and the bug-bunter, alert and

THE VILLANOVAN
silent,

stood grasping

amazed

was
which limped rapidly toward

at the small figure

later

"You

''[

lie

when

never imagined what a fatalthing

1

was doing

touched that spool."

I

is closing in upon us at an early
went on rapidly. "1 can't understand it undPOp of water explained the
less it is ahout to—
/phenomenon. :'>'; ^'/V;-'- .-':;'':';:'-

"The darkness

,.,'.'''':'

)jim.
:

A moment

liis rifle.

are not Professor

Garder—

am

1

so

glad!"

Avere the iistonishing words with vvhieh the apparation

hour,"

lie

"A

-^

introduced

am

]\larie jNIerril

Do

"I don't know who you

itself.

and

am

I

ai'e,

hut

I

m^ home!"

take

is

raining,

"ohserved

jMiss

course that was to he expected.

stammered th(i
astounded hug-hunter lamely. "I can take you home,
certainly, hut I must acknowledge that
am James
>

*'It

these dreadful woods.

lost in

understand,"

5'1-^T do not quite

added
tomed

firmly.

"I

ani not at all tired

to the woods,

Two minutes

"But

Merril.

We

ol.;

go en," she

will

and

1

;im accusr

v'^^^^'^^^v^-'^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;;,;:

later her foot slipped oil a treicheroui^

1

•

Garder.,':'

:

;

^-^:v;;;,;

•';.>

.;,/::;:

;;/^';•:^.>^^.;:^^^>:

.-'•.;
:,v.-

She couldn't control a hysterical laugh. ''Professor
Garder is an old man!" she cried, "and you you are
quite young!
I took his spool out of the camp and I
can't find the way hack!"

—

"The

spool

— eh

You don't mean—"

!

I— I

I do.

Avas stopping at the

like

tome," continued

it.

We

oNPass

shall never get

"I deserve
niver!"

jMerril solenudy,

home

alive

James

Garder stared at the speaker for a full
minute, then he threw hack his head and laughed long
and loud. "T T heg your pardon. Miss iNkrril," he
said at length, "hut really
"Oh, ycs^ you miay laugh!" said the young lady
Avith an indignant shrug.
"T laughed at first, hut it
iiasn't seemed a hit funnier for at least six hours.
Wo
And it's getting dark!"
shall starve to death!

—

"You

don't

—

mean

to say that

ness.

James Garder was
poor

little

girl,"

all

events

you have heen wander-

her side in a moment.

"Are you nuich hurt?"

possihle gentleness.

"At

at

"My

he murmured, lifting her with

I

have not sprained

the girl with a laugh.

camp, you
for
few
moments
friend,
nee,
a
with a
and 1 saw the
spool. 1 can't tell you why T did it.
Say anything you
"Yes,

and with a cry she plunged forward into the dark-

log,

"But

I

my

all

^

;

'

ankle," said

slipped once hefore to-

—

day, and
^':, ';;;:;^''- />:;';:;-;; ./^^'-.-^
James Garder groaned. "1
self for

my

shall never forgive

my-

folly!" he declared savagely.

Merril laughed again in si)ite of herself. "Put
"If you
down,
please, Mr. Garder," she said.
me
should change most of the pnmouns in your last statement to the second person, it would be quite what I
deserve.
Please go at once before it gets any darker."
"And leave you here aloncV-^^:':^ fv\'
::'.\M.'^:^r y':\.\
j\liss

:'',::'

''r'^':\;:'':Yes. '•':>;;;. ;-"v/;''f'':-^:'-;:;

"I have four matches left and if the fates aren't
unkind we'll have a fire inside of five minutes."
Three of the matches succumbed due to the fact that

ing ahout since morning with nothing to eat!" he asked

no dry nuiterial was available.
"If you only had some paper," ventured a timid

anxiously.

voice out of the darkness.

"Nothing hut huckleherries
herries

— and

hate hucklo-

1

I

Garder hastily swung his hasket to the
"These sandwiches have suffered somewhat, I
ftar. in my ])ocket hasket hut if you will accept them
"They look perfectly delicious!" declared the young

James

ground.

l.^dy

one

—

with uiu'oiu'ealed delight.

—

it

is

possihle,

"But

1

shall eat only

you know, that we ndght be hack

in time."

course!

Thank heaven you reminded me before

no further
anxiety on that score!" cri?d James Garder onfidently.

"AVe are only a

little

will

give

yourself

over a mile from camp; we'll he

there inside of an hour."
girl

frightened

"1 was so
was gi'owing, so I

shook her lunid mournfully.

when

1

saw how

late

it

came to meet you."
James Garder suneyed the si)caker in i)uzzlcd
" Do you mind telling me," he hurst out, "why
silence.
you were so sui-e
was someone else?"
"What nuist you think of me? You must think me
hold and meddlesome."
I

"I have Ihouglit nothing of the kiiul!"
hug-lnuiter.

struck that last mie!"

Another moment and a scor;' of (dumsily written
pages Ireating of the Coleoptera and Arachnida Avere
blazing nu^rrily.

"Wasn't it fortunate you happened to have that
paper?" observed Miss Merril, as she leaned forAvard to
Avarm her chilled fingers.

"Fortunate!" echoed James Garder,

"I heg that you

The

"Of

!

i-ctortcd the

dr()pi)ing his

specimen box as he stooped to lay another stick on
the fire
Avhereat the Arachnida and Coleoptera
Aviggled out with joyful haste. "Tt was by all means
the most fortunate thing 1 know of."
An hour or so later James Garder and the lost
nuiiden wei'c found by Mr. Percy Algernon Smith accom]ianied by Jake, the guide.
The end of the story, can he set down in about four
Avords -they were afterward nuirried.
It Avas my good fortune, not many years ago, tj
receive a telegram which read simi)ly
"Mei'ril S.
Garder born— weight 8 lbs.
P. S.
The 'S' is for

—

—

—

'Spool'."
J.

V.

'27.
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VISION— An

A^f

\

_

Appreciation

r ^;

|>ST of us have heard, at one time or another, of
the Passion Play which is produced every ten
years at Oberanimergau by the peasants or
that town. And many of us have, no doubt,
wished that it might be our privilege to witness that
unique performance. Tlie actors who take part in that
production are trained from the days of their youth to

portray the various rok^s that are presented in that
sacred drama. But this is not the only play of its kind.

There are others in which, liowever,
1o represent

character

the

of

it is

Christ.

not customary

Other sacred

characters are represented in these plays,

am

and

every-

no matter how expert or
hoAV sincere the actors insuch roles may have been,
there has alweys been a certain amount of failure in
one, I

sure, has felt that,

plays

realistically represent the principles in a Passion

Omitting the role of the Savior,
})erson portray the

how

Play

1

can an ordinary

character of our Blessed Mother,

her charm, and grace and beauty and chaste

all

purity of soul and body; or the Apostles with their
irreat faith

remorse

;

and

still

greater weakness and sorrow and

or the Holy

divine tragedy?

Is

Women and many
it

not true that such characters

as St.

John and

among

the most sacred of

St.

otliers in the

Peter, standing out as they do

human

beings, are, conserva-

tively speaking, almost impossible of personification,

if

not in respect to their personal appearance, then in
respect to the sublime emotions of love, devotion and
sacrifice for

which they eventually stood?

Such reasoning seems
Ihat

all

to

i)rove

doomed

to failure.

The audience

by

rea-

and expressed

is

beyond the powers

ol'

being even to approximate. A spectator brings with him to the theater his own conception

human

of the various characters to be portrayed

—a

concep-

and
enhanced by the veneration in which the various characters are held.
There will be, therefore, in the mind of
the spectator, something wanting, due to the unconscious
comparison between the portrayal given by the actor
and his own idealistic conception of the character in
question. In a word, the play fails to represent and is,
tion naturally born of the highest possible ideals

tiierefore, unsuccessful.

play has appeared quite recently in which there
the sacred atmosphere that

is all

we expect

to find in a

Passion Play; but the portrayal of sacred characters
is

not attempted, and hence the failure of which

have just spoken

is

avoided.

'Vision, a Tale of the

Time

This play

of Christ."

It

we

entitled

is

has been

written by Rev. John F. Burns, Ph. D., 0. S. A., Professor

of History at Villanova

College

It

was pre-

sented last Lent in Lawrence, Mass., and in the

Colleg',!

i'uditorium at Villanova by the College students.

This

year the students are going to repeat their success ol
the previous year and the play is to be presented at
Villanova, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., at Woodbridge,
N.

J.,

at Pittsfield, Lowell

and Lawrence,

]\Iass.

''Vision" portrays no sacred characters; but
deavors to

tell

the story of a

in the time of Christ,

human, possible

life,

it

en-

lived

without a single incident that

could not ordinarily have happened, or to which we our-

quite conclusively

Passion Plays that attempt 1o represent these

characters are

to be disappointed, not, perhaps,

to be portraja^d

A

The chief requirement of successful stage presentation and representation is that it really and realistically represent. How can purely human beings really and

bound

the average

their attempt.

with

is

son of the inferiority of the actors, but because the sub
liniity of the theme and of the emotions and sentiments

at

such

cannot nornuilly thrill. It endeavors to tell that
such a Avay as lo show, not the Savior Himor His wonderful works directly, but indirectly.

s''lves

story
self,

ill

THE VILLANOVAN
as they infiuenced
tolls

human

hap[)iness

ture,

faithlessness

and

and sorrow, sacrifice
perfidy.
Through the

the Prophet.

entire story

disappointed Jechonias, Malchus learns that P]sther

it

aimed to make the Savior's influence felt and perceived, though not directly portrayed even by the use of

is

a single sacred character^

^

^

;

The action of "Vision" takes place in Jerusaleni
and its environs during the week of the Crucifixion.
Ksther, the heroine of the play,

is

the blind daughter

of Malchus, a wealthy and influential Jew, whose chief

concern in
(laughter,

life,
is

apart from his devotion to his beloved

the preservation of Jewish tradition from

what he considers

High

unwarranted interference by

to be

With

the Nazarene.

life

long friends, Caiaphas, th^

IViest, Gamaliel, a Pharaisee,

and

others, jMalchus

most active in opposing the supposedly false Prophet
from Galilea. David, the son of Gamaliel, and Jech-

is

onias, the son of Caiaphas, share their fathers' view^s as

to the

Nazarene and His menace

j^oth are in love

David.
ills

to the

Jewish religion,

with Esther, but she prefers the nobler

Jechonias

fails

in

every attempt to satisfy

He

ignoble fascination for Esther.

to place her in the

dilemma of

goes so far as

either yielding to his

suggestion or of seeing her brother Dismas,
brigand, taken by the
'

Judas
Master.

appears

For

master -plotter

Koman

who

is

a

to

betray

his

long, despite the adroit persuasions of the
INIalchus, his INIaster

's

love' prevails ovei*

the avariace of his heart, but he finally succumbs.

In

a follower of the Nazarene.

He

then turns against

society in general, against the Jewish

religion,

whicli

he considers to be founded on hypocrisy, and against the

Roman

ruling power, which he believes to rest merely

on unjustified superior force.
Becoming a brigand,
and leader of a robber band, he despoils rich Roman
and Jew whenever possible, yet always with sympathetic
attitude toward the poor and unfortunate. Life was to
Dismas an enigma, without explanation. Only the good
ncss and charm of Esther made it worth living at all.
lending to an immoral, deceiving, and disappointing
world, a ray of hope. He knew that Esther's code of
life was different from any he had experienced.
But
he did not realize that it was only the practical application of the teachings of the new Prophet from Galilea
To these teachings Esther has been in secret convertefl
by an aged slave-servant, Azar-of-the-East. This nmn,
one of the company of the IM'agi, had remained in Judea
in order to follow the career of the Child he had beheld
in the manger.
The blindness of his mistress and her
gentle charms had endeared her to the aged slave, and
if was he who had filled her with hope for a cure from

With the very words breakdrives her out of his

hom\

Jewish law.

But while Malchus has driven his daughter from
home he could not drive her from his heart. A
pathetic figure, he seeks her in the tombs and caves b?vond the city walls, while the Crucifixion is in progress.
Tirades there against Christ are followed by prayers for
the return of his daughter. He happens upon tlie very
his

place that was the haunt of his brigand son, whither

The circum-

Esther with David had taken refuge.

stances of finding Esther, the secret but unadmitted infhience of the Nazarene 's

work and

doctrine,

and an

ex-

perience when the tottering, bleeding, and exhausted

way

Christ on the

Golgotha had passed by his own
in which is based the legend of

to

—an incident
+he wandering Jew, —
door-step,

these things break

all

and

conviction;

with

jNIalchus,

down

glad

a

life-

humility,

acknowledges the Divinity of the Crucified. He sugtoo, that Esther now ask the dying Nazarene.

gests,

Whose Cross
sight she

visible

is

had

from the cave entrance, for

so long craved.

fondest hope had been in

asks,

has been disowned by INIalchus because of scor-

is

The law must be preserved. She goes, accompanied by
her lover, David, who is also disowned by his fathe:^
Gamaliel, because of his support of Esther and her
belief in tiie Christ.
Both are now apostates to flu

!ier

ing at the Jewish ceremonies.

man

ing his heart, the old

ly portrayed.

ciples,

still

Eventually, through the spiteful treachery of the

the last act the betrayer's remorse and despair are vivid-

Esther's brother, of strong will but mistaken prin-

not granted, but Esther

is

believes.

long

soldiers.

drawn by avarice

The cure

The story
and advenand devotion,

the story.

life in

of love, friendship and hatred, romance

tliis

very prayer, kneeling,

not for sight, but only for the good will to hv

Who

content to remain as God,

No

her.

th-^i

She, however, although

est hope,

but for a serene spirit that will make her re

signed to a Providence that

her

own

desires;

to

lier

dear

si)i ritual

loved her, had mad":

longer does she look for sight as for her high-

and which,

ones,

kinder

is

in Its

— father,

brother,

insight into God's truth

^Tence the

name

of

tlie

own

to her

than even

time, has granted
lover,

friends,—

and wisdom and

love.

play, "Vision."

Esther's promise to Dismas as he was being led to
execution, that no hour
the Nazarene,

was too

fulfilled

is

returning a different

when

replies to jNIalchus'

owned

son,

by

which

to

turn to

man from

fixion,

r.e

late in

the repentant Jechonias,

the JMount of the Crucilament concerning his dis-

telling the story of the

stops the tragedy of Calvary

is

Good

Thief,

are rent, the graves give forth their dead, and to
little

group that

fronij

the

cave

A>:

closing also, the rocks
tlni

watches the serried

lightning flashes, appears the spirit of Dismas, the Good
Thief, speaking to them
tianity,

the

great message of Chris-

,

As may readily be judged the play carries a message'
to all who will.
And that message is put in such an attractive way that there is pleasure and joy in receivinjjj
it.

The author, while he

feels that he has a

message to
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)S'r of us luivc

li('!ii*(l.

one time

at

the Tassioii IMay wliidi

years

inijiht

it

inii(pie |)eri'()rniaiU'e.

porti'ay

various

the

There are others
to

'•haractei-s

ene.

how

am

I

charactei'

sincere the

actors

there has alw<'ys been
1

heir attempt

eei'tain

amount

of failure

How

of su<-cessful
that

can |)urely

it

sta,L;e

and

really

in

human

role of the Sa\ioi'.

<)nnttin<^' the

portiviy

charactei'

tlx'

of

|)reseiita

and

I'assion

IMax

.'

how can an ordinary
.Mother,

l>lessed

oui'

and ^race and beauty and chaste
pui'ity of soul and body: or the A|)ostles with their
•jreat faith and still ^feater weakness and sori'ow and
leinorse: oi' the Holy Wonren and many others in the
ilivine

as

St.

liei-

ehai'in

Is

tra<.:('dy.'

.John

and

amoii^ the most

not

it

St.

I'etei',

of

sai-i'ed

ti\ily sjieakinj^'. almost
in

,'iot

icspeet

respect
to

till'

to

out

stan(lin<i'

human

|»ers(inal

conseiw;-

persoinlicat ion.

a|>pearance.

sublime emotions of

do

they

as

beinjis. are,

ini|)ossib|e of

tlieii'

such ehai'acters

true that

lo\e.

then

Such
lliat

all

foi'

portrayed and

to be

which they

de\(itioii

reasoning'

sei

of

to

pi'oNc

Tassion I'lavs that attempt

chaiaclcrs are doomed

to

failure.

(pnte
to

e.\|)i'esse(l

l)Ut

beyond the powei's of
approximate. A spec-

is

even to

beinu'

brines with him to the

tatoi-

naturally born of the

lion

enlianced

l)y

There

will

be, thei'cd'ore.

due

spectatoi'. somethin.u' wanting',

ind

own

his

ijUeslion.

idealistic

in

and

is,

has appeared (piite recently

we

the portra\'al

IMay; bid

the

a

Tale

ol'

written by

b'ev.

.lohn

History

of

I'essor

seiited

last

Lent

in

repiesent

The audience

;it

ye;ir the students

prexioiis year

;it

of

('lirist.""

IJiirns.

IMi.

\'illano\'a

at

Lawrence.

I)..

It

I'ro-

was

in'-'-

('ollejie

and

.Mass.,

It

are

to

Udiii^-

and the

|>la>'

be

to

is

Powell and Pa

the story of a

to tell

('lirist.

sl\es cannot normally
story

sueh

self,

ill

or

sucli

the ("oIIcl'"

in

This

their success ol

i'e|»eat

Scranton, Wilkes-Uarre. Pa.,

Pittslield.

time of

the

has been

O. S. A..

at

wreiici',

presented

human,

without

.Mass.

a

way

thrill.

It

as to show,

His wonderful

(U'

to

it

life.

en-

Ii\e(|

incident

thai

which we

oiir-

endeavors
not

but

;

possible

siimle

a

at

Woodbridf^e.

\'isioii'" portrays no sacred eharai-ters

deavors

these

ehai'acters

\'illano\a by the ('olle^c students.

Miditoi'iliiii at

'.'illaiioxa.

Time

F.

could not ordinarily lia\e lia|)pened.
conclusi\ely

sacred

oi'

and hence the failure of which we
This play is entitled
spoken is avoided.

jiisi

.1..

which there

in

ex|)ect to find in a

attem|)ted.

\'ision.

\.

by the acdor

^ivcii

unsu<-cessful.

pla.\'

noi

Ihe

of

unconscious

fails to I'cpresent

the saci'ed atmospliei'e ihat

have

mind

the

in

to the

conception of the character

word, the play

In a

lh<'r(d'ore.

Passion

and

ideals

|)ossible

hiti'hest

the xcneration in which the various (diai'ae-

are held.

t;'rs

tlie

is

own conception

tlieatei- his

the various characters to be portrax'ed— a eoneep-

and

e\ciit iially stood.'

ms

human

the a\'era^-e

in

^aiM'ilice

I'c,!-

because the sul-

I'mity of the theme and of the emotions and sentiments

il'

i;i

by

to be (lisa|)point ed, not, |)erliaps,

son of the inferiority of the act(n's.

is all

realistical-

bein;is really

realistically I'eprcsent the principles in a

all

boimd

is

.\

ly I'epreseut.

with

plays

.

The chief re(pnremeiit
ti(ui and i-epi'csentat ion is

pei-son

have been,

nuiy

roh-s

Appreciation

comparison between the porti'ayal

and cNciy

])hiys.

no matter how expert or

insucdi
a

sacred

()tluM'

('hi'ist.

these

in

that,

I'elt

thar

in

its i\ind.

not eustouuii'}'

is

it

tliaV

in

youth to

the only pla\' of

oi'

I'epresented

ai'e

sure, has

theii-

presented

are

that

i-oh's

in which. Iiowexci',

the

repi'esent

.witness that

to

actors wlio take part

iJut this is not

oi'

no doubt,

lia\'e,

production are trained from the days of
sacred di'aina.

peasants

llie

1>\'

And many of us
l)e our ])i"ivile^'e
"I'he

(.)'

produced cNcry Ini

is

()l)erainiiiei'<iau

town.

that
Avislied that

at

anotlicr.

oi-

LANOVAN

to tell

the Sa\ior

works direelP'. but

thai

Him

indirectl.v.

THE
(»r

I. 'lis

luiT,

and

liappiiH'ss

aimed

life

in

and

make

t(i

sorr-ow,

pcrlidy.

and

and

.sacrifice

'riii-()U,i;li

jidvcii-

the Savior's inlliience

i;

and per

Tell

'

in

dnuj-'litcr.

apai't

life,

wind he considers
fliLdi

life

I'l-om

intcrrerenee

and

otiiei's.

supposedly

niosl acti\(' in op|)osin^' the

Trom
l)\'

friends, (*aiaphas.

|on<|-

I'haraisee,

I'riest. (Janialiel, a

false

th

•

and His menace

IJoth ar" in love with

David,

.leehonias

iiiiiohle

iiis

in

or of

suL'<iestion

fails

dilemma of

the

sicinii-

taken by the

(>i-i<i'an(l,

appears

•ludas

Kor

Alastei'.

lon^'.

her

so

far as

who

Distnas.

soidier-s,

by

satisfx

to

<i'()es

yielding- to

eithei-

hi-otln'i-

Koman

di-awn

lie

I'isther.

.

a\arice

^

to

his
is

betray

a

(Iamaliel.
belief
•

his

the betrayer's i-emorse

last act

inif

at

the .Jewish

society

in

licnei'al.

will

stron<z-

disowned by

ai'c \i\iil-

.Malcluis because of scofi

ceremonies,
against

mistaken prin-

i)ut

then

lie

the

-leuisli

turns

K'oman rulin<i' power, which he
on iinjustiricd superior force.

against

reliuion,

considers to be founded on hypocrisy, and
beliext's to

iJecomiim

whieii

aiiaiiisl

rest

merely

and leader of a robber band, lie despoils rich b'om;;ii
and "lew wlieiieNcr possible, yet alwavs with sympalliet if
attitude toward the poor and unfortunate.
Life was to
Dismas an eniunia, without explanation. Onl\- the Liciot!
iiess and charm of Ivsthcr made it worth lixin^' at all.
lending' to an immoral, deeeixiny. and disappoint iiii:'
world, a ra.v of hope.
lie knew that
tier's code of
life was different
from any he had experienced.
|>ut
be did not realize that it was only the practical applica
lion (if the teachings of the new Prophet from (ialilea
l-'.st

To

these teaehiiics Esther has

'> an
<iiie

aii'cd

of the

sla\-e-ser\aiit

company

in

order

in

the mangel'.

to follow the

in

secret coiiN-erte'l

.\/,ar-of-t he-l']asf.
.Mat^i.

This man.

had remained

in .lude.i

his

of

supp<irt

his

mistress and her

>,

^des. accompanied by
disowned by his father

of

and

l^stlier

now

are

iJoth

ajiostates

while

has drixcn

.\Ialehus

could

he

lii'i'

to

th,'

he seeks her

from

daujihter

his

from

her

drixc

not

A

heart.

his

the t<imbs and eaves b

in

^'ond the (Mty walls, while the ("riicitixion

•-

progress.

in

is

prax'eivs for

lie happens upon the \erv
was tlii' haunt of his briuand son, whither
with Da\id had taken refu<i-e.
The cireiim-

place that
l^'sther

slaiices of lindiny

nee of the

•liii

the

Mie wanderinii' .lew,

Convict ion

yests.

!,er

('I'oss

her.

for

!:(•!•

own

d sires

to

her

dear

I

si'iritnal

the .\a/.areiie.
cet urniiiL;' a

n

to

is

plies

ime. has era n ted.

t

lover,

frit'iids.—

in

beini;'

led lo

whieli to turn !o

when the repentant
man from the .Mount of
lament

Io\c.

"

Dismas as he was

.Malclius"

to

I'e

than even

le-i-

fultilled

dil'ferent

liiuh

i'

and wisdom and

no hour was too late

stops the tragedy of ('alvary
rent,

little

ow

In

make her

.leclHinia.>

the ('ruci

concerning'

his

dis-

son. by tellinc' thiistor.V of the (lood Thief.

(iwili'd

are

Its

brother,

of the play. "Nision.

promise

I'^sthcr s

in

father,

as for

will
to

be

to

had mad'

her.

siiihl

kinder

is

into (iod's truth

name

I'xecutioii, that

!•:

and which,

:

f<ii'

kiieeliu!''.

will

i^dod

loved

serene spirit that

ones,

insiubt

Meiice the

I'xioii.

a

su.u-

entrance, for th"

the

Who

I'l'ovidence that

;i

Me

Na/ai'cnV'.

very |irayer.

for

does she look

.\o lon<;'er

luimility,

«i'lad

dyin<i'

ca\'e

in this

(lod.

as

the

ol'

a life-

She, however. althou<iii

only

but

si^lit,

r-emain

to
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deliver, does not find

sage.

There

is

iiecessary lo

it

none of

tliat

])re}u;li

that mes-

sanetinioniousness

tliat

wo

might expeet to find in a play of tliis kind, csi)e('ially
one Avrltton hy a clergyman. The story, as has been
said, is the story of lives lived,

Christ, but

none the

less

it is

human

Dismas a])pears and speaks

spirit of

group in the

to the

cave and to the real world beyond the stage the message
of

(Christianity

later

as

announced

by

Beloved

the

Diseif)le:

true, in the time of

"God

for that.

so loved the world as to give Tlis only be-

gotten Son;
That whosoever believeth in Ilim, may not

The play, the author's first attempt at drama, proves
beyond doubt that he has the dramatie touch without
which no playwright can hope to achieve success. The

liut ntay have life everlasting."

i)erish,

(John, 111:16),

Follow the teachings of the Nazarene, the world
needs his doctrine."

play evinces activity of invention, that seizes every
dramatic opportunity; fertility of striking topics eflt'ec-

The concluding resignation of Esther

to her fate in

tively develoi)ed; al)undance of ennobling ideas, senti-

com])ensation for the spiritual illuminati(m of her dear

and emotions. It shows literary taste, judgment,
and discretion that must charm the audience with their
harmony. The arrest of the brigand, Dismas, gives evidence of a connnand of dramatic situation, whose power,
beauty and resourcefulness do credit to the author. A
prominent playwright of New York has said of
"Vision": "The Judas motif is, I think, handled with
audacity, oi'iginality and distinction." The vacillation
of Judas and his final yielding to the temptation gives
us a new idea of the struggle he had to face.
Eacli act closes with a minor clinuix, while tlie true
climax is found at the close of the last a(;t when th'3

ones,

inents

is

a

to the

very end sustains the interest, but the

final solu

no way disiii)pointing. The play has grown
from a small beginning in which only three characters
appeared to a full sized [)roduction. It is the result of
years of serious thought and study.
It is the realization of a dream long ago begun and often recalled until
tion

it

is

in

bacame a part of the

reason,

we

life

This

of the author.

think, for the great success

appeal.

Blow, Winds, Blow!

!

Whirl, Winds, Whirl!

Shriek, Winds, Shriek!

Over the hills tonight,
Tho' not one starry light

Lea]) on the huddled hills

Nor

])()lished

moon gloweth

high.

Blow, Whuls, Blow!
Cry, Winds, Cry!
Blow, Winds, liloAv!
Moan, Winds, Moan
(Tnder the lilac sky
Racing alone.
Half inarticulate,
Half fiendish, you

Blow, Winds, Blow
Swirl,

Blow, Winds, Bbnv
Rave, Winds, Rave
Drive the rain from the east
Wave after wave.
The black forest snarls like a beast
As you hurry by.
niow. Winds, Blow!
Vvy, Winds, Cry

!

Winds, Swirl!

O'er the dull-shining sable streets

With eddy and
sigli.

Blow, Winds, Blow!
Cry, Winds, Cry!

I

From peak to peak.
The trees shake their brawny limbs
At you defiantly.
Blow, Winds, Blow
Cry, Winds, Cry
!

!

twirl.

home, those without.
Shudder as you draw nigh.
Blow, Winds, BlowM
Cry, Winds, Cry!
Those

at

Blow, Winds, Blow!
Rush, Winds, Rush

I

Over the lands tonight,
I hear you with delight.
Passionate, thundering.

Winds
1^1

of March,

ow. Cry, Sing

Druid Wiiuls,

!

— Liam

is

the

and stirring

THE WINDS
Hlow, Winds, BIoav

The

model of literary tact and discretion.

fact of the continuation of the blindness of the heroine

Mor.
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"winter

afternoon and yon will

dashing-

madlj-

around the

athletes

basketball

behold
court.

perspiration dripping from them they practice continually at top speed
the direction of a short stocky

man

swing from one formation to another and the

And when
slightest

the practice

word
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basketball map.

"Mike"

is

He

is

commands

over they feel amply repaid for

from

"Mike"

this

man.

For he

At

a blue jersey.

in

is

a

man

his

a

dozen

With
all

the

under

command they

of this czar are never ignored.
their

all

work

if

they get the

that has placed Villanova on the

Saxe.

has been coaching Villanova for years and he has never failed to turn out a

basketball team that has been above the ordinary.

He

has the knack, or genius, that takes

men and welds them into a smooth working machine that thinks and functions
He takes a team that is badly beaten at the end of the first half into the dressing room. The outsider never knows what "Mike" says to that team but when they return
to the floor for the second half they have something in their makeup which makes the spectator realize that the game is not lost to Villanova whatever the score may be.
But it is not only his ability as a coach that makes "Mike" loved by Villanova. While
not a graduate of Villanova, he has worked for it as a loyal alumnus. He has held the
school dear to him and has ever thought more of it than he has of himself. He has the
five different

as one

man.

respect of every team he has ever coached

"Mike" Saxe

• A*

believes in Villanova

and the

affection

and Villanova believes

in

of

the

"Mike"

,

entire

student body.

Saxe.
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Xor polished moon
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Editorial
UKING

few months we have unburdened ourselves on various topics. But
the sad truth must be told; our words have
People seem to be blissfallen on deaf ears.
fully iji'norant of our very existence and as a result

D

tlio

last

our personal pride has suffered immeasurably. We
are either abused or commended. No oiu' damns us
Avith faint praise or praises us with faint damns.
However, we are willinji' to make another jiallant

attempt
to

to pierce the fop' of apathy.

wear ourselves out

We

are Avillinp-

in a Avorthy cause oven

though

the cause seems Avell nigh lost.

This month we liave a personal axe to grind and
Avhen the said grinding has been completed to our
satisfaction we intend "to heAv to the line and let the
chips fall where they may." We Avill state our grievance briefly and pointedly. Here it is THE VILLA:

NO VAN HAS FALLEN ON EVIL DAYS. HER
MISFORTUNES ARE DIRECTLY TRACEABLE TO
THE INDH^FBRENCE OP THE STUDENT BODY.
We state the above without modification and are willing to go to the mat with anj'one

who

questions our

^>

THE VILLANOVAN
Yea,

contention.

A

we welcome

nitlior,

among

controversy.

college magazine, according to our conception of

the term, is a publication conducted by and with the
support of the student body. Faculty supervision is,
of course, necessary and desirable but it should be ol'
such a nature as not to cramp or stultify student
The faculty advisor occupies the role o;!
initiative.
His sole function is to prevent the youni.*'
censor.

from

journalists

falling into the excesses so

In other words, his position

to youth.

The point we are trying

to

make

is this

is
:

common

supervisory.

a student pub-

conducted BY THE STUDENT
fails in one of its primary purposes: namely, the encouragement of self-expression in
the undergraduate. When a college magazine ceases to
should

lication

BODY,

be the

be

otherwise

it

student organ,

official

When

existence.

it

fails

it

forfeits

reflect

to

its

the

right to

ideals

aspirations of a loyal undergraduate body, then

high time to consign

it

to the

and
it

is

limbo of useless things.

We

proceed to our second point the student publication should be SUPPORTED BY THE STUDENT
:

BODY. We

word "support" to signify finanThe advertising columns constitute an
important item in a paper's revenue. Alumni subuse the

cial support.

scriptions shoulder part of the burden.

An

occasional

donation from a generous friend helps the publication
to struggle along the thorny financial road.
But the

magazine looks to the student body for its chief means
of support. Student subscriptions furnish the sinews
of Avar upon which the magazine depends for its existence. If the student body fails to subscribe we might
just as well take our magazine, tie a millstone about
its

neck and boot

matters

all

it

off

the dock.

'Twould simplify

around.

—

represents.

it

old adage:

"Many

We

are firm believers in the

hands make light work."

Pcrhai)s some of our brethren have the idea that
the Villanovan
intellectuals.

is

the intellectuals but we've been called worse
However, we will try to explode that libeb

To the best of our knowledge there is not
an intellectual man on the staff. We would not stand
Should we happen to run across
for any such thing.
such an individual he shall be cast into exterior diu'kness forthwith. The staff, as we size it up, consists of
a few plain, plug students, who are willing to sacrifice
AVo
their time and energy in waging a losing fight.
wouldn't have any other kind around us and we are
on the lookout for more. [S.-.''-'./' :'' ',':
lous idea.

A word
thrive

upon

our

to
it,

critics.

— that

is,

We

welcome

We

criticism.

criticism of the right sort, an.d

by that we mean constructive criticism. AVe don't
mind being told our mistakes if the same kind party

how to correct them. As for the other
keep it. It is of no particular use to us. Jt
always reminds us of an ill-tempered dog snapping^
.•:;,
at our heels.

will tell us
sort,

^

:„.

,

As regards student

subscriptions.

Villanova has ex-

perienced a period of phenomenal development during-

Every department has expanded
undreamed of and with this expansion
At
the size of the student body has kept pace.
present the student body numbers about 616. Now
listen closely: Out of a student body of 616 we have
exactly 75 subscribers!!! Nothing more need be said.
the last fcAv years.

to a proportion

Those figures speak volumes but they tell a story that
should make the vast majority of A''illanova students
hang their heads in shame. Twelve per cent, of our
students have loyalty enough and generosity enough
Eighty
to subscribe to their own college magazine!
eighty per cent, of the Villanova

men

think so

littli;

magazine or so much of two dollars that they
deny support to a cause to which the}' should be proud
Do they allege that the Villato lend themselves.
novan is not worth supporting? More shame to them
if they do!
But we would advise such gentlemen that
the Villanovan is an amateur publication and Ave are
AAalling to "stack up" against any other publication
that is run on a purely amateur basis. You can buy
the Saturda}^ Evening Post for a nickel and read the
highest salaried Avriters in the country. But the Saturday Evening Post is not YOUR magazine nor is it
devoted to your interests or to the interests of the
things you love. You might just as Avell talk of AvithdraAving your support from your baseball team because you can see a better brand of ball played at any
of pur big league parks.
It- all amounts to the same
thing. But even granting for the sake of argument,
of their

Now that our premises have been laid down let us
proceed to the case at hand. The chips are about to
fly.
Our experiences as editor have made us much
wiser and sadder. We have learned, to our sorrow,
that the enthusiasm and untiring efforts of a handful
of earnest students is not enough to carry on the work.
The task of turning out a publication worthy of a
great educational institution is no small one. It is
unfair to allow the burden to rest on the backs of a
few willing workers who, in addition, are carrying
heavy class schedules. And it is both contemptible
and traitorous to belittle the efforts of these men.
There are there must be, in Villanova today any
number of men who have the ability to think and to
express their thoughts clearly. We appeal now to
these men as loyal sons of Villanova to rally round
and help us make our magazine worthy of the institution that

things.

n

the brainchild of a little clique of

Well, we've never classified

ourselves

that the A^illanovan

excuse valid?

is

not Avorth supporting,

is

the

The mere fact that the A^illanovan

needed help should stimulate student activity instead
of counteracting it.
Rats are ahvays the first to desert
a sinking ship.

A

fcAv chips

have floAvn and have

fallen, Ave hope,
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We

have merely stated the

tions.

There are
facts and made a few obvious comments.
However,
article.
our
offended
may
at
be
some who
thin-skinned
If
our
is.
we will let it ride just as it

tions.

in the appointed places.

bretliren are so hurt that they cannot see the justice

worry along without their support.
But we feel that most of the student body will agree
with us. However, simply agreeing with us will get
"We expressed the
the magazine exactly nowhere.
of our cause Ave will

men

belief that there are

We

merit.

literary

in Villanova

men

ask those

services and shoulder part of the

To the general student

bodj'

today of real
to

offer

their

burden of publication.

we appeal

It

is

much

too late to ask for yearly subscrip-

The appeal has been made and failed. We are
going to put one hundred copies of the Villanovan on
sale and charge twenty-five cents per copy.
Twentyfive cents is not going to take you away from very
much fun and Ave feel confident that there are at least
one hundred men in the college Avho Avill sacrifice that
small amount for Villanova. If we sell out our student
subscription will be more than doubled.
Remember the Villanovan is YOUR magazine and
Ave Avant YOU to feel some responsibility in it.
Do
you think avc are asking loo much?

for subscrip-

.

C. P. G.

'25.

NEITHER FISH NOR FLESH
man Avho agrees Avith you, you
same time admire the man who
you, but AAiiat is your opinion of the

You may love
may hate and at
disagrees Avith

man

Avorld

is filled Avith

summed up

people

who

are neither for

in the phrase 'SA^iat's the use."

far as being of any help to civilization, or
general, Ave

them.

might

Just Avhat

society.

might be

philosophy

Their

anything.

against

is

Well, so

mankind

in

ask that same question of
their use? They are parasites on

Avell

Never having an original idea of their own

they lack even the slight merit of the chronic kicker.

He

at least stimulates others into ansAvering his foolish

So

it is

in college.

flaw to be found they will find it,
Though they are not
aAvare of it they help keep the standard high. With
their adverse criticism they keep the others on their
If there is a

and herein

lies

and many

toes

their merit.

little

defects are corrected Avhich Avould

HoAvever, they are entitled

otherAvise pass unnoticed.

no Avord of praise or commendation, for the good
that is accomplished is accomplished not because of
them but in spite of them. The only thing Ave can say
in their favor is that they are less objectionable than
to

the third class.

and absurd complaints.
classes.

Their only aim in life is to razz.
The moment someone comes forth Avith an idea that
sounds good, they start off by saying that it can't be
of these schools.

done.

Avho refuses to do either?

The
or

the

the

You

Avill

In the third class

always find the three

First Ave have those Avho take part in every

and boost everything pertaining to the college.
Concerning this group we need say very little, their
actions speak for themselves.
Then Ave have the
second class, the Anvil Club. We are more or less inclined to look upon this group as a necessary evil.
They are born knockers and Avill ever remain thus.
If the team doesn't win every game, they are a bunch
of hams and if they do win they are lucky. Thej^ can
activity

we

most despicable of

find the

all,

They have absolutely no excuses for
existence. They neither approve nor disprove.
They
allow others to do all the Avork and take Avhat they
can get with the least expenditure of energy. They
discourage initiative in others by their indifference.
They block every Avorthy project and can do more

the

'

'

harm
They

Indift'erent.

in five

'

'

minutes than a knocker can do in a yeAV.

are an evil that must be eradicated before a

school can hope to advance.

point out at least fifty schools that are superior in

knockers at Villanova but

every way to the one Avhich they are attending, yet
not one of them ever thinks of changing over to one

members

Ave

We may

tolerate a fcAV

can never tolerate the

of this third class.

— C. P. G.

'25.

THE OBSERVER SAYS—
is your Alma Mater.
This being
you should have respect for it. Writing on
the boards your opinion of the college is not the best
Avay of showing your disapproval. If it doesn't suit
you the best thing for you to do is to leave or transfer

This institution

the case

to

another school.

The subject
ly

of a student council has been repeated-

months but that is all
The men Avho have
up should get together and make some

spoken of during the

last fcAV

that has been done as regards

brought this

it.

government is the
no form of discibecause of the fact that it is made by all

sort of a plan of campaign.
ideal of the

pline like

and for

it

world today.

Self

There

is

In this council there could not be the
age old cry of the persecuted: Favoritism.
all.

At the beginning of the year we heard much of a
Freshman Bible. As yet it has not made its appearTo give it to the Freshman noAV Avould be a
ance.
little
tlie

ridiculous.

Freshman

Why

class

not give

and

alloAV

it

to the

them

president of

to distributed

it
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Freshman

to the incoming;

Basketball

creditable showing, in

fact

At the announcement

September.

our team has made

over,

is

class in

13

a

very

We

the best in years.

should be proud of this team of ours because it has
done much to return to us the athletic prestige Villa-

nova always enjoyed.

" Vision "

that

would be

again produced at school this year, we were happy in
the thought that we could produce a play so well versed
in scripture, with a dramatic background, and a classWe wish to extend our congratulations
ical trend.
to

Father Burns on the second anniversary of

its

snowing.

THE COLLEGE BELLS
(WitJi apologies to

Edgar Allen Poe)
III.

Hear the morning

Hear the long-expected

rising bells

Doleful bells—

What

world of stretching their unwelcome sound

a

.; V

.foretells!

,.,.

;.:-.i:

i:

What

:,':--r-/':'yr:'::,::^./}:''"..^:

—

'

They keep tingling and a-dingling
In the silence of the morn!
While the boj^s start pillows flinging
At those clocks that still are jingling

And
:

Time

they ring

And

As

the Froshies

r

That it's time, time, time,
rise and get a move on
there commanding

From
From

swells

the bells, bells, bells.

morning

the doleful

—

Of
To
Of
Of
Of

bells-—

^

Funeral bells
a sorry story now% their tone impels!
Didn't study all last night
How we sit there with aflPright

At the thought

No

of

knowing not the Avork

assignments did

Did

it

the teachers,

at

the

What

the teachers.

frightful

When

hall

hear throughout the

the

anju>uiicin<>' bells.

of

the

our faces Avrinkle
across the floor.

Ave 're done, done, done,

Till the

,

next day has begun

—

So a joy noAv overtakes us and upon our soul
All that's bliss, the sound foretells

As

in ecstacy

From
From

foretells

moaning and the groaning

bells

bells!

a scene of happiness their sound foretells

And in glee
As we dash

Oh, the throbbing and the sobbing that the sounding

By

rhyming and the chiining

the glad'ning dining bells.

For
enthrall.

now

the

HoAV they tiidtle and retinkle
To announce the lecture's o'er
While the books close in a tAA'inkle,

all.

marks the whole assembly does
Thus it is Ave like to stall
AA'e

the SAvinging and the ringing

Hear the merry quitting

hand.

flunking story

As

tells

the ver\' Avelcome bells,

Golden

They that seem unearthly creatures
Flunk us all!
And they seem to feel a glory in that

sAvells

it
it

bells

the longing that impels

we do

— ah,

— the

IV.

So we see friend "Knowitt," who

And

more.

And our hunger hoAV
On the stomach — hoAv

bells,

II.

What

negligently brush

little

they're sounding loud

Still

the clieerless, sad, unwelcome, rising bells.

Hear the class-commencing

AA'e

they dare not try repel
Or the Soph 'more personnel
Will take the floor.

^

it

the door.

And

'

—

'

by

A

V

From

Upon

NoAA^ ensues a ceaseless crush,

(In a non-inspiring rhyme),

to

the students start a rush

,

seems with scorn

it

bells

Dining bells
a Avorld of hunger uoaa- their harmony foretells
With their molten silver call
As they sound throughout the hall

elass-

From

it

it

dAvell«,

sAvells

the bells, bells, bells,
the golden (|uitting bells,

the cheerful, elianuing, joyous (|niHing bells!

—Al

Panepinto,

'27.

:
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THOMAS

A.

DALY

The

The students Avho did not go to the auditorium on
February 24th missed one of the most entertaining and
Although listed as
instructive talks given this year.
a lecture, the forbidding significance of the word was
Mr. Dally, one of America's foremost humorists, better known as T. A. D., was at one
time in the dim past a student at Yillanova how long
ago he did not seem willing to disclose, so we wall not
take an unfair advantage of him by publishing the
quickly dissipated.

—

time.

president, tlie faculty, and the entire
student body, including the College Band, stood on
that wind-swept platform and waited for the express
to come through.
About twelve-twenty a huge black
engine hove in sight and slowed down to a snail's pace,

A

rousing cheer burst forth as Fr. Driscoll and Fr.
the observation platform of the
last coach and waved their farewell.
The cheer sound-

Rowan appeared on

ed and resounded while the band blared our college
Alma Mater.

hymn

—

Fr. Driscoll

The big
that

entire institutioji took part in the demonstra-

Tlie

tion.

it

most American humor today is
a certain individual or group and has

fault with

belittles

a tendency to lower object of the humor in the eye of
the reader. There is none of this in the poems or
True, we laugh, but it is not a
stories of Mr. Daly.
laugh of contempt. When the story is told we look

upon the
brotherly.

object of the

humor with

Mr. Daly has

helped

a feeling that

greatly

in

n

giving

the American public a better understanding of our

brothers

from southern Europe.

cited several of his better

The

known poems

the Italians and after hearing these,

speaker

re-

dealing with

it is

easily seen

how he gave enjoyment and at the same time instruction to Americans yet he avoided the monotony of
"the story with a point to it." Mr. Daly could not
have the name he has without telling several Irish
stories.
These possessed the same friendly spirit as
liis other stories and poems, but seemed to possess
oven more humor.

—

BON VOYAGE
Braving a biting wind and in the teeth of what
appeared to be a raging blizzard the entire student
body assembled at the Villanova station on February
27th to pay a last farewell to her former president,
Fr. Driscoll, and his companion, Fr. Rowan. It Avas
the final tribute of a loyal student body and there
is little doubt that it touched the hearts of the two
Villanova said goodbye
priests to Avhom it was paid.
to tAvo of her sons and she was saying it as only a
loving mother could say it.

We

and Fr. Bowan are now in Tulsa.

feel sure that the last look at old Villanova, the cheers

of her students and the strains of rallying song will
hearten them in the arduous duty that they must face.

FR.

ROWAN'S FAREWELL

On February second, a farewell banquet was tendered Fr. Thomas A. Rowan, the last Headmaster of
the Villanova Preparatory School. The "old guard"
who had graduated from the "Prep" School under
Fr. Rowan's regime rallied round their old master to
say "Farewell and God-speed". Despite a multitude
of speeches

and a veritable barrage of verbal bouquets,
merry one. Several old "Prep" boys

the affair Avas a

"Art"

furnished the entertainment for the diners.

Farren and "Joe" Barry rendered vocal selections,
accompanied by Andre Halphen at the piano. A handsome traveling bag Avas presented to Fr. RoAvan by
the former "Preppers" as a token of their regard and
esteem.

The principal speech
the guest of honor.
sincere.

RoAvan stressed

Fr.

that Avhen a

of the evening Avas

It Avas brief,

man

this

to

made by

the point, and

point

especially

leaves Villanova his real Avorth

is

to

be found in the fact that he carries in his heart Villanova's traditions and Villanova 's ideals.
The point
Avas Avell taken and very effectively brought out to
tliose present.

To Fr. RoAvan
loss

but Ave

Ave Avish

feel, too,

his absolute fairness
jiim far.

every suceess.

that his quiet,

We

feel

)iis

unassuming manner,

and high sense of duty

AAdll

carry
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K.

OF

0.

Tlie Villanova Council, Knij^lits of

m

its

pansion.

Due

to its rather

number

cers feel that the

deriving
limited.

a

benefit

Columbus, now

considering plaps for ex-

fifth yoar, is seriously

from

ization.

cramped quarters the

of VilUinova students

organization

this

offi-

who

The enrollment

are

rather

is

been successful in defending their laurels upon the
diamond; so, also this year it is their purpose to have
a team truly representative of their energetic organ-

Plans are being considered for a larger and

the greatest

year

The council meets on the

first

and third Wednesdays

j\Iembers of otlier councils residing in

the school are cordially invited to attend the meetings

Villanova Council has a team in the Philadelphia

K. of C. League under the direction of Brother Lougli-

The team is tied for first place in the second round
and is leading in the third and final round.

lin.

of the league

The meetings are consistently attended by three
members froin Philadelphia and vicinity, Past Grand Knight Lynch, Chancellor Fitz-Grerald,
and Brother Loughlin. A larger attendance of members
from outside the school would materially help the spirit
of the council, and the officers are confidently looking
forward to the time when the meetings will be a semimonthly reunion of members living in the vicinity.

of the club is at the present time

has ever been.

We

have hopes that next

will be still greater.

The most recent meeting of the graduate organizaLawrence Club was held when it gathered

more suitable council chamber.
of each month.

it

it

tion of the

to hear over the radio Fr. Burns' play, "Vision,"
which was broadcast by the Villanova players. Here
Because of the lack
also membership is increasing.
graduates
in
the
have more or less
of unity
the past
But
under
the
able
leadership of Mr.
drifted apart.
Craw^ford, president of the Lawrence Graduate Club,
the old grads have been brought together not only in
meeting but in a Villanovan spirit.

faithful alumni

PHI KAPPA PI
The Engineering fraternity
the

way

Villanova

at

is

showing

around the school in
and general topics

to the other fraternities

the matter of interest in the society

pertaining to

its

course.

On February

24th a lecture

was delivered

by a representative
On the samo
afternoon the members attended a lecture on "Roller
Bearings" given at the plant of the Smith Roller Bearing Company, of Philadelphia. The trip was under the
direction of the American Society of ]\Iechanical Engineers. Many of the members were present at a lunch-

Company

of Passaic, N. J.

Plans are rapidly taking shape for the members
Engineering student body wdio have been elected

of the

membership

in the society.

activities of the club are

a thing of the past, the club has lost none of

With
talked of among

make

the

activity will
in

summer

announcement of
end for the present year the

which the club

now

enthusstill

the younger social set of Lawrence,

the club recently decided that the time
to

its

the success of the Christmas dance

iasm.

its

Avill

is

opportune

dance.

This

social events

act as host.

has been also planned to put upon the baseball
field a team Avhich will challenge all city club teams
In the past the Lawrence boys have
of Villanova.
It

'"

.

%-cM:''':

month

of the Villanovan last

made a formal announcement

of

their

Junior Prom and the plans for Junior Week. There
has never been a task attempted by the Juniors that
did not reach the greatest success. One need but turn
back the hands of the clock to the Freshman year of
the present third year men and he will find evidence
of great success.
So with the Sophomore year. And
now comes the Junior year, which is judged universally as the year in which the college man reaches the
acme of social accomplishments in college.

if

To the college man the year has not been a success
he has not attended the Junior Prom. So, this

year, especially

GEST, BEST

PROM
On

when

indications point to the

ever held at Villanova,

all

should be present.

the night of April 17th the Ritz-Carlton in Phila-

delphia wall be the rendezvous for

The

BIG-

AND MOST SUCCESSFUL JUNIOR

spirit of

all

Villanova men.

Villanova will saturate the air with a
all

present

commencement. The Juniors
will be the hosts.
And, again the same success as was
experienced in their never-to-be-forgotten Freshman
show wall be repeated. It will be Villanova 's night
for years long after their

at the Ritz.

LAWRENCE CLUB
Although the winter

Juniors

WEEK

fragrance that will remain in the minds of

eon served at the plant.

to

;;:^::V--?^:JUNIOR

Through the medium
the

to the

society on "Insulating material"

of the Okanite

;

However, the Prom is not all that the Juniors have
They have planned a w^eek of entertainment
for the college with themselves as hosts. During that
week the varsity baseball team will meet two of its
greatest rivals, Boston College and Holy Cross. On
Tuesday evening, the fourteenth of April, the class will
usher in their w^eek with a most fitting ceremony.
And from that time until Saturday evening the campus
will thrive upon the spirit manifested by all.
Also,
planned.

during this week

many

things new^, yet lasting, will

be introduced which can serve as the foundation for
the

much

called for

and sought for

traditions.

The

THE VILLANOVAN
plans for the week are in the hands of compel ent committees which President Traynor appointed a few

months ago. The chairman of this committee is C.
Seaver and the members co-operating with him are
B. Quinii, J. Kane, E. DufiPy, W. Flynn, J. O'Neill and
J. McDonald.

The Prom committee through whose untiring

efforts

the Ritz-Carlton and a leading eastern orchestra

was

comprised of Louis Memminger, chairman;
Ryan, J. McGuinn, J. Furlong, J. Hartriett, T. Hol-

obtain

W.

is

leran and

The time is opportune to plan now to put on the
Ritz at the Ritz Avith the Juniors on April 17th. As
April 19th is famous in the history of the birth of
our countr^^, so April 17th will be famous in the history of our college. Many men have wished the3' had
lived in 1775 to help make the history of our country.
You are here now in 1925 and can help make history
for our college. Remember the time and the place
and when the hurrying hoofs of time pass on, your
memor}' will keep you company, and bring back to
you fond recollections of college days and the

JUNIOR PROM OF

McAuein\

J.

17

3925.

GT.M.

THE DIAMOND SITUATION
Reams and reams
southland anent
national

the

pastime.

within us.

of

news

toiling

own

coming out of the

is

athletes

The imitative

of

instinct

our
is

great

strong

"We cannot resist the temptation to pour

out a few paragraphs and

our

^

make

a splash or tAvo on

account.

The 1925 edition of Villanova's baseball machine is
gradually taking definite shape. The balmy days of
February have lured the wearers of the Blue and
White into the open and practice is proceeding con

mucho
is

gusto.

Despite a dearth of pitching material the outlook
decidedly brighter.
Harry Griffith, "Chick"

Meader and Tommy Crane, varsity hurlers

of the '24

machine, are on hand, but will hardly be able to take
care of the ambitious schedule arranged by Manager
Sheehan. If Coach McGeehan can develop two good
moundsmen from the wealth of ncAV material, Villanova Avill be sitting on top of the baseball Avorld.

A

word

ambitious

as to the schedule.

—nay,

its

more than

We

that,

said that

it is

it

was

of inrivals

have nosed us out in the final innings, but avc have a
very strong hunch that this is our year. For the first
time since 1918 or in some such year in the remote

we invade

the citadel of the liaughty Quaker and
every reason to l)elieve that avc can turn the
trick on dear old Penn.
At any rate avc'11 be in there

there

is

till

England

the last

trip is

teams.

Veteran

material

is

very

much

in

evidence.

Dickie Moynihan, he of the blond thatch and sportjbatting average, is the chief contender for the keystone sack.
pert,

Jimmy

and Eddie

Hartnett, our short-stopping ex-

Cotter, the hot corner guardian, arc

furnishing potent arguments for their retention on the
1925 roster. Captain Joe Council and Gene Mascaidri
are patrolling the Avide open spaces Avith their old-

time abandon and dexterity.

A

ncAvcomer Avill cavort
Avhere Johnnie Connoil}^ AVas Avont to flit so blithesomely, is being torn up
by a host of youngsters Avho claim the right of suc-

around

first base, AA^hile left field,

cession.

awe-inspiring.

Holy Cross and Boston College head the list
vaders. For tAVo years these two time-honored

past

dog is shot. An extensive New
planned and those of our Alumni who
are "Way Down East" will have a chance to see
And listen,
the Villanova colors on the diamond.
The
brothers, those colors won't be trailing, either.
schedule is appended below and Ave take this occasion
of thanking our rotund little manager, William B.
Sheehan, for listing so many really representative
fighting

Take
press

it

any Avay you

decidedly rosy.

Avish, the

The

outlook as Ave go to

boys is runconvinced that they can establish a record in 1925 for future generations to shoot
at.
We are rather averse to betting but Ave are Avilling
to Avager our Avell knoAvn clocked socks that this year's
team Avill take its phice Avith Villanova's Avonder teams
is

ning high.

They

of other years.

feel

spirit of the
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men

Schedule

March 28— Pliiladolphia

Textile at Villanova,

April

IS^Penn

April

22— Seton

April 25

Frank

J.

every sport but baseball,

'.

8

—Holy

9— St.

Doc. Jacobs

13

court, the

I.

College at Boston, Mass.
Textile at Lowell, Mass.

Cross at Worcester, Mass.

the nine.

June

3

—

:/ -:'/-

;

A. C. at

^

.'':

;..

major
on the

EGAN.

P.

:^

DEFEAT!
The iiig Blue lost its first game of the season to the
strong St. John's Five, of Brooklyn, on February 6.
The Main Liners led at the end of the first half but
were unable

to

check the onrush of the Scarlet Passers

in the final period.
]*iekett

New York

in

':

VINCENT

Francis at Brooklyn, N. Y. (pending)

St.

St.

,..'/-;

N. Y.

Valley at Villanova.

31—New York

man

his letter

gridiron.

John's at Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Lebanon

—

diamond and the

won

Jack Francella has a wonderful opportunity of joining the ranks of the three-letter men. Francella ha'^
won awards in basketball and football. He is going to
strive for a position on the Blue and White baseball
We wish Jack the best of!
team, this coming season.
IP his baseball ability is as good as his basketball
luck.
and football he should have little difficulty in making

20—Lehigh at Bethlehem, Pa.
23— Navy at iVnnapolis, Md.
26— St. John's at Villanova.
28— U. of P. at Philadelphia.
30

the only three-letter

is

sports at Villanova. Jacobs has

at Philadelphia.

10— Crescent A. C. at Brooklyji,
16— Lafayette at, Eastoji, Pa.

holds the Middle At-

ation in June.

Hall at Villanova.

li.

He

heavyweight championship in boxing.
one of its greatest athletes at the gradu-

Villanova loses

— Seton Hall at South Orange, N. J.
May 2 — Muhlenberg at Allentown, Pa,
May 5 —Providence at Providence,
6—Boston
7—Lowell

in

lantic A. A. U.

April 29

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

man

a letter

is

lie has been captain of foot-

and boxing.

ball, basketball

A. G. at Villanova.

— Temple

come

Pickett, one of Villanova 's greatest athletes,

soon leave our ranks. Pickett

will

— Lebanon Valley at Annville, Pa.

April 27

confident that Villanova will

is

year.

— Muhleiibert? at Yillanova.
4
April — Princeton at
N.
April 7— Lafayette at Villanova.
April 8 — Temple at Villanova.
April 11 —Boston College at Philadelphia.
April 16 —Holy Cross at Villanova.
April 1

Priiieetoij,

daily and

through with a winning team on the cinder-path this

game

;

;

put the Varsity in the van shortly after the

started by dropping in two pretty goals from the

From then until the end of the first period Villanova i)resented a whirlwind attack that had no stopping.
The score at the end of tlie first half read 19-12 in favor
field.

City.

Joseph's at Villanova.

of Villanova.

Kauffman, Philadelphia's most prominent
authority on College Athletics, predicts a big seasou
for the Blue and White on the diamond this year. Mv.
Ross

Kauffman claims that Villanova should turn out
the greatest nines in history

We

hope that
mjan has rendered a true prophecy.

oiu'

of

^Ir. Kaufi'-

Captain Joe Connell has two records for long drives
Joe made the longest hits ever seen
at the Crescent A. C. and Providence College two seato equal this year.

sons ago.

Joe

is

out to better these two marks and

hopes to establish a new record.

However, our advantage was short lived. While the
tire greatly from their strenuous
efforts of the initial period, the Scarlet quintet took a
new lease of ife and there was no denying them. Due
to the phenomenal shooting of the two forwards the
lead was soon overcome and replaced by a more subSalag
stantial score favoring the Brooklyn passers.
and Roeher starred for St. John's while Pickett and
Varsity seemed to

Sheehan played well for the
Villanova 28

The New York Press has highly complimented Villa
nova on its schedule. Every college nine of any faiiu;
has been scheduled through the splendid work of i\lan-

Barry
Leary
Jacobs
Sheehan

ager William B. Sheehan.

Pickett

Ilarry Griffith and

Chick jMeader, the JMue nnd
White's two pitching aces, are in splendid shape for the
coming season. Meader is anxious to get another crack
at

Princeton, while Griffith

l*urj)]e

nine

tliis

ho[)es

to

subjugate

th<^

year.

Coach James IMeredith has been

woi-kiiig

his track

losers.
St.

....Jeft

forward...

right forward

center
left

right

guard
gudrd

John's 44

Roeher
Salag
Subat
Gallagher

Freeman

— Leary, 2; Barry, 1; Jacobs, 1; Pickett,
Roeher, 6; Freeman, 4; Salag, 5;
Substitutions — FranReferee — ^Murray.

Field goals
3; Sheehan, 2;

Cready,

2.

INIe-

cella for Barry; liisley I'oi- Jacobs; Powers for Sheehan;
Lolos for Leary; McCrendy for Subat; Conway for

Gallagher.

THE VILLANOVAN
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'];

Francelhi 2; Pickett 1; Leary 1; Subat 2; Salag 2;

Frcemnn
After losing

its first

game

and Feeney

.1.

Referee-— Emery.

hy evening up matters

VARSITY TRIMS

ST.

BONAVENTURE

New

Yorkers on our own court. It was one of
the hardest fought contests ever staged here but the
Big Blue managed to emerge the victor. However close

and however slight the margin, it
demonstrated clearly that Saxe's l)oys are always there

the contest miglit be

at the finish.

Sheehan and Francella were
play, with Villanova

form, scoring

in rare

minute ol;
two points behind, Frankie Pickett

thirteen points between tlum.

In the

last

came through with a double-decker, tying the score. A
moment later Sheehan got off one of his spectacular
shots and the whistle blew leaving the ^Main Liners victors over the only team that had hum])led them this
season.

Villanova 22

St.

Sheehan
Barry

left

forward

McCready
Feeney
Subat

center

Francella

left

Pickett

guard

right guard

Substitutions: Villanova
for Barry.

John's 20

right forward

Jacobs

for

1,

of the season at Brooklyn,

the Varsity eauie hack strong

with the

19

St.

Johns

Freeman; Salag

—Risley

Gallagher

Conway
for Jacobs;

Leary

—Freeman for ^licCready; lloeher
Conway. Field goals — Sheehan

for

Villanova adds anotiier victory beating St. Bono's;

Score 36-28,

The Varsity got away

scoring six points in the

which they never

first

to

an early lead,

miiuite of play; a lead

lost.

On the tap-off, Leary received the ball from center,
spun around and dropped it through the loop. A few
seconds later, a Bonaventure dribbler slipped through
our guard for a two-pointer. Jacobs and Pickett followed with one apiece. The New York State boys came
through with two more baskets and were on the way for
a

tliird

wlien Pickett intercepted the

dribble,

eluded

and dropped one through from the
foul line.
The score l)eeame close when the Oleanders
tallied a field goal and a foul.
Jacobs and Leary each
made a basket and gave Villanova a fair advantage in
the score.
Then Bonaventure made a foul, Pickett
three opponents,

followed with another field goal, then a field goal for
lionaventure followed with another foul shot by Francella.
Here Lolos substituted for Leary and Risley for

A

minute after Risley entered he scored a
Powers then took the place of Pickett.
The half ended with the score 19-12 in Villanova 's

Jacobs.

jn-etty field goal.

favor.

—

)
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V

I

men

Schedule
IMiihidclpirm Textile

and

(iail\'

throu<:h

2S

AliU'ch

LLANO V AN
with

coiilideiij

is

Ihal

winning' learn

a

llic

couk^

will

\'ilhni()va

on

this

(•ii)(ler-|)atli

N'illiniova.

jit

\'ear.

A|)ril

Mulilcnhci'^' mI

1

April

PriiKM'toii

1

April 7

Ljifjiv ('tie at

April S

Triiiplc at

A|)i-il

1—-IJostoii

]

\'ilhiii(t\-;i.

\'

1(1-

April

IS -I'eiiii

Api-ji

L'2

-1.

("olhrn-c

A. A.

r.

at

ilall

at

\'illa

;,

r

'2')

April

L'7

i\lay

I'a.

at

/

.).

Lowell Textile

Provi(h'iiee,

s1i'i\('
1\.

I.

Holy Cross

ALiy S

team
and

.ALlss.
1

ALiy

Si..|()hii"s at

!»

Lafayette

1()

Afay 20- Lehi<.h

May

2:i

ALiy

1^()

Xavy

-

1'.

St.

:!()

-lune."!

The

X'illaiiova.

at

^

:

7

•

;

in

-loseph

pending'

as u'ood as his basketball
dit'liculty

little

nuddu':

in

PC AX.

p.

lost

hrst jzaiiie

its

iJie

ol'

season to the

p(U"iod.

put the \'arsity

by dropping'

<i'ame stai'ted
I'h'oni

the \an shortly after the

in
in

two pretty

then until the end of the

^'oals

fi'om the

pei'iod

lii'st

\'ill;;-

^'oi'k ('ity.

.\e\\-

N'illauova.

at

"s

atid

(i.

he final

1

(i(dd.

^'olk A. C. at

Pine

P)iii'

Pi(d\(d1
(

jioin^' to

is

dohn's l^'ivcof Prooklxii, on Kehivuary
The Main Liinu's led at the eiidof the tii'st lialf but
Averc unable to (die(d< the onrush of the Scai'let Passers

;'

P>i'ooklyn. \. ^.

at

has

St.

stroii<>'

Philadelphia.

l"'i'aiieis

lie

',.,

no\a pi'csented

— St.

is

joi;i

ol'

DEFEAT!

\'illaiiov<i.

of P. at

.\e\v

;!1

at

"s

he nine.

Pa.

Annapolis, Md.

at

We

he should ha\c

ro()ll)all

\.

Belhh'hem; Pa.

at

St. .lolin

2S

:\Liy

May
May

\'alle\'

\.

tlii

While hasehall
dack
wish
the l)est()'

l>lue

tlie

his hasehall ahility

r

on

H'raneella

VIXCh:\T

P.rool<l\ii.

at

Kastoii.

at

.May P!-- Ijchaiion

on

posilion

i'.rooklyn. \. V.

M:\y 10 Crescent A. C.

May

has a wonderful opportunity

this coming' season.
I

major

in

letter

his

haskelhall and I'oothaM.

in

for a

lu(d\.

Lowell, Mass.

Woi'eester.

at

I'h'aneella

:

IJoston. Mass.

at

hoxin.i;'.

diamond and the gridiron.

awards

Alleiiiowii, Pa.

dacohs has won

ranks of the threedetter men.

the

inji'

the only thi'eedetter iiuin

is

\'ilIano\a.

at

dack
X.

)raiij.re.

(

'

7

in

athletes at the ^I'adu-

duMe.

court, the

\voii

()"-l)Ostoii ('ollej^'e at

May

A iiii\illc.

South

at

o-'—l'rovideiiee at

May

sports

Philadelphia.

'I'einple at

2— 3\luhleiil»er^'

Alay

\'illaiio\a.

Lehaiioii N'alley at

April 2!t— Setoii Hall

st

i

in

fool-

nova.

Doe. dacolis
Api-il

ils »ireat

man
ol'

holds the Middle At-

championship

X'illaiiova.

('.

Setoii

lie

athletes,

letter

a

is

heen captain

lie has

Iiea\ywei^li1

one of

\'illaiio\a loses
atioii in

A.

hasehall.

i)Ut

Pickett

haxkelhall an<l hoxinu'.

liall,

lantic

Philadelphia.

\'illano\a"s urealcsl

ranks.

oui'

lea\-e

ryrvy sport

iioxa.

at

soon

\\ill

\'illaii(»\a.

IIolv Cross at

A|)ril

la

il

Pickell, one of

h'l'ank

\.

IM-incctdii,

;it

The

score

at

a

whirlwind attack that had no stoppiim'.

the end of the

lii'st

half read PI-12 in

fa\'(e-

of \'illano\a.

Poss

authority

Kauri'iiiaii.

Philadelphia's

on

Athletics,

('olle<i'e

the Line

t'oi"

most

pi'edicts

and White on the diamond

proniiiien!

a

seasoo

liiu'

this year.

Kaid'Cman claims 1ha1 \'illauo\a should turn out

We

the Lii-eatesi nines in histoi'y

hope

that

.M

oui'

)•.

o''

Kaul''

.Mr.

our ad\antai^(' was short
seemed to tire .ureatly from

IlowcN'er.
\'arsity

efforts of the initial

lived.

their

While

1lie

streiuious

period, the Scai'let (pnntet took

a

and 1hei-e was no denying' iheni. Due
1n
to the phenomenal shootiiiL;' of the two forwards
lead was soon oNcrcome and replaced by a more subpasstu's.
Salau'
stantial score faxorinu' the Prooklyn
and Poeher stai'i'cd foi' St. dohn's while Pi(d\elt and
iH'w lease of ife

1

niau has rendered

Captain

a

1he ('rescent

sons

hopes

has two records

-loe ('oniiell

to (Mpial this yeai'.
at

rue prophecy.

t

A.

-loe

a.u'o.

is

to estahlish

(

'.

and Proxidenee

out

helter

to

new

a

I'oi'

(li'i\(s

loin,:'

nuide the longest hits ever seeii

-loe

two

sea-

mai'ks

and

('olleuc

these

t\\(t

Sheehan

York

TIk' \(M\-

Pi'ess has hi,i;hly

schedule.

its

complimented

colle<:'e

i"]\-ei-y

\'illa

nine of any fame

has h(>en scheduled through the sph'udid work of .Manau'er

William

Harry
\\'hit<'"s

1

I

I

hi

Shcehan.

(iriflith

w

(I

and

Princeton,

.Miader
while

rple nine this yea
f'fiach

.

»

(lM(d<

.Meader.

the

is

anxious

(Irit'lilh

to i;vt

hopes

to

shape

\'nv

the

another crack
suhjuLiate

tie

licrti

hd't

\\(U'kini;

his

trai'k

uoals

Sheehan.

Ca

I

2.

'2:

Pi

Learx'.

Poeher,

feree

lor liarry; b'islcy
\'n\'

lauher.

Leary:

:

h'reenuiu

Liuai'd
JJari'v,

'J.:

(i

(ialla^'her

,i.;'uard

I'iii'ht

Cready.
eella

Sal an'

Subat

center

leld
;

John's 44
Poeher

foi'wai'd

riiilit

Sheehan

Polos

r.

lames .Mcridith has

Lea vy

.".

forward

hd't

da cobs

and

Plue

the losers.
St.

larry

Pi(d\ell

.

pitching' aces. ;ire in splendid

comiuL;' season.
at

*>.

foi-

Villanova 28

I'ccord.
I

]io\a on

pla\'ed well

I

;

h'l-eeman,

.Murra.w

-lacohs
I;

Salau',

Substitutions

icKe
.")
:

.Mc-

h^r'an-

fordacobs; Powers for SJieelian
for Subal; ('oiiwa>
I'or

,\lc('read>

:
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h'i'aucella

.'!;

email

l"'ri

After

losiiiL;

\af.sitv

tli<'

with the

.\(

\\

the liardesl
r>liie

l>i,u'

•

niiyht

on

at

at

cxctiiiiL;'

oiif (iwii court.

It

and

he

liowe\'er sliuht

(

Sheehan

aiul

were

play, with \'i!lano\a

in

In

thiiii.

two points hehiml.

came through with a douhle-decker.
moment later Sheehan ii'ot olV one

I'oi'ui.

o()-2S.

il

s<'()riu'^'

minute of

last

they

\\llicll

t\'inu'

of

the

his

over the oid\-

team

A

scoi'e.

spectacular

humhied them

had

that

\\<

sec(uids later, a

St.

I

'il

I'orw

I'ry

rii:lit

I'o

.\lc(

i-wa rd

this

l''i';incella

l'i''kett

Snhstitutions

:

'i-eady

l-'eeney

center

•lilt'ohs

Sidiat

left

.iiiiard

(ialla'^her

i-iiiht

<juard

Conway

X'illaiiova

St. dohirs

I'or

I'.arry,

'^'n-

l''reeman: Salau' for

U'islcy

Kreemau
('onwaw

for

for .lacohs;
.\li'(

h'ichl

'ready
iidals

;

for

tiiiard

tln'oiicji
a

John's 20

ard

lost.

daeohs and Tickett

two-pointer,

a

The

l>ear\-

U'oelie'

Sln^ehan

the

when

intercepted

I'ickett

The

line.

lield

.New

the

followed

•lacohs,

.\

half

lield

the ()leandei's

uoal.

a

fair ad\aiita,u'e

imule

a

foul.

then

a

lield

followed with another foul shot
siihstituteil

after

iiiinuti'

prett\' lield nojd.

favor,

\'illaiio\a

l'.ona\-ent lire

with another

ended

for

Kisley

Leary and
ciltcfi'd

Lowers then took the
with
,

the
.

eluded,

from the

dacohs and Lea ry each

foul,

a

and uavc

Here Lolos

cella.

ami

drihhie,

thioii.u'h

wlhn

score hecanic close

Then

score.

l)Oiia\-entiire

The

and dro|iped one

i;oal

hasket

a

fol-

with two moi'c

o|tponeiits.

made

A few
lliroiiuli

York State hoys caiu"
haskets and were on the wa\' for

third

three

from center,

the loop.

tliroui;li

it

lionaveiiture drihhier slipped

lowed with one apiece.

foul

hd't

iie\-er

the tap-off. Li-ary recei\-ed the hall

tallied a

sheehan

adds another \ietory heatiiiL;- St. Uoiio'.n;
The N'arsity i^-ot away to an early lead,
points in the lirst minute of play; a lead

-

season.

Villanova 22

Ivnery,

BONAVENTURE

ST.

spun around ami dropped
our

IMcketi

l-'raiikie

shots and the whistle hiew leaving- the Alain Liners
tors

Score

scorini;' si.\

the uiaruin.

rai'c

the

Salau' 2:

'1:

\'illaiio\a

the

Saxe's hoys are alwax's there

l^'i-anecHa

hetween

Snhat

1:

IJeferec

1.
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On

points

I>eary

1:

l'"eeney

i

linisli.

thii-teen

I'ickett

.

Brooklyn.

up matters
was one

Ilowexer idose

to euier^c the \ietor.

h'Uionst rate(j (deai'l\- that
till'

scasun

tlic

l)V

st roiiu'

eonlesis ever staged here hut

roii;_;'li1

managed

contest

tile

l)ack

^'()|•kels

of

hjiiiic

lirst

iis

caiiic

'1

and

I,
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si-ore

D

LJ

Moal

hy

I'or

h'ran-

U'islcy

he

in

Picket!

foi'

scored

;;

pla<'e of I'ickrtl.
in

\'il

laiio\ a

"s

—

;
:

;-
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Bonaventure started the second frame with n
double-decker followed by three points by Francella.
St.

Bonaventure chalked up two more

field goals.

1

New

each scored a two-pointer. The

a foul.

We've avenged and atoned

...............forward.....

..guard..............................

Field
Pickett, 4

goals

—Leary,

Francella, 2

;

Gavigan, 2;
Francella, 3

McMillen, Kelly,
Referee

Jacobs.

for

mjnute halves.

—Leary,

;

Time

center,

Ziegenfies, the ]\liThlenberg

He

starred for the

and four times
was a grand
evening and a pleasant time was had by all except

visitors.

tallied thrice

from the

from) the free-throw mark.

2;

Substitution

'Neil, 2.

— Cashman.

;

den, hit the cords for three two-pointers.

3,

Burns, 2
Jacobs,

v

,;

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;c;

Villa

literally ran wild, scoring six times from
Joe Barry, the other forward, also from Cam-

the floor.

— 20

the

Coach Saxe's "Four Horsemen" and
"Stableboy" were in rare form and the outcome of the
game was never in doubt. The Philadelphians w'ere
outplayed and outscored in every stage of the game.

score of 43 to 18.

Sheehan and Barry, counted eleven
Joe Sheehan made many
sensational shots from the middle of the court.
Joes,

double-deckers between them.

Big Doc Jacobs, Frank Pickett and Jack Francella
showed up well. Jacobs out jumped Jepson, the Red
and White pivot man, throughout the game. Krajeski
and Lynch found it practically impossible to sdoire
against the Gibraltar defense furnished by Pickett and
Francella.

it

—

visitors..-,;.:,.
^

Barry
Sheehan

In the second of the two-game series with the Temple
T^niversity five Villanova won by the overwirelmin<4'

field

Altogether

Villanova 39

,

ONE MORE FOR THE VARSITY DRIBBLERS

The two

marked

and

the wisp

'Neill

Jacobs,

2;

Risley, McMillen, 7

Foul goals

O'Neill.
;

;

Barry,

3;

for, at least in part, the

Joe Sheehan, the pride of Camden, was shifted from
guard to forward. He proved to be a veritable will o'

Kelly

guard

Francella

nova's eleventh victory.

Burns
Gavigan

center.

Pickett

—

of the season witnessed the contest which

Bonaventure 28
McMillen

forw^ard.......

Jacobs

Substitutions

.

Villanova 's basketThanksgiving Day.
ignominy
ball team handed the ancient enemy, JNIuhlenberg, a
39-27 jolt on February 27th. As a result everyone on
the Main Line campus is jubilant. The largest crowd

In the preliminary game, the Pre-Medical Fraternity

Leary
Barry

1

of

defeated Malvern Prep by a 22-13 score,
St.

Shair,

REVENGE!

foul for Villanova.

Villanova 36

;

Yorkers tallied

Francella succeeded with two more foul tosses.

In the remaining few minutes of play, the Varsity
loosened a little and Bonaventure made four doubledeckers and a foul while Leary added a field goal and a

Eisley

Jepson, 1

;

—

Then

with amazing rapidity Barry, Jacobs, Pickett and Francella

Krajeski, 1

;

Powers for Pickett; Risely for Jacobs; Leary for Barry
Time 2tl
Lolos for Sheehan.
Referee Cashman.
minute halves.

Muhlenberg 27

Lawson
Hord

/......^..forward:.......

forward.........

Jacobs

.center

Pickett

guard
guard

Francella

Ziegenfies

Clymer
Fried

—Barry, 3 Sheehan, 6 Jacobs,
3; Clymev,
Francella, 2; Lawson, Hord,
Foul goals —Barry, 3; Sheehan, 3 Jacobs, 4;
Fried,
Field goals

Pickett,

;

;

Ziegenfies,

2.

7

Picket, Francella, 2; Lawson, 4; Ziegenfies, 4; Clymer,

Fried,

Referee

2.

— Emery.

Time

halves

of

—20

minutes.

VILLANOVA CLUB WINS
Saturday, February 14, the R. C. H. S. Club of
Villanova and the R. C. H. S. Club of the University of
Pennsylvania met in their annual basketball game in
The Blue and White
the Main Liner's gymnasium.

On

emerged victorious after an easy contest,
The game was featured by the allthe score 33-9.
round excellent floor Avork of the Villanovans, ManusCahillites

Powers and Lolos, w^ho substituted
minutes of the game, showed uji well.

Risely, Leary,
in the closing

The half-time score was 25
nova.

.•,.

,

to 11 in favor of Villa-

Barrj^

forward

Temple 18
Lynch

Sheehan

forw^ard

Krajeski

Villanova 43

Jacobs

center

Pickett

guard
guard

Francella
Field

goals

— Sheehan,

6

;

Jepson
Sims
Shair

Barry,

5

;

Jacobs,

Pickett, 2; Francella, 2; Leary, 1; Powers, 1; Lynch,

Jepson, 3; Sims, 1; Shair,

Sheehan,

1

;

Jacobs,

1

;

/ak, with seven field goals, being the outstanding star.

Kerns, with two

.

2.

Foul goals

—Barry,

1

;

1

;

3:

Pickett, 1; Francella, 3; Lynch,

field goals

Villanova R.

C.

a foul,

was

Bannoii

Jamison
McGinley

the leading

U. of P. R. C. H.

S.

S.

Kerns
Fleischmann

forward
forward

Manuszak

Taylor
Field Goals

H.

and

Lineup:

scorer for the losers.

center

Carroll

guard

Campbell
Cowman

guard....

Manuszak 7, Bannon 3, Jamison 3,
McGinley 2, Fleischmann, Taylor, Campbell.
:

Kerns 2,
Foul Goals: Jamison, Kerns.

Referee:

R.

Ciccone,

THE VILLANOVAN
A.

B.'S—ENGINEERS

Fay
Dembrowski

The Engineers went into triple tie for first placf
with the Pre-Meds and the Business Men by defeatiiiu'
At half-time the score was 6-5 with
tlie Chissicals 38-10.
the Engineers leading, but in the early
second half the A. B.'s pulled ahead 7-6

by the Engineers, however, gave them
and they won out by 18-10.

rally

21

part

A

of the

sustained

a good lead

Browji

center

forward
forward

Ivory

Ileardon

McLaughlin

— Newman for Hally, 'Toole for McLaughlin, Audet for Ryan, McLaughlin for DembrowField goals — Reardon, Ivory, 4; Dembrowski, 5;
Daly, Brown,
'Toole, 2; Hally, Audet, Newman and
McLaughlin. Foul goals— Brown, 4; Ivory, 2; Ryan,
Substitutions

ski.

'Toole.

Captain White, of the Engineers, led the scorers
with six field goals to his credit.

forward
forward

Maroney
Murray
Dougherty

center

guard
guard

Zazzali

—

eoll for

The Wilkes-Barrens took the boys from Worcester
in one of the Inter-Club games, by

White
Slayton

Fahey
Moynihan
Jacobowski

—

EnA. B.'s Smith for Murray.
Dailey for Eahey, Kombant for Dai ley, Dris-

Substitutions:
gineers

WILKES-BARRE DEFEATS WORCESTER CLUB

Engineers

A. B.
Lightner

over for the count

McManus,

a lopsided score of 29-8.

of the Worcestei

At the

Club, started the score for the "coal-miners."
tap-off,

he received the

down

the floor

opponents' basket and dropped the ball through

to his

the loop.

It

was

a perfect shot.

The game was

Jacobowski.

dribbled

ball,

full

of

life.

Seemed

though a

as

couple of the boys had basketball mixed with spring

PRE-MEDS TOP BUSINESS MEN BY TWO POINTS

football

Men

end of a hard
fought game during the first and most of the second
half, the Pre-Meds, by the aid of two foul shots and
one field goal barely beat them out. The victory put
the Doctors on a par with the Business Men for fir^it
AVith the Business

at the better

Nevertheless, no

training.

Loughlin, six feet

nently injured.

showed great form

feet,

post.

his

"Herb" Madden succeeded

Worcester Club
Quigg

was

A

was played amid
steady cheers from the goodly number of supporters
of each team.
The two teams will meet in the near
future and the result will probably show the league
tied.

five-minute period

winners.

Business

Hally

Daly

...,

'uard.

.guard

stocking?

OAvn team and one for Wilkes-Barre, shone for

Worcester.

The win for the Pre-Meds was well earned, but the
when Dembrowski
had to leave the game for ten minutes because of a
swollen hand.
Keardon featured for the Lambda

score

in

Gibbons, with six double-deckers, led the scoring
and McManus, with two for

four personal fouls.

Kappa Delta with four double-deckers, while Dembrowski made five for the Delta Pi Epsilon.
At the end of the scheduled time for the game the

six

the Wilkes-Barre center

for the ''coal crackers"

place in the Inter-Fraternity league.

Delta Pi Epsilon were handicapped

at

one was perma-

Harrahy

McManus
Madden

guard

Wilkes-Barre Club
Neilon
Gibbons

center

Lough rin

guard........

forward
forward

Moore

making

in

'Donnell

Conlon

—

Gibbons, 6; Neilon, Loughrin, 4; Con'Donnell.
lon, McManus, 2; Quigg, Harrahy and
Field goals

STANDING OF INTER-FRATERNITY LEAGUE
Won

Lost

Delta Pi Epsilon

2

1

Pre-Med?

Phi Kappa Pi

2

\

Rvan

Lamda Kappa

Burnes

Delta

Epsilon Phi Theta

2

L

3

-
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The annual mooting-

of the Yillanova Club, of Phila-

delphia, Avas hold in tho Ball

Tho

Hotel on February 26th.

Koom

of the Sylvania

niootin<>'

served a two-

fold purpose a reception Avas tendered the new President of Yillanova, Dr. Jos. A. Hickey, and the annual
Dr. Hickey in his adelection of officers took place.
:

dress outliiu'd a few of his policies and advocated the

by an Alumni Council.

taking: over of athletics

The

election of officers resulted in the following:

Walter F. Droudiiig; vice presidents,
Martin F. McLaughlin, John A. Eichman, William A.
Lanahan and Hugh T. Mooney. Thos. J. Fitzgeral
was re-elected secretary and treasurer.
for president,

The A'illanovan takes

this occasion to congratulate

the retiring officers for the splendid

manner

in

which

George F. McCann '20 is with Thomas E. Murray,
Inc., Designing
and Construction Engineers, Noay
;York City..-

Frank Murphy

'20 is

an assistant engineer with

Company

tlie

in Philadelphia.

T.

Jordon

rating of civil

pany.

has recently been given thr;
engineer with the Bell Telephone Com'24

Keep up the good work, Jack.

John W. Jones is supervisor of electrical design for
Thomas E. Murray, Inc., Designing and Construction
Engineers, NeAV York City.

Frank X. Robinson '20 is with the Bell Telephone
Company and is located at Philadelphia.
"Moreersburg Mike"

Sullivan

'11

paid a

visit 1o

Frank Brahan

'20 is

'38

Gerald Mmnford '28 visited Yillanova not so long
ago. He informs us that he is working on bridge construction for the Peinisylvania Railroad at Trenton,
N. J.

John J. McGuire '20 is doing civil engineering
work with the Ordinance Dejiartraent at Washingtoi-,
D. C.

A

from one of tlie
Western Electric Company informs us

letter to the engineering faculty

the

work "Rick"

that they are greatl}' pleased with the

Quinn,

'24,

is

doing in their research laboratory in

New York. Looks as if the success that crowned
"Rick's" efforts at Yillanova is still with him. Best
of luck and more power to you, old top.
'20 is attorn 03- at

law

Wilkes

in

Barre, Pa.

We have been informed on good authority that
Joseph T. Waugh, '20' is to be married on April 2Z.
Can Ave depend on that, Joe?
'20

is

an attorney at

and

laAA'

is

located at Wilmington, Del.

William Pickett '20 is secretary to the Commission
Gas and Electricity of Noav York City.

of Water,

Tom McPoyle
sidering going to

recently of Birdsboro,

'24,

West Yirginia

pany that employs Michael

AA'ith

P^oley,

the

also

is

con-

same com-

of. the

class

of '24.

Raymond Maloney
Avay Department

'20 is

an engineer in the High-

of the State of Pennsylvania.

He

is

located at Sunbury.

Yillanova on February 20.

superintendent of the Picket

Construction Comapny, of

Haughey

Leo. J. Brennan '20 is valuation engineer for Murie
and Com])any, Noav York City.

Thomas Hanley

The \'illanovan extends its sympathies to Armando
M. Alvarez, '18, of Havana, Cuba, who lost his father
on December 27, 1924.

L.

Joseph McCarty '20 is assistant engineer for the
Bronx Division of the New York Edison Company.

Francis Murray

Joseph A. Gellespie '20 is also with the Bell Telephone Company in Philadelphia.

John

rumored around that James
Hoav about it, Jim?

married.

officials of

the Club has been conducted during the past year.

Bell Tolophoiu^

It is
is

New York

City.

David O'Brien

'20

is

continuing his studies

cine at Jefferson Medical Codoge.

in

medi-

V ILLANOVAN

THE
Edward O'Brien
versity

and expects

Amonji" recent

'20 is

to finish

sliidyinj>'
tliis

Tomple Uni-

activities.

year.

To our Alunnii

Villanova were *'A1"

at

visitors

at

23

Cooke, '20, Avlio is still connected witli the city o!:
Lancaster; John Hagen, '23, now working in Nev,York; Dave Farley, '20^ now in the building and contracting business with his father in Lansdowne, Pa.

The Villanovan w^ould like to hear from Cliarles
McGreevy, James Hart and John McEvitt, all of the
class of '20, regarding their present location and

in the vicinity:

You

baseball schedule })rinted on another

AVe believe, and

issue.

will find the

page

we don't mind

of

this

telling

th«!

have one of tlie best teams
Pick out the games that Avould ai)pe}il
in her history.
to j'oii and check them ofiP on your calendar. Tell th<'
boss vou must attend vour grandmother's funeral
and come out to see a crack team perform. A good
turnout of the Alumni means more Ihan you think.
Avorld, that N'illanova will

PUNTK
A

Philadelphia newspaper

claims

St.

Joe's

w«s

Could

it

be they meant the score?
,.,,#_

*

..

#•

Our school spirit is soaring. The ticket taker on
our side at the St. Joe's game worked faster than a
second story man.
The boy on the other side was as busy as a
cop on Ithan Avenue.
*

is

Sofa Dunn, our
a little forward.

office

traffic

papers

*

pick

the

A's

to

win

the

*

#

#

Walter Camp had an uncanny ability to
outcome of m football game. It seems
that Walter attended the Leland Stanford-Californi;)
game and later bulged into print over the afi'air. California was leading 20-7.
Five minutes of play remained. At this criticnl juncture the venerable Walter
so

and

so,

tiie

naming

*

The Pre-Meds have stopped drinking coft'ee in the
It keeps them aAvake during the morning
(Editor's Note:

The Pre-Meds

are

preparing

}i

W^atch this column next month.)

the world's series

late

told

Stanford does that ver\

classes.

*

visualize the

lie

!

*

«

stenog, says that Mort Leary

Next week they will be dividing
money 'mongst 'em.

claims

lo

—

luisty retort.

-

And

the score.

Now, whadaya thinkathat ? We are always
appalled and humbled at any display of erudition but
this one of Mr. Camp's has us knocked galley Avesl.
But after all, dullness has its compensations. Could
we predict the outcome of a game so accurately
the whole zest would be gone and we couldn't go on
telling the fair vision at our side that the team still
had a chance.

*

pennant.

The

tie

Pie Shop.
*

Philadelphia

*

would
thing!

superior to the Varsity in ever}' way, except one.

California eoaeh that unless he did
several stragteie moves, Stanford

Lady: Does

this

train stop

at

the

Broad Street

Station?

Cross: If

it

doesn't there's going to be an awful

jam.

The instructor

in

English was explaining the con

trasted meanings of the prefixes

"Ah, yes,"
noAV.

(luoth

the

"pro" and "con."

Simple Mug, "I see

Progi'ess and (\)ngress."

it

all

.

"

.
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Frosli

(gazing-

"Must

airplane):

soaring-

tit

Soph

b^^

awfully dangerous to be up there in that plane."
So]>h
Yes, but it would be a darn sight more
dangerous to be up there without it."
«

#

Junior: "

,

—but the others
*

J'rince Boris, brother of the Pretender to the Rus-

sian tlirone,

again in our midst.

is

Prince

the

distinguished

pretty wild parties.

he

is

slipper.

a former visit

staging

is

what

is

Hayseed
'

We

*;.:

know

to

^^

the; opei!
;

:

Our newest freshman wants
to

Now

is

Prof. (To student)

'^ .'•-#:/

:

'--.^

me

Give

up your

Abie, pull

the

^

4&

Dick
Avant to

first

cousin

,*

buy

siispenders

or

ybur

'^

straw

r-

to

-

Stude

J'

(Oh yes,

aa^^'vc

race

Horse

is

\

a kiss over the telephone^

exempt from crime?

puzzle

*

>x=

:

*

:

#

What becomes

A

*

*

Buffalino

every AA'oman?
w

#

#

"

*

:

Why

He

Arrested: Not the brae, just the brick, your honor
"
* . "*,''' *
'.

— gimme
—Avant

anything to strike it on?"
Loaf: "Yes, here's a doMar
lungs?"

<i»

are artists like AvasherAvomen?

:

-'»'

lump on your

Arrested: Family quarrel.
Judge: Hit by a piece of bric-a-brac?

cigarette

^

blush.

She (playfully)

a

can't

the Shernuin Act.

Avhat

Because they are not
works are "hung on the line".

did you get that awful

Bum: "Gimme

aa'c

Prof: Why is a solar eclipse like a Avoman whipping her boy.
Stude: Because it's a hiding of the sun (son).

Micari

penetrable forest.''

How

but

too,

*

know

*

Judge:
head?

a fountain pen.

AA'ith

*

Stude: (after bumping into the same tree for th-'
fourth consecutive time) "L-o-s-h, 1-o-s-h, in an im*

art of shori;

Bright Boy: Marching through Georgia.

Soph

,*

'

The

:

?

^

*

can name a

.*' -. *-',,.'':-''',;.

'^-'

*

Joe Tuya soz "The only good team Philadelphia
over had was No. i;{ from Budweiser Company."
*

*'

Prof: Does anyone

..

Who

Avhere.)

race.

*.

*

heard better ones,

isn't felt.

What
:

:'

cross-Avord

a

AA'ork

Frosh:
Prof:

"Banana

to slip on.

There are approximately 9,642,734 definitions of
an optimist. We are AA'illing to take a fling at it ourselves. Here goes: An optimist is a felloAV AAdio starts

remember

liat like

called the

art?

":''-:-.

1

:

a hat.

it

is

and easy

Professor of Ancient History:
lost'

Avas
is a

footAA^ear

buttonless,
..#
"# .

story writing.

Dick: No, for mvself.

Because

men's

They are

;'

a sentence Avith pencil

Clerk: Fedora?

Wliy

latest in

'''":':''''::•':

Truly Warner's Hat Store)

(to clerk in

,*:'.•::/;.,.••"':

.:,.'.'

Editor of Vilhuiovan (promptly)

....:^'

down.

pents'll fall

The

Joe

w^ho

,;

:

/

:']''-

know

it.

Stude

;

be quiet, willya?

*
in

to

Well, Freshie, Joe Blutz

Joe Gum.

sakes, Maria, let's get

'

:

Skin."

:

:;'#:.;;;; ^t •::;;«.; '.

is.

"Land

:

wdiy these Pretenders

don't cut out their nonsense and come out in
and tell us who they really are.

Blutz

repeat the

First Frosh (in Math, exam.): Hoav far are you
from the correct answer?
Second Frosh Taa^o seats.
;

Joe Blutz wants

1 close, to

a-goin to start in on the dictionary.

'::.;•''*,.:. :*.

meant by the expression:
*

(to Avife)

He 's

out o here.

getting slippery."
*

grow up eventually."
«

immortal Avords of Webster."

girl's

very significant to us.

will

*

Lecturer: "AIIoav uw, before

some

In one of his exuberant moods

That incident

"The party was

On
by

drank wine from a chorus

said to have

noAv understand

himself

Freshman

are there in the

year?"
Junior: "Oh, about twenty."
Soph: "What?"

'

*

'

class this

'

:

How many men

'
:

a

match

— got

You

First Stude:

When

«

;

fool!

(earnestly): No, I don't

came across a
quaint

:

»

satisfied mitil their

I AA'as

girl AA^ho Avent to

—honest!
sightseeing in Italy, I

Vassar.

It Avas a

very

city.

Second Stude: Genoa?
to l)orr()w

my

First Stude: No, but

acquainted.

it

didn't take

me

long to get
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What

a College Graduate Sin^s as

Disploma
The brifiht boy

He Grasps His

:

One
The
The
The
Somebody Else.
The fellow who flunked: I'm Always Chasing
:

Rainbows.
«

«

«

There goes a whole trainload of Red

Tobacco.
I'at:

are going to

following soulful

To Have, To Hold and To Love.
not so brif>:ht That's How I Need You.
fellow who just ft-ot by: Somebody's Wrong.
five-year man: After the Ball Is Over.
one that cribbed: You Know You Belong to

Bill:

We

25

Oh, that's one of those chew-chew trains.

Man

touched us,

Here

we

wind up
ditty

little

are sure

it

the

and

column with the
The verse

quit.

will touch you.

it is:

was only an old beer bottle
That was tossed in by the tide
But it carried a sad, sad message

It

On

a paper found inside.

The paper that

Had these
"He who finds

it

carried.

sad words written on
this old beer bottle

Will find the beer

all

gone.

BY HECK
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Stage directions for this scene from William Vaughn Moody's play, "The Great
Divide," call for a woman's muffled scream, a pistol shot, and the crash of breaking furniture. The microphone on the right sends them all to your home.

An Exciting

Evening

Here are four

of the

WGY

Players (the world's

first

dramatic company)

radio

at a thrilling climax that

almost turns sound into
sight.
9t Schenectady, KOA,
at DenVer, and KGO, at
Oakland, are the broadcasting
stations of the General Electric
Company. Each, at times, is a
concert hall, a lecture room, a
news bureau, or a place of

WGY,

worship.

Tune

some

evening,

on one of their productions.
You will be surprised to
find

you ar« interested to learn
more about what electricity is
doing, write for Reprint No.

in,

how

your

readily

If

AR 391

containing a complete

set of these advertisements.

im^agination

will

supply

stage and setting.
55-12GC

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENE

UAl.

ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

SCHENECTADY,

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
\

NEW

YORK
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a k e

W

qA

e e k

Ty
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r/>

H^V

h o

n

>'V-

i

^

id^drsy Mother r^
Pleasant news

Mother to hear. More
(almost exultant, one might

than pleasant

for a

And

say) for a student to tell!
that's

found in the telling

is

the

thrill

entirely lost

in a letter.
This

little folder

has been dis-

on the campus. It tells
you how low the rates really are.
tributed

If

your home town

cluded in the

list,

is

not

in-

see the front

pages of the telephone directory.

The Long Distance Operator
will give you rates not shown
there.

L^ your people at home really bear from
you, really talk

^

with you once every week

of your college life. Tell them of your
problems or your triumphs over the

—

Telephone.

Find out

how much

pleasure and en-

couragement you can get from weekly
telephone talks with Mother and Dad. Find
out

—tonight!

'
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and
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ONE'S APPEARANCE
Good

do not make

clothes

Your appearance

Do

is

not underestimate

economy

False

Our

Why

success but are a part of

most people have

all
its

trifle

a ready-made

suit

it.

judge you by.

value.

often causes a

clothes cost a

to

more

not get the best and get

man

to

be misjudged.

at first but they retain their

it

shape and

last

twice as long as

here?

PYLE & EMNES
Leading College Tailors

1115

Walnut

Street

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
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B. Wallace
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Phone Bryn Mawr 178

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charles

Mawr

22 and 24 Bryn

MEN,.

W.

Come

Delicious

Glocker, Jr.

—

•

.

what you would want
we have it.

for your

new winter

suit,

and, after

much prep-

Assuredly.

and look them over w^hether or not you buy
note the splendid assortment of colorings and fabrics.
in

The top

Home-made Cream Fudge and Caramels

you'll like them.
Agents for Whitman and Page & Shaw Chocolates

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

We've been thinking about
aration and planning, we believe
Style?
Yes, plenty of it.
Quality?

MAWR CONFECTIONERY

price

is

(you'll

want

to

$49.50, with a truly splendid assortment from $25 up.

when you

see them)

Many have two

and

trousers.

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
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Frank

W.

Prickitt, Ph.
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ROSEMONT,

Cream

Prescriptions

W. BREYER,
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Supplies

a Specialty

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY

and Sick

PA.

Pres.

Telephone Bryn

Mawr

Established 1885

193.

Philadelphia, Pa.

MacDonald

& Campbell

Schoenfeld and McAninley
Cigars^ Cigarettes^

Pipes

Tobacco and Specialties
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LEADING SPECIALISTS

in
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Suits
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Sports Clotlios
Motoring Apparel
Hats

Ovortioats
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1334-1336
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SHERWOOD

3028

PHILADELPHIA

The Home

Life Insurance

Company

INCORPORATED

of

America
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SIXTY MILLION DOLLARS INSURANCE IN FORCE
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Heart of the Insurance District

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance —Liberal Policies
P.
AVAT.SH, President
CUNNINGHAM, Vice President
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
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GAI.T.AGHER, Treasurer
PHILADELPHIA

all

kinds of
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S.

J.
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"MADE FOR
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YOU''
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The
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CO.
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REVELATION
^^^ HEN
^^\
|i

Livingston

-_—

finished

rei)ort

the

of

he v^^as detailed on this other storv.
There was rather a queer look in his eyes

cians,

ggg^

He

Avhen he received this statement.

What

liis

given to the Congress of Physi-

breakfast

felt for his pipe.

a twist of fate that he should have to go to

Benjamin

Gill's

social leader

to

report the passing of the noted

— a woman who had been an international

personage, the wife of the great copper magnate and

Another coincidence, his cousin, Stella
Woodrow, was her social secretary. What would she
say, he wondered, if she knew that he was once well
acquainted with the celebrated Mrs. Gill? He had
known the lady years ago when he was a mere lad
struggling to get through college. He was working
turfman.

as a waiter at a

summer

resort

when

the beautiful

Helen Sanderson suddenly descended and took the
place by storm. Mr. Benjamin Gill descended almost
as suddenly in pursuit of her.
That was fifteen years
ago and he had not spoken to her since, though he
had seen her innumerable times from a distance at
;

the races, at the opera, resplendent in jewels, in fact,
at all the public functions he

report.

had been detailed

to

,

What a world it was! And what a small one!
Here he was happy enough with no particular belief
or disbelief in humanity and no particular worry.
He was satisfied with his work and with the remunerations it brought
equally satisfied when he had
leisure to rest in his bachelor's quarters on Tremont
street, where he had his books, a few good pictures and
a plentiful supply of tobacco. But to think Helen
Sanderson was dead!
Why it seemed impossible'
Fifteen years ago she had been a budding debutante,
a beautiful, vivacious and gay girl, the darling of the

—

—

social

world.

she had

grown

And what

a

M'onderf ill looking

woman

handsomest matron in town.
Fifteen years ago she had been five years his senior
in age, a hundred years in experience.
He wondered
if she had ever thought of him since that summer.
But of course not. She had been immeasurably removed from him in all ways a great beauty, a woman
courted by two continents. And yet he stopped at
a corner and lit his pipe. Was there anything like
tobacco for inducing reminiscences? Blessings on Sir
Walter for the inestimable boon which lie had conferred upon mankind. Yet fifteen years ago he had
to be, the

;

—

thrown away ambition and

all

hopes of attaining a

name.

By

busy avenue and had
Slowly greening trees
street.
shadows on the pavement where

he had
turned into a long cool
casting

this time

fantastic

left the

sparrows chirped and darted. ''In the spring a young
man's fancy." Away up there in its exclusive square,
facing the tinkling fountain, was the big brown ston,^
mansion- the home of Benjamin Gill. How he hated
the sight of the man with his insolent face, overbearing
manner. The usual stories about his private life were
told as they were of all rich men. And now ho
was a widower. He would probably take it very

—

and in time find some one else to preside over
mansion; 'v:^.:^':v;\\/.;-':\::^^-^^/':-''^.:^"'>:,;'v'->^^

coolly
his

Thinking of

Livingston smiled, for he well
infatuated he had been with Helen

tiiis,

remembered how

How

it all came back to
but a few
happened
him. It seemed as if it had
anxiously
mother
months ago. He could still see her
afraid
that
eyeing the handsome girl, so desperately
Poor
lady,
her daughter would marry beneath her.
she spent all her days in a fever of dread and anxiety.
He well remembered the first time that Helen met Gill.
It happened one sultry August afternoon by the little

fifteen years ago.

plainly

stream in the wood above the hotel. His step quickened and his heart beat faster as memories of that
dear dead time flooded his mind. Yes, she had been
with him when Gill and Mrs. Sanderson came upon
them that fateful afternoon so long ago. Poor Mrs.

Why it seemed impossible
Sanderson was dead
It was no wonder, for the poor lady was led a dance
by Helen. There had been half a dozen college boys
employed as waiters at the hotel that summer, and
Helen had smiled upon them all. They used to say
that she noticed them in order to annoy her mother,
1

!

who had attempted

to

impose an uuM^elcome suitor

upon her daughter.
Livingston never

knew how

true this story was;

he had never tried to get at the truth of
did

know

it.

But he

that Helen flirted with one of the boys and

What

had paid to
gurgled
over the
stream
the wood where the little
while
ambitions,
rocks.
There he had told her of his
she predicted for him a glorious future. And how he
used to study liis nights away that her predictions
might be fulfilled. When the music came floating

that

was

himself.

stolen visits he

THE
up

box of a room he would

to his little

down

she was

tell
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mother's wishes. Then the daj' when she had taken
a snapshot of him in his boatino- flannels.
Those
flannels had cost him a whole month's wages. "T

want you
for

me

come

as

up.

And

'^/\;::':- V. ,.:.':-:;:,,.,:;--:

.

He was
situated.

you are now," she

keep always."

to

in the square in
It

was

"something

told him,

then her mother had

,

which the

Gill

mansion was

a quiet, cool place, little frequented

day save by the white capped
On a sudden he felt tired.
The place was cooling and inviting so he decided to
rest for a few minutes before approaching the house.
He selected an unoccupied bench and sat down. The
fountain splashed merrily in the basin and sent a little
spray over him, a soft breeze restfully fanned his
at this time

:'::'''
''- -::/
''-'\:\.'-a.^:

^:'-':fyy::y'^..:'r:^^

—

He had been nineteen poor, ambitious; she
twenty-four beautiful and a coquette. How she had
lead him on until he had forgotten the difference be-

—

tween them and

.

No, he would not acknowledge

that he had loved her.

He had

only been carried
She was so much
older than he, a sophisticated worlding, and he n
country lad who knew nothing at all about life and
to whom a college degree meant a sure road to a
successful future.
She had been friendly to him and
had confessed that she cared little for the life that her
mother had planned for her. Her idea of life was that
a woman should help a man make the world a better
place for other people to live in, encouraging and
sustaining him by her affection and sympathy.
Aiul
then she had looked at him. He felt that his moment
had come and the story of his love had come rushing
And then her sweet
and tumbling from his lips.
surrender. "Let me have your picture just as you
are at this moment," she had cried irapulsivelj-, and
she had snapped the shutter of her camera just as
her mother came up.

away by

the glamour of

it

all.

That night the college boy vowed

to himself that

he would carve his name big and that she should
come to him thrilled by the heights which he had
attained. And then a fcAV days later her engagement
to Gill was announced.
Livingston thought bitterly
of that first night of rage and anguish. The next
morning he met her by appointment at their old
All his anger left

trysting place.
to

meet

him and he ran

her.

"David," she

"You

ing,

led

said

"Yes," she

said slowly, and

"You made me

Avhispered.

even tone.

hung her head.

believe that

he asked, looking at her steadily.

"Yes," she

in a cold,

you eared for me?"

went on

his

anger mount-

at him bravely, "David, you have a
me," she said, "and you have made
it easier for me to say good-bye than I had thought.
Think of me as a false woman and forget me.
That
was all, for she had walked away without another
word. In three months she had married Benjamin
Gill and had sailed for Europe.
By that time Livingston was Avorking on the Herald.
:

She looked up

Oh, Lord!
to his feet.

What foolishness was this. He rose
The children were playing around him,

merry voices ringing through the soft spring air.
He must brace up for his task—there was no escaping it. It certainly was one of the
ironies of existence that the editor had ordered him
to obtain a few particulars of the career and sudden
death of Mrs. Benjamin Gill. If there was ever a
fool he was one and he Avas a fool still to look back
their

Business, business.

on the past

Avith regret.

He must
The shadoAvs Avere gradually falling.
have his copy in before seven o'clock. And he Avould
try to see Stella.
She must be at the Gill house. He
put his pipe in his pocket and went resolutely on to
He ran lightly up the long flight of
the mansion.
pressed
steps.
He
the button Avhich brought the smug,
solemn butler to the door. No, he could see no member of the family. Livingston mentioned the name
of the [)aper which he represented.
"I can give you
the particulars," the butler said.

Mr.

not taken their advice.

on a business trip
Avas ver}^
is

"iNlrs. Gill

died very

The physicians Avarned her but she had

suddenly.

in the

AA'est,

Gill is not

Mrs.

home, as he

is

you knoAV,
Her portrait

Gill, as

much admired by everyone.

to be exhibited in the Paris salon.

We

expect

tele-

grams from many prominent people,"
"p]xcuse me," a low voice said. A young woman
stood beside the butler, her eyes red from much AveepIt was Stella.
"Gaynor," she said, "I Avill attend to this gentleman. Will 3'ou please come in?"
The butler stepped aside and Livingston folloAved
her across the hall to a little room facing the vestibule.
"Servants," she said, "frequently become irrelevant. Mrs. Gill Avas a Avoman of the utmost refine-

ing.

ment.

She

AA'ould not

have liked the public to knoAV

about her private life. And Mr. Gill being aAvay I
am left in charge." Her voice trembled and broke.

She recovered herself almost immediately. "Others,"
"may have knoAvn her only as a fashionable Avoman of the Avorld, but I kncAV another side
She had no children and perhaps
of her character.
helped
to
make
her less demonstrative. I Avas
that
alone in the Avorld and she was very kind to me."
Her voice broke again and she Avas silent for a fcAv
moments. "I am grieving," she said, "for this lady
she Avent on,

and stopped.

me on?" he asked

the time," he

all

"you were playing with me."

right to despise

of the

nurses and their charges.

iieated t&eei

"And

himself

there dancing only in obedience to her
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who was

kind to me. I will give you more
details than I gave the other reporters, but I must
More mention
trust you to print only generalities.
her as having been a good and generous woman, not
Tell me, did you ever see Mr.
as a fashionable lady.
Gill when he was much younger?'':
"I have seen him frequently during the last fifteen
so very

"No," he muttered, "I hardly think

!

is."

it

She took the picture from his trembling
open grate where a

walked

to the

threw

into the flames.

it

"I hope

I

"but perhaps

fire

hand-

burned and

have done nothing wrong," she
it

said,

was some one she cared for when she

years," Livingston replied, evasively.

was young; some one her husband knew nothing

"Then," she cried, "you must have seen him when
he was quite young. I was the one who found her
dead, you know. I used to go to her room in the
morning to receive orders for the day. This morning

wish you could have seen the smile on her face as

found her lying there quietly as though asleep. She
had a pleasant smile upon her face as though she
were dreaming. She was dead. There was something
Mr. Gill may have altered considerably,
in her hand.
but I cannot think this is he. Perhaps you can tell
ine who it is."
She held up a small faded photograph,
"It was in her hand," she repeated. "Is it Mr.
I

Livingston

looked

at

Ilis

breath came in gasps

lie

became aware of the

he

and started.
head swimming,
eyes fixed on him in-

picture

tlie
;

felt his

girl's

tently. ;:,;;;- -./
it

Mr. Gill?" she repeated. ;^^^^^^^^^^^^;::

Livingston's eyes were fastened upon the picture.

She had to put her question a third time.
Gill?"

I

in

"Is

it

Mr.

know

I

that you will be delicate in

your paper."

Livingston got out into the air. He went through
the square now deserted by the children, dowai the
long cool street where the evening shadows began

gather about the young leaves of the trees, into
the busy streets and on to the office.
to

"You

are late," said the editor,

to the Gills

?

'

:':' ^
'

"They wish,"

Gill?"

"Is

she lay there.

what you print

of.

"have you been
'

'-^r'-^^^^^^

said Livingston, "that the

of the death be mentioned.''

mere fact

^^v^

There was
cars, but
he saw only a little wood where a stream gurgled
over the rocks. The picture the dead Mrs. Gill had
held in her hand was that of a youth in boating flannels standing beside a little brook.

Then he was in
noise and jostling,

the street once more.
electric lights,

wagons,

—Charles F.

Gilroy,

'21.
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KEEPSAKE

Oi
OT

long' ago
was privileged in being shown
some of the most touching keepsakes of one of
our war mothers. Her only son had fallen
1

—

"somewhere in France" a swift bullet
piercing the brain from which exquisite dream children of beauty, and power, and grace had grown.
In his death, the world mourned the passing of a
great genius; humankind had lost a friend, but she
had given her son, and the memories that she most
lived in were the memories of him as her boy and
not as a hero. Amongst all the things that she showed
me faded scraps of paper croAvded with boyish
scraw^ls; crayon-colored valentines that he had made
for her himself masterpieces of his writing, snapshots
of him in all moods and every manner, his letters
from France, each one bristling with young life and
youthful daring amongst all of these, the one she
prized the most was a box of brightly colored flowers
that were blooming just outside the door of her little
',::
-".•'
„:^
'::;:",;-,:::
;:-'.'
home.
" These are poppies from his grave in France, she
said, touching them as she might have smoothed his
hair.
"They are dearer tlian all the rest, for they seem
to bring me some breath that is his; they are living
things and they have taken their life from the very
soil that he watered with his blood."
I often think of this broken-hearted mother, wor-

—

;

—

^';'--

.-

.,..,,:,

-^ -r;;-

,

'

'

shiping at the shrine of those wistful flowers

—her

"keepsake," dearer than all the others because it
mirrored for her the living image of her son. A
picture from the hand of a great, unknown Artist was
truly hers in this modest box of transplanted France.
One can easily imagine with what modest pride the
story of these poppies from "No-Man's Land" will be
told and re-told until it will embrace not only those
of her own family, but those who shall have grown to
love the story for the ideal it represents and for its

And

deep, intrinsic worth.

this, after all, is

worth of every real tradition
for those to

whom

it

means

—a

so

the true

never-ending appeal

much

a never-ending

;

joy in bringing others to see in some dim outline the
glory and grace and charm of days that are dead.

growing dearer with every passing year, never failing
to portray the exquisite beauty of the Mother of God,
the loving image of her whom we are privileged to
call "Our Mother of Good Counsel."
In the Alban Hills, not far from the City of Rome,

town of Genazzano, where this image is
Twice yearly, all the faithful from the
surrounding towns and cities come over the mountains
on foot in solemn procession to honor Christ's Mother
for having deigned to come so miraculously into their
midst over four hundred years ago. The story of the
picture dates back to the year 1467. At that time, it
was customary in Genazzano to solemnize the Feast
of Saint Mark, by way of offering reparation for
the rites that in pagan times rendered the prelies

the

How

aptly do these thoughts

fit

our own "Augushistory

its

many

a

dear picture, but none with such potency of appeal,
such sweetness of meaning, such tenderness of beauty
as the one picture that has been so aptly named "the
sweetest picture artist ever drew."
gazes upon

it

be

the

humble peasant,

scholar, a talented artist

—foe

a

profound

or friend, there

something about
Keepsake" that makes one feel
indescribable

Whether he who

this
it

is

is

an

"Augustinian
a living thing,

town unhallowed.

of the

cincts

year on that day

—April

Accordingly, every

twenty-fifth

—the

town

little

was thronged with the pious pilgrims who came to
perpetuate the teachings of Christian purity and to
offer honor and glory to God.
Following the religious
ceremonies of the morning, the day was given over to
wholesome amusement for the young, and to a discussion of the times by the old, for it was on this
day that kin met kin and parted until another feastday would bring them together again. Many were
the comments and remarks passed that memorable day
upon the work which was being so bravely and yet s<j
seemingly f utilely done by the Augustinian Friars in rebuilding the

church that had been given into their

little

custody when

it

was almost in

ruins.

A

woman named

of their Order, a holy

loyal Tertiary

Petruccia, was

kneeling near the foundation wall, where she had
her

home

made

since disposing of all her earthly possessions in

order to provide what funds she could to help with this
work, but the cost of building had eaten into her
little store, and while the others feasted and made
merry, there she knelt in fervent prayer imploring
God to send some earthly aid to assist the Friars in
the completion of the vast undertaking.

Toward dusk (near four o'clock is the recorded
hour) the pilgrims, gathered in the market place prior
to their departure, were startled by a rustling, rushing
sound

tinian family" that treasures in

little

venerated.

;

sweet strains of music accompanied

and

it,

looking toward the sky they beheld what seemed a
soft cloud moving slowly but steadily in the direction
of the church.

All followed

—barely

descended and rested

it

as

one eye until

it

touching the unfinished

wall where Petruccia was kneeling.
Little

the

is

cloud

quisitely

known

of the picture that remained

disappeared
colored.

It

—a

is

delicate

said to

fresco

it

when

is,

ex-

have come from a

church in Scutari of Albania that had fallen into disThe name of the artist has never been learned
use.
but those

who know

the picture pronounce

it

a

work
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of truest art.

It is

intended to portray the Mother and

His service.

Child just after Simeon had prophesied that a sword of

sorrow should pierce INFary's heart and the look

mutual understanding and love in the eyes of the

and her Son Mould well substantiate

was—like

—mourned

by those

the passing of the great genius

o!

jNIother

this theory.

The passing of the magazine

AA'ho

appreciated and enjoyed

AA'^as

ours Avho sponsored

it,

but the deeper loss

for in the silence that

it,

followed Ave realized more truly than ever before

The

hearts of the pilgrims to Genazzano on the day of its

how

greatly w^as needed this "silver-voiced orator" AAdiose

appearance Avere so touched by gratitude to God that

greatest oration Avas the praise of the

they gave generously of their Avorldly goods in order

But

memory

in the

of

Mother of God.

like the Avar-mother, avc

it,

had

that the church might be completed around this great

one "keepsake" that Avas not a faded, dim outline,

but that church has since jdelded to the

but a priceless legacy; a living inspiration urging us

ravages of time, and two other and more magnificent,

on the newer and greater work in the new and equally-

treasure,

have risen

edifices

in

its

stead,

yet this miraculous

image remains intact and undimmed
of Faith

and devotion

— an object lesson

Mother of Good Counsel, devoted

over the world,

Mary's children who have venerated her under
have received

title

in

to

Our

spreading the

and

Augustinian Order
this

take our places and to

—backed

as

GOOD COUNSEL

Augustinian,

and lasting
all

to

perpetuate in our stead the glorious traditions of the

return an abundance of her

counsel and her loving guidance in

sAveet

and young men

of boys

Copies of the Miraculous Image of Our Lady of
all

the patronage of

knoAvledge of her Miraculous Image, to the training

to the Catholic world.

Good Counsel have gone

Under

Avelcomed publication.

future, for

it

is

by every true

is

destined to a great

it

has been builded upon time-

its

toAvers are at the feet of the

their
tried foundations

undertakings.

and

Virgin-Queen.

when

Recently,

aftcnnath

the

of

ti

world

war
It

:

rent the material and moral fabric of our social
a great national
of Catholic

the

and

National Council
tinian heart

forth to meet and to
or

to

restore

all

things

to

movement was placed under
Our Lady of Good Counsel. In

of

has been, for unnumbered years, seeking out the needy
children of Christ's family and caring for and protecting them under the patronage of His Mother, Our

Good Counsel.
that

—not only to

And

from this ever-ready
and direction have
these noble workers in meeting and

munificent

been given to
mastering the

it is

counsel

seemingly insurmountable obstacles
Avith Avhich every great task is confronted.
They
have learned to love our "keepsake" and to find in
the SAveet-faced

Mother a true star that illumines the

darkest paths.

Nun, but

that beat in

those hearts that beat under

Monk

likcAvise

to

countless other

the

hearts

sympathy with the work that the Order

has done doAvn through the past centuries and plans
to

do through centuries yet to come,

fcAV brief Avords the
folloAv

Avisdom of the ages

And

taking renewed vigor in the memory of
admonition, we have begun anew to "build
our house" and to gather about us the children of all
times Avho shall have joy and happiness in seeing, as
so,

this holy

greatest appeal in the fact that

of strength

taking—the Avork

of our OAvn

it is

our

own under-

Augustinian Order, the

product of our Augustinian talent. Many years ago,
the publication of a magazine in honor of Our Lady
of Good Counsel found ready Avelcome in homes and
hearts that loved God {iiul His Mother and Avho wn-o
eager to help those Avho had consecrated their lives t<»

—"Children,

her counsels."

priceless

—

God's good

In speaking of this devotion Avhich the Augustinians
have ever fostered, one of the greatest Popes that the
church has ever know^i, Leo XIII, summed up in a

by side with the Avork of these two organizations stands a third
one which should have its
side

Avith

help and Mary's good counsel.

through our eyes, the

And

Augus-

Christ.

Europe, a like organization of international strength

of

happiness that

to every

choice, the

patronage

Lady

to conjure the Avealth of

evils so prevalent of the time, seeking

reconstruct

source

hard

news of the magazine has brought

the severe line of black that forms the Habit of

Hy unanimous
the

— the

Women —launched

overcome the
to

organization

is

life,

it

of

sAveet,

appealing beauty of the

"Keepsake of Genazzano" and of her whom
represents.
Behind this magazine is our every mite

— a tiny mite

it

one or tAvo men, but

girding,

as

Avith

the

Avould be Avere
it

is

Cincture

a

great

of

the

it

the Avork

human
Order,

ball,

every

Augustinian Avithin its ranks, and gathering momentum
Avith every passing moment.
It is a bit of Genazzano
transplanted here, groAving Avith the living groAvth of

Mary's counsel and

love.

R. J. Sniythfield.

r
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The Hut Dwellers
Atop a stone-strewn windy

knoll,

Their lips are curled with love or hate.

In a semi-cirele of sward,
Where grey rains lash and wild storms roll,
And the thorn-fanged brakes keep guard;

Where

The low hut

They embed

And

built of

oaken wood

wattles and earth packed tight,

Their eyes are changing lakes.
fierce

emotions

arise, abate,

Swift as the darting snakes.

And

their

dreams

leave them for

in

deathless stones

all to seej

Squats and shelters the primal brood
Of the roving lords of night.

(While we, who are busy with wars and thrones,
Abort ours furtively!)

Before time was they builded it
With cunning and crafty hands,

They cut their thoughts in pulpy Avood,
They exhaled pure song from their lungs,

And there forever
On the desolate

they brood and

sit

uplands.

see the stars in ecstatic play
Flicker and flee through the void.

the sun and

moon whether sad

or gay,

Leaves them unannoyed.

They mate with a

lust like the lust of Spring,

Careless of good or

And

who

are

much concerned with

the good,

Kill both with our clacking tongues!)

They

And

(But we,

ill,

their brats are suckeled on any thing
Brought forth by their native hill.

And

thus they live and thus they die,

With

twilight in their minds.

While the years as a harassed crone go by
Sighing on scornful winds.

And when

the earth is hurled from its rut
To a death that was long foreseen,
The last hut dweller will sit in his hut
Pondering on what has been.

—Liam

Mor.
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WHO'S WHO"

oAt Villanova

McGEEHAN

CHARLES A.
E. E. 12
name McGeehan is one to conjure with at Villanova. Wo ratlici- feel that in
penning a word of appreciation we are doing a thing that is siipcrliiious, for the man
and his real worth are known to every student who has entered this institution.
However, our purpose is not to heap flattery on the unwilling head of INTr. McGeehan
but to speak the word of praise that is his by every right and title.
Mr. jMcGeehan's life has been closely bound up with Villanova, indeed we would not be
far from the truth were we to say that that life has been spent for Villanova.
Every year

T

HE

—

since his graduation has been spent in Villanova

McGeehan was

's

service.

Immediately following his gradu-

and was soon Professor of Electrical
Engineering. A more thorough and conscientious teacher never faced a class. ]5ut the man's
activity is not confined to the class-room alone
As athletic director he has labored nobly and
well.
Villanova 's athletic success has been due in no small measure to his skill and foresight
in shaping her policies.
And mark this well: when the Blue and White trailed in the dust
Cdiarlie" jMcGeehan labored, as few others labored, to raise our athletic prestige. That alone
should make him the "Favorite Son" for it is easy enough to spend one's self in a cause
when the colors are flying.
]Mr. McGeehan is likewise Secretary of the Alumni Association and its members can
fully attest to his worth in that capacity. He is likewise a charter meml)er of the Phi Kappa
l^i, one of the promoters of the Villanova Council of the Knights of Columbus and three times
Grand Knight of that organization. In fact we can say that Mr. McGeehan has been most active in supporting every movement that has for its object the good of Villanova.
His influ(mce for good is immeasurable. The Sterling qualities of his charac^ter railiate
from him and impress every one wdtli whom he comes in contact.' His manliness, his sincere
straight-forwardness, his absolute unselfishness have been a power for good in the lives of Villanova men. Villanova may well wish for more sons as faithful, as staunch, and as true as he.

ation

]\Ir.

called to the faculty as instructor

''•»<>4i»u4i»<>^»<>«i»««i»ii'^»ii'^»u^»i)«i»i>^»n«B'(i^»ii«»i>'«B»ii'^»<>.^»n^»n«^<i«»<>^»i>«»««i»ii'^vU'ai»^B.a.^»<>.^»ii.^»ii«»U'ai»i>'aa»(>'^»(>4i^i>«»(i'^»<i«H»ii'a^ii'a»iM jW^
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Editorials
PATRONIZE THE ADVERTISER
|N perusing

tliese

pages

the student to give a

who makes

this

it

little

might be well for
thought to the one

publication

any other organization, the

possible.

sale
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body that gives this support. If we were forced to depend entirely upon thi.s source of revenue, we would
soon go out of business. The money taken in from tlie

to

Of what account would be the clever

Like

could not exist without some financial aid or support,
and contrary to popular opinion it is not the student

would not begin

of magazines

defray even a

fraction of the total cost of publication.
joke, the witty

story, the interesting description of the team's prowess in the field of athletics, if it

could not be printed.

All the literary talent in the school
if

it

would

avail nothing

could find no visible means of expression.

Like

would be born to blush unseen and
eventually die from lack of proper care and attention.
the desert flower,

it

'
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And

such would be the ease

if

the advertiser did not

assist the College in its activities.

from an impersonal and selfish
by patronIn dealing with them not only
izing our advertisers.
does the student entail no hardship but he even insures
himself against possible loss, for in buying from them
he is doing business with reliable and reputable firms.
There are no fly-by-nighters to be found in our adver-

Even looking

bear the brunt of the expense.

seems only fitting and proper^ then, that since
the student body is not compelled to support one of its
organizations, it should be willing to at least patronize

view there

It

those

who

At this juncture it is only
we do not wish to imply that

do.

to state that

fair for us

the student

body does not do this very thing. On the contrary they
have been very loyal in his respect. We merely wish to
call attention to the advantage of helping and boosting
those

who

11

advertise in our columns.

at

it

a certain advantage to be gained

is

All are old concerns with a reputation
to uphold and maintain, and when you deal

tising section.

and a name

Every time you

with them you

patronize one of them you are indirectly helping Villanova and her institutions because when these men see
that the students of Villanova are giving them all the
possible trade, they in return will be more ready to

know you

are getting the highest quality

at a reasonable price.

"The

advertiser

your friend, patronize him and

is

'

boost him.

C. P. G., '25.

THE OLD STORY
Much
to the

has been said by the

support given by the student body.

cannot be said along these
is

a product of students

there

is

with the paper. If

better? Those
their best,

by

is

lines.

When

too

much

it is

who

and

if

same

the paper, where, then, are the

who should

rise

up

to

make

it

are running the Magazine are doing

that best falls short of the standard

journalists.

that

a paper which

it is

Let those wdio knoAv

the fault

how

the

we

it,

.

and

this/is-

let all feel

done.

Some
ing ship.

and

it

entirely different matter

The

So long

Well, the truth does hurt.
it

was

was what was needed.

Avhat they,

VILLANOVAN if they think they are capWe do not propose to follow slavishly

the joy of success which will come

if

';',';..::;•'
•

passed stinging remarks

papers are run, give us the value of their criticism in a

ard of the

has a contribution, write

of these "side-line" editors felt hurt

foot.

Let them dig in and raise the stand-

man who

by the

fact that the Villanovan alluded to rats deserting a sink-

Pennsylvania Punch-bowl, the Pitt Panther, and other
constructive way.

have men interested in everything Villa-

still

Let every

novan.

not supported by them, then

these "sideline" journalists, then

of these

But

Let these Iconoclasts be shown

nova has been thinned?

in regard

something wrong either with the students or

public spirited students

set

VILLANOVAN

when

VILLANOVAN,

all right,

Maybe
the shoe

whatever

it

—

so,
is

it

as they

was clever

but

it is

an

on the other

may

be, is just

through destructive criticism, have made

it.

The above remarks do not refer to the great majority
of our students. True they may not have subscribed as

may

able of doing so.

they should, but that

by other College Magazines. But if these
men think they have features worth copying, we are
willing to give them a trial. But if their talk is simply
idle talk from idle mouths, let them spread it elsewhere

which we shall not set down here. The
student body has done in most .cases their best, and
that is all we expect. But to those who openly and defiantly admit they have done nothing, and would do
nothing for our advancement, this article pertains.
From now on let each student feel that he is a student of this College, and a part owner of this paper.
Other things are expanding at Villanova, why should
not the College Magazine? Make the VILLANOVAN
the organ of the College, the Campus and the Class-

the lead set

or be silent.

The egotist who can tell how to run a paper, or who
knows how it is run in other colleges, should by this
time have interest enough in his own college paper to
offer his suggestions in a constructive way, or at least
to show the same interest in it that he does in other
papers.
Some of these loud-mouthed Horace Greeleys
not only fail to contribute to the paper, but come forth
with the statement that they would not subscribe because the paper is not up to the criterion of a college
monthly. They know, to hear them tell it, that issues
are not what they should be. And they also admit that
they could run them better, yet they do nothing.
Has the time come when the fighting blood of Villa-

be due, in a large measure,

to other causes

—

Let those who can write
who have business ability give

room.

contribute.

Let those

their services to this

you have neither you can, ajb least, take up
and read the sentiments of your class-mates. And let
those who are accused of deserting a sinking ship at
paper.

If

least be silent.

referred to as a

When

this is done, the

"dead paper"

VILLANOVAN

will begin to live.
J. P. K., '26.
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THE OBSERVER ASKS—
Why

do some Villanova men

on dressing as

insist

army

they belonged to the great

tliougli

of the un-

employed?
Neatness does not require an outlay of
money and a well-groomed appearance is a wonderful
tonic and adds to your self-respect.
Try it some time.
The Avolf-pack is still with us, that is to say the
approach to the dining hall is still fraught with danger.
Now we know what Darwin meant when he spoke of
the surAdval of the

fittest

—or

w^as

it

the survival of the

The most discriminating football coach in the
country could pick out any number of low-charging,
fattest

1

hard-hitting grid men.

Yeah,

buckoes out for the team!

^^^

—but

try to get those

^^^^/^:^<^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^::^^^^;:^
:

: v

:

v;

Our little college world is still agog over the news
that Harry Stuhldreher has been signed to coach Villanova's 1925 football team. Even the "die-hards" and

Or why

mix?

Staters

New

phians and

the coldness between Philadel-

Why

Yorkers?

do boarders and day

students look at each other askance?
all this

In a word,

clannislmess and class consciousness?

If a

why
man

cannot get away from the petty provincialisms of his
home town then he loses one of the best things education
should give him. Ability to mix well will carry you
far in your chosen profession. Get away from the home
town crowd once in a while it will do you good.
Why do some of the students insist upon wearing
their prep school letters and sweaters on the campus and
around Bryn Miawr. We are not interested in what you
did in high school. We are interested in what you can

—

do

NOW.

you wish to flaunt a letter go out for one
and flaunt a real letter, the

If

of the varsity teams

"Varsity V."

"bitter-enders" are dreaming roseate dreams and fond-

The Passion Players embarked upon a journey up

and eacli other that the problem
is solved.
We wonder how many of these lads will
offer their services to Villanova next fall and help make
Mr. Stuhldreher 's task an easier one.

the State and while traveling from one city to another,

ly telling themselves

How many

Villanova

men

realize that our

grounds

Our lawns
are considered among the best in this locality. Tramping across them isn 't going to help them and cutting
off a few steps here and there isn't going to benefit you
are a source of pride to the institution

?

a whole lot.

any one

Is there

and originality

in Villanova with sufficient interest

to invent (if that

We

is

the word) a couple

of

new

to

Villanova he will have to vocalize his enthusiasm to

cheers?

the time-honored

fathers did.

are afraid

if

we have

a son to send

rhythm of the Rickety-Axe,

We

just as his

team

are going to have a good

this

How about a
Now that we are

few good cheers?
on the subject of cheering it w'ould
not be amiss to suggest a few serious thoughts on the
matter. Why not reorganize the whole thing and put
it on a systematic basis?
Why not make it worth while
or abolish it?
Some one traced Harvard's failure on
the gridiron to weak-hearted cheering.
The gentleman
year.

Mho invented that alibi
and there is probably

certainly got

off

the beaten path

them were

several of

instrument to this end.
We have a very excellent baseball schedule, also a

team that, in practice, looks great. They have some
good trips. It would be advisable and also a matter of
good taste to follow the team around. If it wasn't
any good we might not be called upon to do it, but it is
and that lets out any excuses. So follow the team if
you possibly can.
•

There

a

is

man

receives little credit for his endeavors.

outstanding

oragnizations.

own

wouldn't inspire a team to death and glory.
is

a clique, or rather,

Why

cannot the

why

are there cliques at

Up-Staters

and

Bay-

He

has worked

conscientiously and earnestly to give to Villanova two

duced

Why

who has done more

activities of students in the

He has endeavored to make Villanova worthy of its name. This
man, because he is modest and unassuming, apparently

man

Villanova?

and

past year than any group or single person.

Certainly souie of the cheering we've heard hereabouts

says.

in the institution

for the spirit factor

to

what he

Many remarks

and also the students have been talking about it. It
might be well for some of the students to reserve their
decisions until the men themselves have been able to
talk.
Too many extemporaneous speeches and an evil
tongue have ruined many men. Let not yours be an

numerous

a lot of truth in

an accident.

in

have been made regarding the nature of the accident

is

his

Under

difficulties

too

mention he has surmounted them and proactivities practically single-handed.

Rev. Fr. Fink.

His

activities

The

are the College

Band and Orchestra. This column congratulates him
on his untiring work and his outstanding success.

•.t

— —

——— — — ——

—

"
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«'V"—P-a.
(With apologies

By

the Pennsylvania INtain Line lookin' Southward as

you

pass,

There's a college there a-standin' where

attended

Oh,

I

to Kipling).

I'm sick of wastin' leather just a pressin' pavin' stones,
An' the college days' remembrance wakes the fever

class.

wish I'd only studied

While a distant voice
to 'V—P-a?"

—hut,

"It's

now

too late,"

"Come you hack

my

An'

—

the college

me

Ship

is

all

things I did

"V"—P-a.

back to the college campus, where the worst
is like

the best.

Give me just another
stay,

^^^^^

^^:^.^^^^^^^;

-

:

the
like

trial

—an'

to

me

jus' leave

,

thunder, so I started on

For

I

rest

hear the voice

still callin'

and

it's

there that I

would be

By
The College there

chances was good

held in high

it's

discard

Yes, I had a pippin time instead of pluggin' ev'ry day

news came up
my way!

somethin'

feel

I

—how
as any —but

college education

regard

At

So I flunked an' couldn't

it's

—

hard.

lackin'

An'

re-echoes,

Come you back to "V"—P-a?
Where you threw your chance away

the

bones.

The' I've had some good positions

they say

An'

my

in

once

I

situated on a lovely green.

the
T

Pennsylvania JMain Line

want

—

yes,

it's

there

to be

It is as pretty a place I'll swear, as ever I liave
;)';v

-':''::;

At the dear old
Where you stay

..seen

At engineerin'
But after

'lectrical I started to

pursue,

Soph 'more
mid-years
"Heat" an' "Juice" I blew.

passed

—for

Bloomin' Calc'lus, dizzy stuflf—
So I called it (I was tuff)
awful

lot I

me

When

I

was

knew

of Survey

when

"V"—P-a.

after

'

May,

wildly

cheerin '

while

excitin

*

it 's

I'm

going

back today!

So with pride and joy

bluff
at

And
the "final" called

till

hear tliem

games they play
college every day
my news it came like thunder—but

Where

—

An

And you

"V"—P-a,

"I'm on my way

to

I

say

'V —P-a."
—Alfred

J.

Panepinto,

'27.
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JUNIOR

WEEK

Thursday,

brings together Holy
Cross
and
game that should be a thriller from
The Bay State aggregation has held the

16,

the Varsity in a
I

N

celebrating Junior

Week

the present Junior

Class will be following the custom inaugurated

Final preparations have
been completed and indications point to one
of the finest affairs ever staged by the undergraduates

by

last year's Class,

I

of Villanova.

'r-K^-^y:

•'

':'-y''''.-y':-/-'

Interest in the forthcoming social extravaganza

mittee

is

is

The personnel of the Junior Week com-

at fever heat.

a guarantee of the event's success.

O'Neill.

J.

The above gentlemen

have demonstrated in the past their fitness to carry out
the program they have arranged for their guests. The
program as it has been mapped out would do credit to

any

college

men

and

too

responsible for

much

April 14, The

first

credit cannot be given to the

it.

Activities will get

will be all

championship for three years. The Varsmarting under the defeats received during

the past two years

and now

ready to avenge itself
Immediately after the
game there will be dancing in the "gym." This affair
will be in the nature of a victory dance for the winning
feels

''-''''''

team.

-

-

-.j-

;

..:

'

The climax

Prom

'

'-^'''\y

^^j||i

of the week's activities will be the Junior

The music will be
by Al Meyer's Orchestra. Those who know the
Eitz and Al Meyer need no other incentive to attend.
The closing event of the week will be a track meet in
which our runners will attempt to show a clean pair
of heels to the Textile fliers. Following the meet there
will be a baseball game between Penn A. C. and the
given at the Ritz-Carlton.

fiirnished

Varsity.

event scheduled

We

is

to be

known

During the week the Junior

as

are rather in the dark as

but we have every reason to believe
that its name implies. It will be held

to its significance,
it

is still

at the expense of the Purple.

under way on Tuesday evening,

the "Grotesque Dance."

that

sity

Associated

with Chairmgin Seaver are James P. Kane, Edward V.
Duffy, William Flynn, Bernard M. Quinn, Joseph Mc-

Donald and James

start to finish.
inter-collegiate

Alumni Hall and will be informal.
The next day brings with it the time honored ceremony known as the "Planting of the Ivy." This event
will mark the inauguration of this beautiful and traditional custom at Villanova and it is to be hoped that
it will grow as green and revered as the vine that is

he surveys.

will be

monarch of

all

This will be the one week in the year in

he will give precedence to no one.
tinction each Junior will

As

a

mark

of dis-

wear a cane bearing the en-

engraved insignia "2V6."

in

planted.

Villanova has too few of these fine old tradi-

and the organization that originates even one is
making a distinct contribution to college life.
The third day's activity calls for a frolic with the
Faculty, said frolic to consist of a baseball game between the Profs and the Juniors. Our colleagues are
already soliciting funds to bribe the umpire lest by
some strange freak of fate the Instructors should furnish real opposition. Incidentally, anyone desiring the
position of arbitrator should place no particular value
tions

The climax

of all the foregoing

"Key Ceremony." The Key,

handed over to
amid much pomp and pagentry.

authority, will be

ceremony will be the

the symbol of the Seniors'
their heirs, the Juniors,

President Daniel Mc-

Lauglilin, he of the silver tongue, will

entation speech.
the

name

The Juniors have not

make

the pres-

as yet divulged

of their orator.

The splendid work

of the Class of '26 should not

Senior Class will tender the Juniors a smoker in Alumni

word of commendation.
Villanova
owes a great deal to the men of this class and she
speaks the words of thanks frankly and sincerely.
They have shown themselves from the beginning to be
most earnest and loyal in promoting college activities
of the right kind. The Sub-Seniors are bringing into
our college life many fine old customs which will live
and mellow long after they have graduated. Therefore we say: "Well done, '26," and we trust the succeeding classes will wear their Junior mantle as honor-

Hall.

ably as you.

on his

life.

ineligible.

Applicants with dependants are absolutely

As a

fitting

climax to the day's activity the

pass without a

THE VILI ANOVAN
SUMMER SCHOOL
Villanova has been invited to organize and conSummer School in Los Angeles beginning June

duet a

and continuing for the five weeks following.
The invitation has come from Bishop Cantwell, of
Los Angeles, with a view of providing the teachers in
29, 1925,

15

17th an accident occurred which brought the tour to
an end. Joseph McGuinn, '26, and Kenneth Cook,
'26, the Judas and the Malchus of the play, were
hurt in an automobile accident while driving through
"Ken" Cook
Pittston with another Villanova man.
was hurt quiti' seriously, and the two other occupants

minor

the Catholic schools of his diocese with the same edu-

of the car received

have been offered for the
School conducted at Villanova. Definite action will be taken on the project in
the next few weeks. In the event that the college

disastrous accident, the tour as

cational opportunities that

last

decade in the

Summer

decides to accept the invitation, courses will be offered
in

English,

Latin,

Psychology,

Education,

History,

Philosophy, Mathmatics, Political Science, Sociology,
Science and Music.

PHI KAPPA PI

A number

of spirited weekly meetings culminated

Due preparations
in an initiation held on March 19th.
had been made that the best traditions of the Engineering Fraternity might be impressed upon the candiAfter a considerable period of waiting, the
dates.
enjoyable program (enjoyable at least for the old
members) was carried through with much gusto.
Twenty Freshmen Engineers testified on the following

was

and marveled at
Immediately after the
initiation,
refreshments served under the capable
management of "Zim" partly recompensed the
initiates for the ordeal they had undergone.
The fraternity has a few signs of life and it is
hoped that in a few weeks the energies of every member wall be devoted to making a going concern of an
organization which has shown no end of possibilities
in other years.
The smoker to be held this month will
be an aid to increased activity.
day that

it

all

A.

I.

E. E.

STUDENT CHAPTERS CONVENTION

The Senior and Junior Blectricals were the guests
of the Moore School of Electrical Engineering of the
University of Pennsylvania on March 9th. The occasion was the convention of student chapters of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. The reading of technical papers occupied the morning session
and at noon luncheon was served at the Houston Club.
The students made a tour of the Delaware Station of
the Philadelphia Electric,

Company

in the afternoon.

Dinner at the Engineers' Club was followed by a lecture given by Farley Osgood, president of the American Institute, and entertainment by various student
chapters completed an interesting day.

The

which started out
was brought to a sudden and almost
tragic end.
The play was given in Scranton, Pa., on
March 12th, 13th and 14th. One performance was
given in Wilkes-Barre, and on the night of March
trip of the Passion Players,

so auspiciously,

mapped out

m

The Passion Players will appear
Woodbridge, N. J., on March 29th and 30th at Pittsfield, Mass., on March 31st and April 1st
at Lawrence,
Mass., April 3rd and 4th and at Lowell, Mass., April
carried through.

;

;

;

7th and Sth.' V;.:.^.vv.: V:;v^;,;;J ,,:>//::.>];;.,,::;;
Too much credit cannot be given these men for
carrying on in the face of an almost insurmountable
They have sustained a blow which might
difficulty.
well wreck the morale of any organization, and Villanova feels proud of the Passion Players, and takes this
opportunity of telling them so.

;5th, 6th,

V

CAMPUS CHATTER DAY BY DAY
March

Coach

1.

C.

reported for practice.

South Bend,

March

2.

A. McGeehan's baseball team
Father Griffin departed for

Ind., mission

plished his purpose.

quite wonderful

the efficiency of the process.

In spite of this
will be

injuries.

Hope he accom-

unknown.

^^/^^':^^^:^^^^^^;

^

>i

-

:

Slim attendance at opening performance

of Passion Play, due to weather conditions.
for remaining days

Ryan moved up

by meeting

March

Outlook

bright.

Wliile attending the opera last evening,

j\rarch 3.

Bill

is

three notches on the social ladder,

Sally, Irene

and Mary.

Louis and "Slitz" attended the Passion

4.

A diamond ring was reported missing
show of March 4. Detectives O'Leary, Maloney and Higgins were put on the case. They are
hot on the trail of the ring. The triplets ''SHEIKS"
from Troy, were out in full regalia to welcome the
visiting college girls.
They reported poor business.
March 5. Bob Murray created a new fashion for
the Blue and White boys.
He trotted out a
"SLICKER" and a "DERBY" in a snow storm, which
later turned to sleet.
"Yank" saw the Follies last
night.
Ask him about it, boys.
March 6. Carnival starts rehearsing for his impersonation of the great Negro baritone, Julius BledPlay

last night.

after the

soe.

We

hope that

his success in this enterprise is as

performances in affaires
for town last night
on a very precarious mission. If it wasn't precarious
when he started it was before he got through because
poor Pete became lost with
'Tool's Sheba, whom he
intended to bring to the play.
Pete has attended
school here for two years, but either the fair one got

Avonderful

as

the best of

At

past

Pete Doyle started

d 'amour.

tion.

his

liiiii

or he becani(> dou))tfiil of his destina-

ajiy rate,

O 'Toole was

having a great time

looking over the footlights for him.
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Villanova Passion Play comes to a close

7.

after showing six consecutive nights

Rev. John Burns, 0. S. A.,

nees.

Prof.

John Clark, the director

and four matithe author, and

of the play, reported

that they are very well pleased with the success of the

They wish to thank all those who helped make
the show a success, r^-^ •:.- v^;^^;. ;-:.- v^^v-v.;
play.

March

Charles King Burt, a former student and

8.

is now emNew York City.
Coach Meredith requests all track men
outdoor work. Upwards of forty men

football player, paid us a visit.

ployed by the D. T.

March

9.

to report for

Owen

Charlie

Co., Inc.,

responded, which indicates that the boys intend to
take track work seriously.

March 10. The Classical basketball team forfeited
game to Father Fink's Pre-Medics.
March 11. Best news of the year it was announced today that Harry Stuhldreher, Notre Dame
quarterback and Walter Camp's choice as AU-American field general, had been signed to coach the Blue
and White football team. His contract calls for threr^
their

—

years.

Coach Charles McGeehan had his ball
up for the spring drive, which
to all indications will be the most formidable in two
decades.
Out of their dugouts, or, rather off the
banks which surround the field, rush the pupils of
McGeehan to begin their preliminary assaults on the

March

12.

tossers out limbering

breastworks of future opponents.

Mrach

^^

The thirteenth and on Friday, too.
Everything was quiet around the college.
All the
boys must be superstitious. A number of the boys
from the coal regions left for home, where they will
spend the week-end. The contingent was headed by
Charlie Dever and Wee Willie Connor.
March 14. Art Bohne, alias Jack Keefe, was seen
warming up on the diamond. In the evening Keefe
remained in his cell to make up lost sleep.
March 15. Tom McLaughlin, Clet Sever and
13.

Frankie Castle were seen promenading the Villa IMaria
campus. They carried one cane.
Harold "Will"
Rogers broke out with a plug hat. Harold and Jack
Murphy were seen bumming a ride on the pike late

Sunday P. M.
March 17.

We

celebrated

St.

Patrick's

Day

in

rain.
In the afternoon Perce Bachman, Criss
Cross and Bull Gaffney paid children's prices at the

the

Bryn Mawr movies.
March 18. Word reached the campus this morning
that Ken Cook, Joe McGuinn and Johnny Conlon were
injured in au auto crash near Wilkes-Barre. Owing
to the accident, the Passion Play was cancelled.
The
players returned to school this evening.

men

are confined in Pittston Hospital.

The injured
The band held

The musicians are awaiting the opening of the baseball season, at which they

a rehearsal

this afternoon.

make
March

will

Town"

their spring debut.

"Scoop" Egan

19.

has announced

his

We

that

Bryn Mawr.

know

alias

"The Man About

candidacy for Mayor of

"Scoop"

will be success-

has the support of the College
Ronnenberg is his campaign manager.

ful as he

girls.

Gus

;

March 20. While playing basketball with the
A. B.'s, John McAneny injured his "pet" knee. This
injury will prevent "Mac" from competing in the
track meet on April 17th.
March 21. The regulars defeated the scrubs in a

Youngfleisch went hunting
game, the score 6 to 5.
Yank has joined Prof. Zebrowski's
with an air rifie.
rifle

squad.

'^,

.\:/-:V-

:.';,;^^-^:.^

.

:'^V:;'----r.\-;'.

/

March 22. Joseph McGuinn, injured in the automobile wreck in Pittston, was discharged from the
Pittston Hospital.
still

John Conlon and Ken Cook are

confined to their beds.

Two

baseball teams com-

posed of the Lawrencites battled in a nine inning
game. Lamond was on the mound and held his opponents hitless. The beautiful spring day brought the

—

boys out on the favorite parking place the lawn
bordering on the pike. Andre Halphen and his banjo

Dick
provided the music for the agony octette.
O'Brien, solo singer, deserted his pals and engaged in
Dick, was
a conversation with two of the fair sex.
given the merry "RAZZ" by the singers. Joseph P.
Gibbons and James J. Dever journeyed to Philadelphia and secured for themselves a square meal at
Hotel Hampton.
March 23. Fr. Fink called a meeting of his cadets,
to organize a baseball team which will represent the

New Dorm.

Tom McLaughlin was

elected manager of
Frank X. Kasel was appointed coach.
March 24. Word reached the campus today that
Joe O'Donnell, Monastery, has a "Crush" in Ardmore. Be careful Joe, the Vigilance Committee does

the team and

not allow freshmen to call on the girls in Ardmore.

March 25. Band practice was held in the dining
The hoys are "all set" for the opening game.

room.

The Philadelphia Alumni gave a banquet at Hotel Sylvania in honor of Mike Saxe's basketAt this affair the members of the team
ball team.
were presented with sweaters and gold basketballs.

March

26.

Steve Callahan, while practicing with the "Fleas,"
had his index finger on his right hand split. Steve
tried to stop one of Ed.

Connery's fast shoots.

The baseball team will usher in its
59th season tomorrow afternoon with Philadelphia
The K. of C. room
Textile College on Alumni Field.
has been turned over to the "Day Hoppers." The
new headquarters of the Caseys is in Alumni Hall.
The Phi Kappa Pi defeated the Lamba Kappa Delta
The
for the championship of the Fraternity League.
gold
basketballs
reward
for
as a
champs will receive

March

27.

their efforts.

;;
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The baseball game was cancelled because of wet grounds and cold weather. The pinochle
championship was wrested from Loughran and Ryan.
The new title holders are Kasel and Gibbons. Loughran took the blame for the loss of the crown.
March 29. Passion Players headed by Fr. Burns
and Prof Clark departed for Woodridge, N. J., where
they will play tonight. The itinerary calls for showing of the play in Lowell, Lawrence and Pittsfield,
Mass. A number of the students took the third degree in the Knights of Columbus at West Chester.
After the degree work was completed, a light luncheon
was served to 500 members.
March 30. The Wilkes-Barre Club held a regular
meeting and voted to enter the club's name as a
patron for the Junior Prom.
March 31. Picture taking day. All classes, societies, fraternities, clubs, the college band and orchestra had their pictures taken for the Year Book to
be published by the class of '25. Harry Zamsky, of
Philadelphia, was the photographer.
—J. D. J. and J. G. P.

March

28.

:

DAY STUDENTS CLUB
There has been a great deal said and written this
year about arousing more spirit at Villanova. Many
plans have been suggested and tried some of which
give evidence of bearing fruit. One thing which is
certain to add to the spirit of the school is the formaHere, as in most
tion of a club for the day students.
colleges, the day hops come to school each day and
return home as soon as their last class is over. Spend-

—

ing such a short part of the day at the college,

which

is

really

become part of the college

taken up by

fourth year.

among

Their free time

the friends they

Thus their

interests

they attended and

made

is

of

until their third or

spent, in

most

cases,

at high school or prep.

are largely in the high

Villanova

all

day students do not

classes, the

receives,

school

through

no

intentional fault of their oM^n, very little support.

Of late there has been a noticeable stir among the
day students which has materialized in the formation
of a club.
This club will give the day student an
added interest in the college. The students will bi;
brought more and more in contact with Villanova

17

and the feeling which most of the day hops
have of the college as entirely composed of classes
Nor is the advantage all on the
will be dissipated.
Not a small part of a college
side of the college.
education is the association it affords with men from
activities

different sections of the

This association

country.

broadens our minds and enables us to view things

from a different angle and

to see that there really

something besides the home town.
The first meeting of the club was held on March
president,
16, and the following officers were elected
Thomas A, Jenkins vice president, John Doughten
Under the
secretary and treasurer, Paul Taylor.
guidance of such competent officers and the use of the
former recreation room, which has been given over
to the day students, much may be looked for from our
is

:

;

"baby"

organization.

VILLANOVA COUNCIL
The

NO. 2288

and second degrees were conferred on a
March 18, in College Hall.
This was the last meeting held in the old rooms before
the removal to the new chambers in Alumni Hall. The
degrees were exemplified by Grand Knight Casey and
These dehis staff of the Bishop Kendrick Council.
grees were well attended by the members of the College Council and also numerous other council. Among
the notable knights present were Brother James
Dougherty, of Ardmore, an old alumnus of Villanova
Brother Bernard James Martin, faithful navigator of
the Fourth Degree Cardinal Dougherty Assembly, and
first

large class of candidates on

Doctor Joseph A. Hickey, 0.
nova College.

S. A.,

president of Villa-

After the degree, the council was addressed by
Doctor Hickey, who was the main speaker of the
evening; Past Grand Knights Creamer, of the Bishop
Kendrick Council Mr. Martin and Mr. Dougherty.
On Sunday, March 29, the third degree was exemplified on the class of candidates from the college at
the home of the West Chester Council No. 1333.
The next meeting will be held in the newly acquired
quarters in Alumni Hall. All former students who are
•

;

members of the College Council are
to come and visit the new quarters.

cordially invited
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The Villaiiovan regretfully announces to the
Alumni the death of the Rev. William J. Reilly, 0.
took place at Staten Island, New York,
;;:-^^• ^- ;-^'' v'^:/-' ^V-v^::on March 8th.
S. A., Avhich

Althou«h Fr. Reilly had been in ill health for some
months, his apparently improved condition had warranted the hope that his recovery would soon be complete.
The fatal relapse occurred on Monday evening,

March

2d,

from which he died the following Sunday

morning.

was born

in Tompkinsville, State Island,

his death was assistant pastor of
Good Counsel Church and vice-rector of
the Augustinian Academy. He was a member of the
class of '07 and after graduation studied theology and
was ordained in 1910. The fifteen years of his priest-

and at the time of
of

were spent teaching in the various colleges of
the order. His first charge was St. Rita's College,
l}'

life

Since then he has taught

Chicago.

successively

—

remain in the hearts of his students.
Fr. Reilly is survived hy a father and three
To them we extend our sincere sympathy.

—

sisters.

he rest in peace!

member of the class of '20 lias been elaimed
b.y death.
John R. Punch died on March 14th in Bryn
Mawr Hos])ital after a brief illness. He was buried
from St. Thomas of Villanova Church on March 17th.

Two

first

classmates of the deceased were ministers at the

mass: Rev. Paul

Juclsoii, 0. S. A.,

was deacon, and

the

;

Since that time he ha«

held a position in the Atlantic Refining Company. The
deceased was greatly admired for his quiet, unassuming manner and for his steadfast loyalty to the worth

The news of his death comes as,
friends and especially to his
class, whose recent reunion he had attended.
The pall-bearers at the funeral were chosen from
a shock to his

life.

many

:

;

college

the

students.

Interment Avas made in

St.

Denis' cemetery, Ardmore.

To the family
its

of the deceased the Villanovan offers

sincere condolences.

May

he rest

in peace.

*

St.

For those who knew Fr. Reilly a word of praise
would be superfluous.
To those who were unacquainted with him we would simply say that Villanova
has lost a most loyal son, who is taken from her in
the full bloom of his youth and with the best of his
years still before him. Always quiet and unassuming,
Fr. Reilly was nevertheless a brilliant and efificient
teacher.
The good influence of his really fine character will live on and the lessons he taught
the lessons
of uprightness, manliness and honest dealing will

The

degree in chemistry in 1920.

at

Augustine's College, Hanava, and the
Augustinian Academy, Staten Island.
A'illanova,

May

:

while things in

Fr. Reilly

Our Lady

The
S. A., was subdeacon.'
sermon was preached by Father Judson.
John had lived all his life in the shadow of Villanova's spires. He was graduated from old Villanova
Prep School into the college and took his bachelor's
Rev. William F. Berry, 0.

Rev. I*aul M. Judson, 0.

S. A.,

'20,

has been desig-

nated assistant pastor of St. Thomas of Villanova
Church. The Villanovan extends to Fr. Judson its
sympathy on the recent death of his sister.

Charles

''Piggy"

Watson,

'24,

former

Varsity

and football player, has installed the "McGeehan System" at Scottsdale High. Piggy has been

baseball

in

complete charge of athletics at Scottsdale this year

and had a very good season in football and basketball.
If he has as good luck with his baseball as he did with
other sports, he will establish a very enviable record as
a high school coach.

Alfred L. Marille}', president of the Villanova Club
of New York, whose oifice at 20 Nassau street. New
York, is in the very shadow of Wall street, and Avho
is probabl}^ one of the best known attorneys in the
financial district, and incidentally still a bachelor,
very much in demand at cotillions, hops, bridge parand what not, is contemplating his annual tri|>

ties,

abroad.

This year, Al says, he shall spend ten days

:
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in

Kome

as a

Holy Year pilgTim and gain

all

Villanovan

reporter

staff

my

that

feel

between courses,

abroad

trip

summer

this

"but
will

I

be

most beneficial. I should like to organize a pilgrimage composed of Villanova men, not all bachelors like
myself,

many

of

course,

because

doubt

I

if

Walter Kiordan and Bob Sullivan, both of the
'24, are first year students at the Harvard

the in-

dulgences he possibly can get.
"Through my life 1 have been as model a man as
man can be," the learned counsellor remarked to the

class of

Law

around."
If there are any alumni thinking about making the
trip to Europe this coming season it would be well if
they communicate with our friend Al. He will be
found not only an excellent guide, but a most companionable chap with a wealth of deep sea stories.

at Boston.

John M. Coan,

general manager of the Lawrence
Beacon Motor Oil Company.

now

tornej' of

Kings county (Brooklyn),

members placing

club

assistant district

all his

is

at-

another of our

summer. Syl is going to Italy, not
on pleasure, he tactfully reminds you, but on business.
He has a commission from his chief to participate in
the trial of one P'^arina, wlio, it is alleged, was implicated in the famous Diamond brothers murder case.
Farina escaped from the hands of the New York police
and was arrested in Italy, where he is to stand trial
for another breach of the law.

those
the

is

Syl's friends believe

for "business reasons only," but

who knew him

"only" part

J

is

was recently awarded
Detour ?

'

-r-y:: :>;

'

^•;^-

P. Riordaan,

Harvard "Detur," or

a

:^

:

.

:.'

;:-;
^y.':;;;

'06,

;;;>-.:

is

it

':-.r:^.i.

:::;;::;;

was recently appointed an

instructor in physical education in the public schools
of

Lawrence,

Mass.-'

,-.-;:;:;:;

.-:'-'-;^y/::/,:;,,,

'::";

business in the hands of

his partner for the

that his mission

District for the

Robert M. Evans, '24, is a senior at Harvard. He
holding the E. P. Greenleaf Scholarship there and

'John
'16,

has resigned his position as
(Mass.) High School and is

'18,

instructor at the Salem

;'.'

Sylvester F. Sabbatino,

School.

William Poplaski, '24, has entered the ice business
What do you do all winter. Bill?
at Lawrence, Mass.
'23,
a Pre-Med while at Villanova,
Tom McCarthy,
medicine
at Tuft's Medical School
is now studying

there are so

of us

19

at Villanova will

doubt sincerely

of the trip.

William

James
Mass.

J.
:,.;

T. Bride, '22,

is

in business

Bride, of Bride, Grimes
^:;.^K.

Philip

-;,

'26,

is

a

with his father,

Co., of LaAvrence,

-.,:-•.,

r

McMahan,

&

-:.-:---^-^V --;,

student

at

Harvard

Dental School, at Boston.

:; "Chris" McNally, '23, who has been employed as
an engineer on the new Hudson Tunnel project at
New York, was recently promoted. You can't keep a
good man down.
Joe Reynolds, ex- '19, is instructor in public speakJames D. Home High School, at Lawrence,

ing at the

Mass.

John "Stretch" Jones,

'20,

who

bered as a Varsity baseball pitcher,

rememhas been promoted
will be

Thomas E.
known New York engineering or-

to the position of section supervisor in the

Murray,

Inc.,

Avell

Club members insist that John's monicker
"Stretch" meant more than bodily growth. The boy
is stretching for bigger jobs, nnd is landing.
ganization.

The Domminey brothers, John and Matthew,

of the

been reunited as the result of John's,
resignation from the Regular Army. Both of these
young men were voted "the most likely to succeed"
Avhen they left college, and members of our club respond to that verdict Math a unanimous "a^^e." Keep
your eyes on John and Matt!
class of '16, liave

Dr. Alfred F. Luhr, 1900, of Buffalo, N. Y., who
has specialized in the treatment of diseases of the
eye, has recently contributed several articles to the
American Journal of Opthalmology which have attracted considerable attention and aroused wide com-

ment among Opthalmologists.

The

articles deal

the treatment of several unusual cases Avhich

referred to Dr.

Luhr

with

had been

for treatment.

Leonard A. Feeny, of Philadelphia, publishes a
very attractive and interesting book called "The Safer
Waj', " through which he seeks to develop a wider interest in insurance problems, a business in which he
has been very successful.

The Villanovan would appreciate hearing from
more of the Alumni. Write in and let us know where
you are and what you are doing.

:
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A NEW COACH AND A NEW POLICY
HE

T

news

of

Harry Stuhldreher's appointment
is the best news of the year.

as gridiron coach

Things are beginning to "look

:!v£mi

ball

way

at Villanova.

up"

in a foot-

The hopes and yearn-

ings that had almost died in the hearts of most of us
have taken on a new lease of life. The Alumnus harks
back to the halcyon days when the Big Blue teams cut
a figure in the football world.
The undergraduate
dreams of an undefeated eleven, that will win back for
Villanova her place in the sun. Certainly the future
promises much.
It goes without saying that the selection of Mr.
Stuhldreher is a happy one, and too much praise cannot be given the men responsible for securing the services of this famous star. As one Philadelphia paper put
it: "The Main Line College has pulled
the biggest
'

scoop

'

football crop."

up

plum

Rockne 's
As every reader of the sporting page

of the year in signing

this

of

knows, Stuhldreher has received many flattering offers
from colleges much larger than Villanova, and his acceptance of our contract is a big feather in our athletic

not be said that

might be pointed out, as it already has been, that
we are pinning our faith on a man who is untried as n
coach.
It is true that the Notre Dame star is, as yet,
without actual coaching experience, but certainly a man
never graduated into the ranks of football mentors
It

with brighter prospects.
certainly agree that

Followers of football must

Harry Stuhldreher

is

a close student,

South Bend
aggregation was flawless, and accounted in no small
measure for their phenomenal success.
Anyone will
admit that the generalship displayed by Stulildreher on
the gridiron last Fall, was the regult of a thorough
knowledge of every department of football. Those who
are on "the inside" of the situation at Notre Dame
of the game.

Plis strategy in directing the

you that Stuhldrelier acted in the capacity of
advisor to Rockne some say he is a second Rockne. The
Four Horsemen are known from coast to coast, and
will tell

—

without a doubt, the most coveted
quartet was the

little

quarter-back.

in that famous,

]\Iore

than

one

was desperately angling for the
man, and the football stocks of more than

college in this vicinity

Dame

man

we

are simply grasping at straws to

The men responsible for
off from the Pennsyl-

save ourselves from drowing.
this selection

have decided to cut

m

vania system of football coaching, which has been
vogue at Villanova for the last ten years. They have
substituted for it the system', as taught by Rockne and
They believe that next
that system needs no defense.
year's coach

is

and there

every reason for thinking that their

is

fully capable of teaching that system,
faitli

has not been misplaced, ^^^i:,;

But

would be silly and childish to tell ourselves
we have signed Stuhldreher, our problem
is solved and all is well. This man is no Moses sent by
the Lord to lead us out of the wilderness. Nor is he a
it

that because

magician who can pull rabbits out of a
ball victories out of our pockets.

silk hat, or foot-

The success

of the

new

coach will be measured, to a very great extent, by the

amount

of co-operation he receives.

He

looks for co-

operation from the student body and from the Alumni.
If

cap.

Notre

one college took a decided slump when it was announced
that he had signed on the dotted line for Villanova. So,
granting that Stuhldreher is untried as a coach, it can-

it is

not forthcoming we might just as well pay Mr.
tell him to
away from our campus. The
a misnomer when used in ref-

Stuhldreher his fee next September and
take a nice long vacation

term "Miracle

Man"

erence to athletics.

is

True, certain

men have had won-

derful success with the various teams they have coached

but you will find in every instance that they had wonderful material on which to work and unlimited resources from which to draw.

Mr. Stulildreher cannot

We

be expected to do everything at Villanova.

our part.

Our part

consists in seeing to

it

must do

that he has

the material from which to form a winning team, and

and financial, necessary for
Without such co-operation any coach is
and the reader of these lines must realize that.

the support, both moral

such a team.
helpless,
It

might not be

we should not

amiiss to point out, in passing, that

look for results too soon.

Success, at

least football success, is not attained over night,

and the

coach must be given a chance to prove himself and his
system.

The man who comes

to Villanova

next Fall

bringing with him a style of play with which our
are entirely unfamiliar, and

it

is

too

much

is

men

to expect

—

.
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that

will be

it

Time must be

absorbed in a few weeks.

allowed the team to adapt

itself to the

llockne system,

and anyone who looks for a highly geared scoring maearly in October,

(•hine

simply building

is

castles

in

Spain.

However, the signing of a new coach is simply an
is much more significant
and far reaching. The problem of athletics, and especially of football, has always been a vexatious one at
yillanova. We must confess that our records of recent
years on the gridiron would not throw any of us into a
frenzy of joy, and it is the Alumnus who feels most
The underkeenly the loss of our athletic prestige.
incident in a movemient which

graduate, with the enthusiasm of youth,
to look for better things

grad" does not take

this optimistic

always ready

But

"next year."

fuses to regard the future as rosy

him.

is

the "old

viewpoint and

—nor

re-

do we blame

Years of waiting for a hope long deferred have
his enthusiasm to a considerable extent.

dampened

The new policy that has been evolved

practically

puts into the hands of the Alumni the entire control of
Briefly, the plan is this: An
Villanova's athletics.

formed from among
Membership in this asso
The
ciation calls for minimum dues of ten dollars.
Association is to elect from among its members an
Athletic Council, which council will, in turn, appoint

Alumni Athletic Association

is

to be

the graduates of the College.

committees to take charge of the various branches of
sport.

As

the plan

now

stands there

is to

be a Football

Committee, a Basketball Committee, a Baseball CoulThese committees are
mittee and a Track Committee.
to

have

charge of the sport assigned them, and

full

membership

is to

be so distributed that the various sec-

tions having strong numerical standing will be repre-

sented.

In addition, a S'aculty Committee

is

to

be

formed to represent the College. It is
Committee will have no power of initiating movements.

intended that the

Its sole

function

The above
been outlined.

is

is to

a

ratify.

Association.

as it has

Letters setting forth the plan in greatc^r

detail are being mailed to every

The idea

of

Alumni

member

of the

Alumni

control of athletics has

proven eminently practical.
Indeed, the tremendous
growth of college athletics is due mainly to the successful application of this plan.
The most pessimistie
Alumjius must admit that the college authorities have

shown themselves willing to cut away from the old
moss-backed methods and burn their bridges behinci
them. They have made a radical step. Whether or not
it is a step in the right direction is for the Alumnus to
decide.

Although the basketball season has closed several
it is only fitting that we should again mention
the success of our quintet in this issue.
Only once in
thirteen games did our court array bow to defeat. The
St. John's College five was the only team that adminisweeks ago

tered defeat to the Blue and White dribblers.

when

bitter revenge was sweet victory

Gotham team

we

But our
met the

in the second of a two-game series.

Joe Sheehan garnered by far the greatest number of
Sheehan averaged better than
points on the squad.
three field goals in every game.

Joe—Joe

Then came the other

Barry, he of the flaxen

hair.

Barry,

like

Sheehan, played consistently throughout the season.
The Gibraltar defense, Jacobs, Francella and Pickett,
must, too, come in for a share of the praise.

They

all

played well and are deserving of many plaudits. The
team, we frankly believe, is the equal of any in collegiate ranks.

In passing we must say a word about the man who
was responsible for Villanova's success on the court
Mike Saxe. Saxe is a natural leader of men and he
knows the game of basketball like no other college coach.
His superior strategy perplexed more than one team.
His word has always been law with the Blue and White
The results of the four years that
basketball squad.
Mike Saxe has been at Yillanova has conclusively
proven that the little stocky Blue and White mentor
"ain't missing on knowing his stuff."
Surprise upon surprise the athletic council is heapFirst we receive the joyful news that
ing upon us.
Harry Stuhldreher, the most famous of Notre Dame's
Four Horsemen, has been appointed our gridiron
mentor. Now we have more good news. John (Rube)
Cashman has been selected to assist Coach Charles MeGeehan in tutoring the baseball squad this year, Rub'.e
is prominently known throughout the East as a basketHe was a former
ball official and a basball player.
Catholic High School boy from where he joined the
ranks of the Philadelphia Naltional lieague baseball

Cashman knows

team.

national sport.

He

is

baseball and he can teach the
very likeable with an appealing

much like Head Coach McGeehau,
an exacter of work. It is very improbable that the
Blue and White nine will have anything but a successful year with two such men as McGeehan and Cashman

personality but, very

he

rough sketch of the plan
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is

tutoring the squad.

Do You Know That-

Short Briefs!

Captain Joe Connell has not made an error in his
career

at

games.
for you.

;

Yillanova,

Keep up

participating in over forty-flve

the good work, Joe,

we

are all rooting

Dick Moynihan, varsity second baseman, batted .491
last year, hitting in

Harry

every one of the twenty-flve games.

Blue and White pitching ace, established a record in High with an average of twentytwo
strikeouts for eighteen games.
Some" record to beat.
Here's hoping that Harry has a repetition of his Prep
School days this year.
Eddie Cotter and Jimmie Hartnett, third basemart
and shortstop, accomplished flve double plays in the
flrst three games of the season last year.
Griffith,
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This i)resent season
for the lilue

of

In

18f)()

ViUanova played

game with
The game was a

eonipetitive baseball

first

Philadelphia.

A

very small margin was held by the Engineers
Ivory, star forward, and Fay,
throughout the game.

tho fifty-ninth diamond year

is

and White.

its

the Central Club,

regular center for the

five-inning

play because of injuries.

ViUanova coming out on the long end

ailfair,

of a 79 to 9 score.

vveeks.^^^^^^^^^^^:^

The Lei)anon Valley Football
scheduled to

l)e

game

wliicli

played at Annville next year

was

will, in all

This will make two

probability, be played at ViUanova.

home

;^^

,

contests on the gridiron next year.

Dickinson

is

the other team.
r'--C'-''-\':\.r::-:

Tinccnt P. Egan.

;

;.;

ViUanova

SCORE

50-11

elided its 1925 hasketball schedule

by

de-

feating Drexel Institute in a one-sided contest.

to

Soon after the start of the game, the varsity begais
pile up i)oints with amazing sliced.
At half time th(>

score stood at

During the second half

(Joacli

"Heavy" Farina

substitutions.

Dembouski
Gagen

"';';,'%.

Saxe made several

Engineers

\.

While

..,...,forward..,.„..,..,.....,..

....„..„

Haley
Daly
McLaughlin

forward

Phelan

center

Coffey

Fahey

guard
guard

Newmon

Slayton

for

Daly;

Mascadri

for

Kelley; Slayton for White; Jacobowski for Phelan.

favored the l)oys with

few "practice" shots. Jacobs was
Drexel seemed helpless
they fought hard, but the skill and speed of i\vi
ViUanova ])assers was beyond them.

PHI KAPPA PI WINS CHAMPIONSHIP

a neat basket after a

high scorer with

:'

Substitutions:

'A2-'A.

to

killing.

"Business'

VARSITY TRIMS DREXEL BY

Men, were unable

Over a hundred followers of the teams turned out
and the gym soundel like a bedlam. Father IMcGuire,
the referee, was the biggest man on the floor. He kept
fairly good order by calling fouls at the first sign of
roughness. Steve Coffey made good use of the wrestling
The game was an extactics he learned from the Ad,
ample of good sportsmaiishi]) and fast playing. The
absence of foul shooting was a feature. Only one foul
was shot by each side. This fielped to make the game
fast ])ut frequent time-outs were called as the pace was

Coach Charles A. .MIcGeehan comments that this is
the best weather that ViUanova has had to practice in
for the past ten years.
The Blue and White squad has
been drilling for nearly four

]3iisine.sH

five field goals,

A

triple

tie

place was the

for first

result

of

the

;

Although the score would indicate an uninteresting
game, the Villanovan rooters were satisfied as wonderful ]iasswork was uncovered and many difficult shots
were made. The varsity's offense was ]iowerful and its
defense was nearly impenetrable.
Tile

game demonstrated

A'^illanova

had

clearly

the

reason

wby

1924-25

Lambda Kappa Delta drew
Ka])pa Pi won from

Drexel

forward
forward

flacobs

center

l*ickett

guard
guard

Francella
Substitutions

Powers for

— Leary

Bedell

for Sheehan, Lalos for Barry,

Farina for Francella, Bil)bs for
Greenbtrg
forPowers, Burr for Becker, Fost(>r
Bedell,
Sheehan, Barry, 2; Jacobs, 5;
Field goals
for Logan.
Pickett,

—

]*ickett, 2; Francella, 8;

Farina,

Gregory,

Leary, 2; Lalos, 2; Powers, H;

Greeiiberg.

Foul

goals

— Sheehan.
—

Barry, 2; Pickett, 8; Bedell, Logan, 2; Bibbs, GreenTime of halves 20 minutes. Referee Panson.
berg,

—

'•].

bye and on ]March 26 Phi
Epsilon by a score of

Pi

championsliip.
Tiie

whole season

was

work hard.

The even strength of the congames were

testants ktq)t the (JoUege guessing until the

over and

tlu'

outcome could be

told.

Pre-Meds

Engineers

Phelan

forward
forward

Fahe}'

center

Brown

Coffey

guard

Jacobowski

guard,

Burns
Oibbons

Slayton

White

Substitutions:

for

Riordan

McLaughlin

Audett;

'Toole

Kai)pa Pi took the chami)ionship game from
Delta Pi Epsilon in a keenly fought struggle by the

The
tlH>

J*hi

score of 29-28.

for

^lanusak.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Won

ENGINEERS TRIM BUSINESS MEN

A

very successful one.

a

of rivalry was evidenced, causing each fra-

si)irit

Logan
Backer
Powers
Gregory

games.

The following evening the Engineers eliminated
the Pre-Meds by a score of 27-28, thereby winning the

ternity to

ViUanova
Sheehan
Barry

a

Delta

League

29-28.

great

so successful a season.

Basketball

Inter-fraternity

Lost

4

.1

Delta Pi Epsilon

3

2

Lambda Kappa

3

2

Phi Kappa Pi

:....

Delta

Epsilon Phi Theta

,..;,..;

3
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PLINTHS
The experiment

and

tlie least

"Now^

Professor:

CMieinistry
set.

gvntlenien,

Please

como

you mav Follow me better."

closer tliat

Some examination

was Mike (Urometer?

Student: "Because when mixc^l with air it explodes
and gives (J02 and II20. If the force of the explosion
doesn't wreck th(> mine, the ('02 will suffocate the men,
and the 1120 will drown them."
#

i'f

"So you're

Peter:

St.

^*

a

What

eh?

poet,

act

of

kindness have you ever done in your line that makes

Does refined iron ever lose its temper?
WJiy do I'ivets get liot lu^aded?
Describe the bark of a dogwood tree?

you think I'll let you in?"
Bill Meter: "Well, for one thing,

(V)ptaiii

Derry and

sweetly.

'M don't care

A

pick

you are the

cat's

#

'
.

#

tlu>

youthful

"T suppose," she

said,

pajamas,"

clerk behind the

We'd

are a properly qualified

your examinations?"

anyone by mistake?"
knowledge."

She heaved a sigh of relief.
"Very well, then, you can give me a nickel's worth
cough drops."

'

'

:

j.'j

don't you marry Robert'?"

ITe 's a free-thinker, mother.

He

dpesii

"Then ycu should marry him, my
mind on that nuitter."
M.

A

cynic, is

'v

Fond
Algebra

so

-

sophisticated that he doesn't

exc(>pt his bootlegger.

Motlu'r

:

*

>Yf

"Yes, Egbert
Eglx^rt, say

at school.

studying French and
'Good ^lorning' to the

is

lady in Algebra."

•-''''.''/ %"
Professor

'

;'-'•

"''*'"'

*

Pickering thiidw

he

if

he could talk with Mars. ITuli

dollai-s

'

was gazing on tiie ruins of the
(.'Olisseum.
began
His guide
to explain their history,
but got no further than stating that they dated back
many centuries. The tourist turned away in disgust.
"iMy (i!o(l!" he wns iieai'd to nuittei-. "If this was
New York they'd have cleared off that wreck long ago,"

dear.

JJ,

.Vj

man

a

anyone

million dollars

An American

0^

i^

all

Step up and

soon change bis

])elieve

my

"Why

Daughter

counter

V,
You never poisoned

'Not to

]\Iother:

Motiier:

druggist."

"Yes, madam."
"Y(
'You have passed
"C(
Certainly."

"
'

believe there's a ITell."

*

"you

—

your iuirp."

()\it

jt.

dear old lady entered the drug store and looked

doubtfully at

La

th(;

"Griinme the pass-word."

replied the sentry.

have never writ-

f

Little

n

new sentry

are the Derrys, " said the wil'e.
if

Had

'.AjJMry

Peter: "That's enough, brother.

St.

wife were returning to

iiis

"We

challenged them.

ten a ])arody on

o',
*n-

jtt.

-<C

cU'my post about midnight one evi-ning.

of

aecunudati(m of Marsii

the

is

Where do hexagon nuts grow?

IC

i'

"Why

Instructor:

gas in mines dangerous?"

(piestions the Pi-ofs overlooked:

^1,

A

all

error will result in myself and the labora-

tory being blown through the skyliglit.

A'Vho

wo are

very dangerous and eoniplicated,

is

we could make

-'

'

^

*

toui'ist

!

had ten million
If we had ten

love to \^'nus.
'-^

-

'
'

She: "Before we were married you called
angel."
lie:

She:

me an

'

"1 know

it."

"But now you

He: "That

siiows

don't

mv

call

me anything."

self-control."

!
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There

Why

is
is

one thing

I

would

like to

know;

J*roud Father:

Fond Mother:

a ship a ''she"?

My son is now studying languages.
How come! He did not inform me

that he would change his course.

Perhaps because

it

The buoys upon the

passes

up

Proud Father: Well, dear, I received a bill
morning which amounted to $120.00 for Scotch.

sea.

Revised National c>4.nthem
My

Country,

'tis

of thee,

Land of Aridity,
Of thee I sing;
Land Avhere our fathers drank,
Land where the boozers sank,
From every Blue Law crank,
Let us be free

On

all

Our

thy brassy bars,

soldiers

and our

tars

Their coin would fling
In all thy gay cafes.
On all thy wild White

Them was

the

Of them we

Now

sodas

Ways—

happy days!

sing.

fill

us up,

Home-brcAv and hooch we sup
That's on the blink;
Bootleggers thrive galore,

Suckers die by the score.

We'd

sell

our souls

—

Just for one drink.

find

more

this

;

;
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olt Calder Top
The black

hills

lean

Against a cold gray sky;
And as the shuffling of well-worn cards,

The dead leaves

Far

oft'

a whistle

inter-ply.

moans

Dirges that sink and swell;
While calm as a druid's breath,

Winds blow from
Here

all

the

fell.

achievement ends,

Tired, wearied, halts to rest

Men move

with quiet

Some peace

feet,

in their breast.

Here where chill-fired stars
Gaze on our scurrying race
Life, and her lover. Death,
Meet and embrace.

—Liam Mor.

25
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At

the^ left of this group is Lieut. J. A.
S, A., former holder of the

Macready, U.

world's altitude record. Just behind the
propeller you can see the G-E turbine

supercharger which kept the Liberty
n:otor running in the thin air, six miles
high.

Over the mountain by a mile
Year
feet

plucky explorers try to climb
Everest, the world's highest peak, 29,141

after year,

Mount

high.•V::^-/;^':';>:^^'.:^v,.->^;^'^.'^^^v

With a G-E supercharger feeding

The supercharger is a turbine air compressor,

air at sea-level
pressure to the engine, an airplane pilot can go
far higher. Lieut. Macready has reached 34,509
feet over Dayton, Ohio. He would have soared
over Mount Everest with more than a mile to spare

which revolves as fast as
41,000 times a minute

The

speed ever
developed by a commercial machine.
It is designed anl made by the
General Electric Company, which also builds
the big turbines that
supply electric light and
power.
the highest

tasks attempted for centuries in almost every
form of human endeavor have been conquered
with the aid of electricity, with more than a mile
to spare.

The

impossible today will be accomplished

men and women now

in college.

engineer are doing their share.
you are interested in
learning more about what
If

electricity is doing, write
for Reprint No. AR391
containing a complete set

of these advertisements.

by
The scientist and

It

remains for men

and women entering upon their life's work to profit
by the new opportunities that are constantly
appearing in every profession and vocation in the
land.
6-llGC

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

CHENECTADY

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

NEW

Y O R»
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Take

qA

Week

I

Home

Trip

y

>

.

.

t

e r

Telephone

T he

"Pleasure that comes
unlooked for is thrice
tvelcome"
.

^It'sjim

. . .

.

.

ROGERS

Telephoning from Colleger^
Jim hasn't a motor-car. Jim hasn't a Phi Beta Kappa
key. He isn't what you would call a Social Lion.
Neither is he a star athlete.
Yet,

This

little folder

has been

dis-

If

your home town
list,

is

not

.

.

.

first

is

man you met on

the
.

.

.

Because Jim has a reputation for being a good-fellow
one of those jolly, hearty, kind-hearted chaps who
figure that the other fellow's feelings come first.

how low the rates really are.

cluded in the

who

the best-liked man at college
he would, in all probability, mention Jim's name!

tributed on the campus. It tells

you

you were to ask the

if

Campus

.

.

.

in-

That this reputation is well founded, is proved by
the fact that every week of his College Life (and he is
a Senior now) he telephoned his Mother and his Dad.
A worthy habit ... a mighty worthy habit.

see the front

pages of the telephone directory.

The Long Distance Operator
will give you rates not shown

If you only knew how much your Mother and Dad
would enjoy a weekly telephone chat with you, if you
only knew how much you would enjoy these little
you would certainly emulate the
chats yourself

there.

.

.

.

example of the well-liked Jim!

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA
IN

DOING

SO.

MKNTION

VlI.l.ANOV AN

n

—
THE VILLANOVAN

ONE'S APPEARANCE
Good

clothes do not make success but are a part of it.
Your appearance is all most people have to judge you

Do

not underestimate

its

by.

value.

economy often causes a man to be misjudged.
Our clothes cost a trifle more at first but they retain

False

a ready-made

Why

'

their

shape and

last

twice as long as

suit

not get the best and get

it

here?

PYLE

&

INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115

Walnut

Street

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters
826 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Do You Know

Telephone Bryn

LUNCHEON

Mawr

TEA

Henry

758

SUPPER

B. Wallace

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charles

22 and 24 Bryn

Mawr

W.

Glocker, Jr.

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

That you can get the most tasty Sandwiches and
Home-made Pies At our Luncheonette Fountain?
Chicken Sandwich with Lettuce and Mayonnaise 20c
10c
Ham or Cheese Sandwich
Delicious Home-made Pie, your favorite 10c per cut
Excellent Coffee, with Cream
5c per cup
Hot Chocolate, made with whole fresh Milk,
topped with Whipped Cream
10c per cup

BRYN

MAWR

CONFECTIONERY

(Next to the Movies)
848 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr
Phone Bryn Mawr 178
Delicious Home-made Cream Fudge and Caramels
you'll like them.
Agents for Whitman and Page & Shaw Chocolates

—

MEN
We've been thinking about what you Would want for your new winter suit, and, after much preparation and planning, we believe we have it.
Style?
Yes, plenty of it.
Quality?
Assuredly.
Come in and look them over whether or not you buy (you'll want to when you see them) and
note the splendid assortment of colorings and fabrics.
The top price is $49.50, with a truly splendid assortment from $25 up. Many have two trousers.

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
READY MADE

1704 Market Street
SPECIAL RATES TO V ILLANOVA STUDENTS
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

CUSTOM TAILORED

THE VILLANOVAN

Men^s Clothing
READY-TO-WEAR
and

TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Men^s Furnishings
UNDERWEAR

and

HOSIERY

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

STRAWBRIDGE

& CLOTHIER

Athletic Sports
REQUISITES FOR ALL

Philadelphia, Pa.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMEb

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market

at Sixth Street

Philadelphia

Men's,

Young Men's and

Special

Augustin

&

Boys' Clothing

Department For Clergy

Baptiste

THE

V ILLANOVAN

t^rank

W.

Prickitt, Ph.

G.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT,

Cream

Prescriptions

and Sick

Room

Supplies

a Specialty

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY W. BREYER,

PA.

Pres.

Telephone Bryn

Mawr

Established 1885

193.

Philadelphia, Pa.

MacDonald

& Campbell

Schoenfeld and McAninley
Cigars^ Cigarettes^

Pipes

Tobacco and Specialties
6006 Market Street
LEADING SPECIALISTS

in

YOUNG MEN'S
Suits

Philadelphia

Sports ClutheH
Motoring Apparel
Hafs

OvorcotitH

Haberdashory
1334-1336

CHESTNUT STREET

SHERWOOD

PHILADELPHIA

The Home

Life Insurance

Company

INCORPORATED

3028

of America

1899

SIXTY MILLION DOLLARS INSURANCE IN FORGE
Located in the Heart of the Insurance District
Writing
BASH.

JOSEPH

all

kinds of

WALSH,

S.
I-.

Ordinary Life and Industrial Insurance —Liberal PoUdes
P.
CUNNINGHAM, Vice President
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE
Secretary
JOHN
GALLAGHER, Treasurer
PHILADELPHIA

President

DURKIN,

J.

J.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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SPRING
Our showing of
complete.

We

1925

fabrics suitable for all occasions

call particular attention to

most

our importation of

and

British cloths^ selected for Business, Golf,

is

all Sports.

"MADE FOR YOU"
Suit or Topcoat

$28.75 and $38.75
J.

LINN HILL WILL DISPLAY EVERY WEDNESDAY
IN THE COLLEGE BUILDING

The

EDWARD TAILORING

CO.i

Incorporated

1724

DRUGS

M.

J.

MARKET STREET

GIFTS

CARDAMONE,

ET

DALYMADE
CHEESE AND PEANUT BUTTER

Ph. G.

SANDWICHES

Prescription Druggist

Crisp,

Tasty, Delicious

1040 Lancaster Avenue

DALYMADE COMPANY

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
SODAS

CIGARS

3952

ASPEN

ST.,

PHILADELPHIA

ROMA CAFE
American,
IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

Italian,

French Cuisine
PRIVATE DINING

IT

BANQUETS. CLASS DINNERS, SUPPERS

835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite 'Post

BRYN
IN DOING SO,

ROOM

MAWR

MENTION VILLANOVAN

Office

THE

V ILLANOVAN

EDS
DISTINCTIVE
Quality at
RIGHT

PR

I

Everything
ForGARDEN andLAWJ?
CATALOG Free-

MlCHELL'S
1210 Chestnut

St.,

Phila.

The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
BRYN M AWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE
EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

PHILIP A. HART,

WILLIAM

H.

and Other Valuables Taken on Storage
JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

W.

Vice President

JESSE

H.

HALL,

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer
BERGEN, Assistant Trust Officer
'

Assistant Treasurer

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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BASKETBALL

RADIO

FOOTBALL

The Varsity Shop
PASSON— GOTTLIEB— BLACK
SPORTING GOODS
16 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL PRICES TO "V" STUDENTS
TRACK

BASEBALL
Established 3837

Incorporated 1919

'

liU- .i^ .- ^
fMai^aifi

ir

m

WWrn Ine,

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

w

Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Jill

1^^-:

II

Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets
Philadelphia

4 Fine

fabrics in unusually attractive patterns and

colorings, Reed's Standard of Tailoring" and
moderate prices make
Reed's Clothing especially desirable.

MANUFACTURERS—JOBBERS

Top

Coats,
Overcoats,
$35 and upward

Suits,

John Y. Parke Co.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

'

JACOB REED'S SONS
CHESTNUT
PHILADELPHIA

1424 26

ST.

31 North Seventh Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia

TETE-A-TETE TEA
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

THE VILLAN0VAN
—-.

T

T

F

FOR NOVEL NECKWEAR AND SHIRTS
Wool Hose and Sweaters
WM.
829

T.

WALTMAN

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN

SHEAD'S

MAWR

BAKERY

For Quality in

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE,

Wholesale and Retail

PA.

BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton's

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff,

E.
1

204

TO

1214

Penetrating Bristles

CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

General Mortgage Financing Corporation

6 Per Cent. Investment Guarantee

Philadelphia, Pa.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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THE VILLANOVAN
Day by Day
In Every

Way

EDSON BROS.

We're Getting Larger
and Larger

BUTTER
EGGS
CHEESE

PHILIP'S

POULTRY

Lunch Room
1009 Lancaster Avenue

110-112 Dock Street, Philadelphia

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PARKE'S

NEWPORT COFFEE
The World's Finest

Distinctive in
1 lb

Body and Flavor

and 3

Whole Bean

L.

H.

or

—

—

Chalices, Ostensorium, Ciborium

Platinum Ring Kngraving, Jewelry made to order.
Our $175 Solid Gold 14k Cup and Silver Base Chalice

B. C.
1

2-1

1

4

S.

?'

-i-

School, College, Society

Emblems

Authorized to handle Sacred Vessels, Repairing and Gilding.
Specializing in Class Pins, Rings, Charms and Seal Ring Engraving.

Exclusive designs.
is

a wonder.

LOEPER,

ELEVENTH

ST. (Below Chestnut St.)
ESTABLISHED 1895
IN DOING SO,

;! '-

Pittsburgh

DEPENDABLE VALVE and KRAFTSMANSHIP

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

1

Cut

Steel

PARKE COMPANY

Philadelphia

KISOW?^ for

lb Tins

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTISTIC JEWELRY
BELL PHONE, FILBERT

MENTION VILLANOVAN

537.1

THE VILLANOVAN

MEHL & LATTA

William L. Hayden

Lumber, Coal,

HARDWARE

and Building Materials

Locksmithing

Wall Board
Mawr

Telephone Bryn

74.

838

LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR. PA.

Rosemont, Pa.

FERD.W.N0FER««j50N

•AAEATSPrime City Dressed Beef
Eleventh Avenue

ReadingTerminal Market

IS^J^and

Philadelphia

Chas.

A/ KruU

Arch Streets

THE VILLANOVAN

FRANK

FLOYD,

Inc.
J.
Men's, Women's and
Children's Outfitter

DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS
Butterwick Patterns

Shoes For Men,

BRYN MAWR,

V

Women

and Children

PA.
A MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OWNED BY ITS DEPOSITORS

PAID ON
DEPOSITS

FOUNDED

FUND

BENEFICIAL SAVING
1200

1853

CHESTNUT STREET
Kensington

RESOURCES

Office

ALLEGHENY AVE.
WEST OF KENSINGTON AVE.

THIRTY-ONE MILLION

CHOCOLATES

CANDIES

WM. GROFF,

Michael Talone
D.

P.

TAILORS

Druggist

SODAS

MILK DRINKS

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes
1123 Lancaster Avenue

"Try a Groff Milk Shake"

BRYN
BRYN MAWR.

MAWR—ROSEMONT

PA.

Opposite National Bank

McGARVEY

M. M.

Moore's Pharmacy

LANCASTER PIKE

1141

Drugs, Stationery,
Rosemont, Pa.

Ladies'

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,
'

"

A

School Supplies

and Gents' Furnishings

•*

Candies

Etc.

'

'
.
'.

Full Assortment of

,

'.

COLUMBIA YARNS

IN

DOING

LANCASTER

SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

AVE..

BRYN MAWR.

PA.

THE

V ILLANOVAN

Careful

Handling
and

Quality

WILSON

LAUNDRY

Bell Phone,

Prompt Service

Belmont 4140

Activities in Part

JAMES FARLEY

Makers

of trophies, medals, bronze

memorials;

Plumbing

stationery, personal greeting

Hot Water and Steam Heating
5422

WYALUSING AVENUE

for all anniversaries;

and pins for social, reand business organizations.

class rings
ligious

PHILADELPHIA

cards

Importers of

pearls

and precious
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THE ESCAPE
|LD

MAN HERNS,

the lifer

and Chicago

Jim, the best safe-cracker east of the Misissippi, lay panting side by side in the pitch
dark tunnel, six feet beneath the surface of
the prison yard. They were situated twenty feet
south of the north wall and therefore about thirty
feet south of the sidewalk that skirted the wall.

had taken the two seven months and twehtydays to complete the tunnel. A tool house hid
the entrance from the observation of the guard, who
was always stationed on the north wall.
It

five

A few minutes before the story begins, on August seventeenth, a third convict had dropped the
boards over the hole into which Old Man Herns, the
lifer, and Chicago Jim, had crawled.
This convict
then frantically kicked dirt over the boards to
make sure that nothing could be seen of the hole.
Dirt trickled down on the old man's head. But
something far more important was in the minds of
both.
How soon before Harrington, the prison
guard, whom they knew to be lying dead in the alley
between the foundry and the tool house would be
found? Harrington and Old Man Herns had been
friends, but he had become an obstacle and so had
been removed with dispatch.

and even a flashlight. And he had smuggled
huge can of water half the size of an ash can.
The old man never thought of disobeying the
prison rules until Chicago Jim had told him about
the long-forgotten sewer conduit. The old man's
teeth chattered.
Jim tugged at his sleeve. That
meant get busy with the pick. As he picked away at
the damp earth he could see in the pitch darkness
the dirty sheet of paper now in Chicago Jim's
pocket. It was a tracing made by a discharged convict and passed on to Jim.
It was the diagram of
the sewer conduit in use. It ran from the prison
building right down across the yard, six feet under
ground, and out under the north wall. The tunnel
or conduit was four feet high and four feet wide.
"We're only a couple feet from that old conduit
right now. Dig, you son of a gun, dig!
Can the
snuffin'. You dig, and then I'll dig."
They were saving their matches and candles
against necessity. The old man continued to chop
and hack at the wall of earth in front of him. Now
and then they encountered bricks and stones. Chicago Jim rejoiced at these signs. For the old man,
every falling clod of earth seemed to bring him
candles,
in a

closer to freedom.

at

God knew he hadn't intended to do it either time.
He rubbed his right hand in the dirt and held it before his eyes in the blackness.
He knew that the

of

killed a

moisture on it was Harrington's blood. The iron
pipe in Herns' hands had struck Harrington on the
head just once, but once was enough.

The

man

burst into hiccoughing sobs. The
younger convict punched him savagely and swore in
muffled tones.
This time he would surely get the
chair,
if they got him.
Herns would never give
himself up now. To crawl out would mean one
thing,
the chair!
In all his ten years behind the walls the vision of
the chair had terrorized him. He had been in the
prison hospital suffering from chair shock. His
hands had never ceased to quiver. And now he was
a murderer for the second time. In the blackness he
stretched out his hand and ran it over a stack of tin
cans. Chicago Jim had been mighty clever enough
food to last perhaps two weeks. Jim had worked in
the commissary.
He had also provided matches.
old

—
—

;

He

Suddenly his pick met an obstacle.

man and

For the second time Herns had

it

He

desperately.

The pick was buried

strained and tugged.

moldy

It

gave

air filled his nostrils.

struck

to the handle.

slightly.

An

odor

He heard something

Then he knew! There was a hollow place in
front of them. The abandoned, conduit
He stifled
fall.

!

a shout.

Some time

later the prison siren shrieked out to

news of the escape. What time
was, whether night or day, or what day, neither
Jim nor the old man knew. They had slept and Jim
had forgotten to wind his watch. Had one week or
two passed? All their matches and candles had been
exhausted looking for an exit and now total darkness enveloped them. The conduit was blocked by
earth at one end and by a brick wall at the other.
Only a few tin cans remained and the water was
now nearly gone.
The old man had grown to loath his accomplice. He
made up his mind that Jim was intending to desert
him, the next time he should fall asleep, perhaps he
would kill him. The next time Jim dozed off he would
crawl back through the aperture in the conduit and

the countryside the
it

—

^^

—

"

"

'

!

!

'

THE VILLANOVAN
take the chance of scaling the wall somehow.

Better

be shot by a guard than to die like a rat.

to

head.

!

Sidewalk I
People going by " he whispered
hoarsely,; -; /V'5'v;;svy;-.:;,-/'\;-\ -:;: ^-.^--^yr.-'' v;\^':'.'; -;V' ••
'

!

*

.•;

,

The old man's heart pounded like a trip hammer.
Jim seized the pick and began to pry the bricks loose
from the arched roof of the conduit. They worked like
mad, picking, hacking, and pulling the bricks down.
Finally loosened dirt began to fall upon them. Then
Jim
the pick struck the flagging or slate above.
mounted the pile of bricks and felt along the edge of
the stone clear around. It seemed to measure about
two feet by three. No light appeared through the
crevices.
Chicago Jim took from his pocket a huge
])oeket-knife and with the longest blade poked up between the main stone and the one adjoining. The
blade met resistance. Finally the blade went all the
way through. Jim drew it back instantly. No light
came through the crevice.
"I smell good air," he whispered, "but I can't see
It must be night.
thing.
a
knew
now what to do. The flagging must bO
They
removed at once before anyone should go by. The
hole would be big enough to let them out. The old
man's heart leaped. It was oyer. They had won.
Trust him to go where they wouldn't get him for the
Harrington business. As for Chicago Jim, he already
knew the next big trick he would pull off out in
'

Cleveland.

Jim worked the stone feverishly. It began to sag.
came tumbling down. The crash sounded
like the report of a cannon, yet there was no sound

It finally

Swiftly they raised the flagging and set
on the pile of bricks. When Chicago Jim stood upon
this improvised platform, his head was level with the
aperture they had made. He could see no sky, no stars,
nor could he feel a stirring wind.
"Good God!" he breathed. His fingers went oux
over the flagging. His knife dropped. He stooped to
where Old Man Herns stood, breathing hard.
ibove them.

it

"It's a

— a room!" he whispered.

"0 — a room?"
Come

repeated the old

me

man

dully.

you up
Jim swung himself up and then groped for the
man's hands. Winded, panting and exhausted,
'

'

!

After

!

Up.

I

'11

pull

new

at last in the

blackness, clutching

at each other, their ears strained to catch the slightest

Dull but distinct enough, moving overJim pulled the old man toward him.

Footsteps

two men stood

!

old

the

sound.

• ".X^:

;

V

"For God's
hissed Jim.

:'' '/
'<

',.''

-

?•'::

;;:

sake, don't fall

•":.
-r':

-v'-^

down

-'^

'.:''

''-

:-

'- '

r-

'

,;

now,"
we come

that hole

"We'll both crawl together

till

Then you feel along one way, and whisper
to me what you find, and I'll crawl the other way. Look
out for a window or a door, some way out. We'll
come together finally. Are you ready?"
to a wall.

—

"Jim, I'm afraid," whined the old man.
Chicago Jim's fingers dug into the other's arm,
and he pulled the latter along. Their groping hands
touched a wall, a wall of wood. Chicago Jim stood U])
and pulled Herns to him. He felt the old man shiver
He shoved him gently to the left and himself moved
to :the, right..

:^'':-':

--^

:'::-}:-: ''^^^--''[^

''

v;/'.'::'/

Finally Jim came to a door.
light.

He

He

^::.:-,v^

could perceive no

twisted the knob of the door and

it

turned

under the pressure.
Just then there came to him a hoarse whisper from

—

It made him jump.
"I've I've
found some wires," the old man was saying, "in a
cable running along the floor
"See where they lead!" Chicago Jim was breath-

across the room.

—

less in anticipation.
•

And

/,.'"';'''::';•;

moment,

then, shattering the tension of the

suddenly,

shrilled,

a

horrible,

prolonged,

piercing-

shriek ending in a gasp and the sound of a falling

What had happened to the old man? That yell
was enough to awaken the entire world
Jim groped his way across the room. He could hear
no further sound from the old man.
Steps outside
He heard a lock turn then, following upon a click,
the whole universe went white and dazzling and
body.

.

.

.

;

scorching.

He raised one arm to his blinking, throbbing eyes.
rough voice shouted: "Hands up!"
There was a rush of feet, the rough clutch of hands
at his shoulders.
Presently he found himself looking

A

down upon

the

fear-distorted

streaked, gaunt, eyes staring,

—

knew

face

that look,
it was the hideous
Slowly his eyes strayed beyond
floor.
Before him, its empty arms
straps and wires twisting snakily in

—the

of

Herns,

mouth open.

—

dirt-

Well Jim

mask.
the bod}'' on the

outstretched,

front of

its

him was

chair.

J

Joseph F. Velluzzi,

'27.
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GAFFNEY,

otherwise
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GAFFNEY

P.

known

as

"Chick"

or ''Bull,"

is

the most active and energetic undergraduate at Villanova today.

without doubt

In

all

his

en-

deavors "Chick" combines a genial personality with unquestioned ability and the
willingness to

His interests and

work hard

activities

as a class officer for three years
attests to his popularity

his literary ability has

of both the

—a

combination that

have extended

among

is

sure to succeed.

in all directions.

and as secretary
his classmates.

The fact that he has served

of the Athletic Association for another year

The confidence reposed by the

been ably demonstrated in that he holds the

VILLANOVAN

However, the "Bull's"

and the 1925

BELLE

office

entire school in

of Editor-in-Chief

AIR.

activities are not confined to

pen and

ink.

On

the gridiron

and

on the basketball court he has been the pride of the A. B.'s and the terror of the other departments.

In his spare moments "Chick" has found time to serve on the Belle Air Ball Committee,

Junior

Week

Committee, and has recently been appointed to the newly formed Undergradu-

ate Council.

Truly, a most loyal Villanovan

"
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AU REVOIR
INCE

time immemorial

it

has been the custom

of the outgoing students to sing the

Song.

We

Swan

have no intention of proving an exIn fact, we might even

ception to this rule.

go so far as to say that we will sing it a little more
than it has boon sung in a long time. However,

lustily

we

will deviate a little

tion.

from

tlio

In j)laco of the usual

usual nuinncH* of reudi-

"Von

are

now about

to

leave tliese sbeltering walls to take your place in tbe

world" we

will

attempt to stick a

little closer to

the

facts themselves.

to

To express
bemoan the

of our time

we have left undone and
we have not made the best use

regret at what
fact that

at this stage, idle and useless. All thai
and contemplation should have taken
])lace long ago. It is now too late to cousider what we
•should liave doiu' so avo will dwell merely upon what
Ave have done. And, in looking over the events of the
is,

introspecticm
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past year

we

find that there is a silver lining.

Villa-

nova has not forged to the front as the leading College in the country but she has made giant strides.
In other words she is traveling in the right direction
and once the goal is definitely fixed before your eyes

only a matter of time until it is attained.
we are to continue to go ahead it is necessary
that we have co-operation and co-ordination. Every
group and department must think and act as a unit.
Just as a chain is no stronger than its weakest link,
so a college is no stronger than its weakest department. Villanova has been gradually strengthening
it is

If

her links until she has at last forged a chain that
should withstand the onslaughts of time. She has
raised the standard of her scholarship until it compares favorably with that of any college in the land.
To the already imposing group of buildings on her
campus she has added new ones which will not only

enhance

beauty but

will also provide better eduIn Athletics she has made rapid
advancement. Football showed a vast improvement
over last year, and Basketball saw one of the best
seasons we have ever witnessed at Villanova. We
its

cational facilities.

organized a Track Team that should reupon the College no matter where or with
whom it competes. And, as for Baseball, the record
of the team should speak for itself. It got off to a
poor start by losing to Muhlenberg, but quickly regained its prestige by winning eight straight games,
numbering among these the strong Boston College

have

finally

flect credit

Have Faith
|FEW

years ago a naturally silent man addressed the senate of which he was speaker.
His subject was: "Have Faith in Massachusetts."
Calvin Coolidge, now President of
the United States, spoke these words about the
state which later sent him to the Nation's highest
office.
His state at that time with its background of
tradition was witnessing some trying days. Yet he,
with his words of wisdom which rang through the

chamber on Beacon Hill, showed spirit that never
knows defeat.
The glorious traditions of the past of that state
served as a foundation upon which in that present
was made still firmer the edifice for the future.
Villanova has a glorious tradition. To read but the
history of its foundation and existence up to the
present day would be the story of sacrifices for
ideals which are higher than all others on this earth.
Villanova is no exception to the rule; she, too,
has had dark days. Yet dark days have passed for
her and now she is basking in the sunlight of great
victories.

The past year has been one

of unsurpassed ad-

vancement. Traditions have been upheld, new things

The Alumni v/hich a short
name only, is now a unified and

and Holy Cross teams.
time ago existed |n

working body.
come to the most important link of all
and the one which should concern us most, namely,
the student body itself. This is the foundation of the
College and it is upon this that the success of the
whole system depends. Let us then reflect for a
moment and see whether or not we have done our
part. In doing so we find that there has been a decided tendency toward school spirit of the right
kind. There has been more interest shown this year
than ever in class and student activities. Junior
Week was the finest thing of its kind ever put on at
Villanova. The VILLANOVAN is now looked upon
as an organ of the student body and the students are
making use of its columns to express their views and
opinions. That they are now willing to assume and
efficient

We now

shoulder responsibilities is evidenced in the recent
formation of an undergraduate Council. On the
whole, then, it seems that the student body is at
least making an honest effort to hold up its end and
to help further the best interests of the College.
We have now sung our Swan Song and are ready
to say farewell to all

undergraduate activity and to
a parting word

among the alumni. As
we might add that we will endeavor
take dur place

to do, as

mem-

bers of Villanova's Alumni, those things which, as
students,

we were unable

to do.

C. P. G., '25.

in Villanova
inaugurated, greater spirit has everywhere been
manifested, and decisive victories have been won.
We need but to recall the success of "Vision" and
Athletics during this year. "Vision" has, with success, been produced in many of the large cities of
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Massachusetts. The

broadcasting of the play has brought to many homes
throughout the land the name of Villanova.
The football team was a
So, with Athletics.
great improvement over the last one. The basketball team was one of the most successful in any of
the colleges. The baseball team has been credited
by writers of sporting authority as the greatest collegiate

team

in the land.

Villanova's scholastic standing

bows

to none. All

her courses are recognized as members of Class A.
And while the modern college rushed to the acceptance of the elective course, Villanova stayed with
the required course. Realizing that here the student
with -.the system of
is orientated, 'she has stayed
teaching which others rejected but to which they
are returning.
This is our home. Probably not in the strict sense
of the word. For there is to each but one home. But
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it is

our liomc in the sense that here Ave are

all

taughi

where.

And when

the essential things of life and prepared for our vocaIt Avill to

tions.

each of us be just what

If each student will

v^^e

make

it.

be always active for Villanova,
This has been

there will be a steady advancement.

proven true in the past few years, and visible monuments to it all are seen on all sides of us. It remains
to those of Villanova next year to carry on and emulate
the past. Let the motto of all be "Semper Fidelis."
Being faithful to Villanova not only here but every-

The
Very often

talk

heard and

is

articles are written

Same vice versa when the Arts man begins to expound
some doctrine of philosophy. The Pre-Med is pictured
as a bug chaser, and the Business man is a foreigner to
the rest likewise. The spirit that the course taken by
the scholar is the only one is a good sign. It shows
at least that he is following his right vocation.
But
this alone is not enough. With this state of affairs we
have a body without unity. The lack of unity in. the
end is disastrous.
This condition

away from

is

when

not apparent

Villanova.

If

the student

some person was

to ask the

would be told
that all are good and well worth taking. That is the
truth.
But why is this not so here?
relative value of the courses here, he

It is true that the

a great

means

many

things

to that end.

Classes help to bring

end

is

different,

common

to

but there are

each course in the

Social affairs representative

of

Athletics bring not only classes together but the whole
school. Junior Week helped to solidify the class, and
tlie Holy Cross victor}'^ helped to bring close together
the various departments. At a game all barriers arc
lowered.

all

by gloom, let him but turn
back the pages of her history and see the sacrifices
made for her existence, the dark days past, the sweet
victories won, and the ideals upon which the College
is founded.
Then he will have the faith in Villanova
that will bridge his illusional dark gap to the sunlight
peak on which rests the true foundations of Villanova.
J. P.K. '26.
of the College encircled

Intellectual Barrier

concerning the lack of a fraternal spirit among the
various departments. The students pursuing the Arts
Course appear bored when the student Engineer begins to converse with one of his course anent roofs
and bridges or some other difficult engineering task.

is

the individual student sees the towers

different courses,

alone.;

all

enter into the spirit of the

as one great unit for Villanova

:'

done on Alumni Field it can be done elsewhere. Pedantry is not the sign of profound learning,
and pedantry here at Villanova with its various courses
tends to bring on animosity among them. Each one
is taking the course which he himself thinks prepares
him for after life. The Engineer is not expected to
refute the Pantheist, nor is the Arts man expected to
know the right hand rule. The Business man can not
name the third cranial nerve, nor can the Pre-Med
But each
explain the problem of transportation.
If this

course in
So, a

is

its

place

is

good.

^^^^^^^^^^

^^

common ground where

-^^v^^;^^^^;^^;^^^

all

-^v

'
;

y

:

could meet

is

wel-

There is none better than class activities and
athletics. Here all converse freely and enter the occacomed.

sion unified.

Casting aside the cloak of different pro-

intelligently.
It is but a
fessions they converse
pseudo attitude to belittle other courses. We would
not be at Villanova if we truly thought that any part
of it was not right. But we all know that the whole
Villanova is as good as the best.

When

together in that class.

All forget for the time his connections with

and

game from the stands

the honor of Villanova

is

being guarded on

the diamond, court, gridiron or track,

if

the class

is

gliding to the strain of our orchestra, the department

Let us try to forget it everywhere
is forgotten.
friendly
intellectually and striving for
all
be
have
and
Villanova.
the fame of

barrier

J. P.

K.

'26.

The Observer
We

wonder

of humor.

We

at times as regards

some people's sense

are likewise at a loss to explain their

utter lack of spirit and appreciation.
lads

the

who

who saunter

refer to the

along the cement walk that flanks

campus and hurl witticisms
are

We

(?)

at the track

working out on the cinder path.

Do

men
these

gentlemen realize that they are ridiculing men Avho are
sacrificing much in an effort to raise Villanova 's athletic standards?
Would they adopt the same tactics
Track has dropped
toward the baseball team?

from the roster of Villanova 's major sports and the
are at present training for the team deserve
a world of credit for trying to revive a sport which in
We
most colleges receives considerable attention.
could find some excuse for these "witty" boys if their
remarks had some slight savor of humor, but the utter
banality and asininity of their drivel is sickening,
Wise up, you chumps If you haven't spirit enough
to help Villanova in a constructive way, at least have
the good grace to be silent when other men are doing
what they can.

men who

'

'

'

'

!

:

:
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The bar room
of the bar,

it

a thing of the past but the tactics
remain. Some of our brethren

is

seems,

think nothing of smashing a door, breaking a chaii*
into kindling wood, and otherwise maltreating and destroying furniture.

conduct of these vandals
represents their home-training, we are rather afraid
those homes must resemble the "Wreck of the Hesperus."

Do

these

justice?

We

have

traditions of the College.

still

If the

:|e

:|c

4t

i|c

4c

The second Junior Week was

much

a decided success, so

howlefw" seem satisToo much credit cannot be given to the present
Junior Class and we look forward to a brilliant BELLE
so that even the "calamity

fied.

ATR BALL

next year.

men

ever stop to realize that the
wanton destruction of property is a gross violation «>f

No news

strong suspicion that these chaps

a

is

would squeal the loudest
their

:|c

if

someone hooked one of

second-hand neckties.
H"

1*

V

^

^

as yet of the

a virtue but ours

Bible would be of

little
9|i

Freshman

Bible.

well nigh exhausted.

is

:|i

Patience

And

the

use to the Freshmen now.
He

^c

:|c

:|c

n*

The Observer takes this occasion to congratulate
Yillanova's baseball team on their gentlemanly and
sportsmanlike conduct. We watched them in a certain
game this year in which the tactics of their opponents
savored strongly of rowdyism and poor sportsmanship.
AVe were pleased to note that the Blue and White did
not resort to the same tactics. Villanova is proud of
this year's team not only because they are splendid
athletes but also because they deport themselves like

Catholic gentlemen and are thus preserving the best

The Observer was pleased to note that, as usual, the
Old Guard did not fail. They made their appearance
at the Junior Prom and judging from all indications
had an enjoyable evening.
There has been a marked improvement in the
few games. The "razzing" is conspicuous by its absence and it is to be hoped that this
spirit of good fellowship and fair play will continue
throughout the rest of the season.
spirit at the last

Advice
Hearts are broken the wide world over

For the sake of a race unborn.

And youth must

be stupid, staid and sober

In the wild gold of

its

It

liearts,

young

girls

and men,

does not matter that God's noAv giving

What might never
Morning mist over

And dreams
And woods

be given again

fields of clover.

that are wine to a thirsty brain,

Greyblack roads for the

feet of a rover.

sAveet-sraelling with April rain

Strength to spend nor reck the

tally.

Mirth and love of lasses and friends.
Paths that run through a mountain valley

To where the twilight ends;

And

thought Ihat

diamond

is

clear,

All Ihe body's and soul's fair vestures

That will drop from you year by year.

morn.

Bejid your jiecks to the task of living,

Bind your

Kisses and fights and beauteous gestures

So they say;
1

give

it

— and

my

answer

with brazen throat

each of you

And

here's

is

a si)arkling dancer

not a dustv mote.

So make a covenant together

Youth
To face

in

of the world's broad lands,

sunny or stormy weather

WHiatever comes to

Be you strong
Be

in a

lunul.

league of laughter.

falcons, not scudding mice,

Then the unborn races who follow

after

Will reTuember. and bless you thrice.

Liam Mor,
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BELLE AIR BOOK
Not many years ago there appeared on the campus
first year book.
The tradition so commendably started has flourished and thriven so that
Villanova's

an established institution. From
Year Book has developed
into a publication of considerable artistic and literary
merit. A healthy spirit of rivalry has sprung up and
each succeeding Senior Class has striven to outdo the
today the Belle Air
beginnings

small

work

is

the

of its predecessor.

The Class of '24 set a high standard in the production of their Year Book but the present Seniors led
fair to out-try the remarkably fine work of their older
brothers.
A capable staff has been elected and the
work, at the present writing, is going along swimmingly.
the hope of the Senior Class that the publica-

It is

tion will receive the support

of

the

student

body.

Every one knows that a work of this sort must receive
financial backing and certainly no one would be so
foolish as to believe that the project is a money-making
proposition. The staff of the Belle Air is receiving no
monetary return for their work. They are shouldering a burden and putting in many hours of solid work
simply that they may carry on and hand over to their
successors a tradition that has been cherished and kept
alive.
The splendid work of last year's Seniors was
nullified in a great measure by the lack of student support.

We

trust that the present Senior Class will not

We would point out to
you that these are the happier days of your lives. You
will harken back to them many times in the years to
come. A Belle Air will recall most vividly your college
days and ten years from now will be worth its weight
be hampered in like manner.

SOPHOMORE CLASS
class of '27

kind criticism.
the class

The

is capable of big things in the way of
helping Villanova and there is every indication at
present that these expectations will be realized.

that this class

A

meeting was held recently for the purpose of
new officers. The attendance was the largest
in the history of the class.
The rivalry was keen and
class spirit ran high. As a result of the election Herbert Madden becomes President for the ensuing year.
The office of Vice President went to Joe Sheehan. Jimmie Shea was voted Secretary and Steve Callaghan,
electing

We congratulate these men on their elecand commend the Sophs for the wisdom of their
choices. We would likewise remind the newly elected
officers that their election is not so much an honor that
is thrust upon them as a challenge to their ability.
A
class stands or falls with its officers, and these men
have in their hand the making of their class history
during one of the most critical periods of college life.
The present Junior class has set a high standard of
initiative and school spirit for their successors to attain. We would simply remind these officers that their
Treasurer.
tion

organization
possibilities

is

has come in for considerable un-

The

criticisms are to the effect that

bordering on semi-consciousness.
is pleased to note that the '27 men

in a state
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contains untold possibilities but these
can only be brought to function by con-

stant and earnest activity.

Plans are already afoot for the annual Sophomore
"Jack" Vaughn has been selected as chairman. Many of the students thought that this one big
Soiree and

event of the Sophomore year had been entirely forgoten. However, according to present indications, the

promises to equal and perhaps surpass any in
The date had been set for
29th which should prove a fitting close to the so-

affair

the history of Villanova.

May

in gold.

The

have risen in their wrath to give the lie to the insinuations and to prove to the world at large that their organization is really worth while. Personally we feel

cial activities of the

To

current year.

agog with spirit and
enthusiasm we need only to mention the victories won
illustrate that the class is

class in the recent Class Day celebration.
The
Class of '27 took all the awards, losing only that of the

by the

tug-of-war.

'
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CAMPUS CHATTER DAY BY DAY
The Big Blue got away
Dutchmen taking our measure

berg as our opponents.

to a

poor

10-5.

the

Errors played a large part in the defeat.
April

—Post mortems were in order after the de-

2.

Art Bohne was operated on for
Art was stricken early in the week. Re-

feat of yesterday.

appendicitis.

ports

from the hospital say that he

is

progressing

Tony

is

"all set" to enter

Lucky

in September.

3.

—Jim

Engineering

Bannon,

He

stricken with appendicitis.

is

now

'27,

was

convalescing at

is

some medical school

the school at which

Tony

matriculates.

—

April 7. Charlie Dever had a tooth knocked out
and Jay O'Donnel is now suffering with blood poison-:
Be careful, Jay, act like a gentleman and call
ing.
;'.;-.;.' '.:.•':::':,
your shots. .•,,,.'•;.
April

was

8.

— Golf match

played.

We

campus championship
strokes. The folorder, Mulloy, Dever and Farina.
for the

Ryan won by two

Bill

lowing finished in

nicely. '

April

-^ifsv

'

Staff

Bide.

—The baseball season opened with Muhlen-

start,

'*^'

^sas

The Villanovan

1.

"^^

<^f?i|-'

aK»asa«fc.

April

11

Tommy Crane was inJoe Council was shifted from

defeated Temple 10-1.

vincible at all times.

base and played a "sweet"

game

home.
The boys are preparing for their "bum" to Princeton to witness the ball game tomorrow.
"Hoot" Gibbons was attacked by Rowdy and the
dog is now recovering at the U. of P. Veterinary

center field to

School.

AUentown Limited. When the train arrived roll
was in order and Bill Ryan was found missing
wonder why?

his

April

4.

—More

than half the student body jour-

neyed to Princeton via the Thumb Highway.
Coach
McGeehan's charges gave the Tigers a good game even
though the Blue came out on the short end of the 3-2
'

'

'

score.

Inability to hit

when

'

hits

meant

runs

cost

'Villanova the victory.
April 5. The Annual Retreat for the student body

—

began at 8 P. M.
structive sermon.
April

"new"

6.

—

Bill

golf shots.

Dr. Hickey opened

Ryan was seen

it

with an

practicing

in-

some

Bill intends to use the shots in his

championship game with Jim Dever. "Heavy" Farina
is to referee the match.
Margagliano departed for his home in the East

first

on the bag.
April

number

9.

—Retreat

closed this morning.

of the boys departed for

Easter holidays.

home

to

A

largo

spend the

The Koal Krackers besieged the 7.09
call

—We

Boston College baseball team arrived on the campus
and held practice on the Academy Field.
April 10. "Uncle" Eddie Duffy had his decorating
squad at work in the gym. Ali Baba and his 40
Tliieves together with the James Boys looked like
pikers compared with the decorators. Eddie and his
gang made a tour of the rooms, taking everything but

—

the plaster.

'

— Revenge

.^

We

humbled B. C.
The "Bean Eaters" failed to connect with the "bean" tossed by Griffith and Tom
April

11.

to the tune of 6-3.

Crane.

is

sweet.

THE
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BELLE AIR BOOK

have risen

and

tioiis

Xol
Ail

iiuiiiy ycjirs
first

Ifiiiovii "s

today the licHc
small

est

and

ahlishcd

Ihrivcii

iiis1

it ill

l>ool<

has

A healthy

si)iril

AVork of

The

predecessor.

its

of their

tioii

the

at

standard

up and
outdo tln>

staff

line

led

Seiiioi-s

of their older

has heeii elected and

writinjz'.

pi'es^'iit

work

is

V-

the jirodne-

in

the present

hut

remarkahly

A capahle

lu'others.
A\()i-k,

litcrarx'

/,.";:,::,'-.

y.^

lii^li

iJook

^'ear

fair to oiit-try the

Uwu

From

of fi\alry has spi'iin^'

('lass of "24 set a

i^oinn-

tin'

swim-

;doii<:'

the hope

is

the Senior ('lass that
the

id'

the piililica-

student

iiod\.

a work of this sort must recei\"'
and ceilainly no one would lie so
helie\-e that the project is a imnie.v -ma kiiiL!"

one knows that

b>\-ery

Hnaii(dal

ha(d\iin.i'

foolish as to

The

|)roposit ion.

return

iiKnietary

staff of the rxdie Air

simply that lhe\ may
successors

nullilied in a i^reat

We

port.

no

many hours

oj'

sidid woric

on and hand o\-er

to their

and kept
years Seniors was

tradition that has heeii cherished

a

The splendid

ali\e.

in

cari'v

receiving:'

is

'They are shoulder

their work.

i'oi-

liurden and pnttini;'

a

iii^-

(d'

receive the sii|)porl

will

ti(ni

wiu'k

(d'

last

measure hy the

that the present

ti'iist

la(d\ id'

Senior

not

like

in

ydl(L

A

(dass of

eriticdsin.

\'

I

there

every

is

the

in

we feel
way of

iiidicat ion

av,

mectiii":'

new

ill":'

officers.

oflicers that tindr (deetioii
is

thrust

(dass stands

is

in

a

ld.A.\()\'

(U'

their

in

lia\('

them

ii|)oii

as

hand the

The present
initiatixc

We

taiii.

contains
can

possihilit ies

riaiis are

\'aii;ihii

.Many of the students

ex'eiit

(d"

the

SophoiiKn'e

However.

affair promises

e<pial

the history of \'illaiio\a.

"L'T

men

hy

\\lii(di

act i\it ies of

t

till'

ii<;-of

c(dle^e

(d'

liij^h

life..

standard of

t

hnt

fiiiicti(m

tlies"

hy

coti-

look

tlioiijilit

that

had heen

N'car

this

one

eiitir(dy

indications,

hi','-

for
th''

and perliajis sui'pass any in
The date had heen set UsT
a

fittiii;:-

(dose to the so-

he current year.

all

is a^(e^' with s|)ii-it and
mention the victories won

the (dass
(tidy

(dass in the recent
'L'7

to

has heeii s(dected as (diair

should prove

illustrate that

war.

|)(»ssihilit ies

aceordiii<z' to |)resent

to

state hoi'deriipj- mi semi-coiiscioiisness

pleased to note that the

untold

mail.

To

a

already afoot for the annual So|)hoiiutrr>

Soiree and "^hndx"

ii'oteii.

s(d

i

('lass of

is

has

their (dass history

(d"

periods

act vity.

has come in for considerahle unThe criticisms are to the effect tlia;

AX

iiiakiii;^-

he hroii^ht

(uily

and earnest

lit

A
and these men

and s(di()ol spirit for their successors to arwould simply remind these oflicers that tlndr

oruani/.at ion

sta

onicers,

its

critical

(dass

diiiiior

enthusiasm we need

''11

with

falls

not so miudi an honoi" that

is

(diallenj:'e to tlndr ahilily.

a

during' one of the most

.May 2fMh

the class

The

and

\'illanova

tliiiij:-s

hi<i'

and comiiieiid the So|)lis for the wis(h»iii of llnd;'
We would likewise remind the newl\' (deeted

tion

SOPHOMORE CLASS
The

capahle of

is

was Indd I'cceiitly for the pui'|K»se of
The attendance was the larjz'esv
ill
the history of the (dass.
'I'he rivalry was keen and
(dass spirit ran lii^li.
As a result of the election llei'
liert Madden hecomes President for the ensuing" year
'Idle oflice (d' \'ice I'resideiit went to doe Shcidiaii,
.limiiiie Shea
was voted Secretar\- and Steve ('aila^han,
Treasurer.
We conj:ra1 iilate lliese men on their tdee
elect

cial

kind

this (dass

ludpinji'

student sup-

('lass will

manner. \Vi' W(Hild point (uit ti>
you that these are the happier days of your !i\'es. \'oii
will harkeii haidv to them many times in the years to
come. A l>elle Air will recall most xdvidly your collet'.'
days and ten years from now will he worth its wei^iht
he hainpereil

in

that

llieir or-

choices.

miiijily.
It

rersoiially

(h'V(do|)cd

and

siieeeedin^' Senior ("lass has striven to

cacdi

to tlie iii^iima-

larjic that

at

worth while,

really

is

lie

;:'ive tlie

coin-

so

ion.

to

prove to the world

present that these expectations wdll he realized.

^Car

the

so

ti'adilioii

ion of considcrahh' artistic

|)iiiiii('at

merit.

an

is

i)(',uiiiniii<:s

into a

'The

has Hoiifisht'd

Ail'

caiiipus

llir

(»ii

^zaiii/at ion

hook.

yt';ii-

siartcd

in<Mi(lal>ly

llici-c ;)|)|)(';ii'imI

iiji'o

wrath

their

in

to

to

('lass

Day

celehration.

the awards, losiin^ only that of

The
th''
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CAMPUS CHATTER DAY BY DAY
April
l»('i'^-

poor

the

stai"1.

played a

Kri'ors

April

\<\y*xr

part

in

fi'oni

llie

were

IJohne

Art

tin'

defeat.
the de-

was

on

for

the week.

He-

say that

hos])ilal

10-5.

in oi-der al'ter

o|)erate(l
in

he

pi-ojiressiiiu'

is

Api-il

liannon.

.lini

.").

now

is

prepai"in<: for their

eonvaleseiiiL;' a1

witness the

to

i)all

j^aMie

iKiw

is

I'eeoverin^-

to I'rinee-

the

at

I',

of

N'etei'inary

\\

half the student hody jourCoach
the"'rhnnd) Highway.
Mcdeehan's chai'<:'es ^ave the 'Tii^ci's a n'ood <:;nne even
thoiiiih the Ulue caiiu' out on the short end of the \'J
sc<)re.
cost
I'uns
Inaldlily to hit when hits meant

April

neyed

illanova

April
he;ian
st I'Uct

.More than

4.

to ri-incet(ni via

at
i

t

We

Uill

S

T.

.M

.

Ueti'eal

Dr. ITudvcy

foi'

the student l»ody

opened

with an

it

"new"" Hdlf

shots.

chaiii|)ionship

<..!ame

to I'efei'ce the
.\Iai'<ia^liano

on the

in

Kyan
i>ill

was

seen

some

practicing;

intends to use the shots

with -lim

I)e\'er.

'Jleavy"

in

match.
dcparteil

his

honii'

in

the

i^ast

lirst

10

Tommy

1.

('rane was in
was shifted fi-om

doe ('onnel!

b;ise

and played

a

"sweet""

U'HUU'

Keti'cal

!t.

closed

this

the boys departed

ol'

iinn-ninti'.

for

home

to

A

lar^\'-

spend the

.'

April

riicle'" laddie Duffy had

10.

h is

dec(»rat ino-

ISaba and his 40
Hoys looked like
pikers com|)ared with the dec(n"ators.
Kddie and his

t

W(n'k

at

Tllie\i's

(

a

ijym.

the

tmir of the

11.

tune of
with

'rane.

the

with

Ali

dames

but

takin;^' ex'cryt h inu'

ro(niis,

er.

.\pril
to the

in

1oL;ether

made

he plast

ui'ct
foi'

Temple

l»y

lOaster holi(la\s.
The Koal Kra(d\ers besieged the 7.00
A Ib'iitowii Limited. When the train arrived roll cal!
was in ordei' and Lill Uyaii was found missiuij' We
wonder why
Loston ('olle<i'e baseball team arrived on the campus
and held practice on the Academy l-'ield.

his

h'arin.i

to

campus (diampionship

the

two sti'okes. The fob
order. .Midloy. Dever and h'arina.

times.

all

at

f(M'

bai;'.

nund»er

Lian^'

i>ill

(i.

s(du»ol

'

won

|{yaii

in

del'eated

\-incible

s(piad

The Aiuiual

ve seriinni.

April

is

'

he victoi-y.

.').

v'

match

(iolf

S.

April

IJowdy and the

l)y

School.

\

April

was played.

tomorrow.

"Iloot" (lihhons was atta(d<ed
don

"Itunr'

the

I

center held

The hoys are

'.

':

some medical school
which Tony
at

to enter
is

A|)i'il 7.
Charlie Devei- had a tooth kno(d<ed out
and day ()"I)onnel is now siif'fei'inL;' with blood poisoii'>e
careful, -lay. act like a ucntleman and call
iiiii'.
your shots.

was

"27.

Knjiineerin;^'

He

is.

his Inniiie.

loii

Lucky

lowing- linished

ideely.

stiM(d<en with ai)p<'ndieit

set"

""all

is

io A

our incasiirc

Art was sti'ieken early

Tony

September.

unit I'iculates.

away

IJluc ^ot

\V\iS

1akin<i-

Tost Miortenis

2.-

appendicitis.
])oi"ts

Tlu'

Dutclniicii

of yestei'day.

feat

season opcticd with Mulilen-

-'riic haschall

1.

as our oppoiiciits.

Staft

Side.
in

11

the

jfevfiiuc
(i-:!.

is

"bean"

We

sweet.

The "Lean
tossed

liundiled

I'^atei's""

by

failed

(Irillith

\\.

to

and

C.

con

Tom

'

^
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— Easter

April 12.
the college.

Sunday.

AH was

quiet around

Pat McClaffert}^ was seen wearing a hat today. Pat
is to shade his eyes
from the sun's rays while he is sleeping on the campus.

says the purpose of the head piece

V

April 13>^Reds McLaughlin and

Warren Dailey

purchased roller skates and returned to school. They
reported poor business on the "Thumb Highway."

April

— Doc

20.

Jacobs was seen

"Chesterfield"

handing out samples of the Duke's

cigarettes.

a bang th;The first event of the week's
activities was a Grotesque Dance held in Alumni Hall.
About 150 couples attended the dance. Music was rendered by the Villanova Ramblers, who deserve credit

Meminger is giving "Chesterfield"
Lucky Strikes..
;,;.r-v-

a

for their playing.

today.

,

April 14.—Junior

—

week opened with

boys returned on time.

April

15.

—The Junior Class was seen

carrying their canes.

break forth

to

They looked natural

— as

if

they

were carrying walking sticks all their lives.
Baseball game between Profs, and Juniors was
called off by Jupiter Pluvius.
The Belle Aire Smoker was given in honor of the
Juniors b.y the Class of '25. The smoker was held in
the gym. James Gritifin also attended the smoker.
April 16. At last we triumphed over the "Cross,'
score 9-4. "Griff" had the boys from Worcester un-

—

—

A victory dance, given by the
all times.
was held in the gym. A large number of th<v
students and their lady friends were served a luncheon
The dance continued until 9 P. M.
at 6 P. M.
A group of students led by Jno. Larkin, Francis
O'Donnell and Joe Barry burned a huge bonfire on
Academy Field in honor of the victory. Those who
assisted in the celebration were Jack Newman, Pessalano, the boys from Cuba, Quigg, "Admiral" Snyder,
der control at

Juniors,

—

:

Tracey, Hartnett, Cronin, Ray Houle,
Goggin, Dick Sullivan, John Sullivan, Gadgett and

Mulloy, Fay,
Bill

Stackah.
April 17.

— Track meet between Villanova
The meet

is

and

Phil-

to be held

5th.

The Junior Prom, one of the largest affairs ever
staged by a Villanova organization, was held at the
Over 150 couples attended the prom.
Ritz-Carlton.
Finny was in attendance.
"Tucker"
Thomas
News reached the campus today of the engagement
of Bill Maher, erstwhile football player and at present
manager of the track team. We wish "Bill" the best
of success as a benedict.

—

April 18. Closing day of Junior Week exercises.
Villanova defeated the Penn A. C, the score being
10-6.

Tommy

Crane added another notch

of victories.

to his string
•

Junior Week activities were too mucli for
After Six" Kenney, Willie Connor and Uncle
Ed. Duffy. These three chaps are confined to their
rooms. Upon making inquiries, we came to the conelusion that they were unable to stand the "pace."
Tiie

"Five

April 19.— "Grandpa" Granahan,

"Chautauqua" Dever were caught in tho
The boys were hiking on Spring Mill Road.

miiigs and
rainfall.

"Chuck" Cum-

:•;:.•';..;.

..-::/"-

The baseball team held a light workout. The
weather being quite cold, the boys took things easy.

—

John Conlon returned to the campus
The boys were all out to welcome the "Polock"

April 21.

back to the fold.
While working on a scientific problem under
Blodgett,
some culprit entered Detective
Prof.
Maloney's room and made off with the detective's

and gold badge. Maloney
loss and he will not rest easy

license

his

is

quite grieved over

apprehends

until he

the thief.

April 22.— Bob Risley, Tom McLaughlin and Phil
Holland were caught in the act of reading "The Art
and Etiquette of Courtship." The above named must
be looking for some "fine points" and we recommend
them to Bachman and Martin, Inc. Just ask for either

Anthony

"Moo."

or

Villanova wins

its fifth

straight victory, Seton Hall

Our boys scored

'College being the victim.

11 runs in

men had been put

out by the
boys from South Orange.
"Gus" Rosenberg and "Terry" Murray made
their spring appearance, each wearing a new knicker
the

first

inning after two

;

suit.

— Detective

April 23.
of

adelphia Textile was cancelled.

May

-^

Lou

run with his

a

gold

pencil

Higgins was put on the trail
missing by
Scranton

reported

'

"

'

"Higgle" located the pencil in right field.
Halley was appointed to the staff of
detectives. The appointment was unanimous.
April 24. Cosmo Powers entrained for Atlantic
'Tis said that Cosmo's mission was to look over
City.
some real estate in the Margate Gardens. Later in the
day Powers was seen strolling on the boadwalk with
Cummings.

"Smokey"

—

a

member of the fair sex.
"Reds" Prendergast,

'15, a former Villanova footand
ball star
at present Athletic Director of WilkesBarre High School, arrived here today with his track
team. Reds' team is to run in the Penn Relay games
tomorrow.
A luimber of the boys Avitnessed the Penn Relay
games this afternoon.
April 25. Coach Meredith's track team placed fifth
'

—

in their

event at the Relay Carnival held in Franklin

Field.

The baseball team journeyed

to Annville, Pa., wher*!

they met and defeated Lebanon Valley College.
score

was

The

18-2.

Steelton High School track team spent the day at
Villanova visiting Jim Callahan and Heavy Farina.
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April 26.— The Bulldogs defeated the Fleas in a
baseball game played on the Varsity field. The oppos-

Weezy " Farren and Zazzali. Brick
ing twirlers were
with
a steal of home in the eighth inning.
Dora featured

dance has become an established institution, everything will be done to try to run a dance in the

*

April 27.

—

paid us a

Bill Kilroy, '25,

—he

is

sporting a

sedan.

The baseball team journeyed to Tabor field and defeated Temple U. by a score of 7-3. This victory was

Tommy

.

affair.

President James A. Griffin, wITose untiring efforts

visit today. Bill

new Nash

Crane's fifth straight win.
April 28. Jerry Hurley was seen moving his belongings from Hogan's Alley to Murderer's Row. The
^

—

are manifested in the club's successes during the past
year,

.The

game allowing

13-2.

Ted Slomkowsky

the Jerseyites but five

hits.

—

Pug Burns was sent on a tour this mori>The purpose of the tour was to find some red
crayon. Each time that Pug was sent out hf returned
with green crayon. The boys wonder if he is color
Ajjril 30.

ing.

blind.

Steve Coffey announced his intention of attendin*;;
the Villanova dance at the Bellevue Saturday Nite.

We

wonder who Steve

she attends Drexel.

''GUMP"

Right,

is

taking?

He

said thai

Steve?

DEVER— "HOOT" GIBBONS

LAWRENCE CLUB
At a recent meeting of the Lawrence Club plans for
summer dance were gotten under way. Great enthusiasm was shown and letters of endorsement wero
a

power

to

make

the

new

project

team

baseball

fair to offer

is

in the process

of formation

worthy opposition to any

chal-

Lawrence has sent splendid athletic material
Villanova during the past years and her sons give

men

The score was

all in his

lenger.

by the Daughters of Columbus in Bryn Mawr tonite.
The Villanova Ramblers furnished music for dancing
which was enjoyed after the EATS had been served.
April 29. The K. of C. held a regular meeting this
evening in their new rooms in the Academy building.
Officers for the year '25- '26 were nominated at this
meeting. After the meeting luncheon was served to
100 members.
Baseball squad departed on the 9 :03 P. R. R., for
South Orange, N. J., where they played Seton Hall a
pitched a fine

doing

and bids
to

return battle.

is

a worthy complement to the Christmas dance.

boys on the Row will now have plenty of music. Jerry
plays both the hass horn and the banjo.
A number of the students attended the social given

—

summer

which will likewise be established as a regular social

'

looks prosperous

13

every indication that her fair
the diamond.

are

Among

name

will

be upheld on

the most promising of the

new

Lamond, Kiernan, Young and Coskren.
K. of C, Villanova Council 2288

On

the evening of April 29, a meeting of the Council

was held

in the

newly acquired rooms

Practically every

with

many

member

in

of the Council

visiting brothers

Alumni Hall.
was presenr,

from Philadelphia and

suburban Councils. After the meeting the Council was
addressed by the Rev. Fr. Diehl, 0. S. A., Rev. Ft.
Crawford, 0. S. A., Past Grand Knight, Prof. Charles
McGeehan, and Past Grand Knight Mat Lynch. Refreshments were served and entertainment furnisherl
by some of the talented members of the Council.
This meeting was one of the last to be held durin;;this college year. Nomination of officers was held, with
the election to be the next and last meeting of the
The officers of
year, on Wednesday evening, May 6.
Grand
the past year were praised for their Avork.
Knight Philip A. Holland will soon hand the gavel
over to the new Grand Knight.
This brings to a close the activities for the present
year.

have

No year
its

since the Council has

successes been so great.

been instituted

Villanova

is

one of

the few Colleges

which have Student Councils and
from the past few years' social and beneficial works
the status of the Council has been made such that its
stability and part in greater student activities has been
assured.

received from the Lawrence "Grads."
The idea of
the club socials is to bring before the public the spirit

place under the auspices of the Caseys than in former

of Villanova.

ones,

This the club feels will be better realized

—

by two dances, one during the Christmas vacation,
and one during the summer holidays. As the winter

During the past year more

social events

have taken

and the membership has been greatly increased.
Everything points to the next year being one which
will surpass the milestone of activities of the year 1925.
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ALUMNI DAY
The

May VILLANOVAN

ed in this issue.

We

has been held up in order

Day doings might be

that an account of Alumni

whose work was to be supplemented by regional committees.
The discussiou
was centered for the main part around these committees; whether the central or main committee was tr
consist of men drawn from the locality of Philadelphia
and Villanova or whether the different districts should
be represented.
The number on this committee also
ized committee at Villanova

includ-

were inclined to question the Edi-

wisdom in the matter, but we now think better oi
and joyfully set ourselves to the task of recording the
features of a day that was eventful in more ways thaii
one. Time and space do not permit a detailed account
of all the doings, which were many and various, so we
shall pick out what we consider the salient points and
try to give in the columns the message which emanated
from the gathering.
tor's

it

came

in

for considerable discussion.

It

was

finally

decided after the motion had been raised that the central committee would consist of fifteen members, nine
of whom should reside in localities of Villanova and
six should be members and act as delegates of the local clubs.

The day opened with an inter-class track meet. The
preliminar}^ events were nm off in the morning. The
finals were decided in the afternoon and a goodly gathering of the old "Grads" was on hand to see the boys
go through their paces.

We

detailed account of the meet.

do not intend to give a
The Editor of Athletic

on taking care of that little thing. We
keen rivalry was shown by the
different classes and when the smoke of battle had
cleared away the Sophs topped the list by a comfonable margin. The real business of the day got under
way with an open meeting of the Alumni Association
Notes

insists

will say, however, that

The Senior Class was inwas then that we sat in for the
first time with the Grads.
The meeting will never fade
from our memory. It was inspiring and even hectic.
AVe never suspected that men could feel so keenly and
deeply on any subject. We heard one old "Grad" say
that in former years the Alumni meetings consisted of
"Yea, yea," "Nay, nay," but that this animation and
spirit was something new to him. Verily, the organization showed itself very much alive and very much in
The meeting was called to order by Presi
earnest.
The minutes of the last
dent Martin McLaughlin.
meeting were read by Secretary Schneider, who likein the college auditorium.

vited to attend and

it

wise read the financial report in the absence of Mr.

McGeehan, the treasurer. The main topic under discussion was the Alumni Athletic Association. Fr. Griffin was called upon to outline the plan tliat had been
drawn up. The plan as outlined called for a central-

Dr. Hickey spoke of the athletic budget and pointed
out that seven thousand dollars ($7,000) was necessary
to defray the expense already incurred and that only
thirteen hundred dollars ($1,300) was then on hand.

was likewise pointed out

that with the new authorbeing placed in the hands of the alumni
an added financial responsiblity.
there should come

It

ity that

is

The minimum dues
Itic

of the membership in the new AthAssociation have been fixed at ten dollars ($10)

per annum.

The annual banquet was held at eight o'clock in the
Adelphia and proved a decided success. The speeches
Avere interesting and. to the point while the entertain-

ment was plentiful. Mr. Stanlej^ Coar acted as toastmaster and Mr. John Clark served in the capacity of
master of ceremonies. The speakers of the evening'
were Martin J. McLaughlin, Very Rev. Nicolas J.
Vasey, Dr. Hickey, Rev. Andrew J. Plunket and Stanley J, Smith.

A

new

has come into prominence—
and loyalty that has hitherto
been rather indefinite and uncertain. Concrete action
has been promised by different sectional chapters and
decidedly

spirit

a spirit of co-operation

there

is

every indication that Villanova has, in tho

words of one

of

its

The following

Dame
is

Scholastic.

#

"Grads," turned a corner.

;*

*

"

*

was clipped from the Notn;
shows that William K. O'Donneli

article
It

gradually attaining his goal.

—

:

THE VILIANOVAN
"Mr. Eugene McVeigh has been appointed

to take

charge of engineering detail connected with the extensive survey being made by the South Bend Recreation Bureau, under the supervision of Col, C. B. Bullock.
laiiova,

Mr. William K. O'Donnell, a graduate of Vilwill be associated with Mr. McVeigh in the

work."
Al Kenny, a Villanova Grad, has been appointed
head of the Department of Science at Crosby High
School of Waterbury, Conn.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CATHOLIC ALUMNI
Representatives from more than a dozen Catholic
Colleges of the United States held an informal meet-

New

York, 120
for the purpose

ing at the Catholic Club of the City of

Central Park South, of February 17,
of forming a national organization of Catholic College

Alumni, and to further through corporate action of
trained college men, united in one organization, the
educational and intellectual ideals for the attainment

which our colleges were founded, and also to afford
opportunity from time to time for social activities in
common.
The results obtained at this informal gathering were
most pleasing to the men responsible for calling the
meeting, inasmuch as the largest and most prominent
Catholic Colleges were represented, and a foundation
of

was made for the upbuilding

what should be the

of

most active organization of Catholic laymen

in this

country.

In order that Our general alumni body may know
something about the new National Alumni the following proposals, which were adopted temporarily at the

15

whose individual najnes will be carried on its roll of
active membership.
The dues wilj also be two-fold:
3.
Annual membership fee' of $10, from each
(a)
constituent alumni organization.
Annual membership fee of $1 from each indiv(b)
idual

member

of the Federation.

The ambitions
the things

it

of the

new organization and some

ol:

will attempt to accomplish are indeed

worth recording. During this Jubilee Year (Holy
Year) an Association Alumni banquet is contemplated,
in a city to be designated later, which would be a public

expression of the corporate existence of the Assoan expression of the unity in educational, re-

ciation
ligious

;

and

intellectual ideals of the Catholic Colleges

of the United States,

and of the extension

ideals into the after-life of their alumni.

To hold

at least one

of those

;:

?

meeting during the year under

the auspices of the Association to which the general
public would be invited and at which a lecture or ad-

dress on some topic furthering the cause of the educational ideals of our colleges

would be given.

To hold

a reception at an appropriate time during the year
to which all graduates of our Catholic High Schools

and Preparatory Schools would be invited to meet
distinguished lay and clerical alumni of our colleges
and to hear an appeal for higher education, and to encourage these younger men to attend Catholic Colleges.
And, lastly, to lend the Association's active interest
from time to time to movements of a public nature affecting the welfare of education in our state and
nation.

meeting, are herein set forth:

This outline of organization and the practical projects proposed will serve as advanced information for

ganization and membership are to be acted

the readers of the Villanovan.

the next meeting
the month,

"

which
^'•.-

',:

will

Permanent plans of orupon at
be held some time during

".'•"..

The general plan of the new National Association
of Catholic Alumni consists of organization and membership committees made up as follows
1.
An Executive Committee On the Executive
Committee of the Association one active delegate and
two alternates at large will represent the Alumni Association of each college and university.
These delegates will also work for federation interest and membership within their own associations. The Executive
Committee will meet annually and select from their
number a President, three Vice Presidents, a Secretary,
a Treasurer, and five Trustees.
2.
Membership. The membership in the association
will be two-fold:
(a) Membership by association:—
:

—

—

This consists of the constituent alumni organizations
(represented by their delegates and alternates as

mem-

tion should attract the serious consideration of every

one of our alumni, and each member should be prepared to discuss the sugjectat the next general meeting
of our alumni.
It should be remembered that the immediate aim of
the Association is to lift simultaneously all our Alumni
bodies out of the annual banquet stage of organization
and initiate in our country a post-graduate intercollegiate communication between all our Alumni through
membership in one federation embracing all units. The
number of ways a National Association of this kind
could function, once successfully launched, are prolific,

y:

We
colleges

and

must
if

we

would furnish a mean-s
it would further aim

And

alumni thi^
both educational and intellectual, of our respective colleges by affording them an agency througli
which they could corporately do something to further

to carry into the post-graduate lives of our

Membership by individuals: This consists of
members of the constituent alumni or
organizations who severally join the Association, and

these ideals.

(b)

expect our graduates to attain leadershi]),

for organizing that product.

ideals,

the individual

capitalize the intellectual product of our

this national organization

bers of the Association Executive Committee).
'

The plan of organiza

John

C. Kelley, 15.

!
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c/4ve-Vale
In the
I

took

first

my

wild breath of morningleave of you,

lads away, so far

Who

away

were so strong and

true.

With heavy pain unuttered
1 said a

quick goodbye.

Then looked away,
That

I

so far away,
might not catch your eye.

Now in a wasting silence
In a strange foreign place,
I look your way, so far away,
Since you can't see

And

face.

listening at evening

In a garden on the
I

my
lee,

hear away, from far away.

Faint music of the sea.

And

as the stars of springtide

In the fading heavens throng,
I

hear this way, from far away,
echo of your song.

An

have twin foods for eating,
light "then" with you.
O lads away, so far away,
I've rosemary and rue.
1

Dark "now,"

The rue hath gnawed my vitals.
But the rosemary is sweet
As times away, so far awaj^
That it lulls my pain to sleep
Lads mine.
In the twilight's pulseless deep.

Liam Mor.
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ATHLETIC NOTES
It

is

begins to appear that Villanova

is

slowly bui

surely winning for herself a place in the sun of college
went on record in a former issue as sayathletics.

We

ing that Villanova 's baseball team would cause conWe see no reason
siderable stir in collegiate circles.

The boys are proving
they have all the
manner
that
most conclusive
champions.
real
marks and thumb-prints of
to retract that statement.

our string of victories

impressive.

in a
ear-

beaten by football scores.

The team has

at last struck its stride despite the

it twice stepped off with the wrong foot.
Muhlenberg opened the season on a cold, blustery day
and went home with a victory in their pockets. The
Allentowners brought a mediocre team to Villanova
and as sometimes happens, a decidedly mediocre team
emerged victorious over a much stronger team. The
boys evidently thought they were indulging in spring
football practice.
They booted the ball and hurled
forward passes with careless abandon and the net result at the end of the fracas was 10-5, with Villanova
on the short end. The one gleam of comfort in the
entire dismal affair was the work of Slomkowsky, who

fact that

made his debut in college ranks as a relief hurler. This
youngster went in, and despite weak and ragged su])port, held

Muhlenberg

The team

is

to

Dick has

game.

hit safely in every

He compiled

four hits in seven innings.

particularly balanced and presents a

tho

noble average of .491 last year and he bids fair to berter this

mark during

the third baseman,

is

the present campaign.

Cotter,

playing excellent ball though he

got off to a poor start due to illness at the beginning
of the season.

Jimmie Hartnett "found" himself
his slugging was mainly

Holy Cross game and

the

sponsible for the victory over the Purple.

The

Already
Boston College Jinx has at last been shaken. The Blue
and White emerged victorious after a thrilling eleveninning struggle. The victory over Holy Cross can be
considered the high-water mark of the season. The
Purple team has not been beaten since 1923 and last
year unquestionably established themselves as the legitimate collegiate champions. Villanova 's victory over
Holy Cross was clean-cut and decisive and gained
country-wide recognition for the team. Temple, the
conquerors of Penn, have twice bowed to the Blue and
White.
Seton Hall and Lebanon Valley were both
is

In thirty consecutive games

saying considerable.

in
re-

Trainor,

CumByrne and Cummings
work
and
excellent
showing
mings especially, has been
Triple
The
occurs.
is ready to fill a gap whenever it
Entente" outfield presents a study in contrasts. In
left field Dave Shuman, a Philadelphia boy, stands
guard. Shuman is a splendid batter and a consistent
fielder. In the Penn A, C. game he had a regular field
day. Three hits in three times at bat was his record.
A single, a double, and a homer were careened off his
are the utility infielders.

'

'

Cris Lolos has replaced Captain Council in

willow.

center

field.

"The Kid"

as he

is

called

is

just seven-

teen and according to some critics who have seen him
in action is the most natural ball player on the squad.

Mascaidri is the only veteran in the outfield. His hit
was decidedly responsible for Villanova 's victory over
Boston College. In the eleventh inning with two men
on base, Jean belted the horsehide over center field
fence for a home run. Big Doc Jacobs is doing the
back-stopping with grace and dexterity.

He

has as his

understudy Joe Sheehan, of basketball fame.

The pitching
There

is

staff is a

gem

no outstanding hurler.

der and Slomkowsky are

all

of purest ray serene.
Griffith,

Crane, Mea-

aces and given any kind

of support should turn in victories over the best teams
in the country.

ing

At present

moundsman with

Tommy

Crane

is

the lead-

three victories in three assign-

Ted Slomkowsky, former Central High boy,
wore a Villanova uniform and should develop into a splendid
ments.
is

as likely a looking youngster as ever

hurler.

at first base

Despite a bad start we look for a banner season
and are willing to take on all bets at our favorite odds
that the team will cover itself and Villanova with con-

Dickie

siderable glory.

slashing offensive
nell,

and

sturdy defense.

a reformed outfielder,

is

Captain Con-

playing a sparkling game

and is a real inspiration to his teammates.
Moynihan at second is fielding as of yore, which
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THE VILLANOVAN
TRACK TEAM
For the

first

time in over a decade the Villanova

colors will be carried
dith, the

new

George E. Mere-

on the track.

coach, has a score or

more candidates

j>:(<

ing through their paces on the cinder oval encirclinthe campus.

In introducing track activities after a lapse of ten
years, Villanova has made one more step towards
reaching the top in the collegiate athletic world.

A
to

team was entered

impress but we

in the

Penn

relays

and

failed

are not so unreasonable as to look

glowing results during the first year. A start has
been made; the men are earnest in their work; the
coach is diligent and painstaking. More than that wo
for

do not look for.
The response to Coach Meredith's call for candidates has been especially encouraging and speaks well
for the spirit at Villanova. It is an easy thing to try
out for a team that

but

it is

quite another matter to devote one's energies

to a sport that is just

The

ence.

successful and well established

is

beginning to struggle for

VILLANOVAN commends

and wishes them

the track

exist-

men

well.

JOLTED!
Muhlenberg opened the Villanova season in a manOur boys tried
to outdo each other in hospitality and insisted on presenting the visitors with the game. The visitors, nothner most satisfactory to Muhlenberg.

ing loath, accepted.

For some inexplicable reason, a seasoned veteraiv
team bowed to a vastly inferior outfit. We shall not
go into any of the harrowing details. We feel badly
whenever we think of that game. Our boys did everything a ball team is not supposed to do and generallv
deported themselves after the manner of sandlotters
instead of championship contenders.

Meader, who started, was particularly wild and the
weird infield play of the Blue and White completed our
undoing. Slomkowsky went in in the second inning
and made an impressive debut.
'

MUHLENBERG
:y
Horde, lb
Borden, ss
Slemmer, c

Conway, 2b
Moll, rf

Climer,

Witt,

'-''^''^.

1

3
1
.......*...

1
1

cf

If

Jones, 3b

Seegenfus, p

1
2

L
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Shuman flied
No runs.

balls.

out to Cooper. Lolos out, Cooper

Schuman,

to Barry.

Lolos, cf

Rhees fanned. Richards out, Hartnett to Connell.
Thompson walked and stole second. Boohecker flied

Griffith,

No

out to Lolos.

Boohecker to Barry. Moyjiidouble play, Cooper

out,

han doubled.

Hartnett

to Richards.

No

Mascaidri.

hit into a

out, Griffith to Connell.

Barry

Caldwell singled and stole second.

No

Slag'le flied to Lolos.

FOURTH— Cotter

runs.

Connell singled. Cotter
Jacobs flied to Slagle. Mascaidri flied
to Dinsmore who doubled Connell off first. No runs.
Cooper walked. Rhees walked, Richards forced
Cooper, Griffith to Cotter, Thompson forced Richards,
Hartnett to Moynihan, and Rhees was doubled off
singled.

going to third.

No

third, Griffith to Cotter,

runs.

/

FIFTH— Shuman
No

Slagle.

walked. Lolos singled. Griffith
Moynihan fanned, Hartnett flied to

runs.

Boohecker flied to Mascaidri. Dinsmore walked.
Barry safe on Hartnett 's error. Rhees running for
Barry. Caldwell forced Rhees, Hartnett to Moynihan.
Slagle forced Caldwell,

SIXTH— Cotter
out,

p
Umpires

— Gaffney

Thompson,
and Hart.

Moynihan

unassisted.

Jacobs

No

runs.

Connell grounded,

Rhees,

flied to

Richards to Barry,

flied to

Slagle.

No

runs.' :;•>/:

VILLANOVA EASILY DEFEATS TEMPLE UNL
VERSITY
The Varsitv came into its own when it defeated the
Temple University nine by the overwhelming score of
10-1.
The boys showed a first class brand of baseball
and hit the offerings of Vernon, the Cherry and White
pitcher, with considerable ease.

.;;v

—

Dick Moynihan featured by his long hitting a triple, a double and two singles with four times at bat.
Tom Crane pitched splendid ball, allowing only six
hits and one run.
This was his first game and he
showed up in great shape.
Temple was beaten throughout the entire game.
The team that lately defeated Penn in a practice game
was helpless in the hands of Villanova.
'{?'"'::_

-'::-.:.'-:

temple
.,

,

Welham,

ss

Trautwein,

cf

Gallagher,

2b

Hoch,

.R. ,:,H.

0.

A.

1

4

4

...........................;;....

1

Cooper grounded

Connell unassisted.

out.

Rhees

homer to center, Richards flied to Hartnett.
Thompson walked, and stole second.
Boohecker
walked, Dinsmore flied to Mascaidri, One run.

hit a

SEVENTH—Mascaidri

Shuman

singled.

Slagle flied to Lolos.

No

1

2

2

1

1

McGeehan,

.E.

10

1

1310
10
110

Unger, 3b
If

Harron, rf
Vernon, p

2

1

hit into a

double play, Richards to Cooper to Barry. Lolos flied
to Rhees. No runs.
Barry Fanned. Caldwell grounded out, Hartnett

EIGHTH— Caldwell

1

2

c

Sims, lb

to Connell.

c.

runs.

Dinsmore grounded

flied to Slagle.

Richards, ss

runs.

THIRD— Griffith

flied to

Rhees, cf

If

Totals

1

6

24

10

1

H.

0.

A.

B.

VILLANOVA
R.

14 13
14

runs.

Jacobs running
for Griffith,
Moynihan walked, Hartnett flied to
Cooper. Cotter flied to Slagle. Jacobs and Moynihan
Connell singled scoring
advanced on passed ball.

Moynihan, 2b

Connell, lb

2

2

13

Jacobs and Moynihan. Jacobs singled, and Connell
Avas caught at home on attempt to score from third on
throw in, Caldwell to Thompson. Two runs.
Cooper singled. Rhees forced Cooper, Cotter to
Moynihan. Richards flied to Mascaidri. Rhees stealing, Jacobs to Moynihan, No runs.
NINTH Mascaidri flied to Cooper. Shuman flied

Jacobs, c

2

2

12
12

8

1

2

11

2

2

1

10

15

27

hit

Griffith.

Hartnett, ss

Mascaidri, rf
Lolos, cf

Shuman,
Crane,

—

to Cooper.

Lolos fanned.

No

runs.

VILLANOVA
Moynihan, 2b

PRINCETON

Hartnett, ss

Boohecker, 3b
Dinsmore, rf

Cotter, 3b

Barry, lb

Connell, lb

Caldwell, p

Jacobs,

Slagle,

c

Mascaidri, rf

If

Cooper, 2b

1

Cotter, 3b

1116

If

p

Totals

15

00010 000—
200023 x—

Temple

0-

Villanova

3

2
1

10

hits— Moynihan, Mascaidri.
Three-base
—Jacobs, Moynihan, Unger, Sacrifice hits—Unger,
Mascaidri, Bases on balls— By Vernon,
Shuman,
Struck out — By Crane, 8; by Vernon,
Hit by pitched
— By Vernon, (Connell), Umpires—Grey and

Two-base

hits

2;

4.

1,

ball

Dinmore.

1
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AT LAST!
For the

first

time in

—Lo!
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Entee, Moynihan taking third after the catch.

these

many

years, Vil-

turned the trick on Holy Cross and sent the
Purple's hopes for a second consecutive collegiate
championship aglimmering, Villanova's victory was
Jaiiova

and decisive and left no doubt in the minds
of anyone as to the Blue and White's superiority.
Holy Cross came to our campus still flushed with
their victory over Princeton. Their team was a typical
Holy Cross team, well-balanced, well-coached and
aggressive but their best was not sufficient to stop
The Villanova boys played
the wearers of the Blue.
jas though inspired and not only out-played but outgamed the proud Purple,
The victorj^ was a team victory, and to the team
must go the credit. Every man played his game in i
thoroughly workman-like manner.

—

No

Mascaidri

was

safe on

No

Freeman.

ball rolled

flied to

Savagt-

runs.
to Connell.

Doherty

and took third when tlie
through. Davidson struck out, Geautreau

Moynihan 's

No

lined to Lolos.

Shuman

boot,

runs,

singled, but

was out

Doherty

stealing,

Lolos rolled to Cote. Griffith fanned.

Geautreau.

to

No

runs,

EIGHTH— Walsh
Savage

flied to Lolos,

No

also flied to Lolos.

McEntee,

No

Cote

flied to Lolos.

runs.

Moynihan and Hartnett sent
flied to

';;:::^^^

flied to

Jacobs

SEVENTPI— McEntee popped

i

PLAY BY INNINGS ''>

runs.

Connell rolled to McEntee,

clean-cut

—

Walsh

threw out Cotter. Five runs.
SIXTH Cote flied to Shuman. Savage walked.
Morrisey flied to Lolos. Freeman lined to Mascaidri.

flies to

Savage. Cotter

runs,

^

FIRST—Geautreau

No

Cote fanend.

iVIascaidri.

Moynihan

Walsh

flied to Lolos.

AB.

runs.

Hartnett singled and

Savage.

flied to

who threw

Cotter rolled to Walsh,

stole second.

to

Geautreau too late to get Hartnett. Connell rolled to
who threw wild to first, Hartnett scoring.
Jacobs forced Connell, Walsh to Geautreau. Mascaidri
forced Jacobs, Walsh to Geautreau. One run.
SECOND Moynihan threw out Savage. Morrisey
Peloquin,

—

Freeman popped to
Shuman was hit by a pitched ball.

flied to

Connell.

No

Cotter.

Peloquin tossed out
Moynihan grounded to Walsh. No runs.

Peloquin rolled

struck out.

to

flied

to

Moynihan.

No
to

Griffith.

Two

Savage.

FOURTH—Geautreau
Moynihan.

Cote

made an

scoring Geautreau.

infield hit.

Walsh

lined

to

Savage singled,
scoring.

Mc-

Three runs.

to Lolos.

out.

Griffith fanned.

Moynihan

Harnett tripled to right, scoring Moynihan,
Cotter grounded to Walsh. One run.

singled.

FIFTH

—Doherty

bounced

Peloquin. Geautreau walked.

Hartnett to Moynihan.

No

to

Moynihan.

So did

Freeman,
McEntee,

„„.„„„„„„. 3

1

,„„.,.,„„„„..,„

4

lb.,..,.,.,,,.,

c

1

1

1

5

1

110

2

rf ,,„,„.„„...,.„„. 4

Doherty,

1

3

11

3

2

1

1

10 10
10
10

2

1

Peloquin, p

2

Davidson, p
xxCarroll

1

32

Totals

4

6

24

10

3

H.

0.

A.

E.

2

5

1

xBatted for Doherty in 9tli.
xxBatted for Davidson in 9th.

VILLANOVA
Moynihan, 2b

5

Hartnett, ss

5

Cotter, 3b

5

Connell, lb

4

Jacobs, c

3

Mascaidri, rf

4

Shuman,

2

If

Lolos, cf
Griffith,

3

4

p

Totals

runs.

Connell rolled to McEntee. Jacobs walked and stole
Mascaidri tripled, scoring Jacobs.
Shuman
Walked. Lolos grounded to Walsh, who failed to tag

Mascaidri sliding back to third.

Shuman

If

E.

6

1

.„.

,.,..,.

A.

4

R.

12
10 1110

2

2

I

114
113
112
10
10
110 10
8

7

Walsh forced Geautreau,

second.

ing Mascaidri.

Savage,

Morrisey, cf

O,

1

4

,.,,...

H.

4

AB.

walked.

Morrisey doubled, scoring Cote.

Walsh threw Lolos

2

,.

runs.

Moynihan tossed out Freeman, Savage
Entee lined

ss

R.

runs.

to Cote, attempting to get Hartnett.
Connell popped to McEntee. Jacobs tripled. Scoring
Hartnett and Cotter. Mascaidri popped to Cote. Shuflied to

Cote,

McEntee

who threw wild

man

Geautreau, 2b

Walsh, 3b .„„„„.„

xMcMahon
Doherty

Mascaidri.

Cotter grounded

Hartnett singled.

runs.

Lolos sacrificed,

Peloquin to Geautreau.

THIRD— McEntree

HOLY CROSS

flied to

Griffith singled, scor-

scored on a wild pitch. David-

son went in to pitch for Holy Cross. Moynihan doubled,
scoring Lolos and Griffith.
Hartnett fouled to Mc-

........................35

9

27

8

9

2

Two-base
— Morrisey, Moynihan. Three-base
—Jacobs, Hartnett, Mascaidri, Morrisey. Sacrifice
—Lolos, McEntee. Stolen bases—Hal-tnett, Jacobs,
Struck out — By
by Pelo(iuin
by Davidson
Base on called balls—
Peloquin
Hit by pitched ball — Shuman (by Peloquin). Wild
pitch — Peloquin.
hits

hits

hits

Griffith 3,

1.

Ofl:'

1,

Griffith 3, off

2,

—
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VILLANOVA EASILY DEFEATS SETON HALL
The batting strength of

thef

Varsity

hammered Ryan

of Seton Hall for thirteen hita leading to sixteen runs.

fine fielding,

1

12

3

2

2

Shuman,

1

1

1

Q

Q

2

27

9

If

Totals

mak-

................................

and "Ted" Slomoksky hurled for
the Varsity and allowed only six scattered hits between
Griffith

2

This was Villanova's fifth straight win.

Gilbert, ss

;

Pierce, c
'':U>'^-''':':':-;^'^'''-''V,V

:-^^

Moynihan, 2b

2

Hartnett, ss
Cotter,

3

Shuman,

A.

3

5

13

2

E.

1

3

Smith, 3b
Nitrauer,

1

10
11110
10

1

1

1

1

If

Heilman, 2b

2

3

p

Totals

2

1

If

KSlom'sky, p

1

1

E

110
H.

R.

3b

M. H'nak,

If..

\

W. H'Nak,

ss

1

2

6

:

Lebanon Valley

10

Feller, cf

3

9—18

0—2

Shuman

6.

2,

Sacrifice hits

hit

Griffith.

hits

nell.

Struck out— By Riegel, 8 Griffith 12 Gilbert
on balls— Off Riegel, 6; Griffith, 5; Gilbert, 9.
pitcher Metoxin, Griffith, Moynihan, Jacobs.
balls

Calrick, lb

14

—Villanova
—Connell.
Two-base
—Cotter.
Three-base
—Moynihan, Heilman. Home run
Shuman. Double play —Hartnett, Moynihan and ConStolen bases—Lolos, Richards, Gilbert. Smith.
Earned runs

;

Jones, rf

27

00021304
00020000

Villanova

Jacobs,

SETON HALL

—
—Pierce,

2.

Time

— 2:25.

;

Umpire

Bases
Hit by

4.

Passed

— Miller.

1

Pruski, 2b

Reynolds, c

10

Ryan, p

2

SWELLING THE TOTAL
Villanova added another victory to its lengthening
when it downed the Lebanon Valley nine. The

string

game, after the third inning was very one-sided.

For the first three innings the score was tied at 3-3.
The boys then decided to go to work. Run after run
piled up till our score looked like that of a football
game.

A

0.-

2

rf

Lolos, cf

Kaiser,

^

•

Finn, cf

2

1

.

2

^^.- -.v;

7

Riegel, p

12
12
10
10
10

Jacobs, c

Mascaidri,

E

1

3

3b

Connell, lb

Griffith,

H.

R.

lb

Piersol,

1

1

10
1110

Metoxin, rf
'-'-i'':]:-:.]: ^-i^'-''.^''-y::
'

14

H.

'''':-^::-t^

Richards, ss

'''^'

"-:'':

them.

y

18

LEBANON VALLEY

:;:;:-;/•
'':::'':::

1

2

I

p

Griffith,

ing only one error.

Harry

c

Lolos, cf

Hartnett was high scorer with three hits out of
three times at bat. Two home runs featured, one by
Connell and the other by Hartnett.

Coach McGeehan's boys did some

2

Mascaidri, rf

Jacobs,

MASCAIDRI S HOMER IN ELEVENTH ENABLES
VILLANOVA TO DOWN BOSTON COLLEGE
The Varsity, in a great exhibition, won by a 6-3
score from the strong Boston College nine.
Neither
team scored until the fourth inning when two of Coach
McGeehan's men crossed the plate. Boston College
then got a run in each of the sixth, seventh and eighth
frames. Another run for our boys in the eighth tied
The ending of the ninth inning left the
the score.
teams in a three to three deadlock. The tenth inning
was a repetition of the ninth.
The boys from Boston batted first in the eleventh
but failed to score. Captain Joe Connell came to bat
.

feature of the

With Mascaidri and
with a curve and the

game came
Griffith

in the ninth inning.

on,

Shuman connected

ball for a circuit drive.

Griffith

Jimmie Hartnett and Ed Cotter

led the batters with

VILLLANOVA

to bat

took a

H.

Moynihan, 2b

2

2

2

A.
4

Hartnett, ss

2

3

3

1

Cotter, 3b

4

3

R.

lb

first

came

three hits apiece.

Collins,

inning with one out.
Connell poled
pitched ball for a two-bagger. Then Jacobs
got to first on a short infield single. Mascaidri then
in the eleventh

the

pitched well during the entire game.

12

0.

2
7

E.

and sent

Tom
inning.

and with two strikes called against him,
swing at the ball which he met fairly

terrific

sailing far over the center field fence.

Crane relieved Harry Griffith in the eighth
Both men pitched splendid ball.

The Varsity made only one error during the eleven
innings of play.
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Gallagher, 2b
R,

Moynihan, 2b
ss

Hartnett,

H.

E.

10
10

Cotter, 3b

110
11

lb

Connell,

2

Jacobs, c

2

Mascaidri, rf

2

Shuman,

10

If

Lolos, cf

p

Grififith,

3

2

BOSTON COLLEGE
R.

110
Oil

Cromim, 2b
Cromim, rf

Finnigan, ss

1

O'Neil, lb

MeChenena, lb

Memiman,
Carroll,

E.

3

Costigon, If
Darling', cf
C.

H.

10
110
10

Foley, 3b

e

p

Moynihan, 2b

................................................

-i

ss

Dunn, p

1

Vernon, p
Herron, rf

ANOTHER VICTORY
The Varsity traveled

3b

VILLANOVA
R.

1

Hartnett, ss
7-3

110

Connell,

,

2

1

1

2

2

1

z

^

2

2

Shuman,

2

Slomkowsky, p

Colriek, lb

Crane, p

Tautwein, cf
Simms, lb

M. H'nak,

If

W. H'nak,

3b

H.

..<
u...«

1

Q

1

9

a

E.

Feller,

cf

1

Kaiser, e

1

Pr'inski, ss

Outwater, p
Mahon, p ....4.

H.

E.

10

Ryan, 2b
R.

If

1

110

R.

TEMPLE

2

SETON HALL

2

2

u

110
12

If

Jones, rf

c

1

Mascaidri, rf

10
10

If

E.

2

12
13
110

lb

Mascaidri, rf
Lolos, cf

H.

eJacoDS, c

2

Hoch,

2

Cotter, 3b

Jacobs, c

Greenburg,

South Orange and swampeJ

Lolos, cf

Connell, lb

Shuman,

to

The game was full of long drives and fast plays.
Jacobs and Shuman each had a homer. Jacobs also had
a triple with three on. Ted Slomkowsky pitched a nice
game for the Big Blue. He allowed only five scattered
hits during the nine innings of play.
Every one of Coach McGeehan's men had at least
one hit. Ed Cotter was high scorer with three.
Only twice was "Slomy" in a hole, but the brilliant
fielding of Cotter and Moynihan took away the South
Orangers' hopes.

Moynihan, 2b

Hartnett, ss
Cotter,

Welkam,

1

VARSITY DEFEATS TEMPLE UNIVERSITY,
;>//;.;/:/,.;:..;;,:::-; VILLANOVA^

1

1010
10
10

Unger, 3b

the Seton Hall nine by a 13-2 score.

3

Crane, p

T,

23

,

110
Oil
Oil

" "

"
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INTBJ
Teacher: ''Mabel, you should know what an apology is. Now if a boy bumped into you in the cloak
room what would he do?"
Little Girl::
"Please, teacher, he'd grab me and
::<'"'
^i'^^^-.^.":,:!'';^i:: ''
kiss me."
Teacher: "Mabel, that's not right!"
Little Girl
"I know it ain't right, teacher, but they
'^-

-'''<

•-'

do it.",.,

:,.;.,. ;^v.^\

:

-'*'.;,';..:''*'' ..';•"•:;:.',-/''.•;

McGuinn

-';:;;

:

all

Daughter: "May I go to a wedding, father?"
Father: "Must you go?"
Daughter: "I suppose so, I'm the bride."
(with feeling)

"Will you miss me?"
"Give me a gun and I'll

:

Voice from back of hall:
try not to."

;.,

,

'

:

/;.

All of the animals were on the Ark, save one.

Prefect:

me

"Why,

this isn't the

same story you told

"Where

yesterday."

Finney:

(after

a night

"Well, you didn't

out)

"Where

nose

I

"How
"He

Billy:

what makes me sure

"Wanted

*

it was he
praying."

of

SKATE

last

nite,

*

tell

no

tales.

*

*

!

'

'

(in

"Do you love me, darling?"
"Why, of course, I do, Sam."
"Sam? My name's Harry!"
Griffith:

restaurant)

keep

*

"Waitress, please find

:

*

thinking

*

:

know Ah

"Cause Ah knows what cards Ah

dealt yo."

^

*

is

*

"Keep

inside those fire lines there!"
"But, I'm a reporter."
"Well, if you want to know anything about the
read tomorrow's paper."
-.

*

*

-.

"Oh, how
its

A

synonym

is

the other word.

I

',

•'

envy the

fire,

.

river,

it

so

seldom

bed."
*

this

"How

yo'

(at

has to leave

She:

I

war song ever written?"
*

*

Risley:

Griffith:

,

*

the Bride!"

-

is

Scranton (Pa.) Republican.

if your colleague from whom 1 ordered a steak
some time ago is still employed here?"

"

it

stuff.

Ford with a knowledge

*

*

Kasel

Donohoe: "Well, my boy, 1 have raised a mustache
I saw .you last.
Waddya' think of it?"
" It 's the Cat 's Adenoids
Louie
Donohoe: "Waddj^a' mean, 'Cat's Adenoids'?"
Louie: "Should be removed."
;'.*
-•
*:
:

in

poker game):
ain't playin' honest?"

since

sure

other

out

does that prove?"

"Oh,

the

*

to drive a

the greatest

no

Harrahy

*

boy

Ad
"What was

"I have sold over 1000 cases of
medicine and never had one complaint.
What

She:

echoed

cribbed his

*

;.

*

Doc. Sosnoskej':

Monday."

as he

fittings.

is

Sullivan

*

"That dead men

A

:

plumbing

"Here Comes

Hoot: "Let's go skating?"
She: "I was out with a
thanks!"

Tony:

?

lynx "

DARWIN

#-

him?"

did you recognize

his yelling, 'Oh, Min,' after he'd finished
*
*
#

this

where

see

preached for us todaj."

didn't have a chin and has the biggest

ever saw, but

missing

the

is

Now you
"Andy Gump

Mother:

demanded Noah,

animals.

believe the other one."

Billy:

the missing lynx?"

is

called the Roll.

a

*

*

word you use when you

can't spell

!
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Prof.

'

:

Name two

'

Dougherty:

'*

25

Murphy Do you

ever run across Dibbits 1
Leon: No; he has a car now.

great generals. "
General Delivery and General Haul
'

:

*

*

«
iiig.

«

"What

IIi<>uins:

•

Ismolites do after thov

Riding Instructor fpicking up unfortunate pupil):
But inadam does not keep her knees together.
How can 1, when there's a
Pupil (indignantly)

guess they dried them-

horse between them?

*.

did the

Ked Sea?"
Madden: *'l dunno,

crossed the
]{.

:

T

«

selves."
»

*

Press Agent

*

She: "A penny for your thoughts,"
Steve Coffey: "1 was thinking of going."

Her father

head of
worth it."

(at the

dollar, Viola; it's

*

"Why

Gus:

Fagen

stairs)

*

"Give him

:

a

arranged to have your picture

've

tion for all the halitosis ads.

*

*

her, the mushic^r

Daughter:
"Father, you shouldn't have kicked
Henry last night. I know you iiearly broke his heart."
Father: "Say, does his heart come down that far?

*

*

quail.

#

*

Headline: "Insane

'

*

«

«

Most people think a rabbit
Is cowardly and frail,
And yet, though he is timid.
No cook can make him

«

tt

*

I

and it won't cost a cent.
Movie Actress: Wonderful! How did you do it?
Press Agent 1 offered your picture as an illustra-

she gets."

*

:

every newspaper and magazine in the coun-

lemon?"

"The more you squeeze

:

try

in

:

a co-ed like a

is

appear

*

*

Man Found

The

Hall."

in City

remarkable part about the matter

the fact that he

is

was discovered.
"Isn't that the "Sextette from Lucia," the

Brick:
orchestra

is

Yank:
'

letto."

playing?"

"No,

I think it's a selection
-:::.:-' ,>..'-^-^.;::;: ;:;
'/;.

^:-^r.

from "Rigo,

"I'm

.

;.;;:.;.:/:

said)

"We

:

*

Gorman:

It's

the

Irritable

Strange to say, but a snappy college

of the reasons

man

doesn

'*

i>ick

up.
«

#

Trainor:

is

girls in

w

Bryn Mawr

W

#.

because they are so easy to

However

TP

9P

"I made

-

a fortune

#

;'*"

One

is

that

"

from Boston Beans," said the

Massachusetts phrenologist when he retired.
m

"1 Avant a wife who is easily pleased."
"Don't worry, roommate, that's the kind

Harnett:

W

We have davenports for two reasons.
they enhance the beauty of the parlor.

#

why some

arc called radio flappers

:

<

Number One: You surelj- do conceal your whenv
when you go out.
Number Two: W^ell, so would any lady.

#

*

''''''

abouts

dare to be.
*

dfe

(to wife driving a nail)

W

all

to Africa for thrones."
*

Husband

cow."

"HoAV do you sell this cheese?"
"I often wonder myself, ma'am."

"Hey, Louie, what do you do with
"Ship 'em

«^

in the

Refrain from

#

*

*

One

it

do you expect to knock a nail into the wall with a
For goodness' sake use your head,
clothes brush?
dear

these old barber chairs?"

Louie:

leave

positive you're

"Hey, we're both wrong.
Smoking."

*

"IIow do you keep milk from getting sour 'way our
there in the desert?"

';

wrong." (Thereupon
Yank goes to the orchestra and reads the placard
posted in the space where the names of the selections
played are usually placed. He returned to Brick and
Brick:

«

*

"Your
"Hell!

wife just eloped with the iceman."

No more

ice!"

>oirll o-et."

*

Student:

#

*

"That was

know what that means, don't you?"
Waiter: "Yes, the one you top off with
«

Dentist

:

You have

Delicia: Sir

!

How

She: Meet

a tip-top dinner, waiter.

*

«

acute pyhorrea.

dare vou

!

You

Ho:

me

at the library tonight at seven.

All right, .Avhat time will
*

a tip."

*

you be there?
*

-

His Honor (gazing at intoxicated prisoner)
is

he charged with, officer?
Otficor (newly appointed):

honor, but Oi think

it's

Oi

don't

shtraight whiskey.

:

What

know, yer

—
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And

he has lived to
Back

in 1885,

see

it

Thomas A. Edison succeeded

in transmittinrj electricity at 220 volts for

one mile

—an achievement and a promise.

The promise was fulfilled a few months ago,
when electricity at 220,000 volts was transmitted two hundred and forty miles to
supply Los Angeles with light and power.

Now five
In 1881 Edison shipped to the Paris
Exposition his "Jumbo" dynamo
eighth wonder of the world. It could
light 1000 lamps. Now there are G-E
generators large enough to supplycurrent for over a million lamps, each
v'ith four times the candle-power of
the lamp of 1881.
The General Electric Company produces other electrical apparatus which
makes it possible to transmit power
over great distances. It has put electricity in seven-league boots. In its
laboratories, scientists are now experimenting with voltages ten times as
great as the highest now in use.

If you are interested in learning more
about what electricity is doing, write
for Reprint No. AR391 containing a
complete set of these advertisements.

tric

billion dollars are invested in elecplants.
stupendous figure that

A

power

testifies

to the alertness of thousands of

college-trained men who have been leaders
in the production and use of electric power.

The

electrical era has

year some

only dawned. Each

new machine

or discovery makes
possible to apply electricity in unexpected
ways. The graduate of today will find electricity directly or indirectly a means for
even greater accomplishments, no matter
what his calling in life may be.
it
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Men Have The

h o n e

Habit

There is no secret about it The men
whose English themes eHcit well-merited
praise from critical professors or whose
mathematics usually measures up to par
... are the

and the
This

little folder has

tributed on the campus.

If

your home town
list,

interest

capitalize the faith

of the people

at

home.

been disIt tells

you how low the rates really are.

cluded in the

men who

is

not in-

see the front

pages of the telephone directory.

The Long Distance Operator
you rates not shown

Let Mother and Dad hear from you in
reality, and regularly. Tell them your problems and report your progress over the
telephone.

Make

weekly

habit.

a far cry to

your

it

a

will give

there.

It

may seem

home

town, but a few words spoken into the telephone will bring it to your college campus!
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ONE'S APPEARANCE
Good

clothes do not make success but are a part of it.
Your appearance is all most people have to judge you

Do

not underestimate

False

Our

Why

economy

its

man

often causes a

clothes cost a

trifle

a ready-made

suit

by.

value.

more

not get the best and get

to

at first

it

^
be misjudged.
but they retain their shape and

last

twice as long as

here?

PYLE

&

EVNES

Leading College Tailors

1115

Walnut

Street

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters
826 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Do You Know
sret the most tasty Sandwiches and
Pies at our Luncheonette Fountain?
Chicken Sandwich with Lettuce and Mayonnaise 20c
10c
Ham or Cheese Sandwich
Delicious Home-made Pie, your favorite 10c per cut
Excellent Coffee, with Cream
5c per cup
Hot Chocolate, made with whole fresh Milk,

That you can

Home-made

Telephone Bryn

LUNCHEON

Mawr

758

TEA

Henry

SUPPER

B. Wallace

Caterer and Confectioner
Successor to Charles
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Mawr

W.

Glocker, Jr.

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

topped with Whipped Cream

BRYN

MAWR

10c per cup

CONFECTIONERY

(Next to the Movies)

848 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr
Phone Bryn Mawr 178
Delicious

Home-made Cream Fudge and Caramels

—

you'll like them.

Agents for Whitman and Page

& Shaw

Chocolates

MEN
We've been thinking about
aration and planning, we believe
Style?
Yes, plenty of it.
Quality?
Assuredly.

what you would want
we have it.

for your

new winter

Come in and look them over whether or not you buy (you'll want to
note the splendid assortment of colorings and fabrics.
The top price is $49.50, with a truly splendid assortment from $25 up.

suit,

and, after

when you

see

much prep-

them) and

Many have two

troufprs.
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READY MADE

1704 Market Street
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Apparel Oft
Proclaims the

Man

EDWARD CLOTHES
are "Made for You" and priced $28.75 and $38.75 for either Suit or
Topcoat and contain fitting points that are faultless, absolutely correct
in style, and your selection can be made from over 300 patterns that
include direct importations from Kynoch of Scotland, Priestley and
Kingsley of London, and domestic fabrics that represent looms of
national reputation,

We invite your inspection of our

fabrics selected for golf or sport wear.

Plus 4 Knickers— $8.75 and ^12.75

The

EDWARD TAILORING

CO.

Incorporated

1724

MARKET STREET

See Our Display Every Wednesday in College Hall.
J.

LIN HILL IN CHARGE.

DRUGS
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J.

*

GIFTS
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DALYMADE
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A PIPE DREAM

R

ICHARD DODGE PARDEE,
gusted with

life.

Jr.,

was

He was down-right

dis-

tired

The gain in his bloomin' life he
repeated over and over in his subconscious
mind wasn't worth the effort to gain it.
He stared unseeingly at the ocean.
The day was a perfect one a study in blues and
whites.
As far as the eye could see, the beach
stretched in a narrowing white strip. The sparkling
blue ocean lapped quietly on the sands.
Sea gulls
flapper across the water, accenting the blue sky and
ocean by their snow whiteness. Yet the lone figure
on the Newport sands saw nothing of this picture.
He sat propped against a sand covered stone heap
the remains of an ancient light which had succumbed to the tides of Newport, and gazed unseeingly at the perfect blueness of the waves.
;This awful feeling of depression, this thought
that life wasn't worth living, was not due, he firmly
convinced himself, to Marie. That bloomin' eighteen-year-old kid
who scarcely came to his shoulder
when he stood up real straight could not make a
business man like him weary. True, she tried hard
enough but her intellect was that of a simple child
How true He repeated this over and over the intellect of a simple child
caring for nothing but adventure, adventure and adventure! Did she never,
further thought Richard Pardee think of anything
more substantial than adventure? Adventure, to
little Marie, spelled life, and life to her held nothing
more serious than the pursuit of adventure.
There she was now^in search of adventure, no
doubt. And she was coming directly toward him
No, he would not speak, thought the Business Man,
but would appear unconcerned. And, while he continued to gaze at the perfect blue of the ocean, would
allow her to pass on in search of adventure unheeded.
As the Adventuress approached, Richard Pardee
calmly filled his pipe. It was a long black one, and
was, as Amy had exphessed it, "awfully good-lookof living.

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

Richard Pardee liked that pipe exceedingly
well, not, he told himself firmly, because Marie
adored it, but simple because his father had brought
it to him from France. An hour ago Richard Pardee
would have patted the pipe fondly had you told him
that it was his favorite because Marie "adored it";
but at this moment he would have thrown it at the
ing."

who ventured such

a thought. As Richard
he recalled to mind some very
appropriate lines of poetry by Bryon "A woman is
a woman, but a good cigar is a smoke."
A good pipe was indeed preferable at this moment to all the adventuresses in creation.
Marie came near enough to smile and speak.
Richard Pardee moved not a muscle in recognition
of her pleasant greeting. He puffed his pipe as tho
his life depended on the puffs.
v
But Marie was not to be thus repelled. Standing
in front of the young man, she chanted in a high
sing-song tone "One Richard Dodge Pardee, collegeian of Newport, business man that is to be, graduate
of Central High, sophomore at the Wharton School
pretty thing-— what thinkest thou; why so wrapped in pensive dreams?"
If this silly chatter was meant to taunt him, it
fell flat.
Richard Dodge told himself it fell flat, absolutely.
He shifted his gaze from the ocean to
the dunes, directly in back of Marie.
Failing to get a response by this line, the Adventuress moved a step nearer to the object of her
ridicule and began again:
"Little lamb, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee?
Gave thee clothing of delight
Warmest clothing, wooly, bright!"
"Trick jeans, and all that? I say, Richard, wake
up listen to me. I'm quoting now "Little Lamby,
who clothed thee?"
"Aw, can it? What ails you, anyway?" fairly
yelled the Business Man.
He was forced to speak,
for Marie had come close to him and, taking his tie
gingerly in her thumb and forefinger, quickly pulled
intruder

Pardee

filled his pipe,

:

:

:

—

—

;

it

forward and
"I

knew

so pensive,

let it

snap back into place.

make you talk, pretty boy. Why
anyway? Oh, Lamby, won't you speak
I'd

Marie?"
Richard Pardee cleared his throat, and in his
most business-like tone replied "I thought you understood that this, after this morning, I thought
I should never have occasion to speak to you again.
I thought you
Marie laughed a sudden laugh.
"Canned laughter," thought Richard, altho yesterday he would have called it a "ripple."
"Why, you silly boy, I'm not angry at you. I

to

:

—

—

THE
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LLANOVAN

—

you are at me I'm not. And, besides,
to show you something I found down
^ ^
on that big dune."

don't care

Lamby,

if

want

I

^

"Some bloomin' find gleaned from a silly adventure," thought Pardee, but he did not protest.
He
was not going to speak any more than was abso,'.:>;;
-":-:< -^;, •-,:':;, \.';;
lutely necessary.
v --; ^'V^^;. ;;
you

"Ain't

Lamby?

interested,

awful

It's

pretty," continued Marie.

Richard Pardee continued to stare vacantly at
the dunes, his only motion a slow puffing.

even about his disgust for life in general. In fact,
he forgot to look where he was going, and so failed
to see a sharp leaden corner of the building remains
protruding from its bed of sand. ^^

His toe caught in the projecting object, and
Richard Pardee lay sprawled on his face in the sand
in a most unbusiness-like manner. The words that
Pardee used, after clearing his mouth of sand,
would call for the pencil of a censor before they
could be published. His ankle was cut and his head
had a decidely vacant feeling.

;

Marie changed her

You make me
this coin if

I

—

"Oh, silly wake up.
I wouldn't show you

tone.

absolutely sick.

Now,

didn't think you'd be interested.

look. Hub!"..,,,,,;, ;:,,,,.:

...v...

Pardee gazed at the coin in Marie's outstretched
palm. Sure enough, a very old, tarnished coin. The
Business Man, in his most business-like manner, examined the coin with interest.
"H'm where'd you get it?" he mumbled.
"Richard Dodge Pardee! Is that all you're going to say about a sixteenth century Spanish coin?
Why, I hunted you up right after I found it to show
Just think, Hub, that may be from a
it to you!
buried treasure! And I found it right on that big

—

dune!'";

was the Adventuress now talking.
"Buried treasure pirates adventure right on
that dune aren't you thrilled. Hub?"
"Bunk!" said Pardee, without removing his
.

It

—

—

—

—

pipe.

"Bunk nothing !"

retorted Marie.

"Don't

I

have

Richard Pardee stood up and looked cautiously
about him. Thank goodness, no one was in sight!
That bloomin' ankle hurt, though. What under the
sun did he trip over?
So

—this was

of the sand

little

a box.

him

—

metal box.
buried treasure

—

oh,

you make

me

Think,

sick!"

For the Business Man, wearied with such imposwas smiling his most cynical smile.
The Adventuress, with her coin securely tied in

sible theories,

her handkerchief, stalked farther down the beach,
leaving Richard Pardee to smoke his pipe in peace.
"Thank goodness, that bloomin' kid's gone. Adbloomin' tommy-rot
venture pirates treasure
Adventure hang the girl going down the beach
for more of it, I guess. Well, when she comes back,
And after filling his pipe, he
I won't be here."

—

—

—

—
—

started on his journey homeward, in the opposite
direction of Marie's destination.
"Hang this bloomin' pipe what's the matter
with it, anyway?" said Richard as he busied himself in an endeavor to fix the machinery of it, while

—

wending his way thru the ruins of the lighthouse.
So absorbed was he in his task that he forgot all
about the Adventuress,

all

about pirates, treasure;

—

old

—

!

—

!

Ah!

the box!

looked like

—

—

Treasure came in
by this time buried treasure he'd found a box of Spanish coins buried
The Business Man got down on his knees
treasure
and began to dig around the box furiously. He was
He reached for a nearby
in dead earnest now.
clam shell and scraped the hardened sand with it.
Buried treasure what would Marie say? A whole
chest of coins
He had a side uncovered. The tide
was coming in. He dug away. The chest was yielding. A little more sand away and he'd have it out
What did the rising tide matter? It helped to loosen

Must be

iron boxes.

around us, here in this very spot, maybe? Don't
you know that this sheltered island would be an

Hub

it.
Looked like a corner of
Marie's words came back to
all about us
island is a won-

derful place for pirate's treasure.

—a

ideal spot for pirates to hide their treasure?

The sharp edge seemed to
Richard brushed away a

from

A

the evidence of buried treasure right here? Listen,
Hub. Don't you know that there is buried treasure
all

eh?

it,

invite closer inspection.

box

—no!

—there

—

—

—

what what what
it was
Not a box! It was not a box it

—

a weather-beaten kitchen sink

"Richard Dodge Pardee, what on earth are you
doing? I've been watching you for the longest
time!" Richard looked up dumbly. It was Marie.
For the first time he realized how tired he was
that he must be a sight to behold for his feet and
trouser legs were wet that his ankle was smarting

—

—

with

salt water.

—

"Hub you poor
want with a kitchen
ruins?"
"I thought

—

What on

kid.

sink?

this is

Why

earth

do

you

dig up old kitchen

no bloomin' sink

—

it's

buried

treasure," said the boy, huskily.
"You bet it's buried treasure.

Why, Hub, you've
from the old lighthouse ruins!
And you thought you had found treasure. Poor kid
poor wet kid poor
I only,
aw, what's the
"Aw, can it. Shut up
!"
off toward
started
And Richard Dodge Pardee
use
unearthed the sink

—

—

—

!

home.
" I say,

please."

Richard,

— wait for me.

—

Don't be

mad

THE VILLANOVAN
The Business Man paid no attention
calls.

to Marie's

"Hub, don't tell me you're not looking for a:dven^
ture and have no time for adventuresses," Marie

—

"Never mind. Hub, I won't
Hub, here's your pipe.

The Undergraduate
fclLLANOVA

has, during the past month,
taken one more step in the forward di-

\/^

rection.
The much discussed Undergrade
uate Council has become a reality and has
already made its presence felt in the
student activities about the college. The Villanovan
has added one more achievement to its already long

^

I

SS>^taJ

:

list.

For months the subject has received considerNever before this year did the realization of this so called hope seem likely to become
a fact. At the advent of the present scholastic year
everyone seemed imbued with the determination to
able attention.

give to our college this strong factor in student ac-

Everyone called upon to deliver a talk
"ex tern" in public speaking class chose this subject
to dwell upon. Then came a period of silence. With
the induction of Dr. Hickey into the presidency of
the college, the point in question seemed automattivities.

ically to receive

renewed

life

and vigor.

At

fre-

quent intervals, while talking with individuals, as
individuals, Dr. Hickey was reported to have spoken
favorably on the issue. The stage was set, and it
remained only for some class or organization to take
the matter in hand and give it the required impetus.
This, the Villanovan did, and sent a delegation composed of Messrs. Thomas Jenkins and Charles Gaffney to interview Dr. Hickey on the matter. At the
next meeting of the staff the committee reported
favorably and presented a proposed system of representation to use in the organization of the Council.
This system adopted a method of Seniority privilege.
The Seniors were to elect four delegates, the
Juniors three, the Sophomores two and the Freshmen one. The several departments were to receive
one delegate each and likewise the Day Student
body.
Thfe President of the Athletic Association
and the Editor-in-Chief of the Villanovan were to
become members of the Council "ex officio." This
system was adopted without reservation.
The Council delegates were elected without delay

Then

shrilled at the top of her voice.

in a quieter

tone, as she w^alked beside the disheartened

;::,,,,:•.:,.,„.;

and immediately began work.

The members

of

tell

boy

anybody— and

—

here,

Council

the Council are as follows
Laughlin, Holland, Leary,
Trainor, Seaver, Duffy;

Madden,

Gibbons;

:

Senior Class, Dan McMartin; Junior Class,

Sophomore Class, Herb
McNee; Editor-in-

Freshmen,

Chief of Villanovan, Gaffney; Pres. Athletic AssoCasey Day Students, Jenkins Classical
Dept., Cross; Technology, Keffer; Science, Ford;
Business Administration (unappointed to date).
Daniel McLaughlin was elected chairman of the
body, James Trainor, sub-chairman, and Thomas
Jenkins, secretary.
The first topic to come to the attention of the
Council was that of procuring some token for the
members of the 1924 football letter men. It was decided to run a dance in Alumni Hall on May 6 under
the auspices of the council, the proceeds of which
would be utilized in purchasing gold footballs. We
suffer no qualms of conscience in saying that this
dance was the greatest financial success in some
And what is more, it was by no means a
years.
ciation,

;

social failure.

;

The gymnasium was

fittingly dec-

orated in the colors of the season intermingled with
dog-wood boughs. Continuous music was enjoyed
by the terpsichoreans the college orchestras, the
;

Villanovan and the Ramblers dispensing the jazz.
Thus did the first effort of the Undegraduate Council meet with success.
Many other items of interest are being considered by the Council. If the co-operation exhibited
by the student body during the recent drive is continued, there is no end of the good that may come

through

the

Council.

The delegates

institution

of

Undergraduate
upon
Class and Depart-

this

to the Council forget,

entering a meeting room, all
mental affiliations, and are in there with "justice for
all and malice toward none."
The alpha and omega
of their thoughts are the best interests of Villanova.

Give them unswerving loyalty!

Abide by their de-

when

this support is with-

cisions

!

Remember

that

drawn, the Council must cease

to

step so wisely taken will be but one

"on the sands of time."

exist, and the
more footprint
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Lines

To

Villanova

Sacred Shrine of Learning's Lore,

Home

and Wisdom's Child

of Truth's

Nature's charms in thee she bore,
Villanova!

Grand and mild!

'Mid thy beauteous walks and groves,

Soothing spreads of velvet green.
Jeweled lawns where mem'ry roves,

Each sweet

leaf endears the scene

Ancient sires from learning's Flame

Saw

the light of

Wisdom

True,

But thy walls contain the same
Wisdom Fountain whence they drew.

—

Shrine of God

!

A

Nation's Pride,

Blessings on thy spires hover!

Prosper with each son that's tried
In the faith of Villanova

April "Cascian"

fl{»inj(i*^*.w".J

\'
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The Cascian
From

time to time there has come into our cubicle a rather excellent publication
Chicago. It has long been our intention to acknowledge in these
columns the worth and merit of this magazine, not only because we esteem it highly, but
also because St. Rita's College is an offspring of our own Alma Mater, being conducted
by the Augustinian Fathers, who are sons and graduates of Villanova. However, like
most of our good intentions, this one has been long deferred and up to the present has

from

St. Rita's College,

failed to materialize.

The April number of the Cascian

is

now

before us and

we

feel that the Editor

has

delicately forced our hand in the matter. The obligation comes in the form of a poem,
"Lines to Villanova," which appears on the opposite page.
hasten to acknowledge
our debt of gratitude and to add the meed of praise that had been too long deferred.

We

We

suppose that the writer of the poem drew his inspiration from Villanova's sons
lovingly and enthusiastically of their Alma Mater. We congratulate
the author for visualizing so well Villanova's beauty and spirit and for the faithful portrayal of both in his poem. And our hats are off to the men who have so thoroughly
imbued the students of St. Rita's College with a love and admiration for the parent institution.
These men have carried Villanova's spirit into the West and the position and
standard of St. Rita's College is an eloquent testimonial to their zeal and devotion.
The Cascian is brimming over with really worth-while articles and stories and forms
a rather wholesome contrast to some of the frothy, inane school publications that have
come to our observation.
The author of the poem entitled "To My Mother," has turned out what is, in our
humble opinion, a mighty fine piece of work. He shows a grasp of and a sympathy
with his subject that would do credit to a veteran verse-maker. His last lines are par-

who have spoken

ticularly fine:
;

"That boy I believe
For I hold this

From

those

who

is

a

man worth

while—--^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^

I

to be true:

loved their Mothers best.

Our bravest heroes grew!
Earth's true hearts have been loving hearts
Since the time when earth began.
And the boy who kissed his Mother's lips
Is every inch a man."

Rather good for a High School Junior,

is it

not?

The Cascian contains a wealth of breezy, swift-moving short stories. "Mixed Mat"Winning in the Ninth," "Gravity Gregg," "Kismet," "The Syrian," "Golf— For
Fun or Folly," might well do credit to any amateur publication. The short-story output

ter,"

of St. Rita's students is, as the above list attests, nothing short of marvellous, and we
envy the Editor who has such a wealth of material from which to draw. Had we some
of the above stories at our disposal during the lean months our life, the past year,
would have been much happier.

A glance at the Athletic column is somewhat of a revelation. These school boys produce championship and near championship teams in every sport in which they compete.
They go in for Baseball, Basketball, Football, Track, Tennis, and Golf
They
Rather an extensive athletic prolikewise go in regularly for spring football practice.
gram, one might say, but we hear their teams must always be reckoned with in every
!

!

league race.
The Cascian's Alumni column is "newsy" and chatty. Its free camaraderie bespeaks
good fellowship and good school spirit. The writer of the column knows his business
and goes about it in a very workman-like manner. The Editorials are always well written and a very timely one appears in the April number on the Canonization of St. Rita.
We might ramble on indefinitely telling of the fine points of the Cascian but time
and space do not permit. We feel that this hasty appreciation falls far short of doing
justice to the real worth of the magazine. It so happens that the tactful demand ^or
recognition in the April issue caught us unprepared. The Cascian has been in the field
of school journalism just two years and is a particularly strong and lustful infant.
That it will go far and do much good is the ardent wish of the ViLLANOVAN.
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History of the Class of 1925
|AS the Class of 1925 contradicted historical
teachings? In the minds of our classmates
this has long ceased to be a debatable question and so, gentle reader, I hope to con-

vince you that the statement

concerning our class

is

I

am

about to make

correct.

was compelled

to leave school.

ingston succeeded to

Vice-President Liv-

office.

The class was not a submissive one, for on December eighth we challenged the Sophomores to a
game of football in which we demonstrated our
prowess and spirit. Jupiter Pluvius tried to dampen

That great institutions, whether created by man
or nature, must inevitably pass through four successive stages, to wit: rise, zenith, decline, and certain death, has ever been the formula of all his-

our spirits, but in vain. Despite the rain-soaked
gridiron and the moral support tendered the Sophomores by the upper classmen, we marched on the
field confident that when the din of battle had died

Rome, with its vast extent of territory
ably governed by its Caesars and their successors,
give testimony of this rule. Plants from the beginning of time prove its validity. But has the Class of
1925 undergone these successive changes?

away the coveted emblem of victory would be ours.
The fracas proved to be a seesaw affair until our

arose from a disorganized gathering of some
two hundred students. Today there exists an organization strongly united and inculcated with true
Villanova spirit. Its zenith was reached when it
sent forth its athletes to battle on the gridiron, on
the basketball court and on the diamond, so that

ter-fraternity basketball league

torians.

It

they might win fame and glory for their Alma
Mater. On Graduation Day was witnessed its
death. But, herein lies its contradiction to historical
traditions, it has never been on the decline.
This
statement I hope to prove by presenting the innerworkings of our class.

A

cosmopolitan group of students exuberant
with eagerness, yet doubtful of what lay before
them, thronged the portals of Villanova four years
ago.
Rev. Francis A. Driscoll, 0. S. A., tendered
us a reception, the recollections of which will always
recall pleasant memories of that eventful day. The
vice-president. Rev. George A. O'Meara, 0. S. A,,
ably assisted in the reception.

The

traditional inauguration

of

the

Freshmen

phantasmagoric order styled the Hobble
Gobble, took place with the usual severity. The fear
into that

of expectation in this instance surpassed the realization.
After this display of submissiveness we
quickly banded together. Though the class was the
largest to enter the portals of Villanova, it did not
prove unwieldy; rather, the numbers made for
greater strength. As a result of this meeting the

following officers were elected to guide our destinies
John Finn President.
Thomas Livingston Vice-President.
Eugene Kennedy Treasurer.
Thomas Fox Secretary.
We selected as our standard "Originality and
Progress" for the purpose of seeking leadership
among the classes. In November our president,
John Finn, one of the best drop-kickers in the East,

—

—

—

—

backs finally broke through for a touchdown. During the remainder of the game neither side scored.

With the advent

of the basketball season, an in-

was formed for the
Here again the Freshmen proved their
worth by being of material assistance to the teams
first

time.

comprising the league.

Thus far college life seemed to be just one enjoyment after another, until finally "Gloom" in the
shape of mid-year examinations, descended on us
For a week this
like a bolt out of the clear sky.
shadow cast its spell over us. Finally, the sun once
more began to shine and a survey of our numbers
revealed that about one-third had departed for
other climes.

During the next half of the year many social
functions were produced and, according to the consensus of opinion, each one of them was heralded
as the best gloom chasers that have appeared at
Villanova for years. The ones instrumental in making these affairs successful were: "Peep" Sheehan,
"Gene" Kennedy, the Silver
the circus barber
Tongued Tenor; John Fisher, the Southern Terpsichore Ed. Sullivan, Impersonator of Profs. and
"Sam" Gagen, the Wandering Jew.
Having successfully mastered the final examinations, we united our efforts towards winning the
;

;

;

banner presented to the class making the best apClad in white
pearance on Commencement Day.
blue
coats
we marched along, arousing
flannels and
many happy recollections from their dormant chamber in the hearts of the old "grads" by the presentation of the school colors in such a novel manner. As
a consequence the much coveted banner was
awarded to us. Thus culminated our united efforts
in a blaze of glory and we journeyed to our homes
for a well deserved vacation.

Returning in September, 1922, after a vacation
and indoor variety and minus the trepidations incident to our entrance, we found many familiar faces missing. At
replete with pleasure of the outdoor

'''j^"trr^-^V^rV
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the first class reunion the following officers were

week consisted of Vincent Egan, chairman; Frank

elected

Youngfleish and Joseph O'Neil.

Frank Youngfleish

—
—

—President.

George Casey Vice-President.
Stephen Coffey Secretary.
Francis J. Shovlin Treasurer.
Preparations were made for the reception to be
tendered the new freshmen class prior to their entrance into the Exalted Order of Hobble Gobble.
Experience is a good teacher, and we being good
students, had learned that it was an obligation on
our part, the violation of which makes us answerable to the upper classmen, to take these newly ordained "freshies" under the protection of our wing
and guide them by impressing upon them their
duties to their Alma Mater, fellow classmates, upper
classmen, and last but not least, to their Superiors
and Teachers, so that at vacation they would return
home fired with the true Villanova spirit. If the
conduct of the Freshman Class can be taken as a
norm, then we have been successful in our efforts.

The

first social

—

event for the year, in the form

took place in Alumni Hall. Much
credit is due to the committee under the leadership
of George Halphen for the unearthing of new talent,
hitherto dormant. Many musical and vocal solos
were intermingled with a few soul-inspiring talks
on "School Spirit." As a finale "The Merchant of
Venice," a burlesque performance, was enacted.
of a Smoker,

The next event on the social calendar was the
Sophomore Soiree.
The eventful night finally
arrived.
Alumni Hall, elaborately decorated^ with
those two colors, namely, purple and white, which

when blended together generated an atmosphere

of
gayness, with a lighting effect which further increased this cheerfulness, and with youths swaying
to the sweet refrains emanating from the orchestra,
credit upon the
and especially on the committee whose efforts
made such an affair possible.

depicted a scene which reflected

class

We returned in September, 1923, eager to renew
those ties of friendship formed in the two previous
years.
sults

We

lost

no time in organizing and the

re-

were as follows
Frank Powers President.
George Casey Vice-President.
James Phelan. Treasurer.

Thomas
The

—
—
—
Collins — Secretary.

term proved uneventful save for the
which would meet with the
approval of the entire class. We were conserving
our energy for the "Junior Prom." At a class meeting held January 31, 1924, it was decided that the
"Prom" should be held during the week of April
23d. This week was to be called Junior Week. The
committee selected to arrange a program for this
first

selection of class rings

The opening day of Junior Week dawned clear
and temperate, and was a fit setting for the formal
appearance of the College Band. The Junior Class
regaled in white flannels, blue coats,

bow
airs.

ties

and white hats, marched

In the afternoon a

game

Tuxara

collars,

to their popular

of ball

was staged

be-

tween the Juniors and the Seniors, the score, ending
in a tie (6-6).
In the evening a smoker in honor
of the Juniors was given by the Senior Class.
On
the following evening an informal dance, to which
the Seniors and members of the Holy Cross Baseball Team were invited, was held in Alumni Hall.
Thursday, April 24th, the date set for the "Prom,"
was uneventful during the day, since everyone was
preparing for evening's enjoyment. The affair took
place at the Majestic Hotel, Weingar's Pennsylvanians furnishing the melody. The next day witnessed the visitation of our lady friends on the
campus. '-•'-'

Our Senior year found us mellowed by the experience of previous years, and more confident of
the success of our undertakings.
We were determined to make this year one long to be remembered.
At the first class meeting the following officers were
intrusted with the fulfillment of this purpose

Daniel P. McLaughlin

—President.

—Vice-President.
— Secretary.
Gaffney— Treasurer.

John H. Sayers

Philip A. Holland

Charles F.

This year witnessed the dedication of the new
dormitories. Following this event came the "Belle
Air Ball," which was given in the Adelphia Hotel,

January 9th. The success of this affair reflected
further credit on the class whose combined efforts
made such an affair possible.

When the news of the death of John Slatinski
reached us, sadness reigned. We felt the loss of one
who for three years devoted his efforts to the gridiron for Alma Mater.
Scarcely had we recovered
from this shock when we learned of the removal of
our popular President, Rev. Francis A. Driscoll,
0. S. A., to Tulsa,

Oklahoma.

Father Driscoll en-

deared himself in the hearts of every loyal student
by his continued efforts for the advancement of
learning and the fostering of athletics. Rev. Joseph
A. Hickey, 0. S. A., was appointed to the Presidency
and won immediately the confidence of the entire
student body by his geniality, widely recognized
scholarship and evident executive ability.

Our next

efforts

were engaged

in the publication

Charles Gaffney was elected Editorin-Chief and Thomas Jenkins, Business Manager,
with power to select their own staff. No encomium

of a year book.
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One word,

needs to be rendered on this endeavor for its merits
lie within these pages.
On April 15th the Belle Air Smoker was held in
Alumni Hall, to which the Juniors were invited. The
entertainment as arranged by the committee was
both interesting and enjoyable.
Thus, dear reader, in perusing these pages, I
hope that you have been conclusively convinced of
the veracity of my first statement, namely, that we
have never passed thi*ough the stage of decline.

ere yet the last day comes,

it with a salutation
pledge a hand to all our chums
fits this day of graduation.

Let's close

And
As
On

wide scene you shall have parts
That fate ere long shall bid you play.
Farewell with honest gentle hearts,
A kindly greeting go away.
(With apologies to Thackeray)
James J. Cloran,
Life's

!

Class Historian.

And, classmates,

Class

Poem

THE QUEST
Four years have passed, and we

all

stand prepared

In deep array within a castle's court.

The sun
Squires

glances on our falchions bared.

fire

we were, now knighthood we have shared

In Chivalry, in wisdom, and in sport.

No step will falter and no eye will quail
Upon those many paths that lead away
From these calm walls, beyond the utmost pale
Of human acts and if we win or fail.
At least we will have striven in our day.
At least we will have borne the battle up.
;

With youth
At least we

inviolate,
will

From which

all

with courage rare.

have snatched the sacred cup
warriors and dreamers sup:

The holy Grail men seek for

in despair.

Go forth, go forth here wait our masters still
To watch and wait the outcome of our quest.
And they will look for envoys from the hill,
To tell how each has fared abroad, until
The legend of each name is banned or blest.
Upon the wide green lawns, within the holy keep.
Many an Arthur with a kindly brow
Has wakened us from an oblivious sleep,
With certain hand has helped us to the steep
Our tutelage is passed with us rests triumph now!
!

—

We

seek the Grail amid forsaken lands.

In crowded marts, in daylight and in gloam

So raise

—O mighty Company—your valorous hands

Put spur

to horse

The quest

shall

!

pass through the gates, ye bands

end not

till

the Grail

is

home.

William John Meter,

'25.

.;

.-.:

i
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last day comes,
with a salutation

One word, ere yet the

needs to l)e remlei'ed on this endeavor for its merits
lie within these i>ages.
On April 15th the Belle Air Smoker was held in
Alumni Hall, to which the Juniors were invited. The
entertainment as arranged by the committee was
both interesting and enjoyable.
Thus, dear reader, in perusing these pages, I
hope that you have been conclusively convinced of
the veracity of my first statement, namely, that we
ha\'e never i)asse(i through the stagc^ of (Ieclint>.

Let's close

it

;

;

pledge a hancl to all oui' chums
As fits this day of graduation.
On Life's wide scene you shall have i)arls
That fate ere long shall bid you play.

And

;

Farewell! with honest gentle hearts,
A kindly greeting go away.
{Wifh (ij)(>J<)(/i('s fo Thuckcraii)

Jamks

J.

Cloran,

Class Ilisloriaii.

And, classmat(>s.

Class

Poem

THE QUEST
Four years have passed, and we

all

stand prepared

In deep array within a castle's court.

The sun
Scjuires

fire

glances on our falchions bared,

we were, now knighthood we have shared

In Chivalry, in wisdom, and in sport.

No

step will falter and no eye will quail

Upon those many paths that lead away
From these calm walls, beyond tlie utmost i)al(>
Of human acts; and if we win or fail.
At least we will have stri\'en in our day.
At least we will have borne the battle up,
With youth
At

least

we

From which
The

h()l\-

(to forth,

inviolate, with
will ha\'e
all

Grail

courage rare,

snatched the sacred cup

warriors and dreamers

men

suj):

seek for in despair.

go forth! here wait our masters

To watch and wait the outcome"

still

of our (piest,

And they will look for envoys from the hill,
To tell how each has fared abroad, until
The legend of each name is banned or l)l(>st.
Upon the wide green lawns, within the holy keep.
Many an Arthur with a kindly brow
Has wakened us from an ol)li\ious sleep,
With certain hand has helped us to the steep;
Our tutelage is ])assed with us rests triumph now!
We seek th(> Grail amid forsaken lands.
In crowded marts, in daylight and in gloam
;

So raise — O might\'
Flit

spur

CompaiiN'

—

your valorous hands

to horse! pass tlii'ough the gates,

'fhe (luest shall end

not

till

the Grail

is

n'c

bands!

home.

William John Mktkk.

'25.
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JOSEPH CONNELL
The

hit^hest

and fmcst ideals of an orKani/ation are
has

V'illanoN'a baseball teani

b\'

al)le

teams

true

s])ort, a sterling leader,

and as

in

the eountrx'.

a lield general

has earned his place

down

in

defeat

is

in

its

has

It

and

year of i)la\in^ placed

in its

leader one

a perfect playei'.

unsurpassed.

-Joe

in

The

tlii'

The

leader.

its

the most forniid-

game

the

i)layed

as a

Connell has led his team worthily

fieldei-

the \Tllano\a Hall of Fame.

in

itself anion^"

who has ever

Flawless as a

Cross and IJoston College

llol\'

exeni|)lilied

and consistent as a

cai)tain of a

same

wi'ek

is

hitter, he

team which sent

acme

his

of ac-hiexc-

ments.
In the tdassroom as well as in lield

example

of the (li'eek sa,\ing.

memoi-i(\s, not

onl\'

c-ai)tain woi-th\- of

whom
and

all

will

and

in

"A sound nund

lift'

in

a

as an athU'te ])ar exc-i'llem-e.

the

title

are glad to claim,

and position, a student
is

Joe Connell.

He

he pla\'s the

same

sound

l)od\-,"

but

scholar and

of

a

keen

retui'iis to

again add another successful cliapter to his

he will go

intellect,

us next

life at

\"eai'.

a

As an

game.

fine

down

in

our

gentleman.

A

and

a

as he

classmate
is

a

Junior

Villanova.

!

I

•if.
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The Living

T

HE

year has come to a close and with its
we pass another milestone along
the roadway of our scholastic life. We
have aged by one school year since the day
we entered last September. Our class work has
advanced us along the road which ends our college
career and begins our secular life.
With honest,
consistent, and faithful work the year has added to
our crown of knowledge. Another gem which can
closing

Spirit

not be taken

from us by the

vicissitudes of extreme

affairs.

We who

are to continue in our pursuit of knowledge here at Villanova, lay aside our routine work
for the summer months, to renew it next September
with refreshed and strengthened vigor. The homes
from which we were sent forth to prepare for after
life, shall in reality be ours again. We shall return
to the place where our character was first moulded.

i

\

j

j

\

]

|
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And what

shall the return

be?

If

we carry with

IS

The summer months are a vacation from
only. During it we are still students of

us

the principles inculcated in us while at Villanova,

rooms

we have nothing

nova, and have an obligation to

to fear.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^V^^^

The people who know us
by our actions and words.

shall

\

judge our school

All should act in a

ner worthy of our college, and whenever
doctrines which

we know

During the summer, Villanova

made up

man-

we hear

to be false, let us refute

them with the certainty which comes with
of a great wheel.

^

The spokes

hub

will be living ones

of the students in the various parts of the

By actions which are just and words well
spoken, we can command the attention of those
with whom we come in contact toward our institucountry.

No

tion.

better advertisement for our college

is

there than this living wheel whose circumference
covers areas in

many

different states.

Being always

ready to show our loyalty to Villanova and standing
for

who
to

what

is

right,

we can bring

seeing the wonderful truths

have them as

to our portals

we

hold, will

men

our various

cities

next September

and carry

on.

when we again take up our

journey along the road of knowledge with another

we will start with added vigor,
knowing we have been true to the trusts handed to
us by those who have gone before. We are today
the living spirit, the one upon which all things are
built, tomorrow we, too, will be among the phantoms who clasp hands with the undergraduates on
Alumni Day.

So while we are undergraduates at

Villanova, or at our homes,
of our duty and do
in after

hands

it

let

us always be mindful

towards our

years when the torch

is

to the future Villanovans,

college, so that

passed from our
it

shall

burn with

J.

P. K., '26.

even brighter brilliancy.

theirs.

|ITH the publication

of this issue of the Vil-

^^y lanovan the Seniors of the present year
j^^^yy, will pass into the ranks of the Alumni.
^^s^^l During the past year they were with us
as our associate helpers, and leaders.
Some of us
have known them for three years and have come to
regard them as the real friends of our college days
whom we will remember always. From
our portals they are about to go forth into the world
to take their place among the graduates of other
years and other colleges.
What ever may be their chosen profession, if
they will but carry with them the ideals and principles taught them at Villanova, they have nothing
friends

—principles of character,

unity and truth

principles that guide the lawyer pleading his case;
the surgeon, whose skilled hands work over the

patient; the engineer whose bridges will span the
rivers; and the business man in his dealings with

men; and mark them not only as educated,
but as Christian men.
Charity to all, remembering that those who today lack charity, tomorrow seek it. Unity for the
greater good and glory of Villanova. Truth which
never varies, and the truth of Scholasticism which
will predominate.
These are the treasures they
take with them, added to an education which is secother

And

to

wish

To The

to fear

go forth

After nine

fulfill.

spirit for Villanova, let us

milestone in view,

truth.

will be the

months of concentrated

class-

Villa-

Seniors
ond

to none; an education tried for a century and
not found wanting; an education marked by a dis-

tinctly Catholic spirit

sentially

;

an education which

memory but one

is

not es-

of reason.

These are about to receive their degrees and to
take their places in the ranks of the Graduates of
this College.
They are about to begin their lives
in the world and to them success can not come
alone from what has been taught them here, for
they must use intelligently and apply diligently with
reasonable self-confidence whatever
they
have
learned.
But judging by what they have done,
we may look into the future and predict for the class
of '25 "Success."
We who remain here to carry on the work
handed over by them the traditions that are dear;
the idea's that are precious; and the principles that
are noble wish them the fullness of success in
whatever they may undertake. May their future
years be crowned with happiness, success and prosperity.
May they ever hold aloft the Standard of
Villanova, as -her loyal sons, and may they look
back with pleasure on those days w^iich they spent
among us. Farewell, Seniors of 1925. Greetings,

—

—

Alumni.
J. P. K., '26.
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THE OBSERVER
The Observer notes the balmy Spring days have
an almost irresistible attraction. And at a most opportune season, too. The Finals are right at one's
ready with the challenge for that

heels,

down

the homestretch.

Old Mother Nature, artful siren that she

open spaces,

—what

—beckon us

deal,

and

to retrieve

opportunities.

is it

de-

call of

the

But, boys, only a few

Enough, however,

to

some part of those

,

is

do a great
last

golden

Who's going to win ? Stick in there Show the
There is nothing like a strong garrison
finish to wipe out the disgrace of having run a poor
!

old fight.

race.

-

what we might
May.

call edifying to see the numattend Mass regularly during the
Whatever the motives, the sacri-

fice it entails is

a fitting tribute to Mary, our Queen

It is

ber of those

month

of

and Mother.

who

^

':'>:'

\':'r\jr\

\-

to reach her place
>

There have been written reams of paper on
School Spirit. But it is very evident that in some
This

hasn't

it

made

just a reminder.

is

Some one

said

—one of

mon malady

just do your share.

corner, and that will

the slightest impression.
:

something about a prevailing

spirit of discontent.

a

;

may hope

under the sun of the world of college sports.

The great

they say, the

outward.

short days remain.

sons, Villanova

directions

spite her age, has a fascinating appeal.

wild?

dash

last

former

Don't be alarmed.

It is

man's inheritances.

a com-

But you

Take care of your own little
take off enough to make it just
*

little bit less.

Some boys, for they can hardly be called men,
have certainly no sense of justice nor regard for
property. It is a crying shame to what petty meanness some can stoop. Their estimation of the college and other men must be pretty low. It is hard
to even try to suppress what must be their idea of
Yillanova College.

Man

But it is sincerely
is a creature of habits.
hoped that some of those contracted around
the college may not be taken home. Mothers and
sisters might be shocked beyond recovery, and it is
hard to say just what would happen to some of the
to be

College life is supposed to broaden a man. Borrowing an idea from May's Columbian, we express
the wish that Villanova College may broaden, not
only the mind of her sons, but their hearts also and
produce clean, real honest to goodness men.

Yes,

we have

a track team, and

giving quite
a good account of itself. But like most other things,
it needs support.
Criticism and razzing won't get it
anywhere. Give it whole-hearted support for no
other reason than because it is our track team.

word about

it is

might not be
out of place. Given by one who is competent to criticise it can be very helpful and constructive. But by
In passing, a

the casual observer

its

criticism

only effect as a rule

is

dis-

couragement.
If only wishes were gold bricks, we'd all be rich.
But while the spirit is willing the flesh is weak. If
only wishes would only do the trick what a wonderful bunch of athletes we would have.

lady friends.

To

meet staged on Alumni Day was
The Observer wonders
whether it wouldn't be a good idea to run such meets
oftener. This would tend to stimulate interest and
arouse spirit. And who knows but it might bring
to light some more Charlie Faheys.

The

any public corridor

is

a disgusting act.

around the building.

A real gentleman is always a gentleman, and not
merely when a parade or showing off his wares before company.
Get out of that pet prejudice. All bigotry and
narrow-mindedness are built up on prejudice.
It is

one's
fice.

all

spit in

Fortunately for the College corridors they are swept
every day. The imagination recoils at what a
week's accumulation would be. The same holds in
a lesser degree to the throwing of cigarette stumps

no mere sentimentalism

to

speak of love for

Alma Mater. But the measure
How much has it cost you?

of love

is

sacri-

inter-class

of a howling success.

The turnout of Alumni was encouraging. Today
it would seem that sports need Alumni backing to
With this interest shown by her
be successful.

And buy the Villanovan. Twenty-five cents
won't break you. It is true that subscriptions won't
pay for the magazine. But what is the use in publishing it if nobody buys it.
.

A

loyal son should prefer his Mother's interests

to his own.
first.

When

Which means
it

happens

utility, college interests

that your College comes

to be a question of personal

would prevail.
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CLASS DAY

15

Sophomores against the Freshmen,

fifteen

of

the

The
huskies contending on each side.
finery, so conspicuous a part of the parade, was discarded for the drab togs of battle. The Seniors and
Freshmen emerged victorious over their respective
huskiest

AY 7th
ing

was

a gala day for Villanova, usher-

it
did, the annual inter-class
meet.
cloudless sky and warm atmosphere, briskened by a slightly rising wind,
the day ideal.
At any early hour the

in,

as

A

made
campus was

bustling with ambitious athletes eager

prowess on the field.
V. Duffy, '26, as Master of Ceremonies,
was in charge of the day's program and too much
praise cannot be given him for the efficient manner
in which he conducted the meet.
Credit is also due
Father Berry for his impartial services as Field

to display their

Edward

Judge.;

:-

The day was formerly ushered in with a dress
parade. In Class groups the students formed in the
entrance of the College Building, and to the accompaniment of martial music, marched around the
spacious grounds, encircling the main buildings.
The line of march terminated at the front entrance
to the College where the flag raising took place. The
Sophomores, arrayed in white madras, were adjudged the winners because of the largest number
and most distinctive appearance. The judges were
Fathers Crawford, Beckerman, Hopkins, Fink and
Berry. Rounds of applause from the other classes
greeted their decision.
On behalf of the Sophomore Class, President
"Herb" Madden presented an American flag to the
College.
In his acceptance speech Dr. Hickey
stressed the need of patriotism and loyalty to our
country and commended the students on their class

His address was warmly received. The flag
was then raised while buglers Francis "Yank"
Youngfleish and James Hanley rendered "To the
spirit.

Colors."

In conclusion

all

joined in

singing our

national anthem.

When

this impressive

students

which was long in doubt.
The elimination contests occupied the best part
of the morning and an informal dinner invigorated
all for the track events proper, scheduled for two
o'clock. These marked an afternoon of worthy feats
with occasional flashes of brilliancy. The individual
Charlie Fahey,
star of the meet was Palacio, '27.
'27, was another heavy point scorer and performed
some scintillating work with the pole vault and high
jump. The Sophomore class with a score of 40 1-3
issue of

won

the meet.

was

weary but happy

lot that again formed
witness the lowering of the
flag and the presentation of the prizes. The assemblage was graced with the presence of a large group
of distinguished Alumni from many sections of the
Dr. Hickey presented the prizes as folcountry.
lows: A gold medal for the individual high scorer,
awarded to Frank Palacio, '27 a prize of five dollars for the next high score, awarded to Charles
Fahey, '27 a banner for the best appearing class in
the parade, awarded to the Sophomores; a banner
for the class having the most points in the meet,
awarded to the Sophomores; and fifteen sterling
silver pencils to the fifteen men on the winning tugof-war team, awarded to the Seniors. After the
award of the prizes the flag was lowered while

It

ranks at

a

five o'clock to

;

;

bugler Youngfleish sounded retreat.
Thus another memorial day

for

Villanova

passed into history.

ceremony was completed,

repaired to the campus and made
ready for the track events. A tug-of-war commanded first attention. In this contest of brute
strength combined with no little strategy, the
Seniors were pitted against the Juniors and the

the

opponents in the elimination contests. In the final,
toward the close of the day, the Seniors took the
measure of the Freshmen in a spirited struggle, the

The summary: 100-yard dash. Ivory

'26,

Mar-

tinez '27, Veluzzi '27, 11-3; 220-yard dash, Ivory '26,

Taylor '27, Martinez '27, time 26; 440-yard, Jamison '25, Daley '27, Dora '25, time 60 2-5; 880 yards,
Cummings '28, Reardon '28, Maher '25, time 2-26;
mile, Cummings '28, Quigg '28, Shovlin '25, time
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Shot put, Palacio

5-15.

35-9; discus,

'28,

Laughlin

Griffin '26;

'27,

Bachman

'25,

Palacio

'27,

92^2;

Meader '25, Fahey '27, Jones '26, 121-9;
high jump, Fahey '27, Palacio '27, Creswell '28,

javelin,

Griffin '26, Kelly '27, 5 ft. 8 in.
'27,

Sayers

O'Hara

vault,

O'Donnell

'25,

'26,

Fahey

;

broad jump, Palacio

'28, Collins '25,

'27,

Creswell

19Yi

',

Pole

'28, 8 ft. 7 in.

mile relay. Sophomores, Freshmen, Seniors. Class
scores. Sophomores, 40 1-3; Seniors 27 1-3; Freshmen, 22; Juniors, 15 1-3.

Bachelor of Science

in

Economics

JAMES J. CLORAN. Philadelphia. Pa.
JOHN J. DORA, Stamford, Conn.
JOHN F. FRANCELLA, Downingtown.

WALTER

GAGEN, Long

B.

Pa.

Island. N. Y.

WILLIAM C. HENRY. Philadelphia, Pa.
WILLIAM J. JAMISON, Philadelphia. Pa.
FRANCIS EDWARD MARTIN, Hazelton, Pa.
THOMAS J. McLaughlin, Scranton, Pa.
JAMES C. O'LEARY. Harrisburg, Pa.
WILLIAM VINCENT O'NEIL, Philadelphia,
FRANK M. POWERS. Aurora. N. Y.
WM. H. PRENDERGAST. Heckscherville, Pa.
JOHN H. SAYERS. Hartford, Conn.
WM. B. SHEEHAN, Hallowell, Maine.
ED. J. SULLIVAN, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
FRANCIS W. YOUNGFLEISH, Pottsville,

Pa.

Pa.

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
D. CASEY, Hartford, Conn.

'

GEORGE
THOMAS J. COLLINS. Philadelphia, Pa.
MICHAEL J. GALLAGHER. AUentown, Pa.
WM. K. MAKER, Trenton, N. J.
CARL J. MONDROSCH, Philadelphia.

The eighty-second annual Commencement of
Villanova College vi^as held in the College Auditorium on June ninth. Very Rev. N. J. Vasey, Provincial of the Augustinian Order in the United States,

How. John

Monaghan, LL. D., addressed the graduates. Mr. Monaghan, who is well
known for his fine work as judge in the Court of

presided.

J.

Common

Pleas of Philadelphia, received the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws. This same degree
was also conferred on Mr. Patrick E. Crowley,
President of the New York Central Railroad.

The Salutatory address was
J.

Keffer, B. S.,

who spoke very

ably on "Catholic

The following degrees were conferred:
Laws

of

PATRICK EDWARD CROWLEY, New York

HON. JOHN MONAGHAN,
SR.
SR.
SR.
SR.

M. EUGENIA, I. H. M., Scranton, Pa.
M. GABRIEL, I. H. M.. West Chester, Pa.
M. IMMACULATA, I. H. M., West Chester, Pa.
M. MERCIA, I. H. M., West Chester, Pa.

SR.
SR.
SR.
SR.
SR.
SR.
SR.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

S.

Pa.

Pa.

S.

J.,

Chestnut

PALATINA, O. S. F., Glen Riddle, Pa.
SYLVESTER, S. S. J., Chestnut Hill. Pa.
VERONA, O. S. F., Glen Riddle, Pa.
WILFRED. O. M.. Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
EDGAR F. CONNERY, Philadelphia. Pa.
JOSEPH T. CONROY. Philadelphia, Pa.

THOMAS B. GROSS. East Orange, N. J.
VINCENT P. EG AN. Jersey City, N. J.
CHARLES P. GAFFNEY, Johnstown, Pa.
JAMES B. GALLAGHER, Towanda, Pa.
JOHN J. GLYNN. Lawrence, Mass.

HOLLAND. Lawrence, Mass.
McLaughlin. Summltt Hill, Pa.
LOUIS A. McMENAMIN, Lawrence, Mass.
RICHARD J. McNALLY, Dubois. Pa.
AUGUSTINE M. MALONEY, Philadelphia, Pa.
JOSEPH C. MALLOY, Dubois, Pa.
J. FRANCIS MORONEY, Phillipsburg, N. J.
ROBERT T. MURRAY, Troy, N. Y.
NOEL C. OMLOR, Waynesburg, Pa.
PHILIP

A.

DANIEL

SR. M.

P.

Bachelor of Letters
S. S. J., Chestnut

STANISLAUS,

FRANCIS

C.

Hill,

Bachelor of Philosophy
PICKETT, New York City. N. Y.
Bachelor of Science

in

Biology

JOHN A. COLLINS, Conshohocken, Pa.
EDWIN R. CORE, Jersey City, N. J.
JOHN J. FORD, West Chester, Pa.
THOMAS F. GRANAHAN. Pittston, Pa.
JAMES W. SOUTHWORTH, Olean, N.
JOHN C. McCLOSKEY, Johnstown, Pa.

Y.

SHOVLIN,

J.

VANHORN,

J.

Wilburton, Pa.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Philadelphia. Pa.

;

FRANCIS W. PANEPINTO.

CIVIL ENGINEER

CYRIL

BURKE,

B. S. in C. B.. 1917. Detroit, Mich.
CHARLES A. CALLANAN, B. S. in C, E.. 1923, Boston, Mass.
DAVID F. FARLEY, B. S. in C. E., 1920. Philadelphia, Pa.
CHRISTOPHER J. McNALLY. B. S. in C. E., 1923, Lawrence. Mass.
J.

Electrical Engineer

HARRY S. BUECHE. B.
ARTHUR A. MALONE,

S. in E. E.. 1922, Brooklyn, N. Y.
B. S. in E. E., 1922, Norristown, Pa.

WILLIAM

Hill,

STRAUCH,

A.

Mechanical Engineer
B. S. in M. E., 1915, Washington,

DC.

Pre-Medical Certificates

WILLIAM

P.

DAILEY,

IGNATIUS

J.
J.

GRYCYENSKE,

EDWARD

JENKINS,

Steelton. Pa.

Jersey City, N. J.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

CHARLES L. MAROTTE, Trenton, N. J.
THADDEUS J. MANUSZAH, Philadelphia,

Pa.

KENNETH G. O'TOOLE, Scranton. Pa.
STANLEY J. STACIVA. Jersey City. N. J.
EDWARD A. STREZELECKL Jersey City, N.
ALEXANDER SOSNOVSKY, Jersey City, N.
F.

VELLUZZL

Bayonne, N.

J.
J.

J.

following gold medals were awarded:

The Gold Medal for Evidences of Religion
Founded in memory of Bernard Corr
James Quindlen, '28
Next in Merit
James P. Kane, '26
The Gold Medal for Philosophy
Presented by the Very Rev. C. M. Driscoll, D. D., O. S.

Bachelor of Arts

CATHERINE FRANCIS,

JAMES

The

Master of Arts

Chester,

FRANCIS

i

Philadelphia, Pa.

ALPHONSO, L H. M., West
EUPHRASIA, O. M., Merion,

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

JOSEPH
N.

City,

Pa.
Pa.
Olean, N. Y.

ANTHONY P. GORMAN. Bethlehem. Pa.
THOMAS A. JENKINS. Philadelphia, Pa.
JOHN C. KEFFER, McSherrystown, Pa.
THOMAS J. O'HARA, Toronto, Canada

delivered by John

Leadership in College Life." Charles P. Gaffney,
A. B., gave the Valedictory. His subject, "Gratitude
to our Alma Mater," was well handled.

Honorary Doctor

PHILIP PICARIO. Norristown,
LOUIS SEBASTIAN WESCOTT.

Pa.

Charles P. Gaffney,
Next in Merit

A.,

Asst. Gen.

'25

Thomas B. Cross. '25
The Mercier-Newman Medal
Pounded by Dr. C. M. Magee for Study of Catholic Authors
Robert T. Murray. '25
Next in Merit
Ralph G. Hegner, '27
The Gold Medals for Classics
Presented by Very Rev. N. J. Vasey, O. S. A., S. T. L., Provincial
Rev. M. J. Corcoran, O. S. A., S. T. L.
William P. Hurley, '27
George T. Aschenbrenner, '27
The Gold Medals for Mathematics
Presented by Albert W. Strecker, M. A., D. D. S.
J. Stanley Smith, LL. D.
Charles Francis Dailey, '28

John James Gallen, '28
The Gold Medal for Organic Chemistry
,

Pa.

Presented by the Pre-Medical Society
„ aequo / Joseph F. Velluzzi, '27
Ex
( Charles
L. Marotte, '27
Prize of $100 in Gold for the Most Popular Student
Presented by Murtha P. Quinn, LL. 1).
John H. Sayers, '25
The Gold Medal for General Excellence in Engineering Studies
Presented by J. P. Undeck
Francis Shovlin, '25
Next in Merit
Francis William Panepinto, '25
The Gold Medal for Excellence in Business Studies
Founded by Mrs. Wm. Harrity
William C. A. Henry, '25
Next in Merit
James J. Cloran, '25

,

'
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PHI KAPPI PI

present members and the addition of others who will
enter next September with the incoming Freshman
class, a still better year is looked forward to next

At the meeting on Monday, May 18th, the following officers were elected for the year 1925-26:
President, Joseph L. Hughes Vice-President, Ensign A. Slayton; Secretary, Jerome F. Hurley;
Treasurer, Francis C. Yake; Sergeant-at-Arms,
John E. Gallen. The Phi Kappa Pi has manifested
confidence in the newly-chosen officers and believes
them to be fully capable of continuing the policy

The Lawrence Club
Villanovan for the kindness
ing the past year.
year.

;

Recently two inspection trips have been rnade
through the courtesy of alumni engaged in engineering work.
The first was the opportunity presented by C. T.
Hayes, '12, of observing the methods used in the
construction of the new Broad Street Subway in
Philadelphia. The systems of excavations, sheeting,
bracing and underpinning were explained in detail

group who made the tour.
The second was a trip arranged by C. J. McNally, '23, through the Holland Vehicular Tunnel
between Jersey City and New York. The large
number of students who were present are indebted
to "Mac" for the time and effort spent in conduct-

SOPHOMORE SOIREE

it

/

LAWRENCE CLUB
The activities of the year for the Lawrence Club
come to a fitting close with a dance which is to
be held on the evening of the eleventh of June at
the Roseland Basel Room in that city. The year has
been one of great activity. The first meeting of the
year was held in the spacious rooms of the C. Y. M.
A. on September second, at which the present officers replaced those of last year. Rev. John A. Sparrow, 0. S. A., addressed the Club on the ideals and
policies of both Club and College.
The winter
dance was a great success and throughout the year
the Club has shown itself exceptionally energetic.
will

be but one member lost by graduation,
namely, Philip A. Holland. With the return of the

There

will

with much pleasure.

The Soiree was a fitting climax to the Sophomore
year of the Class of '25, and an event that added to
the laurels already won on Class Day.
:^
An artistic color scheme was carried out in the
decorations by the colors old rose, and ? ? ? ? The
gymnasium was decorated in a very unique design.
In one corner, enclosed in a green arbor and
surrounded by the soft glow of lamps, was the orchestra.
The banners won by the Sophomores on
Class Day were on display.
Upon entering the gym the patrons received an
agreeable surprise in their dance program. It consisted of a brown leather card case and dance program combined. On the front cover was the College
Seal and the Class numerals in gold. Thus for some
time to come will memories of the Sophomore Soiree
be brought to the minds of many.
About the largest crowd that ever attended a
dance on the campus was present that night. According to statistics there was close to one hundred
and

to the interested

ing the inspection.

wishes to thank the
it has shown to it dur-

In the staging of the Sophomore Soiree, another
of Villanova's many traditions was carried out. It
was an affair that will long live in the memories of
those who attended it and who will look back upon

adopted this year.
The Eighteenth Annual Banquet held on Wednesday evening, May 20th, provided the fitting climax of an eventual year. Nearly a hundred alumni
and undergraduate members attended. After a delightful menu, prepared and served under the catering of Joseph P. Donovan, considerable talent
among the members themselves was shown. Heretofore, their efforts at entertaining had been confined to the various corridors of the school.
The
speakers of the evening were: Rev. Dr. Hickey, 0.
A.,
President of the College; Dean Carl T.
S.
Humphrey, Rev. E. V. Stanford, 0. S. A., and Professor Charles R. McGeehan.
The committee in charge is to be highly praised
for the success of the occasion.
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fifty couples.

The music during the evening was furnished by
the College Ramblers. It seemed as though they
played that night as they never played before. A
better selection could not have been made by the
committee.
It is the common consent of all that the Sophomore Soiree was the best and most successful dance
on the campus this year. The success of it was due
to the earnest and untiring efforts of the committee
under the able guidance of John Vaughn as chair-

Mr. Vaughn was assisted by the following
men Howard Brady, John Burns, Francis Byrnes,

man.

:

Harry Connors, John

Drisco, 2d, Patrick Kirwin and
Francis Yake.
The Villanovan wishes to take this opportunity
to

commend and

congratulate the class of '27 upon
them during the past
R. G. H.

the achievements attained by
year.

DAY STUDENTS' CLUB
The Day Students Club
on May
meeting was fairly

its hnal meeting
coming year. The
well attended, and resulted in

held

14, to elect officers for the
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the election of

J. Doughton, President; J. Gallen,
Vice-President T. McNee, Secretary and Treasurer. Further, as their representative for the Undergraduate Council, the Day Students chose J.
Furlong. The club was late in organizing. In fact,
;

is termed the Baby organization of the College.
So that all things considered, it would be hardly fair
to expect much from it.
But next year should be
different.
With the newly elected officers and a
it

goodly increase in number as in hope, we are looking forward to a real, live outfit, with plenty of pep
and loads of school spirit. It should be ready to
compete with any other body in the College, and
make its influence felt throughout the school, especially in all lines of sport.
Here's to our Bouncing Baby Boy. May he wax strong and wise and
return in the fall a full grown man.
:

the toastmaster, were Professors Slaven, Wychardt,

Sweeney, McCormack and Clark.^^^^?^^^^^^^;^^^ ^ ";
The committee was under the chairmanship of
Mr. Coffey and too much thanks cannot be given to
Messrs. Rombaut, Panepinto, Phelan, Meyers, Slayton and Fitzpatrick for their hearty co-operation in

many

the

banquet. Special thanks must be given to Fr. Stanford for his unselfish and active co-operation in the
preparation of the unique menu which was entirely
the work of the committee and prepared at the
school.

Looking back on the banquet we know that the
shown was that expressed by one of the prin-

spirit

cipal speakers of the evening in his toast

Phi Kappa Pi,
Your aims are indeed high:

May

Phi Kappa Pi Banquet

On Wednesday, May

details attending the preparations for the

the year

But serve

20th, the Engineering fra-

What

now drawing

nigh,

7

:

to clearly typify.

the coming year shall surely signify.

ternity brought to a successful conclusion a year of

progress and success. Progress in the co-operative
attainments of the ideals governing the fraternity
and success in the completed endeavors of the officers and members.

No

truer example of these two

factors can be cited than that of the annual banquet.

In every sense of the word the banquet was a
The dinner left nothing to be desired well
selected, prepared and served it was at once a tribute
to all who had a part in its completion and at the
same time was a lever that lifted the rock of reserve
which is so painfully evident at the majority of such
affairs.
During the courses there was singing by
individual members and by the entire group. The
"H" and "H" twins, Mr. Holleran and Mr. Hurley,
rendered several selections a la banjo. Mr. McDavit, assisted by Mr. Halphen at the piano, sang
success.

;

Mr. Wescott, as
toastmaster, the speakers of the evening were introduced. Rev. Dr. Hickey gave an interesting summary of the work of the Phi Kappa Pi during the
eighteen years of its existence at Villanova, and
spoke in highest terms of its unswerving loyalty to
the College and its high ideals of scholarship.
The next speaker was Dean Humphrey. Mr.
Humphrey spoke on the engineering course in general and the place of the Phi Kappa Pi in the EnConcluding his address he bid
gineering course.
farewell to the Seniors and admonished them to be
loyal not only to Villanova, but also to the School
able direction

of

of Technology.

The next speaker was the Rev. E. V. Stanford.
Lauding the high ambitions of the fraternity he
asked that the members remain loyal to the society
and take an active interest in all its activities.
Other members of the faculty who responded

to

of

was held. Officers
for the coming year. The meeting was

the year for the local council

were elected

presided over by Philip A. Holland, who so successfully held the chair of the Grand Knight for the
past year. It was the last meeting for him, for Mr.
Holland graduates in June. A great deal of the
credit for achievements in the past year is his, as
he has been ever untiring in his efforts for greater
Columbianism at Villanova. Also, to the retiring
Deputy Grand Knight George Casey and the Lecturer John P. Keffer, praise is due for their spirit
manifested and things accomplished for the Caseys.
The past year has been a notable one. The mem-

bership has been enlarged,

chambers acquired.

several selections.

Under the

VILLANOVA COUNCIL NO. 2288
On the evening of May 19 the last meeting

new and more suitable
was highly

Socially the year

More socials were planned and carried
out than in any previous year. The year ends with
splendid prospects for next year.
The newly elected officers who were chosen for
the coming year have been very active in Council
successful.

Under their guidance will
affairs for some time.
be the destiny of the future and with the past to
judge by, there is nothing to fear. All of them have
been during their membership very active Knights.

The

results

were as follows:

—

Grand Knight Charles Laughlin.
Deputy Grand Knight Daniel Phelan.
Chancellor Rev. John H. Crawford, 0. S. A.
Warden John Jones.
Financial Secretary Augustus A. Baron.

—

—

—

—
—

Recording Secretary Joseph I. Hughes.
Treasurer James A. Griffin,
Advocate Edward McDermott.
Inside Guard William Halley.

—
—

—
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Outside Guard- -Leslie Burns.
Trustees Rev. Francis A. Diehl and
Cosgren.

—

Campus

Chatter

ing the vacation period.

Thomas

Day by Day

stolen.

Some

and made
-'"^
May.

off

That the boys from the "Collar and Cuff" town
behave themselves while at home.
That Ray Madden and "Pansy" Dougherty will

issue has been

culprit entered Andy Gump's room
with the Scandal for the month of

'

'

'•',.
"
.

••^.^^-

'

We

think that he suspected the use of his name
Woe be to him if we ascertain his
in the column.
identity, for the year 1925-26 is yet to come and we
hope to be able to continue the far famed "Campus
Chatter" in the school publication.
In our closing remarks we hopeThat those men, whose names were used in the
column, depart for the scenes of their summer's
work with no "hard feelings" against the correspondents.
That O'Toole is not sore because we used his
girl's name in the "Splinters."
That each member of the Band will practice
summer.
This includes
faithfully during the
"Weezy" Farren, the Drum Major.
That Charlie Dever enjoys his summer's labor
with the Chautauqua Association. Watch your step,

;,

Charlie.

That Junior Moroney will learn to shave himWe have watched him shave and he has always made a poor job of it several gashes remained on his face. Junior's excuse is that he is
used to shaving on the Lehigh Valley Railroad cars.
That Pete Doyle is able to secure a job for Ken
O'Toole and thereby collect his bet.
That Francis Loughran studies up his Logic durself.

—

That some day Editor "Bull" will be appointed
Editor-in-Chief of the Johnstown Tribune. He has
proven himself capable of handling the position.
will

POST MORTEM
The Campus Chatter for the June

19

continue to sing duets.
The boys on the roof of the New Dormitory certainly enjoyed the singing of the above named men.
That our baseball team, intact, will be with us
again next year.
That the Sophomore Soiree was an example for
the Frosh. A standard for the men of '28 to follow.
The Sophomore Committee men are to be congratulated on their work.
That the Belle Air will

be supported by the
student body 100% strong.
That the football men will return on time to begin work under Coach Stuhldreher. DO NOT BE

—

TARDY, MEN.

,..;

"The Pride of the Coal
Regions," will remember the Sophomore Soiree.
That Coach McGeehan's charges will take Connie
Mack's Athletics into camp on Sunday, June 7th.
That Bachman, Seaver, Joe McGuinn, Bill Donohue, DuPaul and "Reds" McLaughhn will shave
That Joe

Kenny,

their upper lips before returning to the Old

Town.
That "Moo" Martin

will

Home

some day be the Boss

Politician of Hazleton, Pa.

That Louie and

Slitz

will

enjoy

the

ocean

breezes while sojourning at Ocean City.
That the lives of the men of '25 will be those of
continuous success. Go forth into the world and let

Villanovan ideals remain foremost in your minds.

"Gump" Dever

—"Hoot" Gibbons.
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Congratulations are extended to the ten

mem-

DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS OF THE

WORLD WAR

bers of the Class of '22 on their reception of Major
Orders.

The young Levites are Mr. Chas.
:

Oteen Chapter, No.

F. Hart,

U.

S.

Mr. Chas. H. Redding, Mr. W. R. Kirk, Mr. John

J.

Dwyer,

Mr. G. A. Prior, Mr. Thomas G. Delaney. The Order

April

was followed by
Priesthood

The

the Diaconate on June 7th.

will be received

sometime

in July.

\

men

well.

They are sons

of hers in a very particular sense, inasmuch as they

are

members

of the

Order of

St.

which order Villanova owes her very

Augustine, to

signments for duty have not been made as

wherever duty

calls

them these men

As-

existence.
yet,

but

of '22 have our

sincerest wishes for a successful career in the vine-

May

yard of the Lord.

they always remember with

pleasure the years spent at Villanova and spread on
all sides,

as

loyal

sons,

the

spirit of their

Alma

Mater.

#

The Villanovan extends
Geehan,
its

'12,

to

Mr. Chas. A. Mc-

Professor of Electrical Engineering,

sincerest condolences on the death of his mother.

I

am in
my

calling

receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo,

attention

she rest in peace.

organization of an

the

to

Alumni Athletic Association, and inviting the
Alumni to co-operate.
The project is a worthy one and should arouse
the college pride of every Alumnus to do his bit. It
is

my

;

>

.

belief that college athletics are necessary to

keep alive and active the Alumni spirit and one of
the very best means of advertising an institution.
You are to be congratulated upon the engagement of Harry Stuhldreher as football coach. I feel
sure that Villanova will make a creditable showing
on the 1925 gridiron field.
Next month
I am enclosing my check for $5.00.
I have been a patient in
I will send the balance.
U. S. Veterans Hospital, No. 60, at Oteen, N. C, for
the past fifteen months "chasing the cure" as the reA fellow
sult of disability incurred in the service.
cannot be too liberal on what he gets from the Government after he takes care of wife and daughter.
Extend my hearty felicitations to Doctor Hickey
on his election as President. I feel sure with Doctor
Hickey looking after the moral and mental, and
Harry Stuhldreher the football interests, that Villanova will begin a new epoch of which every
Alumnus will have reasons to be proud.

Very

May

1925.

Dear Alumni:

,

Villanova wishes these

9,

Villanova Alumni Athletic Association,
Villanova, Pa.

was conferred on May 24th and

of Sub-Deaconship

NO. 60

Oteen, N. C.

F. Mahoney, Mr. Leo A. Hart, Mr. John R. Brennan,

Mr. Matthew F. McDonald, Mr. Clement

3

VETERANS HOSPITAL,

truly yours,

Edward

V. Doyle.

•
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G.r.M.

VARSITY VANQUISHES LEHIGH IN

The

KEEN CONTEST

line-up:

CRESCENT

VILLANOVA
Hits

At the end

of the third inning the score

was

From

in favor of Villanova.

then on not a
crossed the home plate for either team.

"Tommy" Crane
Harry

relieved by

In the

started the pitching, and

7-6

man
was

Griffith in the second inning.

inning our boys earned three runs.
Lehigh tied the score with three in the first frame
In the second Lehigh made three more, while
also.
the Varsity made only two. We added two more
runs to our score in the third and Lehigh failed to
score.
This decided the game, as after Griflfith and
Dubois, who replaced Walker for Lehigh, got
started, neither team was able to score.
Moynihan's home run in the second was one of
the longest hits made on the Lehigh diamond.
first

A. C.
Hits
3
2

Hartnett, ss

1

O'Rourke, 2b
Kane, lb

Cotter, 3b

2

Garrity, cf

1

Connell, lb

1

Formosa,

2

Jacobs, c

1

Beber,

Mascaidri, rf

2

Shurman,

1

Meehan, 3b
Hagen, rf

2

2

Purcell,

1

Moynihan, 2b

If

Lalos, cf

Crane,

1

1

ss".

1

c

Loser, p

p.

p

Griffith,

If

1

VILLANOVA LOSES TO HOLY CROSS
In a tense game, featured by good pitching, hard

and a few but costly errors. Holy Cross had
revenge on our Varsity. The final score was 4-1.

hitting,

The lineup:

its

VILLANOVA

LEHIGH

Moynihan, 2b

3

Hayes, 2b

Hartnett, ss

1

Rice, 3b

Cotter, 3b

1

Prior, lb

Connell, lb

1

Ambler,

Jacobs,

Adams,

2

1

Carroll.

Villanova started the

c

scoring

by crossing the

The "Cross" evened the score with
the second. It was not until the seventh

a run in

1

1

1

Mell, 3b

1

frame that the Wosterites succeeded in pushing
across another run.
They made two more in the

Walker, p
Dubois, p

1

rf

VILLANOVA DEFEATS CRESCENTS

first.

eighth.

The
8-7

line-up:

HOLY CROSS

VILLANOVA

Hits

Hits

What

constituted one of the greatest rallies ever

Bay Ridge was accomplished by Coach McGeehan's men, when they defeated the Cresent A. C.
of New York.
The score in the seventh was seven to nothing
in favor of the Crescents.
A rally in the eighth gave our men four runs.
Another in the ninth gave us four more and made
the score 8-7 in our favor.
seen at

Holy

1

Shurman,
Crane, p
p

gave

2

2

Griffith,

Griffith

Hess, If
Nevins, c

c

Lalos, cf

Carroll.

plate in the

Mascaidri, rf
If

opposed

Griffith

Cross four hits. Carroll gave Villanova five. Carroll
is
considered the foremost of college pitchers.
Statistics seem to give Griffith the advantage over

Hits

Hits

Hartnett, ss

1

Gautreau, 2b
Walsh, 3b

Cotter, 3b

3

Cote, ss

Connell, lb

1

Jacobs,

1

Savage, cf
Morrisky, rf

1

Freeman, If
McEntree, lb

Moynihan, 2b

c.

Mascaidri, rf

Shuman,

If

Doherty,

Lalos, cf
Griffith,

p

1

c

Carroll, p

1

1

1
1
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PROVIDENCE TAKES

CI^OSE

GAME

BOSTON COLLEaE GETS REVENGE

After eleven consecutive runs, the Varsity had a
slight let-up

which resulted

in a 3-1 defeat.

Slomkowsky started the pitching and made a
good showing. He was relieved by Harry Griffith
in the seventh.

Boston College went down to defeat in the hands
Coach McGeehan's boys at Philadelphia, but they

turned the tables in their home town.
"Doc" Jacobs, who had a bad finger, was re-,
placed by "Joe" Sheehan.
The Varsity out-hit the Maroon and Gold men by
a 13-9 count.

Providence gained an early

which

lead,

ac-

counted for the victory.
Connell lead the batters with two hits.

The

of

line-up:

An error, resulting from a misunderstanding,
accounted for two runs.
A ball started upward
that looked like a foul, was caught by the wind.
It drifted out past the pitcher's box and was missed
by Sheehan, who had been following it all over the
infield.

PROVIDENCE

VILLANOVA
Moynihan, 2b

Hits
1

Hartnett, ss
Cotter, 3b

Connell, lb

2

Jacobs, c

Allen, 3b.

2

Whaley,

3

ss

Delaney, rf
Doyle, 2b.
Halloram, c

.

1

McLaughlin,

Shuman,

1

O'Brien, lb
Reynolds, p

Lalos, cf

Moynihan, 2b

....

1

Foley, cf

p

Hits
2

2

Costu, 3b
Darling, If

1

Connell, lb

2

Shuman,

3

W. C,

3

4

Monticz, ss

Mascaidri, rf

1

Carroll, p

Lalos, cf

1

Whelan, lb
C. C, 2b

Cotter, 3b

Sullivan, cf

If

Hartnett, ss
If

BOSTON COLLEGE
Hits

1

1

Sheehan,

McMin,

c

Crane, p

Slomy, p
Griffith,

line-up

VILLANOVA

2

^
."

.

Sheehan, c
Mascaidri, rf
If

The
Hits

Griffith,

p

1

rf

c

1

1

1
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PLINTffi
Connor Where's the best place to take a
around here?
Kelley: Home.' '^"V :^;;--:^''''/^'-''^':^'';/ '::; •,,:
:

Hurley: How do you like the date I got for you?
Moore: Which one?
Hurley The blind one.
Moore: Oh, she couldn't see me at all.

girl

:

;

^

''
,;

Alexander

:

You

4:

4:

H:

ain't so

awful collegiate,

is

you,

A

Sam?
Sam: "De
...

niggah!
Alexander: Well, now, maybe you

>

My

Codding:
night.

is.

-

;

last
'';''/"';/ ^..,.

'

How was that?
Codding: A big black spider

*

*

I've

my
*

..;:,;

';^^— ;';.,;;:..„.:•.

McGuinn: Nah! Got
ran up her arm.
had a sewing ma-

pants.

*

Dora

*

*

my

would run
across the street and see how old Mrs. Smith is this
morning."
A few minutes later Willie returned and responded
"Mrs. Smith says it's none of your business how

*

heard you were the belle of the ball last

Alice:

I

guess

I

was.

All the boys tried to ring

neck.

!"

*

*

*

"Yes," remarked Farina, as he gazed affectionately into the mirror, "all great men are dead, and
getting sick."
:):

know my

H:

*

4:

eggs," said the hen as she scratched

the china egg out of her nest.

*

*

:

go, but

an

on forever.

rolls
*

*

*

*

Seaver: I'm afraid the bed

not long enough

is

for you.

Kenney: That's
to it

when

I

get

all

Son

:

Now

right;

add two more feet

I'll

in.
*

that

I

*

*

have

I'm looking for a large

my
*

*

Madden Lux may come, and Lux may
unchanged towel

:

"I

*

butterfly.

I

*

*

"Willie," said his mother, "I wish you

am

*

—been

v'

by a

bit

eye

differ-

:

*

I

goes to

:

the

old she is

who

night.

*

"Isn't it grand to wake up early in
morning and hear the leaves whisper outside
your windows?
McLaughlin: ''It's all right to hear the leaves
whisper, but I can't stand hearing the grass mown."

O'Donnell

a college student

Where'd ya get the black

Cross:
fightin'?

Kane:

Kane: That's nothing.
chine run up the seam of

is

and comes home with seven
ent colors of hair on his shoulder.

had an awful fright

sister

''•'-''

•'

cosmopolitan

a sorority dance

hell I ain't,

*

my

field

degree from college,

which

in

to exercise

talents.

Father: Well, the forty-acre

field is

about ready

to plow.
*

*

*

*

O'Toole: Forgive me, Eleanor, I know I shouldn't
have kissed you.
Eleanor: Aw, go on, that ain't why I am sore.
You wiped your lips on my collar after you did.
'
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Smith

That's one girl who didn't neck.
Sayers: Whosat?
Smith: Venus de Milo. Her motto was "hands
:

Why

Larkins:

does a cat whine?
you had as many violin strings in you
as a cat has, you would whine, too.

Barry

:

If

off.'

Etta: "Are you sure the course is clear?" she
whispered, sliding down to the arms of her lover.

Newman "Yes," he replied. "I succeeded in boring a hole in the water pipe. Your father will keep
his finger over it until the plumber arrives."
:

9|c

Judge: Did you

H<

*

kill this

Convict: Yer honor,
*

I'll

Hi

Connery: I took the covers off my radio last
night and got Cuba.
Hartnett Huh I took the covers off my bed and
got Chili.
:

;

4:

Halphen: Do you charge for the water

man?

in

your

coffee?

be hanged

if I

did.

Louie: No, that's thrown

in.

iN

4:

*

*

*

*

Steamboat Captain (who has just fallen overboard)

:

Don't stand there like a dumbbell!

you?
Snyder: Certainly,
Rah Rah Captain

Give a

!

Captain! Rah!

sir.

Rah!

!

*

Collins

(waving

to motorist)

*

Motorist (waving back)
there before you do.

*

*

*

Cotter:

The

laziest

man

I

know

of

is

the

man

who places a grapefruit and a roll on his abdomen
when he goes to bed, so that he can have something
on his stomach in the morning, without getting up
for breakfast.

Hey, I'm going

:

your way!

can't

yell,

*

*

:

So

I

see,

but

I'll

get

is

the

*

Ford: Say, is a nightmare a dream?
Granahan: No, foolish. A nightmare
milkman's horse.
.

By Heck.
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The common mosquito,
magnified 24 times, I'a a
truly fearsome otjectl

But this electric pump'
ing station effected a

remedy.

Do what Toledo
Once Toledo had a nuisance, a

tract of

did
swamp

land near the lake, a breeder of mosquitoes,
foul odors and fogs.
Study what

electricity it

doing to make a better and
happier America; remember that you will live in an
electrical age, full of surprises, and full of new
services to humanity. The

monogram "G-E" which
above is placed on
the epoch-making products

you

see

of the

General

But an automatic pumping station, equipped
with motors made by the General Electric Company, turned the swamp into dry land
abolished the menace to the city.

—and

Electric

Company
If you are interested to
learn more about what
doing, write

electricity is
for Reprint

No

AR391

containing a complete set
of these advertisements.

This

is

one example of what

electricity

As you meet life's problems, think
as a valiant and ever- ready ally.

can do.

of electricity

8-6GC

GENERAL ELECTRIC
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Take

qA

IV e e

kly

Trip

VI LLANO VAN

Home

.

.

Over

,

Telephon

The

Hundreds of College
Men are taking
weekly trips home
.

.

.

over the telephone.

SMake a
Telephone T)ate
"with

Mother

.

.

and^adl
One telephone chat with Mother
of fifth-row-center

pair

seats

at

is

worth

a

the current

edition of the "FoUies."

Two

worth a place
day of the Big Game.
are

little

folder has been dis-

tributed on the campus.

It tells

you how l(5w the rates really are.
your home town is not included in the list, see the front
pages of the telephone directory
If

The Long Distance Operator
will give you rates not shown
there.

on the

well, many a College Man has
And three
been known to choose Mother's Voice in preference to his class Prom!
.

This

in the stands

.

.

In spite of this popularity of the telephone
are still a few vacancies
in the ranks! So, if you happen to be one of the
non-members
the telephone and telephone
service are waiting to connect you with Home
and all that it means to you.

among College Men, there
.

.

.

Make a Telephone Date with Mother and
Dad
for a certain day at a certain hour, every
week of your College Life.
.

.

.

the bell telephone company of PENNSYLVANIA
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THE VILLANOVAN

ONE'S APPEARANCE
Good

clothes

do not make

Your appearance

Do

is

False

Our

economy

its

value.

man

often causes a

clothes cost a

trifle

it.

most people have to judge you by.

all

not underestimate

success but are a part of

more

to be misjudged.

at first

but they retain their shape and

last

twice as long as

a ready-made suit

Why

not get the best and get

it

here?

PYLE

&

INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115

Walnut

Street

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters
826 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Do You Know
That you can get the most tasty Sandwiches and
Home-made Pies at our Luncheonette Fountain?
Chicken Sandwich with Lettuce and Mayonnaise 20c
10c
Ham or Cheese Sandwich
Delicious Home-made Pie, your favorite 10c per cut
Telephone Bryn

LUNCHEQN

Mawr 758

TEA

Henry

SUPPER

B. Wallace

5c per cup
Excellent Coffee, with Cream
Hot Chocolate, made with whole fresh Milk,
10c per cup
topped with Whipped Cream

BRYN

Successor to Charles

Mawr

W.

Glocker, Jr.

Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

CONFECTIONERY

(Next to the Movies)

848 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr
Phone Bryn Mawr 178

Caterer and Confectioner
22 and 24 Bryn

MAWR

Delicious

Home-made Cream Fudge and Caramels

—

you'll like them.

Agents for Whitman and Page

& Shaw

Chocolates

MEN
We've been thinking about
aration and*^ planning, we believe
Style?
Yes, plenty of it.
Quality?

for your

in

The top

new winter

suit,

and, after

much

prep-

Assuredly.

and look them over whether or not you buy
splendid assortment of colorings and fabrics.

Come
note the

what you would want
we have it.

price

is

(you'll

want

to

$49.50, with a truly splendid assortment from $25 up.

when you

see them) and

Many have two

trousers.

DOUGHERTY & DOUGHERTY
READY MADE

1704 Market Street
SPECIAL RATES TO V ILLANOVA STUDENTS
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

CUSTOM TAILORED

THE VILLANOVAN

Men^s Clothing
and

READY-TO-WEAH
TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Men^s Furnishings
UNDERWEAR

and

HOSIERY

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

A thletic

STRAWBRIDGE

& CLOTHIER

Sports
REQUISITES FOR ALL

Philadelphia, Pa.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMEb

WANAMAKE R & BROWN
Market

at Sixth Street

Philadelphia

Men's,

Young Men's and

Special

Augustin

&

Boys' Clothing

Department For Clergy

Baptiste

F. P.

Conway

& Co.

CATERERS

MASON
255 and 257 South 15th Street

BUILDERS
Philadelphia

CHESTNUT

Phone Spruce 3127

IN

DOING

SO.

MENTION VILLANOVAN

HILL, PA.

THE VILLANOVAN

Apparel Oft
Proclaims the

iETj

Man

CO.

EDWARD CLOTHES
are "Made for You" and priced $28.75 and $38.75 for either Suit or
Topcoat and contain fitting points that are faultless, absolutely correct
in style, and your selection can be made from over 300 patterns that
include direct importations from Kynoch of Scotland, Priestley and
Kingsley of London, and domestic fabrics that represent looms of
national reputation.

We invite your inspection of our
Plus

The

fabrics selected for golf or sport wear.

4 Knickers^8.75 and $12,75

EDWARD

fAIL(3RING CO

Incorporated

1724

MARKET STREET

See Our Display Every Wednesday in College Hall.
J.

LIN HILL IN CHANGE.

DRUGS

M.

J.

GIFTS

CARDAMONE,

DALYMADE

Ph. G.

CHEESE AND PEANUT BUTTER
SANDWICHES

Prescription Druggist

Crisp,

Tasty, Delicious

1040 Lancaster Avenue

DALYMADE COMPANY

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
SODAS

CIGARS

3952

ASPEN

ST.,

PHILADELPHIA

ROMA CAFE
American,
IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

Italian,

PRIVATE DINING ROOM

IT

BANQUETS. CLASS DINNERS, SUPPERS

835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post

BRYN
IN

French Cuisine

DOING

SO,

MAWR

MENTION VILLANOVAN

Office

THE

VI

LLANOVAN

EDS
DISTINCTIVE
Quality at
RIGHT
PRICEr.

Everything
forGARDEN andLAWI^
CATALOG Free-

NlCHELL'S
1210 Chestnut

St.,

Phila.

PHILA'

The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
RRYN MAWR,

PA.

Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE
EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

PHILIP

A.

WILLIAM

HART,
H.

and Other Valuables Taken on Storage
JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

W.

Vice President

JESSE

H.

HALL,

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer
BERGEN, Assistant Trust Officer

Assistant Treasurer

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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FOOTBALL

RADIO

BASKETBALL

The Varsity Shop
PASSON-GOTTLIEB— BLACK
SPORTING GOODS
16 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL PRICES TO "V" STUDENTS
TRACK

BASEBALL
Incorporated 1919

Established 1837

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets
Philadelphia

fl iFine fabrics in

unusual-

ly attractive patterns

and

colorings, Reed's Standard of Tailoring' and
moderate prices make
Reed's Clothing especially desirable.

John Y. Parke Co.
MANUFACTURERS—JOBBERS

Top

Coats,
Overcoats,
$35 and upward

Suits,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

JACOB REED'S SONS
CHESTNUT
PHILADELPHIA

1424 26

ST.

31

North Seventh Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers and Wholesalers of Teas and Coffees
107 South Front Street, Philadelphia

TETE-A-TETE TEA
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

THE VILLANOVAN

FOR NOVEL NECKWEAR AND SHIRTS
Wool Hose and Sweaters
WM.
829

T.

WALTMAN

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN

SHEAD'S

MAWR

BAKERY

For Quality

in

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE,

Wholesale and Retail

PA.

BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton's

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff,

E.
1204

TO

1214

Penetrating Bristles

CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

General Mortgage Financing Corporation

6 Per Cent. Investment Guarantee

MORTGAGE BANKING
Philad elphia, Pa.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Day by Day

Way

In Every

EDSON BROS.

We're Getting Larger
and Larger

BUTTER
EGGS
CHEESE

PHILIP'S

POULTRY

Lunch Room
1009 Lancaster Avenue

110-112 Dock Street, Philadelphia

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

NEWPORT COFFEE

PARKE'S

The World's Finest
Distinctive in
1 lb

Body and Flavor

and 3

Whole Bean

L

H.

or

for

—

B. C.
2-1

1

4

S.

Pittsburgh

Chalices, Ostensorium, Ciborium

Jewelry made to order.
Our $175 Solid Gold 14k Cup and Silver Base Chalice

Platinum Ring Engraving,

1

Cut

DEPENDABLE VALVE and KRAFT SMAIS SHIP

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

1

Steel

PARKE COMPANY

Philadelphia

KNOWN

lb Tins

ELEVENTH

is

a wonder.

LOEPER.J

ST. (Below Chestnut St.)

ESTABT.ISHED

—

School, College, Society

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTISTIC JEWELRY
BELT. PHONE, FILBERT

1895

IN

Emblems

Authorized to handle Sacred Vessels, Repairing and Gilding.
Specializing in Class Pins, Rings, Charms and Seal Ring Engraving.

Exclusive designs.

DOING

SO,
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MEHL & LATTA

William L. Hayden

Lumber, Coal,

HARDWARE

and Building Materials

Locksmithing

Wall Board
Telephone Bryn

Mawr

LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

838
Rosemont. Pa.

74.

FERD.

W.

NOFER

SON

*9

•AAEATSPrime

City Dressed

Beef

Eleventh Avenue

ReadingTerminal Market

l£^JJand

Arch Streets

Philadeuphia

Chas. A.

KruU
H. D.

Wholesale

REESE

Tobacco,

MEATS

Cigars

and
Cigarettes

1203 Filbert Street

55 North Second Street
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, Pa.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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FRANK

FLOYD,

Inc.
J.
Men's, Women's and
Children's Outfitter

DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS
Butterwick Patterns

Shoes For Men,

BRYN MAWR,

V

Women

and Children

PA.
A MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OWNED BY ITS DEPOSITORS

PAID ON
DEPOSITS

FOUNDED

1853

BENEFICIAL SAVING FUND
1200

CHESTNUT STREET
Kensington

RESOURCES
THIRTY-ONE MILLION

CHOCOLATES

CANDIES

Michael Talone

WM. GROFF,

P.

D.

TAILORS

Druggist

SODAS

Office

ALLEGHENY AVE.
WEST OF KENSINGTON AVE.

MILK DRINKS

Dress, Business, Sport Clothes
1

123 Lancaster Avenue

"Try a Groff Milk Shake"

BRYN

BRYN MAWR,

MAWR— ROSEMONT

PA.

Opposite National Bank

M. M.
1141

McGARVEY

Moore's Pharmacy

LANCASTER PIKE
Drugs, Stationery,
Rosemont, Pa.

Ladies'

Dry Goods, Notions, Ribbons,
A

School Supplies

and Gents' Furnishings

Full Assortment of

COLUMBIA YARNS

IN

Candies

Etc.

DOING

LANCASTER

SO,
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AVE.,

BRYN MAWR,

PA.

THE VILLANOVAN

Careful

Handling
and

Quality

WILSON

LAUNDRY

Bell Phone,

Prompt Service

Belmont 4140

Activities in Part

JAMES FARLEY

Makers of

trophies, medals, bronze

memorials;

Plumbing

stationery, personal greeting

Hot Water and Steam Heating
5422

cards

for all anniversaries;
class rings

WYALUSING AVENUE

ligious

PHILADELPHIA

and pins for

social,

re-

and business organizations.

Importers of pearls

and precious

stones of the finer qualities
of watches, clocks;

WM. STALKER

of leather goods, canes, crops,

SHOEMAKER

brellas

um-

and smokers' requirements.

TcT Particular People

941

LANCASTER AVENUE
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Shoe Repairing

in All Its

Branches

You put on your

shoes with a feeling of satisfaction
after having them repaired by us. We use all HighGrade Leather and our workmanship is the best.

J.

ECaldwell & Ca
Chestnut Street below Broad

Give Us a Trial and Be Convinced

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Philadelphia

THE VILLANOVAN
PAVEMENTS AND STEPS A SPECIALTY

C. A.

,

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN

CONAN, JR.

Cement Contractors
1210 South

Ruby

Street

Licensed and Bonded by City of Philadelphia

1301 South 54th Street
Bell Phone,

Woodland 2969

THE
Bell

V ILLANOVAN

Phone

IHE CUNNINGHAM SHOP
Men's Furnishings

Custom Made Clolhing™$24.75
iO

SOUTH

52d

STREET

-

-

PHILADELPHIA
CHAS. V.

DEVENNEY

THE VILIANOVAN
The Publication of

Has Again Been Resumed
Those who knew the old
Those who did not

will,

znagaizine gladly

we

Under date of November
-—its editors, promoters

welcome

this

are sure, be kind enough to

21,

announcement.
let

us send

them a sample copy.

1924, our Holy Father, Pius XI, enriched

—

and readers

^with his

Apostolic Benediction.

Good

Counsel

Secure this privilege

for yourself through a subscription.

FATHER MATTHEW JOHN CORCORAN,
Good

Counsel

is

published once every

O.

S. A., Editor

month

AT THE AUGUSTINIAN HOUSE OF STUDIES
Staten Island,

Subscriptions

may be

1166 South Broad

New York
$2.00 for one year
$3.00 for three years
$50.00 perpetual subscription

sent to

Street

—

Philadelphia, Pa.

H

^^^

Suits Pressed

by the

"OLD RELIABLE TAILOR
Agent Calls

B.

at College Daily

& G., Cleaners and Dyers
869

LANCASTER AVENUE

BRYN
Bell

MAWR
Phone

Special Rates to Villanova Students

m Domo

so,

mention villanovan

THE VILLANOVAN
SM
'

I

914

CHESTNUT STREET

1107 F. STREET, N.

PHILADELPHIA

W.

WASHINGTON

EASTLAND STUDIOS
Makers of

PHOTOGRAPHS
COPIES—FRAMES—FAMILY BROCHURES
CHARLES
BALTIMORE

218 N.

426

ST.

MARKET

BELL PHONE

A

BASE BALL

TRACK
FOOT BALL
SOCCER
BASKET BALL

JOHN

J.

A.

DOUGHERTY

'

(Eiierptding
The More

GYM OUTFITS
BATHING PANTS

ST.

WILMINGTON

424

tor

I Sell

the

tfte

2tt||lete

More You Save

TENNIS RACKETS

SOUTH FIFTY-SECOND STREET
OPEN EVERY EVENING
Howard

Student Representative

—

PENNANTS
PILLOW TOPS
WALL BANNERS
AND SPECIAL
LETTERING
RESTRUNG

Avil

Villanova College Barber Shop
THE MAIN

MOST SANITARY
TONSORIAL PARLOR
LINE'S

LOUIS
HOURS:—9

THE BARBER
ENTRANCE—Opposite

A. M. to 7 P. M.

Football Field
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The Form of Protection About Which There Is Never Any Doubt
is

a

POUCY

LIFE INSURANCE
Issued by the

AMERICAN CATHOUC UNION
We Write Both
Ordinary and Industrial
Insurance at the Most Reasonable Rates
•I

Home
The Parkway

OflBce

at Sixteenth Street

Philadelphia
JOHN

J.

COTLE,

DR.

President

E. J.

MOORE

JOHN O'KEEFE
Secretary-Treasurer

Medical Director

The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
BRYNMAWR, PA.
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE
EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver

PHILIP A. HART,

WILLIAM

H.

and Other Valuables Taken on Storage

JOHN

President

RAMSEY,

W.

Vice President

JESSE H. HALL,

S.

L. H.

GARRIGUES, Secretary and Treasurer
BERGEN, Assistant Trust Officer

Assistant Treasurer
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To Villanovans™
WE

6

OFFER

5x8

Photos of
Finest Qualitr

OTHERo STYLES

IN

(tj

Q

Cf\
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PROPORTION

EASTLAND STUDIOS
914 Chestnut Street

-

-
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Washington

Baltimore
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Hallowe'en Horns

I

hear the boys blowing their hallowe'en horns

On

the winding road by the bend of the

Their dolorous music

And

floats

floats

hill

over the corn,

through the wild woodlands dreamily

still.

No

fool's

muttered song cries from those brazen

throats,

No hymn

for the years that pass with our feet,

For the boys blow half-unremembered

Of a druidic anthem,

eldritch

They bring me a dream

When

the gods

who

old notes

and sweet.

of the grey long ago

are exiled were kindly with

power,

And the heroes and people came through the glow
On the high purple peaks at the twilight hour.
When the spirits glided from hill unto hill
And the sky was a garden of glittering stars,
While the

fires of

Samhain*

in ecstasy thrilled

And

the high kings bent low in their thunderwheeled cars.

But now there are Shadows who stonily brood

On

the god-banished hilltop so barrenly cold.

And
And

the notes of the horns

grow weary and

die in the hearth of the

thin,

sorrowing wold.

LiAM MoR.

Samhain: Drudic

Hallowe'en.

4-^
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Value

of

cAn Education

Innumerable books, pamphlets and articles have
been written about the cultural and aesthetic value
of an education. Very little, however, has been said
or written about the actual pecuniary value. As the
average person, nowadays, thinks mostly in terms
of dollars and cents
the following is an attempt
at an analysis of the monetary return accruing to
the student through the acceptance of as many edu-

—

cational opportunities as

is

possible.

When the new school term makes its appearance
many parents, of boys and girls in their second and
wonder whether or
not it is worthwhile for the children to continue. Financial standings of many families make it peremptory that such a question should be raised. But if
these same parents would stop to consider the earning powers of a persons with an education over those
without one, the question would be solved immethird year high school, begin to

diately.

As

men

usual there are exceptions.

People point to

Ford and Edicon, who, without an education, have amassed great wealth.
All good and
well, but
financial success is not dependent upon
education alone, but more upon the man, surroundings and opportunities. Education is but one of the
like

—

big stepping-stones, as it were, to financial success.
A study was recently made in New York of those
having a grade school education and those who
did not. It was found by this study that for every
day the one went through the! grade school he earned
$9 later in life. This was based on the comparative
incomes of those with and without an education. In
other words, they received not only a mind discipline by the education, but actually gained $9 for
each day spent at the 3 R's.
Going from the grammar to the high school this
same study showed that each year spent in high

was worth $10,000 in later life. The figures
were taken from the incomes of 13,000 men in New

York City with and without the advantages afforded
by a high school education.
By comparing the salaries of

men

at different

ages the figures disclosed, that, when both are at
the age of 60 the high school student has earned
$40,000 more than the grammar school student.
Thus making each year worth $10,000 or each day
$55. Wages have increased considerably since this
study was made, thus increasing the value even
- -/
more. ./
As regards the college graduate, no complete
figures are available, but what facts have been obtained, tend to show that every year spent at college is worth 20 times more to them later on than
As the college man grows
if they had not attended.
older his earnings grow much more rapidly than
the one who did not attend college. In the few years
the college man's income is from 40 to 60 per cent,
greater than the high school student.
Never before in the history of the world has an
education been so imperative as today. There is a
personal competition existing today that has never
been known. Therefore, in order to get ahead and
to arrive in later life with the ability to provide comfort and security in old age, one must be equipped
in a superior manner both mentally and physically.
It is a delusion, however, to consider the school
or college as the beginning and end of an education.
They are not mere workshops where the raw material is formed and brought into an orderly fashion
to meet life's thousand and one daily problems.
There is an old saying, truthfully stated "Only as
much do I know as I have lived." An education is
A means whereby one
only a means to an end.
equips himself for the business of living, for the enjoyment and appreciation of the best teacher EX.

;

—

—

PERIENCE.

school

R. G. H., 27.
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SENIOR CLASS PRIZE
The

class of '26 offers the prize of $5.00 for the

best name for the Athletic Teams of Villanova. Only
students are elegible for this prize.
Names must be submitted in sealed envelopes

Prize." Names may be left
Villanovan office or given to Edward V. Duffy
on or before November 15.
The winner will be decided by popular vote of
the student body.

marked "Senior Class
in the

Plans for the annual winter dance held in Lawwere discussed. The dance this year
even larger basis than it has been in
on
an
will be
activities were discussed and a banOther
the past.
The club lost one student
ner year is expected.
through graduation and with the return of all the
old members and the addition of some twenty new
ones the Lawrence bids fair to be one of the largest
rence, Mass.,

;

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
At the opening of the current school term, adwas received to the effect that the American

vice

Society of Civil Engineers had granted this school
a charter as a Student Chapter.
This official recognition by one of the leading
American Engineering bodies reflects credit on the
members of the faculty as well as on the school in
general.

An

attempt is also being made to establish a
Student Chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
If this chapter is formed it
will complete student affiliations with the three leading Engineering Societies.
(Reprint from The Owl)

BIG THINGS
Lawrence
Club
officers

elected

UNDER WAY

At a recent meeting held in College Hall
the Lawrence Club closed its books for
the past year and held the election of

for the

ensuing year.

The new

officers

were:

President ............. .James A. Griffin
Vice-President
Augustine L. Delaney
Secretary
James P. Kane

Treasurer

John E. Flynn

of the city clubs.

STUDENTS' TURN OUT EN MASSE TO

GREET COLLEGE PRESIDENT
Dr. Hickey
Royally

The news

of the arrival

from Rome

of

Dr.
Joseph
Welcomed
Hickey, 0. S. A., had scarcely been
known when the students made
plans straightway to welcome him back.
Early on the morning of October 20th they assembled outside his office and made manifest their
joy in his return. Many pleasant surprises were
in store for Dr. Hickey as he reviewed the parading
students. Among the outstanding features that atVillanova's

tracted his attention and

the exceptionally

large

president,

won

his approbation

Freshman

class,

was

and the

colorful appearance of the band in their new uniforms.
After encircling the various buildings in their
line of march the students repaired to the auditorium. Here Dr. Hickey was formally welcomed
back to Villanova by our vice-president, Rev. John
P. McGuire, on behalf of the faculty and the student
Fr. McGuire gave a brief sketch of Dr.
body.
Hickey's work at Villanova, his trip to the Eternal
City and his appointment as Assistant General of
the Order of St. Augustine.
Our president was visibly touched by the greetings and cheering that followed him to the plat-
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form. He expressed his gratitude and his joy at
being again on Villanova soil, where as he remarked,
he has spent thirty years of his life. The large
number of new members in the student body visibly
pleased him. In his remarks he mentioned the many
opportunities offered to students of Villanova. In
recounting his experiences abroad, Dr. Hickey told
of the deep faith of Catholic College students in
^^Europe.

'•:/'^^;C;V^;.;v:: ,:.;;,,vv;C

While across the sea Dr. Hickey

The college band has appeared
and white military uniforms. There
is insufficient space in this column to permit an adequate description, so, go and see for yourself.
However, every member of the band and every
student and follower of Villanova is indebted to
Mr. Daniel J. Murphy, of Philadelphia, the generous
pulled a "fast one."
attired in blue

donor, who has made possible this complete transformation.
Three long "rahs" for Daniel J.

retained a
de^ affection for the students of Villanova. Now
on his return he expressed this regard for them by
presenting to each a rosary blessed by the Holy

Murphy.

Father and fully indulgenced.
What is a distinct gain to the Curia of the Order
of St. Augustine is, in a certain sense, a great loss to

quest of Rutgers,

still

Villanova College. We congratulate you. Dr. Hickey,
on your high office and our best wishes go with you
in your new endeavors.
Villanova bids you bon voyage.

THE JUNIOR CLASS
With the ushering
term the
wards its
and class

1925-1926 school
advanced one more step togoal. The same characteristic enthusiasm
spirit was evident at the first meeting the
in of the

class of *27

class held.

As
term

it

the officers for the year were elected last
will not be necessary to give their names.

At the

first meeting a committee was appointed for
the purposing of obtaining bids for class rings.

Francis Loughran was chosen chairman, to be assisted by Frank McAneny and Bill Donahue.
The
committee is to be complimented on the splendid
work they did for the class in obtaining bids from
the various firms. It was decided at the next meeting to place the order with the Caldwell Co., of
Philadelphia. The Juniors of last year who did not
secure rings then were given the opportunity of placing their order this year.
As the school year is still but an embryo, there
have not been any activities, but this does not mean
that there will be none. Plans are under way for
many social events all leading to the climax Junior
Week. From the present outlook the class should
have one of the best years known in the annals of
Villanova for a Junior Class.

Still

.:/:- v\';-:v^ "'.;

'i

.

;;

not alone in appearance has the band sur-

j

prised us, but also in the striking improvement in
the quality and finesse of their music. At the con-

we learned from the beginning
made by Father Fink two years ago, has developed
a musical organization of sterling fiber and quality
whose phenomenal success and surprising accomplishment is adequate repayment for the years of

unrecognized practice and development. Up until
the present our band was never considered very
seriously by the student body as a whole, but now
everyone realizes that it is time to cheer, for they
cannot but admire.
In speaking of the present accomplished band
we must not forget to mention those whose efforts
have culminated in this success. Father Fink instituted and sponsored the organization and his unceasing support and encouragement has heartened
the doughty bandsmen through the hard stages of
development. The untiring efforts of Mr. Digilio,
the student director, have made musicians of the
first order, and it might be noted here that at the
beginning some student candidates were entirely unfamiliar with even the rudiments of music. More
credit to Mr. Digilio. And now, last, but not least,
we doff our cap to the musicians themselves. The
"berry" we used to hand them deterred them not a

Now, we

fraction.

willingly offer

it

|
1

them three long

"rahs" and a "tiger."
In conclusion,

-

I

may

be said, that the strains

"W. M. B." and "0 Katherina" are
now the most familiar of campus tunes. This surely
is the year of the "Big Wind" at Villanova.

of "S.

I.

B. A.,"

—

MAKE WONDERFUL APPEARANCE

—

the "Big Blue Band."
Here they come
Our valiant gridiron warriors certainly
Band
took the sporting world by surprise. But
Father Fink held the ace in the hole. For the past
two weeks he has hustled about with the satisfied
smile and now we know the reason. More power
to the rector of the new "Dorm," for he certainly

College

!

QUAKER CITY MEN PLEDGE STAUNCH

\

SUPPORT
Philadelphia

The September monthly meeting

Club of
Villanova

the Philadelphia Club of the Villanova Alumni Association took place
at the College on September 24th. A

of

dinner was held in the college dining hall, followed
by a smoker in the auditorium. The main purpose
of the meeting was to arouse spirit and support for
the coming football season and to put it mildly, the
purpose was accomplished handsomely.

f^

;:

};

IJ
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The rally was featured by short and timely talks
from many of the old grads, members of the faculty,
and our famous coaches, Stuhldreher and HunThe main point stressed by the different
singer.
speakers was support of all athletics by the undergraduate body. -:::..;
Father John Regnery, 0. S. A., of St. Augustine
parish, Philadelphia, an alumnus of Villanoya and a
staunch follower of all her activities, instilled into
the hearts of all present a desire for a "Greater Villanova" in the sporting realm. He climaxed a very
spirited talk by pledging one thousand dollars to the
-

.v;,v

athletic association.

The pep meeting, a noteworthy event, and one
long to be remembered by every true son of Villanova, was brought to a close by Phil Barry with an
illustrated definition of pep.

SOMETHING NEW
Villanova

Dramatic
Society

Among

the pending plans respecting
dramatics, there is another sacred mystery play in prospect. It will tell, after
the manner of the medieval sacred

plays, the story of the Garden of Paradise, the fall
of man, the consequence of sin, and the promise of

redemption. The theme is old but the presentation
new, both in management of the plot and in the
staging and music, which according to present plans
will be very elaborate.
There will be much vocal
music, accentuated in its effect by the interpretative
orchestral music that is being composed and arranged especially for the new play. The title has
not yet been decided, but the initial performance is
planned for the first Sunday in Lent in the Mother
of Sorrows auditorium at 48th and Lancaster Ave.,
Philadelphia.

EVERY STUDENT A MEMBER
Columbus

At the present time, Villanova College
numbers amongst its various organizations one which should embrace every

Council,

Catholic

Villanova

Knights of

student

at

the college, but

No. 2288

which finds itself lacking even half
that number. That organization is the
Knights of Columbus, and the purpose of this article

appeal for the support of the college council.
since the Council was chartered an
endeavor has been made to secure a greater membership. The response of the student body in the past
has been surprisingly indifferent, but this year a determined effort is being made to leave no stone unturned in the quest for new members.
The tendency in colleges at the present day, even
in the smaller ones, is to enjoy a limited association
with fellow-students. Each department embraces acis to

Every year

tivities foreign to

another and consequently lines of

division take root.
it

This in

itself is

creates a spirit of rivalry which

not harmful for

when kept within

bounds reverts to the good of the school.
But there should be encouraged and welcomed
any means of providing a common bond between the
students.
This, the Knights of Columbus offers,
along with its many other benefits and activities.
The attitude then of the student body this year is
hoped to be an interested one. Every opportunity
will be afforded for obtaining any information desired and the matter of enrollment is placed before
the students not for their momentary attention, but
for their careful consideration. Think it over!

OFF TO A GOOD START
Not even the court crier's "Oyez, oyez.
more awe-inspiring or command more respect than did the stentorian
tones that rang out on the cool, still air of a certain
night last September. Nor could the Shakespearean
"You blocks, you stones, you worse than senseless

Hobble
Gobble

oyez," could be

things," vie with the colorful appellations concocted

simply to define what a freshman is or was thought
we would not hazard a guess as to
just what these freshmen in question thought would
be an adequate definition of a Sophomore. Be that
as it may, the Freshmen, according to age-old custom, must be initiated into the Ancient and Honorto be. Incidentally,

able Order of Hobble Gobble.

And

so the clarion call issued forth

them from Hogan's

Alley,

summoning

Murderers' Row, Bed-

lam's own Garrett Hill and other shelters less picturesque in fame and story. All paths and byways
led to the auditorium, the scene of the preliminary.
The Frosh, one after another, were blindfolded and
led lamb-like to the slaughter.
The stage is set. And out of the night struts
forth Hobble Gobble's Most Exalted Goblin, George
Jacobs. Imbued with a deep sense of his responsibility. Mister Jacobs immediately delivered himself
of a lengthy tirade, making plain the utter unworthiness of the lowly freshmen and prescribing to
them the rules to be obeyed. Then the initiation
proper began.
In the ensuing imbroglio, paints, molasses, shoe
polish, glue and feathers were promiscuously and
generously applied, much to the discomfort of the
Frosh. Oysters also played a prominent part in the
affair.
Then, in Ku Klux Klan regalia, or its next
of kin, the neophytes marched in tandem through
the wilds of Montgomery county to the far-famed
town of Bryn Mawr. Here, after performing various capers for the town folk, they were formerly received into the Royal Order of Hobble Gobble. Here,
again, Chief Kobold Jacobs officiated and administered the solemn rites of the order. The final touch
to this impressive scene consisted of repeated oscu-
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lations generously bestowed

Frosh.;^

We

•,;::,•:,.!;

v:, ':,;;;

^;;^:

on Mother Earth by the

are confident that the initiation has

Freshmen
gratulate

better

men and

less fresh,

The same

:

made

the

new and

and we con-

them on having stood the ordeal

The

.

Philadelphia

witnessed a great
demonstration of Villanova spirit
on the eve of the Dickinson-

Villanova football game, when two hundred and
iifty loyally cheering Villanova students, headed by
the college band, paraded through the business section of the Quaker City.
The Freshmen, wearing
their red skull caps, presented a colorful spectacle
in the brightly illuminated Broad Street Station. At
9.35 P. M. the Dickinson players arrived and were
greeted with lusty cheers. Forty Freshmen, eager
to help in Dickinson's welcome, laid willing hands
upon the visitors' bags and carried them to the
Rittenhouse Hotel, where the wearers of the Red
and White were staying. Here the cheering was renewed.
Meanwhile fifty other freshmen, standing on
street corners of the business districts, passed out
cii'culars advertising the Villanova-Dickinson game.
The printing of these circulars was the work of the

Sophomore

class.

Philadelphians shopped, hours slipped by, stores
but the cheering continued
closed for the night
The success of the demonstration is un(|uestioned.
Villanova spirit permeated the air.
Philadelphia
knew that Villanova was to play Dickinson on the
following afternoon. The work of the students was
well done!

—

,

^

.

...,V.,. Louis M. Memminger
Secretary .. v. ........ ..E. Varley Duffy
Representatives of the class to the Student
Council for the year are James A. Trainor, John
B. McAneny, Cletus Seaver and Joseph Hughes.
President James Trainor- is the chairman of the
'-:::::'/[': /'']/ :- .^y''y ;--::V;. ;:;;:,.
Council.:

j:;:

Dickinson Game
Well Advertised

greater achievements should result.

class officers are as follows:
.

U
IN PHILLY

which has prepresent and

is still

President .. .....,,/. .James A. Trainor
Vice-President ... ..;.
.James P. Kane

like real

Villanovans.

STUDENTS STAGE RALLY

spirit of co-operation

vailed for the last three years

V.:;::^^^/:'^:'^^^r/-'''^

Treasurer

.

Senior

The Class

Class

stretch.

met
its finish in

IN

BLAZE OF GLORY

of '26 has started

down

the

home

Soon after returning, the class
and elect officers to conduct

Under the leadership

for the last three years.

CONNECTICUT YANKEES TO ORGANIZE
A

:

Connecticut
Club

In our humble opinion the time

is

ripe for the formation of a Con-

n
Club at Villanova.
Such
a club has long been a cherished hope of the numerous students from the Nutmeg State.- It is the pur-

^/^

pose of this article to give an impetus to immediate
action toward the

work

of organization.

Connecticut have come many students who
have earned distinction at this institution. Among
the Alumni from this state we need revert only to
last year's senior class, which included John Henry
Sayers, better known by his popular sobriciuet,
"Lefty," captain of the 1924 Blue and White eleven
and voted the most popular man at Villanova. And

From

among

the oldsters,

who

is

better

known and

loved

than Father "Andy" Plunkett,'9G. In the present
student body Connecticut has another illustrious
son in the person of James Trainor, President of
the Senior Class and President of the Student Council.

Since state and city clubs are uiuiuestionably a
way and in procur-

has

made

for itself in

year, the success of

new students from

we

believe a Connecticut Club

the districts they represent,

would be a boom to
from the land of
go.
Talk it up.

the college and to the students

steady and sober habits.

Let's

all

accomplishments of
its undertakings seem

its

Belle Air Ball and

Year Book

will

last

lie

as-

in

The reputation of the class in
introducing innovations can be looked for in both
these projects.
A prize contest is being conducted by the class
for a name for our athletic teams, tiie details of
which will be found elsewhere in this issue.
competent hands.

FUTURE SURGEONS ORGANIZE

it

sured.

The

ing

of

James A. Trainor a banner year may be looked for
in every way. With a background such as the class

\

, :i

to organize

the blaze of glory that has followed

]

:

factor for good, both in a social

TO FINISH

^

;

Lambda
Kappa
Delta

The Lambda Kappa Delta fraternity
owes much to its faculty advisor. Rev.
Father Fink, for receiving such a "peppy"
start on the forthcoming year's activities.

Under the inspiration of his characteristic vim and
snap the tlrst meeting got under way. Officers were
elected and committees appointed. Harold O'Donnel
was chosen as chairman of the initiation committee.
Plans for the banquet at which the freshmen candidates are formally accepted, have been made. A
fraternity football team was suggested and the subject proved to be the center of much enthusiasm.

'

-
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many and

Tlier are

various traditions which the

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA

fraternity

to the

must upmore than

dance

Freshmen Class and an entertainment and
which the entire student body and friends

to

At the present time the outlook is
The society has always been in the foremost rank and all indications point in the direction

are invited.

of its upholding

100';;

hold.

As an

bright.

the

splendid

record

of

previous

were elected:
Harold Rogers,

otticors

President
Vice-President

'2G

Albert P)rown, '27

Treasurer
Kenneth O'Toole,
Secretary ......... .William Reardon,

'20
'28

WUkes-Barre

The Wilkes-Barre Club held

meeting of the '25-'26 year on Wednesday, October 7th. The purpose of

Shortly after the opening of the present
term, the Epsilon Phi Theta
fraternity, under the newly elected PresiThefa
;;:: dent, James Kane, held its first meeting.
The members as a unit, pledged their support to
plans suggested for the coming year's activities.
Much enthusiasm was shown on the (luestion of the
annual fraternity dance which is to be held in the

its first

was to reorganize the club and to elect
The otticers of the club, all re-elected, are

as follows':'. •

.

.

.

.

.:

.

,.
.

.

.James

Dever, '26
...John J. Conlon, '26
Joseph P. Gibbons, '27
.

J.

Treasurer
...Edward Donohue, '26
Sergeant-at-Arms.. William A. Connor, '27
Plans were formulated at the meeting for the
annual club dance given during the Christmas holidays.
William J. Ryan, Jr., was appointed chairman of the Dance Committee, and the following ai"e
his co-workers: Francis Loughran, John McLaughlin, Charles Dever and Thos. McCarthy.
This committee has set to work on plans for the dance which,
they say, will eclipse the former affairs held under
the auspices of the club. As soon as the arrangements are completed the committee will announce
their plans in this column.
A number of Freshmen were received into tlu'
club at this meeting. The club now nears the half
century mai-k in membership, due to the large numbei- of new men.
.

:

;

.

.

;

,;

BIG THINGS IN THE OFFING
The
of

(7(r,s',s'

''^S

in starting

The Sophomore Class promises to set
the pace for inter-class activities during the coming year. Although delayed
because of the non-return of President

John Larkin, the class soon i-eorganized and VicePresident Joseph A. Barry ascended to the office of
president.

Three meetings have been held to date. At one
of these, Thomas Cronin was elected vice-president,
and Leslie Burns and John MacDonnell were chosen
to represent the class in the Student Council.
The outstanding event put over by the class thus
far has been the Freshmen Initiation.
Among the
activities planned for the near future is a smoker

scholastic

P/?,r

the meeting

President ....
Vice-President
Secretary

nam n.

EpfiiloH'

Clid)

officers.

to the Villa

mem-

themselves to subscribe

OUTLOOK FOR SCHOLASTIC YEAR BRIGHT

KOAL KRACKERS ORGANIZE
:

pledge

The present officers of the class are:
Joseph A. Barry
President
Thomas
A. Cronin
Vice-President
John R. Sullivan
Treasurer
Hubert H. Oberlies
Secretary

vears.

The following

indication of their school spirit the

bers of this class

'

near future.
It is

the

aim of the members of

this society to

bring about a banner year and establish a record
which will be one of envy in time to come. To attain
this end it will be necessary for all active members
to freciuently come in contact with one another.
Hence, it was decided to hold a meeting every second
Monday throughout the school term.
Louis Zazzalli was elected to represent this fraternity in the student council.
The officers elected for the coming year were:
President
James P. Kane, '26
Vice-President
William B. Thurley, '27
Treasurer
John B. McAneny, '26
Secretary
James Shea, '27
Faculty Advisor .Rev. Howard A. Grelis, O. S. A.
.

FATHER KNICKERBOCKER'S SONS ACTIVE
The
Citi/

expected of the New
Club during the coming
At the last Christmas holidays
yeai".
the club ran a dance which was a de-

Big things

Nov York
Club

York

ai-e

City

cided success, socially, fhiancially and otherwise.

It

proved to be a wonderful example of the possibilities
which the club possesses. With the apparent membership of the club this year, for advance reports
state that the

freshman

members many

class

numbers among

residents of "Little Old

New

its

York,"

on a much larger scale.
York's sons are not a slow crowd. They
know what's what and who's who, and when they
get stai'ted one sure can hear them. This year looks
like a big one for Villanova and the New York boys
will be there to lend their support every time the
whistle blows. This organization welcomes both individually and as a whole the Class of *29.
activities should be carried

New
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ENGINEERS ON THE MOVE
The Phi Kappa Pi began the year with

Phi

its

Two

Kappa

usual

Pi

to date, during

meetings have been held
which the various executive
committees were appointed and plans for
the coming year's activities formulated.
zip.

The Engineers'

well

known

spirit of co-operation

This combined with the society's large active membership make a banner year
almost inevitable.
is

again manifested.

The annual dance of this fraternity will be held
on Saturday, Nov. 7, following the St. Joe's game at
Shibe Park.
Officers elected for the coming year are
President
Joseph L. Hughes,
Ensign T. Slayton,
Vice-President
Treasurer .......
J. Francis Yake,
........
.Joseph
F. Bedard,
Secretary.

'26

John Gallen,

'27

.

.

.

Sergeant-at-Arms

'27
'27
'26

9Wt)J!\#^' »mS\§

—

The football squad reported to start
training under the care of Coach Harry StuhldreSept. 8

and his assistant, Ed. Hunsinger. There were
upwards of sixty men reported for uniforms.
Jim Callaghan was kept busy greeting the football men, both new and old, upon their arrival here.
Practice was called for 3 P. M. and over seventy
her,

men

reported in uniform.
Still the football material kept pouring
in, and at nightfall the squad numbered close to the
century mark. Coach Stuhldreher announced that
double practice would be held at 9 A. M. and 3 P. M.
daily until the reopening of classes on Sept. 21st.
The "Sweeps" were not as yet on the
Sept. 10
Sept. 9

—

—

quartered in the Academy buildeach man was reing, had one job to perform
quired to make his own bed.

job.

The

boys,

all

—

—

There were eight full teams running
under
the direction of Coaches Stuhldreher
signals
and Hunsinger, on Alumni Field.
The boys were out bright and early for
Sept. 14
practice after spending a quiet week-end on the
Every one was slowly rounding into
Campus.
Sept. 11

—

shape.
Sept. 15

—"Mow"

Vecaro locked himself in his

—

Sept. 16
Frankie Plunket entertained the boys
with some solos on the mandolin. "Mow" sang "So
That's the Kind of a Girl You Are," his own composition.

—

Sept. 17
Frank "Cosmo" Powers, "Peep" Sheehan and "Vince" Egan, three grads of '25, paid a
visit to the campus and renewed old acquaintances.
Somebody said that the grads, now working, came

back for a free meal.
Sept.

students.

18

—First

day of

registration for

Two hundred and

fifty-four

were registered today, a record number for a Freshman class at Villanova. Looks like a big year.
The vanguard of the "old guard" arSept. 19
rived today. Day by day the students are returning
to the scenes of their work and play. Among the
early arrivals were Chris. Lolos, Joe Brennan, Ken
O'Toole, R. Hegner, Bill Connor, "Chautauqua"
Dever and Pat McClafferty,
Sept. 20 Another day of rest for the football
squad. The boys witnessed a baseball game staged
by two K. of C. teams on Alumni Field. The Ardmore council finished on the long end of a 10-5 score,

—

—

thereby annexing the championship.
Sept. 21

—First day of

school.

room and was unable to get out of his quarters. He
called for help and "Johnnie" Gault and "Mutt"

and now everyone

Halphen rushed

work. The usual routine followed

to his assistance.

new

Freshmen

is

ready to

The play

—

down

is

over

hard
registration and

settle

to
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service in the game.

Several long runs by Capt.

then dismissal for the day. All the boys seemed
satisfied that no classes consumed the full period.
The Philadelphia Alumni had a meetSept. 24

Jim Callaghan were among the features of the
game. Over one hundred and fifty students jour-

ing and a banquet in the Senior dining hall. The
meeting was followed by a football rally held in the
auditorium. Pres. Walter Drueding, of the Phila.

neyed to Baltimore to witness the game. Among
the Alumni present at the game were Fathers Hart,
Dwyer and Redding, who are now stationed at the

Alumni, presided at the rally. Talks were given by
Fr. McGuire, Monsignor Cavanaugh, Prof. McGeehan, Coaches Stuhldreher and Hunsinger, Eugene Oberst, former Notre Dame linesman, and
The college band, thirty-five strong,
Phil Barry.
initial
appearance of the '25-'26 school
made its
year and rendered several selections. Victor Digilio
is once more at the head of the musicians as their

Augustinian College, Catholic University,

—

leader.

:::[//'-:'':''::

Sept. 25

—The

:^''::::^.'::i.^^^^

football squad,

numbering

thirty-

men, departed for Baltimore where they play
During their stay in
Loyola College tomorrow.
Baltimore the squad will be quartered at Hotel Bilt-

five

more.
Sept. 26

—The

team met and defeated Loyola
The entire squad saw

College by the score of 33-0.

Sept. 28

of Chestnut

Hill,

Wash-

—Football practice resumed after a rest

over the week-end. Everybody

game on

Oct.

3.

is set

for the Rutgers

The team appeared

to be in perfect

with Loyola.
—"Big"game
Jim Callaghan suffered

condition after the
Sept. 29

an injury to his hand in the scrimmage today. We hope
that the injury is nothing serious.
Larry Furlong suffered an injury to his leg during the scrimmage and it is doubtful that he will
play in the Rutgers game.
Francis Loughrin, playing with the scrubs during the scrimmage, suffered an injury to his leg. It
seems that today was injury day on the gridiron.
We hope that today ends the injuries for the season.

The Villanovan extends
'28,

in

ington, D. C.

to
its

John McGlone,
sincerest

con-

dolences on the death of his beloved father.
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WHO'S WHO"

(vlt Villanova

CAPTAIN JIM CALLAGHAN
T

IS tradition at Villanova that the captains of her athletic teams have always
been high-hearted, adventursome lads whose courage and sterling qualities
have made them loved by their fellows. Look down the long line of Villanova
captains and you will find that the men who led the Blue and White teams in
battle have always been two-fisted courageous fighting chaps, sportsmen and
gentlemen in the best sense of the word.
Villanova's 1925 football captain lives up to tradition in the most orthodox style.
Be it known to you that Jim Callaghan can take his place among Villanova's former
greats with grace and dignity. The honor that has come to him has been well merited.
Jim has seen some rather lean years in Villanova's football history.
His courageous
and stubborn playing has made him the object of our rivals' fiercest attacks, but as they
say in the cauliflower industry, Jim could always "take it and come back for more." It is
entirely fitting then that when the tide seems to have turned and Villanova's football
fortunes are on the mend, the honor of leading the Blue and White back to her place in
the sun should be his.
But it is not alone as an athlete that we admire Jim Callaghan.
His qualities of
mind and heart have earned for him a high place in the esteem of his fellow students. His
quiet smiling cheerfulness, his simple modest dignity and total lack of snobbishness and
conceit make him one of Villanova's favorite sons. She can well afford to hold him up
as an example to her other sons. It is for this reason that we now honor Jim Callaghan
and assign to him first place in the Villanovan's "Who's Who" of 1925-26.
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EDITORIALS

To The
Villanova

has opened her doors for the
year 1925-26
to
the
largest
Freshman enrollment in her history.
It
is
to
these men we would speak our first message as
Editor-in-Chief of our College paper.
We speak
that message not with the attitude of one looking
school

down from

the heights upon the masses below. Nor
our purpose to impress upon the newcomers an
idea of our importance. We have no "thou shalt nots"
to impose, nor have we a sermon to preach.
We
would speak as an old Villanova man to new Villais it

nova men and the

first

word

of that message

is—

Class of '29
welcome!

Villanova welcomes the

of '29 with the

warmth and

men

of the Class

mother
and Villanova's sons greet the newcomers with a
feeling of genuine kinship and brotherhood.
Time-honored tradition dictates that Freshmen
live a life in keeping with their lowly station. The instructions of their monitors, the Sophomores, are
affection of a

calculated to bring about a realization of their position in college life. But restraint has never hurt

any man and a
the best of us.

humility works wonders with
Freshmen from time immemorial

little

have borne the Sophomore yoke with good-natured
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W^HO'S VV^HO" zAt

Villanova

CAPTAIN JIM CALLAGHAN
T

i

IS tradition at X'illaiuna that tlu> captains o[' hvv athlotic toanis havo always
advontnrsonio lads whoso ooura.uH' and storlinj}: (inalitios
lii}>ii-lu>ai-to(l.
boon
havo niado thoni lovod by thoir follows. Look down tho lon^- lino of Villanova
captains and you will lind that tho nion who lod tho l>luo and Whito toanis in
battlo havo always boon twii-tistinl ooui-ag-ooiis li.u-jitinjj: oiiaps. sportsnion and

^ontlonion in tho bost sons(>
Villanova's

lt)'J5

tho Nvonl.

o\'

footI)all

captain

livt's

to tradition in tho

up

known

most oi-thodox

anions

\'illanova's

stylo.

fornior

t(^ you that ,)iin Calla.uhan can take
with ^viwv and di^-nity. 'I'ho honoi- that lias coino to him has boon woll moritod.
His coui-a,u:ot)us
rlim has soon somo I'athor loan years in N'illanova's football histcn-y.
a!id stubborn playing- has mado him tho object oi' our rivals' titM-cost attacks, but as thoy
say in tho caulitlowor industry. Jim could always "takt> it and como back for nioi'o." It is
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fortunes aro on tho mond. th(> honor o\' K^adin.u- tho l>luo and White back to her {)laco in

Ho

it

his

plact>

j^roats

tho sun should be his.

Hut

it

is

not alone as an athUMo that

mind and heart havo earned

foi'

him

wo admire dim

CallaKHian.

a hijrh place in tho (>stoom

o\'

His

(lualitios

his f(>llow students.

of

His

smiling cheerfulness, his simple modest dignity and total lack of snobbishness and
make him one o\' \'illano\a's favorite sons. She can wt>ll atVord to hold him up
It is for this reason that wo now honor Jim ("'allagjian
as an o\ami)lo to her other sons.
(juiot

conceit

and

¥:-

assign) to

»-i

him

t^a» >^v» i> «^4 M
I

tii'st

phu'o in tho \'illanovan's

»n«i»

11
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uo would spoak our

lirst
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(lu>

Frosliis

niossa.uH"

to

as

K(litor-in-Chiof of our (\)lloj>v paper.
We speak
that niessage not with the attitude o( one looking
down from the heights upon the masses below. Noils it

our purpose

impress upon the neweomers an
We have no "thou shall nots"
to impose, nor have we a sermon to preach. W'v
would speak as an old Villanova man to new Villanova men and the first word of that message is
to

idea of our importance.

Class of '29
welconu>:
of

\ illano\a

with the

'L';)

wek'omes [he men of the (""lass
aifection of a mother

warmth and

and \'illano\a's sons greet the newcomers with a
feeling of genuini^ kinshij) and brotherhood.
'rime-honored tradition dictates that Freshmen
li\'e

a

lir(>

in

kei^ping with their lowly station.

The

in-

structions of their monitors, the Sophomores, are
calculated to bring about a realization of their position

in

college

any man and
the best

have

a

of us.

boi-iie

life.

little

Hut

I'ostraint has never hurt
humility works wonders with

Freshmen

fi'om time

immemorial

the Sophomoi-e yoke with good-natured
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dignity.

However, we are not seeking to explain
the vicissitudes of Freshman existence. The

scholars.

away

sisted upon.

point

we would impress on

an ideal for which men have sacrificed, and
even now, are sacrificing their lives, and if their
ideal does not find realization in you men of '29, then
you have failed to catch Villanova's spirit, and you
are in no sense her sons. Your conduct off the
campus is the criterion by which the outsider judges
your college, and unnatural, indeed, is the son who
would smirch the fair name of his mother.

the class of '29

is

that

despite their humbler rank they are Villanova men,

and therefore "belong."

And

this fact can not be too strongly in-

The

ideal is not visionary or theoretic.

It is

The present Freshman class forms an integral
part of our college life— let them take an active
interest in it. Villanova's traditions are now their
traditions
let them keep those traditions alive and
hand them on to those coming after. Villanova's
ideals are their ideals
let them keep those ideals
bright and shining. The various college activitiesathletics, dramatics, the Villanovan, the different

the period of her greatest expansion and development. In the next four years she will have grown

and fraternities all welcome the active support of Villanova's youngest sons.
But by far the finest tradition and the most
cherished ideal which Villanova possesses is the fact
that she endeavors always to educate her sons to

far beyond her present limits. Let the Freshmen of
today realize that they have opportunities which
other classes lacked. Let them seize the opportunity
to make their class history one of the most glorious
in the annals of Villanova.

—

—

societies

be

first

of

all,

Christian

gentlemen,

and

The present Freshman

class enters Villanova at

then.

College Journalism
A college magazine
journalism, journal-

There are two kinds of
in the true sense and yellow journalism.
True journalism is literature with an influence for the good, while the latter feeds the morbid
ism

interest of sensational-seeking

upon scandal and the obscene.

people

Our

who

thrive

colleges are not

without their different species of journalism.
We find among the periodicals published upon
the campuses, magazines of the highest literary
value and ones of such a low tone that their existence among college students is almost unthinkable.
The main fault found in the latter is that their
jokes go beyond even the realm of suggestion and
their cartoons, besides being immoral, sometimes
ridicule the famous men in our country's history.
Famous paintings of a sublime nature are made by
the burlesque pens of youth the subjects of ridicule.
The fact that college numbers have become in
some few cases degenerate is no secret. During last
year college officials were forced to suppress the
printing of this style of literature. And even here is
not the end of it, for the United States Government,
through its mail oflEicials, stopped the publication of
a magazine published by an old and proud New England university. So we see that even in the puritanical environments the situation attained its
greatest complexity.

No more

than

all

the newspapers should be of

be the college
a strictly literary nature should
magazines. But neither should they be of such a

nature to cause comment, not only

among

collegiate

a happy medium
The typical college student is not a
to everything.
Horace Greeley or Newman, nor should he be a
thinker whose mind is in the mire of unclean jokes.
circles but in the press.

There

is

should not be by any means
a strictly literary publication, nor should it be the
record of easiest formed of all humor, that of a suggestive nature.

If a college magazine tends toward the style of a
"funny number," let it be so, but a regulation should
be placed upon it, not strict, but reasonable. If the
"^magazine tends towards the literary, let it be of a
moral tone. A periodical represents the school, not

those instrumental in the publishing.
Whatever recognition that it may find is to the
credit of the school; whatever adverse criticism is

detriment of the school. Now, no man of
normal mind would think of discrediting his Alma

to the

Mater.

happy medium of the two extremes of
comes the ideal campus publication. With
cartoons of meaning, jokes of true college life and
satires of worth, the college "funny sheet" will experience greater success than those who verge on
It is in the

style that

the line of suppression.

The suppressed numbers of college papers last
year received great publicity in the hands of the
sensational-loving newspapers. This publicity has
caused great comment among those outside the
portals of colleges and magazines produced by the
students are looked upon as unfit by this misinformed minority of morbid interest. College journalism is for the most part as valuable today as ever
before. True college journalism is of a moral tone
whether heavy or humorous it speaks the thoughts
of the students and not the abnormalties of a few
"intellectuals;" it does not require suppression and
faculty action is never needed. True college jour;

nalism

is

a

happy medium.
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"Steve" Kenny, '95, could throw a ball on a
straight line from deep left field to home plate. Dr.
Stephen A. Kenny, Valley Falls, R. I., recently
threw his name across the front page of every
Rhode Island newspaper, when he combated a
smallpox epidemic in that town, and saved the lives
"Steve" has a brood of young
of all his patients.
Kennys. We need a "Steve," Jr., at Villanova.
The Reverend Andrew J. Plunkett, Ph. D., '96,
celebrated the Silver Jubilee of his ordination at an
anniversary Solemn High Mass in Sheldon, Conn.,
Sunday, July 5th, 1925. The sermon on the occasion
was preached by the Reverend John I. Whelan, Ph.
D., '95, who had preached at Dr. Plunkett's first
Mass in Stamford twenty-five years ago. Dr.
Plunkett led the delegation of Connecticut Knights
of Columbus to the recent national convention of
the Knights in Duluth, Minn., and headed them in a
spirited debate on the floor.
Dr. Plunkett is Connecticut State Chaplain.
The Reverend Dr. Whelan ("John I.") '95, is engaged upon the transcription into blank verse of Dr.
Burns' beautiful scriptural drama "Vision."
"Tim" Spillane, '12, has been appointed Athletic
Director and Professor of Physics at Malvern
School. Since July 6th "Tim" has been busy receiving congratulations upon the birth of a daughter.
,

We

offer ours, too, "Tim."
"Reds" Prendergast, ex-'15, who imbibed football and baseball lore at Villanova, is now Athletic
Director at Wilkes-Barre High School.
It was recently announced that the Waterbury
Blues, football representatives of Waterbury, Conn.,
had signed our former coach "Dutch" Forst, '15.
Mentors of Villanova teams are well represented in
the Blues' lineup, as Coach Harry Stuhldreher is
also a member of the team. At the present time
"Dutch" is busy drilling his Ansonia High School

Team

of Connecticut for a successful season.

Mr. Edward J. Dougherty, '12, of Bryn Mawr,
and Miss Madeline Gaffney, of Port Richmond, S. I.,
N. Y., were united in marriage on Wednesday, June
3,

at the

Church of Our Lady of Good Counsel,

ANOVAN
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Staten Island, N. Y. Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, '20,
a brother of the groom, officiated and celebrated the
Nuptial Mass. He was assisted by Rev. E. J. Quinn,
0. S. A. The Very Rev. E. G. Dohan, O. S. A.,
LL.D., former president of Villanova and pastor of
the church, was present in the Sanctuary, as were
also Revs. George C. Egan, 0. S. A. John J. Corr,
0. S. A.; F. E. O'Bryan, 0. S. A.; E. A. Flynn,
0. S. A. Rev. W. F. Sheedy, 0. S. A., presided at
the organ and selections were rendered by members
of the Augustinian Academy Choir. Miss Gaffney
was attended by Mrs. Emile Reggi as matron of
honor, and by Miss ^ae Clark as bridesmaid. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs.
J. Stanley Corr, '12, was best man.
Dougherty are living at 39 Stebens Place, Staten
Island, N, Y. Mr. Dougherty is a son of Mr. James
E. Dougherty, '85, of Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Mr. Frank Monahan, '15, of South Amboy, N. J.,
and Miss Catherine Segrave, of South Amboy, N. J.,
were united in marriage on June 30th, at St. Mary's
Church, South Amboy.
Very Rev. Edward G.
Dohan, 0. S. A., LL.D., officiated, assisted by Revs.
H. A. Faber, Wm. J. Lannary and E. A. Flynn,
0. S. A. Mr, Monahan is practicing law at Carteret,
N. J. The young couple have established themselves
in a beautiful home on Linden Ave., Woodbridge,
N. J.
;

The Villanova Club of New York
After a very successful year the Villanova Club
of New York intends to renew activities in the near
future. Last year following the example of the
Philadelphia Club, it was decided to have the meetings of the club take on the form of a supper. This
proved very successful. The supper meetings are
held at the Catholic Club at Central Park West.
Memorial to Father W. J. Reilly, 0. S. A.
The friends of Rev. W. J. Reilly, 0. S. A., '08,
one-time professor at Villanova, have made arrangemain marble Altar in the chapel
new Augustinian Preparatory Seminary to
his memory. This seminary is rapidly nearing comThe
pletion at Mt. St. Rita, Staten Island, N. Y.
ments

of the

to erect the
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money for the Altar is being raised largely in the
parish of Our Lady of Good Counsel, Staten Island,
N. Y., where Father Reilly was born and where he
was for many years assistant pastor.

from Jefferson Medical School at its last commencement: James Mitchell, David O'Brien, John Keelty,
Patrick McFadden, Raphael Saenz and Alfred Purificato.

New

Another of Prof. Charles McGeehan's pupils,
"Pat" Regan, ex-'18, is guiding the athletic destinies
of Steelton High School.
"Pat" is coach of all

sociation of Catholic Colleges in U. S.

sports at the up-state institution.

tion held

The Reverend Harry Greenlee, '20, returned
from Rome recently with a D. D. degree. Fr. Greenlee is assistant Master of Novices in Corr Hall, and

The Summer School at Villanova this year had
an extraordinary large enrollment. Another Summer School was opened at Los Angeles under the

succeeds Dr. Hickey as Professor of Ethics.

auspices of Villanova College. It, too, attracted a
large group of sisters who wish to prepare themselves for work in the field of higher education.

A
men

marriage ceremony of interest
is

Waugh-O'Hara

the

nuptials.

to Villanova
"Joe" Waugh

took his degree of B. S. with the class of 1920. He
also a recipient of an E. E. "Joe" and his bride
are residing in Allentown.
John "Stretch" Jones recently returned from an
extended trip abroad. "Stretch" spent his vacation
in touring Ireland and England. He reports a wonderful trip and undoubtedly has many interesting
tales for his Villanova friends.
John is still with

was

Murray &

News

Co.,

New York

City.

two men who made athletic history at
Villanova came to us recently. One of them is
Harold Blanchfield, '23, who is connected with
Murie & Company. We can easily recall "Mickey''
rushing a football through an opposing team of men
twice his size. The other is Hughie McGeehan, '23,
famous football and baseball star and coach of the
great Villanova Prep. Team of 1923. Hughie is an
instructor in Hazelton High School and. has charge
of

of

all athletics at

that institution.

with the New York Edison
Company. Incidentally he is in the same department as Joe McCarthy.
Frank Duggan, '24, is with the Turner Construction Company, Long Island.
No more interesting or inspiring news could be

William Ford,

'24, is

received than knowledge of Phil Holland's entrance
into the Augustinian Novitiate at Beacon, N. Y.

We

hope and we feel sure that the gift of perseverance
is his and that in a few years he will be laboring
for Villanova as he was wont to do while a student
here.

"Phil" took his A. B. with the class of

The following men who received
cal certificates

with the class of

'25.

their Pre-Medi-

'21 took their

M. D.

honors were bestowed upon Dr. Hickey recently when he was elected Vice-President of the Asits

The

associa-

convention last July at Pittsburgh.

John J. Sheehy, A. B., '22, was married to Miss
Carmen Marguerite Campbell, September 2d. The

ceremony took place at the Church of St. Agnes,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Miss Campbell is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Walter J. Campbell, of Brooklyn.
Wedding bells have been ringing quite merrily
-for Villanova .men during the last few months
Joseph "Beef" McCarthy, '22, was recently married
to Miss Mary McNally at the Holy Family Church,
Roxborough, Pa. The happy day for Joe was September 16th. Mr. and Mrs. McCarthy will make
their home in Bronx, N. Y. Joe is connected with
the New York Edison Co., Bronx, N. Y.
Everyone will be glad to hear the good news that
John J. Hagen, '22, has recovered from his recent
serious illness.

Everyone will remember Phineas Vize, '23, the
very entertaining solo dancer at Villanova affairs of
a few years ago. He is now with the United Electric Co., of

New York

City.

Aside from the education which Villanova imparts to her sons, we are inclined to suspect that
the "Big Blue" also implants in the souls of her
students the seeds of domesticity. As further proof
of this fact, we offer the late marriage of Francis
A. Monaghan, '16, to Miss Catherine Theresa Segrave.

The ceremony was performed

at the bride's

parish in South Amboy, N. J.
And still further proof. John J. Sheehey, Jr.,
who graduated from the A. B. department in '22,
was recently united with Miss Carmen Campbell at
the Church of St. Agnes in Brooklyn. Best of luck,
and send the boys to Villanova.
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John J. Sheehy, A. B., '22, was married to Miss
Carmen Marguerite Campbell, September 2d. The

ceremony took place at the Church of St. Agnes,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Miss Campbell is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Walter J. Campbell, of Brooklyn.
Wedding bells have been ringing quite merrily
for Villanova .men during the last few months
Joseph "Beef" McCarthy, '22, was recently married
to Miss Mary McNally at the Holy Family Church,
Roxborough, Pa. The happy day for Joe was September 16th. Mr. and Mrs. McCarthy will make
their home in Bronx, N. Y. Joe is connected with
the New York Edison Co., Bronx, N. Y.
Everyone will be glad to hear the good news that
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remember Phineas
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very entertaining solo dancer at Villanova affairs of
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Aside from the education which Villanova imparts to her sons, we are inclined to suspect that
the "Big Blue" also implants in the souls of her
students the seeds of domesticity. As further proof
of this fact, we offer the late marriage of Francis
A. Monaghan, '16, to Miss Catherine Theresa Segrave. The ceremony was performed at the bride's
parish in South Amboy, N.
And still further proof.

who graduated from

J.

John

Sheehey,

Jr.,

the A. B. department in

'22,

J.

was recently united with Miss Carmen Campbell at
Best of luck,
the. Church of St. Agnes in Brooklyn.
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THE FOOTBALL SITUATION

anent the signing of

Villanova has embarked on h(ir 1925 football
season with high hopes and elabor ite preparations.
Never before in the history of th<i college has the

problem come in for more careful thought
and consideration. Plans that hav(! been the result
of long and mature deliberation are now being
worked out. Money to finance the campaign is being raised by dint of much painsuaking effort, and
football

that

same money

is

being spent generously in order
win back hew place in the sun.

that Villanova might

At the present writing the season is at its height
and four games are already down! in the books. The
time"

ripe for'jLJUi3Z£iJ-Q£--the-^tuation.

is

vIew"oOhe^

"in

results thus far obtained,

We

can,

make a

and determine to a certain
extent whether or not our efforts are being pushed
in the right direction.
fairly accurate analysis

won and lost we have broken
Twice we have been forced to swallow the
bitter draught of defeat.
That record will hardly
send us into paroxysms of joy. There is no danger
of the town hall being burned down, nor is there
In point of games

even.

occasion for declaring a Roman holiday.
centage column gives us a .500 rating, but

The

per-

we think

the figures are a bit generous.

Our victories,, if you
examine them with the cold eye of a critic, give us
no great prestige in the football world. Loyola,
with only two years of college football in her
athletic annals, could

a

stiff

opposition.

hardly be expected to furnish

Our victory there does not

en-

hance our reputation greatly. Rutgers, the second
team to succumb to the Villanova attack, is having
a decidedly off year and is represented by a comparatively weak team. The Dickinson drubbing was
as painful as it was surprising, and the loss to
Catholic University was still more unpleasant. And
so there is scarcely occasion, just yet, to make the

welkin ring or to touch the torch to the bonfire.

But

is the situation entirely hopeless and are
wandering about in the wilderness, looking
for a Moses to lead us forth into the promised land?
Our predecessor in this column made some
rather pithy remarks in last April's "Villanovan"

we

I

i

still

Coach Stuhldreher, and the

Time has shown that
Editor spoke with the wisdom
quote from his article, "A New

football situation in general.
last year's Athletic

of a prophet.

We

Coach and a New Policy."
He writes: "But it
would be silly and childish to tell ourselves that because, we have signed Stuhldreher, our problem is
solved and all is well. Success, at least football success, is not attained overnight, and the coach must
be given a chance to prove himself and his system.
The man who comes to Villanova next fall is bringing with him a style of play that is entirely new to
our men, and it is too much to expect that it will be
absorbed in a few weeks. Time must be allowed the
team to adapt itself to the Rockne system and anyone who looks for a highly geared scoring machine
early in October is simply building castles in Spain."
We said that our predecessor spoke with the
wisdom of a prophet. We would modify that state-

ment somewhat. The young man who wrote this
column was simply using hard common sense. Would
any student of fipotball eAp t l a -eoftfeb^ -to— weM=^e=ombination under existing cirgether a winni
cumstances? F^|r, .look at the situation. A new
him a new style of play. The
coach brings wi
men are entirely unfamiliar with it and these same
part, playing their first year of
men, for the mo
college football
Not even the magic hand of a
Rochne or a Warier could, in six weeks' time, mould
together a winnii|g combination under those circumstances. Last yettr, Notre Dame swept every team
from her path mainly because she was represented
by a veteran elevMi. Now, with a team that has
been in Rockne's Bands for at least a year, the
ci

Hoosiers met theirWfirst defeat. The principle at the
root of the situatiott is plain and unmistakable.

Any

system must be thproughly mastered before it can
be successful and blpth time and experience must be
necessary for the nlastering of any system.
The victory ove'i Rutgers gave rise to a false
confidence and sentllour hopes soaring. We believed
that the climax haqi come and that we possessed a
subsequent defeats have given
super-team. The t
rise to a distinct rn e of pessimism. But those two
defeats should not have been unexpected and we
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JAY-VEES BEAT

should interpret them in the light of existing conditions.

These

written in defense of Coach
Stuhldreher. He needs no defense. He has already
proven his worth in a very definite way. No harder
working or more conscientious man has ever trod
our campus and Villanova believes in him absolutely
and implicitly, and confidently expects his ultimate
success. Nor are we offering alibis for the team.
The men have been recruited from winning
prep, schools, and have proven their worth, but
they lack finesse and polish of the veteran college
player.
Time and experience alone can develop

them

lines are not

into stars.

Villanova men living on the campus look to the
future with a faith that remains unshaken. Faculty,
student body and team refuse to withdraw their support or believe that another mistake has been made.
We would ask the Villanova Alumni to refrain from
a hasty judgment and not to regard the situation as
hopeless. Let them accord both the coach and team
generous and hearty support, for only in this way
can ultimate success be attained.

WENONAH

While the Varsity was battling Dickinson,
another Blue and White team was playing on a
foreign field.
The newly created Junior Varsity
traveled down the New Jersey way to trim the
Wenonah Military Academy team, to the tune of
14-6.
The Jay-Vees pushed over a touchdown in
both the second and third quarters, while Wenonah
was able to score only once in the last quarter. The
scoring for Villanova was done by Trainor and
Cummings. Line-up:

Wenonah M.

Villanova

C.

Hartenstine

E
T
G

L.

Swartz

L.

Heiffer

L.

C

Miles
Kelley

R.

G

Litman

R.

Brithe

R.

T
E
B

Haf

Q.

McCarter

L.

Qunis

R.

H
H

Englemer

F.

B

Villanova

J.

V

Wenonah M. C

J. V.
Holland
Gibbons

Hilligan

McGrogan
Young
Orbock

McKeener

Murphy
Cummings
Conti

Trainer
7 7

0—14

6—6

THE VILLANOVAN
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY WINS—9-0
For the second time this season the Blue and
White dropped in defeat before a grid rival, when it
traveled to Washington to meet Catholic University.
The game vjas played on a slow, muddy field and
resulted in a score of 9-0 against Villanova.
The
blight that descended on the Main Liners in the
Dickinson game seemed to be present again at
Washington. The team that lost to C. U. was not
the team that beat Rutgers.
The fracas started with the Villanova second
team opposing C. U.'s varsity. For the entire quarter the seconds repulsed the Red and Black attack
and even pushed the ball deep into enemy territory.
They were not quite strong enough to score how^
ever. The quarter ended at 0-0. In the second and
third periods the Blue and White first combination
went in, but couldn't seem to hit their stride. Their
work was fitful, with stretches of good and bad
playing intermingled. Meanwhile, C. U. was playing a steady plunging game and threatening to

21

Farine, Halphen for McCoy, Pessalano for Weidner,
Toomey for McKelvey, Moynihan for Kuczo, Callaghan (capt.) for Bolger, Broderick for Ford, Jordan for Dorsey.
Touchdown Harvey. Field goal Harvey. Referee—Lieut. Harmon (Bethany). Umpire Capt.
McGuire (Harvard). Head linesman— Mr. Sutton

—

—

(George

Time

Washington).

of

—

periods

— 15 min-

.

score.
first few minutes of the fourth quarU. brought the ball to Villanova's 25-yard
line.
After-being held without gain on the two suc^
ceeding plays, Foley, Red and Black quarterback,
lifted a drop-kick over the bar for three points, the
Villanova braced after this
first score of the game.
and carried the ball down the field on four succesHere,
sive first downs to C. U.'s twenty-yard line.
on a forward pass play, Harvey, C. U.'s halfback,
intercepted Moynihan's pass and tore down the field
for a touchdown, despite Plunkett's thrilling race
to catch him.

During the

ter, G.

Line-up and summary:
Villanova
Jacobs

Catholic U.

T

Harkins
Milney
Farina

L.

McCoy

R.

Weidner
McKelvey
Kuczo

R.

Bolger

Ford
Dorsey

Connors
..White

L. E.
L.

G

(c.)

G

Regan
O'Dea.

G
T
E
B

Moore
McGovern
Mayer

H
H

Adams
Manf reda

F. B,

Garvin

R.

Q.
L.
R.

Foley

Score by periods:
Catholic University
Villanova

000
00

Substitutions: Catholic University

9—9
0—0

—McGann for

Connors, Guyer for White, Linskey for O'Dea, Tierney for Moore, Shields for McGovern, Long for
Mayer, Fisher for Adams, Harvey for Manfreda,
Pescia for Garvin. Villanova Malloy for Jacobs,
Plunkett for Harkins, Brooks for Milney, Gault for

—

utes.

GOOD START
Villanova, 33; Loyola,

0.

Villanova pried off the lid of the 1925 football
schedule in a most satisfactory and gratifying manner. Keen interest was evidenced in this first game
for Villanova was making her debut under the
tutelage of the famous Stuhldreher. The boys lived
up to press notices magnificently and disported
themselves like real footballers.
The "shock troops" took the field at the opening
A fumble
of the game and kicked off to Loyola.
soon gave Villanova the ball and within three minutes a touchdown was registered, Jordan carrying
the ball over.
At the beginning of the second period the regulars took the field against our discouraged hosts and
quickly added another tally by the way of the touchdown route. Captain Jim Callaghan lugged the
pigskin over the goal-line after a sparkling run off
tackle.

The

period saw the complete rout of
Loyola.
Twenty points were scored during this
period after which the regulars were withdrawn
and the sub-shock troops inserted.
Captain Jim Callaghan did doughty deeds during
the two periods in which he performed.
He personally saw to it that three touchdowns were scored
and directly responsible for a fourth by tossing a
forward over the goal-line which Mulloy snared.
Loyola
Villanova
third

Dudley
Sweeney
Mosser
Terciot

L.
L.
L.

E
T
G

C

Schmidt
Bunting (capt.)
Shanahan

R.
R.

G
T
E

R.

Whelahan
McKelvey
Snyder
Farina
Furlong
Jacobs

Mitchell

Q.

B

Lomasney
Fay

Tanton

L.

Mackall

R.

H
H

Weidner

Osborn

F.

B

Jordan

Bolger

Score by periods:
Loyola
Villanova
7 6 20 0—33
Substitutions: Loyola O'Connell for Dudley,
Shea for Mitchell, Duffey for Mackall, McNichols
for Osborn, Simpson for Sweeney, Coyle for Mosser,

0—0

—
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Sullivan for Schmidt, Quigley for Bunting, Bibly for

Whelehan

Terciot. Villanova

iVLuiioy .

—Mulloy for Whelahan, Plunkett

.

.

»

for McKelvey, Brooks for Snyder, Gault for Farina,
Halphen for Furlong, Pessalano for Jacobs, Toomey

Moynihan.

for Lomasney, Kuczo for Fay, Callaghan for Bolger,
Broderick for Weidner, Dodsey for Jordan, Mc-

•DUl^cx

Donnel for Mulloy, McCoy for Plunkett, Coffey for
Brooks, Burns for Gault, Milnes for Halphen, Caulfield for Pessalano, Harkin for Toomey, Moynihan
for Kuczo, Slane for Callaghan, Jacobowski for
Broderick, Donohoe for Dawson. TouchdownsJordan, Callaghan (3), Mulloy.
Try for pointJordan, Dawson (2 place kicks)
Missed try for
.

—Dawson (2 place kicks). Referee—Bennis,
Pennsylvania.
Umpire — Newhall, Swarthmore.
Head linesman— Hoban, Darmouth. Time of quar-

point

ters— 15 minutes.
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•

•

•

•

•

•
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make a summer, nor do
two football victories make a successful season.
This truth was never more ably or aptly demonstrated than when Dickinson jolted our boys so

•
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W IIlv"

Jordan. ... ....
... F. B. ....... .. .Carpenter
Referee Geiges, Swarthmore.
Umpire Desmond, Harvard. Linesman French, Army. Time
of quarters
Fifteen minutes. Touchdown Books.
Goal Books. Substitutions: Jacobs for Lomasney, Plunkett for
Harkins, Brookes for McCoy, Gault for Farina,
Halphen for Snyder, Pessalano for Whelehan,
Toomey for Mulloy, Kuczo for Moynihan, Callaghan
for Slane, Ford for Bolger, Dorsey for Jordan,
Broderick for Ford, Slane for Callaghan, Carpenter
for Harter.
.

.

.

—
—

—
—

—
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single swallow doesn't

;

:;:
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Rutgers,

0.

Hopes that had grown weak from waiting were
realized in a most glorious manner on Oct. 3d. On
this afternoon, the 1925 Villanova football machine,

Philadelphia on October 10th. Following our big victory at Rutgers,
the Blue and White followers had anticipated a
comparatively easy time with the Carlisle band and
this frame of mind made the defeat more crushing.
Hopes for an undefeated season went aglimmering,
and, for a time at least, the Blue and White gladiators ceased to be the fair-haired children of the

Stuhldreher model, battered and trampled the big
Red Rutgers machine into submission to the tune of
ex20-0.
It was a glorious day for all concerned
wonderful
turnout
of
A
Rutgers.
cept, of course,
with
the
College
together
"grads" and students,
Band, watched the Blue and White smash her way
to victory over one of the most feared teams in the

sports-writers.

The game started with the second team facing
The "shock troops" held
the Rutgers regulars.
Rutgers even during the first quarter, neither team

painfully and surprisingly

in

However, there is one gleam of comfort in all the
gloom. We were beaten by a heavy, speedy, and
powerful eleven that would have, on the same afternoon given a mighty good account of itself with any
team in the country. That Dickinson outfit simply
out-ran, out-rushed, out-punted, and out-played our
boys, and the only thing left for us to do is to acknowledge the defeat with grace, take a hitch in our
belt, and go after the next one.
There was no fluke in the Red and White victory.
Both touchdowns were the result of sustained
marches down the field. Only once could the Villanova offense get going. In the third quarter, our
lads carried the ball to the enemy's 18-yard line, but
here the drive halted.
Villanova was defeated but not disgraced. So let
the faint-hearted take courage, revive their faith,
and renew their support

The

East.

making much yardage and the
and forth

ball see-sawing

back

in the center of the field.

At the start of the second period the regulars
took their positions and after five minutes of play,
Broderick carried the ball across for the first touchdown. Dorsey kicked the goal. Villanova threatened during the remainder of the quarter, but
Rutgers managed to hold.

The third period was devoid

of scoring.

How-

had the ball within the Rutgers 5-yard line only to have the opposition tighten,
get the ball on downs and kick out of danger. This
period gave a line on the Villanova offense, as they
carried the ball for long gains and threatened sevever, Villanova twice

eral times.

The fourth quarter was by far the most interestJohnny Slane, substituting for Callaghan, carried the ball for long gains around end and offHe was instrumental in the scoring of the
tackle.
ing.

line-up

Dickinson

Villanova

Lomasney

L.

Harkins

L.

McCoy

L.

Farina
Snyder

—

E
T
G

C
R.

Roth
Crooks
Keller

Lashley

G

Watson

second touchdown, having put the ball in position.
Immediately after this he was injured and had to
be withdrawn. Dorsey carried the ball across but
Immediately after the kick-off,
the kick failed.
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Christmas Night
It is the

night of holiness,

The star-lit night of peace;
The hills and fields like sheep and lambs
Are wooled with frosty fleece.
Within the

valley's

Small sapphire

And
For

dusky cup

fires

the hearts of

gleam;

men

love's inspiring

are waiting there

beam.

Nor wind nor trees make murmur now,
The bright white wastes are still
Only a far off star looks down

On

the head of a lonely

hill.

Oh, Christ, descend on each tonight

Who

toil

and pass below;

Come on love's sweet untutored
As on flakes of flaming snow.

feet

Take in thy kind and lovely hands
The world's scarred, weary soul.
So that the morning light

On

a world

may

made sweet and

shine

whole.

The beat of myriad angel wings
Makes tumult in the air.
And thinly, as from countless leagues,
I

hear a trumpet blare.

So quietly the country

lies

In rapt expectancy.

And

all

the mighty heart of earth

Is beating tenderly.

For this is the night of holiness.
The star-sown night of peace;
-

It is

The

the night of Golden Love,
festal of release

LlAM MOR.
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CHRISTMAS
Ancient times gave to us many festivals and
customs. Old world religions handed down to
their followers many inspiring traditions which
were duly celebrated at specific times of the year.

many

Some

were based on revelation, some destill others were founded on old
pagan beliefs. But nowhere in ancient mythology
can a feast be found which has influenced the world
more than Christmas. True, people were influenced
greatly toward the close of the old world, but the
power activating them was a sinister one, born of
pagan gods. The time was ripe for a new and infinitely better influence and it came with the birth
of Jesus Christ.
That first Christmas morning
wrought momentous changes. The calendar of the
world was altered and time was made to begin anew
from that date. On that first Christmas morning
human ideals received a new standard which unrived

of these

from

history,

culminated thirty-three years
later on Calvary's summit.
The radiance of that
great day has shown along the darkened pathways
of two thousand years and the light is growing
stronger as time rolls on. True, Christmas is becoming more and more secularized, but who can
folded itself until

it

deny that the essential meaning of the feast is not
present among the worldly attachments? Was not
our Saviour's mission one of love? Did He not come
in time of peace? Was not His sacrifice an infinite
one? Surely, the Christmas of today is based on
love and good-will. No other season is so pervaded
with good cheer and mutual friendliness as this one.
Amiability seems to be a watchword. Everyone desires peace always, but more particularly do we emphasize it during Christmas. Heartaches, sickness,
misfortune all are somewhat soothed by the spirit
of this wonderful day. Then our desire to have our
loved ones near us is greatest. They must be with
us to make the day complete. Then love and peace
reign supreme. So great is the spirit of Christmas
that nothing but death can dim the lustre of its

—

Death's power lies in the fact that it is oplight.
posed to birth and Christmas celebrated the greatest
birth of

all

times.

The Christmas

one that touches the
hearts of all.
It seems to be ether-like, creeping
into hidden crannies, seeking out the innermost recesses, flowing everywhere and leaving a peculiar
spirit

sensitiveness in the soul of

is

all

that

it

Even
new appearTo a child,

touches.

the trees, earth, stars and sky take on a

ance in the light of this holy season.
Christmas time is a fairy-land through which he
floats in a sea of unrealities. He goes gradually into
the days preceding the feast is swept on over the

—

and when it is over, looks forward
anxiously and with active imagination to the next
day

year.

itself

As childhood

is

put aside we lose the fantas-

view and we endeavor to build the dreamland,
which we so enjoyed in the hearts of children com-

tical

ing after us. As for ourselves, feelings of pleasantness, benevolence and happiness pass through our
filling us till we overflow with goodshould always be the merriest time of all
the year. Dickens exclaims: "Christmas time! The
man must be a misanthrope indeed in whose breast

whole being,
will.

It

—

something like a jovial feeling is not aroused in
whose mind some pleasant associations are not
awakened by the recurrence of Christmas."

—

The passing of another year has brough this season to us again. Let us enter into it with a spirit
of merriness, joviality and of happiness. Let our desire be to make others happy and to be happy ourBetter still, let us add to our secular and
selves.
physical pleasures by bringing contentment to the
A contemplation of the nativity of Christ in
soul.
the true Christian sense must increase our happiness a thousand-fold. The great Christian principle
of charity would bear a great amount of reflection,
especially in these days. We would do well to ponder
over it at this time when the birth of its Divine Author is celebrated. Let us meditate on charity; let
us refrain from making unkind cuts at another
man's religion let us "love our neighbor as ourself
and all things will be given unto us."
;
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National Catholic
The first convention of the National Catholic
Alumni Federation was held at the Hotel Commodore, New York City, on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, November 6th, 7th, 8th, 1925.
The purpose of this Federation, as explained by
Mr. Edw. S. Dore, President of the Association, is
and organize the intellectual product of
our Catholic colleges and to afford broader opportunities both for collegiate and Alumni Association,
than any of the several Alumni Associations can
to utilize

separately offer.

Villanova was ably represented at the convention
John C. Kelly, and was notably honored by having her representative elected Chairman of Press and Publicity committee. Representatives of the following Catholic colleges participated
Boston College, Cathedral College, N. Y. City;
Catholic U., Creighton U., Duquesne, Fordham,

by

its delegate,

Georgetown, Gonzaga (Spokane, Wash.), Holy
Cross, Manhattan, Mt. St, Mary's, Notre Dame,
Providence, Spring Hill, St. Anselm's, Seton Hall,
St. Edwards U.
(Austin, Texas), St. Francis
(Brooklyn, St. Francis Xavier, St. Ignatius, St.
John's (Brooklyn), St. Joseph's
(Philadelphia),
St. Louis U., St. Mary's (Kansas), St. Vincent's
(Beatty, Pa.), and Villanova.

The convention opened with a reception to His
Eminence, Patrick Cardinal Hayes. Addresses were
made by Monsignor Pace, Hon. Martin Conway,
Bishop Shahan and others equally prominent in
Catholic deucational circles.

On Sunday morning

at eleven o'clock a Solemn
Mass was celebrated at St. Patrick's
Cathedral by Bishop Shahan. Cardinal Hayes presided and Rev. James H. Ryan, D. D., preached the
sermon. A delegation from the Villanova Club, of

Alumni Federation
room

Commodore

of the

Dawling, K.

Hotel.

Hon. Victor J.
and many

S. G., acted as toastmaster,

men were among the speakers, includHon. David I. Walsh, of Massachusetts, an
Very Rev. Joseph A.
D. from Villanova.

distinguished

ing
ii.L.

Hickey, 0. S. A., D. D.,

J. C. D.,

President of Villa-

nova College, was numbered among the distinguished guests on the program. Doctor Hickey was
unfortunately unable to be present due to the fact
that he had been recently elected Assistant General
of the Augustinian Order.
Villanova

John

was represented in an able manner by
who was recognized as among "the

C. Kelly,

high and mighty" in this vast gathering of Catholic
college men.
John was constantly in demand and
was consulted frequently by the toastmaster.

Villanova gave positive evidence of her presence
by a rousing cheer from her Alumni gathered at two
tables. The cheer was given at the close of an address by the President of the Federation, Edward
It was the first cheer given and created
S. Dore.
a sensation until other tables began to get their
heads together and follow Villanova's example.
The Villanova Club, of New York, was represented by the following: James T. Conway, Frank
A. Delehanty, John V. Dominey, Matt T. Dominey,
John L. Evers, Rev. E. A. Flynn, 0. S. A., John C.
Kelly, Edwin Logan, Charles H. McGuckin, Alfred
L. Marilley, President of the Villanova

New York

Club; J. T. O'Leary, S. T.. Sabbatino, Rev. W. F.
Sheedy, 0. S. A.; Phineas Vize, L. A. Walsh, Paul
Gigani and John Jones.

Pontifical

Villanova is proud of her sons in New York and
takes this opportunity of thanking them for their
splendid showing at the first convention of the

New

and loyalty is most
gratifying, and Villanova would have the New
Yorkers know that she is following their activity
with keen interest and deeply appreciates their

York, occupied seats in the center aisle and
Rev. E. A. Flynn, 0. S. A., '21, was present in the
sanctuary.

The climax of the splendid convention was
reached Sunday evening when a banquet was served
to eight hundred Catholic college men in the ball-

Catholic
club on

loyalty.

Alumni Federation.
all

occasions, its spirit

The

activity of this

J
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VERY REVEREND

DR. JOSEPH A. HICKEY,
D„ O. S. A.

J. C. D., D.

For the second time in less than a year Villanova suffers the loss of her chief executive. Onlylast February, Dr. Hickey was called to the Presi-

thorough understanding of and sympathy with educational problems, especially those incident upon administration, rendered him highly valuable in the

the destinies of his Alma
Mater. Now, less than ten months later he is called
to a higher position.
At the recent election Fr.
Hickey was chosen to the curia of the Augustinian
General in Rome.
Villanova congratulates Dr. Hickey on the new
honor that has been bestowed on him, but she likewise feels that his call to Rome is a distinct loss.
His splendid talents have long been employed in her
service and his tireless energy has furthered in no
Now at the most
small degree her development.
critical period of her expansion she expressly feels
the need of capable hands on the helm in order that
she may take full advantage of the many opportunities that are waiting to be seized.
In the field of education, Dr. Hickey has been
always a keen student and a keener observer. His

office

dent's chair, to guide

of President.

Dr. Hickey, during his short tenure of office, has
the admiration and respect of the student body.

won

His deep understanding of human nature, his kindly
manner, his readiness to help on every occasion
have endeared him in no small measure to the
students. Every man on the campus was made to
feel that Fr. Hickey was a real friend from whom
he could receive a sympathetic hearing and kindly
advice.

The Villanovan congratulates Dr. Hickey on

new

office.

of regret.

feel his success is assured,

new

his

We say "farewell" with distinct feelings
We wish him success—certainly, but we
and we believe that

this

dignity will in no wise diminish Fr. Hickey's

interest in or love for Villanova.

THE VILLANOVAN

To

Villanova, Losing

Her

President,

REV. DR. JOSEPH

No

HICKEY,

A.

O.

S.

taunt of sacrifice withheld

wound thee, White and Blue;
To all that word has ever spelled
Shall

Hast thou been proven

true.

Yes, thou of faith and arts the home.

Triumphant stood the

test

In giving to imperial

Rome

A

best.

treasure

from thy

No wonder had thy courage failed,
Thy classrooms shall not see.
Where those so worthy have been hailed
One worthier than he.
Oh, deeply thou shalt feel thy

But

let

loss,

thy glory be

To form such soldiers of the
To make such men as he.

And when

Cross,

hell's battle line of vice

Would snatch some

victory.

That bright example

To prove thy

let suffice

loyalty.

Augustine's sons, in council met,

Thy
.

sacrifice decreed

Before

all

claims of thine was set

Their Order's greater need.

The hand that ruled
Transferred to

in kindliness,

Italy's shore;

Oh, not that they have loved thee

less

But that they loved Rome more.
M.
Villanova, Pa.

E. s.

A.
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President.

Dr. Hickey, during his short tenure of office, has
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His deep understanding of human nature, his kindly
manner, his readiness to help on every occasion
have endeared him in no small measure to the
students.
Every man on the campus was made to
feci that Fr. Hickey was a real friend from whom
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won

advice.
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new office. We say
of regret.

We

congratulates Dr. Hickey on his
"farewell" with distinct feelings
wish him success certainly, but we

feel his success is assured,

new

—

and we believe that

this

dignity will in no wise diminish Fr. Hickey's
interest in or love for Villanova.
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GETTING UNDER
The Bay

WAY

The Day Students have taken up where
they left off last year. So far they have
been fairly active, principally in the

Students

matter of organization. With a live group of officers,
headed by Johnny Doughten, it is certain that something will be accomplished, though developments
to date may not seem to indicate great efforts on
their part.
Still, they showed their spirit and interest by responding to the appeal for subscriptions
to send the Band to the football game with St. John's.
Several meetings have been held at which Dr.
Hickey, Professor McGeehan, .Father Fink and
Coach Hunsicker spoke. Considerable enthusiasm
was aroused and the effect showed in their attendance at the games. In the near future they hope to
give the boarders more evidence of their existence
and to demonstrate that they are one hundred per
cent, for Villanova with the old Villanova fight.

BIG TIMES
Epsilon

Phi
Theta

AHEAD

Epsilon Phi Theta was graced at its last
meeting by the attendance of Fr. Grelis,
who gave a very interesting talk. He said

main design of the society was
members and the expression of
the individual's views. In this manner each one's
views were broadened and at the same time each
member is awakened to the fact that other men also
that the

the assembling of its

have ideas.

Fr. Grelis also pointed out that the fra-

had a two-fold purpose: namely, physical
and intellectual.
The physical purpose embodies
debating
athletics, dances, etc., and the intellectual
teams and the discussion of subjects of interest to
the College. It was a very interesting talk and one
that was appreciated by those present.
ternity

—

At the meeting it was decided to try to arrange
a free hour in the morning so that all members, especially the day students, could be present. Managers for the teams were elected and the following
men are the managers: Ed. Cotter, for football,
with John McAneney as coach, and Louis Zazzalli
for basketball.
Plans are under way for a minstrel, dance and
a series of debates. With the production of these
and the victories of the teams, Epsilon Phi Theta
expects its greatest year.

PRE-MED. BANQUET
Lambda
Kappa

The annual banquet of the Lambda Kappa
Delta fraternity, was attended by the
Delta
usual success which characterizes every
undertaking of the Pre-Meds. Contrary
to custom the "big chow" was not held after the
fraternity initiation, but was postponed until the
return of Dr. Hickey, who was the guest of honor.
The faculty was represented by Fr. Sparrow, Fr.
Fink, Fr. Crawford and Professors Zebrowski and
Duncombe. Harold Rogers, '26, President of the
fraternity, acted as toastmaster.
The dinner was accompanied by entertainment
furnished by an orchestra composed entirely of PreMedical students and by individual members of the
department.
With the cigars came addresses from members
of the faculty, not the usual after dinner speeches,
but
honest-to- Joseph
addresses, which elicited
hearty and enthusiastic applause. Fr. Fink, as Dean
of the department, outlined to the members the
ideals and designs of the course of studies and while
welcoming the freshmen, pointed out to them their
duties and his hope that they lend every effort not

I

[
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only to increasing the prestige of the fraternity, but
also of Villanova College.
Dr. Hickey, in the closing address, spoke
thoughts which will linger long in the minds and
hearts of his audience. Truly, we are most unfortunate in losing such a president as Dr. Hickey,
still we wish him every success and blessing in the
field of larger achievement, which his late appointment has given him. )[yr..^:y;^;:f:-^::/:^}.:\':f-:-^\
Each and every faculty member received three
lusty cheers and after the old-time songs had been
sung, the happy evening came to an end, every one
voting it the most successful banquet ever held.

FIRST DANCE OF THE SEASON
the Gym bedecked in the colors

PM^^^.W

of

Ceres and illumined by shaded lights, the
Pi
Engineers inaugurated the social season at
Villanova.
Employing a new and novel
system of lights and decorations, the sight that met
the astonished eyes of the undergraduate body was
one of gratifying beauty and harmony. And no less
pleasing were the enthusiastic comments of old
: :--.-;-^\'^:/-;'y. --':-r ;; ^^
grads.
.v^-r-:/y:-"::-'-"-'\v> ':••;
Inspired by the superb playing of the Villanovans, the many happy couples flitted across the
floor like so many elfin dancers under a harvest
moon. It was truly a personification of the poetry
of motion, the harmony of vision and the symphony
of sound.
From beneath twin canopies of purple and gold
there came a soft red glow, while in the archway,
pale orange lights helped to dispel the darkness.
From each end of the hall red spotlights played
upon the dancers, while in one corner a campfire
added a touch of realism to the scene.
The effect was at once pleasing and original and
too much credit cannot be given to the members of
the Engineering Fraternity for having put on a
dance that was unanimously acclaimed as the best
seen at Alumni Hall in many years. It has certainly
set a standard to be attained by other fraternities,
and the memory of it will linger pleasantly in the

Ka/ppa

:,

minds of

^' -v.-^-^

all

who

A REORGANIZATION
This

R.C.H.S.

of

Club

Philadelphia,

club,

composed

Roman

Catholic

of

graduates

High School,
met for the first time

this year on the last

Friday of Oc-

The meeting brought together about fifty
members, both old and new, a considerable increase over last year's membership. The chief purpose of this first meeting was the election of officers
for the coming year.
The results of the election
tober.

—

;

Secretary and Treasurer; and John J. Gallen, '27,
Sergeant-at-Arms. In regard to the activities of the
club, plans have been started on a dance to be given
Details will be announced at a
in the near future.
later date. However, arrangements have been made
to have a basketball team to play teams of the other
clubs, both of Villanova and other schools in Philadelphia. A game with the R. C. H. Club of the U. of
The club feels
P. has been practically arranged.
certain that it will have a basketball team as good as
the one that represented the organization last year,
which team won all its games with little trouble.
The club meets twice a month, on the first and
third Fridays. In the following meetings we shall
endeavor to formulate plans for a dance before the
Christmas holidays. We shall count on the wholehearted support of the entire student body. Keep
an eye open for future announcements.
Returning to the former topic of the Basketball
Team, clubs around the school desiring games,
please communicate with our Manager, Frank McNally, '26. We are anxious to hear from all rival
organizations.,

,.,'.;;;:-^:,

•:;:,

WINTER GARDEN TO BE RENDEZVOUS
Law-

Lawrence

The annual Winter Dance, held

Club

rence, Mass., under the auspices of the

in

undergraduate club here at the College,
Winter Gardens of that city on
the evening of December 30, 1925. The music will
be furnished by Frank Wedon's Collegiate Orchestra, which is one of the best known teams of the
will be held in the

East.
will

On

that night Villanovans, past and present,
of blue and white

sway beneath the decorations

mingled with the holiday touch. It will be VillaRepresentations
nova's big night in Lawrence.
and the
many
have
been
assured,
from
colleges
rendezvous
of
college
Winter Garden will be the
men.
The dance has come to be an institution and is
looked forward to not only by the younger but also
the older social set of the city. Lawrence prides
itself on the large Villanova alumni and undergradThrough these two organizations the
uate body.

attended.

•

The

were Francis P. McCool, '26, President Peter P.
Perri, '27, Vice-President; William H. Vincent, '28,

complete success of the dance is assured.
Working with President Griffith and the officers
of the club are the various committees: Publicity
headed by Vincent Doyle; Patrons by Richard Sullivan, and Floor by John Driscoll.
The Club extends to all undergraduates and
alumni of Villanova an invitation to the dance and
hopes that practically every New England city containing Villanova men will be represented on that
night.
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A BEGINNING
Student

Due

to the fact that

many

of

its

members

are Varsity men, the Student Council has
been more or less handicapped in regards
to meetings.
At the first meeting officers were
chosen for this year.
Council

Chairman ............ ...James Trainor
Vice-Chairman

Madden
Secretary ............ ...Joseph Hughes
Professor McGeehan attended the first meeting
.

^dance. ;'-

The club also expects to be represented on the
chalked court by a strong quintet.
:

".::'./:': v"

...i. ... Herbert

and gave the council charge of distributing the
"Studebaker" chance books among the students. He
also placed in their hands for allotment the tickets
all the home games of football.
Since it is the task of the Student Council to
represent the student body, they have decided this
year to take over the affairs of the Freshmen Class.
This is something new and a something that is to
be commended. As the Freshmen are new and
tender they need an experienced hand to guide them.

for

Chairman Jim Trainor called a meeting of the
student body for the purpose of sending the band
with the team to St. John's, of Brooklyn. At this
meeting Coach Stuhldreher spoke to the students
explaining to them the moral support a band gives
to a team.
With the closing of the gridiron season the Council expects to get down to running order, and as the
saying goes, "Excuse their dust."
.

paramount to the realization of our hopes
and we earnestly solicit their support. All members
are urged to attend subsequent meetings, at which
definite plans will be formulated for running the

will be

\

o

—

,',"",,

:\-;\':-/^'-

Band

-0

'

;'' ^;5;"'^\'-

STEPPING OUT

'^

:;,

;-':-'^';--

:•"''
-v.-:

"Hail, Hail, the gang's all here," is truly

symbolic of the Big Blue Band. If there is
any band that can put "the old fight" in a team, it
certainly is ours. When the team made the trip to
St. John's at Brooklyn, the band, through the generosity of individual clubs and the student body, was
able to follow them. And it is said that the band
was a big factor in assisting the team to score the
necessary touchdown. The band was present at all
the home games, as well as the Lehigh game at
Bethlehem. If it is possible for a band to be defeated by another one, then the Big Blue Band
handed the Brown and White of Lehigh a good
trouncing. That is saying a lot, for our boys were
outnumbered at least two to one. It also traveled
to.Allentown on Turkey Day for the Muhlenberg
game. Here, like at all the other games, it made a
credible showing.
It is to be congratulated upon its successful
showing and our most sincere thanks are due that
generous patron, Mr. Daniel J. Murphy, of Philadel-

phia.

WATCH

US

GROW

.,,>;';,:'

ITALIAN STUDENTS ORGANIZE

The

The newly formed Connecticut Club
Connecticut held its first meeting November 18th,
Club
with about twenty members present.
The work of organization was enthusiastically undertaken. "Jimmy" Trainor was unanimously chosen as temporary chairman and when
the nominations for president were called, he was
likewise the first choice for that

office, but declined
because of an already overcrowded schedule. The
first officers of the club are
President
James Shea, '27
Vice-President
John R. Sullivan, '28
Treasurer
John J. McDonnell, *28
Secretary
Thomas A. Cronin, '28
Although in its infancy, the club has decided to
give a dance during the Christmas holidays. Stamford, the home of Michael Boyle, who has won an
enviable reputation as a coach of athletics, will be
host to the terpsichoreans. The date has not been
definitely decided upon. It was felt that this was a
rather big undertaking for so young an organization, but the enthusiasm of the members was such as
However, the co-operation
to vouch for its success.
of all active members and the alumni of the state

-0

Italian

A

Club

is

new club has appeared in our midst and
beginning to make its presence felt. Due
to the fact that every year finds a larger
number of Italian students matriculating at Villanova, it was decided to form a Villanova Italian
Club. A meeting was called which was attended by
thirty-five enthusiastic "Sons of Italy."
The purpose of the club is to get every member interested in
everything Villanovan. No time was lost in getting

things started. The following were elected as
cers for the coming year:
President
Louis Masciadri
Vice-President
Louis Zazzli

offi-

Treasurer
Joseph Guarcello
Secretary
Rocco Costanzo
Sergeant-at-Arms
Peter Perri
An appropriate name for the organization has
not as yet been decided upon. Plans for the ensuing year were discussed, one of these being to
have a spiritual adviser as an honorary member.

The

active interest

shown by

every indication that the
and honorable existence.

all

new

those present gives

club will have a long

THE VILLANOVAN
OUR ORCHESTRA
Never before has Villanova been f avored with such an array of musical
talent.
You can talk about your Waring's Pennsylvanians, Vincent Lopez and the others,
but the only thing that distinguishes them from the
Villanovans is the fact that they are professionals.
The Villanovans are nothing short of professional
amateurs. All those that have heard them play can
vouch for this statement.
The music they furnished at the "Owl Hop" was
indeed bewitching and entrancing; it might even
be called inspiring. Such syncopation and harmony
had never before been heard in the "Gym."
Dame Rumor is out and it is whispered that if
they continue the way they are going, they will be
wanted to play for the Belle- Air Ball. The highest
praise is due them and we heartily wish them the
The

11

an invitation to each and every member of the
Faculty and Student Body.
o

Villanovans

best of luck.
-o-

ST.

For the

JOE CLUB ORGANIZED

first

time in Villanova history, a club

was formed on November
St.

13,

composed of former

Joseph's Prep, and College men, and

known

as the St. Joe Club of Villanova.

is

to

be

On Novem-

ber 17th, the following officers were elected:
Charles R. Walsh, '26
President
Vice-President
Andrew J. Sloan, '27
Secretary
Richard X. McGowan, '28

Fenton J. Fitzpatrick, '28
The first St. Joe Club of Villanova has outlined
a constructive policy for the coming year, and plans
to become especially active along social and athletic
lines.
A basketball team will be formed to compete with the various club teams at the school. Meetings are being held twice a month, and the members
are showing great interest in the organization.
Treasurer

-0-

ON WITH THE DANCE
Wilkes-

Barre
Club

At the

last regular meeting of the WilkesBarre Club, definite arrangements were
completed for its annual dance. The Club
will stage its "holiday hop" on Monday eve-

28, 1925, in the Elk's Home, WilkesThis dances promises to be one of the
foremost social events of the holiday season. The
music will be furnished by a band of state-wide repute. There will also be several specialty numbers
which will add a gala tone to the dance.
Chairman "Hoot" Gibbons and his co-workers
are working hard that this dance may be a grand

ning,

December

Barre, Pa.

success.

Many of the old-time members of the Club will
be in attendance, and the Club at this time extends

FIRST DANCE
The New York City Club held

N. Y. City
Club

its first

meeting of the new scholastic year, on

Wednesday evening, November
The following members were elected officers:

18th.

Joseph L. Hughes. .. ....i ..i .President
Stephen A. Coffey ........ Vice-President
Secretary
Cletus A. Seaver
Treasurer
Flynn
William J.
Sergeant-at-Arms
Joseph A. Greene
The meeting was carried out with a great deal
of spirit. In fact, so high ran the enthusiasm that
.

all

interested in the organization are looking for-

to big doings in the camp of the sons of Father
Knickerbocker. Co-incidentally with the meeting of
the New York City Club meeting, there was a rally
of the members of the Villanova Club of New York

ward

City, who have rooms in the Catholic Club.
The
combined organizations are giving a dance in December. After the meeting of the Villanova Club
in New York, the officers immediately got in touch
with Secretary Seaver via long distance phone and
plans were formulated for the holding of a dance
in which both organizations will do their part to

make

it

a financial as well as a social success.

During the past two years the New York City
Club dances have been big social successes, but with
the Villanova Club doing its part in New York and
the club in the college doing

coming dance

is

cess both socially

all in

its

power, the

bound to be even a greater sucand financially.

THE "BURRS" GET TOGETHER
W.

C.

H.

S.

The West Catholic High School Club

its first meeting for the purpose of
organizing for the year and to welcome
the Freshmen of their high school days. An election
was held at this meeting with the result that Joseph
Dorner was chosen president and Albert Brown,
Vice-President. Thomas McNee was elected to the
The
joint position of Secretary and Treasurer.
"Frosh" were urged to take an active interest in all

Club

held

college activities.

The

of the Club in track and field
always been keen. Many of the track
men are recruited from this organization and for
this reason the club has elected to support in a

interest

athletics has

special

manner track

activities.

A

series of social

events are planned for the purpose of contributing
to the financial support of the team. The proceeds
derived from the annual dance and the other social
activities

have been pledged to the track men.
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A

basketball team will represent the club on the
court this year and there are high hopes for a

WORKING HARD
Junior

In the formation of the Belle Air Staff six
representatives were chosen from
the
Juniors to assist the Seniors in putting out
their Year Book. The object of this is to enable the
coming Senior Class to gain some knowledge and experience in the editing of such a publication.
As yet no committee has been appointed to take
care of Junior Week and the Prom, but many plans
are under way which will take definite form as soon
as the committee is chosen. Junior Week and the
Prom of this year promise to be the best and most
successful ever staged by any Junior Class at old
Villanova. The plans under way are very original
and unique and all those who will attend can be assured a jolly good time even at so early a date as
Class

-0-

SMOKES AND ENTERTAINMENT FEATURE
RECEPTION TO FRESHMEN
Sophomore
Freshmen

nova

brought to light rare talent of which Villa-

may

justly be proud.
overture by a volunteer orchestra composed
of Frank Livolsi, James Hanley, William Connolly,
George Whiry and Joseph Regilsky opened the bill.
It was followed by a cloudburst of comedy embodied
in a sketch which, for its originality, ludicrous situations, and shillf ul execution easily romped off
with the honors of the evening. It was a melange
of song, dance, fisticuffs, and mesmerism, composed
and enacted by that versatile trio, Messrs Leary,
Lolos and MacDonnell. They kept their audience in
a continuous uproar of laughter by their antics and
makeshift costumes. They were the hit of the eve-

An

championship.

this.

ville bill

The

event of the present
school year was the smoker and entei*(Smo/cer
tainment tendered to the Freshmen
Class in the college auditorium.
Although primarily a reception to the Freshmen by
the Sophomores, the faculty and the student body
were invited. Those who attended, and there were
many, were amply rewarded.
The spice of the program, however, was to be
found in the entertainment. An attractive vaudeinitial social

ning.

Eddie Mallie, who has entertained thousand;S
Eddie,
from Station WCAU, followed them.

who

is

an understudy for Al Jolson, interpersed

humorous monologue with darky songs of that
ever popular mammy type. He had no difficulty in
winning his way into the hearts of his audience
and his act went over big.
Time and space do not permit a mention of all
the acts. Suffice it to say that they "went over big"
and were enthusiastically received by a highly aphis

preciative audience.

At the conclusion of the affair, Father McGuire
gave a brief talk on class spirit and congratulated
the Sophs on their elaborate reception to the Freshmen. He paid glowing tribute to the Freshmen as
a class and highly complimented them for their
exemplary deportment and neatness.
Much praise is due Chairman Anthony Fina and
his committee, consisting of Bill Goggin, "Lefty"
Lamond, Ray Moynahan, and Paul Kuczo for the
efficient manner in which they put the affair across.
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Warren Daley sent a letter, addressed Troy,
N. Y., to his girl. The letter was returned a few
days later, stamped as follows "Unknown cannot
be found." Warren then remembered that the girl
lived in Albany.
:

—

The Sophomore class entertained the student body
with a smoker in the auditorium. The Sophs, arranged an interesting program, which was enjoyed
by all. The evening's fun closed with the singing
of the Alma Mater by the entire "gang."
Ralph Hegner, Tom Moore, Frank Duffy, "Bo"
Reedy, Wilbur Smith and Ed. Cotter attended a
Hallowe'en party at Cynwyd. 'Tis said that the
boys returned from the party during the "wee
hours" of the morning. They all reported a good
time.

The student body
and listened

The Varsity triumphed over St. Joe's to the tune
The entire squad saw service in the game.

of 19-3.

Villanova deserves credit for the support it gives to
the team.
Our rooters out-numbered St. Joe's ten
to one. The band was on hand to "liven up" things

and

its

by Coach Stuhldreher.

The
team

needed the support of the student body. He also
let it be known that the band was to accompany the
team to Brooklyn, where we were to encounter St.
John's.
A collection was taken up among the
student body and there was enough cash collected
to defray the expenses of the band's trip.
The trip
to and from Brooklyn was made in an auto bus.
Joe Brennen, John Conlon and Charles Bufadeparted for their respective homes on Nov.
2d for a short stay. We heard that the trip home
was made for the purpose of "swinging the election." Did you succeed, fellows?
lino

Bob Hetznecker was much in demand on Nov.
6th.
Three members of the fair sex in a "flivver"
drove on the campus and inquired "Do you know
where we could find Mr. Hetznecker? Bob missed
his dinner while looking after the ladies.

"Kenney" O'Toole was operated on for appendiat the Misericordia Hospital.
Reports from

numbers were well

received.

The annual Phi Kappa Pi hop was held SaturThe student body was well represented at the dance, which was a huge success.
The Villanovan Orchestra L'Volsi, Hanley,
day, Nov. 7th.

—

Connolly,

Houle, Coyle,
played for the dance and
for their fine music.

Wehry
all

are to

and Regilski
be complimented

Heard Along the Wall at the Dance

held a rally in the auditorium

to a talk

coach, in his talk, emphasized the fact that the

citis

the hospital are to the effect that "Ken" is doing
fine and will be back on the job in a short time.

come to terms with
dancing with her."
"Who's the tall girl with Francis Loughran?
Why she's even taller than Francis."
So is his
"Isn't Andy Mulloy some stepper?
"I see that Clete Seaver has

his girl friend.

There he

is

girl."

"Who

is

the 'boyish bob' with Joe O'Donnell?

—

The kid's stepping out he sure picks them nice."
"Look at John Fabian Gault out there. What's
that step he's dancing? Must be the Terra Haute
Tumble."
"McKelvey's

girl

must be dizzy. He's been
Look at him go."

twirl-

ing her for five minutes.

Word reached the campus today that Coach
Stuhldreher was injured while playing football with
the Hartford Blues.
Gloom spread over the campus for fear that the
injury might be serious.
But the coach fooled
"Dame Hard Luck" and was back on the job bright
and early Monday drilling his charges for the Lehigh game.

—
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Jimmy Hartnett has been notified to appear beBand Musicians Union to explain his fail-

fore the

ure to appear at the meeting held on November the
14th. Jimmy played the clarinet in Fr. Fink's band
at the Lehigh game.
According to reports from
those who heard Jimmy play, he sure is a "Hot"
Clarinetist.

Jimmy

said that his fine will not ex-

Well, we're

around

'til

we

from Missouri; bring your "bus"

look

it

over.

;

^

The entire student body, plus the Band, gave the
team a royal send-off to the Lehigh game. A huge
bonfire was lighted on the Academy field.
After
the team departed, the gang repaired to the scene
of the bonfire, where they proceeded to make merry.
:

ceed $100.

The

The

Confidential Club, composed of Jim HartJoe Brennan and "Stackah" Cahill, have been
seen with their heads together quite frequently of

entire student body attended a rally held in

nett,

the auditorium on Thursday evening, November the
12th.
The purpose of the rally was to stir up interest for the game with Lehigh. Talks were given

late.

by Prof. McGeehan, Dr. Hickey, Fr. O'Leary, Fr.
Fink, Fr. Maguire, Coaches Stuhldreher and Hunsicker and Capt. Callahan. The Band rendered several selections during the rally. Cheers were led by

We wonder why Tom McManus and Al Harrahy
were up so early on the day of the Lehigh game.
Only a favored few knew the inside dope.
?

Who

said that a Buick could not exceed 35 miles

Ask Al

—he knows.

wonder "What the play

is?"

The Wildcats are still battling 1000 per cent.
They "knocked off" Allentown Prep, to the tune of
10-0. The only casualty of the game was the loss of
"Snookums" Cummings.

A

cheer leader Bill Audet.

per hour?

We

of the boys chartered a bus and made
Bethlehem,
where they were rewarded
the trip to
for their trouble by the victory over Lehigh. On the
return trip the bus stopped in Norristown where the
boys "re-fulled" in a restaurant.

number

Tom

McLaughlin, '25, returned to the "scene of
haunts" for a few days' visit. He, attended
the Lehigh game and made the trip back to school
in the bus. Tom reports that it's a "tough life" when
one's school days are over:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
f
his old

One member of the Foreign Legion claims that
he drove a car from Norristown to Bethlehem in 43
minutes.

:

NANNY GOAT HILL
Nanny Goat
Nanny Goat

Hill,
Hill,

where have your nanny goats gone?
Those weird whiskered creatures
With scholarly features
That scampered across your rough lawn.

Nanny Goat Hill,
Nanny Goat Hill,
Each one was an Irishtown cow;
The bad bucking billies.
The blaaing young sillies.
Caused many a fierce clannish row;
where are those nanny goats now?

Nanny Goat
Nanny Goat
They have passed, but

Hill,
Hill,

their

glamour doth stay

And we see in the night
By the moon's mellow light.
Those comical faces.
Those grave ancient faces.
Still stare in their wise foolish way.
In their most disconcerting queer way.
W.

J.

M.

>
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TRAINOR

SOMEONE has said that the boy

If there is any truth
is the father of the man.
James A. Trainor, will in the days of his mature manhood, prove
himself to be a most worthy alumnus of Villanova College.
the most critical judges in his world, have chosen him for their presiclassmates,
His
dent during his junior and senior years. While in the office of president he has inaugurated and completed more new activities than any other class president. By virtue of his
fairness and popularity, he has been chosen head of the highest undergraduate repre-

in this adage,

sentation, the Student Council.

Athletic achievements are

also

his,

a

member

of the junior varsity are his accomplishments

of the baseball squad

upon the

Whatever be the activity, he always enters it with the same spirit of energy and
Honored by his classmates and student body successful upon the field and
the classroom he stands before us as a true example of Villanova opportunity and

self-sacrifice.

in

and captain

field.

;

worth.

Jimmy Trainor's record as an undergraduate is enviable and one well worth emulaby the student body. The solidarity of the senior class, its worth as the leading organization upon the campus, his scholastic success and self-sacrifice upon the field are
tion

visible witnesses of his sterling qualities.

Respected by
scholar, he will go

all

his classmates

down

and

in our memories.

"Who's Who" of 1925 and 1926.

all

who know

him, successful as a leader and

To him the Villanovan assigns

a place in

it's
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Jimmy Hartnett has been
fore the

notified to

Band Musicians Union
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appear be-

Well, we're

around

to explain his fail-

ure to appear at the meeting held on November the
14th. Jimmy played the clarinet in Fr. Fink's band
at the

Lehigh game.

we

from Missouri; bring your

look

it

'bus"

over.

The entire student body, plus the Band, gave the
team a royal send-off to the Lehigh game. A huge
bonfire was lighted on the Academy field.
After
the team departed, the gang repaired to the scene
of the bonfire, where they proceeded to make merry.

According to reports from
play, he sure is a "Hot"

who heard Jimmy
Clarinetist.
Jimmy said

those

'til

that his fine will not ex-

ceed $100.

The

The

Confidential Club, composed of Jim HartJoe Brennan and "Stackah" Cahill, have been
seen with their heads together quite frequently of
late.
We wonder "What the play is?"

entire student body attended a rally held in

nett,

November the
The purpose of the rally was to stir up interest for the game with Lehigh. Talks were given
by Prof. McGeehan, Dr. Hickey, Fr. O'Leary, Fr.
Fink, Fr. Maguire, Coaches Stuhldreher and Hunsicker and Capt. Callahan. The Band rendered sev-

the auditorium on Thursday evening,
12th.

eral selections during the rally.

The Wildcats are still battling 1000 per cent.
They "knocked off"" Allentown Prep, to the tune of
10-0. The only casualty of the game was the loss of
"Snookums" Cummings.

Cheers were led by

A number

cheer leader Bill Audet.

We

wonder why Tom McManus and Al Harrahy
were up so early on the day of the Lehigh game.
Only a favored few knew the inside dope.

Who

for their trouble by the victory over Lehigh.

Ask Al

On

the

Norristown where the

return trip the bus stopped in
boys "re-fulled" in a restaurant.

said that a Buick could not exceed 35 miles

per hour?

and made
where they were rewarded

of the boys chartered a bus

the trip to Bethlehem,

Tom

McLaughlin, '25, returned to the "scene of
hi§>old haunts" for a few days' visit. He, attended
the Lehigh game and made the trip back to school
in the bus. Tom reports that it's a "tough life" when
one's school days are over.

—he knows.

One member of the Foreign Legion claims that
he drove a car from Norristown to Bethlehem in 43
minutes.
-0-

NANNY GOAT HILL
Nanny Goat
Nanny Goat

Hill,
Hill,

where have your nanny goats gone?
Those weird whiskered creatures

With scholarly features
That scampered across your rough lawn.

Nanny Goat Hill,
Nanny Goat Hill,
Each one was an Irishtown cow
The bad bucking billies.
The blaaing young sillies,
Caused many a fierce clannish row
where are those nanny goats now?

Nanny Goat
Nanny Goat
They have passed, but

Hill,
Hill,

their

glamour doth stay;

And we see in the night
By the moon's mellow light.
Those comical faces,
Those grave ancient faces,
Still stare in their wise foolish way.
In their most disconcerting queer way.
W.

J.

M.
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JAMES

cyl.

oAt Villanova

TRAINOR

SOMEONE has said that the boy

is the father of the man.
If there is any truth
James A. Trainor, will in the days of his mature manhood, prove
himself to be a most worthy alumnus of Villanova College.
His classmates, the most critical judges in his world, have chosen him for their presi-

in this adage,

dent during his junior and senior years. While in the office of president he has inaugurated and completed more new activities than any other class president. By virtue of his
fairness and popularity, he has been chosen head of the highest undergraduate representation, the Student Council.
Athletic achievements

are also his,

a

member

of the junior varsity are his accomplishments

field.

Whatever be the activity, he always enters it with the same spirit of energy and
Honored by his classmates and student body successful upon the field and
the classroom he stands before us as a true example of Villanova opportunity and

self-sacrifice.

in

of the baseball sciuad and captain

upon the

;

worth.

Jimmy Trainor's record as an undergraduate is enviable and one well worth emulaby the student body. The solidarity of the senior class, its worth as the leading organization upon the campus, his scholastic success and self-sacrifice upon the field are
tion

visible witnesses of his sterling qualities.

Respected by
scholar, he will go

''Who's

'^.^

Who"

all his

down

classmates and all who know him, successful as a leader and
our memories. To him the Villanovan assigns a place in it's

in

of 1925 and 1926.
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EDITORIALS

The
The
that

is

feast of Christmas carries with
all

its

own.

It is

spirit of
it

a spirit

a contagious spirit.

It

touches all alike: rich and poor, learned and ignorant, the righteous and, even to some extent, the evildoer. Only the soured cynic and the confirmed misanthrope fail to sense the feeling of good-will and good
fellowship that is in the air. The message of two
thousand years ago, "Peace on earth to men of good
A
will," finds an echo in practically every heart.
warm glow fills our souls, the gayety and holiday
spirit of the season makes us feel at peace with ourselves and the world around us. The "brotherhood

Christmas
man" appears to be more than a polite fiction;
seems an accomplished fact.
It is most unfortunate that the spirit of Christmas should pass with the Christmas season. The
sentimental feeling of fraternity and good fellowship seems to evaporate like mist before the morning sun. The old enmities, the old jealousies and
misunderstandings are taken up anew, and, like
thoughtless children the "men of good will" resume
their quarrels and bickerings.
One of the most unfortunate features of College
fraternities, societies and class organizations is the
of
it

THE VILLANOVAN
fact that they very frequently give rise to petty
:

I

;

jealousies

and misunderstandings.

It is all

deplorable because of the fact that

the

the

more

men who

compose these organizations are all sons of the one
common mother and are working for the same common end. Rivalry is a good thing— in its place. But

when

rivalry yields to the spirit of contempt, antagonism, and bitterness, it ceases to be rivalry and
degenerates into sheer enmity.
College organizations that have lost this spirit of good-natured
rivalry, and breed an unwelcome spirit of class consciousness and snobbery, have lost sight of the very
ends for which they were formed.
Sectional feelings, departmental pride, and egotistical greatness all make for a weakening of that
unity which is the foundation and bedrock of true
college spirit. The section of the country from which
one comes is but accidental, and once a man becomes
a member of an institution be becomes part of it and
begins to breathe its very life. Departments are but

17

the links which joined together give us our college,
intellectual barrier should alienate one from
the whole. Self-pride is perhaps the greatest force
working against the spirit of fraternity. But there

and no

not one greater than the college of which he is a
Morally and mentally, practically every
student here is an equal the aristocracy of pseudois

part.

;

greatness has no place upon our campus.

:

r

Let us go back two centuries and hear those wonderful words, "On Earth Peace to Men of Good
Will," remembering that in the final analysis they

sound a message of fraternity. With benevolence
and beneficence let us carry the Christmas spirit
with us the whole year round and make it practical
and concrete in our associations with college mates.
In the social, intellectual, and political sides of our
college life let us practice it. Then our college days
will be
ones of greater achievements and the
memory of them will sweeten and mellow as the
years go by.
.

;;

Our Unsung Heroes
"

haps, the greatest reason for

praise.
For him no eulogies are written, nor is
there the thrill of representing his college, or wearing the colors of his Alma Mater in battle array.
For him there are only the knocks and bruises which
come to him pitted against a team that is vastly

glory

superior.

There is about football a glamour that attaches
no other sport. The parallelism between a football team and an army in warfare is indeed striking.
The glory that surrounds the gridiron sport is, perto

its popularity. And the
a certain extent, evenly distributed. Time
was when the sport writers heaped their columns
of praise on the star and eulogized the brilliant backfield man who made long dazzingly runs.
Of late
the tendency has been to give credit to the back's
teammates who made that run possible. The
coaches, the subs, the cheering sections, and the
trainer, and even the water carrier have come in for
their share of the glory.
However, there is a little band of men who contribute in no small measure to the team's success
whose praises are never sung, who share not in the
glory of a victorious eleven and these men are The
Scrubs. The sporting columns do mention them occasionally, but they say that they "were beaten into
submission by the Varsity," or "that the Varsity
gained at will against the Scrubs." They are the
door mats, and foils against whom the Varsity perfect their system of play
the nondescript athletes
who offer themselves as sacrifices to our great
American college game. They are the unsung heroes
of our college campuses.
No one begrudges the glory that falls to the lot
of the varsity man. Football is not a gentle sport.
It calls for a high degree of courage, endurance and
even heroism. But what of the scrub player? Day
after day he reports on the football field simply to
act as a punching bag for his more fortunate comI'ades.
For him there is no glory, no cheers, no

is to

—

Yes, to be a football player demands
courage, endurance and heroism, but to be a scrub
demands supreme courage, supreme endurance and

supreme heroism.
One of the most pleasing features of the

football

has been the formation of a
strong scrub team. These men have been faithful
in practice, they have built weekly a strong opposition under different systems, and have done so
knowing that the stands are not there to give their
approval. Their sacrifice has been a noble one and
their work has not gone entirely unnoticed.
Each one of these men deserve the greatest
praise. Faithful in rain and shine, taking a beating
and for the most part not even having the satisfaction of returning it; they have reported faithfully each day to carry on under adverse conditions
in order that the men who dash upon the field to defend the honor of Villanova might be better prerevival at Villanova

pared.

These men are the heroes too often forgotten,
and are the ones who are deserving of the greatest
praise for the team's success. We are proud of our
scrubs, and proud in our humble way to give them
their just dues. So let us in reviewing the football
season remember the scrubs, and regard them as
contributing to a great extent to our team's wonderful

showing.
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The Owl

A few weeks ago a stir was created upon the
campus by the appearance of "The Owl," the latest
member of Villanova's journalistic family. This
smiling infant came upon us unawares and forthwith announced itself as the official organ of the Phi
Kappa Pi, with the avowed intention of focusing attention upon engineering problems and of uniting
more closely past and present members of the Engineering Society.
We have a hazy recollection that in the past, a
few remarks have been aimed at the Engineers.
Words such as "dormant," dead," have been used
to characterize their fraternity. It maybe that we
ourselves have been uncomplimentary in our manner of speaking.
However, we hasten to make
quick amends. We congratulate the society most
heartily on their new enterprise and we assure the
publishers of "The Owl" that they have the entire

moral and physical support of the "Villanovan." It
is to the everlasting credit of the Phi Kappa Pi men
that their fraternity has been the first to publish a
society paper on the campus.
The editing of this paper is no easy matter and
more especially because of the conditions under
which the staff of "The Owl" is working. Its first
issue needs no apology. It is worthy of the recognition of our campus. The success of the paper is to
the credit of the staff, the society, and the faculty,
who have made its appearance possible.
The Villanovan extends to it the best wishes for
a successful future, and feels sure that because of
the motives underlying its publications that each
month will find it better and larger. The Villanovan
thanks it for the recognition it gave her, and assures "The Owl" that co-operation will always exist
between the two publications.

THE VILLANOVAN
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Villanova c>41umni

Villanova has regained her place in sportdom.
close of this most successful football season carries gratifying memories
of the Big Blue triumphant over old and bitter rivals, the soothing
balm of victory has closed old wounds, and the sons
of old Villanova are wont to lean back and call up
old fond campus memories, content in the knowledge that God is in Heaven and all's jake on the

O'Brien, '16, a prominent journalist of Philadelphia.
The proposition is very favorably considered at
Villanova and with the plans progressing there is
little doubt as to the acceptance and success of the
organization. Our faith in Grads and Dads is un-

Main

'12

The

Line.

loyalgrads that we wish to sound
a warning and an appeal. Successful as we have
been, all is not entirely well, for the future must be
considered. Through the gray days you have with
admirable loyalty stood firm with your Alma Mater,
It is to these

and at

last

we have come on

better times.

Our

days this past season have been golden, but now is
the time to build. Is Villanova to suffer a slump
now that the football season is ended? Loyal grads,
help us say "No." We have but made a beginning,
great things await us providing we seize this splendid opportunity to build a firm foundation for
future glories. There is nothing more pitiful than
opportunity lost in the mire of premature satisfaction.

In our Alumni

we

place the

same

we have
we call on

faith

our fathers. When we
Dad, and you well know how Dad can do the high
and handsome. Thus, we of the present Villanova,
in

are in a pinch

are writing this letter of appeal to all the Dads
who preceded us at the Big Blue, and we feel confident that Dad will live up to his reputation and
acquaint himself with conditions at his Alma Mater
through the Villanova Alumni Association.

At the last Alumni and Villanova Club meeting,
a movement was proposed by Bob O'Connor, '15, for
organizing the Alumni according to classes. Present
at the meeting were many members of the various
classes and Bob's suggestion met with unanimous
approval. It was definitely decided that the organization should commence forthwith and plans for
Villanova publicity were

submitted

by

Pat

J.

shaken.

—"Cleet" Hayes,

a prominent civil engineer
is in charge of the work
being done on a large section of the new subway.
Along this section the work is fast nearing completion, as would be expected with a Villanova man
in charge.
'12,

in the city of Philadelphia,

'16

—Great success has attended the

efforts of James
Villanova in the
class of '16. Following his graduation Jim entered
the service of the Delaware and Hudson Railway
Company, and being in every respect a "go-getter,"
he steadily rose in the esteem and value of his company until lately we received word of his appointment to the position of Assistant Superintendent of
Transportation.
Very best of luck, Jim, the old
Villanova spirits wins every time; may you soon
own a railroad of your own.

C. Torpey,

who graduated from

Friends of the Rev. Thomas C. McLeod, who was
taken dangerously ill while giving a mission in
Greenwich, N. Y., will be pleased to know that he
is out of danger and on the road to recovery.
Fr.
McLeod will be remembered by the student body as
the retreat master of last year.
'17

—Of course, you

all

remember Frank Goodwin,

Just as you all expected, he is making the grade
in high gear.
In Lansdowne he is not only very
successful as a contracting engineer, but also very
prominent in matters of civic import. While at
Villanova, Frank was among the best in football and
baseball ability, so naturally we find him a member
of the Advisory Board of Coaches at the Lansdowne
High School. More power to Frank, may he live
long and continue to prosper.
'17.
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'17

—The Villanovan

offers its sincere condolences to

O'Reilly

Father "Chris" McGrath, 17, on the death of his
mother. Fr. McGrath will be remembered by Villanovans of ten years ago as the most popular prefect

jubilee.

in the college.

New

—

'18

Another of Villanova's sons has jumped off the
dock and into the sea of matrimony. On October
twelfth, John T. Coan, '18, of Lawrence, Mass.,
joined the ranks of the Benedicts. The happy bride
was Miss Helen Bendt, of Lynn, Mass. The Rev.
Dr. Burns, our professor of history, performed the
ceremony.
The newly-weds paid a visit to our
campus on their honeymoon, where the groom was
greeted by many old friends. The Villanovan extends to the young couple its hearty congratulations
and sincere good wishes for prosperity and happiness.
'25

On

inability to console in

we wish

to convey to the rela-

John Collins, '25, a message of sincere sympathy and understanding. We are as one in our
prayers for our departed friend and fellow student.

—

—

All is not lost
and if the legal profession can
but hang on for a couple more years who knows.
Anyhow, Bob Sullivan, '24, and "Jiggs" Reardon,
*24, have completed most successfully their first
year at Harvard Law.

—

"Chick" Gaffney, of

last year's class, is

digging

—here's

good news for everyone, guess what?
"Frankie" Pickett, who left here with his degree in
his hand in '25, is studying law at Fordham in preparation for his bar examination. All the luck in the
world, Frank, we know your success is assured.

The "Girl in the Orange Tam" has scored another victory and led John "Brick" Dora into the
camp of the American Chicle Co. With Brick on
the job we have already resigned ourselves to the
next

American

craze,

to-wit:

—orange

tams and

chicklets.
'26

—The Villanovan wishes

to express in the

'20

—Villanova

is ever anxious to welcome back her
and so a very hearty reception was re-

old grads

pressions of deep sympathy to "Bill" Butler, '27, on
the death of his father, and also to "Bill" and "Joe"
'26

and

'27,

Howard

who

who

returned to
memories, but
also to submit plans for the annual reunion of the
This is the first class which has
class of 1920.
banded together after leaving the Big Blue, and at
the reunion held last year the following officers were
cently accorded J.

the

campus not only

J.

Tyrell,

to revive old

H. Tyrell ... ............... President

T. J.

McCormick

J. T.

Waugh

suffered a similar loss.

News of the death of one of Villanova's oldest
graduates has just been received. The Rev. James
T. O'Reilly died on the twelfth of November after a
lingering illness. Fr. O'Reilly was for many years
the pastor of St. Mary's Church in Lawrence and
was a mighty power for good in the community in
which he labored so long and so faithfully. During
the Lawrence Mill strike of 1912 he was mainly instrumental in bringing about a settlement between
the owners and the workers. A few years ago Fr.

Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer

Great credit is due this class and we sincerely
hope that the other classes will follow its example in
organization. We further wish them the very best
success at the reunion which they are planning to
hold sometime in February.
'18

—We

The Augustinian

have the inside dope.

Academy team

going to capture
York. How do we know?
is coaching them, further

of Staten Island

is

New

Why,

Fr. Sheedy, '18,
proof would be superfluous.

The Villanova Club of New York will co-operate
with the undergraduate New York Club at the college in arranging the Villanova College Prom of
New York. This affair will be held Monday evening, December 28th, in the Empire Ballroom of the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel, N. Y. City.
Alumni and Undergraduates desiring tickets
should apply to John V. Dominey, 569 Park Place,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
-0-

name

of the entire student body of the college, sincere ex-

McGuinn,

de-

marks the passing of one of
England's, best known and best loved priests.
His loss will be left not only by Lawrence, but likewise by Villanova, whose best interests were always
near and dear to his heart. May he rest in peace.

the championship of

right in as a Freshie.
'25

was

Fr. O'Reilly's death

tives of

'24

that occasion a civic holiday

clared, all the business of the city being suspended.

elected:

—with a realization of our

such a tragic sorrow,

had the happiness of celebrating his golden

The Villanova Club

Villanova
Club of

very

New York

evening,

successful

of

New York

meeting on

held a

Thursday

November 5th, at the Catholic
120 Central Park South. Many
No.
Club,
After the business
old "Grads" were present.
session of the meeting, coffee and sandwiches were
Very Rev. E. G. Dohan,
served in the library.
L.L. D., '96, addressed the meeting in the absence
of Very Rev. M. J. Corcoran, D. D., who was unable
to be present.
The annual

dinner of the Villanova Club of
Wednesday evening, NovemDinner was served in the main ballroom

New York was

fall

held on

ber 18th.
of the Catholic Club,

New York

City.
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V

I

sincere coiulolences to

its

Father "Chris" McGrath, '17, on the death of his
mother. Fr. McGrath will be remembered by Villanovans of ten yeai's aj^o as the most i)oi)ulai- prefect

AN OV AN
O'Reilly had the happiness of celebrating his golden

On

jubilee.

the college.

'18

— Another of Villanova's sons has Jumped

the

ofl"

dock and into the sea Of mati-imony. On October
twelfth, John T. Coan, '18, of Lawrence, Mass.,
joined the ranks of the Benedicts. The happy bride
was Miss Helen Bendt, of Lynn, Mass. The Rev.
Dr. Burns, our pi'ofessor of history, performed the
ceremony.
The newly-weds paid a visit to our
campus on their honeymoon, where the groom was
greeted by many old friends. The Villanovan extends to the young c()U])le its hearty congratulations
and sincei'e good wishes for i)rosi)erity and hapi)iness.

marks the passing of one of
England's best known and best loved priests.
His loss will be left not only by Lawrence, but likewise by Villanova, whose best interests wei'e always
near and dear to his heart. May he rest in peace.
'20

— Villanova

is ever anxious to welcome back her
grads and so a very hearty recei)tion was recently accorded J. Howard Tyrell, who i-eturned to
the campus not only to revive old memories, but
also to submit plans for the annual reunion of the
This is the fh'st class which has
class of 1920.
banded together after leaving the Big Blue, and at

old

the reunion held last yeai' the following officers were

a realization of our inability to console in

J.

John Collins, "25, a message of sincere sympathy and understanding. We are as one in our
prayers foi- oui' (lei)arted friend and fellow student.
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J. T.
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knows.

"Jiggs" Reardon,

'24, have completed most successfully their
year at Harvard Law.

"Chick" Gaffney, of

last yeai-'s class, is

—

hei'e's

news

good

"F)-ankie" IMckett,

who

for
left

e\eryone. guess what?
with his degree in

Tile "(lii-l in the Orange Tarn" has scoi'ed
other \ictoi-y and led John "Brick" Dora into
cam]) of the American Chicle Co.
With Brick
the job we have already I'esigned ourseh'es to

American

craze,

to-wit

:

— oi'ange

tarns

anthe

on
the

and

chicklets.
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— The

\'illaiio\an

wishes to express

in

the

deep sympathy to "Bdll" Butlei", '27, on
the death of his fathei-, and also to "Bill" and "Joe"
McGuinn. '2() and '27. who suffered a similai" loss.
])ressi()ns of

News of the death of one of Villanova's oldest
graduates has just i)een received. The Rev. James
T. O'Reilly died on the twelfth of November after a
Fr. O'Reilly

was

for

many

The Villanova Club of New York will co-opei'ate
with the undergraduate New York Club at the college in arranging the Villariova College Prom of
New Y'ork. This affair will be held Monday eveiiing, December 28th, in the Empire Ballroom of the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel. N. Y. City.
Alunnii atid Undergraduates desiring tickets
should api)ly to John \. Dominey, 5G9 Park Place,
Bi'ooklyn. N. ^'.

name

of the entire student body of the college, sincere ex-

lingering illness.

— We

Academy team

hei'e

his hand in '25. is studying law at Fordham in preparation for his bar examination. All the luck in the
world. Fratd\, we know your success is assured.

next

\'ears
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of
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)'()rk

The

"Grads"

old

X'illanova Clui) of

were

served
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in
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the
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Very Rev. M.

to

l)e

powei'

foi'

After the

present.

'96, addi'essed

of

Lawrence and
good in the conmiunity in
A\hich he labored so long and so faithfully. Dui'ing
the Lawi-enct' Mill strike of 1912 he was mainly insti'umeiital in bringing about a settlement between
A few years ago Fr.
the owners and the workers.
\'

"i'ork

held a

t)usiness

session of the meeting, coffee and sandwiches were

was

might

New

very successful meeting on Thursday
evening, Novembei' 5th, at the Catholic
Clui), No. 120 (\Mitral Park South. Many

the pastor of St. Mary's Chui'ch in
a

Secretary and Treasui'er

have the inside (k)i)e. The Augustinian
of Staten Island is going to capture
the championship of New York. How do we know'.^
Why, Fr. Sheedy, '18. is coaching them, further
l)i-oof would be superfluous.
'18

digging

Vice-President

Great credit is due this class and we sincerely
hope that the other classes will follow its example in
organization. We further wish them the very best
success at the reunion which they are i)lanning to
hold sometime in February.

first

right in as a Fi'oshie.
'25

de-

elected

— with

—

was

Fr. O'Reilly's death

such a tragic sorrow, we wish to convey to the rela-

'24

that occasion a civic holiday

clared, all the business of the city being suspended.

New

in

'25
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Corcoran, D.
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the absence

who was
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])resent.

The annual
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l)ei'
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Rev.
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the meeting
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of the Villanova Club of

Wednesday evening. Novem-
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in

the main ballroom

of the Catholic Club, N(>w ^'ork City.
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The Re-awakening
The past

football season has seen at Villanova a

revival of spirit

and prestige that has been hoped for

and dreamed of, for lo these many years. The days
and months of patient planning have at last borne
fruit and the Blue and White team of '25 can grace!

fully take its place

among

the other great Villanova

teams of the past. True it is, that our team viras not
one of football's big attractions; our boys were not
heralded from coast to coast as one of the nation's
wonder teams; we had no paid press agents to
bally-hoo our games. But the men of Villanova's
1925 team have a much greater and a much more
fundamental claim to greatness, for it is they who
have brought into being Villanova's football Renaissance, and it is precisely this awakening that will

have been carried out is common knowledge. Harry
Stuhldreher as coach of the Villanova team has
proven his worth most conclusively. His manner
of handling the squad and obtaining results leaves
nothing to be desired. The Alumni has been most
generous and loyal in their support and their splendid attendance at all the games proves beyond a
shadow of doubt, their interest and good-will. Certainly, too much praise cannot be given the "Grads"
and they are responsible in a very large sense for
the success of the past season.
Now that we are engaged in distributing praise
and placing credit, we would mention one man on
the campus who has contributed very directly and

eventually carry Villanova to the football heights.
In a movement so profound and deep-seated, a

record of games won or lost is purely incidental.
A change of such magnitude overshadows and
dwarfs the record of a single season for the simple
reason that the spirit that has been reborn this year
will continue to make itself felt long after the
present generation of students have quitted these
precincts. It has been our privilege to speak to several members of the Alumni who dropped in for
flying visits and the "old boys" have been in turn
amazed and delighted at the splendid new spirit
that has taken hold at Villanova. Ever since 1915
when the Big Blue set the football world by the ears
with a wonderful victory over the Army, Villanova's
football fortunes have slumped. To one accustomed
to those long dark years of disappointment, this new
atmosphere born of a splendid fighting team and a
great loyal student body is a thing of wonderment

and joy.

,:-:

If one is inclined to seek after the causes of

would not take him far afield. It
all goes back to a little group of the Alumni who
put their heads together this time a year ago and decided on a few heroic measures. The first of these
was to secure the services of a capable coach and the
second, to stir up interest and solicit the support of
the general Alumni, How well these, her projects,
things, his search

Asst.

Coach Edward Hunsinger
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materially to the team's success, and that man is
Assistant Coach Ed. Hunsinger. Ed, being an assistant coach, is much like the Vice-President of
these United States a hidden personage. He performs a multiplicity of duties and performs them
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XEBANONS HOLDS VILLANOVA TO
Blue and White Playsi Good Ball on

Wet

6-6

TIE

Field

well,

After two defeats at the hands of Dickinson and
Catholic U., the Villanovans staged a brilliant comeback against Lebanon Valley at Shike Park on Oct.

He grooms

24.

though his work never gets into the head lines.
the "Wild Cats," as he affectionately
terms his Scrubs he is Varsity line coach and chief
scout.
A more amiable, good-natured and modest
chap would be hard to find. He has won for himself, and deservedly, too, a high place in the hearts
;

The brand of football that trounced Rutgers
and Loyola was much in evidence in this, the fifth

game

of the season.

selfish work and we voice the sentiments of both
graduate and under "grad" when we say that we
hope he returns to our campus next fall with Harry

show that Lebanon was out-played.
They gained only two first downs to the Main
Liners' ten, but a wet field and a stonewall defense
in the shadow of their goal posts, saved them from
The wet field was a real handicap for the
defeat.
Blue and White, as Stuhldreher's system requires a
The result was a
fast field for proper execution.

Stuhldreher.

6-6

of the student body. The Villanovan takes this occasion to thank Ed. Hunsinger for his splendid, un-

Too much praise cannot be given the team

itself

for the splendid showing made.

This year's record,
though incidental to a far-reaching and tremendously important movement, is one of which any team
might well be proud. The schedule was by no means
easy. Every game was hard fought and contested
to the very end and every victory was the result of
a courageous attack and stubborn defense. Villanova is justly proud of her team. The men who
compose it reflect credit upon the College, not only
by their gentlemanly, sportsmanlike conduct. A
spirit of conscientiousness in training, a spirit of unselfishness and co-operation towards each other, an
absence of dissension and quarreling, was conspicuous throughout the season. Add to this a splendid
fighting courage and an intense loyalty and devotion
to the College and you have the reason why Villa-

nova

is

so proud of these

men

of '25.

It would be an injustice not to mention the
Student Body in a retrospect of this kind. Certainly
no team ever received a more loyal or whole-hearted
support than did ours. The backing accorded the
squad was a magnificent outpouring of school spirit
such as has not been seen on our campus for years.
The finest thing that can be said of the student body
is that their spirit refused to die during the dark
days of the October defeats.
It is

and we

Thanksgiving night as we write these
feel that there is

much

lines

to be thankful for.

we saw

a brilliantly fighting Villanova team smash and batter a powerful stubborn
foe into submission. We saw and heard a wildly
cheering student body urging a magnificent team on

This afternoon

to a brilliant victory.

come long distances

We

saw hundreds

of

Alumni

to witness the vindication of

We

saw, in fine, a
fitting climax to a season which is the first step in
Villanova's football march to the football heights.
Villanova's football honor.

Statistics

tie.-

:,.,:;;.,;::;:• v,^^-: ;:;>;;,;.,

,.-;-.;:>,

started with the Villanova second team
opposing Lebanon. Towards the end of the period,
a long pass from Gilbert to Singley netted a touch-

The game

for the visitors. Piersol failed to make the
extra point, his boot going wide of the goal posts.
Stuhldreher rushed in his entire first team and from
then on the game was all Villanova.

down

On

the second play of the second quarter, Broda 40.-yard run that placed the ball on
Lebanon's 28-yard line. Callaghan and Dorsey advanced another ten yards. A diagonal pass from
Moynihan to Dorsey, who caught the ball behind
Lebanon's goal line, put the score at 6-6. Dorsey's
erick tore off

try for point went wide.

Towards the end of the period Villanova again
had the ball within scoring distance. For four downs
Lebanon held on their 3-yard line, showing a wonderful fighting spirit. Again, in the middle of the
final period, Lebanon held for downs within a few
yards of the goal posts.

A

excitement came when, on the next play,
punt from behind the goal line was fumbled
by Villanova and recovered by Lebanon on Villanova's 35-yard line. The Blue and White defense
held, however, and averted danger.
bit of

Gilbert's

The

line-up:

Villanova

end

Lebanon Valley
Heilman

Jacobs
Plunkett

.... left tackle

Piersol

Brooks

.... left

guard

Gingrich

left

center

Gault

Halphen^

.... right

guard

Pessalano

right tackle

Toomey
Moynihan

right end

Callaghan
Broderick

Dorsey

quarterback
halfback
right halfback
left

fullback

Wheeler
Elbextl

Fox
Metoxen
Reigel
Gilbert

Singley
Starr
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The Re-awakening
The past football season has seen at Villanova a
revival of spirit and prestige that has been hoped for
and dreamed of, for lo these many years. The days
and months of patient planning have at last borne
fruit and the Blue and White team of '25 can grace!

fully take its place

among

teams of the

True

the other great Villanova

that our team was not
one of football's big attractions; our boys were not
heralded from coast to coast as one of the nation's
wonder teams; we had no paid press agents to
bally-hoo our games.
But the men of Villanova's
1925 team have a much greater and a much more
fundamental claim to greatness, for it is they who
have brought into being Villanova's football Renaispast.

it is,

have been carried out is common knowledge. Harry
Stuhldreher as coach of the Villanova team has
proven his worth most conclusively. His manner
of handling the squad and obtaining results leaves
nothing to be desired. The Alumni has been most
generous and loyal in their support and their splendid attendance at all the games proves beyond a
shadow of doubt, their interest and good-will. Certainly, too much praise cannot be given the "Grads"

and they are responsible in a very large sense for
the success of the past season.
Now that we are engaged in distributing praise

we would mention one man on
has contributed very directly and

and placing

credit,

the campus

who

awakening that will
eventually carry Villanova to the football heights.
In a movement so profound and deep-seated, a
record of games won or lost is purely incidental.
sance, and

it

is

precisely this

A

change of such magnitude overshadows and
dwarfs the record of a single season for the simple
reason that the spirit that has been reborn this year
continue to make itself felt long after the
present generation of students have quitted these
precincts. It has been our privilege to speak to several members of the Alumni who dropped in for
flying visits and the "old boys" have been in turn
amazed and delighted at the splendid new spirit
that has taken hold at Villanova. Ever since 1915
when the Big Blue set the football world by the ears
with a wonderful victory over the Army, Villanova's
will

To one accustomed
dark years of disappointment, this new
atmosphere born of a splendid fighting team and a
great loyal student body is a thing of wonderment
and joy.
If one is inclined to seek after the causes of
things, his search would not take him far afield. It
all goes back to a little group of the Alumni who
put their heads together this time a year ago and decided on a few heroic measures. The first of these
was to secure the services of a capable coach and the
second, to stir up interest and solicit the support of
How well these, her projects.
the general Alumni.
football fortunes have slumped.
to those long

Asst.

Coach Edward Hunsinger
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materially to the team's success, and that man is
Assistant Coach Ed. Hunsinger. Ed, being an assistant coach, is much like the Vice-President of
these United States
a hidden personage.
He per-

LEBANONS HOLDS VILLANOVA TO

forms a multiplicity of duties and performs them
well, though his work never gets into the head lines.
He grooms the ''Wild Cats," as he affectionately
terms his Scrubs he is Varsity line coach and chief
scout.
A more amiable, good-natured and modest
chap would be hard to find. He has won for himself, and deservedly, too, a high place in the hearts

Catholic U., the Villanovans staged a brilliant comeback against Lebanon Valley at Shike Park on Oct.

Blue and White Plays Good Ball on

—

;

The Villanovan takes this occasion to thank Ed. Hunsinger for his splendid, unof the student body.

Wet

6-6

TIE

Field

After two defeats at the hands of Dickinson and

The brand of football that trounced Rutgers
and Loyola was much in evidence in this, the fifth
24.

game

of the season.

show that Lebanon was out-played.
They gained only two first downs to the Main
Statistics

Liners' ten, but a wet field and a stonewall defense

graduate and under "grad" when we say that we
hope he returns to our campus next fall with Harry

shadow of their goal posts, saved them from
The wet field was a real handicap for the
Blue and White, as Stuhldreher's system requires a
The result was a
fast field for proper execution.

Stuhldreher.

6-6 tie.,:

selfish

work and we

voice the sentiments of both

:

Too much praise cannot be given the team

itself

for the splendid showing made.

This year's record,
though incidental to a far-reaching and tremendously important movement, is one of which any team
might well be proud. The schedule was by no means
easy.
Every game was hard fought and contested
to the very end and every victory was the result of
a courageous attack and stubborn defense. Villanova is justly proud of her team. The men who
compose it reflect credit upon the College, not only
by their gentlemanly, sportsmanlike conduct. A
spirit of conscientiousness in training, a spirit of un-

and co-operation towards each other, an
absence of dissension and quarreling, was conspicuous throughout the season. Add to this a splendid
fighting courage and an intense loyalty and devotion
to the College and you have the reason why Villanova is so proud of these men of '25.

selfishness

It would be an injustice not to mention the
Student Body in a retrospect of this kind. Certainly
no team ever received a more loyal or whole-hearted
support than did ours. The backing accorded the
squad was a magnificent outpouring of school spirit
such as has not been seen on our campus for years.
The finest thing that can be said of the student body
is that their spirit refused to die during the dark
days of the October defeats.
It is

and we

Thanksgiving night as we write these
feel that there is

This afternoon

we saw a

much

lines

to be thankful for.

brilliantly fighting Villa-

nova team smash and batter a powerful stubborn
We saw and heard a wildly
cheering student body urging a magnificent team on
We saw hundreds of Alumni
to a brilliant victory.
foe into submission.

come long distances

to witness the vindication of

Villanova's football honor.
fitting

We

climax to a season which

Villanova's football

march

saw,
is

the

in
first

fine,

a

step in

to the football heights.

in the

defeat.

,

.:-,-.

::vO-^v.

The game started with the Villanova second team
opposing Lebanon. Towards the end of the period,
a long pass from Gilbert to Singley netted a touchdown for the visitors. Piersol failed to make the
extra point, his boot going wide of the goal posts.
Stuhldreher rushed in his entire first team and from
then on the game was all Villanova.

On

the second play of the second quarter, Brod-

erick tore off a 40.-yard run that placed the ball on

Lebanon's 28-yard line. Callaghan and Dorsey advanced another ten yards. A diagonal pass from
Moynihan to Dorsey, who caught the ball behind
Lebanon's goal line, put the score at 6-6. Dorsey's
try for point went wide.

Towards the end of the period Villanova again
had the ball within scoring distance. For four downs
Lebanon held on their 3-yard line, showing a wonderful fighting spirit. Again, in the middle of the
final period, Lebanon held for downs within a few
yards of the goal posts.

A

excitement came when, on the next play,
from behind the goal line was fumbled
by Villanova and recovered by Lebanon on Villanova's 35-yard line. The Blue and White defense
held, however, and averted danger.
bit of

Gilbert's punt

The

line-up:

Lebanon Valley

Villanova

end

Heilman

Jacobs
Plunkett

left tackle

Piersol

Brooks

left

guard

Gingrich

left

center

Gault

Halphen

right guard

Pessalano

right tackle

Toomey
Moynihan

right end

Callaghan
Broderick

Dorsey

quarterback
halfback
right halfback
left

fullback

Wheeler
Elbextl

Fox
Metoxen
Reigel
Gilbert

Singley
Starr
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—

—

Referee Gilbert.
Umpire Wilson, Swarthmore. Linesman French.
Time of periods 12
minutes. Touchdowns— Singley, Dorsey.
Substitutions- ^^Ford for Broderick; Kuzco for Moynihan;

—

—

—

Byrnes for Toomey; Snuck for Singley; Wood for
Starr; Nitroner for Reigel; Doulebohn for Piersol.

VARSITY TRIMS

ST. JOHN'S IN TENSE
"^•GAME

Coach Stuhldreher and his team treated the Villanovans to a victory at the expense of St. John's of
Brooklyn. Incidentally, this victory pushes our
average up to the .600 mark.
It was a desperate scoring punch that pushed
the ball over in the last few minutes of play. Villanova, within scoring distance, played with a white
fury that was not to be denied, and the rugged St.
John's line, that had been so hard to penetrate for
three periods, crumbled before the desperate lunges
of the Blue backs.
Whatever else Coach Stuhldreher has taught the
Blue and White warriors, he has instilled in them a
rare spirit which manifests itself in every rush
they are playing a "do or die" brand of football.
For three nerve-racking periods the ball seesawed up and down the field. St. John's got an even
**break", but the strong opposition kept them from
crossing our line. Only once did Villanova enjoy a
"break," but that once was enough to pocket the
game.

McCrady fumbled on his 15-yard line and Villanova recovered. Then our men rose to heights.
Blue and
Broderick
made a terrific stab at left tackle and went through
for 4 yards. Then big Dorsey dove through for
three more. Again our quarterback called on Dorsey
and his somersault made it first down. Kuzco came
through for two more yards.
With goal to go,
Dorsey made a swan dive over the line for the touchdown. His try for point was successful.
Casting aside

all

White resorted

The

trick formations,

the

to elemental line plunges.

line-up:

Villanova (7)

St.

Caufield

Harkins
Milne
Farina

left

end

left tackle
.

left

guard

center

McCoy

right guard

Whelahan

John's (0)

McCrady
Prendergast
Mottey
Gallagher

McLain

right tackle

Plumridge

Mulloy

right end

Kuzco

quarterback
halfback
right halfback

Sokolowski
Mulligan

Callaghan

Ford
Dorsey

left

Score by periods:
Villanova
St. John's

fullback

Thomas
Salemi

Weiss

7—7
0—0

Touchdowns

—

Dorsey. Points after touchdown
(placement kick). Time of periods Four
l5-minute quarters.
Referee John Hennessey,
Brown.
Umpire S. S. Scott, Michigan. Head
linesman Harry Von Kersberg, Harvard. SubstiLamasney for Caufield; Plunkett for Hartutes
kins; Halphen for Milne; Gault for Farina; Brooks
for McCoy; Pessalano for Whelahan; Toomey for
Mulloy; Moynihan for Kuzco; Slane for Ford; Jor-

— Dorsey

—

—

—

—

—

dan for Dorsey Dorsey for Jordan Kuzco for Moy;

;

nihan; Donaghue for Broderick. St. John's— Drum
for McCrady; Fitzgerald for Mulligan Paulonis for
McLain Belot for Prendergast.
;

;

ST. JOE'S GOES UNDER
The annual grid clash between Villanova and

St.

Joseph's resulted in a trouncing for the Crimson and
Gray. The score, 19-3, does not begin to tell the
story. Outweighed and outplayed, the Philadelphia
team fought gamely against what, from the first few
minutes of play, was almost certain defeat. The
Crimson warriors were able to make only three firstdowns, but their stubborn battling kept the game

far from dull.
Displaying a brilliant brand of football, the
Villanova teams gained practically at will.
The
wonderful running of Slane and Ford and the terrific line-plunging of Dorsey were too much for the
light St. Joe's eleven.

As usual, the fracas started with the Blue seconds on the field. On the kick-off, Villanova receiving. Ford brought the ball back 40 yards. Then, in
the manner of a "Red" Grange, he romped through
the Crimson defense. A fumble within scoring distance cost Villanova the ball and delayed the first
tally.
A few minutes lates Bolger scored around
right end from St. Joe's 5-yard line. Try for point
was gained on an off-side by St. Joe's.
In the second quarter, Oakes intercepted a pass
for the Crimson. On two aerial plays they advanced
the ball to Villanova's 7-yard line. Line plays failing, Mustovoy lifted a drop-kick over the bar for St.
Joe's lone tally. Score 7-3.
The second half, with Stuhldreher's first combination facing the already battered Crimson, was
Slane's running and Dorsey's plungall Villanova.
ing were the features of the half. A line smash by
Dorsey in the third quarter netted Villanova their
second score. Try for point was unsuccessful.
In the final period, the Blue scored from midDorsey, Donahue and
field on four successive plays.
Slane carried the ball to the 10-yard line. Dorsey
For
hit the line for 10 yards and the final tally.
the remainder of the period, the Blue third team
held St. Joe's. Donahue, third string back, ran 40
yards to carry the ball over, but was called back on
a penalty for backfield action.

The

score

was

19-3.
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The lineup
Villanova

Joseph's

St.

Lomasney. .....,:.
Plunkett... ...;.

end

Henry
...;... Dougherty
Brooks...... ...... left guard ,;>..:.;. .Donahue
Gault. ........... V center ....;..,. .Desmond
Halphen. ...... ,; right guard .. ;..,..'. Cooney
Pessalano. ....;. .right tackle .,..,.. :.Leichner
Toomey.. ....... ... right end ..;....... .Reckner
Moynihan
...
quarterback
Mostovoy
Slane
left quarterback
Kalen
Donahue........ right halfback .;
.v.Murphy
Dorsey
fullback
....... .Oakes.
.

.

left

left tackle

.

.

high battle not alone, but with every son of Villanova rooting and fighting for them.

That the rally was a success was manifested the
following Saturday at Lehigh when Villanova came
out on the long end of a 6-0 score, with practically
1
the entire student body present at the game.
>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Touchdowns Dorsey, 2; Bolger. Goal after
touchdown Dorsey. Field goal Mostovoy.

—

—

—

Villanova Jacobs for Lomasney,
Jordan for Bolger, Snyder for McCoy, Kuczo for
Moynihan, Farina for Gault, Fay for Kuczo, Molloy
for Toomey, MacKelvey for Pessalano. St. Joseph's
Gannon for Henry, O'Malley for Cooney, Deeneen
for Kalen, Branka for Reckner, Doyle for Branka.
Referee H. E. Van Surdan, Wesleyan. Umpire
L. Wilson, Swarthmore. Head linesman
Davidson,
Penn. Time of periods 15 minutes.
Substitutions

:

—

—

—

—

STUHLDREHER AND HUNSINGER
ENLIVEN RALLY
The "pep" meeting, held on the Thursday
evening before the Lehigh-Villanova game.
Rally
towered high above heights attained in
Villanova rallies for a number of years. No
greater spirit of loyalty, no greater outward manifestation of support given to a Villanova team, was
ever more conspicuous in the history of Villanova.
Perhaps there have been as great, but none greater.
Coaches Stuhldreher and Hunsinger and memThat
"Pep"

bers of the football squad, as guests, were seated
on the stage.

Rev. Fr. McGuire was the chairman of the eveThe other speakers were Dr. Hickey, 0. S. A.,
Coaches Stuhldreher and Hunsinger, Professor McGeehan, Fr. Fink, Fr. O'Leary and Captain Callaghan. They spoke on varied topics, but all pleaded
for the co-operation and support of the student
body.
Coach Stuhldreher, in praising the work of the
college band, expressed his appreciation to its director, Fr. Fink. Dr. Hickey, the principal speaker
ning.

of the

evening,

officially

and publicly announced

work

VILLANOVA,

Only once was our goal

of the

hundred present was overwhelmingly spirited
and accorded to the members of the football squad
and coaches assurance that they would enter the Lesix

in danger, but the fight^

ing spirit of the second combination held for downs
on the one-yard line. Twice the Wendell-coached

machine made rabbit-like sprints for first downs,
but their rallies were stopped by our alert backs,
who intercepted forward passes. At all other times
the Lehigh team fought in vain.

The high wind gave much trouble to the punters
and safety men. A brainy play by Kuzco, who directed the second team during the first quarter, is
worthy of note. Villanova was in possession of the
ball on her own two-yard line. There was about one
minute left in the first quarter and the wind was
against our team. Ordinarily, a punt would have
been called for, but it would have lost its effectiveness with such a high wind. Instead, Kuzco called
for three line bucks that took up the remaining minute.
The period ended and goals were changed. On
the next play Dorsey punted for seventy yards with
the wind.
Twice the Lehigh line was crossed, but
once the ball was brought back because of backfield
in action.

Slane, the side-stepping, zigzagging, fleet-of-foot

halfback, took the ball over for the great touchdown

On an off-tackle play he broke
in the third frame.
through the line, reversed his field, and crossed
without being touched.

An abundance

of forward passes made the game
Brown
and White team completed sevtense.
The
eral, but they couldn't find the ball when Moynihan

and Slane tossed

it

for long and frequent gains.

Lineup
Lehigh
Cannon.

left

end

Villanova
Jacobs

Cresswell.

left tackle

Whelehan

Wilson.
Cheel

left

guard

Brooks
Farina

Crane.

The cheering

LEHIGH,

over the strong Lehigh team.

Littell

ination of the speech-making.

;

This score does not indicate the supremacy of

Head

of both

6

Villanova's bullet-like attack and stonewall defense

Coach Stuhldreher and Assistant Coach Hunsinger.
Organized cheering was commenced at the term-

Villanova's appreciation for the

25

.

center
.

.

.

.

.

Merrill.

.

.

Lewins
Stephens
Raleighj

O'Callaghan

right guard

McCoy

right tackle

Harkins
Malloy

right end
quarterbcak
left halfback
right halfback
fullback

Broderick

Kuczo
Callaghan
Dorsey
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Referee

—Carl

Reed,

John Trimble, Dubuque.

Springfield.

Umpire-

Head linesman—J. Dou-

—

Touchdown— Slane. Substitutions For Lehigh Hess for Raleigh, Yeager for Creswell, School
for Crane, Simes for O'Callaghan, Hand for Mul-

thett.

:

Burke fori Merrill, Merrill for Yeager,Thumm
for SchoU, Crane for Wilson, Martin for Cannon*
Hess for Ford, Smith' for Cheel. Villanova: Gault
for Farina, Monahan for Kuczo, Jordan for Dorsey,
Bolger for Callaghan, Toomey for Malloy, Loman-

laney,

sey for Jacobs, Slane for Broderick, Plunkett for
Harkins, Pessalano for Whelehan, Milne for Brooks,

Halpen for McCoy, Dorsey for Jordan, Donahue for
Bolger.

Time

of periods

VILLANOVA,

—15 minutes.

23;

In the second period Toomey picked off Slane's long
forward, which put the ball on the Allentowner's
1-yard line. Jordan smashed through and kicked
the point himself.

Broderick came back in the game in the second
An end run after the kick-off brought the ball
to Muhlenberg's 45-yard line. Then Moynihan threw
a long forward. Broderick took it on the 20-yard
line and had a clear field, not a man being near him
to prevent a touchdown. Once again Slane did his
stuff and the score was 23 to 7.
half.

Villanova, keen on wiping out the stinging defeat

was relentless in its attack. First a
would send Broderick through tackle. Then
Slane would shoot his pass to Moynihan. It was a
combination attack, switched from one side of the
line to the other, and the locals could not figure it
out. It netted 16 first downs.
of last year,
shift

MUHLENBERG,

9

was brought to a brilclimax by the clean-cut defeat of her timehonored foe in Allentown. After the first five minutes of play the outcome was never in doubt. The
highly touted Borelli, one of the East's leading
scorers, was stopped dead in his tracks. Mr. Borelli
proved a very tame wild man in the hands of the
Villanova's football season

liant

The game was witnessed by the
crowd ever attending a

colorful

Allentown. When the
estimated at 15,000.

The

Villanova boys.

lineup:

Whelehan

resistance of Villanova.

Malloy

Stuhldreher started his

was against these that Greenburg made his sensational thrust, running from his
35-yard line for a touchdown. A moment later
Villanova was in a position which permitted Broderick to use his trusty toe. He booted the ball from
it

his 50-yard line for

nova's

first score.

a

beautiful

Then

Borelli

goal,

Villa-

into the

game

field

came

and Stuhldreher sent in his first string. From then
on it was a lost cause for Muhlenberg.
Borelli fumbled on the Villanova's 35-yard line.
Moynihan grabbed up the ball and streaked 65 yards
for a touchdown.
Slane missed the try for point.

Muhlenberg

Jacobs

left

Hawkins.;
Brooks.

most

game in
crowd was

started the

Villanova

Muhlenberg expected to win and was tragically
unprepared to meet the shifting attack of Harry
Stuhldreher's squad.
But for an off-side play,
Villanova might have had another touchdown,
Broderick, the hero of the game, being recalled after
he had crossed the home team's goal line.
Muhlenberg had no offense against the stonewall
second string and

game

largest and
football

.

.

...

end

........ left tackle .........
.

.

.

....
.

left

guard ....

.

.

.

.

.

....

.

Capello. ............. center

McCoy

.

.

.

Black
Stoudt

Groves
.Rice

McAlpine

right guard

Clark

.... right tackle

right end

Phillips

Kuczo ............ quarterback .......
Broderick
left halfback ....
Callaghan ....... right halfback

Dorsey

.

9

.

Slemmer

.

.Dickert

Clymer
Greenburg

fullback

Villanova

.

7

7

0—23

2—9
Muhlenberg
7
Touchdowns Greenburg, Jordan, Broderick,
Moynihan.
Points after touchdown Slemmer,

—

—

—

Jordan.
Field goal Broderick. Safety
Moynihan. Referee Gilbert, Williamson. Umpire
Linesman A. G. Maxwell,
Raby, Gettysburg.
Slane,

—

Brown.

^^
;^

—

—
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Speaking of Basketball

Coach
The outlook

is

decidedly bright especially

c^'Tlike

when

one considers that Mike Saxe is again directing the
basketball destinies of the Blue and White. Michael
at times can make Gil Dobie look like an optimist.

But despite his doleful predictions, we firmly believe
that he will present Villanova with another polished,
highly-geared scoring quintet. With five veterans

—

them letter men from last year and a
wealth of new material, the 1925-26 season should
be even more brilliant than last year's.
"Doc" Jacobs, captain and center Joe Barry and
Joe Sheenan, our flashy guards of last year, are again
on the floor. Lolos and Leary, with a year's experithree of

;

Saxe

ence under "Mike's" tutelage, ought to develop
nicely.
Besides these a squad of about fifteen new
men should furnish sufficient material to fill the
gaps made by graduation.
^ ^
The schedule, though still incomplete, will include not more than eighteen or nineteen games.
Among our opponents, the strongest is Cornell,
whom we play on the northern trip. This trip will
also include St. Bonaventure, Niagara and Canisius.
St. John's, the only team to defeat the Blue warriors
last year, is again booked for two games, as it our
ancient rival, Muhlenberg.

The schedule:

—
—
January 7th—
John's
January 13th— Cornell
January 14th—
Bonaventure
January 15th— Niagara
January 16th — Canisius
January 18th—Drexel
January 23rd— Albright
February 6th— Muhlenberg
February 8th—Lebanon Valley
February 10th—Temple
February 12th —
John's
February 18th—
Joseph's
February 27th—Muhlenberg
March
6th— Crescent A. C
St.

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

St.

Neutral

December 8th Philadelphia Textile
^^ December 11th Philadelphia Osteopath
*

St.

St.

:

Home
Away

V ILL AND V

THE
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Referee

—Carl

Reed,

John Trimble, Dubuque.

Touchdown

thett.

Springfield.

—Slane.

Umpire

— DouSubstitutions — For Le-

Head linesman

J.

high: Hess for Raleigh, Yeager for Creswell, School
for Crane, Simes for O'Callaghan, Hand for Mul-

Burke for Merrill, Merrill for Yeager,Thumm
for Scholl, Crane for Wilson, Martin for Cannon,
Hess for Ford, Smith for Cheel. Villanova: Gault
laney,

Monahan for Kuczo, Jordan for Dorsey,
Bolger for Callaghan, Toomey for Malloy, Lomansey for Jacobs, Slane for Broderick, Plunkett for
Harkins, Pessalano for Whelehan, Milne for Brooks,
Halpen for McCoy, Dorsey for Jordan, Donahue for

for Farina,

Bolger.

Time

of

periods— 15 minutes.

VILLANOVA,

23;

Toomey picked off Slane's long
forward, which put the ball on the Allentowner's
1-yard line.
Jordan smashed through and kicked
In the second period

the point himself.

Broderick came back in the game in the second
An end run after the kick-off brought the ball
to Muhlenberg's 45-yard line. Then Moynihan threw
a long forward. Broderick took it on the 20-yard
line and had a clear field, not a man being near him
to prevent a touchdown.
Once again Slane did his
stuff and the score was 23 to 7.
half.

Villanova, keen on wiping out the stinging defeat

was relentless in its attack. First a
would send Broderick through tackle. Then
Slane would shoot his pass to Moynihan. It was a
combination attack, switched from one side of the
line to the other, and the locals could not figure it
out. It netted 16 first downs.

of last year,
shift

MUHLENBERG,

9

was brought to a brilby the clean-cut defeat of her timehonored foe in Allentown. After the first five minutes of play the outcome was never in doubt. The
highly touted Borelli, one of the East's leading
scorers, was stopped dead in his tracks. Mr. Borelli
proved a very tame wild man in the hands of the
Villanova's football season

liant climax

The game was witnessed by the largest and most
crowd ever attending a football game in
Allentown. When the game started the crowd was

colorful

estimated at 15,000.
'':.;/:

Villanova boys.

Muhlenberg expected to win and was tragically
unprepared to meet the shifting attack of Harry
Stuhldreher's squad.
But for an off-side play,
Villanova might have had another touchdown,
Broderick, the hero of the game, being recalled after
he had crossed the home team's goal line.
Muhlenberg had no ofi'ense against the stonewall
resistance of

Villanova.

burg made

his

Stuhldreher started his

was against these that Greensensational thrust, running from his

second string and

it

35-yard line for a touchdown. A moment later
Villanova was in a position which permitted Broderick to use his trusty toe. He booted the ball from
his 50-yard line for a beautiful field goal, Villanova's

first score.

Then

Borelli

came

into the

game

in his first string.
From then
cause for Muhlenberg.
Borelli fumbled on the Villanova's 35-yard line.
Moynihan grabbed up the ball and streaked 65 yards
for a touchdown.
Slane missed the try for point.

and Stuhldreher sent
on

it

was a

lost

AN

The lineup;
Villanova

•;.

'>,-

Muhlenberg

i:

Jacobs. .... .....

.

.

left

.

end ....

Hawkins

left tackle

Brooks

left

Capello

center
right guard

Whelehan

right tackle

Malloy

right end

Kuczo

quarterback
halfback
right halfback

Muhlenberg

..... .Black

Stoudt
Groves

guard

McCoy

Broderick
Callaghan
Dorsey
Villanova

....

Rice

McAlpine
Clark
Phillips

Slemmer
Dickert

left

Clymer
Greenburg

fullback
9
7

7

7

0—23

2—9

— Greenburg, Jordan, Broderick,
touchdown — Slemmer,
Points
after
Moynihan.
Field goal — Broderick.
Safety
Slane, Jordan.
Moynihan. Referee — Gilbert, Williamson. Umpire
—Raby, Gettysburg. Linesman—A. G. Maxwell,
Touchdowns

Brown.

M
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Speaking of Basketball

Coach
The outlook

is

decidedly bright especially

cTVlike

when

one considers that Mike Saxe is again directing the
basketball destinies of the Blue and White. Michael
at times can make Gil Dobie look like an optimist.

But despite

his doleful predictions,

we

firmly believe

that he will present Villanova with another polished,

highly-geared scoring quintet. With

veterans
year and a
wealth of new material, the 1925-26 season should
be even more brilliant than last year's.
"Doc" Jacobs, captain and center Joe Barry and
Joe Sheenan, our flashy guards of last year, are again
on the floor. Lolos and Leary, with a year's experithree of

them

letter

men from

five

—

last

;

Saxe

ence under "Mike's" tutelage, ought to develop
nicely.
Besides these a sciuad of about fifteen new
men should furnish sufficient material to fill the

gaps made by graduation.
The. schedule, though still incomplete, will include not more than eighteen or nineteen games.

Among our opponents, the strongest is
whom we i^lay on the northern trip. This
also include St.
St. John's, the

last year, is

Bonaventure, Niagara and Canisius.

only team to defeat the Blue warriors

again booked for two games, as

ancient rival. Muhlenberg.

The schedule

— Philadelphia Textile
Decembei- 11th — Philadelphia Osteopatii
January 7th —
John's
January 18th —
December 8th

St.

Coi-nell

January 14th— St. Bonaventure

— Niagara
— Canisius
January 18th — Drexel
January 23rd — Albright
February 6th — Muhlenberg
February 8th — Lebanon Valley
February 10th — Temple
February 12th —
John's
January 15th

January 16th

St.

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

February 18th— St. Joseph's

Neutral

— Muhlenberg
6th — Crescent A.

Home
Awav

February 27th

March

C

Cornell,
trip will

it

our
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Tom Moore

Partaking of the spirit of Christmas, the Staff
of the Villanovan finds it proper to give to the following these very substantial presents:

—

.

—

—

Student Council Plenty of courage.
President of Juniors The next dance.
President of Sophs Two hundred and fifty-our
Frosh.
New York Club A dictionary.
Wilkes-Barre Club A coal strike.
Lawrence Club A more beautiful Spicket.
Prof. McGeehan
A three hundred and sixty-five
day year in athletics.
Harry Stuhldreher Everything within our power.
Edward Huntsinger Eleven more "Wild Cats."
Mike Saxe An undefeated season.
James Meredith A fast track and all good days.
Jim Callahan A pedestal in the Hall of Fame.
Doc Jacobs Three more horsemen and a stable boy.
Joe Connell The championship 1926 College team.
Duke Phelan A few Nurmies.
Zimmerman A reducing belt.
Jimmie Hartnett Twin beds.

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Maloney— A detective
look after
jewelry.
Dick Moynihan — More arguments with Hartnett.
Ed. Cotter — Three mirrors.
Charles O'Brien — Two parrots and some common
sense.
Jimmy GrifRn — A pair of arch supporters.
Joe Kenny — A back brace for dancing.
Red Brady — Some new vocal chords.
Bill

to

Bell

Telephone Company.

—A mouse
Stacker Cahill — All the inside
John Doughten— A new laugh.
Reds McCool — John Wanamaker's credit system.
John Conlon — A punching bag.
Ryan — Ten bass drum
Harold Rodgers — A few tricks with the baton.
pumps.
The Band — Individual
"Cop" Loughran — A steady
Fred Codding— A round
for Atlantic
Pat McClafferty— A carload of Red Man.
Jim Phelan — Another box of
Lou Memminger — A
of hair
John McAnaney— A
"Dick" Higgins — Chief Maloney
Charles Dever— A season
Chuck Cummings — A pair of
Flynn — A week-end.
—A box of
Harry
Tommy Crane— Plenty of strike
The waiters— Roller
trap.

plays.

—

To the President A greater Villanova and success
in his new office.
To the Vice-President Continued popularity.
Faculty— A million German Marks.
The Deans Justice seasoned with mercy.
The Prefects Stop watches for lights.
The President of Senior Class A gavel.

—
—

—

The
"Heavy" Farina

his

lessons.

Bill

'

air

beat.

trip

City.

ticket

:,:

pills.

bottle

tonic.

sailor suit.

's

job.

ticket.

stilts.

Bill

Griffith

cigars.

outs.

skates.

The Villanovans— "How I Made Good," by Paul
Whitman.
The P. & W.— A timetable.
Bryn Mawr Local Belles Not a thing impossible.
The Ford Cars A warm home for winter.

—
—
Jack Murphy— California top for the Chev.
year's
Bryn Mawr Theatre — Some of
papers.
Foreign Legion— Naturalization
Tom Finney— A few songs write parodies
The boys of Alumni Hall — A square
The boys of the New Dorm. — Lights.
The boys of Monastery Wing— An
College Wing— Plenty of
The boys
The Freshman — Everything we have missed.
;

pictures.

last

to

deal.

elevator.

in

heat.

for.
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"The Owl"— Best wishes for

success.

—Permissions.
Steve Callahan—A pair of running shoes.
Louise Zazzali — Red
Johnnie Flynn— A box of pep every morning.
Tom Cahill — A room.
Duke DuPaul— Mustache wax.
Dick Sullivan—A book on Spiritism.
Lefty Lamond — Care for
pitching arm.
Rocco Castanzo— The daily dozen.
Al Harrahy

hair.

his

Red Byrne— A reserved seat in the back row.
Jim O'Neil— A private tutor.
Bill Ehmer—A History of the World War.
Andy Mulloy— Position as Threatical Critic.
John Hoffmeister

—A

student's bag.

McGinley— A blackjack.
John Rowe A typewriter and carbon

;

Charles

—
—
—
—
—
—
Joe Veluzzi — More

sheets.

John Daley A megaphone.
Henry Snyder A hitching post.
John Jones A new pipe.
James Toland A chauffeur.
John Driscoll Office as mayor of Bryn Mawr.
classes.

Vincent Micari— Another pair of knickers, and low
•' cuts.'

Mat

;,'
,.;V;

— Dust pan and broom.
—A band instrument.

Oberholtzer

Clete Sever

29

—No arguments.
—A Smokeless
Hogan— Some
come
mustache
make
Joe Green— Zip for
Wilbur Smith — The inside of the track.
Ed. Dansavitch — A sure
for the
Paul Rombout— A
"Bat" Ward — Utopian quietness.
Joe Bedard—Two dozen new Victrola records.
Phi Kappa Pi — More dances.
Lambda Kappa Delta— Ethical problems.
Epsilon Phi Theta— A love for the
Harp McDonald

Bill

Hally

City.

old clothes.

Bill

to

his

it

out.

date.

taste

artistic.

Classics.

—

Louis Beegy^ Perfect repetition.
Chas. Buffalino—-A rubber-neck wagon.
Chas. Welsh— Success behind the footlights.
Thomas Coyle Perfect syncopation.
Bill, the Fireman
^A ton of coal.
B. & G.— Some pressing engagements.
The Pie Shop A bottomless well of milk.
The Library A shelf of Latin ponies.
The Bookroom Finger prints and photographs of
all Frosh.

—

—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

The Barber Shop Silent barbers.
To the Advertisers Plenty of business.
To the Subscribers Our sincere thanks.
To the Student Body A happy vacation.
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P1JNTB2
The tArt

of

Modern Dancing

(Help to the Uninitiated)

At this time, when the Senior Prom is so
eminently in the foreground, it seems most appropriate to print this article on the art of dancing.
Those of our readers who follow the advice given
herein will be assured of being the talk of the affair,
especially since the instructor comes from no other
than the White Haven Academy.
Veiling your ignorance with masterful look of
determination, do not hesitate to saunter
boldly over to the best little stepper in the hall and

grim

ask her for the first dance. She may possibly be
surprised, but she will no doubt rise to the occasion with a smile.

As she

wilts gracefully into your arms, seize her

gently, if possible, but firmly, at all costs and, pro-

pelling her along in front of you, stroll leisurely

Your training here will assert
and, as a result of long practice in wandering
aimlessly around the corridors between classes, you
will automatically drop into the well known "Walk
When you become fatigued with the
Collegian."
exerting of pushing the girl around, merely reverse
across the hall.
itself,

your direction and

let her push you.
In any case,
a zigzag course is the most effective to pursue it
enables you to meet everyone in the hall more or less

—

informally.

Assume your best air of nonchalance and keep up
a steady conversation about all the dances you have

Trains ran by

And no one

all

evening

attended lately. It is most effective, also, to enter
upon a lengthy but modest account of the numerous
prizes you have received for your prowess as an exhibition dancer. Interrupt yourself at frequent intervals in order to whistle debonairly, keeping just
far enough ahead of the orchestra to show that you
know the tune. This will make a big hit^with the
girl and will help her to keep her mind off your
dancing.
When you bump into a couple, look the offending
man straight in the eye and sneer contemptuously.

He

will apologize.

Make constant disparaging remarks about
orchestra. This will help your case when you

"Everything Is Hotsy Totsy"
you mistook it for
"Pal of My Cradle Days."
Should you, by any chance, tread on your part-

trotting to a waltz.

was being played

so badly that

ner's toes once or twice, smile condescendingly at

her and assure her that you did not mind in the least
is improving every minute.
Make her feel your superiority, but don't be too
harsh with the poor girl. As you escort her back to
her seat at the end of the dance, put her at her ease
by promising that if you can possibly manage it you
will favor her with another dance before the evening is over. She will probably swoon with delight.

—she

By He Who Knows.

:

"I

was

bitten

by a Ford snake

today."
r

But when the dance was over
It was to make the two- thirty or

Prof.:
die (P.

& W.)

dis-

cover after the fifth encore that you have been fox-

Zoology Student

uttered a sigh;

the

Z. P.

:

"What kind?"
"A rattler."
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School Teacher: "Willie, do you know what becomes of boys who use bad language when they're

playing marbles?"
Willie: "Yes, miss.

They grow up and play

golf."— Clipped.
Preston 5705-W

Rastus was proudly sporting a new shirt, when a
friend asked: "Boy, how many yards does it take
for a shirt like that?"

Rastus replied: "Say, man, ah got three shirts
outa one yard last night."

like this

Preston 2248-J

Johnny
til

they

(at poultry

show)

:

"Ma,

let's

stay un-

the animals out."

let

Mother "They don't let them out, dear."
Johnny: "Yes, they do. Ma, 'cause last night I
heard Pa tell Uncle Bill that they would stay around
after the show and pick up a couple of chickens,"—
:

Exchange.

—

Baring 0100

—

t

School Teacher (to boys) "Now, all who desire
go to heaven when they die, stand up!"
Little Frankie remained seated.
Don't you want to go
Teacher "Why, Frankie
:

to

:

there

!

to1"^y^-^y:--''^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Frankie: "Yes, ma'm; but not
going."

if

that bunch

is

<

——Locust

3200

Between the Halves
Five hundred and twenty-seven girls at Bryn
Mawr and Wellesley do not wear Paris Garters.
Sherwood 4779

-0-

"My husband

is

good to his employees."

"Is he?"

"Yes. He came home last night all tired out,
poor fellow, and I heard him murmur in his sleep:
'Jim, I raise you ten.' And business is so dull, too."
Exchange.

—

^¥>

,^

Baring 0913

Mother: "Jimmie, what would you
Cousin

Tim

like to give

for his birthday?"

Jimmie:

"I

know; but I'm not big enough!"
Walnut 8600

"I am in love with a very plain
while a pretty girl with lots of money wishes to
marry me. What shall I do?"
Answer "Marry the girl you love, by all means,
and send me the name and address of the other."

Dear Editor:

girl,

:

Diamond 5741-W

A

woman

elbowed her way through the
crowd, jabbing first one person and then another.
Finally she gave one nearby man an unusually hard
fat

thump, and said:
"Say, does

it

make any

difference which car

take to Greenwood Cemetery?"
"Not to me, madam," he said.

—Exchange.

I

A Bum

Christmas
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School Teacher: "Willie, do you know what becomes of boys who use bad language when they're
playing marbles?"
Willie: "Yes, miss.
They grow up and play
golf."— Clipped.

Preston 5705-W

Rastus was proudly sporting a new shirt, when a
friend asked: "Boy, how many yards does it take
for a shirt like that?"
Rastus replied: "Say, man, ah got three shirts
like this outa one yard last night."
.;:,..>;...;.,.

Johnny
til

they

let

Preston 2248-J ^^"';;7;;,:,

(at poultry

show)

:

"Ma,

let's

stay un-

the animals out."

Mother: "They don't let them out, dear."
Johnny: "Yes, they do, Ma, 'cause last night I
heard Pa tell Uncle Bill that they would stay around
after the show and pick up a couple of chickens."—
Exchang'e.

Baring 0100
School Teacher (to boys) "Now, all who desire
heaven when they die, stand up!"
:

to go to

Frankie remained seated.
Teacher: "Why, Frankie! Don't you want to go
Little

there to?"

Frankie: "Yes, ma'm; but not

if

that bunch

is

going."

Locust 3200

Between the Halves
Five hundred and twenty-seven girls at Bryn
Wellesley do not wear Paris Garters.

-0-

"My husband

is

good

Mawr and

to his employees."

Sherwood 4779

"Is he?"

"Yes.

He came home

poor fellow, and
'Jim,

I

I

raise you ten.'

— Exchange.

last night all tired out,

heard him

And

murmur

business

is

in his sleep:

so dull, too."

Baring 0913
Mother: "Jimmie, what would you
Cousin

Tim

like to give

for his birthday?"

Jimmie:

"I

know; but I'm not big enough!"
Walnut 8600

"I am in love with a very plain
while a pretty girl with lots of money wishes to
marry me. What shall I do?"
Answer "Marry the girl you love, by all means,
and send me the name and address of the other."

Dear Editor:

girl,

:

^— Diamond 5741-W

A

woman

elbowed her way through the
crowd, jabbing first one person and then another.
Finally she gave one nearby man an unusually hard
thump, and said:
"Say, does it make any difference which car I
take to Greenwood Cemetery?"
"Not to me, madam," he said. Exchange.
fat

—

A Bum

Christmas

4
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The Sunken Ship
o

Red Grange was not the founder of the International Grange.

Belmont 2282-W
Father (after listening to the bragging of his
son about his success in college) "If you can tell
me of one thing you can't do, I'll guarantee to do it."
Son "Fine. I can't pay my bill."
:

:

Victor 7592

"Why

are you crying, young man?"
"I drank some cider
now I can't find

Capt. Cheek, of Harvard, does not use cosmetics.

—

home."

—

"Well, you musn't take

it

so hard."

Appropriate

A minister

preached a strong sermon on temperance one Sunday morning, telling his congregation
that if he had the authority he would pour all strong
drink into the river.

—

We

Gather at

no way related

to Cook's

was "Shall

818-R

The first casualty of the year was reported durFreshman week. When the Chapel song books
were distributed, one of the boys passed out when
he was told there was no fee charged.
Bryn Mawr 1102
ing

Woodlawn 8665-J

And the closing hymn
the River."
Exchange.

—— Cynwyd

my way

Locust 4000
Al Kruez, of Penn,

is

Tours.

Lansdowne 473-W
took the girls from Ireland to show Bryn
Mawr how hockey should be played. In plain words,
Ireland whitewashed Bryn Mawr.
It

Nutley 886-J

Our idea of a soft job is to play a piano in Philadelphia at the movies on Sunday.

Cynwyd
Priscilla: "All

my

1130-J

ancestors were Puritans."

Miles: "All mine were Democrats, and so

Kensington 4580

We

wonder what "Simon Called Peter?"

am

I."

M.ir

"Give Your Letter to Santy, Willie"
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Drug Clerk "Did you
moth ball I sold you?"
:

Student: "No,

kill

any moths with those

tried for

I

three hours, but

I

couldn't hit one."

Locust 3506
First Frosh

:

"Got caught cutting the campus

to-

day."

Second Frosh: "Any danger

of

flunking

the

course?"

Some

people

Wayne 615
are so dumb that

they think a pig

pen writes.
Brookline 0683

"I'm from Vermont."
Frank: "Where are your suspenders?"

Albert

:

:

-—— Lansdowne 1584-J
^

"Who's the Speaker of the House?" roared the
prof during an oral exam.
"Mother," responded the meek-looking frosh in

political science

the corner seat."

—

Spruce 1186

Stude: "I don't like some of these flies."
Indignant Waiter: "Well, pick out the ones you
don't like and

I will kill

them for you."

Rittenhouse 6726

—

The height of foolishness a man with a cork
commit suicide by jumping into the

leg trying to

Strongfort Supporting His Family

river.

Locust 3869

Anne, Note This
Donohoe: "I showered my girl with presbut it ain't gonna rain no more."

Bill

ents,

Conshohocken 76-W

He: "I'm from where they make 'He Men.'
She: "I'm from Missouri."
Narberth 2262X'j Kenney "I had to shoot my dog today."

"

didn't

seem any too

not descended

mam;

I'm a college graduate.

Ardmore 2259

from the John Smiths

"Gimme

Rittenhouse 496

Touch"

in

You Love

June, and then lose that school boy

complexion.
Villanova 333-M

she drink?"
Jack: "It has been rumored that she was logged
at the

Navy Hop.
Narberth 528-W

Life

is

But don't Buck Nell.
Lansdowne 1230

-—

Tom: "Does

a good magazine, but Judge for yourself.

—-

You can fight with Mary,
You can quarrel with Sue
You can wrestle with Annie,

Ardmore 1411
to

a coke."

Flynn: "With pleasure!"
Slane: "No, with lemon."

of Virginia.

All Seniors hope to handle the "Skin

France?"

Are you a bricklayer?

Slane:

is

in

part.

Villanova 568-J

well

Norristown 1035-J

Smith

do they neck

They skip that

If Johns Hopkins did Haverford, what would
%
Delaware?

pleased."

Al.

:

Cynwyd 1148

"Was he mad?"

Seaver:

"How

No,

:

Kenney: "Well, he

First Frosh.:

Second Frosh.

Frosh: "Do you smoke tobacco in your pipe?"
Soph " Jever hear of any one smoking anything
:

but tobacco?"

Frosh: "Well,
hams."

I

have

an

uncle

who smokes

THE VILLANOVAN
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Loughran: "That man

is linked with crime."
so?"
"He's one of the chain gang."

"How

Kasel:

Loughran

:

Cynwyd

41-J

Drug Store "Give me

Little Girl in

:

a package of

sin sins."

Clerk: "Heard you the

time."

first

Bryn Mawr 1000

From newspaper
wonder

they are

if

after the Chicago

we are beginning

reports
still

to

trying to stop the looting

fire.

Locust 9024

We know
Parisienne

is

a girl so

dumb

La Vie

she thinks

a dressmaker.
Clifton Hts. 1739-J

"What

are you going to do

when you

get out in

the cold world?"
"I'll

be an ice man."

Bryn Mawr 579
Grandpa

sold his raincoat.

Grandma asked, "What for?"
Then grandpa grabbed his uke and
ain't gon'a rain

Christmas

played: "It

Darkest Africa

no more."

Diamond 6317-J

Kirwin: "The difference between the

Frosh: "Oh, look at the squirrel on the fire escape !"
Soph "Yeah probably trying to chew the nuts
off a bolt."

—

:

in

—— Bryn Mawr

1183

driver and the collegian

is

civilian

that the civilian toots his

horn incessantly, while the collegian philosophically
takes his smash."

—— Bryn Mawr

—

254-J

Duff ey "I know a co-ed so dumb that she thinks
a head-linesman is a newspaper man."
:

Smile and the world smiles with you,
Kick and you kick alone
But the cheerful grin will let you in
Wherever you may go.

Ardmore 1157-W

Mow: "What

Wayne 706-W
Son:

have you

in the

way

of vanishing

cream?"
Clerk:

"Two

quarts of sour milk."

"Mamma, why

are you baking that cake?"
Mamma "I'm going to send it to the orphanage."
Son: "Mamma, doesn't charity begin at home?"

Germantown 6492

:

Lansdowne 1313

When

the water boils

away

it

will

Professor:
in

my

"What do you mean by chewing gum
way?"

class that

*•

Callaghan: "Well, I'm only an amachewer,

be mist, sighed

Germantown 6738

the tea kettle sadly.

Adam! Quick! The baby

Gladstone 2421

sir."

just swallowed a safety

pin!

Flea (to elephant getting
shove me, big boy."

off the

ark)

:

"Don't

And Adam laughed and laughed, for
safety pins hadn't been invented yet.

-

Wyoming 5575-M
First Prize (Popular Ballad) :"Wind Up Your
Beard, Grandpa, Mother's Going to Serve the Soup."

'I've raised

boy.

— Wayne
a

lot

he

knew

108

of families," says the elevator
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How

A College

Man

Spends Christmas

M —Arises

10.00 A.

and eats breakfast.
Attends services and wishes 4303
people a Merry Christmas.
Returns home and plays with young

—
M. —
M—

11.00 A. M.

1.00 P.

5.00 P.

brother's toys.

Calls

Her and

Her

tells

Duo-

m

that he has

Will be over

a surprise for Her.
early.

EGYPT

M —Has

dinner. Eats as though a 7-year
famine started next day. Smokes a

6.00 P.

Xmas

show

cigar to

his folks that

his three years at college have not

been wasted.

M — Goes

8.00 P.

Smokes one

to see Her.

of

Her

father's cigars.

M — Gives

(Not so
Her Her present.
good, wrong size and She has forty
other pairs.)

8.30 P.

WooocuT

M — Patiently waits
M — She tells him

9.30 P.

10.00 P.

for his present.

Xmas

and She

foolish

is

presents are
trying to help

break the custom.

—Says

11.00 P. M,

Good-Nite.

M —Leaves

2.00 A.

.

home

for

— Merry

Christmas.

Bryn Mawr 571-J

7t

ft.D

Young Hopeful: "Say, Dad, write me a check
for fifty and I'll be everlastingly indebted to you."
Dad "Yes, my son I'm sure of that."
;

:

Rittenhouse 0797

Some

people are so

Tex Kenney

is

dumb

that they think K. 0.

a prizefighter.

Michigan 4607

Who

Said There Isn't

Any Santa Claus?

Only 15 more days 'till Xmas. Buy your present
early and avoid the rush only four out of five will
;

-0-

Perfect: "I suppose

out

get them.

Murphy

when he comes home and

will feel quite

finds the door locked."

—— Woodlawn 0600
The

Belmont 3229

put
"Sir,

I

believe you're trying to kiss

me !"

"Well, now that you understand, suppose we quit
assaulting each other and co-operate a little."

•

softest job in the world is keeping the grass

Narberth 629-J

cut on the the North Pole.

Dedicated to those
Ridley Park 711-R

He:

"I once loved a girl that

made

for
a fool out of

me.

She: "What a lasting impression some people
make."

who must purchase

a present

HER.

Xmas comes but once a year.
And then it comes too soon
For buying HER a Xmas present
Would make a man go "loon."
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An the brawn

of all the workers of the world would fail to supply the power
needed for our construction and production requirements. Moaern civilization
based on cheap power readily applied to tasks of all kinds.

IS

According to college tests, man develops one-eighth
horsepower for short periods and one-twentieth in
steady work. As a craftsman a worker who uses
brains he is well worth his daily wage. But as a
common laborer, matching brawn against motorized
power, he is an expensive luxury.

—

—

In most long-established
industries the General
Electric Company has
brought about important
changesmakingfor better
products with minimum
human labor and expense.

And

in

tries

many new indusG-E engineers

the

have played a prominent

With a fifty-horsepower motor, for instance, one man
can do the work of 400 coinmon laborers. He is paid
far more for his brains than his brawn.

The great need of this and future generations is for
men who can plan and direct. There is ample motormachinery for

part from the very begin*

ized

ring.

construction.

A new series of G-E advertisements showing what

how

doing in
be sent
on request. Ask for Cook-

electricity

many
let

is

fields will

GEK-1.

all

requirements of production and

But motorized machinery, no matter

ingenious, can never plan for

itself.

that is precisely where the college man comes in.
Highly trained brains are needed more and more to

And

think, plan,

and

direct tasks for the never-ending

application of brawn-saving electricity.
32-2GC

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

SCHENECTADY

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

NEW

YORK
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QUALITY
'

Jewels
Silver

Watches

i

Class Rings

•:!

Insignia

Stationery

J EGaldwell & Ca
Chestnut Street Below Broad

;

To Freshmen

;

PHILADELPHIA

;y. Fresh

from Home and in Influences
/^;rVjou WILL CULTIVATE a great

^^ <jL new
will

your

habits at college. Habits that

grow on you and become
life

many

on the campus

.

.

.

a part of

and

ojf

Peter Reilly Publications

it.

133 North Thirteenth Street

You

will don the far-famed "balloon

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW

you will cultivate a speaking
acquaintance with the arts, sciences and
letters; you will become a statistical
expert on college sports, athletic and
trousers";

Philadelphia

PSYCHOIiOGY
By J, Godfrey Rupert

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
scientific points."
Views of future life as represented by men
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge. It is popularly treated so as
to Interest the great majority of readers. 138 pages, price $1.25.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOI.ASTIC PHII.OSOPHY
By

otherwise,

Rev. Michael

W.

Shallo. S.* J.

"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such breadth
of view, such clearnes.s of expression, and such brevity of
style."
America. Cr 8 vo.
423 pages.
52.50.

and you will have a Telephone
Date with Mother and Dad

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis Tltompson
Edited witli Notes, by Micliael A. Kelly

every week of your College Life.

(Upper Classmen please copy!)

i

Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but it stands out among
all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece In
Itself.
"One of the few very great odes." Coventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c. School Edition, 25c.

—

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry

G.

Scliuyl«r, Pli.

D.,

S.

T.

L..

Places successfully In a popular and devout manner the principal
By the author of
truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 16 mo.
Prayer Book Edition, $1.25.
218 pages.

HOSSFET^D

Telephone

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

Home/
IN

NEW ITAMAN GRAMMAR

By

A. Rota

Ne\y practical method for learning the Italian language, revised
and enlarged with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett. Thorough,
reliable and fascinating, with
the
conversational
portions
appended to each chapter. 12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

By Rev.

JoNnpii

M. O'Hara

Simply explained according to the New Code.
Excellent for
those contemplating Matrimony,, and for non-Catholica honestly
desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16 mo., 84
pages,

DOING

SO.

cloth,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

50c.

THE VILLANOVAN
Specialists in

Evening Dress

Our reputation for making clothes of distinctive style and character is well known.

A

moderation in price

and altogether you
in placing

will

PYLE & INNES

also appealing,

is

make no mistake

your order with

Tailors for

us.

Men and Boys

1115 Walnut St
Bests suits in the city at $65 to $85

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters
826 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Frank

W.

Prickitt, Ph.

G.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT.

Cream

Prescriptions

Room

Supplies

a Specialty

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY W. BREYER,

and Sick

PA.

Pres.

Telephone Bryn

Mawr

193.

Philadelphia, Pa.

VILLANOVA BOYS
Eat

WANKLIN'S CANDY
And Grow

Fat

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Established 1885

THE VILLANOVAN

Men^s Clothing
and

READY-TO-WEAR
TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Men's Furnishings
UNDERWEAR and HOSIERY
ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

STRAWBRIDGE

Athletic Sports

& CLOTHIER

REQUISITES FOR ALL
Philadelphia, Pa.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES

THE GREATEST ECONOMY
Wanamaker & Brown

of purchasing

pay but

in the

Ready-to-wear

clothing

is

not so

much

in the

remarkably satisfactory service which the clothing
suits

moderate price you

gives.

and overcoats for men, young men and boys.

Special Department for the Clergy recognize d pre-eminent
the Clergy.

in the building of clothing for

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market

at Sixth Street, Philadelphia

Day by Day

DALYMADE
CHEESE AND PEANUT BUTTER
SANDWICHES
Crisp, Tasty, Delicious

DALYMADE COMPANY
ASPEN

ST.,

Way

"WHY"

PHIUFS
LUNCH ROOM

PHILADELPHIA
IN DOING SO,

Every

WE^RE GETTING LARGER
AND LARGER

1009
3952

in

MENTION VILLANOVAN

LANCASTER AVENUI3
BRYN MAWR, PA.

THE VILLANOVAN
TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers, Wholesalers

TEAS, COFFEES
107 South Front

Street, Philadelphia,

Penna.

TETE-A-TETE TEA

Hurley: "Give

MacDonald

me an

cream cone, please."

ice

Louie: "Five or ten?"

& Campbell

Hurley: "Just one."

Evergreen 6323

"What instrument has
ciples,

the most scientific prin-

do you s'pose?"

"Well, there's the thermometer

with

one

Sniper.

hundred

and

—

twenty

it's

graduated

degrees."

—The

;:

-

Officer

-

Columbus 9505

(to couple in

parked auto)

:

"Don't you

see that sign, 'Fine for parking'?"

Driver: "Yes,

LEADING SPECIALISTS

in

with

YOUNG MEN'S
Trouser
2
Suits
Hats

and heartily agree

it."

Locust 4391

Haberdashery

1334-1336

officer, I see it

Have you ever stopped

CHESTNUT STREET

telephone books would be

PHILADELPHIA

to think
if

how huge

they contained

all

the

the

wrong numbers.

ROMA CAFE
American,
IF IT IS

Italian,

French Cuisine

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE IT

BANQUETS. CLASS DINNERS. SUPPERS

BRYN

PRIVATE DINING ROOM
835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite Post Office

MAWR

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE VILLANOVAN
BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton's

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff,

E.
1

204

TO

1

14

Penetrating Bristles

CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Incorporated 1919

Established 1837

'

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Northeast Corner Fourth and Eace Streets
Philadelphia

o
Suits,

Top Coats, Over-

John Y. Parke Co.

coats of superior character. Perfectly tailored
in

correct

DISTRIBUTORS

fashioning,

$35 and upward.

Electrical

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424*26 CHESTNUT

PHILADELPHIA

and Radio

Supplies

ST.

31 North Seventh Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

SHEAD'S

BAKERY

For Quality

in

Bread and Pastry
Wholesale and Retail

ARDMORE,
IN DOING so,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

PA.

THE VILLANOVAN
1st

Stude

:

"Hey, Warren, your room

2d Stude: "Yeh,

I

know.

I

is

open."

hope the bed

is left

there."

Sullivan:

"What

did you get for passing your

exams ?"
Burlington: "Have you seen those

new

sport

model Cadillac roasters?"
Sullivan

:

"Yes

!

Yes !"

Burlington: "Well,

I

got

Ifive

bucks."

The Freshman "Mayos" have already acquired
some instruments. They have a Cane and Crutch in
the class.
1210 Chestnut

St.,

^//•.- '.•'

Phila.

From newspaper
wonder

if

they

still

after the Chicago

patronize our advertisers

reports

we

are beginning to

are trying to stop the looting

fire.

;

THE

V ILLANOVAN

Handling

Quality

W
LAUNDRY

EDWARD CLOTHES 1
''Made for You"

Here's the Thing in
Single - Breasteds for

Men

College

©€:
%^XPRESSlNQ—as
ting

only custom cut

and ujorkmanshit) can— the

new vogue
narrow

for

manly

shoulders,

hips, full-cut trousers.

And

each Edward suit is cut and bench'
tadored for you INDIVIDUALLY in
fine American or European woolens
of your own choice— not raced
through a factory in mass formation
with ten thousand others.

The

EDWARD "TUX"

The thing wherever
after six

polite society gather*
$28.75 and $38.75

The Edward Tailoring Co., Inc.
PHILADELPHIA
y

Meet our Mr.

J.

Lin Hill

at College Building, every

IN

DOING

SO.

Wednesday

MENTION VILLANOVAN

THE VILLANOVAN

MEHL & LATTA

William L. Hayden

Lumber, Coal,

HARDWARE

and Building Materials
Locksmithing

Wall Board
838
Telephone, Bryn

Mawr

1300-1301

LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR. PA.

rosemont;pa.

It

IK

A.

FERD.

W.

NOFER

«®

SON

•AAEATSBeef

Prime

City Dressed

Eleventh Avenue

ReadingTcrminal Market

IC^JJ

and Arch Streets

Philadelphia

WABASH

T. E.

TWINLOCK

FAHY

Binders and Supplies

Cabinets and Supplies

James Hogan Company

Gents' Furnishings

LIMITED

Shoes

Loose Leaf Specialist*
Office Supplies

Blank Books

Lithographing

Printing

607

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Engraving

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
TEN PER CENT. DISCOUNT TO COLLEGE
AND PREP STUDENTS

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE VILLANOVAN

KNOWN

for

DEPENDABLE VALVE and KRAFTSMANSHIP

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

—

—

Chalices, Ostensorium, Ciborium

Platinum Ring BnKravliur, Jewelry made to order.
Our fl75 Solid Gold 14k Cup and Silver Base Chalice

B. C.
1

1

2-

1

M

S.

School, College, Society

Emblems

Exclusive designs. Authorized to handle Sacred Vessels, Repairing and GHldlng.
Is a wonder.
SpeclallzlnK in Class Pins, Rings, Charms and Seal Ring Engraving.

LOEPERr

ELEVENTH

ST. (Below Chestnut
ESTABLISHED 1895

St. )

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTISTIC JEWELRY
I3BLT^

PHONE, FILUKRT

BSTH

POWERS & REYNOLDS
Modern i)rug

Store

827 Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

IMPORTED PERFUMES
CANDY, SODA, GIFTS
Telephone Bryn

Mawr

We

921

Deliver

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

Schoenfeld and McAninley

£DS

Cigars^ Cigarettes,

DISTINCTIVE
Quality at
RIGHT
PRICEf.

Pipes
Everything

Tobacco and Specialties
6006 Market Street

forGARDEN andLAWN^
CATALOG FREE-

MiCHEli'S!
RIOMARKETSli
illOPHILA:

Philadelphia

SHERWOOD

3028

IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

THE VILLANOVAN
DRUGS, SODA, STUDENTS'
flAlU^

MAGAZINES

SUPPLIES,

^tlA

JcweUrs

Established 1832

Bryn Mawr News Agency
at

BOB'S

PHARMACY

PHILADELPHIA

"

THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK
mailed upon request, illustrates and prices
Jewels, Watches, Clocks, Silver, China,
Glass and Novelties
from which may be selected distinctive
Wedding, Birthday, Graduation
and other gifts

Do You Know
That you can get the most tasty Sandwiches and
Home-made Pies at our Luncheonette Fountain?
Chicken Sandwich with Lettuce and Mayonnaise 20c
Ham or Cheese Sandwich
10c
Delicious Home-made Pie, your favorite 10c per cut
Excellent Coffe^Jwith Cream
5c per cup
Hot Chocolate, made with whole fresh Milk,
topped with Whipped Cream
10c per cup

BRYN
848
Delicious

MAWR

£:,;^^::^\:..;;:':

GAS

—'Oil-'-'::

-:;':-

^::-?:^

Ithan Avenue and Lancaster Pike

CONFECTIONERY

(Next to the Movies)
Lancaster Avenue, Bryn
Phone Bryn Mawr 178

Villanova, Pa.

Mawr

Home-made Cream Fudge and Caramels

—

Connelly's Service Station

The Nearest Gas Station

to the

Campus

you'll like them.

Agents for Whitman and Page

& Shaw

Chocolates

UNITED CIGAR STORE
Cigars

Drink a Quart of Milk Daily

Cigarettes

For Perfect Health

Stationery

Magazines

HIGHLAND'S GRADE A MILK

Radio Supplies

Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr

OR CREAM BUTTERMILK
-o-

Victrolas-Records-Supplies

—New

Records Every Friday

Highland

Dairies

Popular Musical Instruments and Supplier

758 Lancaster Ave., Bryn

Popular Sheet Music

AZPELL'S

Telephone: Bryn

Main Line Music Store

Ardmore Theatre Building
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Mawr

Mawr

882

THE
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DRUGS, SODA, STUDENTS'

MAGAZINES

SUPPLIES,

\Unvr

liryii

Established 1832
i'lllLADia PillA

Aiienry

Ar/r.v

THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK
maili'd

at

upon

Jewels.

(

from

BOB'S P[IARMAC\

ri'(pu>st. illiist

rates

and

price,.

\\'a!i-lu's. ('locks. Sil\ei'. ('liii'a.

Jlass

wliuli

ami

m;t\

Wedding".

.\o\ ell ies

selet'ted

liv'

iJiii

and

lida.w

otliiM'

disl iind

i\

(iradiialioii

u'ills

Do You Know
That you can

Saudw

hick( ti
H;ini 111-

(

I'l

Ik

(

idti-^

it'll

('onnclK's Scr\

our Lumh«M>nftti' Fountain?

at

I.cttiUf .uul M;i\

\\\\\\
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VALENTINE

Most Gracious Saint, we supplicate today,
(Holding a festal honor to thy name),

A

gladsome boon upon this unkind way:

The loan of thy
For

it is

fair rubies, gold,

known thou

well

and flame.

dost keep apart

Those blood-red beautiful barbaric jewels,

Wherefrom thou fashionest a human heart
With

subtle instruments

The gold thou hast

to burnish

The masterpiece thy

Was mined
From pity,

and most cunning
and make

artistry hath

fair

wrought

Paradise when Eve was there

in

trust and sweet compassionate thought.

Yet, not content within thy secret

fire,

Whose names

refine

is

And make thy

ecstasy, thou

must

jewel's facets shining with desire

Most verisimilar unto the love

Therefore,

divine.

grant us these three things today.

That we might hold our

festal for a space,

man and maid will praise thee and
And see again in one another's face.
So

The bright

tools.

reflection of that

be gay,

master light

Rising from the giving heart, up, and above

What
And

is it,

Saint, this

which makes day of night?

thou dost answer, smiling sweetly

William

:

"Love."

J.

Meter.
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CARDINAL MERCIER
Taken on the Occasion of His

Visit to Villanova

THE VILLANOVAN

A GREAT SOUL PASSES

On
men

nal

Saturday, January 23d, one of the greatest

that this century

bowed

hands,

head and

his

died.

his country.
civilized

in the

world

stands

in

respectful

silence

patriot.

very face of the

at large her

but of his entire country

The

foe.

spiritual over the tangible

the

looks in vain for

a flaw

of Cardinal Mercier.

ance to unjustifiable invasions.

and material.

Cardinal Mercier was one of the inspiring heroic
;

in generations, perhaps,

has

He was

The purity

and nobility of his character as Prince of the Church
sufficient to

win the admiration of mankind.

But the tragedy that

befell his

country during the

most dramatic period in the world's history served
to set off all the finer qualities of his nature.

was an appealing
broader

sense

His

figure, in a sense pathetic, in a

heroic,

as

he

\'

/].

i

the admiration of the

warm

affection of all

:'':[':< ::..':::.

Churchman
Villanova was signally honored in the occasion

made a more profound

impression on humanity everywhere.

was

their friends.

One

in the position or the action

enemies of his people and the

of no

imponderable and

a challenge to their greatness can be found.

the whole spirit of gallant Belgium's heroic resist-

The death

mere force of

with immortality, but in the case of each of these,

King and

her Prince of the Church embodied as hone others

figures of all times.

spectacle of Prus-

Out of the war trooped heroes among the warriors and statesmen who have linked their names

ideal figure of the Christian

To the whole world

flock,

tration of the triumphs of

scholar, the

For millions outside the Catholic Church, Cardi-

was the

and to vindicate the rights

the churchman, gave the world a memorable illus-

and

and the Prince of Belgium.

nal Mercier

own

than that of the King

sian militarism, helpless before the

That service was such that the whole

mourns the passing of him who was the
patriot

God and

difficult

at his post

not merely of his

Behind him

stretches a life of unbroken service to his

a task more

To remain

produced, folded his

has

fell

raised

his

tall,

gaunt form amidst the ruins of his home land,

in

of the late Cardinal's visit after the close of the war.

He

visited the college during his short stay in Phila-

delphia and

was tendered a reception by the faculty

and student-body.

Here, as everywhere

he en-

deared himself by simplicity of his bearing and his
grace and charm of manner.
In his passing the Church has lost a true Prince

and an able defender, and his country a son of rare
eminence.

the presence of enemies of his people to challenge

imprisonment or death by his protest. To the Cardi-

else,

May

he rest in peace!
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TESTIMONIAL GIVEN REV.
O.

S.

M. A. SULLIVAN,

A.

(Lawrence Tribune)

Lawrence
Alumni

Rev. Mortimer Sullivan, 0. S. A., one of

Lawrence's native
cently

elected

who was

sons,

president

of

re-

Villanova

was tendered a testimonial luncheon at the
Young Men's Association rooms by the
members of the Villanova alumni of Lawrence.
College,

Catholic

r

An

With deepest regrets the Villanovan announces to the general body of the Alumni the death
'80.

of Mr. Jas. E. Dougherty, '80, of Haverford.

Mr.

Dougherty died suddenly on January

the

home

of his daughter.

6th

at

His death followed an

illness

from which he had apparently
He was 63 years of age.

of several days
covered.

The deceased had been
Villanova

all

his

intimately connected with

Himself a graduate of the old

life.

address by Fr. Sullivan in which he spoke
of the high position which Villanova College occu-

school he had always lived close by the college

pies in the educational world

ested in her welfare.

and

in

which he urged

which he received

his degree

members of the alumni to boost their Alma
Mater, was one of the features of the occasion. At-

graduates of Villanova.

torney Augustine X. Dooley was toastmaster.

class of '12

the

Addresses were given by Fr. Sullivan, Mayor Walter

T. Rochefort, Attorney Dooley, Attorney Michael A.
Sullivan, Rev. Michael A. Sullivan, O. S. A., Rev.

John A. Drabinsky, 0.

S. A.,

James

Griffin, presi-

dent of the Villanova Club, of Lawrence, and William V. Crawford, a member.
o

January

15, 1926.

Sir:

not possible for us, the family of James E.
'80, to

son of Villanova

personally thank each and every

who

casion of his funeral.

Mr. Edward
civil

J.

Dougherty

engineering with the

and the Reverend

M. Dougherty,

Jos.

Mr. Dougherty was probably the Main Line's
best

known

He was prominent

citizen.

fairs, in the councils of the

Church

circles.

to 1901

did honor to him on the ocThrough the columns of "The

in

he was post-

Mr.

Dougherty
Record of which he was
1901

In

Mawr

in civic af-

Democratic party and

From 1892

master at Haverford.

editor.

Long
1921

Villanova, Penna.

Dougherty,

and was keenly inter-

His two sons are likewise

active in Democratic politics, he served at

one time as committeeman from Lower Merion.

Editor of "The Villanovan,"

It is

in

from

0. S. A., took his Arts degree in '20.

founded the Bryn

507 Old Lancaster Road,
Bryn Mawr, Penna.

Dear

received his degree

re-

he

was

the

In

Democratic candidate for the

treasurer of the township.

He was

rector and secretary of the

Main Line

at one time a diCitizen's As-

sociation.

He was

a past navigator of the Cardinal

Dough-

erty Assembly, a fourth degree Knight of Columbus,

Villanovan" we wish to express our appreciation.
He has passed to us a sacred trust in his love and

president of the Philadelphia

regard for Villanova that we, his children, will be

stinence Union, secretary of the National Body, and

faithful to until that time

president of the Philadelphia Archdiocesan Union

The family

of

comes for us

to join him.

James E. Dougherty, 1880.

past grand knight of the Columbus Council, former

of the Holy

Name

Society.

Catholic

'

Total

Ab-

THE VILLANOVAN
Solemn Requiem Funeral Mass was sung in the
Church of Our Mother of Good Counsel, Bryn
Mawr, by Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, 0, S. A. About

—Edwin Core

'25

Medical School.
sincere

Georgetown

a student in the

is

New

"Ed" says he enjoyed the

Club's dance immensely.

York

sympathy.
'25

—"Jim"

bered by last

-0-

the good

work.

sixty priests attended the funeral.

To the bereaved family we extend our

Tom; keep up

Congratulations,

College.

Southworth, who will be rememyear's Freshman Biology students as

managNew York

their good-natured laboratory assistant, is

and Joseph Callaghan, Pre'21,
the
degree of M. D. at Temple
will
receive
Med.,
University School in June. Each has accepted an
Leo Delohery,

appointment

as

'18,

Mary's Hospital,

interne at St.

Phila.
'19,

complete his

will

in-

'25

—There are many former Villanova men who

wish to chime

in

Club's dance.

ex-'26

Among

these are

Joe McGuinn, ex-'26

;

New

with a word of praise for the

Duke Duhamel,

Walt Kane,

;

McGuinn has entered Fordham Law

terneship at St. Joseph's Hospital, Phila., in June.

in

State.

York

Dr. David O'Brien,

farm

ing his mother's large poultry

Joe

ex-'26.

School,

r

—Augustine

his interneship at Misericordia Hospital, Phila., in

Maloney, Richard McNally and
James Gallagher, who took their A. B. with the class

June.

of '25 are continuing their studies at the Collegio

Dr. John Dwyer, Pre-Med., '19, will complete

'25

Dr. Joseph L. O'Reilly,

surgery at

St.

'20,

specializing

is

Dr. Raphael Saenz, Pre-Med., '21,
in

in

Mary's Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y,
is

now

many

sent

'21, will

located

complete his

interneship at St. Mary's Hospital, Phila., in June.

was

Somatological

the

of

'21,

recently elected
Society,

in

the

Evans Institute of Dentistry, University of Pennsylvania.

Tom

will receive the degree of D. D. S.

in June.

John Taylor, Pre-Med.,
gree of M. D. at

'22, will

receive the de-

Hahnemann Medical

will receive the degree of Doctor of Medi-

Long Island Medical

College in June.

work on the

He

now

is

entered in the Penn

Law

terprises since his graduation, he has always been
active in his

work

for his

Alma Mater. He has dimany boys to Villanova.

rected the footsteps

of

None have been sorry

for his advice and

all

are his

sincere admirers.

College, Phila.,

Frank Ceravolo and Paul McNamera, both Pre-

his

Regardless of his affiliations with other en-

School.

hope
'22,

letters to their

Norristown Times, has partially forsaken the news-

'25

cine at

have

They carry Villanova
and we wish them luck.

"Dinny" O'Neil, well known for

in June.;

Med.,

They

strangers in a strange land.

paper game.

Thomas Fox, Pre-Med.,

Rome.

and amusing

interesting

perseverance into Italy

Dr. John Kielty, Pre-Med.,

A.,

S.

friends, in Avhich they relate their experiences as

Balboa, Panama.

President

E.

0.

Internazionale

—We
is

it

have
true,

it

that "Bill" Jamison will enter

Temple Law School
Cloran

is

from good authority, and we
this

coming semester.

"Jim"

with Edelstein and Bernstein, Inc., real

estate brokers.

"Bill"

and "Jim" were inseparable

friends and classmates during the last eight years

Michael Murphy, Pre-Med.,
terne at the

Mass.
in

He

'22, is

serving as in-

Lawrence General Hospital, Lawrence,

will be

honored by Tufts Medical College

June with the M. D. degree.

Thomas McCarthy, Pre-Med.,
"cum laude" honor

'23,

has received a

in his class at Tufts Medical

both coming to Villanova from
School.

So we

Roman

Catholic

High

do not wish to separate any items

of interest concerning them.

We

of luck in their ventures and

we hope and

wish them the best
feel sure

that divergent paths will not hinder the companion-

ship which was so evident in them at Villanova.
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THE DAY STUDENT CLUB
full

The new year finds the Day Student Club under
steam. The vigor and enthusiasm which char-

acterized this organization-during the football season is again in evidence.

The Glub was honored at its last meeting by the
attendance of Fr. Sullivan, who expressed his
friendship for the organization and his desire to
have our membership increased.
A smoker is in the course of production and it
will be staged during the present month.
On this
occasion the Club will act as hosts to the resident
student body and likewise the Philadelphia Alumni.
Don Sehl is chairman of the committee in charge
of this affair and Joseph McHenry is director of the
entertainment.
-o-

New

York City

Reflecting the co-operation which
developed this year between the
New York City Alumni and the
New York City Club of Villanova, the annual Holiday Dance held on December twenty-eighth, proved
an unqualified success. The Catholic Club on Central Park south was selected as the scene of the reunion and provided a setting for the event which
lent more privacy than those held in the hotels and
promoted a better spirit of good fellowship.
The music was furnished by the Paramount
Broadcasting Orchestra, and the combination of
their delightful strains, along with several novelty
dances, was a complete insurance against a dull eve-

Club Dance-

ning.

,

Perhaps one of the most enjoyable features of
the dance was the large number of old Alumni who
came around to show the present-day students that
they had learned their lesson while at Villanova and

were able to skip the light fantastic with the present-day generation.

But Alumni and Students were not the only ones
advantage of this festive reunion. Fr. Sul-

to take

our new President, graced the confines of the
Catholic Club for all too few minutes to give a
hasty greeting to old friends; and from California
came Fr. Martel, who is still remembered by many
livan,

who labored so well and
willingly to instill a knowledge of chemistry into
of the older students as one

our Freshmen skulls. The members of the faculty
were well represented by Fr. Berry, spiritual director of the club, and Fr. Hyson. Mr. Carey represented the lay faculty and did quite well, if you
ask us. .::-;.:..'..,:;:,;';:•'

Taken all in all the dance of 1925 was a success
and both students and Alumni are eagerly looking
forward to further co-operative success, of which
we hope that this is but a modest forerunner.
-0-

R. C. H. S.

Club

Although this organization has not
been in the "limelight," nevertheless,
it has been constantly active.
Many

of the boarders, perhaps, are ignorant of that fact,
and it is with regret that we add, many of our supposed members seem to be among the vast throng
of unenlightened.
The club is emphatically not a

"day student" organization, but

it is for boarders as
Therefore, it is hoped that
the next meeting will bring together a goodly number of both kinds of members. For those yet unacquainted with the time and place of our meetings,
we would like to say that the club meets on the first
and third Fridays of the month, about quarter to

well as "day hoppers."

one o'clock, in class room "J." However, as a further reminder, a notice is posted on the bulletin
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board a few days in advance of the meeting. Meanwhile, the basketball team, under the direction of
Manager Frank McNally, has been practicing daily.
The game with the Penn. R. C. H. S. Club, which
was scheduled for January 16th, had to be postponed due to a misunderstanding. It is hoped that
an agreeable arrangement can be made, as our boys
are eager to repeat their triumph of last season. The
regular team is composed of a number of experienced players, such as "Reds" Bannon, "Bill" and
Charley Myrtetus, Paul Taylor, and John Gallen.
Among the large group of clever substitutes are By-

Moore, Oesterle and McGinley.
In conclusion, the club repeats its former challenge

gott, Coyle, O'Brien,

to all rival organizations in the college for a basketball

game, as we are anxious to play other quintets.
championship of the school can

In this way, the club

be decided..

NEW VILLANOVA TRADITION

A
The

;,:..

A

novel social gathering and entertainment, which bids fair to become a VilChristmas
lanova tradition, took place in the
College auditorium December 16th, on
Xree
the eve of the Christmas vacation.
This innovation was sponsored by the Villanovan
staff and took the form of a Christmas tree party.
Credit for the idea belongs jointly to Editor-inChief James P. Kane and to the Business Manager,
:

Villayiovan

Edward
its

V. Duffy. The burden of responsibility for
success and the greater part of the labor involved

fell

also

to

their

lot.

Charlie Dever did

yeoman

and its success
is due in great measure to him and to John Newman for his excellent portrayal and impersonation
of Santa Claus.
Practically every man living on the campus, together with a large number of the day students, was
present at the affair and the large gathering radiated the mirth and joyousness of the Christmas season. A huge Christmas tree bedecked with tinsled
and glittering trappings occupied the center of the
stage. The current scepticism regarding the existence of the venerable and jovial saint of the yuletide
was dissipated when the jolly old fellow broke in on
the gathering and distributed in his wonted fashion
gifts which were apropos to the occasion. His pack
contained smokes, cigarette holders and pipes of
service in helping stage the affair

every description.

the audience. "Admiral" Snyder in an act all his
own, vindicated most convincingly his claim to the
of Strong Man.
John Slane added a touch of pathos by

title

justly

famous team

his ex-

"Prisoner's Song." By
popular request "Mow" Vicaro interpreted presentday ballads, employing his own original gestures.
He brought down the house. Others on the program
rendition

cellent

of

the

were James Hanley in a cornet solo, Frank Sorbo in
the Charleston, John Connolly in a banjo solo, and
Louis Padula in "The Freshman."
The affair was concluded with the singing of
Christmas carols by the entire assemblage, led by
the Golden Gate Quartet. Frank LiVolsi and his
Villanovans furnished the music during the evening.
The Christmas Tree was voted a great success
and favorable comment was heard on every side.
We have no doubt that each succeeding year will
find the students of Villanova gathered around the
Christmas tree, imparting and imbibing the true
Christmas spirit of brotherly love and good will.
The Villanovan wishes to thank the patrons and
all others who helped make the Christmas Tree a
success.

THESPIANS SCORE HIT
Dram'atic

Villanova's

Chib

hit in the

scored another
"Destiny, a Tale of

Thespians

new play

It was produced in
Our Mother of Sorrows, Phila.
The cast was composed of members of the Vision
A new star was
cast, augmented by new talent.
discovered in the person of John Slane, '28, who
played the leading role as Adam. Johnnie proved

V

V

the Lost Paradise."

;

the auditorium of

quite conclusively that he can tread the boards with
as much grace as he can the gridiron. Miss Adelaide

Dougherty, Miss Rita
Dougherty, Miss May
assisted the players.
choir
Whalen and the 0. M. S.
the play under
produced
A.,
Rev. J. F. Burns, 0. S.
McMenamin.
the direction of Mr. W. J.
On December 1 the cast performed before the
They broadcast
invisible audience over the radio.

from

station

WIP.

attendance is a criterion, then Destiny was a
great triumph. Approximately 6,000 people witnessed the performances.
Because of its heavy nature the Villanova
If

players are to be commended upon the excellent
which they interpreted their parts.

way

in

An attractive program of entertainment kept
the party in high spirits throughout the evening.
The

9

of

Newman and

Gault

offered a sketch in mental telepathy entitled "Why."
We are tempted to append the same question here.

Their readings or findings kept interest at a high
pitch, especially as they struck home on members of

A ROYAL CLIMAX
a climax to the best season the band has
experienced since its organization, it fur-

The

As

Band

moral support for the Four HorseThat day the
their game with Pottsville.

nished! the

men

in

band served a dual purpose, namely,

it

furnished
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the music and

made a perfect cheering section. UnHoward Berry, the radio an-

the Christmas vacation. The dance, the most successful affair ever conducted by the club, was at-

Mr.

fortunately,

nouncer, insisted on telling his audience that the
Big Blue was the Pottsville Maroon Band. However, the extravagant praise he heaped upon the
boys compensated somewhat for his blunder. Each

member seemed

to sense the situation

—that

it

tended by 200 couples.
The patron and patroness

M follows:

was given

This ended the band's best season and

we

take

wish them the best of luck for
the coming seasons and to congratulate them on
this opportunity to

their success.

WELCOME NEW PRESIDENT
Students

Villanova

Turn
OiU

elected President, Rev. Fr. Mortimer Sullivan, on December 9, 1925. Despite the

College

greeted

its

newly-

cold and biting air, six hundred Villanova students, together with the faculty, formed an
arch extending from the main entrance on Lancaster Pike to College Hall, and stood with bared
heads and cheered their new executive as he passed
through. This was only an informal manifestation
of the rousing Villanova spirit to which Father

Sullivan

was

later introduced.

Later in the afternoon a formal reception Was
given by the students. Rev. Fr. McGuire, 0. S. A.,
acted as chairman. In introducing the next executive, he praised Rev. Fr. Sullivan's work as a priest
of the Augustinian order and pointed proudly to the
latter's record as chaplain in the United States
Navy during the World War. Rev. Fr. Sullivan,
after a few introductory remarks, outlined briefly
the methods and the influence of the Catholic College upon modern day education. He pleaded for a
continuation of the spirited love for Villanova,
which is the heritage of her students. "Only from
such a continuance," he said, "can we hope to make
Villanova glorious and esteemed the Villanova of

—

—

which that small band of Augustinian monks
dreamed in the early days of the last century."
At the termination of the exercises, the students
were told that the customary holiday given at the
arrival of a new President would be added to their
Christmas vacation period. Long and thunderous
applause greeted this announcement and brought

WILKES-BARRE CLUB
The Wilkes-Barre Club held
dance

in the Sterling Hotel,

its annual holiday
Wilkes-Barre, during

was

'

J. P.

Mr. J. J. Gannon
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Connor
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Cunningham
Mrs. J. J. Moore
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Nealon
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Dever
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. O'Donnell
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Gibbons
Mr. and Mrs. D. Loughran
Mr. A. J. McGill
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McLaughlin
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Brennan
Hon. John Stavitski
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Shovlin
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Kielty
Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Long
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Donohoe
Mr. and Mrs. A. Turek
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Birbeck
Mrs. J. M. Conroy
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. McCann
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Conlon
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. McDermott
Dr. and Mrs. B. J. Ford
Mr. and Mrs. John Driscoll
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Curley
Music was furnished by Earl Keating and his
famous Ramblers.
Chairman Gibbons and his committee wish to
thank all those who co-operated with them to make
the affair a success.

THE BELLE AIR BALL
On

the 22d of January the Senior Class of '25
held the last social event of their college career, the
Belle Air Ball, at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel.
One of

the best and most sociable crowds was in attendThere were approximately one
ance at the ball.
hundred and fifty couples there, a number which
was not too small and yet not too large, just
to make it an enjoyable evening for all. On
entering the ballroom each couple was presented
with a leather program and the fair one received a
very nice pocketbook. It was brown with a blue
lining and on the inside of the flap was the College
jseal in white lettering.

enough

the reception to a close.

for the dance

McGuire, 0. S. A., Vice-President
Villanova College.
Hon. D. L. Hart, Mayor of Wilkes-Barre.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. McCarthy

Rev.

was

the final appearance until spring. With this idea
they not only produced excellent music, but cheered
the Horsemen across the goal. The music evidently
pleased the spectators, as a "big hand"
after every piece.

list
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To add a touch of color to the ball, the "Old
Guard" was there in force. Many of the Grads not
being able to withstand the lure of the haunts of
their college days came back once more to revel and
have a merry time. The faculty was also represented by a goodly number of its members.
One of the main features of the evening was the
music. It was furnished by Gene Reilly's Victor ReThis was something more or
cording Orchestra.
unique, as the conductor of the orchestra, Gene
Reilly, is matriculated as a Freshman on the roster
It was the common consent of all
of the College.
less

present that better music could not have been furThe committee did well in chosing this
nished.

11

orchestra for the

ball.

due solely and entirely
committee headed by
L. Memminger and assisted by J. T. Furlong, E. J.
Grelis, T. V. Halloran, J. V. Hartnett, J. F. Hoffmeister, J. J. McDonald, A. C. Margliano, J. Rowe.
They are to be congratulated upon the excellent
manner in which they planned and conducted the

The success

of the ball

is

to the untiring efforts of the

ball.

.^<;::;:-'';<:v^;^;^^::k.;--:^^

a pleasant time is had and forgotten, but
the Belle Air Ball was a social function that will
long linger in the memories of those that attended,
one never to be forgotten.

Many

m^^

'^^^m^mMm^^
The boys arrived back from their respective
homes after the holiday season. Everybody reported that Santa Glaus was more than generous.
Classes resumed.

Warren Daley was
the trouble,

confined to his room.

What's

Warren, vacation too strenuous?

Ralph Hegner smoked his
cigar, for the

year 1926.

first,

probably his last

Hegner looked bad when

he finished smoking his "rope."

buildings

on

the campus.

We

wonder

if

"Polock" was electioneering?

Donohue joined Ad Snyder's boxing and
wrestling classes. Bill hopes to lose some of his exBill

cess avoirdupois.

the

campus sporting

an "Iron Hat."
"Foots" Loughran held open house all day long.
The boys from the Monastery wing cleaned up at
the party.

The Koal Krackers held their first get-to-gether
for the year 1926. The purpose of the gathering
was to discuss the strike situation. "Milky" O'Donnell was unanimously elected to take John Lewis'
job.

Johnnie Conlon spent the day in visiting the different

Harp McDonnell parade^

r

A

number of the boys attended a dance given
The crowd from
at West Chester Normal School.
the Big Blue were headed by Jim Callahan and

Gump

Dever.

Ed. Donohue and Doc Gannon returned to their
childhood

days for a few hours when they wit-
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nessed "Topsy and

Eva" at the Forrest. The boys
said that the show lacked something and they
thought that something was Simon Legree.

Ryan and Loughran

tried to regain their lost

and Hoot
were unbeatable and retain the banner for another

minutes of play had passed,

five

Score at half

time was 14-1.

Louis Matthew

day on Jan. 17th.

Memminger

celebrated his birth-

Louis played "Cozy" and did not

laurels in the pinochle world, but Kasel

disclose the date

six months.

column looked up the records and now we have the
play on Louie. We wish you many happy returns of

The basketball team departed on a trip that includes games against Cornell, St. Bonaventures,
Niagara University and Canisius.

Nine players,

gether with Manager Flynn and Coach Saxe,

to-

made

the trip.

The

and wins for the Business Administration and Engineers.

Johnny Slane and Jim Callahan referred

the games.

Cries of "Cut his throat" and "lynch him" were

heard outside the barber shop.
the trouble

We

wonder what

his

birth.

Nevertheless, this

the day, Dutchie.

John Cunningham wishes to announce through
column that he is about to open his school of
dancing. We understand that John is a past master

this

in the art of

inter-fraternity league opened,with a "bang"

of

Sign early, fellows, as

tango dancing.

the class will be limited.

A famous undertaker paid a visit to the New
Dorm.
If you do not believe us, ask Red Byrne or
Warren Daley, for it was to their rooms that the
visit was paid.
The Sunrise Club held its annual meeting and
new member into the club. The lucky boy
was Bill Hess. Bill arises every morning at five

took one

was?

The Caseys engaged in a struggle with San
Domingo Council for the first half championship of
the K. of C. League. At the end of the game San
Domingo was on the long end of the score.

o'clock so that he will be

ing up from the East.

around

Dick Sullivan and Neal Mc-

Carthy had charge of the

initiation.

The Room Wreckers' Association
of

The basketball team returned from its invasion
New York state. Wins were registered over

Niagara U. and Canisius, while losses were recorded
in the

games with Cornell and

St.

Bonaventures.

The Business basketball team defeated the Phi
Kappa Pi in a scheduled league game, the score 28-7.
The Engineers did not score a field goal until thirty-

again.

Bill

Hurley and

leaders of the wreckers.

gang, or you

when you

Jno.

is

organized

McAneny

Keep your doors

may have some

least expect

sun com-

to see the

are the
locked,

straightening to

do

it.

—

Enter Ken O'Toole, riding on a bicycle the
title of a comedy being produced by Bob Hetznecker

and Reds O'Donnell.
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nessed "Topsy and Eva"
said

that

the

tliat
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show

at

the P'orrest.
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The boys

somothiiiK and they

kicked

soniothinK ^vas Simon

Kyan and Lou^hran

HE

to

tried

their

and Hoot
were unbeatable and retain the bainier for another
months.

The

basketball team departed on a trip that in-

Xiaji^ara University

Cornell.

and

Nine players,

to-

disclose the date

and wins for the lUisiness Administration and En-

Johnny Slane and Jim Callahan referred

the games.

Cries of "Cut his throat" and "l\'nch liim" were

heard outside the barber
the trouble

shoj).

We

wonder what

column that he

We

announce through

to

about to open his school of

is

understand that John

is

a past mastei'

Sign early, fellows, as

the art of tango dancing.

the class will be limited.

A famous undertaker
Dorm.

If

Warren Daley,
was paid.

for

it

New

paid a visit to the

you do not believe

was

us,

ask \lvd Hyrne or

to their

rooms that the

visit

The Sunrise Club held its amuial meeting and
new member into the club. The lucky boy
was r>ill Hess. Hill arises every morning at live

took one

was?

The (^aseys engaged
Domingo Council for the
the K. of C. League.

wish you many happy returns of

John Cunningham wishes
this

in

gineers.

Nevertheless, this

birth.

his

the day. Dutchle.

dancing.

opened with a "bang"

of

We

on Louie.

the trip.
inter-frateiMiity league

celebrated his birth-

Louis played "Cozy" and did not

colunm looked up the records and now we have the

gether with Manager Flynn and Coach Saxe, made

The

Score at half

passed.

Memminger

day on Jan. 17th.

I'onaventures,

St.

C'anisius.

had

play

time was M-1.

l)lay

cludes }>fames against

of

Louis Matthew
lost

laurels in the pinochle world. l)ut Kasel

six

N

minutes

five

Lok>'«-H'.

I'egain

VA

in

a

first

struggle with San
half

championship of

At the end of the game San

o'clock so that he will be

ing up from the East.

around

sun com-

to see the

Dick Sullivan and Neal Mc-

Carthy had charge of the

initiation.

Domingc) was on the long end of the score.

The Room Wreckers' Association
of

The basketball team returned from its invasion
New \'ork state. Wins were registered o\er

Niagai'a U. and Canisius, while losses were recorded
in the

games with Cornell and

St. ljt)naventures.

The Business basketball team defeated the Phi
Kappa I'i in a scheduled league game, the score 28-7.
The Engineers did not score a held goal until thirty-

again.

Hill

Hurley

and

leaders of the wreckers.

gang, or you

when you

J no.

of a

are the

straightening

locked,
to

do

it.

Enter Ken O'Toole. riding
title

organized

Keep your doors

may have some

least expect

is

McAneny

on

a

bicycle

— the

comedy being produced by Bob Hetznecker

and Reds O'Donnell.
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GEORGE JACOBS
Acandidati'
to find.

lo

fill

this

month's

The uorth and

the

present

are

pi>rl"orniin.u' a (hit\'

!',H'noral

ion

iiii-hc

l"a!iu'
ot"

of

in

the V'ilhiiioNan's

\'iUano\a nicn and

lon^^ (U'i'oi'i'cd

that

which places him amonir tlic im!iioi-tals. 'I'hc honor
nuM'iti'd, and it jj:i\'cs us considerable pleasui"e to ust>
at

llall n|'

Fanu>

is

it

is

with the

t"o(>lin^'

we hcstow upon him the
is

not

hai'd

has spread tar and wide anion^'

(Jt'ofirt' -lacolis

his

onl>

\)\

his

rwvy
name

ri^ht
in

the

that

we

aci-oladc

and is ficldy
"Who's Who

X'illanova."

(Jeorgt'. oi" "Doc." as he is known to e\ei\\' man in the Collejjfe. cam(> to \'^illano\a
as a Fr(>shnian and since that time he has steadily t-ont rihuted in a \'ei-\' sul)stantial wa\"
to the Kl<^i'y <d' \'illano\a.
I'pon th.e court, the diamond, and jjiridii'on. he is a star; he is
His stellar catchin^^ and timel,\' hittinj;" mark him as one of the
<)ui- three-l(>ttei' man.
best recei\('fs in coll(>^e i-anks. (ieorj.:!:(> stands as a peer amon^ lh(> athletes of the lUue
and White. lie is the ca])tain of oui' l)asketball t(>ani this \-ear. On th(> court. Doc is
tlu^ mainsprinjj: of the attack and th(> last ditch of defense and his ^amy, j.!:ritt\' playing
has endeared him to the heai't of e\(>r\' man on the campus.
The honoi- of captaining
this yeai-'s (piintet is a reward of m(>i-it justly earned. His worth as a Ki'idiron athlete
niH'ds no ai)oloi4'y, and with his passinu: \'illano\a loses a sturd.w skillful end.
lUit the finest thin^ that can be said in (ieor^^e Jacobs favor is that he is one of
the most pojndar men in tlu' college.
The fame and the lionors that ha\'e come to him
have not spoiled him in slijifhtest degree. There is nothing of the snob (w the "highbi'ow" about (reoi-ge.
For Senior a.nd Freshman alike, he has the same warm smile and
hearty greeting,
(ieniality is as natural to him as sunshine to a sumuKu-'s day.
His
sterling ciiai'acfer. his gentlemaidy demeatKU'. his athletic ])rowess. and liis absolute unswerving loyalty mark him as one of the great \'illano\ans of the pi-esent day, and so
it is that we sing his pi-aises in these t-olumns.

an
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EDITORIALS
Why

Lent?

To every

well
conducted business
house there comes regularly a season
given over to the taking of an inventory. At such
a time accounts are cast up, profits and losses are
analyzed and re-adjustments made whereby the
business might be conducted in the most efficient
manner possible. So, too, during the World War
the soldiers who had borne the terrific strain of
battle were, after a certain time, led back worn and
weary to the rest camps behind the lines, to recuperate their failing strength and soothe shattered
Nature when taxed and burdened beyond
nerves.
its capacity, demands a period of rehabilitation and
rest. All around us in every phase of life there is

a certain period of time which

must be given

to the

i

rallying of nature's forces in order that the life of

an organism

may

be preserved.

If this period of recuperation is so necessary

the physical or purely material side of

on

life, it is al-

together logical and consistent to conclude that it is
from a spiritual point of

!

just as vital and necessary

view.

Many

of us, nay, most of us, are accustomed to
upon Lent as sort of a bug-bear a time of repression and depression when we must forego all
legitimate means of joy and recreation. We view
with alarm the approach of the long penitential sea-

—

look

son simply because

we mistake or

overlook

its

pur-

1
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We

pose and meaning.
that the

Church has

forget

—we

fail to realize

set aside this season of the

year

as a period wherein we should take stock of cfurJust as the business house makes an annual

selves.

survey of
dier

its

assets and liabilities; just as the sol-

withdraws

camp to recoup
too, we must bal-

to the rehabilitation

the shattered forces of nature, so,

ance accounts and so prepare for the Great Reckoning which every man must render.
Every one admits at least to himself—that he
All of us confess in
is not all that he should be.
our better moments to failings, shortcomings, and
weaknesses. We are uncomfortably conscious at
times of unmanly cowardice and weak compromises
which make us unworthy of our better selves. We
know there is a skeleton in the family closet; a
secret weakness which would consume
us with

—

were known. Now the whole meaning
and purpose of Lent hinges upon this particular
point.
This season of the year is set aside by the
Catholic Church simply that we might be brought
face to face with the issue. The Church asks us to
eschew worldly pleasures and pursuits, in so far as
it is possible, merely that we may view ourselves
with a true perspective and in the proper light. She

shame

if it

asks us to be honest

Credit

with ourselves

—

to

see

our-

Since time began society has been in the
habit of awarding to the deserving individual some mark of appreciation and
honor. The appreciation may be purely
material in character. More frequently it

Where
Credit
Js Due

form of an honor which distinguishes and
marks a man as having performed some signal service in a worthy cause. It is simply an official recognition of the individual's outstanding worth and
merit. Such are the military decorations given for
valorous conduct on the field of battle. Such are the

takes the

honorary degrees given by our colleges to men devoted to the cause of suffering humanity.
The idea is a splendid one. It shows first of all
recognition for service well performed. In the second place, by reason of the immaterial nature of the
award, it removes all danger of sordid motives or
mercenary aims.

The
athletes

practice
is

of

awarding

letters

to

College

based upon this idea of honorary recog-

nition. To wear the letter of his Alma Mater is the
most cherished ambition of every athlete. But is the
athlete the only one worthy of official recognition?

Or, to put the question in another form. Is athletics
form of undergraduate activity that contributes to the welfare of the college? Let not the
the only

16

She asks us to recognize our weaknesses and failings and to apply the remedy. She
bids us see the chinks and crevices in the armor of
our character and to bolster up and buttress the
selves as ive are.

weak points

in

our

riqioral fa,bric.

;

/The

Catholic College should produce the finest
type of Catholic manhood. We are moulding our
characters now and the season of Lent that we are
spending here at Villanova, has a tremendous effect
in determining what sort of men we shall be and
what sort of Catholics we shall be. We cannot see
the immediate effect of the Lenten season now, but
in after life we will be required to meet situations
which will call forth every particle of moral
stamina in our characters if they are to be met

—

.successfully.

':'::;:^.:f-'::v:;^-,'-r".:^;^-.:>;j''^^^

We

write this article anticipating a certain
amount of criticism and perhaps a rather cool reception. Plowever, we disclaim any intent to moralOur purpose is simply to set
ize or sermonize.
forth a common sense view of an essential phase of
Catholic education. If the topic meets with the
"Let it ride."
reader's disapproval we simply say
"Qui potest capere, capiat," or as we say in modern
parlance: "Take it or leave it.

—

reader think that we have taken up the popular hue
and cry on the stressing of athletics in our colleges.
Nor are we trying to dethrone the athlete from the
prominent place he holds in the college world. We
proclaim most vehemently our belief in college
athletics and we hold that the athlete is richly deserving of the honor accorded him. The point we
wish to make is simply this There are other forms
:

of undergraduate activities which contribute to the
common good and other men deserve recognition for
service rendered.

As you read these lines there probably come to
your mind, offhandedly, the names of half a dozen
men who have worked and worked unselfishly and
sincerely for the good of Villanova.
We will go
further and hazard the guess that these men have
labored with no thought of reward. Are not such
men worthy of recognition? There are men who
have given lavishly of their time and energy to the
production of dramatics, to the Band, the Orchestras, the Owl, and the Villanovan.
There are men
who are directly responsible for guiding the destinies and holding together the different clubs and
fraternities.
There are men who are the backbone
and brains of certain organizations are not such
men worthy of praise?

—

—
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There is a means of giving credit where credit
due and a way of showing recognition to the men
who have in some way contributed to the glory of
our College. This can be done by the organization
of an Honorary Fraternity, in which the athlete, the
leaders of various clubs and fraternities, and the
heads of various institutions upon our campus,
could mingle as brothers. Such a fraternity as is
found within the portals of other institutions of

way recognition for service well done will
given
in
an immaterial way, and honor
will be done to all who give of their time unglory will be done to all who give of their time unselfishly for the glory of our Alma Mater.
Fostering, as we do, any movement for greater school
spirit and always advocating credit where credit is
due, The Villanovan heartily endorses the formation
of an Honorary Fraternity, consisting of the leaders

the highest learning.

in all college

is

In this

be

BLUE OFF TO A FLYING START

Textile taking the small end of a 42-22 score. Twelve

men played

for Villanova, an entire second team going in for part of each half.

This game, played before a capacity crowd in
the Villanova gym., presages a successful season for
the Wildcats. The team, though light, is fast and
shows a fine fighting spirit.
The first combination piled up a big score early
in the first period. They were then relieved by the
seconds, who held the visitors.
The Blue led at

Sheehan led the scoring with
Barry being second with 4.

six

field

goals,

Textile

Leary
Jacobs

center

Wooley
Rosenberg
Gutenkunst

Barry
Sheehan

guard
guard

Luban
Wright

— Sheehan,

6;

Barry',

4;

Lolos,

3;

Murphy, Nolan, McKeever, 2 Wooley, 4
;

Rosenberg, Gutenkunst, Luban, 2.
Foul Goals Jacobs, 2; Wooley, Gutenkunst, 2;
Luban, Wright, 2.
Substitutions Severn for Leary, McKeever for
Jacobs, Stamberg for Lolos, Feinberg for Stamberg,
Fay for McKeever, Geasy for Sheehan.
Referee Emery. Time 20-minute halves.

—
—

—

|
i

It was a stubbornly fought game throughout.
The margin of the score was never more than three
or four points, but was always in Villanova's favor.
Joe Barry and Joe Sheehan, the former Camden

Catholic luminaries, counted for five of the seven

goals scored, the former

making

three.

Close guarding and good defense on the part of

—

At

were hard pressed, but
team and the cheering of
the student body pulled them through.
With two straight victories to its credit, the
team looks forward to a good s^son.
the

forward
forward

;

The collection of former high school stars, representing Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, put
the Wildcats to a real test.

both teams accounted for the low score of 21-13.

half-time, 21-12.

Field Goals

Osteopathy Beaten 21-13

re-

sulted in a victory for the Wildcats, Philadelphia

Jacobs, 3

[

movements.

SECOND STRAIGHT FOR VARSITY

The opener of the 1925-26 basketball season

Line-up
Villanova
Lolos

i

times, the Wildcats

skill

and

spirit of the

Line-up:

Osteopathy

Villanova

Leary
Lolos

.

Jacobs

....

Sheehan

Barry

3.

of

.

-.

.

.

forward

Ellis

forward

Bradford

center

Sullivan

....

guard

McHenry

....

guard

Loughtoh

Field Goals- -Lolos, Jacobs, Sheehan, 2; Barry,
Foul Goals Lolos, 1 out of 2; Sheehan, 2 out

—
Substitutions — Fay for Jacobs, Nolan for Barry

4.

|
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THIRD STRAIGHT

Fouls— Sheehan,

A

score of 48-11 over Philadelphia Pharmacy
gave the Wildcats their third win of three games
played.
Joe Sheehan filled the stellar role with a
quartet of field goals. Barry made two and Jacobs,

first

Substitutions

They scored at
goal.
Stamberg

will, all having at least one field
parted the cords four times and Severn three.
The score shows the strength on the defensive
of both teams. The regulars held the score to seven
points, the seconds allowing only four more to be
added.
Half-time score, 22-7. Line-up:
Villanova
Pharmacy
Lolos
forward
Yiengst
Leary
forward
Clark
Jacobs
center
Lochester
Sheehan
guard
Evans.
V

Barry

Van Horn

guard

Field Goals

—Yiengst, 2; Sheehan, 4; Clark, Lo-

chester, Jacobs, Barry, 2; Stamberg, 4; Nolan, 2;

Severn, 3; Fay, Murphy, McKeever.
Foul Goals Clark, 1; Van Horn, 2; Jacobs, 1;
Sheehan, 4; Leary, McKeever, 2; Murphy, 1.
Referee Emery. Time of halves 20 minutes.

—

—

—

VILLANOVA,

A

field

25; ST.

JOHN'S,

24

goal by Nolan, sub-center, defeated the

John's College five of Brooklyn, in the last fifteen seconds of one of the most stirring games ever
played in the Villanova gym.
St.

St. John's, with a 6-foot-4 center, and a well-balanced combination, held an edge over the Wildcats
at the end of the first half; score, 16-11.
Joe Sheehan was the outstanding star in this exciting triumph, registering four field goals and
counting five out of six tries from the foul line for

a total of thirteen points.
St. John's retained
the lead throughout the
greater portion of the second half. When the score
stood 22-16 in their favor, Nolan and Severn, substituting for Jacobs and Leary, entered the fray
and swung the pendulum of victory to Villanova.
Each made two field goals in their short period of
activity.

Line-up:
Villanova

Leary

St.

forward
forward

Lolos

Jacobs

center

Barry
Sheehan

John's

Freeman
Curran
Page

guard
Gallagher
guard
Feeney
Field Goals— Sheehan, 4; Nolan, 2; Severn, 2;

Lolos,

1.

— Severn

out of
for

1.

Lolos,

Nolan

for

Jacobs.

BIG RED STOPS

THE BLUE

Cornell, 28; Villanova, 21

the floor near the end of the

half and finished the game.

5 out of 6; Barry, 1 out of 3;

Lolos, 1 out of 2; Jacobs,

one.

The seconds took

17

After four victories, the Blue and White finally
dropped the first game of their Northern trip to the
Ithacians.

Perhaps the ten-hour trip in a day coach on the
day of the game took its toll on the speed and energy
of the boys. At any rate, their usual speed was lacking and they were unable to keep pace with their
heavy rivals.
At the end of the first fifteen minutes of play,
the Wildcats led the scoring. From then on Villanova slowly sank, as did the opportunity of winning
the most important fracas of the season.
When the second frame started, our team, refreshed by the rest, drew close on the heels of the
Red. But their endurance weakened and the hardfought game was lost, in the last six minutes of
Till then the game was even.
Line-up
Villanova
forward
Leary
forward
Lolos
center
Jacobs

play.

Albee
Hall

Wilbur

Rossomondo

guard
guard

Barry
Sheehan

Cornell

Clucos

— Sheehan, Barry, 3;
Substitutions — Severn for
Goals

Lolos, 2; Leary,

1.

Leary, Nolan for
Sheehan, Sheehan for Lolos, Lolos for Nolan.

ST.

BONA'S TAKES THE WILDCATS

In a hard

game with

St.

Bonaventure's College,

went under for the second
time on the Northern trip. The score, 20-17, indiThe effects of the Cornell decates a close tussle.
feat the night before may have had something to do
of Glean, N. Y., the Blue

with this second reversal.
The seconds, with the addition of Capt. Jacobs,
Nolan, sub-guard, was high
started the game.
The
scorer with two field goals and three fouls.
score at half time was 10-9, with the Wildcats
carrying off the long end.
In the second half, with the regulars in, St.
Bona's crept into the lead and finished in front.
McCloud, for the Up-Staters, was the high scorer of
the game, netting four field goals and dropping one
single counter.

Line-up
Villanova

Stamberg
Geisey

St.

forward
forward

Bonaventure

McCloud
McMillan

THE VILLANOVAN
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Jacobs
center
Dodson
Severn.
guard
Gavagn
.
Nolan. ........ ..... guard
O'Neill
Field Goals Nolan, 2 Severn, Sheehan, Lolos.
Fouls Nolan, 3; Barry, 2; Sheehan, Leary.
Substititions
Lolos for Stamberg, Leary for
Geisey, Sheehan for Severn, Barry for Nolan.
.

.

.

—

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

fensive which resulted in the doubling of the score.

Joe Sheehan was again high scorer with six twopointers and two fouls to his credit. Sheehan has
scored 82 points this season.

^

—
—

;

VILLANOVA TRIPS NIAGARA,

Line-up
Canisius

25-19

Breaking the short losing streak, the Wildcats
took Niagara into camp with apparent ease.
Niagara's strong team trimmed Cornell a few days
before this defeat.
Coach Saxe started a new combination which
proved successful: Severn at the forward position,
Nolan at center, and Geisey at guard, were the additions.
Barry and Sheehan were at their usual
posts, as both have been playing brilliantly so far.
Joe Sheehan led the scoring with three double
deckers and three fouls. Geisey was a close second,
parting the cords twice.

Line-up

Niagara
Dever
Mullin

Villanova

center

Severn
Sheehan
Nolan

guard
guard

forward
forward

Baland
Cadzou

Gorman

WILDCATS,

36;

CANISIUS,

Wildcats

Severn
Sheehan
Nolan

center

guard
guard

Stahl

Geisey

Barry

INTER-FRATERNITY LEAGUE
i

V

Hooting and howling
in the corridors,

known

league

mark

in the

the opening of the all-sports
Boxers,

to the boys as basketball.

wrestlers, and basketballers
virile

gym and arguments

all find

manhood, but sportsmanship

exit for their

and

laughter

reigns.

Scores thus far

Delta Pi Epsilon
Epsilon Phi Theta

24

Phi Kappa Phi
Lambda Kappa

23
22

18

Delta

Barry

Delta Pi Epsilon
Phi Kappa Pi

23
7

Geisey

Lambda Kappa

21
16

18

uncorked an

Delta

Epsilon Theta

The wind-up of the Blue's invasion was a decisive win over Canisius College, of Buffalo.
During the first half it was only Sheehan's brilliant shooting that kept Villanova in the lead. But
in the second half the

Villanova

forward
forward

Conners
Greneau
Short
Deker

of-

Won
Business

.

Pre-Med

.

Engineers
A. B.'s
.

.
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PLINTHS
—What,
Brown—Yes,
Smith

have

you

taken

to

wearing

glasses ?

"Rastus,

I'll

give you five dollars to have your

picture taken inside the cage with the lion."

"No, suh, boss, not me."

I did so manj' cross-word puzzles
that one eye got to see vertical and the other hori-

"You needn't be

"He doan need
"What's the score, Jim?" she ^sked, arriving late
for the game.
"Nothing to nothing."
"Oh, goody!" she exclaimed. "We haven't missed
a thing."

—
—
Willie— Just

Pa sent me for a piece of rope
Shopman How much does he want?

Willie

enough

to reach

like this.

from the goat

to

the fence.

—Who was that who laughed out loud?
Pupil —
but
didn't mean
do
Prof.—You didn't mean
do
Pupil — No,
laughed
my
and did
Prof.

I did, sir

to

I

;

to

sir

not

know

there

;

in

I

was

a hole in

my

sleeve,

The
ple.

I

elbow.

—
—
—
—

—

Salesman (at motor show) This is the type of
car that always pays for itself, sir.
Prospective Buyer Well, as soon as it has done
that you can have it delivered to my garage.

—

hall

Never

hasn't any teeth,"

none.

was packed and overflowing with peoin the history of the town had there

driver."

—

O'Brien "Well, in me own mind, Columbus was
a greater man than St. Patrick."
McGeachy "You'll have to prove that."
O'Brien "St. Patrick found a country the Irish
never rule, and Columbus discovered a
could
country the Irish have always ruled."

—

—

"Chickens, sah," said the old negro sage, "is
de usefullest animal dere is. You can eat 'em befo'
dey is born and after dey is daid."

Husband
ings.'

Wife

— "Telling

—"No, dear,

to the football

game."

lies

it's

The young wife was
"Ernest," said the teacher, "tell what you know
about the Mongolian race."
"I wasn't there," exclaimed Ernest hastily, "I

Jess his reputation's nuff."

been such a speaker. Fervently his words echoed
through the silent mass: "He drove straight to his
goal.
He looked neither to the right nor left, but
pressed forward, moved by a definite purpose.
Neither friend nor foe could delay him nor turn him
from his course. All that crossed his path did so at
their peril. What would you call such a man?" And
a voice from the audience answered: "Truck

it.

it?

Judge What's your occupation?
Mike I'm a sailor.
Judge You don't look like a sailor. I don't believe you were ever on a ship.
Mike You don't think I came from Ireland in a
Ford?

went

He

afraid.

replied the circus owner.

zontal.

is

not one of

my

fail-

one of your few successes."
troubled.

"Dearest," she asked, "do you know that you
haven't kissed me for three weeks?"
"Good heavens," cried the absent-minded pro"Then whom have I been kissing."
fessor.

THE
"We

mother last night
brought me home from the dance."
/'But we were very quiet."
disturbed

V IL
you

after

LANOVAN
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favorite song of the fellow who is always
bumming a cigarette is "Let the Rest of the World

The

Go Buy."

"That's what disturbed her."

"The old-fashioned farmer
his calves at the county fair,

who

does the same thing."

who
now has

Steady Job
"Still working for the same people?"
"Sure wife and four kids."

used to exhibit

— Selected.

—

a daughter

Two

When

Willie

grows up he wants

car conductor so he can

to be a street

ences.

everyone where to get

tell

"Even been in Garden Center?" asked
"No," was the answer.

off.

The employer called his secretary.
"Here, John, look at this letter. I can't make out
whether it's from my tailor or my lawyer. They're
both named Smith."
And this is what John read: "I have begun your
suit.
Ready to be tried on Thursday. Smith." Exchange.

—

,

A

;.:

cans of your syrup and
,bit.'^

it

my

has not helped

corns

":.;-.....

"Do you
''rl-

love me, John?*'

^^^^^^

-

"I
"Quietest place I ever saw," said the first.
and
afternoon
summer
one
went through there
every storekeeper in the place had his chair tilted
back against the front of his store and was fast
asleep.'':

;;;

v

>'

-i^V^

''-:.

;'

-r :V,,

,

^

;;

"Well," was the rejoinder, "it's got nothing on
Forest Vale. I went through there last week and
the only sign of life was a dog chasing a cat, and
they were both walking.

like the

man

in the

the fault-finder gains nothing for himself, nor
does ^e add anything to the progress or happiness
of the world.
Magistrate— "Did you or did you

r

•-"

"Of course I do."
"Then why doesn't your chest go up and down
..'^-

policeman?"
Prisoner

—"The answer

movies?"

is in

— "Fanny says her
drive the car."
Edna— know. When

She^-"I must dress at once, dear; the Browns
are coming here this evening. Should I put on the

to

percolator?"

demonstrating the clutch."

—"Oh,

don't

bother;

you're

dressed

He

—

Maid (to hotel manager) "The sheets are gone
out of room 19."
Manager (going to the register) "Let's see,
who occupied it last night. Yes, just as expected,
someone from Atlanta, Georgia."

—

"All aboard," called the conductor as the train
prepared to leave the station.
"Holjd on boss!" called a feminine voice, "wait
!"
til Ah gets mah clothes on
Six cars full of passengers thrust their heads out
of windows and craned their necks expectantly. They
saw a negro mammy struggling on with a basket
of laundry.

"Well, Pat, do
nights?"

the

"I

good

enough the way you are."

twins

make much

"Praise be to hivin!
Sure each
loud yez can't hear the ither wan."

(ardently)

— "Have

whose touch seemed to
being?"
She "Oh, yes, once

—

the infirmary."

fiance is teaching her

I

saw him

last

he was

you ever met a

thrill

man

every fiber of your

—the dentist."

—"Congratulations, Governor, you're the
father of
—
Governor "I demand a recount!" —Washington
Doctor

triplets

!"

Dirge.

"Say, sonny, why's your milk pail empty? Didn't
the old cow give anything?"
"Yep, eight quarts and one kick."

"Waiter, has this steak been cooked?"
"Yes, sir, by electricity."
"Well, take it back, and give it another shock."

noise

A
wan

not, strike the

^V.;

Edith

He

one.

corn syrup manufacturing company received

the following letter: "Dear Sirs: I have ate three
.one

traveling salesmen discussing their experi-

cries

so

nut at the steering wheel, a peach at his side
in the road is a good recipe for

and a sharp turn
a fruit salad.
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Tft/s giant hydro-electric unit weighs 750 tons and c insists of a vertical shaft
hydraulic turbine attached to an electric generator delivering 52,000 kilowatts
at 12,000 volts.

Bigger Generators
C!\\eaper Electricity
A

70,000 horsepower hydro-electric unit recently
instdled at Niagara Falls utilizes the same amount
of water as seven former 5, 000 -horsepower units,
The General Electric Company, as of December 3, 1924,

yet does the work of fourteen such units. And
caves 700,000 tons of coal yearly for the nation.

had 37,716 stockholders, of
whom 45 per cent were

women. The average num-

ber of common shares held
by stockholders was 55. In
ownership, policies, past and
present activities, G-E is unselfishly dedicated to the
cause of electrical progress.

A new series of G-E advertisements showing what electricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on request.
Ask for booklet QBK-1.

Wherever
cities,

electricity

has blazed

industrial centers,

and

its trail

—

it

in towns,

rural communities

comfort and progress have come to stay.

Generating and distributing electricity concern the
technical student.

But

electricity's application in

the betterment of industry, the professions, and
home life concerns every educated person.
1-9GC

•^kNB

RAL

ELECTRI

AL ELECTRIC
COMPANY

SCHENECTADY

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

NEW

YORK

THE VILLANOVAN

J ECALDWEa & Ga
Jewelry
Silverware

Watches
Stationery

PRIZE CUPS
Vases, bowls, tankards and

TROPHIES
precious

in

metals,

copper

silverplate,

and bronze.
Medals, Pins, Shields
College Insignia

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut Street Below Broad

gfciit many
new habits at college. Habits that
grow on you and become a part of

|ou WILL cuLTi\^\TE
will

your

life

You

on the campus

ii

.

.

.

and

Peter Reilly Publications

off if.

Philadelphia
133 North Thirteenth Street
HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY

will don the far-famed "balloon

By

trousers"; you will cultivate a speaking

acquaintance with the
letters;

you

will

arts, sciences

become a

J.

Godfrey Rupert

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
Views of future life as represented by men
scientific points."
It is popularly treated so as
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Tjodpre.
to Interest the great majority of readers.
138 pages, price $1.25.

and

statistical

expert on college spoics, athletic and

ELEHIENTS OF SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY

otherwise,

"Scarcely any Bngllsh books of Philosophy have such breadth
such brevity of
of view, such clearness of expression, and
America. Cr 8 vo.
style."
423 pages.
$2.50.

and you

By Rev. Michael W.

will have a Telephone

Date with Mother

iiud

Shallo, S. J.

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francia Thompson
Edited with NoteN, by Michael A. Kelly

Dad

every week oj your College Life.

(Upper Classmen please copy!)

m

Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but It stands out among
all the productions of modern Htprature as a masterpiece in
itself.
"One of the few very great odes." — Coventry Patmore.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c. School Edition, 25c.

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry

C. Schuyler, Ph. D., S. T. L,

Places successfully In a popular and devout manner the principal
By the author of
truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 16 mo.
Prayer Book Edition, $1.25.
218 pages.

HOSSFELD
New

ITALIAN GRAMMAR

By A. Rota

method for learning the Italian language, revised
and enlarged with a vocabulary, by AV. N. Cornett. Thorough,
conversational
the
portions
reliable and fascinating, with

Telephone

appended to each chapter.

12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

Home/
IN

NEW

practical

By Rev, Joneph M. O'Hara

Excellent for
Simply explained according to the New Code.
those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics honestly
desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16 mo., 84
pages,

DOING

SO.

cloth,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

50c.

THE

V ILLANOVAN
Evening Dress

Specialists in

Our reputation for making clothes of distinctive style and character is well known.
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PATRICK

In the forests of Europe Irish fires were lit
ago, and the tribes prayed to Crom and

Long

to Breed

But

their druids foretold of a

As a

light

from the

east,

man who would come

with a quick-springing

seed,

Who

would tell them great wonders with magical
words
Of a God who had died on a hill far away,
Whose wounds were five portals opening unto
The paradise lost in the dawn of their day.
So they crossed the dread waters

in hide-covered
ships
To a land that was veiled by a shimmering rain.
As a place set apart it had waited them there,
Shielded by mist from the false and profane.
They builded their homes and waged their fierce

wars
While the centuries fled as birds on the wing,
And still they gave worship to Crom and to Breed
Until, in the dawning of one golden spring,
The man long foretold stepped on their shores
Alone and unfriended, he walked thru the land,
And the people came to him, while the kings and
the priests

Forsook Crom and Breed and followed his band.

And

thus did he come to that island of dreams
Set in the silver of musical seas;
And the hearts of the people were harps to his
voice,

Sounding with rapturous melodies.
The seed that he sowed in that rich fecund earth,
Grew up and spread over the face of the world.
And one by one, ever increasing with time,
Its beautiful blossoms in splendor uncurled.
It stood, and it stands, perennial, fair,

A

tree neither

man

nor the ages can

fell.

Its roots are secure in the hearts of a race.

And

its fruits

can be found wherever

men

dwell.

Liam Mor.
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A SHORT HISTORY OF FLORIDA
According to a popularly accepted notion,
Florida was discovered by Ponce De Leon. This
is all wrong.
Florida was discovered by a couple
of brilliant young real estate men from New York.
True, Ponce arrived in Florida in 1513. But
he merely arrived he really did not discover it.
He was not interested in Florida as such. He was
looking for the Fountain of Youth.
The myth
still persists.
Bank presidents, railroad magnates,
and captains of industry hie to Florida every midwinter bound on the same quest.
Poor old Ponce was knocked off by an Indian
while sampling his fourteenth spring. His shipmates took offense and went off in a huff.
Nothing happened after this until the year
1890, when the Florida East Coast Railway began
business and the Atlantic Seaboard Line ran a
spur into Jacksonville.
In 1901 the old Baltimore Orioles and "Jawn"
McGraw started spring training for baseball teams
in Florida.
This year is likewise significant be^
cause the first bath tub was introduced. In 1904 a barber shop was started and the first
Floridan had his hair cut and a shave.
Within the next couple of years a toWn was
started on the east coast called Palm Beach. There
is no real significance to the name as there is not
a palm in sight. The promoters merely sought
to give the place a tropical background by playing
upon the imagination of northerners.
Sometime within the last five or six years someone got the idea that money was to be made in
Florida. A little advertising was done and the
first million started south.

—

Immediately after this towns began to spring
up.
Miami, Orlando, Clearwater, Tarpon Springs
and Fort Meyers are some of them.
Tarpon
Springs was made famous by the Chi Sox and
Jack Keefe.
The name "Miami" is popularly and erroneously supposed to be of Indian origin.
The real facts
of the case are these One rainy day someone remarked to Flagler that he was splashed with mud.
"My! Am I"? said Flagler, and to commemorate
that snappy comeback the town was called Miami.
The only name of Indian origin is Lake
Okeecheebee. There are twenty-six different ways
of pronouncing it
all wrong.
In March, 1924, while the Dodgers were training at Clearwater a syndicate of northern newspapers featured an article by Bill Doak.
Bill
declared he would not sign a Brooklyn contract
as he had made $100,000 in real estate and was
out to make another hundred thousand.
The
result is a decline of our national pastime because
:

—

our noble athletes have degenerated into real estate
salesmen. The ball tossers now spend the spring
training showing prospective sucks lots lying under
six feet of

water.,;v;;v\.;,,:;\:';v:-v:-::;.-.,:,;-^

Florida has become the sport mecca of the
world. "Red" Grange, Ernie Nevers and lesser
football luminaries have gathered in the shekels
in vast quantities for displaying their wares. The
leader of the Daisy Chain at Vassar has signed a
contract for a syndicate of Florida real estate men
and is going into training preparatory to an exhibition

tour.;-^C:.:;;

Key West

':

-xy;"^;

the chief seaport town on the east
V
coast.
It is noted for brazen bootleggers, hardboiled revenue officers and natives in whose bosoms
the Civil War hatred still burns fiercely.
Lots are being bought and sold on option six
and nine times. This is the most popular outdoor
sport in Florida, it is known as passing the buck.
John D. Rockefeller recently scattered a handful
of dimes among a group of caddies at Ormand
Beach. It is the first money that has changed
hands in Florida in the last six months.
There are more beautiful women in Florida
than any other state in the Union—but they all
come from some place else.
Jacksonville is the center of fruit-raising inThey claim to raise the finest fruit in the
dustry.
They then pass laws forbidding the
world.
entrance of fruits from anywhere else, thus proving their claim to having the finest fruits in the
state.

is

:.:.:•,-;:•.,,,;..,

"Jack" Dempsey and "Gene" Tunney are going to meet at last in a Florida real estate ring.
Both boys are in Miami now, doing a bally-hoo and
conducting strangers up to the dotted line.
"Jack" and "Gene" now train in a suite of
mahogany offices and are surrounded by blotters,
fountain pens and dotted lines.
Both men are training conscientiously. Every
morning they do some road work in eight-cylinder
Then they exercise with the weights, lifting
cars.
mortgages and raising deposits. After that there
You would be
is a session with the dumb bells.

—

surprised at how many dumb bells there are in
Florida.
Editor says I must stop here. Was thinking
of submitting this paper as a thesis for a degree
in history but the history prof never considered
me or my work seriously, so I pass it on to the
more kindly disposed and more appreciative undergraduate and alumni body. Anyway a real history of Florida can never be written till the water
has been drained off the choicest building lots and

by that time

—well, who will care?
Thomas

Breslin, '29.

«" ^''v '»•-'••
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REUNION AND DINNER OF CLASS OF

—The

annual dinner of the 1920 class was
February 13. The
following members of the class were present: John
Jones, F. X. Robinson, D. F. Farley, Howard
Tyrrell, Joseph Gillespie, Frank Murphy and Jim
Hart.
This number was augmented by the presence of our president. Father Sullivan, and several
'20

held at Villanova on Saturday,

of
the faculty.
Many interesting
speeches followed the dinner. Chief among these
was the talk in which Father Sullivan stressed the
importance of the staunch support of Alumni.
Mr. McGeehan spoke of Alumni connections with
athletics;
Mr. Humphrey outlined the purposes
and ideals of an engineering education, while Mr.
Slavin spoke on the timely topic of class organization.
Mr. Sweeney stressed the importance of

members

'12

—Several

Villanova

men have followed

the

recent popular exodus to Florida. E. J. Dougherty
returned, not long ago, from a 16-day trip to the

Sunshine State. While there he looked over some
of the proposed engineering work,
'13
in

— James

Florida.

O'Brien is spending some time
Probably he is attracted by the muchJ.

advertised real estate boom.
'20

—Professor

gratulations

McCormick

upon the birth

is

in line for con-

of a daughter,

born

February 4th.

'20— "Joe" Waugh, who took

his E. E. in '20,

is

with the Lehigh Portland Cement Company,
Allentown.
still

—We have

news from George McCann. He
is the proud "Dad" of two sons.
Yes, the second
was born recently and George is busy receiving
'20

We take this opportunity to
extend ours. George will be remembered as the
pioneer cartoonist for the Villanovan.
Indeed,
congratulations.

1920

individual merit in the quest for success. Besides
these talks by members of the faculty, each member of the class expressed a few thoughts suitable
to the occasion.
Howard Tyrell was a very
efficient

toastmaster.

There are many activities in college life outside
Reof athletics which deserve a hearty cheer.
unions of alumni stand foremost among these.
Such gatherings are a most expressive tribute to
the school. We cannot refrain from giving a word
of praise to those members of the class of 1920
who have kept alive a spirit of appreciation and
loyalty to Villanova as evidenced by their presence
on February 13. Our best wish is that their next
reunion will find, if possible, a one hundred per
cent, attendance.

some of

handiwork along this line is evident
day editions.
'23
A. E. Cook is employed by the Delaware
County in the designing and construction of
his

in present

—

bridges.
'23

—"Hughie"

'25

— "Bill"

McGeehan recently became the
"Hughie" says
father of a bouncing baby boy.
nothing as to his "bouncing" qualities but he does
In his
attest as to the powers of his son's voice.
letter, announcing the glad tidings, "Hughie" says
the boy will be a quarter-back. He bases this
assertion on the remarkable clearness, articulation
and power with which the little fellow bawls signals at three o'clock in the morning.
Henry

is

studying law at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.
'25

—

George Casey is with the Keystone State
Construction Company. At present, he is working
on the Broad street subway.
'25
Carl Mondrosch is employed by the Concrete Steel Company as a steel detailer.

—
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NEAR AT HAND
The camp of the Junior Class

Junior

scene of

Class

much

is

a

activity for near at

hand is the long-waited-for Junior
With the coming of Junior Week a very

Week.
important social event in the career of every
Junior looms up on the horizon the Junior Prom.
Already the committees have been appointed
and are hard at work. For the week committee
M. Oberholzer has been appointed chairman, to
be assisted by A. Baron, Al Brown, J. Driscoll, A.
Hanahy, R. Hegner, W. Hurley, P. Kirwan, A.
Panepinto, R. Sullivan and F. Yake. This committee has already reported that a full week can
be expected, implying that every day has been
filled up.
There are one or two items as yet to

—

be decided, so the programme will be withheld
until the Junior Week issue of this magazine.
J. Gibbons was chosen to head the prom committee with F. Byrne, W. Daley, G. DePaul, P.

McHenry,
workers.

McManus and J. Shea as his coSo far they have not finally decided

T.

upon what hotel

will be the scene of the

prom

nor on the music. Bids are still coming in for
both and they will be announced like the programme in the next issue.
From the plans that have been completed up
to date, an unexcelled Junior Week and Prom is
expected.
The April issue of the Villanovan is to be the
Junior Week number, so get in line for your copies,
as there is only a limited supply.

THE STUDENTS' RETREAT
A great interest, it might even be stated, much
enthusiasm was manifested by the student body as

a whole, in our annual retreat.
Previous years the retreat

was held during
Easter week. It preceded our spring vacation,
which, as some have said, proved to be a detriment
to the spirit which should prevail during the few
days that we set aside for the special devotion.
This year, however, by a general consensus of our
and faculty the retreat was held
following our mid-year exams. It proved to be
a wise move. Never in the annals of Villanova
has a retreat proved a greater success.
Father Austin, the retreat master, secured
perfect co-operation from the start.
His kind,
witty, "straight from the shoulder" remarks endeared him to the entire student body.
Mention might here be made of the terrible
weather conditions which prevailed during the few
days that the retreat lasted. Much credit can be
given to the students for the perfect attendance at
the conferences and other devotions, and also for
the manner in which they respond to our annual
spiritual director

religious survey.

No doubt, the retreat, which Father Austin
termed "a spiritual stock taking time," left a lasting impression and its effects were very easily
noticed.

FRESHMEN ORGANIZE
Under the direction of the Student
Council the Freshmen class met on
February 12 and elected officers.
Precedent to the election James Trainor, president
of the Student Council, addressed the gathering
and impressed upon the members of the class the
need for class spirit and co-operation.
Class
of '29

THE VILLANOVAN
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following officers were chosen:

President, J. Kenneth Brooks.

Vice President,

John

^

;?:

Gault/^^^^^^^^^^^^^^3^^^^^^^^^^

^

Treasurer, James H. Jenkins.
Secretary, Neal McCarthy.

Under these officers two meetings have been
held to date and plans formulated for conducting
smoker in the near future. To further this end
committee has been named. Its personnel consists of Frank Li Volsi, John Gault and Joseph
Wade.
a

a

Kenneth Brooks was chosen to represent the
Student Council and the following
assistant managers of the various sports have been
elected: football, Erwin McGuire, Charles Martin,
J.

class in the

Edward Scannel, Austin Tighe;

baseball, Joseph
Wade, William Hess, George Wirhy, Frank Hardbasketball,
Matthew Murphy, Bernard
ing;
O'Hara, John Foley, Edward Cox; track, Paul
Manning, Richard Denney, James Furlong, Vincent Shea.

RENEWED ACTIVITY
A special meeting of the student
body was called by the Student
Council during the week of February 7th. President James Traynor addressed the
assemblage. The fact was brought to their attention that only men who had earned their V were
permitted to wear them. In other words introducing a "Paissez-nous foire" movenient for the

Student
Council

other students.

At this meeting the much talked of musical
comedy was discussed. It was decided to have
one but only with the whole-hearted and untiring
support of each

member

of the student body.

was also decided that beginning with this
year the new members who are to be admitted to
It

the council should be taken in before the expiration

In this manner they will familiarize
themselves with the duties connected with the
council and thereby lose no time in starting work
when the new year rolls around.
of the year.

THE DAY STUDENTS' CLUB
By the success of their smoker and entertainment, known as the "Day Hoppera," the day
students have removed all doubt from the
boarders' minds concerning their pep and school
spirit.

Surely

if

they did not manifest these two

qualities in their last activity, then the definition
of those terms should be removed from the dictionary.
Once more the "Day Dodgers" have
shown that they really can do things, and furthermore, that they are deserving of all the praise

that has been heaped upon them.

^^^^^^^^^^^

^;

show itself, it can be said with certhat it entertained from the time the
"Crayon Artist" stepped upon the stage, until
Tom Finney and Ken Cook left it amidst vociferous

As

to the

tainty

applause. Every act was original and different.
Jimmy Lyons' and Mart Callan's black face act
was as humorous a bit of dialogue as one would
care to listen to. Jack Cretin on two occasions
rendered popular songs in a way that would merit
broadcasting. Our Freshman Friend, a little
chap, Blatt by name, provided the real novelty
number when he showed the audience how much
music could be obtained from an ordinary saw.
He was accompanied by that clever pianist, Frank
Anastasia. The Day Students' Orchestra under
the personal direction of the famous Gene Reiley
delighted their listeners with such a quality of
jazz that they were begged over and over again
for more. They obliged with several encores. In
a violin and piano duet, featuring Ken Cook and
Gene Reiley, many of the more or less classical
In a
numbers were delightfully produced.
specialty number the McHenry boys, Joe and Paul,
demonstrated in a buck dance perfect harmony.
They obliged with different type in the audience's
With a ukulele case in Horace
call for repetition.
Franklin's hands and ukulele in Gene Reiley's,
these two chaps provided enough harmony and
humorous songs to satisfy anybody who had a
passionate desire for that kind of good natured
nonsense. Maurie Blake rendered a specialty in
that popular exercise, known as the Charleston.
He was joined by the stout and frolicsome Clint
Moore- Together they sang and did a few variaThe show was
tions of the same Charleston.
closed by an uproar of nonsense from the tongues
of those two popular favorites, Tom Finney and
Ken Cook.
Their antics had the crowd "in
stitches" and it was with regret to all that the
curtain went down for the last time. It had closed
the round of pleasure at the school, as Lent was
However, after the peniless than a week off.
tential season is over, and Junior Week has come
and gone, the day students are going to attempt
a new venture in the form of a dance. It most
likely will be held in Philadelphia and the subscription price will be within the reach of everyThe Day Dodgers have given you one good
one.
time this year free. Now at a slight expense to
yourself they are going to give you another.
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LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
Lambda

At a recent meeting of the societyv
Professor Duncombe gave a short
talk on chemistry and its related
subjects.
The lecture proved inter-

/iCapjoa

;

Delta

esting as well as instructive.
Plans for the annual "Pre-Med" dance were
discussed.
The future surgeons claim that this
year's hop, which is to take place on the night of

March

surpass those of other years.
will be some "jig," for the
Lambda Kappa Delta Fraternity is noted for the
most successful dances held on the Villanova

In

17th,

will

event

that

it

pleasant and instructive student papers which are
presented at each meeting. Messrs. Ward, Avil
and Klekota were the last to present papers.
While we dislike throwing bouquets continually
in the same direction we cannot help commenting
on the latest number of The Owl. Every issue
shows a distinct advance over the preceding one
and Vol. I, No. 5, is the best to appear on the
campus. The Engineers are to be congratulated
on a snappy, lively, interesting society paper and
are doing yeoman service in reviving interest

among

their graduate brothers.
good work, Owl

Keep up

the

campus.

At the meeting it was decided that fraternity
pins would be ordered for the members so desiring.

A

in question

committee to take care of the matter

was appointed.

PHI KAPPA PI
The Owls
Doings

The Engineers are busy just
with plans for the initiation of

members
will

take place in

number

of graduate

now
new

into the fraternity

which

A

large

the

near future.

members

of the fraternity
plan to attend the ceremonies and the slide rule
artists

have determined to present an interesting

and entertaining evening

to the old as well as the

new men. These plans have

not interfered with the

AT WORK AGAIN
After successfully presenting the
new play, "Destiny," work has beClub
gun for the annual presentation of
This year it will be
the Lenten play, "Vision."
under the direction and guidance of a new director,
Mr. Jones. He is a very capable man and much
can be expected from him.
Fr. Burns obtained him for Vision and also for
the musical comedy that is to be produced early

Dramatic

in the spring.

;;;-v;';---v:- vy:\-.^:;.^V'''

v^"'

/.^'^^

On the night of March 16 "Vision" will be
broadcast from Gimbel Brothers, of Philadelphia,
Station WIP.
The play will be presented in the college auditorium on the nights of March 23, 24, 25, 26.
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The

results of the basketball

the Inter-fraternity

games played

in

League during the month of

February were as follows:

—
—
—

February 1st Phi Kappa Phi 21, Epilson Phi
Thetaie.
February 2nd Delta Pi Epilson 23, Lambda
Kappa Delta
February 25th Lambda Kappa Delta 23, Phi

>^.L^^

On Tuesday,

the 16th, St. Joe's College fell
The score
of the Wildcats.
was 25-19. A large crowd witnessed the game
which was played on the Weightman Hall court.

paws

to defeat at the

Al

vitrous,

transparent

has

substance

been

framed by Johnnie Conlon,

le.':'^..;::,:^^;'^^-':;,

Kappa

Pi.

18.',\.:,;

February 27th— Delta Pi Epilson

28,

Epilson

Phi Theta 14.

The Business Men's team clinched the championship by their victory over the A B's on the
The victors, as a reward for their work,
will receive gold basketballs donated by the vice
president of the college.
27th.

During retreat week a basketbal game was
staged by the West Catholic Club and the R. C.
H. S. Club. The West Philly boys emerged victors
after a hard fought game.
The score was 20-18.
Reds Bannon and Zip Taylor starred for the R. C.
H. S. club and Murphy and "Moxie" McCoy were
the high lights for the winners.

The retreat closed on Thursday, February 4th,
and classes for the second term commenced immediately. A heavy snow storm greeted the boys
on their way to classes for the opening of the
second term.

The "Day Hoppers" Club entertained the
student body with a smoker in the auditorium on
Thursday, February 11th. The smokes distributed
to
the audience were a grand "revelation."
Johnnie Doughten was the master of ceremonies
and his entertainment was of the highest calibre.
The feature of the program was an act staged by
Cook and Finney in "Absence makes the marks
grow rounder."

has been passed around that Vince
T^
Dorozska and Jerry Hurley have made the supreme
sacrifice.

We

wonder what

it's

all

about.

We

understand that "Detective" Maloney has been
assigned to the case.

Daley and Callahan journeyed to Wayne to
attend the matinee performance at the Garrick.
We wonder what the attraction was, Cal?

Ash Wednesday brought about the initial pracThe men worked out
of the ball tossers.
under "Ad" Snyder's supervision in the gym.
tice

"Cop" Loughran, performing a card trick, had
"Cop"
some difficulty and the trick failed.
claimed that the trick failed because the cards
were "upside down."

Washington's

Birthday

—a

holiday.

Every-

body enjoyed a free day.

The Koal Kracker Klub placed a basketball
team on the court and defeated the Stamford team
to the tune of 27-26 in a well-played game. Reds
Fay and Livolsi were the stars for the Connecticut
aggregation while Chuck Cummings and "Iggie"
Turek performed brilliantly for the K. K. K.

The Wildcats defeated Muhlenberg in a basketgame played on the Alumni Hall court. The
score was 32-24. Captain "Jo" Sheehan was the

ball

"big gun" for the Wildcats.
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WHO'S WHO"

EDWARD

V.

zAt Villanova

DUFFY

NO

one deserves more richly the niche in the Hall of Fame than the one whom we
honor. There is no one upon the campus who does not recognize the worth
of Eddie Duffy and in bestowing this honor upon him we feel somewhat incapable of giving him the full measure of glory and honor that should be his.

now

Four years ago Eddie came to us and from the day of his introduction to the
campus he has continually and untiringly given of his time and efforts to every
movement that has come within his scope of activity. His energy at times seemed
and his efforts at all times have achieved the crown of success.
Napoleonic in stature he displays many of the great figure's characteristics.
He has served his class for the three years as its secretary and holds in this
regard the distinction of being a class officer during the greater part of his college
life, a distinction held by very few.
As a member of the Junior Week Committee
he was instrumental in putting over the best Junior Week that the campus has ever
felt.
So successful was he in this line that when the Alumni held their reunion
last spring, Ed was placed in charge of that day. Classes competed with each other
for athletic honors, grads reunited, and Duff stood by us as Napoleon, the general
inexhaustible,

of all.

-'"'^^\'

As Business Manager of the Villanovan, he has placed it upon a firm financial
foundation, and many of the novelties introduced by the publication this year are
his.
The Christmas Tree was his idea and mainly by his work was it made a reality.
As a member of the Senior Class he has attended all meetings during the four years
of its existence, and often with words of wisdom has his stentorian voice proclaimed
the true policies that have marked this class as a leader.
James

P. Kane.
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many
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proficient writers.
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staff is

but

human
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and at times may err; they cannbt voice all the
opinions and policies that might be printed. Those

who

.activity.

Our policy

may

in all endeavors.

see issues

light,

the greater perfection

it

Have

work.

printed.

We
let

have

it

us have

to be

and

in subscriptions
it

The more quickly a thought
moulded.

is

in a literary waj'.

is

penned, the more

Constructive criticism

always welcome, suggestions that

We

better us are looked for.

Our columns are not
members of the staff. Send in your

it

we wish

you have something worth saying, write it down,
it,
transpose it, and finally publish it.

easily it

redound to Villanova.

limited to the

: ^^>'v'

enlarge

good

attains, the greater

^'^

This can be reached by your support

voice.

endorsement; so
If

^^'^'':

^t'^'-->'M--'

to represent you,

is

your

another

will

:,.:;^^'xr-- ,^

;

are not directly connected with the publica-

from another standpoint and
and it is to these we appeal. Our
columns we then open to contributions in any
of our departments; and ask those who possess
any talent to send their work to us.
The college magazine is an essential to our
institution.
We must have it and the better it is,

tion

"',''';

:v;- -v

in

any way may

have the co-opera-

We

tion in all senses but that of contributions.

ask that now, sincerely hoping that

Feel the satisfaction of

is

all

who have

the inclination and talent needed will

respond.

doing something to make a success of a college

-0-

The past three years has seen a

Dramatics

cided stimulation in the direction of

dramatics at Villanova.

forward rapidly

until

of the

activities

Dramatics have gone
today it is one of the leading

undergraduates.

The

de-

"Vision," the

now making an appeal

for a heavy dramatic production such as "Vision."
It

may

be that their talent

fits

a lighter form of dramatics.

marked

these

out the states of Pennsylvania,

From

Massachusetts.

New York and

have been received

—not

only from the audiences

but from the leading dramatic critics as well. The
broadcasting of Vision has also been favorably
received

—

in fact

was repeatedly broadcast

it

the request of the public at large.

at

*

This year the dramatic season opened earlier

The play "Destiny" was produced

than usual.
before

capacity

December.
year and
gives

houses

"Vision"

is

now being

is

in

Philadelphia

to be repeated again this

rehearsed.

No

college play

more scope for the development

than does "Vision."

It is

of talent

a historical mystery play

dramatizing the most significant episode
world's history.

dramatics
year

is

in the

during

Greater scope in the

in
field

the

approval has been obtained and the senior class
has

made

itself responsible for

the successful pro-

duction of both "Vision" and the

new musical

play.

make

in

Villanova looks to
this

new

project a

is

cursed with a number of "side-

—men who watch their more energetic

lows forward different undergraduate

The

fel-

activities.

where the spirit is the highest is the
college where the "side-line" element is kept at
the minimum. We take it that you want to be
actively identified with some of the activities percollege

taining to college

life.

may have

ticipation

The opportunity for par-

been lacking thus far.

Why

new play

being

not try your fortune in the

projected?

We

that

is

are willing to wager that your

participation in Villanova's first musical play will

form one
days.

of the brightest

You can

feel that

contribution to your

A

memories of your college
you have made a definite

Alma Mater

while a student

play that has been well produced

in

her halls.

is

as good an advertisement for a college as a

being offered the student body this

staged sometime after the Easter recess. Faculty

to help her

Every college
liners"

of

presentation of a musical comedy to be

men

them for work

success.

every city in which the

play was produced the most favorable comments

Many

they had not the talent necessary

felt that

Villanova Passion Play, has been produced with
success, not only at Villanova but through-

for the

support of every undergraduate.

active

have

seniors are

successful football team.

Let everyone get behind

the players and the senior class and

make

the

dramatic season of 1925-26 the greatest in the
history of the college.
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"WILDCATS" TOPPLE TEMPLE,

TRACK
Prospects of a record-breaking relay team at
Villanova are bright.
During the past month
Coach Meredith has entered some of the track
squad in indoor meets and they have carried off
honors worthy of note.
At the K. of C. meet the one-mile relay was
won by Villanova. The team consists of Kelly,
Myrtetus, Coleman and Woods. These men ran
together at West Catholic, where they held the
Philadelphia High School Championship.
Incidentally, they lapped the field.
Captain Phelan walked away with the K. of
C. trophy in the 50-yard dash.
In the half-mile relay, the team consisting of
Brown, Pessolono, McNee and Cummings took
third place.

>"----'.;\-;':..--''''.:.-^

In the Osteopathy meet, the mile relay team
was entered in the first class against Penn and

They ran second to Penn, the winner.
Time— Penn 3.39 2-5; Villanova 3.42 2-5.

Temple.

DOWN WENT MUHLENBERG

Nolan
Barry
goals

Field

Barry

center

Zigenfuss

guard
guard

Borelli

— Lawson

Sheehan

3,

Freed
Zigenfuss, Caldren,
Foul goals Clymer

—

3, Nolan.
Zigenfuss 2, Caldren 3, Severance 2,
Sheehan 6, Nolan, Leary 4, Lolos 4. Substitutions
—Caldren for Freed, Gault for Nolan, Leary for
Sheehan.
3,

3,

Lawson

6,

Temple was added to Villanova's long list of
Victims in a closely contested tussle. Coach Saxe
started a second string, but was forced to rush in
the regulars to break the aggressiveness of the
"Templars."
In a short time the regulars got on top and the
lead was held throughout the battle. Joe Sheehan
led the scoring with two double-deckers and three
fouls.'

:v.:,,;^;,:;.,; :;;^.

VTemple :
^y Villanova
/.forward;>v. v. V* Stackowski
v.
Stanberg
.v ., .X. ..v -forward. ..^-^^v^
Leary
Jepson
center. ...
> ;
v
Fahey
:;-'::.:::'-;;-v:x\.^^^^^

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

•

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

^

.

.

.

.

.

Slane ............... .guard ........... Hallam
Shair
guard
Halphen
Field goals Sheehan 2, Barry, Toole, SeverFoul goalsance, Hartnett 2, Jepson, Hallan.

—

2, Sheehan 3, Toole, Jepson 2, Hartnett,
Stackowski. Substitutions Sheehan for Slane,
Barry for Fahey, Nolan for Stanberg, Severance
for Leary, H. Toole for Helphen, Hartnett for
Trautwein, Simms for Hallam. Referee Baetzel.

Nolan

—

—

Joe Sheehan parted the cords for a doubledecker and Joe Barry followed with two more,
giving the "Wildcats" a 6-0 lead over our former
victors, Muhlenberg.
Villanova never once lost the lead throughout
the fast and exciting scramble.
Only once did the
boys from Allentown come near the heels of the
"Blue" but the steady playing and close guarding
kept the game out of their reach. Sheehan was
high scorer with three field and six four goals.
Villanova
Muhlenberg
Severance
forward
Clymer
Sheehan
forward
Lawson
Lolos

16-13

ST. JOE'S

TAKEN INTO CAMP,

25-19

Villanova took the old rival, St. Joseph's, over
for the third consecutive year in the annual fracas
which was held at Weightman Hall.
Joe
It could be called the battle of brothers.
and Bart Sheehan opposed each other, and scored
an equal number of points. Joe had the greater
count of field goals, but Bart evened up with some
great foul shooting.
The game was fast and furious but St. Joe's
was outclassed in the floor work. Had it not been
for their superior shooting from the fifteen-foot
mark, the score would have been decidedly onesided.

During the

first half,

goal to

credit.

field

its

St. Joe's

had only one

The "Wildcats" showed

remarkable teamwork which accounted for the
victory.

Villanova
Lolas
Severance

St.

forward
forward

Joseph College
J. Oakes
B. Sheehan

THE VILLANOVAN
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—

Barry ..;.,......;. .center. .«..>;....., Collins
J. Sheehan
.guard.
.....
... ....... Henry
Nolan ....... ... .... .guard. .>^.
Mostovoy
Field goals Lolos, Severance, J. Sheehan 4,
Nolan 2, Oakes, B. Sheehan. Fouls J. Sheehan
5 out of 10, Severance 1 out of 2, Barry 2 out of 3,
Nolan 1 out of 2, J. Oakes 2 out of 5, B. Sheehan

Substitutions Villanova
Severance,
Gault,
Slane. Field goals Freed 5, Lawson 4,
Barry 3, Nolan, Sheehan, Clymer 2, Leary, Jacobs,
Severance. Ziegenfuss 1.
Fouls Barry, Clymer,
Lawson, Sheehan 3, Borelli 2, Jacobs, Severance,
Zigenf uss 1. Referee Witwer.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

Henry 3 out of 4,
out of 1. Substitutions Stanberg for
Lolos, Gault for Stanberg, Halphen for Severance,
Geisey for Barry, Slane for J. Sheehan, Leary for
Nolan, W. Oakes for Collins, Collins for W. Oakes,
Branko for Mostovoy.
Referee Abrams. Umpire
Usilton. Time of halves 20 minutes.
Branka

—

—

7 out of 10, Collins 2 out of 2,

—

1

—

VILLANOVA,

48;

ALBRIGHT,

The game with the Lebanon Valley

afforda thrill by the sensational playing of our
stellar forward.
In the first half Joe arched in
six double-deckers; he added another pair in the
second period.
Nolan was responsible for ten points in field

Zeifass

his bit with three two-

Albright 32
.forward. ... .. .... Hoffman
Severance
... ..... .forward.
........ .Angle
Barry
center
Gunther
Nolan
guard
Wissler
Geisey
.guard
Brown
Substitutions Villanova:
Stamberg, Gault,
Fahey, Jacobs, Lolos, Slane.
Field goals
Sheehan 8, Nolan 5, Barry 3, Severance 2, Jacobs,
Lolos.
Fouls Barry 4, Sheehan 2, Jacobs, Nolan.
.... ..

.

Emory.

—

six points.

.

A new

Villanova 28

Leary
Barry
Jacobs

Nolan
Sheehan

df5mbination

forward
forward
center

Zigenf uss

guard
guard

Freed
Borelli

started

Villanova.

for

Lineup and summary:
St.

Villanova

John's

forward
forward

Hill

Muhlenberg 33
Clymer
Lawson

23

points.
;

Freeman

Lineup and summary:

VILLANOVA,

Captain Jacobs was absent from the lineup. Stamberg, Leary, Nolan, Halphen and Slane played in
The scoring was evenly
the opening minutes.
divided, with no one making more than three

:

V

;

Brooklyn, retaliated for the dedown here awhile ago by taking
Freeman,
the return game played in Brooklyn.
at forward for the St. John's five, tossed the ball
for thirteen points, seven of them on fouls.

When

turned in the best record for the "Wildcats," with

,":.,''v-l

St. John's, of

The ancient rivals from Allentown upset the
"Wildcats" before a good crowd in the Allentown
the smoke cleared away the
Muhlenberg 33, Villanova 28.
High scorer for the evening was Lawson, Red
forward, with eleven points. His teammate. Freed,
was right behind him with ten tallies.
Barry

Nolan

feat they suffered

MUHLENBERG WINS

scoreboard read

—

Jacobs
Geisey

guard
guard

ST. JOHN'S, 27

—

"Y" gym.

Barry
Sheehan

Substitutions Villanova: Lolas, Gault, Severance, Slane. Lebanon: Gelbert. Field goals
Zeifass 4, Nolan, Metoxin 2, Barry, Sheehan,
Jacobs, Slane, Keilman, Gelbert 1.
Fouls
Metoxin, Zeifass 3, Nolan, Gelbert 2, Barry, Jacobs,
Severance, Slane, Wheeler, Keilman 1. Referee-

Villanova 48

.

Villanova

center

Wheeler
Heilman

The subs showed up well, among them
Slane and Gault making their first appearance.
Lineup and summary:

.

resulted

led the scoring for Villanova

Lineup and summary:
Lebanon
Metoxin
forward
Richards
forward

pointers.

Sheehan .....

five

with six points.

many

Barry doing

Nolan

field goals.

camp.

The crowd packing the Villanova gym were

goals, with

18

Blue quintet has suffered on
its home court in two yars.
Saxe's proteges
seemed unable to get under way.
The baskets
must have been jinxed, for the ball repeatedly ran
around the rim and dropped the wrong way.
The Lebanon team played well, taking advantage of the "breaks." Their center, Zeifass, was
high scorer with eleven points, eight of them on

In a fast game, with Joe Sheehan starring as

ed

VILLANOVA,

26;

in the first defeat the

32

usual, the Wildcats brought Albright into

LEBANON,

;

—
—

—

:

—

Lolos,

.

Paige

center

Feeney

guard
guard

Stamberg
Leary
Nolan
Halphen

Slane
Substitutions Villanova: Geisey, Severance,
Field goals Freeman 3,
Lolos, Barry, Sheehan.
Nolan, Slane, Lolos, Feeney 2, Stamberg, Leary,

Gallagher

—

—

THE VlLl ANOVAN
Fouls— Freeman
man played hard so that no individual

Severance, Barry, Gallagher 1.
Feeney 3, Slane, Lolos, Barry, Paige

7,

THE

R. C. H. S.

1,

CLUB

Since their last write-up this organization has
continued their activities. For a while the members were much engaged in the Day Students'
Smoker, rehearsing their parts and arranging
However,
the financial business of the affair.
after its successful production, the members
turned to their favorite sport basketball.
The
result was that, after a conference between the
rival managers, a game was arranged between the
The
R. C. H. S. Club and the West Catholic Club.
exciting contest was won by the "Burrs" by the
score of 22 to 18. The losers put up a game fight
and were ahead 9 to 7 at halftime, but the western
boys rallied in the final session and nosed the
Roman Catholic High Club out by four foul goals.
Each quintet made eight field goals apiece. Every

—

15

star could
be singled out. However, Frank Coyle was the
leading scorer of the day with four field goals and
one foul toss for a total of nine points. Joe Barry,
of Varsity fame, refereed the contest. The lineup
and individual team scoring were as follows:
R. C. H. S.

W.

Position

Bannon

C. H. S.

forward. .Murphy (Burns)
right forward
Anastasia
left

Myrtetus
Coyle
Taylor
Gallen

McCoy

center

guard
Burns (Murphy)
right guard
Brown
Field goals Bannon 1, Myrtetus 2, Taylor 1,
Coyle 4, Murphy 2, Anastasia 2, McCoy 2, Burns
Fouls Myrtetus, Coyle, Murphy,
1 and Brown 1.
McCoy and Burns 1, Brown 2.
left

.

.

.

—

—

1st Half
Xv.

W.

v^.

xl.

o.

.

C. H. S.

•

...

...7

••••«

2d Half Final
9
15

18
22

PLINTS2
ANOTHER MYSTERY

Mother— "Did you enjoy your walk
afternoon, dear?"
Daughter— "Oh,
thanks."
Mother— "Did you go by yourself?"
Daughter— "Of course
did."
Mother— "Then how
that you went out
this

yes,

INTEREST AND PRINCIPLE
The Girl — "No, Jack. It's my principle

not to

good night."
The Boy "Gee, I wish you would forget your
principal and take a little interest instead."
kiss a fellow

—

I

is

with an umbrella and came
stick?"

He

it

home with

a walking

OWL hoot

for a dime.

-,-

—"No, my father wasn't a policeman, but he

went with them a great deal."

—"Do you suppose
possible for
a man to love two women at the same time?"
Ardent Young Man — "Yes, twenty —
they
Pretty Girl

it is

if

were

Hear the

all like

you."

When

a man scalds his
authors does he mention?
"Dickens, Howitt, Burns."

Careful Mother

— "Jimmie,

hand,

if

what three

you eat any more

pie, you'll bust."

Jimmie
way."

—"Well,

pass the pie and get outa the

THE VILLANOVAN
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A PROBLEM OF SAFE CONDUCT IN CLASS

When

in class a Prof,

Or

is it

To

offer

shows up,

proper etiquette

him a

A GREAT GAME

IT'S

Baseball reminds me of marriage. First the
diamond when they are engaged, then the struggles, the hits, the sacrifices, the men going out,
and finally the trouble they have in reaching home

To smoke or not to smoke
Is now a question that's no joke;
Am I to throw away my butt

again.

—Exchange.

cigarette?

Salesman: "
beauty about this car
.

OWL.

Subscribe to the

.

.

.

is

and you
that

it

see,

goes

madam,

fifty

the
miles on

a gallon of gas."

Fond Mother: "Oh,

Sambo—"What

kind of a watch have you got?"
Jasbo— "A wonder watch."
''Wonder watch
Never heard of that before."
"Well, you see, it's like this: Every time I look
at it I wonder what time it is."
!

Sambo "What dey
:

all

mean by

dis hea

son

is

Is

First

"What's your opinion of civilization?"
it's a very good idea.
Somebody ought

to start it."

"If

She

I

be

first in line

—"Greenwich
-

How do you like the new razor?
Why I didn't know I was being shaved.
:

Slitz (flattered)

may

i;

you wore your garters around your neck,"
how long your socks would be!

Conlon

is

too young."

"W-well,

that fiddle?"

think
Octopus.
just

Slitz:

Certainly not?

figger

wait and look in the

"I can play anything!"
"Can you play the piano on it?"

GETTING READY
daughter?

le's

Village Follies."

"I think

my

—

"What can you play on

report

"Marry

anybody's biz?

it

Second Burglar "Oh,
morning paper."— Judge.

bore, in addition to the father's signature, this

mother!"

—

Burglar— Come on, let's try an'
jack we made on this haul.

how much

out

his

My

of the
Black and Blue Jay.

a body see a body
Flunking in a quiz,
And a body help a body.

—

"You should hear

a small item.

If

remote

schoolmaster wrote the following criticism
on the edge of a boy's report card
"A good worker, but talks too much."
When the card was returned to the teacher, it

is

He parks most

time, don't you, Harold?"

control?" :v;^;-v'^l>;^•'-v:^;;^:::;^
Rastus: "Boy, dat am de control de average
man has ovah his wife! College Comics.

A

that

very economical.

when the rush

Conlon:

I

:

Then what did you think.
I was being sandpapered.

thought

starts?"

Tom Moore Why,
:

Boost the Villanovan, and keep
the

HOOTING

for

Zaz, you should think of the

future.

OWL.

Zazalli:

I

can't.

It's

my

girl's

birthday and

I'm thinking of the present.

Our
The

little
still

Boy Blue lies here, 'tis true,
exploded and the little boy blew.

Hubby comes hiccoughing home and meets

Miss:

someone on the steps.
John "Who are you?"

—
Wife— "I'm the Devil."
John — "Zat so? Well,
married your
Proud Father— "Well, Tommy, what do you
think of your new bouncing brother?"
Tommy— "Something's the matter with him,

sister."

I

Pa. I dropped him as hard as
but he wouldn't bounce."

I

could on the floor,

I

am

very fond of you.
shall get along nicely.

Brady: Then we
very fond of myself
D. Moynihan
of

my

:

Your

little sister

I'm

swallowed one

letters.

Miss

——

:

That's nothing.

Mush

is

good

for babies.

Do you know Al ?
Al who?
Kerosene
Alcohol.
hasn't Benzine since.

him

last

night

but he

THE VILLANOVAN
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AT THE TRACK

ONE THING HARDER

Oswald (who has taken a girl to the races for
"Take my tip, dear, and put a fiver
the first time)
nearly

one thing harder than rolling a
cigarette with one hand, and that is hanging on to
a strap with one hand and turning over and folding your newspaper with the other.

Plenty

and glad of

—

on

Mudhoof

— at ten totooone."

Dearie "But
two o'clock."

late,

it's

Oswald.

It's

There

is

saw a fellow who was down and out

"I just

Watch

Week number.

for the Junior

it."

"How was

of kick.

"He just

— Could see you across the
Lady— you can't you should see an
He

street,

I

If

lady?

that?"
finished his first aeroplane ride."

Yale Record.

oculist.

Place your order early for the Junior
it will be a "WOW."

-Exchange.

Week

Number,

Our idea of the collegiate optimist is the fellow
who continually keeps his fountain pen dry so as
to

have a good excuse not to take notes in

-—Wampus.

"No,

—Are you a traveling salesman?
—Don't try to
with me, young

She

He

flirt

broke

I

my

"I say,

lady.

any more."

"I don't love Mildred
"Have a quarrel ?"

class.

my

arm."

good man,

—Stanford Chaparral.

will

you drive

me around

town?"
"Yeh,

-Octopus.

if I

can get a harness to

fit

you."

—Purple

Parrot.

'Does the dog chase cows?"
'No, he's a bull dog."
Purple Cow.

—

He
He

She^iHave you heard the "Sparkle Song from
Burgundy?
He No, but I've sung the Bubble Song from

—

Lux.—Exchange.

—"Grace threw him down with a look."
—"Had
her eye, eh?" —Williams
a cast
in

Purple Cow.
Hearts "And what did they do with that girl
who was shot for trumping her partner's ace?"
Trumps "They buried her with simple honors."
:

:

Why
I

— Stanford

the worried look?

want

to

introduced to

buy a Packard, and
anybody who owns

"WOW"

Junior

Week Number.

"When

was

China

I

in

I

I

haven't been

one.

in

saw a woman hanging

from a tree."
"Shanghai?"
"Oh, about six feet."

"Why
It's

—
—

—Wampus.

Red Hot.

is the column of this paper so dull?"
under the weather." Yale Record.

—

After the ball was over
After the dance was done
They parked along the highway
And had a lot of fun. Wisconsin Octopus.

—

Chaparral.

William Do you play golf ?
Lupino No, I learned to swear when
the army.

I

was

—
—

Mildred But he selected his wife as he would
pick out a motor car.
Johnny Yes, and he's been busy buying accessories ever since.

—

At the last
Servant I don't like this job.
I could take things easy.
Lady Then it must be tough for you here we
keep all the valuables locked up in the safe.
place

—

;

—Wassamatter, aren't you enjoying your
Bert—
just hit you once you'll enjoy a ride

Al
ride?

If I

"Are you driving your car with

last year's

surrounded by silver handles.

license?"

"No, you saphead, with gasoline."

—Exchange.

—Heard you were on a tight party
Jack — should say so— the wine flowed
Betty

last

night.

"Not so hot," he said as he put down
Yale Record.

of coffee.

—

his

cup

I

mucilage.

like
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One of the powet amplifier atagea of tha
world'a firat super-power tranamitter

The World's
Loudest Voice
Antenna of super-power tranamitter

On

the rolling plains of South Schenectady, in several
scattered buildings, is a vast laboratory for studying
radio broadcasting problems. Gathered here are many
kinds and sizes of transmitters, from the short-wave and
low-power sets to the giant super-power unit with a 50to 250-kilowatt voice.

Super-power and simultaneous broadcasting on several
lengths from the same station are among the
startling later-day developments in radio. And even
with hundreds of broadcasting stations daily on the air
throughout the land, these latest developmenfiSf stand for

wave

WGY

From the

studio of
in
Schenectady, six miles from the
developmental station, there may
be controlled a great number of
transmitters, one of which is the
first super-power transmitter in
the world.
WGY, together with its associates,
of Denver and
of
Oakland, is the General Electric
Company's assurance to the American public that radio broadcasting
•hall be maintained upon the
highest standards.

KOA

A

new

KGO

series of

G-E

advertise-

still

better service to millions of listeners.

Only five years old, yet radio broadcasting has developed
from a laboratory experiment into a mighty industry.
And alert, keen young men have reaped the rewards.

But

Other electrical developments
it will be the college man,
with broad vision and trained mind, who will be ready
history repeats

itself.

ments showing what

will continue to appear.

doing in many
onrequest. Ask for booklet
GEK-1.

to serve

electricity is
fields will be sent

'

And

and succeed.
9S-138GC

_^

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GBITBR A

L

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

CHENECTADY,

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

NEW

Y O R it
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J.

ECaldwell & Co.
Jewelry
Silverware

Watches
Stationery

PRIZE CUPS
Vases, bowls, tankards and

TROPHIES
precious

in

metals,

copper

silverplate,

and bronze.
^

Medals, Pins, Shields
College Insignia

PHILADELPHIA

To Freshmen
from Home and

V

>

F^

V

Chestnut Street Below Broad

Influences

its

ou WILL CULTIVATE a great manynew habits at college. Habits that
will grow on you and become a part of
your

life

You

on the campus

.

.

.

and

ojf

^
Peter Reilly Publications

it.

you will cultivate a speaking
acquaintance with the arts, sciences and
letters; you will become a statistical
expert on college sports, athletic and

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By

trousers";

otherwise,

and you

J.

Godfrey Rupert

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
Views of future life as represented by men
scientific points."
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge. It Is popularly treated so as
to Interest the great majority of readers, 138 pages, price $1.25.

ELEMENTS OF SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY
By Rev. Michael W.

Shallo, S. J.

"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such breadth
brevity of
of view, such clearness of expression, and such
America, Cr 8 vo,
$2.50.
style."
423 pages.

will have a Telephone

Date with Mother and

Philadelphia

133 North Thirteenth Street

will don the far-famed "balloon

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis Thompson
Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly

Dad

every week of your College Life.

(Upper Classmen please copyl)

Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but It stands out among
all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in
Itself.
"One of the few very great odes."— Coventry Patmore.
SQuare 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c. School Edition, 25c.

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry

C. Schuyler, Ph, D., S. T, L.

Places successfully In a popular and devout manner the principal
By the author of
truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc, 16 mo.
Prayer Book Edition, 51.25.
218 pages.

HOSSFELD
New

IN
» ^^^

¥

J'

*.f

By

A. Rota

reliable

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

Home/

rt£.

ITALIAN GRAMMAR

method for learning the Italian language, revised

and enlarged with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett. Thorough,
and fascinating, with the conversational portions
appended to each chapter. 12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

Telephone
ldl^ikK4j^J^^lt^t^Vf^«

NEW

practical

By Rev. Jnneph M. O'Hara

Excellent for
Simply explained according to the New Code.
those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics honestly
desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
16 mo., 84
pages,

DOING

SO,

cloth,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

50c.

THE VILLANOVAN
You will be
Summer clothes.
suits in the

pleased with our selection of exclusive fabrics for your Spring and
Smartness and style in every garment and at moderate prices. Best

City at $65 and $85.

Have us make your

and they

always be right in quality and
at a price only slightly higher than ready made.
clothes

PYLE

will

&

1115

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters
826 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

^^rjT^j^

—and

INNES

Leading College Tailors

Ice

fit

Walnut

Street

THE VILLANOVAN

Men^s Clothing
and

READY-TO-WEAR
TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Merits Furnishings

UNDERWEAR

and

HOSIERY

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

STRAWBRIDGE
& CLOTHIER

Athletic Sports
REQUISITES FOR ALL

Philadelphia, Pa.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAME^

THE GREATEST ECONOiMY
Wanamaker & Brown

of purchasing

pay but

in the

Ready-to-wear

clothing

is

not so

much

in the

remarkably satisfactory service which the clothing
suits

and overcoats

for

men, young

men and

moderate price you

gives.

boys.

Special Department for the Clergy recognized pre-envinent in the building of clothing for

the Clergy.

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market

at Sixth Street, Philadelphia

Day by Day

DALYMADE

"WHY'*

PHILIP'S

LUNCH ROOM
1009

ASPEN

ST.,

Way

AND LARGER

Delicious

DALYMADE COMPANY
3952

Every

WE'RE GETTING LARGER

CHEESE AND PEANUT BUTTER
SANDWICHES
Crisp, Tasty,

in

PHILADELPHIA
IN DOING SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

THE VILLANOVAN
TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers, Wholesalers

TEAS, COFFEES
107 South Front

Street,

Philadelphia, Penna.

TETE-A-TETE TEA

D

N

V

ADVANCE DISPLAY OF SPRING FABRICS IS REMARK'ABLE BY REASON OF THE EXTRAORDINARY RANGE OF
TEXTURES, TONES AND PATTERNS. SELECTIONS WERE
MADE BY FINCHLEY WITH A FULL AND ADMIRABLE
REGARD FOR THEIR USAGE IN TAILORING THE
ENGLISH TYPE OF BROAD SHOULDERED GARMENTS.
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fashioning,
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-
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City Dressed
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Shoes

Loose Leaf Specialists
Office Supplies

Blank Books
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Printing:
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Engraving
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Deliver
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Bryn Maivr News Agency
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Established 1832
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THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK
mailed upon request, illustrates and prices
Jewels, Watches, Clocks, Silver, China,
Glass and Novelties
from which may be selected distinctive
Wedding, Birthday, Graduation

and other

gifts

Do You Know
That you can get the most tasty Sandwiches and
Home-made Pies at our Luncheonette Fountain?
Chicken Sandwich with Lettuce and Mayonnaise 20c
Ham or Cheese Sandwich
10c
Delicious Home-made Pie, your favorite 10c per cut
Excellent Coffee, with Cream
5c per cup
Hot Chocolate, made with whole fresh Milk,
topped with Whipped Cream
10c per cup

BRYN

MAWR

Connelly's Service Station

GAS

Ithan Avenue, and Lancaster Pike

CONFECTIONERY

Villanova, Pa.

(Next to the Movies)

848 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr
Phone Bryn Mawr 178
Delicious

Home-made Cream Fudge and Caramels

— OIL

The Nearest Gas Station
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Campus

—
them.
Agents for Whitman and Page & Shaw Chocolates
you'll like

UNITED CIGAR STORE
Cigars

Drink a Quart of Milk Daily

Cigarettes

For Perfect Health

Stationery

Magazines

HIGHLAND'S GRADE A MILK

Radio Supplies

Lancaster Avenue

Bryn Mawr
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Victrolas-Records-Supplies
—-New Records Every Friday
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FOUNDED
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YOU CAN HAVE YOUR CLOTHES PRESSED

FREE
BY JOINING OUR PRESSING CLUB
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BASE BALL
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JUNIOR POEM
is the time for the gay parading
Of College Cut Clothes and Caps and Canes,
When the sun of gladsomeness disperses

This

The heavy fogs round our wearied
This is the week of jubilation,
To the scholarly juniors dedicate,

brains.

When the ne'er do-wells all get together
And hold their revels in happy state.
Away with the lachrymose and pensive,
Each day

is

golden, not one

No one need wander

is

blue.

the long halls singing

In a doleful voice "O what'll I do?"
For the third year man had a premonition.

Some time

since

— that to make

life fair,

There must be a time when erudition
And "heavy matter" is given the air.

week

merry springtime
Wherein each man might be glad and gay,
At frolics and games, at parties and dances,
At all which packs our worries away.
So they

So we

And

set a

rise

today

of the

in a

thankful body,

pledge to the Juniors the best we've got.

As the class which made for our great enjoyment
The gayest, longest and brightest spot.
The week which seems like a year of gladness.
Which seems so, men, but alas is not.
!

And

that

is

the only regret we've got.

—W.

J.

M., '26.
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BEST YETTE
The slogan for Junior Week means exactly
what it states.
The activities planned by the
Junior Class are conclusive evidence.
The program is the most stupendous and versatile ever

and loyalty for Villanova also grow. The
tree planting is followed by the annual class track
meet. This event is supervised by the Student

And traditions of Villanova are perpetand new ones offered.
The marvelous

night the Kap and Kane Karnival
takes place. This dance promises to be one of
The plans are extensive
unalloyed enjoyment.
offered.
innovations
and many dance
The Junior
night
out.
night
is
our
Wednesday
theatre
party
in PhilaClass will be present at a

offered.

uated

fidelity

Council.

On Tuesday

growth of college spirit is exemplified in the evolution of Junior Week.
Three years ago this activity
was inaugurated at Villanova. Last year's Junior
Week was a pronounced success.
This year's

Week

Junior

"Best Yette."
insignia for Junior Week is the
cap and cane.
The tradition of the cane was
started by the senior class.
The cane symbolizes
the arrival of the juniors into the estate of man.
It is strictly analogous to the knight donning his
armor for the first time.
The cap, a tradition
started by the present juniors, is a symbol of fra-

The

is

in truth the

delphia.

the day greatly anticipated by the
Juniors.
The varsity baseball team plays ProviThe Junior and Senior
dence on Alumni Field.
classes of Rosemont and Villa Maria Colleges will
The baseball
be the guests of the Junior Class.
game will be followed by a Tea Dansant in the

Mass

those

is

twofold.

This activity gives a truly social

aspect to Junior Week.

Friday afternoon will be featured by a regular
game played by two teams picked by
Stuhldreher and
Huntzinger.
The
Coaches
coaches will play on opposite teams. This game
will terminate the spring football practice.
Friday night will be the grand finale to Junior Week.
It is only fitting that the best event should be kept
last.
The Junior Prom will take place at the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Philadelphia.
The Prom promises to be the largest social
event of the college year. The plans are extensive
and the scene appropriate. Truly it shall be a
wonderful affair.
These are the plans of the Junior Class for
Junior Week plans which show much concentration and effort.
The Junior Class has shown
football

First as a memorial to

who

hold the memory of Villanova dear.
To all graduates of Villanova both living and dead.
It is also a pledge of good faith.
We receive the
torch passed from class to class, and resolve to
bear it high.
At one in the afternoon of Monday, the investment of the cap and cane takes place in the auditorium. This ceremony will be attended by the
entire student body.
The Student Council will
preside.
The President of the college will officially sponsor Junior Week.
After the investment, the Class Day parade will take place. The
parade will march about the grounds and end on
the lawn in front of the college. The planting of
an evergreen tree will take place. This tradition
is new to Villanova, but great in its significance.
The evergreen tree symbolizes undying affection.
As the tree grows in strength and size, so shall our
all

is

gymnasium.

A sign

of good fellowship, showing the
class to be activated by a common desire to make
Villanova better.
Junior Week starts Monday,
April 12, with a Solemn High Mass. The meaning
of this

v;^;;'v:;;--, ^.^:V;'^'y;V.^''^;:;:^^^^

Thursday

official

ternal ism.

,'

—

that it means to preserve all the traditions of
Villanova and gives its hearty support to any activity that will improve Villanova. that it may be
said when they are gone, "It is good that they were
here."

-0-

THE JUNIOR CLASSMAN
The junior classman has arrived
With his cap and cane,
He who was conservative
Ever since he came.

— V—
Gives the boys a
The cap he wears — Maroon
Now

his cane

'27

thrill

Keeps them guessing

and White,

still.

—A.

V. P.,

'27.

THE VILLANOVAN

Herbert

J.

Madden

President Junior Class

Matthew

J. Oberholzbr
Chairman Junior Week

Foreword

Joseph

For the past three years there has
been held on the college campus a

Junior Week.

In order to carry on this tradition

the Class of '27

is

J.

staging the annual performance

of this production.

there are

many and

The action is
and although the same sur-

varied scenes.

continually shifting

roundings or settings are used there

climax

The
is

held, namely, the

Time Week

to different

Prom.

Business

Managers: Week

and

Prom Com-

Prom

is

is

shifted

to be held in the

main

To

of the Ritz Carlton Hotel.

setting will be

phia.

Characters: Entire Student Body.

Climax: The Prom.

this

added a touch of excellent music

At

this point

we

It

is

given for the benefit

and every person on the campus, faculty
and student body.
As the programme shows,

leave everyone to enjoy

themselves to the utmost.
can be readily said that anyone

witness this performance

Producer's Note:

of each

Here the scene

is

rendered by Gene Reilly's orchestra, of Philadel-

mittees.

This annual production

room

performance

surroundings of an entirely different

atmosphere, for the
ball

On

reached on the night of the 16th.

Place: College Campus.

Producer: The Junior Class.

quite a

plot continues to thicken until the

this night the final episode of the

of April 12, '26.

is

atmosphere connected with each day's

different

events.

Title: Junior Week,

:

Gibbons

Chairimin Junior ProTti

event they

will

is

who does not

not only missing an

never forget but

also

will

be

the loser.

— R.

G. H., '27.
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BUSINESS DINNER
The

of arranging class
that
a greater number
so
Yf
of members could attend was solved
Inlast month by President James A. Trainor.

Senior
Class

;

difficulty

meet^

stead of the meeting following lunch on Thursday,
This
it was held at eight o'clock in the evening.
prevented any conflicts that might occure during
the day with other meetings or one o'clock classes.
The meeting was preceded by a steak dinner
supplied by "Zim." After doing away with the
yard and a half of steak every senior was ready
to settle down to business and discuss class affairs.
Questions that have been hanging fire for some
time in class circles were discussed and voted
upon. The weekly meeting day was changed from
Thursday to Tuesday so that it would be more

At the December meeting of the
Council of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers a student branch was
This was the
authorized at Villanova College.
final step in the affiliation of the student Mechanical Engineers with the American Society.
The Villanova branch, however, was brought

A.

S.

M. E.

November when Professor
Morehouse, at the request of some of the engineers,
called a meeting of his department.
At this
meeting application for a charter was formally
made and Mr. Daniel A. Phelan was selected to
go to New York to appear before the council.
Due in a large measure to the efforts of Professor Morehouse the committee on college relations reported favorably and Mr. Phelan was
assured of the final acceptance of the Villanova
Student Branch at the next meeting of the council.

into existence early in

convenient for the Day Students. Plans for the
co-operation of the class with the Juniors in their
coming Junior Week were made. The class endowment was the subject of much debating. The
insurance plan that had been suggested seemed to
have the approval of most of the members present.
President Trainor appointed a committee to investigate this plan with its advantages and its
disadvantages as a means of endowing athletics.
This form of meeting, preceded by a dinner,
was heartily endorsed by the class. It is planned
to hold a meeting of this sort every month from
now on.
With the interest displayed at this
meeting the class hopes to accomplish greater
results during the last few months left before they
are merged into the Alumni.

Promptly after receiving

their

society adopted its constitution

charter

the

and elected the

following officers:

—

Honorary Chairman J. Stanley Morehouse.
Chairman Joseph F. Bedard.
Vice Chairman James A. Griffin.
Secretary James V. O'Neill.

—

—
—
Treasurer— Daniel

A. Phelan.

the object of the society not only to carry
on engineering activities within the college but to
establish contacts ojatside with prominent engineers in the vicinity and with other branches.
The
It is

former purpose is accomplished by means of the
lectures, films and student papers which feature
each meeting. The latter, by the various conferences, meetings, joint sessions and trips of inspection held by the society in Philadelphia.
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December meetin^^

the

\()1(>d

lMi.u-ineers

.u'o

X'illanoxa

a

of

the

student

('olle^w

>'ork to ai)pear Ixd'ore the council.
a

tions

l;ii'j::e

nu'asure to the

elToi'ts of

Morehouse the committee on
favorably and Mr.
i-ei)oi-ted

assured ol' the
Student Pi'anch

Pro-

colleji'e

rela-

Phelan

was

accei)tance of the \'illam)\a
at the next meetinir of the couiudl.

tinal

means

disadxanta^'es as a

This form of
\\;ts

heart

to hold a

now

on.

meetin.u'

ot"

this sort

With

the

interest

class

hojx's

Promptlx'

after

adoi)ted

fol lowinji:

its

officers

losejih

It

is

disi)laye(l

months

this

at

K't'atei'

left before*

they

chartei"

the

tlieir

and cdected the

:

Chairman

—
l^\

I.

Stanley Moi'(du)Use.

I'edai'd.

(MiaiiMuan— rJames A.

Treasurer

is

accomplish

recei\in;4'

lionoi'ai'X'

Seci'(>tai"\

dinnei'.

a

planned
every month from

constitution

Chairnuin
\'ice

to

l)y
It

the Alumni.

mei'j^-ed into

societ\-

pi'eced(>(l

eiidoi'sed by the class.

il\'

the

meetin.u"

of en(l()wint>: athletics.

ineetiii}.;',

results durinij: the last few

Due
fessor

this

Ncsti^^ate

ol"

'i'rainoi'

are

to .\e\\
in

Ti-esident

t'l-oni

branch was
This was tiu'
fmal ste]) in the affiliation of the student Alechanical i^n.u'ineers with the Americ-an Society.
The \'illano\a branch, howexiu', was broug'ht
into existeiu'c eaid\- in Xo\(Mnber when Professor
Morehons(\ at the reciuest ot" some of the enj^-iiUHM's,
At this
called a meetin.u' of his dei)artment.
meetinir application for a charter was foi-niall\'
nuule and Mr. Danicd A. Pludan was scdecded to

Mechanical

ant lioi'i/ed at

most of the members ])re.sent.
appointed a committee to inplan with its a(l\antag(\s and its

approval

iiave the

tuoi-(>

of the Anu'ricau Societx' of

("ouiu'il

Plans for the
con\cnicnl for the l)a\- Students.
co-operation oC the idass with the -Juniors in theii'
The class encoiuinjj: Junior Week weiH> made.
dowment was the subject of much debatinjT. The
insufance plan that luid been suji,"}^ested seemed to

doiiij^'

husinoss and discuss class alVairs.
been han^in^- (iro for sonic

to

llial

in. class

tinu'

rlass

arraiiKi'iK

givater iuiinl)ev
of iiienibers could alttMul was soh'od
l»y
lurrosideiit Janu's A. Trainor.
nivelinj^s so that

month

last

of

(litl'u'ulty

'IMu'

'

dinnkr

-laiues

\'.

di-iffin.

O'Neill.

Daniel A. Pludaii.

the obiect of the societ\' not

()iil\'

to cari'y

on (MiKiiH^erin^ actixities within the collej^e but to
establish contacts outside with i)rominent engineei's in the \it'init\- and with olhei' braiudies.
The
formei- purpose is accomplished by means of the
lectni'es. tilms and student i)a])i'rs which featui'e
each meetin.UI'he latter. \)y the \ai'ious confei"ences,

lueetin^s,

spection held

l)y

joint

sessions

and

tri|)s

of

the society in Philadelphia.

in-
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The

News-Record and similar publiwhich the members receive keep them
posted and up-to-date on the latest in engineering
developments while the libraries and official data
to which members have access tend to make research work easier and more rapid. All in all the
affiliation with the American Society by the
bulletins,

cations

mechanical engineering students will tend to the
betterment of the student and the course at
Villanova.

There has appeared on the campus
of late a movement, namely, the
organization of a choir. This is a
movement that should be backed by every member
of the student body.
Great possibilities are here
and if it is received with the right spirit, there is
no doubt but what these possibilities will materialize.
At present it is more or less a means to an
end. That end is the formation of a Glee Club.
Many are taking the matter seriously but a full
choir has not yet been recruited.

later

whistles, streamers, etc.

happy

spirit

distributed

toy

hats,

Everybody imbibed the

and infectious good-fellowship of the

evening and it is certain that it was an affair that
will long live in the memories of those who attended and who will look back upon it with much
pleasure.

The Villanova wishes

to take this opportunity

to commend and congratulate the Lambda Kappa
And giving credit where credit is due,
Delta.
much of the success of the dance can be attributed
to

Something
Neiv

and

intermission,

of the dance com-

Tony Margliano, chairman

mittee.,

.; :--.;:;; ^.:^:iy

::;:,;.;;-

^

'

,.b'--

::/ J,/:-

Ay::\\':^-

Music was furnished by the "Villanovahs"
By
under the leadership of Frank Li Volsi.
better
that
a
agreed
it
was
common consensus
selection could not have been made by the com.mittee.

years to come the embryo
doctors will take as much pride and interest in
their society's annual hop as they have manifested
It is

hoped that

in

this year.

Let's get behind

movement and make it a point to see that
is realized from it.
Then there is the symphony orchestra which

this

something

Continuing their "full speed ahead"
the Day Students at their
p
last meeting decided to hold a dance

The Dmj
Student

^^
:

has been holding regular rehearsals. This organization made its first appearance at the production
of Vision.
It is needless to say that the members
acquitted themselves remarkably well and they are
to be congratulated on their successful perform-

C^wft

ance.

Patrick Byrne.

Pre-Med.

It is realized that a Villanova dance held in
Philadelphia is a big undertaking, but if past activities of the club can be taken as a criterion, the
"hop" should prove to be a big success.
The Villanovan expresses the sentiments of the
student body in wishing the Day Hops all the success in the world in this and all future activities.

A

NEW RECORD

In the staging of the annual dance
of the Lambda Kappa Delta, the

Hop

future M. D.'s accomplished more
than a success. Permission was granted by the
school authorities to hold the affair on the evening
of

March

17th, the feast of St. Patrick.

The

:

'in

Philadelphia.

The

following

committee was appointed by the president
Andrew Sloan, chairman; Peter Perri, John
Haley, Don Sehl, Frank McNalley, Jack Cretin,

re-

brought instant response from the
students.
Tickets sold like wildfire, with the result that a new record was set for attendance at
dances held on the Villanova campus.
The decorations in Alumni Hall went over big
with the "fair ones" as well as with the students.
A St. Patrick's Day color scheme, intermingled
with the fraternity colors, gave a most pleasing
picture to the eye.
It seemed as if some blithe
little Celtic goblin had paid a visit to the gym and
had festooned and beshrouded it with merry
lavishness.
Let it be said the wee sprite performed his gay ofl[ice with much gusto and comsult of this

pleteness.

Appropriate favors were presented to each
couple, the committee served refreshments during

The Pre Med's annual dance was a
But the society does not
intend to sit back and smile. Other

Lambda
Kappa

success.

Delta

and yet larger plans are under way.
is manifested on every hand.
Renewed
guidance
of "Al" Brown, newly
able
Under the
activity

the society should break
fraternity
activities at Villanova.
records for

elected

president,

all

The following committees have been appointed
by Mr. Brown and a report is due inside of two
weeks
Organization

— Guy

Griffin, Louis Audet, Igna-

tius Gryczenski.

Business

—

Bill

Entertainment
Neil McCarthy.

Maloney, Harry O'Connor.

— Ken O'Toole, Edward Quinlan,

THE
—Leslie
—
—

Sports.

Burns,

Bill

V

ILLANOVAN

Rearclon, Possalano.

Welfare Anthony Margliano, John Brazill,
Vincent Doroska.
Education Fred Monaghan, Vic I)igilio> Joe

scheme that shall be unique and attracSomething novel in the way of favors is
also in the offing and the music will be of the first
''
initiate a

tive.

,order.

With the Soire the curtain

Veluzzi.

Mr. Brown also picked a committee to select a
present for John Gault in appreciation for the
interest he manifested as coach of the Pre Med
basketball team. The presentation will be made
at the next meeting of the society.
Epsilon
Phi
Theta

As the plant that fadeth
and bloometh again

in

Winter

in the Spring,

so

.

is

Epsilon Phi Theta.

The

old-

bit.

.;^^^;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

:

On February 26, a meeting was held for the
purpose of rejuvenating this society. Mr. Kane,
president, spoke and suggested that a new set of
officers should be elected in order to give the fraThis suggestion was carried
ternity a fresh start.
through and an election held.
William Hurley, '27, was elected president;
Charles Cummings, '28, vice president; Howard
Brady, '27, secretary, and Clarence Dana, '27,
treasurer.

>;.;

^/.-,;

Under the new regime a dance

;^-"v;"

is

being planned.

A

committee has been appointed and plans are
now being made to hold the event before the end
of the year.

This will be the first dance held by Epsilon Phi
Theta in some years but then the last is still talked
of and the committee promises that the forthcoming frolic will be up to the usual standard.
Meetings are held every second Friday and are
very well attended. The small minority which is
still skeptical about the truth of the revival are
urged to attend and see for themselves.

A FITTING CLOSE
The

Although no

definite action has as
been
yet
taken, at recent meetings
Soph.
the Sophomore Class the princiSoiree
pal topic of discussion has been the
This event
soiree to be held some time in May.
stands out pre-eminently among the activities
sponsored by the Sophomore Class and interest
in it is, even at this early day, at a high pitch.
Last Fall the Sophomores gave a Victory
Dance that was a notable success and now, at the
close of the school year, they are out to climax
their activities with an even more brilliant affair.
Many pleasant surprises are in store for those
attending, as the committee plans to deviate from
the wonted mode of decorating the "gym" and

of

,

it

fall

on

the

a fitting climax to the best year Villaiiova

The
Connectic'ut

This club, although still in its infancy, is functioning in a manner

C^wft

t

v^^v

:

justifies its existence.

Represented on the chalked court by
a strong quintet it has won recognition as an active
and alert organization.
Now, as the baseball season approaches it bids
fair to win honors on the diamond.
Such talent
as it embraces in this regard will form a combination which will furnish plenty of opposition to the
The team will be somewhat handibest of them.
capped by the large number of the club members
who are bidding for a berth on the varsity nine.
However, there still remains a goodly number who
can wield the old bludgeon effectively.
Through the medium of these columns the club
challenges any and all clubs and fraternities that
shall engage in the national pastime.
According to sundry correspondence received
by the members from friends in the home town the
club will be greatly augmented by new members
next fall while it will lose two, "Jimmy" Trainor
and "Ed" Cotter, through graduation this June.
:

ning to look up a

,

make

will

Let's get together ar.d

has known.

;

est fraternity on the campus has
heard
of recently but the promise of
been little
shows that things are beginfew
weeks
the past

,

social events of this year.

r^^^;^^vc

Annual on
the

Way

During the
oi the

last

few weeks the

Belle Air, the

official

statt"

yea--

book of Villanoba, has announced
the final plans for this year's annual. The hope of
the committee staff to give the student body the
best annual yet published looks as though it is
going to be realized. Through the work of Editor
James P. Kane many new features will be conBusiness
tained in the literary phase of ^the book.
Manager John B. McAneny has announced that
the book will be printed in two colors on white
and ivory coated paper. The cover will be a novel
design.
Due to the increased size the cover will
be stiff instead of flexible as in previous years.
Advance sales are reported to be large and a subscription from every student is hoped for.
In
order that there will be plenty of time in which
to secure the books, the date of May 15 has been
set for the distribution on paid subscriptions.
As
there will only be a limited number printed for
distribution on this date every one is urged to
place their order early and be sure of at least one
book.
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A FEDERALIZED EDUCATION
The tendency toward paternalism grows apace.
The inclination on the part of the several states to
relinquish this severeign rights to the federal gov-

ernment becomes daily more marked. The dangers
of centralization and bureaucracy voiced by President Coolidge within the past year has fallen on
deaf ears.
The Prussianism against which we
railed so bitterly is becoming dangerously imminent in our

own

land.

Perhaps this tendency is nowhere more clearly
indicated than in the recent revival of the attempt
to federalize education.
The Smith-Towner Bill
of '18, the Towner-Sterling Bill of '23 is again
trying to edge its way into the nation's statute
book.
Pigeon-holed and side-tracked, its friends
valiantly return to the attack in the hope that
Congress will take to its bosom the measure that
has already twice come to an ignonimous end.
Briefly, the bill creates an executive department in the government's machinery to be known
as the Department of Education.
It further provides for the appointment of a secretary of education who shall be a member of the President's
Cabinet. The friends of this measure claim that
its real purpose is to secure a more efficient realization of national interests, to co-ordinate and
integrate the educational forces of the nation.
They insist that the secretary of education would
be an educational leader and in no sense an educational dictator.

In a recent publication, one of the country's
foremost educators seeks to allay the fear of
bureaucracy with specious and plausible argument. "The new status of the secretary of education," he writes, "and the new prerogatives which
he would enjoy in relation to the state department
of education would differ in no way from the relationship which the Commissioner of Education has
entered into as the head of the Bureau of Education in the

Department of the

Interior.

The more

adequate resources placed under his control for
investigation and reports, and the greater importance that would be attached to the higher official
rank in an exclusively official society represent the
only significant innovations contained in the bill."
All of which is very comforting and reassuring.

We

realize that

it

is

bad form

to look a gift

horse in the mouth, but in the present circumstances we are moved to examine this equine's
molars even though we are guilty of a faux pas.

While the text of the bill seems innocent of
any tendency toward federal control of education,
the measure is by its very nature a step in that
direction.

Either the

bill

creates federal control

or

it

does not.

If

it

does not then the Federal

government is committed to the fundamentally
dangerous and unsound policy of distributing to
various local governments, huge sums of money
over which it has no control and for which it asks
no accounting.
But under this Federal subsidy
bill the government will do nothing of the sort.
It will not give a penny to any state unless that
To qualify
state conforms to federal standards.
for the federal subsidy, the state must report to
the Federal Secretary and if the report is unsatisfactory the secretary will reject it. More than
he will require the states to file an annual
And if, in his judgment, the required
standards have not been maintained he is emThe
powered to withhold all appropriations.
secretary is sole judge. It is true that an advisory
committee is appointed to aid the secretary but
its function is purely consultive.
The proponents of the bill are evidently trying to sit on both sides of the fence at the same

this,

report.

time.

One

section of the bill states in the

most

explicit terms that the federal government shall
exercise no control over the local schools, while
another part of the bill sets up standards which

the state must meet in order to receive federal

money.

Any doubt as to the attitude of the Masons and
the National Educational Association can be
quickly dissipated by consulting any recent number
of the association's bulletin or any review such as
the Fellowship Forum.
The bulletin makes no attempt to show that
the proposed Department of Education could never
be influenced by political considerations. Probably the dismissal a few years ago of Dr. Claxton,
the head of the Bureau, to make way for a Republican successor discouraged the attempt. But undismayed by this play of partisan politics, the
association gallantly strives to show that the bill
will not create a federal control of the schools.

This is done by quoting a section which apparently
forbids such an encroachment on state rights and
by passing over in silence not only the plain purpose of the bill but the very provisions which make
federal control inevitable.
An obnoxious piece of legislation remains obnoxious no matter how we may try to palliate or
camouflage its disagreeable features. After the
smoke screen of propaganda and partisanship has
been dissipated we can discern very clearly the

following facts: a department which is administered by a political appointee, which fixes educational standards for the schools, which withholds

THE VILLANOVAN
money when those standards are not met, which
requires annual reports from the states and which

— James

"Obie" O'Brien has returned from

by the Constifution to the states and
substitutes control by a group of politicians

trol reserved

for

regulates the annual disbursement of a hundred
million dollars necessarily destroys the school con-

'13

11

it

and bureaucrats

at

Washington.

—James

P.

Kane,

'26.

'22
Joseph B. Ford is teaching in the Villanova Prep of the west at Ojar, Calif. He is also

an uncle of the bridegroom.
Miss Christina Maguire attended her sister as
bridesmaid and Mr, James Conway, '23, of New
York, acted as best man.
A wedding breakfast followed at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hart, of Bryn Mawr, uncle
and aunt of the bride. The Villanova orchestra
furnished the music.
After a brief honeymoon trip, Mr, and Mrs.
Vize are now living in New York.
Everyone will remember Phineas Vize, '23, the
very entertaining solo dancer at Villanova affairs
He is now with the United
of a few years ago.

athletic director of the school.

Electric

Florida, after having submitted bids on the high-

way work

in that state.

'

—We

have received word of the death of
John "Massa" Lynch, who died at his home in
Washington. He was connected with the War Department. The Villanovan extends its sincerest
condolences and sympathy.
'20
Fr. Joseph M. Dougherty has completed
'14

—

his thesis for his Ph. D., at Catholic University,

at Washington.

—

'22

— Fr.

Leo Hart, 0.

-

:

'25

translating the
"Life of St. Nicholas" from the French for the
His articles are now
Good Counsel Magazine.

is

appearing

pany.

'23

S. A., is

in latest issues.

— A pretty church wedding took place Febru-

ary 4th at 10.30 in Our Mother of Good Counsel
Church, Bryn Mawr, when Miss Mary A. Maguire,
of Bryn Mawr, became the bride of Mr. Phineas
Taylor Vize, of New York, in the presence of relatives and friends of the family.
v
The ceremony was performed at a nuptial mass
by Rev. Peter F. McClean, of Bridgeport, Conn.,

Company

of

New York

City.

— James Van Horn was a recent

visitor.

He

employed in the installation and construction
department of the Union Switch and Signal Com-

—

'25
Leo O'Hara paid us a recent visit. He is
connected with the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company at Port Richmond, where they are
building a new grain elevator.
'25
John "Lefty" Sayers also honored us with

—

He is employed by the Aetna Life InsurCompany and is located at the Reading branch

a visit.

ance

The Villanovan extends

office.

to

Thomas McManus,

Worcester, Mass., its sincerest condolences
on the death of his beloved mother.

'27, of

The Villanovan extends

to

Joseph Kenney,

'26,

of Parsons, Pa., its sincerest condolences on the

death of his beloved father.
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THESE JUNIOR PROMS
It is

how few really know what a
Some think it is a new Fascisti
The derivation of the name is either

surprising

Prom

Junior

is.

movement.
from the Greek, Latin or Siberian.

It

doesn't

really matter as no one except a Junior cares any-

way.

The only certain
Proms are, that they

things known about Junior
are held in ritzy hotels, that
the music is dispensed by a group of collegians
from Lombard street, that you are sure to see
borrowed and rented "Tuxes" and a crowd of

dumb

belles.

Another fact worth knowing about Junior
is that it doesn't pay to crash them.
"One-eyed Connolly" was asked recently what
was the best way to crash a Junior Prom.
His
answer was, "Don't." That is the reason he has
only one eye, he tried to crash a Junior Prom.
You have one chance out of nineteen of crashing
a Junior Prom. The other eighteen you will never
take.

But

in case

you

suggestion

you

feel constrained to try it

will never try

may

the next day.

The life of the average Junior is short, genersome nine months. But some Juniors have
been known to last another nine.
As a rule the Junior class is well run until the
Then there is a disclass tree is to be planted.
cussion as to who shall plant it. The Spoon man.
Cane man and Spade man each thinks that he
should plant it. The president thinks he should.
The Spade man objects. After much discussion
ally

Proms

—for

the Junior student body in general.
If a baseball game is scheduled for Tuesday
and it rains on that day, the committee immediately gathers and unanimously agrees on a swimming meet to be held in its stead.
Some Juniors are known to have played ball in
the morning, ran in a track meet in the afternoon
and then go to the Kap and Kane Karnival that
night and then wonder why they don't do it again

it

again

—the

once
following

be helpful.

Check your hat and coat and make sure you get
your check. You must do this so you will be able
to have something to get your hat and coat with
three or four days later.
Don't try to walk in backwards, the results are
usually disastrous.
Don't try to breeze in with a butter and egg
man smile, if you do this you are liable to go west.
Don't start any arguments unless you have
your brass knuckles with you.
If you wish to dance most of the evening with
your partner, take a girl with tortoise shell glasses
and a school teacher look and you will have her
all evening.
Junior Week is the campus classic of the year.
Just why it is the classic is not known, but one of
the numerous reasons advanced for this argument
is the versatility of the committee in charge and

the president is agreed upon.
The question then is, "What kind of a tree
Some want an oak, others want a
shall it be?"
an oak is decided upon and is
Finally
chestnut.
planted.
accordingly
Several years later one of the class returns and
discovers that the tree grew up and turned out to
be an elm.
A significant fact about the Kap and Kane
Karnival is that you don't use any canes then but
you do for several days after the dance is over.
The number of stags at the Junior Week dances
It is a
is even greater than at any other dance.
good feature of Junior Week that will have to be
done away with.
But the greatest feature of the week is the
Junior Prom.
After the Prom is over make sure you are getting in your own car, or that you have money
enough to pay the taxi driver.
Also try not to sing "Show me the way to go

home."

Thomas

Breslin,

'29.

STEP IN JUNIOR WEEK!
fond of something new
Watch for Junior Week.
you want what's best for you

If you're

If

If

If

Wait for Junior Week.
If you like a week that's nifty
All red hot, and oh! so swifty!
If you're ten or if you're fifty,

Step in Junior W6ek.

If

some fun is what you're after
Look for Junior Week.
you hap' to look for laughter
Watch for Junior Week.
a novelty will hold you

dancing to enfold you.
Just remember that we've told you
"Step in Junior Week."
If it's

';-';;.

—A.

V. P.

'27.
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zAt Villanova

PHELIN

major sport

at Villanova there has loomed on the
person of Mr. Daniel A. "Duke" Phelan. Time
was, and not so long ago either, when field and track athletics were looked upon with
mild amusement. Few went in for that sort of thing and they incurred the goodnatured raillery of the rail birds. But the "Duke's" heart was in the cinder path and
he continued training and jogging with the persistence of a zealot.
However, the times have changed. Tempora mutant et nos mutamur too. Track
Track is now a recogathletics no longer call forth the derision of the "wise-cracker."
nized and highly honorable form of athletics and the man who makes his letter in
revival of track as a

athletic horizon a

new luminary

in the

commands the respect of the campus.
The "Duke" had hitched his wagon to a star and the star has brought him fame
and honor. The long years of unremitting effort have brought their reward for this
year Dan dons his spiked shoes to lead the first really formidable team of "Wildcats"
that the Blue and White has had in years. The pack that Dan leads in this year
track

of grace is a really talented array of speed artists of which any college might be
proud. The honor comes to him by every right. A versatile track man, a born
leader with the fighting heart of a lion in his slender frame, he is an ideal captain
for the outfit that now wears Villanova' s colors.
In the classroom he runs the same race, setting a pace which is hard to follow
and winning by his natural ability. Leadership in many endeavors has been his.
Organizations, clubs and fraternities number Dan/among their officers.
It is with a feeling of a duty done that we place Dan in our column of famous
undergraduate sons of Villanova. An athlete, a student, a gentleman, and a leader
Villanova is proud of Dan Phelan.

—

James

P.

Kane,

'26.
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is.
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know what a
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name is either
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the Junior student body
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is
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really inattei- as no one exee])t a Jnniof eai'es any-

If

and
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in ji^enej'al.

game

is

scheduled for
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rains on that day, the committee immedi-

it

ately gathers

ming meet

and unanimously agrees on

a

swim-

to be held in its stead.

Junioi's are known to have ])layed ball in
moi-ning. ran in a track meet in the afternoon

Some

A\a\'.

certain

onI\-

Till'

known about Junior

thinjxs

Pi'onis are, that the\- are held in ritzy hotels, that

the nnisie

dispensed

is

Lombard

troni

boiTowed
dunib

that

sti'eet.

^''I'ou])

\'ou

ot"

eollegians

a

see

to

sui"e

ai'e

"Tuxes" and

I'ented
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a

1)\-

ei'owd

ot

Another

it

knowing-

woi'th

faet

that

is

about

Junior

doesn't pay to erash them.

"()iie-e\ed ("onn()ll\" was asked recently what
was the best wa\' to crash a Junior Pi"om.
His
answer was. "Don'l." That is the I'eason he has
onl\'

oiie

he tried

e\-e.

crash a Junior Pi'om.

to

^'ou ha\i' one idiance out of nineteen of crashing:

The

Prom.

a .hmioi-

th.e

and then go to the Kap and Kane Karnival that
night and then wonder why they don't do it again
the next day.

The lite of the average Junior is short, genersome nine months. But some Juniors have
been known to last another nine.
As a rule the Junior class is well run until the
Then there is a disclass tree is to ))e planted.
The Spoon man,
shall
plant
it.
who
cussion as to
thinks that he
man
each
and
Spade
Cane man
thinks
he should.
The
it.
i)resi(lent
should i)lant
discussion
much
After
man
()l)Jects.
The S])a(le
ally

I)elles.

I'roms

othei' ei^liteen

you

will never

the president

The

take.

Put

— for

rase \'ou

in

you

will

eonst rained to tiy

i'vv\

nexi'i"

try

it

a<ifain

— the

it

once

followinj?

ma\' be heli)ful.

su.u'K^'-'^tion

and coat and make sui'e you j^et
\'oui' iluH-k.
Von must do tliis so you will be able
to ha\i' somethinj,'- to jj^et your hat and coat with
liree or four days later.
Don't try to walk in i)ackwai'ds, tlie results ai'e
Cheek

\'onr hat

t

usual

\y

disast rous.

with a butter and ej^g
are lial)le to g-o west.
Don't slai't any arguments unless \'ou ha\'e
.\'oui' brass knuelxles with you.
If \()U wish to danee most of the ex'eninji; with
\-()ni' ])artner, take a g'irl with toi'toise shell <4'lasses
and a school teacher look and \'()U will have her
Don't

man

t

)•>•

smile,

if

to hi-ee/A'

in

do this

\'ou

\'ou

all i'\'en!n.u'.

.Junior

Week

is

the cami)us idassic of the ,vear.

is not known, Init one of
numerous reasons ad\anced foi- this ai'gument
the x'ersatility of the committee in charj^'e and

•lust

\\ii\'

it

the classic
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the
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fond of something new-
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want what's besi for
Wait .for Junior Week.

I

f
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1
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hot.

Nou're ten or
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if

you're

of

discovei's that the ti'ee

a

tree
a
is

grew up and

tui-ned out to

be an elm.

A

significant

fact

al)out

the

Kap and Kane

Karnival is that you don't use any canes then but
you do tor several days after the dance is over.
The nunibei' of stags at the Junior Week dances
It is a
is even greater tiian at any other dance.
good featui'e ot Junior Week that will ha\'e to )je

done away with.
Hut the gi'eatest feature of the week is the
Junior Prom.
After the Prom is ovvv make sure you are getting in your own cai", or that you have money
enough to pay the taxi di'i\'er.
Also

tr\-

to sing

not

"Show

n\v.

the \Aay to go

home."
TlIO.MAS PliESLlN.

JUNIOR WEEK!
If

some fun

is

wliat

xou're after

foi' laughter
Junior Week.
f a noxt'lty will hold you
If it's dancing to enfold you.
Just i'i'meml)ei- tliat we've told you"Step in Junior Week."

If \'ou ha])' to

look

foi"

I

!

lifty.

Junior Week.

"What kind

accordingly planted.
Several years later one ot the class I'eturns and

Watch

t

I

is.

Look for JuiHor Week.

_\-()u

week hat's nifty
and oh so swift\'

then

Some want an oak, others want
shall it be*/"
Finally an oak is decided upon and
chestiuit.

Week.

If \()U

.All
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agi'eed ui)on.
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DANIEL
With

tl]e r(>vival

athletic hoi'izon a

of ii'ack as a

now
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PHELIN

A,

major sport

at

\'illanova

lias

\\\v\\'

luniinar\- in the person of Mr. Daniel A.

loonu'd on tho

"Duke" Phelan. Time
were looked upon with

and not so long ago either,, when iield and track athletics
mild amusement. Few ^\ent in t'oi' that soil of thing and they incurred the goodnatui-ed raillei'v of t1ie i"ail hirds.
But the "Duke's" heai't was in the cinder path and
he continued training and jogging with the lu'rsistence of a zealot.
However, the times have changed. Tenipora mutant et nos nuitamur too. Track
Track is now a I'ecogathletics no longer call forth the derision of the "^\ise-(,•rackel•."
iiized and highly honoral)le foi'ni of atldetics ;ind tb.e man who makes his letter in
\vas.

t]"ack

commands

the i-espect of the cami)us.

The "Duke" had liitched his wagon to
and honor. The long years of unremil ing
year Dan dons his s])iked shoes to lead the

a star aiul the star has l)rought
tdt'ort

t

that the

Blue and White

of grace

is

l)roud.

lias

a reall\- talented

The honor comes

to

had
ai'i'ax'

him

in

years.

of s|h
i)y

first

e(i

evei-y

ha\e

team

really formidahle

Tlie

pack

artists of
I'ight.

leader with the lighting heart of a lion in his slendei'
for the outtit that now weai's \"illano\a"s colors.

A

him fame

fortius
"Wildcats"

hi-ouglit theii' I'ewai'd

Dan leads

tfiat

which

an.\'

\-ersatile

frame,

of

hv

t

i-ack

is

this yeai'

in

might be
man, a horn

colh'ge

an

ideal

captain

In Ihe classroom he I'uns the same )'ai-e, selling a ])a<'e wliicli is hai'd to I'ollow
and winning 1)\- liis natural ability. Leadership in nian\- endeaxors has i)een his.
Organizations, (dul)s and fi'aternit ies nunil)er Dan among llieir ollicers.
It is with a feeling of a duly (h»ne thai
we place Dan in our column of famous
undergi'aduate sons of \'illano\a..
An athlele. a sludent, a gentleman, and a U>ad(>r

- A'illanova

is

pi-oud of

Dan

IMielan.
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KENNETH

O'TOOLE,

'2G

R. SULLIVAN, '28
R. G. HEGNER, '27

J.

Humor
J.

DEVER,

J.

GIBBONS,

W. A.
staff Artist

A.

M. LEARY,

'27

Staff Poet

W.

J.

METER,

'2G

BUSINESS STAFF
BiisincsH

V.

Manager

DUFFY,

'20

Circulation

Advertising

BARON, '27
QUINDLEN, '28

SEHL, '28
LEITNER, '28

D. J.

A. A.
J.

MALONEY,

Staff Cartoonist

PANEPINTO,

EDWARD

'26
'27

J.

'28

'28
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EDITORIALS
To the
Jiii^iors

fits

the

The Villanovan dedicates her April
issue to the Juniors by making it a
Junior Number. Surely the occasion
deed! The Class of '27 is entering upon
:

::':

^

—

the gala social event of the year the event which
is the h'gh light of the campus social season.
All.
extra-curricular activities are taken over by the

men and a large number of diversions
are crowded into the one short week in which the
Juniors play host to the student body and their
friends.
Junior Week marks the formal debut of
the Junior Class and the Villanovan hastens to
congratulate them and wish them well.
third year

However, there lies a deeper significance in the
forthcoming event than the mere gayety and good
cheer that is attendant upon it. The last lap of
the school year has been reached. The completion
of that lap brings the men of '27 to the dignity and
responsibility

of

seniority.

The

festivities

of

Junior Week signify the near emancipation of the
Juniors from the rank and file of underclassmen

and foreshadows the new dignity and duties which
soon be theirs.
This thought brings in its wake a train of
serious reflections. We disclaim any intention to
moralize or preach. We have no thought of eulogizing the reigning Senior Class or enumerating
its achievements.
We would make simply one
will

You probably have noticed that the
Alumni column of the Villanovan is

To Our
Alumni

gradually, but surely, assuming prosomewhat slender. This is the
result of no determined policy, nor yet again, of
a lack of interest on our part. Alumni news there
but to get hold of it aye, there
is in abundance
Undergraduate contacts with the
is
the rub.
Alumni are meagre at best. Occasionally a former
college mate, with whom we are acquainted, passes
through and drops a few items of interest. By
careful gleaning we pick up a bit of news here and
there from the faculty, and then we are at the
end of our resources.
We are penning these words on behalf of the
Alumni Editor, who fears that his brain-child is
about to pass out because of malnutrition. The
said gentleman is at his wits' ends trying to make
a showing with the few scraps of information ^te^
obtains by diligent ferreting.
He suggests an
appeal to the Alumni to contribute items of interest which come their way concerning Villanova
portions that are

—

—

men.
After

all,

the college journal should

form one

of the strongest links between the graduate
his

Alma Mater.

And

the department that

and

makes

point and impress it most seriously in our younger
brethren viz, the proper wearing of the toga of
seniority carries with it a great dignity, but its
It
responsibilities and duties are even greater.
intact
and
inviolate
is no small thing to preserve
the best traditions of the generations of students
it is no small thing to form and to mold public
It requires no little courage to take a
opinion.
:

stand against evils which popular sentiment may
demand; it requires no little energy and self sacrifice to foster and stimulate the many underIn a word, to be worthy
graduate activities.
seniors a class must do more than merely accept
It must be alive to its responsibilities.
its dignity.
It must realize to the fullest extent that the reputation and direction of undergraduate life is to a
very large extent in its hands. The Senior Class
which proves unworthy of its sacred trust is unNoblesse oblige
worthy of its Alma Mater.
nobility obliges.

The present Junior Class gives every indication
up to the responsibility that is theirs.
Their achievements in the past augur well for the
future.
The class numbers among its members
men of stout hearts and high ideals. The Villanovan congratulates the coming seniors and looks
for the class to make the scholastic year of 1926-27
of living

the brightest in the history of the college.

—

J.

P.K.,

'26.

the greatest appeal to the "old grad" is the Alumni
column. Everyone is pleased and interested when
he learns that "Bill" Brown has become a proud
father or that "Jack" Smith has made an important contribution in the field of his chosen
profession. Villanova men rejoice in the success
There exists a bond
of other Villanova men.
which causes their joys to be shared 'in common.
And by the same bond their griefs become common
griefs.
A man's old classmates are quick to condole and sympathize with him in his sorrows
they are delighted to learn that a harum-scarum
chum of college days has climbed to a commanding
position in the professional world.
Why not help us make this column attractive
to yourself and your brother Alumni?
Most of
you have heard things of your brother "grads"
which have interested and pleased you. Why not
pass it on to us so that the whole Alumni body
can enjoy it. The information will be credited to
you in our column or if you wish will be published
anonymously. It's the easiest thing in the world.
Simply take a plain postal and address it to the
Alumni Editor of Villanova.
Jot down the information any old way and then DON'T FOR-

—

GET TO MAIL

IT.

—James

P. Kane, '26.
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LOOKING BACK

18

that another basketball season has come
to a successful close, it might be in order to glance
back in review. The results of the sixteen games
played show eleven victories and five defeats. A
comparison with the season of 1924-25 with its ten
victories and one defeat would hardly be just.
This year's schedule was not only longer, but considerably harder. The Cornell and St. Bonaventure defeats were unfortunate. Other things being equal, these two games would go into the books
Muhlenberg and St. John's, with
as victories.
whom we broke even, are always tough nuts for
anyone to crack. The Crescent A. C. victory was
the high light of the season.

16.

Now

The squad this year was very much lighter
than usual. Speed was the onlything to offset
"Joe"
this lack of weight, and speed they had.
Sheehan takes highest honors for individual scorHis long loops were a big
ing, with 142 points.
help in the close St. John's game. Barry, Lolas
and Leary and Captain Jacobs played well and
steadily.
Lolas was at his best in the Crescent
game.
Among the first year men, Nolan and
Severance gave the best exhibitions. The Freshman players should, under the tutelage of "Mike"
Saxe, develop into a powerful varsity combination.
With most of the squad returning, next season
ought to be another big basketball year for Villa,.nova.

.

.

13

27

John's

..St. Joseph's

19

.Muhlenberg

24

Crescent A. C

22

.

30.

.

..St.

,

32.

26

Lebanon
....Temple

350

452

CRESCENTS TUMBLED
In a fast, nip and tuck contest, with the Crescent A. C. five, the "Wildcats" pulled through a
victory that rather surprised Father Knickerbocker and his husky athletes. From the short end
of a 15-13 score at halftime, the Villanova quintet

rushed along to a victory a

The high

la 30-22.

light of the evening

was the playing

game, netBlue center. A
ting four doubles and three fouls, went with brilliant defensive work, which kept his man, Provost,
Keating, who was to have shone for
scoreless.
fine offensive

of Lolos,

the Crescents, managed to get a pair of twopointers and as many fouls, the best individual
score for his team.

As a wind-up to a season that saw many different combinations starting, this victory over a
team always considered dangerous to even the best,
quite in order.

,

Lineup and summary:

Summary:
Opponents

Villanova
42. .....

23.
25.

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

..

.Textile.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.^

..

.22

Crescent A. C. 22

Villanova 30

Keating

forward
forward

Severance

Kurtz

21

Osteopathy

13

Sheehan

46

Philadelphia Pharmacy

11

Lolos

center

Provost

24

Barry
Nolan

guard

Crabtree

guard

Raymond

25.

..St.

Cornell

21..
17

John's

St.

Bonaventure's

28
20

24

Niagara

18

36

Canisius

18

48.

Albright

32

28

Muhlenberg

.33

—

Leary;
Crescent:
Substitutions Villanova:
Knipe, Raye. Field goals Lolos 4, Nolan 3, SevBarry,
erance, Sheehan, Keating, Crabtree, 2;
Kurtz, Raymond, Raye, 1. Fouls Lolos, Raymond, 3; Keating, 2; Sheehan, Barry, Nolan, Pro-

—

—

vost, Crabtree, Raye, 1.

Referee—E.

F.

Brunn.
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FRAT LEAGUE
The Delta

Pi Epsilon pulled a fast one, as they
say in French, and thereby hangs a tale in this
the championship of the campus on the courts.
With the Phi Kappa quintet already trying to
dope out which girl would wear their gold basketballs, the Business crew romped onto the boards
with an all-star aggregation, hidden till then, and
romped off again with said gold basketballs. The

—

Engineers were quite positive of who would win,
for their championship five of a year ago was right
there in its entirety. There's many a slip between
the eggs before they are hatched, however.
h:-.;
The final results give Delta Pi Epsilon first
place,

with the

Lambda Kappa Delta and Phi

Kappa

Epsilon Pi Theta

Pi tied for second.
holding down the cellar.

is

BASEBALL PROSPECTS
With

last year's

intact,

team practically

and an unusually large

of new candidates reporting out, the 1926 diamond season
There
ought to be successful.
will be no opportunity for a repetition of last year's defeat of Holy
Cross, as the Worcester nine
found it inconvenient to book
Villanova again.
There will,
however, be considerable chance
for the "Wildcats" to gather unto
themselves more glory in the realm of swat.
They are scheduled for twenty-six games,
among them Princeton, Boston College, Providence, Lehigh, Penn State, Lafayette and F. and

number

M. Princeton has always been a close game. For
the last few years they have won by one run in
low-score contests. B. C. and Providence, together
with Lowell, have been more or less regular, and
formidable, opponents. Penn State is an addition
to the schedule.
At this writing, no designation or selection of
first string players has been made, but a guess, as
accurate as guesses ever are, may be offered. The
infield, with the exception of first base, will probably be much the same as it was last spring. There
is doubt as to whether Captain Connell will be at
first or center field, his old stamping grounds.
If
anyone is dug up to play the initial sack, "Joe"
will most likely perform out in the garden.
The
outfield is a bit harder to tell about.
Masciadri
should continue to hold forth in right. For center
there is the possibility of Connell's return.
No

Jimmy
one seems to have the edge for left.
Trainor looked very good there against the A's
Griffith and Crane are on the mound.
last June.
Then there are Kuego and Slomkowski. Hanzik,
a newcomer, should come through. With "Doc"
Jacobs, of course, receiving them.
The schedule:

March 27— Philadelphia
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June

Textile

— Boston College
7 — Philadelphia Osteopathy
8 —Vermont
N. Y.
10— C.
15 — Providence
17 — Princeton
20 — Providence
21 — Boston
3

-

-

-

C.

.

-

-

.

.

.

22— Lowell
26— Temple
28— Seton Hall
30— Muhlenberg
1

3

—Lehigh
—Drexel

10— Temple
12— Penn State

— Muhlenberg
A.
17 — Drexel
15

16— Crescent

C.

19— Seton Hall
22— Schuylkill
26— Schuylkill
29— Penn A. C,
31
5

—Lafayette
— Franklin and

Marshall

^^M

Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
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ing, with 142 points.
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help in the close St. John's game.
and Leary and Captain Jacobs played well and
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the Crescent

Among the first year men, Nolan and
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of Loh)s, r>lue center.

A

fine offensive game, net-

went with brildefensive work, which kept his man, Provost,

ting four doubles and three fouls,
liant

Keating, who was to have shone for
the Crescents, managed to get a pair of two))()inters and as many fouls, the l)est individual
scoi'c for his team.
scoreless.

wind-up to a season that saw many difcombinations starting, this victory over a
team always considered dangerous to even the best,
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a
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4()

24

350

\ictory

steadily.

Muhlenberg
Crescent A. C

452

the high light of the season.

in

19

llonaven-

cent

his

27

,",2

Other things beture defeats were unfortunate.
ing e(iual. these two games would go into the books
Muhlenberg and St. John's, with
as victories.
whom we broke even, are always tough nuts for
anyone to crack. The Crescent A. C. victory was

The

John's
Joseph's

St.
St.

\-illaiiova

:

Crescent A. C. 22

-M)

Se\-erance

forward

Keating

Sliechan

forward

Kurtz

Lolos

center

Provost

r.arry

guard

Crabtree

Raymond

guard

Nolan

—

Crescent:
Substitutions
Villanova
Leary
Knipe, Rave. Field goals Lolos 4, Nolan 3, SevBarry,
erance. Sheehan. Keating, Crabtree, 2;

Raymond, Raye,

Kurt/..

:

;

—

1.

P\)uls

— Lolos,

Ray-

Keating, 2; Sheehan, Barry, Nplan, Promond,
Rave. 1. Referee E. F. Brunn.
Crabtree.
vost,
.')

:
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FRAT LEAGUE
The Delta

Pi Epsilon pulled a fast one, as they

say ill French, and thereby hangs a tale— in tiiis
the championship of the campus on th« coui'ts.
With the Phi Kappa ([uintet already trying to
dope out which girl would weai- their gold l)asketballs, the Business crew romped onto the boards
with an all-star aggregation, hidden till then, and
romped off again with said gold basketballs. The

who would

Engineei-s wei'e (luite positive of

win,

year ago was right
There's many a slip between
there in its entirety.
the eggs I>efore they are hatched, however.
The final I'esults give Delta Pi Epsilon first
place, with the Lambda Kappa Delta and Plii
Kappa Pi tied for second. Epsilon Pi Theta is
holding down the cellar.
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championship

live of a
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With

last year's
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and an

unusually large
number of new candidates reporting out, the 1926 diamond season
There
ought to be successful.
will be no oppoi'tunity for a I'epeintact,

tition of last year's defeat of

should continue to hold forth
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anyone is dug up to play the initial sack. "Moe"
will most likely perform out in the garden.
The
outfield is a bit harder to tell about.
Masciadri
there

,

Holy

the Worcester nine
found it inconvenient to book
yillanova again.
There will,
however, be considerable chance
for the "Wildcats" to gather unto
themselves more glory in the realm of swat.
They are scheduled for twenty-six games,
among them Princeton, Boston College, I^rovidence, Lehigh, Penn State, Lafayette and F. and
M. Princeton has always been a close game. Foi'
the last few years they have won by one run in
low-score contests. B. C. and Providence, togetiier
with Lowell, have been more or less regular, and
formidable, opponents.
Penn State is an addition
to the schedule.
At this writing, no designation or selection of
first string players has been made, l)ut a guess, as
accurate as guesses ever are, may be offered. The
infield, with the exception of first base, will i)rol)ably be much the same as it was last spring. Thei'e
is doubt as to whether Captain Connell will be at
first or center field, his old stamping grountls.
If
Gross,

Jimmy
one seems to have the edge for left.
Ti-ainor looked very good there against the A's
(rriffith and Crane are on the mound.
last June,
Then there are Kuego and Slomkowski. Hanzik.
With "Doc"
a newcomer, should come through.
Jacobs, of course, receiving them.

in rigiU.

Foi-

the possibility of Connell's retui-n.

center

No

T.i.-^-^

:\larch 27--Philadelphia

April

;i-

April
April
April

8

— Boston

Textile
College

7 —i* li i a del p h a
1

10
15

Providence

17

Pi'inceton

20

Providence
Boston

A])ril

21

Api-il

22

trowel

April

2(>

Temple

April

28

Ai)ril

;{o
1

Seton Hall
Muhlenl)erg
Lehigh

.")—

Di'exel

:^lay

May
May
May
June

'1

.

hy

-

-

April
April
April

Mav
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

steo pa t

i

—Vermont

>

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Homt!

— Temple
12— Penn
15 — Mulilenl)erg
— Crescent A.

Away
Awa,\

Stat*-

1()

C.

17— Drexel
19— Seton Hall
22— Schuylkill
26— Schuylkill
29— Penn A. C.

.IsW^m^^^^mlL.

r*,t-<d<^

Aw a\
Away
Awa\'

Aw

:;i— Lafayette
Fi'anklin

Awa>'

Home
Home
Home
Home

10

5

Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away

and Marshall

»

a,'.'

Home
Away
Home
Away
Awav
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TRACK
Never since the revival
of
track
and
field
at Villanova
have the "Blue and
White"- prospects looked
athletics

The host of
school-boy stars, and a

brighter.

large nucleus of veterand the capable
direction of Coach Meredith
certainly
gives
promise of a banner
year on the cinder path.
Spring practice officially started after a track
meeting on March 15th.
At the meeTing Mr.
ans,

Coach

Meredith

that

said

every position on the

team is open and every candidate will be given
more than a fair chance to make the team, but
one thing that is more essential than anything else,
loyalty to daily practice. The coach then explained in detail all the requirements for winning
a varsity letter. Captain Phelan made a plea for
strict training, explaining that the fundamental
success depended on the condition of the men.
There are approximately fifty candidates for
positions at the present writing and from all appearances the veterans will have to fight hard to
This should; bring out
retain their old positions.
the best in every man and the morale of the team
should be strengthened.
is

;

Meredith and Captain Phelan addressed the men.

STUDENT COUNCIL AND TRACK
A meating of the Student Council was held for
the purpose of discussing the track situation. It
was shown very clearly that the track team

this

men ran in the Camden K. of C. meet and won the
open one mile relay in fast time, almost lapping
the field.
In the Osteopathy meet in Philadelphia,
they placed second to Penn in a special race.

Be-

to the financial

team Coach Meredith will take
fourteen other men. Captain "Duke" Phelan in
the hundred; Cummings and Myretus in the high
jump. This is an event in which we should place.
Both men are exceptional jumpers with good

condition of the Athletic Association, it was impossible to secure such a meet for the team.
The
Student Council feels that in all justice to the
men and the coach, we should make an effort
to arrange a big track meet.
To meet the financial
demands for such a meet the Student Council has
made arrangements to conduct a dance in the
gymnasium on April 29.
Every student who
wishes to see Villanova's name on top will have
no need of urging to buy a ticket. It's a good
cause, boys; get behind it.

In the shot putt we shall be well represented by Snyder, Harkens and Frank Plunkett,
who holds the Catholic League record. The discus
will be taken care of by Burlington, Gerry, McGuir, Jim Callahan and Taylor.
The hammer
throw should add to our points with Snyder, McKelvey, Sullivan and Burlington doing the throwing.
The timber-toppers will find Cummings,
Tolan and Callahan at the starting mark.
The other scheduled meets are Temple University, St. Joseph's College and the Middle At-

year will be a very representative team.
The
coach is one of the best in the country. We feel
sure that if given a chance to compete against some

team

large college or university, the

good account of

itself.

Owing

will give a

sides the relay

"

records.

lantic

Championships.

With the prospects so bright and the men ready

The

first

dual track meet

is

with Philadelphia

Textile College on April 21.
Textile was beaten
by the Varsity last year and with the improved
team this year there is no great need of worry.
All the men will be given a chance to display their

wares

meet.
A week following the Textile meet, the team
will journey to Franklin Field for the Penn Relays.
Of last year's relay team Barry and Brown are
on hand, while Avil will specialize in the mile and
McNee in the half mile. Of the new men Coleman, Kelly, Myretus and Woods lead the pack.
Coleman, Kelly and Woods were members of the
championship West Catholic relay team and
Myretus comes from Catholic High. These four
in this

we can look for great things
from our 1926 track team.
The following men received the Varsity "V"

to battle for positions

in

track for 1925

Brown, Barry, Burlington, Cicconi, J. Callahan, Cummings, Grezenski, McGuir, J. Jordan,
McNee, D. Phelan, Quinn, Snyder, Sullivan, R.
Smith, P. Smith, Miger (manager).
Avil,

Track schedule for 1926:
Philadelphia Textile, April 21.

Penn Relays, April
Temple,

May

St. Joseph's,

23-24.

8.

May

;fe>'v
15.

"

\
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SPRING FOOTBALL
Seventy new candidates for the
under
the guidance of coaches Stuhldreher and Hunsingcr. Villanova is
fortunate in keeping last year's
squad practically intact. Many new
men look good, however, and all
are being given an equal chance.
On the new schedule we find
teams that are being played for
the first time. Games with teams
STUHLOREHER
like John Carroll, Boston College
and Bucknell signify the rising
fame of Villanova in the football world.
football squad are laboring

The 1926 schedule:

Saturday, Oct.

Reading
— Lebanon Valley
— Pending.
—Western Maryland, Shibe Park
Lewisburg
16 — Bucknell
Shibe Park
23 — Dickinson

Saturday, Oct.

30— St.

Saturday, Sept. 25
Saturday, Oct.
Saturday, Oct.
Saturday, Oct.

2

9

John's

-

— Boston College
— John Carroll
— Joseph's
Thursday, Nov. 25 — Muhlenberg
6

Boston
Cleveland

St.

Student Bod)^

Subscribe
to the

"BELLE cAIR
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<iA
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THOUSAND c^ EMORIES

An cAnnual you will be
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of.

$5.00
Send subscriptions
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B.
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Saturday, Nov. 13
Saturday, Nov. 20

Saturday, Nov.

cyllumni
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TRACK
Never

the revival

siiu'o

and

track

of

athletics

field

V^illanova

at

"Blue and
the
W'liite" prospects looked
have

The

hriKiiler.

liost

sc-hool-hoy stars,
lar!2:e

Si)ri

::,:''
.A

March

on

and

MeVcHlitli

of

a

jifives

banner

yeai- on the cinder path.
prarlire ollicially stalled after a track

X

n\vv\\i]{X

Coach Mere-

certainly

ihth

pi'oniise

.

At

loth.

('ai)tain

Plielaii

the nieeTing- Mr.
addressed the men.

STUDENT COUNCIL AND TRACK
nu'-'ting of the

was shown

vei-y

Student Council was held for

clearly that the track

team

It

this

year will be a very I'epi'osentative team.
The
roach is one of the l)est in the country. We feel
sure lli;it if gixen a chance to compete against some
laigc rolleg-e or university,

good arcount of

tlie

Owing

team

will

give a

the financial
ronditioii of the .Athletic Assoeiation. it was impossible to secure such a meet for tile team.
Tlie
itsidf.

is

men ran

piii-pose of chseussing the track situation.

llu'

a

capable

tiie

direction of
ji/-<,

of

luicleus of veter-

and

ans,

and

Meredith said that every i)osition on the
open and every candidate will be }2:iven
more than a fair chance to make the team, but
one thing that is more essential than anything else,
The coach then exis loyalty to daily practice.
plained in detail all the re(iuirements for winning
Captain Phelan made a plea for
a varsity letter.
sti'ict training, explaining that the fundamental
success depended on the condition of the men.
There ai'e approximately fifty candidates for
positions at the present writing and from all appeai'ances the veterans will have to fight hard to
This should bring out
retain theii' old positions.
the best in every man and the morale of the team
should be strengthened.

Coach
team

to

Student Council feels that in all justice to tlie
nu'!!
and the coach, we should make an c>fVort
lo ariangc a big track meet.
To nu>et the financial
tlemands for such a meet the Student Council has
made ari'angenients to coiuluct a dance in the
gymnasium on A])i'il '2i).
E\er\- student who
wishes to see \'illanova's name on toj) will have
MO need of urging to buy a ticket.
It's a grood
cause. b()\s get behind it.
;

in

the

Camden

K. of C. meet and

won

the

oi)en one mile relay in fast time, almost lapping

the field.
In the Osteopathy meet in Philadelphia,
liethey placed second to Penn in a special race.
sides the relay team Coach Meredith will take
fourteen other men.
Captain "Duke" Phelan in
the hundred; Cummingfs and Myretus in the high
jump. This is an event in which we should place.
Both men are exceptional jumpers with good
records.
In tlie shot putt we shall be well represented by Snyder, Ilai'kens and Frank Plunkett,
who holds the Catholic League recoinl. The discus
will 1)0 taken care of by Burlington, Cerry, McCuir, Jim Callahan and Taylor.
The hammer
throw should add to our points with Snyder. McKehey. Sullivan and Burlington doing the throwing.
The limber-toppers will find (^ummings,
Tolan and Callahan at the starting mark.
The other scheduled meets are Temple University, St. Joseph's College and the Middle At-

Championships.
With the prospects so bright and the men

lantic

The

with riiiladelpiiia
Textile was beaten
1)\the \'arsit.\- last \'eai' and with the imi)i"oved
team this \c>ar there is no great need of worry.
.All
h(> nu'u will be gixcn a chance to dis])lay tluur
wai c's in his nu'el.
week following the Textile meet, tlu' leaiu
.A
will ,i(iunie>- to Franklin Field for the Penn Relays.
Of last xcar's rcday team IJarry and IJrown are
(iM hand, while .A\il will si)ecialize in the mile atul
.Mc.Xce in the half luile.
Of the new men Coleman. Kcdl>, .\l.\i"etus and Woods lead the pack.
Coleman, Kcdl\- and Woods wove members of the
Catholic relay team and
cliampioiiship West
comes
fioiu
Catludic
ictus
High. These four
.\1.\
dual li'ack nu'et
Textile College on .Api'il '2.1.
fii-st

is

to battle for jiositions

from our
in

read\'

look for great things

team.

The following men

received

"V"

the \'arsity

track for 1925:

t

t

192(5 ti'ack

we can

A\il,

Brown,

15arr\-,

Burlington, Cicconi,

lahan, Cumniings, Gre/.enski, iMcGuir,

AlcXee, 1). Phelan, Quinn, Snyder,
Smith. P. Smith, Migei- (manager).

Track schedule for 1926:
Philadelphia Textile. April 21.

Penn Relays, April
Temple. May 8.
St. Joseph's,

May

2;]-24.

15.

J.

J.

Cal-

Jordan,

Sullivan,

U.

T

n

VI L
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SPRING FOOTBALL
Si'Ncnty

now

lootball sc|ua(l aro lalxn'iiiK uiuUm"

the

ol"

Kiii^I'iiH'i'

hcr ami

c'oai'lu's

llunsiiijjfor.

rortunalo

S(iua(l practically intact.

mon
arc

look
boinjJT

On

STUHLDREXER

like

and

last

Saturilay. Oct.

year's

Saturday. Oct.

Many now

now schodulo wo
arc

tinio.

iiiul

boin^ playod for
(lanios with toanis

John Carroll, r>oston CoUogo
lUicknoll

signify

tho

risinij:

2— PoiidiuK.
5)

— Western

Alai'ylaiid, Sliil)e Tai-k

lUicknoll

Saturday, Oct.

IC)-

Saturday, Oct.

2o— Dickinson

Saturday, Oct.

.".0— St.

Saturday, Nov.

Saturday, Nov.

John's

G— r.oslon
i;',— John

-

-

-

Colleir^'

("ai-roll

Saturday. Nov. 20— St. Joseph's
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Lewisburj,^

Shibe Park

Tlun-sday. Nov. 2r)--Muhlenber.u-

fanio of Villanova in tho football world.

cA

KcadiMu;

So])t. '2.'')---Lt«banoii X'alloy

is

howovor. and all
^^von an ociual chance.

tho

(irst

Saturday.

schodulo:

yfoocl.

teams that
tho

n)2(;

StuhUlrc-

Villaiiova

ket'piny:
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Tho
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In order to publish a joke

and cartoon that

will

satisfy everyone Splinters

is furnishing the above
opportunity with the following directions for its

use.
1.

Think of some novel idea or witticism.

2. Engage or induce a cartoonist to draw your
conception of the joke.

of cigars
— I'm smoking a terrible
that's one of them!
Jack — You certainly are,
Teacher — And now, Willie, can you give me a
it?"
sentence with the word "hexterodoxology
Little Willie (aged six) — No. — Record.

Mac

3.

Try

if

what you think would

be a good setting for it.
4. After artist gives up draw your own picture
and insert it in frame furnished above.
5. Write joke below the picture.
6. Change joke or picture so that they agree.
7. Make resolution that cartoonists and humorists are born and not made.

POOR MAN, POOR FISH

lot

lately!

to tell the artist

The Prof, and

I do not agree
think he is a dunce;
He says that man was once a fish,
Brown Jug.
I wonder why the once?

I

—

in

"Not another drop after this one," said the
drunk as he fell off the end of the pier. -B. & B.

—

Waiter: "The soup is good tonight."
Diner: "How do you know; did you make it?"
Waiter: "No, but I had a hand in it."

A

Jay.

geology course
with rocks.

is

another

way

to put a

to sleep

"Short dresses make men more

polite.

You

seldom see a man get on a street car ahead of
one."

— Campus Collegian.

I think she must be spoiled.
No, it's just the perfume she's using.

man
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At a southern resort, a girl landed a fish weighing a hundred and sixty pounds. It was five feet
nine inches tall, wears plus four knickers, and has
already given her the ring.
a fair golf game, doesn't he?"
you watch him."

"He plays
"Yes,

if

Too many students study

their English in the

pool room.

Prof: Where is Jones today?
Student: Gone to the laundry.

He'll be

back

Monday.

The peach he brought

to the

Prom was

of the

cling variety.

Bringing His Girl

Down

man smoke

"I love to see a

Freshmen: Become popular; take a date to the
Prom.

for the Prom.
a pipe."

—

Billie

Burke, in an advertisement.
Which instance of unsophisticated appreciation
prepares us, in a way to expect the following:
"I love to see a man blow out his cheeks while
shaving."

— Ann

Pennington.

man

"I love to see a

start a furnace fire."

Marilyn Miller.

man saw down

"I love to see a

a big tree."

Fannie Brice.

man board

"I love to see a

Peggy Wood.

"I love to see

Anderson.
"I love to see

ence Mills.

—

moving train."—

—Irene
a man blow the tuba." — Julia
a man turn flapjacks." — Florman

"I love to see a

Bordoni.

a

paint a house."

Life.

ODE TO A CUSTOMER— ONE TUX

She The orchestra played smoothly at the
Prom, didn't it?
He: Yeah, it was well oiled.
:

"That Prof, gets
things

home

to

me

his stuff across.

I've

He

brings

never seen before."

"So does the Wilson Laundry."

Rented Tux and borrowed shoes
Shirt pulled outa press
Collar hooked on with a wish
Gee I look a mess
Where's the crease gone from these pants
Coat fits like a glove
Trick tie round the collar

Showing up above
Take the women from our country
and what would be the result?
Feminist

Voice

in

:

Gallery: Stag-nation.

The winter problem

:

whether

•

if

dance in spaces
I'm ever hit

have to buy this damn Tux
Something's gonna split.
L'Envoi
Muse of Prom and dancing
Watching from above
Give me great big spaces
I'll

to

spend the

season in Florida, in galoshes, or in cursing.

I

I'd better

'Cause

Elizabeth: I couldn't have gone to the Prom
hadn't gotten my evening gown on time.
William: I got my Tux on time, too.

if

And

please don't let

them

shove.
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"And he

My

First Junior:

girl

said

I

would know his room by the light

wouldn't go to the

Diplomacy

is all

right— if

it

gets the diploma.

Fm

on my
don't know where I'm going but
way. Col umbus.
Keep the home fires burning. Nero.
The first hundred years are the hardest.
I

Second Same: Why not?
First: She was afraid of getting jaundice.

window.'

FAMOUS SAYINGS

Prom

Yellow Taxi.

last night in a

in the

—

—

Methuselah.
Treat 'em rough. Henry the Eighth.
Keep your shirt on. Queen Elizabeth.
Don't lose your head. Queen Mary.
The bigger they are the harder they fall.
David.
Noah.
It floats.
You can't keep a good man down. Jonah.
Samson.
I am strong for you, kid.

—

PROM HOUR GLASS
8.00-

-I'll

9.00-

-I

down

be

want

to

you
be happy.
to get

in a taxi, honey.

10.00- -Charleston.

11.00- -A

Wee

—

Bit of Scotch.

12.00- -Follow the

Swallow.

"

2.00- -(In Childs')

A Cup

of Coffee, a

Sandwich

and You.
-Show Me the Way to Go Home.
-Oh, How I Hate to Get Up in the Morn-

3.009.00-

From

the Greeks we borrowed our archifrom the Romans our culture. Has
anyone anything to add?
Frosh Yes, from the Ryans our rake, from the
Whites our shovel, and from the Browns our hose.
:

,

fourteen-year-old child is eleven when
buying a railroad ticket and sixteen when driving

The

a car.

X^
— "Let's out
dance.
have
knee."
—
She "Well — er — just how game?"

He

ing.

Prof

—

—

-Coming (going) Thru the Rye.

1.00-

—
—

sit

this

I

a

game

tecture and

:

"The courses here are punk, the profs are terboys terrible, the girls in town
sad and
rible, the class of

—

"Yes,

I

know,

I

"I hear your son is quite a journalist at
Does he ever write for money?"

college.

"Yes, in every letter."

Fellow: "That horse knows as much as I do."
His Girl: "Well, don't tell anybody, you might

want

to sell

him some day."

flunked out, too."
Editor: "I would like your daughter for

Madam:
Cabman

you drive me around town,"
get a harness to fit you."

"Sir, will
:

"If

I

wife."
Girl's

Father: "I

am

not willing to trade."

my
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The Ox

Woman

On an East

Indian farm, where the crop is tea, a
rich black soil. A woman

wooden plow turns up the
another

drives,

woman

pulls

— and

a black ox pulls

beside her.
Six hours under a tro::ical sun, a bowl of cold rice—

and

six

hours more.

Then

the

of rushes, and the beast to his
will

woman roes to her bed
mud stall. Tomorrow

be the same.

The

electric light, the
electric iron, the vacuum
the use of eleccleaner
tricity on the farm for
pumping water, for milking, and for the cream

separator —are helping to
make life happier. General Electric research and
engineering have aided
in making these conveniences possible.

A

new

G-E adshowing

series of

vertisements

what

electricity is doing
fields will be
sent on request. Ask for
in

many

booklet GEK-18.

The American home has m.any conveniences. But many
American women often work as hard as their Oriental
sisters.

They

toil at

they churn by hand

do

for

them

the washtub, they carry water,

—-r.U

tasks

v.

hich electricity can

at small cost, in half the time.

The labor-saving

possibilities of electricity are con-

stantly becoming

more widely

recognized.

And the
woman

social significance of the release of the Am.erican

from physical drudgery, through the increasing use of
electricity in and about the home, will appeal instantly
to every college man and woman.

,AL ELECTRIC
3-2-26
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Invariable Quality

and

Greatest Value

ECaldw ELL

J.

Jewelrif,

Silver,

St(ttio)U'rif,

from Home and

Go.

Watchcn

Class

Ri)i(js

and Trophies

luaif/H.ia

To Freshmen

cs^

Chestnut Street Below Broad

>..fr^iy&

PHILADELPHIA

its Influences

a great many
new
habits
at
college.
Habits that
^^cX
will grow on you and become a part of

/<rVjou WILL CULTIVATE

your

life

You

on the campus

.

.

.

and

Peter Reilly Publications

off iP.

Philadelphia
133 North Thirteenth Street
HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY

will don the far-famed "balloon

By

trousers"; you will cultivate a speaking

acquaintance with the
letters;

you will become a

Godfrey Rupert

and

statistical

expert on college sports, athletic and

KT.KMKNTS OF SCHOT-ASTIC PHH^OSOPHY
By Rev. Michael W.

otherwise,

"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such breadth
brevity of
of view, such clearness of expression, and such
America. Cr 8 vo.
423 pages.
$2.50.
style."

and you

i

arts, sciences

J.

This book nbly presonts Catholic view-points on the "modern
scientific points."
Views of future life as represented by men
It Is popularly treated so as
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge.
to interest the great majority of readers.
138 pages, price $1.25.

will have a Telephone

Shullo, S. J.

HOUND OF IIKAVEN

By Francis Thompson
Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly

Date with Mother and Dad

TIIK

every week of your College Life.

Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but It stands out among
nil the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece in
"One of tho few very g'reat odes."— Coventry Patmore.
Itself.
Square 12 mo., 69 pages, 75c. School Edition, 25c.

(Upper Classmen please copy!)
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THE

S.'\OR.4MENT

OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry

C,

Schuyler, Ph. D.,

S.

T.

I^.

Places successfully In a popular and devout manner the principal
By the author of
truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 16 mo.
Prayer Book Edition, $1.25.
218 pages.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR
New

Telephone

Home/

By

A. Rota

method for learning the Italian language, revised
and enlarged with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett. Thorough,
practical

and

reliable

appended

to

fascinating,

each chapter.

the
conversational
with
12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

portions

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hnra

Excellent for
Simply explsiined according to the New Code.
those contemplating Alatrimony, and for non-Catholics honestly
desiring
pillars,
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Men^s Clothing
and

READY-TO-WEAR
TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Melius Furnishings

UNDERWEAR

and

HOSIERY

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

SIRAWBRIDGE
& CLOTHIER

Athletic Sports
REQUISITES FOR ALL

Philadelphia, Pa.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES
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of purchasing

pay
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not so

much

in the

moderate price you
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Ready-to-wear

suits

and overcoats

for

men, young men and boys.

Special Department for the Clergy recognize d pre-eminent in the building of clothing for
the Clergy.

,.,„„

.,

WANAMAKER & BROWN
Market

at Sixth Street, Philadelphia

Day by Day
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Every

Way

DALYMADE

WE'RE GETTING LARGER

CHEESE AND PEANUT BUTTER

AND LARGER

SANDWICHES

"WHY"
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Tasty,
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LUNCH ROOM

DALYMADE COMPANY
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3952
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Famous Hair Brush
Penetrating Bristles
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204

TO
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CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Incorporated 1919

Established 1837
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&

Co.

inc.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Northeast Corncu- Fourth and Race Streets
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Top Coats, Over-

John Y. Parke Co.
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in

correct
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fashioning,
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Electrical

JACOB REED'S SONS
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North Seventh
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Shoes
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Blank Books
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Printing
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Engraving
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PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
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A MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
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FOUNDED

185$

SAVING FUND
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CHESTNUT STREET
Kensington
826

RESQffUCES

THIRTY-TWO MILLION

CANDIES

CHOCOfcATElS

Michael Talone

WM. GROFF,
^i^-

SODAr^

Office

EAST ALLEGHENY AVE.
AT KENSINGTON AVE.

P. D.
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MILK DRINKS
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S53 Lancaster Avenue^ Oppoitte the Bryn Mawr Theatre, Bryn Mnwr,
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The Form of

Protection About

Which There Is Never Any Doubt
a

is

POUCY

LIFE INSURANCE
Issued by the

AMERICAN CATHOUC UNION
We Write Both
Ordinary and Industrial
Insurance at the Most Reasonable Rates

Home
The Parkway

Office

at Sixteenth Street

PhSadelphia
JOHNJ. COTUB,

DR.E. J.MOORB

JOHN O'KBEFE

Medical Director

Fraldeiit

Seovetaiy-Treasareer

The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
BRYNMAWR, PA.
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Etc.
-WW

INSURES TITLES TO REAL ESTATE
EVERY BANKING FACILITY
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
Silver
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This Issue Dedicated to the Traditions of Villanova

THE VILLANOVAN
Vol.

X

MAY,

No. 6

1926

TRADITIONS
To bind the present with

And weld

We

the past,

the future to these twain,

need links wrought of truest metal

And

forged by love into a chain.

To give to all one common heart
Which will not cease its rhythmic beat
Through all the changing years that pass:

We
To

need old memories, heart-sweet.

what we've done
Upon a white, unsullied page
For other times to copy from:
place the writ of

We

need tradition's heritage.

And

to partake in those loved rites

Which others held

We

in

days gone by,

need that ritual which brings

Their form and gesture to our eye.
This heritage, this ritual,
This

common

heart, this linked chain.

made more beautiful by time.
More sacred by our joy and pain.

Is

Wm.

J.

Meter.
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PHELIX cTWcCABE
When the Villanovan staff voted to make the
present issue a Tradition Number it found that
many

of the old memories and customs at the Big
Blue centered around a single personage who rejoiced in the name of Felix McCabe, or, as he was
equally well-known, "Cuckoo."
While delving
into the past we met the name of this old character at every hand. "Old Grad" implored us not
to fail to make mention of Felix.
The stories and
anecdotes told about him form no inconsiderable

part of the old Main Line folklore. For Felix is
known not only around the immediate vicinity of
Villanova but from Ardmore even into the confines
of Berwyn.

Many

of the faculty now teaching at Villanova
remember the Felix of their undergraduate days
and the mere mention of that name is sufficient
to bring a reminiscent grin to their faces.
The
conversation in any group of old "grads" is sure to
turn sooner or later to Felix and the memories

that the mention of his name makes. Many are
the stories told of his eccentricities. Many are
unprintable. However, with the amount of printable matter available we will outline as concisely
as we can a sketch of the doings of "Cuckoo."

Where he came from nobody knows.

His

life

somewhere in the early nineWhile here he was general superintendent of
the campus, commissioner of highways, chief of
police, fireman and first alternate chef.
His ability to rise to any occasion made him
famous. He would willingly expound any point
at Villanova started
ties.

in law, philosophy,

theology or international politics.
His philosophy of life was simple. It was
Felix who first gave utterance to the famous
Apothegin "It is not the world that's wrong; its
the people in it." After getting that off he would
proceed to give an interminable list of persons
without whom the world could get along very well.
Some one once observed that Felix was a moron.
The comment reached the ears of Felix. "Tell
him," said the old philosopher, "that Felix is more
on than off."
They tell us that Felix had a vocabulary that
for vividness and simplicity has never been
equaled. The old man always got right down to
raw fundamentals and expressed his meaning in
terms both colorful and trenchant. All that was
needed to get Felix started was "you have to do
it."
His unprintable answer to this was a powerful
dissertation on the usefulness of a college
education and the utter worthlessness of college
:

men

in general.

His dress was
same from January to December. His ability
to defy the elements was a great topic of discussion during the winter months when students
dared not venture out of doors without being
warmly clad. Even bags of water thrown from
the topmost windows of dormitories with Felix as
a target did not "phase" him in these frigid
periods.
His reply to direct hits were made in
language so warm as to render overcoats unnecessary for those within ear shot.
V
Felix never wore an overcoat.

the

:

;

Some

J

remember the time
A play was being

of the "old boys" will

Felix was placed under arrest.
given in the college auditorium.

Two

of the stu-

and "Big" McCormick, two stalwarts of the Big Blue line, impersonated policemen and as soon as they had climbed into their
uniforms they proceeded to Felix's room to arrest
the old man for some purely fictitious offense. His
fright was pitiful.
He offered the "cops" everything he had in the world thirty-seven cents. The
dents, Joe Curley

—

bribe failed so he shifted his tactics.
blame squarely on the shoulders of

brother— an arch enemy

of his

He

— and

lead the police to the Brother's room.

placed the

an

old

lay

proceeded to

The argument

that took place between Felix and the Brother is
one of the classics of Villanova. At the time it was
sufficient to arouse the whole Monastery, and in the
excitement that followed the jokesters made good

their escape.

;

The word "cuckoo" in late years has become a
very much over-worked term in slang parlance. It
is

used to designate, as every one knows, a person

whose brain center

is

a bit off balance.'

The term

of ancient origin around Villanova and

it orginated with our friend Mr. McCabe with the same significance that it has at the present time. According
to Felix's philosophy, everyone was "cuckoo" but
himself, and if the term was ever applied to him

is

and

sulphur.

way

—

often was the offender speedily took to his
amid a shower of stones and a cloud of

it

heels

Felix

is

likewise credited with devising a

own

was necessary
He was
accustomed to back himself against a door jamb or
a corner of the wall and gently massage the irritated
portion of his anatomy until relief came.
One of Felix's favorite diversions was to attend

for

to scratch one's

him

back.

to scratch his back

It

—frequently.

evening devotions in the parish church.

know what

spiritual consolation the old

We

man

don't

derived,

but they do say he used to pilfer the candles from the
The Brother
shrines in the rear of the church.
Sexton got wind of the misdemeanor in some way

^

J
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and

laid in wait.

His wait was i^ewarded, for he

caught" the old man in the act of pocketing a few.
The scene that followed was indescribable. The
good Brother was hot with righteous indignation.
The House of God had been profaned, its altars had
been despoiled. Felix launched forth into one of
his favorite tirades, heaping abuse and villification
on lay Brothers in general, and this one lay Brother
in particular. Order was finally restored and Felix

was

ejected and continued his soliloquy under the

cold silent stars.

One could go on interminably writing of anecProposals have been
keep these traditions alive by naming some
undergraduate activity after Felix McCabe. It is
hoped that in the near future something of this
sort will be done to allow the present-day Villanovans to share in the old memories.
dotes in which Felix figured.

made

to

Edward

JUNIOR

V. Duffy,

'26.

WEEK BEST YETTE?
ABSOLUTELY

Junior
Class
Class,

and

Another great success has been accomplished at Villanova. This time
the recorder of deeds was the Junior
the event catalogued was "Junior

Week."
It is needless to go into detail of each day's
events for everyone knows what took place.
Nevertheless a brief summary would not be amiss.

Monday

—After

Solemn High Mass had been

celebrated for deceased members of the Alumni
and Student Body the investiture of caps and
canes for the Juniors was held. Immediately following this the class parade took place, led by the
college band.
This year the Sophomore Class won
the banner for the best appearing body in the
parade. A new tradition was then started by the
planting of an evergreen tree by the Juniors.
Upon completion of this ceremony the classes dispersed to prepare for the field events.
In this
meet the Freshman Class came out on top as high

scorer.
Tom Cummings, '27, was the individual
high scorer of the day. A Faculty-Junior smoker
was held in the evening.
Tuesday On this night the Kap and Kane
Karnival was held and a karnival it was in every
The gym was very cleverly
sense of the word.
decorated in maroon and white, the class colors.
During the course of the evening favors, in keeping with the dance, were passed out. These con-

—

sisted of trick hats, balloons, whistles, etc.

Then

about an hour before the closing of the dance
streamers and cut confetti were liberally thrown
about by the patrons. Very good music was rendered by the Villanovans.
Wednesday This evening's programme took
the class into Philadelphia. Here they witnessed
the production of "Blossom Time" at the Walnut

—

Theatre.
Members of the faculty accompanied
them, and as it was purely a "stag" affair every
one enjoyed himself immensely.
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—

Thursday Something novel was introduced on
day. The usual game was played and Tea
Dansant held, but to add to this, the girls from
Rosemont and Villa Maria Colleges were invited.

Day the splendid success that it was.
The committees, appointed by President
Brooks, who acted as general chairman, were as

this

A

lopsided victory for the Wildcats resulted in the
Following the game the Juniors with
score 13-1.
their guests traveled to the gym.
Here they met a
somewhat different decoration.
A booth effect
was produced by the streamers and in these booths
were tables and chairs. The orchestra was situated in the center of the floor surrounded by palms.
About seven o'clock a very tasty luncheon was
served.
Friday— A pre-season football game was staged
between Stuhldreher's Wildcats and Hunsinger's
Wildercats. The game resulted in a 24-0 win for
the Wildcats. In the evening the Prom was held
in the main ballroom of the Ritz-Carlton.
This,
like the other dances, was attended by a very good
crowd. Each couple received as a favor a blue
Roan leather bridge set with the school monogram
on the outside cover. "Gene" Reilley's orchestra
furnished the music and it was such as to make it
a perfect Prom.
Saturday Bright and early the "big parade'*
started in the direction of Princeton for the game
in the afternoon.
The 7-4 victory that was scored
proved to be a fitting climax for the week.
;'.
'•,">. ^'R" H. G., 27.
V

—

^'.

.

FRESHMAN DAY
May

8th, Villanova saw the first
her history. The affair was a
huge and wonderful success. Throughout the day
Freshmen ruled the campus.
Upper classmen
were silent. All gave way to the Frosh.
The morning was given over to games and field
events.
In the afternoon came a big Freshman
parade followed by an outdoor circus. There were
clowns and freaks and bearded ladies and all the
rest.
Nothing was wanting.
The crowning event came at night when Freshmen and their fair ones danced to the melodies of

Saturday,

Freshman Day

in

Li Volsi's Villanovans.

The gymnasium

present-

ed an ideal scene. The lights shone from an encasement of green and white lattice work trimmings and cast a soft, pale glow upon the walls

draped in colors which lent an oriental atmosphere
and which seemed to cast a spell of celestial happiness upon those who danced. President Kenneth
Brooks and partner led the grand march, which
followed immediately after the distribution of
unique favors.
The members of the class owe much gratitude
to the men of the various committees who worked
diligently and well in order to make Freshman

•

follows:

Parade

Committee

—John

Gault,

chairman;

Thomas Lomasney, Irwin McGuire, Paul Manning,
Edward McKlinchey.
Dance Committee

—Frank

Li Volsi, chairman;

Neal McCarthy, Austin Tighe, Edward Scannel, Joseph Kearney.
Day Scholars Committee-— James Welch, Edward Hayes, Joseph Keyes.
Color and Decorations Committee Anthony
Pellicane, Novin Maloney, Nicholas Schleicher,
Joseph Wade.,
The Freshman Class feel that they have contributed something very praiseworthy to the future
of Villanova.
It has commenced a tradition which
it feels will be accepted willingly by all future

—

^'--rl-i-'lr'''''

Freshmen

classes of Villanova.

Francis

;

^

J.

Murphy.

THE DAY STUDENT CLUB

two issues of the "Villanovan," the
trying to impress upon the
minds of the student body that they were contemplating a dance in Philadelphia.
However,
they refrained from giving out any details until
they talked it over among themselves and also
obtained the attitude of the boarders toward such
an affair. When the outlook for success seemed
certain, the committee under the chairmanship of
Andrew Sloan, '27, were ordered to go forward and
^ In the last

Day Students have been

to complete arrangements.

This they
secured one of the ball
the recently-completed Penn Athletic
fine a place as one would care to enter

cleverly.

They

first

did very

rooms at
Club as

—for

—

Fri-

day night, May 21st. They topped this worthy
achievement off by securing the orchestra of our
own band leader. Gene Reilley, whose jazz will be
vouched for by all those who attended the Senior
Ball or the Junior Prom. Moreover, in order to
place the dance within the range of everyone's
pocketbook, the subscription price is two dollai-s.
Although the dance is informal, we can assure you
that you will have as enjoyable an evening as you
had at the last two formal dances held in Philly.
Moreover, some of you will have a better one because a lot of fellows claim they never have a good
time at a formal dance by saying that they were
too dressed up.

The

real

reason, however,

was

that they were afraid to cut loose in the hired
Nevertheless, those fellows won't have
"tux."

that worry on the night of May 21st. With the
details given out, there is not much more to say

only to ask you to be sure to come in order that
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you

will not miss

easily be yours.

and the

an evening of pleasure that can
Don't forget the date, the place,

price.

The

In the adage old, they say,

Soph

"Every dog has his day."
All the rest have gone their way;

Soiree

Addressing a few remarks to the Day Students
in particular
the committee needs your wholehearted support for the success of this venture, the
first of its kind, which everyone knows is a difficult

Alone remains the Soph Soiree.

—

In a short time the curtain will fall on the

events of the school year 1925-1926.

Truly,

undertaking.

been a remarkable year for Villanova.

To the "Villanovan," which nobly espoused our
cause, we express our sincere thanks for their
earnest wish for our success both in this and in

won unprecedented

our future

it

has

She has

recognition in the realm of

sports and her social calendar has been replete

with brilliant affairs.

activities.

Phi Kappa

As the year draws to a close the Phi
Kappa Pi is looking forward to its

Pi

annual banquet. It is the aim of the
committee to surpass all previous records. Preparations have been made to hold the banquet on the
night of the twenty-second. Invitations have been
sent out to all graduate members of Phi Kappa Pi
urging them to return for this momentous occasion
and renew the old friendships and revivify the old
fraternal spirit so prevalent in Phi Kappa affairs.

Mr. John Dailey, chairman of the committee,
issued the following statement: "The committee
is working like Trojans to make this banquet a fitting climax to Phi Kappa Pi's most successful year.
A splendid menu has been prepared good speakers
are assured and excellent talent has been secured
for entertainment. All in all it promises to be a
gala affair and one long to be remembered.
;

;

LAMBDA KAPPA DELTA
At a recent meeting of the

fraternity,

Yet, while rejoicing in retrospection, a note of
sadness creeps into our hearts as we reflect that
soon we must part. The ties of affection and association that have endeared us to one another will
shortly be severed. In fond reverie we review the
events of the year that have furnished a social
background for these, our pleasant associations:
the Phi Kappa Pi Dance, the Sophomore Victory
Show and Dance, the Villanovan Christmas Tree
Party, the Belle Air Ball, the Lambda Kappa
Delta Dance, the Student Council Dance, the "Day
Hoppera," Junior Week with its gala repertoire of
social activity, the Junior Prom, down to the
Freshman Hop all, mere memories now.

—

However, we need not assume a melancholy
mien. A ray of hope shines forth in the form of
the Sophomore Soiree the finale of the year's
social activities.
May 29th is the date. Keep it
open. What more fitting occasion to gather together and, under the spell of mellifluous strains
of music and soft glow of light, bid adieu to the
friends of college days?
How better to relieve the
tension occasioned by the forthcoming finals?
.

—

what more
gloom?

effective

way

to dispel their attendant

John

basketball team, was
presented with a traveling bag in appreciation of
his services rendered during the past inter-fraternity basketball season.
President Al Brown

The committee in charge with "Bill" Reardon
as chairman has arranged a very elaborate pro-

made

method

Gault, coach of the Pre

Med

the presentation and embodied in his speech
the sentiment of the fraternity, that of deep appre-

and also the wish that "Johnny" will be
with us again next year.
ciation

The committees appointed made reports and
plans were formulated for a farewell banquet in
honor of the seniors of the fraternity.

The constitution as drawn up by Guy Griffin
was read and the various articles voted upon.
Many new and promising features were brought
about by Mr. Griffin's whole-hearted interest in
matter of organization.
Predictions are
bright for a banner year in the Lambda Kappa
Delta annals during 1926-1927.
this

A welcomed innovation in regard to decorations will be introduced in that a centrifugal

gram.

will be inaugurated.
It is a novel and
unique scheme and one that will require much ingenuity and labor to put into effect. However, the
enthusiasm of the committee and whole-hearted
support of the class insure its successful adoption.
There will also be attractive favors for each
couple.
The musical score will be taken care of
by the "Villanovans" under the leadership of
Frank Li Volsi and their selection augurs well for
music of a high order.

The following are

the committee
Reardon, chairman; James
Timothy McCarthy, Leslie Burns, Ray
Joe Green, Edward Wallis and William

William

J.

members:
D. Burns,

Moynihan,
Hally.
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FIRST FOOTBALL

—

TEAM

(1894)

Top row Ed. Wade, Chicago, referee; D. E. Forge; Bill Hazel; James Dean, scorer; William
Shanahan; Harry Conway; Bill Nolan; James Hayes, lineman.
Middle row John Sheehan, mascot; John Hadyn; Walter Burns; James McDonald, captain;
Andy Plunkett, Manager; Tom Rogers; Leo Buffington; Andy Whitchy.
Bottom Row Raphael Gonzales; James Kircsh; James McCullough.

—
—

cAn
The

traditions of any college are

c/lthletic
bound up

to

a very great extent with her athletic glories. The
memories of mighty deeds on the campus warms
the blood of every loyal college man and the spirit
of the great teams of the past lives in every generation of its successors.
It is with this thought in
mind that the writer is attempting a brief sumHe was
mary of Villanova's athletic annals.
amazed and delighted at the wealth of tradition
that is to be found in our History of Athletics.
He passes his findings on to the Alumnus that the
glorious memories may be revived and that the
undergraduate may appreciate the heritage which
is his.

Athletics at Villanova were first organized in
1869. The earliest records show baseball scores

such as:
Villanova 66, Haverford College 21.
Villanova 103, Radnor Farmers 9.
The record book for these early years shows a
mean assortment of big scores. For fifteen years
the only sport was baseball, for the most part

Retrospect
teams like P. M. C. Then in '94, the
team wandered onto the campus.
Their picture looks like the cast of a comic opera,
but their scores look like the result of an adding
machine running wild.
Along in '96, we find them defeating Swarthmore, Delaware, Haverford, P. M. C, and losing to
Penn.
In '97, the annual Fordham series was
started, with two games, one a tie and the other a
victories over
first

football

victory.

:,.••::',.....-'."•:,

In 1903 there

is

^'

this entry in baseball

American
"Athletics Open with Villanova.
League Champions Return from Southern Training Trip."

In football, for

1904—

•

"Fordham Plays Tie Game With Villanova.
Scores in Last Period for 6-6 Tie."
This seems to have been a big year on the diaVirginia, Maryland, Penn State, Bucknell,
Lehigh and Syracuse went down before a Blue and
White aggregation of sluggers.

mond.
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The next

Fall,

1905,

shows several pleasing

football results, as
;

^

"Villanova Strong.

playing Cadets.

Wins Cath-

Championship,"

The strong Penn eleven of 1906 managed a
22-12 victory. Then in '07, Fordham went under
again in a 15-11 game. Which brings to one of the

;{

"big years," 1908. Here we have Villanova beating Penn, with the newspaper comment, "Penn was
decisively
outplayed throughout the game;"

Thorpe and

his Carlisle Indians

won

a fast 10-0

And

game.

Princeton emerged from the annual
fracas winner by a single touchdown. We noticed
several things in the news account of the game:
"Cross Tiger Goal Line.
Touchdown Not Allowed."
Odd how often that happens in these
games with the big elevens
Fordham won on a
!

safety that year, 2-0.

Baseball for these years included victories over

Dartmouth, William, Penn,
Cross, Bucknell, Fordham.

Carlisle, State,

Holy

The feature of the 1906 grid season was an 11-6
victory over Navy.
The news report says "the
winning scores followed unusual and brilliantly
executed plays."
'

The

best performance for 1910 was a scoreless
with State. In '11, Princeton, Penn State and
Pitt were too strong for the Blue and White eleven.
Villanova was then at the bottom of the cycle. In
.'12, they started up, with C. U. and Fordham as
the victims. In '13 Dickinson and Fordham played
the minor role. Fordham lost again in '14. With
them went Swarthmore and Ursinus. This year
we find Muhlenberg, our present Thanksgiving
Day opponents, on the list for the first time. The
game was a scoreless tie.
Our football fortunes
were very near their peak, reached the next year.
tie

To

—

from the games of these
which the Blue and White more than
broke even, we will cite some of the more imrevert to baseball

years, in

portant ones. In 1909, Princeton lost a 9-6 conState lost a fast 2-1 game, and another,
11-3.
State lost again in '10. Syracuse was able
to take a close tussle by a 3-1 tally.
The next few
years, up to '15, show no exceptional results, either
test.

victorious or otherwise.

Which brings us back to football, and the much
talked-of '15 team.
The first entry in the record
book for this year is a 9-6 victory over Muhlenberg.
On the next page one reads that Lebanon Valley
was unable to solve "Dutch" Sommers hidden pass
plays, and therefore sat back and watched touchdowns spring up all around them. And next is
this entry

"Villanova Proves Army's Bogie, 16-13.

Hal-

lowe'en Surprise Sprung by Pennsylvanians Out-

Beats Pitt."

"Villanova Beats Fordham, 16-5.

ojic

9

Speed Mystifies Soldiers."

It seems that the clever aerial game of Mr.
Sommers' proteges literally went over the heads of
the Generals. The next entry, a 34-0 rout of Fordham, seems like anti-climax.

The next year is more than anti-climax. Having reached the peak of grid fortunes, the Blue and
White started down the other side. Mr. Sommers
was lost, strayed or stolen, and most of the team
The new coach with new men
They were, however, able to
Then
the war happened along.
Muhlenberg.
beat
Muhlenberg
and a 7-7 tie with
scoreless
tie
with
A
of '15 graduated.

didn't do so well.

Ursinus were the best offerings of the '17 season.
In '18, St. Joseph's furnished the occasion for two
Muhlenberg and
victories and Drexel for one.
Bucknell won. In 1919 things were better. Army
and Gettysburg won; Susquehanna, St. Joseph's,
The
C. U., N. Y. Aggies and Muhlenberg lost.
grid season of '20 was disappointing.
C. U. and
George Washington, victories. In the first game in
several years, Fordham won, 14-0.
The results
for '21 are a bit different. The only game lost was
to Army. Fordham, C. U., Gettysburg, Lebanon,
Ursinus, P. M. C, Mt. St. Mary's lost by scores
ranging from 41-7 to 6-0. The Fordham game,
score 19-14, was, from the account, a hectic affair
played in the final quarter by star-light. Plays
were disallowed because the referee couldn't see
the players.
In the meantime, the baseball team was rolling
pleasantly along. At times brilliantly, at times
quiet and steady, but always better than the average of their opponents. In '15 the followers of the
great god Swat romped over the opposition at
Princeton and won 6-5. A last inning rally won
for Penn, 3-2.
In '16 Penn and Princeton went
down; C. U. joined the honored ranks of Villanova
victims.
In '17, the lads with the V's on their
sweaters blanked Princeton, 11-0.
1918 and '19
were good years, with a 2-1 game at West Point
in '19.
Princeton won a warm 5-4 contest in '20.
They won again in '21 by a 3-1 score. C. U. was
toppled by a 4-1 margin in one of the best games
of the season.
In this same year a new major sport and a new
team made its appearance the basketball team,
with "Mike" Saxe as mentor. The first season was
a success.
C. U., St. Joe's, Temple, Lebanon, Rahway, were the first to fall on the courts to Villanova.
And the following season, '22, was equally
successful.
Penn, Georgetown, Army, alone defeated the Blue and White.

—

THE
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FIRST FOOTBALL TFAIM

(18i)l)

Wade, ChicUj^o, roferot"; D. E. Foi'gv; Hill \\iv/.v\; -lanu's Doaii, sim.u'cm'; Williaiii
Shaiiahan; Hairy Conway; Bill Nolan; James Hayes, lineman.
.]liddlc ro/r
John Sheehan, mascot; John Hadyn; Walter Burns; James McDonald, captain;
Andy I'iunkell, Manajiei'; Tom Roj^ei's; Leo Bufiinj^ton; Andy Whitchy.
liiittoiti Iioir
Raphael (ion/.ales; James Kii'csh; James McCiiUoiiyh.
'Fop yoic—FA\.

cyln

c/4thletic

The traditions of any c-olloge are bound up to
Tiie
very
gi'eat extent with liei' athletic glories.
a
warms
campus
of
mighty
deeds
on
the
memories
the blood of evei'y loyal college man and the spirit
of the great teams of the i^ast lives in every genei'ation of its successors.
It is with this thought in
mind that the writer is attempting a bi-ief sumHe was
mary of Villanova's athletic annals.
amazed and delighted at the wealth of tradition
that is to be found in our History of Athletics.
He passes his findings on to the Alumnus that the
gloi'ious memories may be i-evived and that the
undergraduate may api)reciate the

hei'itage

which

is his.

victories over
first

football

teams like 1'. M. (\ Then in 'O'l, tiu^
team wandered onto the campus.

Their picture looks like the cast of a comic opera.
l)ut their scores look like the i-esult of an adding

machine running wild.

Along

in

'!)(),

we

them defeating Swart h-

find

more, Delawai'e. Haverfi)rd, P. M. ('., and losing to
Tenn.
In '97. the annual Foi'dham sei'ies was
started, with two games, one a tie aiui the other a
victoi-y.

In

H)();')

there

"Athletics

League

is

this t-ntry in l)aseball

Open with

C'ham])i()ns

\'illano\a.

American

Return from Southei'n Train-

ing Trip."

Athletics at Villaiuiva were
18()!).

Retrospect

The

eaiiiesl

such as
Villanova

recoi'ds

first

show

organized

baseball

in

scores

"Fordham Plays
(50,

Haverford College

21.

Uadnoi' Fai'mers i).
The record book for these early years shows a
mean assoi'tment of l)ig scoi'es. For fifteen years
the only sport was b;is('l)all. fo)' the most part
\'illanova

In football, for 1904--

10."),

Tie

Scoi'es in Last I'ei-iod for

Ganu>
(?-(>

With

Villanova.

Tie."

have been a big year on the diaMaryland. I\Min State, Buckiudl,
Lehigh and Syracuse went down b('t'or(> a lilue and
White aggi'egation of sluggci's.
This seems

mond.

to

\'ii'ginia.
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The next

Fall,

football results, as

f't-ats

Kordham,

Iloals

Pitt."
l()-5.

Wins Cath-

Vcuu eleven of li)()() nuiiiaged a
Then in '07. Foi'dhani went under
a.u:ain in a lo-ll ^^anie.
Which brings to one oi" the
"big years," li)08.
Here we have Villanova beating Penn, with tiie news})aper comment, "Penn was
diM'isively
outi)layed
throughout
the
game."
stronji:

22-lLJ \ietoi-y.

Thoi'pe aiul his Carlisle Indians won a fast 10-0
And Princeton emm-ged fi-om the annual
fracas winnei' by a siiigh* touchdown.
We noticed
several things in the news account of the game:

gan>l'.

"Cross Tiger (Joal Line.
Touchdown Not Allowed."
Odd how often that hap])ens in these
games with liie l)ig ele\(Mis! Fordham won on a
safcMy that

\-ear, 2-0.

Paseball

foi'

these yeai's included victoi'ies over

Dartmouth. William, Penn, Carlisle, State, Holy
Cross, Uuckncdl,

Fordham.

The feature

of the 1906 grid season was an 11-6
over Navy.
The news report says "the
winning scores followed unusual and brilliantly
executed ])lays."
N'ictoi-y

The

best i)ei-foi-mam'e for 1910 was a scoreless
with State.
In Ml. I'rinceton, Penn State and
I'itt were too strong for the P)lue and White eleven.
VillanoN'a was then at the bottom of the cycle.
In
'12, they started up, with C. XT. and Fordham as
liie \ictims. In 'i;> Dickinson and Foi'dham played
tie

the minor role.
Fordham lost again in '14. With
them went Swai'thmoi-e and Ursinus. This year
we find Muhlenberg, our present Thanksgiving
Day opponents, on the list for the first time. The
game was a scoreless tie.
Our football fortunes

were very near their

To
yeai-s,

in

which the

reached the next year.

i)eak.

revert to baseball

— from

P>lue

the

games

of these

and White more than
some of the more im-

even, we will e-ite
portant ones.
In 1909, Princeton lost a 9-6 contest.
State lost a fast 2-1 game, and another,
II-.").
State lost again in '10.
Syracuse was able
to take a close tussle 1),\- a :]-\ tally.
The next few

bi'oke

years, up to '15,

show no

exceptioiuil results, either

victorious or otherwise.
^\'hich brings us bacl< to football,

and the much
entry in the reeoi'd
book foi- this .M'ar is a 9-(; victory over Muhlenberg.
On the next ])ag(> one I'eads that Lebanon Valley
was unable to solve "Dutch" Sommei-s hidden pass
l)Iays, and thei-efoi'e sat back and watchcnl touchdowns spring up all arouml them. And next is
talk(Hl-()f '15

this eiitrv

—

team.

The

first

Speed

playing Cadets.

olic ('ham[)i()iishii),"

Tho

"Villanova Proves Army's

})l('aHiiig'

P.ogie,

16-K).

Hal-

lowe'en Sur])rise Sprung by Pennsylvanians Out-

"\Mlhniova Strong,
"\'illan()va

shows suvurul

1905,

—

^lystifies Soldiers."

It seems that the clever aerial game of Mr.
Sommei's' ])roteges literally went over the heads of
The next entry, a 'U-O rout of Fordthe Cenerals.

ham, seems

like anti-climax.

The next year

is moi'e tlnin anti-climax.
Ha\'and
fortunes,
the
I)lue
the
])eak
of
grid
ing reached
Sommers
down
the
otheiside.
Mr.
White started
was lost, strayed or stohm, and most of the team

of '15 graduated.
didn't

do so well.

beat Muhlenl)erg.

A

The new coach with new men
They were, however, able to
Then the war happened along.

scoi'eless tie with MuiiltMiberg

Ursinus were the best

and a

7-7 tie with

olferingi^ of the '17 season.

Joseph's furnished the occasion for two
and Di'exel for one.
Muhlenberg and
Pucknell won. In 1919 things wei'e better. Army
and (lettysburg won Susciuehanna, St. Josei)h's,
C. U., \. Y. Aggies and Muhlenberg lost.
The
grid season of '20 was (lisa])p()inting.
C. U. and
(Jeorge Washington, victories.
In the first game in
several ,vears, Fordham won, 11-0.
The results
for '21 are a bit different.
The only game lost was
In

'18, St.

victories

;

to

Army.

Ursinus, P.

Foi'dham, C. U., Gettysburg, Lebanon,
.AI.
C., Mt. St. iMary's lost by scores

ranging from

11-7

to 6-0.

The Fordham game,

score 19-14, was, from the account, a hectic affair
played in the final (luartei- by star-light. Plays

were disallowed because the referee couldn't see
the players.
In the meantime, the baseball team was rolling
pleasantly along. At times brilliantly, at times
(piiet and steady, but always better than the average of their opponents. In '15 the followers of the
great god Swat romped over the opposition at
Princeton and won 6-5. A last inning rally won
for Penn, o-2.
In '16 Penn and Pi-inceton went
down; C. U. joined tlie honored ranks of Villanova
victims.
In '17, the lads with the V's on their
sweatei-s blanked Princeton, 11-0.
1918 and '19
were good yeai's, with a 2-1 game at West Point
in '19.
Princeton won a warm 5-4 contest in '20.
They won again in "21 by a "-1 score. C. U. was
toppled by a 4-1 margin in one of the best games
of the season.

In this same yeai' a new major si)ort and a new
team made its api)ea ranee the basketball team,
with "Mike" Saxe as mentor. The first season was

—

a success.

C. U., St. Joe's, Tem])le, Lebanon, Hall-

way, were the
nova.

And

first

to fall on the couiis to Villa-

the following season,

Penn, (leoi'getown,
feated the Blue and While.

successful.

'22.

was

e(|ually

Ai'my, alone de-
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brings our history up to within the
of most present Villanovans.
We will,
however, take a quick glance through the last few

This

memory

pages of the record, to refresh our memory.
Football in '22 was, on the whole, successful.
This, with a schedule including Boston College,
Holy Cross and other elevens of their calibre. '23
was disastrous; the first scoreless season in the
history of football at Villanova. *24 was better,
with two victories. And then, with the advent of
Stuhldreher this past season, enthusiasm revived.

Last flail's results give promise that Villanova will
soon regain her place in the sun of football in-

Baseball, for the past

few years resembles very

closely the records of the immediately preceding

In '25, Villanova handed Holy Cross its
defeat in two years.
Basketball as well, has been coming along
steadily. Villanova has at present a team respected in most quarters.
And this closes our account of past performances.
A glance back shows that there are some
fine old records for our present and future athletes
From present indications Villanova is
to aim at.
once more on the upward turn of the cycle.

years.
first

;.-'"

H. H. M.,

terest.

'28.

GOLDEN JUBILEE HYMN— 1893
Oh

blest be the day,

when

the sun's golden ray,

First shone on the shades, Villanova revealing.

Their altars, their school, where the Monk's kindly rule.",,.

:,

Like the sunrise that shone on King Memnon's

With Virtue and Wisdom form'd loyal alliance
Guiding youths (now grown gray or at rest 'neath

famed stone
Awaking a strain full of fervor and
Grave doctor and sage

To

the clay)
feeling!

Their record inscribed on our history's page,
St.

Austin, with tears and with

toil,

Their altars uprear'd on this prayer-hallow'd

and the well-springs of

science!

In that long-vanished age,

While the sons of

the fountains of Faith,

soil

Ah! should we not claim
For its guardians, the fame,
That lingered, of yore, 'round each love-lighted
name;
The perfume of sages and saints passed away
Still

hovers around

Alma Mater today!
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3n jnemoriam

Rev. William F. Berry, O.

S.

A.

Class of 1920

ROM

time to time there comes to pass an event which throws its pall of sadness
and sorrow over the hearts of hundreds of men and women. Such an event came
to Villanova with the death of Fr. Berry, in Misericordia Hospital, Philadelphia.
While Fr. Berry's death had been expected for days and weeks his passing
came as a blow to all who knew him. The disease of which he died, cirrhosis of
the liver, had been contracted while completing his studies abroad and had caused con-

a

stant suffering after his return to this country.
One of the youngest members of the faculty, and likewise, one of the most popular,
Fr, Berry had endeared himself in no small degree to his fellow priests and professors
of the faculty, and to the undergraduates.

Born in Castlebar, Ireland, February 13th, 1897, Fr. Berry was brought to this
country at a very early age and spent the early years of his life in New York City. He
entered Villanova in 1912 and in 1916 was received into the Augustinian Novitiate and
pronounced his simple vows the following year. In 1920 he received his bachelor's degree from the college and made his solemn vows in the order. In 1921, Fr. Berry was
sent to the Monastery of the Escorial in Madrid, Spain, and it was here that he contracted the disease that led to his untimely death.
He was ordained in July, 1923, and
returned to Villanova in the capacity of Professor of Spanish.
Those who knew Fr. Berry will feel his death as a great loss. He was blessed with
a disposition that was, in every sense of the word, lovable. No one ever knew Fr. Berry
to be out of humor.
Always cheerful and smiling, with a kindly greeting for everyone,
he seemed to possess the secret of happiness. His humor was the genuine humor of the
always bubbling and overflowing and never at a loss for a witty rejoinder.
Celt
As assistant prefect of discipline, Fr. Berry exacted the respect and good will of the
entire student body by the able and conscientious administration of the duties of his
oflftce.
He was never a task master and yet he courageously and impartially insisted on
the maintenance of good order and discipline.
But it was in death that Fr. Berry showed the real nobility of his character. Stricken
at the age of 29 with a disease that was incurable, Fr. Berry quietly and courageously
accepted the inevitable and bore his suffering with a fortitude that caused those around
him to marvel. Those who visited him in his last illness were amazed that he was still
smiling that old sunny smile and that his greeting was just as cheery, even though
his life was fast ebbing away. And after weeks of suffering, when the call at last came,
he went forth with a smile on his lips to meet his God in Whose Vineyard he had labored

:

—

for so short a time.
Fr. Berry typified the best of Villanova's spirit and we who have had the privilege
knowing him are the better for it.
Solemn Requiem Mass was celebrated in the College Chapel before a congregation
of students and friends that packed the edifice to the doors.
The Reverend John P.
McGuire, 0. S. A., vice-president of the college, was celebrant of the mass. The Reverends Henry F. Greenlee, O. S. A., and Patrick J. Dundon, O. S. A., classmates of the
deceased, were deacon and sub-deacon, respectively. The sermon was preached by the
Reverend Joseph M. Dougherty, 0. S. A., of Washington, D. C. The absolution of the
body at the grave was pronounced by the Very Reverend Nicolas J. Vasey, Provincial
of the American Province. Interment was made in the Community Cemetery.
The Villanovan takes this occasion to offer its sincere condolences to the bereaved

of

members

May

of Fr. Berry's family.

he rest in peace!
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kistory

up

to
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will,

glanco tiirouKli the last few
our memory.
Football in '22 was, on the wliole. sueeessful.
This, with a schedule iiieludiuK I>oston College,
Holy Cross and other elevens of their ealibre. '2;»
was disastrous; the iirst seiu'eless season in the

howcvor, tako a
pajrt's

Of

(luick

tlio roc'ord,

to refrosh

of football at

hist()r\-

Villanova.

And

with two victories.

was

'24

better,

then, with the advent of

Stuhldreiiei- this past season, enthusiasm revived,
l.ast Fall's results

soon

give pi'oniise Ihat Villanova will

])lace

Ium'

i"(>gain

in

the sun of

football

Baseljiall, for

;

the past few Aears resembU^s xery

closely the records of the immediately ivreceding

years.

'25,

In

as

l>asketball

most

in

has

well,

been

\'illanova has at present a

steadily.

ed

Villanova handed Iloly Cross

And

(iuar1(M's.

,,

A glance back shows

of past

tliat

inJl. 11. iM., '28.

be the da\-. wluMi the sun's golden ray.

bh'st

shone on

I'amcMl

Awaking
(

ira\

shades, \'illano\a

Theii'

King Menmon's

While

tlu'

and feelingi

iiisci-il)ed
(»f

where the Monk's kind-

and \\'isd()ni forni'd loyal
(now gi'ow gra\' or at
ii

the fountains o{

'!"()

alliaiu-e
r(\st

'neath

St.

l-'aith, aiul

tlu'

widl-springs of

science!

and sage

sons

\'irtue

(iuiding \()Ulhs

All

1

F(M-

record

school,

the clay)

a sti'ain full of fervor

Tlieii-

theii'

rule

I't^vc^aling,

With
shone on

-I8').5

.'iltars,

1\

long-vanished age.

In that

IIVIVIN

stoiu'

(h)ctor

I'

tlu>

sunrise that

the

Fikc

perform-

there are some
tiiu' old records for our present and future athletes
to aim at.
From present indications A'illanova is
once moi'e on the upward tui'u of the cycle.
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3)n

Rev. William F. Berry, O.
Class of

A.

S.

li):2()

'"^H^^lvOiM tiiiu' to (iiiu' [\\vvv ronirs to pass an cmmU uliit'li thi'ows its pall o!" sadiu'ss
wA
ami sorrow omm" the hearts o{ juiiuli'ods of nuMi and wonuMi. Sin-ji an cxciit rainc
to

\'illaMo\a with the death of

While Vv.
as a hlow

Fr.

in

i'>t>rr,v.

Hospital. Thiladt^lphia.

Mis(>ricoi-(lia

had hecMi expeeted for da\s and weeks his passing
him. '.riie disease of which lu' died, ciiThosis ot
whil(> completing): his slndies ahroad and had caused con-

r.err\'s death

came

to all

who knew

the li\(>r, had been t'ont racttnl
stant sud'ei-in^ after his return to this country.

:

.

of the faculty, and likewis«\ one (if t lie most popular.
Vv. I>erry had endeared himself in no small degree to his fellow lu'iests and |)rofessors
of tlu> faculty, and to the undergraduates.

One

members

of the youn^t'^^t

F.erry was bi-ought to this
r.oi-n in CastU'bar. Ireland, February l:>th. lSi)7. Fr.
lie
counti'y at a x'ei'y earl\' age and spcMit the earl\- \-ears of his life in .\(>w Voi'k ("it.w
entered \'illano\a in IDll^andin n)l() was I'eceiN'ed into tlu' Augusliiuan \o\itiate and
pi-onoiriu-ed his simple nows the following Near,
in li>:'0 he recei\'ed his l)acheloi-'s (U-g|-(H> from the i-ollege and made his sok>mn \()ws in the order.
In I'.>21. I^'r. l'>(M-r.\ was
seid to lu^ Monasti>r>' of the l"]scorial in Madrid. Spain, and it was hei-e that he contracted the(lis(>ase thai led to his untimely death,
lie was ordained in ,luly, 1!»'J.'>, and
retui'iied to X'illanova in tlu' .t'apacity of Prof<'ss()r of S|)anisji.
t

Those who kn(W\- Vr. lUM'r\' will fiH>i his deat has a great loss.
le w as iiU'ssed with
No one ewer kiuw\ l*'r. lU^rrx'
a disposition that \\as. in (w (>r\' sense of the word, ioxable.
to be out o{ humor.
Always cIuhmM'uI and smiling, with a kindly gre(>ting for (wer\'one,
I

i^i^ happiness.
His hunioi- was the g(MHiine humor of the
bubbling and oxiM-tlowing and niwiM- at a loss fiu'
witt\' re.ioinder.
.As assistant prcd'ect of disidpline. l^'r. r>(>ri\\' exacted the respect and good will of the
ent ire student body l)y he able and constdiMii ious administration rS \hv duties of his
ollice.
He was niwer a task mastiM' and \'et he cour;igeonsl>- and impart iail.v insisted on
the maintcMiance of good ord(M' and discipliiu>.
IJut it was in divdli that l^'r. llerry showed tlu> real nobilit> of his character. Stricken
at
hi> age of '2i) wit h a diseas(>
hat was incurable, l-h-. I'errx' (|ui(>tl\' and coni'ageousl\accepted the incwitabU^ and bore his suffering with a fortitude that taused those around

lu>

seemed

Celt

to possess the secriM

— alwa.Ns

;t

t

t

him

t

to mar\(>l.

Those who

smiling that old sunn\'

\isited

smile

and

hitii

that

in his

last

were ;ima/,ed that he was still
was just as cheer\-. (W(M1 though

illness

hisgi'eeting

lit"e was fast (>bbing awa.w
.And aftei- wei>ks of sulVering. when the call at last came,
he went forth with a smile on his lips to meet his (led in Whose \'ineyai'd \\v had labored
fo)- so slioi't a tim(\

his

Vv. i'>err\' t\pilied the best of \'illano\a"s spirit and we who ha\»' had the prixilege
knowing him are the l)etter foi- it.
Solemn iiecjuiem Mass was c(debrated in the College Chapel befcn-e a congi'egat ion
of students and fricMids that packc'd the (Mlitice to the doors.
llex'erend ,lohn V.
'j'he
.McCiuire. O. S. .A..
Tho Kevict^-president of th(> college, was c(>lebrant of th(> mass.
ei'ends llein-\ 1"\ Cii'eindee. (). S. .A., and Pati-ick .1. Dundon. (). S. .A., classmates of the
deceased, wei'c deai'<Mi and sub-deai'on. i'(>sp(>ct i\(>ly. The sei'inon was pi'eached by the
Kcwei'end .loseph Al. Dougherty. O. S. A., of Washington. 1). C.
The absolution of the
body at the gi'av(> was pronouriciMl by th(> \vv\ Rex-erend .Nicolas ,1. \'asey. Troxincial
of the American Fi'o\ince. InternuMit was made in the Conuininitx' C(>m(>ter\'.
The N'illanovan takes his occasi<in to offer its sincere condolences t(t the bei'eaxed

of

\

t

nicmbei's of

l''i-.

iJerry's

familw

Ma\' he rest in peace

I
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OLD TEftClTIONS

Tbe

/lT)CieT)t

Hobble

felt tlje post Iatdp^

S'°^-

fi traditioT)

Toe

\s^ .^

Order o^

Gobble.

-

PoT7)p

l.e»r/

'

'

Brother

of Ser\;ice,

Pat

Felu ilcCabe.

THE OLE PUMP
The pump, situated in the rear of the Chapel
Thomas, is a relic of the early days. At one
tjme this pump was the source of the water supply
of St.

For the

for the students for drinking water.

last

twenty years the pump has fallen into disuse with
the advent of a
itself

more modern supply.

sociate with

it

founders of our

the never-failing sacrifice of

the

Alma Mater.

has been preserved, however, as a monument

of the early days at Villanova.

noticed by the students today.
is

The pump

who founded Vilanova. During it's life of
service the pump was never known to fail. The true
significance of such tradition as is wound around
this landmark, can only be appreciated when we ascators

an emblem

America.

left

It

is

passed un-

They forget that

by the Augustinian pioneers

As long as

it

stands, the

pump

it

in

will be

analogous to the sacrifice made by these early edu-

It is to

be regretted that none of the activities

of the undergradute body are founded with the Ole

Pump

as a basis.

It

the investment of the

would be an

ideal place for

Cap and Cane

to the Juniors

during Junior Week.

THE HOBBLE GOBBLE
The Hobble Gobble, the Ancient Order of the
White Feather, is as old as Villanova itself. A
most thorough search of the annals has failed to disclose the origin of this order or of its ritual. The
ritual has not

been reduced to writing, but

is

known

to every Villanovan. Inquiries to old grads as to

origin have brought the reply that "it

before

I

came."

From

this

we gather

its

was started

in

the middle eighties.

since that time the ritual

which

is

Every year

known by

heart,

.The Order of the White
means by which ordinary students

has been carried out.

Feather

is

the

are instilled with the spirit and tradition of the

"Old Gray Walls."

It is

—the

was here long

by

that the order

into the Hobble Gobbles.

all

Villanovans

a

memory

night

is

held dear

were

initiated

that

they
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SPLINTERS
Splinters

mystery.
tion,

this

is

The

another institution whose origin

is

a

earliest issues of the college publica-

which was then the Villanova Monthly, contain
department. The origin has died with those

pioneers

who by

and labor made a

their fortitude

publication possible in the early days. While search-

ing for the origin of this tradition
the college magazine

we

learned that

was not only published but also
The press that was used is

printed at the college.
still

standing in good order in the Monastery.

the Splinter column this

In

month are found many of

the works of the humorists of these early days.

THE CLASS RINGS
The Class

of 1912

uniform; *"ing for

its

was the

class

first class to

use a

emblem. In the succeed-

unanimous vote of the Undergraduate Council,
ring was adopted as the

official

Villanova ring. The

ing years uniform rings were used but the design

class rings are procured in the Junior Year,

changed annually.

The need of a uniform ring with
was proposed in 1922. In this
year a military ring of a heavy type made from a
specially prepared die was used. This year by the

to be

a uniform design

is

cAd

in the

worn on the ring

finger of the left hand.

This

one distinguishing mark by which Villanovans

are recognized.

XTRA

XTRA

Street Theatre,

Philadelphia

Wednesday Evening, June

The Dramatic Club

3,

1896

of Villanova College

Will present the sterling Irish

"c^TWORE

and are

Villanova cTWonthly, April, 1896

XTRA

Walnut

this

Drama

SINNED AGAINST THAN SINNING"
Preceded by the charming Curtain Raiser

"A Game
Scale of Prices— Orchestra

XTRA

of

Cards"

Stalls, $1.00; Circle, 75<^;

XTRA

Balcony,

50>^.

XTRA
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THE BELLE AIR
The name

was adopted in 1922 by the
name for the Senior Prom. The
name itself is as old as Villanova. Belle Air was the
name of the original estate that was purchased for
Belle Air

Senior Class as the

When a need for a
Prom was necessary, a contest
was started for the selection of a name worthy of
this annual affair. The name of Belle Air was submitted by John "Brick" Dora. Since this name is

and

rich in tradition

is

sacred to Villanova,

been adopted as the name for
the Senior Class.

by Villanovans

is

use to senior class activities.

name

dear by every Senior Class.

JUNIOR
Junior

Week

is

tions of Villanova.
affair

was

as Seniors.

held to

but a recent addition to the tradi-

more elaborate

dis-

the three day

celebration a banner event in the lives of the juniors

of those years.

plete

into

made

Last year when the presei^t. Senior

Class assumed the responsibility of seniority, a com-

a privilege held

WEEK

the entrance of the Juniors

In 1924 and 1925 a

It is

and The Belle Air, the college annual.

and

play of spirit and co-operation

has

At present the two outstanding uses of the name are. The Belle Air Ball

1923 a three-day

In 1922 and

mark

it

the activities of

The reverence in which it is held
shown by the restriction of its

the erection of the College.
for the Senior

all

week was consumed. A full schedule of social
marked the advent of this class
the portals of Belle Air Class. As it has been

athletic events

in the past the
is

week following the Easter vacation
This year the same
followed.
The work of the present

designated as Junior Week.

schedule

was

Junior Class in furthering this tradition,
highly commended.

is

to be
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THE UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL
The system of student government was adopted
form in 1924. This addition to undergraduate bodies was first proposed in the November
in a modified

A

issue of this publication of that year.
editorials

upon the subject

series of

led to its organization

under the leadership of Charles (Chick) Gaffney,
'25,

A

then editor of the Villanovan.

was drawn
and

classes

up, giving representation
all

to

the council according to the constitution

lows

:

the

four

Representation on

departments.

is

as fol-

4 Seniors, 3 Juniors, 2 Sophomores, 1 Fresh-

man, Editor of The Villanovan, and a representative
of each department.

constitution

THE CHRISTMAS TREE
On December

nineteenth,

nineteen

under the auspices of the Villanovan
function was inaugurated.
fair will

It is

twenty-five,
staff,

hoped that

a

new

this af-

become an annual event and eventually deThe Christmas Tree is held

velop into a tradition.

several

days before the students leave the dormi-

home for the Christmas holidays. The
main purpose is to instill a feeling of the spirit of

tories to go

the Yuletide; als oto allow the exchange of the season's greetings

among

the students.

THE WILDCATS
The name "Wildcats"
all

the

is

nickname of

official

the athletic teams that represent Villanova.

name was adopted by

The

the vote of the student body

name had been conThe name Wildcats was

chosen in vanquishing

its

This

enemies.

spirit of the Villanova athletic teams,

the gridiron, diamond or track.

is

the

whether upon

In victory or defeat

after a contest for a suitable

the dogged determination to win

ducted by the Class of

with the fighting spirit and alertness of the "Wild-

suggested

by

'26.

Edward

Hunsinger,

the assistant

cat."

is

,;:::•,::..„,,

coach of football.

The name "Wildcats"
fighting spirit, alertness

is

and

meant
skill

to

convey the

of

the animal

"COME ON YOU WILDCATS."

always present,

::,,,,:;,.,.,,;,;;•,
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WHO'S WHO"

WILLIAM

W

J.

zAt Villanova

METER

E

have set for ourselves in this month's issue a task which we expect to enjoy
most thoroughly. The names and faces of other men have graced this
column in whose ears have already sounded the plaudits of the multitude and
we have felt at times that we were doing the superfluous in adding our voice
to the swelling chorus of praise.
The subject of this "write up," on the contrary,
shuns the limelight as he would the plague.
He is as modest as the proverbial
violet and so we take keen delight in exposing his many virtues and admirable qualities to the world.
We assign, therefore, this month's niche in the rotunda of the Hall
of Fame to William J. Meter.
"Bill" Meter, as he is known to his intimates, or Liam Mor, as he is known to
many readers of the Villanovan, has been the poet laureate of Villanova ever since he
matriculated. Not in many years has Villanova had a son gifted with such poetic
talent.
And our magazine has been enriched with verse from his facile pen that is
far above the efforts of the average college verse maker. Bill has sung lovingly and
tenderly of his Alma Mater and his songs will always be remembered among the
brightest gems that have been strewn at the feet of Villanova. The mingling of the
dainty with the profound is highly charactertistic of this young seer's work and he
can hit off a light rollicking ballad or weave a serious theme into verse just as the
occasion may demand. There is always a definite message conveyed in Bill's verse
and he uses a medium that is highly polished and melodious.
Both as regards the
thought content and technique we consider his poetry quite the best seen in any
college journal.

With

—

all this, Bill is a quiet unassuming
character gentle, considerate, courHe leaves Villanova's halls with the
gentleman, first, last, and always.
present graduating class and he leaves behind him the memory of one who was both a
gentleman and a scholar.

teous

—a
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P.
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T
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27
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EDITORIALS
We

are dedicating the current issue
of our magazine to Villanova's traditions.
The choics is not a random one. A college without tradition is like a country without a
history.
Traditions are those memories and customs grown mellow and sacred with the passage of
time, which handed on from generation to generation of students, elicit the best and noblest qualities
of every man who is heir to them.
Traditions
Tradition

might be termed appropriately the well springs of
love and loyalty.

of every college

They are the Noblesse Oblige
the memories which bid him

man

—

be a worthy and loyal son of his Alma Mater.
We have said that our choice is not a random
one.
We believe that many of Villanova's oldest
and finest traditions are being lost in the many
new customs that are springing up every year.
Yet buildings still stand on our campus round
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which

might

still

cluster

and

which

might

constitute the shrine and pilgrimage for Villanova

The walls of Alumni

men.

Hall, the

astounded they would be at the Villanova of the
present day.

And

Academy

We

building of other days, once re-echoed the genial
greetings of an

O'Dwyer and a Hartnett, resound-

•

as

memory backward ranges'

are awestruck at the changes

Which grey time has interjected
Since the plan was first projected.

ed with the burning eloquence of a Moriarity were
rendered more lightsome by the kindly cheer of a
;

How
How

Mullen, a Stanton, a Galberry and a Fedigan; were
sanctified by the simple zeal of a Coleman, a
Sheenan, and a McEvoy.
Great names these

the "mustard seed" has thriven

the gard'ners all have striven!

Since the primal impulse given

From an Augustinian

Shrine.

many

names for Villanova men to conjure with; yet they
seem to have been engulfed in the wake of prog-

traditions are being engulfed in the

ress.

ress.

And

going back

foundation
on the

ily

still

further to the original

—the county seat of the Randolph famsite

Rita's Hall,

of which stands the present St.

how many

of our traditions had their

origin in that old colonial mansion.
still

Its

name

is

preserved to us in the Belle Air Year Book and

in the Belle

Air Ball.

who builded

neers

With

Vale

And

better

those hardy old pio-

than they knew, how

this issue of the

Villanovan

the retiring staff takes the opportunity to bid farewell to their readers and
linquish our duties to the
sistants.

We

new

we

re-

editor and his as-

do this with a feeling that our duty

to you students, advertisers, alumni

and readers

has been performed to the best of our

ability.

We

from our offices with a feeling of satisfaction in having done this and hoping that we have
lived up to the standard set in the past.
We wish
to thank everyone who in any way contributed to
retire

It is

sad but inevitable that

of our old

wake

of prog-

Every year sees the birth of new ones,
But this we hold as sacred and certain that every
tradition worthy of Villanova should have as its
;

work the words inscribed on
Unity, Charity and Truth. Unity

Villanova's seal

:

all, and Truth for Truth's
that link the old
qualities
the
are
These
sake.
with the new and which make our Alumni per-

of purpose, Charity to

petual undergraduates in spirit.

The casual reader does not
of time

and

means one

amount

effort spent in the publication of our

The path of the

issues.

realize the

staff

has been by no

There have been no cheers

of roses.

and no coveted V's to win, but the staff feels fully
repaid in the knowledge that they have done their
best to perpetuate the high standard that former
staffs

have set up.

To

the

new

staff

we wish

the best of luck and

We

success in carrying on this Villanova activity.

pass to them the torch to hold

it

high passing

it

on

burning with even greater brilliancy.

Villanova's finest sentiments and ideals.

faculty advisor whose ministrations have been to

in

have attempted to satisfy everyone with special
articles,

campus, athletic and alumni news, com-

pus chatter, and best humor upon our campus.
In our

Who's

Who we

who. in no small
life.

spirit

have done honor to those

way contributed

to a fuller college

Our policy has been to foster good
and advocate whatever redounded

greater glory of Villanova.

college
to

]

basis and ground

our endeavors to make this paper the voice of

Whatever criticisms we have made were made
a constructive and purely impersonal way. We

i

us an inspiration

show

we wish

in

To our

our humble

gratitude, for without his our efforts

have been

in vain.

and those of the

to

would

To our printer, our advertisers,
who remain we give sincere

staff

thanks for their co-operation.

we say

way

farewell, assuring

And

to our readers

them that the new

staff"

shall carry on to greater success the efforts of the

past year.

the
J.

P. K., '26.

j

I

J
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Hartnett, ss
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2
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Lolos, If

2

1

1

4
5

Carroll, p

A.
3

1

1

2

30

14

E.

1

1

2

12

1
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E.

3

12
1

R.

...........

1

3

If

1

1

1

H.
2
2
2

b.
4
4
6
3

2
2
2

11

3

2

A.

E.

1

1

2

1

2
1

3

Griffiths, p

Totals...

Two-base

Leaness, 3b

5

0031

H.

1

Mon'tz, ss
Man'e, lb
M'N'n, c

TEMPLE

Totals...

1

1

safely four times and Villanova erred. Four runs
crossed the plate leaving the score 11-7 in favor of
the Red and White.
Villanova made thirteen hits while Temple
touched the "Blue" twirlers for twelve. "Jimmy"
Hartnett led the heavy artillery with two threebaggers.
Jacobs, Moynihan, Connell and Lolos
followed with two two-base hits each.

5

BOSTON COLLEGE
Haley, 3b

Temple Conquers the "Blue"
Temple attained an early lead, but hard hitting
and close fielding jumped the "Wildcats" score
and kept Temple's stationary so that at the end
of the ninth the tally was 6 up.
The break came in the tenth when Temple hit

3

1

1

—

Trautwein, 2b
Lightf oot, ss
Hoke, c

3

Totals...

—

E.

13

1

Struck out

0200

H.

Hartnett, ss
Curtin, lb
Connell, cf
Cotter, 3b
Jacobs, c
Mascaidri, rf
Lolos, If
Crane, p

—

Stolen bases C. Cronin, Mascaidri, Lolos.
By Carroll 5, by Crane 5. Bases on
called balls— Off Carroll 3, off Crane 3. Wild
pitch
Crane.
roll.

1

In a pitchers' duel featuring Tom Crane for
Villanova and Carroll for Boston, the Bay Stater
gained a slight edge in the third inning. The rest
of the battle was about even.
It was in the third frame that each team scored.
Mascaidri singled and Lolos walked. Crane then
It
singled, loading the bases with no one out.
looked like a rally for the Wildcats but the next
two sluggers, Moynihan and Hartnett, were retired.
Curtin was passed to first and the only
run was forced in.
Boston College started to retaliate when McNamara singled and Cronin followed with a twobagger, scoring McNamara.
Captain W. Cronin
then followed with a two-base hit that scored C.
-;-;,
Cronin.

Moynihan, 2b

19

2
hit

— W.

Cronin.

5

27

Sacrifice hit

13

2

— Car-

Crane, p
Totals

1

7

13

20

3

4
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C. C. N. Y. Goes

Down

to Defeat

balls

With Cotter's single, Jacobs' sacrifice and Mascame the run that tied the score in

caidri's liner,

the ninth inning of a see-sawing game.
Harry Griffith started out but was off form.
He was relieved by Crane, who gave a remarkable
exhibition of pitching. At the end of the eighth
the New Yorkers led by one tally; the score being
4-3.
When the "Wildcats" pushed across the tying
run, both teams set out with a grim determination
to win.
At the end of the tenth the score was still dead-

Seven hits, one sacrifice and an error
gave the Blue and White eight runs, leaving the
score 12-4 and a well earned victory for Villanova.
During the last three nerve racking innings, the
Lavender touched Crane for only one harmless hit.
fireworks.
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Wildcats Trim Providence,

13-1

The fourth straight win of the season was over
Providence in an interesting game for our side.
Smith, pitching his first game for Villanova,
proved his worth. He allowed seven hits but they
were so scattered as to cause no harm.
Providence gained its only run when Haloran
Dickie Moynihan
clouted the pill for a homer.
also

made

a circuit clout.
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Lolos,

— Hartnett, Donstein. Sacrifice
— Cotter, Connell. Stolen bases— Mascaidri,
Dono. Left on bases — C. C. N.
Villanova,
Double play — Dono, Rossi and Raskin. Bases on
Two-base

Moynihan

Jacobs,

1.

H.

100 200

Villanova
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16

off Griffith 5, off

—
—
— Josephson.

Hits Off
pitch^
innings; off Crane, 6 in 11; oft"
Josephson, 12 in 10 1-3; off Moder, 2 in 0; off
(

Griffith,

1

5

2
2
4

1

12

1,

10

1

2
2

E.

p

Crane, p

Starr,

8,

But when the eleventh started so did the

locked.

Lolos,

— Off Josephson

Kany 1. Struck out By Josephson 6, by Crane
by Kany 1. Hit by pitcher By Josephson

off

...13

0—1
x— 13

10

Providence
Villanova

1

8 4

— Cotter, Kennedy. Three-base
—
Home runs — Halloran, Moynihan. Sacrifice hits — Smith, Moynihan.
Stolen
base— Allen. Struck out— By Smith
Walked
— By Smith
Struck out — By Kennedy
Two-base hits
hits
Moynihan.

3.

1.

1.

Walked by Kennedy,

2.

Hit by Smith,

1.
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Villanova, 10;-Osteopathy,
It took just two innings for the boys to warm,
before they started to run up a football score on
the "Bone Doctors." Kuczo was on the mound for
the "Wildcats" for the first time this season.
He
did well, allowing the visitors only three hits.
Two homers, one by Connell and the other by
Gault, featured the game.

VILLANOVA
R.
2

Moynihan, 2b
Burns, ss
Hartnett, ss
Broderick, If
Curtin, lb
Dorsey, ,1b

0.

A.

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

1

2

1

Connell, cf

1

Donohue, c
Cotter, 3b

3

E.
1

Princeton

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

...0

1

started in the initial frame when Moynihan hit for
a double and scored on Curtin's clever sacrifice.
Princeton's scoring was confined to the final two
innings.
In the eighth Labeaume received a free

pass and scored on Slagle's triple.

Princeton ral-

frame and Griffith, after eight and
a half innings of good pitching, weakened.
Harry
walked two, Lewis reached first on Cotter's error
and Griffith forced in the run by walking Lackey.
Slagle then doubled scoring Lewis and Scharnikow. Tommy Crane replaced Harry at this period
and Griffith walked oflF the field amid thunderous
applause for the exhibition he had given.
Tommy walked one and the bases were full
again.
But Prior and Rheese were put out in
succession and the rally which looked so ominous
was over, the game was won and food was made
for enough conversation to last until the next viclied in the last

If

2

1

1
1

3

27

8

1

c

Totals

10

9

1

OSTEOPATHY
R.

McHenry,

ss

McKenit,

If

Fiestal,

to solve Harry's deWildcats knocked three Princeton

twirlers for a total of thirteen safe tallies. Princeton was desperate and in an effort to curb the onslaught used sixteen men.
Villanova's scoring

1

If

Kuczo, p
*Sheehan,

was unable

livery, while the

Conti, rf

Lolos,

and allowed them only three hits in the first seven
Harry's name is engraved in the memory
tablets of every Villanovan who had the good fortune to witness the game of games. His hurling
was marvelous but not satisfied to win the game
in that manner, Harry went to the plate and gathered himself two pretty hits, one of which is the
longest made in Palmer Field this season.
The batting honors go to Jacobs and Mascaidri,
each making three safe hits and scored four runs
by their hits. Captain Joe Connell did his usual
good work by making two safe hits.
innings.

2

2

Gault, 3b

Jacobs, c
Trainer, cf
Mascaidri,

H.

21

H.

0.

A.

1

2

3

E.

1

cf

1

Donavon, c
Amidain, 3b
Bradford, rf
James, lb

1

.

1

Greenold, lb
Tucker, p

1

VILLANOVA

10

1

6

2
5

Totals..

*Batted for Jacobs
Osteopathy
Villanova

tory over Princeton.

1

3

3

24

12

in 8th.

11 112

0— 031
4—10

9

Villanova Defeats Princeton, 7-4

R.

H.

Moynihan, 2b

1

1

Hartnett, ss
Curtin, lb
Connell, cf
Cotter, 3b
Jacobs, c
Mascaidri, rf
Lolos, If

1

1

Crane,
J., April 17.— The worm turned
remained for the powerful nine lead by
Joe Connell to wipe out the bitter taste of defeat
with a wonderful and convincing victory.
Revenge is sweet and what a decisive defeat was
handed to the Royal Keepers of the Jungle Tabby.
Harry Griffiths is the tamer of the Tiger, his good
right arm held the batsmen of Princeton powerless

1

1

8

2

1

2

1

1

3

3

6

3

12

A.

E.

3

2

1

p

Griffith,

0.

1

1

1

5

2

10

p...

Princeton, N.

at last.

It

totals........ ............ 7

13

27

8

1

PRINCETON
R.

Dignam,

c

Hardt, If
Rankin, p

H.

0.

A.

1

3

4

2

E.
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Cunard, cc
Trowbridge, of
Brittain, p
McPherson, p.

Ehite, ss

Hendey, p

1

Prior
Rheese, oc
French, lb
Fowler, rf

1

Scarnikow, 3b

1

1

Lewis, c
Wilson, ss

1

1

•

1

13
3
3

2

1

10

2

1

1

1

7

24

10

4

H.
3

0.

A.

E.

3

3.

1

1

3

2

1

3

Totals

1

VILLANOVA

/

1

R.

1
1

Moynihan, 2b

Lackey, ss

1

Hartnett, ss
Curtin, lb

1

5

12

Goeltz, p
Slagle, If

7

Connell, cf

2

3

1

Cotter, 3b

1

1

1

2

Jacobs, c
Masciardi, rf

1

1

8

2

1

1

Lolos,

If

1

1

Crane, p

1

2

Conti, cf

1

1

xLabeame,

2
ss

1

2

1

1

Totals
4
6 27 18
3
*Batted for Henry in eighth.
xJemison ran for Labeame in eighth.
Villanova
2—7
1
1 2 1
Princeton
1 3
Two-base hits Moynihan, Mascaidri. Threebase hits Griffith, Slagle. Stolen bases Dignan,
Moynihan, Cotter. Sacrifice hits Hartnett, Curtin 3, Jacobs, Mascaidri.
Bases on balls Off
Goeltz, Griffith and Lolos; off Griffith, Slagle,
French, Labeame, Lackey; off Rankin, Cotter; off
Crane, Dignan. Struck out By Griffith 4, by
Crane 1. Double plays— Griffith to Hartnett to
Curtin; Fowler to French. Passed balls— Lewis
and Jacobs. Hit by pitched ball— By Rankin,
Moynihan; by Griffith, Scarnikow.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Chalk Up Another One
For the tenth victory of the season, the Wildcats nicked Drexel Institute of Philadelphia to the
merry music of 11-3. This is the fourth in a row

for the Blue and White. A total of eighteen hits,
including two homers, were more than the Philadel-

phians could down.
Jack Curtin, freshman representative on the
initial corner, was high hitter, with five hits out of
that many chances
all of
them singles.
Dick
Moynihan turned in three safe clouts, one a homer
in the eighth.
Gene Macaidri pounded out another
for a circuit in the second, sending Jacobs home
ahead of him.
The brand of ball played by Vilanova was loose
in the fielding end, but more than good in the hitting
department. The Blue and White stickmen are
good reason for a bad afternoon to any twirler.

—

DREXEL
R.

Sukin, c
Dividson, rf

1

Stamp, 3b
Stillwagon,
Foley,
Pla, 2b

1

—

—

;

—
—
—

—

Lehigh Trounced, 11-1
With Harry Griffiths and his backers in the
usual good form, the "Wildcats" defeated Lehigh in
a one-sided contest in the Lehigh stadium.
The one run was scored by Lehigh in the first
inning and from then on the game wasn't even interesting. The "Blue" piled up fourteen hits, two of
which were homers.
For the first three frames it looked as though a
real fight was on, but in the fourth and fifth innings
the runs began to pile up. From then on it was a
walk away.
VILLANOVA
The score:
R.

H.

0.

A.

1

1

3

4

1

2

lb

2

1

8

Connell, cf

2

Moynihan, 2b
Hartnett, ss
Curtin,

1

1

1

2

2

2

9

1

2

2

3

1

2

p

1

2

Total

11

14

3b

2

Jacobs, c

2

Mascaidri, rf
2

Lolos,

If

2

1

—

5
1

1

1

—

1

2
10

1

03010232 x—

A.

1

1

110—3

.

0.

E.

2

Totals
11
18 27 13
5
Drexel .... .....
10
Villanova ..............
11
Home runs MoyniThree-base hits Sukin.
han, Masciardi. Sacrifice hit Cotter. Stolen bases
Double playsStamp, Cunard, Jacobs, Lolos.
Cotter to Curtin; Hartnett, Moynihan to Curtin;
Trowbridge to StillBrittain, Pla to Stillwagon
wagon. Struck out— By Crane, 7; Brittain, 2. Base
on balls Off Brittain, 4; McPherson, 2. Hit by
pitcher
By Crane (Stamp). Wild pitch Brittain.
Umpires Voorhees and Dinsmore.

H.

2

1

1

Cotter,

If

Griffiths,

E.

2

1

1

10

3

1

If

1

1

3

3

27
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LEHIGH
as

H.

1

Moisson, 2b
Hayes, cf
Lewin, rf
Vevins, c
Stafler,

2

1

A.
7

4

4

0.

E.
1

BOXING

7

1
1

If

M'aney, lb
Pitts, 3b
Seltzer,

p

Totals

1

10
2

1

2

1

1

4

27

13

2 3

2

"Ad" Snyder.
Not satisfied with the championship of the K.
of C. tournament, "Ad" stepped into the ring with

4

the best amateurs of the Middle East. His science,
sporting spirit, and the all-powerful right arm
were suflficient to make him king of the heavies.
"Admiral" is worthy of all the praise and
honor bestowed upon him. A man like the "Ad,"
who has gone through the monotony of training
and who has endured all the hardships that a
boxer must, deserves our respect. He has done
his part to glorify the college and the red-blooded

10 3—11

2

Lehigh

10000000 0—1
Away From

Textile

Trackmen

The "Wildcats" swamped Phliadelphia

Textile

opening dual meet of the season, scoring 92
points to 34 Villanova took twelve of the fourteen
first place and most of the seconds.
Considering the poor condition of the track, the
time for the majority of the events was good. Captain Dan Phelan won the hundred with 10 1-10 seconds The 440 was carried off by Woods in 51 1-10
seconds.
Incidentally, this is a record on Alumni
Field.
Plunkett did well with the weights, taking
first place in both the hammer and shot.
Cummings
was high scorer with fourteen points to his credit.
Prospects for a successful season on the cinder
path are good.
Although the opposition was not
strong, the times and the distances are good enough
in the

Once again the laurels of an American Amateur
Union heavyweight boxing champion have been
awarded to a Villanova man. Our new "Champ"
is none other than the college stronge man, Henry

1

Villanova

Vliianova Runs

carry off the honors in the remainder of the
meets scheduled this season.

to

R.

Ambler,

23

;

.

spirit of

amateur sport.

Joe Sheehan Elected Basketball Captain

At a banquet given the members of the basketteam by the Philadelphia Alumni, it was announced that Sheehan would lead the Wildcats
during the coming season.
Joe has starred at
Villavona for the past three years and is well de.serving of the confidence his teammates have
shown. He has the personality and ability to lead
ball

Villanova through another successful cage season.
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INTB2
If the old saying is true, that "Fish is a brain
food," the student at one of the upper tables should

now

possess massive brains, as they have "Herron"
three times a day.

Song Leader: "Let's sing 'Little Drops of Water'
and please put a little spirit into it."

again,

Editor-in-Chief (loudly)
"Do you expect even a
^
jackass to laugh at this?"
Dejected Candidate: "I^I er thought
you
:

'

— —

:mig.ht."

..:^-

Dun: "What do you do with you pants when
you wear them out?"
Dummer: "Wear them back again, of course."

An Ardmore
Oh, Dick
And she

:

"Words are

He: "May

I

fine,

but the air

si

bad."

print a kiss on your lips?"

She: "No, George.

You

aren't

my

type."

It was a typical negro revival service, and the
minister had just appealed to the pent-up audience
to "hit the sawdust trail."
One buxom young
debutante rose and cried "Las' night I was in the
arms of the debil, but tonight I is in the arms of the
:

Lord." Voice from the rear: "Is you gwine to be
busy tomorrow night, sistah?"

There are jokes that make us laugh,
There are jokes that make us groan.
But the jokes that seem most funny.
Are the jokes that are our own.

Bucolic

is

a

is

a Trilby sweet;

little

Thorn

Many a rising young man will have to learn to
stagger before he can follow his father's footsteps.

Billy sure.

Her hair has

No

quit ethe Tribly cut,
long dresses hide her feet.

1895.

Maud: "Do you know why Cupid

doesn't

wear

any clothes?"
Claud: "I suppose
baby."

Hard

:

it's

because he's such a

"There was a big

fire at

warm

the post office last

night."

"My girl down at SmHh
me another lefter."

Boiled:

have sent

College must

Sing a song of six cents,
Student in a stew
Ticket good for Bryn Mawr,
Tries to make it do.
Conductor, cruel-hearted.
Wastes no time in talk
"Pay the other six cents.
Or get out and walk."

Six cents, six cents,

A kindly hand has passed.
Then the panting student
Freely breathes at

last.

1895.

Achievement

"My boy can say 'Candy'
Jarks (proudly)
whenever he sees a store now."
Sparks: "Shucks; mine says Tillerup' whenever
he sees a gas station."
.

:

Trade: "I hear your father want you to join
the Masons."
Mark: "Not me! I could never lift those heavy
stones around."

THE VILLANOVAN
my girl the armor
That in our hall we park,
To wear to a fancy costume ball
As martyred Joan of Arc.
I

loaned

25

1919
— "Have you read
any of Shakespeare's
works?"
Nights
Student— "Yes,
the
'Midshipman's
Prof.

Dream.'

Although she took another man,

And

I

he was quite a bounder,
didn't give one little dam,
For she had my armor 'round

"That's dirt cheap," said the junior as he picked
up a second-hand 'Whiz Bang' for a nickle. State

—

Froth.'

her,

Burglar (in college fraternity)
"Keep quiet or
blow out your brains. It's money I want."
Student: "Just a moment, and I'll help you hunt
:

I'll

for
*"

"What are doing up there, building a bird
house?"
"No, foolish, I'm erecting a service station for
flying fish."

it."

The drive

it

yourself

man was

highly elated

;

Sambo: "Ah wants arazza."

all

twenty cars had been out since nine o'clock and it
was then 2.30. Presently the first car rolled in.
Soon they had all come in and the proprietor faces
starvation. None o fthe car had gone over two miles
all had been rented by college men.

Clerk: "Safety?"

Sambo: "No,

—

"I

Frosh

is very springy."
have water on the knee."

get a

"Yes, the inside of our earth
mass of rock and flame."
Stude: "Ain't that hell?
Prof.

:

is

a molten

:

:

"Have you heard

the

How

"See this stickpin?

is

fall in."

damned."—

be

I'll

'Livery

:

"If the devil lost his tail

Stable

where would he

new one?"
:

was

Client: "I

Blues'?"

Bone: "No.

foh aocaial pur-

Studious Junior: "I dunno, where?"
Frosh "In a saloon, where they retail spirits."

ked."

Trom

it

Exchange.

"Your walk
I

I'll

Replied Mr. Stream: "Well,

absent yesterday?"

dreamt that we had a vacation."

"Yes,

Ah wants

Said Mr. Plank to Mr. Stream: "If the support
gives way,

"Why were you

sah.

poses."

in a

delirium

when

was mar-

I

..>

Lawyer: "But we can't use that as
was I and I am still a married man."

evidence.

it?"

It

Our "Splinter Ed." is ill.
The task now rests on Bill,
To grind out wit, and make
To move with a quill.

belonged to a millionaire."

"Who?"
Woolworth."

a hit

A

1917
Villanova offered Princeton a loan on last Saturday, but they tried to steal and were caught.
(Baseball Note.)

melancholy joke.
Our chippy Ed. did choke.
With nod of head the doctor said:
"He did the gods provoke!"

Villanova students showed a lack of patriotic
beginning a retreat the night before the
President announced his intention of declaring war.

do your best,
a man" no jest!
If you get there, you'll get the chair

The Camden police want to
did with that cop's revolver.

When "Woddy's"

Now,

spirit in

miss

is

"It looks

good for a smile.

—

laid at rest.

The Villanovan Monthly, ISdS.
"Yes,

mother

sir, that's

to

my

babay," said

the

King Solomon as he prepared

rightful

to divide

it

in two.

bad on the surface," said the sea cap-

tain as he sighted a dead whale.

Billy,

"A Mahon's

know what Walsh

President Wilson may have his Pacifists, but
judging from the monthly marks, the Sophs and
Freshies have their "Hump."

A

So

is

She must be the daughter of Stetson for she sure
*
Exchange.

high hat.

—

THE

VI

LLANOVAN

Crows
field in sunny Spain stands a stone mortar.
Crows hover around it, picking up bits of grain and

In a

— cawing.

chaff

Here Marcheta,

in the fresh

beauty of her youth,

will

come to pound maize. For years she will pound maize.
The stone will stand up under the blows; not a dent
has the muscle of three generations of women made
upon it. But the crows will hurl their black gibes
upon a woman aging early and bent with toil. Old
Marcheta still in her thirties.

—

Wherever mankind

labors,

General Electric motors can
be found carrying loads,
driving machinery and saving time and labor.
And
there is no branch of electrical development today to
which General Electric has
not made important contributions.

A

series

of

G-E

advertise-

ments showing what electricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on request.
Ask for booklet GEK-1.

The American woman does not pound

maize. But she
beats carpet; she still pounds clothes; she still
pumps water. She exhausts her strength in tasks
which electricity can do better, and in half the time.
still

The high

woman

ideals of a

is still

doomed

community mean little where
to drudgery. But the miracles

which electricity already has performed indicate but
a fraction of the vast possibilities for better living and
the tremendous opportunities which the future developments in electricity will hold for the college man and

woman.
7-72r,C

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

SCHENECTADY.

NEW

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

^

YORK
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JEWELERS
Favored by Four Generations of Philadelphians

The basic principles

of

the founders,

which are responsible for
able record of service, are

this honor-

observed

still

LCaldwell & Ca

J.

Jewelry, Silver, Watches, Stationery
Class Rings, Prizes, Pins, Trophies

Chestnut Street Below Broad

PHILADELPHIA
ou WILL CULTIVATE a
will

your

great many-

new habits at college. Habits that
grow on you and become a part of
life

on the campus

.

.

.

and

Peter Reilly Publications

off it.

133 North Thirteenth Street

You

will don the far-famed "balloon

trousers"; you will cultivate a speaking

By

you will become

a statistical

By Rev. Michael W.

otherwise,
will have

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis Thompson
Edited with Noten, by Michael A. Kelly

Dad

Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but

every tveek of your College Life.

(Upper Classmen please copyl)

Shallo, S. i.

"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such breadth
such brevity of
of view, .such clearness of expression, and
America. Cr 8 vo.
423 pagres.
$2.50.
style."

a Telephone

Date with Mother and

Godfrey Rupert

ELEMENTS OF SCHOI-ASTIC PHILOSOPHY

expert on college spoics, athletic and

and you

J.

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
Views of future life as represented by men
scientlflc points."
It Is popularly treated so as
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver Lodge.
138 pagres, price $1.25.
to interest the grreat majority of readers.

acquaintance with the arts, sciences and
letters;

Philadelphia

HUMAN DESTINY ANO THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY

i

all

the

It.ielf.

stands out

Sauare 12 mo., 69

pagres,

75c.

School EJdltlon,

26c.

THE SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
C.

Schuyler, Ph. D.,

New

Home/

8.

T. L.

Places successfully In a popular and devout manner the principal
By the author of
truth concernlngr the Blessed Sacrament.
"The Couragre of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 16 mo.
Prayer Book Edition, $1.25.
218 pages.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR

Telephone

among

—

By Henry
iipi

It

productions of modern literature as a masterpiece In
"One of the few very great odes." Coventry Patmore.

By

A.

Bota

method for learning the Italian languagre, revised
and enlarged with a vocabulary, by W. N. Cornett. Thorough,
conversational
portions
the
reliable and fascinating, with
practical

appended

to each

chapter.

12 mo.,

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

464 pages, $1.75.

By Rev. Joseph M. O'Hara

Excellent for
Simply explained according to the New Code.
those contemplating Matrimony, and for non-CathoIlca honestly
16 mo., 84
desiring of learning what the Church teaches.
pages,

IN DOING SO,

cloth,

50c.
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TETE-A-TETE COFFEE

TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers, Wholesalers

TEAS, COFFEES
1

7

South Front Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

TETE-A-TETE TEA

KNICKERS
FLANNEL TROUSERS

SPORTS JACKETS
FINCHLRY URGES THE CONSFDERATION OF
KNICKERS, FLANNEL TROUSERS AND INDIVIDUAL SPORTS JACKETS, DEVELOPED OVER
ENGLISH SPORTING PATTERNS WHICH ARE
THE EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OF THIS ESTABLISHMENT. THE ASSORTMENTS ARE VARIED
AND EXTENSIVE AND THE FABRICS EMPLOYEl)

ARE OF THE MOST SELECT YARDAGE
PRODUCED BY ENGLISH AND SCOTCH MILLS.
GOLF STOCKINGS
LINEN KNICKERS
SHIRTS
SWEATERS
CAPS
NECKWEAR OXFORDS

PLUS^SIX

iPMccnnrLiEY
Fifth

Avenue

at 46'^' Street

NEW YORK

ROMA CAFE
American,
IF IT IS

GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE

Italian,

French Cuisine
PRIVATE DINING ROOM

IT

BANQUETS. CLASS DINNERS, SUPPERS

BRYN

835 Lancaster Avenue, Opposite* Post

MAWR

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Office
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MacDonald

& Campbell
t'iE>,

,/^

BALL TIME/
SPALDING CASE-HARDENED ®i

BATS ARE FULL OF HITS

BOOST YOUR AVERAGE /
1

^^ ^

LEADING SPECIALISTS

Send for Catalog

in

YOUNG MEN'S
Overcoats
Si)(>rts Clothes
Haberdasliory Motoring Apparel
Hats

Suits

1210 Chestnut

St.,

Phila.

,

1334-1336

CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

IN

DOING

SO.
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Merits Clothing
READY-TO-WPJAh
and

TAILORED'TO'MEASURE

Men^s Furnishings
UNDERWEAR

and

HOSIERY

ASSORTMENTS UNEXCELLED

SIRAWBRIDGE
& CLOTHIER

Athletic Sports
REQUISITES FOR A LI

Philadelphia, Pa.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAME^

THE GREATEST ECONOMY
of purchasing

pay but

in

Ready-to-wear

•

Wanamaker & Brown

clothing

is

not so

much

in the

moderate price you

the remarkably satisfactory service which the clothing gives.
suits

and overcoats for men, young men and boys,

Special Department for the Clergy recognized pre-eminent in the building of clothing for
''.: -'/'^ ':''':''':
the Clergy. •.;';•;:„ '.'"'•.-.,'','.;

WANAMAKER
Market

^&

at Sixth Street, Philadelphia

Day by Day

DALYMADE

"WHY"

PHILIP'S

LUNCH ROOM
1009

ASPEN

ST.,

Way

AND LARGER

Delicious

DALYMADE COMPANY
3952

Every

WE'RE GETTING LARGER

CHEESE AND PEANUT BUTTER
SANDWICHES
Crisp, Tasty,

in

PHILADELPHIA
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BRYN MAWR, PA.
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Clinton's

Famous Hair Brush
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E.
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TO
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Penetrating Bristles
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CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Incorporated 1919

Established 1837
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&

Qo.

Ino.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets
Philadelphia

i

Suits,

Top Coats, Over-

John Y. Parke Co.

coats of superior character. Perfectly tailored
in

correct

DISTRIBUTORS

fashioning,

$35 and upward.

Electrical

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT

and Radio

Supplies

ST.

PHILADELPHIA
31

North Seventh Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
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For Quality
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Bread and Pastry
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Wholesale and Retail
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SO.
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Careful

Handling
and

Quality

WILSON

LAUNDRY

Meet our Mr. J.
Linn Hill at College

Building,

May

19th,

June 2d and

26th,
9th.

EDWARD
CLOTHES -Made for You
MONb

college stu-

dents whose style ideas
set the pace for America,.

Edward numbers

followers by the
thousands. On almost

its

any leading university
campus, suits and topcoats, as

individually

tailored to measure by
1^==*^

Edward, are a
sight.

Two

familiar
prices:

^2875-^3875
The correct thing for evening
wear is the Edward w/%o__

Tux

?Zo75

—
The

Edward Tailoring

Co., Inc., Philadelphia
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THE
You will be pleased with our
Summer clothes. Smartness and
suits in

the City at $65

V ILLANOVAN

selection of exclusive fabrics for your Spring
style in every

garment and at moderate

and

prices. Best

and $85.

Have us make your

and they

always be right
at a price only slightly higher than ready made.
clothes

will

in quality

and

—and

fit

PYLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors

1115 M^alnut Street

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters

.

826 Lancaster Avenu, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Frank

W.

Prickitt, Ph.

G.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT,

Cream

Prescriptions

Room

Supplies

a Specialty

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY W. BREYER,

and Sick
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Pres.

Telephone Bryn
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193.

Philadelphia, Pa.

VILLANOVA BOYS
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IN DOING SO,
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A MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK
OWNED BY ITS DEPOSITORS

PAID ON
DEPOSITS

FOUNDED

1853

BENEFICIAL SAVING FUND
1200

CHESTNUT STREET
Kensington

RESOURCES
THIRTY-TWO MILLION

826

CANDIES

CHOCOLATES

WM. GROFF,

P.

D.

Druggist
SODAS

Mn.K DRINKS
"Try a Groff Milk Sh«k«"

BRYN MAWR. PA
Opposite National Bank

Office

EAST ALLEGHENY AVE.
AT KENSINGTON AVE.
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YOU CAN HAVE YOUR CLOTHES PRESSED

FREE
BY JOINING

B.

& G., Cleaners and Dyers
869

We

OUR PRESSING CLUB

LANCASTER AVENUE

Clean Neckties, Hats, Gloves, Sweaters, Scarfs, Suede Jackets and Sheepskins

PHONE BRYN MAWR 1018

WE

CLEAN

IT

OR DYE

BELL PHONE
BASE BALL

TRACK
FOOT BALL

JOHN

SOCCER
BASKET BALL

€berptf?ing
The More
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J.
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DOUGHERTY
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I Sell

PENNANTS
PILLOW TOPS
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atfilete

More You Save

—

LETTERING
TENNIS RACKETS

SOUTH FIFTY-SECOND STKEET
OPEN EVERY EVENING
Student Representative Howard

AND SPECIAL

RESTRUNG

Avil

Villanova College Barber Shop
MOST SANITARY
TONSORIAL PARLOR

THE MAIN

LINE'S

LOUIS
HOURS:— 9

THE BARBER
ENTRANCE—Opposite

A. M. to 7 P. M.
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
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TETE BROTHERS
Jobbers, Wholesalers

TEAS, COFFEES
107 South Front

Street,

Philadelphia, Penna.

TETE-A-TETE TEA

KNICKERS
FLANNEL TROUSERS

SPORTS JACKETS
FINCHLEY URGES THE CONSIDERATION OF
KNICKERS, FLANNEL TROUSERS AND INDIVIDUAL SPORTS JACKETS, DEVELOPED OVER
ENGLISH SPORTING PATTERNS WHICH ARE
THE EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OF THIS ESTABLISHMENT. THE ASSORTMENTS ARE VARIED
AND EXTENSIVE AND THE FABRICS EMPLOYED
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GOLF STOCKINGS
LINEN KNICKERS
SHIRTS
CAPS
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NEW YORK

ROMA CAFE
American,
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PRIVATE DINING

IT

BANQUETS, CLASS DINNERS, SUPPERS
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ROOM
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To

the Graduating Class of 1926,

the Staff Respectfully Dedicates This Issue of the Villanovan.

cJWay Your Future Years be Crowned with
Happiness, Success and Prosperity.

THE VILLANOVAN
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CLASS POEM
THE BOOKS AND THE SCRIBES
W8 have been as scribes who for the years
Rave written in four books our history;
S'.crics of

All these

joyancc tales of grief and tears,
we've written down for men to see.

Our books are written now, and as we view the
pages,

Noting the varied styles these years we've used:

The gay ballade of youth, the essay of the
The triolet of joy we sit awhile bemused.

sages,

—

Could we have used a fairer form we wonder,
And made these four gold books more golden still?
Were we careless in the writing? did we ponder
Upon each word we wrote, then write with skill?

thin^c 'twas so because the well-filled volumes
Are shining with the light of richest art.
And, too, between the margins and the .columns,
There lies revealed the secret of each heart.

T

;

So now, let us take up each one and slowly.
Tenderly, we'll place it on the shelf.
Knowing that future years will keep it holy
As treasuries of youth's compacted wealth.

While we who were the scribes now band together
And for a few short days convene again,
Before we set across the world's wide heather

To write

in

other tomes, a diflerent strain.

is done, we put by book and pen.
Beside the spattered, empty, old inkwell;
And so, until in after years we meet again,
My brothers and my friends: hail and farewell,

Our work

:

,

Wm.

J.

Meter.

.

^No. 7
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Senior Class Offieers

JAMES

A.

TRAINOR— Presidcitt

JAMES

P.

KA.^'E,— Vice-President

~.'!'l«'"(';frr-''^'>^,7»=i^p™y''^pr^j^T^r;Ti;;,r""^.''i'i

EDWARD

V.

Y)\]F¥Y— Secretary

LOUIS

MEMMINGER— rreasifrer
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ENGINEERS DINE
On Thursday

evening,

May

20th, the 19th an-

was staged under tne
was a pronounced sucmanagement, completeness of

Italian

At the

Club

Italian

cess.

For

Kappa

efficient

Pi.

It

meeting of the Villanova

Club,

the

following

were

elected as officers: Peter Perri, Presi-

nual Engineering Banquet
auspices of Phi

last

dent; Al Panepinto, Vice-President; Louis Podula,
Secretary; Rocco Costanzo, Treasurer;^^^^^
;
>
;

song and all around good felwould be hard to beat. The fact that it
drew back to Villanova a large number of the Engineering Alumni is a tribute to the traditional fel-

The success which has come to us in our first
year of existence has encouraged us, and fills us
with hope for greater development in the future.

lowship of Phi Kappa Pi. Among the Alumni present we noted: William Powell, '13; John W. Jones,
'20 Dave Farley, '20 John Keff er, '20 Joe Gillespie, '20 Elmer Hertzler, '22 William Lanahan, '23
Charlie Laughlin, '23; Francis Robinson, '20;
Richard Quinn, '24; Francis Panepinto, '25; Frank
Goodwin, '17, and John Jordan, '24.
Stirring speeches were delivered by the Father,
President, Dean Humphrey, and Father Stanford,
and the President and President-elect of Phi Kappa
Pi Joseph L. Hughes, '26, and J. Francis Yake, Jr.,

member

detail, cuisine, color,

lowship,

it

;

;

;

;

'27.

Joseph F. Bedard,

'26, filled

the difficult position

Sweeney was

the role of Song Leader. Fathers
O'Leary and Crawford, and Professors McGeehan,
Slavin, McCormick and Moorehouse were there
all in

heart and soul

—wrapped up

ning.

in the spirit of the eve;;;;'•

,

,:'.;.

Features of the evening were the novel
artistic programs, the first appearance of the
gineers' Orchestra, the "Owlers," and the banjo
song duet of the "inseparables," Jerry Hurley

and
Enand
and

Halloran.

all, it was the finest banquet of Phi Kappa
and the banquet committee under its efficient and
hard-working chairman, John J. Dailey, deserve the
warmest congratulations.

All in

Pi,

which we hope each

yearl926-27
be manifested by our endeavors to strengthen
the ranks of Villanova's first Italian club.
will give to the officers for the

will

The Lambda Kappa Delta Fraternity

Pre-Med.
Meeting

held

the

its last

meeting of the year on

morning of the 20th of May.

Moderator R. P. Fink, O.

spoke on the addegree
before entering
a
Medical school, pointing out the advantages to be
gained by such a proceeding. Plans for the coming
banquet were completed and much enthusiasm was
manifested by all the members in anticipation of the
visability

of toastmaster to perfection, and Prof.

Tom

co-operation, therefore,

;

;

a delight to

The

of

S. A.,

securing

coming

festivity. The constitution of the fraternity
provides that elections for the next year shall take
place at the last meeting of the school year. The results of the election were

—A. W. Brown
Vice-President — L. Burns
Treasurer — Gryczenski
Secretary—
McCarthy
Student Council Rep. — Audet.
President

I.

C.

THE VILLANOVAN
Phi

At

Pi

last meeting of the present
the
year,
Engineers elected the officers for next year. The competition

splendid set of

was very keen and as a result a
men were chosen. They are:

Kappa

its

—

President J. Francis Yake, Jr.
Vice-President Fred Young
Secretary -Jerome Hurley

—

—

—

Treasurer Fenton Fitzpatrick
Sergeant-at-Arms Howard Avil.
The Fraternity ended its most successful year
with a grand banquet on the twentieth. Father
SulHvan, the Engineering Faculty, about twenty-five
alumni and seventy student members were present
as guests. The speakers were well chosen and the

—

speeches excellent. The entertainment, espcially
Tom Halloran's Owlers, was splendid, and the
choral singing was the loudest yet heard at Villanova. Every guest was full of praise for the excellence of the affair and "a good time was had by all."

The last meeting of the Knights of
Columbus for the school year was
No. 2288
held on Wednesday evening. May
19.
Retiring Grand Knight, Charles
B. Laughlin, conducted the meeting.. To him goes
Villanova
Council

the credit for a great deal of the achievements of
the past year, for he has been untiring in his efforts

Credit
Daniel

for
is

a

greater

Columbianism at Villanova.
Deputy Grand Knight,
and Lecturer, Matthew A.

also due retiring

A.

Phelan,

Lynch.

The main purpose of the meeting was the elecnew year. The results were

tion of officers for the

as follows:

—

Grand Knight Awgustus A. Baron, Jr.
Deputy Grand Knight Jerome F. Hurley
Chancellor Rev. John H. Crawford, 0. S. A.
Warden John L. Cahill

—

—

—

—
—

J. Francis Yake, Jr.
Recording Secretary John R. Cunningham
Treasurer Francis J. Harding
Advocate Theodore L. Reimel
Inside Guard
Louis Pessalano
Outside Guard
George Fay
Trustee— Past Grand Knight Charles B. Laugh-

Financial Secretary

—
—

—
—

lin.

fact, the various

announcements about the

affair

sufficient social conversa-

provided the students with
tion for several weeks.
Then, came Friday, the
twenty-first.
How long the day seemed! Classes
were thought to have no end. But from about five
o'clock time proceeded so rapidly that one barely
had enough of it to perform those many and varied
With the
duties, which a dance makes necessary.
latter's accomplishment, there started a general impetus towards means of transportation to the
"date's" house.
Upon spending a half -hour there,
after sweetly being told that "she" would be down
in a minute, the final lap towards the Penn Athletic
Club began. A little later, young fellows and girls
almost continually came from all directions towards
the big club house at Eighteenth and Locust streets.
With financial success assured several days before
the affair came off, only social success remained;
and now with this vast throng crowding their way
into the ballroom, this was achieved in a way as fine
as any Villanova function during the past year.
When the first musical number was struck up by
our own Gene Reiley and his orchestra, it marked
the formal opening of the first dance to be given by
the Day Student Club of Villanova. From the first
dance on, through the series of fox trots and waltzes
that followed, was a veritable round of pleasure.
Under the excellent surroundings of this recently
completed club, with its newly decorated walls,
whose fresh colors were made to give their most
vivid effect

by the

from the handsome
was complete. In fact, the

soft light

chandeliers, the gaiety

very newness of the place seemed to inculcate joy.
How fast those hours from nine till one fleeted by!
It seemed as though it were just an instant from the
The dance was now
first dance to the final waltz.
but a recollection, but it was indeed a happy one. A
half -hour later, the crowd of jolly, though fatigued,
couples had entirely dispersed.

To

all

parts of the

surrounding city and suburbs, they made their way
with the joy of the evening past still fresh in their
minds. Such it would remain while they told those
unfortunates who could not attend, of the wonderful
time they had had, and while they related it in the
Then, too, it was a pleasant
letters to the folks.
memory to leave school with and to start the sum-

mer

vacation.

On

the Tuesday preceding the dance, the Club

meeting of the year for the purpose of
coming term which starts in
September. The Presidency of the organization
went to John J. Byrne, a Pre-Medical Student of the
Class of '27, who, perhaps, is better known throughheld

its final

electing officers for the

The Day
Students'

Throughout the past month the Day
Students have occupied the very cen-

Cluh

ter of Villanova's "limelight."

In the
past two editions of
the "Villanovan," the boarders' minds were filled with facts
concerning the approaching Day Student Dance. In

out the school as "Pat." Andrew J. Sloan, '27, who
was chairman of the Dance Committee, was elected

Student Council Representative,

—an

office

that bids
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more important in the future. William
H. Vincent, '28, former Secretary of the Club, was
chosen Vice-President, while Clinton Moore, an Engineer of the Ciass of '29, received the dual office
of Secretary and Treasurer.
After the elections,
John Doughten, our retiring President, gave a farewell talk, modestly touching lightly on the accomplishments during his regime, but emphasizing the
work of the future. He asked our continued wholehearted co-operation for the new President and concluded with the wish that the May Hop be a success.
(Needless to say his wish was gratified.)
Mr.
Byrne then took the chair and as his first official act
called for a rising vote of thanks to Mr. Doughten.
It was given amid vociferous applapse.
The new
President thereupon gave a little speech in which
he declared his intention to follow in the inspiring
footsteps of his predecessor and to continue the
gradual development of the organization. The meeting was adjourned after the report of the dance
committee was given by Mr. Sloan.
Thus ends the activities of the Day Students for
the present scholastic year, which was not marred
by a single failure. With a great future before
them, may their present success increase a hundredfair to be

fold.

The
Soph
.y

V

A FITTING CLOSE
A brilliant social and
cess

Soiree

and a happy climax

ful year.

Succinctly

acterize the
ing, as

it

financial sucto an. event-

may we

Sophomore

Soiree.

char-

Com-

did, just before the finals, thereby caus-

ing a break in their subsequent tension and marking the last event on the social calendar for the
year, it quite naturally drew the largest crowd the
"gym" (Alumni Hall) has ever played host to.
The novel scheme of lighting and decorating, inaugurated for this affair, evoked much praise
and added greatly to the general effect. The centrally suspended gold dome radiated a stream of
soft light that played a bright iridescence upon the
scene below. The color scheme was at once pleasing

and harmonious.

The music, furnished by Frank Li Volsi's Villanovans, was of a high order and cast a glamourous
spell over the happy throng.
Attractive gray leather programs, adorned with
the College seal and Class numerals in gold, together
with combination purse and vanity cases, comprised
the favors.

The dance was a huge success and its pleasant
will long linger in the minds of those
who attended. Too much credit cannot be given to
Chairman William Reardon and his committee, consisting of James Burns, Leslie Burns, Joseph Barry,
Joseph Green, William Hally, Timothy McCarthy,
Raymond Moynihan and Edward Wallis, for their
memories

untiring efforts in putting the affair over.

Lambda

The Lambda Kappa Delta Fratermty held its last activity of the
Delta,
year in the form of a banquet on the
Banquet
evening of May 24th, The Pre-Meds.
have rounded out a most successful
:,
V
year in all respects and the banquet was tendered
in the form of a farewell to the graduating Seniors
and the second-year men who will enter Medical
school next year. The guests of honor were Rev.
Father Sullivan, Rev. R. P. Fink, 0. S. A., Rev. M.
J. Hopkins, 0. S. A., Father Crawford, 0. S. A. Professors Zebrowski, Duncombe, Hottenroth and Im

K app a

:

;

;

,

President A. W. Brown was toastmaster and Mr. Audet, chairman of arrangements.

structor Ford.

Roman

The

The

R. C. H. S.

High School Club for the
present year was held on Friday,
May 14th. The purpose of this meet-

Club

meeting

last

of

the

Catholic

ing was the election of officers to serve next year
and the final settlement of the affairs of the Club.
The results of the election were as follows
President Peter P. Perri, '27

—
—
—
—

Vice-President William H. Vincent, '28
Secretary James F. Conner, '28
Treasurer Clinton Moore, '29
Sergeant-at-Arms Henry Bygott, '29.
Before yielding his office to Mr. Perri, Frank
McCool, '26, our retiring president, addressed the
Club.
He thanked the members for their support
and co-operation in all the activities of the Club under his leadership. He also Stressed the necessity
of our trying to influence the members
of
this
year's graduating class of Catholic High to enter
Villanova next year.
At the conclusion of the meeting, Mr. Perri took
the chair and outlined a policy for the year 1926-

—

:

1927, which promises to contain much
one year's share of interesting events.

more than
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JOHN

F.

ROFFMEISTER—Sulutatorian

—

F. Hoffmeister
more commonly known as
"Hoffy" finishes his bright career at Villanova this
month, and goes forth to bring glory to himself and
his Alma Mater in the Engineering World.
With his passing Villanova loses an excellent
student, but likewise gains a wonderful exponent
on the "outside."
During his stay at Villanova by his studiousness,
his good-fellowship, his energy and the quiet unassuming and efficient manner with which he went
about his work, he gained for himself the good-will
and friendship of the Faculty and also of his fel-

John

—

low-students.

The 1926

class has chosen him to be their Salutaan honor that is proof sufficient of their
confidence in his ability and the esteem in which
they hold him.
The Villanovan expects great things' from you,
John, and takes this opportunity to wish you GoodLuck.

torian,
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Senior Class History"
Up to the time of the entrancce of this class to
Villanova there had never been a Freshman Class
of such large numbers. Like every other Freshman
Class we thought a big reception was our due because of our great number. And like every other
Freshman Class we got our just due in the
the Hobble Gobble Initiation. As much as

form of

we

dis-

has come to be one of our
fondest recollections of our first year at Villanova.
After our recovery from this ordeal came the organization of the group into a class. The election
liked

it

at the time

of officers

was the

it

first

step in this direction.

Samuel

D. Bond, president; Harry T. Griffith, vice-president; Joseph McHugh, treasurer, and John D. Hanrahan, secretary, were the officers chosen to guide
us through our first year of college life. By orders
of the Sophomore Class, the class began to present
entertainments and diversions for the remainder of
the student body.
The outstanding event of this
long line of performances was the "Freshman Frolics."
The feature of the Frolics was a one-act play
"The Coward," in which appeared Samuel D. Bond,
Kenneth Cook, Joseph McGuinn, Thomas Campion;
James V. Hartnett and Frank Ronnenberg. The
class orchestra played for the several vaudeville
acts and the dance which followed in Alumni Hall.
Soon after this our President, Samuel D. Bond,
was forced to leave school due to wounds received in
action in France,
Harry T. Griffith succeeded to
the presidency.
Plans were formulated for the
banner event of our initial year, the Freshman Hop.
This affair by means of novel advertising and wholehearted support of the class, was the most successful Freshman dance ever held at the college and set
a criterion which other Freshman classes have always emulated.

The next step toward our goal, our Sophomore
year, came with a very slight casualty list among
our members. JDue to the succcesses of our first
year the first meeting was alive with enthusiasm
and plans were made for still greater activity. The
election of officers and plans for the "reception to
the incoming class" were the main topics of discus-

Harry T. Griffith was re-elected president,
Joseph J. McGuinn, vice-president; Cletus A.
sion.

^Seaver, treasurer, and

The usual reception

Edward V. Duffy, secretary.
Freshmen was turned

to the

into an "exposition," with the Frosh as the main
show. The Vigilance Committee after many hard
struggles had all ubiquitous Freshmen under their
surveillance.
The Chamber of Horrors, introduced
by this body, was the most effective means yet used
to make Freshmen remember their standing upon
the campus. Partaking in all events the class finally

wound up

the year by holding the Sophomore Soiree.
This very successful dance was one worthy of the
tradition of Villanova's spring dance.

The return to College in the Fall of 1924 was
marked very much by the ever increasing spirit of
class ambition. This was our Junior year, the year
of our greatest social and college life.
To accomplish the tasks that were before us; to make this
year, as

it is

universally believed to be, the best

of.

undergraduate years, plans were carefully laid.
With a finer spirit, seldom found anywhere, petty
jealousies, fraternal and sectional differences and
selfish motives were forgotten for the common good.

The

election of officers resulted as follows:

James

A. Trainor, president; Joseph J. McGuinn, vicepresident Louis M. Memminger, treasurer Edward
V. Duffy, secretary. A year that exceeded all ex;

;

pectations followed.

The one end to which every member seemed to
was a complete Junior Week that would be
long remembered at the "grey walls." For this purpose President Trainor appointed two distinct comaspire,

mittees, one to have full control of the Junior

Week

The Prom
committee comprised Louis M. Memminger, chairman; James V. Hartnett, William J. Ryan, John J.
Furlong, John B. McAneny, Joseph J. McGuinn and
Thomas V. Halloran. The Junior Week committee
consisted of Cletus A. Seaver, chairman; James V.
O'Neil, Bernard M. Quinn, Joseph J. McDonald,
James P. Kane, William J. Flynn and Edward V.

program

;

the other the Junior Prom.

Duffy.

The week, crowded with functions and Juniors
with their numeraled and initialed canes, were
ushered in. The opening event was a Grotesque
Dance

in

Alumni

Hall.

The decorations were

a

unique and well received feature due to the ingenuity of Tommie Halloran.
The following evening the Juniors were the guests of the Senior Class
at the traditional Belle Air smoker. The next day
the Tea Dansant that had been planned was turned
into a victory dance to celebrate the defeat of Holy
Cross at the hands of the Varsity baseball team. On
Friday night came the most important event in
every Junior's life, the Junior Prom. The main ballroom of the Ritz Carlton Hotel was the scene of this
pompous affair. When the dawn broke and the
music had ceased, many fond memories were stored
for those who were present.
Thus ended a week that will be unprecedented
for many, especially those of the Class of TwentyOur greatest hopes were exceeded, Boston Colsix.
lege, Holy Cross, and Penn A. C. all went down beThe two year
fore the bats of our ball twirlers.

away
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winning streak of the proud purple of Holy Cross
was broken during this week.
3 A history of this year would not be complete unless we made some mention of the representatives
of the class who made these victories possible. The
bulwark of that year's team was made up of
Juniors headed by Capt. Joe Connell. In addition
to this stellar player we had Doc. Jacobs, Harry
Griffith, the pitching ace; Racket Hartnett, Big Ed
-Cotter and Gene Masciadri, all helping to boost
Villanova's famous nines into a championship.
The present year, our last days of undergraduate
activity, found the class the same strong organization that it had been in the past. The first meeting
of the year, at which the election of officers was held
and the delegates to the Undergraduates' Council
selected, was a harbinger of the future.
The posi-tion of leading the class on to

new high marks

in the

•already lofty field of class accomplishments set in
previous years, was entrusted to President James
A. Trainor, aided by the following officers: James
P. Kane, vice-president; Louis M. Memminger,
The
treasurer, and Edward V. Duffy, secretary.
/delegates to the Undergraduate Council were James

A. Trainor, ex-officio; John B. McAneny, Joseph
Hughes, and John F. Hoffmeister.
:

L;

.

The need of a name for the Varsity was realized
by the class and a prize contest for such a name was
inaugurated, which resulted in the present name of
"Wildcats" for our Athletic representatives. Throughout the football season the class under the guidance
of its representatives on the Undergraduate Council, took the initiative in all movements to imbue the

new

football season that

made us

glad,

it

had been saved

for our Senior year, plans were laid for our

song

nett, John F. Hoffmeister, Joseph J. McDonald,
Anthony C. Margagliano, and John Rowe.
Plans for this publication and the staff which
had been working since the first of the year were
made knov/n by the Editor, James P. Kane, and
Business Manager, John B. McAneny. To these two
members of our class and their able staff, the class
is thankful for an annual of which it can be proud.

In keeping with the traditions the annual Belle Air
Smoker was given in honor of the Junior Class.
This affair was held in Alumni Hall during Junior
Week. The entertainment and novelties were well
received by the men of '27, in the midst of their
I'.'

week of feting.. /•
The next activity to take our interest was baseball.
Again the class sent forth its support in the
form of seven veterans to take Villanova skyward
in the collegiate

swan

in the social world.

The Belle Air Ball held on January 22, in the
main ballroom of the Ritz Carlton Hotel was the
most widely attended and successful affair yet held
by the class. The honor of the chairmanship of the
committee conducting this memorable event fell
upon Louis M. Memminger, supported by an energetic committee composed of John F. Furlong, Edwin J. Grelis, Thomas J. Halloran, James V. Hart-

baseball world.

Joe Con-

Capt.

Racket Hartnett, Ed Cotter, Doc Jacobs, Harry
Gene Masciadri and Jimmie Trainor, all
men of '26, are the backbone of our baseball aspiranell,

Griffith,

tions.

Another novelty was introduced at the class
meeting this spring by President Trainor in the
form of an informal dinner preceding the meetings.
The wisdom and forethought of such a plan is now
visible.
The renewed efforts of the class can be
clearly traced to his plan of meeting. Already plans
are under way for a class endowment of Athletics.

Every member of the class will be more closely
bound to the institution by these arrangements,
which have been sponsored by the present administration.

And now Commencement draws

lower classes.

In addition to the
support given by the class as a whole, it was represented on the squad by Jimmie Trainor, Harp McAfter the
Donald, Jack Moore and Doc Jacobs.
spirit into the

11

near.

When

reward for our four years of
study and research, it shall be with sorrow rather

we

shall receive our

than with jubilation, because this will close for us

When the exerthe book of undergraduate days.
cises have closed and we take our leave from these
haunts which we have known

so

well

and

have

we have

grown to love, we
come to the end it is only the beginning of fuller
days when we can become real Villanovans, to work
and to give, that our Alma Mater may become as
will Tealize that while

we have wished her to be
undergraduate days.
great as

in these glorious

Edward

V. Duffy,

Class Historin 7L
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and picture were received

from Mr. Louis Gimbel,

of

Gimbel

Bros.)

Feschke's Grand Hotel,

Bad Manheim, Germany,
April 30, 1926.
Rev. James H. Griffin,
Villanova, Pa.

Dear Father

Griffin

I have your letter of March 22d regarding Villanova Alumni Athletic Association. I'm enclosing
who was captain of the Villaa picture of myself
nova baseball team nearly forty-five years ago. Here
this picture taken in
I am in the pink of condition
Egypt this winter. With this I'm enclosing my
check for fifty dollars. It goes without saying, I
wish Villanova its usual many victories.

—

—

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Louis

S.

Gimbel.

VILLANOVA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
A meeting of the Board of Governors of the
Villanova Alumni Association was called for on
April 18, 1926, by the President, Martin J. McLaughlin, in the office of the President of Villanova
College.

This meeting was in conjunction with the An
nual Alumni Banquet for 1926. The following members were present: Martin J. McLaughlin, President;
Charles A. McGeehan, Treasurer; Stanley J. Smith,
Rev. M. A. Sullivan, 0. S. A., Rev. R. P. Fink,
0. S. A.,

Leo F. Lynch, Thomas A. Fitzgerald, A. L.

Schneider, Secretary.

This constituted a quorum and the meeting was
by the President of the Association,

called to order

who

stated the object of the

call.

After some discussion, it was regularly moved
and seconded that the annual banquet of the Villanova Alumni Association be held on June 8, 1926
(Tuesday). This date was selected and later than
other years on account of the Sesqui-Centennial in
Philadelphia, after

may

May

31st, 1926.

The members

thus take advantage of the annual banquet and
the celebration at the same time.
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It was regularly moved and seconded that the
annual banquet be held at Villanova College. In
that those who come from afar may be taken care
of at the college, as sleeping space is estimated to
be at a premium at that date.
The President appointed the following on banquet and decoration: Rev. R. P. Fink, 0. S. A,;
Charles A. McGeehan, Thomas A. Fitzgerald.
The President appointed the following committee on music and flowers Rev. R. P. Fink, 0. S. A>
Charles A. McGeehan, Thomas A. Fitzgerald.
Committee on entertainment: Leo F. Lynch,
Stanley J. Smith.
Committee on program and printing: Rev. R. P.
Fink, 0. S. A.; A. L. Schneider.
Committee on speakers Rev. M. A. Sullivan, O.
S. A.
:

:

:

Ex-' 14

—Marty McLaughlin and family were

Committee on publicity: Leo F. Lynch, Stanley

It was regularly moved and seconded and approved that the present graduating class, the Class
of 1926, be invited to the annual banquet at the actual cost per plate.
It was regularly moved, seconded and approved
that the subjects of the speakers be selected by Rev.
M. A. Sullivan, O. S. A., and that the subjects be
and pertain to Alumni and Alma Mater only.
It was regularly moved, seconded and agreed
that the meeting adjourn.
:'\''\,:^^'^:-:-'-^:-^-^:^^-'-r::::'^^^^^

Martin

Secretary.

'24— Felix McGuire

home

Ardmore.

Ex.'lS— "Reds" Prendergast, athletic director at
Wilkes-Barre High School, paid us a visit with his
redoubtable track team. His team took part in the
Penn Relays.

"Bill" Jamison,

*17

—Goodwin,

,:;;:;''. :.::•

•

r, :•

cial at the

—

'18-

Johnny

is still

with the

Philadelphia

De-

partment of Highways.
'20

trip

New

beat

John Kielty, Pre-Med.,

the

with the

is

was a

visitor at Villanova

single

man.

May

Alma

4th was the happy day.

extend our felicitations to the newly married

'25

—Francis W.

Panepinto was a visitor at the

College within the last

few weeks.

Frank

likes his

He

is

now engaged

in

making a

will

complete

month.
is

up and about again after

'25

—William

K.

Maher was married on April

at the Villanova-Muhlenberg baseball

panied by his friend, Dave Farley,

game, accom-

'20.

Lou Mitten,

ex.-'26,

of

Atlantic

was best man.

Villanova students present were

Thomas

J.

Other
White,

Ray McEntee, ex.-'26 Bill Flynn, '26, and Joe
McManemin, ex.-28. The Villanovan offers felicita'26

;

;

tions to the newly married couple.
*25

Robbie was

his recent operation for appendicitis.

series

of tests on asphalt pavements.

Muhlen-

Mary's Hospital, Philadelphia,

—Frank Robinson

at

a student

couple.

City.

'21

P. Keffer

28th to Miss Dorothy R. Brenneman,

his interneship at St.

is

This was John's last visit to his

3d.

Department.

berg.

this

"Bill"

a flying

York, but he managed to take time

out long enough to see the Varsity

'21---Dr.

v

position as chemist with the Philadelphia Highway

—John "Stretch" Jones was here on

from

—John

May

We

terested spectators at the Villanova-Textile track

meet.

make

^^^^^^^^^H:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;^^^^^^,^^^^^^^^^

Temple Law School and "Jim"

at the

on

also in-

intends to

June

Edelstein and Bernstein, Inc., real estate brokers.

Mater as a

Dougherty and family were

He

were interested spectators

offi-

Villanova-Textile track meet.

^^John J.

in

Villanova-Temple track meet.

game

on Friday, and was on hand the next day as an

be married on

to

*25-— The inseparable friends, "Jim" Cloran and

'25

witnessed the Muhlenberg

is

30th to Miss Fox, of Ardmore.
his

.,,;.,;•;

McLaughlin,

A. L. Schneider,

Marty is connected with the Philadelphia
Department of Highways.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^v^^^^^ / S
meet.

J.

President.

in-

terested spectators at the Villanova-Textile track

J.

Smith.

—"Dean"

few days ago.
ing very much.
a

Daniel McLaughlin paid us a visit

He

is

looking fine and likes teach-
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zAt Villanova

KANE

is most appropriate that the "Who's Who" of this final number of the Villanovan for this year should be none other than James P. Kane, the Editor-inChief. Of all who have worked for the Villanovan, either directly or indirectly,
It is only proper,
none have contributed as much towards its success as he.
therefore, that this small tribute should be paid to one who deserves more commendation for his work than this sketch can hope to give to him.
"Shamus," to call him by his more intimate name, has worked with unflagging
energy for the good of the Villanovan and the School. He had an ideal, and ideas, and he
strove to give them a material form. This he accomplished in the pages of the Villanovans of the present year. His editorials always contained some fruitful thought, and
they give us a foreshadowing of the work we may expect to see him achieve in the fu-

T

To those who claim that "collegians" do not think, we recommend the editorials
"Shamus" P. Kane.
But his activities were not confined to literary labors alone. As a member of various committees and as an officer in school organizations, "Shamus" has manifested his
well
zeal and interest in the social and fraternal life of the college. At banter and wit
"ask the college, it knows." He has applied the same brilliant talents to his work in
ture.

of

—

the School of Arts, and in the scholastic roster of the class of '26, he holds an enviable
position..;

;..,

;^'

':.

\

'.';

my

friends,

my

r\ .::-

foes,

Take it from one who knows:
To tell of our "Shamus" were vain;
For his many abilities,

And

lesser debilities,
All the world's inkpots would drain.
To say that Villanova is proud of James Kane is to utter a platitude. To say
that he will always be remembered with affection and esteem is analagous to forecasting
the dawn of tomorrow. One undeniably follows the other. And it is in such a light that
Villanova regards, and will continue to regard, "Shamus" Kane.

William

J.

Meter,

'26.
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strove to g'i\e them a mat(>rial form. This he aeeomplished in the pa^"es of the VilUiHis c>ditoi'ials alwa\s contained some fruitful thouy,"ht, and
//o/vn/.s' of the present \ear.
the\' g"i\'(.' us a. foreshadowin.u" of the woi'k we ma\' expeet to see him aehiexe in tlu' fuTo those who elaini that '\-olle,u-ians" do not think, we reeonmiend the editoi'ials
ture.
of "Shanuis" I'. Kane.
i')Ut his at'tixities wei'e not eonlined lo literarx' hdioi's alone. As a niemWer of \'arious eommittees and as an ollit'cr in school ortz'ani/at ions, '"Shanuis" has manifested his
well!
he i-oIU'j^h'. At hanter and wit
/.eal and intei'est in the so^-ial and fraternal life of
11(>
has applie;! the sanu> l)i'illiant talents to his woi-k in
"ask the eolle.u'e. it knows."
the School of Arts, and in the scholastic I'oster of the class of ''1(\, he holds an en\'ial)l(>
Chii'l'.

Of

all

iioiu' ha\'('

—

t

position.

,.

m\'

Take
To tell
I^'o)'

And

,

friends, () m>- i'oi's.
fi'om one who knows:
it

his

our "Sliamus" were \ain;
man\' al)ilit ies.

(d'

lesser del)ilities.

the world's inkpots would di'ain.
To sa\' that \'illano\'a is proud of .lames Kane is to utter a platitude. To sa\'
that he will alwaxs he I'ememhered with alfection and esteem is anala.u'ous to fort't-ast iuK
the dawn of tomorrow. ()ne undeniahjx' follows the other. And it is in sut-h a li.u'ht that
\'illano\a re.u'ards, and will continue to r(\u'ard, "Shanur^" Kane.
All

WiLi.iA.M

.1.

Mi;ii;i;,

"'.^(i.

College Ne^vs
J.

R.

SULLIVAN,

'28

Humor
GIBBONS, '27
W. A. MALONEY,

J.

Staff Cartoonist

Staff Artist

A.

PANEPINTO,

'28

M.

'27

LEARY,

'28

BUSINESS STAFF
Biisi7iess

A. A.

Manager

BARON,

'27

Circidation

Advertising
J.

QUINDLEN,

D.

'28

J.

J. SEHL,
LEITNER,

'27
'28

EDITORIAL
THE EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS
The Catholic group

in Chicago,

which numbers

slightly less than one and one-half millions, i's to
play host to the Catholics of all the world in a demonstration of faith which bids fair to eclipse any-

thing of its kind ever held on this continent. From
June 20th to June 24th the Twenty-eighth International Eucharistic Congress will hold its meetings

in the empire city of the American Middle West
and Catholics from every corner of the globe will

journey there to do homage to the Eucharistic King.
This comparatively new attention to our Lord in
the Blessed Sacrament has grown more popular
Not until June
with each successive gathering.
Eucharistic
Congress held.
first
the
was
1881
21st,

THE VILLANOVAN
The idea of the Congresses was conceived by Marie
Tamesier.
Her pleadings enlisted the sympathy

It is well that such

.r.;,:;;^^:^.;:^:;^:'^':^/;

:;>

;;v\/V:r:':;^r^::^v:';:;\^

-'r:;'";-

He

presided at the gathering and explaining its
"It is quite evident that the great evils
of the day, not merely in France, but throughout
the whole Christian world, are traceable to the denial of Jesus Christ.
Secularization has been the
watchword of the enemies of God and their purpose
has been to keep religion and the supernatural away
from the hearts of men. Our purpose is to open a
way to man's heart for Jesus to enter, and this purpose can only be attained by means of the Holy
Eucharist."

purpose said

:

The purpose of the Twenty-eighth International
Eucharistic Congress is to manifest publicly Catholic love, loyalty and devotion to Jesus Christ present
in the Eucharist to promote and inspire among
men greater love and a more widespread devotion
to the Blessed Sacrament, and to endeavor to make
reparation for the outrages committed against the
Real Presence. :: '-''->:': '-y^y:
;

'^

aim

^

purely *a spiritual one. Because of
this
nothing that might detract, even remotely,
from the chief end to be attained, shall be permitted.
Nothing is to be tolerated that might even suggest
a profane or unworthy purpose. There is to be no
commercialism and no suggestion of money-making,
of barter and sale. Chicago Catholics will finance
everything; outside collections and help, concessions, were early banned. Proffers of aid from Chicago merchants were acknowledged with courtesy,
and declined. It is said that a wholly legitimate
Its sole

offer of

is

two hundred thousand ($200,000) dollars
was promptly spurned.

for a single concession

More than one-third of the inhabitants of Chicago are Catholics and represent in their ancestry
nearly every country in Europe.
This fact alone
should guarantee a larger attendance than ever before thronged a similar affair. No restrictions are
placed as regards those who may come; no distinctions are made between priest and layman; there
are no limitations of selected delegates. Since the
days of Pentecost, no such gathering of nations and
tongues has been united by so single a purpose. In
every garb, of every tongue and custom, they will
kneel as one together, all intent upon a single ideal.

an event as a Eucharist Con-

gress should take place at this particular time. At
no period in the history of our country has there

and support of Bishop Gaston de Segur, who perfected the arrangements of the necessary details of
the first Congress, which was held at Lille, in
France.:.-

17

'

been a more widespread demand for expression of
Catholicity than at the present. The Eucharist
Congress will present a concrete argument to the
unbelieving world for the Faith that is in our hearts.
When Faith can make millions kneel in the dust of
a city street as the Blessed Sacrament is carried by,
even the scoffer must be impressed. A man kneeling in adoration to the passing Eucharist is an argument more powerful than the words of all great
^ '^yyy/'''y'.y''''i,:'''' '''/.
speakers or writers.

For months past, thousands in Chicago—priest
and layman have been preparing for the great

—

They claim that

it shall be the greatest of
world hymn of praise
the
loftiest
Congresses
the
The amazing scope
God.
ascended
to
that has ever
their
plans nears the
laying
on which they are
From
the plans already
borderland of incredulity.
prepared we might draw the following conclusions
(1) The Congress is to be the largest single religious gathering held in the world.
(2) A million
Confessions and Communions in one day in a single
city.
(3) The greatest outdoor Mass ever cele-

event.

brated.

—

(4)

A

trained choir of 60,000 voices, the

(5) Most numerous and
most impressive ecclesiastical procession ever seen
in America.
(6) The world's largest auditorium,

largest ever assembled.

never before completely filled, to be filled to overflowing and 85,000 emergency capacity added. (7)
The greatest feat of transporting, feeding, and housing numbers ever attempted.
It has been doubted whether Chicago could do
these things which have never been done before, but
the Catholics of Chicago claim that they can and will

do these things. Chicago
physical achievement and

is
is

a city of pre-eminent
classed as the paragon

American commercialism. These two facts alone
warrant the solution of the material problems. And
as for the spiritual side, in vigor and piety the
Catholic life of Chicago might be used as a model

of

for

many

of the other cities of the nation.

Twenty-seven

International

gresses have come and gone.

Eucharistic

Con-

Twelve nations have

been awed by them and have taken on a new spiritThere seems little doubt that America will
uality.
give to the Congress its greatest exemplification.
But it is hoped that the Congress will give to
America, perhaps, its most urgent need a new,
virile yet humble spirituality that may permeate all
its impatient life.

—

18
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Wildcats Ride Roughshod Over Drexel, 21-4

Lineup

:

VILLANOVA
A.B. R

The score shows the ease with which Villanova
trounced the Drexel Nine in an exhibition of heavy
slugging.

The two Drexel twirlers kept the fielders chasing
balls from the third inning on. Twenty-four hits
were scored up against the opponents and the
twenty-four hits brought in twenty-one runs.
Smith was on the mound and was touched for
only five scattered

hits.

Lineup

DREXEL
H.
Sukin, c
Davidson, rf

1

Moynihan, 2b

Stamp, 3b

2

Hartnett, ss
Curtin, lb

Stillwagon, lb
Foley,

McPherson, p
Cunard, ss
Trowbridge, cf

H.
2

4
4
8
3
4

Cotter, 3b

Mascaidri, rf
Lolos,
1

Pla, 2b

4

Hartnett, ss
Curtin, lb

4

Connell, cf

4

If

Smith, p
Donhoe, c

1

Brittain, p

"24-

Cotter, 3b

4
4

Mascaidri, rf

4

Lolos, If

4

Among

those

Penn

is

pretty

generally regarded as a tough ball team to trip. With
three defeats out of fourteen starts, the "Wildcats"

wandered up

to State to try their luck with the
Their luck was good.
Curtin crossed the plate in the sixth, and Jacobs
brought another in, in the ninth for the lone tallies
of the game.
In the sixth, Hartnett at first, drew a pass. Curtin singled and Hartnett was out at second.
Connell singled, advancing Curtin.
Cotter's sacrifice
Jacobs to first in a walk, and
fly scored Curtin.
Mascaidri flied out to second, retiring the side.
In the ninth, Jacobs started things with a single.
Mascaidri followed with another. Lolos hit into a
double play; Swartz to Lungren to Harris. Jacobs

Lions.

scored.

Griffith

was out

at first for final out.

1

2

PENN STATE
Jacobson,
Kent, 3b

Lungren,

If

ss

Stybarski, rf

Wilson, cf
Harris, lb
Schwartz, 2b
Harrington, c

Totals

State

36

Totals

State,

who know, Penn

1

4

p

Page, p
Villanova, 2;

4

Jacobs, c

1

Connell, cf
1

If

Moynihan, 2b

Griffith,

VILLANOVA
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Wildcats Ride Roughshod Over Drexel. 21-4

Thf
1

shows the

sc-oix'

whirh \'ilhmo\a

willi

cast'

Drcxol Xiiic

thc>

r()iiiu-(>(l

an exhibit

in

l.ineli])

of

ioii

h('a\'\'

sluKy:ing.,

The two

Di'cxel Iwirlci's kept tlic (ichlers chasinjj:

fi-om the third

halls

up

W(M'e scored

Twciity-t'our hits

on.

imiiii^-

the

a^aiiist

and

()i)poiieiits

the

Iweiity-roiu' hits hroug-ht in tw<Mity-one runs.

Smith was on the mound and was touched
oid\'

for

scattered hits.

fiN'e

Lineup

DliKXKI.

\'1LLA.\()\'A
jr.

ji.

Sukin, c
Davidson,

Stamp,

.')!)

Ih

If

'2

("ui-tin,

H)

h

Connelh

d"

Cotter,

1

("unai'd. ss

Lolos,
cd'

Ilrittain. p

1

v

1

—
21

5

•

Villanova, 2;

Penn

Amon.u those who know,

Stale,

up to State
Their luck was

wanik'i'ed

to

1

State

I'enn

team

as a tou.uh hall

three (kd'eats out of fourteen
Lions.

;',

—

.•"'.
.u"enei'all\- re.u'ai'ded

of

t

anotluM-

in

in.

nell
ll\'

with the

luck

theii'

j^-ood.

and .Jacobs

the ninth for the lone tallies

he .irame.
In the sixth. Ilai'tnett at

tin

|)rett\'

the "Wildcats"

stai'ts,

r\-

is

to tri)). Willi

Cui'tin crossed the plate in the sixth,
hi'oujjfht

')

rf

If

Sndth, p
Donhoe,

1

1

1

AIascai(h'i,

IMa, 21)

1

:',1)

Mcl'herson, p
Ti'()wl)i'id.uH',

"2

l21)

ilai-tnett, ss

id"

St illwa.u'on.

Foley,

Moyinhan,

1

sin^lod and Hart net!
sin^-led, ad\ancin,u'

scoi'cd

Curtin.

di'ew a pass.

fii-st,

was

out

Cui-tin.

.lacohs to

at

second.

Cotter's

tii'st

in

a

CurCon-

sacfilice

walk, and

Mascaidi'i Hied out to second, retiring the side.
in the ninth. -lacohs stai'ted thinj^'s with a sinjile.
Mascaidri followed with another.
Lolos hit into a
double 'plax' v'^wartz to Lun.u-i-en to Harris. .Jacobs
:

st-oi-e(L

(ii'iliith

was

out at

first

lor linal out.
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Wildcats Trip Muhlenberg for Second Time

H.

0.

Clemens, 3b
Grant, cf
White, rf.

1

1

1

3

1

2

M'cliffe, If

1

R.

When

the Muhlenberg twirlers offered balls to
the exceptionally hard-hitting McGeehanites it was

feeding chickens to hungry wildcats.
The opposing pitchers were touched for thirteen
hits which accounted for as many runs.
Featuring
the game were three home runs. Two circuit clouts
were directed by the club of the heavy-hitting caplike

Joe Connell.

tain,

Tom Crane was

box and he pitched his
usual good game, allowing only a few scattered hits.
in the

Moynihan,

2b.

H.

5

1

O.

A.

E.

4

3

1

1

1

2

Hartnett, ss
Curtin, lb

2

.3

11

Connell, cf

3

3

4

Carter, 3b

1

1

12

Mascaidri, rf
Lolos,

2

1

.2.4

Jacobs, c
If

1

1
1

1

Crane, rf

4

Totals

13

12

27

1

1

1

2

10
4

2

1

3

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

5

8

24

11

4

E.

MUHLENBURG
R.

.

H

0.

A.

E.

3

3

2

Weidner, 2b
ss.

Slemmer,
Bickert,

Leh, cf

.

1

7

c,

4

1

R.

H.

0.

A.

Moynihan, 2b

1

3

3

3

Hartnett, ss
Curtin, lb

1

1

1

1

Connell, cf

2

3

Cotter, 3b

Jacobs, c

2
2

Mascaidri, rf

1

1

Lolos,

1

4

If

.

3

.

Borrell, 3b.

2

Clymer, If.
Lauson, 3b.
Ross,p

1

.

.

3

10
2

2

.

2

3

6

11

1

15

27

13

001000220—5
..;..

3

4

5

x— 11
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Baseball
Villanova,

1-

-Boston College, 2

Villanova, 11- -Osteopathy,

.

Villanova, 12- -C. C. N. Y., 4

Ziegenfuss, p

Evans, 2b.

Villanova, 13- -Providence, 1

2

.

7- -Princeton, 4
Villanova, 16- -Providence, 6

Villanova,
Totals,

Villanova

.

Muhlenburg

.

,

.

6

7

27

3042012
03020100
1

15

3

It

2-

-Boston College, 3

0—13

Villanova,

0—6

Villanova, 18- -Lowell Textile, 2

Villanova Easily Defeats Schuylkill, 11-5

wasn't until the seventh inning that the boys

7- -Temple, 11
Villanova, 13- -Seton Hall,

Villanova,
Villanova,

9-

-Muhlenburg, 4

Villanova, 11- -Lehigh, 1

from Schuylkill showed any

Villanova, 11- -Drexel, 3

after the "Wildcats" had

Villanova, 13- -Temple, 6

life at all and that was
appeased their appetites

-Penn State,

with hits and runs aplenty.

Villanova,

was given
by the "Wildcats" that has ever been seen on Alumni
Oval. Not only did the boys play errorless ball, but
they stopped the sphere when it was far out of the
territory they were obliged to cover.

Villanova, 13- -Muhlenburg, 6

One of the

Up

best exhibitions of fielding

to the seventh inning the score stood 11-1,

but the visitors bunched a few hits and scored two
runs.

1

1

1

12

1

2

THE SCORES THUS FAR

2

1

1

Totals

Villanova

2

If.
.

1

VILLANOVA

Schuylkill

Jones,

1

,

.

Copp, c
Metzer, p

Crane, p
Smith, p

11

1

Doyle, 2b
Roth, ss.

Totals

R.
2

E.

MacDonald, lb

VILLANOVA
,

A.
2

2-

Villanova, 22- -Drexel, 4
Villanova,

9-

-Seton Hall, 2

Villanova, 11- -Schuylkill, 5

Villanova
Villanova
Villanova
Villanova

-Schuylkill

-Penn A.

C.

-Lafayette

-Franklin-Marshall
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TRACK TEAM

A retrospection of the past season on the cinder
path not only shows a perfect record as far as victories are concerned, but also prospects of a most
successful team for next year.
The team remains practically intact the only
loss through graduation being Captain "Dan" PheBut his place will be hard to fill, as he never
lan.
failed to take a first prize in every meet he has entered. For two years he has started the scoring in
each meet by taking the hundred yard dash he has
established a record that will not only be difficult to
-

;

;

Varsity

Down Temple

on Track, 98^-36^

Once more the "Wildcats" brought the Blue and
White colors to victory by defeating Temple on the
Only once did the Templars take a first place,
the other fourteen being copped by the Meredith
coached men.
usual

Dan Phelan

100-yard dash.

stepped to the front in the

Woods, Kelly, Avil, Murphy, Mc-

Guirr, Plunkett, Myrtetus, and Lolos also took firsts.
Prospects for an exceptional team next year are
bright, as Captain Phelan will be the only

leave the

greatest season of track that the College has ever
had.

As usual. Captain Dan Phelan took the 100-yards
with the best time so far this season on the Villanova
Oval.

Oakes, of

cinder path.

As

beat but that will act as an incentive to the athletes
During his reign as captain, Dan has
gained the admiration and respect of the student
body and his mates on the track.
The whole squad is worthy of recognition, but
space prohibits individual praise. Among the highest scorers are Cummings, Phelan, Plunkett, Hanzig,
Woods, Mystelus. Next year, no doubt, will be the
in the future.

man

to

team through graduation.

VILLANOVA SMOTHERS ST. JOE
MEET

IN

CINDER

For the third consecutive win, the "Wildcats"
took St. Joseph's College over to the count of 85-29.
At the start of the meet, Villanova made a big jump
in the score which was increased by leaps and
l)ounds throughout the fracas.

St.

Joe,

was the high scorer

of the

which gave him fifteen points.
Tom Cummings was second with nine, first in the
120 hurdles, tie for high jump, and third in the
broad jump.
This meet was the season's %al, leaving the Blue
and White with three victories and no defeats to

day with three

firsts,

,:

its credit.
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Wildcats Trip Muhlenberg for Second Time

WhLMi the MuhioiilHM'K

()pi)()sinR

pitchers wei'e touched

i'ov

which accounted for as many runs.

hits

it

was

thirteen

Featurinj,^

wei-(> three home runs.
Two cii'cuit clouts
were directed by the club ol" the heavy-hitting ca))-

the iranie

Tom

Clemens,
Grant, cl'
White, rf
M'clitre,

was in the I)()x and he pitched his
usual good game, allowing oidy a tew scattered hits.
Ci-ane

FI.

().

A.

K.

4

,",

1

[

\

2

2

21)

Hai'tnett, ss

5

j

2

:]

('onnell, cf

:]

;>,

4

(^arter,

.",b

1

1

()

Jacobs,

c

lb

Mascaidri,
I^o'os,

If

('rane,

r['

Doyle,

Copp,

i-f

2

4

1

2

2

1

1

]

1

()

Totals

4

()

27

11

R.

II.

().

A.

E.

()

()

;]

i]

2

'y

MUIILKNIJURG

Slennner.

c

I!'

I

7

()

4

1

()

2

42
10

cf.

l)orrell,

VILLANOVA
R.

2

;^>b

Glymer,

If
:]\)

:>
()

]

()

112

.

Ross,))
()

Evans, 2b

2

Totals
Villanova

Muhleni)urg

....

:]

27

7

()

.

4

,",

2

1

2

1

2

15
1

:]

0—18

0—
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Villanova Easily Defeats Schuylkill, 11-5
wasn't until the seventh inning that the boys

fi'om Schuylkill

showed any

after the "Wildc-ats" had

life at all

and that was

their

ai)pease(l

api)etites

with hits and runs aplent\'.

One

was given
has e\er been seen'On Alumni
the bo.ws phiy errorless ball, but

of the best exhibitions of fiel(hng

the "Wildcats"

tliat

Oval. Not onl\- (h'd
they stopped the sphei'e when
territorx' the\'

were obliged

it

was

fai'

out of the

to t'oxcr.

Uj) to the seventh inning the scoi-e stood
but the xisitoi's

runs.

1
1

(\)nnell, cf

2

Cotter,

:\h

2

Jacobs,

c

2
i-f

1

If

1

Crane, ])
Smith, p
Totals

Villanova

()

2

Zicgenfuss, p

b\-

1

Hartnett, ss
Cuilin, lb

11

bunched

a

few

hits

1

1

:]

l.auson,

It

5

Schuylkill

Jones, ss
r>ickert,

))

Mascaidri,

12

];',

21)

c

Metzei',

Lolos,

I-eh,

21)

Moynihan, 2b

11

1

\Vei(hier,

If

Totals

R.

('ui-tin,

'

MacDonald, lb

VILI.AXOVA
Moynihan,

')!)

Roth, ss

Joe Connell.

tain,

R.

oirorod halls to

twirlci-s

the exceptionally hai-d-hittiiiK McGeeliaiiiles
like rcH'diiijr chickens to" huiij^n-y wildcats.

The

SCHUYLKILL

11-1,

and scored two

5

4

2

T
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A retrospection of the i)asl season on the cinder
path not only shows a pei'l'ect record as tar as vielories are concerned, hut also ])rosi)(H-ts of a tnost
suecessful team

The team

next yeai'.

foi-

I'emains practlcall\'

the

intact:

omIn'

through graduation being Captain "Dan" IMieBut his place will he hard to till, as he ncNci'
lan.
failed to take a tirst prl/e in e\-ery meet he has enFor two years he has started the st-oi'ing in
tered.
each meet h\- taking the hundred \ai'd dash: he has
loss

established a record that will not onh' be

Varsity

Down Temple

dillu-iih

t

greatest SiTiSon of
bad.

on Track, 98' 2-35'

Only once did the Temi)lars take
being t'opped

l)\-

a

first

the

usual

Dan

place.

Alei'edith

(Juii-r, IMuid\ett,

I'helan stepped to the fi'ont in the

Woods,

Kelly,

Avil.

Murphy. AU-

Myi'tetus, and holes also took

I'ack

usual, C'liMain

with the

fii'sts.

an exc-eptional ti'am next >"eai' are
bright, as Captain I'helan will l)e the onl.\' man to
l'rosi)ects for

licst

t

Dan

ime so far

(hi>

of

Si.

with tht'ce

.ioc

iirsls,

Foi- the third c(msecuti\-e

Tom ('nmmings was

CINDKR

At the start of the meet, \'illano\a made
the score which was iiicrc.ased by
in
1

he fr.acas.

season on

t

he \'illaiio\'a

second

of

lil'teen

points.

nine, first

\'v'ith

Jump,

and

thii'd

a

big
Ic'ips

t

il

s ci'imMi

,

\'illano\a

Vr2

Textile

a

PS

Temple

;

S.",

St.

-.",(;

i

I

i

a no\

,

Joseph

--:2:5

jump
;iiid

in

in

the
the

Jump.
This me( was the season's final, leax'ing the Dlue
and While wilh th.ree \iclories and no defeats to

'

S.l-L'Ib

the

scorei"

"Wildcats"
(d'

e\'er

I'helan took the l()()-\'ards
his

liroad

\'ill.'ino\

the

took St. Joseph's College oNcr to the count

t

t

for high

lie

inii'dies,

\

bounds hronuiiout

ha.s

!;\(M\

JOh: IN

win,

('ollej^'e

was the high
which ga\'e him

the team through gi'aduaticm.

VILLANOVA SMOTHERS ST.
MEET

the

Ih.at

0\ai.

ll'P

dash.

i

.

.•\s

coached men.

lea\'e

the future. Dui'ing his I'eign as captain,

()a!<cs,,

the otiier fourteen

As

Dan has
gained lie admiration and respect of the student
b()d\' and ids mates on the trai-k.
The whoU' s(|i!ad is worth.x' of i'(-cognit ion, but
space prohibils indixudual praise. Among the high(st scoriis arc ("ummiic's, I'helan, I'lunkett. Han/ig,
Woods,, Alystehis.
Next >'eai', no (loul)t, will be the
in

i)ath.

l()()-yai-d

but that will act as an incentive to the athletes

'hi'A

to

Once more the "Wildcats" brought the IMue and
White coloi's to \'ictor\' b\- defeating 'i'emple on the
cdnder

tkam

!)::
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PUNTHi
Bill: "The girl I marry must have a sense of
humor."
Jack "Don't worry, she will."
:

Upheaval

Two thousand years ago Aesop said "If there is
any good in a man it is bound to come up on an
:

ocean voyage."

Teacher: Willie,
a large B?
Willie
less it

:

why

do you write "Bank" with

Because pa said a bank was no good un-

had a large

capital.

"What does your father do?"
"He is in the F'ederal Reserve."
"At Washington?"
"No, Leavenworth."

'Why use such a high crib for your baby?"
"So we can hear him when he falls out."

Never try

She Was Only a Cattleman's Daughter, But She
Gave Me a Bum Steer.

That
performed

to steal a kiss in a aeroplane.

kind of "nosediving"
in an automobile.

is

more

efficiently

Officer (to inebriated one)
"Hey, there!
are you doing with that fire extinguisher?"
Inebriated One: "Shomeone tol' me I was
an' I'm tryin' to put myself out."
:

A ride in an areoplane
your breath away.

is like

listerine

—

it

"I'm so funny that way," said the bandit as he
shoved the old lady off the cliff.

better mileage out of

"What
"They

down
Florists are advertising:

They know that flowers

"Say

it

lit

up

takes

"I wrote to a firm to find out

shine."

What

my

how

I

could get

hills

and coast

gasoline."

did they answer?"
told

me

to

push the car up

the other side."

with Moon-

will follow.

"All my father has to do is to walk into the
garage and take his pick of the cars."

"Here's where I go after higher education," said
Eve, as she reached for the apple.

"Do you play checkers?"
"Yes."
"Well, move, or

I'll

crown you."

She: "Are your cheer leaders very keen observers?"
He: "I should say so! They can look up into a
crowd of a thousand girls and pick out the good supporters."

THE VILLANOVAN

Where two steam locomotives formerly puffed and strained to pull a 360-ton freight train up the
steep slope of Malt rata incline, two electric locomotives haul a 660-ton train with power to spare

Electrieity levels the

Mountains

In Mexico, romantic land of pretty senoritas and
languorous minstrelsy, practical ^.mericrn engineers have harnessed streams so that mountains

'.may

be leveled.

.;-..'^-

thirty-mile Maltrata incline on the
road from Vera Cruz to Mexico City is now electrified. Ten electric locomotives replace tv.cntythree steam engines. The electrics haul twice ths
tonnage of the steam locomotives and in half the
time, with obvious benefits to traveler, railroader,

The winding
The General Electric
Company required but
eighteen months to electrify

Maltrata incline

locomotives, power
plant, transmission
equipment complete.
Engineering skill, backed
by vast manufacturing
has enabled
facilities,

G-E to serve humanity
in many ways.

A

series

of

G-E

adver-

tisements showing what
electricity is doing in
many fields will be sent
on request. Ask for
booklet GEK-1.

—

and shipper.

Yet Maltrata is but an example of electrical progress. For electricity is conquering the grades of
railroads and of industry alike, the world over.
Impressive, no doubt, but still modest when compared with the possibilities of electricity in years
to come. And it remains for college-trained men,
with trained capacity for initiative and leadership,
to become ambassadors for further electrical conquests in foreign lands.
IJ-3SGC

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

SCHENECTADY.
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JE WELERS
Favored by Four Generations of Philadelphians

The basic principles of the founders,
which are responsible for this honorable record of service, are

& Co.

E.CALDWELL

J.

observed

still

Jewelry, Silver, Watches, Stationery
Clans Rivgs, Prizes, Pins, Trophies

Chestnut Street Below Broad

To Freshmen
fro7n

Home and

PHILADELPHIA

.^^

Influences

its

ou WILL CULTIVATE a great many
new habits at college. Habits that
will grow on you and become a part of
your

life

on the campus

.

.

.

and

S
Peter Reilly Publications

off it.

133 North Thirteenth Street

You

will don the far-famed "balloon

By

trousers"; you will cultivate a speaking

acquaintance with the
letters;

you

will

arts, sciences

become

and

a statistical

Godfrey Rupert

J,

This book ably presents Catholic view-points on the "modern
Views of future life as represented by men
scientific points."
like Conan Doyle, Sir Oliver I^odpre. It is popularly treated so as
to interest the great majority of readers.
138 pages, price $1.25.

expert on college spores, athletic and

ELEMENTS OF SCHOLASTIC PHILOSOPHY

Otherwise,

"Scarcely any English books of Philosophy have such breadth
brevity of
of view, such clearness of expression, and such
America. Cr 8 vo.
423 pages.
style."
$2.50.

and you will have a Telephone
with Mother and Dad

Ry Rev. Michael W.

Slinllo,

S.

J.

THE HOUND OF HEAVEN

By Francis Thompson
Edited with Notes, by Michael A. Kelly

Date

Not only the masterpiece of Thompson, but It stands out among
all the productions of modern literature as a masterpiece In
"One of the few very great odes." — Coventry Patmore.
itself.

every week of your College Life.

i

Philadelphia

HUMAN DESTINY AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY

(Upper Classmen please copy!)

Square

TIIK

12

mo.,

69

pages, 75o.

School Edition,

25c.

SACRAMENT OF FRIENDSHIP
By Henry

C. Schuyler, Ph. D., S. T. L.

Places successfully In a popular and devout manner the principal
By the author of
truth concerning the Blessed Sacrament.
"The Courage of Christ," "The Charity of Christ," etc. 16 mo.
218

pages.

Prayer Book Edition,

$1.25.

HOSSFELD NEW ITALIAN GRAMMAR
New practical method for learning the Italian

Ttelephone

Home/

By

and enlarged with a vocabulary, by W. -N. Cornett.
the
conversational
and fascinating, with
appended to each chapter. 12 mo., 464 pages, $1.75.

reliable

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE

A. Rota

language, revised

Thorough,
portions

By Rev. JosRph M. O'Hara

Excellent for
Simply explnined according to the New Code.
tliose contomplating Matrimony, and for non-Catholics honestly
16 mo., 84
desiring of lonrning what the Church teaches,
pago.s,

clolh,

li)
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Careful

Handling
and

Quality

WILSON

LAUNDRY

Meet our Mr. J.
Linn Hill at College

Building,

June

2d,

9th,

16th and 24th.

EDWARD
CLOTHES -Made
MONO
dents

style idcjs

pace for Amer-

Edward numbeis

ica,
its

Yon

college stu-

whose

set the

for

followers

thousands.

by the

On

almost
any leading university
campus, suits and topcoats, as

individually

tailored to measure hv

?^=^ Edward, are
sight.

The
wear

a

familiar

Tv/o prices:

correct

thing for evcnMit^

the

Edwakd ^^n,„.

is

Tux

^287^

—
The

Edward Tailoring

IN

DOING

SO,

Co., Inc., Philadelfhia

MENTION VILIiANOVAN

•>-

THE VILLANOVAN

Men^s Clothing
and

READY-TO-WEAR
TAILORED-TO-MEASURE

Men^s Furnishings

THE

V

DRUGS, SODA, STUDENTS'
SUPPLIES,

MAGAZINES

Bryn Mawr News Agency
at

BOB'S

PHARMACY

ILLANOVAN

THE
You will be pleased with our
Summer clothes. Smartness and
suits in the City at

VI

LLANOVAN

selection of exclusive fabrics for your Spring
style in every

garment and

at

moderate

and

prices. Best

$65 and $85.

Have us make your

clothes

and they

at a price only slightly higher than

will always be right
ready made.

PYLE

&

in quality

and

—and

fit

INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115

Walnut

Street

PHILIP HARRISON
Walk-Over Boot Shop and
Gentlemen's Outfitters
826 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Frank

W.

Prickitt, Ph.

G.

APOTHECARY
ROSEMONT,

Cream

Prescriptions

W. BREYER,

Room

Supplies

a Specialty

Breyer Ice Cream Co.
HENRY

and Sick

PA.

Pres.

Telephone Bryn

Mawr

193.

Philadelphia, Pa.

VILLANOVA BOYS
Eat

WANKUN'S CANDY
And Grow

Fat

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Established 1885

THE VILLANOVAN
BELL PHONE: OREGON 9124

Clinton's

Famous Hair Brush
Stiff,

E.
1204

TO

1214

Penetrating Bristles

CLINTON &

CO., INC.

SOUTH TWELFTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Incorporated 1919

Established 1837

R^coibaifl

Shoomaker

&,

Co.

inc.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Manufacturers of

PURE POWDERED DRUGS AND SPICES
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Northeast Corner Fourth and Race Streets
Philadelphia

Suits,

Top Coata, Over-

John Y. Parke Co.

coats of superior character. Perfectly tailored
in

correct

DISTRIBUTORS

fashioning,

$35 and upward.

Electrical

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT

and Radio

Supplies

ST.

PHILADELPHIA

3

1

North Seventh

Strelet

Philadelphia, Pa.

SHEAD'S

^

BAKERY

For Quality

in

Bread and Pastry
ARDMORE,

Wholesale and Retail

IN

DOING

SO,

MENTION VILLANOVAN

PA.

THE VILLANOVAN

MEHL & LATTA

William L. Hayden

Lumber, Coal,

HARDWARE

and Building Materials
Locksmithing

Wall Board
838
Telephone, Bryn

Mawr

ROSEMONT,

1300-1301

LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR, PA.

PA.

FERD.

W NOFER 3® SON
•AAEATSPrime

City

Dressed Beef

Eleventh Avenue

ReadingTerminal Market

WABASH

iC^Jand Arch Streets
Philadelphia

T. E.

TWINLOCK
Binders and Supplies

Cabinets and Supplies

James Hogan Company
Looae Leaf

607

Shoes

IStpecialists

Blank Books

Lithographing

Printing

Gents' Furnishings

r

X.IMITED

Office Supplies

FAHY

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Engraving

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
TEN PER CENT. DISCOUNT TO COLLEGE
AND PREP STUDENTS

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE VILLANOVAN

KNOWN

for

DEPENDABLE VAtVE and CRAFTSMANSHIP

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

B. E.

—

LOEPER

Chalices, Ostensorium,

—

Ciborium

Class Pins» Rings,

Charmt

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

Manufacturers of Artistic Jewelry, School, College, Society Emblems
I

12-1 14 S.

ESTABLISHED

ELEVENTH

ST. (Below Chestnut St.)
BE3LL PHONE, FILBERT

1895

537ri

POWERS & REYNOLDS
Modern Drug

Store

827 Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

IMPORTED PERFUMES
CANDY, SODA, GIFTS
Telephone Bryn

Mawr

We

921

Deliver

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

Schoenfeld and McAninley

£DS

Cigars, Cigarettes,

DISTINCTIVE
Quality at
RIGHT
PRICEf.

Pipes
Everything

Tobacco and Specialties

forGARDEN andLAWI^
CATALOG FREE-

6006 Market Street

MiCHELLS!
EIQMARKETSli
illOPHILA'

Philadelphia

SHERWOOD

3028
%y\
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THE

V
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MacDonald

& Campbell

BALL TIME/,
SPALDING CASE-HARDENED®!

BATS ARE FULL OF HITS

BOOST YOUR AVERAGE /

l.KAniNG SPECIALISTS

\^4^c^zM^
1210

Chestnut

St.,

VOITNG

in

MI<:X'S

Ovoriioats
Suits
SportH (jlutli<>H
Iliiberdnshcry Motoring Appnrol

Phila.

Hats
1334-1336

CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

THE VILLANOVAN
MUTUAL BAVINGt BANK
DIPOBITOM
OWNBD BT

m

PAID ON
'0 DEPOSITS

FOUNDED

BENEFICIAL SAVING
1200

FUND

CHESTNUT STREET
Kensington

BBSOURCES
THIRTY-TWO MILUON

826

CANDIES

CHOCOLATES

WM. GROFF,

P.

D.

Druggist

SODAS

MILK DRINKS
'Try a Groff Milk Shik*"

BRYN MAWR.

PA.
Opposite National Bank

185S

Office

EAST ALLEGHENY AVE.
AT KENSINGTON AVE.

THE VILLANOVAN

YW

CAN HAVE YOUR CLOTHES PRESSED

FREE
BY JOINING OUR PRESSING CLUB

B.

& G., Cleaners and Dyers
869

We

LANCASTER AVENUE

Clean Neckties, Hats, Gloves, Sweaters, Scarfs, Suede Jackets and Sheepskins

PHONE BRYN MAWR

1018

E CLEAN it OR DYE
BELL PHONE
BASE BALL

TRACK
FOOT BALL

JOHN

SOCCER

(^

^

BASKETBALL
BATHING PANTS

424

A.

DOUGHERTY

tor

The More

(JYM OUTFITS

J.

PENNANTS
PILLOW TOPS
WALL BANNERS

I Sell the

AND SPECIAL
ttie

Stlitete

LBTTERINQ

More Ton Save

TENNIS RACKETS

RESTRUNG

SOUTH FIFTY-SECOND STREET
OPEN EVERY EVENING
Student Representative—Hofwwd Avil

Villanova College Barber Shop
most sanitary
tonsoriAl parlor

the main

line's

LOUIS
HOURS:— 9

THE BARBER
ENTRANCE

A. M. to 7 P. M.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVMITISERS

•^

—Opposite

Football Field

u..

'm

'

•-'M

